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WKU SOFTBALL ANNOUNCES 2019 SLATE 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – With a successful fall campaign in the books, WKU Softball head coach Amy 
Tudor and her staff have announced the upcoming 2019 spring slate. After graduating just one player off 
last season’s squad, the Red and White return an experience-filled roster paired with five freshmen and 
a senior transfer all looking to making an immediate impact. 
“We put ourselves in challenging situations that will prepare us for Conference USA play with this 
schedule,” Coach Tudor shared. “It gives us an opportunity to play top opponents to improve our RPI as 
well as using it for measurement and preparation for a shot at postseason play.” 
The Red and White will take on four squads that appeared in the NCAA Tournament a year ago and will 
host 19 contests at the WKU Softball Complex this spring. 
 
The 54-game regular-season slate will kick off with a trip south to Gulf Shores, Ala., for the Sand Dollar 
Classic. Play will begin Friday, Feb. 8, against Missouri State followed a tilt with Auburn. On the second 
day, WKU will face off with Florida A&M and Tennessee State before closing weekend play with a game 
against South Alabama. 
Opponent Date Time Conference 
Missouri State Friday, Feb. 8 11 a.m. CT Missouri Valley 
Auburn Friday, Feb. 8 5 p.m. CT SEC 
Florida A&M Saturday, Feb. 9 11 a.m. CT MEAC 
Tennessee State Saturday, Feb. 9 2 p.m. CT Ohio Valley 
South Alabama Sunday, Feb. 10 10 a.m. CT Sun Belt 
 
The second weekend of the 2019 slate features a three-game series on The Hill as the Western Illinois 
Leathernecks come to town. Action will include a doubleheader on Saturday followed by a single contest 
on Sunday. 
For the third weekend of the campaign, Tudor and company will stay home and host their lone 
tournament of the 2019 season as Butler, Cleveland State and Indiana State come to town. 
Opponent Date Time Conference 
Butler Friday, Feb. 22 3 p.m. CT Big East 
Cleveland State Friday, Feb. 22 5:30 p.m. CT Horizon 
Indiana State Saturday, Feb. 23 12:30 p.m. CT Missouri Valley 
TBD (1 vs. 4/2 vs. 3) Saturday, Feb. 23 3/5:30 p.m. CT  
TBD (Champ./Cons.) Sunday, Feb. 24 11 a.m./1:30 p.m. CT  
 
After eight-straight games in Bowling Green, WKU Softball will hit the road again, opening a stretch of 
12-consecutive games away from home and head to a Samford-hosted tournament. While in 
Birmingham, Ala., the Hilltoppers will take on Evansville, Jackson State, Houston Baptist and Samford 
across the weekend. 
Opponent Date Time Conference 
Evansville Friday, March 1 10 a.m. CT Missouri Valley 
Jackson State Saturday, March 2 2 p.m. CT SWAC 
Houston Baptist Sunday, March 3 11 a.m. CT Southland 
Samford Sunday, March 3 3 p.m. CT SoCon 
 
WKU will close non-conference tournament play with a trip to Kennesaw, Ga., for the Bobbie Bailey 
Memorial Tournament from March 8-10. The Red and White will take on Wright State, Kennesaw State 
and Saint Louis across the weekend. 
Opponent Date Time Conference 
Wright State Friday, March 8 10:30 a.m. CT Horizon 
Kennesaw State Friday, March 8 1 p.m. CT Atlantic Sun 
Saint Louis Saturday, March 9 1:30 p.m. CT Atlantic 10 
TBD (1 vs. 4/2 vs. 3) Saturday, March 9 4/6:30 p.m. CT  
TBD (Champ./Cons.) Sunday, March 10 9/11:30 a.m. CT  
 
Of the 17 different teams the Hilltoppers will face before reaching their first Conference USA opponent 
in 2019, WKU will face squads from 13 different conferences. 
 
Already through the fifth week of the season, WKU will make a quick midweek trip to Lipscomb on 
March 13 before heading to Miami, Fla., a couple days later to open C-USA action. The Panthers will 
mark the first of six league foes the Hilltoppers will face that appeared in last season’s Conference USA 
Tournament in Charlotte, N.C. 
 
The following weekend, the Red and White will host Charlotte before heading up to Lexington to take on 
the Kentucky squad that advanced to the NCAA Super Sectionals last season. The Wildcats join Auburn 
and Louisville as Power Five opponents of the Hilltoppers in 2019. 
 
Remaining in the non-conference column for April and May are a doubleheader at Tennessee Tech (April 
17) while Louisville (April 3), Austin Peay (April 24) and Murray State (May 1) will all visit The Hill. 
Remaining Non-Conference Games 
Opponent Date Time (CT) Location 
Western Illinois (Series) Sat. – Sun., Feb. 16-17 1 & 3 p.m./1 p.m. Bowling Green, Ky. 
Lipscomb Wednesday, March 13 4 p.m. Nashville, Tenn. 
Kentucky Tuesday, March 26 5 p.m. Lexington, Ky. 
Louisville Wednesday, April 3 5 p.m. Bowling Green, Ky. 
Tennessee Tech (DH) Wednesday, April 17 2 & 4 p.m. Cookeville, Tenn. 
Austin Peay (DH) Wednesday, April 24 4 & 6 p.m. Bowling Green, Ky. 
Murray State Wednesday, May 1 5 p.m. Bowling Green, Ky. 
 
WKU's remaining conference slate includes trips to Marshall, Middle Tennessee and Louisiana Tech 
while the Hilltoppers will also host Florida Atlantic, North Texas and UTSA on the year. Over the last two 
seasons, four of the eight league squads WKU will face in the regular season have appeared in the NCAA 
Tournament (2017: Marshall, FIU, Louisiana Tech; 2018: Middle Tennessee). 
Conference USA Series 
Opponent Date Time (CT) Location 
FIU Sat.-Sun., March 16-17 3 & 5 p.m. / 11 a.m. Miami, Fla. 
Charlotte Sat.-Sun., March 23-24 1 & 3 p.m. / 1 p.m. Bowling Green, Ky. 
Florida Atlantic Sat. - Sun., March 30-31 1 & 3 p.m. / 1 p.m. Bowling Green, Ky. 
Marshall Sat.-Sun., April 6-7 Noon & 2 p.m. / 11 a.m. Huntington, W.Va. 
North Texas Sat.-Sun., April 13-14 1 & 3 p.m. / 1 p.m. Bowling Green, Ky. 
Middle Tennessee Fri.-Sat., April 19-20 1 & 3 p.m. / 1 p.m. Murfreesboro, Tenn. 
Louisiana Tech Sat.-Sun., April 27-28 1 & 3 p.m. / Noon Ruston, La. 
UTSA Sat.-Sun., May 4-5 1 & 3 p.m. / 1 p.m. Bowling Green, Ky. 
 
The 2018 Conference USA Tournament will be hosted by UAB this season as the Hilltoppers will have 
their sights set on making their third-straight trip to the post-season event and fourth in the last five 
season. 
 
In total, WKU will face squads from 15 different conferences in 2019. For the seventh-straight season, 
the Hilltoppers have multiple SEC squads on the schedule. WKU has faced at least one team out of the 
SEC every season since the program's inception in 2000. 
 
Eleven squads on the Hilltoppers' 2019 slate won 30-plus games last year including the Auburn squad 
that posted a 41-17 record. WKU will face two regular-season conference champions (Kennesaw State, 
Florida Atlantic) along with a pair of conference tournament winners (Kennesaw State, Middle 
Tennessee) this season. 
 
2019 WKU SOFTBALL SCHEDULE 
 
DATE   OPPONENT    LOCATION   TIME (CT) 
Friday, Feb. 8  vs. Missouri State1   Gulf Shores, Ala.  11 a.m. 
   vs. Auburn1    Gulf Shores, Ala.  5 p.m. 
Saturday, Feb. 9 vs. Florida A&M 1   Gulf Shores, Ala.  11 a.m. 
   vs. Tennessee State1   Gulf Shores, Ala.  2 p.m. 
Sunday, Feb. 10  vs. South Alabama1   Gulf Shores, Ala.  10 a.m. 
Saturday, Feb. 16 Western Illinois (DH)   Bowling Green, Ky.  1 & 3 p.m. 
Sunday, Feb. 17 Western Illinois   Bowling Green, Ky.  1 p.m. 
Friday, Feb. 22  Butler2     Bowling Green, Ky.  3 p.m. 
   Cleveland State2   Bowling Green, Ky.  5:30 p.m. 
Saturday, Feb. 23 Indiana State2    Bowling Green, Ky.  12:30 p.m. 
   TBD (1 vs. 4/2 vs. 3)2   Bowling Green, Ky.  3/5:30 p.m. 
Sunday, Feb. 24 TBD (Championship/Consolation)2 Bowling Green, Ky.  11 a.m./1:30 p.m. 
Friday, March 1  vs. Evansville3    Birmingham, Ala.  10 a.m. 
Saturday, March 2 vs. Jackson State3   Birmingham, Ala.  2 p.m. 
Sunday, March 3 vs. Houston Baptist3   Birmingham, Ala.  11 a.m. 
   at Samford3    Birmingham, Ala.  3 p.m. 
Friday, March 8  vs. Wright State 4   Kennesaw, Ga.   10:30 a.m. 
   at Kennesaw State4   Kennesaw, Ga.   1 p.m. 
Saturday, March 9 vs. Saint Louis4    Kennesaw, Ga.   1:30 p.m. 
   vs. TBD (1 vs. 4/2 vs. 3)4   Kennesaw, Ga.   4/6:30 p.m. 
Sunday, March 10 vs. TBD (Championship/Consolation)4 Kennesaw, Ga.   9/11:30 a.m. 
Wednesday, March 13 at Lipscomb    Nashville, Tenn.   4 p.m. 
Saturday, March 16 at FIU* (DH)    Miami, Fla.   3 & 5 p.m. 
Sunday, March 17 at FIU*     Miami, Fla.   11 a.m. 
Saturday, March 23 Charlotte* (DH)   Bowling Green, Ky.  1 & 3 p.m. 
Sunday, March 24 Charlotte*    Bowling Green, Ky.  1 p.m. 
Tuesday, March 26 at Kentucky    Lexington, Ky.   5 p.m. 
Saturday, March 30 Florida Atlantic* (DH)   Bowling Green, Ky.  1 & 3 p.m. 
Sunday, March 31 Florida Atlantic*   Bowling Green, Ky.  1 p.m. 
Wednesday, April 3 Louisville    Bowling Green, Ky.  5 p.m. 
Saturday, April 6 at Marshall* (DH)   Huntington, W.Va.  Noon & 2 p.m. 
Sunday, April 7  at Marshall*    Huntington, W.Va.  11 a.m. 
Saturday, April 13 North Texas* (DH)   Bowling Green, Ky.  1 & 3 p.m. 
Sunday, April 14 North Texas*    Bowling Green, Ky.  1 p.m. 
Wednesday, April 17 at Tennessee Tech (DH)   Cookeville, Tenn.  2 & 4 p.m. 
Friday, April 19  at Middle Tennessee* (DH)  Murfreesboro, Tenn.  1 & 3 p.m. 
Saturday, April 20 at Middle Tennessee*   Murfreesboro, Tenn.  1 p.m. 
Wednesday, April 24 Austin Peay (DH)   Bowling Green, Ky.  4 & 6 p.m. 
Saturday, April 27 at Louisiana Tech* (DH)   Ruston, La.   1 & 3 p.m. 
Sunday, April 28 at Louisiana Tech*   Ruston, La.   Noon 
Wednesday, May 1 Murray State    Bowling Green, Ky.  5 p.m. 
Saturday, May 4 UTSA* (DH)    Bowling Green, Ky.  1 & 3 p.m. 
Sunday, May 5  UTSA*     Bowling Green, Ky.  1 p.m. 




1 – Sand Dollar Classic (Gulf Shores, Ala.) 
2 – Hilltopper Classic (Bowling Green, Ky.) 
3 – Samford Tournament (at Samford) 
4 – Bobbie Bailey Memorial Tournament (at Kennesaw State) 
5 – C-USA Softball Tournament (at UAB) 
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2019 SCHEDULE
DATE OPPONENT LOCATION TIME (CT)
FEBRUARY
 8 vs. Missouri State Gulf Shores, Ala. 11 a.m.
  vs. Auburn Gulf Shores, Ala. 5 p.m.
 9 vs. Florida A&M Gulf Shores, Ala. 11 a.m.
  vs. Tennessee State Gulf Shores, Ala. 2 p.m.
 10 vs. South Alabama Gulf Shores, Ala. 10 a.m.
 16 Western Illinois WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  Western Illinois WKU Softball Field 3:30 p.m.
 17 Western Illinois WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
 22 Butler WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
  Cleveland State WKU Softball Field 5:30 p.m.
 23 Indiana State WKU Softball Field 12:30 p.m.
  1 vs. 4/2 vs. 3 WKU Softball Field 3/5:30 p.m.
 24 Champ./Consolation WKU Softball Field 11a./1:30 p.
MARCH
 1 Evansville Birmingham, Ala. 10 a.m.
 2 Jackson State Birmingham, Ala. 2 p.m.
 3 Houston Baptist Birmingham, Ala. 11 a.m.
  at Samford Birmingham, Ala. 3 p.m.
 8 Wright State Kennesaw, Ga. 10:30 a.m.
  at Kennesaw State Kennesaw, Ga. 1 p.m.
 9 Saint Louis Kennesaw, Ga. 1:30 p.m.
  1 vs. 4/2 vs. 3 Kennesaw, Ga. 4/6:30 p.m.
 10 Champ./Consolation Kennesaw, Ga. 9/11 a.m.
 13 at Lipscomb Nashville, Tenn. 4 p.m.
 16 at FIU* Miami, Fla. 3 p.m.
  at FIU* Miami, Fla. 5:30 p.m.
 17 at FIU* Miami, Fla. 11 a.m.
 20 at EKU Richmond, Ky. 3 p.m.
 23 Charlotte* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  Charlotte* WKU Softball Field 3:30 p.m.
 24 Charlotte* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
 26 at Kentucky Lexington, Ky. 5 p.m.
 30 Florida Atlantic* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  Florida Atlantic* WKU Softball Field 3:30 p.m.
 31 Florida Atlantic* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
APRIL
 3 Louisville WKU Softball Field 5 p.m.
 6 at Marshall* Huntington, W.Va. Noon
  at Marshall* Huntington, W.Va. 2:30 p.m.
 7 at Marshall* Huntington, W.Va. 11 a.m.
 13 North Texas* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  North Texas* WKU Softball Field 3:30 p.m.
 14 North Texas* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
 17 at Tennessee Tech Cookeville, Tenn. 2 p.m.
  at Tennessee Tech Cookeville, Tenn. 4:30 p.m.
 19 at Middle Tennessee* Murfreesboro, Tenn. 2 p.m.
  at Middle Tennessee* Murfreesboro, Tenn. 4:30 p.m.
 20 at Middle Tennessee* Murfreesboro, Tenn. Noon
 24 Austin Peay WKU Softball Field 4 p.m.
  Austin Peay WKU Softball Field 6:30 p.m.
 27 at Louisiana Tech* Ruston, La. 2 p.m.
  at Louisiana Tech* Ruston, La. 4:30 p.m.
 28 at Louisiana Tech* Ruston, La. Noon
MAY
 1 Murray State WKU Softball Field 5 p.m.
 4 UTSA* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  UTSA* WKU Softball Field 3:30 p.m.
 5 UTSA* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
 8-11 C-USA Tournament Birmingham, Ala. 
FOLLOW US ON TWITTER: @WKUSoftball
FOLLOW US ON INSTAGRAM: @WKU_Softball
Location .......................................Bowling Green, Ky.
Nickname ................................................... Hilltoppers
Colors .................................................... Red and White
Founded ................................................................. 1906
Enrollment ..........................................................20,178
NCAA Affiliation ...........................................Division I
Conference Affiliation ..................Conference USA
President ................................ Dr. Timothy C. Caboni
Director of Athletics ............................Todd Stewart
WKU GENERAL INFORMATION
First Year .................................................................. 2000
All-Time Record ..............................591-493-3 (.545)
Conference Championships ............... 2 (2013, 15)
Tournament Championships .................... 1 (2015)
NCAA Tournaments ............................... 2 (2013, 15)
NCAA Postseason Record .........................4-4 (.500)
Best Record (2013) .................................43-18 (.705)
Best in NCAA’s (2015) .................................2-2 (.500)
Drafted to NPF .................2 (last, Miranda Kramer)
HILLTOPPER SOFTBALL HISTORY
Head Coach ..................... Amy Tudor (Sixth season)
 Career Record.....362-331-2 (14 seasons)
 Record at WKU......145-125-1 (5 seasons)
Assistant Coach ..............................Kayla Bixel (Third)
Assistant Coach ..................... Jessica Twaddle (First)
Operations ....................................Kayla Bixel (Fourth)
Strength and Conditioning .......... John Stephanski
Athletic Trainer .......................................Josh Lumpkin
WKU SOFTBALL COACHING STAFF
Overall Record .........................................28-26 (.519)
Conference USA Record .......................10-13 (.435)
Conference USA Finish ..........................................8th
Letterwinners Returning/Lost.......................... 13/2
Pitchers Returning/Lost ........................................4/0
Incoming Freshmen (Pitchers) ..........................5 (1)





WKU Record .....................................252-175-1 (.590)
Attendance Record ............................................ 1,323
 Record Info ..........vs. Kentucky, 4/20/16
 Record Result .....................................L, 0-5





Brittany Vaughn, SS 52 GS, .313/.540/.409




OF Taylor Davis L/L Huntsville, Ala.
IF Macy Murphy R/R Murfreesboro, Tenn.
UTL Jordan Ridge R/R Louisville, Ky.
C/IF Sydne Solomon R/R Lewisburg, Tenn.
P/OF Kennedy Sullivan R/R Georgetown, Ky.
TRANSFERS
OF Shannon Plese R-Sr. L/L Tennessee
2019 WKU NEWCOMERS
Batting Average ............................327, Paige Carter
Hits .................................................56, Jordan Thomas
Homeruns ................................. 13, Brittany Vaughn
Runs ...............................................43, Jordan Thomas
RBI ................................................ 38, Brittany Vaughn
Innings Pitched ........................177.1, Shelby Nunn
Strikeouts .......................................108, Kelsey Aikey
ERA ...................................................3.15, Kelsey Aikey
2018 SEASON LEADERS
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2019 WKU SOFTBALL PLAYERS AND COACHING STAFF
2019 NUMERICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF/UTL SO. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C SO. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 3 SHANNON PLESE OF R-SR. 5-8 L/L Knoxville, Tenn. South Carolina
 4 KENNEDY SULLIVAN P/OF FR. 5-7 R/R Georgetown, Ky. Scott County HS
 6 TAYLOR DAVIS OF FR. 5-7 L/R Huntsville, Ala. Sparkman HS
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF SR. 5-7 R/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 9 JORDAN RIDGE UTL FR. 5-3 R/R Louisville, Ky. Assumption HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN P SO. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF/UTL SR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P JR. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF SR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C JR. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 19 SYDNE SOLOMON C/IF FR. 5-7 R/R Lewisburg, Tenn. Marshall County HS
 20 HAYLEE TOWERS P/UTL JR. 5-9 R/R Johnston, Iowa Johnston HS
 22 MACY MURPHY IF FR. 5-11 R/R Murfreesboro, Tenn. Riverdale HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF JR. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-JR. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER UTL JR. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS




























NAME POSITION EXPERIENCE ALMA MATER HOMETOWN
AMY TUDOR Head Coach Sixth Season WKU (2002) Petersburg, Tenn.
KAYLA BIXEL Assistant Coach Third Season IPFW (2010) Bremen, Ind. 
   Operations Fourth Season
JESSICA TWADDLE Assistant Coach First Season Murray State (2016) Franklin, Tenn.
2019 ALPHABETICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P JR. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-JR. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 28 MADDIE BOWLDS IF SO. 5-9 L/L Utica, Ky. Daviess County HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER UTL JR. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS
 6 TAYLOR DAVIS OF FR. 5-7 L/R Huntsville, Ala. Sparkman HS
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF SR. 5-7 R/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF JR. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF SR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 22 MACY MURPHY IF FR. 5-11 R/R Murfreesboro, Tenn. Riverdale HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN P SO. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 3 SHANNON PLESE OF R-SR. 5-8 L/L Knoxville, Tenn. South Carolina
 9 JORDAN RIDGE UTL FR. 5-3 R/R Louisville, Ky. Assumption HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C SO. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C JR. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 4 KENNEDY SULLIVAN P/OF FR. 5-7 R/R Georgetown, Ky. Scott County HS
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF/UTL SO. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 20 HAYLEE TOWERS P/UTL JR. 5-9 R/R Johnston, Iowa Johnston HS
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF/UTL SR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
WKU SOFTBALL COMPLEX
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of May 10, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 28-26   Home: 16-11   Away: 5-12   Neutral: 7-3   C-USA: 10-13
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 2 7 52-49 150 27 49 6 2 5 35 74  . 4 9 3 19 2 23 1  . 4 0 7 1 7 11-13 9 2 2  . 8 4 6
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 1 7 54-54 161 42 51 16 3 6 27 91  . 5 6 5 40 2 37 2  . 4 5 4 2 2 6-8 70 2 3  . 9 6 0
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 3 1 3 52-52 150 29 47 8 1 8 39 81  . 5 4 0 16 9 28 0  . 4 0 9 1 4 15-15 88 108 17  . 9 2 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 3 0 4 12-6 23 3 7 1 0 0 2 8  . 3 4 8 2 0 5 0  . 3 6 0 0 0 0-0 5 13 1  . 9 4 7
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 0 3 50-50 155 22 47 6 3 0 13 59  . 3 8 1 14 0 26 1  . 3 6 1 0 13 8-12 360 10 7  . 9 8 1
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 2 9 1 53-53 141 30 41 8 1 7 25 72  . 5 1 1 24 4 35 0  . 4 0 4 2 1 5-7 65 11 2  . 9 7 4
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 7 8 54-54 151 34 42 10 3 7 25 79  . 5 2 3 15 0 38 0  . 3 3 9 2 8 9-13 48 127 9  . 9 5 1
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 2 5 6 54-54 160 23 41 6 0 1 24 50  . 3 1 3 20 3 34 1  . 3 5 0 0 2 6-7 87 14 4  . 9 6 2
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 2 4 0 54-54 146 33 35 10 0 5 22 60  . 4 1 1 21 4 34 1  . 3 4 5 3 4 4-4 252 28 9  . 9 6 9
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 2 0 4 49-47 113 15 23 0 0 0 16 23  . 2 0 4 6 0 9 0  . 2 4 2 1 8 1-1 90 69 7  . 9 5 8
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 2 0 0 4-3 5 1 1 0 0 1 3 4  . 8 0 0 2 0 2 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0-0 5 45 0 1.000
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 1 6 7 32-11 60 8 10 2 1 0 5 14  . 2 3 3 3 0 12 2  . 2 0 6 0 0 0-0 2 1 0 1.000
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 3-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 7 22 1  . 9 6 7
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 8-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 7 8 54 1417 269 394 73 14 40 236 615  . 4 3 4 182 24 285 8  . 3 6 7 12 49 66-81 1088 452 62  . 9 6 1
Opponents  . 2 7 4 54 1448 232 397 83 5 34 212 592  . 4 0 9 133 15 237 2  . 3 3 9 10 31 31-44 1080 408 72  . 9 5 4
LOB - Team (337), Opp (319). DPs turned - Team (16), Opp (22). IBB - Team (1), MCGUFFIN,K. 1, Opp (1). Picked off -
MCGUFFIN,K. 1, CARTER,P. 1, VORBRINK,J. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  3 . 1 5 12-9 39 19 7 3/1 3 142.0 123 73 64 69 108 19 2 16  . 2 3 4 15 8 0 5 14
10 NUNN, Shelby  3 . 5 5 15-15 44 27 10 2/0 3 177.1 212 117 90 36 104 46 2 11  . 2 8 8 5 3 0 5 13
20 TOWERS, Haylee  5 . 1 2 1-2 16 8 0 0/1 0 41.0 59 37 30 21 23 18 1 7  . 3 3 3 0 3 0 0 4
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0  . 3 3 3 2 1 0 0 0
Totals  3 . 6 5 28-26 54 54 17 6/1 6 362.2 397 232 189 133 237 83 5 34  . 2 7 4 22 15 0 10 31
Opponents  4 . 2 0 26-28 54 54 21 5/2 4 360.0 394 269 216 182 285 73 14 40  . 2 7 8 30 24 0 12 49
PB - Team (6), SMITH,K. 6, Opp (6). Pickoffs - Team (5), SMITH,K. 5, Opp (5). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (31-44), NUNN,S. (19-22),
AIKEY,K. (7-16), TOWERS,H. (5-6).
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2018 WKU Softball Results
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2018 WKU Softball
Game Results for WKU (as of May 10, 2018)
(All games)
Date Opponent Score Inns Overall C-USA Pitcher of record Attend Time
Feb 09, 2018 vs Hampton W 7-6 (8) 1-0-0 0-0-0 NUNN,S. (W 1-0)     5 0 2:22
Feb 09, 2018 at Gardner-Webb  L 4-5 7 1-1-0 0-0-0 NUNN,S. (L 1-1)    2 0 0 1:49
Feb 10, 2018 vs Youngstown State W 17-6 5 2-1-0 0-0-0 NUNN,S. (W 2-1)     5 0 2:28
Feb 10, 2018 vs Hampton W 10-2 6 3-1-0 0-0-0 NUNN,S. (W 3-1)     7 5 1:54
Feb 15, 2018 vs Tennessee Tech  L 5-9 7 3-2-0 0-0-0 NUNN,S. (L 3-2)    1 0 1 1:56
Feb 15, 2018 vs Sacred Heart W 1-0 (8) 4-2-0 0-0-0 AIKEY,K. (W 1-0)     7 6 2:03
Feb 16, 2018 vs Tennessee State W 10-0 5 5-2-0 0-0-0 NUNN,S. (W 4-2)    1 5 2 1:51
Feb 16, 2018 vs Tennessee Tech  L 6-7 7 5-3-0 0-0-0 AIKEY,K. (L 1-1)     7 6 2:28
Feb 17, 2018 vs Tennessee State W 16-4 5 6-3-0 0-0-0 AIKEY,K. (W 3-1)    1 7 1 1:43
Feb 17, 2018 at Chattanooga W 7-2 7 7-3-0 0-0-0 NUNN,S. (W 5-2)    1 0 2 1:32
Feb 23, 2018 GREEN BAY W 10-0 5 8-3-0 0-0-0 TOWERS,H. (W 1-0)      0 1:39
Feb 23, 2018 TOLEDO  L 0-1 7 8-4-0 0-0-0 NUNN,S. (L 5-3)    3 3 5 1:53
Feb 24, 2018 INDIANA STATE W 7-1 5 9-4-0 0-0-0 NUNN,S. (W 6-3)    3 5 9 1:35
Feb 25, 2018 GREEN BAY W 6-5 7 10-4-0 0-0-0 NUNN,S. (W 7-3)      0 2:12
Feb 25, 2018 INDIANA STATE W 6-2 7 11-4-0 0-0-0 AIKEY,K. (W 3-1)    3 8 8 1:59
Mar 02, 2018 AUSTIN PEAY  L 0-5 7 11-5-0 0-0-0 TOWERS,H. (L 1-1)      0 1:59
Mar 02, 2018 DAYTON W 1-0 7 12-5-0 0-0-0 NUNN,S. (W 8-3)    3 8 3 1:52
Mar 03, 2018 EVANSVILLE W 3-1 7 13-5-0 0-0-0 NUNN,S. (W 9-3)      0 1:48
Mar 03, 2018 AUSTIN PEAY  L 1-6 7 13-6-0 0-0-0 NUNN,S. (L 9-4)    4 0 1 1:59
Mar 04, 2018 DAYTON W 1-0 7 14-6-0 0-0-0 AIKEY,K. (W 4-1)      0 1:32
Mar 07, 2018 SIUE W 10-4 7 15-6-0 0-0-0 NUNN,S. (W 10-4)    1 0 2 2:06
* Mar 10, 2018 at Southern Miss-1 W 11-3 5 16-6-0 1-0-0 NUNN,S. (W 11-4) - 1:46
* Mar 10, 2018 at Southern Miss-2 W 4-1 7 17-6-0 2-0-0 AIKEY,K. (W 5-1)    6 4 0 1:47
* Mar 11, 2018 at Southern Miss  L 0-2 (11) 17-7-0 2-1-0 AIKEY,K. (L 5-2)    5 6 8 2:57
Mar 13, 2018 at #8 LSU  L 3-7 7 17-8-0 2-1-0 NUNN,S. (L 11-5)   1 1 7 8 2:16
Mar 14, 2018 at South Alabama  L 0-8 6 17-9-0 2-1-0 NUNN,S. (L 11-6)    4 0 7 1:54
* Mar 17, 2018 MIDDLE TENNESSEE-1  L 4-7 7 17-10-0 2-2-0 NUNN,S. (L 11-7) - 1:53
* Mar 17, 2018 MIDDLE TENNESSEE-2 W 8-6 7 18-10-0 3-2-0 NUNN,S. (W 12-7)    2 7 9 2:16
* Mar 18, 2018 MIDDLE TENNESSEE  L 2-5 (8) 18-11-0 3-3-0 NUNN,S. (L 12-8)    3 0 3 2:12
Mar 22, 2018 JACKSONVILLE STATE W 6-2 7 19-11-0 3-3-0 AIKEY,K. (W 6-2)    1 6 2 1:49
* Mar 30, 2018 at Charlotte-1 W 3-2 7 20-11-0 4-3-0 AIKEY,K. (W 7-2)    1 9 7 1:57
* Mar 30, 2018 at Charlotte-2 W 5-1 7 21-11-0 5-3-0 NUNN,S. (W 13-8)    2 1 6 1:47
* Mar 31, 2018 at Charlotte  L 0-3 7 21-12-0 5-4-0 AIKEY,K. (L 7-3)    2 0 1 1:49
Apr 04, 2018 at Murray St.  L 6-10 7 21-13-0 5-4-0 AIKEY,K. (L 7-4)    1 9 7 2:16
* Apr 07, 2018 UTEP-1 W 10-8 7 22-13-0 6-4-0 AIKEY,K. (W 8-4) - 2:25
* Apr 07, 2018 UTEP-2  L 4-6 7 22-14-0 6-5-0 NUNN,S. (L 13-9)    2 2 8 2:10
* Apr 08, 2018 UTEP W 8-6 7 23-14-0 7-5-0 AIKEY,K. (W 9-4)    2 0 2 2:03
Apr 11, 2018 EASTERN KENTUCKY-1 W 6-3 7 24-14-0 7-5-0 AIKEY,K. (W 10-4) - 1:55
Apr 11, 2018 EASTERN KENTUCKY-2  L 4-8 7 24-15-0 7-5-0 TOWERS,H. (L 1-2)    2 9 8 1:53
* Apr 13, 2018 at UAB-1  L 2-4 7 24-16-0 7-6-0 AIKEY,K. (L 10-5)    2 1 2 2:23
* Apr 13, 2018 at UAB-2  L 2-3 7 24-17-0 7-7-0 NUNN,S. (L 13-10)    2 1 9 1:44
* Apr 14, 2018 at UAB  L 3-4 (11) 24-18-0 7-8-0 AIKEY,K. (L 10-6)    2 0 7 3:14
Apr 18, 2018 KENTUCKY  L 1-7 7 24-19-0 7-8-0 NUNN,S. (L 13-11)   1 0 9 3 2:04
* Apr 21, 2018 MARSHALL-1 W 8-6 7 25-19-0 8-8-0 NUNN,S. (W 14-11) - 2:23
* Apr 21, 2018 MARSHALL-2  L 5-7 (8) 25-20-0 8-9-0 NUNN,S. (L 14-12)    3 0 5 2:37
* Apr 22, 2018 MARSHALL W 4-1 7 26-20-0 9-9-0 NUNN,S. (W 15-12)    1 2 5 1:52
* Apr 28, 2018 at Florida Atlantic-1  L 7-10 7 26-21-0 9-10-0 AIKEY,K. (L 10-7) - 2:04
* Apr 28, 2018 at Florida Atlantic-2  L 12-13 (8) 26-22-0 9-11-0 AIKEY,K. (L 10-8)    6 0 0 2:55
* Apr 29, 2018 at Florida Atlantic  L 1-6 7 26-23-0 9-12-0 NUNN,S. (L 15-13)      0 1:34
May 03, 2018 LIPSCOMB  L 4-5 7 26-24-0 9-12-0 AIKEY,K. (L 10-9)    1 8 9 2:24
* May 06, 2018 FIU-1 W 1-0 7 27-24-0 10-12-0 AIKEY,K. (W 11-9) - 1:36
* May 06, 2018 FIU-2  L 1-4 7 27-25-0 10-13-0 NUNN,S. (L 15-14)    3 8 1 2:39
May 09, 2018 vs Marshall W 5-2 7 28-25-0 10-13-0 AIKEY,K. (W 12-9)      0 213
May 09, 2018 vs Louisiana Tech  L 1-6 7 28-26-0 10-13-0 NUNN,S. (L 15-15)      0 1:48
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COACH TUDOR PREVIEWS 2019 SEASON AT WKU SOFTBALL MEDIA DAY 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Softball head coach Amy Tudor addressed the media prior to Monday 
afternoon's practice to preview the Hilltoppers' 2019 campaign. Entering her sixth season at the helm of 
her former program, Tudor gave a position-by-position breakdown, while discussing goals, expectations, 
leadership and more. 
 
"I really like this team; they're a good group of young ladies who have really accepted challenges this 
fall," Coach Tudor shared. "I really enjoy seeing them. I know that sounds crazy, but I do think you're a 
better athlete if you enjoy coming to work every day. I think you're a better coach if you enjoy coming to 
work every day." 
 
Tudor and company are set to open the season this Friday, Feb. 8 in the Sand Dollar Classic, which will 
take place in Gulf Shores, Ala. An experienced squad, WKU graduated only one starter and returns 13-of-
15 letterwinners from a year ago. 
 
The 2019 squad features five student-athletes in their final seasons on The Hill including Cassidy 
Blackford, Rebekah Engelhardt, Kelsey McGuffin, Shannon Plese and Jordan Vorbrink. Blackford 
redshirted her first year at WKU but will exit at the same time as her fellow four-year teammates, 
Engelhardt and McGuffin. Vorbrink enters her second season with the Hilltoppers after playing her first 
two years at Louisville. Plese is a redshirt-senior addition who has made stops at Chattanooga State CC, 
South Carolina and Tennessee before spending her final season with the Tops. 
 
"We are focusing on the process of getting better at softball every day and being a great teammate and 
becoming a great leader," Tudor continued. "One of the goals for me as a coach, which I really look 
forward to when working with young ladies, is when you leave here, are you going to be a leader when 
you graduate from Western Kentucky University?" 
 
More than half of the WKU Softball roster, 10 student-athletes to be exact, hails from the Bluegrass 
State. A pair of those players are hometown products in Shelby Nunn and Kendall Smith. The remaining 
nine come from Alabama, Indiana, Iowa and Tennessee. 
 
WKU has 24 home contests on the slate this season, including the 2019 Hilltopper Classic at the WKU 
Softball Complex. The Hilltoppers' home-opener will take place on Saturday, Feb. 16 with a 
doubleheader against Western Illinois. 
 
QUICK HITS 
• The Hilltoppers will play at the WKU Softball Complex 24 times this season 
• WKU will take on two squads ranked in the Top-25 Preseason Poll (Kentucky and Auburn) 
• Two Hilltoppers hail from Bowling Green, Ky. – Shelby Nunn and Kendall Smith 
• Coach Tudor enters her sixth season at the helm of her alma mater and owns a 145-125-1 
record during her tenure on The Hill 
• This year's squad features six new faces including five freshmen and a redshirt-senior transfer. 
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TOPS HEAD SOUTH TO OPEN SEASON AT SAND DOLLAR CLASSIC 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Softball is set to open the 2019 season this weekend in Gulf Shores, Ala., 
at the Sand Dollar Classic. Five games are on the slate for the Hilltoppers as the squad will play 
doubleheaders on Friday and Saturday before taking the field for the final time on Sunday. Losing a total 




Friday, Feb. 8 – 11 a.m. CT | vs. Missouri State | Livestats 
Friday, Feb. 8 – 5 p.m. CT | vs. No. 17 Auburn | Livestats 
Saturday, Feb. 9 – 11 a.m. CT | vs. Florida A&M | Livestats 
Saturday, Feb. 9 – 2 p.m. CT | vs. Tennessee State | Livestats 
Sunday, Feb. 10 – 10 a.m. CT | vs. South Alabama | Livestats 
 
Information regarding the Gulf Shores Sportsplex, tickets, parking and more can be found on the 
tournament central site, available here. 
 
Weekend action will open Friday morning with a tilt against Missouri State, a squad that WKU has faced 
twice prior. The Hilltoppers are 1-1 all-time against the Bears. MSU went 32-20 during the 2018 season. 
WKU’s Friday night matchup will be against No. 17 Auburn, who leads the all-time series with the Tops 
2-0. The Tigers posted a 41-17 record a season ago. 
Since 2000, WKU Softball has played 11 different SEC squads. The Hilltoppers have gone 18-43 up 
against SEC opposition. Under Coach Tudor’s reign, the 2014-2018 squads have gone head to head with 
seven of the SEC programs, putting together a record of 5-10. In 2014 the Red and White took down No. 
2 Tennessee on the Volunteers’ home turf; Tudor’s second game coaching for WKU against an SEC 
school. Over the 2017 opening weekend, WKU Softball headed to Starkville, Mississippi, and took down 
the host Bulldogs in a 1-0 decision. WKU dropped decisions to No. 8 LSU and No. 18 Kentucky in 2018. 
 
Saturday morning, the Hilltoppers will play back-to-back contests against Florida A&M followed by 
Tennessee State. WKU and FAMU have never met while WKU owns a 24-2 advantage all-time over TSU. 
Florida A&M is coming off a 23-29 season while Tennessee State went 4-48 last season, including two 
losses to the Red and White. 
Weekend action will conclude on Sunday against former Sun Belt foe, South Alabama. WKU trails the 
Jaguars 11-15 all-time. USA went 29-27 a season ago. 
WKU Softball has claimed its season-opener in each of the last six seasons and will look to extend the 
streak to include the 2019 campaign. Head coach Amy Tudor is 14-0 in her career in season-opening 
contests entering her 15th season as at the helm of a program. 
The squad features five student-athletes in their final seasons on The Hill including Cassidy Blackford, 
Rebekah Engelhardt, Kelsey McGuffin, Shannon Plese and Jordan Vorbrink. Blackford redshirted her first 
year at WKU but will exit at the same time as her fellow four-year teammates, Engelhardt and McGuffin. 
Vorbrink enters her second season with the Hilltoppers after playing her first two years at Louisville. 
Plese is a redshirt-senior addition that has made stops at Chattanooga State CC, South Carolina and 
Tennessee before spending her final season with the Tops. 
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2019 GAME NOTEs
Est. 2000  |  3 Conference Championships
591 Victories  |  2 NCAA Regional Berths
TOPPER NOTES
TOPPER NUMBERS
Senior lost from the 2018 squad. Number of come-from-behind 
victories by the Hilltoppers in 
2018.




WKU Softball will look to extend its season-opening win streak to seven consecutive campaigns this weekend. For the sixth-
straight season, WKU Softball opened the new season with a victory following a 7-6 win over Hampton at the Gardner-Webb 
Tournament to get things going in 2018. Head coach Amy Tudor also picked up another season-opener win and has yet to be 
beaten as a head coach in those contests, improving to 14-0 in her career.
2018 C-USA CHAMPIONSHIP
For the second-consecutive season, WKU Softball headed into Conference USA postseason play as the league’s eighth seed. And 
for the second-straight season, the Hilltoppers upset the No. 5 seed to advance in the backet. In 2018, WKU drew C-USA East 
rival Marshall to get things going and took down the Thundering Herd 5-2 after a career-high nine strikeouts from Kelsey Aikey. 
Catcher Kendall Smith gunned down two runners attempting to steal second and was named to the All-Tournament Team. The 
Red and White were eliminated in the next game after suffering a 6-1 setback to Louisiana Tech.
IN THE RANKINGS
The Hilltopper offense was a force to be reckoned with in 2018 as the team led Conference USA in scoring (4.98), doubles/game 
(1.35), triples/game (0.26), fewest hit batters (15) and RBI (237).
Individually, Shelby Nunn and Kelsey Aikey ranked 49th in the nation  in saves with 3. Kelsey Aikey also owned one of the 119 
no-hitters recorded this year. Jordan Thomas ranked 20th in walks with .74/game while ranking 124h in the nation with 40 total 
walks. Maddie Bowlds finished 18th across the NCAA with 0.26 sac hits/game.
WALKOFFS 
In 2018, the Red and White recorded four walk-off victories - surpassing the squad’s 2017 total. Accounting for the team’s first 
walk-off for the second-consecutive season, Tommi Stowers reached on a two-out E6 allowing Cassidy Blackford to score from 
second base for the run-rule victory against Hampton. The second walk-off win came against Sacred Heart in the team’s sixth 
game of the season as Jordan Thomas sent a double to the left-center gap allowing Morgan McElroy to score from second for the 
#SANDDOLLARCLASSIC
DATE OPPONENT LOCATION TIME (CT)
FEBRUARY (0-0)
 8 1-vs. Missouri State Gulf Shores, Ala. 11 a.m.
  1-vs. Auburn Gulf Shores, Ala. 5 p.m.
 9 1-vs. Florida A&M Gulf Shores, Ala. 11 a.m.
  1-vs. Tennessee State Gulf Shores, Ala. 2 p.m.
 10 1-vs. South Alabama Gulf Shores, Ala. 10 a.m.
 16 Western Illinois WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  Western Illinois WKU Softball Field 3:30 p.m.
 17 Western Illinois WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
 22 2-Butler WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
  2-Cleveland State WKU Softball Field 5:30 p.m.
 23 2-Indiana State WKU Softball Field 12:30 p.m.
  2-1 vs. 4/2 vs. 3 WKU Softball Field 3/5:30 p.m.
 24 2-Champ./Consol. WKU Softball Field 11a./1:30 p.
 MARCH (0-0)
 1 3-Evansville Birmingham, Ala. 10 a.m.
 2 3-Jackson State Birmingham, Ala. 2 p.m.
 3 3-Houston Baptist Birmingham, Ala. 11 a.m.
  3-at Samford Birmingham, Ala. 3 p.m.
 8 4-Wright State Kennesaw, Ga. 10:30 a.m.
  4-at Kennesaw State Kennesaw, Ga. 1 p.m.
 9 4-Saint Louis Kennesaw, Ga. 1:30 p.m.
  4-1 vs. 4/2 vs. 3 Kennesaw, Ga. 4/6:30 p.m.
 10 4-Champ./Consolation Kennesaw, Ga. 9/11:30 a.m.
 13 at Lipscomb Nashville, Tenn. 4 p.m.
 16 at FIU* Miami, Fla. 3 p.m.
  at FIU* Miami, Fla. 5:30 p.m.
 17 at FIU* Miami, Fla. 11 a.m.
 20 at EKU Richmond, Ky. 3 p.m.
 23 Charlotte* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  Charlotte* WKU Softball Field 3:30 p.m.
 24 Charlotte* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
 26 at Kentucky Lexington, Ky. 5 p.m.
 30 Florida Atlantic* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  Florida Atlantic* WKU Softball Field 3:30 p.m.
 31 Florida Atlantic* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
 APRIL (0-0)
 3 Louisville WKU Softball Field 5 p.m.
 6 at Marshall* Huntington, W.Va. Noon
  at Marshall* Huntington, W.Va. 2:30 p.m.
 7 at Marshall* Huntington, W.Va. 11 a.m.
 13 North Texas* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  North Texas* WKU Softball Field 3:30 p.m.
 14 North Texas* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
 17 at Tennessee Tech Cookeville, Tenn. 2 p.m.
  at Tennessee Tech Cookeville, Tenn. 4:30 p.m.
 19 at Middle Tennessee* Murfreesboro, Tenn. 1 p.m.
  at Middle Tennessee* Murfreesboro, Tenn. 3:30 p.m.
 20 at Middle Tennessee* Murfreesboro, Tenn. 1 p.m.
 24 Austin Peay WKU Softball Field 4 p.m.
  Austin Peay WKU Softball Field 6:30 p.m.
 27 at Louisiana Tech* Ruston, La. 1 p.m.
  at Louisiana Tech* Ruston, La. 3:30 p.m.
 28 at Louisiana Tech* Ruston, La. Noon
 MAY (0-0)
 1 Murray State WKU Softball Field 5 p.m.
 4 UTSA* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  UTSA* WKU Softball Field 3:30 p.m.
 5 UTSA* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
 8-11 5-C-USA Tournament Birmingham, Ala. 
Schedule (0-0, 0-0 C-USA)
FRIDAY, FEB. 8
WKU vs. Missouri State | 11 a.m. CT










WKU vs. Auburn | 5 p.m. CT










WKU vs. Florida A&M | 11 a.m. CT










WKU vs. Tennessee St. | 2 p.m. CT










WKU vs. South Alabama | 10 a.m. CT









Livestats links can be found at WKUSports.
com on the team’s schedule and will be 
posted to WKU Softball’s team social media 
accounts.
No streams will be available at the Sand 
Dollar Classic.
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Location ...............................................Bowling Green, Ky.
Nickname ...........................................................Hilltoppers
Colors ............................................................Red and White
Founded ......................................................................... 1906
Enrollment ..................................................................20,178
NCAA Affiliation ...................................................Division I
Conference Affiliation ..........................Conference USA
President ........................................Dr. Timothy C. Caboni
Director of Athletics ....................................Todd Stewart
QUICK FACTS
First Year .......................................................................... 2000
All-Time Record ......................................591-493-3 (.545)
Conference Championships ....................... 2 (2013, 15)
Tournament Championships ............................1 (2015)
NCAA Tournaments ....................................... 2 (2013, 15)
NCAA Postseason Record .................................4-4 (.500)
Best Record (2013) .........................................43-18 (.705)
Best at NCAAs (2015)..........................................2-2 (.500)
Played in NPF ...........................2 (last, Miranda Kramer)
PROGRAM HISTORY
Head Coach .........................Amy Tudor (Sixth season)
 Record at WKU ............................... 145-125-1 
 Career Record ..... 362-331-2 (15th season)
Assistant Coach .................................Kayla Bixel (Third)
Assistant Coach .........................Jessica Twaddle (First)
Strength and Conditioning ............. John Stephanski
Athletic Trainer ..........................................Josh Lumpkin
COACHING STAFF
Capacity  ............................................................................500
Opened  ......................................................................... 2000
WKU Record .............................................252-175-1 (.590)
Attendance Record .................................................... 1,323
 Record Info ..................vs. Kentucky, 4/20/16
 Record Result ............................................ L, 0-5
Winning Seasons .............................................................. 12
WKU SOFTBALL COMPLEX
Overall Record .................................................28-26 (.519)
Conference USA Record ...............................10-13 (.435)
Conference USA Finish ................................................. 8th
Letterwinners Returning/Lost.................................. 13/2
Pitchers Returning/Lost ................................................4/0
Incoming Freshmen (Pitchers) ................................. 5 (1)
Incoming Transfers (Pitchers) ................................... 1 (0)
2018 RECAP
Primary Contact ........................................Jessica Leifheit
 Assistant Director of Media Relations
Alma Mater ...............................................Augustana (‘14)
Email Address ........................ jessica.leifheit@wku.edu
Cell Phone .................................................... 630-870-9582
Office Phone ................................................ 270-745-4363
MEDIA RELATIONS
SEASON NOTES
finishing touch on Aikey’s no-hitter. In the very next game, Jordan Vorbrink crushed her first home run as a Hilltopper - a three-
run blast - to secure the team’s second run-rule win of the season in the form of a 10-0 (5) decision over Tennessee State. Most 
recently, Morgan McElroy singled home Kendall Smith with a shallow shot down the right field line to break a scoreless pitchers’ 
duel in the bottom of the seventh against Dayton.
NUNN & AIKEY SAVE THE DAY IN 2018
Shelby Nunn and Kelsey Aikey each registered three saves on the season. The third saves for each during the campaign moved 
them into a tie for second on WKU’s single season saves list. Both Hilltoppers are the first to register at least three saves in a 
season since the 2008 campaign and fifth and sixth Hilltoppers to achieve the feat overall. Aikey is now up to five saves on her 
career, which ranks third on WKU’s all-time saves list.
AIKKKKKKKEY SPINS A NO-NO
Sophomore (at the time) pitcher Kelsey Aikey got the nod in WKU’s second game of the day on Feb. 15, 2018 at the Chattanooga 
Challenge and proceeded to take the 12th no-hitter in WKU Softball history through 8.0 innings before the Hilltoppers claimed 
the 1-0 (8) victory over Sacred Heart on a walk-off hit. The extra-inning no-hitter was the first in program history and was the 
first of two performances of the sort in the NCAA in 2018. Aikey recorded a career-high (at the time) seven strikeouts.
HOME SWEET HOME
In its 2018 home-opener, WKU Softball took down Green Bay in a 10-0 five-inning decision to match the program’s largest 
margin of victory in a home opener. Under head coach Amy Tudor, the Hilltoppers are 4-1 in their first game of the year from the 
WKU Softball Complex. The program now owns a 12-7 record in home openers, winning six of the last seven.
PRESEASON PREDICTIONS
In the 2019 C-USA Preseason Coaches Poll, WKU Softball was voted to finish seventh by the league’s coaches. Louisiana Tech was 
predicted to take home this year’s title while collecting nine first-place votes. Florida Atlantic finished second in the voting while 
earning three first-place votes. UAB, North Texas, FIU and Middle Tennessee filled in the slots before the Hilltoppers, respectively. 
Marshall was predicted to grab the final postseason spot while Southern Miss, UTEP, Charlotte and UTSA rounded out the poll. 
No Hilltoppers were selected to the Preseason All-Conference squad.
VICTORIES OVER SEC SQUADS
Since 2000, WKU Softball has played 11 different SEC squads. The Hilltoppers have gone 18-43 up against SEC opposition. Under 
Coach Tudor’s reign, the 2014-2018 squads have gone head to head with seven of the SEC programs, putting together a record 
of 5-10. In 2014 the Red and White took down No. 2 Tennessee on the Volunteers’ home turf; Tudor’s second game coaching for 
WKU against an SEC school. Over the 2017 opening weekend, WKU Softball headed to Starkville, Mississippi, and took down the 
host Bulldogs in a 1-0 decision. WKU dropped decisions to No. 8 LSU and No. 18 Kentucky in 2018.
HANGING IN THERE
After registering 14 come-from-behind wins across the 2017 season, WKU Softball is at it again in 2018. The squad finished 
with nine wins in come-from-behind fashion including victories over Chattanooga, Green Bay, SIUE, Southern Miss, Middle 
Tennessee, and two each over UTEP and Marshall. SEE COME-FROM-BEHIND WINS SECTION ON PAGE 9.
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2019 WKU SOFTBALL PLAYERS AND COACHING STAFF
2019 NUMERICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF/UTL SO. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C SO. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 3 SHANNON PLESE OF R-SR. 5-8 L/L Knoxville, Tenn. South Carolina
 4 KENNEDY SULLIVAN P/OF FR. 5-7 R/R Georgetown, Ky. Scott County HS
 6 TAYLOR DAVIS OF FR. 5-7 L/R Huntsville, Ala. Sparkman HS
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF SR. 5-7 R/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 9 JORDAN RIDGE UTL FR. 5-3 R/R Louisville, Ky. Assumption HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN P SO. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF/UTL SR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P JR. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF SR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C JR. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 19 SYDNE SOLOMON C/IF FR. 5-7 R/R Lewisburg, Tenn. Marshall County HS
 20 HAYLEE TOWERS P/UTL JR. 5-9 R/R Johnston, Iowa Johnston HS
 22 MACY MURPHY IF FR. 5-11 R/R Murfreesboro, Tenn. Riverdale HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF JR. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-JR. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER UTL JR. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS




























NAME POSITION EXPERIENCE ALMA MATER HOMETOWN
AMY TUDOR Head Coach Sixth Season WKU (2002) Petersburg, Tenn.
KAYLA BIXEL Assistant Coach Third Season IPFW (2010) Bremen, Ind. 
JESSICA TWADDLE Assistant Coach First Season Murray State (2016) Franklin, Tenn.
2019 ALPHABETICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P JR. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-JR. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 28 MADDIE BOWLDS IF SO. 5-9 L/L Utica, Ky. Daviess County HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER UTL JR. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS
 6 TAYLOR DAVIS OF FR. 5-7 L/R Huntsville, Ala. Sparkman HS
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF SR. 5-7 R/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF JR. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF SR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 22 MACY MURPHY IF FR. 5-11 R/R Murfreesboro, Tenn. Riverdale HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN P SO. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 3 SHANNON PLESE OF R-SR. 5-8 L/L Knoxville, Tenn. South Carolina
 9 JORDAN RIDGE UTL FR. 5-3 R/R Louisville, Ky. Assumption HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C SO. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C JR. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 4 KENNEDY SULLIVAN P/OF FR. 5-7 R/R Georgetown, Ky. Scott County HS
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF/UTL SO. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 20 HAYLEE TOWERS P/UTL JR. 5-9 R/R Johnston, Iowa Johnston HS
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF/UTL SR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
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PITCHING BREAKDOWN
PERFORMANCES
DATE OPPONENT DEC. IP H R ER BB K NP SCORE FINAL
Feb. 8 vs. Missouri State          
Feb. 8 vs. Auburn          
Feb. 9 vs. Florida A&M          
Feb. 9 vs. Tennessee State          
Feb. 10 vs. South Alabama          
Feb. 16 Western Illinois          
Feb. 16 Western Illinois          
Feb. 17 Western Illinois          
Feb. 22 Butler          
Feb. 22 Cleveland State          
Feb. 23 Indiana State          
Feb. 23 TBD          
Feb. 24 TBD          
Mar. 1 vs. Evansville          
Mar. 2 vs. Jackson State          
Mar. 3 vs. Houston Baptist          
Mar. 3 at Samford          
Mar. 8 vs. Wright State          
Mar. 8 at Kennesaw State          
Mar. 9 vs. Saint Louis          
Mar. 9 TBD          
Mar. 10 TBD          
Mar. 13 at Lipscomb          
Mar. 16 at FIU*          
Mar. 16 at FIU*          
Mar. 17 at FIU*          
Mar. 20 at Eastern Kentucky          
Mar. 23 Charlotte*          
Mar. 23 Charlotte*          
Mar. 24 Charlotte*          
Mar. 26 at Kentucky          
Mar. 30 Florida Atlantic*          
Mar. 30 Florida Atlantic*          
Mar. 31 Florida Atlantic*          
Apr. 3 Louisville          
Apr. 6 at Marshall*          
Apr. 6 at Marshall*          
Apr. 7 at Marshall*          
Apr. 13 North Texas*          
Apr. 13 North Texas*          
Apr. 14 North Texas*          
Apr. 17 at Tennessee Tech          
Apr. 17 at Tennessee Tech          
Apr. 19 at Middle Tennessee*          
Apr. 19 at Middle Tennessee*          
Apr. 20 at Middle Tennessee*          
Apr. 24 Austin Peay          
Apr. 24 Austin Peay          
Apr. 27 at Louisiana Tech*          
Apr. 27 at Louisiana Tech*          
Apr. 28 at Louisiana Tech*          
May 1 Murray State          
May 4 UTSA*          
May 4 UTSA*          
May 5 UTSA*          
PITCHER GS RECORD SAVES TEAM W/L
Aikey 0 0-0 0 0-0
Blackford 0 0-0 0 0-0
Nunn 0 0-0 0 0-0
Sullivan 0 0-0 0 0-0
Towers 0 0-0 0 0-0
TEAM RESULT
2019 STATISTICS
 NUM. NAME ERA W-L APP GS CG SHO SV IP H R ER BB K 2B 3B HR BF AVG. WP HBP BK SF SH
 4 Sullivan 0.00 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 0 0 0 
 10 Nunn 0.00 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 0 0 0 
 12 Aikey 0.00 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 0 0 0 
 20 Towers 0.00 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 0 0 0 
 24 Blackford 0.00 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 0 0 0 
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018 2019 CAREER
Aikey - 0 3 - 3
Blackford RS 0 0 - 0
Nunn - - 1 - 1
Sullivan - - - - 0
Towers - 3 0 - 3
PLAYER 0 1 2 2019/TOTAL
Aikey 0/1 0/2 0/1 0/4
Blackford 0 0 0 0/0
Nunn 0 0 0/1 0/1
Sullivan 0 0 0 0/0
Towers 0 0 0 0/0
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018 2019 CAREER
Aikey - 5 7 - 12
Blackford RS 0 0 - 0
Nunn - - 10 - 10
Sullivan - - - - 0
Towers - 13 0 - 13
CAREER 7+ STRIKEOUTS
CAREER 0-2 HIT GAMES (5+ IP)
CAREER COMPLETE GAMES
HAT TOP PANTS W L
RECORD BY UNIFORM
^ Complete game
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Year Overall Conf. School
2005 22-14 11-3 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2006 23-19 8-6 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2007 11-38 5-13 (A-Sun) Belmont
2008 14-36 3-19 (A-Sun) Belmont
2009 11-35 3-17 (A-Sun) Belmont
2010 29-19 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2011 28-15-1 16-8 (Summit) IPFW
2012 45-14 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2013 34-16 12-4 (Summit) IPFW
2014 33-24-1 11-10 (SBC) WKU
2015 36-14 16-4 (C-USA) WKU
2016 17-30 8-13 (C-USA) WKU
2017 31-31 10-13 (C-USA) WKU
2018 28-26 10-13 (C-USA) WKU
Total 362-331-2 147-136 14 Years
DI 317-298-2 128-127 12 Years
WKU 145-25-1 55-54 Five Years







































• 30 Division I All-Conference Selections
• Seven NFCA All-Region Honorees
• One Conference Pitcher/Player of the Years
• Six CoSIDA Academic All-District Selections
• One Senior CLASS Award Finalist
• 350 Career Wins/300 Division I Wins
WKU
•10 All-Conference Selections
•Five NFCA All-Region Selections
•2014 NCAA Individual Stolen Base Leader
•2015 NCAA Individual Strikeouts Leader
•One CoSIDA Academic All-District Honoree
•2015 Conference USA Coach of the Year




2018 WKU TEAM SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 40 UAB 4/14
Runs Scored 17 Youngstown St. 2/10
Hits 17 Tennessee St. 2/17
RBI 15 Tenenssee St. 2/17
Doubles 5 MR, SIUE 3/7
Triples 2 MR, at USM 3/10
Home Runs 3 MR, Marshall 4/21
Walks 10 Green Bay 2/25
Stolen Bases 5 Youngstown St. 2/10
   
Assists 18 Southern Miss 3/11
DP Turned 2 at FAU 4/28
   
Innings Pitched 10.1 MR, UAB 4/14
Fewest Hits Allowed 0 Sacred Heart 2/15
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, Dayton 3/4
Most Strikeouts 11 Hampton 2/10
   
Longest Game 3:14 UAB 4/14
Shortest Game 1:32 MR, Dayton 3/4
2018 WKU INDIVIDUAL SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT INDIVIDUAL OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 6 Maddie Bowlds at UAB 4/14
Runs Scored 3 MR, Haylee Towers at FAU 4/28
Hits 4 MR, Brittany Vaughn Marshall 4/21
RBI 4 MR, Kelsey McGuffin at FAU 4/28
Doubles 2 MR, Beka Engelhardt SIUE 3/7
Triples 1 MR, Maddie Bowlds vs. Lipscomb 5/3
Home Runs 2 Brittany Vaughn vs. Marshall 4/21
Total Bases 10 Brittany Vaughn vs. Marshall 4/21
Walks 3 MR, Maddie Bowlds UTEP 4/7
Stolen Bases 3 Brittany Vaughn SIUE 3/7
    
Putouts 14 Maddie Bowlds at USM 3/11
Assists 7 Brittany Vaughn UTEP 4/7
    
Innings Pitched 8.0 Kelsey Aikey Sacred Heart 2/15
Fewest Hits Allowed 0 Kelsey Aikey Sacred Heart 2/15
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, Kelsey Aikey Dayton 3/4
Most Strikeouts 11 Shelby Nunn Hampton 2/10
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Defeated a top 10 team at No. 2 Tennessee, 3/8/14
Defeated a top 11-25 team at No. 16 Georgia, 5/16/15
Had a pitcher strikeout 15+ Miranda Kramer at No. 16 Georgia, 5/16/15 (19)
Had a pitcher strikeout 10-14 Shelby Nunn vs. Hampton, 2/10/18 (11)
Threw a perfect game Miranda Kramer vs. Charlotte, 5/7/15
Threw a no-hitter (run-rule) Kim Wagner vs. Tennessee State, 2/12/12
Threw a no-hitter (regulation) Kelsey Aikey vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18
Opponent threw no-hitter vs. No. 23 Marshall, 5/11/17
Won a run-rule game at Southern Miss, 3/10/18 (5)
Lost a run-rule game at South Alabama, 3/14/18 (6)
Played extra innings at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18 (8)
Won in extra innings vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18 (8)
Lost in extra innings at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18 (8)
Scored 10-14 runs at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18 (12)
Scored 15-18 runs vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (16)
Scored 19+ runs at Tennessee-Martin, 4/2/00 (19)
Allowed 10-14 runs at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18 (13)
Allowed 15+ runs at No. 23 FAU, 4/30/16 (16)
Batted around the order Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18 (10 batters)
Batted through the order (9 batters) vs. UTEP, 4/7/18
Had 10-14 hits vs. Lipscomb, 5/3/18 (11)
Had 15+ hits vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (17)
Team hit 3+ home runs vs. Marshall, 4/21/18 (3)
Back-to-back home runs vs. Marshall, 4/21/18 (Vaughn & McGuffin, 3rd inn.)
Back-to-back-to-back home runs vs. ULM, 4/13/13 (Thomas, Mattox, Sulaski, 4th inn.)
Player with back-to-back home runs Brittany Vaughn,  4/21/18, 2 consec.
Had a player hit two HRs Brittany Vaughn, Marshall, 4/21/18
Had a player hit a grand slam Jordan Thomas at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18
Team hit three doubles vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (5)
Team hit four or more doubles vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (5)
Team hit two triples at Southern Miss, 3/10/18
Team hit three or more triples vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (5)
Team stole five or more bases vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (5)
Player with three RBI Kelsey McGuffin, at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18
Player with four RBI Kelsey McGuffin, at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18
Player with five RBI Adarian Gray vs. UAB, 5/10/17
Player with six or more RBI Dani Pugh vs. Buffalo, 2/6/15 (6)
Player with three hits Kelsey McGuffin  at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18 
Player with four hits Brittany Vaughn, vs. Marshall, 4/21/18
Player with five hits Tommi Stowers vs. Evansville, 3/3/17
Player with two or more doubles Beka Engelhardt vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (2)
Player with two or more triples Shawna Sadler vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (2)
Player stole three or more bases Brittany Vaughn vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (3)
Player scored three or more runs Towers & McGuffin at FAU, 4/28/18 (3)
Hit a walk-off home run (regulation/extra inn.) Brooke Holloway vs. Marshall, 5/7/16
Hit a walk-off home run (run-rule) Jordan Vorbrink vs. Tennessee St., 2/16/18
Had a walk-off hit Morgan McElroy, vs. Dayton 3/4/18 (1B)
Swept a conference home series Southern Miss, 4/24/17
Swept a conference road series at MTSU, 3/11-12/17
Was swept in a conference home series vs. FAU, 3/18-19/17
Was swept in a conference road series at FAU, 4/28-29/18
THE LAST TIME WKU...
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION
C-USA RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  DATE/RESULT
58 FIU  3/16-17 
81 FLORIDA ATLANTIC  3/30-31
95 MARSHALL  4/6-7
96 LA TECH  4/27-28  
104 MIDDLE TENNESSEE  4/19-20 
131 UAB  DNP 
150 WKU  -
161 CHARLOTTE  3/23-24
179 SOUTHERN MISS  DNP
188 UTEP  DNP
200 UTSA  5/4-5
202 NORTH TEXAS  4/13-14 
WKU OPPONENT RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  RESULT
13 KENTUCKY  3/26
20 AUBURN  2/8
43 KENNESAW STATE  3/8
44 LOUISVILLE  4/3
54 LIPSCOMB  3/13
67 EASTERN KENTUCKY  3/20
68 SOUTH ALABAMA  2/10
78 AUSTIN PEAY  4/24
84 MISSOURI STATE  2/8
166 SAINT LOUIS  3/9
173 INDIANA STATE  2/23 
192 SAMFORD  3/3
196 EVANSVILLE  3/1 
198 FLORIDA A&M  2/9
203 BUTLER  2/22
210 MURRAY STATE  5/1
211 WESTERN ILLINOIS  2/16-17
216 WRIGHT STATE  3/8
222 TENNESSEE TECH  4/17
260 HOUSTON BAPTIST  3/3
284 TENNESSEE STATE  2/9
290 JACKSON STATE  3/2
RPI STANDINGS
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2018 Conference USA Standings
 C-USA  Pct. Overall  Pct.  Last 10 Streak
Florida Atlantic (E) 15-8 .652 30-26 .536  7-3 L1
UAB (W) 15-8-1 .646 26-32-1 .449  6-4 L1
FIU (E) 14-8 .636 30-25 .545  8-2 L1
LA Tech (W) 15-9 .625 34-23 .596  5-5 L2
Marshall (E) 13-9-1 .587 25-29-1 .464  3-7 L1
MTSU (E) 11-11 .500 39-22 .639  6-4 L2
North Texas (W) 11-12 .478 25-27 .481  3-7 L3
WKU (E) 10-13 .435 28-26 .519  3-7 L1
UTEP (W) 10-14 .417 21-33 .389  3-7 W3
Charlotte (E) 9-15 .375 18-32 .360  4-6 W3
UTSA (W) 8-16 .333 20-30 .400  2-8 W1
Southern Miss (W) 8-16 .333 19-36 .345  3-7 L5
RECORD WHEN TEAM SCORES
RUNS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
0 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
1 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
2 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
3 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
4 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
5 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
6 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
7 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
8 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
9 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
10+ 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
WKU RECORD AFTER INNINGS
INNINGS LEADING TRAILING TIED
1 0-0 0-0 0-0
2 0-0 0-0 0-0
3 0-0 0-0 0-0
4 0-0 0-0 0-0
5 0-0 0-0 0-0
6 0-0 0-0 0-0
SCORE BY INNINGS
INNINGS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
1 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 0 0
5 0 0 0 0
6 0 0 0 0
7 0 0 0 0
8 0 0 0 0
9 0 0 0 0
EX 0 0 0 0













vs. Ranked Teams ..................................................0-0
vs. RV Teams ............................................................0-0
TIME
Day Games ...............................................................0-0



















WKU Throws RHP ...................................................0-0
WKU Throws LHP ...................................................0-0
Opp. Throws RHP ...................................................0-0
Opp. Throws LHP ...................................................0-0
WKU SP Goes 5+ ....................................................0-0
WKU SP Goes <5 ....................................................0-0
Opp. SP Goes 5+ ....................................................0-0
Opp. SP Goes <5 ....................................................0-0
RUNS
WKU Scores 1st .......................................................0-0
Opp. Scores 1st .......................................................0-0
WKU Scores in 1st ..................................................0-0
Opp. Scores in 1st ..................................................0-0
HITS
WKU Has More ........................................................0-0
Opp. Has More ........................................................0-0
Hits Are Even ...........................................................0-0
ERRORS
WKU Commits 0 .....................................................0-0
WKU Commits 1 .....................................................0-0
WKU Commits 2+ ..................................................0-0
Opp. Commits 0 .....................................................0-0
Opp. Commits 1 .....................................................0-0
Opp. Commits 2+ ..................................................0-0
HOMERUNS
WKU Hits 0 ...............................................................0-0
WKU Hits 1 ...............................................................0-0
WKU Hits 2+.............................................................0-0
Opp. Hits 0 ...............................................................0-0
Opp. Hits 1 ...............................................................0-0
Opp. Hits 2+.............................................................0-0
TEAM RECORD BY...
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HOME RUN TRACKER
NO.  PLAYER GAME-DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS SCORE FINAL
ANALYSIS STATS
SEASON/CAREER HITTING STAT TRACKER
CAREER MULTI-HIT GAMES       2019/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
McGuffin 0/16 0/4 0/1 0 21
Carter 0/12 0/5 0 0 17 
Engelhardt 0/12 0/2 0 0 14
Thomas 0/9 0/2 0 0 11
Towers 0/11 0 0 0 11
Bowlds 0/6 0/3 0/1 0 10   
McElroy 0/9 0 0 0 9
Smith 0/9 0 0 0 9
Vorbrink 0/5 0/2 0 0 7 
Stowers 0/3 0 0 0/1 4
Plese 0/2 0 0 0 2
CAREER MULTI-RBI GAMES       2019/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
Carter 0/7 0/4 0/2 0 13 
McGuffin 0/9 0/3 0/1 0 13
Engelhardt 0/9 0/2 0/1 0 12
Vorbrink 0/7 0/2 0 0 9
McElroy 0/5 0 0 0 5
Smith 0/2 0/3 0 0 5
Bowlds 0/2 0 0 0 2
Stowers 0/2 0/1 0 0 3
Towers 0/3 0 0 0 3 
Thomas 0 0 0/2 0 2
Nunn 0 0/1 0 0 1
Plese 0/1 0 0 0 1
CAREER HOMERUNS
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018 2019  CAREER
McGuffin 4 2 7 -  13
Engelhardt 0 5 7 -  12
Carter - 2 5 -  7
Thomas - - 6 -  6
Smith - - 5 -  5
Stowers - 3 0 -  3
Towers - 2 0 -  2
Vorbrink 1 0 1 -  2
Nunn - - 1 -  1
Plese - 1 - -  1
STREAK TRACKERS
CAREER HITTING STREAKS
PLAYER  LONGEST 2019 CURRENT
Vorbrink  9 - 0
Carter  7 - 2
McGuffin  6 - 0
Thomas  6 - 0
Bowlds  6 - 0
Engelhardt  5 - 1
McElroy  5 - 0 
Smith  4 - 2 
Stowers  4 - 0 
Towers  4 - 2
Plese  3 - 0
Aikey  1 - 0
Nunn  1 - 0
REACHED BASE STREAK
PLAYER  LONGEST  2019 CURRENT
Engelhardt 14 - 1
Thomas  14 - 6
Carter  13 - 2
Vorbrink  12 - 0
McGuffin  9 - 0
Bowlds  7 - 0
Smith  7 - 2
Stowers  6 - 0
Towers  5 - 3
McElroy  5 - 0
Plese  3 - 0
Aikey  2 - 0
Nunn  2 - 0
Blackford  1 - 1*
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BATTING ANALYSIS
  LEADOFF BASES EMPTY 1-2 RUNNERS BASES LOADED RISP 2 OUTS 2-OUT RBI
PLAYER H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP  AVG H OPP AVG #
Aikey 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Blackford 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Bowlds 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Carter 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Davis 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Engelhardt 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
McElroy 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
McGuffin 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Murphy 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Nunn 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Plese 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Ridge 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Smith 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Stowers 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Sullivan 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Thomas 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Towers 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Vorbrink 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
2018 STARTERS SUMMARY
     POSITION         BATTING ORDER
PLAYER GS P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP 1ST 2ND 3RD 4TH 5TH 6TH 7TH 8TH 9TH FLEX 
VORBRINK 54 - - 4 8 - - 38 - 2 2 - 1 19 8 6 - 1 1 18 - 
ENGELHARDT 54 - - - - 54 - - - - - - - 3 2 3 10 12 10 14 -  
SMITH 54 - 54 - - - - - - - - - - 2 6 9 13 15 1 8 - 
THOMAS 54 - - - - - - 13 2 39 - 53 - - - - - - - 1 -
MCGUFFIN 53 - - - - - - 1 52 - - - 3 7 3 17 11 3 4 5 -
VAUGHN 52 - - - - - 52 - - - - 1 7 9 9 12 11 1 1 1 - 
BOWLDS 50 - - 50 - - - - - - - - 41 1 - 1 - - - 7 - 
CARTER 49 - - - - - - - - 13 36 - 2 13 26 5 3 - - - -
MCELROY 47 - - - 45 - 2 - - - - - - - - - - 14 32 - 1  
NUNN 29 27 - - - - - - - - 2 - - - - - - 1 2 - 26 
AIKEY 19 19 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 19
TOWERS 14 8 - - 1 - - 2 - - 3 - - - - - 1 2 3 - 8 
STOWERS 11 - - - - - - - - - 11 - - - - 1 5 5 - - - 
2018 WKU INDIVIDUAL STAT LEADERS
BATTING AVERAGE - Min. 10 AB 
 .327 Paige Carter
SLUGGING PERCENTAGE - Min. 10 AB  
.565 Jordan Thomas
ON BASE PERCENTAGE - Min. 10 Plate Appearances 
.454 Jordan Thomas
RUNS SCORED  
42  Jordan Thomas 
HITS  
51  Jordan Thomas
RUNS BATTED IN 
39  Brittany Vaughn
DOUBLES  
16  Jordan Thomas
TRIPLES  
3                  Engelhardt, Thomas & Bowlds 
HOME RUNS  
8  Brittany Vaughn 
TOTAL BASES  
91  Jordan Thomas
WALKS  
40  Jordan Thomas
HIT BY PITCH  
9  Brittany Vaughn
SACRIFICE HITS  
13  Maddie Bowlds
    
SACRIFICE FLIES  
3  Kendall Smith 
STOLEN BASES  
15  Brittany Vaughn
ANALYSIS STATS
WALK-OFF TRACKER
NO.  BATTER GAME/DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS RESULT SCORE FINAL
COME-FROM-BEHIND WIN TRACKER
NO.  GAME/DATE OPPONENT DEFICIT INNING TYING HIT (score) GO-AHEAD HIT (score) FINAL
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GAME-BY-GAME STARTERS
Date Team P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP Record
2/8 Missouri State           
2/8 Auburn           
2/9 Florida A&M           
2/9 Tennessee State           
2/10 South Alabama           
2/16 Western Illinois           
2/16 Western Illinois           
2/17 Western Illinois           
2/22 Butler           
2/22 Cleveland State           
2/23 Indiana State           
2/23 TBD           
2/24 TBD           
3/1 Evansville           
3/2 Jackson State           
3/3 Houston Baptist           
3/3 Samford           
3/8 Wright State           
3/8 Kennesaw State           
3/9 Saint Louis           
3/9 TBD           
3/10 TBD           
3/13 Lipscomb           
3/16 FIU*           
3/16 FIU*           
3/17 FIU*           
3/20 EKU           
3/23 Charlotte*           
3/23 Charlotte*           
3/24 Charlotte*           
3/26 Kentucky           
3/30 FAU*           
3/30 FAU*           
3/31 FAU*           
4/3 Louisville           
4/6 Marshall*           
4/6 Marshall*           
4/7 Marshall*           
4/13 North Texas*           
4/13 North Texas*           
4/14 North Texas*           
4/17 Tennessee Tech           
4/17 Tennessee Tech           
4/19 MTSU*           
4/19 MTSU*           
4/20 MTSU*           
4/24 Austin Peay           
4/24 Austin Peay           
4/27 LA Tech*           
4/27 LA Tech*           
4/28 LA Tech*           
5/1 Murray State           
5/4 UTSA*           
5/4 UTSA*           
5/5 UTSA*           
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2019 WKU LINE SCORES
GAME 1 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-0:00 A-0
GAME 2 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-0:00 A-0
GAME 3 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-0:00 A-0
GAME 4 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-0:00 A-0
GAME 5 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-0:00 A-0
GAME 6 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-0:00 A-0
GAME 7 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-0:00 A-0
GAME 8 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-0:00 A-0
GAME 9 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-0:00 A-0
GAME 10 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-0:00 A-0
GAME 11 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-0:00 A-0
GAME 12 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-0:00 A-0
GAME 13 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-0:00 A-0
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2018 WKU SEASON STATS
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of May 10, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 28-26   Home: 16-11   Away: 5-12   Neutral: 7-3   C-USA: 10-13
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 2 7 52-49 150 27 49 6 2 5 35 74  . 4 9 3 19 2 23 1  . 4 0 7 1 7 11-13 9 2 2  . 8 4 6
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 1 7 54-54 161 42 51 16 3 6 27 91  . 5 6 5 40 2 37 2  . 4 5 4 2 2 6-8 70 2 3  . 9 6 0
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 3 1 3 52-52 150 29 47 8 1 8 39 81  . 5 4 0 16 9 28 0  . 4 0 9 1 4 15-15 88 108 17  . 9 2 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 3 0 4 12-6 23 3 7 1 0 0 2 8  . 3 4 8 2 0 5 0  . 3 6 0 0 0 0-0 5 13 1  . 9 4 7
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 0 3 50-50 155 22 47 6 3 0 13 59  . 3 8 1 14 0 26 1  . 3 6 1 0 13 8-12 360 10 7  . 9 8 1
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 2 9 1 53-53 141 30 41 8 1 7 25 72  . 5 1 1 24 4 35 0  . 4 0 4 2 1 5-7 65 11 2  . 9 7 4
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 7 8 54-54 151 34 42 10 3 7 25 79  . 5 2 3 15 0 38 0  . 3 3 9 2 8 9-13 48 127 9  . 9 5 1
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 2 5 6 54-54 160 23 41 6 0 1 24 50  . 3 1 3 20 3 34 1  . 3 5 0 0 2 6-7 87 14 4  . 9 6 2
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 2 4 0 54-54 146 33 35 10 0 5 22 60  . 4 1 1 21 4 34 1  . 3 4 5 3 4 4-4 252 28 9  . 9 6 9
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 2 0 4 49-47 113 15 23 0 0 0 16 23  . 2 0 4 6 0 9 0  . 2 4 2 1 8 1-1 90 69 7  . 9 5 8
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 2 0 0 4-3 5 1 1 0 0 1 3 4  . 8 0 0 2 0 2 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0-0 5 45 0 1.000
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 1 6 7 32-11 60 8 10 2 1 0 5 14  . 2 3 3 3 0 12 2  . 2 0 6 0 0 0-0 2 1 0 1.000
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 3-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 7 22 1  . 9 6 7
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 8-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 7 8 54 1417 269 394 73 14 40 236 615  . 4 3 4 182 24 285 8  . 3 6 7 12 49 66-81 1088 452 62  . 9 6 1
Opponents  . 2 7 4 54 1448 232 397 83 5 34 212 592  . 4 0 9 133 15 237 2  . 3 3 9 10 31 31-44 1080 408 72  . 9 5 4
LOB - Team (337), Opp (319). DPs turned - Team (16), Opp (22). IBB - Team (1), MCGUFFIN,K. 1, Opp (1). Picked off -
MCGUFFIN,K. 1, CARTER,P. 1, VORBRINK,J. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  3 . 1 5 12-9 39 19 7 3/1 3 142.0 123 73 64 69 108 19 2 16  . 2 3 4 15 8 0 5 14
10 NUNN, Shelby  3 . 5 5 15-15 44 27 10 2/0 3 177.1 212 117 90 36 104 46 2 11  . 2 8 8 5 3 0 5 13
20 TOWERS, Haylee  5 . 1 2 1-2 16 8 0 0/1 0 41.0 59 37 30 21 23 18 1 7  . 3 3 3 0 3 0 0 4
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0  . 3 3 3 2 1 0 0 0
Totals  3 . 6 5 28-26 54 54 17 6/1 6 362.2 397 232 189 133 237 83 5 34  . 2 7 4 22 15 0 10 31
Opponents  4 . 2 0 26-28 54 54 21 5/2 4 360.0 394 269 216 182 285 73 14 40  . 2 7 8 30 24 0 12 49
PB - Team (6), SMITH,K. 6, Opp (6). Pickoffs - Team (5), SMITH,K. 5, Opp (5). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (31-44), NUNN,S. (19-22),
AIKEY,K. (7-16), TOWERS,H. (5-6).
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2018 WKU C-USA ONLY STATS
2018 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of May 06, 2018)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 10-13   Home: 6-5   Away: 4-8   C-USA: 10-13
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 1 3 23-23 64 13 20 2 1 5 16 39  . 6 0 9 10 2 17 0  . 4 1 6 1 0 1-3 35 4 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 0 3 23-23 76 16 23 6 1 5 15 46  . 6 0 5 15 0 16 2  . 4 1 3 1 0 1-1 34 2 1  . 9 7 3
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 2 8 2 23-23 71 9 20 3 0 0 6 23  . 3 2 4 7 0 12 1  . 3 4 6 0 7 4-6 185 6 3  . 9 8 5
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 2 7 0 23-23 74 9 20 1 0 0 12 21  . 2 8 4 9 2 14 0  . 3 6 5 0 1 3-3 29 9 4  . 9 0 5
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 2 6 3 21-21 57 8 15 4 0 2 13 25  . 4 3 9 7 6 11 0  . 3 9 4 1 3 6-6 38 49 7  . 9 2 6
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 6 1 23-23 69 17 18 2 2 5 10 39  . 5 6 5 5 0 18 0  . 3 1 1 0 3 3-5 22 64 4  . 9 5 6
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 2 5 0 2-2 4 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 1.000 2 0 1 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 0-0 2 22 0 1.000
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 2 0 0 21-19 45 7 9 0 0 0 4 9  . 2 0 0 0 0 3 0  . 2 0 0 0 4 1-1 39 31 5  . 9 3 3
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 1 9 3 23-23 57 13 11 1 0 3 9 21  . 3 6 8 12 1 13 0  . 3 3 3 2 2 1-1 96 9 3  . 9 7 2
26 CARTER, Paige  . 1 9 1 22-22 68 7 13 1 0 1 7 17  . 2 5 0 6 0 12 1  . 2 5 7 0 3 1-1 5 1 0 1.000
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 1 5 4 6-3 13 3 2 1 0 0 1 3  . 2 3 1 1 0 3 0  . 2 1 4 0 0 0-0 2 5 1  . 8 7 5
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 0 9 1 14-2 22 1 2 0 0 0 0 2  . 0 9 1 1 0 5 0  . 1 3 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 4-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 4 8 23 621 105 154 21 4 22 96 249  . 4 0 1 75 11 126 4  . 3 3 7 5 23 21-27 490 218 28  . 9 6 2
Opponents  . 2 8 3 23 654 108 185 41 2 12 98 266  . 4 0 7 63 6 83 1  . 3 4 7 8 20 15-19 492 193 33  . 9 5 4
LOB - Team (138), Opp (153). DPs turned - Team (9), Opp (13). IBB - Team (1), MCGUFFIN,K. 1, Opp (1). Picked off -
VORBRINK,J. 1.
(C-USA games only Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
20 TOWERS, Haylee  1 . 9 1 0-0 3 1 0 0/0 0 7.1 10 6 2 4 2 2 0 1  . 3 3 3 0 1 0 0 3
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  3 . 3 6 5-6 18 10 3 1/0 1 75.0 67 41 36 39 45 12 1 7  . 2 4 2 10 3 0 4 11
10 NUNN, Shelby  4 . 1 5 5-7 20 12 3 0/0 2 81.0 108 61 48 20 36 27 1 4  . 3 1 1 2 2 0 4 6
Totals  3 . 6 9 10-13 23 23 6 1/0 3 163.1 185 108 86 63 83 41 2 12  . 2 8 3 12 6 0 8 20
Opponents  3 . 2 9 13-10 23 23 12 2/1 0 164.0 154 105 77 75 126 21 4 22  . 2 4 8 13 11 0 5 23
PB - Team (5), SMITH,K. 5. Pickoffs - Team (3), SMITH,K. 3, Opp (1). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (15-19), NUNN,S. (10-11), AIKEY,K.
(4-7), TOWERS,H. (1-1).
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2018 WKU TEAM GAME-BY-GAME STATS
2018 WKU Softball
Team Game-by-Game for WKU (as of May 10, 2018)
Batting (All games)
Date Opponent ab r h rbi 2b 3b hr tb bb ibb sb cs hbp sac sf gdp k po a e lob avg
Feb 09 vs Hampton 35 7 11 6 4 1 1 20 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 5 24 10 1 9  . 3 1 4
Feb 09 at Gardner-Webb 31 4 11 3 2 0 0 13 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 2 18 9 0 8  . 3 3 3
Feb 10 vs Youngstown State 30 17 11 11 2 1 2 21 2 0 5 0 1 1 1 0 6 15 5 0 3  . 3 4 4
Feb 10 vs Hampton 29 10 13 9 2 2 1 22 4 0 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 18 4 2 7  . 3 6 8
Feb 15 vs Tennessee Tech 28 5 5 4 2 0 0 7 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 9 18 5 1 5  . 3 3 3
Feb 15 vs Sacred Heart 27 1 5 1 1 0 0 6 7 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 9 24 9 1 14  . 3 1 1
Feb 16 vs Tennessee State 20 10 6 9 2 0 2 14 5 0 3 0 2 0 0 0 5 15 9 0 3  . 3 1 0
Feb 16 vs Tennessee Tech 31 6 11 5 5 0 1 19 7 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 6 21 12 1 11  . 3 1 6
Feb 17 vs Tennessee State 28 16 17 15 3 1 3 31 4 0 3 1 2 0 2 0 1 15 6 1 5  . 3 4 7
Feb 17 at Chattanooga 28 7 13 7 1 0 1 17 4 0 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 18 8 0 6  . 3 5 9
Feb 23 GREEN BAY 19 10 9 8 0 2 0 13 5 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 2 15 7 0 2  . 3 6 6
Feb 23 TOLEDO 25 0 5 0 0 0 0 5 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 21 7 1 6  . 3 5 3
Feb 24 INDIANA STATE 21 7 7 6 3 0 1 13 5 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 15 9 1 6  . 3 5 2
Feb 25 GREEN BAY 21 6 6 6 1 0 0 7 10 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 5 21 5 0 8  . 3 4 9
Feb 25 INDIANA STATE 25 6 9 6 4 0 1 16 2 0 1 0 2 1 0 1 1 21 11 1 6  . 3 4 9
Mar 02 AUSTIN PEAY 26 0 6 0 0 0 0 6 3 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 4 21 5 0 9  . 3 4 2
Mar 02 DAYTON 22 1 4 1 1 1 0 7 4 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 6 21 13 2 7  . 3 3 4
Mar 03 EVANSVILLE 21 3 4 1 2 0 0 6 4 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 13 21 7 1 6  . 3 2 8
Mar 03 AUSTIN PEAY 24 1 5 1 1 0 0 6 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 8 18 4 2 4  . 3 2 2
Mar 04 DAYTON 22 1 3 1 1 0 0 4 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 9 21 6 2 6  . 3 1 4
Mar 07 SIUE 26 10 8 9 5 0 1 16 5 0 5 0 0 2 0 0 6 21 9 0 5  . 3 1 4
*Mar 10 at Southern Miss 23 11 11 11 1 2 2 22 2 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 4 15 4 0 2  . 3 2 0
*Mar 10 at Southern Miss 29 4 10 3 1 0 0 11 4 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 21 6 1 9  . 3 2 1
*Mar 11 at Southern Miss 38 0 6 0 1 0 0 7 3 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 9 31 18 2 10  . 3 1 2
Mar 13 at LSU 27 3 7 3 2 0 0 9 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 8 18 9 1 5  . 3 0 9
Mar 14 at South Alabama 22 0 4 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 10 16 9 2 6  . 3 0 5
*Mar 17 MIDDLE TENNESSEE 27 4 4 4 2 0 1 9 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 21 5 2 5  . 2 9 9
*Mar 17 MIDDLE TENNESSEE 26 8 8 8 2 0 3 19 4 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 2 21 11 1 5  . 3 0 0
*Mar 18 MIDDLE TENNESSEE 27 2 4 2 1 0 0 5 4 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 4 24 11 1 6  . 2 9 4
Mar 22 JACKSONVILLE STATE 25 6 8 5 1 0 0 9 3 0 2 1 1 1 1 0 7 21 5 0 7  . 2 9 5
*Mar 30 at Charlotte 24 3 5 3 0 0 3 14 4 0 2 0 1 1 0 0 11 21 11 0 6  . 2 9 2
*Mar 30 at Charlotte 24 5 8 5 0 0 2 14 3 0 1 0 1 3 2 0 2 21 5 0 7  . 2 9 4
*Mar 31 at Charlotte 22 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 3 0 2 0 1 1 0 0 9 18 8 0 6  . 2 8 8
Apr 04 at Murray St. 29 6 7 4 2 0 1 12 3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 4 18 5 2 5  . 2 8 7
*Apr 07 UTEP 24 10 8 9 0 0 1 11 9 0 3 0 0 2 0 0 5 21 15 1 7  . 2 8 8
*Apr 07 UTEP 26 4 6 3 2 0 0 8 6 0 2 1 1 1 0 0 4 21 11 0 9  . 2 8 6
*Apr 08 UTEP 23 8 8 8 0 0 1 11 8 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 5 21 6 0 5  . 2 8 8
Apr 11 EASTERN KENTUCKY 22 6 5 4 0 1 0 7 4 0 2 0 0 3 0 0 3 21 6 1 5  . 2 8 7
Apr 11 EASTERN KENTUCKY 27 4 7 4 1 0 1 11 3 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 8 21 10 2 7  . 2 8 6
*Apr 13 at UAB 24 2 4 1 1 1 0 7 3 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 8 20 6 3 6  . 2 8 3
*Apr 13 at UAB 23 2 2 2 1 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 3 18 12 2 3  . 2 7 9
*Apr 14 at UAB 40 3 8 1 1 1 0 11 4 0 2 1 1 2 0 0 11 31 16 3 11  . 2 7 6
Apr 18 KENTUCKY 27 1 8 1 2 0 0 10 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 8 21 8 7 5  . 2 7 6
*Apr 21 MARSHALL 30 8 12 7 0 0 3 21 1 0 2 0 2 1 0 1 8 21 10 2 8  . 2 8 0
*Apr 21 MARSHALL 33 5 12 5 1 0 1 16 3 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 3 24 14 0 9  . 2 8 2
*Apr 22 MARSHALL 27 4 8 3 1 0 1 12 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 4 21 8 2 8  . 2 8 2
*Apr 28 at Florida Atlantic 27 7 6 7 1 0 1 10 3 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 8 18 8 3 2  . 2 8 1
*Apr 28 at Florida Atlantic 35 12 11 11 1 0 2 18 5 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 1 21 10 1 7  . 2 8 2
*Apr 29 at Florida Atlantic 22 1 1 1 0 0 1 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 18 7 1 0  . 2 7 8
May 03 LIPSCOMB 24 4 11 4 1 1 0 14 5 0 0 0 1 7 0 0 2 21 6 0 12  . 2 8 1
*May 06 FIU 22 1 4 1 2 0 0 6 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 12 21 6 1 3  . 2 8 0
*May 06 FIU 25 1 6 1 2 0 0 8 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 2 21 10 2 4  . 2 7 9
May 09 vs Marshall 28 5 7 5 0 0 2 13 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 21 5 0 4  . 2 7 8
May 09 vs Louisiana Tech 26 1 7 1 1 0 0 8 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 2 18 11 2 7  . 2 7 8
Totals 1417 269 394 236 73 14 40 615 182 1 66 15 24 49 12 8 285 1088 452 62 337  . 2 7 8
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS VS. HAMPTON (2-9-18) 5
 - - RUNS VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10-18) 3
 - - HITS MR, VS. LA TECH  (5-9-18) 2
 - - DOUBLES VS. TENNESSEE TECH (2-16-18) 2
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS 5X, MR VS. MARSHALL (4-22-18) 1
 - - RBI 3X, MR AT USM (3-10-18) 3
 - - WALKS/HBP 4X, MR AT FAU (4-28-18) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES 3X, MR VS. APSU (3-2-18) 1
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS MR, AT FAU (4-28-18) 5
 - - RUNS 11X, MR AT FAU (4-28-18) 2
 - - HITS 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 3
 - - DOUBLES 16X, MR VS. FIU (5-6-18) 1
 - - TRIPLES 3X, MR AT UAB (4-14-18) 1
 - - HOME RUNS 6X, MR VS. MARSHALL (5-9-18) 1
 - - RBI 2X, MR AT FAU (4-28-18) 4
 - - WALKS/HBP 9X, MR AT UAB (4-13-18) 2











• bowling green, ky.
• baTs r / Throws r
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .317 54-54 161 42 51 16 3 6 27 91 .565 40 2 37 2 .454 2 2 6-8 70 2 3 .960
THOMAS’ CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .240 54-54 146 33 35 10 0 5 22 60 .411 21 4 34 1 .345 3 3 4-4 252 28 9 .969
SMITH’S CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018           DNP
2017 .289 34-5 38 4 11 3 0 1 7 17 .447 2 2 7 0 .341 2 0 0-0 3 0 0 1.000
2016          CHATTANOOGA STATE CC
2015          CHATTANOOGA STATE CC
PLESE’S CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS VS. ARIZONA STATE (3-4-17) 4
 - - RUNS MR, AT GEORGIA (4-29-17) 1
 - - HITS VS. GARDNER-WEBB (3-21-17) 2
 - - DOUBLES VS. GARDNER-WEBB (3-21-17) 1
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS VS. GARDNER-WEBB (3-21-17) 1
 - - RBI VS. GARDNER-WEBB (3-21-17) 2
 - - WALKS/HBP VS. GARDNER-WEBB (3-21-17) 1






• baTs l / Throws l







• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS 10X,MR VS. MARSHALL (4-21-18) 4
 - - RUNS 2X, MR VS. HAMPTON  (2-9-18) 3
 - - HITS MR, VS. TENN. ST. (2-17-18) 3
 - - DOUBLES VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 - - TRIPLES 3X, MR AT UAB (4-13-18) 1
 - - HOME RUNS 12X, MR AT FAU (4-28-18) 1
 - - RBI VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-17-18) 4
 - - WALKS/HBP MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 3
 - - STOLEN BASES 2X, MR VS. UTC (2-17-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .069 41-36 29 6 2 0 0 0 2 2 .069 5 0 11 0 .206 0 3 1-1 38 45 12 .874
2017 .213 58-48 108 19 23 3 0 5 14 41 .380 14 1 24 0 .309 0 3 9-12 70 103 13 .930
2018 .278 54-54 151 34 42 10 3 7 25 79 .523 15 0 38 0 .339 2 8 9-13 48 127 9 .951
CAREER .233 153-138 288 59 67 13 3 12 40 122 .424 34 1 73 0 .314 2 14 19-26 156 275 34 .927
ENGELHARDT’S CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS SAME
 - - RUNS SAME
 - - HITS SAME
 - - DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 - - RBI SAME
 - - WALKS/HBP SAME






• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS SAME
 - - RUNS SAME
 - - HITS SAME
 - - DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 - - RBI SAME
 - - WALKS/HBP SAME






• baTs l / Throws l
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
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shelby nunn   
• sophomore
• piTcher
• bowling green, ky
• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18-18) 2
 - - RUNS VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 - - HITS VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 - - RBI VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 3
 - - WALKS/HBP 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18-18) 1
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 - - IP 4X, MR VS. MARSHALL (4-22-18) 7.0
 - - FEWEST HITS VS. MARSHALL (4-22-18) 2
 - - FEWEST ER 4X, MR VS. MARSHALL (4-22-18) 0
 - - STRIKEOUTS VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 11
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .200 43-29 5 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 .800 2 0 2 0 .429 0 0 0-0 5 45 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2018 3.55 15-15 44 27 10 2/0 3 177.1 212 117 90 36 104 46 2 11 794 .288 5 3 0 5 13
NUNN’S CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS SAME
 - - RUNS SAME
 - - HITS SAME
 - - DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 - - RBI SAME
 - - WALKS/HBP SAME






• baTs r / Throws r
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
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kelsey aikey   
• Junior
• piTcher
• cedar falls, iowa
• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS LIPSCOMB (3-22-17) 3
 - - RUNS - -
 - - HITS AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - WALKS/HBP AAMU (3-16-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 - - IP VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 8.0
 - - FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 0
 - - FEWEST ER MR, DAYTON (3-4-18) 0
 - - STRIKEOUTS VS. MARSHALL (5-9-18) 9
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .083 27-9 12 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .083 3 0 5 0 .267 0 0 0-0 4 21 2 .926
2018 .000 39-19 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 1 0 .000 0 0 0-0 7 22 1 .967
TOTALS .077 66-28 13 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .077 3 0 6 0 .250 0 0 0-0 11 43 3 .947
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 2.92 7-4 27 9 5 1/0 2 93.1 86 59 39 65 54 12 0 6 437 .244 19 8 1 3 9
2018 3.15 12-9 39 19 7 3/1 3 142.0 123 73 64 69 108 19 2 16 621 .234 15 8 0 5 14
TOTALS 3.06 19-13 66 28 12 4/1 5 235.1 209 132 103 134 162 31 2 22 1058 .238 34 16 1 8 23
AIKEY’S CAREER STATS
11
Jordan vorbrink  
• senior
• uTiliTy
• louisville, ky. | louisville
• baTs l / Throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS AT UAB (4-14-18) 5
 - - RUNS MR, VS. EKU (4-11-18) 2
 - - HITS MR, AT USM (3-10-18) 3
 - - DOUBLES MR VS. EKU (4-11-18) 1
 - - TRIPLES MR, VS. NCC (4-17-16) 1
 - - HOME RUNS 2X, MR VS. TENN. ST (2-16-18) 1
 - - RBI 2X, MR VS. UTEP (4-8-18) 3
 - - WALKS/HBP 3X, MR VS. JSU (3-22-18) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES VS. EKU (4-11-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .244 24-15 41 6 10 3 3 1 9 22 .537 2 0 7 1 .273 1 2 1-1 101 2 1 .990
2017 .143 26-15 28 3 4 0 0 0 1 4 .143 0 4 5 1 .250 0 0 0-0 21 0 0 1.000
2018 .256 54-54 160 23 41 6 0 1 24 50 .313 20 3 34 1 .350 0 2 6-7 87 14 4 .962
CAREER .240 104-84 229 32 55 9 3 2 34 76 .332 22 7 46 3 .324 1 4 7-8 209 16 5 .978
VORBRINK’S CAREER STATS
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS SAME
 - - RUNS SAME
 - - HITS SAME
 - - DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 - - RBI SAME
 - - WALKS/HBP SAME











• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS MR, AT USM (3-11-18) 5
 - - RUNS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 - - HITS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 5*
 - - DOUBLES EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 - - TRIPLES VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 - - HOME RUNS MR, at OKLAHOMA (3-5-17) 1
 - - RBI EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 3
 - - WALKS/HBP WRIGHT STATE (2-25-17) 3
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
STOWERS’ CAREER STATS
16
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .215 44-31 107 12 23 4 0 3 13 36 .336 13 0 27 1 .298 1 1 0-0 24 1 3 .893
2018 .167 32-11 60 8 10 2 1 0 5 14 .233 3 0 12 2 .206 0 0 0-0 2 1 0 1.000
TOTALS .198 76-42 167 20 33 6 1 3 18 50 .299 16 0 39 3 .266 1 1 0-0 26 2 3 .903







• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS VS. UAB (5-10-17) 6
 - - RUNS MR, AT FAU (4-28-18) 3
 - - HITS UAB (5-10-17) 4
 - - DOUBLES MR VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 - - TRIPLES AT USM (3-10-18) 1
 - - HOME RUNS MR AT FAU (4-28-18) 1
 - - RBI AT FAU (4-28-18) 4
 - - WALKS/HBP 2X, MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-25-18) 3
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, VS.TENN. ST. (2-16-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .200 47-47 120 18 24 6 0 4 13 42 .350 18 1 24 1 .305 2 5 6-6 63 20 5 .943
2017 .246 60-56 134 23 33 9 0 2 16 48 .358 19 11 35 0 .382 1 6 13-16 93 10 2 .981
2018 .291 53-53 141 30 41 8 1 7 25 72 .511 24 4 35 0 .404 2 1 5-7 65 11 2 .974
Totals .248 160-156 395 71 98 23 1 13 54 162 .410 61 16 94 1 .367 5 12 24-29 221 41 9 .967







• baTs r / Throws r
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .214 59-51 131 25 28 6 1 2 18 42 .321 20 2 45 1 .325 1 4 5-6 111 27 2 .986
2018 .304 26-14 23 3 7 1 0 0 2 8 .248 2 0 5 0 .360 0 0 0-0. 5 13 1 .947
TOTALS .227 85-65 154 28 35 7 1 2 20 50 .325 22 2 50 1 .330 1 4 5-6 116 40 3 .981
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 4.43 8-12 26 17 13 1/0 2 117.0 154 90 74 47 78 17 3 10 550 .322 7 8 1 7 9
2018 5.12 1-2 16 8 0 0/1 0 41.0 59 37 30 21 23 18 1 7 205 .333 0 3 0 0 4
TOTALS 4.61 9-14 42 25 13 1/1 2 158.0 213 127 104 68 101 35 4 17 755 .325 7 11 1 7 13
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS MR, AT FAU (4-28-18) 4
 - - RUNS MR AT FAU  (4-28-18) 3
 - - HITS MR, VS. LA TECH (5-9-18) 2
 - - DOUBLES AT SAMFORD (3-14-17) 2
 - - TRIPLES BELMONT (2-18-17) 1
 - - HOME RUNS NW STATE (3-4-17) 1
 - - RBI MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-17-17) 2
 - - WALKS/HBP MR, CHARLOTTE (4-14-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, CHARLOTTE (4-14-17) 1
 - - IP GA. STATE (2-11-17) 7.2
 - - FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) MR AT USA (3-14-18) 3
 - - FEWEST ER VS. GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 0







• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS AT UTEP (4-9-17) 5
 - - RUNS AT UTEP (4-8-17) 3
 - - HITS MR, AT FAU (4-28-18) 2
 - - DOUBLES MR, AT UTEP (4-8-17) 1
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI 5X, MR AT FAU (4-28-18) 2
 - - WALKS/HBP MR, VS. LIPSCOMB (5-3-18) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, UAB (5-10-17) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .154 59-57 130 16 20 4 0 0 8 24 .185 14 6 26 0 .267 0 5 3-4 172 79 7 .973
2018 .204 49-47 113 15 23 0 0 0 16 23 .204 6 0 9 0 .242 1 8 1-1 90 69 7 .958
TOTALS .177 108-104 243 31 43 4 0 0 24 47 .193 20 6 35 0 .256 1 13 4-5 262 148 14 .967
MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS SAME
 - - RUNS SAME
 - - HITS SAME
 - - DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 - - RBI SAME
 - - WALKS/HBP SAME






• baTs r / Throws r
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .000 7-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 2-2 1 2 0 1.000
2018 - 11-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 1-1 0 0 0 -
TOTALS .000 18-0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 3-3 1 2 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 5.25 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.2 4 2 2 3 1 0 0 0 13 .400 1 0 0 0 0
2018 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0 17 .333 2 1 0 0 0






• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS - -
 - - RUNS MR, VS. UTEP (4-8-18) 1
 - - HITS - -
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI - -
 - - WALKS/HBP ALABAMA STATE (5-16-17) 1
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 - - IP EKU (5-3-17) 1.1
 - - FEWEST HITS 2X, MR VS. APSU (3-3-18) 1
 - - FEWEST ER MR, APSU (3-3-18) 0





• crown poinT, ind.
• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS UAB (5-10-17) 6
 - - RUNS VS. TENN. STATE (2-17-18) 3
 - - HITS MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25-18) 3
 - - DOUBLES VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25-18) 2
 - - TRIPLES MR, VS. GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 1
 - - HOME RUNS MR, VS. EKU (4-11-18) 1
 - - RBI MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 4
 - - WALKS/HBP 4X, MR VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10-18) 2
CARTER’S CAREER STATS
26
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .222 52-24 99 14 22 4 1 2 15 34 .343 14 3 23 0 .333 1 1 3-4 23 1 3 .889
2018 .327 52-49 150 27 49 6 2 5 35 74 .493 19 2 23 1 .407 1 7 11-13 9 2 2 .846





• baTs l /Throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS AT UAB (4-14-18) 6
 - - RUNS MR, VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 - - HITS VS. HAMPTON (2-9-18) 4
 - - DOUBLES 6X, MR VS. MARSHALL (4-22-18) 1
 - - TRIPLES VS. LIPSCOMB (5-3-18) 1
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI MR, VS. MARSHALL (4-22-18) 2
 - - WALKS/HBP VS. UTEP (4-7-18) 3
 - - STOLEN BASES 8X, MR VS. FIU (5-6-18) 1
BOWLDS’ CAREER STATS
28
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .303 50-50 155 22 47 6 3 0 13 59 .381 14 0 26 1 .361 0 13 8-12 360 10 7 .981
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3 Shannon Plese
R-Senior | OF | L/L
Knoxville, Tenn. | South Carolina
4 Kennedy Sullivan
Freshman | P/OF | R/R
Georgetown, Ky.
6 Taylor Davis
Freshman | OF | L/L
Huntsville, Ala.
10 Shelby Nunn
Sophomore | P | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
11 Jordan Vorbrink
Senior | UTL | L/L
Louisville, Ky. | Louisville
15 Kelsey McGuffin
Senior | OF | R/R
Elizabethtown, Ky.
12 Kelsey Aikey
Junior | P | R/R
Cedar Falls, Iowa
16 Tommi Stowers
Junior | C | R/R
Columbus, Ind.
19 Sydne Solomon
Freshman | C/IF | R/R
Lewisburg, Tenn.
20 Haylee Towers






Senior | IF | R/R
Rockport, Ind.
9 Jordan Ridge
Freshman | UTL | R/R
Louisville, Ky.
1 Jordan Thomas
Sophomore | UTL | L/L
Lebabon, Ky.
2 Kendall Smith
Sophomore | C | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
22 Macy Murphy
Freshman | IF | R/R
Murfreesboro, Tenn.
23 Morgan McElroy
Junior | IF | R/R
Madisonville, Ky.
24 Cassidy Blackford
R-Junior | P | R/R
Marshalltown, Iowa
26 Paige Carter
Junior | UTL | R/R
Crown Point, Ind.
28 Maddie Bowlds
Sophomore | IF | L/L
Utica, Ky.
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Friday, February 8, 2019 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Games 1 & 2 PDF box scores attached. 
Season stats PDF attached. 
HILLTOPPERS CLAIM SEVENTH-STRAIGHT SEASON OPENER; SPLIT OPENING DAY IN GULF SHORES 
GULF SHORES, Ala. – WKU Softball extended its season-opening win streak to seven-consecutive campaigns with a five-
inning run-rule victory over Missouri State. Head coach Amy Tudor moved to a perfect 15-0 in season-openers with the 
8-0 win over the Bears to open the Sand Dollar Classic from Gulf Shores, Ala. Game two saw No. 17 Auburn return the 
favor with an 8-0, five-inning victory over the Red and White. 
WEEKEND SCHEDULE 
Friday, Feb. 8 – WKU def. Missouri State, 8-0 [5] – Box Score 
Friday, Feb. 8 – No. 17 Auburn def. WKU, 8-0 [5] – Box Score 
Saturday, Feb. 9 – 11 a.m. CT | vs. Florida A&M | Livestats 
Saturday, Feb. 9 – 2 p.m. CT | vs. Tennessee State | Livestats 
Sunday, Feb. 10 – 10 a.m. CT | vs. South Alabama | Livestats 
 
Information regarding the Gulf Shores Sportsplex, tickets, parking and more can be found on the tournament central 
site, available here. 
 
Game 1: WKU 8, Missouri State 0 [5] 
In her WKU debut, Kennedy Sullivan dealt a two-hit five-inning shutout for her first career victory. The freshman 
registered 11 punch outs – two looking – in the complete-game decision. Sullivan is the first freshman pitcher since at 
least 2008 to record double-digit strikeouts in their WKU debut. 
“Kennedy Sullivan was solid in the circle for us,” head coach Amy Tudor opened. “She had great command of her pitches 
which was evident with her 11 strikeouts in five innings. Offensively, Thomas set the tone of the game which started our 
offense with a variety of people stepping up to produce for us.” 
WKU wasted no time getting on the board, scoring five runs in their first trip to the plate of the season. Rebekah 
Engelhardt drew a bases-loaded walk to bring in the opening run before Kendall Smith reached on an error, moving all 
the way to third base while clearing the bases for a 4-0 Hilltopper advantage. During the following at bat, Smith scored 
on a wild pitch to push the lead to 5-0. 
Two innings later, Engelhardt launched WKU’s first home run of the season to straight-away center, pushing the 
Hilltoppers’ lead to 6-0. 
In the top of the fifth, Engelhardt beat out a bunt single and advanced to second base on a throwing error. Two batters 
later, Taylor Davis connected for an RBI pinch-hit single while advancing into scoring position on the throw. Jordan 
Vorbrink followed with a base hit to score Davis for the 8-0 Hilltopper lead. 
Jordan Thomas continued her leadoff dominance, reaching in both of her leadoff appearances – once by single and the 
other via a walk. 
Game 2: No. 17 Auburn 8, WKU 0 [5] 
The Hilltoppers’ second game of the day pitted them against No. 17 Auburn. The Tigers jumped on the board early with 
an unearned run before tacking on three more in the third and another pair in the fourth. Auburn finished the contest 
with a two-RBI base hit for the five-inning run-rule victory. 
Entering the bottom of the third, WKU held a 2-1 advantage over Auburn in the hits column before the final margin 
settled at 11-2 in favor of the Tigers. Jordan Vorbrink and Maddie Bowlds recorded the Hilltoppers’ hits in the outing 
while Shannon Plese reached on an error and proceeded to steal second base. 
From the circle, WKU’s pitchers Kelsey Aikey and Shelby Nunn each tallied four strikeouts to AU’s seven. 
“Kelsey Aikey and Shelby Nunn had several strikeouts and had great composure in the circle,” Tudor shared. 
“Offensively, we were able to get runner on and into scoring position but were not able to push them across.” 
Since 2000, WKU Softball has played 11 different SEC squads. The Hilltoppers have gone 18-44 up against SEC 
opposition. Under Coach Tudor’s reign, the 2014-2019 squads have gone head to head with seven of the SEC programs, 
putting together a record of 5-11. 
NEXT GAME: On Saturday, WKU will take on Florida A&M at 11 a.m. followed by a tilt with Tennessee State at 2 p.m. 
from the Gulf Shores Sportsplex. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Saturday, February 9, 2019 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Games 3 & 4 PDF box scores attached. 
Season stats PDF attached. 
SMITH, AIKEY SHINE AS WKU SWEEPS SATURDAY DOUBLEHEADER 
GULF SHORES, Ala. – Across 9.2 innings of work on the day, junior pitcher Kelsey Aikey registered 13 strikeouts while 
earning both a save and a win as WKU Softball picked up a pair of Saturday victories. The Hilltoppers recorded a come-
from-behind win in the form of a 4-3 decision over Florida A&M. Game two saw the Red and White grab a 5-0 win over 
Tennessee State to move to 3-1 on the season. Kendall Smith launched a pair of home runs in the day’s second tilt. 
“I was proud of our performance today,” head coach Amy Tudor shared. “Sometimes you have to find a way to win and 
that's what we did in game one. We pitched well and scored when we were down. We carried that momentum into our 
second game which produced a shutout. Overall, it was a solid performance in all facets of the game.” 
WEEKEND SCHEDULE 
Friday, Feb. 8 – WKU def. Missouri State, 8-0 [5] – Box Score 
Friday, Feb. 8 – No. 17 Auburn def. WKU, 8-0 [5] – Box Score 
Saturday, Feb. 9 – WKU def. Florida A&M, 4-3 – Box Score 
Saturday, Feb. 9 – WKU def. Tennessee State, 5-0 – Box Score 
Sunday, Feb. 10 – 10 a.m. CT | vs. South Alabama | Livestats 
 
Information regarding the Gulf Shores Sportsplex, tickets, parking and more can be found on the tournament central 
site, available here. 
GAME 1: WKU 4, Florida A&M 3 
In WKU’s first tilt of the day, the Hilltopper squad got on the board in their first trip to the plate after an RBI base hit by 
Shannon Plese scored Jordan Vorbrink. Kennedy Sullivan opened the second inning with her fourth and fifth strikeouts 
of the game before Florida A&M was able to plate a pair of runs to take the lead. 
FAMU added to its lead in the top of the third with an unearned run on an RBI single to push its advantage to 3-1. 
WKU responded in the bottom of the third by sending eight batters to the plate. Vorbrink got the inning started with a 
one-out single, which Rebekah Engelhardt followed up with a walk. Two batters later, Sullivan drew a walk to load the 
bases for Paige Carter who waited out a free base to bring in a run. Kendall Smith followed with a double to centerfield 
to bring home Sullivan and Engelhardt for the WKU lead. 
Sullivan worked into the top of the fifth inning before Kelsey Aikey relieved her and got the Red and White out of a two-
on, one-out jam with just four pitches. Sullivan collected nine punch outs before taking over in the outfield. 
Aikey worked the rest of the game to pick up the team’s first save of the season – the sixth of her career. The junior is 
now tied for second on WKU’s career list in saves. During her 2.1 innings of relief, she never allowed a hit while striking 
out four. 
GAME 2: WKU 5, Tennessee State 0 
WKU Softball’s first three batters of the squad’s second tilt of the day reached base via error, fielder’s choice and a 
double before Rebekah Engelhardt sent a sacrifice fly to left field to score Vorbrink for the eventual winning run. 
The Hilltoppers tacked onto their lead after a Jordan Thomas double to left-center field as Morgan McElroy scored. In 
the bottom of the fourth Smith connected for her first homer of the contest on the second she saw to push the Tops’ 
advantage to 3-0. 
Paige Carter added to the lead with a sacrifice bunt that plated Shannon Plese from third base. Three pitches later, 
Smith sent her second home run of the game out of the yard to round out the Red and White’s scoring. 
After closing out the day’s opening game, Aikey turned around and matched her career-high strikeout numbers with 
nine punch outs – five of the looking variety. 
At the plate, Smith finished 3-for-5 with four RBI while Plese finished the day going 3-for-6. 
NEXT GAME: On Sunday, WKU will take on South Alabama at 10 a.m. to close out its opening weekend slate from the 
Gulf Shores Sportsplex. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Saturday, February 9, 2019 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Game 5 PDF box scores attached. 
Season stats PDF attached. 
Action photo of Kennedy Sullivan attached – please credit Tennessee State Athletics. 
HOT START LEADS TOPS TO 7-3 VICTORY OVER SOUTH ALABAMA TO CLOSE WEEKEND 
GULF SHORES, Ala. – WKU Softball took a quick 7-0 lead after its first trip to the plate on Sunday and 
never looked back as the squad claimed a 7-3 victory over South Alabama. The Hilltoppers finished 4-1 
on the weekend to match the program’s best start since the 2015 campaign. 
“We started and finished the tournament producing a lot of runs,” head coach Amy Tudor shared. 
“While we need to get more consistency throughout our offense, I am proud of how we scored when 
needed this weekend. Our circle was very strong almost all tournament delivering a lot of swing and 
misses.” 
WEEKEND SCHEDULE 
Friday, Feb. 8 – WKU def. Missouri State, 8-0 [5] – Box Score 
Friday, Feb. 8 – No. 17 Auburn def. WKU, 8-0 [5] – Box Score 
Saturday, Feb. 9 – WKU def. Florida A&M, 4-3 – Box Score 
Saturday, Feb. 9 – WKU def. Tennessee State, 5-0 – Box Score 
Sunday, Feb. 10 – WKU def. South Alabama, 7-3 – Box Score 
 
Sunday action opened from the Gulf Shores Sportsplex with WKU sending 11 batters to the plate in the 
first frame. In her first plate appearance of the inning, Jordan Thomas led off by roping a double to the 
fence in the right-center gap. In her second trip to the box, Thomas connected for a single to score a pair 
of Hilltopper runs. Shannon Plese, Jordan Ridge, Morgan McElroy and Taylor Davis all registered RBI in 
the inning. Thomas (2), Jordan Vorbrink, Plese and McElroy accounted for the Hilltoppers’ five hits in the 
frame. 
From there, Kennedy Sullivan took the circle and after a leadoff walk the freshman sat down four-
straight Jaguar batters with strikeouts before her no-hit bid ended with a shallow single just past the 
infield dirt. Sullivan ended up work 6.0 innings for her third win of the weekend while finishing with nine 
strikeouts to bring her tournament totals to 29. She allowed just four hits in the showing and finished 
with five called punchouts. 
Kelsey Aikey closed out the game with her second relief appearance of the weekend and took care of 
business with 16 pitches including a pair of swinging strikeouts. With the appearance, Aikey took over as 
the owner of WKU’s career relief appearances record with 40. The junior closed the weekend with 10.2-
consecutive scoreless innings of work and will look to build upon it next weekend. 
“Sullivan and Aikey had impressive performances and both worked well together,” Tudor continued. 
“Aikey has that closure mentality and was focused and ready to go when called upon while Sullivan led 
the staff with the most strikeouts.” 
WKU’s victory snapped a five-game losing streak to South Alabama. The Red and White are now 12-15 
all-time against the Jaguars. 
“We learned a lot this weekend and have areas to build on and several areas to improve as we move on 
to Western Illinois,” Tudor closed. 
NEXT GAME: Next weekend, the Hilltoppers will welcome Western Illinois to the WKU Softball Complex 
for a three-game series beginning Saturday. 
 

WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Friday, February 15, 2019 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
WKU Softball: Schedule | Roster | Quick Facts 
Notes for games 6-8 attached. 
WKU SOFTBALL WELCOMES WESTERN ILLINOIS TO TOWN FOR 2019 HOME OPENER 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – After a 4-1 start to the season from Gulf Shores, Ala., WKU Softball will open its 
home slate as the Hilltoppers welcome Western Illinois to The Hill for a three-game series. The Red and 
White will look to add to the program’s 12-7 all-time record in home openers. Under head coach Amy 
Tudor, the squad is 4-1 in its first game of the season from the WKU Softball Complex and has won six of 
the last seven home openers. 
 
WEEKEND SCHEDULE 
Saturday, Feb. 16 – Western Illinois – WKU Softball Complex – 1 p.m. CT | Livestats 
Saturday, Feb. 16 – Western Illinois – WKU Softball Complex – 3 p.m. CT | Livestats 
Sunday, Feb. 17 – Western Illinois – WKU Softball Complex – 1 p.m. CT | Livestats 
No streams will be available for the weekend series vs. Western Illinois. 
 
TICKETS & PARKING 
Admission to Saturday’s doubleheader against the Leathernecks will be free while tickets can be 
purchased for $5 each for Sunday’s series finale. Flexible season ticket packages are available for $35 for 
24 vouchers and can be used for all regular-season games including next weekend’s Hilltopper Class. 
Spectator parking will be available in the Creason lot (not PS3). 
PROMOTIONS 
The first 250 fans through the gates of the WKU Softball Complex this season can pick up a free 2019 
WKU Softball schedule magnet. Both of Saturday’s game will have free admission. This Sunday, and 
every Sunday this season, will be Sunday Funday, featuring free admission for all kids 12 and under and 
there will be a $5 kid’s meal offered at the concession stand. Sundays will also double as Faith & Family 
Day all year as fans can receive free admission by bringing their church bulletin to the ticket window. 
SCOUTING WESTERN ILLINOIS 
WKU’s weekend opposition, Western Illinois, kicked off its 2019 campaign with a 3-2 showing at the 
Total Control Sports Invitational in Rosemont, Ill. WIU picked up a pair of wins over IUPUI and was 
victorious over Butler while suffering losses to Green Bay and UMKC. The Leathernecks have scored first 
in all five of their outings this season, a streak the Red and White will look to put a halt to. 
In all-time series, WKU owns a 5-0 advantage over the Leathernecks. Four of the five meetings have 
taken place in Bowling Green. Western Illinois’ last visit to The Hill was in 2017 when the Hilltoppers 
claimed a 4-1 victory. 
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2019 GAME NOTEs
Est. 2000  |  3 Conference Championships
595 Victories  |  2 NCAA Regional Berths
TOPPER NOTES
TOPPER NUMBERS
Senior lost from the 2018 squad. Strikeouts by Kennedy Sullivan 
in her collegiate debut - the first 





With a five-inning run-rule victory over Missouri State on Friday, Feb. 8, WKU Softball extended its season-opening win streak 
to seven-consecutive campaigns this weekend. The Hilltoppers secured the program’s first five-inning rule-run victory to open 
a season with the 8-0 win over the Bears. Head coach Amy Tudor also picked up another season-opening win and has yet to be 
beaten as a head coach in those contests, improving to 15-0 in her career.
HOME SWEET HOME
With the Red and White about to get their home slate underway, the squad will look to improve upon its 12-7 record in home 
openers.
In its 2018 home-opener, WKU Softball took down Green Bay in a 10-0 five-inning decision to match the program’s largest 
margin of victory in a home opener. Under head coach Amy Tudor, the Hilltoppers are 4-1 in their first game of the year from the 
WKU Softball Complex. The program now owns a 12-7 record in home openers, winning six of the last seven.
FRESHMAN PHENOM
Freshman pitcher Kennedy Sullivan wasted no time etching her name into the WKU record books as she spun a complete-game 
shutout in her collegiate debut and became the program’s first freshman to register double-digit strikeouts (11) in their debut. 
Sullivan followed with a pair of nine strikeout showings to bring her opening-weekend strikeout total to 29. 
 SEASON-OPENING DOUBLE-DIGIT STRIKEOUT PERFORMANCES
Kennedy Sullivan Freshman 11 strikeouts W, 8-0 5 innings 2019
Miranda Kramer Senior 11 strikeouts W, 8-0 6 innings 2015
Ryan Rogge Sophomore 15 strikeouts L, 0-1 10 innings 2007
PRESEASON PREDICTIONS
In the 2019 C-USA Preseason Coaches Poll, WKU Softball was voted to finish seventh by the league’s coaches. Louisiana Tech was 
predicted to take home this year’s title while collecting nine first-place votes. Florida Atlantic finished second in the voting while 
earning three first-place votes. UAB, North Texas, FIU and Middle Tennessee filled in the slots before the Hilltoppers, respectively. 
Marshall was predicted to grab the final postseason spot while Southern Miss, UTEP, Charlotte and UTSA rounded out the poll. 
No Hilltoppers were selected to the Preseason All-Conference squad.
TEARING THROUGH THE RECORD BOOKS
With just the opening weekend of her junior campaign in the books, pitcher Kelsey Aikey has already cemented herself in the 
Hilltoppers’ record book. On Saturday, Feb. 9, Aikey took over in the circle with two-on and one-out with WKU’s lead at 4-3. The 
Iowa native got the Red and White back to the dugout unscathed and held FAMU hitless over her 2.2 innings of relief to secure 
her sixth career save. Six saves ties Aikey for second on WKU’s career saves list with Allison Silver (2001-04). The record is seven 
saves held by Adrienne Lathrop (2003-06). Upon the conclusion of the weekend, Aikey had made two relief appearances to take 
over the program’s record with 40. 
#SANDDOLLARCLASSIC ALL-TOURNAMENT TEAM
After helping the Hilltoppers to a 4-1 start for the first time in four seasons, Kennedy Sullivan, Jordan Vorbrink and Kendall 
Smith were all selected to the Sand Dollar Classic All-Tournament Team. Sullivan picked up three wins in the circle while striking 
out 29 batters. Vorbrink opened the season strong from the plate, recording a hit in four of the five games including a two-hit 
performance in the season opener. Marking WKU’s third selection, Smith registered four RBI on the weekend. The sophomore 
posted her first multi-home run game against Tennessee State with a pair of solo shots.
WESTERN ILLINOIS SERIES
DATE OPPONENT LOCATION TIME (CT)
FEBRUARY (4-1)
 8 1-vs. Missouri State Gulf Shores, Ala. W, 8-0 [5]
  1-vs. Auburn Gulf Shores, Ala. L, 0-8 [5]
 9 1-vs. Florida A&M Gulf Shores, Ala. W, 4-3
  1-vs. Tennessee State Gulf Shores, Ala. W, 5-0
 10 1-vs. South Alabama Gulf Shores, Ala. W, 7-3
 16 Western Illinois WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  Western Illinois WKU Softball Field 3:30 p.m.
 17 Western Illinois WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
 22 2-Butler WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
  2-Cleveland State WKU Softball Field 5:30 p.m.
 23 2-Indiana State WKU Softball Field 12:30 p.m.
  2-1 vs. 4/2 vs. 3 WKU Softball Field 3/5:30 p.m.
 24 2-Champ./Consol. WKU Softball Field 11a./1:30 
p.
 MARCH (0-0)
 1 3-Evansville Birmingham, Ala. 10 a.m.
 2 3-Jackson State Birmingham, Ala. 2 p.m.
 3 3-Houston Baptist Birmingham, Ala. 11 a.m.
  3-at Samford Birmingham, Ala. 3 p.m.
 8 4-Wright State Kennesaw, Ga. 10:30 a.m.
  4-at Kennesaw State Kennesaw, Ga. 1 p.m.
 9 4-Saint Louis Kennesaw, Ga. 1:30 p.m.
  4-1 vs. 4/2 vs. 3 Kennesaw, Ga. 4/6:30 p.m.
 10 4-Champ./Consolation Kennesaw, Ga. 9/11:30 a.m.
 13 at Lipscomb Nashville, Tenn. 4 p.m.
 16 at FIU* Miami, Fla. 3 p.m.
  at FIU* Miami, Fla. 5:30 p.m.
 17 at FIU* Miami, Fla. 11 a.m.
 20 at EKU Richmond, Ky. 3 p.m.
 23 Charlotte* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  Charlotte* WKU Softball Field 3:30 p.m.
 24 Charlotte* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
 26 at Kentucky Lexington, Ky. 5 p.m.
 30 Florida Atlantic* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  Florida Atlantic* WKU Softball Field 3:30 p.m.
 31 Florida Atlantic* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
 APRIL (0-0)
 3 Louisville WKU Softball Field 5 p.m.
 6 at Marshall* Huntington, W.Va. Noon
  at Marshall* Huntington, W.Va. 2:30 p.m.
 7 at Marshall* Huntington, W.Va. 11 a.m.
 13 North Texas* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  North Texas* WKU Softball Field 3:30 p.m.
 14 North Texas* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
 17 at Tennessee Tech Cookeville, Tenn. 2 p.m.
  at Tennessee Tech Cookeville, Tenn. 4:30 p.m.
 19 at Middle Tennessee* Murfreesboro, Tenn. 1 p.m.
  at Middle Tennessee* Murfreesboro, Tenn. 3:30 p.m.
 20 at Middle Tennessee* Murfreesboro, Tenn. 1 p.m.
 24 Austin Peay WKU Softball Field 4 p.m.
  Austin Peay WKU Softball Field 6:30 p.m.
 27 at Louisiana Tech* Ruston, La. 1 p.m.
  at Louisiana Tech* Ruston, La. 3:30 p.m.
 28 at Louisiana Tech* Ruston, La. Noon
 MAY (0-0)
 1 Murray State WKU Softball Field 5 p.m.
 4 UTSA* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  UTSA* WKU Softball Field 3:30 p.m.
 5 UTSA* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
 8-11 5-C-USA Tournament Birmingham, Ala. 
Schedule (4-1, 0-0 C-USA)
SATURDAY, FEB. 16












Livestats links can be found at WKUSports.com on the team’s 
schedule and will be posted to WKU Softball’s team social 
media accounts.
No streams will be available for the weekend series vs. 
Western Illinois.
HOW TO FOLLOW
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Location ...............................................Bowling Green, Ky.
Nickname ...........................................................Hilltoppers
Colors ............................................................Red and White
Founded ......................................................................... 1906
Enrollment ..................................................................20,178
NCAA Affiliation ...................................................Division I
Conference Affiliation ..........................Conference USA
President ........................................Dr. Timothy C. Caboni
Director of Athletics ....................................Todd Stewart
QUICK FACTS
First Year .......................................................................... 2000
All-Time Record ......................................595-494-3 (.546)
Conference Championships ....................... 2 (2013, 15)
Tournament Championships ............................1 (2015)
NCAA Tournaments ....................................... 2 (2013, 15)
NCAA Postseason Record .................................4-4 (.500)
Best Record (2013) .........................................43-18 (.705)
Best at NCAAs (2015)..........................................2-2 (.500)
Played in NPF ...........................2 (last, Miranda Kramer)
PROGRAM HISTORY
Head Coach .........................Amy Tudor (Sixth season)
 Record at WKU ............................... 149-126-1 
 Career Record ..... 366-332-2 (15th season)
Assistant Coach .................................Kayla Bixel (Third)
Assistant Coach .........................Jessica Twaddle (First)
Strength and Conditioning ............. John Stephanski
Athletic Trainer ..........................................Josh Lumpkin
COACHING STAFF
Capacity  ............................................................................500
Opened  ......................................................................... 2000
WKU Record .............................................252-175-1 (.590)
Attendance Record .................................................... 1,323
 Record Info ..................vs. Kentucky, 4/20/16
 Record Result ............................................ L, 0-5
Winning Seasons .............................................................. 12
WKU SOFTBALL COMPLEX
Overall Record .................................................28-26 (.519)
Conference USA Record ...............................10-13 (.435)
Conference USA Finish ................................................. 8th
Letterwinners Returning/Lost.................................. 13/2
Pitchers Returning/Lost ................................................4/0
Incoming Freshmen (Pitchers) ................................. 5 (1)
Incoming Transfers (Pitchers) ................................... 1 (0)
2018 RECAP
Primary Contact ........................................Jessica Leifheit
 Assistant Director of Media Relations
Alma Mater ...............................................Augustana (‘14)
Email Address ........................ jessica.leifheit@wku.edu
Cell Phone .................................................... 630-870-9582




For the second-consecutive season, WKU Softball headed into Conference USA postseason play as the league’s eighth seed. And 
for the second-straight season, the Hilltoppers upset the No. 5 seed to advance in the backet. In 2018, WKU drew C-USA East 
rival Marshall to get things going and took down the Thundering Herd 5-2 after a career-high nine strikeouts from Kelsey Aikey. 
Catcher Kendall Smith gunned down two runners attempting to steal second and was named to the All-Tournament Team. The 
Red and White were eliminated in the next game after suffering a 6-1 setback to Louisiana Tech.
WALKOFFS 
In 2018, the Red and White recorded four walk-off victories - surpassing the squad’s 2017 total. Accounting for the team’s first 
walk-off for the second-consecutive season, Tommi Stowers reached on a two-out E6 allowing Cassidy Blackford to score from 
second base for the run-rule victory against Hampton. The second walk-off win came against Sacred Heart in the team’s sixth 
game of the season as Jordan Thomas sent a double to the left-center gap allowing Morgan McElroy to score from second for the 
finishing touch on Aikey’s no-hitter. In the very next game, Jordan Vorbrink crushed her first home run as a Hilltopper - a three-
run blast - to secure the team’s second run-rule win of the season in the form of a 10-0 (5) decision over Tennessee State. Most 
recently, Morgan McElroy singled home Kendall Smith with a shallow shot down the right field line to break a scoreless pitchers’ 
duel in the bottom of the seventh against Dayton.
NUNN & AIKEY SAVE THE DAY IN 2018
Shelby Nunn and Kelsey Aikey each registered three saves on the season. The third saves for each during the campaign moved 
them into a tie for second on WKU’s single season saves list. Both Hilltoppers are the first to register at least three saves in a 
season since the 2008 campaign and fifth and sixth Hilltoppers to achieve the feat overall. Aikey is now up to five saves on her 
career, which ranks third on WKU’s all-time saves list.
AIKKKKKKKEY SPINS A NO-NO
Sophomore (at the time) pitcher Kelsey Aikey got the nod in WKU’s second game of the day on Feb. 15, 2018 at the Chattanooga 
Challenge and proceeded to take the 12th no-hitter in WKU Softball history through 8.0 innings before the Hilltoppers claimed 
the 1-0 (8) victory over Sacred Heart on a walk-off hit. The extra-inning no-hitter was the first in program history and was the 
first of two performances of the sort in the NCAA in 2018. Aikey recorded a career-high (at the time) seven strikeouts.
VICTORIES OVER SEC SQUADS
Since 2000, WKU Softball has played 11 different SEC squads. The Hilltoppers have gone 18-44 up against SEC opposition. Under 
Coach Tudor’s reign, the 2014-2019 squads have gone head to head with seven of the SEC programs, putting together a record 
of 5-11. In 2014 the Red and White took down No. 2 Tennessee on the Volunteers’ home turf; Tudor’s second game coaching for 
WKU against an SEC school. Over the 2017 opening weekend, WKU Softball headed to Starkville, Mississippi, and took down 
the host Bulldogs in a 1-0 decision. WKU dropped decisions to No. 8 LSU and No. 18 Kentucky in 2018 along with No. 17 Auburn 
during its opening weekend of the 2019 campaign.
HANGING IN THERE
After registering 14 come-from-behind wins across the 2017 season, WKU Softball did it again in 2018. The squad finished 
with nine wins in come-from-behind fashion including victories over Chattanooga, Green Bay, SIUE, Southern Miss, Middle 
Tennessee, and two each over UTEP and Marshall. With only the opening weekend of the 2019 campaign complete, WKU has 
already notched one victory of the sort after trailing Florida A&M 3-1 and coming back to win 4-3. SEE COME-FROM-BEHIND 
WINS SECTION ON PAGE 9.
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2019 WKU SOFTBALL PLAYERS AND COACHING STAFF
2019 NUMERICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF/UTL SO. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C SO. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 3 SHANNON PLESE OF R-SR. 5-8 L/L Knoxville, Tenn. South Carolina
 4 KENNEDY SULLIVAN P/OF FR. 5-7 R/R Georgetown, Ky. Scott County HS
 6 TAYLOR DAVIS OF FR. 5-7 L/R Huntsville, Ala. Sparkman HS
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF SR. 5-7 R/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 9 JORDAN RIDGE UTL FR. 5-3 R/R Louisville, Ky. Assumption HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN P SO. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF/UTL SR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P JR. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF SR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C JR. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 19 SYDNE SOLOMON C/IF FR. 5-7 R/R Lewisburg, Tenn. Marshall County HS
 20 HAYLEE TOWERS P/UTL JR. 5-9 R/R Johnston, Iowa Johnston HS
 22 MACY MURPHY IF FR. 5-11 R/R Murfreesboro, Tenn. Riverdale HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF JR. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-JR. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER UTL JR. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS




























NAME POSITION EXPERIENCE ALMA MATER HOMETOWN
AMY TUDOR Head Coach Sixth Season WKU (2002) Petersburg, Tenn.
KAYLA BIXEL Assistant Coach Third Season IPFW (2010) Bremen, Ind. 
JESSICA TWADDLE Assistant Coach First Season Murray State (2016) Franklin, Tenn.
2019 ALPHABETICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P JR. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-JR. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 28 MADDIE BOWLDS IF SO. 5-9 L/L Utica, Ky. Daviess County HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER UTL JR. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS
 6 TAYLOR DAVIS OF FR. 5-7 L/R Huntsville, Ala. Sparkman HS
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF SR. 5-7 R/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF JR. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF SR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 22 MACY MURPHY IF FR. 5-11 R/R Murfreesboro, Tenn. Riverdale HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN P SO. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 3 SHANNON PLESE OF R-SR. 5-8 L/L Knoxville, Tenn. South Carolina
 9 JORDAN RIDGE UTL FR. 5-3 R/R Louisville, Ky. Assumption HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C SO. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C JR. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 4 KENNEDY SULLIVAN P/OF FR. 5-7 R/R Georgetown, Ky. Scott County HS
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF/UTL SO. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 20 HAYLEE TOWERS P/UTL JR. 5-9 R/R Johnston, Iowa Johnston HS
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF/UTL SR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
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PITCHING BREAKDOWN
PERFORMANCES
DATE OPPONENT DEC. IP H R ER BB K NP SCORE FINAL
Feb. 8 vs. Missouri State Sullivan 5.0 2 0 0 4 11 106 8-0 W (5)
Feb. 8 vs. Auburn Aikey 2.1 4 4 3 2 4 59 0-8 L (5)
Feb. 9 vs. Florida A&M Sullivan 4.1 3 3 2 5 9 97 4-3 W
Feb. 9 vs. Tennessee State Aikey 7.0 6 0 0 2 9 123 5-0 W
Feb. 10 vs. South Alabama Sullivan 6.0 4 3 3 1 9 85 7-3 W
Feb. 16 Western Illinois          
Feb. 16 Western Illinois          
Feb. 17 Western Illinois          
Feb. 22 Butler          
Feb. 22 Cleveland State          
Feb. 23 Indiana State          
Feb. 23 TBD          
Feb. 24 TBD          
Mar. 1 vs. Evansville          
Mar. 2 vs. Jackson State          
Mar. 3 vs. Houston Baptist          
Mar. 3 at Samford          
Mar. 8 vs. Wright State          
Mar. 8 at Kennesaw State          
Mar. 9 vs. Saint Louis          
Mar. 9 TBD          
Mar. 10 TBD          
Mar. 13 at Lipscomb          
Mar. 16 at FIU*          
Mar. 16 at FIU*          
Mar. 17 at FIU*          
Mar. 20 at Eastern Kentucky          
Mar. 23 Charlotte*          
Mar. 23 Charlotte*          
Mar. 24 Charlotte*          
Mar. 26 at Kentucky          
Mar. 30 Florida Atlantic*          
Mar. 30 Florida Atlantic*          
Mar. 31 Florida Atlantic*          
Apr. 3 Louisville          
Apr. 6 at Marshall*          
Apr. 6 at Marshall*          
Apr. 7 at Marshall*          
Apr. 13 North Texas*          
Apr. 13 North Texas*          
Apr. 14 North Texas*          
Apr. 17 at Tennessee Tech          
Apr. 17 at Tennessee Tech          
Apr. 19 at Middle Tennessee*          
Apr. 19 at Middle Tennessee*          
Apr. 20 at Middle Tennessee*          
Apr. 24 Austin Peay          
Apr. 24 Austin Peay          
Apr. 27 at Louisiana Tech*          
Apr. 27 at Louisiana Tech*          
Apr. 28 at Louisiana Tech*          
May 1 Murray State          
May 4 UTSA*          
May 4 UTSA*          
May 5 UTSA*          
PITCHER GS RECORD SAVES TEAM W/L
Aikey 2 1-1 1 3-1
Blackford 0 0-0 0 0-0
Nunn 0 0-0 0 0-1
Sullivan 3 3-0 0 3-0
Towers 0 0-0 0 0-0
TEAM RESULT
2019 STATISTICS
 NUM. NAME ERA W-L APP GS CG SHO SV IP H R ER BB K 2B 3B HR BF AVG. WP HBP BK SF SH
 12 Aikey 1.62 1-1 4 2 1 1 1 13.0 10 4 3 5 19 0 0 3 56 .200 0 1 0 0 0 
 4 Sullivan 2.28 3-0 3 3 1 1 0 15.1 9 6 5 10 29 0 1 1 65 .164 3 0 0 0 0 
 10 Nunn 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0 0 2.0 8 4 3 0 4 1 0 0 14 .571 0 0 0 0 0 
 20 Towers 0.00 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 0 0 0 
 24 Blackford 0.00 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 0 0 0 
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018 2019 CAREER
Aikey - 0 3 1 4
Blackford RS 0 0 - 0
Nunn - - 1 0 1
Sullivan - - - 3 3
Towers - 3 0 - 3
PLAYER 0 1 2 2019/TOTAL
Aikey 0/1 0/2 0/1 0/4
Blackford 0 0 0 0/0
Nunn 0 0 0/1 0/1
Sullivan 0 0 1 1
Towers 0 0 0 0/0
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018 2019 CAREER
Aikey - 5 7 1 13
Blackford RS 0 0 - 0
Nunn - - 10 0 10
Sullivan - - - 1 1
Towers - 13 0 - 13
CAREER 7+ STRIKEOUTS
CAREER 0-2 HIT GAMES (5+ IP)
CAREER COMPLETE GAMES
HAT TOP PANTS W L
Red Red Red 2 0
Black Black Grey 1 0 
Black Grey Black 1 1
RECORD BY UNIFORM
^ Complete game
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Year Overall Conf. School
2005 22-14 11-3 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2006 23-19 8-6 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2007 11-38 5-13 (A-Sun) Belmont
2008 14-36 3-19 (A-Sun) Belmont
2009 11-35 3-17 (A-Sun) Belmont
2010 29-19 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2011 28-15-1 16-8 (Summit) IPFW
2012 45-14 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2013 34-16 12-4 (Summit) IPFW
2014 33-24-1 11-10 (SBC) WKU
2015 36-14 16-4 (C-USA) WKU
2016 17-30 8-13 (C-USA) WKU
2017 31-31 10-13 (C-USA) WKU
2018 28-26 10-13 (C-USA) WKU
Total 362-331-2 147-136 14 Years
DI 317-298-2 128-127 12 Years
WKU 145-25-1 55-54 Five Years







































• 30 Division I All-Conference Selections
• Seven NFCA All-Region Honorees
• One Conference Pitcher/Player of the Years
• Six CoSIDA Academic All-District Selections
• One Senior CLASS Award Finalist
• 350 Career Wins/300 Division I Wins
WKU
•10 All-Conference Selections
•Five NFCA All-Region Selections
•2014 NCAA Individual Stolen Base Leader
•2015 NCAA Individual Strikeouts Leader
•One CoSIDA Academic All-District Honoree
•2015 Conference USA Coach of the Year




2019 WKU TEAM SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 28 South Alabama 2/10
Runs Scored 8 Missouri State 2/8
Hits 7 MR, So. Alabama 2/10
RBI 6 South Alabama 2/10
Doubles 2 Tennessee St. 2/9
Triples - - -
Home Runs 2 Tennessee St. 2/9
Walks 4 MR, FAMU 2/9
Stolen Bases 2 MR, Tenn. St. 2/9
   
Assists 5 FAMU 2/9
DP Turned 1 Tennessee St. 2/9
   
Innings Pitched 7.0 MR, So. Alabama 2/10
Fewest Hits Allowed 2 Missouri State 2/8
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, Tenn. St. 2/9
Most Strikeouts 13 FAMU 2/9
   
Longest Game 2:11 FAMU 2/9
Shortest Game 1:38 Auburn 2/8
2019 WKU INDIVIDUAL SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT INDIVIDUAL OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 4 MR, Jordan Vorbrink South Alabama 2/10
Runs Scored 3 Beka Engelhardt Missouri St. 2/8
Hits 2 MR, Jordan Thomas South Alabama 2/10
RBI 2 MR, Jordan Thomas South Alabama 2/10
Doubles 1 MR, Jordan Thomas South Alabama 2/10
Triples - - - -
Home Runs 2 Kendall Smith Tennessee State 2/9
Total Bases 8 Kendall Smith Tennessee State 2/9
Walks 2 Jordan Thomas Missouri State 2/8
Stolen Bases 2 Jordan Thomas Missouri State 2/8
    
Putouts 13 Kendall Smith Florida A&M 2/9
Assists 2 Beka Engelhardt Florida A&M 2/9
    
Innings Pitched 7.0 Kelsey Aikey Tennessee State 2/9
Fewest Hits Allowed 2 Kennedy Sullivan Missouri State 2/8
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, Kelsey Aikey Tennessee State 2/9
Most Strikeouts 11 Kennedy Sullivan Missouri State 2/8
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Defeated a top 10 team at No. 2 Tennessee, 3/8/14
Defeated a top 11-25 team at No. 16 Georgia, 5/16/15
Had a pitcher strikeout 15+ Miranda Kramer at No. 16 Georgia, 5/16/15 (19)
Had a pitcher strikeout 10-14 Kennedy Sullivan vs. Missouri State, 2/8/19 (11)
Threw a perfect game Miranda Kramer vs. Charlotte, 5/7/15
Threw a no-hitter (run-rule) Kim Wagner vs. Tennessee State, 2/12/12
Threw a no-hitter (regulation) Kelsey Aikey vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18
Opponent threw no-hitter vs. No. 23 Marshall, 5/11/17
Won a run-rule game vs. Missouri State, 2/8/19 (5)
Lost a run-rule game vs. No. 17 Auburn, 2/8/19 (5)
Played extra innings at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18 (8)
Won in extra innings vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18 (8)
Lost in extra innings at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18 (8)
Scored 10-14 runs at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18 (12)
Scored 15-18 runs vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (16)
Scored 19+ runs at Tennessee-Martin, 4/2/00 (19)
Allowed 10-14 runs at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18 (13)
Allowed 15+ runs at No. 23 FAU, 4/30/16 (16)
Batted around the order South Alabama, 2/10/19 (11 batters)
Batted through the order (9 batters) vs. UTEP, 4/7/18
Had 10-14 hits vs. Lipscomb, 5/3/18 (11)
Had 15+ hits vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (17)
Team hit 3+ home runs vs. Marshall, 4/21/18 (3)
Back-to-back home runs vs. Marshall, 4/21/18 (Vaughn & McGuffin, 3rd inn.)
Back-to-back-to-back home runs vs. ULM, 4/13/13 (Thomas, Mattox, Sulaski, 4th inn.)
Player with back-to-back home runs Kendall Smith,  2/9/19, 2 consec.
Had a player hit two HRs Kendall Smith, South Alabama, 2/9/19
Had a player hit a grand slam Jordan Thomas at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18
Team hit three doubles vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (5)
Team hit four or more doubles vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (5)
Team hit two triples at Southern Miss, 3/10/18
Team hit three or more triples vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (5)
Team stole five or more bases vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (5)
Player with three RBI Kelsey McGuffin, at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18
Player with four RBI Kelsey McGuffin, at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18
Player with five RBI Adarian Gray vs. UAB, 5/10/17
Player with six or more RBI Dani Pugh vs. Buffalo, 2/6/15 (6)
Player with three hits Kelsey McGuffin  at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18 
Player with four hits Brittany Vaughn, vs. Marshall, 4/21/18
Player with five hits Tommi Stowers vs. Evansville, 3/3/17
Player with two or more doubles Beka Engelhardt vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (2)
Player with two or more triples Shawna Sadler vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (2)
Player stole three or more bases Brittany Vaughn vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (3)
Player scored three or more runs Towers & McGuffin at FAU, 4/28/18 (3)
Hit a walk-off home run (regulation/extra inn.) Brooke Holloway vs. Marshall, 5/7/16
Hit a walk-off home run (run-rule) Jordan Vorbrink vs. Tennessee St., 2/16/18
Had a walk-off hit Morgan McElroy, vs. Dayton 3/4/18 (1B)
Swept a conference home series Southern Miss, 4/24/17
Swept a conference road series at MTSU, 3/11-12/17
Was swept in a conference home series vs. FAU, 3/18-19/17
Was swept in a conference road series at FAU, 4/28-29/18
THE LAST TIME WKU...
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION
C-USA RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  DATE/RESULT
58 FIU  3/16-17 
81 FLORIDA ATLANTIC  3/30-31
95 MARSHALL  4/6-7
96 LA TECH  4/27-28  
104 MIDDLE TENNESSEE  4/19-20 
131 UAB  DNP 
150 WKU  -
161 CHARLOTTE  3/23-24
179 SOUTHERN MISS  DNP
188 UTEP  DNP
200 UTSA  5/4-5
202 NORTH TEXAS  4/13-14 
WKU OPPONENT RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  RESULT
13 KENTUCKY  3/26
20 AUBURN  L
43 KENNESAW STATE  3/8
44 LOUISVILLE  4/3
54 LIPSCOMB  3/13
67 EASTERN KENTUCKY  3/20
68 SOUTH ALABAMA  W
78 AUSTIN PEAY  4/24
84 MISSOURI STATE  W
166 SAINT LOUIS  3/9
173 INDIANA STATE  2/23 
192 SAMFORD  3/3
196 EVANSVILLE  3/1 
198 FLORIDA A&M  W
203 BUTLER  2/22
210 MURRAY STATE  5/1
211 WESTERN ILLINOIS  2/16-17
216 WRIGHT STATE  3/8
222 TENNESSEE TECH  4/17
260 HOUSTON BAPTIST  3/3
284 TENNESSEE STATE  W
290 JACKSON STATE  3/2
RPI STANDINGS
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2019 Conference USA Standings
 C-USA  Pct. Overall  Pct.  Last 10 Streak
LA Tech (W) 0-0 1.000 6-0 1.000  6-0 W6
WKU (E) 0-0 1.000 4-1 .800  4-1 W3
FIU (E) 0-0 1.000 4-1 .800  4-1 W1
Marshall (E) 0-0 1.000 4-1 .800  4-1 W1
North Texas (W) 0-0 1.000 4-1 .800  4-1 W1
Southern Miss (W) 0-0 1.000 3-1 .750  3-1 L1
UAB (W) 0-0 1.000 3-1 .750  3-1 W3
Florida Atlantic (E) 0-0 1.000 3-2 .600  3-2 W1
Charlotte (E) 0-0 1.000 2-4 .333  2-4 W1
Middle Tennessee (E) 0-0 1.000 1-2 .333  1-2 W1
UTEP (W) 0-0 1.000 1-3 .250  1-3 L3
UTSA (W) 0-0 1.000 1-4 .200  1-4 L4
RECORD WHEN TEAM SCORES
RUNS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
0 0-1 0-0 2-0 0-0
1 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
2 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
3 0-0 0-0 2-0 0-0
4 1-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
5 1-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
6 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
7 1-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
8 1-0 0-0 0-1 0-0
9 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
10+ 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
WKU RECORD AFTER INNINGS
INNINGS LEADING TRAILING TIED
1 4-0 0-1 0-0
2 3-0 1-1 0-0
3 4-0 0-1 0-0
4 4-0 0-1 0-0
5 3-0 0-0 0-0
6 3-0 0-0 0-0
SCORE BY INNINGS
INNINGS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
1 14 0 1 0
2 0 0 2 0
3 5 0 4 0
4 1 0 2 0
5 2 0 2 0
6 2 0 3 0
7 0 0 0 0
8 0 0 0 0
9 0 0 0 0
EX 0 0 0 0













vs. Ranked Teams ..................................................0-1
vs. RV Teams ............................................................0-0
TIME
Day Games ...............................................................4-0



















WKU Throws RHP ...................................................4-1
WKU Throws LHP ...................................................0-0
Opp. Throws RHP ...................................................4-1
Opp. Throws LHP ...................................................0-0
RUNS
WKU Scores 1st .......................................................4-0
Opp. Scores 1st .......................................................0-1
WKU Scores in 1st ..................................................4-0
Opp. Scores in 1st ..................................................0-1
HITS
WKU Has More ........................................................3-0
Opp. Has More ........................................................0-1
Hits Are Even ...........................................................1-0
ERRORS
WKU Commits 0 .....................................................2-0
WKU Commits 1 .....................................................2-0
WKU Commits 2+ ..................................................0-1
Opp. Commits 0 .....................................................0-0
Opp. Commits 1 .....................................................0-1
Opp. Commits 2+ ..................................................4-0
HOMERUNS
WKU Hits 0 ...............................................................2-1
WKU Hits 1 ...............................................................1-0
WKU Hits 2+.............................................................1-0
Opp. Hits 0 ...............................................................3-0
Opp. Hits 1 ...............................................................1-0
Opp. Hits 2+.............................................................0-1
TEAM RECORD BY...
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HOME RUN TRACKER
NO.  PLAYER GAME-DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS SCORE FINAL
1 Engelhardt 1-Feb 08 Missouri St. 0-1/0 3/1 5-0 W, 8-0
2 Smith 4-Feb 09 Tennessee St. 1-0/0 4/2 2-0 W, 5-0
3 Smith (2) 4-Feb 09 Tennessee St. 2-0/0 6/2 4-0 W, 5-0
ANALYSIS STATS
SEASON/CAREER HITTING STAT TRACKER
CAREER MULTI-HIT GAMES       2019/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
McGuffin 0/16 0/4 0/1 0 21
Carter 0/12 0/5 0 0 17 
Engelhardt 1/13 0/2 0 0 15
Thomas 1/10 0/2 0 0 12
Towers 0/11 0 0 0 11
Bowlds 0/6 0/3 0/1 0 10   
Smith 1/10 0 0 0 10 
McElroy 0/9 0 0 0 9
Vorbrink 1/6 0/2 0 0 8 
Stowers 0/3 0 0 0/1 4
Plese 1/3 0 0 0 3
CAREER MULTI-RBI GAMES       2019/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
Carter 0/7 0/4 0/2 0 13 
McGuffin 0/9 0/3 0/1 0 13
Engelhardt 1/10 0/2 0/1 0 13
Vorbrink 0/7 0/2 0 0 9
McElroy 0/5 0 0 0 5
Smith 2/4 0/3 0 0 7
Stowers 0/2 0/1 0 0 3
Towers 0/3 0 0 0 3 
Thomas 1/1 0 0/2 0 3
Bowlds 0/2 0 0 0 2
Nunn 0 0/1 0 0 1
Plese 0/1 0 0 0 1
CAREER HOMERUNS
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018 2019  CAREER
McGuffin 4 2 7 0  13
Engelhardt 0 5 7 1  13
Carter - 2 5 0  7
Smith - - 5 2  7
Thomas - - 6 0  6
Stowers - 3 0 -  3
Towers - 2 0 -  2
Vorbrink 1 0 1 0  2
Nunn - - 1 -  1
Plese - 1 - 0  1
STREAK TRACKERS
CAREER HITTING STREAKS
PLAYER  LONGEST 2019 CURRENT
Vorbrink  9 3 1
Carter  7 - 2
McGuffin  6 - 0
Thomas  6 2 2
Bowlds  6 2 0
Engelhardt  5 1 1
McElroy  5 2 2 
Smith  4 3 3 
Stowers  4 - 0 
Towers  4 - 2
Plese  3 3 3
Aikey  1 - 0
Nunn  1 - 0
Davis  1 1 1
Sullivan  1 1 0
REACHED BASE STREAK
PLAYER  LONGEST  2019 CURRENT
Engelhardt 14 1 0
Thomas  14 2 2
Carter  13 1 0
Vorbrink  12 3 1
McGuffin  9 - 0
Bowlds  7 2 0
Smith  7 3 3
Stowers  6 - 0
Towers  5 - 3
McElroy  5 2 2
Plese  3 3 3
Aikey  2 - 0
Nunn  2 - 0
Blackford  1 - 1*
Davis  1 1 1
Ridge  1 1 0
Sullivan  1 1 0
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BATTING ANALYSIS
  LEADOFF BASES EMPTY 1-2 RUNNERS BASES LOADED RISP 2 OUTS 2-OUT RBI
PLAYER H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP  AVG H OPP AVG #
Aikey 0 1 .000 0 1 .000 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Blackford 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Bowlds 2 3 .666 2 4 .500 0 6 .000 0 0 --- 0 3  .000 0 2 .000 0
Carter 0 4 .000 0 5 .000 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 1
Davis 0 0 --- 1 2 .500 1 5 .200 0 0 --- 1 4  .250 2 3 .667 1
Engelhardt 0 1 .000 2 5 .400 0 6 .000 0 0 --- 0 4  .000 0 4 .000 1
McElroy 1 2 .500 1 3 .333 1 2 .500 0 0 --- 1 2  .500 0 1 .000 0
McGuffin 0 1 .000 0 5 .000 0 1 .000 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 4 .000 0
Murphy 0 0 --- 0 1 .000 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Nunn 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Plese 2 6 .333 1 6 .167 3 8 .375 0 0 --- 2 6  .333 1 2 .500 1
Ridge 0 1 .000 0 1 .000 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Smith 0 1 .000 3 6 .500 1 6 .167 1 2 .500 1 6  .167 3 5 .600 4
Stowers 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Sullivan 0 1 .000 0 4 .000 1 5 .200 0 0 --- 1 4  .250 1 5 .200 0
Thomas 4 7 .571 2 8 .250 2 7 .286 0 0 --- 2 3  .667 1 2 .500 2
Towers 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Vorbrink 1 1 1.000 2 6 .333 3 9 .333 0 0 --- 2 5  .400 1 6 .167 1
2019 STARTERS SUMMARY
     POSITION         BATTING ORDER
PLAYER GS P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP 1ST 2ND 3RD 4TH 5TH 6TH 7TH 8TH 9TH FLEX 
BOWLDS 5 - - 5 - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - 4 - 
VORBRINK 5 - - - - - - - - 5 - - 3 - - 1 - - - 1 - 
SMITH 5 - 5 - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - 1 3 - - - 
SULLIVAN 5 3 - - - - - - - - 2 - - - 1 2 1 - - - 1 
ENGELHARDT 5 - - - - 5 - - - - - - - 2 1 1 1 - - - - 
PLESE 5 - - - - - - - 5 - - - - 3 2 - - - - - -  
THOMAS 5 - - - 5 - - - - - - 5 - - - - - - - - - 
MCELROY 5 - - - - - 5 - - - - - - - - - - 1 2 - 2 
DAVIS 3 - - - - - - 3 - - - - 2 - - - - - 2 - - 
MCGUFFIN 2 - - - - - - 2 - - - - - - - - - 1 1 - -  
CARTER 2 - - - - - - - - - 2 - - - - 1 1 - - - - 
AIKEY 2 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2 
RIDGE 1 - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - 1 - - - - 
2019 WKU INDIVIDUAL STAT LEADERS
BATTING AVERAGE - Min. 10 AB 
 .333 Jordan  Vorbrink
SLUGGING PERCENTAGE - Min. 10 AB  
.917 Kendall Smith
ON BASE PERCENTAGE - Min. 10 Plate Appearances 
.429 Kendall Smith
RUNS SCORED  
5  Rebekah Engelhardt 
HITS  
5  Jordan Vorbrink
RUNS BATTED IN 
4  Kendall Smith
DOUBLES  
2  Jordan Thomas
TRIPLES  
0  -
HOME RUNS  
2  Kendall Smith 
TOTAL BASES  
11  Kendall Smith
WALKS  
2  J. Thomas & R. Engelhardt
HIT BY PITCH  
1  K. Smith & P. Carter
SACRIFICE HITS  
2  P.  Carter
    
SACRIFICE FLIES  
1  Rebekah Engelhardt 
STOLEN BASES  
2  J. Thomas & J. Ridge
ANALYSIS STATS
WALK-OFF TRACKER
NO.  BATTER GAME/DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS RESULT SCORE FINAL
COME-FROM-BEHIND WIN TRACKER
NO.  GAME/DATE OPPONENT DEFICIT INNING TYING HIT (score) GO-AHEAD HIT (score) FINAL
1  3-Feb 09 FAMU 3-1 M3 Smith 2B (4-3) Smith 2B (4-3)  W, 4-3
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GAME-BY-GAME STARTERS
Date Team P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP Record
2/8 Missouri State Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Vorbrink Carter 1-0 (1)
2/8 Auburn Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink Sullivan 0-1 (2)
2/9 Florida A&M Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink Carter 1-0 (3)
2/9 Tennessee State Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Vorbrink Sullivan 1-0 (4)
2/10 South Alabama Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Vorbrink Ridge 1-0 (5)
2/16 Western Illinois           
2/16 Western Illinois           
2/17 Western Illinois           
2/22 Butler           
2/22 Cleveland State           
2/23 Indiana State           
2/23 TBD           
2/24 TBD           
3/1 Evansville           
3/2 Jackson State           
3/3 Houston Baptist           
3/3 Samford           
3/8 Wright State           
3/8 Kennesaw State           
3/9 Saint Louis           
3/9 TBD           
3/10 TBD           
3/13 Lipscomb           
3/16 FIU*           
3/16 FIU*           
3/17 FIU*           
3/20 EKU           
3/23 Charlotte*           
3/23 Charlotte*           
3/24 Charlotte*           
3/26 Kentucky           
3/30 FAU*           
3/30 FAU*           
3/31 FAU*           
4/3 Louisville           
4/6 Marshall*           
4/6 Marshall*           
4/7 Marshall*           
4/13 North Texas*           
4/13 North Texas*           
4/14 North Texas*           
4/17 Tennessee Tech           
4/17 Tennessee Tech           
4/19 MTSU*           
4/19 MTSU*           
4/20 MTSU*           
4/24 Austin Peay           
4/24 Austin Peay           
4/27 LA Tech*           
4/27 LA Tech*           
4/28 LA Tech*           
5/1 Murray State           
5/4 UTSA*           
5/4 UTSA*           
5/5 UTSA*           
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2019 WKU LINE SCORES
GAME 1 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-1:51 A-139
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5    R H E
WKU                    5 0 1 0 2 - 8  7  0
Missouri State     0 0 0 0 0 - 0  2  2
WP-SULLIVAN (1-0) LP-Griesbauer (0-1) 
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT
GAME 2 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-1:38 A-201
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5    R H E
WKU                    0 0 0 0 0 - 0  2  2
Auburn                 1 0 3 2 2 - 8 12 1
WP-Martin (1-0) LP-AIKEY,  (0-1) 
HR AU-McCrackin(1), Rivera(1),Veach(3)
GAME 3 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-2:11 A-137
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Florida A&M      0 2 1 0 0 0 0 -  3  3  2
WKU                   1 0 3 0 0 0 X -  4  4  1
WP-SULLIVAN (2-0) Save-AIKEY(1) 
LP-HAYES (0-1)
GAME 4 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-1:55 A-117
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Tennessee State   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  0  6  2
WKU                    1 0 1 1 0 2 X - 5  6  1
WP-AIKEY (1-1) LP-ESPINOZA (0-1) 
HR WKU - SMITH 2 (2)
GAME 5 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-1:46 A-92
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    7 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 7  7  0
South Alabama   0 0 0 0 0 3 0 - 3  4  2
WP-SULLIVAN (3-0) LP-Yarbrough (1-1) 
HR USA - Cronan (1)
GAME 6 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-0:00 A-0
GAME 7 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-0:00 A-0
GAME 8 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-0:00 A-0
GAME 9 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-0:00 A-0
GAME 10 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-0:00 A-0
GAME 11 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-0:00 A-0
GAME 12 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-0:00 A-0
GAME 13 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-0:00 A-0
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2019 WKU SEASON STATS
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Feb 10, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 4-1   Home: 0-0   Away: 0-0   Neutral: 4-1   C-USA: 0-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 4 0 0 5-5 5 2 2 0 0 0 1 2  . 4 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 4 0 0 0 0 1-1 4 2 2  . 7 5 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 3 3 5-5 15 4 5 0 0 0 1 5  . 3 3 3 0 0 1 0  . 3 3 3 0 0 1-1 3 0 1  . 7 5 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 3 3 3 5-5 12 3 4 1 0 2 4 11  . 9 1 7 1 1 3 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0-1 50 4 0 1.000
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 2 8 6 5-5 14 2 4 1 0 0 2 5  . 3 5 7 0 0 2 0  . 2 8 6 0 0 1-1 2 0 0 1.000
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 8 6 4-3 7 2 2 0 0 0 2 2  . 2 8 6 0 0 0 0  . 2 8 6 0 1 0-0 4 0 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 2 6 7 5-5 15 2 4 2 0 0 3 6  . 4 0 0 2 0 4 0  . 3 5 3 0 0 2-2 9 0 0 1.000
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 2 0 0 5-5 10 0 2 0 0 0 0 2  . 2 0 0 1 0 3 0  . 2 7 3 0 0 1-2 14 0 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 1 8 2 5-5 11 5 2 0 0 1 3 5  . 4 5 5 2 0 1 0  . 2 8 6 1 0 0-0 3 6 0 1.000
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 1 1 1 5-5 9 2 1 0 0 0 0 1  . 1 1 1 1 0 1 0  . 2 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 2 0 1.000
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 4-2 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 2 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 0 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 0 0 0 5-2 5 1 0 0 0 0 2 0  . 0 0 0 1 1 0 0  . 2 8 6 0 2 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 0 0 0 2-1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 1 0 1 0  . 5 0 0 0 1 2-2 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
22 MURPHY, Macy  . 0 0 0 2-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 4-2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 1 1  . 6 6 7
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 1-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 1 0 1.000
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 1-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 3 2 5 112 24 26 4 0 3 19 39  . 3 4 8 9 2 19 0  . 2 9 8 1 4 8-10 91 16 4  . 9 6 4
Opponents  . 2 2 7 5 119 14 27 1 1 4 12 42  . 3 5 3 15 1 52 0  . 3 1 9 0 0 5-6 87 38 9  . 9 3 3
LOB - Team (17), Opp (30). DPs turned - Team (2), Opp (1).
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  1 . 6 2 1-1 4 2 1 1/0 1 13.0 10 4 3 5 19 0 0 3  . 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  2 . 2 8 3-0 3 3 1 1/0 0 15.1 9 6 5 10 29 0 1 1  . 1 6 4 3 0 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 2.0 8 4 3 0 4 1 0 0  . 5 7 1 0 0 0 0 0
Totals  2 . 5 4 4-1 5 5 2 2/0 1 30.1 27 14 11 15 52 1 1 4  . 2 2 7 3 1 0 0 0
Opponents  3 . 3 8 1-4 5 5 1 1/0 0 29.0 26 24 14 9 19 4 0 3  . 2 3 2 3 2 0 1 4
PB - Team (2), SMITH,K. 2, Opp (1). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (5-6), SULLIVAN,K. (4-4), AIKEY,K. (1-2).
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2018 WKU C-USA ONLY STATS
2018 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of May 06, 2018)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 10-13   Home: 6-5   Away: 4-8   C-USA: 10-13
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 1 3 23-23 64 13 20 2 1 5 16 39  . 6 0 9 10 2 17 0  . 4 1 6 1 0 1-3 35 4 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 0 3 23-23 76 16 23 6 1 5 15 46  . 6 0 5 15 0 16 2  . 4 1 3 1 0 1-1 34 2 1  . 9 7 3
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 2 8 2 23-23 71 9 20 3 0 0 6 23  . 3 2 4 7 0 12 1  . 3 4 6 0 7 4-6 185 6 3  . 9 8 5
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 2 7 0 23-23 74 9 20 1 0 0 12 21  . 2 8 4 9 2 14 0  . 3 6 5 0 1 3-3 29 9 4  . 9 0 5
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 2 6 3 21-21 57 8 15 4 0 2 13 25  . 4 3 9 7 6 11 0  . 3 9 4 1 3 6-6 38 49 7  . 9 2 6
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 6 1 23-23 69 17 18 2 2 5 10 39  . 5 6 5 5 0 18 0  . 3 1 1 0 3 3-5 22 64 4  . 9 5 6
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 2 5 0 2-2 4 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 1.000 2 0 1 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 0-0 2 22 0 1.000
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 2 0 0 21-19 45 7 9 0 0 0 4 9  . 2 0 0 0 0 3 0  . 2 0 0 0 4 1-1 39 31 5  . 9 3 3
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 1 9 3 23-23 57 13 11 1 0 3 9 21  . 3 6 8 12 1 13 0  . 3 3 3 2 2 1-1 96 9 3  . 9 7 2
26 CARTER, Paige  . 1 9 1 22-22 68 7 13 1 0 1 7 17  . 2 5 0 6 0 12 1  . 2 5 7 0 3 1-1 5 1 0 1.000
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 1 5 4 6-3 13 3 2 1 0 0 1 3  . 2 3 1 1 0 3 0  . 2 1 4 0 0 0-0 2 5 1  . 8 7 5
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 0 9 1 14-2 22 1 2 0 0 0 0 2  . 0 9 1 1 0 5 0  . 1 3 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 4-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 4 8 23 621 105 154 21 4 22 96 249  . 4 0 1 75 11 126 4  . 3 3 7 5 23 21-27 490 218 28  . 9 6 2
Opponents  . 2 8 3 23 654 108 185 41 2 12 98 266  . 4 0 7 63 6 83 1  . 3 4 7 8 20 15-19 492 193 33  . 9 5 4
LOB - Team (138), Opp (153). DPs turned - Team (9), Opp (13). IBB - Team (1), MCGUFFIN,K. 1, Opp (1). Picked off -
VORBRINK,J. 1.
(C-USA games only Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
20 TOWERS, Haylee  1 . 9 1 0-0 3 1 0 0/0 0 7.1 10 6 2 4 2 2 0 1  . 3 3 3 0 1 0 0 3
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  3 . 3 6 5-6 18 10 3 1/0 1 75.0 67 41 36 39 45 12 1 7  . 2 4 2 10 3 0 4 11
10 NUNN, Shelby  4 . 1 5 5-7 20 12 3 0/0 2 81.0 108 61 48 20 36 27 1 4  . 3 1 1 2 2 0 4 6
Totals  3 . 6 9 10-13 23 23 6 1/0 3 163.1 185 108 86 63 83 41 2 12  . 2 8 3 12 6 0 8 20
Opponents  3 . 2 9 13-10 23 23 12 2/1 0 164.0 154 105 77 75 126 21 4 22  . 2 4 8 13 11 0 5 23
PB - Team (5), SMITH,K. 5. Pickoffs - Team (3), SMITH,K. 3, Opp (1). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (15-19), NUNN,S. (10-11), AIKEY,K.
(4-7), TOWERS,H. (1-1).
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2019 WKU TEAM GAME-BY-GAME STATS
2019 WKU Softball
Team Game-by-Game for WKU (as of Feb 10, 2019)
Batting (All games)
Date Opponent ab r h rbi 2b 3b hr tb bb ibb sb cs hbp sac sf gdp k po a e lob avg
Feb 08 vs Missouri State 23 8 7 4 0 0 1 10 4 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 5 15 1 0 5  . 3 0 4
Feb 08 vs Auburn 18 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 7 13 3 2 3  . 2 2 0
Feb 09 vs Florida A&M 21 4 4 4 1 0 0 5 4 0 1 1 1 2 0 0 1 21 5 1 6  . 2 1 0
Feb 09 vs Tennessee State 22 5 6 5 2 0 2 14 1 0 2 0 0 1 1 0 2 21 4 1 2  . 2 2 6
Feb 10 vs South Alabama 28 7 7 6 1 0 0 8 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 4 21 3 0 1  . 2 3 2
Totals 112 24 26 19 4 0 3 39 9 0 8 2 2 4 1 0 19 91 16 4 17  . 2 3 2
2019 WKU Softball
Team Game-by-Game for WKU (as of Feb 10, 2019)
Pitching (All games)
Date Opponent ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr wp bk hbp dp ibb score w-l sv era
Feb 08 vs Missouri State 5.0 2 0  0 4 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8-0 1-0 0 0.00
Feb 08 vs Auburn 4.1 12 8  6 2 8 1 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0-8 1-1 0 4.50
Feb 09 vs Florida A&M 7.0 3 3  2 6 13 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 4-3 2-1 1 3.43
Feb 09 vs Tennessee State 7.0 6 0  0 2 9 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 5-0 3-1 1 2.40
Feb 10 vs South Alabama 7.0 4 3  3 1 11 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 7-3 4-1 1 2.54
Totals 30.1 27 14 11 15 52 1 1 4 3 0 1 2 0 24-14 4-1 1 2.54
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 3 TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) AT BATS VS. HAMPTON (2-9-18) 5
 2 TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) RUNS VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10-18) 3
 2 TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) HITS MR, VS. LA TECH  (5-9-18) 2
 1 FLORIDA A&M (2-9) DOUBLES VS. TENNESSEE TECH (2-16-18) 2
 - - TRIPLES - -
 2 TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) HOME RUNS TENNESSEE ST.  (2-9-19) 2
 2 MR, TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) RBI 3X, MR AT USM (3-10-18) 3
 1 FAMU (2-9) WALKS/HBP 4X, MR AT FAU (4-28-18) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES 3X, MR VS. APSU (3-2-18) 1
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 SOUTH ALABAMA (2-10) AT BATS MR, AT FAU (4-28-18) 5
 1 2X, MR S. ALABAMA (2-10) RUNS 11X, MR AT FAU (4-28-18) 2
 2 2X, MR S. ALABAMA (2-10) HITS 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 3
 1 2X, MR S. ALABAMA (2-10) DOUBLES 17X, MR S. ALABAMA (2-10-19) 1
 - - TRIPLES 3X, MR AT UAB (4-14-18) 1
 - - HOME RUNS 6X, MR VS. MARSHALL (5-9-18) 1
 2 2X, MR S. ALABAMA (2-10) RBI 2X, MR AT FAU (4-28-18) 4
 2 MISSOURI ST. (2-8) WALKS/HBP 10X, MR MISSOURI ST. (2-8-19) 2











• bowling green, ky.
• baTs r / Throws r
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .317 54-54 161 42 51 16 3 6 27 91 .565 40 2 37 2 .454 2 2 6-8 70 2 3 .960
2019 .267 5-5 15 2 4 2 0 0 3 6 .400 2 0 4 0 .353 0 0 2-2 9 0 0 1.000
CAREER .313 59-59 176 44 55 18 3 6 30 97 .551 42 2 41 2 .446 2 2 8 79 2 3 .964
THOMAS’ CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .240 54-54 146 33 35 10 0 5 22 60 .411 21 4 34 1 .345 3 3 4-4 252 28 9 .969
2019 .333 5-5 12 3 4 1 0 2 4 10 .917 1 1 3 0 .429 0 0 0-1 50 4 0 1.000
CAREER .247 59-59 158 36 39 11 9 7 26 70 .449 22 5 37 1 .351 3 4 4-5 302 32 9 .974
SMITH’S CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2015          CHATTANOOGA STATE CC
2016          CHATTANOOGA STATE CC
2017 .289 34-5 38 4 11 3 0 1 7 17 .447 2 2 7 0 .341 2 0 0-0 3 0 0 1.000
2018           DNP
2019 .286 5-5 14 2 4 1 0 0 2 5 .357 0 0 2 0 .286 0 0 1-1 2 0 0 1.000
CAREER .288 39-10 52 6 15 4 0 1 9 22 .423 2 2 9 0 .328 2 0 1-1 5 0 0 1.000
PLESE’S CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 3 4X, MR S. ALABAMA (2-10) AT BATS VS. ARIZONA STATE (3-4-17) 4
 1 2X, MR S. ALABAMA (2-10) RUNS MR, S. ALABAMA (2-10-19) 1
 2 TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) HITS 2X, MR TENNESSEE ST. (2-9-19) 2
 1 TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) DOUBLES 2X, MR TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) 1
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS VS. GARDNER-WEBB (3-21-17) 1
 1 2X, MR S. ALABAMA (2-10) RBI VS. GARDNER-WEBB (3-21-17) 2
 - - WALKS/HBP VS. GARDNER-WEBB (3-21-17) 1






• baTs l / Throws l







• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 3 SOUTH ALABAMA (2-10) AT BATS 10X,MR VS. MARSHALL (4-21-18) 4
 3 MISSOURI ST. (2-8) RUNS 3X, MR MISSOURI ST. (2-8-19) 3
 2 MISSOURI ST. (2-8) HITS MR, VS. TENN. ST. (2-17-18) 3
 - - DOUBLES VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 - - TRIPLES 3X, MR AT UAB (4-13-18) 1
 1 MISSOURI ST. (2-8) HOME RUNS 13X, MR MISSOURI ST. (2-8-19) 1
 2 MISSOURI ST. (2-8) RBI VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-17-18) 4
 1 2X, MR FAMU (2-9) WALKS/HBP MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 3
 - - STOLEN BASES 2X, MR VS. UTC (2-17-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .069 41-36 29 6 2 0 0 0 2 2 .069 5 0 11 0 .206 0 3 1-1 38 45 12 .874
2017 .213 58-48 108 19 23 3 0 5 14 41 .380 14 1 24 0 .309 0 3 9-12 70 103 13 .930
2018 .278 54-54 151 34 42 10 3 7 25 79 .523 15 0 38 0 .339 2 8 9-13 48 127 9 .951
2019 .182 5-5 11 5 2 0 0 1 3 5 .455 2 0 1 0 .286 1 0 0-0 3 6 0 1.000
CAREER .231 158-143 299 64 69 13 3 13 44 127 .425 36 1 74 0 .313 3 14 19-26 159 281 34 .928
ENGELHARDT’S CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 3 MISSOURI ST. (2-8) AT BATS SAME
 1 2X, MR FAMU (2-9) RUNS SAME
 1 MISSOURI ST. (2-8) HITS SAME
 - - DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 - - RBI SAME
 1 FAMU (2-9) WALKS/HBP SAME
 - - STOLEN BASES SAME 
 6.0 SOUTH ALABAMA (2-10) IP SAME
 2 MISSOURI ST. (2-8) FEWEST HITS SAME 
 0 MISSOURI ST. (2-8) FEWEST ER SAME 






• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 3 SOUTH ALABAMA (2-10) AT BATS SAME
 1 2X, MR S. ALABAMA (2-10) RUNS SAME
 1 2X, MR S. ALABAMA (2-10) HITS SAME
 - - DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 1 2X, MR S. ALABAMA (2-10) RBI SAME
 - - WALKS/HBP SAME






• baTs l / Throws l
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2019 .111 5-5 9 2 1 0 0 0 0 1 .111 1 0 1 0 .200 0 0 0-0 0 2 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2019 2.28 3-0 3 3 1 1/0 0 15.1 9 6 5 10 29 0 1 1 65 .164 3 0 0 0 0
SULLIVAN’S CAREER STATS
DAVIS’ CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2019 .286 4-3 7 2 2 0 0 0 2 2 .286 0 0 0 0 .286 0 1 0-0 4 0 0 1.000
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shelby nunn   
• sophomore
• piTcher
• bowling green, ky
• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18-18) 2
 - - RUNS VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 - - HITS VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 - - RBI VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 3
 - - WALKS/HBP 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18-18) 1
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 - - IP 4X, MR VS. MARSHALL (4-22-18) 7.0
 - - FEWEST HITS VS. MARSHALL (4-22-18) 2
 - - FEWEST ER 4X, MR VS. MARSHALL (4-22-18) 0
 - - STRIKEOUTS VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 11
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .200 43-29 5 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 .800 2 0 2 0 .429 0 0 0-0 5 45 0 1.000
2019 - 1-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0-0 0 1 0 1.000
CAREER .200 44-29 5 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 .800 2 0 2 0 .419 0 0 0-0 5 1 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2018 3.55 15-15 44 27 10 2/0 3 177.1 212 117 90 36 104 46 2 11 794 .288 5 3 0 5 13
2019 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0 0 2.0 8 4 3 0 4 1 0 0 14 .571 0 0 0 0 0
CAREER 3.63 15-15 45 27 10 2/0 3 179.1 220 121 93 36 108 47 2 11 808 .293 5 3 0 5 13
NUNN’S CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 1 SOUTH ALABAMA (2-10) AT BATS SAME
1 SOUTH ALABAMA (2-10) RUNS SAME
 - - HITS SAME
 - - DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
1 SOUTH ALABAMA (2-10) RBI SAME
1 TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) WALKS/HBP SAME






• baTs r / Throws r
RIDGE’S CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2019 ..000 2-1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 .000 1 0 1 0 .500 0 1 2-2 0 0 0 ---
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kelsey aikey   
• Junior
• piTcher
• cedar falls, iowa
• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 1 FAMU (2-9) AT BATS LIPSCOMB (3-22-17) 3
 - - RUNS - -
 - - HITS AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - WALKS/HBP AAMU (3-16-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 7.0 TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) IP VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 8.0
 6 TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 0
 0 MR, S. ALABAMA (2-10) FEWEST ER MR, DAYTON (3-4-18) 0
 9 TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) STRIKEOUTS 2X, MR, TENNESSEE ST. (2-9-19) 9
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .083 27-9 12 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .083 3 0 5 0 .267 0 0 0-0 4 21 2 .926
2018 .000 39-19 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 1 0 .000 0 0 0-0 7 22 1 .967
2019 .000 4-2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 0-0 1 1 1 .667
TOTALS .071 70-30 14 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .071 3 0 6 0 .235 0 0 0-0 12 44 4 .933
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 2.92 7-4 27 9 5 1/0 2 93.1 86 59 39 65 54 12 0 6 437 .244 19 8 1 3 9
2018 3.15 12-9 39 19 7 3/1 3 142.0 123 73 64 69 108 19 2 16 621 .234 15 8 0 5 14
2019 1.62 1-1 4 2 1 1/0 1 13.0 10 4 3 5 19 0 0 3 56 .200 0 1 0 0 0
TOTALS 2.99 20-14 70 30 13 5/1 6 248.1 219 136 106 139 181 31 2 25 1114 .236 34 17 1 8 23
AIKEY’S CAREER STATS
11
Jordan vorbrink  
• senior
• uTiliTy
• louisville, ky. | louisville
• baTs l / Throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 SOUTH ALABAMA (2-10) AT BATS AT UAB (4-14-18) 5
 2 FAMU (2-9) RUNS MR, FAMU  (2-9-19) 2
 2 MISSOURI ST. (2-8) HITS MR, AT USM (3-10-18) 3
 - - DOUBLES MR VS. EKU (4-11-18) 1
 - - TRIPLES MR, VS. NCC (4-17-16) 1
 - - HOME RUNS 2X, MR VS. TENN. ST (2-16-18) 1
 1 MISSOURI ST. (2-8) RBI 2X, MR VS. UTEP (4-8-18) 3
 - - WALKS/HBP 3X, MR VS. JSU (3-22-18) 2
 1 FAMU (2-9) STOLEN BASES VS. EKU (4-11-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .244 24-15 41 6 10 3 3 1 9 22 .537 2 0 7 1 .273 1 2 1-1 101 2 1 .990
2017 .143 26-15 28 3 4 0 0 0 1 4 .143 0 4 5 1 .250 0 0 0-0 21 0 0 1.000
2018 .256 54-54 160 23 41 6 0 1 24 50 .313 20 3 34 1 .350 0 2 6-7 87 14 4 .962
2019 .333 5-5 15 4 5 0 0 0 1 5 .333 0 0 1 0 .333 0 0 1-1 3 0 1 .750
CAREER .246 109-89 244 36 60 9 3 2 35 81 .332 22 7 47 3 .325 1 4 8-9 212 16 6 .974
VORBRINK’S CAREER STATS
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS SAME
 - - RUNS SAME
 - - HITS SAME
 - - DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 - - RBI SAME
 - - WALKS/HBP SAME











• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS MR, AT USM (3-11-18) 5
 - - RUNS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 - - HITS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 5*
 - - DOUBLES EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 - - TRIPLES VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 - - HOME RUNS MR, at OKLAHOMA (3-5-17) 1
 - - RBI EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 3
 - - WALKS/HBP WRIGHT STATE (2-25-17) 3
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
STOWERS’ CAREER STATS
16
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .215 44-31 107 12 23 4 0 3 13 36 .336 13 0 27 1 .298 1 1 0-0 24 1 3 .893
2018 .167 32-11 60 8 10 2 1 0 5 14 .233 3 0 12 2 .206 0 0 0-0 2 1 0 1.000
2019 - 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0-0 0 0 0 -
TOTALS .198 76-42 167 20 33 6 1 3 18 50 .299 16 0 39 3 .266 1 1 0-0 26 2 3 .903







• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 3 TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) AT BATS VS. UAB (5-10-17) 6
 - - RUNS MR, AT FAU (4-28-18) 3
 - - HITS UAB (5-10-17) 4
 - - DOUBLES MR VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 - - TRIPLES AT USM (3-10-18) 1
 - - HOME RUNS MR AT FAU (4-28-18) 1
 - - RBI AT FAU (4-28-18) 4
 - - WALKS/HBP 2X, MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-25-18) 3
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, VS.TENN. ST. (2-16-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .200 47-47 120 18 24 6 0 4 13 42 .350 18 1 24 1 .305 2 5 6-6 63 20 5 .943
2017 .246 60-56 134 23 33 9 0 2 16 48 .358 19 11 35 0 .382 1 6 13-16 93 10 2 .981
2018 .291 53-53 141 30 41 8 1 7 25 72 .511 24 4 35 0 .404 2 1 5-7 65 11 2 .974
2019 .000 4-2 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 2 0 .000 0 0 0 1 0 0 1.000
Totals .244 164-158 401 71 98 23 1 13 54 162 .404 61 16 96 1 .362 5 12 24-29 222 41 9 .967







• baTs r / Throws r
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .214 59-51 131 25 28 6 1 2 18 42 .321 20 2 45 1 .325 1 4 5-6 111 27 2 .986
2018 .304 26-14 23 3 7 1 0 0 2 8 .248 2 0 5 0 .360 0 0 0-0 5 13 1 .947
2019 - 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0-0 0 0 0 -
TOTALS .227 85-65 154 28 35 7 1 2 20 50 .325 22 2 50 1 .330 1 4 5-6 116 40 3 .981
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 4.43 8-12 26 17 13 1/0 2 117.0 154 90 74 47 78 17 3 10 550 .322 7 8 1 7 9
2018 5.12 1-2 16 8 0 0/1 0 41.0 59 37 30 21 23 18 1 7 205 .333 0 3 0 0 4
2019 - 0-0 0 0 0 0/0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  0 0 0 0 0
TOTALS 4.61 9-14 42 25 13 1/1 2 158.0 213 127 104 68 101 35 4 17 755 .325 7 11 1 7 13
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS MR, AT FAU (4-28-18) 4
 - - RUNS MR AT FAU  (4-28-18) 3
 - - HITS MR, VS. LA TECH (5-9-18) 2
 - - DOUBLES AT SAMFORD (3-14-17) 2
 - - TRIPLES BELMONT (2-18-17) 1
 - - HOME RUNS NW STATE (3-4-17) 1
 - - RBI MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-17-17) 2
 - - WALKS/HBP MR, CHARLOTTE (4-14-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, CHARLOTTE (4-14-17) 1
 - - IP GA. STATE (2-11-17) 7.2
 - - FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) MR AT USA (3-14-18) 3
 - - FEWEST ER VS. GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 0







• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 2 2X, MR S. ALABAMA (2-10) AT BATS AT UTEP (4-9-17) 5
 1 2X, MR S. ALABAMA (2-10) RUNS AT UTEP (4-8-17) 3
 1 2X, MR S. ALABAMA (2-10) HITS MR, AT FAU (4-28-18) 2
 - - DOUBLES MR, AT UTEP (4-8-17) 1
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 1 SOUTH ALABAMA (2-10) RBI 5X, MR AT FAU (4-28-18) 2
 - - WALKS/HBP MR, VS. LIPSCOMB (5-3-18) 2
 1 TENNESSEE STATE (2-9) STOLEN BASES MR, TENNESSEE ST. (2-9-19) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .154 59-57 130 16 20 4 0 0 8 24 .185 14 6 26 0 .267 0 5 3-4 172 79 7 .973
2018 .204 49-47 113 15 23 0 0 0 16 23 .204 6 0 9 0 .242 1 8 1-1 90 69 7 .958
2019 .400 5-5 5 2 2 0 0 0 1 2 .400 0 0 1 0 .400 0 0 1-1 4 2 2 .750
TOTALS .181 113-109 248 33 45 4 0 0 25 49 .198 20 6 36 0 .258 1 13 5-6 266 150 16 .963
MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 1 SOUTH ALABAMA (2-10) AT BATS SAME
 - - RUNS SAME
 - - HITS SAME
 - - DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 - - RBI SAME
 - - WALKS/HBP SAME






• baTs r / Throws r
MURPHY’S CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2019 .000 2-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 0-0 0 0 0 -
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .000 7-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 2-2 1 2 0 1.000
2018 - 11-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 1-1 0 0 0 -
2019 - 1-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0-0 0 0 0 -
TOTALS .000 19-0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 3-3 1 2 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 5.25 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.2 4 2 2 3 1 0 0 0 13 .400 1 0 0 0 0
2018 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0 17 .333 2 1 0 0 0
2019 - 0-0 0 0 0 0/0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  0 0 0 0 0






• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS - -
 - - RUNS MR, VS. UTEP (4-8-18) 1
 - - HITS - -
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI - -
 - - WALKS/HBP ALABAMA STATE (5-16-17) 1
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 - - IP EKU (5-3-17) 1.1
 - - FEWEST HITS 2X, MR VS. APSU (3-3-18) 1
 - - FEWEST ER MR, APSU (3-3-18) 0





• crown poinT, ind.
• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 2 MISSOURI ST. (2-8) AT BATS UAB (5-10-17) 6
 1 MISSOURI ST. (2-8) RUNS VS. TENN. STATE (2-17-18) 3
 - - HITS MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25-18) 3
 - - DOUBLES VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25-18) 2
 - - TRIPLES MR, VS. GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 1
 - - HOME RUNS MR, VS. EKU (4-11-18) 1
 1 2X, MR TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) RBI MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 4
 1 2X, MR FAMU (2-9) WALKS/HBP 4X, MR VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10-18) 2
CARTER’S CAREER STATS
26
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .222 52-24 99 14 22 4 1 2 15 34 .343 14 3 23 0 .333 1 1 3-4 23 1 3 .889
2018 .327 52-49 150 27 49 6 2 5 35 74 .493 19 2 23 1 .407 1 7 11-13 9 2 2 .846
2019 .000 5-2 5 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 .000 1 1 0 0 .286 0 2 0-0 0 0 0 -





• baTs l /Throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 3 MISSOURI ST. (2-8) AT BATS AT UAB (4-14-18) 6
 - - RUNS MR, VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 1 2X, MR FAMU (2-9) HITS VS. HAMPTON (2-9-18) 4
 - - DOUBLES 6X, MR VS. MARSHALL (4-22-18) 1
 - - TRIPLES VS. LIPSCOMB (5-3-18) 1
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI MR, VS. MARSHALL (4-22-18) 2
 1 FAMU (2-9) WALKS/HBP VS. UTEP (4-7-18) 3
 1 AUBURN (2-8) STOLEN BASES 9X, MR AUBURN (2-8-19) 1
BOWLDS’ CAREER STATS
28
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .303 50-50 155 22 47 6 3 0 13 59 .381 14 0 26 1 .361 0 13 8-12 360 10 7 .981
2019 .200 5-5 10 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 .200 1 0 3 0 .273 0 0 1-2 14 0 0 1.000
CAREER .297 55-55 165 22 49 6 3 0 13 61 .370 15 0 29 1 .356 0 13 9-14 374 10 7 .982
www.WKUSports.com  |  @WKUSoftball 22
TV/RADIO ROSTER
3 Shannon Plese
R-Senior | OF | L/L
Knoxville, Tenn. | South Carolina
4 Kennedy Sullivan
Freshman | P/OF | R/R
Georgetown, Ky.
6 Taylor Davis
Freshman | OF | L/L
Huntsville, Ala.
10 Shelby Nunn
Sophomore | P | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
11 Jordan Vorbrink
Senior | UTL | L/L
Louisville, Ky. | Louisville
15 Kelsey McGuffin
Senior | OF | R/R
Elizabethtown, Ky.
12 Kelsey Aikey
Junior | P | R/R
Cedar Falls, Iowa
16 Tommi Stowers
Junior | C | R/R
Columbus, Ind.
19 Sydne Solomon
Freshman | C/IF | R/R
Lewisburg, Tenn.
20 Haylee Towers






Senior | IF | R/R
Rockport, Ind.
9 Jordan Ridge
Freshman | UTL | R/R
Louisville, Ky.
1 Jordan Thomas
Sophomore | UTL | L/L
Lebabon, Ky.
2 Kendall Smith
Sophomore | C | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
22 Macy Murphy
Freshman | IF | R/R
Murfreesboro, Tenn.
23 Morgan McElroy
Junior | IF | R/R
Madisonville, Ky.
24 Cassidy Blackford
R-Junior | P | R/R
Marshalltown, Iowa
26 Paige Carter
Junior | UTL | R/R
Crown Point, Ind.
28 Maddie Bowlds
Sophomore | IF | L/L
Utica, Ky.
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Saturday, February 16, 2019 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Games 6&7 PDF box scores attached. 
Season stats PDF attached. 
Photo of Kendall Smith attached – please credit WKU Athletics. 
WKU WINS HOME OPENER, SPLITS DOUBLEHEADER AGAINST WESTERN ILLINOIS 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – For the third-straight season, WKU Softball kicked off its home slate with a win 
as the Hilltoppers came from behind to secure a 5-3 victory in the day’s opening tilt against Western 
Illinois. WIU responded in game two to claim a 3-1 win and move to 4-3 on the season. The Red and 
White sit at 5-2 on the year entering Sunday’s series finale. 
“I thought today we were able to get runners on base, which is a start,” head coach Amy Tudor shared. 
“In game one, we were able to bring them around to score but in game two we couldn’t find ways to 
push them across. Overall, we saw different people step up for us, which was good.” 
On the day, Kendall Smith went 4-for-6 on the day with a triple and a home run while Jordan Thomas 
added a 4-for-8 effort with a double and a homer. 
WEEKEND SCHEDULE 
Saturday, Feb. 16– WKU def. Western Illinois, 5-3 – Box Score 
Saturday, Feb. 16 –Western Illinois def. WKU, 3-1 – Box Score 
Sunday, Feb. 17 – WKU vs. Western Illinois – 1 p.m. CT | Livestats 
GAME 6: WKU 5, WESTERN ILLINOIS 3 
Western Illinois scored first for its sixth-straight game of the season with a run in the first inning. The 
Leathernecks took advantage of a single off third base followed by a double to the right-center gap to 
strike first before Kennedy Sullivan struck out the next two batters to get the Hilltoppers back to the 
dugout. 
Sullivan proceeded to retire the next eight batters to keep the Red and White within a tally heading into 
the bottom of the third inning. In her first plate appearance of the day, Taylor Davis knocked a one-out 
base hit through the left side to get things going for the Hilltoppers. Jordan Thomas followed with a bunt 
single before Jordan Vorbrink advanced both runners into scoring position with a sacrifice bunt. At that 
point, Shannon Plese stepped into box and ripped a base hit back up the middle to score both of her 
teammates and give WKU a 2-1 lead. 
In Western Illinois’ next trip to the plate, the Leathernecks struck for a two-run home run to regain the 
lead at 3-2 in the day’s opening tilt. 
The score remained in Western Illinois’ favor until the bottom of the fifth when Jordan Thomas 
connected for her first home run of the season to even things up at 3-3. The long ball was the second hit 
of the game for Thomas, marking her second multi-hit outing of the year. 
Kendall Smith opened the bottom of the sixth with a triple for WKU’s first leadoff hit of the day. 
Rebekah Engelhardt followed suit with a triple of her own to give the Hilltoppers the lead. WKU’s next 
batter, Sullivan, added to the lead with a sacrifice fly for the final 5-3 score. 
Sullivan went the distance in the circle for her second complete-game win of the season, moving to 4-0 
overall. The victory also marked WKU’s second come-from-behind win of the year. 
GAME 7: WESTERN ILLINOIS 3, WKU 1 
WIU struck first again in game two, scoring in the top of the fourth with a two-run home run. The shot to 
centerfield was just the Leathernecks’ second hit of the game. Western Illinois added its third run of the 
contest in the top of the fifth inning on a deep sacrifice fly to centerfield. 
Kelsey Aikey got the nod for game two and worked the first 5.0 innings while striking out three. She 
allowed three hits and three earned runs. The junior took the loss, moving to 1-2 on the season. 
Shelby Nunn took over in the circle in the top of the sixth and struck out the first two batters she faced 
before forcing a flyout to center field. Nunn worked the final 2.0 frames and allowed just one hit while 
striking out three of the seven batters she faced. 
Kendall Smith led off the bottom of the sixth inning with her third home run of the young season. 
Smith’s knock was one of two leadoff hits in the game for WKU. 
In the bottom of the seventh, WKU picked up two quick outs before Thomas sent a double to the left 
field corner and moved to third when Taylor Davis reached on an error. The Hilltoppers sent the go-
ahead run to the plate but weren’t able to get the ball out of the infield as Western Illinois evened the 
series at 1-1 with the 3-1 victory. 
NEXT GAME: WKU will conclude its three-game series with Western Illinois on Sunday with a 1 p.m. CT 
tilt. Promotions for the game include Sunday Funday, featuring free admission for all kids 12 and under 
and there will be a $5 kid's meal offered at the concession stand. Sundays will also double as Faith & 




WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA 
RELATIONS                                                                                                                         
                                       
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Sunday, February 17, 2019 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
  
  
TIME CHANGE: WKU VS. WESTERN ILLINOIS PUSHED BACK TO 2 P.M. START 
  
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - WKU Softball's series finale against Western Illinois has been moved back for a 2 
p.m. CT first pitch on Sunday. With rain in the forecast for much of the day, the 2 p.m. window gives the 
squads the best chance of completing Sunday's rubber match. 
 
WEEKEND SCHEDULE 
Saturday, Feb. 16– WKU def. Western Illinois, 5-3 – Box Score (PDF) 
Saturday, Feb. 16 –Western Illinois def. WKU, 3-1 – Box Score (PDF) 
Sunday, Feb. 17 – WKU vs. Western Illinois – 2 p.m. CT | Livestats 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA 
RELATIONS                                                                                                                         
                                       
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Sunday, February 17, 2019 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
  
Game 8 PDF box score attached. 
Season stats PDF attached. 
Photo of Kelsey Aikey attached – please credit WKU Athletics. 
  
AIKEY TIES PROGRAM SAVE RECORD AS TOPS WIN SERIES OVER WESTERN ILLINOIS 
  
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – Junior pitcher Kelsey Aikey entered Sunday’s game in the top of the sixth with a 
two-run lead and proceeded to get the Hilltoppers out of a bases-loaded no-out jam with three-straight 
strikeouts while allowing just one run. In the top of the seventh, Western Illinois led off with a base hit 
before Aikey and the Red and White defense went on lockdown to preserve the 7-6 WKU Softball 
victory. Aikey matched the program record with her seventh career save with the performance as the 
Hilltoppers improved to 6-2 on the season. 
  
“Aikey is rare for me in that she loves to close games, and that mentality is something she’s had since 
her freshman year. She embraces that role. That’s the hard thing about pitching, when they come in 
they’re ready to be starters. In baseball, you have closers and starters and they’re both equally 
important, but in softball sometimes those roles aren’t viewed the same even though they are both 
crucial pieces. It’s the last innings of the game, it’s absolutely important; it’s crunch time and that kid 
craves crunch time.” 
  
The Hilltoppers were the first to score in Sunday’s rubber match, putting up five runs in the bottom of 
the second inning. Kennedy Sullivan, who started in the designated player slot but also pitched 2.2 
innings and got the win, opened the scoring with an RBI-double off the centerfield wall to score Jordan 
Vorbrink. Three batters later with the bases loaded, WKU scored a pair of runs when Western Illinois’ 
pitcher flipped to the catcher for the force out at home but the backstop’s foot never touched the plate 
as the Hilltoppers continued to run the bases. Shannon Plese kept things going with a double to left field 
to bring home two more WKU runners. 
  
Western Illinois responded in the top of the third with a trio of runs to cut into the Red and White’s lead 
before tying the game an inning later. 
  
Entering the bottom of the fourth all tied at 5-5, Morgan McElroy reached on an error before Kelsey 
McGuffin came in to pinch run. After a Taylor Davis sacrifice bunt moved McGuffin into scoring position, 
Plese struck for a single to left field that allowed McGuffin to score the go-ahead run. 
  
WKU added its final run in the bottom of the fifth after Vorbrink sent a one-out single to left field before 
Cassidy Blackford came in to pinch run for her. Blackford advanced to second on a groundout before 
McElroy sent a triple to right-center field for what became the game-winning hit. 
  
Back in the field for the top of the sixth, the Hilltoppers got into a jam before Aikey took over in the 
circle and went on to shut it down. The junior picked up her second save of the season with the 2.0-
inning, one-hit, four-strikeout outing. 
  
“I thought through adversity we fought back this weekend,” head coach Amy Tudor shared. “That’s one 
thing that I’m proud of as the coach, when we weren’t playing our best ball but still came out and 
competed. I thought we did that we at the circle, in the field and at the plate.” 
  
Sullivan earned her fifth win of the season, moving to 5-0, after WKU scored their sixth and seventh runs 
with her on the rubber. Sullivan worked 2.2 innings after relieving Shelby Nunn who tossed 2.1 frames. 
  
Plese finished 2-for-3 at the plate while registering three RBI, a walk, a double and a stolen base. 
Thomas found a way on base in 3-of-4 plate appearances on the day. 
  
While the Hilltopper squad was outhit by the Leathernecks 11-7, WKU was able to strand 12 WIU base 
runners on base while leaving just six of their own out there. As a team, WKU went 5-for-12 (.417) with 
runners in scoring position while holding Western Illinois to a .167 clip including an 0-for-4 reading with 
the bases loaded. 
  
NEXT GAME: WKU will stay home on The Hill for its next five games with the WKU Hilltopper Classic 
scheduled for next weekend. Butler, Cleveland State and Indiana State will visit the WKU Softball 




Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Feb 17, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 6-2   Home: 2-1   Away: 0-0   Neutral: 4-1   C-USA: 0-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 3 6 4 8-8 22 5 8 1 1 3 5 20  . 9 0 9 1 1 4 0  . 4 1 7 0 0 1-2 72 4 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 6 0 8-8 25 4 9 3 0 1 4 15  . 6 0 0 4 0 5 0  . 4 4 8 0 0 2-2 14 3 0 1.000
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 1 6 7-7 19 5 6 0 0 0 1 6  . 3 1 6 0 1 4 0  . 3 5 0 0 1 1-1 8 0 1  . 8 8 9
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 3 0 8 8-8 13 3 4 0 1 0 2 6  . 4 6 2 1 0 2 0  . 3 5 7 0 0 1-1 7 9 2  . 8 8 9
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 2 9 2 8-8 24 2 7 2 0 0 7 9  . 3 7 5 1 0 4 0  . 3 2 0 0 0 2-2 6 0 0 1.000
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 5 0 7-6 16 4 4 0 0 0 2 4  . 2 5 0 0 0 0 0  . 2 5 0 0 2 0-0 6 0 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 2 2 8-8 18 6 4 0 1 1 4 9  . 5 0 0 4 0 1 0  . 3 4 8 1 0 1-1 4 16 1  . 9 5 2
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 2 0 0 8-8 20 1 4 0 0 0 0 4  . 2 0 0 1 0 3 0  . 2 3 8 0 0 1-3 35 0 0 1.000
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 1 4 3 7-7 14 3 2 1 0 0 2 3  . 2 1 4 1 0 2 0  . 1 8 8 1 0 0-0 0 4 0 1.000
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 6-3 8 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 3 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 0 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 0 0 0 6-3 7 1 0 0 0 0 2 0  . 0 0 0 1 1 0 0  . 2 2 2 0 2 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
22 MURPHY, Macy  . 0 0 0 3-0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 0 0 0 3-1 2 1 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 1 0 2 0  . 3 3 3 0 1 2-2 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 6-3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 2 1  . 7 5 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 4-2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 2 0 1.000
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 2-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 5 1 8 191 37 48 7 3 5 30 76  . 3 9 8 15 3 30 0  . 3 1 3 2 6 11-14 154 40 5  . 9 7 5
Opponents  . 2 3 5 8 200 26 47 6 1 6 23 73  . 3 6 5 26 2 73 0  . 3 2 8 1 2 7-8 144 56 13  . 9 3 9
LOB - Team (36), Opp (51). DPs turned - Team (2), Opp (1).
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 1 0 1-2 6 3 1 1/0 2 20.0 14 7 6 9 26 0 0 4  . 1 9 2 1 1 0 1 1
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  3 . 0 8 5-0 5 3 1 1/0 0 25.0 19 12 11 15 38 3 1 2  . 2 0 2 4 1 0 0 1
10 NUNN, Shelby  6 . 6 3 0-0 4 2 0 0/0 0 6.1 14 7 6 2 9 3 0 0  . 4 2 4 0 0 0 0 0
Totals  3 . 1 4 6-2 8 8 2 2/0 2 51.1 47 26 23 26 73 6 1 6  . 2 3 5 5 2 0 1 2
Opponents  3 . 2 1 2-6 8 8 3 1/0 0 48.0 48 37 22 15 30 7 3 5  . 2 5 1 4 3 0 2 6
PB - Team (2), SMITH,K. 2, Opp (1). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (7-8), SULLIVAN,K. (5-5), AIKEY,K. (2-3).
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Feb 17, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
 2 SMITH, Kendall 76 72 4 0 1.000 1 7 1  . 8 7 5 2 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 35 35 0 0 1.000 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 17 14 3 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 6 DAVIS, Taylor 6 6 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon 6 6 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy 4 0 4 0 1.000 0 5 0 1.000 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 2 0 2 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey 1 1 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 21 4 16 1  . 9 5 2 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan 18 7 9 2  . 8 8 9 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 9 8 0 1  . 8 8 9 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 4 1 2 1  . 7 5 0 1 2 1  . 6 6 7 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
22 MURPHY, Macy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 199 154 40 5  . 9 7 5 2 7 1  . 8 7 5 2 0
Opponents 213 144 56 13  . 9 3 9 1 11 3  . 7 8 6 1 0
2019 WKU Softball
Western Illinois at WKU
Feb 17, 2019 at Bowling Green, Ky. (WKU Softball Complex)
Western Illinois 6 (4-4)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
Jasmine Lara cf 5 0 1 0 0 1 2 0 5 .321
Danielle Olson c 5 2 2 0 0 0 3 1 1 .250
Sydney Hollings 3b 5 2 3 0 0 0 0 2 1 .348
Hailey Duwa 1b 2 1 0 0 2 1 8 0 0 .316
  Alyssa Ealy pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .071
Payton Abbott ss 2 1 0 1 2 1 1 1 2 .208
Aly Compton lf 4 0 2 3 0 1 2 0 0 .188
Abby Carlin dp 3 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 .364
Savannah Rodriguez p 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 .000
  Madison Boone 3b 2 0 1 1 0 1 0 3 2 .333
Ashley Minyard rf 4 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 .154
Halle Hollatz 2b 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 .053
Totals 32 6 11 5 6 7 18 9 12
WKU 7 (6-2)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
THOMAS, Jordan 2b 2 0 1 0 2 1 2 1 0 .360
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 4 1 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 .200
PLESE, Shannon cf 3 0 2 3 1 0 2 0 0 .292
SMITH, Kendall c 4 0 0 0 0 1 8 0 5 .364
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 .222
VORBRINK, Jordan rf 2 1 1 0 0 1 2 0 0 .316
  BLACKFORD, Cassidy pr 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
SULLIVAN, Kennedy dp 3 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 .143
McELROY, Morgan ss 2 1 1 1 1 0 1 3 0 .308
  McGUFFIN, Kelsey pr 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000
DAVIS, Taylor lf 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 .250
NUNN, Shelby p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 -
  AIKEY, Kelsey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000
Totals 25 7 7 5 4 3 21 8 6
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
Western Illinois 0 0 3 2 0 1 0 6 11 2
WKU 0 5 0 1 1 0 X 7 7 0
E - OLSON(1); BOONE(1). LOB - WIU 12; WKU 6. 2B - LARA(2); HOLLINGS 2(5); PLESE,S.(2); SULLIVAN,K.(1). 3B -
McELROY,M.(1). HBP - BOONE; VORBRINK,J.. SH - DAVIS,T.(2). SB - MINYARD 2(2); PLESE,S.(2). CS - BOWLDS,M.(2).
Western Illinois ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
Savannah Rodriguez 1.2 3 5 1 3 2 8 12 41 3.62
Payton Abbott 4.1 4 2 1 1 1 17 19 64 1.05
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
NUNN, Shelby 2.1 5 3 3 2 2 12 14 42 6.63
SULLIVAN, Kennedy 2.2 5 3 3 3 1 13 17 78 3.08
AIKEY, Kelsey 2.0 1 0 0 1 4 7 8 31 2.10
Win - SULLIVAN,K. (5-0).  Loss - ABBOTT (1-1).  Save - AIKEY,K. (2).
WP - SULLIVAN,K.(4); AIKEY,K.(1). HBP - by RODRIGUEZ (VORBRINK,J.); by SULLIVAN,K. (BOONE). Inherited
runners/scored: ABBOTT 1/0; SULLIVAN,K. 2/2; AIKEY,K. 2/1. Pitches/strikes: RODRIGUEZ 41/25; ABBOTT 64/41; NUNN,S.
42/26; SULLIVAN,K. 78/48; AIKEY,K. 31/22.
Umpires - HP: Kim Johnson  1B: Jose Travis  3B: Todderick Davis
Start: 2 pm   Time: 2:12   Attendance: 175
Weather: 43 degrees; cloudy
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA 
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SCHEDULE CHANGE: HILLTOPPER CLASSIC CONDENSED TO SUNDAY AND MONDAY PLAY 
  
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – With rain filling the Bowling Green area forecast for much of Friday and 
Saturday, WKU Softball has announced that this weekend’s Hilltopper Classic will now be condensed 
into Sunday and Monday. Four games will be played each day from the WKU Softball Complex with each 
day’s first pitch coming at 10 a.m. CT. 
  
Admission for the event will still be $10 for adults and $5 for kids ages 3-12. Flexible Ticket Packages are 
also on sale and can be purchased for $35 with fans receiving 24 vouchers to use at any home softball 
event. 
  
On Sunday, parking will be available in the Creason Lot, the large parking surface just past the WKU 
Softball Complex’s outfield walls. Parking for Monday is still being determined and will be added to the 
Hilltopper Classic Tournament Central page when finalized. 
  
Teams visiting The Hill this weekend are Butler, Cleveland State and Indiana State. All four teams will 
play four games across the two days of action. Exact game pairings are still being finalized and will be 
publicized as soon as possible. 
  
Games will begin at 10 a.m. both days with the following games scheduled for noon, 2 p.m. and 4 p.m. 
or as soon as the field is ready following the previous contest. 
  
Additional updates will be announced via the team’s social media accounts as well so be sure to follow 
along on Twitter, Facebook or Instagram. 
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ADJUSTED HILLTOPPER CLASSIC SCHEDULE FINALIZED 
  
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Softball’s schedule for the Hilltopper Classic has now been finalized. The 
Red and White are slated to play two games on both Sunday and Monday. First pitch on Sunday will 
come at noon CT against Butler for WKU before taking the field again at 4 p.m. against Cleveland State. 
Head Coach Amy Tudor’s squad will wrap up action on Monday with another contest against Cleveland 
State (2 p.m.) before closing the tournament against Indiana State (4 p.m.). 
  
The complete Hilltopper Classic schedule is listed below. 
  
SUNDAY, FEB. 24 
10 a.m. – Butler (H) vs. Indiana State 
Noon – WKU (H) vs. Butler 
2 p.m. – Indiana State (H) vs. Cleveland State 
4 p.m. – WKU (H) vs. Cleveland State 
  
MONDAY, FEB. 25 
10 a.m. – Cleveland State (H) vs. Butler 
Noon – Indiana State (H) vs. Butler 
2 p.m. – WKU (H) vs. Cleveland State 
4 p.m. – WKU (H) vs. Indiana State 
  
Any additional updates will be announced via the team’s social media accounts as well so be sure to 
follow along on Twitter, Facebook or Instagram. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA 
RELATIONS                                                                                                                         
                                       
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Saturday, February 23, 2019 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
  
WKU Softball: Schedule | Roster | Quick Facts | Tournament Central 
Notes for games 9-12 attached. 
  
WKU TO CLOSE HOMESTAND WITH HILLTOPPER CLASSIC ON SUNDAY & MONDAY 
  
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – With a full week since WKU Softball last played, the squad is ready to finally 
open action at the Hilltopper Classic. Originally slated as a three-day event, the outing has been 
condensed to two days and will take place from the WKU Softball Complex on Sunday and Monday. 
Butler, Cleveland State and Indiana State are set to visit The Hill for action during the third week of the 
2019 campaign. WKU’s four-game Hilltopper Classic schedule will wrap up its seven-game homestand as 
the squad hits the road for the next month. 
 
HILLTOPPER CLASSIC SCHEDULE (TOURNAMENT CENTRAL) 
Sunday, Feb. 24 – Butler (H) vs. Indiana State (A) – 10 a.m. CT | Livestats 
Sunday, Feb. 24 – WKU (H) vs. Butler (A) – Noon CT | Livestats 
Sunday, Feb. 24 – Indiana State (H) vs. Cleveland State (A) – 2 p.m. CT | Livestats 
Sunday, Feb. 24 – WKU (H) vs. Cleveland State (A) – 4 p.m. CT | Livestats 
Monday, Feb. 25 – Cleveland State (H) vs. Butler (A) – 10 a.m. CT | Livestats 
Monday, Feb. 25 – Indiana State (H) vs. Butler (A) – Noon CT | Livestats 
Monday, Feb. 25 – WKU (H) vs. Cleveland State (A) – 2 p.m. CT | Livestats 
Monday, Feb. 25 – WKU (H) vs. Indiana (A) – 4 p.m. CT | Livestats 
  
No streams will be available for the Hilltopper Classic due to the scheduling changes. 
 
TICKETS & PARKING 
Single-day admission can be purchased for $10 for adults and $5 for kids ages 3-12 (free on Sunday). 
WKU students can receive free admission by showing their student ID. Additionally, Flexible Ticket 
Packages are available for $35 for 24 vouchers and can be used for all regular-season games including 
the Hilltopper Classic. 
  
Spectator parking will be available in the Creason lot both days (not PS3). 
  
PROMOTIONS 
This Sunday, and every Sunday this season, will be Sunday Funday, featuring free admission for all kids 
12 and under and there will be a $5 kid’s meal offered at the concession stand. Sundays will also double 




WKU’s first weekend opponent, Butler, enters with a 4-6 record on the young season. Butler has posted 
2-3 marks in consecutive weekend events. A common opponent between the squads is Western Illinois, 
a squad Butler succumbed to while WKU claimed the series over the Leathernecks. 
  
In all-time series, WKU has claimed the only prior meeting between the sides. The contest came back 
during the opening weekend of the 2016 campaign from Auburn, Ala., where WKU won a 2-0 decision. 
  
LOOKING AT CLEVELAND STATE 
Cleveland State opened its season last weekend at the East Carolina-hosted Pirate Clash in Greenville, 
N.C., with a 1-3 showing. The Vikings’ win over Wagner was in come-from-behind fashion after scoring 
two runs in the bottom of the ninth. CSU lost the game prior in a one-run, extra-inning decision. 
  
WKU and Cleveland State have met just once prior in program history, with the matchup taking place 
during the 2012 campaign. In a neutral setting, WKU claimed the win in the 4-3 decision. 
  
INDIANA STATE SCOUTING REPORT 
Indiana State has jumped out to a 5-1 start on the 2019 campaign and enters Bowling Green on a two-
game win streak. The Sycamores lone loss came to Chattanooga, on the Mocs’ home field. ISU has had 
both of its prior weekend tournament schedules affected by inclement weather as well. 
  
WKU leads the all-time series against Indiana State, 8-1, winning each of the last five meetings. The 
Hilltoppers are 8-0 in contests played on The Hill against ISU with the lone loss coming during the 2007 
campaign in Tuscaloosa, Ala. 
  
The Sycamores rank in the nation’s top-10 on the basepaths, stealing 17-of-18 bases successfully this 
year. Opponents have only been able to take four bags off Indiana State, coming on six attempts. 
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2019 GAME NOTEs
Est. 2000  |  3 Conference Championships
597 Victories  |  2 NCAA Regional Berths
TOPPER NOTES
TOPPER NUMBERS
Senior lost from the 2018 squad. Strikeouts by Kennedy Sullivan 
in her collegiate debut - the 
first-ever WKU performance of 
the sort.
Career saves by Kelsey Aikey - 
tying the program record.
1 117
SEASON OPENERS
With a five-inning run-rule victory over Missouri State on Friday, Feb. 8, WKU Softball extended its season-opening win streak 
to seven-consecutive campaigns this weekend. The Hilltoppers secured the program’s first five-inning rule-run victory to open 
a season with the 8-0 win over the Bears. Head coach Amy Tudor also picked up another season-opening win and has yet to be 
beaten as a head coach in those contests, improving to 15-0 in her career.
HOME SWEET HOME
With the Red and White claiming their 2019 home opener 5-3 over Western Illinois on Feb. 16, the squad improved its all-time 
record to 13-7 in home openers while claiming a victory in its third straight.
In its 2018 home-opener, WKU Softball took down Green Bay in a 10-0 five-inning decision to match the program’s largest 
margin of victory in a home opener. Under head coach Amy Tudor, the Hilltoppers are 5-1 in their first game of the year from the 
WKU Softball Complex. The program now owns a 13-7 record in home openers, winning seven of the last eight.
FRESHMAN PHENOM
Freshman pitcher Kennedy Sullivan wasted no time etching her name into the WKU record books as she spun a complete-game 
shutout in her collegiate debut and became the program’s first freshman to register double-digit strikeouts (11) in their debut. 
Sullivan followed with a pair of nine strikeout showings to bring her opening-weekend strikeout total to 29. 
 SEASON-OPENING DOUBLE-DIGIT STRIKEOUT PERFORMANCES
Kennedy Sullivan Freshman 11 strikeouts W, 8-0 5 innings 2019
Miranda Kramer Senior 11 strikeouts W, 8-0 6 innings 2015
Ryan Rogge Sophomore 15 strikeouts L, 0-1 10 innings 2007
PRESEASON PREDICTIONS
In the 2019 C-USA Preseason Coaches Poll, WKU Softball was voted to finish seventh by the league’s coaches. Louisiana Tech was 
predicted to take home this year’s title while collecting nine first-place votes. Florida Atlantic finished second in the voting while 
earning three first-place votes. UAB, North Texas, FIU and Middle Tennessee filled in the slots before the Hilltoppers, respectively. 
Marshall was predicted to grab the final postseason spot while Southern Miss, UTEP, Charlotte and UTSA rounded out the poll. 
No Hilltoppers were selected to the Preseason All-Conference squad.
HANGING IN THERE
After registering 14 come-from-behind wins across the 2017 season, WKU Softball did it again in 2018. The squad finished 
with nine wins in come-from-behind fashion including victories over Chattanooga, Green Bay, SIUE, Southern Miss, Middle 
Tennessee, and two each over UTEP and Marshall. 
With only the first two weekends of the 2019 campaign complete, WKU has already notched two victories of the sort. First up, 
WKU trailed Florida A&M 3-1 and came back to win 4-3 on Opening Weekend. The Hilltoppers did it again during week two, 
HILLTOPPER CLASSIC INFORMATION
DATE OPPONENT LOCATION TIME (CT)
FEBRUARY (6-2)
 8 1-vs. Missouri State Gulf Shores, Ala. W, 8-0 [5]
  1-vs. Auburn Gulf Shores, Ala. L, 0-8 [5]
 9 1-vs. Florida A&M Gulf Shores, Ala. W, 4-3
  1-vs. Tennessee State Gulf Shores, Ala. W, 5-0
 10 1-vs. South Alabama Gulf Shores, Ala. W, 7-3
 16 Western Illinois WKU Softball Field W, 5-3
  Western Illinois WKU Softball Field L, 1-3
 17 Western Illinois WKU Softball Field W, 7-6
 24 2-Butler WKU Softball Field Noon
  2-Cleveland State WKU Softball Field 4 p.m.
 25 2-Cleveland State WKU Softball Field 2 p.m.
  2-Indiana State WKU Softball Field 4 p.m.
 MARCH (0-0)
 1 3-Evansville Birmingham, Ala. 10 a.m.
 2 3-Jackson State Birmingham, Ala. 2 p.m.
 3 3-Houston Baptist Birmingham, Ala. 11 a.m.
  3-at Samford Birmingham, Ala. 3 p.m.
 8 4-Wright State Kennesaw, Ga. 10:30 a.m.
  4-at Kennesaw State Kennesaw, Ga. 1 p.m.
 9 4-Saint Louis Kennesaw, Ga. 1:30 p.m.
  4-1 vs. 4/2 vs. 3 Kennesaw, Ga. 4/6:30 p.m.
 10 4-Champ./Consolation Kennesaw, Ga. 9/11:30 a.m.
 13 at Lipscomb Nashville, Tenn. 4 p.m.
 16 at FIU* Miami, Fla. 3 p.m.
  at FIU* Miami, Fla. 5:30 p.m.
 17 at FIU* Miami, Fla. 11 a.m.
 20 at EKU Richmond, Ky. 3 p.m.
 23 Charlotte* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  Charlotte* WKU Softball Field 3:30 p.m.
 24 Charlotte* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
 26 at Kentucky Lexington, Ky. 5 p.m.
 30 Florida Atlantic* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  Florida Atlantic* WKU Softball Field 3:30 p.m.
 31 Florida Atlantic* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
 APRIL (0-0)
 3 Louisville WKU Softball Field 5 p.m.
 6 at Marshall* Huntington, W.Va. Noon
  at Marshall* Huntington, W.Va. 2:30 p.m.
 7 at Marshall* Huntington, W.Va. 11 a.m.
 13 North Texas* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  North Texas* WKU Softball Field 3:30 p.m.
 14 North Texas* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
 17 at Tennessee Tech Cookeville, Tenn. 2 p.m.
  at Tennessee Tech Cookeville, Tenn. 4:30 p.m.
 19 at Middle Tennessee* Murfreesboro, Tenn. 1 p.m.
  at Middle Tennessee* Murfreesboro, Tenn. 3:30 p.m.
 20 at Middle Tennessee* Murfreesboro, Tenn. 1 p.m.
 24 Austin Peay WKU Softball Field 4 p.m.
  Austin Peay WKU Softball Field 6:30 p.m.
 27 at Louisiana Tech* Ruston, La. 1 p.m.
  at Louisiana Tech* Ruston, La. 3:30 p.m.
 28 at Louisiana Tech* Ruston, La. Noon
 MAY (0-0)
 1 Murray State WKU Softball Field 5 p.m.
 4 UTSA* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  UTSA* WKU Softball Field 3:30 p.m.
 5 UTSA* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
 8-11 5-C-USA Tournament Birmingham, Ala. 
Schedule (6-2, 0-0 C-USA)
SUNDAY, FEB. 24
WKU vs. Butler | Noon CT
WKU Softball Complex
Bowling Green, Ky.
SUNDAY (4 PM) & 
MONDAY(2 PM)




















Livestats links can be found at WKUSports.com on the team’s 
schedule and will be posted to WKU Softball’s team social 
media accounts.
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Location ...............................................Bowling Green, Ky.
Nickname ...........................................................Hilltoppers
Colors ............................................................Red and White
Founded ......................................................................... 1906
Enrollment ..................................................................20,178
NCAA Affiliation ...................................................Division I
Conference Affiliation ..........................Conference USA
President ........................................Dr. Timothy C. Caboni
Director of Athletics ....................................Todd Stewart
QUICK FACTS
First Year .......................................................................... 2000
All-Time Record ......................................597-495-3 (.547)
Conference Championships ....................... 2 (2013, 15)
Tournament Championships ............................1 (2015)
NCAA Tournaments ....................................... 2 (2013, 15)
NCAA Postseason Record .................................4-4 (.500)
Best Record (2013) .........................................43-18 (.705)
Best at NCAAs (2015)..........................................2-2 (.500)
Played in NPF ...........................2 (last, Miranda Kramer)
PROGRAM HISTORY
Head Coach .........................Amy Tudor (Sixth season)
 Record at WKU ............................... 151-127-1 
 Career Record ..... 368-333-2 (15th season)
Assistant Coach .................................Kayla Bixel (Third)
Assistant Coach .........................Jessica Twaddle (First)
Strength and Conditioning ............. John Stephanski
Athletic Trainer ..........................................Josh Lumpkin
COACHING STAFF
Capacity  ............................................................................500
Opened  ......................................................................... 2000
WKU Record .............................................254-176-1 (.591)
Attendance Record .................................................... 1,323
 Record Info ..................vs. Kentucky, 4/20/16
 Record Result ............................................ L, 0-5
Winning Seasons .............................................................. 12
WKU SOFTBALL COMPLEX
Overall Record .................................................28-26 (.519)
Conference USA Record ...............................10-13 (.435)
Conference USA Finish ................................................. 8th
Letterwinners Returning/Lost.................................. 13/2
Pitchers Returning/Lost ................................................4/0
Incoming Freshmen (Pitchers) ................................. 5 (1)
Incoming Transfers (Pitchers) ................................... 1 (0)
2018 RECAP
Primary Contact ........................................Jessica Leifheit
 Assistant Director of Media Relations
Alma Mater ...............................................Augustana (‘14)
Email Address ........................ jessica.leifheit@wku.edu
Cell Phone .................................................... 630-870-9582
Office Phone ................................................ 270-745-4363
MEDIA RELATIONS
SEASON NOTES
trailing Western Illinois 1-0 and 3-2 as late as the middle of the fifth inning. SEE COME-FROM-BEHIND WINS SECTION ON 
PAGE 9.
TEARING THROUGH THE RECORD BOOKS
With just two weekends of her junior campaign in the rearview mirror, pitcher Kelsey Aikey has already cemented herself in the 
Hilltoppers’ record book. On Saturday, Feb. 9, Aikey took over in the circle with two-on and one-out with WKU’s lead at 4-3. The 
Iowa native got the Red and White back to the dugout unscathed and held FAMU hitless over her 2.2 innings of relief to secure 
her sixth career save. Six saves tied Aikey for second on WKU’s career saves list with Allison Silver (2001-04). Upon the conclusion 
of the weekend, Aikey had made two relief appearances to take over the program’s record with 40. 
A weekend later, Aikey went on to match the program record of seven saves - sharing the top spot with Adrienne Lathrop who 
pitched for the Tops from 2003-06. 
The record-tying save was no easy task as Aikey entered Sunday’s game in the top of the sixth with a two-run lead and proceed-
ed to get the Hilltoppers out of a bases-loaded no-out jam with three-straight strikeouts while allowing just one run. In the top 
of the seventh, Western Illinois led off with a base hit and got the tying run to third base before Aikey and the Red and White 
defense went on lockdown to preserve the 7-6 WKU Softball victory.
 WKU CAREER SAVES & RELIEF APPEARANCES LIST
Adrienne Lathrop 7 saves 39 relief appearances 2003-06 
Kelsey Aikey 7 saves 41 relief appearances 2017-present 
Allison Silver 6 saves 34 relief appearances 2001-04 
#SANDDOLLARCLASSIC ALL-TOURNAMENT TEAM
After helping the Hilltoppers to a 4-1 start for the first time in four seasons, Kennedy Sullivan, Jordan Vorbrink and Kendall 
Smith were all selected to the Sand Dollar Classic All-Tournament Team. Sullivan picked up three wins in the circle while striking 
out 29 batters. Vorbrink opened the season strong from the plate, recording a hit in four of the five games including a two-hit 
performance in the season opener. Marking WKU’s third selection, Smith registered four RBI on the weekend. The sophomore 
posted her first multi-home run game against Tennessee State with a pair of solo shots.
2018 C-USA CHAMPIONSHIP
For the second-consecutive season, WKU Softball headed into Conference USA postseason play as the league’s eighth seed. And 
for the second-straight season, the Hilltoppers upset the No. 5 seed to advance in the backet. In 2018, WKU drew C-USA East 
rival Marshall to get things going and took down the Thundering Herd 5-2 after a career-high nine strikeouts from Kelsey Aikey. 
Catcher Kendall Smith gunned down two runners attempting to steal second and was named to the All-Tournament Team. The 
Red and White were eliminated in the next game after suffering a 6-1 setback to Louisiana Tech.
WALKOFFS 
In 2018, the Red and White recorded four walk-off victories - surpassing the squad’s 2017 total. Accounting for the team’s first 
walk-off for the second-consecutive season, Tommi Stowers reached on a two-out E6 allowing Cassidy Blackford to score from 
second base for the run-rule victory against Hampton. The second walk-off win came against Sacred Heart in the team’s sixth 
game of the season as Jordan Thomas sent a double to the left-center gap allowing Morgan McElroy to score from second for the 
finishing touch on Aikey’s no-hitter. In the very next game, Jordan Vorbrink crushed her first home run as a Hilltopper - a three-
run blast - to secure the team’s second run-rule win of the season in the form of a 10-0 (5) decision over Tennessee State. Most 
recently, Morgan McElroy singled home Kendall Smith with a shallow shot down the right field line to break a scoreless pitchers’ 
duel in the bottom of the seventh against Dayton.
NUNN & AIKEY SAVE THE DAY IN 2018
Shelby Nunn and Kelsey Aikey each registered three saves on the season. The third saves for each during the campaign moved 
them into a tie for second on WKU’s single season saves list. Both Hilltoppers are the first to register at least three saves in a 
season since the 2008 campaign and fifth and sixth Hilltoppers to achieve the feat overall. Aikey is now up to five saves on her 
career, which ranks third on WKU’s all-time saves list.
AIKKKKKKKEY SPINS A NO-NO
Sophomore (at the time) pitcher Kelsey Aikey got the nod in WKU’s second game of the day on Feb. 15, 2018 at the Chattanooga 
Challenge and proceeded to take the 12th no-hitter in WKU Softball history through 8.0 innings before the Hilltoppers claimed 
the 1-0 (8) victory over Sacred Heart on a walk-off hit. The extra-inning no-hitter was the first in program history and was the 
first of two performances of the sort in the NCAA in 2018. Aikey recorded a career-high (at the time) seven strikeouts.
VICTORIES OVER SEC SQUADS
Since 2000, WKU Softball has played 11 different SEC squads. The Hilltoppers have gone 18-44 up against SEC opposition. Under 
Coach Tudor’s reign, the 2014-2019 squads have gone head to head with seven of the SEC programs, putting together a record 
of 5-11. In 2014 the Red and White took down No. 2 Tennessee on the Volunteers’ home turf; Tudor’s second game coaching for 
WKU against an SEC school. Over the 2017 opening weekend, WKU Softball headed to Starkville, Mississippi, and took down 
the host Bulldogs in a 1-0 decision. WKU dropped decisions to No. 8 LSU and No. 18 Kentucky in 2018 along with No. 17 Auburn 
during its opening weekend of the 2019 campaign.
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2019 WKU SOFTBALL PLAYERS AND COACHING STAFF
2019 NUMERICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF/UTL SO. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C SO. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 3 SHANNON PLESE OF R-SR. 5-8 L/L Knoxville, Tenn. South Carolina
 4 KENNEDY SULLIVAN P/OF FR. 5-7 R/R Georgetown, Ky. Scott County HS
 6 TAYLOR DAVIS OF FR. 5-7 L/R Huntsville, Ala. Sparkman HS
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF SR. 5-7 R/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 9 JORDAN RIDGE UTL FR. 5-3 R/R Louisville, Ky. Assumption HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN P SO. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF/UTL SR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P JR. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF SR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C JR. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 19 SYDNE SOLOMON C/IF FR. 5-7 R/R Lewisburg, Tenn. Marshall County HS
 20 HAYLEE TOWERS P/UTL JR. 5-9 R/R Johnston, Iowa Johnston HS
 22 MACY MURPHY IF FR. 5-11 R/R Murfreesboro, Tenn. Riverdale HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF JR. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-JR. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER UTL JR. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS




























NAME POSITION EXPERIENCE ALMA MATER HOMETOWN
AMY TUDOR Head Coach Sixth Season WKU (2002) Petersburg, Tenn.
KAYLA BIXEL Assistant Coach Third Season IPFW (2010) Bremen, Ind. 
JESSICA TWADDLE Assistant Coach First Season Murray State (2016) Franklin, Tenn.
2019 ALPHABETICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P JR. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-JR. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 28 MADDIE BOWLDS IF SO. 5-9 L/L Utica, Ky. Daviess County HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER UTL JR. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS
 6 TAYLOR DAVIS OF FR. 5-7 L/R Huntsville, Ala. Sparkman HS
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF SR. 5-7 R/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF JR. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF SR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 22 MACY MURPHY IF FR. 5-11 R/R Murfreesboro, Tenn. Riverdale HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN P SO. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 3 SHANNON PLESE OF R-SR. 5-8 L/L Knoxville, Tenn. South Carolina
 9 JORDAN RIDGE UTL FR. 5-3 R/R Louisville, Ky. Assumption HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C SO. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C JR. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 4 KENNEDY SULLIVAN P/OF FR. 5-7 R/R Georgetown, Ky. Scott County HS
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF/UTL SO. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 20 HAYLEE TOWERS P/UTL JR. 5-9 R/R Johnston, Iowa Johnston HS
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF/UTL SR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
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PITCHING BREAKDOWN
PERFORMANCES
DATE OPPONENT DEC. IP H R ER BB K NP SCORE FINAL
Feb. 8 vs. Missouri State Sullivan 5.0 2 0 0 4 11 106 8-0 W (5)
Feb. 8 vs. Auburn Aikey 2.1 4 4 3 2 4 59 0-8 L (5)
Feb. 9 vs. Florida A&M Sullivan 4.1 3 3 2 5 9 97 4-3 W
Feb. 9 vs. Tennessee State Aikey 7.0 6 0 0 2 9 123 5-0 W
Feb. 10 vs. South Alabama Sullivan 6.0 4 3 3 1 9 85 7-3 W
Feb. 16 Western Illinois Sullivan^ 7.0 5 3 3 2 8 112 5-3 W
Feb. 16 Western Illinois Aikey 5.0 3 3 3 3 3 88 1-3 L
Feb. 17 Western Illinois Sullivan 2.2 5 3 3 3 1 78 7-6 W
Feb. 24 Butler          
Feb. 24 Cleveland State          
Feb. 25 Cleveland State          
Feb. 25 Indiana State          
Mar. 1 vs. Evansville          
Mar. 2 vs. Jackson State          
Mar. 3 vs. Houston Baptist          
Mar. 3 at Samford          
Mar. 8 vs. Wright State          
Mar. 8 at Kennesaw State          
Mar. 9 vs. Saint Louis          
Mar. 9 TBD          
Mar. 10 TBD          
Mar. 13 at Lipscomb          
Mar. 16 at FIU*          
Mar. 16 at FIU*          
Mar. 17 at FIU*          
Mar. 20 at Eastern Kentucky          
Mar. 23 Charlotte*          
Mar. 23 Charlotte*          
Mar. 24 Charlotte*          
Mar. 26 at Kentucky          
Mar. 30 Florida Atlantic*          
Mar. 30 Florida Atlantic*          
Mar. 31 Florida Atlantic*          
Apr. 3 Louisville          
Apr. 6 at Marshall*          
Apr. 6 at Marshall*          
Apr. 7 at Marshall*          
Apr. 13 North Texas*          
Apr. 13 North Texas*          
Apr. 14 North Texas*          
Apr. 17 at Tennessee Tech          
Apr. 17 at Tennessee Tech          
Apr. 19 at Middle Tennessee*          
Apr. 19 at Middle Tennessee*          
Apr. 20 at Middle Tennessee*          
Apr. 24 Austin Peay          
Apr. 24 Austin Peay          
Apr. 27 at Louisiana Tech*          
Apr. 27 at Louisiana Tech*          
Apr. 28 at Louisiana Tech*          
May 1 Murray State          
May 4 UTSA*          
May 4 UTSA*          
May 5 UTSA*          
PITCHER GS RECORD SAVES TEAM W/L
Aikey 2 1-2 2 4-2
Blackford 0 0-0 0 0-0
Nunn 1 0-0 0 1-2
Sullivan 5 5-0 0 5-0
Towers 0 0-0 0 0-0
TEAM RESULT
2019 STATISTICS
 NUM. NAME ERA W-L APP GS CG SHO SV IP H R ER BB K 2B 3B HR BF AVG. WP HBP BK SF SH
 12 Aikey 2.10 1-2 6 3 1 1 2 20.0 14 7 6 9 26 0 0 4 85 .192 1 1 0 1 1 
 4 Sullivan 3.08 5-0 5 4 2 1 0 25.0 19 12 11 15 38 3 1 2 111 .202 4 1 0 0 1 
 10 Nunn 6.63 0-0 3 1 0 0 0 6.1 14 7 6 2 9 3 0 0 35 .424 0 0 0 0 0 
 20 Towers 0.00 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 0 0 0 
 24 Blackford 0.00 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 0 0 0 
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018 2019 CAREER
Aikey - 0 3 1 4
Blackford RS 0 0 - 0
Nunn - - 1 0 1
Sullivan - - - 4 4
Towers - 3 0 - 3
PLAYER 0 1 2 2019/TOTAL
Aikey 0/1 0/2 0/1 0/4
Blackford 0 0 0 0/0
Nunn 0 0 0/1 0/1
Sullivan 0 0 1 1
Towers 0 0 0 0/0
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018 2019 CAREER
Aikey - 5 7 1 13
Blackford RS 0 0 - 0
Nunn - - 10 0 10
Sullivan - - - 2 2
Towers - 13 0 - 13
CAREER 7+ STRIKEOUTS
CAREER 0-2 HIT GAMES (5+ IP)
CAREER COMPLETE GAMES
HAT TOP PANTS W L
Red Red Red 2 0
Black Black Grey 1 0
Black Black Black 1 0
Black Grey Black 1 1
Red White White 1 1
RECORD BY UNIFORM
^ Complete game
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Year Overall Conf. School
2005 22-14 11-3 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2006 23-19 8-6 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2007 11-38 5-13 (A-Sun) Belmont
2008 14-36 3-19 (A-Sun) Belmont
2009 11-35 3-17 (A-Sun) Belmont
2010 29-19 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2011 28-15-1 16-8 (Summit) IPFW
2012 45-14 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2013 34-16 12-4 (Summit) IPFW
2014 33-24-1 11-10 (SBC) WKU
2015 36-14 16-4 (C-USA) WKU
2016 17-30 8-13 (C-USA) WKU
2017 31-31 10-13 (C-USA) WKU
2018 28-26 10-13 (C-USA) WKU
Total 362-331-2 147-136 14 Years
DI 317-298-2 128-127 12 Years
WKU 145-25-1 55-54 Five Years







































• 30 Division I All-Conference Selections
• Seven NFCA All-Region Honorees
• One Conference Pitcher/Player of the Years
• Six CoSIDA Academic All-District Selections
• One Senior CLASS Award Finalist
• 350 Career Wins/300 Division I Wins
WKU
•10 All-Conference Selections
•Five NFCA All-Region Selections
•2014 NCAA Individual Stolen Base Leader
•2015 NCAA Individual Strikeouts Leader
•One CoSIDA Academic All-District Honoree
•2015 Conference USA Coach of the Year




2019 WKU TEAM SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 29 Western IL 2/16
Runs Scored 8 Missouri State 2/8
Hits 8 Western IL 2/16
RBI 6 South Alabama 2/10
Doubles 2 MR, Western IL 2/17
Triples 2 Western IL 2/16
Home Runs 2 Tennessee St. 2/9
Walks 4 MR, Western IL 2/17
Stolen Bases 2 MR, Tenn. St. 2/9
   
Assists 8 MR, Western IL 2/17
DP Turned 1 MR, Tennessee St. 2/9
   
Innings Pitched 7.0 MR, Western IL 2/17
Fewest Hits Allowed 2 Missouri State 2/8
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, Tenn. St. 2/9
Most Strikeouts 13 FAMU 2/9
   
Longest Game 2:12 Western IL 2/17
Shortest Game 1:38 Auburn 2/8
2019 WKU INDIVIDUAL SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT INDIVIDUAL OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 4 MR, Kendall Smith Western IL 2/17
Runs Scored 3 Beka Engelhardt Missouri St. 2/8
Hits 3 Kendall Smith Western IL 2/16
RBI 3 Shannon Plese Western IL 2/17
Doubles 1 MR, Shannon Plese Western IL 2/17
Triples 1 MR, Morgan McElroy Western IL 2/17
Home Runs 2 Kendall Smith Tennessee State 2/9
Total Bases 8 Kendall Smith Tennessee State 2/9
Walks 2 MR, Jordan Thomas Missouri State 2/7
Stolen Bases 2 Jordan Thomas Missouri State 2/8
    
Putouts 13 Kendall Smith Florida A&M 2/9
Assists 6 Beka Engelhardt Western IL 2/16
    
Innings Pitched 7.0 MR, Kennedy Sullivan Western IL 2/16
Fewest Hits Allowed 2 Kennedy Sullivan Missouri State 2/8
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, Kelsey Aikey Tennessee State 2/9
Most Strikeouts 11 Kennedy Sullivan Missouri State 2/8
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Defeated a top 10 team at No. 2 Tennessee, 3/8/14
Defeated a top 11-25 team at No. 16 Georgia, 5/16/15
Had a pitcher strikeout 15+ Miranda Kramer at No. 16 Georgia, 5/16/15 (19)
Had a pitcher strikeout 10-14 Kennedy Sullivan vs. Missouri State, 2/8/19 (11)
Threw a perfect game Miranda Kramer vs. Charlotte, 5/7/15
Threw a no-hitter (run-rule) Kim Wagner vs. Tennessee State, 2/12/12
Threw a no-hitter (regulation) Kelsey Aikey vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18
Opponent threw no-hitter vs. No. 23 Marshall, 5/11/17
Won a run-rule game vs. Missouri State, 2/8/19 (5)
Lost a run-rule game vs. No. 17 Auburn, 2/8/19 (5)
Played extra innings at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18 (8)
Won in extra innings vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18 (8)
Lost in extra innings at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18 (8)
Scored 10-14 runs at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18 (12)
Scored 15-18 runs vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (16)
Scored 19+ runs at Tennessee-Martin, 4/2/00 (19)
Allowed 10-14 runs at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18 (13)
Allowed 15+ runs at No. 23 FAU, 4/30/16 (16)
Batted around the order South Alabama, 2/10/19 (11 batters)
Batted through the order (9 batters) vs. Western Illinois, 2/17/19
Had 10-14 hits vs. Lipscomb, 5/3/18 (11)
Had 15+ hits vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (17)
Team hit 3+ home runs vs. Marshall, 4/21/18 (3)
Back-to-back home runs vs. Marshall, 4/21/18 (Vaughn & McGuffin, 3rd inn.)
Back-to-back-to-back home runs vs. ULM, 4/13/13 (Thomas, Mattox, Sulaski, 4th inn.)
Player with back-to-back home runs Kendall Smith,  2/9/19, 2 consec.
Had a player hit two HRs Kendall Smith, South Alabama, 2/9/19
Had a player hit a grand slam Jordan Thomas at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18
Team hit three doubles vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (5)
Team hit four or more doubles vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (5)
Team hit two triples vs. Western Illinois, 2/16/19
Team hit three or more triples vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (5)
Team stole five or more bases vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (5)
Player with three RBI Shannon Plese, vs. Western Illinosi, 2/17/19
Player with four RBI Kelsey McGuffin, at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18
Player with five RBI Adarian Gray vs. UAB, 5/10/17
Player with six or more RBI Dani Pugh vs. Buffalo, 2/6/15 (6)
Player with three hits Kendall Smith vs. Western Illinois, 2/16/19 
Player with four hits Brittany Vaughn, vs. Marshall, 4/21/18
Player with five hits Tommi Stowers vs. Evansville, 3/3/17
Player with two or more doubles Beka Engelhardt vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (2)
Player with two or more triples Shawna Sadler vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (2)
Player stole three or more bases Brittany Vaughn vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (3)
Player scored three or more runs Beka Engelhardt vs. Missouri St., 2/10/19 (3)
Hit a walk-off home run (regulation/extra inn.) Brooke Holloway vs. Marshall, 5/7/16
Hit a walk-off home run (run-rule) Jordan Vorbrink vs. Tennessee St., 2/16/18
Had a walk-off hit Morgan McElroy, vs. Dayton 3/4/18 (1B)
Swept a conference home series Southern Miss, 4/24/17
Swept a conference road series at MTSU, 3/11-12/17
Was swept in a conference home series vs. FAU, 3/18-19/17
Was swept in a conference road series at FAU, 4/28-29/18
THE LAST TIME WKU...
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION
C-USA RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  DATE/RESULT
58 FIU  3/16-17 
81 FLORIDA ATLANTIC  3/30-31
95 MARSHALL  4/6-7
96 LA TECH  4/27-28  
104 MIDDLE TENNESSEE  4/19-20 
131 UAB  DNP 
150 WKU  -
161 CHARLOTTE  3/23-24
179 SOUTHERN MISS  DNP
188 UTEP  DNP
200 UTSA  5/4-5
202 NORTH TEXAS  4/13-14 
WKU OPPONENT RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  RESULT
13 KENTUCKY  3/26
20 AUBURN  L
43 KENNESAW STATE  3/8
44 LOUISVILLE  4/3
54 LIPSCOMB  3/13
67 EASTERN KENTUCKY  3/20
68 SOUTH ALABAMA  W
78 AUSTIN PEAY  4/24
84 MISSOURI STATE  W
166 SAINT LOUIS  3/9
173 INDIANA STATE  2/25 
192 SAMFORD  3/3
196 EVANSVILLE  3/1 
198 FLORIDA A&M  W
203 BUTLER  2/24
210 MURRAY STATE  5/1
211 WESTERN ILLINOIS  W, L, W
216 WRIGHT STATE  3/8
222 TENNESSEE TECH  4/17
260 HOUSTON BAPTIST  3/3
275 CLEVELAND STATE  2/24-25
284 TENNESSEE STATE  W
290 JACKSON STATE  3/2
RPI STANDINGS
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2019 Conference USA Standings
 C-USA  Pct. Overall  Pct.  Last 10 Streak
LA Tech (W) 0-0 1.000 10-1 .909  9-1 W2
North Texas (W) 0-0 1.000 8-1 .889  8-1 W3
WKU (E) 0-0 1.000 6-2 .750  6-2 W1
Marshall (E) 0-0 1.000 7-3 .700  7-3 L1
FIU (E) 0-0 1.000 6-3 .667  6-3 W1
Southern Miss (W) 0-0 1.000 7-4 .636  6-4 L2
Middle Tennessee (E) 0-0 1.000 5-5 .500  5-5 W2
UAB (W) 0-0 1.000 5-5 .500  5-5 L1
UTSA (W) 0-0 1.000 4-6 .400  4-6 W2
Charlotte (E) 0-0 1.000 3-5 .375  3-5 W1
Florida Atlantic (E) 0-0 1.000 3-7 .300  3-7 L5
UTEP (W) 0-0 1.000 2-9 .182  1-9 L6
RECORD WHEN TEAM SCORES
RUNS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
0 0-1 0-0 2-0 0-0
1 0-1 0-0 0-0 0-0
2 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
3 0-0 0-0 3-1 0-0
4 1-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
5 2-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
6 0-0 0-0 1-0 0-0
7 2-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
8 1-0 0-0 0-1 0-0
9 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
10+ 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
WKU RECORD AFTER INNINGS
INNINGS LEADING TRAILING TIED
1 4-0 1-1 1-1
2 4-0 2-1 0-1
3 6-0 0-1 0-1
4 5-0 1-2 0-0
5 4-0 0-1 1-0
6 5-0 0-1 0-0
SCORE BY INNINGS
INNINGS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
1 14 0 2 0
2 5 0 2 0
3 7 0 7 0
4 2 0 8 0
5 4 0 3 0
6 5 0 4 0
7 0 0 0 0
8 0 0 0 0
9 0 0 0 0
EX 0 0 0 0













vs. Ranked Teams ..................................................0-1
vs. RV Teams ............................................................0-0
TIME
Day Games ...............................................................6-1



















WKU Throws RHP ...................................................6-2
WKU Throws LHP ...................................................0-0
Opp. Throws RHP ...................................................5-1
Opp. Throws LHP ...................................................1-1
RUNS
WKU Scores 1st .......................................................5-0
Opp. Scores 1st .......................................................1-2
WKU Scores in 1st ..................................................4-0
Opp. Scores in 1st ..................................................1-1
HITS
WKU Has More ........................................................4-1
Opp. Has More ........................................................1-1
Hits Are Even ...........................................................1-0
ERRORS
WKU Commits 0 .....................................................3-1
WKU Commits 1 .....................................................3-0
WKU Commits 2+ ..................................................0-1
Opp. Commits 0 .....................................................0-0
Opp. Commits 1 .....................................................1-2
Opp. Commits 2+ ..................................................5-0
HOMERUNS
WKU Hits 0 ...............................................................3-1
WKU Hits 1 ...............................................................2-1
WKU Hits 2+.............................................................1-0
Opp. Hits 0 ...............................................................3-1
Opp. Hits 1 ...............................................................2-1
Opp. Hits 2+.............................................................0-1
TEAM RECORD BY...
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HOME RUN TRACKER
NO.  PLAYER GAME-DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS SCORE FINAL
1 Engelhardt 1-Feb 08 Missouri St. 0-1/0 3/1 5-0 W, 8-0
2 Smith 4-Feb 09 Tennessee St. 1-0/0 4/2 2-0 W, 5-0
3 Smith (2) 4-Feb 09 Tennessee St. 2-0/0 6/2 4-0 W, 5-0
4 Thomas 6-Feb 16 Western Illinois 0-2/0 5/1 2-3 W, 5-3
5 Smith (3) 7-Feb 17 Western Illinois 0-0/0* 6/0 0-3 L, 1-3
ANALYSIS STATS
SEASON/CAREER HITTING STAT TRACKER
CAREER MULTI-HIT GAMES       2019/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
McGuffin 0/16 0/4 0/1 0 21
Carter 0/12 0/5 0 0 17 
Engelhardt 1/13 0/2 0 0 15
Thomas 3/12 0/2 0 0 14
Smith 1/10 1/1 0 0 11
Towers 0/11 0 0 0 11
Bowlds 0/6 0/3 0/1 0 10   
McElroy 0/9 0 0 0 9
Vorbrink 1/6 0/2 0 0 8 
Stowers 0/3 0 0 0/1 4
Plese 2/4 0 0 0 4
CAREER MULTI-RBI GAMES       2019/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
Carter 0/7 0/4 0/2 0 13 
Engelhardt 1/10 0/2 0/1 0 13
McGuffin 0/9 0/3 0/1 0 13
Vorbrink 0/7 0/2 0 0 9
Smith 2/4 0/3 0 0 7
McElroy 0/5 0 0 0 5
Plese 1/2 1/1 0 0 3
Stowers 0/2 0/1 0 0 3
Towers 0/3 0 0 0 3 
Thomas 1/1 0 0/2 0 3
Bowlds 0/2 0 0 0 2
Nunn 0 0/1 0 0 1
CAREER HOMERUNS
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018 2019  CAREER
McGuffin 4 2 7 0  13
Engelhardt 0 5 7 1  13
Smith - - 5 3  8
Carter - 2 5 0  7
Thomas - - 6 1  7
Stowers - 3 0 -  3
Towers - 2 0 -  2
Vorbrink 1 0 1 0  2
Nunn - - 1 -  1
Plese - 1 - 0  1
STREAK TRACKERS
CAREER HITTING STREAKS
PLAYER  LONGEST 2019 CURRENT
Vorbrink  9 3 1
Carter  7 - 2
McGuffin  6 - 0
Thomas  6 5 5
Bowlds  6 2 0
Engelhardt  5 2 0
McElroy  5 3 1 
Smith  5 5 0 
Stowers  4 - 0 
Towers  4 - 2
Plese  4 4 1
Davis  2 2 1
Aikey  1 - 0
Nunn  1 - 0
Sullivan  1 1 1
REACHED BASE STREAK
PLAYER  LONGEST  2019 CURRENT
Engelhardt 14 2 0
Thomas  14 5 5
Carter  13 1 0
Vorbrink  12 3 1
McGuffin  9 - 0
Bowlds  7 2 0
Smith  7 5 0
Stowers  6 - 0
Towers  5 - 3
McElroy  5 3 1
Plese  4 4 1
Aikey  2 - 0
Davis  2 2 1
Nunn  2 - 0
Blackford  1 - 1*
Ridge  1 1 0
Sullivan  1 1 1
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BATTING ANALYSIS
  LEADOFF BASES EMPTY 1-2 RUNNERS BASES LOADED RISP 2 OUTS 2-OUT RBI
PLAYER H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP  AVG H OPP AVG #
Aikey 0 1 .000 0 1 .000 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Blackford 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Bowlds 2 4 .500 4 9 .444 0 11 .000 0 1 .000 0 5  .000 2 7 .286 0
Carter 0 4 .000 0 5 .000 0 2 .000 0 1 .000 0 2  .000 0 2 .000 1
Davis 0 2 .000 2 6 .333 2 10 .200 0 0 --- 2 8  .250 2 6 .333 1
Engelhardt 0 5 .000 2 10 .200 2 8 .250 0 0 --- 1 5  .200 1 5 .200 1
McElroy 2 4 .500 2 9 .222 2 4 .500 0 0 --- 2 4  .500 2 4 .500 1
McGuffin 0 3 .000 0 7 .000 0 1 .000 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 4 .000 0
Murphy 0 0 --- 0 2 .000 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 1 .000 0
Nunn 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Plese 2 6 .333 1 10 .100 6 14 .429 0 0 --- 5 11  .455 4 9 .444 6
Ridge 0 1 .000 0 2 .000 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Smith 2 4 .500 6 10 .600 2 12 .167 1 2 .500 2 11  .182 5 12 .417 4
Stowers 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Sullivan 0 1 .000 0 6 .000 2 8 .250 0 0 --- 1 4  .250 1 6 .167 0
Thomas 7 12 .583 5 13 .385 4 12 .333 0 1 .000 3 6  .500 2 5 .400 2
Towers 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Vorbrink 1 1 1.000 3 10 .300 3 9 .333 0 0 --- 2 5  .400 1 6 .167 1
2019 STARTERS SUMMARY
     POSITION         BATTING ORDER
PLAYER GS P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP 1ST 2ND 3RD 4TH 5TH 6TH 7TH 8TH 9TH FLEX 
BOWLDS 8 - - 8 - - - - - - - - 2 - - - - - 1 5 - 
SMITH 8 - 8 - - - - - - - - - - - 4 - 1 3 - - - 
ENGELHARDT 8 - - - - 8 - - - - - - - 2 1 4 1 - - - - 
PLESE 8 - - - - - - - 8 - - - - 6 2 - - - - - -  
THOMAS 8 - - - 8 - - - - - - 8 - - - - - - - - - 
MCELROY 8 - - - - - 8 - - - - - - - - - - 2 4 - 2 
SULLIVAN 8 4 - - - - - - - - 4 - - - 1 2 2 1 - - 1 
VORBRINK 7 - - - - - - - - 7 - - 4 - - 1 1 - - 1 - 
DAVIS 6 - - - - - - 6 - - - - 2 - - - - - 2 2 - 
AIKEY 3 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3 
MCGUFFIN 3 - - - - - - 2 - 1 - - - - - - - 2 1 - -  
CARTER 3 - - - - - - - - - 3 - - - - 1 2 - - - - 
NUNN 1 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
RIDGE 1 - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - 1 - - - - 
2019 WKU INDIVIDUAL STAT LEADERS
BATTING AVERAGE - Min. 10 AB 
 .364 Kendall Smith
SLUGGING PERCENTAGE - Min. 10 AB  
.909 Kendall Smith
ON BASE PERCENTAGE - Min. 10 Plate Appearances 
.448 Jordan Thomas
RUNS SCORED  
6  Rebekah Engelhardt 
HITS  
9  Jordan Thomas
RUNS BATTED IN 
7  Shannon Plese
DOUBLES  
3  Jordan Thomas
TRIPLES  
1  Engelhardt, McElroy, Smith
HOME RUNS  
3  Kendall Smith 
TOTAL BASES  
20  Kendall Smith
WALKS  
4  J. Thomas & R. Engelhardt
HIT BY PITCH  
1  P. Carter, K. Smith & J. Vorbrink
SACRIFICE HITS  
2  P.  Carter & T. Davis
    
SACRIFICE FLIES  
1  R. Engelhardt & K. Sullivan 
STOLEN BASES  
2  J. Ridge, S. Plese & J. Thomas
ANALYSIS STATS
WALK-OFF TRACKER
NO.  BATTER GAME/DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS RESULT SCORE FINAL
COME-FROM-BEHIND WIN TRACKER
NO.  GAME/DATE OPPONENT DEFICIT INNING TYING HIT (score) GO-AHEAD HIT (score) FINAL
1  3-Feb 09 FAMU 3-1 M3 Smith 2B (4-3) Smith 2B (4-3)  W, 4-3
2  6-Feb 16 Western Illinois 3-2 M5 Thomas HR (3-3) Engelhardt 3B (4-3) W, 5-3
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GAME-BY-GAME STARTERS
Date Team P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP Record
2/8 Missouri State Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Vorbrink Carter 1-0 (1)
2/8 Auburn Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink Sullivan 0-1 (2)
2/9 Florida A&M Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink Carter 1-0 (3)
2/9 Tennessee State Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Vorbrink Sullivan 1-0 (4)
2/10 South Alabama Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Vorbrink Ridge 1-0 (5)
2/16 Western Illinois Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink --- 1-0 (6)
2/16 Western Illinois Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese McGuffin Carter 0-1 (7)
2/17 Western Illinois Nunn Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink Sullivan 1-0 (8)
2/24 Butler           
2/24 Cleveland State           
2/25 Cleveland State           
2/25 Indiana State           
3/1 Evansville           
3/2 Jackson State           
3/3 Houston Baptist           
3/3 Samford           
3/8 Wright State           
3/8 Kennesaw State           
3/9 Saint Louis           
3/9 TBD           
3/10 TBD           
3/13 Lipscomb           
3/16 FIU*           
3/16 FIU*           
3/17 FIU*           
3/20 EKU           
3/23 Charlotte*           
3/23 Charlotte*           
3/24 Charlotte*           
3/26 Kentucky           
3/30 FAU*           
3/30 FAU*           
3/31 FAU*           
4/3 Louisville           
4/6 Marshall*           
4/6 Marshall*           
4/7 Marshall*           
4/13 North Texas*           
4/13 North Texas*           
4/14 North Texas*           
4/17 Tennessee Tech           
4/17 Tennessee Tech           
4/19 MTSU*           
4/19 MTSU*           
4/20 MTSU*           
4/24 Austin Peay           
4/24 Austin Peay           
4/27 LA Tech*           
4/27 LA Tech*           
4/28 LA Tech*           
5/1 Murray State           
5/4 UTSA*           
5/4 UTSA*           
5/5 UTSA*           
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2019 WKU LINE SCORES
GAME 1 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-1:51 A-139
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5    R H E
WKU                    5 0 1 0 2 - 8  7  0
Missouri State     0 0 0 0 0 - 0  2  2
WP-SULLIVAN (1-0) LP-Griesbauer (0-1) 
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT
GAME 2 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-1:38 A-201
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5    R H E
WKU                    0 0 0 0 0 - 0  2  2
Auburn                 1 0 3 2 2 - 8 12 1
WP-Martin (1-0) LP-AIKEY,  (0-1) 
HR AU-McCrackin(1), Rivera(1),Veach(3)
GAME 3 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-2:11 A-137
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Florida A&M      0 2 1 0 0 0 0 -  3  3  2
WKU                   1 0 3 0 0 0 X -  4  4  1
WP-SULLIVAN (2-0) Save-AIKEY(1) 
LP-HAYES (0-1)
GAME 4 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-1:55 A-117
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Tennessee State   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  0  6  2
WKU                    1 0 1 1 0 2 X - 5  6  1
WP-AIKEY (1-1) LP-ESPINOZA (0-1) 
HR WKU - SMITH 2 (2)
GAME 5 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-1:46 A-92
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    7 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 7  7  0
South Alabama   0 0 0 0 0 3 0 - 3  4  2
WP-SULLIVAN (3-0) LP-Yarbrough (1-1) 
HR USA - Cronan (1)
GAME 6 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:44 A-203
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WIU               1 0 0 2 0 0 0 -  3  5  1
WKU                0 0 2 0 1 2 X - 5  8  1
WP-SULLIVAN (4-0) LP-Ira (2-1) 
HR: WIU-Duwa (2) | WKU-THOMAS (1)
GAME 7 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:49 A-187
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WIU               0 0 0 2 1 0 0 -  3  4  1
WKU                0 0 0 0 0 1 0 -  1  7  0
WP-Carlin (1-2) LP-AIKEY (1-2) 
HR: WIU-Abbott (2) | WKU-SMITH (3)
GAME 8 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:12 A-175
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WIU               0 0 3 2 0 1 0 -  6 11 2
WKU                0 5 0 1 1 0 X - 7  7  0
WP-SULLIVAN (5-0) Save-AIKEY(2) 
LP-Abbott (1-1)
GAME 9 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-0:00 A-0
GAME 10 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-0:00 A-0
GAME 11 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-0:00 A-0
GAME 12 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-0:00 A-0
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2019 WKU SEASON STATS
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Feb 17, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 6-2   Home: 2-1   Away: 0-0   Neutral: 4-1   C-USA: 0-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 3 6 4 8-8 22 5 8 1 1 3 5 20  . 9 0 9 1 1 4 0  . 4 1 7 0 0 1-2 72 4 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 6 0 8-8 25 4 9 3 0 1 4 15  . 6 0 0 4 0 5 0  . 4 4 8 0 0 2-2 14 3 0 1.000
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 1 6 7-7 19 5 6 0 0 0 1 6  . 3 1 6 0 1 4 0  . 3 5 0 0 1 1-1 8 0 1  . 8 8 9
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 3 0 8 8-8 13 3 4 0 1 0 2 6  . 4 6 2 1 0 2 0  . 3 5 7 0 0 1-1 7 9 2  . 8 8 9
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 2 9 2 8-8 24 2 7 2 0 0 7 9  . 3 7 5 1 0 4 0  . 3 2 0 0 0 2-2 6 0 0 1.000
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 5 0 7-6 16 4 4 0 0 0 2 4  . 2 5 0 0 0 0 0  . 2 5 0 0 2 0-0 6 0 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 2 2 8-8 18 6 4 0 1 1 4 9  . 5 0 0 4 0 1 0  . 3 4 8 1 0 1-1 4 16 1  . 9 5 2
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 2 0 0 8-8 20 1 4 0 0 0 0 4  . 2 0 0 1 0 3 0  . 2 3 8 0 0 1-3 35 0 0 1.000
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 1 4 3 7-7 14 3 2 1 0 0 2 3  . 2 1 4 1 0 2 0  . 1 8 8 1 0 0-0 0 4 0 1.000
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 6-3 8 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 3 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 0 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 0 0 0 6-3 7 1 0 0 0 0 2 0  . 0 0 0 1 1 0 0  . 2 2 2 0 2 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
22 MURPHY, Macy  . 0 0 0 3-0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 0 0 0 3-1 2 1 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 1 0 2 0  . 3 3 3 0 1 2-2 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 6-3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 2 1  . 7 5 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 4-2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 2 0 1.000
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 2-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 5 1 8 191 37 48 7 3 5 30 76  . 3 9 8 15 3 30 0  . 3 1 3 2 6 11-14 154 40 5  . 9 7 5
Opponents  . 2 3 5 8 200 26 47 6 1 6 23 73  . 3 6 5 26 2 73 0  . 3 2 8 1 2 7-8 144 56 13  . 9 3 9
LOB - Team (36), Opp (51). DPs turned - Team (2), Opp (1).
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 1 0 1-2 6 3 1 1/0 2 20.0 14 7 6 9 26 0 0 4  . 1 9 2 1 1 0 1 1
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  3 . 0 8 5-0 5 4 2 1/0 0 25.0 19 12 11 15 38 3 1 2  . 2 0 2 4 1 0 0 1
10 NUNN, Shelby  6 . 6 3 0-0 3 1 0 0/0 0 6.1 14 7 6 2 9 3 0 0  . 4 2 4 0 0 0 0 0
Totals  3 . 1 4 6-2 8 8 3 2/0 2 51.1 47 26 23 26 73 6 1 6  . 2 3 5 5 2 0 1 2
Opponents  3 . 2 1 2-6 8 8 3 1/0 0 48.0 48 37 22 15 30 7 3 5  . 2 5 1 4 3 0 2 6
PB - Team (2), SMITH,K. 2, Opp (1). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (7-8), SULLIVAN,K. (5-5), AIKEY,K. (2-3).
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2018 WKU C-USA ONLY STATS
2018 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of May 06, 2018)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 10-13   Home: 6-5   Away: 4-8   C-USA: 10-13
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 1 3 23-23 64 13 20 2 1 5 16 39  . 6 0 9 10 2 17 0  . 4 1 6 1 0 1-3 35 4 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 0 3 23-23 76 16 23 6 1 5 15 46  . 6 0 5 15 0 16 2  . 4 1 3 1 0 1-1 34 2 1  . 9 7 3
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 2 8 2 23-23 71 9 20 3 0 0 6 23  . 3 2 4 7 0 12 1  . 3 4 6 0 7 4-6 185 6 3  . 9 8 5
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 2 7 0 23-23 74 9 20 1 0 0 12 21  . 2 8 4 9 2 14 0  . 3 6 5 0 1 3-3 29 9 4  . 9 0 5
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 2 6 3 21-21 57 8 15 4 0 2 13 25  . 4 3 9 7 6 11 0  . 3 9 4 1 3 6-6 38 49 7  . 9 2 6
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 6 1 23-23 69 17 18 2 2 5 10 39  . 5 6 5 5 0 18 0  . 3 1 1 0 3 3-5 22 64 4  . 9 5 6
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 2 5 0 2-2 4 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 1.000 2 0 1 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 0-0 2 22 0 1.000
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 2 0 0 21-19 45 7 9 0 0 0 4 9  . 2 0 0 0 0 3 0  . 2 0 0 0 4 1-1 39 31 5  . 9 3 3
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 1 9 3 23-23 57 13 11 1 0 3 9 21  . 3 6 8 12 1 13 0  . 3 3 3 2 2 1-1 96 9 3  . 9 7 2
26 CARTER, Paige  . 1 9 1 22-22 68 7 13 1 0 1 7 17  . 2 5 0 6 0 12 1  . 2 5 7 0 3 1-1 5 1 0 1.000
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 1 5 4 6-3 13 3 2 1 0 0 1 3  . 2 3 1 1 0 3 0  . 2 1 4 0 0 0-0 2 5 1  . 8 7 5
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 0 9 1 14-2 22 1 2 0 0 0 0 2  . 0 9 1 1 0 5 0  . 1 3 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 4-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 4 8 23 621 105 154 21 4 22 96 249  . 4 0 1 75 11 126 4  . 3 3 7 5 23 21-27 490 218 28  . 9 6 2
Opponents  . 2 8 3 23 654 108 185 41 2 12 98 266  . 4 0 7 63 6 83 1  . 3 4 7 8 20 15-19 492 193 33  . 9 5 4
LOB - Team (138), Opp (153). DPs turned - Team (9), Opp (13). IBB - Team (1), MCGUFFIN,K. 1, Opp (1). Picked off -
VORBRINK,J. 1.
(C-USA games only Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
20 TOWERS, Haylee  1 . 9 1 0-0 3 1 0 0/0 0 7.1 10 6 2 4 2 2 0 1  . 3 3 3 0 1 0 0 3
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  3 . 3 6 5-6 18 10 3 1/0 1 75.0 67 41 36 39 45 12 1 7  . 2 4 2 10 3 0 4 11
10 NUNN, Shelby  4 . 1 5 5-7 20 12 3 0/0 2 81.0 108 61 48 20 36 27 1 4  . 3 1 1 2 2 0 4 6
Totals  3 . 6 9 10-13 23 23 6 1/0 3 163.1 185 108 86 63 83 41 2 12  . 2 8 3 12 6 0 8 20
Opponents  3 . 2 9 13-10 23 23 12 2/1 0 164.0 154 105 77 75 126 21 4 22  . 2 4 8 13 11 0 5 23
PB - Team (5), SMITH,K. 5. Pickoffs - Team (3), SMITH,K. 3, Opp (1). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (15-19), NUNN,S. (10-11), AIKEY,K.
(4-7), TOWERS,H. (1-1).
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2019 WKU TEAM GAME-BY-GAME STATS
2019 WKU Softball
Team Game-by-Game for WKU (as of Feb 17, 2019)
Batting (All games)
Date Opponent ab r h rbi 2b 3b hr tb bb ibb sb cs hbp sac sf gdp k po a e lob avg
Feb 08 vs Missouri State 23 8 7 4 0 0 1 10 4 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 5 15 1 0 5  . 3 0 4
Feb 08 vs Auburn 18 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 7 13 3 2 3  . 2 2 0
Feb 09 vs Florida A&M 21 4 4 4 1 0 0 5 4 0 1 1 1 2 0 0 1 21 5 1 6  . 2 1 0
Feb 09 vs Tennessee State 22 5 6 5 2 0 2 14 1 0 2 0 0 1 1 0 2 21 4 1 2  . 2 2 6
Feb 10 vs South Alabama 28 7 7 6 1 0 0 8 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 4 21 3 0 1  . 2 3 2
Feb 16 WESTERN ILLINOIS 25 5 8 5 0 2 1 15 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 5 21 8 1 5  . 2 4 8
Feb 16 WESTERN ILLINOIS 29 1 7 1 1 0 1 11 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 21 8 0 8  . 2 4 7
Feb 17 WESTERN ILLINOIS 25 7 7 5 2 1 0 11 4 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 3 21 8 0 6  . 2 5 1
Totals 191 37 48 30 7 3 5 76 15 0 11 3 3 6 2 0 30 154 40 5 36  . 2 5 1
2019 WKU Softball
Team Game-by-Game for WKU (as of Feb 17, 2019)
Pitching (All games)
Date Opponent ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr wp bk hbp dp ibb score w-l sv era
Feb 08 vs Missouri State 5.0 2 0  0 4 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8-0 1-0 0 0.00
Feb 08 vs Auburn 4.1 12 8  6 2 8 1 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0-8 1-1 0 4.50
Feb 09 vs Florida A&M 7.0 3 3  2 6 13 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 4-3 2-1 1 3.43
Feb 09 vs Tennessee State 7.0 6 0  0 2 9 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 5-0 3-1 1 2.40
Feb 10 vs South Alabama 7.0 4 3  3 1 11 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 7-3 4-1 1 2.54
Feb 16 WESTERN ILLINOIS 7.0 5 3  3 2 8 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 5-3 5-1 1 2.62
Feb 16 WESTERN ILLINOIS 7.0 4 3  3 3 6 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1-3 5-2 1 2.68
Feb 17 WESTERN ILLINOIS 7.0 11 6  6 6 7 3 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 7-6 6-2 2 3.14
Totals 51.1 47 26 23 26 73 6 1 6 5 0 2 2 0 37-26 6-2 2 3.14
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 WESTERN IL (2-17) AT BATS VS. HAMPTON (2-9-18) 5
 2 TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) RUNS VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10-18) 3
 3 WESTERN IL (2-16) HITS WESTERN IL  (2-16-19) 3
 1 FLORIDA A&M (2-9) DOUBLES VS. TENNESSEE TECH (2-16-18) 2
 1 WESTERN IL (2-16) TRIPLES WESTERN IL (2-16-19) 1
 2 TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) HOME RUNS TENNESSEE ST.  (2-9-19) 2
 2 MR, TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) RBI 3X, MR AT USM (3-10-18) 3
 1 FAMU (2-9) WALKS/HBP 4X, MR AT FAU (4-28-18) 2
 1 WESTERN IL (2-16) STOLEN BASES 4X, MR VS. WIU (2-16-19) 1
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 3X, MR WESTERN IL (2-16) AT BATS MR, AT FAU (4-28-18) 5
 2 WESTERN IL (2-16) RUNS 12X, MR VS. WIU (2-16-19) 2
 2 4X, MR WESTER IL (2-16) HITS 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 3
 1 3X, MR WESTERN IL (2-16) DOUBLES 19X, MR S. ALABAMA (2-10-19) 1
 - - TRIPLES 3X, MR AT UAB (4-14-18) 1
 1 WESTERN IL (2-16) HOME RUNS 67, MR VS. WIU (2-16-19) 1
 2 2X, MR S. ALABAMA (2-10) RBI 2X, MR AT FAU (4-28-18) 4
 2 MR, WESTERN IL (2-17) WALKS/HBP 11X, MR WESTERN IL (2-17-19) 2











• bowling green, ky.
• baTs r / Throws r
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .317 54-54 161 42 51 16 3 6 27 91 .565 40 2 37 2 .454 2 2 6-8 70 2 3 .960
2019 .360 8-8 15 4 9 3 0 1 4 15 .600 4 0 5 0 .448 0 0 2-2 14 3 0 1.000
CAREER .323 62-62 186 46 60 19 3 7 31 106 .570 44 2 42 2 .453 2 2 8 84 5 3 .967
THOMAS’ CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .240 54-54 146 33 35 10 0 5 22 60 .411 21 4 34 1 .345 3 3 4-4 252 28 9 .969
2019 .364 8-8 22 5 8 1 1 3 5 19 .909 1 1 4 0 .417 0 0 1-2 72 4 0 1.000
CAREER .256 62-62 168 38 43 11 1 8 27 79 .476 22 5 38 1 .354 3 4 5-6 324 32 9 .975
SMITH’S CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2015          CHATTANOOGA STATE CC
2016          CHATTANOOGA STATE CC
2017 .289 34-5 38 4 11 3 0 1 7 17 .447 2 2 7 0 .341 2 0 0-0 3 0 0 1.000
2018           DNP
2019 .292 8-8 24 2 7 2 0 0 7 9 .375 1 0 4 0 .320 0 0 2-2 6 0 0 1.000
CAREER .290 42-13 62 6 18 5 0 1 14 26 .419 3 2 11 0 .333 2 0 2-2 9 0 0 1.000
PLESE’S CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 WESTERN IL (2-16) AT BATS 2X, MR WESTERN IL (2-16-19) 4
 1 2X, MR S. ALABAMA (2-10) RUNS MR, S. ALABAMA (2-10-19) 1
 2 2X, MR WESTERN IL (2-16) HITS 3X, MR WESTERN IL (2-16-19) 2
 2 2X, MR WESTERN IL (2-17) DOUBLES 3X,MR WESTERN IL (2-17-19) 1
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS VS. GARDNER-WEBB (3-21-17) 1
 3 WESTERN IL (2-17) RBI WESTERN IL (2-17-19) 3
 1 WESTERN IL (2-17) WALKS/HBP 2X, MR WIU (2-17-19) 1






• baTs l / Throws l







• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 3 2X, MR WESTERN IL (2-16) AT BATS 10X,MR VS. MARSHALL (4-21-18) 4
 3 MISSOURI ST. (2-8) RUNS 3X, MR MISSOURI ST. (2-8-19) 3
 2 MISSOURI ST. (2-8) HITS MR, VS. TENN. ST. (2-17-18) 3
 - - DOUBLES VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 1 WESTERN IL (2-16) TRIPLES 4X, MR WESTERN IL (2-16-19) 1
 1 MISSOURI ST. (2-8) HOME RUNS 13X, MR MISSOURI ST. (2-8-19) 1
 2 MISSOURI ST. (2-8) RBI VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-17-18) 4
 1 3X, MR WESTERN IL(2-16) WALKS/HBP MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 3
 1 WESTERN IL (2-16) STOLEN BASES 2X, MR VS. UTC (2-17-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .069 41-36 29 6 2 0 0 0 2 2 .069 5 0 11 0 .206 0 3 1-1 38 45 12 .874
2017 .213 58-48 108 19 23 3 0 5 14 41 .380 14 1 24 0 .309 0 3 9-12 70 103 13 .930
2018 .278 54-54 151 34 42 10 3 7 25 79 .523 15 0 38 0 .339 2 8 9-13 48 127 9 .951
2019 .222 8-8 18 6 4 0 1 1 4 9 .500 4 0 1 0 .348 1 0 1-1 4 16 1 .952
CAREER .232 161-146 306 65 71 13 4 13 45 131 .428 38 1 74 0 .316 3 14 20-27 160 291 35 .928
ENGELHARDT’S CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 3 2X, MR WESTERN IL (2-17) AT BATS SAME
 1 3X, MR WESTERN IL (2-17) RUNS SAME
 1 2X, MR WESTERN IL (2-17) HITS SAME
 1 WESTERN IL (2-17) DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 1 2X, MR WESTERN IL (2-17) RBI SAME
 1 FAMU (2-9) WALKS/HBP SAME
 - - STOLEN BASES SAME 
 7.0 WESTERN IL (2-16) IP SAME
 2 MISSOURI ST. (2-8) FEWEST HITS SAME 
 0 MISSOURI ST. (2-8) FEWEST ER SAME 






• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 WESTERN IL (2-16) AT BATS SAME
 1 2X, MR S. ALABAMA (2-10) RUNS SAME
 1 2X, MR S. ALABAMA (2-10) HITS SAME
 - - DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 1 4X, MR WESTERN IL (2-17) RBI SAME
 - - WALKS/HBP SAME






• baTs l / Throws l
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2019 .143 7-7 14 3 2 1 0 0 2 4 .214 1 0 2 0 .188 1 0 0-0 0 4 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2019 3.08 5-0 5 4 2 1/0 0 25.0 19 12 11 15 38 3 1 2 111 .202 4 1 0 0 1
SULLIVAN’S CAREER STATS
DAVIS’ CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2019 .250 7-6 16 4 4 0 0 0 2 4 .250 0 0 0 0 .250 0 2 0-0 6 0 0 1.000
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shelby nunn   
• sophomore
• piTcher
• bowling green, ky
• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18-18) 2
 - - RUNS VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 - - HITS VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 - - RBI VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 3
 - - WALKS/HBP 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18-18) 1
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 2.1 WESTERN IL (2-17) IP 4X, MR VS. MARSHALL (4-22-18) 7.0
 1 WESTERN IL (2-16) 2IP FEWEST HITS VS. MARSHALL (4-22-18) 2
 0 WESTERN IL (2-16) 2IP FEWEST ER 4X, MR VS. MARSHALL (4-22-18) 0
 4 AUBURN (2-8) STRIKEOUTS VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 11
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .200 43-29 5 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 .800 2 0 2 0 .429 0 0 0-0 5 45 0 1.000
2019 - 3-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0-0 0 2 0 1.000
CAREER .200 47-30 5 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 .800 2 0 2 0 .429 0 0 0-0 5 47 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2018 3.55 15-15 44 27 10 2/0 3 177.1 212 117 90 36 104 46 2 11 794 .288 5 3 0 5 13
2019 6.63 0-0 3 1 0 0 0 6.1 14 6 6 2 9 3 0 0 35 .424 0 0 0 0 0
CAREER 3.63 15-15 47 28 10 2/0 3 183.2 226 123 96 38 113 49 2 11 829 .294 5 3 0 5 13
NUNN’S CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 1 2X, MR WESTERN IL (2-16) AT BATS SAME 
 1 SOUTH ALABAMA (2-10) RUNS SAME
 - - HITS SAME
 - - DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 1 SOUTH ALABAMA (2-10) RBI SAME
 1 TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) WALKS/HBP SAME






• baTs r / Throws r
RIDGE’S CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2019 .000 3-1 2 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 .000 1 0 2 0 .333 0 1 2-2 0 0 0 ---
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kelsey aikey   
• Junior
• piTcher
• cedar falls, iowa
• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 1 FAMU (2-9) AT BATS LIPSCOMB (3-22-17) 3
 - - RUNS - -
 - - HITS AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - WALKS/HBP AAMU (3-16-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 7.0 TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) IP VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 8.0
 3 WESTERN IL (2-16) FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 0
 0 MR, WESTERN IL (2-17) FEWEST ER MR, DAYTON (3-4-18) 0
 9 TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) STRIKEOUTS 2X, MR, TENNESSEE ST. (2-9-19) 9
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .083 27-9 12 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .083 3 0 5 0 .267 0 0 0-0 4 21 2 .926
2018 .000 39-19 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 1 0 .000 0 0 0-0 7 22 1 .967
2019 .000 6-3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 0-0 1 2 1 .750
TOTALS .071 72-31 14 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .071 3 0 6 0 .235 0 0 0-0 12 45 4 .934
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 2.92 7-4 27 9 5 1/0 2 93.1 86 59 39 65 54 12 0 6 437 .244 19 8 1 3 9
2018 3.15 12-9 39 19 7 3/1 3 142.0 123 73 64 69 108 19 2 16 621 .234 15 8 0 5 14
2019 2.10 1-2 6 3 1 1/0 2 20.0 14 7 6 9 26 0 0 4 85 .192 1 1 0 1 0
TOTALS 2.99 20-15 72 31 13 5/1 7 255.1 223 139 109 143 188 31 2 26 1143 .235 35 17 1 9 23
AIKEY’S CAREER STATS
11
Jordan vorbrink  
• senior
• uTiliTy
• louisville, ky. | louisville
• baTs l / Throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 SOUTH ALABAMA (2-10) AT BATS AT UAB (4-14-18) 5
 2 FAMU (2-9) RUNS MR, FAMU  (2-9-19) 2
 2 MISSOURI ST. (2-8) HITS MR, AT USM (3-10-18) 3
 - - DOUBLES MR VS. EKU (4-11-18) 1
 - - TRIPLES MR, VS. NCC (4-17-16) 1
 - - HOME RUNS 2X, MR VS. TENN. ST (2-16-18) 1
 1 MISSOURI ST. (2-8) RBI 2X, MR VS. UTEP (4-8-18) 3
 1 WESTERN IL (2-17) WALKS/HBP 3X, MR VS. JSU (3-22-18) 2
 1 FAMU (2-9) STOLEN BASES VS. EKU (4-11-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .244 24-15 41 6 10 3 3 1 9 22 .537 2 0 7 1 .273 1 2 1-1 101 2 1 .990
2017 .143 26-15 28 3 4 0 0 0 1 4 .143 0 4 5 1 .250 0 0 0-0 21 0 0 1.000
2018 .256 54-54 160 23 41 6 0 1 24 50 .313 20 3 34 1 .350 0 2 6-7 87 14 4 .962
2019 .316 7-7 19 5 6 0 0 0 1 6 .316 0 1 4 0 .350 0 1 1-1 8 0 1 .889
CAREER .246 111-91 248 37 61 9 3 2 35 82 .331 22 8 50 3 .326 1 5 8-9 217 16 6 .975
VORBRINK’S CAREER STATS
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS SAME
 - - RUNS SAME
 - - HITS SAME
 - - DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 - - RBI SAME
 - - WALKS/HBP SAME











• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS MR, AT USM (3-11-18) 5
 - - RUNS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 - - HITS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 5*
 - - DOUBLES EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 - - TRIPLES VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 - - HOME RUNS MR, at OKLAHOMA (3-5-17) 1
 - - RBI EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 3
 - - WALKS/HBP WRIGHT STATE (2-25-17) 3
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
STOWERS’ CAREER STATS
16
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .215 44-31 107 12 23 4 0 3 13 36 .336 13 0 27 1 .298 1 1 0-0 24 1 3 .893
2018 .167 32-11 60 8 10 2 1 0 5 14 .233 3 0 12 2 .206 0 0 0-0 2 1 0 1.000
2019 - 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0-0 0 0 0 -
TOTALS .198 76-42 167 20 33 6 1 3 18 50 .299 16 0 39 3 .266 1 1 0-0 26 2 3 .903







• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 3 TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) AT BATS VS. UAB (5-10-17) 6
 1 WESTERN IL (2-17) RUNS MR, AT FAU (4-28-18) 3
 - - HITS UAB (5-10-17) 4
 - - DOUBLES MR VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 - - TRIPLES AT USM (3-10-18) 1
 - - HOME RUNS MR AT FAU (4-28-18) 1
 - - RBI AT FAU (4-28-18) 4
 - - WALKS/HBP 2X, MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-25-18) 3
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, VS.TENN. ST. (2-16-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .200 47-47 120 18 24 6 0 4 13 42 .350 18 1 24 1 .305 2 5 6-6 63 20 5 .943
2017 .246 60-56 134 23 33 9 0 2 16 48 .358 19 11 35 0 .382 1 6 13-16 93 10 2 .981
2018 .291 53-53 141 30 41 8 1 7 25 72 .511 24 4 35 0 .404 2 1 5-7 65 11 2 .974
2019 .000 6-3 8 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 3 0 .000 0 0 0 1 0 0 1.000
Totals .243 166-159 403 72 98 23 1 13 54 162 .404 61 16 97 1 .361 5 12 24-29 222 41 9 .967







• baTs r / Throws r
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .214 59-51 131 25 28 6 1 2 18 42 .321 20 2 45 1 .325 1 4 5-6 111 27 2 .986
2018 .304 26-14 23 3 7 1 0 0 2 8 .248 2 0 5 0 .360 0 0 0-0 5 13 1 .947
2019 - 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0-0 0 0 0 -
TOTALS .227 85-65 154 28 35 7 1 2 20 50 .325 22 2 50 1 .330 1 4 5-6 116 40 3 .981
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 4.43 8-12 26 17 13 1/0 2 117.0 154 90 74 47 78 17 3 10 550 .322 7 8 1 7 9
2018 5.12 1-2 16 8 0 0/1 0 41.0 59 37 30 21 23 18 1 7 205 .333 0 3 0 0 4
2019 - 0-0 0 0 0 0/0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  0 0 0 0 0
TOTALS 4.61 9-14 42 25 13 1/1 2 158.0 213 127 104 68 101 35 4 17 755 .325 7 11 1 7 13
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS MR, AT FAU (4-28-18) 4
 - - RUNS MR AT FAU  (4-28-18) 3
 - - HITS MR, VS. LA TECH (5-9-18) 2
 - - DOUBLES AT SAMFORD (3-14-17) 2
 - - TRIPLES BELMONT (2-18-17) 1
 - - HOME RUNS NW STATE (3-4-17) 1
 - - RBI MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-17-17) 2
 - - WALKS/HBP MR, CHARLOTTE (4-14-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, CHARLOTTE (4-14-17) 1
 - - IP GA. STATE (2-11-17) 7.2
 - - FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) MR AT USA (3-14-18) 3
 - - FEWEST ER VS. GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 0







• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 3 2X, MR WESTERN IL(2-16) AT BATS AT UTEP (4-9-17) 5
 1 3X, MR WESTERN IL (2-17) RUNS AT UTEP (4-8-17) 3
 1 4X, MR WESTERN IL (2-17) HITS MR, AT FAU (4-28-18) 2
 - - DOUBLES MR, AT UTEP (4-8-17) 1
 1 WESTERN IL (2-17) TRIPLES WESTERN IL (2-17-19) 1
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 1 2X, MR WESTERN IL (2-17) RBI 5X, MR AT FAU (4-28-18) 2
 1 WESTERN IL (2-17) WALKS/HBP MR, VS. LIPSCOMB (5-3-18) 2
 1 TENNESSEE STATE (2-9) STOLEN BASES MR, TENNESSEE ST. (2-9-19) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .154 59-57 130 16 20 4 0 0 8 24 .185 14 6 26 0 .267 0 5 3-4 172 79 7 .973
2018 .204 49-47 113 15 23 0 0 0 16 23 .204 6 0 9 0 .242 1 8 1-1 90 69 7 .958
2019 .308 8-8 13 3 4 0 1 0 2 6 .462 1 0 2 0 .357 0 0 1-1 7 9 2 .889
TOTALS .184 116-112 256 34 47 4 1 0 26 53 .207 21 6 37 0 .261 1 13 5-6 269 157 16 .964
MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 1 2X, MR WESTERN IL (2-16) AT BATS SAME
 - - RUNS SAME
 - - HITS SAME
 - - DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 - - RBI SAME
 - - WALKS/HBP SAME






• baTs r / Throws r
MURPHY’S CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2019 .000 3-0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 0-0 0 0 0 -
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .000 7-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 2-2 1 2 0 1.000
2018 - 11-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 1-1 0 0 0 -
2019 - 2-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0-0 0 0 0 -
TOTALS .000 20-0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 3-3 1 2 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 5.25 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.2 4 2 2 3 1 0 0 0 13 .400 1 0 0 0 0
2018 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0 17 .333 2 1 0 0 0
2019 - 0-0 0 0 0 0/0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  0 0 0 0 0






• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS - -
 1 WESTERN IL (2-17) RUNS MR, WESTERN IL (2-17-19) 1
 - - HITS - -
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI - -
 - - WALKS/HBP ALABAMA STATE (5-16-17) 1
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 - - IP EKU (5-3-17) 1.1
 - - FEWEST HITS 2X, MR VS. APSU (3-3-18) 1
 - - FEWEST ER MR, APSU (3-3-18) 0





• crown poinT, ind.
• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 2 2X, MR WESTERN IL (2-16) AT BATS UAB (5-10-17) 6
 1 MISSOURI ST. (2-8) RUNS VS. TENN. STATE (2-17-18) 3
 - - HITS MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25-18) 3
 - - DOUBLES VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25-18) 2
 - - TRIPLES MR, VS. GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 1
 - - HOME RUNS MR, VS. EKU (4-11-18) 1
 1 2X, MR TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) RBI MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 4
 1 2X, MR FAMU (2-9) WALKS/HBP 4X, MR VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10-18) 2
CARTER’S CAREER STATS
26
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .222 52-24 99 14 22 4 1 2 15 34 .343 14 3 23 0 .333 1 1 3-4 23 1 3 .889
2018 .327 52-49 150 27 49 6 2 5 35 74 .493 19 2 23 1 .407 1 7 11-13 9 2 2 .846
2019 .000 6-3 7 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 .000 1 1 0 0 .222 0 2 0-0 0 0 0 -





• baTs l /Throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 WESTERN IL (2-17) AT BATS AT UAB (4-14-18) 6
 1 WESTERN IL (2-17) RUNS MR, VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 1 4X, MR WESTERN IL (2-16) HITS VS. HAMPTON (2-9-18) 4
 - - DOUBLES 6X, MR VS. MARSHALL (4-22-18) 1
 - - TRIPLES VS. LIPSCOMB (5-3-18) 1
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI MR, VS. MARSHALL (4-22-18) 2
 1 FAMU (2-9) WALKS/HBP VS. UTEP (4-7-18) 3
 1 AUBURN (2-8) STOLEN BASES 9X, MR AUBURN (2-8-19) 1
BOWLDS’ CAREER STATS
28
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .303 50-50 155 22 47 6 3 0 13 59 .381 14 0 26 1 .361 0 13 8-12 360 10 7 .981
2019 .200 8-8 20 1 4 0 0 0 0 4 .200 1 0 3 0 .238 0 0 1-3 35 0 0 1.000
CAREER .291 58-58 175 23 51 6 3 0 13 63 .360 15 0 29 1 .347 0 13 9-15 395 10 7 .983
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3 Shannon Plese
R-Senior | OF | L/L
Knoxville, Tenn. | South Carolina
4 Kennedy Sullivan
Freshman | P/OF | R/R
Georgetown, Ky.
6 Taylor Davis
Freshman | OF | L/L
Huntsville, Ala.
10 Shelby Nunn
Sophomore | P | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
11 Jordan Vorbrink
Senior | UTL | L/L
Louisville, Ky. | Louisville
15 Kelsey McGuffin
Senior | OF | R/R
Elizabethtown, Ky.
12 Kelsey Aikey
Junior | P | R/R
Cedar Falls, Iowa
16 Tommi Stowers
Junior | C | R/R
Columbus, Ind.
19 Sydne Solomon
Freshman | C/IF | R/R
Lewisburg, Tenn.
20 Haylee Towers






Senior | IF | R/R
Rockport, Ind.
9 Jordan Ridge
Freshman | UTL | R/R
Louisville, Ky.
1 Jordan Thomas
Sophomore | UTL | L/L
Lebabon, Ky.
2 Kendall Smith
Sophomore | C | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
22 Macy Murphy
Freshman | IF | R/R
Murfreesboro, Tenn.
23 Morgan McElroy
Junior | IF | R/R
Madisonville, Ky.
24 Cassidy Blackford
R-Junior | P | R/R
Marshalltown, Iowa
26 Paige Carter
Junior | UTL | R/R
Crown Point, Ind.
28 Maddie Bowlds
Sophomore | IF | L/L
Utica, Ky.
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA 
RELATIONS                                                                                                                         
                                       
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Sunday, February 24, 2019 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
  
Games 9&10 PDF box scores attached. 
Season stats PDF attached. 
  
SULLIVAN DEALS 16 STRIKEOUTS AND TOPS RALLY FOR TWO-WIN DAY 
  
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – Freshman pitcher Kennedy Sullivan delivered 16 strikeouts in a complete-game, 
three-hit shutout as WKU Softball won its opening game of the Hilltopper Classic over Butler, 3-0. In the 
day’s second victory, the Hilltoppers posted their third come-from-behind win of the season after 
scoring eight runs in the bottom of the sixth to seal a 10-3 decision over Cleveland State. WKU improved 
to 8-2 on the season with the day one sweep of the Hilltopper Classic. 
  
“Kennedy had a great day on the mound,” head coach Amy Tudor opened. “Anytime you can strike out 
16 batters you are dealing from the circle. She set the precedent and we scored enough runs to win that 
ball game. Game one was fantastic while the second game was overall a great team effort. We saw a lot 
of fight and it was one of the most fun games I’ve coached here.” 
  
Not only did Sullivan deliver in the circle, she came up clutch in the batter’s box as well with a 3-for-6 
day at the plate including a double and three RBI. Joining her with three hits was redshirt-senior 
Shannon Plese, who went 3-for-7 with a double while going 3-for-3 in stolen base attempts. Catcher 
Kendall Smith joined Sullivan with a trio of RBI across the day’s play. 
  
HILLTOPPER CLASSIC SCHEDULE (TOURNAMENT CENTRAL) 
Sunday, Feb. 24 – Butler def. Indiana State, 6-4 
Sunday, Feb. 24 – WKU def. Butler, 3-0 
Sunday, Feb. 24 – Indiana State def. Cleveland State, 3-0 
Sunday, Feb. 24 – WKU def. Cleveland State, 10-3 
Monday, Feb. 25 – Cleveland State (H) vs. Butler (A) – 10 a.m. CT | Livestats 
Monday, Feb. 25 – Indiana State (H) vs. Butler (A) – Noon CT | Livestats 
Monday, Feb. 25 – WKU (H) vs. Cleveland State (A) – 2 p.m. CT | Livestats 
Monday, Feb. 25 – WKU (H) vs. Indiana (A) – 4 p.m. CT | Livestats 
  
Sullivan (6-0) was dealing from the start, sitting down the first seven batters she faced via strikeouts 
before allowing a walk. The Georgetown, Ky., native continued her no-hit bid all the way into the top of 
the sixth before the Butler batter was able to beat out an infield single. Sullivan gave up the Bulldogs’ 
second and third hits of the game in the top of the seventh but with the faces loaded forced a fielder’s 
choice at home and a groundout to short stop to conclude her second complete-game shutout of the 
season – her third complete game overall. 
  
Seven different Hilltoppers combined for the squad’s eight hits in the tilt with Rebekah Engelhardt 
leading the way with her second multi-hit game of the season. 
  
WKU got the scoring started in the bottom of the second after Morgan McElroy and Engelhardt each 
reached base on singles before Maddie Bowlds delivered a single to centerfield to score both. Kendall 
Smith accounted for WKU’s third run after she connected for her team-best fourth home run of the 
season. 
  
GAME 10: WKU 10, CLEVELAND STATE 3 
  
Cleveland State logged a lead-off home run to open the Hilltoppers’ second game of the day. The Vikings 
added to their lead in the top of the third to go ahead 3-0. 
  
With two outs in the bottom of the third, Sullivan beat out an infield single before Jordan Thomas sent a 
shot to the right-center wall for a standing triple, cutting into CSU’s advantage. 
  
Shannon Plese led off the bottom of the fourth with a base hit to right field before swiping second base 
during Smith’s at bat. Two pitches later, Smith singled bringing her teammate around to score and make 
the Hilltoppers’ deficit just a single tally. 
  
After a scoreless fifth frame, WKU returned to the plate and proceeded to send 13 batters to the box 
while scoring eight runs. Jordan Vorbrink kicked things off with a single to shortstop before Morgan 
McElroy reached on a fielder’s choice that resulted in no outs while Engelhardt walked to load the 
bases. Jordan Ridge stepped into the box and sent a single through the rightside of the infield to knot 
the game at 3-3. Next up, Sullivan sent a double into the gap to empty the bases and give WKU the lead 
for good. 
  
“I think our plate approaches changed, we started making adjustments,” Tudor said of the big sixth 
inning. “I felt like once we started squaring a couple balls up we just started to pass the bat and 
everybody got into their groove. Our pinch hitters also did a great job of coming through and that was 
clutch and helped build momentum. 
  
Paige Carter and Tommi Stowers both reached base during their pinch hit at bats in the bottom of the 
sixth while Engelhardt was the lone Hilltopper to reach base twice in the frame with two of her three 
walks. 
  
Shelby Nunn picked up her first decision of the 2019 season after tossing 4.0 shutout innings and 
allowing just two hits while striking out four. 
  
“Nunn came in and did a great job on the mound,” Tudor continued. “She gets a lot of swing and misses 
and induces a lot of ground balls so we know what we need to do behind her defensively. Shelby came 
in and was ready and it’s a good win for her.” 
  
Plese, Vorbrink and Sullivan all registered multi-hit performances in the outing. Smith and Sullivan each 
recorded multi-RBI showings as well. 
  
NEXT GAME: WKU Softball will conclude play in the weather-adjusted Hilltopper Classic on Monday 
afternoon. At 2 p.m. the Red and White will take on Cleveland State again before closing play with a tilt 
against Indiana State around 4 p.m. 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA 
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Interviews: Tommi Stowers | Shelby Nunn | Coach Tudor 
  
HILLTOPPERS BLAST FOUR HOMERUNS & NUNN SHINES IN MONDAY SWEEP 
  
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Softball picked up where it left off Sunday night at the plate, combining for 17 runs on 21 
hits to complete its sweep of the Hilltopper Classic. The Red and White opened the day with a walk-off run-rule victory 
over Cleveland State in six innings behind Shelby Nunn’s one hitter before holding on for a 9-7 win against Indiana State 
to seal the sweep. 
  
“Our hitters came out and did a really great job at the plate – this was probably our best hitting weekend so far,” head 
coach Amy Tudor opened when asked about the team’s 4-0 record in the Hilltopper Classic. “For us, setting that tone 
both in the circle and also at the plate is huge.” 
  
Across the squad’s 12 combined trips to the plate, the Hilltoppers connected for four home runs, a triple and four 
doubles. All 17 of the day’s runs came via an RBI while 10 came with two outs in the inning. 
  
The Hilltoppers entered the weekend with a collective .251 batting average and raised it to a .292 mark after hitting at a 
blistering .364 clip across the four games of the Hilltopper Classic. 
  
WKU has now won five-straight games after claiming its rubber match against Western Illinois last weekend. The 
Hilltoppers have improved to 10-2 on the young season – the best start in program history. The victories were also the 
600th and 601st all-time wins in WKU Softball history. 
  
GAME 11: WKU 8, CLEVELAND STATE 0 [6] 
  
Nunn went the distance in Monday’s opening tilt, allowing just one hit – a leadoff single in the top of the second – 
before retiring 15 of the final 17 batters. The two that reached base got on board after a couple of fielding errors as the 
sophomore did not allow any walks. She finished with four punchouts on just 64 pitches for her second win over the 
weekend. 
  
In the Hilltoppers’ first at bat of the day, Jordan Thomas sent a home run over the left field wall to give WKU the lead it 
would never relinquish. Thomas’ shot was her second of the season. Two batters later, Shannon Plese connected for her 
first of four hits on the day with a double before Kendall Smith brought her around to score on a base hit of her own. 
  
WKU added five more runs in the bottom of the third after sending 10 batters to the plate. Thomas, Jordan Ridge and 
Morgan McElroy all registered singles in the frame, Plese struck for a triple and Rebekah Engelhardt cranked a home run 
to account for the squad’s five hits in the inning. 
  
In the bottom of the sixth, Tommi Stowers began her tear with a pinch-hit double to the left-center gap. The junior 
advanced to third on a wild pitch before scoring on Paige Carter’s walk-off, pinch-hit single to left field that secured the 
8-0 victory. 
  
Nine different Hilltoppers tallied a hit with Thomas and Plese registering multi-hit showings. 
  
GAME 12: WKU 9, INDIANA STATE 7 
  
WKU struck first in its second contest of the day, taking a 3-0 lead in its first trip to the plate against Indiana State, and 
never looked back en route to the 9-7 win. 
  
Stowers went 3-for-3 at the plate in the outing, finishing just a triple shy of the cycle while adding four crucial RBI in the 
process. In her first start of the season, Stowers delivered a two-run home run on a 1-1 count to make the score 3-0 in 
favor of the Tops in the bottom of the first. 
  
“Tommi hit it today,” Tudor shared of Stowers’ 4-for-4 day. “She’s seeing the ball great and has a ton of confidence. 
She’s worked really hard and works just as hard in the bullpen getting all of our pitchers ready and she got her moment 
and she shined.” 
  
Prior to Stowers’ long ball, Plese had already connected for a solo shot to straight-away center to open the game’s 
scoring. Both home runs came with two outs. 
  
WKU proceeded to add another run in both the bottom of the second and third innings. First, Maddie Bowlds got on 
board with an infield single before Thomas brought her home with a double. In the next frame, Smith drew one of her 
three walks on the game before Stowers delivered her second double of the day to make the score 5-1. 
  
The bottom of the fourth opened with two quick Hilltopper outs before the squad kept things moving with seven more 
at bats in the frame to tally three more runs. Four base hits, a walk and an ISU fielding error allowed the Red and White 
to score three runs on four hits in the frame before leaving the bases loaded. 
  
Indiana State wouldn’t go away, scoring a total of six runs across the final three innings and force WKU to eventually use 
four different pitchers in the tilt. 
  
Kennedy Sullivan drew the start and secured her Conference USA-best seventh win of the season (7-0) before giving way 
to Kelsey Aikey in the top of the fifth. Aikey worked into the sixth before Haylee Towers made her first appearance of 
the year and recorded 1.1 innings of work. In the top of the seventh after the Sycamores brought the tying run to the 
plate, Nunn heard her name called again and secured a one-out save after inducing a flyout to Towers in leftfield to end 
the game. 
  
“Shelby’s stuff was working today, she had great command of all of her pitches,” Tudor said of the sophomore pitcher. 
“She’s always got that killer instinct on the mound and the defense played wonderful behind her. I thought she did a 
really good job in game one and then turning around to get the save with one batter in the second game.” 
  
NEXT GAME: Following seven games from the WKU Softball Complex over the last two weekends, the Hilltoppers will 
now take the show on the road the next three weekends. Up next, the Red and White will head to Birmingham, Ala., for 





Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Feb 25, 2019)
(Hilltopper Classic - Series HC Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 4-0   Home: 4-0   Away: 0-0   C-USA: 0-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
16 STOWERS, Tommi 1.000 3-1 5 2 5 2 0 1 4 10 2.000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 5 3 8 4-4 13 7 7 2 1 1 3 14 1.077 1 0 0 0  . 5 7 1 0 0 3-4 2 0 1  . 6 6 7
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 4 4 4 4-4 9 3 4 0 0 1 5 7  . 7 7 8 4 0 1 0  . 5 7 1 1 0 0-0 41 0 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 4 0 0 3-1 5 1 2 0 0 0 2 2  . 4 0 0 1 0 2 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 0 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 8 5 4-4 13 4 5 1 1 1 3 11  . 8 4 6 1 0 1 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 1-1 7 6 0 1.000
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 3 6 4 4-4 11 2 4 1 0 0 4 5  . 4 5 5 0 0 1 0  . 3 3 3 1 0 0-0 0 1 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 3 6 4 4-4 11 4 4 0 0 1 2 7  . 6 3 6 3 0 1 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 2-3 1 7 0 1.000
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 3 3 3 3-1 6 2 2 0 0 0 1 2  . 3 3 3 0 0 2 0  . 3 3 3 0 0 1-1 2 1 0 1.000
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 2 5 0 4-4 8 2 2 0 0 0 0 2  . 2 5 0 0 0 0 0  . 2 5 0 0 0 1-1 5 3 3  . 7 2 7
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 2 2 2 3-3 9 1 2 0 0 0 1 2  . 2 2 2 0 0 3 0  . 2 2 2 0 1 0-0 1 0 0 1.000
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 2 2 2 4-4 9 1 2 0 0 0 3 2  . 2 2 2 0 0 0 0  . 2 2 2 0 0 1-1 19 1 0 1.000
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 3-2 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 0 0 1.000
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 3-1 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 2 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 0 0 1.000
22 MURPHY, Macy  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 3-2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 1 0 1.000
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 3-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 3 0 1.000
Totals  . 3 6 4 4 107 30 39 6 2 5 28 64  . 5 9 8 11 0 13 0  . 4 1 7 2 1 9-11 81 23 4  . 9 6 3
Opponents  . 2 3 8 4 105 10 25 4 0 2 8 35  . 3 3 3 12 0 39 0  . 3 1 6 0 1 3-3 69 39 7  . 9 3 9
LOB - Team (22), Opp (27). DPs turned - Team (1), Opp (1). Picked off - SULLIVAN,K. 1.
(Hilltopper Classic - Series HC Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
10 NUNN, Shelby  0 . 0 0 2-0 3 1 1 1/0 1 10.1 3 0 0 2 8 0 0 0  . 0 8 6 0 0 0 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  1 . 2 7 2-0 2 2 1 1/0 0 11.0 10 2 2 7 22 1 0 1  . 2 3 8 0 0 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  8 . 0 8 0-0 2 1 0 0/0 0 4.1 9 6 5 1 8 2 0 1  . 4 2 9 1 0 0 0 1
20 TOWERS, Haylee 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.1 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0 0 0
Totals  2 . 3 3 4-0 4 4 2 2/0 1 27.0 25 10 9 12 39 4 0 2  . 2 3 8 1 0 0 0 1
Opponents  7 . 6 1 0-4 4 4 1 0/0 0 23.0 39 30 25 11 13 6 2 5  . 3 6 4 6 0 0 2 1
Pickoffs - Team (0), Opp (1). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (3-3), SULLIVAN,K. (2-2), AIKEY,K. (1-1).
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Feb 25, 2019)
(Hilltopper Classic - Series HC Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
 2 SMITH, Kendall 41 41 0 0 1.000 0 3 0 1.000 0 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 20 19 1 0 1.000 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 13 7 6 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 8 1 7 0 1.000 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan 3 2 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 3 0 3 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 1 1 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy 1 0 1 0 1.000 0 2 0 1.000 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 1 1 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 6 DAVIS, Taylor 1 1 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 1 1 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 1 0 1 0 1.000 0 1 0 1.000 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan 11 5 3 3  . 7 2 7 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon 3 2 0 1  . 6 6 7 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
22 MURPHY, Macy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 108 81 23 4  . 9 6 3 1 3 0 1.000 0 0
Opponents 115 69 39 7  . 9 3 9 1 9 2  . 8 1 8 0 0
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA 
RELATIONS                                                                                                                         
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Notes for games 13-16 attached. 
  
HILLTOPPERS LOOKING TO CONTINUE HOT STREAK AT SAMFORD INVITE 
  
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Softball is headed for the three-day Samford Invitational in Birmingham, Ala., from Friday 
through Sunday, where the squad will face off against Evansville, Jackson State, Houston Baptist and Samford. Currently 
riding a five-game win streak and off to the best start in program history at 10-2, the Hilltoppers will look to continue to 
build on their impressive non-conference tear. Weekend action will open on Friday with a 9 a.m. CT tilt against Evansville 
from the Samford University Softball Field. 
  
SAMFORD INVITE INFORMATION 
Friday, March 1 – vs. Evansville - 10 a.m. CT | Livestats | Stream 
Saturday, March 2 – vs. Jackson State – 2 p.m. CT | Livestats | Stream 
Sunday, March 3 – vs. Houston Baptist – 11 a.m. CT | Livestats | Stream 
Sunday, March 3 – at Samford – 3 p.m. CT | Livestats | Stream 
  
All four scheduled weekend tilts for the Hilltoppers will be streamed between ESPN3 and the SoCon Digital Network. 
These will mark the first games of the year to be streamed for the Hilltoppers. 
  
WKU is slated to play one contest on Friday when the Hilltoppers match up with long-time foe Evansville. The squads 
have faced off in 13 different seasons of WKU Softball’s 19-year existence with the Red and White owning an 11-9-1 
advantage in the all-time series. WKU has claimed the last four meetings entering the Friday morning tilt. The Purple 
Aces are off to a 6-6 start on the 2019 campaign after opening the year 0-4. Common opposition between WKU and 
Evansville includes Butler, who UE dropped a 9-4 decision to while the Hilltoppers picked up a 3-0 victory. 
  
Next up in Birmingham, the Hilltoppers will meet Jackson State on Saturday for a 2 p.m. tilt. The contest will mark the 
first-ever meeting between the sides. JSU enters the weekend with a 2-12 record on the year, coming off a pair of wins 
over Belhaven University. 
  
Sunday’s first opponent, Houston Baptist owns a 5-6 record coming into the weekend outing. The Huskies and 
Hilltoppers will be squaring off for the first time in WKU Softball history in Sunday’s matchup. HBU dropped a pair of 
run-rule decisions to fellow Conference USA squad Southern Miss during opening weekend. 
  
WKU’s fourth opponent of the weekend will be the tournament hosts, Samford. The Bulldogs are off to a 5-12 start and 
have lost their last four outings. SU has posted a 3-3 record on its home field this season with the Samford Invite 
marking the second tournament the squad has hosted this season. The Hilltoppers own a 9-6 advantage in the all-time 
series with the last meeting occurring during the 2017 campaign. WKU took the decision in eight innings from the 
Samford Softball Field in 2017 to improve its all-time record on the field to 3-0. 
  
After playing seven of its first 12 games from the WKU Softball Complex, the Red and White are opening a 14-game 
stretch on the road. The Hilltoppers will finally play their next home game on March 23 for its home-opening conference 
series. 
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2019 GAME NOTEs
Est. 2000  |  3 Conference Championships
601 Victories  |  2 NCAA Regional Berths
TOPPER NOTES
TOPPER NUMBERS
Senior lost from the 2018 squad. Strikeouts by Kennedy Sullivan 
in her collegiate debut - the 
first-ever WKU performance of 
the sort.
Career saves by Kelsey Aikey - 
tying the program record.
1 117
SEASON OPENERS
With a five-inning run-rule victory over Missouri State on Friday, Feb. 8, WKU Softball extended its season-opening win streak 
to seven-consecutive campaigns this weekend. The Hilltoppers secured the program’s first five-inning rule-run victory to open 
a season with the 8-0 win over the Bears. Head coach Amy Tudor also picked up another season-opening win and has yet to be 
beaten as a head coach in those contests, improving to 15-0 in her career.
HANGING IN THERE
After registering 14 come-from-behind wins across the 2017 season, WKU Softball did it again in 2018. The squad finished 
with nine wins in come-from-behind fashion including victories over Chattanooga, Green Bay, SIUE, Southern Miss, Middle 
Tennessee, and two each over UTEP and Marshall. 
With only the first three weekends of the 2019 campaign complete, WKU has already notched three victories of the sort. First 
up, WKU trailed Florida A&M 3-1 and came back to win 4-3 on Opening Weekend. The Hilltoppers did it again during week 
two, trailing Western Illinois 1-0 and 3-2 as late as the middle of the fifth inning. Week three saw WKU tally another comeback, 
defeating Cleveland State after trailing 3-0. SEE COME-FROM-BEHIND WINS SECTION ON PAGE 9.
SINGLE-GAME STRIKEOUTS
The rookie continued her dominance in the circle in WKU’s home tournament, the Hilltopper Classic. When the Red and White 
faced off against Butler, Sullivan was hitting her spots and tallied 16 strikeouts in the regulation-length game - the second-most 
punchouts ever by a Hilltopper in a seven-inning game. Sullivan is the only freshman in program history to register 15 or more 
strikeouts in a game. The Georgetown, Ky., native’s performance marked the ninth 15-strikeout showing by a single pitcher in 
WKU Softball history. Miranda Kramer owns seven outings of the sort while Ryan Rogge achieved the feat as a sophomore.
 ALL-TIME SINGLE-GAME STRIKEOUTS LEADERS
Miranda Kramer Senior 19 strikeouts W, 2-1 - at Georgia 14 innings 5-16-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 19 strikeouts W, 4-0 - at Troy 7 innings 2-7-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 18 strikeouts L, 1-3 - Charlotte 11 innings 4-26-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 18 strikeouts L, 0-1 - at Kentucky 8.2 innings 4-22-2015
Kennedy Sullivan Freshman 16 strikeouts W, 3-0 - Butler 7 innings 2-24-2019
Miranda Kramer Senior 16 strikeouts W, 9-2 - at Lipscomb 7 innings 3-24-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 16 strikeouts W, 4-2 - at Ball State 7 innings 3-21-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 16 strikeouts W, 1-0 - vs. Charlotte 7 innings 5-7-2015
Ryan Rogge Sophomore 15 strikeouts L, 0-1 - vs. Virginia 10 innings 2-9-2007
SAMFORD INVITE INFORMATION
DATE OPPONENT LOCATION TIME (CT)
FEBRUARY (10-2)
 8 1-vs. Missouri State Gulf Shores, Ala. W, 8-0 [5]
  1-vs. Auburn Gulf Shores, Ala. L, 0-8 [5]
 9 1-vs. Florida A&M Gulf Shores, Ala. W, 4-3
  1-vs. Tennessee State Gulf Shores, Ala. W, 5-0
 10 1-vs. South Alabama Gulf Shores, Ala. W, 7-3
 16 Western Illinois WKU Softball Field W, 5-3
  Western Illinois WKU Softball Field L, 1-3
 17 Western Illinois WKU Softball Field W, 7-6
 24 2-Butler WKU Softball Field W, 3-0
  2-Cleveland State WKU Softball Field W, 10-3
 25 2-Cleveland State WKU Softball Field W, 8-0 [6]
  2-Indiana State WKU Softball Field W, 9-7
 MARCH (0-0)
 1 3-Evansville Birmingham, Ala. 10 a.m.
 2 3-Jackson State Birmingham, Ala. 2 p.m.
 3 3-Houston Baptist Birmingham, Ala. 11 a.m.
  3-at Samford Birmingham, Ala. 3 p.m.
 8 4-Wright State Kennesaw, Ga. 10:30 a.m.
  4-at Kennesaw State Kennesaw, Ga. 1 p.m.
 9 4-Saint Louis Kennesaw, Ga. 1:30 p.m.
  4-1 vs. 4/2 vs. 3 Kennesaw, Ga. 4/6:30 p.m.
 10 4-Champ./Consolation Kennesaw, Ga. 9/11:30 a.m.
 13 at Lipscomb Nashville, Tenn. 4 p.m.
 16 at FIU* Miami, Fla. 3 p.m.
  at FIU* Miami, Fla. 5:30 p.m.
 17 at FIU* Miami, Fla. 11 a.m.
 20 at EKU Richmond, Ky. 3 p.m.
 23 Charlotte* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  Charlotte* WKU Softball Field 3:30 p.m.
 24 Charlotte* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
 26 at Kentucky Lexington, Ky. 5 p.m.
 30 Florida Atlantic* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  Florida Atlantic* WKU Softball Field 3:30 p.m.
 31 Florida Atlantic* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
 APRIL (0-0)
 3 Louisville WKU Softball Field 5 p.m.
 6 at Marshall* Huntington, W.Va. Noon
  at Marshall* Huntington, W.Va. 2:30 p.m.
 7 at Marshall* Huntington, W.Va. 11 a.m.
 13 North Texas* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  North Texas* WKU Softball Field 3:30 p.m.
 14 North Texas* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
 17 at Tennessee Tech Cookeville, Tenn. 2 p.m.
  at Tennessee Tech Cookeville, Tenn. 4:30 p.m.
 19 at Middle Tennessee* Murfreesboro, Tenn. 1 p.m.
  at Middle Tennessee* Murfreesboro, Tenn. 3:30 p.m.
 20 at Middle Tennessee* Murfreesboro, Tenn. 1 p.m.
 24 Austin Peay WKU Softball Field 4 p.m.
  Austin Peay WKU Softball Field 6:30 p.m.
 27 at Louisiana Tech* Ruston, La. 1 p.m.
  at Louisiana Tech* Ruston, La. 3:30 p.m.
 28 at Louisiana Tech* Ruston, La. Noon
 MAY (0-0)
 1 Murray State WKU Softball Field 5 p.m.
 4 UTSA* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  UTSA* WKU Softball Field 3:30 p.m.
 5 UTSA* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
 8-11 5-C-USA Tournament Birmingham, Ala. 
Schedule (10-2, 0-0 C-USA)
FRIDAY, MARCH 1
WKU vs. Evansville | 10 a.m. CT
Samford University Softball Field
Birmingham, Ala.
SATURDAY, MARCH 2
WKU vs. Jackson State | 2 p.m. CT










WKU vs. Houston Baptist | 11 a.m. CT










WKU at Samford | 3 p.m. CT









Livestats and stream links can be found at WKUSports.com 
on the team’s schedule and will be posted to WKU Softball’s 
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Location ...............................................Bowling Green, Ky.
Nickname ...........................................................Hilltoppers
Colors ............................................................Red and White
Founded ......................................................................... 1906
Enrollment ..................................................................20,178
NCAA Affiliation ...................................................Division I
Conference Affiliation ..........................Conference USA
President ........................................Dr. Timothy C. Caboni
Director of Athletics ....................................Todd Stewart
QUICK FACTS
First Year .......................................................................... 2000
All-Time Record ......................................601-495-3 (.547)
Conference Championships ....................... 2 (2013, 15)
Tournament Championships ............................1 (2015)
NCAA Tournaments ....................................... 2 (2013, 15)
NCAA Postseason Record .................................4-4 (.500)
Best Record (2013) .........................................43-18 (.705)
Best at NCAAs (2015)..........................................2-2 (.500)
Played in NPF ...........................2 (last, Miranda Kramer)
PROGRAM HISTORY
Head Coach .........................Amy Tudor (Sixth season)
 Record at WKU ............................... 155-127-1 
 Career Record ..... 372-333-2 (15th season)
Assistant Coach .................................Kayla Bixel (Third)
Assistant Coach .........................Jessica Twaddle (First)
Strength and Conditioning ............. John Stephanski
Athletic Trainer ..........................................Josh Lumpkin
COACHING STAFF
Capacity  ............................................................................500
Opened  ......................................................................... 2000
WKU Record .............................................258-176-1 (.594)
Attendance Record .................................................... 1,323
 Record Info ..................vs. Kentucky, 4/20/16
 Record Result ............................................ L, 0-5
Winning Seasons .............................................................. 12
WKU SOFTBALL COMPLEX
Overall Record .................................................28-26 (.519)
Conference USA Record ...............................10-13 (.435)
Conference USA Finish ................................................. 8th
Letterwinners Returning/Lost.................................. 13/2
Pitchers Returning/Lost ................................................4/0
Incoming Freshmen (Pitchers) ................................. 5 (1)
Incoming Transfers (Pitchers) ................................... 1 (0)
2018 RECAP
Primary Contact ........................................Jessica Leifheit
 Assistant Director of Media Relations
Alma Mater ...............................................Augustana (‘14)
Email Address ........................ jessica.leifheit@wku.edu
Cell Phone .................................................... 630-870-9582




Freshman pitcher Kennedy Sullivan wasted no time etching her name into the WKU record books as she spun a complete-game 
shutout in her collegiate debut and became the program’s first freshman to register double-digit strikeouts (11) in their debut. 
Sullivan followed with a pair of nine strikeout showings to bring her opening-weekend strikeout total to 29. 
 SEASON-OPENING DOUBLE-DIGIT STRIKEOUT PERFORMANCES
Kennedy Sullivan Freshman 11 strikeouts W, 8-0 5 innings 2019
Miranda Kramer Senior 11 strikeouts W, 8-0 6 innings 2015
Ryan Rogge Sophomore 15 strikeouts L, 0-1 10 innings 2007
TEARING THROUGH THE RECORD BOOKS
With just two weekends of her junior campaign in the rearview mirror, pitcher Kelsey Aikey had already cemented herself in the 
Hilltoppers’ record book. On Saturday, Feb. 9, Aikey took over in the circle with two-on and one-out with WKU’s lead at 4-3. The 
Iowa native got the Red and White back to the dugout unscathed and held FAMU hitless over her 2.2 innings of relief to secure 
her sixth career save. Six saves tied Aikey for second on WKU’s career saves list with Allison Silver (2001-04). Upon the conclusion 
of the weekend, Aikey had made two relief appearances to take over the program’s record with 40. 
A weekend later, Aikey went on to match the program record of seven saves - sharing the top spot with Adrienne Lathrop who 
pitched for the Tops from 2003-06. 
The record-tying save was no easy task as Aikey entered Sunday’s game in the top of the sixth with a two-run lead and proceed-
ed to get the Hilltoppers out of a bases-loaded no-out jam with three-straight strikeouts while allowing just one run. In the top 
of the seventh, Western Illinois led off with a base hit and got the tying run to third base before Aikey and the Red and White 
defense went on lockdown to preserve the 7-6 WKU Softball victory.
 WKU CAREER SAVES & RELIEF APPEARANCES LIST
Adrienne Lathrop 7 saves 39 relief appearances 2003-06 
Kelsey Aikey 7 saves 42 relief appearances 2017-present 
Allison Silver 6 saves 34 relief appearances 2001-04 
#SANDDOLLARCLASSIC ALL-TOURNAMENT TEAM
After helping the Hilltoppers to a 4-1 start for the first time in four seasons, Kennedy Sullivan, Jordan Vorbrink and Kendall 
Smith were all selected to the Sand Dollar Classic All-Tournament Team. Sullivan picked up three wins in the circle while striking 
out 29 batters. Vorbrink opened the season strong from the plate, recording a hit in four of the five games including a two-hit 
performance in the season opener. Marking WKU’s third selection, Smith registered four RBI on the weekend. The sophomore 
posted her first multi-home run game against Tennessee State with a pair of solo shots.
WALKOFFS 
After registering three walk-off wins in 2017 and four in 2018, WKU Softball is at it again early in the 2019 campaign. The 
squad picked up a walk-off over Cleveland State on Feb. 25 in the form of an 8-0, six-inning decision. In the bottom of the sixth, 
pinch-hitter Tommi Stowers placed a leadoff double into the gap before advancing 60 feet on a wild pitch during the following 
at bat. Another pinch-hitter, Paige Carter, battled to a full count before sending a single to left field to score Stowers for the 
run-rule walk off victory. SEE WALK-OFF WINS SECTION ON PAGE 9.
HOME OPENERS
With the Red and White claiming their 2019 home opener 5-3 over Western Illinois on Feb. 16, the squad improved its all-time 
record to 13-7 in home openers while claiming a victory in its third straight.
In its 2018 home-opener, WKU Softball took down Green Bay in a 10-0 five-inning decision to match the program’s largest 
margin of victory in a home opener. Under head coach Amy Tudor, the Hilltoppers are 5-1 in their first game of the year from the 
WKU Softball Complex. The program now owns a 13-7 record in home openers, winning seven of the last eight.
PRESEASON PREDICTIONS
In the 2019 C-USA Preseason Coaches Poll, WKU Softball was voted to finish seventh by the league’s coaches. Louisiana Tech was 
predicted to take home this year’s title while collecting nine first-place votes. Florida Atlantic finished second in the voting while 
earning three first-place votes. UAB, North Texas, FIU and Middle Tennessee filled in the slots before the Hilltoppers, respectively. 
Marshall was predicted to grab the final postseason spot while Southern Miss, UTEP, Charlotte and UTSA rounded out the poll. 
No Hilltoppers were selected to the Preseason All-Conference squad.
VICTORIES OVER SEC SQUADS
Since 2000, WKU Softball has played 11 different SEC squads. The Hilltoppers have gone 18-44 up against SEC opposition. Under 
Coach Tudor’s reign, the 2014-2019 squads have gone head to head with seven of the SEC programs, putting together a record 
of 5-11. In 2014 the Red and White took down No. 2 Tennessee on the Volunteers’ home turf; Tudor’s second game coaching for 
WKU against an SEC school. Over the 2017 opening weekend, WKU Softball headed to Starkville, Mississippi, and took down 
the host Bulldogs in a 1-0 decision. WKU dropped decisions to No. 8 LSU and No. 18 Kentucky in 2018 along with No. 17 Auburn 
during its opening weekend of the 2019 campaign.
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2019 WKU SOFTBALL PLAYERS AND COACHING STAFF
2019 NUMERICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF/UTL SO. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C SO. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 3 SHANNON PLESE OF R-SR. 5-8 L/L Knoxville, Tenn. South Carolina
 4 KENNEDY SULLIVAN P/OF FR. 5-7 R/R Georgetown, Ky. Scott County HS
 6 TAYLOR DAVIS OF FR. 5-7 L/R Huntsville, Ala. Sparkman HS
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF SR. 5-7 R/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 9 JORDAN RIDGE UTL FR. 5-3 R/R Louisville, Ky. Assumption HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN P SO. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF/UTL SR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P JR. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF SR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C JR. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 19 SYDNE SOLOMON C/IF FR. 5-7 R/R Lewisburg, Tenn. Marshall County HS
 20 HAYLEE TOWERS P/UTL JR. 5-9 R/R Johnston, Iowa Johnston HS
 22 MACY MURPHY IF FR. 5-11 R/R Murfreesboro, Tenn. Riverdale HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF JR. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-JR. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER UTL JR. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS




























NAME POSITION EXPERIENCE ALMA MATER HOMETOWN
AMY TUDOR Head Coach Sixth Season WKU (2002) Petersburg, Tenn.
KAYLA BIXEL Assistant Coach Third Season IPFW (2010) Bremen, Ind. 
JESSICA TWADDLE Assistant Coach First Season Murray State (2016) Franklin, Tenn.
2019 ALPHABETICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P JR. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-JR. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 28 MADDIE BOWLDS IF SO. 5-9 L/L Utica, Ky. Daviess County HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER UTL JR. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS
 6 TAYLOR DAVIS OF FR. 5-7 L/R Huntsville, Ala. Sparkman HS
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF SR. 5-7 R/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF JR. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF SR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 22 MACY MURPHY IF FR. 5-11 R/R Murfreesboro, Tenn. Riverdale HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN P SO. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 3 SHANNON PLESE OF R-SR. 5-8 L/L Knoxville, Tenn. South Carolina
 9 JORDAN RIDGE UTL FR. 5-3 R/R Louisville, Ky. Assumption HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C SO. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C JR. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 4 KENNEDY SULLIVAN P/OF FR. 5-7 R/R Georgetown, Ky. Scott County HS
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF/UTL SO. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 20 HAYLEE TOWERS P/UTL JR. 5-9 R/R Johnston, Iowa Johnston HS
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF/UTL SR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
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PITCHING BREAKDOWN
PERFORMANCES
DATE OPPONENT DEC. IP H R ER BB K NP SCORE FINAL
Feb. 8 vs. Missouri State Sullivan 5.0 2 0 0 4 11 106 8-0 W (5)
Feb. 8 vs. Auburn Aikey 2.1 4 4 3 2 4 59 0-8 L (5)
Feb. 9 vs. Florida A&M Sullivan 4.1 3 3 2 5 9 97 4-3 W
Feb. 9 vs. Tennessee State Aikey 7.0 6 0 0 2 9 123 5-0 W
Feb. 10 vs. South Alabama Sullivan 6.0 4 3 3 1 9 85 7-3 W
Feb. 16 Western Illinois Sullivan^ 7.0 5 3 3 2 8 112 5-3 W
Feb. 16 Western Illinois Aikey 5.0 3 3 3 3 3 88 1-3 L
Feb. 17 Western Illinois Sullivan 2.2 5 3 3 3 1 78 7-6 W
Feb. 24 Butler Sullivan^ 7.0 3 0 0 4 16 134 3-0 W
Feb. 24 Cleveland State Nunn 4.0 2 0 0 2 4 44 10-3 W
Feb. 25 Cleveland State Nunn^ 6.0 1 0 0 0 4 64 8-0 W (6)
Feb. 25 Indiana State Sullivan 4.0 7 2 2 3 6 92 9-7 W
Mar. 1 vs. Evansville          
Mar. 2 vs. Jackson State          
Mar. 3 vs. Houston Baptist          
Mar. 3 at Samford          
Mar. 8 vs. Wright State          
Mar. 8 at Kennesaw State          
Mar. 9 vs. Saint Louis          
Mar. 9 TBD          
Mar. 10 TBD          
Mar. 13 at Lipscomb          
Mar. 16 at FIU*          
Mar. 16 at FIU*          
Mar. 17 at FIU*          
Mar. 20 at Eastern Kentucky          
Mar. 23 Charlotte*          
Mar. 23 Charlotte*          
Mar. 24 Charlotte*          
Mar. 26 at Kentucky          
Mar. 30 Florida Atlantic*          
Mar. 30 Florida Atlantic*          
Mar. 31 Florida Atlantic*          
Apr. 3 Louisville          
Apr. 6 at Marshall*          
Apr. 6 at Marshall*          
Apr. 7 at Marshall*          
Apr. 13 North Texas*          
Apr. 13 North Texas*          
Apr. 14 North Texas*          
Apr. 17 at Tennessee Tech          
Apr. 17 at Tennessee Tech          
Apr. 19 at Middle Tennessee*          
Apr. 19 at Middle Tennessee*          
Apr. 20 at Middle Tennessee*          
Apr. 24 Austin Peay          
Apr. 24 Austin Peay          
Apr. 27 at Louisiana Tech*          
Apr. 27 at Louisiana Tech*          
Apr. 28 at Louisiana Tech*          
May 1 Murray State          
May 4 UTSA*          
May 4 UTSA*          
May 5 UTSA*          
PITCHER GS RECORD SAVES TEAM W/L
Aikey 4 1-2 2 6-2
Blackford 0 0-0 0 0-0
Nunn 2 2-0 1 4-2
Sullivan 6 7-0 0 7-0
Towers 0 0-0 0 1-0
TEAM RESULT
2019 STATISTICS
 NUM. NAME ERA W-L APP GS CG SHO SV IP H R ER BB K 2B 3B HR BF AVG. WP HBP BK SF SH
 10 Nunn 2.53 2-0 6 2 1 1 1 16.2 17 7 6 4 17 3 0 0 72 .250 0 0 0 0 0 
 4 Sullivan 2.53 7-0 7 6 3 2 0 36.0 29 14 13 22 60 4 1 3 160 .213 4 1 0 0 1 
 12 Aikey 3.16 1-2 8 4 1 1 2 24.1 23 13 11 10 34 2 0 5 108 .245 2 1 0 1 2 
 20 Towers 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0 0 1.1 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 0 9 .429 0 0 0 0 0 
 24 Blackford 0.00 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 0 0 0 
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018 2019 CAREER
Aikey - 0 3 1 4
Blackford RS 0 0 - 0
Nunn - - 1 0 1
Sullivan - - - 5 5
Towers - 3 0 - 3
PLAYER 0 1 2 2019/TOTAL
Aikey 0/1 0/2 0/1 0/4
Blackford 0 0 0 0/0
Nunn 0 1/1 0/1 1/2
Sullivan 0 0 1 1
Towers 0 0 0 0/0
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018 2019 CAREER
Aikey - 5 7 1 13
Blackford RS 0 0 - 0
Nunn - - 10 1 11
Sullivan - - - 3 3
Towers - 13 0 - 13
CAREER 7+ STRIKEOUTS
CAREER 0-2 HIT GAMES (5+ IP)
CAREER COMPLETE GAMES
HAT TOP PANTS W L
Black Black Black 3 0 
Black Grey Grey 2 0
Red Red Red 2 0
Black Black Grey 1 0
Black Grey Black 1 1
Red White White 1 1
RECORD BY UNIFORM
^ Complete game
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Year Overall Conf. School
2005 22-14 11-3 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2006 23-19 8-6 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2007 11-38 5-13 (A-Sun) Belmont
2008 14-36 3-19 (A-Sun) Belmont
2009 11-35 3-17 (A-Sun) Belmont
2010 29-19 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2011 28-15-1 16-8 (Summit) IPFW
2012 45-14 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2013 34-16 12-4 (Summit) IPFW
2014 33-24-1 11-10 (SBC) WKU
2015 36-14 16-4 (C-USA) WKU
2016 17-30 8-13 (C-USA) WKU
2017 31-31 10-13 (C-USA) WKU
2018 28-26 10-13 (C-USA) WKU
Total 362-331-2 147-136 14 Years
DI 317-298-2 128-127 12 Years
WKU 145-25-1 55-54 Five Years







































• 30 Division I All-Conference Selections
• Seven NFCA All-Region Honorees
• One Conference Pitcher/Player of the Years
• Six CoSIDA Academic All-District Selections
• One Senior CLASS Award Finalist
• 350 Career Wins/300 Division I Wins
WKU
•10 All-Conference Selections
•Five NFCA All-Region Selections
•2014 NCAA Individual Stolen Base Leader
•2015 NCAA Individual Strikeouts Leader
•One CoSIDA Academic All-District Honoree
•2015 Conference USA Coach of the Year




2019 WKU TEAM SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 29 MR, Cleveland St. 2/24
Runs Scored 10 Cleveland St. 2/24
Hits 11 Cleveland St. 2/25
RBI 9 Indiana St. 2/25
Doubles 2 MR, Indiana St. 2/25
Triples 2 Western IL 2/16
Home Runs 2 MR, Indiana St. 2/25
Walks 5 MR, Indiana St. 2/25
Stolen Bases 4 Butler 2/24
   
Assists 8 MR, Cleveland St. 2/24
DP Turned 1 MR, Indiana St. 2/25
   
Innings Pitched 7.0 MR, Indiana St. 2/25
Fewest Hits Allowed 1 Cleveland St. 2/25
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, Cleveland St. 2/25
Most Strikeouts 16 Butler 2/24
   
Longest Game 2:37 Indiana St. 2/25
Shortest Game 1:34 Cleveland St. 2/25
2019 WKU INDIVIDUAL SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT INDIVIDUAL OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 4 MR, Paige Carter Indiana State 2/25
Runs Scored 3 MR, Shannon Plese Indiana State 2/25
Hits 3 MR, Tommi Stowers Indiana State 2/25
RBI 4 Tommi Stowers Indiana State 2/25
Doubles 1 MR, Tommi Stowers Indiana State 2/25
Triples 1 MR, Shannon Plese Cleveland State 2/25
Home Runs 2 Kendall Smith Tennessee State 2/9
Total Bases 8 Kendall Smith Tennessee State 2/9
Walks 3 MR, Kendall Smith Indiana State 2/25
Stolen Bases 2 MR, Shannon Plese Cleveland State 2/24
    
Putouts 17 Kendall Smith Butler 2/24
Assists 6 Beka Engelhardt Western IL 2/16
    
Innings Pitched 7.0 MR, Kennedy Sullivan Butler 2/24
Fewest Hits Allowed 1 Shelby Nunn Cleveland State 2/25
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, Shelby Nunn Cleveland State 2/25
Most Strikeouts 16 Kennedy Sullivan Butler 2/24
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Defeated a top 10 team at No. 2 Tennessee, 3/8/14
Defeated a top 11-25 team at No. 16 Georgia, 5/16/15
Had a pitcher strikeout 15+ Kennedy Sullivan, 2/24/19 (16)
Had a pitcher strikeout 10-14 Kennedy Sullivan vs. Missouri State, 2/8/19 (11)
Threw a perfect game Miranda Kramer vs. Charlotte, 5/7/15
Threw a no-hitter (run-rule) Kim Wagner vs. Tennessee State, 2/12/12
Threw a no-hitter (regulation) Kelsey Aikey vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18
Opponent threw no-hitter vs. No. 23 Marshall, 5/11/17
Won a run-rule game vs. Cleveland State, 2/8/19 (6)
Lost a run-rule game vs. No. 17 Auburn, 2/8/19 (5)
Played extra innings at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18 (8)
Won in extra innings vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18 (8)
Lost in extra innings at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18 (8)
Scored 10-14 runs vs. Cleveland State, 2/24/19 (10)
Scored 15-18 runs vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (16)
Scored 19+ runs at Tennessee-Martin, 4/2/00 (19)
Allowed 10-14 runs at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18 (13)
Allowed 15+ runs at No. 23 FAU, 4/30/16 (16)
Batted around the order Cleveland State, 2/24/19 (13 batters)
Batted through the order (9 batters) vs. Cleveland State, 2/25/19
Had 10-14 hits vs. Indiana State, 2/25/19 (10)
Had 15+ hits vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (17)
Team hit 3+ home runs vs. Marshall, 4/21/18 (3)
Back-to-back home runs vs. Marshall, 4/21/18 (Vaughn & McGuffin, 3rd inn.)
Back-to-back-to-back home runs vs. ULM, 4/13/13 (Thomas, Mattox, Sulaski, 4th inn.)
Player with back-to-back home runs Kendall Smith,  2/9/19, 2 consec.
Had a player hit two HRs Kendall Smith, South Alabama, 2/9/19
Had a player hit a grand slam Jordan Thomas at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18
Team hit three doubles vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (5)
Team hit four or more doubles vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (5)
Team hit two triples vs. Western Illinois, 2/16/19
Team hit three or more triples vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (5)
Team stole five or more bases vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (5)
Player with three RBI Kennedy Sullivan, Cleveland State, 2/24/19
Player with four RBI Tommi Stowers, vs. Indiana State, 2/25/19
Player with five RBI Adarian Gray vs. UAB, 5/10/17
Player with six or more RBI Dani Pugh vs. Buffalo, 2/6/15 (6)
Player with three hits Tommi Stowers vs. Indiana State, 2/25/19 
Player with four hits Brittany Vaughn, vs. Marshall, 4/21/18
Player with five hits Tommi Stowers vs. Evansville, 3/3/17
Player with two or more doubles Beka Engelhardt vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (2)
Player with two or more triples Shawna Sadler vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (2)
Player stole three or more bases Brittany Vaughn vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (3)
Player scored three or more runs Shannon Plese vs. Indiana St., 2/25/19 (3)
Hit a walk-off home run (regulation/extra inn.) Brooke Holloway vs. Marshall, 5/7/16
Hit a walk-off home run (run-rule) Jordan Vorbrink vs. Tennessee St., 2/16/18
Had a walk-off hit Paige Carter vs. Cleveland State, 2/25/19 (1B)
Swept a conference home series Southern Miss, 4/24/17
Swept a conference road series at MTSU, 3/11-12/17
Was swept in a conference home series vs. FAU, 3/18-19/17
Was swept in a conference road series at FAU, 4/28-29/18
THE LAST TIME WKU...
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION
C-USA RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  DATE/RESULT
58 FIU  3/16-17 
81 FLORIDA ATLANTIC  3/30-31
95 MARSHALL  4/6-7
96 LA TECH  4/27-28  
104 MIDDLE TENNESSEE  4/19-20 
131 UAB  DNP 
150 WKU  -
161 CHARLOTTE  3/23-24
179 SOUTHERN MISS  DNP
188 UTEP  DNP
200 UTSA  5/4-5
202 NORTH TEXAS  4/13-14 
WKU OPPONENT RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  RESULT
13 KENTUCKY  3/26
20 AUBURN  L
43 KENNESAW STATE  3/8
44 LOUISVILLE  4/3
54 LIPSCOMB  3/13
67 EASTERN KENTUCKY  3/20
68 SOUTH ALABAMA  W
78 AUSTIN PEAY  4/24
84 MISSOURI STATE  W
166 SAINT LOUIS  3/9
173 INDIANA STATE  W 
192 SAMFORD  3/3
196 EVANSVILLE  3/1 
198 FLORIDA A&M  W
203 BUTLER  W
210 MURRAY STATE  5/1
211 WESTERN ILLINOIS  W, L, W
216 WRIGHT STATE  3/8
222 TENNESSEE TECH  4/17
260 HOUSTON BAPTIST  3/3
275 CLEVELAND STATE  W, W
284 TENNESSEE STATE  W
290 JACKSON STATE  3/2
RPI STANDINGS
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2019 Conference USA Standings
 C-USA  Pct. Overall  Pct.  Last 10 Streak
WKU (E) 0-0 1.000 10-2 .833  9-1 W5
LA Tech (W) 0-0 1.000 12-3 .800  7-3 W1
Marshall (E) 0-0 1.000 11-5 .688  7-3 W3
North Texas (W) 0-0 1.000 10-5 .667  5-5 L4
FIU (E) 0-0 1.000 9-5 .643  6-4 W1
Southern Miss (W) 0-0 1.000 9-5 .643  5-5 W2
UTSA (W) 0-0 1.000 9-6 .600  8-2 W7
Florida Atlantic (E) 0-0 1.000 8-7 .533  7-3 W7
UAB (W) 0-0 1.000 8-8 .500  4-6 L2
Middle Tennessee (E) 0-0 1.000 7-9 .438  4-6 L1
Charlotte (E) 0-0 1.000 5-7 .417  4-6 L1
UTEP (W) 0-0 1.000 3-11 .214  2-8 L2
RECORD WHEN TEAM SCORES
RUNS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
0 0-1 0-0 4-0 0-0
1 0-1 0-0 0-0 0-0
2 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
3 1-0 0-0 4-1 0-0
4 1-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
5 2-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
6 0-0 0-0 1-0 0-0
7 2-0 0-0 1-0 0-0
8 2-0 0-0 0-1 0-0
9 1-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
10+ 1-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
WKU RECORD AFTER INNINGS
INNINGS LEADING TRAILING TIED
1 6-0 2-1 2-1
2 7-0 3-1 0-1
3 9-0 1-1 0-1
4 8-0 2-2 0-0
5 7-0 1-1 1-0
6 8-0 0-1 0-0
SCORE BY INNINGS
INNINGS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
1 19 0 3 0
2 8 0 2 0
3 15 0 10 0
4 6 0 8 0
5 4 0 4 0
6 15 0 7 0
7 0 0 2 0
8 0 0 0 0
9 0 0 0 0
EX 0 0 0 0













vs. Ranked Teams ..................................................0-1
vs. RV Teams ............................................................0-0
TIME
Day Games ...............................................................9-1



















WKU Throws RHP ................................................10-2
WKU Throws LHP ...................................................0-0
Opp. Throws RHP ...................................................9-1
Opp. Throws LHP ...................................................1-1
RUNS
WKU Scores 1st .......................................................8-0
Opp. Scores 1st .......................................................2-2
WKU Scores in 1st ..................................................6-0
Opp. Scores in 1st ..................................................2-1
HITS
WKU Has More ........................................................7-1
Opp. Has More ........................................................2-1
Hits Are Even ...........................................................1-0
ERRORS
WKU Commits 0 .....................................................4-1
WKU Commits 1 .....................................................5-0
WKU Commits 2+ ..................................................1-1
Opp. Commits 0 .....................................................1-0
Opp. Commits 1 .....................................................1-2
Opp. Commits 2+ ..................................................8-0
HOMERUNS
WKU Hits 0 ...............................................................4-1
WKU Hits 1 ...............................................................3-1
WKU Hits 2+.............................................................3-0
Opp. Hits 0 ...............................................................6-0
Opp. Hits 1 ...............................................................4-1
Opp. Hits 2+.............................................................0-1
TEAM RECORD BY...
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HOME RUN TRACKER
NO.  PLAYER GAME-DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS SCORE FINAL
1 Engelhardt 1-Feb 08 Missouri St. 0-1/0 3/1 5-0 W, 8-0
2 Smith 4-Feb 09 Tennessee St. 1-0/0 4/2 2-0 W, 5-0
3 Smith (2) 4-Feb 09 Tennessee St. 2-0/0 6/2 4-0 W, 5-0
4 Thomas 6-Feb 16 Western Illinois 0-2/0 5/1 2-3 W, 5-3
5 Smith (3) 7-Feb 17 Western Illinois 0-0/0* 6/0 0-3 L, 1-3
6 Smith (4) 9-Feb 24 Butler 2-2/0 3/2 2-0 W, 3-0
7 Thomas (2) 11-Feb 25 Cleveland St. 2-1/0* 1/0 0-0 W, 8-0
8 Engelhardt (2) 11-Feb 25 Cleveland St.  0-0/1 3/2 4-0 W, 8-0
9 Plese 12-Feb 25 Indiana St. 2-0/0 1/2 0-0 W, 9-7
10 Stowers 12-Feb 25 Indiana St. 1-1/1 1/2 1-0 W, 9-7
ANALYSIS STATS
SEASON/CAREER HITTING STAT TRACKER
CAREER MULTI-HIT GAMES       2019/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
McGuffin 0/16 0/4 0/1 0 21
Carter 0/12 0/5 0 0 17 
Engelhardt 2/14 0/2 0 0 16
Thomas 4/13 0/2 0 0 15
Smith 1/10 1/1 0 0 11
Towers 0/11 0 0 0 11
Bowlds 0/6 0/3 0/1 0 10   
McElroy 0/9 0 0 0 9
Vorbrink 2/7 0/2 0 0 9 
Plese 5/7 0 0 0 7
Stowers 0/3 1/1 0 0/1 5
Sullivan 1 0 0 0 1
CAREER MULTI-RBI GAMES       2019/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
Engelhardt 2/11 0/2 0/1 0 14
Carter 0/7 0/4 0/2 0 13 
McGuffin 0/9 0/3 0/1 0 13
Vorbrink 0/7 0/2 0 0 9
Smith 3/5 0/3 0 0 8
McElroy 0/5 0 0 0 5
Plese 2/3 1/1 0 0 4
Stowers 0/2 0/1 0 0 3
Towers 0/3 0 0 0 3 
Thomas 1/1 0 0/2 0 3
Bowlds 1/3 0 0 0 3
Nunn 0 0/1 0 0 1
Sullivan 0 1 0 0 1
CAREER HOMERUNS
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018 2019  CAREER
Engelhardt 0 5 7 2  14
McGuffin 4 2 7 0  13
Smith - - 5 4  9
Thomas - - 6 2  8
Carter - 2 5 0  7
Stowers - 3 0 -  3
Plese - 1 - 1  2
Towers - 2 0 -  2
Vorbrink 1 0 1 0  2
Nunn - - 1 -  1
STREAK TRACKERS
CAREER HITTING STREAKS
PLAYER  LONGEST 2019 CURRENT
Thomas  9 9 9
Vorbrink  9 3 0
Carter  7 2 2
McGuffin  6 - 0
Bowlds  6 2 1
Engelhardt  5 2 2
McElroy  5 3 1 
Plese  5 5 5
Smith  5 5 4 
Sullivan  4 4 0
Stowers  4 3 3 
Towers  4 - 2
Davis  2 2 0
Ridge  2 2 0
Aikey  1 - 0
Nunn  1 - 0
REACHED BASE STREAK
PLAYER  LONGEST  2019 CURRENT
Engelhardt 14 4 4
Thomas  14 9 9
Carter  13 3 3
Vorbrink  12 3 0
McGuffin  9 - 0
Bowlds  7 2 1
Smith  7 5 4
Stowers  6 3 3
Towers  5 - 3
McElroy  5 3 1
Plese  5 5 5
Sullivan  4 4 0 
Aikey  2 - 0
Davis  2 2 0
Nunn  2 - 0
Ridge  2 2 0
Blackford  1 - 1*
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BATTING ANALYSIS
  LEADOFF BASES EMPTY 1-2 RUNNERS BASES LOADED RISP 2 OUTS 2-OUT RBI
PLAYER H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP  AVG H OPP AVG #
Aikey 0 1 .000 0 1 .000 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Blackford 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Bowlds 2 5 .400 5 14 .357 1 15 .067 0 1 .000 1 8  .125 2 10 .200 1
Carter 0 4 .000 0 6 .000 2 6 .333 1 2 .500 2 6  .333 1 4 .250 2
Davis 0 2 .000 2 7 .286 2 13 .154 0 0 --- 2 9  .222 2 7 .286 1
Engelhardt 0 6 .000 3 14 .214 5 15 .333 0 0 --- 2 8  .250 3 11 .273 3
McElroy 2 5 .400 3 14 .214 3 7 .429 0 0 --- 3 6  .500 3 6 .500 1
McGuffin 0 3 .000 0 8 .000 0 2 .000 0 1 .000 0 1  .000 0 4 .000 0
Murphy 0 1 .000 0 3 .000 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 1 .000 0
Nunn 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Plese 5 9 .556 6 19 .316 8 18 .444 0 0 --- 7 15  .467 8 14 .571 8
Ridge 0 2 .000 1 6 .167 1 2 .500 1 1 1.000 1 2  .500 1 3 .333 0
Smith 2 5 .400 7 12 .583 5 19 .263 1 2 .500 5 17  .294 7 17 .412 6
Stowers 1 1 1.000 2 2 1.000 3 3 1.000 0 0 --- 1 1  1.000 2 2 1.000 2
Sullivan 1 5 .200 3 12 .250 3 13 .231 1 3 .333 2 9  .222 3 11 .273 0
Thomas 10 19 .526 8 21 .381 6 17 .353 0 1 .000 5 9  .556 4 10 .400 4
Towers 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 1 .000 0 0 --- 0 1  .000 0 1 .000 0
Vorbrink 2 4 .500 4 16 .250 4 12 .333 0 0 --- 2 6  .333 1 6 .167 1
2019 STARTERS SUMMARY
     POSITION         BATTING ORDER
PLAYER GS P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP 1ST 2ND 3RD 4TH 5TH 6TH 7TH 8TH 9TH FLEX 
BOWLDS 12 - - 12 - - - - - - - - 3 - - - - - 3 6 - 
SMITH 12 - 12 - - - - - - - - - - - 8 - 1 3 - - - 
ENGELHARDT 12 - - - - 12 - - - - - - 1 2 1 4 2 2 - - - 
PLESE 12 - - - - - - - 12 - - - - 10 2 - - - - - -  
THOMAS 12 - - - 12 - - - - - - 12 - - - - - - - - - 
MCELROY 12 - - - - - 12 - - - - - - - - - 2 2 5 - 3 
SULLIVAN 11 6 - - - - - - - - 5 - - - 1 4 2 2 - 1 1 
VORBRINK 10 - - - - - - 1 - 9 - - 6 - - 2 1 - - 1 - 
DAVIS 8 - - - - - - 8 - - - - 2 - - - - - 2 4 - 
AIKEY 5 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4 
MCGUFFIN 4 - - - - - - 3 - 1 - - - - - - - 2 2 - -  
CARTER 4 - - - - - - - - 1 3 - - - - 1 3 - - - - 
NUNN 3 2 - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - 1
RIDGE 2 - - - - - - - - 1 1 - - - - - 1 1 - - - 
STOWERS 1 - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - 1 - - - - -
2019 WKU INDIVIDUAL STAT LEADERS
BATTING AVERAGE - Min. 10 AB 
 .387 Kendall Smith
SLUGGING PERCENTAGE - Min. 10 AB  
.871 Kendall Smith
ON BASE PERCENTAGE - Min. 10 Plate Appearances 
.474 Kendall Smith
RUNS SCORED  
10  Rebekah Engelhardt 
HITS  
14  Shannon Plese & Jordan Thomas
RUNS BATTED IN 
10  Shannon Plese & Kendall Smith
DOUBLES  
4  Shannon Plese & Jordan Thomas
TRIPLES  
1  5 players with 1
HOME RUNS  
4  Kendall Smith 
TOTAL BASES  
27  Kendall Smith
WALKS  
7  Rebekah Engelhardt
HIT BY PITCH  
1  P. Carter, K. Smith & J. Vorbrink
SACRIFICE HITS  
2  P.  Carter, T. Davis & J. Vorbrink
    
SACRIFICE FLIES  
2  Kennedy Sullivan 
STOLEN BASES  
5  Shannon Plese
ANALYSIS STATS
WALK-OFF TRACKER
NO.  BATTER GAME/DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS RESULT SCORE FINAL
1  Carter 11-Feb 25 Cleveland St. 3-2/1 6/0 RBI 1B 7-0 8-0
 
COME-FROM-BEHIND WIN TRACKER
NO.  GAME/DATE OPPONENT DEFICIT INNING TYING HIT (score) GO-AHEAD HIT (score) FINAL
1  3-Feb 09 FAMU 3-1 M3 Smith 2B (4-3) Smith 2B (4-3)  W, 4-3
2  6-Feb 16 Western Illinois 3-2 M5 Thomas HR (3-3) Engelhardt 3B (4-3) W, 5-3
3  10-Feb 24 Cleveland State 3-0 M3 Ridge 1B (3-3) Sullivan 2B (6-3)  W, 10-3
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GAME-BY-GAME STARTERS
Date Team P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP Record
2/8 Missouri State Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Vorbrink Carter 1-0 (1)
2/8 Auburn Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink Sullivan 0-1 (2)
2/9 Florida A&M Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink Carter 1-0 (3)
2/9 Tennessee State Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Vorbrink Sullivan 1-0 (4)
2/10 South Alabama Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Vorbrink Ridge 1-0 (5)
2/16 Western Illinois Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink --- 1-0 (6)
2/16 Western Illinois Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese McGuffin Carter 0-1 (7)
2/17 Western Illinois Nunn Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink Sullivan 1-0 (8)
2/24 Butler Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink --- 2-0 (6)
2/24 Cleveland State Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Vorbrink Sullivan 2-0 (4)
2/25 Cleveland State Nunn Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Ridge Sullivan 1-0 (9)
2/25 Indiana State Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Carter Stowers 1-0 (10)
3/1 Evansville           
3/2 Jackson State           
3/3 Houston Baptist           
3/3 Samford           
3/8 Wright State           
3/8 Kennesaw State           
3/9 Saint Louis           
3/9 TBD           
3/10 TBD           
3/13 Lipscomb           
3/16 FIU*           
3/16 FIU*           
3/17 FIU*           
3/20 EKU           
3/23 Charlotte*           
3/23 Charlotte*           
3/24 Charlotte*           
3/26 Kentucky           
3/30 FAU*           
3/30 FAU*           
3/31 FAU*           
4/3 Louisville           
4/6 Marshall*           
4/6 Marshall*           
4/7 Marshall*           
4/13 North Texas*           
4/13 North Texas*           
4/14 North Texas*           
4/17 Tennessee Tech           
4/17 Tennessee Tech           
4/19 MTSU*           
4/19 MTSU*           
4/20 MTSU*           
4/24 Austin Peay           
4/24 Austin Peay           
4/27 LA Tech*           
4/27 LA Tech*           
4/28 LA Tech*           
5/1 Murray State           
5/4 UTSA*           
5/4 UTSA*           
5/5 UTSA*           
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2019 WKU LINE SCORES
GAME 1 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-1:51 A-139
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5    R H E
WKU                    5 0 1 0 2 - 8  7  0
Missouri State     0 0 0 0 0 - 0  2  2
WP-SULLIVAN (1-0) LP-Griesbauer (0-1) 
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT
GAME 2 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-1:38 A-201
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5    R H E
WKU                    0 0 0 0 0 - 0  2  2
Auburn                 1 0 3 2 2 - 8 12 1
WP-Martin (1-0) LP-AIKEY,  (0-1) 
HR AU-McCrackin(1), Rivera(1),Veach(3)
GAME 3 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-2:11 A-137
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Florida A&M      0 2 1 0 0 0 0 -  3  3  2
WKU                   1 0 3 0 0 0 X -  4  4  1
WP-SULLIVAN (2-0) Save-AIKEY(1) 
LP-HAYES (0-1)
GAME 4 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-1:55 A-117
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Tennessee State   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  0  6  2
WKU                    1 0 1 1 0 2 X - 5  6  1
WP-AIKEY (1-1) LP-ESPINOZA (0-1) 
HR WKU - SMITH 2 (2)
GAME 5 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-1:46 A-92
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    7 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 7  7  0
South Alabama   0 0 0 0 0 3 0 - 3  4  2
WP-SULLIVAN (3-0) LP-Yarbrough (1-1) 
HR USA - Cronan (1)
GAME 6 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:44 A-203
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WIU               1 0 0 2 0 0 0 -  3  5  1
WKU                0 0 2 0 1 2 X - 5  8  1
WP-SULLIVAN (4-0) LP-Ira (2-1) 
HR: WIU-Duwa (2) | WKU-THOMAS (1)
GAME 7 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:49 A-187
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WIU               0 0 0 2 1 0 0 -  3  4  1
WKU                0 0 0 0 0 1 0 -  1  7  0
WP-Carlin (1-2) LP-AIKEY (1-2) 
HR: WIU-Abbott (2) | WKU-SMITH (3)
GAME 8 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:12 A-175
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WIU               0 0 3 2 0 1 0 -  6 11 2
WKU                0 5 0 1 1 0 X - 7  7  0
WP-SULLIVAN (5-0) Save-AIKEY(2) 
LP-Abbott (1-1)
GAME 9 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:53 A-176
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Butler                   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  0  3  0
WKU                   0 2 1 0 0 0 X -  3  8  0
WP-SULLIVAN (6-0) | LP-RICKETT (1-4) 
HR WKU - SMITH (4)
GAME 10 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:56 A-202
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R  H  E
CSU                      1 0 2 0 0 0 0 -  3   6   2
WKU                    0 0 1 1 0 8 X - 10 10 1
WP-NUNN (1-0) | LP-GRIFFIN (1-2) 
HR CSU - HYSONG (2)
GAME 11 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:34 A-156
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6   R  H E
CSU                      0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  1  2
WKU                    2 0 5 0 0 1 - 8 11 2
WP-NUNN (2-0) | LP-HYSONG (0-2) 
HR WKU - THOMAS (2), 
                     ENGELHARDT (2)
GAME 12 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:37 A-187
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7   R  H  E
Indiana State       0 0 1 0 1 3 2 - 7  15  3
WKU                    3 1 1 3 0 1 X - 9 10  1
WP-SULLIVAN (7-0) Save-NUNN (1) 
HR INS - Martin (2)
HR WKU - PLESE (1), STOWERS (1)
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2019 WKU SEASON STATS
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Feb 25, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 10-2   Home: 6-1   Away: 0-0   Neutral: 4-1   C-USA: 0-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
16 STOWERS, Tommi 1.000 3-1 5 2 5 2 0 1 4 10 2.000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 3 8 7 12-12 31 8 12 1 1 4 10 27  . 8 7 1 5 1 5 0  . 4 7 4 1 0 1-2 113 4 0 1.000
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 3 7 8 12-12 37 9 14 4 1 1 10 23  . 6 2 2 2 0 4 0  . 4 1 0 0 0 5-6 8 0 1  . 8 8 9
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 6 8 12-12 38 8 14 4 1 2 7 26  . 6 8 4 5 0 6 0  . 4 4 2 0 0 3-3 21 9 0 1.000
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 2 8 6 10-10 28 6 8 0 0 0 2 8  . 2 8 6 0 1 7 0  . 3 1 0 0 2 1-1 9 0 1  . 9 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 2 8 6 12-12 21 5 6 0 1 0 2 8  . 3 8 1 1 0 2 0  . 3 1 8 0 0 2-2 12 12 5  . 8 2 8
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 7 6 12-12 29 10 8 0 1 2 6 16  . 5 5 2 7 0 2 0  . 4 0 5 1 0 3-4 5 23 1  . 9 6 6
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 2 5 0 6-2 8 3 2 0 0 0 2 2  . 2 5 0 1 0 4 0  . 3 3 3 0 1 3-3 2 1 0 1.000
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 2 4 0 11-11 25 5 6 2 0 0 6 8  . 3 2 0 1 0 3 0  . 2 5 0 2 0 0-0 0 5 0 1.000
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 2 0 7 12-12 29 2 6 0 0 0 3 6  . 2 0 7 1 0 3 0  . 2 3 3 0 0 2-4 54 1 0 1.000
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 0 0 10-8 20 4 4 0 0 0 2 4  . 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 2 0 0 0 2 0-0 7 0 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 1 6 7 9-4 12 2 2 0 0 0 4 2  . 1 6 7 2 1 2 0  . 3 3 3 0 2 0-0 1 0 0 1.000
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 9-4 10 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 5 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 0 0 1.000
22 MURPHY, Macy  . 0 0 0 4-0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 0 0 1.000
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 9-5 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 3 1  . 8 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 2-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 7-3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 5 0 1.000
Totals  . 2 9 2 12 298 67 87 13 5 10 58 140  . 4 7 0 26 3 43 0  . 3 5 0 4 7 20-25 235 63 9  . 9 7 1
Opponents  . 2 3 6 12 305 36 72 10 1 8 31 108  . 3 5 4 38 2 112 0  . 3 2 4 1 3 10-11 213 95 20  . 9 3 9
LOB - Team (58), Opp (78). DPs turned - Team (3), Opp (2). Picked off - SULLIVAN,K. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
10 NUNN, Shelby  2 . 5 2 2-0 6 2 1 1/0 1 16.2 17 7 6 4 17 3 0 0  . 2 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  2 . 5 3 7-0 7 6 3 2/0 0 36.0 29 14 13 22 60 4 1 3  . 2 1 3 4 1 0 0 1
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  3 . 1 6 1-2 8 4 1 1/0 2 24.1 23 13 11 10 34 2 0 5  . 2 4 5 2 1 0 1 2
20 TOWERS, Haylee 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.1 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0 0 0
Totals  2 . 8 6 10-2 12 12 5 4/0 3 78.1 72 36 32 38 112 10 1 8  . 2 3 6 6 2 0 1 3
Opponents  4 . 6 3 2-10 12 12 4 1/0 0 71.0 87 67 47 26 43 13 5 10  . 2 9 2 10 3 0 4 7
PB - Team (2), SMITH,K. 2, Opp (1). Pickoffs - Team (0), Opp (1). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (10-11), SULLIVAN,K. (7-7), AIKEY,K.
(3-4).
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2018 WKU C-USA ONLY STATS
2018 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of May 06, 2018)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 10-13   Home: 6-5   Away: 4-8   C-USA: 10-13
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 1 3 23-23 64 13 20 2 1 5 16 39  . 6 0 9 10 2 17 0  . 4 1 6 1 0 1-3 35 4 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 0 3 23-23 76 16 23 6 1 5 15 46  . 6 0 5 15 0 16 2  . 4 1 3 1 0 1-1 34 2 1  . 9 7 3
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 2 8 2 23-23 71 9 20 3 0 0 6 23  . 3 2 4 7 0 12 1  . 3 4 6 0 7 4-6 185 6 3  . 9 8 5
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 2 7 0 23-23 74 9 20 1 0 0 12 21  . 2 8 4 9 2 14 0  . 3 6 5 0 1 3-3 29 9 4  . 9 0 5
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 2 6 3 21-21 57 8 15 4 0 2 13 25  . 4 3 9 7 6 11 0  . 3 9 4 1 3 6-6 38 49 7  . 9 2 6
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 6 1 23-23 69 17 18 2 2 5 10 39  . 5 6 5 5 0 18 0  . 3 1 1 0 3 3-5 22 64 4  . 9 5 6
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 2 5 0 2-2 4 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 1.000 2 0 1 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 0-0 2 22 0 1.000
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 2 0 0 21-19 45 7 9 0 0 0 4 9  . 2 0 0 0 0 3 0  . 2 0 0 0 4 1-1 39 31 5  . 9 3 3
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 1 9 3 23-23 57 13 11 1 0 3 9 21  . 3 6 8 12 1 13 0  . 3 3 3 2 2 1-1 96 9 3  . 9 7 2
26 CARTER, Paige  . 1 9 1 22-22 68 7 13 1 0 1 7 17  . 2 5 0 6 0 12 1  . 2 5 7 0 3 1-1 5 1 0 1.000
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 1 5 4 6-3 13 3 2 1 0 0 1 3  . 2 3 1 1 0 3 0  . 2 1 4 0 0 0-0 2 5 1  . 8 7 5
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 0 9 1 14-2 22 1 2 0 0 0 0 2  . 0 9 1 1 0 5 0  . 1 3 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 4-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 4 8 23 621 105 154 21 4 22 96 249  . 4 0 1 75 11 126 4  . 3 3 7 5 23 21-27 490 218 28  . 9 6 2
Opponents  . 2 8 3 23 654 108 185 41 2 12 98 266  . 4 0 7 63 6 83 1  . 3 4 7 8 20 15-19 492 193 33  . 9 5 4
LOB - Team (138), Opp (153). DPs turned - Team (9), Opp (13). IBB - Team (1), MCGUFFIN,K. 1, Opp (1). Picked off -
VORBRINK,J. 1.
(C-USA games only Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
20 TOWERS, Haylee  1 . 9 1 0-0 3 1 0 0/0 0 7.1 10 6 2 4 2 2 0 1  . 3 3 3 0 1 0 0 3
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  3 . 3 6 5-6 18 10 3 1/0 1 75.0 67 41 36 39 45 12 1 7  . 2 4 2 10 3 0 4 11
10 NUNN, Shelby  4 . 1 5 5-7 20 12 3 0/0 2 81.0 108 61 48 20 36 27 1 4  . 3 1 1 2 2 0 4 6
Totals  3 . 6 9 10-13 23 23 6 1/0 3 163.1 185 108 86 63 83 41 2 12  . 2 8 3 12 6 0 8 20
Opponents  3 . 2 9 13-10 23 23 12 2/1 0 164.0 154 105 77 75 126 21 4 22  . 2 4 8 13 11 0 5 23
PB - Team (5), SMITH,K. 5. Pickoffs - Team (3), SMITH,K. 3, Opp (1). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (15-19), NUNN,S. (10-11), AIKEY,K.
(4-7), TOWERS,H. (1-1).
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2019 WKU TEAM GAME-BY-GAME STATS
2019 WKU Softball
Team Game-by-Game for WKU (as of Feb 25, 2019)
Batting (All games)
Date Opponent ab r h rbi 2b 3b hr tb bb ibb sb cs hbp sac sf gdp k po a e lob avg
Feb 08 vs Missouri State 23 8 7 4 0 0 1 10 4 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 5 15 1 0 5  . 3 0 4
Feb 08 vs Auburn 18 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 7 13 3 2 3  . 2 2 0
Feb 09 vs Florida A&M 21 4 4 4 1 0 0 5 4 0 1 1 1 2 0 0 1 21 5 1 6  . 2 1 0
Feb 09 vs Tennessee State 22 5 6 5 2 0 2 14 1 0 2 0 0 1 1 0 2 21 4 1 2  . 2 2 6
Feb 10 vs South Alabama 28 7 7 6 1 0 0 8 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 4 21 3 0 1  . 2 3 2
Feb 16 WESTERN ILLINOIS 25 5 8 5 0 2 1 15 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 5 21 8 1 5  . 2 4 8
Feb 16 WESTERN ILLINOIS 29 1 7 1 1 0 1 11 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 21 8 0 8  . 2 4 7
Feb 17 WESTERN ILLINOIS 25 7 7 5 2 1 0 11 4 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 3 21 8 0 6  . 2 5 1
Feb 24 BUTLER 25 3 8 3 0 0 1 11 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 3 21 4 0 4  . 2 5 9
Feb 24 CLEVELAND STATE 29 10 10 8 2 1 0 14 5 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 4 21 8 1 7  . 2 6 9
Feb 25 CLEVELAND STATE 24 8 11 8 2 1 2 21 1 0 3 1 0 1 1 0 2 18 7 2 4  . 2 8 6
Feb 25 INDIANA STATE 29 9 10 9 2 0 2 18 5 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 4 21 4 1 7  . 2 9 2
Totals 298 67 87 58 13 5 10 140 26 0 20 5 3 7 4 0 43 235 63 9 58  . 2 9 2
2019 WKU Softball
Team Game-by-Game for WKU (as of Feb 25, 2019)
Pitching (All games)
Date Opponent ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr wp bk hbp dp ibb score w-l sv era
Feb 08 vs Missouri State 5.0 2 0  0 4 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8-0 1-0 0 0.00
Feb 08 vs Auburn 4.1 12 8  6 2 8 1 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0-8 1-1 0 4.50
Feb 09 vs Florida A&M 7.0 3 3  2 6 13 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 4-3 2-1 1 3.43
Feb 09 vs Tennessee State 7.0 6 0  0 2 9 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 5-0 3-1 1 2.40
Feb 10 vs South Alabama 7.0 4 3  3 1 11 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 7-3 4-1 1 2.54
Feb 16 WESTERN ILLINOIS 7.0 5 3  3 2 8 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 5-3 5-1 1 2.62
Feb 16 WESTERN ILLINOIS 7.0 4 3  3 3 6 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1-3 5-2 1 2.68
Feb 17 WESTERN ILLINOIS 7.0 11 6  6 6 7 3 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 7-6 6-2 2 3.14
Feb 24 BUTLER 7.0 3 0  0 4 16 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3-0 7-2 2 2.76
Feb 24 CLEVELAND STATE 7.0 6 3  3 3 10 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 10-3 8-2 2 2.79
Feb 25 CLEVELAND STATE 6.0 1 0  0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8-0 9-2 2 2.55
Feb 25 INDIANA STATE 7.0 15 7  6 5 9 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 9-7 10-2 3 2.86
Totals 78.1 72 36 32 38 112 10 1 8 6 0 2 3 0 67-36 10-2 3 2.86
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 WESTERN IL (2-17) AT BATS VS. HAMPTON (2-9-18) 5
 2 TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) RUNS VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10-18) 3
 3 WESTERN IL (2-16) HITS WESTERN IL  (2-16-19) 3
 1 FLORIDA A&M (2-9) DOUBLES VS. TENNESSEE TECH (2-16-18) 2
 1 WESTERN IL (2-16) TRIPLES WESTERN IL (2-16-19) 1
 2 TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) HOME RUNS TENNESSEE ST.  (2-9-19) 2
 2 MR, CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) RBI 3X, MR AT USM (3-10-18) 3
 3 INDIANA ST. (2-25) WALKS/HBP INDIANA ST. (2-25-19) 3
 1 WESTERN IL (2-16) STOLEN BASES 4X, MR VS. WIU (2-16-19) 1
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 5X, MR INDIANA ST. (2-25) AT BATS MR, AT FAU (4-28-18) 5
 2 2X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) RUNS 12X, MR VS. WIU (2-16-19) 2
 2 5X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) HITS 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 3
 1 4X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) DOUBLES 20X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-25-19) 1
 1 CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) TRIPLES 4X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-24-19) 1
 1 MR, CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) HOME RUNS 67, MR VS. WIU (2-16-19) 1
 2 2X, MR S. ALABAMA (2-10) RBI 2X, MR AT FAU (4-28-18) 4
 2 MR, WESTERN IL (2-17) WALKS/HBP 11X, MR WESTERN IL (2-17-19) 2











• bowling green, ky.
• baTs r / Throws r
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .317 54-54 161 42 51 16 3 6 27 91 .565 40 2 37 2 .454 2 2 6-8 70 2 3 .960
2019 .368 12-12 38 8 14 4 1 2 7 26 .684 5 0 6 0 .442 0 0 3-3 21 9 0 1.000
CAREER .327 66-66 199 50 65 20 4 8 34 117 .588 45 2 43 2 .452 2 2 9-11 91 11 3 .971
THOMAS’ CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .240 54-54 146 33 35 10 0 5 22 60 .411 21 4 34 1 .345 3 4 4-4 252 28 9 .969
2019 .387 12-12 31 8 12 1 1 4 10 27 .871 5 1 5 0 .474 1 0 1-2 113 4 0 1.000
CAREER .266 66-66 177 41 47 11 1 9 32 87 .492 26 5 39 1 .368 4 4 5-6 365 32 9 .978
SMITH’S CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2015          CHATTANOOGA STATE CC
2016          CHATTANOOGA STATE CC
2017 .289 34-5 38 4 11 3 0 1 7 17 .447 2 2 7 0 .341 2 0 0-0 3 0 0 1.000
2018           DNP
2019 .378 12-12 37 9 14 4 1 1 10 23 .622 2 0 4 0 .410 0 0 5-6 8 0 1 .889
CAREER .333 46-17 75 13 25 7 1 2 17 40 .533 4 2 11 0 .373 2 0 5-6 11 0 1 .917
PLESE’S CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 2X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) AT BATS 3X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-24-19) 4
 3 INDIANA ST. (2-25) RUNS INDIANA ST. (2-25-19) 3
 2 5X, MR INDIANA ST. (2-25) HITS 5X, MR WESTERN IL (2-16-19) 2
 1 4X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) DOUBLES 7X, MR CLEVELAND ST.  (2-25-19) 1
 1 CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) TRIPLES CLEVELAND ST. (2-25-19) 1
 1 INDIANA ST. (2-25) HOME RUNS 2X, MR INDIANA ST. (2-25-19) 1
 3 WESTERN IL (2-17) RBI WESTERN IL (2-17-19) 3
 1 2X, MR INDIANA ST. (2-25) WALKS/HBP 3X, MR INDIANA ST. (2-25-19) 1






• baTs l / Throws l







• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 INDIANA ST. (2-25) AT BATS 11X,MR VS. INDIANA ST. (2-26-19) 4
 3 MISSOURI ST. (2-8) RUNS 3X, MR MISSOURI ST. (2-8-19) 3
 2 MR, BUTLER (2-24) HITS MR, VS. TENN. ST. (2-17-18) 3
 - - DOUBLES VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 1 WESTERN IL (2-16) TRIPLES 4X, MR WESTERN IL (2-16-19) 1
 1 2X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) HOME RUNS 14X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-25-19) 1
 2 2X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) RBI VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-17-18) 4
 3 CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) WALKS/HBP MR, CLEVELAND ST. (2-24-19) 3
 2 BUTLER (2-24) STOLEN BASES 3X, MR BUTLER (2-24-19) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .069 41-36 29 6 2 0 0 0 2 2 .069 5 0 11 0 .206 0 3 1-1 38 45 12 .874
2017 .213 58-48 108 19 23 3 0 5 14 41 .380 14 1 24 0 .309 0 3 9-12 70 103 13 .930
2018 .278 54-54 151 34 42 10 3 7 25 79 .523 15 0 38 0 .339 2 8 9-13 48 127 9 .951
2019 .276 12-12 29 10 8 0 1 2 6 16 .552 7 0 2 0 .405 1 0 3-4 5 23 1 .966
CAREER .237 165-150 317 69 75 13 4 14 47 138 .435 41 1 75 0 .323 3 14 22-30 161 298 35 .929
ENGELHARDT’S CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 3 5X, MR INDIANA ST. (2-25) AT BATS SAME
 2 CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) RUNS SAME
 2 CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) HITS SAME
 1 2X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 3 CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) RBI SAME
 1 FAMU (2-9) WALKS/HBP SAME
 - - STOLEN BASES SAME 
 7.0 WESTERN IL (2-16) IP SAME
 2 MISSOURI ST. (2-8) FEWEST HITS SAME 
 0 MISSOURI ST. (2-8) FEWEST ER SAME 






• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 WESTERN IL (2-16) AT BATS SAME
 1 2X, MR S. ALABAMA (2-10) RUNS SAME
 1 2X, MR S. ALABAMA (2-10) HITS SAME
 - - DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 1 4X, MR WESTERN IL (2-17) RBI SAME
 - - WALKS/HBP SAME






• baTs l / Throws l
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2019 .240 11-11 25 5 6 2 0 0 6 8 .320 1 0 3 0 .250 2 0 0-0 0 5 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2019 2.53 7-0 7 6 3 2/0 0 36.0 29 14 13 22 60 4 1 3 160 .213 4 1 0 0 1
SULLIVAN’S CAREER STATS
DAVIS’ CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2019 .200 10-8 20 4 4 0 0 0 2 4 .200 0 0 0 0 .200 0 2 0-0 7 0 0 1.000
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shelby nunn   
• sophomore
• piTcher
• bowling green, ky
• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18-18) 2
 - - RUNS VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 - - HITS VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 - - RBI VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 3
 - - WALKS/HBP 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18-18) 1
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 6.0 CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) IP 4X, MR VS. MARSHALL (4-22-18) 7.0
 1 CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) FEWEST HITS CLEVELAND ST. (2-25-19) 1
 0 CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) FEWEST ER 5X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-25-19) 0
 4 3X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) STRIKEOUTS VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 11
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .200 43-29 5 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 .800 2 0 2 0 .429 0 0 0-0 5 45 0 1.000
2019 - 7-3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0-0 0 2 0 1.000
CAREER .200 51-32 5 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 .800 2 0 2 0 .429 0 0 0-0 5 47 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2018 3.55 15-15 44 27 10 2/0 3 177.1 212 117 90 36 104 46 2 11 794 .288 5 3 0 5 13
2019 2.52 2-0 6 2 1 1 1 16.2 17 7 6 4 17 3 0 0 72 .250 0 0 0 0 0
CAREER 3.46 17-15 50 29 11 3/0 4 194.0 229 124 96 40 121 49 2 11 866 .284 5 3 0 5 13
NUNN’S CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 3 CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) AT BATS SAME 
 1 3X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) RUNS SAME
 1 2X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) HITS SAME
 - - DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 1 2X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) RBI SAME
 1 TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) WALKS/HBP SAME






• baTs r / Throws r
RIDGE’S CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2019 .250 6-2 8 3 2 0 0 0 2 2 .250 1 0 4 0 .333 0 1 3-3 2 1 0 1.000
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kelsey aikey   
• Junior
• piTcher
• cedar falls, iowa
• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 1 FAMU (2-9) AT BATS LIPSCOMB (3-22-17) 3
 - - RUNS - -
 - - HITS AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - WALKS/HBP AAMU (3-16-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 7.0 TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) IP VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 8.0
 3 WESTERN IL (2-16) FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 0
 0 MR, WESTERN IL (2-17) FEWEST ER MR, DAYTON (3-4-18) 0
 9 TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) STRIKEOUTS 2X, MR, TENNESSEE ST. (2-9-19) 9
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .083 27-9 12 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .083 3 0 5 0 .267 0 0 0-0 4 21 2 .926
2018 .000 39-19 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 1 0 .000 0 0 0-0 7 22 1 .967
2019 .000 9-5 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 0-0 1 3 1 .800
TOTALS .071 75-33 14 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .071 3 0 6 0 .235 0 0 0-0 12 46 4 .935
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 2.92 7-4 27 9 5 1/0 2 93.1 86 59 39 65 54 12 0 6 437 .244 19 8 1 3 9
2018 3.15 12-9 39 19 7 3/1 3 142.0 123 73 64 69 108 19 2 16 621 .234 15 8 0 5 14
2019 2.16 1-2 8 4 1 1/0 2 24.1 23 13 11 10 34 2 0 5 108 .245 2 1 0 1 2
TOTALS 3.07 20-15 74 32 13 5/1 7 259.2 232 145 114 144 196 33 2 27 1166 .239 36 17 1 9 25
AIKEY’S CAREER STATS
11
Jordan vorbrink  
• senior
• uTiliTy
• louisville, ky. | louisville
• baTs l / Throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 2X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) AT BATS AT UAB (4-14-18) 5
 2 FAMU (2-9) RUNS MR, FAMU  (2-9-19) 2
 2 2X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) HITS MR, AT USM (3-10-18) 3
 - - DOUBLES MR VS. EKU (4-11-18) 1
 - - TRIPLES MR, VS. NCC (4-17-16) 1
 - - HOME RUNS 2X, MR VS. TENN. ST (2-16-18) 1
 1 2X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) RBI 2X, MR VS. UTEP (4-8-18) 3
 1 WESTERN IL (2-17) WALKS/HBP 3X, MR VS. JSU (3-22-18) 2
 1 FAMU (2-9) STOLEN BASES VS. EKU (4-11-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .244 24-15 41 6 10 3 3 1 9 22 .537 2 0 7 1 .273 1 2 1-1 101 2 1 .990
2017 .143 26-15 28 3 4 0 0 0 1 4 .143 0 4 5 1 .250 0 0 0-0 21 0 0 1.000
2018 .256 54-54 160 23 41 6 0 1 24 50 .313 20 3 34 1 .350 0 2 6-7 87 14 4 .962
2019 .286 10-10 28 6 8 0 0 0 2 8 .286 0 1 7 0 .310 0 2 1-1 9 0 1 .889
CAREER .245 114-94 257 38 63 9 3 2 36 84 .327 22 8 53 3 .323 1 6 8-9 218 16 6 .975
VORBRINK’S CAREER STATS
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS SAME
 - - RUNS SAME
 - - HITS SAME
 - - DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 - - RBI SAME
 - - WALKS/HBP SAME











• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 3 INDIANA ST (2-25) AT BATS MR, AT USM (3-11-18) 5
 1 2X, MR INDIANA ST. (2-25) RUNS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 3 INDIANA ST. (2-25) HITS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 5*
 1 2X, MR INDIANA ST. (2-25) DOUBLES EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 - - TRIPLES VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 1 INDIANA ST. (2-25) HOME RUNS MR, INDIANA ST. (2-25-19) 1
 4 INDIANA ST. (2-25) RBI INDIANA ST. (2-25-19) 4
 1 INDIANA ST. (2-25) WALKS/HBP WRIGHT STATE (2-25-17) 3
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
STOWERS’ CAREER STATS
16
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .215 44-31 107 12 23 4 0 3 13 36 .336 13 0 27 1 .298 1 1 0-0 24 1 3 .893
2018 .167 32-11 60 8 10 2 1 0 5 14 .233 3 0 12 2 .206 0 0 0-0 2 1 0 1.000
2019 1.000 3-1 5 2 5 2 0 1 4 10 2.000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 0-0 0 0 0 -
TOTALS .221 79-43 172 22 38 8 1 4 22 60 .349 17 0 39 3 .289 1 1 0-0 26 2 3 .903







• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 3 TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) AT BATS VS. UAB (5-10-17) 6
 1 MR, INDIANA ST. (2-25) RUNS MR, AT FAU (4-28-18) 3
 - - HITS UAB (5-10-17) 4
 - - DOUBLES MR VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 - - TRIPLES AT USM (3-10-18) 1
 - - HOME RUNS MR AT FAU (4-28-18) 1
 - - RBI AT FAU (4-28-18) 4
 - - WALKS/HBP 2X, MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-25-18) 3
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, VS.TENN. ST. (2-16-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .200 47-47 120 18 24 6 0 4 13 42 .350 18 1 24 1 .305 2 5 6-6 63 20 5 .943
2017 .246 60-56 134 23 33 9 0 2 16 48 .358 19 11 35 0 .382 1 6 13-16 93 10 2 .981
2018 .291 53-53 141 30 41 8 1 7 25 72 .511 24 4 35 0 .404 2 1 5-7 65 11 2 .974
2019 .000 9-4 10 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 5 0 .000 0 0 0 1 0 0 1.000
Totals .242 169-160 405 73 98 23 1 13 54 162 .400 61 16 99 1 .359 5 12 24-29 222 41 9 .967







• baTs r / Throws r
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .214 59-51 131 25 28 6 1 2 18 42 .321 20 2 45 1 .325 1 4 5-6 111 27 2 .986
2018 .304 26-14 23 3 7 1 0 0 2 8 .248 2 0 5 0 .360 0 0 0-0 5 13 1 .947
2019 .000 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 0-0 1 0 0 1.000
TOTALS .226 86-65 155 28 35 7 1 2 20 50 .323 22 2 50 1 .328 1 4 5-6 117 40 3 .981
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 4.43 8-12 26 17 13 1/0 2 117.0 154 90 74 47 78 17 3 10 550 .322 7 8 1 7 9
2018 5.12 1-2 16 8 0 0/1 0 41.0 59 37 30 21 23 18 1 7 205 .333 0 3 0 0 4
2019 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.1 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 0 9 .429 0 0 0 0 0
TOTALS 4.66 9-14 43 25 13 1/1 2 159.1 216 129 106 70 102 36 4 17 764 .326 7 11 1 7 13
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 1 INDIANA ST. (2-25) AT BATS MR, AT FAU (4-28-18) 4
 - - RUNS MR AT FAU  (4-28-18) 3
 - - HITS MR, VS. LA TECH (5-9-18) 2
 - - DOUBLES AT SAMFORD (3-14-17) 2
 - - TRIPLES BELMONT (2-18-17) 1
 - - HOME RUNS NW STATE (3-4-17) 1
 - - RBI MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-17-17) 2
 - - WALKS/HBP MR, CHARLOTTE (4-14-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, CHARLOTTE (4-14-17) 1
 1.1 INDIANA ST. (2-25) IP GA. STATE (2-11-17) 7.2
 - - FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) MR AT USA (3-14-18) 3
 2 INDIANA ST. (2-25) FEWEST ER VS. GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 0







• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 3 4X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) AT BATS AT UTEP (4-9-17) 5
 1 5X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) RUNS AT UTEP (4-8-17) 3
 1 4X, MR WESTERN IL (2-17) HITS MR, AT FAU (4-28-18) 2
 - - DOUBLES MR, AT UTEP (4-8-17) 1
 1 WESTERN IL (2-17) TRIPLES WESTERN IL (2-17-19) 1
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 1 2X, MR WESTERN IL (2-17) RBI 5X, MR AT FAU (4-28-18) 2
 1 WESTERN IL (2-17) WALKS/HBP MR, VS. LIPSCOMB (5-3-18) 2
 1 MR, 2X CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) STOLEN BASES MR, CLEVELAND ST. (2-24-19) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .154 59-57 130 16 20 4 0 0 8 24 .185 14 6 26 0 .267 0 5 3-4 172 79 7 .973
2018 .204 49-47 113 15 23 0 0 0 16 23 .204 6 0 9 0 .242 1 8 1-1 90 69 7 .958
2019 .286 12-12 21 5 6 0 1 0 2 8 .381 1 0 2 0 .318 0 0 2-2 12 12 5 .828
TOTALS .186 120-116 264 36 49 4 1 0 26 55 .208 21 6 37 0 .260 1 13 6-7 274 160 19 .958
MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 1 3X, MR INDIANA ST. (2-25) AT BATS SAME
 - - RUNS SAME
 - - HITS SAME
 - - DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 - - RBI SAME
 - - WALKS/HBP SAME






• baTs r / Throws r
MURPHY’S CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2019 .000 4-0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 0-0 0 0 0 -
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .000 7-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 2-2 1 2 0 1.000
2018 - 11-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 1-1 0 0 0 -
2019 - 2-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0-0 0 0 0 -
TOTALS .000 20-0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 3-3 1 2 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 5.25 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.2 4 2 2 3 1 0 0 0 13 .400 1 0 0 0 0
2018 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0 17 .333 2 1 0 0 0
2019 - 0-0 0 0 0 0/0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  0 0 0 0 0






• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS - -
 1 WESTERN IL (2-17) RUNS MR, WESTERN IL (2-17-19) 1
 - - HITS - -
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI - -
 - - WALKS/HBP ALABAMA STATE (5-16-17) 1
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 - - IP EKU (5-3-17) 1.1
 - - FEWEST HITS 2X, MR VS. APSU (3-3-18) 1
 - - FEWEST ER MR, APSU (3-3-18) 0





• crown poinT, ind.
• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 INDIANA ST. (2-25) AT BATS UAB (5-10-17) 6
 1 2X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) RUNS VS. TENN. STATE (2-17-18) 3
 1 2X, MR INDIANA ST. (2-25) HITS MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25-18) 3
 - - DOUBLES VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25-18) 2
 - - TRIPLES MR, VS. GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 1
 - - HOME RUNS MR, VS. EKU (4-11-18) 1
 1 4X, MR INDIANA ST. (2-25) RBI MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 4
 1 3X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) WALKS/HBP 4X, MR VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10-18) 2
CARTER’S CAREER STATS
26
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .222 52-24 99 14 22 4 1 2 15 34 .343 14 3 23 0 .333 1 1 3-4 23 1 3 .889
2018 .327 52-49 150 27 49 6 2 5 35 74 .493 19 2 23 1 .407 1 7 11-13 9 2 2 .846
2019 .167 9-4 12 2 2 0 0 0 2 2 .167 2 1 2 0 .333 0 2 0-0 1 0 0 1.000





• baTs l /Throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 WESTERN IL (2-17) AT BATS AT UAB (4-14-18) 6
 1 INDIANA ST. (2-25) RUNS MR, VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 1 6X, MR INDIANA ST. (2-25) HITS VS. HAMPTON (2-9-18) 4
 - - DOUBLES 6X, MR VS. MARSHALL (4-22-18) 1
 - - TRIPLES VS. LIPSCOMB (5-3-18) 1
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 2 BUTLER (2-24) RBI MR, BUTLER (2-24-19) 2
 1 FAMU (2-9) WALKS/HBP VS. UTEP (4-7-18) 3
 1 MR, CLEVELAND ST.  (2-25) STOLEN BASES 9X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-25-19) 1
BOWLDS’ CAREER STATS
28
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .303 50-50 155 22 47 6 3 0 13 59 .381 14 0 26 1 .361 0 13 8-12 360 10 7 .981
2019 .207 12-12 29 2 6 0 0 0 3 6 .207 1 0 3 0 .233 0 0 2-4 54 1 0 1.000
CAREER .288 62-62 184 24 53 6 3 0 16 65 .353 15 0 29 1 .342 0 13 10-16 414 11 7 .984
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3 Shannon Plese
R-Senior | OF | L/L
Knoxville, Tenn. | South Carolina
4 Kennedy Sullivan
Freshman | P/OF | R/R
Georgetown, Ky.
6 Taylor Davis
Freshman | OF | L/L
Huntsville, Ala.
10 Shelby Nunn
Sophomore | P | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
11 Jordan Vorbrink
Senior | UTL | L/L
Louisville, Ky. | Louisville
15 Kelsey McGuffin
Senior | OF | R/R
Elizabethtown, Ky.
12 Kelsey Aikey
Junior | P | R/R
Cedar Falls, Iowa
16 Tommi Stowers
Junior | C | R/R
Columbus, Ind.
19 Sydne Solomon
Freshman | C/IF | R/R
Lewisburg, Tenn.
20 Haylee Towers






Senior | IF | R/R
Rockport, Ind.
9 Jordan Ridge
Freshman | UTL | R/R
Louisville, Ky.
1 Jordan Thomas
Sophomore | UTL | L/L
Lebabon, Ky.
2 Kendall Smith
Sophomore | C | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
22 Macy Murphy
Freshman | IF | R/R
Murfreesboro, Tenn.
23 Morgan McElroy
Junior | IF | R/R
Madisonville, Ky.
24 Cassidy Blackford
R-Junior | P | R/R
Marshalltown, Iowa
26 Paige Carter
Junior | UTL | R/R
Crown Point, Ind.
28 Maddie Bowlds
Sophomore | IF | L/L
Utica, Ky.
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Feb 08, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 1-1   Home: 0-0   Away: 0-0   Neutral: 1-1   C-USA: 0-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 6 0 0 2-2 5 0 3 0 0 0 1 3  . 6 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 6 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 1  . 0 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 5 0 0 2-2 4 3 2 0 0 1 2 5 1.250 1 0 1 0  . 6 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 2 0 1.000
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 3 3 3 2-1 3 1 1 0 0 0 1 1  . 3 3 3 0 0 0 0  . 3 3 3 0 0 0-0 2 0 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 2 5 0 2-2 4 1 1 0 0 0 0 1  . 2 5 0 2 0 3 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 2-2 1 0 0 1.000
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 2 0 0 2-2 5 0 1 0 0 0 0 1  . 2 0 0 0 0 2 0  . 2 0 0 0 0 1-1 4 0 0 1.000
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 2 0 0 2-2 5 1 1 0 0 0 0 1  . 2 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 2 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 0 0 0 2-2 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 1 0 0 1.000
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 0 0 0 2-2 4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 1 0 2 0  . 2 0 0 0 0 0-0 18 1 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 0 0 0 2-1 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 1 0 0  . 2 5 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 1-1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 0 0 0 2-2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 2 0 1  . 6 6 7
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
22 MURPHY, Macy  . 0 0 0 1-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 1-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 1 0 1.000
Totals  . 2 2 0 2 41 8 9 0 0 1 4 12  . 2 9 3 4 1 12 0  . 3 0 4 0 0 4-4 28 4 2  . 9 4 1
Opponents  . 3 0 2 2 43 8 13 1 0 3 7 23  . 5 3 5 6 0 19 0  . 3 8 8 0 0 0-0 30 11 3  . 9 3 2
LOB - Team (8), Opp (13).
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  0 . 0 0 1-0 1 1 1 1/0 0 5.0 2 0 0 4 11 0 0 0  . 1 1 8 0 0 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  9 . 0 0 0-1 1 1 0 0/0 0 2.1 4 4 3 2 4 0 0 3  . 3 3 3 0 0 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 2.0 7 4 3 0 4 1 0 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Totals  4 . 5 0 1-1 2 2 1 1/0 0 9.1 13 8 6 6 19 1 0 3  . 3 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
Opponents  2 . 8 0 1-1 2 2 1 1/0 0 10.0 9 8 4 4 12 0 0 1  . 2 2 0 2 1 0 0 0
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Feb 08, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
 2 SMITH, Kendall 19 18 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 4 4 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 6 DAVIS, Taylor 2 2 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 2 0 2 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 1 0 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 1 1 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon 1 1 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan 3 2 0 1  . 6 6 7 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 1 0 0 1  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
22 MURPHY, Macy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 34 28 4 2  . 9 4 1 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Opponents 44 30 11 3  . 9 3 2 0 4 0 1.000 0 0
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Feb 09, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 3-1   Home: 0-0   Away: 0-0   Neutral: 3-1   C-USA: 0-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 6 4 4-4 11 3 4 0 0 0 1 4  . 3 6 4 0 0 1 0  . 3 6 4 0 0 1-1 3 0 1  . 7 5 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 3 3 3 4-4 9 3 3 1 0 2 4 10 1.111 1 1 2 0  . 4 5 5 0 0 0-0 40 3 0 1.000
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 3 3 3 4-4 3 1 1 0 0 0 0 1  . 3 3 3 0 0 1 0  . 3 3 3 0 0 1-1 4 2 2  . 7 5 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 2 7 3 4-4 11 1 3 1 0 0 1 4  . 3 6 4 0 0 1 0  . 2 7 3 0 0 1-1 1 0 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 5 0 4-4 8 4 2 0 0 1 3 5  . 6 2 5 2 0 1 0  . 3 6 4 1 0 0-0 2 5 0 1.000
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 2 5 0 4-4 8 0 2 0 0 0 0 2  . 2 5 0 1 0 2 0  . 3 3 3 0 0 1-2 10 0 0 1.000
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 5 0 3-2 4 1 1 0 0 0 1 1  . 2 5 0 0 0 0 0  . 2 5 0 0 1 0-0 2 0 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 1 8 2 4-4 11 1 2 1 0 0 1 3  . 2 7 3 2 0 4 0  . 3 0 8 0 0 2-2 6 0 0 1.000
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 1 1 1 4-4 9 2 1 0 0 0 0 1  . 1 1 1 1 0 1 0  . 2 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 1 0 1.000
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 3-2 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 2 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 0 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 0 0 0 4-2 4 1 0 0 0 0 2 0  . 0 0 0 1 1 0 0  . 3 3 3 0 2 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 3-2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 1 1  . 6 6 7
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 0 0 0 1-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 1-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 1 0 1.000
22 MURPHY, Macy  . 0 0 0 1-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 2 6 4 84 17 19 3 0 3 13 31  . 3 6 9 9 2 15 0  . 3 1 3 1 3 7-8 70 13 4  . 9 5 4
Opponents  . 2 4 5 4 94 11 23 1 0 3 10 33  . 3 5 1 14 1 41 0  . 3 4 9 0 0 5-6 66 27 7  . 9 3 0
LOB - Team (16), Opp (28). DPs turned - Team (2).
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  1 . 5 0 2-0 2 2 1 1/0 0 9.1 5 3 2 9 20 0 0 0  . 1 5 2 2 0 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  1 . 7 5 1-1 3 2 1 1/0 1 12.0 10 4 3 5 17 0 0 3  . 2 1 3 0 1 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 2.0 8 4 3 0 4 1 0 0  . 5 7 1 0 0 0 0 0
Totals  2 . 4 0 3-1 4 4 2 2/0 1 23.1 23 11 8 14 41 1 0 3  . 2 4 5 2 1 0 0 0
Opponents  3 . 5 0 1-3 4 4 1 1/0 0 22.0 19 17 11 9 15 3 0 3  . 2 2 6 3 2 0 1 3
PB - Team (2), SMITH,K. 2, Opp (1). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (5-6), SULLIVAN,K. (4-4), AIKEY,K. (1-2).
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Feb 09, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
 2 SMITH, Kendall 43 40 3 0 1.000 1 5 1  . 8 3 3 2 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 10 10 0 0 1.000 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 7 2 5 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 6 6 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 6 DAVIS, Taylor 2 2 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 1 0 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon 1 1 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy 1 0 1 0 1.000 0 4 0 1.000 0 0
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey 1 1 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan 8 4 2 2  . 7 5 0 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 4 3 0 1  . 7 5 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 3 1 1 1  . 6 6 7 1 1 1  . 5 0 0 0 0
22 MURPHY, Macy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 87 70 13 4  . 9 5 4 2 5 1  . 8 3 3 2 0
Opponents 100 66 27 7  . 9 3 0 0 7 1  . 8 7 5 1 0
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Feb 10, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 4-1   Home: 0-0   Away: 0-0   Neutral: 4-1   C-USA: 0-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 4 0 0 5-5 5 2 2 0 0 0 1 2  . 4 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 4 0 0 0 0 1-1 4 2 2  . 7 5 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 3 3 5-5 15 4 5 0 0 0 1 5  . 3 3 3 0 0 1 0  . 3 3 3 0 0 1-1 3 0 1  . 7 5 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 3 3 3 5-5 12 3 4 1 0 2 4 11  . 9 1 7 1 1 3 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0-1 50 4 0 1.000
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 2 8 6 5-5 14 2 4 1 0 0 2 5  . 3 5 7 0 0 2 0  . 2 8 6 0 0 1-1 2 0 0 1.000
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 8 6 4-3 7 2 2 0 0 0 2 2  . 2 8 6 0 0 0 0  . 2 8 6 0 1 0-0 4 0 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 2 6 7 5-5 15 2 4 2 0 0 3 6  . 4 0 0 2 0 4 0  . 3 5 3 0 0 2-2 9 0 0 1.000
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 2 0 0 5-5 10 0 2 0 0 0 0 2  . 2 0 0 1 0 3 0  . 2 7 3 0 0 1-2 14 0 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 1 8 2 5-5 11 5 2 0 0 1 3 5  . 4 5 5 2 0 1 0  . 2 8 6 1 0 0-0 3 6 0 1.000
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 1 1 1 5-5 9 2 1 0 0 0 0 1  . 1 1 1 1 0 1 0  . 2 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 2 0 1.000
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 4-2 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 2 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 0 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 0 0 0 5-2 5 1 0 0 0 0 2 0  . 0 0 0 1 1 0 0  . 2 8 6 0 2 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 0 0 0 2-1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 1 0 1 0  . 5 0 0 0 1 2-2 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
22 MURPHY, Macy  . 0 0 0 2-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 4-2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 1 1  . 6 6 7
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 1-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 1 0 1.000
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 1-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 3 2 5 112 24 26 4 0 3 19 39  . 3 4 8 9 2 19 0  . 2 9 8 1 4 8-10 91 16 4  . 9 6 4
Opponents  . 2 2 7 5 119 14 27 1 1 4 12 42  . 3 5 3 15 1 52 0  . 3 1 9 0 0 5-6 87 38 9  . 9 3 3
LOB - Team (17), Opp (30). DPs turned - Team (2), Opp (1).
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  1 . 6 2 1-1 4 2 1 1/0 1 13.0 10 4 3 5 19 0 0 3  . 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  2 . 2 8 3-0 3 3 1 1/0 0 15.1 9 6 5 10 29 0 1 1  . 1 6 4 3 0 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 2.0 8 4 3 0 4 1 0 0  . 5 7 1 0 0 0 0 0
Totals  2 . 5 4 4-1 5 5 2 2/0 1 30.1 27 14 11 15 52 1 1 4  . 2 2 7 3 1 0 0 0
Opponents  3 . 3 8 1-4 5 5 1 1/0 0 29.0 26 24 14 9 19 4 0 3  . 2 3 2 3 2 0 1 4
PB - Team (2), SMITH,K. 2, Opp (1). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (5-6), SULLIVAN,K. (4-4), AIKEY,K. (1-2).
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Feb 10, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
 2 SMITH, Kendall 54 50 4 0 1.000 1 5 1  . 8 3 3 2 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 14 14 0 0 1.000 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 9 3 6 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 9 9 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 6 DAVIS, Taylor 4 4 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy 2 0 2 0 1.000 0 4 0 1.000 0 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon 2 2 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey 1 1 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 1 0 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan 8 4 2 2  . 7 5 0 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 4 3 0 1  . 7 5 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 3 1 1 1  . 6 6 7 1 1 1  . 5 0 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
22 MURPHY, Macy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 111 91 16 4  . 9 6 4 2 5 1  . 8 3 3 2 0
Opponents 134 87 38 9  . 9 3 3 1 8 2  . 8 0 0 1 0
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Feb 16, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 5-2   Home: 1-1   Away: 0-0   Neutral: 4-1   C-USA: 0-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 4 4 4 7-7 18 5 8 1 1 3 5 20 1.111 1 1 3 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 1-2 64 4 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 4 8 7-7 23 4 8 3 0 1 4 14  . 6 0 9 2 0 4 0  . 4 0 0 0 0 2-2 12 2 0 1.000
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 2 9 4 6-6 17 4 5 0 0 0 1 5  . 2 9 4 0 0 3 0  . 2 9 4 0 1 1-1 6 0 1  . 8 5 7
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 2 7 3 7-7 11 2 3 0 0 0 1 3  . 2 7 3 0 0 2 0  . 2 7 3 0 0 1-1 6 6 2  . 8 5 7
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 6 7 7-7 15 6 4 0 1 1 4 9  . 6 0 0 4 0 1 0  . 4 0 0 1 0 1-1 4 14 1  . 9 4 7
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 2 5 0 7-7 16 0 4 0 0 0 0 4  . 2 5 0 1 0 3 0  . 2 9 4 0 0 1-2 29 0 0 1.000
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 2 3 8 7-7 21 2 5 1 0 0 4 6  . 2 8 6 0 0 4 0  . 2 3 8 0 0 1-1 4 0 0 1.000
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 1 4 6-5 14 3 3 0 0 0 2 3  . 2 1 4 0 0 0 0  . 2 1 4 0 1 0-0 6 0 0 1.000
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 0 9 1 6-6 11 2 1 0 0 0 1 1  . 0 9 1 1 0 2 0  . 1 5 4 1 0 0-0 0 3 0 1.000
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 5-3 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 3 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 0 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 0 0 0 6-3 7 1 0 0 0 0 2 0  . 0 0 0 1 1 0 0  . 2 2 2 0 2 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
22 MURPHY, Macy  . 0 0 0 3-0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 0 0 0 3-1 2 1 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 1 0 2 0  . 3 3 3 0 1 2-2 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 5-3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 2 1  . 7 5 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 3-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 1 0 1.000
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 1-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 4 7 7 166 30 41 5 2 5 25 65  . 3 9 2 11 2 27 0  . 2 9 8 2 5 10-12 133 32 5  . 9 7 1
Opponents  . 2 1 4 7 168 20 36 3 1 6 18 59  . 3 5 1 20 1 66 0  . 3 0 0 1 2 5-6 126 47 11  . 9 4 0
LOB - Team (30), Opp (39). DPs turned - Team (2), Opp (1).
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 3 3 1-2 5 3 1 1/0 1 18.0 13 7 6 8 22 0 0 4  . 1 9 7 0 1 0 1 1
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  2 . 5 1 4-0 4 3 1 1/0 0 22.1 14 9 8 12 37 2 1 2  . 1 7 3 3 0 0 0 1
10 NUNN, Shelby  5 . 2 5 0-0 3 1 0 0/0 0 4.0 9 4 3 0 7 1 0 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0 0 0
Totals  2 . 6 8 5-2 7 7 2 2/0 1 44.1 36 20 17 20 66 3 1 6  . 2 1 4 3 1 0 1 2
Opponents  3 . 3 3 2-5 7 7 3 1/0 0 42.0 41 30 20 11 27 5 2 5  . 2 4 7 4 2 0 2 5
PB - Team (2), SMITH,K. 2, Opp (1). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (5-6), SULLIVAN,K. (4-4), AIKEY,K. (1-2).
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Feb 16, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
 2 SMITH, Kendall 68 64 4 0 1.000 1 5 1  . 8 3 3 2 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 29 29 0 0 1.000 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 14 12 2 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 6 DAVIS, Taylor 6 6 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon 4 4 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy 3 0 3 0 1.000 0 4 0 1.000 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 1 0 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey 1 1 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 19 4 14 1  . 9 4 7 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan 14 6 6 2  . 8 5 7 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 7 6 0 1  . 8 5 7 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 4 1 2 1  . 7 5 0 1 1 1  . 5 0 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
22 MURPHY, Macy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 170 133 32 5  . 9 7 1 2 5 1  . 8 3 3 2 0
Opponents 184 126 47 11  . 9 4 0 1 10 2  . 8 3 3 1 0
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Feb 24, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 8-2   Home: 4-1   Away: 0-0   Neutral: 4-1   C-USA: 0-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
16 STOWERS, Tommi 1.000 1-0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1.000 0 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 3 5 7 10-10 28 6 10 1 1 4 8 25  . 8 9 3 1 1 5 0  . 3 8 7 1 0 1-2 99 4 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 5 5 10-10 31 5 11 3 1 1 5 19  . 6 1 3 5 0 5 0  . 4 4 4 0 0 3-3 16 4 0 1.000
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 3 2 3 10-10 31 4 10 3 0 0 7 13  . 4 1 9 1 0 4 0  . 3 4 4 0 0 5-5 6 0 0 1.000
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 0 8 9-9 26 6 8 0 0 0 2 8  . 3 0 8 0 1 6 0  . 3 3 3 0 1 1-1 9 0 1  . 9 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 7 3 10-10 22 8 6 0 1 1 4 11  . 5 0 0 7 0 2 0  . 4 3 3 1 0 3-3 4 20 1  . 9 6 0
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 2 6 3 10-10 19 5 5 0 1 0 2 7  . 3 6 8 1 0 2 0  . 3 0 0 0 0 1-1 11 11 3  . 8 8 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 2 5 0 9-9 20 5 5 2 0 0 5 7  . 3 5 0 1 0 2 0  . 2 7 3 1 0 0-0 0 5 0 1.000
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 2 5 0 4-1 4 2 1 0 0 0 2 1  . 2 5 0 1 0 3 0  . 4 0 0 0 1 2-2 0 1 0 1.000
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 2 2 9-7 18 4 4 0 0 0 2 4  . 2 2 2 0 0 0 0  . 2 2 2 0 2 0-0 7 0 0 1.000
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 2 0 0 10-10 25 1 5 0 0 0 2 5  . 2 0 0 1 0 3 0  . 2 3 1 0 0 1-3 42 1 0 1.000
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 7-4 10 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 5 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 0 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 0 0 0 7-3 7 2 0 0 0 0 2 0  . 0 0 0 2 1 0 0  . 3 0 0 0 2 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
22 MURPHY, Macy  . 0 0 0 3-0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 8-5 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 2 1  . 7 5 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 5-2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 4 0 1.000
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 2-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 6 9 10 245 50 66 9 4 6 41 101  . 4 1 2 20 3 37 0  . 3 2 8 3 6 17-20 196 52 6  . 9 7 6
Opponents  . 2 2 5 10 249 29 56 9 1 7 26 88  . 3 5 3 33 2 99 0  . 3 1 9 1 3 10-11 180 73 15  . 9 4 4
LOB - Team (47), Opp (63). DPs turned - Team (2), Opp (1). Picked off - SULLIVAN,K. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  2 . 4 1 6-0 6 5 3 2/0 0 32.0 22 12 11 19 54 4 1 2  . 1 8 6 4 1 0 0 1
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 7 4 1-2 7 4 1 1/0 2 23.0 18 10 9 10 32 2 0 5  . 2 1 2 1 1 0 1 2
10 NUNN, Shelby  4 . 0 6 1-0 4 1 0 0/0 0 10.1 16 7 6 4 13 3 0 0  . 3 4 8 0 0 0 0 0
Totals  2 . 7 9 8-2 10 10 4 3/0 2 65.1 56 29 26 33 99 9 1 7  . 2 2 5 5 2 0 1 3
Opponents  3 . 9 7 2-8 10 10 4 1/0 0 60.0 66 50 34 20 37 9 4 6  . 2 6 9 9 3 0 3 6
PB - Team (2), SMITH,K. 2, Opp (1). Pickoffs - Team (0), Opp (1). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (10-11), SULLIVAN,K. (7-7), AIKEY,K.
(3-4).
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Feb 24, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
 2 SMITH, Kendall 103 99 4 0 1.000 1 10 1  . 9 0 9 2 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 43 42 1 0 1.000 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 20 16 4 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 6 DAVIS, Taylor 7 7 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon 6 6 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy 5 0 5 0 1.000 0 7 0 1.000 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 4 0 4 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan 1 0 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey 1 1 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 25 4 20 1  . 9 6 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 10 9 0 1  . 9 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan 25 11 11 3  . 8 8 0 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 4 1 2 1  . 7 5 0 1 3 1  . 7 5 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
22 MURPHY, Macy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 254 196 52 6  . 9 7 6 2 10 1  . 9 0 9 2 0
Opponents 268 180 73 15  . 9 4 4 1 17 3  . 8 5 0 1 0
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Feb 25, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 10-2   Home: 6-1   Away: 0-0   Neutral: 4-1   C-USA: 0-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
16 STOWERS, Tommi 1.000 3-1 5 2 5 2 0 1 4 10 2.000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 3 8 7 12-12 31 8 12 1 1 4 10 27  . 8 7 1 5 1 5 0  . 4 7 4 1 0 1-2 113 4 0 1.000
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 3 7 8 12-12 37 9 14 4 1 1 10 23  . 6 2 2 2 0 4 0  . 4 1 0 0 0 5-6 8 0 1  . 8 8 9
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 6 8 12-12 38 8 14 4 1 2 7 26  . 6 8 4 5 0 6 0  . 4 4 2 0 0 3-3 21 9 0 1.000
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 2 8 6 10-10 28 6 8 0 0 0 2 8  . 2 8 6 0 1 7 0  . 3 1 0 0 2 1-1 9 0 1  . 9 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 2 8 6 12-12 21 5 6 0 1 0 2 8  . 3 8 1 1 0 2 0  . 3 1 8 0 0 2-2 12 12 5  . 8 2 8
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 7 6 12-12 29 10 8 0 1 2 6 16  . 5 5 2 7 0 2 0  . 4 0 5 1 0 3-4 5 23 1  . 9 6 6
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 2 5 0 6-2 8 3 2 0 0 0 2 2  . 2 5 0 1 0 4 0  . 3 3 3 0 1 3-3 2 1 0 1.000
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 2 4 0 11-11 25 5 6 2 0 0 6 8  . 3 2 0 1 0 3 0  . 2 5 0 2 0 0-0 0 5 0 1.000
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 2 0 7 12-12 29 2 6 0 0 0 3 6  . 2 0 7 1 0 3 0  . 2 3 3 0 0 2-4 54 1 0 1.000
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 0 0 10-8 20 4 4 0 0 0 2 4  . 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 2 0 0 0 2 0-0 7 0 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 1 6 7 9-4 12 2 2 0 0 0 4 2  . 1 6 7 2 1 2 0  . 3 3 3 0 2 0-0 1 0 0 1.000
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 9-4 10 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 5 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 0 0 1.000
22 MURPHY, Macy  . 0 0 0 4-0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 0 0 1.000
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 9-5 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 3 1  . 8 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 2-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 7-3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 5 0 1.000
Totals  . 2 9 2 12 298 67 87 13 5 10 58 140  . 4 7 0 26 3 43 0  . 3 5 0 4 7 20-25 235 63 9  . 9 7 1
Opponents  . 2 3 6 12 305 36 72 10 1 8 31 108  . 3 5 4 38 2 112 0  . 3 2 4 1 3 10-11 213 95 20  . 9 3 9
LOB - Team (58), Opp (78). DPs turned - Team (3), Opp (2). Picked off - SULLIVAN,K. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
10 NUNN, Shelby  2 . 5 2 2-0 6 2 1 1/0 1 16.2 17 7 6 4 17 3 0 0  . 2 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  2 . 5 3 7-0 7 6 3 2/0 0 36.0 29 14 13 22 60 4 1 3  . 2 1 3 4 1 0 0 1
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  3 . 1 6 1-2 8 4 1 1/0 2 24.1 23 13 11 10 34 2 0 5  . 2 4 5 2 1 0 1 2
20 TOWERS, Haylee 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.1 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0 0 0
Totals  2 . 8 6 10-2 12 12 5 4/0 3 78.1 72 36 32 38 112 10 1 8  . 2 3 6 6 2 0 1 3
Opponents  4 . 6 3 2-10 12 12 4 1/0 0 71.0 87 67 47 26 43 13 5 10  . 2 9 2 10 3 0 4 7
PB - Team (2), SMITH,K. 2, Opp (1). Pickoffs - Team (0), Opp (1). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (10-11), SULLIVAN,K. (7-7), AIKEY,K.
(3-4).
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Feb 25, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
 2 SMITH, Kendall 117 113 4 0 1.000 1 10 1  . 9 0 9 2 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 55 54 1 0 1.000 2 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 30 21 9 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 6 DAVIS, Taylor 7 7 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 5 0 5 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy 5 0 5 0 1.000 0 7 0 1.000 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan 3 2 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 1 1 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 1 1 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey 1 1 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 29 5 23 1  . 9 6 6 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 10 9 0 1  . 9 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon 9 8 0 1  . 8 8 9 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan 29 12 12 5  . 8 2 8 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 5 1 3 1  . 8 0 0 1 3 1  . 7 5 0 0 0
22 MURPHY, Macy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 307 235 63 9  . 9 7 1 3 10 1  . 9 0 9 2 0
Opponents 328 213 95 20  . 9 3 9 2 20 5  . 8 0 0 1 0
2019 WKU Softball
WKU vs Missouri State
Feb 08, 2019 at Gulf Shores, Ala. (GS Sportsplex)
WKU 8 (1-0)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
THOMAS, Jordan 2b 2 1 1 0 2 1 0 0 1
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 3 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0
  MURPHY, Macy 1b 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
PLESE, Shannon cf 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
SULLIVAN, Kennedy p 3 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 3
CARTER, Paige dp 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3b 2 3 2 2 1 0 0 1 0
SMITH, Kendall c 2 1 0 0 1 0 11 0 0
  DAVIS, Taylor ph/lf 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
McGUFFIN, Kelsey lf 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
VORBRINK, Jordan rf 3 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 1
McELROY, Morgan ss 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0
Totals 23 8 7 4 4 5 15 1 5
Missouri State 0 (0-1)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
Kyana Mason 3b 2 0 0 0 1 1 0 3 0
Daphne Plummer ss 3 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 0
Darby Joerling cf 3 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 1
Steffany Dickerson dp 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2
Kelly Metter 2b 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
Hannah Heinrichs lf 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0
Carolyn Stock 1b 2 0 0 0 0 2 5 0 0
Alex Boze c 2 0 0 0 0 2 6 0 1
Rachel Weber rf 2 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 2
Erin Griesbauer p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0
  Bailey Greenlee p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  Madison Hunsaker p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 17 0 2 0 4 11 15 5 6
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 R H E
WKU 5 0 1 0 2 8 7 0
Missouri State 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2
E - Plummer,D; Greenlee,B. LOB - WKU 5; MSU 6. HR - ENGELHARDT,R. HBP - CARTER,P.. SB - THOMAS,J. 2.
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
SULLIVAN, Kennedy 5.0 2 0 0 4 11 17 21 106
Missouri State ip h r er bb so ab bf np
Erin Griesbauer 2.1 4 6 2 3 3 12 16 64
Bailey Greenlee 2.1 3 2 2 1 1 10 11 37
Madison Hunsaker 0.1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 6
Win - SULLIVAN,K. (1-0).  Loss - Griesbauer,E (0-1).  Save - None.
WP - Griesbauer,E 2. HBP - by Griesbauer,E (CARTER,P.). Inherited runners/scored: Greenlee,B 1/0; Hunsaker,M 1/0.
Pitches/strikes: SULLIVAN,K. 106/63; Griesbauer,E 64/34; Greenlee,B 37/25; Hunsaker,M 6/4.
Umpires - HP: Mike Henslee  1B: Tim King  3B: Melvin Clark
Start: 11 am   Time: 1:51   Attendance: 139
Weather: 55 degrees; cloudy
2019 WKU Softball
WKU vs Auburn
Feb 08, 2019 at Gulf Shores, Ala. (GS Sportsplex)
WKU 0 (1-1)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
THOMAS, Jordan 2b 2 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 .250
DAVIS, Taylor lf 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 .333
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 .500
PLESE, Shannon cf 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000
VORBRINK, Jordan rf 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 .600
SULLIVAN, Kennedy dp 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 .200
SMITH, Kendall c 2 0 0 0 0 2 7 1 0 .000
McELROY, Morgan ss 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 .000
  CARTER, Paige ph 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 2 0 1 0 0 0 3 0 0 .200
AIKEY, Kelsey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
  NUNN, Shelby p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 -
Totals 18 0 2 0 0 7 13 3 3
Auburn 8 (2-0)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
Taylon Snow ss 4 2 2 2 0 0 0 3 0 .500
Casey McCrackin 2b 3 1 1 1 0 2 0 0 0 .286
Tannon Snow dp 2 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 .200
Alyssa Rivera rf 3 1 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 .714
Kendall Veach c 3 1 1 1 0 2 7 0 1 .714
Justus Perry 1b 2 0 0 1 1 1 6 0 0 .400
Bree Fornis lf 2 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 3 .333
  Carmyn Greenwood lf 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 .667
Makenna Dowell 3b 3 1 1 0 0 0 1 2 1 .250
Morgan Podany cf 2 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 .333
  Brittany Maresette ph 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000
Makayla Martin p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 .000
Totals 26 8 11 7 2 8 15 6 5
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 R H E
WKU 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2
Auburn 1 0 3 2 2 8 11 1
E - VORBRINK,J.(1); McELROY,M.(1); Tay. Snow(1). LOB - WKU 3; AU 5. 2B - B. Fornis(1). HR - C. McCrackin(1); A.
Rivera(1); K. Veach(3). SB - PLESE,S.(1); BOWLDS,M.(1).
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
AIKEY, Kelsey 2.1 4 4 3 2 4 12 14 59 -
NUNN, Shelby 2.0 7 4 3 0 4 14 14 42 -
Auburn ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
Makayla Martin 5.0 2 0 0 0 7 18 18 75 0.00
Win - M. Martin (1-0).  Loss - AIKEY,K. (0-1).  Save - None.
Inherited runners/scored: None. Pitches/strikes: AIKEY,K. 59/37; NUNN,S. 42/31; M. Martin 75/56.
Umpires - HP: Melvin Clark  1B: Mike Henslee  3B: Chris Nabors
Start: 5 p.m.   Time: 1:38   Attendance: 201
Weather: 55 degrees; cloudy
2019 WKU Softball
Florida A&M vs WKU
Feb 09, 2019 at Gulf Shores, Ala. (GS Sportsplex)
Florida A&M 3 (0-2)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
BOWERS,Tyra dp 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2
WATKINS,Kimiya 2b 3 1 1 0 1 1 2 1 0
BROKENBOROUGH,Seriah ss 2 0 0 0 1 2 3 0 0
  HAMPTON,Yurie ss 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
DAY,Alexis rf 3 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
STOUDEMIRE,Jamesia cf 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 2
ROSIER,Taylor 1b 2 1 0 0 1 2 5 1 1
BLASINGANE,Alexis c 2 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 0
  RHONE,Kaylin pr/ph 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
VARMAH,Hera 3b 3 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0
NIXON,Shakayla lf 3 0 1 2 0 1 4 0 0
HAYES,LeeAnn p 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
  FIXICO,Camryn p 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 2
Totals 25 3 3 3 6 13 18 5 7
WKU 4 (2-1)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
THOMAS, Jordan 2b 4 0 0 0 0 1 4 0 0
VORBRINK, Jordan rf/lf 3 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3b 2 1 0 0 1 0 1 2 1
PLESE, Shannon cf 3 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
SULLIVAN, Kennedy p/rf 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1
  McGUFFIN, Kelsey lf 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CARTER, Paige dp 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
SMITH, Kendall c 2 0 1 2 0 0 13 1 1
DAVIS, Taylor lf 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
  AIKEY, Kelsey p 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 2 0 1 0 1 0 2 0 1
McELROY, Morgan ss 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
Totals 21 4 4 4 4 1 21 5 6
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
Florida A&M 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 3 3 2
WKU 1 0 3 0 0 0 X 4 4 1
E - WATKINS,Kimi; HAYES,LeeAnn; McELROY,M.(2). DP - WKU 1. LOB - FAMUS 7; WKU 6. 2B - SMITH,K.(1). HBP -
SMITH,K.. SH - CARTER,P.(1); DAVIS,T.(1). SB - WATKINS,Kimi 2; BROKENBOROUG; DAY,Alexis; ROSIER,Taylo;
VORBRINK,J.(1). CS - BOWLDS,M.(1).
Florida A&M ip h r er bb so ab bf np
HAYES,LeeAnn 3.0 3 4 3 3 1 12 17 66
FIXICO,Camryn 3.0 1 0 0 1 0 9 11 37
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
SULLIVAN, Kennedy 4.1 3 3 2 5 9 16 21 97
AIKEY, Kelsey 2.2 0 0 0 1 4 9 10 31
Win - SULLIVAN,K. (2-0).  Loss - HAYES,LeeAnn (0-1).  Save - AIKEY,K. (1).
WP - HAYES,LeeAnn; SULLIVAN,K. 2(2). HBP - by HAYES,LeeAnn (SMITH,K.). PB - BLASINGANE,A; SMITH,K. 2(2). Inherited
runners/scored: AIKEY,K. 2/0. Pitches/strikes: HAYES,LeeAnn 66/34; FIXICO,Camry 37/23; SULLIVAN,K. 97/62; AIKEY,K.
31/21.
Umpires - HP: Tim King  1B: Larry Wallace  3B: Mike Henslee
Start: 11 am   Time: 2:11   Attendance: 137
Weather: 52 degrees, windy
2019 WKU Softball
Tennessee State vs WKU
Feb 09, 2019 at Gulf Shores, Ala. (GS Sportsplex F3)
Tennessee State 0 (0-4)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
JOHNSON, Ariel lf 4 0 0 0 0 1 5 1 4
AKERS, Patton cf 4 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 1
SCHNEIDER, Katie 1b/p 2 0 0 0 1 1 3 2 0
MELTON, Beckey dp/1b 3 0 1 0 0 1 3 0 0
WEBER, Reese c 3 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 3
VIRE, Bri rf 3 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
WHARTON, Jordan 2b 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
  SNELL, Sarah ph/2b 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0
HUPPEE, Megan 3b 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 3 0
FARIAS, Lauren ss 3 0 1 0 0 1 2 2 0
ESPINOZA, Jessina p/dp 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 26 0 6 0 2 9 18 11 8
WKU 5 (3-1)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
THOMAS, Jordan 2b 3 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0
VORBRINK, Jordan rf 3 1 0 0 0 1 3 0 1
PLESE, Shannon cf 3 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 1
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3b 2 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0
SULLIVAN, Kennedy dp 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  CARTER, Paige ph 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
SMITH, Kendall c 3 2 2 2 0 0 9 1 0
McGUFFIN, Kelsey lf 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
McELROY, Morgan ss 2 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 1 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0
  RIDGE, Jordan ph 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
AIKEY, Kelsey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
Totals 22 5 6 5 1 2 21 4 2
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
Tennessee State 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 2
WKU 1 0 1 1 0 2 X 5 6 1
E - WEBER(1); FARIAS(1); AIKEY,K.(1). DP - WKU 1. LOB - TSU 8; WKU 2. 2B - THOMAS,J.(1); PLESE,S.(1). HR -
SMITH,K. 2(2). HBP - HUPPEE. SH - CARTER,P.(2). SF - ENGELHARDT,R(1). SB - McELROY,M.(1); RIDGE,J.(1). CS -
AKERS(1).
Tennessee State ip h r er bb so ab bf np
ESPINOZA, Jessina 4.1 4 3 2 1 1 16 18 61
SCHNEIDER, Katie 1.2 2 2 2 0 1 6 7 29
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
AIKEY, Kelsey 7.0 6 0 0 2 9 26 29 123
Win - AIKEY,K. (1-1).  Loss - ESPINOZA (0-1).  Save - None.
HBP - by AIKEY,K. (HUPPEE). Inherited runners/scored: SCHNEIDER 1/0. Pitches/strikes: ESPINOZA 61/40; SCHNEIDER
29/17; AIKEY,K. 123/77.
Umpires - HP: Kevin Wallace  1B: Melvin Clark  3B: Larry Wallace
Start: 1:56 PM   Time: 1:55   Attendance: 117
Weather: Partly Sunny, 58
2019 WKU Softball
WKU vs South Alabama
Feb 10, 2019 at Gulf Shores, Ala. (GS Sportsplex)
WKU 7 (4-1)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
THOMAS, Jordan 2b 4 1 2 2 0 0 3 0 0
VORBRINK, Jordan rf 4 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
PLESE, Shannon cf 3 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0
SMITH, Kendall c 3 0 1 0 0 1 10 1 0
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3b 3 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
RIDGE, Jordan dp 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
  CARTER, Paige ph 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
McELROY, Morgan ss 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
  MURPHY, Macy ph 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  BLACKFORD, Cassidy pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
DAVIS, Taylor lf 3 1 1 1 0 0 2 0 0
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 2 0 0 0 0 1 4 0 0
  McGUFFIN, Kelsey ph 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SULLIVAN, Kennedy p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
  AIKEY, Kelsey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 28 7 7 6 0 4 21 3 1
South Alabama 3 (1-3)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
Reid, Brittani lf 2 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0
Harris, Megan cf 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
  Stewart, Holly ph 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
Kvistad, Kamdyn 3b 3 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 0
Cronan, Kennedy ss 3 1 1 1 0 2 1 2 1
Krzywiecki, Abby 1b 3 0 0 0 0 2 9 0 0
Yarbrough, Samantha p/dp 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
  Gruich, Katelyn ph 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Gulledge, Dayla rf 3 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
Mayo, Savanna 2b 3 0 0 0 0 1 3 4 1
Stevens, Taylor c 1 0 0 0 0 0 4 2 0
  Flynn, Amanda ph 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
  Reid, Alexis p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0
Totals 25 3 4 2 1 11 21 11 2
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
WKU 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 7 0
South Alabama 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 3 4 2
E - K. Kvistad(1); Krzywiecki(1). DP - Jaguars 1. LOB - Toppers 1; Jaguars 2. 2B - THOMAS,J.(2). 3B - B.
Reid(1). HR - K. Cronan(1). SH - RIDGE,J.(1). SB - RIDGE,J.(2). CS - SMITH,K.(1).
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
SULLIVAN, Kennedy 6.0 4 3 3 1 9 22 23 85
AIKEY, Kelsey 1.0 0 0 0 0 2 3 3 16
South Alabama ip h r er bb so ab bf np
Yarbrough, Samantha 2.0 6 7 3 0 1 13 14 54
Reid, Alexis 5.0 1 0 0 0 3 15 15 43
Win - SULLIVAN,K. (3-0).  Loss - S. Yarbrough (1-1).  Save - None.
WP - SULLIVAN,K.(3). Inherited runners/scored: None. Pitches/strikes: SULLIVAN,K. 85/58; AIKEY,K. 16/10; S.
Yarbrough 54/39; A. Reid 43/34.
Umpires - HP: Tim King  1B: Larry Wallace  3B: Melvin Clark
Start: 9:57 am   Time: 1:46   Attendance: 92
2019 WKU Softball
Western Illinois at WKU (Game 1)
Feb 16, 2019 at Bowling Green, Ky. (WKU Softball Complex)
Western Illinois 3 (3-3)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
Jasmine Lara cf 4 1 1 0 0 2 0 0 0
Payton Abbott ss 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Sydney Hollings 3b 3 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 1
Hailey Duwa 1b 2 1 1 2 1 1 5 0 0
  Kyra Kroll pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Halle Hollatz 2b 2 0 0 0 0 2 1 2 1
Aly Compton lf 3 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0
Emily Ira p 3 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
Sidney Bottino c 2 0 0 0 0 2 5 1 1
  Danielle Olson ph 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
Alyssa Ealy rf 2 0 0 0 1 1 2 0 0
Totals 26 3 5 3 2 8 18 3 5
WKU 5 (5-1)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
THOMAS, Jordan 2b 4 2 2 1 0 0 2 1 2
VORBRINK, Jordan rf 2 0 0 0 0 2 3 0 0
PLESE, Shannon cf 3 0 1 2 0 1 0 0 0
SMITH, Kendall c 3 1 1 0 0 0 8 0 1
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3b 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 6 0
SULLIVAN, Kennedy dp/p 2 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
McELROY, Morgan ss 3 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 3 0 1 0 0 0 6 0 1
DAVIS, Taylor lf 3 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
NUNN, Shelby p/dp 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 25 5 8 5 1 5 21 8 5
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
Western Illinois 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 3 5 1
WKU 0 0 2 0 1 2 X 5 8 1
E - HOLLINGS(2); ENGELHARDT,R(1). LOB - WIU 5; WKU 5. 2B - HOLLINGS 2(3). 3B - SMITH,K.(1); ENGELHARDT,R(1). HR
- DUWA(2); THOMAS,J.(1). SH - HOLLATZ(1); VORBRINK,J.(1). SF - SULLIVAN,K.(1). SB - ENGELHARDT,R(1).
Western Illinois ip h r er bb so ab bf np
Emily Ira 6.0 8 5 5 1 5 25 28 102
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
NUNN, Shelby 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
SULLIVAN, Kennedy 7.0 5 3 3 2 8 26 29 112
Win - SULLIVAN,K. (4-0).  Loss - IRA (2-1).  Save - None.
Inherited runners/scored: None. Pitches/strikes: IRA 102/69; SULLIVAN,K. 112/71.
Umpires - HP: Jose Travis  1B: Todderick Davis  3B: Kim Johnson
Start: 1 pm   Time: 1:44   Attendance: 203
Weather: 38 degrees
2019 WKU Softball
Western Illinois at WKU (Game 2)
Feb 16, 2019 at Bowling Green, Ky. (WKU Softball Complex)
Western Illinois 3 (4-3)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
Jasmine Lara cf 3 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
Ashley Minyard rf 2 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0
Sydney Hollings 3b 2 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 2
Hailey Duwa 1b 3 0 1 0 0 1 6 0 0
Payton Abbott ss 2 1 1 2 0 1 6 2 0
Aly Compton lf 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
Madison Boone dp 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
Meghan Henson c 2 1 0 0 1 2 4 0 0
Abby Carlin p 3 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 0
Halle Hollatz 2b 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 0
Totals 23 3 4 3 3 6 21 6 4
WKU 1 (5-2)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
THOMAS, Jordan 2b 4 0 2 0 0 0 1 1 1
DAVIS, Taylor lf 4 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
PLESE, Shannon cf 4 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 2
SMITH, Kendall c 3 1 3 1 0 0 6 0 0
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3b 2 0 1 0 1 0 1 2 0
CARTER, Paige dp 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5
  RIDGE, Jordan ph 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
McGUFFIN, Kelsey rf 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
  MURPHY, Macy ph 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
McELROY, Morgan ss 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 4 0
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 3 0 1 0 0 0 9 0 0
AIKEY, Kelsey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
  NUNN, Shelby p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 29 1 7 1 1 3 21 8 8
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
Western Illinois 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 3 4 1
WKU 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 7 0
E - CARLIN(1). LOB - WIU 4; WKU 8. 2B - THOMAS,J.(3). HR - ABBOTT(2); SMITH,K.(3). SH - ABBOTT(1). SF -
MINYARD(1). SB - SMITH,K.(1).
Western Illinois ip h r er bb so ab bf np
Abby Carlin 7.0 7 1 1 1 3 29 30 114
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
AIKEY, Kelsey 5.0 3 3 3 3 3 16 21 88
NUNN, Shelby 2.0 1 0 0 0 3 7 7 17
Win - CARLIN (1-2).  Loss - AIKEY,K. (1-2).  Save - None.
WP - CARLIN(1). Inherited runners/scored: None. Pitches/strikes: CARLIN 114/75; AIKEY,K. 88/47; NUNN,S. 17/14.
Umpires - HP: Todderick Davis  1B: Kim Johnson  3B: Jose Travis




Feb 24, 2019 at Bowling Green (WKU Softball)
Butler 0 (5-7)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
FOREMAN, Jenna rf 4 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 4
AVERY, Bri cf 3 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0
  KEMPF, Sydney cf 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
ANDERSEN, Sammy dp/c 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
RICKETTS, Karli p 3 0 0 0 0 3 0 2 1
GILLILAND, Claire ss 2 0 0 0 1 2 1 2 0
CANDOTTI, Christina 3b 2 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 2
  BABB, Elyse ph 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
  LONGEST, Kinley pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
DOUD, Kaitlin 1b 2 0 0 0 0 2 9 0 0
  CHRISTIANSEN, Madi ph 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
  PERRELLE, Emily pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
LONGEST, Payton lf 1 0 0 0 2 1 2 0 0
FEY, Lauren 2b 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
THOMPSON, Cheyenne c/dp 1 0 0 0 0 1 4 1 0
Totals 24 0 3 0 4 16 18 7 7
WKU 3 (7-2)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
THOMAS, Jordan 2b 3 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1
VORBRINK, Jordan rf 3 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0
PLESE, Shannon cf 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
SMITH, Kendall c 3 1 1 1 0 1 17 0 2
SULLIVAN, Kennedy p 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0
McELROY, Morgan ss 3 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3b 3 1 2 0 0 0 0 2 0
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 2 0 1 2 0 0 2 0 0
DAVIS, Taylor lf 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
AIKEY, Kelsey dp 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 25 3 8 3 0 3 21 4 4
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
Butler 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0
WKU 0 2 1 0 0 0 X 3 8 0
LOB - BUTLER 7; WKU 4. 2B - BABB, E.(1). HR - SMITH,K.(4). SB - FOREMAN, J.(11); PERRELLE, E.(1); THOMAS,J.(3);
PLESE,S.(3); ENGELHARDT,R 2(3).
Butler ip h r er bb so ab bf np
RICKETTS, Karli 6.0 8 3 3 0 3 25 25 92
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
SULLIVAN, Kennedy 7.0 3 0 0 4 16 24 28 134
Win - SULLIVAN,K. (6-0).  Loss - RICKETTS, K. (1-4).  Save - None.
WP - RICKETTS, K. 2(4). Inherited runners/scored: None. Pitches/strikes: RICKETTS, K. 92/63; SULLIVAN,K. 134/80.
Umpires - HP: Jose Travis  1B: Todderick Davis  3B: Michelle Sandahl
Start: 12:30 pm   Time: 1:53   Attendance: 176
Weather: 43 degrees; windy
2019 WKU Softball
Cleveland State at WKU
Feb 24, 2019 at Bowling Green, Ky. (WKU Softball Complex)
Cleveland State 3 (1-5)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
HYSONG, Kelly dp 4 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 2 .286
PACKISH, Aly lf 4 1 3 0 0 1 0 0 0 .370
BAJUSZ, Sydney rf 2 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 .263
RIES, Riley c 3 0 1 2 0 0 4 0 0 .304
GRIFFIN, Hanna p 3 0 0 0 0 2 1 3 2 .059
ROSE, Alyssa ss 2 0 1 0 1 1 0 3 0 .462
HUMITZ, Jordan 1b 3 0 0 0 0 2 9 0 0 .077
  WARD, Hallie ss 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 .000
BROSCHK, Valeri 3b 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 .000
TUCKER, Mackenzie cf 1 1 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 .000
GRAY, Bailee 2b 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 .000
Totals 25 3 6 3 3 10 18 10 5
WKU 10 (8-2)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
THOMAS, Jordan 2b 3 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 .353
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 3 0 0 0 0 0 5 1 1 .179
  CARTER, Paige ph 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 .000
PLESE, Shannon cf 4 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 .343
SMITH, Kendall c 3 0 1 2 0 0 10 0 1 .355
VORBRINK, Jordan rf 4 1 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 .333
McELROY, Morgan ss 3 1 0 0 0 0 4 1 0 .227
  STOWERS, Tommi ph 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1000
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3 1 1 0 0 3 1 0 2 0 .261
McGUFFIN, Kelsey lf 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 .000
  RIDGE, Jordan rf 2 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 2 .333
  DAVIS, Taylor lf 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .222
SULLIVAN, Kennedy dp 3 2 2 3 0 0 0 0 3 .304
AIKEY, Kelsey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000
  NUNN, Shelby p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 -
Totals 29 10 10 8 5 4 21 8 7
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
Cleveland State 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 3 6 2
WKU 0 0 1 1 0 8 X 10 10 1
E - ROSE(3); WARD, H.(1); McELROY,M.(3). LOB - CSU 5; WKU 7. 2B - PACKISH(1); RIES(2); PLESE,S.(3);
SULLIVAN,K.(2). 3B - THOMAS,J.(1). HR - HYSONG(2). SH - BAJUSZ(3). SF - SMITH,K.(1). SB - PACKISH(1); PLESE,S.
2(5).
Cleveland State ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
GRIFFIN, Hanna 5.0 9 7 7 2 3 25 27 88 5.39
ROSE, Alyssa 1.0 1 3 2 3 1 4 8 42 14.00
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
AIKEY, Kelsey 3.0 4 3 3 1 6 12 14 58 3.23
NUNN, Shelby 4.0 2 0 0 2 4 13 15 44 2.93
Win - NUNN,S. (1-0).  Loss - GRIFFIN (1-2).  Save - None.
WP - ROSE 3(4). Inherited runners/scored: ROSE 1/1. Pitches/strikes: GRIFFIN 88/57; ROSE 42/24; AIKEY,K. 58/41;
NUNN,S. 44/30.
Umpires - HP: Todderick Davis  1B: Jason Booth  3B: Jose Davis
Start: 5 pm   Time: 1:56   Attendance: 202
Weather: 43 degrees; windy
2019 WKU Softball
Cleveland State at WKU
Feb 25, 2019 at Bowling Green, Ky. (WKU Softball Complex)
Cleveland State 0 (1-6)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
HYSONG, Kelly dp 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 .314
PACKISH, Aly lf 3 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 .242
BAJUSZ, Sydney rf 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 .222
RIES, Riley c 2 0 1 0 0 0 2 1 0 .333
ROSE, Alyssa ss 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 0 .316
SHACKELFORD, Gabby 3b 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 .000
GRIFFIN, Hanna 1b 2 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 1 .136
TOLSTYKA, Abby 2b 2 0 0 0 0 1 3 1 0 .200
TUCKER, Mackenzie cf 2 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 .100
MAJOR, Alicia p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 .000
Totals 21 0 1 0 0 4 15 7 3
WKU 8 (9-2)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
THOMAS, Jordan 2b 3 2 2 1 0 0 4 4 2 .405
VORBRINK, Jordan lf 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 .267
PLESE, Shannon cf 3 2 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 .378
SMITH, Kendall c 2 1 1 1 1 0 4 0 0 .375
SULLIVAN, Kennedy dp 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 .292
  McGUFFIN, Kelsey pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3 3 1 1 2 0 0 0 2 1 .286
RIDGE, Jordan rf 3 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 .300
McELROY, Morgan ss 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 .304
  STOWERS, Tommi ph 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1000
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 2 0 0 1 0 0 8 0 0 .172
  CARTER, Paige ph 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 .222
NUNN, Shelby p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 -
Totals 24 8 11 8 1 2 18 7 3
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 R H E
Cleveland State 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2
WKU 2 0 5 0 0 1 8 11 2
E - ROSE(5); TOLSTYKA(1); McELROY,M. 2(5). DP - CSU 1. LOB - CSU 3; WKU 3. 2B - PLESE,S.(4); STOWERS,T.(1). 3B
- PLESE,S.(1). HR - THOMAS,J.(2); ENGELHARDT,R(2). SH - VORBRINK,J.(2). SF - SULLIVAN,K.(2). SB - RIDGE,J.(3);
McELROY,M.(2); BOWLDS,M.(2). CS - ENGELHARDT,R(1).
Cleveland State ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
MAJOR, Alicia 2.1 5 2 1 0 0 12 12 54 3.00
HYSONG, Kelly 2.2 6 6 6 1 2 12 15 63 10.14
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
NUNN, Shelby 6.0 1 0 0 0 4 21 21 64 1.88
Win - NUNN,S. (2-0).  Loss - HYSONG (0-2).  Save - None.
WP - MAJOR(2). Inherited runners/scored: None. Pitches/strikes: MAJOR 54/32; HYSONG 63/37; NUNN,S. 64/45.
Umpires - HP: Todderick Davis  1B: Jason Booth  3B: Shane Jackson
Start: 3 pm   Time: 1:34   Attendance: 156
Weather: 46 degrees; chilly
2019 WKU Softball
Indiana State at WKU
Feb 25, 2019 at Bowling Green, Ky. (WKU Softball Complex)
Indiana State 7 (7-3)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
Leslie Sims 2b 5 2 2 0 0 1 2 4 0
Bailey Martin lf 5 3 4 3 0 1 0 1 0
Brooke Mann c 4 0 3 1 1 0 4 1 0
  Olivia Patton pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Bella Peterson rf 3 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 2
Shaye Barton 3b 4 0 3 1 0 0 0 6 0
Mallory Marsicek ss 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0
  Grace Hunger ph/ss 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0
Riley Hecklinski 1b 4 0 0 0 0 2 10 0 8
Rebecca Gibbs dp 4 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
Becky Malchow cf 4 1 2 0 0 1 0 0 2
Abbey Kruzel p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
  Arielle Blankenship p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  Tessa Sims p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
Totals 35 7 15 5 5 9 18 15 12
WKU 9 (10-2)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
THOMAS, Jordan 2b 4 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3b 4 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 2
PLESE, Shannon cf 3 3 2 2 1 0 1 0 0
SMITH, Kendall c 1 1 1 1 3 0 10 0 0
  McGUFFIN, Kelsey pr 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
STOWERS, Tommi dp 3 1 3 4 1 0 0 0 0
CARTER, Paige rf 4 0 1 1 0 2 1 0 0
SULLIVAN, Kennedy p 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 4
  AIKEY, Kelsey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
  TOWERS, Haylee p/lf 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 2 1 1 0 0 0 4 0 0
  MURPHY, Macy ph 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
DAVIS, Taylor lf 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  RIDGE, Jordan ph/lf 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
  NUNN, Shelby p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
McELROY, Morgan ss 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
Totals 29 9 10 9 5 4 21 4 7
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
Indiana State 0 0 1 0 1 3 2 7 15 3
WKU 3 1 1 3 0 1 X 9 10 1
E - Marsicek 2(5); Hunger(1); PLESE,S.(1). DP - WKU 1. LOB - INS 12; WKU 7. 2B - Mann(3); THOMAS,J.(4);
STOWERS,T.(2). HR - Martin(2); PLESE,S.(1); STOWERS,T.(1). CS - PLESE,S.(1).
Indiana State ip h r er bb so ab bf np
Abbey Kruzel 1.2 4 4 4 1 2 9 10 38
Arielle Blankenship 2.0 5 4 1 2 2 12 14 48
Tessa Sims 2.1 1 1 1 2 0 8 10 24
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
SULLIVAN, Kennedy 4.0 7 2 2 3 6 18 21 92
AIKEY, Kelsey 1.1 5 3 2 0 2 9 9 29
TOWERS, Haylee 1.1 3 2 2 2 1 7 9 44
NUNN, Shelby 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 5
Win - SULLIVAN,K. (7-0).  Loss - Kruzel (0-1).  Save - NUNN,S. (1).
WP - AIKEY,K.(2). Inherited runners/scored: Blankenship 1/0; Sims, T. 3/0; AIKEY,K. 1/0; TOWERS,H. 1/0; NUNN,S.
1/0. Pitches/strikes: Kruzel 38/21; Blankenship 48/32; Sims, T. 24/14; SULLIVAN,K. 92/49; AIKEY,K. 29/17; TOWERS,H.
44/27; NUNN,S. 5/2.
Umpires - HP: Michelle Sandahl  1B: Ken Cato  3B: Jose Travis
Start: 5:02 pm   Time: 2:37   Attendance: 187
Weather: 50 degrees; chilly
SULLIVAN,K. faced 2 batters in the 5th.
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Game 13 PDF box score attached. 
Season stats PDF attached. 
Action photo of Kennedy Sullivan attached – please credit WKU Athletics 
  
SULLIVAN’S NO-HITTER LEADS WKU TO 8-0 VICTORY OVER EVANSVILLE 
  
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. – Behind the 13th no hitter in WKU Softball program history off the arm of freshman 
Kennedy Sullivan, the Hilltoppers cruised to an 8-0 five-inning victory over Evansville to open the 
Samford Invitational. Sullivan became just the fourth rookie to register a no hitter in program history 
while posting the third-ever run-rule no-hit bid. 
  
“I felt like in inning one, we got three runs on the board and she obviously in her groove, striking out 
eight people and we played great defense behind her,” head coach Amy Tudor opened. “This is a pretty 
special moment for her; I’m proud of her and proud of the team. Overall, this was a great team effort.” 
  
With her defense making plays behind her, Sullivan allowed just two Evansville base runners all game, 
both via walks. In between the two free bases, Sullivan and the Hilltoppers retired 13-straight UE 
batters. The rookie finished with eight strikeouts including three in the bottom of the fifth. 
  
The Hilltoppers struck early and often on offense, taking a 3-0 advantage before Evansville recorded an 
at bat. 
  
In the top of the first, Rebekah Engelhardt got things started with a one-out single before stealing 
second and scoring on a fielder’s choice that saw Shannon Plese reach base safely. Kendall Smith 
followed with a single, scoring Plese to make the score 2-0 in favor of the Red and White before Tommi 
Stowers connected for a hit in her sixth-straight plate appearance for a 3-0 lead. 
  
Two innings later, Stowers connected for a single back up the middle to extend her hit streak to seven-
straight at bats before coming around to score the first of three Hilltopper runs in the frame on an RBI 
hit by pitch from Jordan Vorbrink. Jordan Thomas drew a bases-loaded walk for her eighth RBI of the 
season. 
  
Plese led off the top of the fourth with her first of two walks on the day before coming all the way 
around to score on a double by Smith to the right-center gap. Stowers’ remarkable streak came to an 
end in the next at bat as the junior had to return to the dugout without touching a base first. Picking her 
up though, Sullivan singled to centerfield before Paige Carter beat out a bunt single and scored Smith 
from third for the 8-0 WKU advantage. 
  
“I thought Tommi saw the ball well,” Tudor continued. “Her confidence is very high right now. She’s not 
just getting hits, she’s squaring up the ball. Again, she has a lot of confidence and has produced a lot of 
offense for us.” 
  
Smith, Stowers and Carter each registered two hits in the outing. Five different Hilltoppers accounted 
for WKU’s five RBI. WKU finished with nine hits in the game, marking the fourth-straight outing with 
nine or more. 
  
“Figuring out what our batting approach is going to be from inning one through inning seven is 
something that we’ve been focused on,” stated Tudor. “We’ve talked a lot about two-strike hitting and 
what we’re swinging at. All week we’ve continued doing a good job of making adjustments and now 
we’re going out there and performing.” 
  
Sullivan moved to 8-0 on the season with the victory and now owns three complete-game shutouts 
during her debut campaign. 
  
WKU Softball is now 11-2 and off to the program’s best start. The Red and White have now won six-
straight decisions dating back to the second weekend of the season. 
  
NEXT GAME: WKU Softball will return to the Samford Softball Field on Saturday for a 2 p.m. CT tilt 
against Jackson State on Saturday to continue play in the Samford Invitational. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS/MEDIA RELATIONS 
  
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Friday, March 1, 2019 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
  
WKU SOFTBALL ADDS SECOND GAME ON SATURDAY 
  
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. – WKU Softball has added a second game to its Saturday slate from the Samford 
Invitational. Immediately following the day’s regularly scheduled contest against Jackson State at 2 p.m. 
CT, the Hilltoppers will face off against weekend host, Samford. 
  
REMAINING WEEKEND SCHEDULE 
Saturday, March 2 – WKU vs. Jackson State | Stream | Livestats 
Saturday, March 2 – WKU at Samford | Stream | Livestats 
Sunday, March 3 – WKU vs. Houston Baptist | Stream | Livestats 
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Games 14 & 15 PDF box scores attached. 
Combined weekend stats attached. 
Season stats PDF attached. 
  
HILLTOPPER PITCHERS DOMINATE IN CIRCLE AS WIN STREAK GROWS TO EIGHT 
  
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. – A combined one-hit shutout by Shelby Nunn and Kelsey Aikey was followed up with a career-high 
17-strikeout gem off the arm of Kennedy Sullivan as WKU Softball picked up two more wins from the Samford 
Invitational. The day’s first contest saw WKU win 4-0 over Jackson State (2-19) before the Hilltoppers took care of 
weekend host Samford (6-15), 8-1. Two wins extended the Red and White’s win streak to eight straight while the squad 
improved to 13-2 on the 2019 campaign. 
  
“I felt like our circle was strong all weekend,” head coach Amy Tudor opened. “All three of our pitchers did an excellent 
job and when your circle is strong, your team is strong. It helps give the offense some breathing room and I thought we 
did a great job in all facets of the game.” 
  
Sullivan’s 17-strikeout performance came a day after the freshman tossed a no hitter against Evansville and less than a 
week after a 16-strikeout outing against Butler. Seventeen punchouts is the fifth-most ever recorded by a Hilltopper and 
the second-most ever registered in a regulation-length game. 
  
Across the team’s three games from Birmingham on the weekend, the pitching staff gave up just one run, three hits and 
five walks while posting a collective 35 strikeouts. 
  
GAME 1: WKU 4, JACKSON STATE 0 
  
WKU Softball rode a combined one-hitter from Shelby Nunn and Kelsey Aikey to a 4-0 victory over Jackson State to open 
play on Saturday from the Samford Invitational. Nunn worked 5.0 innings while allowing just one hit with no walks and 
five strikeouts to move to 3-0 on the season. Aikey worked the game’s final two frame, racking up five punchouts as well 
including four in the top of the seventh after a dropped third strike. 
  
Jordan Vorbrink led off the bottom of the third with a double to the right-center gap before Jordan Thomas sent a single 
to right field to bring her home for the 1-0 WKU lead. Kendall Smith followed suit in the bottom of the fourth with 
another double before Tommi Stowers drew a walk. Paige Carter moved the runners on an RBI groundout to short stop 
before Sullivan did that same thing to push the Hilltoppers’ lead to 3-0. 
  
Shannon Plese led off the bottom of the sixth by beating out a bunt single before stealing second and third base and 
ultimately scoring on a wild pitch for the final 4-0 decision. 
  
“Winning is contagious,” Tudor said of the day’s opening win. “Our attitudes are great at the plate, in the field and even 
in the dugout and having that healthy environment makes all the difference in the world. All weekend, we saw a great 
team effort. I’m confident in us at the plate, in the field and from the circle.” 
  
GAME 2: WKU 8, SAMFORD 1 
  
The Hilltoppers took care of business in their first trip to the plate in the day’s second tilt from the Samford Softball 
Field. Thomas led things off with a walk in her first of two plate appearances in the frame before moving all the way 
around to third when Rebekah Engelhardt reached second after a base hit and throwing error. During Plese’s at bat, 
both base runners advanced 60 feet on a wild pitch, giving the Red and White a 1-0 lead with no outs. From there, Plese 
reached safely on a fielder’s choice that saw Engelhardt score. Smith followed with a double before Stowers walked to 
load the bases. Paige Carter and Kennedy Sullivan each followed with sacrifice flies to advance all runners a bag and give 
WKU a 4-0 lead. Taylor Davis kept thing rolling with a two-out RBI base hit up the middle to plate Stowers for the fifth 
run of the frame. 
  
Sullivan picked up a pair of strikeouts in the bottom of the first – as she did in every frame – while allowing a base hit 
and a walk in the frame. The rookie got the Hilltoppers back to the dugout with a swinging strikeout, beginning a stretch 
of six-straight batters retired with a punchout. The strikeout also began a stretch of 12-consecutive Samford batters 
retired by Sullivan and the Hilltopper defense before the Bulldogs were able to draw a walk. 
  
By the end of the fourth inning, Sullivan had struck out every Samford batter at least once – including a Bulldog pinch 
hitter. Six of Samford’s batters were Sullivan strikeout victims at least twice. 
  
WKU added a single tally in the top of the third after Thomas brought Carter home with a sacrifice fly. The Red and 
White went up 7-0 in the top of the sixth after Engelhardt connected for her third home run of the season with a no-
doubter to straight-away center 
  
Carter reached base with a walk in WKU’s final trip to the plate before Sullivan sent a double down the left line to score 
Carter all the way from first for the final 8-1 decision. 
  
Samford’s lone run came in the bottom of the sixth when the Bulldogs’ three-hole hitter hit a solo home run. The knock 
was the hosts’ second of two hits in the game. 
  
Sullivan finished with 17 strikeouts against just two walks while facing 26 Samford batters in the contest. Her 16-
strikeout effort was the most ever by a freshman and today’s outing added to it. 
  
With an overall record of 13-2, the Hilltoppers are off to the best start in program history. WKU’s .867 win percentage is 
the best in Conference USA through the first four weekends of play. 
  
“I really think this team cares about each other,” Tudor shared when asked about what makes this team so special. “We 
have all facets of the game covered with this squad. We have a strong pitching staff, people that produce offense, 
people that fill in roles nicely. When you can succeed in all three parts of the game, you give yourself a really good 
chance to win. It starts with caring about your teammates though and putting in effort outside of game day and this 
team has worked really hard.” 
  
NEXT GAME: With the Sunday slate of the Samford Invite cancelled, WKU will be back in action next weekend from 
Kennesaw, Ga., where the Hilltoppers will compete in the Bobbie Bailey Memorial Tournament. 
 
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 02, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 13-2   Home: 6-1   Away: 1-0   Neutral: 6-1   C-USA: 0-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 6 1 5 6-4 13 5 8 4 0 1 5 15 1.154 3 0 1 0  . 6 8 8 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 3 9 0 15-15 41 12 16 4 1 4 11 34  . 8 2 9 5 2 8 0  . 4 6 9 1 0 2-3 147 5 1  . 9 9 3
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 3 7 8 15-15 45 13 17 4 1 1 11 26  . 5 7 8 4 1 4 0  . 4 4 0 0 0 7-8 9 0 1  . 9 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 3 3 15-15 45 9 15 4 1 2 10 27  . 6 0 0 7 0 8 0  . 4 1 5 1 0 3-3 24 11 0 1.000
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 0 3 13-13 33 7 10 1 0 0 3 11  . 3 3 3 3 2 7 0  . 3 9 5 0 2 2-2 22 1 1  . 9 5 8
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 9 7 15-15 37 13 11 0 1 3 7 22  . 5 9 5 8 0 2 0  . 4 1 3 1 1 4-5 7 26 2  . 9 4 3
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 2 6 5 14-14 34 5 9 3 0 0 9 12  . 3 5 3 1 0 5 0  . 2 6 3 3 0 0-0 0 6 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 2 6 3 12-7 19 5 5 0 0 0 7 5  . 2 6 3 3 1 2 0  . 3 7 5 1 2 1-1 3 0 0 1.000
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 4 0 12-9 25 4 6 0 0 0 3 6  . 2 4 0 0 0 0 0  . 2 4 0 0 2 1-1 7 0 0 1.000
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 2 3 1 15-15 26 6 6 0 1 0 2 8  . 3 0 8 1 0 4 0  . 2 5 9 0 0 2-2 13 15 6  . 8 2 4
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 2 2 2 7-2 9 3 2 0 0 0 2 2  . 2 2 2 1 0 4 0  . 3 0 0 0 1 3-3 2 1 0 1.000
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 2 0 7 13-13 29 2 6 0 0 0 3 6  . 2 0 7 1 0 3 0  . 2 3 3 0 0 2-4 55 1 0 1.000
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 10-4 10 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 5 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 0 0 1.000
22 MURPHY, Macy  . 0 0 0 5-0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 10-5 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 3 1  . 8 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 0 0 0 2-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-2 1 0 0 1.000
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 3-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 8-4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 6 0 1.000
Totals  . 2 9 8 15 372 87 111 20 5 11 73 174  . 4 6 8 37 6 54 0  . 3 6 5 7 8 29-35 292 75 12  . 9 6 8
Opponents  . 2 0 4 15 368 37 75 10 1 9 32 114  . 3 1 0 43 2 147 0  . 2 9 0 1 3 11-12 267 112 26  . 9 3 6
LOB - Team (77), Opp (88). DPs turned - Team (3), Opp (4). CI - Team (0), Opp (1). Picked off - SULLIVAN,K. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
10 NUNN, Shelby  1 . 9 4 3-0 7 3 1 1/1 1 21.2 18 7 6 4 22 3 0 0  . 2 1 2 0 0 0 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  2 . 0 4 9-0 9 8 5 3/0 0 48.0 31 15 14 26 85 4 1 4  . 1 7 7 4 1 0 0 1
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 9 2 1-2 9 4 1 1/1 3 26.1 23 13 11 11 39 2 0 5  . 2 2 8 3 1 0 1 2
20 TOWERS, Haylee 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.1 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0 0 0
Totals  2 . 3 7 13-2 15 15 7 6/1 4 97.1 75 37 33 43 147 10 1 9  . 2 0 4 7 2 0 1 3
Opponents  4 . 7 2 2-13 15 15 5 1/0 0 89.0 111 87 60 37 54 20 5 11  . 2 9 8 14 6 0 7 8
PB - Team (2), SMITH,K. 2, Opp (1). Pickoffs - Team (0), Opp (1). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (11-12), SULLIVAN,K. (7-7), AIKEY,K.
(4-5).
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 02, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 56 55 1 0 1.000 2 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 35 24 11 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 6 DAVIS, Taylor 7 7 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy 6 0 6 0 1.000 0 7 0 1.000 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 6 0 6 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 3 3 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan 3 2 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 1 1 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey 1 1 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 153 147 5 1  . 9 9 3 1 11 1  . 9 1 7 2 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 24 22 1 1  . 9 5 8 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 35 7 26 2  . 9 4 3 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon 10 9 0 1  . 9 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan 34 13 15 6  . 8 2 4 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 5 1 3 1  . 8 0 0 1 4 1  . 8 0 0 0 0
22 MURPHY, Macy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 379 292 75 12  . 9 6 8 3 11 1  . 9 1 7 2 0
Opponents 405 267 112 26  . 9 3 6 4 29 6  . 8 2 9 1 1
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 02, 2019)
(Samford Invite Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 3-0   Home: 0-0   Away: 1-0   Neutral: 2-0   C-USA: 0-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
26 CARTER, Paige  . 4 2 9 3-3 7 3 3 0 0 0 3 3  . 4 2 9 1 0 0 0  . 4 4 4 1 0 1-1 2 0 0 1.000
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 4 0 0 3-3 10 4 4 3 0 0 1 7  . 7 0 0 0 1 3 0  . 4 5 5 0 0 1-1 34 1 1  . 9 7 2
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 4 0 0 3-3 5 1 2 1 0 0 1 3  . 6 0 0 3 1 0 0  . 6 6 7 0 0 1-1 13 1 0 1.000
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 4 0 0 2-1 5 0 2 0 0 0 1 2  . 4 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 4 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 3 7 5 3-3 8 3 3 2 0 0 1 5  . 6 2 5 2 0 1 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 3 7 5 3-3 8 3 3 0 0 1 1 6  . 7 5 0 1 0 0 0  . 4 4 4 0 1 1-1 2 3 1  . 8 3 3
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 3 7 5 3-3 8 4 3 0 0 0 1 3  . 3 7 5 2 1 0 0  . 5 4 5 0 0 2-2 1 0 0 1.000
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 3 3 3 3-3 9 0 3 1 0 0 3 4  . 4 4 4 0 0 2 0  . 3 0 0 1 0 0-0 0 1 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 1 4 3 3-3 7 1 1 0 0 0 3 1  . 1 4 3 2 0 2 0  . 3 0 0 1 0 0-0 3 2 0 1.000
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 0 0 0 3-3 5 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 2 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 3 1  . 8 0 0
22 MURPHY, Macy  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 1-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 1 0 1.000
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 1-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 0 0 0 1-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-2 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 0 0 1.000
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 1-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 3 2 4 3 74 20 24 7 0 1 15 34  . 4 5 9 11 3 11 0  . 4 1 8 3 1 9-10 57 12 3  . 9 5 8
Opponents  . 0 4 8 3 63 1 3 0 0 1 1 6  . 0 9 5 5 0 35 0  . 1 1 8 0 0 1-1 54 17 6  . 9 2 2
LOB - Team (19), Opp (10). DPs turned - Team (0), Opp (2). CI - Team (0), Opp (1).
(Samford Invite Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
10 NUNN, Shelby  0 . 0 0 1-0 1 1 0 0/1 0 5.0 1 0 0 0 5 0 0 0  . 0 5 9 0 0 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  0 . 0 0 0-0 1 0 0 0/1 1 2.0 0 0 0 1 5 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  0 . 5 8 2-0 2 2 2 1/0 0 12.0 2 1 1 4 25 0 0 1  . 0 5 1 0 0 0 0 0
Totals  0 . 3 7 3-0 3 3 2 2/1 1 19.0 3 1 1 5 35 0 0 1  . 0 4 8 1 0 0 0 0
Opponents  5 . 0 6 0-3 3 3 1 0/0 0 18.0 24 20 13 11 11 7 0 1  . 3 2 4 4 3 0 3 1
SBA/ATT - AIKEY,K. (1-1), SMITH,K. (1-1).
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 02, 2019)
(Samford Invite Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 14 13 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 5 3 2 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 2 2 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon 1 1 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy 1 0 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 1 1 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 1 0 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 36 34 1 1  . 9 7 2 0 1 0 1.000 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 6 2 3 1  . 8 3 3 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan 5 1 3 1  . 8 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 6 DAVIS, Taylor 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 1 0 1.000 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
22 MURPHY, Macy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 72 57 12 3  . 9 5 8 0 1 0 1.000 0 0
Opponents 77 54 17 6  . 9 2 2 2 9 1  . 9 0 0 0 1
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA 
RELATIONS                                                                                                                         
                                       
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Monday, March 4, 2019 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
  
Headshot of Kennedy Sullivan attached – please credit WKU Athletics 
  
SULLIVAN NAMED CONFERENCE USA CO-PITCHER OF THE WEEK 
  
DALLAS – WKU Softball rookie pitcher Kennedy Sullivan posted another dominating week in the circle 
for the Hilltoppers and has been recognized by the league office as the Conference USA Co-Pitcher of 
the Week. The Georgetown, Ky., native went 3-0 on the week while recording a no-hitter and an NCAA-
best 17-strikeout showing on separate occasions. 
  
“Kennedy continues to be impressive and a leader in the circle,” head coach Amy Tudor said of the 
freshman. “She has a great work ethic, attitude and desire to perform. From being ranked third 
nationally in strikeouts per game to throwing a no-hitter in just her eighth outing, she has shown what 
she is capable of doing.” 
  
Sullivan’s 17-strikeout performance came a day after the freshman tossed a no hitter against Evansville 
and less than a week after a 16-strikeout outing against Butler. Seventeen punchouts is the fifth-most 
ever recorded by a Hilltopper and the second-most ever registered in a regulation-length game. The 
mark is tied with two other performances for the most strikeouts in a single game in the NCAA this 
season with UMBC’s Courtney Coppersmith the only other pitcher to do so in a regulation-length game. 
Sullivan is the only pitcher in the nation with two showings of 16 or more strikeouts. 
  
The freshman’s no-hitter was the 13th in program history. Sullivan is just the fourth freshman to ever 
record a no-no and the third hurler to do so in a run-rule victory setting. 
  
Across the week, Sullivan finished with a 3-0 mark after picking up wins over Indiana State, Evansville 
and Samford. She allowed just nine hits in 16.0 innings of work while striking out 31 batters en route to 
a 1.31 ERA on the week. 
  
At the plate, Sullivan added four hits and four RBI to the Hilltoppers’ cause including her second multi-
hit performance in the win at Samford. 
  
As Tudor referenced, Sullivan ranks third across the NCAA with 12.4 strikeouts per game – a mark that 
leads Conference USA. Her 9-0 record on the season is also tops in the league and ranks eighth 
nationally. 
  
Sullivan earned Co-Pitcher of the Week with Louisiana Tech senior Preslee Gallaway who went 2-1 on 
the week with 15 strikeouts and just one earned run. 
  
The last WKU pitcher to land recognition as the league’s pitcher of the week was Kelsey Aikey who 
earned the honor twice in 2018 as a sophomore. 
 

WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA 
RELATIONS                                                                                                                         
                                       
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Thursday, March 7, 2019 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
  
Notes for games 16-20 attached. 
Tournament Central 
  
WKU SOFTBALL HEADED FOR KENNESAW STATE-HOSTED BOBBIE BAILEY MEMORIAL INVITE 
  
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Softball is headed for the three-day Bobbie Bailey Memorial Invitational in 
Kennesaw, Ga., from Friday through Sunday, where the squad will face off against Wright State, 
Kennesaw State and Saint Louis. Currently riding an eight-game win streak and off to the best start in 
program history at 13-2, the Hilltoppers will look to continue to build on their impressive non-
conference tear. Weekend action will open on Friday with a 10:30 a.m. CT tilt against Wright State from 
Bailey Park. 
  
BOBBIE BAILEY MEMORIAL INVITE INFORMATION 
Friday, March 8 – vs. Wright State – 10:30 a.m. CT | Livestats 
Friday, March 8 – at Kennesaw State – 1 p.m. CT | Livestats | Stream 
Saturday, March 9 – vs. Saint Louis– 1:30 p.m. CT | Livestats 
Saturday, March 9 – TBD 1 vs. 4/2 vs. 3 – 4 or 6:30 p.m. CT | Livestats 
Sunday, March 10 – TBD Championship/Consolation – 9 or 11:30 a.m. CT | Livestats 
  
Games against the weekend host, Kennesaw State, will be streamed on either Facebook or Youtube. 
Links will be posted to WKU Softball’s schedule on WKUSports.com and across all of the team’s social 
media platforms. 
  
To open weekend play, WKU will take on Wright State for the seventh time in program history. The Red 
and White have claimed all six previous decisions with three coming in neutral settings. The last time the 
sides met was 2017 in Bowling Green when WKU claimed a 4-3 decision. Wright State has opened the 
2019 campaign with a 6-9 record and enters the weekend losing its last three games. 
  
Kennesaw State has opened the 2019 season with a 9-11 record and has won its last four decisions 
entering the weekend. WKU is 1-1 all-time against the Owls, dropping the most recent decision 2-1 in 
the 2017 NISC from Atlanta. 
  
Rounding out WKU’s weekend competition, Saint Louis is headed to Georgia with a 2-10 reading on the 
season. The Billikens picked up a 6-2 victory over Evansville and a 4-1 win at UT Martin. SLU enters the 
weekend looking to end a three-game losing streak. WKU and Saint Louis have met once prior in 
program history when the Hilltoppers claimed a 4-0 decision over the Billikens in 2004. 
  
This weekend’s tournament at Kennesaw State is the fourth, and final, non-conference tournament the 
Hilltoppers will partake in before opening Conference USA action at FIU next weekend. 
  
After playing seven of its first 12 games from the WKU Softball Complex, the Red and White are midway 
through a 14-game stretch on the road. The Hilltoppers will finally play their next home game on March 
23 for its home-opening conference series. 
www.WKUSports.com  |  @WKUSoftball
2019 GAME NOTEs
Est. 2000  |  3 Conference Championships
604 Victories  |  2 NCAA Regional Berths
TOPPER NOTES
TOPPER NUMBERS
Senior lost from the 2018 squad. Strikeouts by Kennedy Sullivan 
in a single game - tied for first 
in NCAA.
Career saves by Kelsey Aikey - a 
WKU record & ranks 10th among 
all active NCAA players.
1 179
SEASON OPENERS
With a five-inning run-rule victory over Missouri State on Friday, Feb. 8, WKU Softball extended its season-opening win streak to 
seven-consecutive campaigns. The Hilltoppers secured the program’s first five-inning rule-run victory to open a season with the 
8-0 win over the Bears. Head coach Amy Tudor also picked up another season-opening win and has yet to be beaten as a head 
coach in those contests, improving to 15-0 in her career.
HANGING IN THERE
With only the first four weekends of the 2019 campaign complete, WKU has already notched three victories in come-from-
behind fashion. First up, WKU trailed Florida A&M 3-1 and came back to win 4-3 on Opening Weekend. The Hilltoppers did it 
again during week two, trailing Western Illinois 1-0 and 3-2 as late as the middle of the fifth inning. Week three saw WKU tally 
another comeback, defeating Cleveland State after trailing 3-0. SEE COME-FROM-BEHIND WINS SECTION ON PAGE 9.
SINGLE-GAME STRIKEOUTS
Kennedy Sullivan continued her dominance in the circle in WKU’s home tournament, the Hilltopper Classic. When the Red and 
White faced off against Butler, Sullivan was hitting her spots and tallied 16 strikeouts in the regulation-length game - the sec-
ond-most punchouts ever by a Hilltopper in a seven-inning game at the time. Sullivan is the only freshman in program history 
to register 15 or more strikeouts in a game and went on to do it again with 17 punchouts at Samford to match the most in the 
NCAA this season. The Georgetown, Ky., native’s performances marked the ninth and 10th 15-strikeout showings by a pitcher in 
WKU Softball history. Miranda Kramer owns seven outings of the sort while Ryan Rogge achieved the feat as a sophomore.
 ALL-TIME SINGLE-GAME STRIKEOUTS LEADERS
Miranda Kramer Senior 19 strikeouts W, 2-1 - at Georgia 14 innings 5-16-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 19 strikeouts W, 4-0 - at Troy 7 innings 2-7-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 18 strikeouts L, 1-3 - Charlotte 11 innings 4-26-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 18 strikeouts L, 0-1 - at Kentucky 8.2 innings 4-22-2015
Kennedy Sullivan Freshman 17 strikeouts W, 8-1 - at Samford 7 innings 3-2-2019
Kennedy Sullivan Freshman 16 strikeouts W, 3-0 - Butler 7 innings 2-24-2019
Miranda Kramer Senior 16 strikeouts W, 9-2 - at Lipscomb 7 innings 3-24-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 16 strikeouts W, 4-2 - at Ball State 7 innings 3-21-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 16 strikeouts W, 1-0 - vs. Charlotte 7 innings 5-7-2015
Ryan Rogge Sophomore 15 strikeouts L, 0-1 - vs. Virginia 10 innings 2-9-2007
RECORD-SETTING COLLEGIATE DEBUT
BOBBIE BAILEY MEMORIAL INVITE INFORMATION
DATE OPPONENT LOCATION TIME (CT)
FEBRUARY (10-2)
 8 1-vs. Missouri State Gulf Shores, Ala. W, 8-0 [5]
  1-vs. Auburn Gulf Shores, Ala. L, 0-8 [5]
 9 1-vs. Florida A&M Gulf Shores, Ala. W, 4-3
  1-vs. Tennessee State Gulf Shores, Ala. W, 5-0
 10 1-vs. South Alabama Gulf Shores, Ala. W, 7-3
 16 Western Illinois WKU Softball Field W, 5-3
  Western Illinois WKU Softball Field L, 1-3
 17 Western Illinois WKU Softball Field W, 7-6
 24 2-Butler WKU Softball Field W, 3-0
  2-Cleveland State WKU Softball Field W, 10-3
 25 2-Cleveland State WKU Softball Field W, 8-0 [6]
  2-Indiana State WKU Softball Field W, 9-7
 MARCH (3-0)
 1 3-Evansville Birmingham, Ala. W, 8-0 [5]
 2 3-Jackson State Birmingham, Ala. W, 4-0
  3-at Samford Birmingham, Ala. W, 8-1
 8 4-Wright State Kennesaw, Ga. 10:30 a.m.
  4-at Kennesaw State Kennesaw, Ga. 1 p.m.
 9 4-Saint Louis Kennesaw, Ga. 1:30 p.m.
  4-1 vs. 4/2 vs. 3 Kennesaw, Ga. 4/6:30 p.m.
 10 4-Champ./Consolation Kennesaw, Ga. 9/11:30 a.m.
 13 at Lipscomb Nashville, Tenn. 4 p.m.
 16 at FIU* Miami, Fla. 3 p.m.
  at FIU* Miami, Fla. 5:30 p.m.
 17 at FIU* Miami, Fla. 11 a.m.
 20 at EKU Richmond, Ky. 3 p.m.
 23 Charlotte* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  Charlotte* WKU Softball Field 3:30 p.m.
 24 Charlotte* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
 26 at Kentucky Lexington, Ky. 5 p.m.
 30 Florida Atlantic* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  Florida Atlantic* WKU Softball Field 3:30 p.m.
 31 Florida Atlantic* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
 APRIL (0-0)
 3 Louisville WKU Softball Field 5 p.m.
 6 at Marshall* Huntington, W.Va. Noon
  at Marshall* Huntington, W.Va. 2:30 p.m.
 7 at Marshall* Huntington, W.Va. 11 a.m.
 13 North Texas* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  North Texas* WKU Softball Field 3:30 p.m.
 14 North Texas* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
 17 at Tennessee Tech Cookeville, Tenn. 2 p.m.
  at Tennessee Tech Cookeville, Tenn. 4:30 p.m.
 19 at Middle Tennessee* Murfreesboro, Tenn. 1 p.m.
  at Middle Tennessee* Murfreesboro, Tenn. 3:30 p.m.
 20 at Middle Tennessee* Murfreesboro, Tenn. 1 p.m.
 24 Austin Peay WKU Softball Field 4 p.m.
  Austin Peay WKU Softball Field 6:30 p.m.
 27 at Louisiana Tech* Ruston, La. 1 p.m.
  at Louisiana Tech* Ruston, La. 3:30 p.m.
 28 at Louisiana Tech* Ruston, La. Noon
 MAY (0-0)
 1 Murray State WKU Softball Field 5 p.m.
 4 UTSA* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  UTSA* WKU Softball Field 3:30 p.m.
 5 UTSA* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
 8-11 5-C-USA Tournament Birmingham, Ala. 
Schedule (13-2, 0-0 C-USA)
FRIDAY, MARCH 8
WKU vs. Wright State | 10:30 a.m. CT
Bailey Park | Kennesaw, Ga.
FRIDAY, MARCH 8
WKU at Kennesaw State | 1 p.m. CT









WKU vs. Saint Louis | 1:30 p.m. CT









1 vs. 4/2 vs. 3
4/6:30 p.m. CT
Bailey Park | Kennesaw, Ga.
Livestats and stream links can be found at WKUSports.com 
on the team’s schedule and will be posted to WKU Softball’s 












Bailey Park | Kennesaw, Ga.
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Location ...............................................Bowling Green, Ky.
Nickname ...........................................................Hilltoppers
Colors ............................................................Red and White
Founded ......................................................................... 1906
Enrollment ..................................................................20,178
NCAA Affiliation ...................................................Division I
Conference Affiliation ..........................Conference USA
President ........................................Dr. Timothy C. Caboni
Director of Athletics ....................................Todd Stewart
QUICK FACTS
First Year .......................................................................... 2000
All-Time Record ......................................604-495-3 (.549)
Conference Championships ....................... 2 (2013, 15)
Tournament Championships ............................1 (2015)
NCAA Tournaments ....................................... 2 (2013, 15)
NCAA Postseason Record .................................4-4 (.500)
Best Record (2013) .........................................43-18 (.705)
Best at NCAAs (2015)..........................................2-2 (.500)
Played in NPF ...........................2 (last, Miranda Kramer)
PROGRAM HISTORY
Head Coach .........................Amy Tudor (Sixth season)
 Record at WKU ............................... 158-127-1 
 Career Record ..... 375-333-2 (15th season)
Assistant Coach .................................Kayla Bixel (Third)
Assistant Coach .........................Jessica Twaddle (First)
Strength and Conditioning ............. John Stephanski
Athletic Trainer ..........................................Josh Lumpkin
COACHING STAFF
Capacity  ............................................................................500
Opened  ......................................................................... 2000
WKU Record .............................................258-176-1 (.594)
Attendance Record .................................................... 1,323
 Record Info ..................vs. Kentucky, 4/20/16
 Record Result ............................................ L, 0-5
Winning Seasons .............................................................. 12
WKU SOFTBALL COMPLEX
Overall Record .................................................28-26 (.519)
Conference USA Record ...............................10-13 (.435)
Conference USA Finish ................................................. 8th
Letterwinners Returning/Lost.................................. 13/2
Pitchers Returning/Lost ................................................4/0
Incoming Freshmen (Pitchers) ................................. 5 (1)
Incoming Transfers (Pitchers) ................................... 1 (0)
2018 RECAP
Primary Contact ........................................Jessica Leifheit
 Assistant Director of Media Relations
Alma Mater ...............................................Augustana (‘14)
Email Address ........................ jessica.leifheit@wku.edu
Cell Phone .................................................... 630-870-9582
Office Phone ................................................ 270-745-4363
MEDIA RELATIONS
SEASON NOTES
Freshman pitcher Kennedy Sullivan wasted no time etching her name into the WKU record books as she spun a complete-game 
shutout in her collegiate debut and became the program’s first freshman to register double-digit strikeouts (11) in their debut. 
Sullivan followed with a pair of nine strikeout showings to bring her opening-weekend strikeout total to 29. 
 SEASON-OPENING DOUBLE-DIGIT STRIKEOUT PERFORMANCES
Kennedy Sullivan Freshman 11 strikeouts W, 8-0 5 innings 2019
Miranda Kramer Senior 11 strikeouts W, 8-0 6 innings 2015
Ryan Rogge Sophomore 15 strikeouts L, 0-1 10 innings 2007
LOCKDOWN MODE WITH KELSEY AIKEY
With just four weekends of her junior campaign in the rearview mirror, pitcher Kelsey Aikey had already cemented herself in 
the Hilltoppers’ record book. On Saturday, Feb. 9, Aikey took over in the circle with two-on and one-out with WKU’s lead at 4-3. 
The Iowa native got the Red and White back to the dugout unscathed and held FAMU hitless over her 2.2 innings of relief to 
secure her seventh career save. Seven saves tied Aikey for WKU’s career saves record with Adrienne Lathrop (2003-06). Upon the 
conclusion of the weekend, Aikey had made two relief appearances to take over the program’s record with 40. 
A weekend later, Aikey went on to set the program record with eight saves. The record-setting save was no easy task as Aikey 
entered Sunday’s game in the top of the sixth with a two-run lead and proceeded to get the Hilltoppers out of a bases-loaded 
no-out jam with three strikeouts while allowing just one run. In the top of the seventh, Western Illinois led off with a base hit 
and got the tying run to third base before Aikey and the Red and White defense went on lockdown to preserve the 7-6 WKU 
Softball victory.
 WKU CAREER SAVES & RELIEF APPEARANCES LIST          *denotes school record
Kelsey Aikey 9 saves* 43 relief appearances* 2017-present 
Adrienne Lathrop 7 saves 39 relief appearances 2003-06 
Allison Silver 6 saves 34 relief appearances 2001-04 
#SANDDOLLARCLASSIC ALL-TOURNAMENT TEAM
After helping the Hilltoppers to a 4-1 start for the first time in four seasons, Kennedy Sullivan, Jordan Vorbrink and Kendall 
Smith were all selected to the Sand Dollar Classic All-Tournament Team. Sullivan picked up three wins in the circle while striking 
out 29 batters. Vorbrink opened the season strong from the plate, recording a hit in four of the five games including a two-hit 
performance in the season opener. Marking WKU’s third selection, Smith registered four RBI on the weekend. The sophomore 
posted her first multi-home run game against Tennessee State with a pair of solo shots.
WALKOFFS 
After registering three walk-off wins in 2017 and four in 2018, WKU Softball is at it again early in the 2019 campaign. The 
squad picked up a walk-off over Cleveland State on Feb. 25 in the form of an 8-0, six-inning decision. In the bottom of the sixth, 
pinch-hitter Tommi Stowers placed a leadoff double into the gap before advancing 60 feet on a wild pitch during the following 
at bat. Another pinch-hitter, Paige Carter, battled to a full count before sending a single to left field to score Stowers for the 
run-rule walk off victory. SEE WALK-OFF WINS SECTION ON PAGE 9.
HOME OPENERS
With the Red and White claiming their 2019 home opener 5-3 over Western Illinois on Feb. 16, the squad improved its all-time 
record to 13-7 in home openers while claiming a victory in its third straight.
In its 2018 home-opener, WKU Softball took down Green Bay in a 10-0 five-inning decision to match the program’s largest 
margin of victory in a home opener. Under head coach Amy Tudor, the Hilltoppers are 5-1 in their first game of the year from the 
WKU Softball Complex. The program now owns a 13-7 record in home openers, winning seven of the last eight.
PRESEASON PREDICTIONS
In the 2019 C-USA Preseason Coaches Poll, WKU Softball was voted to finish seventh by the league’s coaches. Louisiana Tech was 
predicted to take home this year’s title while collecting nine first-place votes. Florida Atlantic finished second in the voting while 
earning three first-place votes. UAB, North Texas, FIU and Middle Tennessee filled in the slots before the Hilltoppers, respectively. 
Marshall was predicted to grab the final postseason spot while Southern Miss, UTEP, Charlotte and UTSA rounded out the poll. 
No Hilltoppers were selected to the Preseason All-Conference squad.
VICTORIES OVER SEC SQUADS
Since 2000, WKU Softball has played 11 different SEC squads. The Hilltoppers have gone 18-44 up against SEC opposition. Under 
Coach Tudor’s reign, the 2014-2019 squads have gone head to head with seven of the SEC programs, putting together a record 
of 5-11. In 2014 the Red and White took down No. 2 Tennessee on the Volunteers’ home turf; Tudor’s second game coaching for 
WKU against an SEC school. Over the 2017 opening weekend, WKU Softball headed to Starkville, Mississippi, and took down 
the host Bulldogs in a 1-0 decision. WKU dropped decisions to No. 8 LSU and No. 18 Kentucky in 2018 along with No. 17 Auburn 
during its opening weekend of the 2019 campaign.
WEEK FOUR HONORS
After amassing a no-hitter, a 17-strikeout game and three more victories to move to 9-0 on the season, Kennedy Sullivan earned 
recognition from numerous outlets. First, Conference USA tabbed the Georgetown, Ky., native a Co-Pitcher of the Week before 
she collected outright claim to College Sports Madness’ Conference USA Player of the Week. She rounded the haul out with a 
national Top Performance recognition from the Louisville Slugger/NFCA outlet.
SULLIVAN THROWS A NO-NO
Kennedy Sullivan continued her tear through the Hilltoppers’ non-conference slate as the freshman picked up her eighth win of 
the year after tossing WKU Softball’s 13th no-hitter in program history. Sullivan became just the fourth Hilltopper pitcher to toss 
a no-no with WKU’s 8-0, five-inning victory over Evansville from Birmingham, Ala.
 WKU FRESHMAN PITCHERS TO THROW A NO HITTER
Katie Swertfager #1 6 strikeouts W, 4-0 7 innings Penn (3/16/2000)
Ryan Rogge #3 8 strikeouts W, 8-0 6 innings Lafayette (4/30/2006)
Hannah Miniard #7 9 strikeouts W, 8-0 7 innings Troy (3/22/2014)
Kennedy Sullivan #13 8 strikeouts W, 8-0 5 innings Evansville (3/1/2019)
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2019 WKU SOFTBALL PLAYERS AND COACHING STAFF
2019 NUMERICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF/UTL SO. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C SO. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 3 SHANNON PLESE OF R-SR. 5-8 L/L Knoxville, Tenn. South Carolina
 4 KENNEDY SULLIVAN P/OF FR. 5-7 R/R Georgetown, Ky. Scott County HS
 6 TAYLOR DAVIS OF FR. 5-7 L/R Huntsville, Ala. Sparkman HS
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF SR. 5-7 R/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 9 JORDAN RIDGE UTL FR. 5-3 R/R Louisville, Ky. Assumption HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN P SO. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF/UTL SR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P JR. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF SR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C JR. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 19 SYDNE SOLOMON C/IF FR. 5-7 R/R Lewisburg, Tenn. Marshall County HS
 20 HAYLEE TOWERS P/UTL JR. 5-9 R/R Johnston, Iowa Johnston HS
 22 MACY MURPHY IF FR. 5-11 R/R Murfreesboro, Tenn. Riverdale HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF JR. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-JR. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER UTL JR. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS




























NAME POSITION EXPERIENCE ALMA MATER HOMETOWN
AMY TUDOR Head Coach Sixth Season WKU (2002) Petersburg, Tenn.
KAYLA BIXEL Assistant Coach Third Season IPFW (2010) Bremen, Ind. 
JESSICA TWADDLE Assistant Coach First Season Murray State (2016) Franklin, Tenn.
2019 ALPHABETICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P JR. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-JR. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 28 MADDIE BOWLDS IF SO. 5-9 L/L Utica, Ky. Daviess County HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER UTL JR. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS
 6 TAYLOR DAVIS OF FR. 5-7 L/R Huntsville, Ala. Sparkman HS
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF SR. 5-7 R/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF JR. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF SR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 22 MACY MURPHY IF FR. 5-11 R/R Murfreesboro, Tenn. Riverdale HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN P SO. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 3 SHANNON PLESE OF R-SR. 5-8 L/L Knoxville, Tenn. South Carolina
 9 JORDAN RIDGE UTL FR. 5-3 R/R Louisville, Ky. Assumption HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C SO. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C JR. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 4 KENNEDY SULLIVAN P/OF FR. 5-7 R/R Georgetown, Ky. Scott County HS
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF/UTL SO. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 20 HAYLEE TOWERS P/UTL JR. 5-9 R/R Johnston, Iowa Johnston HS
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF/UTL SR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
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PITCHING BREAKDOWN
PERFORMANCES
DATE OPPONENT DEC. IP H R ER BB K NP SCORE FINAL
Feb. 8 vs. Missouri State Sullivan 5.0 2 0 0 4 11 106 8-0 W (5)
Feb. 8 vs. Auburn Aikey 2.1 4 4 3 2 4 59 0-8 L (5)
Feb. 9 vs. Florida A&M Sullivan 4.1 3 3 2 5 9 97 4-3 W
Feb. 9 vs. Tennessee State Aikey 7.0 6 0 0 2 9 123 5-0 W
Feb. 10 vs. South Alabama Sullivan 6.0 4 3 3 1 9 85 7-3 W
Feb. 16 Western Illinois Sullivan^ 7.0 5 3 3 2 8 112 5-3 W
Feb. 16 Western Illinois Aikey 5.0 3 3 3 3 3 88 1-3 L
Feb. 17 Western Illinois Sullivan 2.2 5 3 3 3 1 78 7-6 W
Feb. 24 Butler Sullivan^ 7.0 3 0 0 4 16 134 3-0 W
Feb. 24 Cleveland State Nunn 4.0 2 0 0 2 4 44 10-3 W
Feb. 25 Cleveland State Nunn^ 6.0 1 0 0 0 4 64 8-0 W (6)
Feb. 25 Indiana State Sullivan 4.0 7 2 2 3 6 92 9-7 W
Mar. 1 vs. Evansville Sullivan^ 5.0 0 0 0 2 8 82 8-0 W (5) 
Mar. 2 vs. Jackson State Nunn 5.0 1 0 0 0 5 68 4-0 W
Mar. 2 at Samford Sullivan^ 7.0 2 1 1 2 17 125 8-1 W
Mar. 8 vs. Wright State          
Mar. 8 at Kennesaw State          
Mar. 9 vs. Saint Louis          
Mar. 9 TBD          
Mar. 10 TBD          
Mar. 13 at Lipscomb          
Mar. 16 at FIU*          
Mar. 16 at FIU*          
Mar. 17 at FIU*          
Mar. 20 at Eastern Kentucky          
Mar. 23 Charlotte*          
Mar. 23 Charlotte*          
Mar. 24 Charlotte*          
Mar. 26 at Kentucky          
Mar. 30 Florida Atlantic*          
Mar. 30 Florida Atlantic*          
Mar. 31 Florida Atlantic*          
Apr. 3 Louisville          
Apr. 6 at Marshall*          
Apr. 6 at Marshall*          
Apr. 7 at Marshall*          
Apr. 13 North Texas*          
Apr. 13 North Texas*          
Apr. 14 North Texas*          
Apr. 17 at Tennessee Tech          
Apr. 17 at Tennessee Tech          
Apr. 19 at Middle Tennessee*          
Apr. 19 at Middle Tennessee*          
Apr. 20 at Middle Tennessee*          
Apr. 24 Austin Peay          
Apr. 24 Austin Peay          
Apr. 27 at Louisiana Tech*          
Apr. 27 at Louisiana Tech*          
Apr. 28 at Louisiana Tech*          
May 1 Murray State          
May 4 UTSA*          
May 4 UTSA*          
May 5 UTSA*          
PITCHER GS RECORD SAVES TEAM W/L
Aikey 4 1-2 2 7-2
Blackford 0 0-0 0 0-0
Nunn 3 3-0 1 5-2
Sullivan 8 9-0 0 9-0
Towers 0 0-0 0 1-0
TEAM RESULT
2019 STATISTICS
 NUM. NAME ERA W-L APP GS CG SHO SV IP H R ER BB K 2B 3B HR BF AVG. WP HBP BK SF SH
 10 Nunn 1.94 3-0 7 3 1 1/1 1 21.2 18 7 6 4 22 3 0 0 89 .212 0 0 0 0 0 
 4 Sullivan 2.04 9-0 9 8 5 3/0 0 48.0 31 15 14 26 85 4 1 4 203 .177 4 1 0 0 1 
 12 Aikey 2.92 1-2 9 4 1 1/1 3 26.1 23 13 11 11 39 2 0 5 116 .228 3 1 0 1 2 
 20 Towers 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0 0 1.1 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 0 9 .429 0 0 0 0 0 
 24 Blackford 0.00 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 0 0 0 
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018 2019 CAREER
Aikey - 0 3 1 4
Blackford RS 0 0 - 0
Nunn - - 1 0 1
Sullivan - - - 7 7
Towers - 3 0 0 3
PLAYER 0 1 2 2019/TOTAL
Aikey 0/1 0/2 0/1 0/4
Blackford 0 0 0 0/0
Nunn 0 2/2 0/1 2/3
Sullivan 1 0 2 3
Towers 0 0 0 0/0
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018 2019 CAREER
Aikey - 5 7 1 13
Blackford RS 0 0 - 0
Nunn - - 10 1 11
Sullivan - - - 5 5
Towers - 13 0 0 13
CAREER 7+ STRIKEOUTS
CAREER 0-2 HIT GAMES (5+ IP)
CAREER COMPLETE GAMES
HAT TOP PANTS W L
Black Black Black 4 0 
Black Grey Grey 2 0
Red Red Red 2 0
White Red Red 2 0
Black Black Grey 1 0
Black Grey Black 1 1
Red White White 1 1
RECORD BY UNIFORM
^ Complete game
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Year Overall Conf. School
2005 22-14 11-3 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2006 23-19 8-6 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2007 11-38 5-13 (A-Sun) Belmont
2008 14-36 3-19 (A-Sun) Belmont
2009 11-35 3-17 (A-Sun) Belmont
2010 29-19 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2011 28-15-1 16-8 (Summit) IPFW
2012 45-14 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2013 34-16 12-4 (Summit) IPFW
2014 33-24-1 11-10 (SBC) WKU
2015 36-14 16-4 (C-USA) WKU
2016 17-30 8-13 (C-USA) WKU
2017 31-31 10-13 (C-USA) WKU
2018 28-26 10-13 (C-USA) WKU
Total 362-331-2 147-136 14 Years
DI 317-298-2 128-127 12 Years
WKU 145-25-1 55-54 Five Years






































• 30 Division I All-Conference Selections
• Seven NFCA All-Region Honorees
• One Conference Pitcher/Player of the Years
• Six CoSIDA Academic All-District Selections
• One Senior CLASS Award Finalist
• 350 Career Wins/300 Division I Wins
WKU
•10 All-Conference Selections
•Five NFCA All-Region Selections
•2014 NCAA Individual Stolen Base Leader
•2015 NCAA Individual Strikeouts Leader
•One CoSIDA Academic All-District Honoree
•2015 Conference USA Coach of the Year




2019 WKU TEAM SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 29 MR, Indiana St. 2/25
Runs Scored 10 Cleveland St. 2/24
Hits 11 MR, at Samford 3/2
RBI 9 Indiana St. 2/25
Doubles 3 at Samford 3/2
Triples 2 Western IL 2/16
Home Runs 2 MR, Indiana St. 2/25
Walks 5 MR, Indiana St. 2/25
Stolen Bases 4 MR, Jackson St. 3/2
   
Assists 9 Jackson St. 3/2
DP Turned 1 MR, Indiana St. 2/25
   
Innings Pitched 7.0 MR, at Samford 3/2
Fewest Hits Allowed 0 Evansville 3/1
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, Jackson St. 3/2
Most Strikeouts 17 at Samford 3/2
   
Longest Game 2:37 Indiana St. 2/25
Shortest Game 1:34 Cleveland St. 2/25
2019 WKU INDIVIDUAL SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT INDIVIDUAL OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 4 MR, Taylor Davis at Samford 3/2
Runs Scored 3 MR, Shannon Plese Indiana State 2/25
Hits 3 MR, Tommi Stowers Indiana State 2/25
RBI 4 Tommi Stowers Indiana State 2/25
Doubles 1 MR, Kennedy Sullivan at Samford 3/2
Triples 1 MR, Shannon Plese Cleveland State 2/25
Home Runs 2 Kendall Smith Tennessee State 2/9
Total Bases 8 Kendall Smith Tennessee State 2/9
Walks 3 MR, Kendall Smith Indiana State 2/25
Stolen Bases 2 MR, Shannon Plese Jackson State 3/2
    
Putouts 17 Kendall Smith MR, at Samford 3/2
Assists 6 Beka Engelhardt Western IL 2/16
    
Innings Pitched 7.0 MR, Kennedy Sullivan at Samford 3/2
Fewest Hits Allowed 0 Kennedy Sullivan Evansville 3/1
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, Shelby Nunn Jackson State 3/2
Most Strikeouts 17 Kennedy Sullivan at Samford 3/2
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Defeated a top 10 team at No. 2 Tennessee, 3/8/14
Defeated a top 11-25 team at No. 16 Georgia, 5/16/15
Had a pitcher strikeout 15+ Kennedy Sullivan, 3/2/19 (17)
Had a pitcher strikeout 10-14 Kennedy Sullivan vs. Missouri State, 2/8/19 (11)
Threw a perfect game Miranda Kramer vs. Charlotte, 5/7/15
Threw a no-hitter (run-rule) Kennedy Sullivan at Samford, 3/1/19
Threw a no-hitter (regulation) Kelsey Aikey vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18
Opponent threw no-hitter vs. No. 23 Marshall, 5/11/17
Won a run-rule game vs. Evansville, 3/1/19 (5)
Lost a run-rule game vs. No. 17 Auburn, 2/8/19 (5)
Played extra innings at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18 (8)
Won in extra innings vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18 (8)
Lost in extra innings at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18 (8)
Scored 10-14 runs vs. Cleveland State, 2/24/19 (10)
Scored 15-18 runs vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (16)
Scored 19+ runs at Tennessee-Martin, 4/2/00 (19)
Allowed 10-14 runs at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18 (13)
Allowed 15+ runs at No. 23 FAU, 4/30/16 (16)
Batted around the order at Samford, 3/2/19 (10 batters)
Batted through the order (9 batters) vs. Cleveland State, 2/25/19
Had 10-14 hits at Samford, 3/2/19 (11)
Had 15+ hits vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (17)
Team hit 3+ home runs vs. Marshall, 4/21/18 (3)
Back-to-back home runs vs. Marshall, 4/21/18 (Vaughn & McGuffin, 3rd inn.)
Back-to-back-to-back home runs vs. ULM, 4/13/13 (Thomas, Mattox, Sulaski, 4th inn.)
Player with back-to-back home runs Kendall Smith,  2/9/19, 2 consec.
Had a player hit two HRs Kendall Smith, South Alabama, 2/9/19
Had a player hit a grand slam Jordan Thomas at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18
Team hit three doubles at Samford, 3/2/19 (3)
Team hit four or more doubles vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (5)
Team hit two triples vs. Western Illinois, 2/16/19
Team hit three or more triples vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (5)
Team stole five or more bases vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (5)
Player with three RBI Kennedy Sullivan, Cleveland State, 2/24/19
Player with four RBI Tommi Stowers, vs. Indiana State, 2/25/19
Player with five RBI Adarian Gray vs. UAB, 5/10/17
Player with six or more RBI Dani Pugh vs. Buffalo, 2/6/15 (6)
Player with three hits Tommi Stowers vs. Indiana State, 2/25/19 
Player with four hits Brittany Vaughn, vs. Marshall, 4/21/18
Player with five hits Tommi Stowers vs. Evansville, 3/3/17
Player with two or more doubles Beka Engelhardt vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (2)
Player with two or more triples Shawna Sadler vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (2)
Player stole three or more bases Brittany Vaughn vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (3)
Player scored three or more runs Shannon Plese vs. Indiana St., 2/25/19 (3)
Hit a walk-off home run (regulation/extra inn.) Brooke Holloway vs. Marshall, 5/7/16
Hit a walk-off home run (run-rule) Jordan Vorbrink vs. Tennessee St., 2/16/18
Had a walk-off hit Paige Carter vs. Cleveland State, 2/25/19 (1B)
Swept a conference home series Southern Miss, 4/24/17
Swept a conference road series at MTSU, 3/11-12/17
Was swept in a conference home series vs. FAU, 3/18-19/17
Was swept in a conference road series at FAU, 4/28-29/18
THE LAST TIME WKU...
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION
C-USA RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  DATE/RESULT
58 FIU  3/16-17 
81 FLORIDA ATLANTIC  3/30-31
95 MARSHALL  4/6-7
96 LA TECH  4/27-28  
104 MIDDLE TENNESSEE  4/19-20 
131 UAB  DNP 
150 WKU  -
161 CHARLOTTE  3/23-24
179 SOUTHERN MISS  DNP
188 UTEP  DNP
200 UTSA  5/4-5
202 NORTH TEXAS  4/13-14 
WKU OPPONENT RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  RESULT
13 KENTUCKY  3/26
20 AUBURN  L
43 KENNESAW STATE  3/8
44 LOUISVILLE  4/3
54 LIPSCOMB  3/13
67 EASTERN KENTUCKY  3/20
68 SOUTH ALABAMA  W
78 AUSTIN PEAY  4/24
84 MISSOURI STATE  W
166 SAINT LOUIS  3/9
173 INDIANA STATE  W 
192 SAMFORD  W
196 EVANSVILLE  W 
198 FLORIDA A&M  W
203 BUTLER  W
210 MURRAY STATE  5/1
211 WESTERN ILLINOIS  W, L, W
216 WRIGHT STATE  3/8
222 TENNESSEE TECH  4/17
275 CLEVELAND STATE  W, W
284 TENNESSEE STATE  W
290 JACKSON STATE  W
RPI STANDINGS
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2019 Conference USA Standings
 C-USA  Pct. Overall  Pct.  Last 10 Streak
WKU (E) 0-0 1.000 13-2 .867  9-1 W8
LA Tech (W) 0-0 1.000 15-5 .750  6-4 L2
FIU (E) 0-0 1.000 14-5 .737  8-2 W6
Marshall (E) 0-0 1.000 14-5 .737  7-3 W6
North Texas (W) 0-0 1.000 11-8 .579  3-7 L1
Southern Miss (W) 0-0 1.000 10-8 .556  4-6 L1
Middle Tennessee (E) 0-0 1.000 13-11 .542  6-4 W3
Florida Atlantic (E) 0-0 1.000 9-9 .500  8-2 W1
UTSA (W) 0-0 1.000 9-10 .474  6-4 L4
Charlotte (E) 0-0 1.000 7-8 .467  6-4 W1
UAB (W) 0-0 1.000 8-12 .400  3-7 L4
UTEP (W) 0-0 1.000 5-13 .278  3-7 L1
RECORD WHEN TEAM SCORES
RUNS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
0 0-1 0-0 6-0 0-0
1 0-1 0-0 1-0 0-0
2 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
3 1-0 0-0 4-1 0-0
4 2-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
5 2-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
6 0-0 0-0 1-0 0-0
7 2-0 0-0 1-0 0-0
8 4-0 0-0 0-1 0-0
9 1-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
10+ 1-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
WKU RECORD AFTER INNINGS
INNINGS LEADING TRAILING TIED
1 8-0 2-1 3-1
2 9-0 3-1 1-1
3 12-0 1-1 0-1
4 11-0 2-2 0-0
5 9-0 1-1 1-0
6 10-0 0-1 0-0
SCORE BY INNINGS
INNINGS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
1 27 0 3 0
2 8 0 2 0
3 20 0 10 0
4 10 0 8 0
5 4 0 4 0
6 17 0 8 0
7 1 0 2 0
8 0 0 0 0
9 0 0 0 0
EX 0 0 0 0













vs. Ranked Teams ..................................................0-1
vs. RV Teams ............................................................0-0
TIME
Day Games ............................................................11-1



















WKU Throws RHP ................................................13-2
WKU Throws LHP ...................................................0-0
Opp. Throws RHP ................................................12-1
Opp. Throws LHP ...................................................1-1
RUNS
WKU Scores 1st ....................................................11-0
Opp. Scores 1st .......................................................2-2
WKU Scores in 1st ..................................................8-0
Opp. Scores in 1st ..................................................2-1
HITS
WKU Has More .....................................................10-1
Opp. Has More ........................................................2-1
Hits Are Even ...........................................................1-0
ERRORS
WKU Commits 0 .....................................................5-1
WKU Commits 1 .....................................................6-0
WKU Commits 2+ ..................................................2-1
Opp. Commits 0 .....................................................1-0
Opp. Commits 1 .....................................................2-2
Opp. Commits 2+ ...............................................10-0
HOMERUNS
WKU Hits 0 ...............................................................6-1
WKU Hits 1 ...............................................................4-1
WKU Hits 2+.............................................................3-0
Opp. Hits 0 ...............................................................8-0
Opp. Hits 1 ...............................................................5-1
Opp. Hits 2+.............................................................0-1
TEAM RECORD BY...
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HOME RUN TRACKER
NO.  PLAYER GAME-DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS SCORE FINAL
1 Engelhardt 1-Feb 08 Missouri St. 0-1/0 3/1 5-0 W, 8-0
2 Smith 4-Feb 09 Tennessee St. 1-0/0 4/2 2-0 W, 5-0
3 Smith (2) 4-Feb 09 Tennessee St. 2-0/0 6/2 4-0 W, 5-0
4 Thomas 6-Feb 16 Western Illinois 0-2/0 5/1 2-3 W, 5-3
5 Smith (3) 7-Feb 17 Western Illinois 0-0/0* 6/0 0-3 L, 1-3
6 Smith (4) 9-Feb 24 Butler 2-2/0 3/2 2-0 W, 3-0
7 Thomas (2) 11-Feb 25 Cleveland St. 2-1/0* 1/0 0-0 W, 8-0
8 Engelhardt (2) 11-Feb 25 Cleveland St.  0-0/1 3/2 4-0 W, 8-0
9 Plese 12-Feb 25 Indiana St. 2-0/0 1/2 0-0 W, 9-7
10 Stowers 12-Feb 25 Indiana St. 1-1/1 1/2 1-0 W, 9-7
11 Engelhardt (3) 15-Mar 02 at Samford 1-0/0 6/1 6-0 W, 8-1
ANALYSIS STATS
SEASON/CAREER HITTING STAT TRACKER
CAREER MULTI-HIT GAMES       2019/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
McGuffin 0/16 0/4 0/1 0 21
Carter 1/13 0/5 0 0 18 
Engelhardt 3/15 0/2 0 0 17
Thomas 4/13 0/2 0 0 15
Smith 2/11 1/1 0 0 12
Towers 0/11 0 0 0 11
Bowlds 0/6 0/3 0/1 0 10   
McElroy 0/9 0 0 0 9
Vorbrink 2/7 0/2 0 0 9 
Plese 6/8 0 0 0 8
Stowers 1/4 1/1 0 0/1 6
Sullivan 2 0 0 0 2
Davis 1 0 0 0 1
CAREER MULTI-RBI GAMES       2019/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
Engelhardt 2/11 0/2 0/1 0 14
Carter 0/7 0/4 0/2 0 13 
McGuffin 0/9 0/3 0/1 0 13
Vorbrink 0/7 0/2 0 0 9
Smith 3/5 0/3 0 0 8
McElroy 0/5 0 0 0 5
Plese 2/3 1/1 0 0 4
Stowers 0/2 0/1 1/1 0 4
Towers 0/3 0 0 0 3 
Thomas 1/1 0 0/2 0 3
Bowlds 1/3 0 0 0 3
Sullivan 1 1 0 0 2
Nunn 0 0/1 0 0 1
CAREER HOMERUNS
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018 2019  CAREER
Engelhardt 0 5 7 3  15
McGuffin 4 2 7 0  13
Smith - - 5 4  9
Thomas - - 6 2  8
Carter - 2 5 0  7
Stowers - 3 0 -  3
Plese - 1 - 1  2
Towers - 2 0 -  2
Vorbrink 1 0 1 0  2
Nunn - - 1 -  1
STREAK TRACKERS
CAREER HITTING STREAKS
PLAYER  LONGEST 2019 CURRENT
Thomas  9 9 0
Vorbrink  9 3 0
Carter  7 3 1
Smith  7 7 7 
Bowlds  6 2 1
McGuffin  6 - 0
Engelhardt  5 3 1
McElroy  5 3 0 
Plese  5 5 2
Stowers  4 3 1 
Sullivan  4 4 1
Towers  4 - 2
Davis  2 2 1
Ridge  2 2 0
Aikey  1 - 0
Nunn  1 - 0
REACHED BASE STREAK
PLAYER  LONGEST  2019 CURRENT
Engelhardt 14 5 1
Thomas  14 12 12
Carter  13 4 1
Vorbrink  12 3 3
McGuffin  9 - 0
Plese  8 8 8
Bowlds  7 2 1
Smith  7 7 7
Stowers  6 6 6
Towers  5 - 3
McElroy  5 3 0
Sullivan  4 4 1 
Aikey  2 - 0
Davis  2 2 1
Nunn  2 - 0
Ridge  2 2 0
Blackford  1 - 1*
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BATTING ANALYSIS
  LEADOFF BASES EMPTY 1-2 RUNNERS BASES LOADED RISP 2 OUTS 2-OUT RBI
PLAYER H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP  AVG H OPP AVG #
Aikey 0 1 .000 0 1 .000 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Blackford 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Bowlds 2 5 .400 5 14 .357 1 15 .067 0 1 .000 1 8  .125 2 10 .200 1
Carter 0 4 .000 0 6 .000 2 6 .333 1 2 .500 2 6  .333 1 4 .250 2
Davis 0 2 .000 2 7 .286 2 13 .154 0 0 --- 2 9  .222 2 7 .286 1
Engelhardt 0 6 .000 3 14 .214 5 15 .333 0 0 --- 2 8  .250 3 11 .273 3
McElroy 2 5 .400 3 14 .214 3 7 .429 0 0 --- 3 6  .500 3 6 .500 1
McGuffin 0 3 .000 0 8 .000 0 2 .000 0 1 .000 0 1  .000 0 4 .000 0
Murphy 0 1 .000 0 3 .000 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 1 .000 0
Nunn 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Plese 5 9 .556 6 19 .316 8 18 .444 0 0 --- 7 15  .467 8 14 .571 8
Ridge 0 2 .000 1 6 .167 1 2 .500 1 1 1.000 1 2  .500 1 3 .333 0
Smith 2 5 .400 7 12 .583 5 19 .263 1 2 .500 5 17  .294 7 17 .412 6
Stowers 1 1 1.000 2 2 1.000 3 3 1.000 0 0 --- 1 1  1.000 2 2 1.000 2
Sullivan 1 5 .200 3 12 .250 3 13 .231 1 3 .333 2 9  .222 3 11 .273 0
Thomas 10 19 .526 8 21 .381 6 17 .353 0 1 .000 5 9  .556 4 10 .400 4
Towers 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 1 .000 0 0 --- 0 1  .000 0 1 .000 0
Vorbrink 2 4 .500 4 16 .250 4 12 .333 0 0 --- 2 6  .333 1 6 .167 1
2019 STARTERS SUMMARY
     POSITION         BATTING ORDER
PLAYER GS P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP 1ST 2ND 3RD 4TH 5TH 6TH 7TH 8TH 9TH FLEX 
MCELROY 15 - - - - - 15 - - - - - - - - - 2 2 7 - 4 
THOMAS 15 - - - 15 - - - - - - 15 - - - - - - - - - 
SMITH 15 - 15 - - - - - - - - - - - 11 - 1 3 - - - 
PLESE 15 - - - - - - - 15 - - - - 13 2 - - - - - -  
ENGELHARDT 15 - - - - 15 - - - - - - 4 2 1 4 2 2 - - - 
SULLIVAN 14 8 - - - - - - - - 6 - - - 1 4 3 4 - 1 1 
VORBRINK 13 - - 2 - - - 2 - 9 - - 6 - - 2 1 - - 4 - 
BOWLDS 13 - - 13 - - - - - - - - 3 - - - - - 3 6 1 
DAVIS 9 - - - - - - 9 - - - - 2 - - - - - 3 4 - 
CARTER 7 - - - - - - 1 - 3 3 - - - - 1 5 1 - - - 
AIKEY 5 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4 
STOWERS 4 - - - - - - - - 1 3 - - - - 4 - - - - -
MCGUFFIN 4 - - - - - - 3 - 1 - - - - - - - 2 2 - -  
NUNN 4 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2
RIDGE 2 - - - - - - - - 1 1 - - - - - 1 1 - - - 
2019 WKU INDIVIDUAL STAT LEADERS
BATTING AVERAGE - Min. 10 AB 
 .615 Tommi Stowers
SLUGGING PERCENTAGE - Min. 10 AB  
1.154 Tommi Stowers
ON BASE PERCENTAGE - Min. 10 Plate Appearances 
.688 Tommi Stowers
RUNS SCORED  
13  R. Engelhardt & S. Plese 
HITS  
17  Shannon Plese
RUNS BATTED IN 
11  Shannon Plese & Kendall Smith
DOUBLES  
4  Thomas, Plese, Smith, Stowers
TRIPLES  
1  5 players with 1
HOME RUNS  
4  Kendall Smith 
TOTAL BASES  
34  Kendall Smith
WALKS  
8  Rebekah Engelhardt
HIT BY PITCH  
2  K. Smith & J. Vorbrink
SACRIFICE HITS  
2  P.  Carter, T. Davis & J. Vorbrink
    
SACRIFICE FLIES  
3  Kennedy Sullivan 
STOLEN BASES  
7  Shannon Plese
ANALYSIS STATS
WALK-OFF TRACKER
NO.  BATTER GAME/DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS RESULT SCORE FINAL
1  Carter 11-Feb 25 Cleveland St. 3-2/1 6/0 RBI 1B 7-0 8-0
 
COME-FROM-BEHIND WIN TRACKER
NO.  GAME/DATE OPPONENT DEFICIT INNING TYING HIT (score) GO-AHEAD HIT (score) FINAL
1  3-Feb 09 FAMU 3-1 M3 Smith 2B (4-3) Smith 2B (4-3)  W, 4-3
2  6-Feb 16 Western Illinois 3-2 M5 Thomas HR (3-3) Engelhardt 3B (4-3) W, 5-3
3  10-Feb 24 Cleveland State 3-0 M3 Ridge 1B (3-3) Sullivan 2B (6-3)  W, 10-3
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GAME-BY-GAME STARTERS
Date Team P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP Record
2/8 Missouri State Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Vorbrink Carter 1-0 (1)
2/8 Auburn Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink Sullivan 0-1 (2)
2/9 Florida A&M Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink Carter 1-0 (3)
2/9 Tennessee State Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Vorbrink Sullivan 1-0 (4)
2/10 South Alabama Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Vorbrink Ridge 1-0 (5)
2/16 Western Illinois Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink --- 1-0 (6)
2/16 Western Illinois Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese McGuffin Carter 0-1 (7)
2/17 Western Illinois Nunn Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink Sullivan 1-0 (8)
2/24 Butler Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink --- 2-0 (6)
2/24 Cleveland State Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Vorbrink Sullivan 2-0 (4)
2/25 Cleveland State Nunn Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Ridge Sullivan 1-0 (9)
2/25 Indiana State Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Carter Stowers 1-0 (10)
3/1 Evansville Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Stowers 1-0 (11)
3/2 Jackson State Nunn Smith Vorbrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Carter Plese Stowers Sullivan 1-0 (12)
3/2 Samford Sullivan Smith Vorbrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Carter Stowers 1-0 (13)
3/8 Wright State           
3/8 Kennesaw State           
3/9 Saint Louis           
3/9 TBD           
3/10 TBD           
3/13 Lipscomb           
3/16 FIU*           
3/16 FIU*           
3/17 FIU*           
3/20 EKU           
3/23 Charlotte*           
3/23 Charlotte*           
3/24 Charlotte*           
3/26 Kentucky           
3/30 FAU*           
3/30 FAU*           
3/31 FAU*           
4/3 Louisville           
4/6 Marshall*           
4/6 Marshall*           
4/7 Marshall*           
4/13 North Texas*           
4/13 North Texas*           
4/14 North Texas*           
4/17 Tennessee Tech           
4/17 Tennessee Tech           
4/19 MTSU*           
4/19 MTSU*           
4/20 MTSU*           
4/24 Austin Peay           
4/24 Austin Peay           
4/27 LA Tech*           
4/27 LA Tech*           
4/28 LA Tech*           
5/1 Murray State           
5/4 UTSA*           
5/4 UTSA*           
5/5 UTSA*           
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2019 WKU LINE SCORES
GAME 1 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-1:51 A-139
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5    R H E
WKU                    5 0 1 0 2 - 8  7  0
Missouri State     0 0 0 0 0 - 0  2  2
WP-SULLIVAN (1-0) LP-Griesbauer (0-1) 
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT
GAME 2 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-1:38 A-201
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5    R H E
WKU                    0 0 0 0 0 - 0  2  2
Auburn                 1 0 3 2 2 - 8 12 1
WP-Martin (1-0) LP-AIKEY,  (0-1) 
HR AU-McCrackin(1), Rivera(1),Veach(3)
GAME 3 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-2:11 A-137
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Florida A&M      0 2 1 0 0 0 0 -  3  3  2
WKU                   1 0 3 0 0 0 X -  4  4  1
WP-SULLIVAN (2-0) Save-AIKEY(1) 
LP-HAYES (0-1)
GAME 4 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-1:55 A-117
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Tennessee State   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  0  6  2
WKU                    1 0 1 1 0 2 X - 5  6  1
WP-AIKEY (1-1) LP-ESPINOZA (0-1) 
HR WKU - SMITH 2 (2)
GAME 5 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-1:46 A-92
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    7 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 7  7  0
South Alabama   0 0 0 0 0 3 0 - 3  4  2
WP-SULLIVAN (3-0) LP-Yarbrough (1-1) 
HR USA - Cronan (1)
GAME 6 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:44 A-203
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WIU               1 0 0 2 0 0 0 -  3  5  1
WKU                0 0 2 0 1 2 X - 5  8  1
WP-SULLIVAN (4-0) LP-Ira (2-1) 
HR: WIU-Duwa (2) | WKU-THOMAS (1)
GAME 7 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:49 A-187
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WIU               0 0 0 2 1 0 0 -  3  4  1
WKU                0 0 0 0 0 1 0 -  1  7  0
WP-Carlin (1-2) LP-AIKEY (1-2) 
HR: WIU-Abbott (2) | WKU-SMITH (3)
GAME 8 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:12 A-175
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WIU               0 0 3 2 0 1 0 -  6 11 2
WKU                0 5 0 1 1 0 X - 7  7  0
WP-SULLIVAN (5-0) Save-AIKEY(2) 
LP-Abbott (1-1)
GAME 9 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:53 A-176
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Butler                   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  0  3  0
WKU                   0 2 1 0 0 0 X -  3  8  0
WP-SULLIVAN (6-0) | LP-RICKETT (1-4) 
HR WKU - SMITH (4)
GAME 10 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:56 A-202
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R  H  E
CSU                      1 0 2 0 0 0 0 -  3   6   2
WKU                    0 0 1 1 0 8 X - 10 10 1
WP-NUNN (1-0) | LP-GRIFFIN (1-2) 
HR CSU - HYSONG (2)
GAME 11 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:34 A-156
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6   R  H E
CSU                      0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  1  2
WKU                    2 0 5 0 0 1 - 8 11 2
WP-NUNN (2-0) | LP-HYSONG (0-2) 
HR WKU - THOMAS (2), 
                     ENGELHARDT (2)
GAME 12 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:37 A-187
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7   R  H  E
Indiana State       0 0 1 0 1 3 2 - 7  15  3
WKU                    3 1 1 3 0 1 X - 9 10  1
WP-SULLIVAN (7-0) Save-NUNN (1) 
HR INS - Martin (2)
HR WKU - PLESE (1), STOWERS (1)
GAME 13 | Birmingham, Ala. | T-1:38 A-101
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5   R  H  E
WKU                    3 0 3 2 0 - 8  9   0
Evansville             0 0 0 0 0 - 0  0  3
WP-SULLIVAN (8-0) 
LP-Lockhart (3-3)
GAME 14 | Birmingham, Ala. | T-1:49 A-113
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Jackson State       0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  0  1  1
WKU                   0 0 1 2 0 1 X -  4  4  1
WP-NUNN (3-0) Save-AIKEY(3) 
LP-Sanchez (0-5) 
GAME 15 | Birmingham, Ala. | T-2:19 A-213
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    5 0 1 0 0 1 1 - 8 11  2
Samford               0 0 0 0 0 1 0 - 1   2  2
WP-SULLIVAN (9-0) 
LP-Spear (4-3)
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT (3)
HR SAM - Trombley (1)
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2019 WKU SEASON STATS
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 02, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 13-2   Home: 6-1   Away: 1-0   Neutral: 6-1   C-USA: 0-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 6 1 5 6-4 13 5 8 4 0 1 5 15 1.154 3 0 1 0  . 6 8 8 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 3 9 0 15-15 41 12 16 4 1 4 11 34  . 8 2 9 5 2 8 0  . 4 6 9 1 0 2-3 147 5 1  . 9 9 3
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 3 7 8 15-15 45 13 17 4 1 1 11 26  . 5 7 8 4 1 4 0  . 4 4 0 0 0 7-8 9 0 1  . 9 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 3 3 15-15 45 9 15 4 1 2 10 27  . 6 0 0 7 0 8 0  . 4 1 5 1 0 3-3 24 11 0 1.000
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 0 3 13-13 33 7 10 1 0 0 3 11  . 3 3 3 3 2 7 0  . 3 9 5 0 2 2-2 22 1 1  . 9 5 8
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 9 7 15-15 37 13 11 0 1 3 7 22  . 5 9 5 8 0 2 0  . 4 1 3 1 1 4-5 7 26 2  . 9 4 3
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 2 6 5 14-14 34 5 9 3 0 0 9 12  . 3 5 3 1 0 5 0  . 2 6 3 3 0 0-0 0 6 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 2 6 3 12-7 19 5 5 0 0 0 7 5  . 2 6 3 3 1 2 0  . 3 7 5 1 2 1-1 3 0 0 1.000
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 4 0 12-9 25 4 6 0 0 0 3 6  . 2 4 0 0 0 0 0  . 2 4 0 0 2 1-1 7 0 0 1.000
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 2 3 1 15-15 26 6 6 0 1 0 2 8  . 3 0 8 1 0 4 0  . 2 5 9 0 0 2-2 13 15 6  . 8 2 4
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 2 2 2 7-2 9 3 2 0 0 0 2 2  . 2 2 2 1 0 4 0  . 3 0 0 0 1 3-3 2 1 0 1.000
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 2 0 7 13-13 29 2 6 0 0 0 3 6  . 2 0 7 1 0 3 0  . 2 3 3 0 0 2-4 55 1 0 1.000
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 10-4 10 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 5 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 0 0 1.000
22 MURPHY, Macy  . 0 0 0 5-0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 10-5 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 3 1  . 8 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 0 0 0 2-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-2 1 0 0 1.000
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 3-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 8-4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 6 0 1.000
Totals  . 2 9 8 15 372 87 111 20 5 11 73 174  . 4 6 8 37 6 54 0  . 3 6 5 7 8 29-35 292 75 12  . 9 6 8
Opponents  . 2 0 4 15 368 37 75 10 1 9 32 114  . 3 1 0 43 2 147 0  . 2 9 0 1 3 11-12 267 112 26  . 9 3 6
LOB - Team (77), Opp (88). DPs turned - Team (3), Opp (4). CI - Team (0), Opp (1). Picked off - SULLIVAN,K. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
10 NUNN, Shelby  1 . 9 4 3-0 7 3 1 1/1 1 21.2 18 7 6 4 22 3 0 0  . 2 1 2 0 0 0 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  2 . 0 4 9-0 9 8 5 3/0 0 48.0 31 15 14 26 85 4 1 4  . 1 7 7 4 1 0 0 1
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 9 2 1-2 9 4 1 1/1 3 26.1 23 13 11 11 39 2 0 5  . 2 2 8 3 1 0 1 2
20 TOWERS, Haylee 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.1 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0 0 0
Totals  2 . 3 7 13-2 15 15 7 6/1 4 97.1 75 37 33 43 147 10 1 9  . 2 0 4 7 2 0 1 3
Opponents  4 . 7 2 2-13 15 15 5 1/0 0 89.0 111 87 60 37 54 20 5 11  . 2 9 8 14 6 0 7 8
PB - Team (2), SMITH,K. 2, Opp (1). Pickoffs - Team (0), Opp (1). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (11-12), SULLIVAN,K. (7-7), AIKEY,K.
(4-5).
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2018 WKU C-USA ONLY STATS
2018 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of May 06, 2018)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 10-13   Home: 6-5   Away: 4-8   C-USA: 10-13
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 1 3 23-23 64 13 20 2 1 5 16 39  . 6 0 9 10 2 17 0  . 4 1 6 1 0 1-3 35 4 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 0 3 23-23 76 16 23 6 1 5 15 46  . 6 0 5 15 0 16 2  . 4 1 3 1 0 1-1 34 2 1  . 9 7 3
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 2 8 2 23-23 71 9 20 3 0 0 6 23  . 3 2 4 7 0 12 1  . 3 4 6 0 7 4-6 185 6 3  . 9 8 5
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 2 7 0 23-23 74 9 20 1 0 0 12 21  . 2 8 4 9 2 14 0  . 3 6 5 0 1 3-3 29 9 4  . 9 0 5
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 2 6 3 21-21 57 8 15 4 0 2 13 25  . 4 3 9 7 6 11 0  . 3 9 4 1 3 6-6 38 49 7  . 9 2 6
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 6 1 23-23 69 17 18 2 2 5 10 39  . 5 6 5 5 0 18 0  . 3 1 1 0 3 3-5 22 64 4  . 9 5 6
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 2 5 0 2-2 4 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 1.000 2 0 1 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 0-0 2 22 0 1.000
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 2 0 0 21-19 45 7 9 0 0 0 4 9  . 2 0 0 0 0 3 0  . 2 0 0 0 4 1-1 39 31 5  . 9 3 3
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 1 9 3 23-23 57 13 11 1 0 3 9 21  . 3 6 8 12 1 13 0  . 3 3 3 2 2 1-1 96 9 3  . 9 7 2
26 CARTER, Paige  . 1 9 1 22-22 68 7 13 1 0 1 7 17  . 2 5 0 6 0 12 1  . 2 5 7 0 3 1-1 5 1 0 1.000
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 1 5 4 6-3 13 3 2 1 0 0 1 3  . 2 3 1 1 0 3 0  . 2 1 4 0 0 0-0 2 5 1  . 8 7 5
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 0 9 1 14-2 22 1 2 0 0 0 0 2  . 0 9 1 1 0 5 0  . 1 3 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 4-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 4 8 23 621 105 154 21 4 22 96 249  . 4 0 1 75 11 126 4  . 3 3 7 5 23 21-27 490 218 28  . 9 6 2
Opponents  . 2 8 3 23 654 108 185 41 2 12 98 266  . 4 0 7 63 6 83 1  . 3 4 7 8 20 15-19 492 193 33  . 9 5 4
LOB - Team (138), Opp (153). DPs turned - Team (9), Opp (13). IBB - Team (1), MCGUFFIN,K. 1, Opp (1). Picked off -
VORBRINK,J. 1.
(C-USA games only Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
20 TOWERS, Haylee  1 . 9 1 0-0 3 1 0 0/0 0 7.1 10 6 2 4 2 2 0 1  . 3 3 3 0 1 0 0 3
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  3 . 3 6 5-6 18 10 3 1/0 1 75.0 67 41 36 39 45 12 1 7  . 2 4 2 10 3 0 4 11
10 NUNN, Shelby  4 . 1 5 5-7 20 12 3 0/0 2 81.0 108 61 48 20 36 27 1 4  . 3 1 1 2 2 0 4 6
Totals  3 . 6 9 10-13 23 23 6 1/0 3 163.1 185 108 86 63 83 41 2 12  . 2 8 3 12 6 0 8 20
Opponents  3 . 2 9 13-10 23 23 12 2/1 0 164.0 154 105 77 75 126 21 4 22  . 2 4 8 13 11 0 5 23
PB - Team (5), SMITH,K. 5. Pickoffs - Team (3), SMITH,K. 3, Opp (1). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (15-19), NUNN,S. (10-11), AIKEY,K.
(4-7), TOWERS,H. (1-1).
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2019 WKU TEAM GAME-BY-GAME STATS
2019 WKU Softball
Team Game-by-Game for WKU (as of Mar 02, 2019)
Batting (All games)
Date Opponent ab r h rbi 2b 3b hr tb bb ibb sb cs hbp sac sf gdp k po a e lob avg
Feb 08 vs Missouri State 23 8 7 4 0 0 1 10 4 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 5 15 1 0 5  . 3 0 4
Feb 08 vs Auburn 18 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 7 13 3 2 3  . 2 2 0
Feb 09 vs Florida A&M 21 4 4 4 1 0 0 5 4 0 1 1 1 2 0 0 1 21 5 1 6  . 2 1 0
Feb 09 vs Tennessee State 22 5 6 5 2 0 2 14 1 0 2 0 0 1 1 0 2 21 4 1 2  . 2 2 6
Feb 10 vs South Alabama 28 7 7 6 1 0 0 8 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 4 21 3 0 1  . 2 3 2
Feb 16 WESTERN ILLINOIS 25 5 8 5 0 2 1 15 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 5 21 8 1 5  . 2 4 8
Feb 16 WESTERN ILLINOIS 29 1 7 1 1 0 1 11 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 21 8 0 8  . 2 4 7
Feb 17 WESTERN ILLINOIS 25 7 7 5 2 1 0 11 4 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 3 21 8 0 6  . 2 5 1
Feb 24 BUTLER 25 3 8 3 0 0 1 11 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 3 21 4 0 4  . 2 5 9
Feb 24 CLEVELAND STATE 29 10 10 8 2 1 0 14 5 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 4 21 8 1 7  . 2 6 9
Feb 25 CLEVELAND STATE 24 8 11 8 2 1 2 21 1 0 3 1 0 1 1 0 2 18 7 2 4  . 2 8 6
Feb 25 INDIANA STATE 29 9 10 9 2 0 2 18 5 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 4 21 4 1 7  . 2 9 2
Mar 01 vs Evansville 26 8 9 5 2 0 0 11 5 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 6 15 1 0 10  . 2 9 6
Mar 02 vs Jackson State 20 4 4 3 2 0 0 6 1 0 4 0 1 1 0 0 2 21 9 1 2  . 2 9 1
Mar 02 at Samford 28 8 11 7 3 0 1 17 5 0 3 1 0 0 3 0 3 21 2 2 7  . 2 9 8
Totals 372 87 111 73 20 5 11 174 37 0 29 6 6 8 7 0 54 292 75 12 77  . 2 9 8
2019 WKU Softball
Team Game-by-Game for WKU (as of Mar 02, 2019)
Pitching (All games)
Date Opponent ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr wp bk hbp dp ibb score w-l sv era
Feb 08 vs Missouri State 5.0 2 0  0 4 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8-0 1-0 0 0.00
Feb 08 vs Auburn 4.1 12 8  6 2 8 1 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0-8 1-1 0 4.50
Feb 09 vs Florida A&M 7.0 3 3  2 6 13 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 4-3 2-1 1 3.43
Feb 09 vs Tennessee State 7.0 6 0  0 2 9 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 5-0 3-1 1 2.40
Feb 10 vs South Alabama 7.0 4 3  3 1 11 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 7-3 4-1 1 2.54
Feb 16 WESTERN ILLINOIS 7.0 5 3  3 2 8 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 5-3 5-1 1 2.62
Feb 16 WESTERN ILLINOIS 7.0 4 3  3 3 6 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1-3 5-2 1 2.68
Feb 17 WESTERN ILLINOIS 7.0 11 6  6 6 7 3 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 7-6 6-2 2 3.14
Feb 24 BUTLER 7.0 3 0  0 4 16 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3-0 7-2 2 2.76
Feb 24 CLEVELAND STATE 7.0 6 3  3 3 10 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 10-3 8-2 2 2.79
Feb 25 CLEVELAND STATE 6.0 1 0  0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8-0 9-2 2 2.55
Feb 25 INDIANA STATE 7.0 15 7  6 5 9 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 9-7 10-2 3 2.86
Mar 01 vs Evansville 5.0 0 0  0 2 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8-0 11-2 3 2.69
Mar 02 vs Jackson State 7.0 1 0  0 1 10 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 4-0 12-2 4 2.48
Mar 02 at Samford 7.0 2 1  1 2 17 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 8-1 13-2 4 2.37
Totals 97.1 75 37 33 43 147 10 1 9 7 0 2 3 0 87-37 13-2 4 2.37
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 MR, EVANSVILLE (3-1) AT BATS VS. HAMPTON (2-9-18) 5
 2 MR, EVANSVILLE (3-1) RUNS VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10-18) 3
 3 WESTERN IL (2-16) HITS WESTERN IL  (2-16-19) 3
 1 MR, SAMFORD (3-2) DOUBLES VS. TENNESSEE TECH (2-16-18) 2
 1 WESTERN IL (2-16) TRIPLES WESTERN IL (2-16-19) 1
 2 TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) HOME RUNS TENNESSEE ST.  (2-9-19) 2
 2 MR, CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) RBI 3X, MR AT USM (3-10-18) 3
 3 INDIANA ST. (2-25) WALKS/HBP INDIANA ST. (2-25-19) 3
 1 MR, JACKSON ST. (3-2) STOLEN BASES MR, JACKSON ST. (3-2-19) 1
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 5X, MR INDIANA ST. (2-25) AT BATS MR, AT FAU (4-28-18) 5
 2 2X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) RUNS 12X, MR VS. WIU (2-16-19) 2
 2 5X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) HITS 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 3
 1 4X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) DOUBLES 20X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-25-19) 1
 1 CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) TRIPLES 4X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-24-19) 1
 1 MR, CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) HOME RUNS 67, MR VS. WIU (2-16-19) 1
 2 2X, MR S. ALABAMA (2-10) RBI 2X, MR AT FAU (4-28-18) 4
 2 MR, WESTERN IL (2-17) WALKS/HBP 11X, MR WESTERN IL (2-17-19) 2











• bowling green, ky.
• baTs r / Throws r
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .317 54-54 161 42 51 16 3 6 27 91 .565 40 2 37 2 .454 2 2 6-8 70 2 3 .960
2019 .333 15-15 45 9 15 4 1 2 10 27 .600 7 0 8 0 .415 1 0 3-3 24 11 0 1.000
CAREER .320 69-69 206 51 66 20 4 8 37 118 .573 47 2 45 2 .446 3 2 9-11 94 13 3 .973
THOMAS’ CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .240 54-54 146 33 35 10 0 5 22 60 .411 21 4 34 1 .345 3 4 4-4 252 28 9 .969
2019 .390 15-15 41 12 16 4 1 4 11 34 .829 5 2 8 0 .469 1 0 2-3 147 5 1 .993
CAREER .273 69-69 187 45 51 14 1 9 32 94 .503 26 6 42 1 .372 4 4 6-7 399 33 10 .977
SMITH’S CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2015          CHATTANOOGA STATE CC
2016          CHATTANOOGA STATE CC
2017 .289 34-5 38 4 11 3 0 1 7 17 .447 2 2 7 0 .341 2 0 0-0 3 0 0 1.000
2018           DNP
2019 .378 15-15 45 13 17 4 1 1 11 26 .578 4 1 4 0 .440 0 0 7-8 9 0 1 .900
CAREER .337 49-20 83 17 28 7 1 2 18 43 .518 6 3 11 0 .394 2 0 7-8 12 0 1 .923
PLESE’S CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 3X, MR SAMFORD (3-2) AT BATS 4X, MR SAMFORD (3-2-19) 4
 3 INDIANA ST. (2-25) RUNS INDIANA ST. (2-25-19) 3
 2 6X, MR SAMFORD (3-2) HITS 6X, MR SAMFORD (3-2-19) 2
 1 4X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) DOUBLES 7X, MR CLEVELAND ST.  (2-25-19) 1
 1 CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) TRIPLES CLEVELAND ST. (2-25-19) 1
 1 INDIANA ST. (2-25) HOME RUNS 2X, MR INDIANA ST. (2-25-19) 1
 3 WESTERN IL (2-17) RBI WESTERN IL (2-17-19) 3
 2 EVANSVILLE (3-1) WALKS/HBP EVANSVILLE (3-1-19) 2






• baTs l / Throws l







• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 SAMFORD (3-2) AT BATS 12x, MR SAMFORD (3-2-19) 4
 3 MISSOURI ST. (2-8) RUNS 3X, MR MISSOURI ST. (2-8-19) 3
 2 MR, SAMFORD (3-2) HITS MR, VS. TENN. ST. (2-17-18) 3
 - - DOUBLES VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 1 WESTERN IL (2-16) TRIPLES 4X, MR WESTERN IL (2-16-19) 1
 1 3X, MR SAMFORD (3-2) HOME RUNS 15X, MR SAMFORD (3-2-19) 1
 2 2X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) RBI VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-17-18) 4
 3 CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) WALKS/HBP MR, CLEVELAND ST. (2-24-19) 3
 2 BUTLER (2-24) STOLEN BASES 3X, MR BUTLER (2-24-19) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .069 41-36 29 6 2 0 0 0 2 2 .069 5 0 11 0 .206 0 3 1-1 38 45 12 .874
2017 .213 58-48 108 19 23 3 0 5 14 41 .380 14 1 24 0 .309 0 3 9-12 70 103 13 .930
2018 .278 54-54 151 34 42 10 3 7 25 79 .523 15 0 38 0 .339 2 8 9-13 48 127 9 .951
2019 .297 15-16 37 13 11 0 1 3 7 22 .595 8 0 2 0 .413 1 1 4-5 7 26 2 .943
CAREER .240 168-153 325 72 78 13 4 15 48 144 .443 42 1 75 0 .326 3 15 23-31 163 301 36 .928
ENGELHARDT’S CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 EVANSVILLE (3-1) AT BATS SAME
 2 CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) RUNS SAME
 2 MR, SAMFORD (3-2) HITS SAME
 1 3X, MR SAMFORD (3-2) DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 3 CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) RBI SAME
 1 FAMU (2-9) WALKS/HBP SAME
 - - STOLEN BASES SAME 
 7.0 MR, SAMFORD (3-2) IP SAME
 0 EVANSVILLE (3-1) FEWEST HITS SAME 
 0 EVANSVILLE (3-1) FEWEST ER SAME 






• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 MR, SAMFORD (3-2) AT BATS SAME
 1 2X, MR S. ALABAMA (2-10) RUNS SAME
 2 SAMFORD (3-2) HITS SAME
 - - DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 1 3X, MR SAMFORD (3-2) RBI SAME
 - - WALKS/HBP SAME






• baTs l / Throws l
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2019 .265 14-14 34 5 9 3 0 0 9 12 .353 1 0 5 0 .263 3 0 0-0 0 6 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2019 2.04 9-0 9 8 5 3/0 0 48.0 31 15 14 26 85 4 1 4 203 .177 4 1 0 0 1
SULLIVAN’S CAREER STATS
DAVIS’ CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2019 .240 12-9 25 4 6 0 0 0 3 6 .240 0 0 0 0 .240 0 2 1-1 7 0 0 1.000
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
10
shelby nunn   
• sophomore
• piTcher
• bowling green, ky
• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18-18) 2
 - - RUNS VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 - - HITS VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 - - RBI VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 3
 - - WALKS/HBP 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18-18) 1
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 6.0 CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) IP 4X, MR VS. MARSHALL (4-22-18) 7.0
 1 MR, JACKSON ST. (3-2) FEWEST HITS MR, JACKSON ST. (3-2-19) 1
 0 MR, JACKSON ST. (3-2) FEWEST ER 6X, MR JACKSON ST. (3-2-19) 0
 5 JACKSON ST. (3-2) STRIKEOUTS VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 11
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .200 43-29 5 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 .800 2 0 2 0 .429 0 0 0-0 5 45 0 1.000
2019 - 7-3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0-0 0 6 0 1.000
CAREER .200 52-33 5 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 .800 2 0 2 0 .429 0 0 0-0 5 51 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2018 3.55 15-15 44 27 10 2/0 3 177.1 212 117 90 36 104 46 2 11 794 .288 5 3 0 5 13
2019 1.94 3-0 7 3 1 1/1 1 21.2 18 7 6 4 22 3 0 0 89 .212 0 0 0 0 0
CAREER 3.38 18-15 51 30 11 3/1 4 199.0 230 124 96 40 126 49 2 11 883 .280 5 3 0 5 13
NUNN’S CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 3 CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) AT BATS SAME 
 1 3X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) RUNS SAME
 1 2X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) HITS SAME
 - - DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 1 2X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) RBI SAME
 1 TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) WALKS/HBP SAME






• baTs r / Throws r
RIDGE’S CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2019 .222 7-2 9 3 2 0 0 0 2 2 .222 1 0 4 0 .300 0 1 3-3 2 1 0 1.000
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
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kelsey aikey   
• Junior
• piTcher
• cedar falls, iowa
• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 1 FAMU (2-9) AT BATS LIPSCOMB (3-22-17) 3
 - - RUNS - -
 - - HITS AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - WALKS/HBP AAMU (3-16-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 7.0 TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) IP VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 8.0
 3 WESTERN IL (2-16) FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 0
 0 MR, JACKSON ST. (3-2) FEWEST ER MR, DAYTON (3-4-18) 0
 9 TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) STRIKEOUTS 2X, MR, TENNESSEE ST. (2-9-19) 9
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .083 27-9 12 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .083 3 0 5 0 .267 0 0 0-0 4 21 2 .926
2018 .000 39-19 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 1 0 .000 0 0 0-0 7 22 1 .967
2019 .000 9-5 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 0-0 1 3 1 .800
TOTALS .071 76-33 14 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .071 3 0 6 0 .235 0 0 0-0 12 46 4 .935
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 2.92 7-4 27 9 5 1/0 3 93.1 86 59 39 65 54 12 0 6 437 .244 19 8 1 3 9
2018 3.15 12-9 39 19 7 3/1 3 142.0 123 73 64 69 108 19 2 16 621 .234 15 8 0 5 14
2019 2.92 1-2 9 4 1 1/1 3 26.1 23 13 11 11 39 2 0 5 116 .228 3 1 0 1 2
TOTALS 3.05 20-15 75 32 13 5/2 9 261.2 232 145 114 145 201 33 2 27 1174 .237 37 17 1 9 25
AIKEY’S CAREER STATS
11
Jordan vorbrink  
• senior
• uTiliTy
• louisville, ky. | louisville
• baTs l / Throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 2X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) AT BATS AT UAB (4-14-18) 5
 2 FAMU (2-9) RUNS MR, FAMU  (2-9-19) 2
 2 2X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) HITS MR, AT USM (3-10-18) 3
 1 JACKSON ST. (3-2) DOUBLES MR VS. JACKSON ST. (3-2-19) 1
 - - TRIPLES MR, VS. NCC (4-17-16) 1
 - - HOME RUNS 2X, MR VS. TENN. ST (2-16-18) 1
 1 3X, MR EVANSVILLE (3-2) RBI 2X, MR VS. UTEP (4-8-18) 3
 2 MR, SAMFORD (3-2) WALKS/HBP 5X, MR SAMFORD (3-2-19) 2
 1 MR, EVANSVILLE (3-1) STOLEN BASES VS. EKU (4-11-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .244 24-15 41 6 10 3 3 1 9 22 .537 2 0 7 1 .273 1 2 1-1 101 2 1 .990
2017 .143 26-15 28 3 4 0 0 0 1 4 .143 0 4 5 1 .250 0 0 0-0 21 0 0 1.000
2018 .256 54-54 160 23 41 6 0 1 24 50 .313 20 3 34 1 .350 0 2 6-7 87 14 4 .962
2019 .303 13-13 33 7 10 1 0 0 3 11 .333 3 2 7 0 .395 0 2 2-2 22 1 1 .958
CAREER .248 117-97 262 39 65 10 3 2 37 87 .332 25 9 53 3 .333 1 6 9-10 231 17 6 .976
VORBRINK’S CAREER STATS
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS SAME
 - - RUNS SAME
 - - HITS SAME
 - - DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 - - RBI SAME
 - - WALKS/HBP SAME











• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 EVANSVILLE (3-1) AT BATS MR, AT USM (3-11-18) 5
 1 5X, MR SAMFORD (3-2) RUNS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 3 INDIANA ST. (2-25) HITS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 5*
 1 4X, MR SAMFORD (3-2) DOUBLES EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 - - TRIPLES VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 1 INDIANA ST. (2-25) HOME RUNS MR, INDIANA ST. (2-25-19) 1
 4 INDIANA ST. (2-25) RBI INDIANA ST. (2-25-19) 4
 1 MR, SAMFORD (3-2) WALKS/HBP WRIGHT STATE (2-25-17) 3
 1 JACKSON ST. (3-2) STOLEN BASES JACKSON ST. (3-2-19) 1
STOWERS’ CAREER STATS
16
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .215 44-31 107 12 23 4 0 3 13 36 .336 13 0 27 1 .298 1 1 0-0 24 1 3 .893
2018 .167 32-11 60 8 10 2 1 0 5 14 .233 3 0 12 2 .206 0 0 0-0 2 1 0 1.000
2019 .615 6-4 13 5 8 4 0 1 5 15 1.154 3 0 1 0 .688 0 0 1-1 0 0 0 -
TOTALS .228 82-46 180 25 41 10 1 4 22 65 .361 19 0 40 3 .300 1 1 1-1 26 2 3 .903







• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 3 TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) AT BATS VS. UAB (5-10-17) 6
 1 MR, INDIANA ST. (2-25) RUNS MR, AT FAU (4-28-18) 3
 - - HITS UAB (5-10-17) 4
 - - DOUBLES MR VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 - - TRIPLES AT USM (3-10-18) 1
 - - HOME RUNS MR AT FAU (4-28-18) 1
 - - RBI AT FAU (4-28-18) 4
 - - WALKS/HBP 2X, MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-25-18) 3
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, VS.TENN. ST. (2-16-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .200 47-47 120 18 24 6 0 4 13 42 .350 18 1 24 1 .305 2 5 6-6 63 20 5 .943
2017 .246 60-56 134 23 33 9 0 2 16 48 .358 19 11 35 0 .382 1 6 13-16 93 10 2 .981
2018 .291 53-53 141 30 41 8 1 7 25 72 .511 24 4 35 0 .404 2 1 5-7 65 11 2 .974
2019 .000 10-4 10 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 5 0 .000 0 0 0 1 0 0 1.000
Totals .242 170-160 405 73 98 23 1 13 54 162 .400 61 16 99 1 .359 5 12 24-29 222 41 9 .967







• baTs r / Throws r
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .214 59-51 131 25 28 6 1 2 18 42 .321 20 2 45 1 .325 1 4 5-6 111 27 2 .986
2018 .304 26-14 23 3 7 1 0 0 2 8 .248 2 0 5 0 .360 0 0 0-0 5 13 1 .947
2019 .000 2-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 1-2 1 0 0 1.000
TOTALS .226 87-65 155 28 35 7 1 2 20 50 .323 22 2 50 1 .328 1 4 6-8 117 40 3 .981
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 4.43 8-12 26 17 13 1/0 2 117.0 154 90 74 47 78 17 3 10 550 .322 7 8 1 7 9
2018 5.12 1-2 16 8 0 0/1 0 41.0 59 37 30 21 23 18 1 7 205 .333 0 3 0 0 4
2019 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.1 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 0 9 .429 0 0 0 0 0
TOTALS 4.66 9-14 43 25 13 1/1 2 159.1 216 129 106 70 102 36 4 17 764 .326 7 11 1 7 13
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 1 INDIANA ST. (2-25) AT BATS MR, AT FAU (4-28-18) 4
 - - RUNS MR AT FAU  (4-28-18) 3
 - - HITS MR, VS. LA TECH (5-9-18) 2
 - - DOUBLES AT SAMFORD (3-14-17) 2
 - - TRIPLES BELMONT (2-18-17) 1
 - - HOME RUNS NW STATE (3-4-17) 1
 - - RBI MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-17-17) 2
 - - WALKS/HBP MR, CHARLOTTE (4-14-17) 2
 1 SAMFORD (3-2) STOLEN BASES MR, SAMFORD (3-2-19) 1
 1.1 INDIANA ST. (2-25) IP GA. STATE (2-11-17) 7.2
 - - FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) MR AT USA (3-14-18) 3
 2 INDIANA ST. (2-25) FEWEST ER VS. GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 0







• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 3 5X, MR EVANSVILLE (3-1) AT BATS AT UTEP (4-9-17) 5
 1 6X, MR EVANSVILLE (3-1) RUNS AT UTEP (4-8-17) 3
 1 6X, MR WESTERN IL (2-17) HITS MR, AT FAU (4-28-18) 2
 - - DOUBLES MR, AT UTEP (4-8-17) 1
 1 WESTERN IL (2-17) TRIPLES WESTERN IL (2-17-19) 1
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 1 2X, MR WESTERN IL (2-17) RBI 5X, MR AT FAU (4-28-18) 2
 1 WESTERN IL (2-17) WALKS/HBP MR, VS. LIPSCOMB (5-3-18) 2
 1 MR, 2X CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) STOLEN BASES MR, CLEVELAND ST. (2-24-19) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .154 59-57 130 16 20 4 0 0 8 24 .185 14 6 26 0 .267 0 5 3-4 172 79 7 .973
2018 .204 49-47 113 15 23 0 0 0 16 23 .204 6 0 9 0 .242 1 8 1-1 90 69 7 .958
2019 .231 15-15 26 6 6 0 1 0 2 8 .308 1 0 4 0 .259 0 0 2-2 13 15 6 .824
TOTALS .182 123-119 269 37 49 4 1 0 26 55 .204 21 6 39 0 .256 1 13 6-7 275 163 20 .956
MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 1 4X, MR JACKSON ST. (3-2) AT BATS SAME
 - - RUNS SAME
 - - HITS SAME
 - - DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 - - RBI SAME
 - - WALKS/HBP SAME






• baTs r / Throws r
MURPHY’S CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2019 .000 5-0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 1 0 .000 0 0 0-0 0 0 0 -
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .000 7-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 2-2 1 2 0 1.000
2018 - 11-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 1-1 0 0 0 -
2019 - 3-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0-0 0 0 0 -
TOTALS .000 21-0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 3-3 1 2 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 5.25 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.2 4 2 2 3 1 0 0 0 13 .400 1 0 0 0 0
2018 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0 17 .333 2 1 0 0 0
2019 - 0-0 0 0 0 0/0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  0 0 0 0 0






• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS - -
 1 WESTERN IL (2-17) RUNS MR, WESTERN IL (2-17-19) 1
 - - HITS - -
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI - -
 - - WALKS/HBP ALABAMA STATE (5-16-17) 1
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 - - IP EKU (5-3-17) 1.1
 - - FEWEST HITS 2X, MR VS. APSU (3-3-18) 1
 - - FEWEST ER MR, APSU (3-3-18) 0





• crown poinT, ind.
• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 INDIANA ST. (2-25) AT BATS UAB (5-10-17) 6
 2 SAMFORD (3-2) RUNS VS. TENN. STATE (2-17-18) 3
 2  EVANSVILLE (3-1) HITS MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25-18) 3
 - - DOUBLES VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25-18) 2
 - - TRIPLES MR, VS. GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 1
 - - HOME RUNS MR, VS. EKU (4-11-18) 1
 1 7X, MR SAMFORD (3-2) RBI MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 4
 1 3X, MR SAMFORD (3-2) WALKS/HBP 4X, MR VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
1 SAMFORD (3-2) STOLEN BASES VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10-18) 2
CARTER’S CAREER STATS
26
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .222 52-24 99 14 22 4 1 2 15 34 .343 14 3 23 0 .333 1 1 3-4 23 1 3 .889
2018 .327 52-49 150 27 49 6 2 5 35 74 .493 19 2 23 1 .407 1 7 11-13 9 2 2 .846
2019 .263 12-7 19 5 5 0 0 0 7 5 .263 3 1 2 0 .375 1 2 1-1 3 0 0 1.000





• baTs l /Throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 WESTERN IL (2-17) AT BATS AT UAB (4-14-18) 6
 1 INDIANA ST. (2-25) RUNS MR, VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 1 6X, MR INDIANA ST. (2-25) HITS VS. HAMPTON (2-9-18) 4
 - - DOUBLES 6X, MR VS. MARSHALL (4-22-18) 1
 - - TRIPLES VS. LIPSCOMB (5-3-18) 1
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 2 BUTLER (2-24) RBI MR, BUTLER (2-24-19) 2
 1 FAMU (2-9) WALKS/HBP VS. UTEP (4-7-18) 3
 1 MR, CLEVELAND ST.  (2-25) STOLEN BASES 9X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-25-19) 1
BOWLDS’ CAREER STATS
28
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .303 50-50 155 22 47 6 3 0 13 59 .381 14 0 26 1 .361 0 13 8-12 360 10 7 .981
2019 .207 13-13 29 2 6 0 0 0 3 6 .207 1 0 3 0 .233 0 0 2-4 55 1 0 1.000
CAREER .288 63-63 184 24 53 6 3 0 16 65 .353 15 0 29 1 .342 0 13 10-16 415 11 7 .984
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3 Shannon Plese
R-Senior | OF | L/L
Knoxville, Tenn. | South Carolina
4 Kennedy Sullivan
Freshman | P/OF | R/R
Georgetown, Ky.
6 Taylor Davis
Freshman | OF | L/L
Huntsville, Ala.
10 Shelby Nunn
Sophomore | P | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
11 Jordan Vorbrink
Senior | UTL | L/L
Louisville, Ky. | Louisville
15 Kelsey McGuffin
Senior | OF | R/R
Elizabethtown, Ky.
12 Kelsey Aikey
Junior | P | R/R
Cedar Falls, Iowa
16 Tommi Stowers
Junior | C | R/R
Columbus, Ind.
19 Sydne Solomon
Freshman | C/IF | R/R
Lewisburg, Tenn.
20 Haylee Towers






Senior | IF | R/R
Rockport, Ind.
9 Jordan Ridge
Freshman | UTL | R/R
Louisville, Ky.
1 Jordan Thomas
Sophomore | UTL | L/L
Lebabon, Ky.
2 Kendall Smith
Sophomore | C | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
22 Macy Murphy
Freshman | IF | R/R
Murfreesboro, Tenn.
23 Morgan McElroy
Junior | IF | R/R
Madisonville, Ky.
24 Cassidy Blackford
R-Junior | P | R/R
Marshalltown, Iowa
26 Paige Carter
Junior | UTL | R/R
Crown Point, Ind.
28 Maddie Bowlds
Sophomore | IF | L/L
Utica, Ky.
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WIN STREAK GROWS TO 10 AS TOPS SHINE AT THE PLATE AND AIKEY FIRES ONE-HITTER 
  
KENNESAW, Ga. – WKU Softball recorded its fourth come-from-behind win of the season to open play at 
the Bobbie Bailey Memorial Tournament with a 6-3 victory over Wright State before Kelsey Aikey 
delivered a one hitter en route to a 10-0 five-inning decision over Saint Louis. The Hilltoppers extended 
their win streak to 10 with the two-win day and improved to 15-2 on the season. 
  
“I am proud of the team’s effort today despite our slow start in the early morning game,” head coach 
Amy Tudor opened. “Anytime you can grab two wins on the road, it’s a good day.” 
  
The Hilltoppers hit a collective .340 on the day with 18 knocks while driving in 12 of the 16 runs. WKU 
recorded five walks and a hit by pitch while striking out just four times on the day. On the base paths, 
WKU successfully stole 8-of-9 bags. 
  
“Our hitters had great approaches and the hitting was spread from top to bottom while we ran the 
bases well with eight stolen bases.” 
  
GAME 1: WKU 6, WRIGHT STATE 3 
After a slow start that saw Wright State score first, WKU took the lead for good in the bottom of the fifth 
after plating four runs. Entering the top of the sixth, WKU owned a 5-2 advantage before both sides 
added a tally in the sixth for the final 6-3 decision. 
  
Shannon Plese recorded her seventh multi-hit game of the season with two of the Hilltoppers’ six hits on 
the game. Batting cleanup, Kendall Smith added a base hit and two RBI while Tommi Stowers sent a 
double to the left corner for two RBI of her own. 
  
Kennedy Sullivan drew the start and picked up her 10th win of her rookie campaign after tossing 5.1 
innings. Dating back to Evansville, Sullivan worked 12-straight innings with at least two strikeouts before 
the streak ended in the fifth frame. Sullivan finished with eight punchouts and four hits allowed. 
  
Shelby Nunn closed the game out with her second save of the season. The sophomore pitched 1.2 
innings of no-hit ball while striking out two. 
  
GAME 2: WKU 10, SAINT LOUIS 0 [5] 
  
The visitors in game two, WKU struck for three runs before Saint Louis even took an at bat. Jordan 
Thomas, Smith and Stowers each recorded hits in the frame. In the bottom half of the inning, Kelsey 
Aikey came out firing as the junior pitcher struck out the side for her first of eight strikeouts in the five-
inning affair. 
  
WKU tacked on a couple more tallies in the top of the third after Rebekah Engelhardt and Plese each 
added base hits. Morgan McElroy and Jordan Vorbrink added hits of their own in the top of the fourth 
before Smith, Paige Carter, Maddie Bowlds, Vorbrink and Thomas all added hits in the fifth inning as the 
Hilltoppers batted around the order. Every Hilltopper batter to make a plate appearance recorded a hit 
as the Red and White finished with 12 hits in the contest. 
  
“After game one I challenged the team on a few parts of the game and they responded well,” Tudor 
shared. 
  
Thomas, Smith and Vorbrink all registered two-hit outings in the day’s second victory.  
  
From the circle, Aikey went the distance while allowing just one hit and one walk. She finished with eight 
punchouts in the run-rule decision and moved to 2-2 on the season. 
  
“I think all three pitchers threw well today with Aikey and Nunn only giving up one hit total and Sullivan 
adding eight strikeouts as well.” 
  
NEXT GAME: Saturday’s slate at the Bobbie Bailey Memorial Tournament will feature a tilt with the host, 
Kennesaw State, at 11:30 a.m. CT, before a rematch with Wright State immediately after. 
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Games 18 & 19 PDF box scores attached. 
Combined weekend stats attached. 
Season stats PDF attached. 
  
MCGUFFIN HOMERS AS HILLTOPPERS DROP TWO FROM KENNESAW STATE 
  
KENNESAW, Ga. – WKU Softball suffered a pair of one-run setbacks on the second day of the Kennesaw 
State-hosted Bobbie Bailey Memorial Tournament. To open the day, the Hilltoppers suffered their first 
2-1 loss to the host Owls (12-11) before taking a 2-1 setback to Wright State (8-11). The Red and White 
moved to 15-4 on the season with the losses. 
  
Maddie Bowlds and Kendall Smith recorded four hits across the weekend tournament while Jordan 
Thomas and Shannon Plese each added three. On the bases, the Hilltoppers finished the tournament 13-
for-14 in stolen base attempts led by Plese’s 4-for-4 mark while Rebekah Engelhardt went 3-for-3. 
  
GAME 1: KENNESAW STATE 2, WKU 1 
  
A scoreless contest until the seventh inning, WKU struck first after Kelsey McGuffin struck for a leadoff 
solo home run – her first hit of the season. The longball came in McGuffin’s first plate appearance of the 
weekend after checking in as a defensive replacement in left field. 
  
With the Hilltoppers in need of three outs in the bottom of the seventh against host Kennesaw State, 
the Owls came out swinging and led off with a double down the left line. WKU took the out at first on a 
KSU sacrifice bunt that moved the Owls’ runner to third. Kennedy Sullivan followed with her 
11th strikeout of the game for the second out and went ahead 0-2 on the next batter before Kennesaw 
State knotted things up on an infield single. The hosts followed with two more base hits to ultimately 
come from behind and claim the 2-1 victory. 
  
Sullivan (10-1) took her first loss of the season in the decision. The freshman struck out 11 while 
allowing four walks and six hits. At the plate, Sullivan finished with another multi-hit outing after 
recording two of WKU’s five hits in the contest. 
  
Smith, Bowlds and McGuffin accounted for WKU’s remaining three hits. 
  
GAME 2: WRIGHT STATE 2, WKU 1 
  
Engelhardt got the Hilltoppers into the hit column in the top of the second with a single. Leading off the 
next frame, Bowlds beat out a single and then moved into scoring position on a throwing error. The 
sophomore advanced to third on a groundout before scoring the game’s first run on a wild pitch. 
  
Morgan McElroy added a hit in the fifth inning after Engelhardt reached on an error. Both runners 
advanced into scoring position before they were left stranded. Plese reached base in the sixth on a hit 
by pitch but was the fourth Hilltopper runner to be stranded. 
  
Bowlds added her second knock of the day in the top of the seventh in an attempt to keep the 
Hilltoppers alive but ended up stranded. 
  
Kelsey Aikey got the nod for the start and went 5.2 innings with six strikeouts against just three walks 
and five hits. The junior took the loss in the decision and moved to 2-3 on the season. 
  
Shelby Nunn relieved Aikey in the bottom of the sixth and closed the game for the Red and White. 
  
NEXT GAME: WKU Softball will be back in action on Wednesday for its first midweek action with a tilt 
against Lipscomb from Nashville. First pitch is slated for 4 p.m. CT. 
 
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 09, 2019)
(Kennesaw State Tournament Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 2-2   Home: 0-0   Away: 0-1   Neutral: 2-1   C-USA: 0-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 4 4 4 3-3 9 2 4 0 0 0 1 4  . 4 4 4 0 0 1 0  . 4 4 4 0 0 1-1 14 1 0 1.000
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 3 6 4 4-4 11 2 4 0 0 0 4 4  . 3 6 4 1 0 2 0  . 3 8 5 1 0 1-2 36 2 0 1.000
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 3 3 3-3 6 1 2 0 0 0 1 2  . 3 3 3 2 0 2 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 0-0 6 0 1  . 8 5 7
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 3 3 3 4-4 6 1 2 0 0 0 0 2  . 3 3 3 0 0 0 0  . 3 3 3 0 0 1-1 1 7 0 1.000
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 2 7 3 4-4 11 3 3 0 0 0 0 3  . 2 7 3 1 2 1 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 4-4 2 1 0 1.000
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 2 5 0 4-1 4 3 1 0 0 1 1 4 1.000 0 0 2 0  . 2 5 0 0 0 1-1 1 0 0 1.000
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 2 2 2 3-3 9 0 2 0 0 0 0 2  . 2 2 2 0 0 0 0  . 2 2 2 0 0 0-0 2 0 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 2 1 4 4-4 14 1 3 0 0 0 2 3  . 2 1 4 1 0 4 0  . 2 6 7 0 0 2-2 5 2 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 2 0 0 4-4 10 1 2 0 0 0 1 2  . 2 0 0 1 0 3 0  . 2 5 0 1 1 0-0 3 0 0 1.000
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 2 0 0 3-3 10 1 2 2 0 0 3 4  . 4 0 0 0 0 3 0  . 2 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 1 8 2 4-4 11 3 2 0 0 0 0 2  . 1 8 2 2 1 2 0  . 3 5 7 0 0 3-3 3 2 0 1.000
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 1-1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 0 0 1.000
22 MURPHY, Macy  . 0 0 0 1-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 0 0 0 1-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 2-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 1 0 1.000
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 2-2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 1 0 1.000
Totals  . 2 6 0 4 104 18 27 2 0 1 13 32  . 3 0 8 8 3 20 0  . 3 2 5 2 1 13-14 74 17 1  . 9 8 9
Opponents  . 1 9 8 4 86 7 17 5 0 0 7 22  . 2 5 6 16 2 35 0  . 3 3 7 0 1 5-6 75 28 8  . 9 2 8
LOB - Team (25), Opp (24).
(Kennesaw State Tournament Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
10 NUNN, Shelby  0 . 0 0 0-0 2 0 0 0/0 1 2.0 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 0  . 1 4 3 1 0 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  1 . 3 1 1-1 2 2 1 1/0 0 10.2 6 2 2 4 14 0 0 0  . 1 5 8 1 0 0 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  2 . 9 2 1-1 2 2 1 0/0 0 12.0 10 5 5 12 19 5 0 0  . 2 4 4 0 2 0 0 1
Totals  1 . 9 9 2-2 4 4 2 1/0 1 24.2 17 7 7 16 35 5 0 0  . 1 9 8 2 2 0 0 1
Opponents  2 . 8 0 2-2 4 4 2 0/0 0 25.0 27 18 10 8 20 2 0 1  . 2 6 0 4 3 0 2 1
PB - Team (0), Opp (1). Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1. SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (5-6), SULLIVAN,K. (4-5), NUNN,S. (1-1).
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 09, 2019)
(Kennesaw State Tournament Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
 2 SMITH, Kendall 38 36 2 0 1.000 0 5 1  . 8 3 3 0 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 15 14 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan 8 1 7 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 7 5 2 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 5 3 2 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon 3 2 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 3 3 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy 2 2 0 0 1.000 0 4 1  . 8 0 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 1 0 1 0 1.000 0 1 0 1.000 0 0
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey 1 1 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 1 0 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 6 DAVIS, Taylor 1 1 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 7 6 0 1  . 8 5 7 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
22 MURPHY, Macy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 92 74 17 1  . 9 8 9 0 5 1  . 8 3 3 0 0
Opponents 111 75 28 8  . 9 2 8 0 13 1  . 9 2 9 1 0
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 01, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 11-2   Home: 6-1   Away: 0-0   Neutral: 5-1   C-USA: 0-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 7 7 8 4-2 9 3 7 3 0 1 5 13 1.444 1 0 1 0  . 8 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 4 1 2 13-13 34 10 14 2 1 4 11 30  . 8 8 2 5 2 6 0  . 5 0 0 1 0 1-2 121 4 0 1.000
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 3 5 9 13-13 39 11 14 4 1 1 10 23  . 5 9 0 4 0 4 0  . 4 1 9 0 0 5-6 9 0 1  . 9 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 4 1 13-13 41 8 14 4 1 2 8 26  . 6 3 4 6 0 7 0  . 4 2 6 0 0 3-3 21 9 0 1.000
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 1 0 11-11 29 6 9 0 0 0 3 9  . 3 1 0 1 2 7 0  . 3 7 5 0 2 2-2 11 0 1  . 9 1 7
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 8 1 13-13 32 11 9 0 1 2 6 17  . 5 3 1 8 0 2 0  . 4 1 5 1 0 4-5 6 23 1  . 9 6 7
26 CARTER, Paige  . 2 6 7 10-5 15 3 4 0 0 0 5 4  . 2 6 7 2 1 2 0  . 3 8 9 0 2 0-0 2 0 0 1.000
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 2 5 0 13-13 24 6 6 0 1 0 2 8  . 3 3 3 1 0 4 0  . 2 8 0 0 0 2-2 13 13 5  . 8 3 9
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 2 5 0 6-2 8 3 2 0 0 0 2 2  . 2 5 0 1 0 4 0  . 3 3 3 0 1 3-3 2 1 0 1.000
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 2 4 1 12-12 29 5 7 2 0 0 6 9  . 3 1 0 1 0 4 0  . 2 5 0 2 0 0-0 0 5 0 1.000
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 2 0 7 13-13 29 2 6 0 0 0 3 6  . 2 0 7 1 0 3 0  . 2 3 3 0 0 2-4 55 1 0 1.000
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 0 0 10-8 20 4 4 0 0 0 2 4  . 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 2 0 0 0 2 0-0 7 0 0 1.000
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 10-4 10 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 5 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 0 0 1.000
22 MURPHY, Macy  . 0 0 0 4-0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 9-5 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 3 1  . 8 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 0 0 1.000
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 3-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 7-3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 5 0 1.000
Totals  . 2 9 6 13 324 75 96 15 5 10 63 151  . 4 6 6 31 5 49 0  . 3 6 3 4 7 22-27 250 64 9  . 9 7 2
Opponents  . 2 2 5 13 320 36 72 10 1 8 31 108  . 3 3 8 40 2 120 0  . 3 1 4 1 3 10-11 228 100 23  . 9 3 4
LOB - Team (68), Opp (80). DPs turned - Team (3), Opp (2). Picked off - SULLIVAN,K. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  2 . 2 2 8-0 8 7 4 3/0 0 41.0 29 14 13 24 68 4 1 3  . 1 9 2 4 1 0 0 1
10 NUNN, Shelby  2 . 5 2 2-0 6 2 1 1/0 1 16.2 17 7 6 4 17 3 0 0  . 2 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  3 . 1 6 1-2 8 4 1 1/0 2 24.1 23 13 11 10 34 2 0 5  . 2 4 5 2 1 0 1 2
20 TOWERS, Haylee 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.1 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0 0 0
Totals  2 . 6 9 11-2 13 13 6 5/0 3 83.1 72 36 32 40 120 10 1 8  . 2 2 5 6 2 0 1 3
Opponents  4 . 5 1 2-11 13 13 4 1/0 0 76.0 96 75 49 31 49 15 5 10  . 2 9 6 12 5 0 4 7
PB - Team (2), SMITH,K. 2, Opp (1). Pickoffs - Team (0), Opp (1). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (10-11), SULLIVAN,K. (7-7), AIKEY,K.
(3-4).
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 01, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
 2 SMITH, Kendall 125 121 4 0 1.000 1 10 1  . 9 0 9 2 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 56 55 1 0 1.000 2 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 30 21 9 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 6 DAVIS, Taylor 7 7 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 5 0 5 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy 5 0 5 0 1.000 0 7 0 1.000 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan 3 2 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 2 2 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 1 1 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey 1 1 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 30 6 23 1  . 9 6 7 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 12 11 0 1  . 9 1 7 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon 10 9 0 1  . 9 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan 31 13 13 5  . 8 3 9 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 5 1 3 1  . 8 0 0 1 3 1  . 7 5 0 0 0
22 MURPHY, Macy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 323 250 64 9  . 9 7 2 3 10 1  . 9 0 9 2 0
Opponents 351 228 100 23  . 9 3 4 2 22 5  . 8 1 5 1 0
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA 
RELATIONS                                                                                                                         
                                       
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Tuesday, March 12, 2019 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
  
Notes for games 20 attached. 
  
HILLTOPPERS SET FOR FIRST MIDWEEK OF 2019 WITH WEDNESDAY TILT AT LIPSCOMB 
  
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – After another weather-adjusted weekend tournament, WKU Softball is headed 
to Music City for a midweek tilt at Lipscomb. The Wednesday contest marks the Hilltoppers’ first 
midweek game of the 2019 season. WKU will enter the non-conference matchup with a 15-4 record 
while Lipscomb owns a 14-7-1 reading. 
  
MIDWEEK FOLLOWING INFORMATION 
Wednesday, March 13 – at Lipscomb – 4 p.m. CT | Livestats | Stream 
  
The Lady Bisons will host WKU from Draper Diamond, marking Lipscomb’s eighth-straight home game 
while the Hilltoppers will be playing their eighth-consecutive game on the road. WKU is in the midst of a 
12-game road stretch, with its next home game slated for Saturday, March 23. 
  
WKU is off to one of the best starts in program history with a 15-4 record through five weeks of non-
conference play. The Hilltoppers will look to bounce back after suffering a pair of one-run losses to close 
weekend play at the Bobbie Bailey Memorial Tournament from Kennesaw, Ga., last weekend. 
  
Lipscomb will be looking to get back on track as well after taking a 10-inning 2-1 loss to Valparaiso in its 
most recent outing. Aside from the loss to Valpo, the Lady Bisons have posted a 6-0 record during their 
current home stand. 
  
Common opponents on the season between the sides include Samford and South Alabama – a pair of 
squads that the Hilltoppers picked up victories over. Lipscomb secured a 7-0 win over Samford on 
Opening Day before downing the Bulldogs 8-0 two weeks later. The Lady Bisons took an 8-5 loss to USA 
during the second weekend of the season from Mobile. 
  
In the all-time series against Lipscomb, WKU owns a slim 15-14 advantage. However, the midweek hosts 
have won the last six meetings dating back to the 2015 campaign. WKU is 8-6 in the series when playing 
at Lipscomb, with its most recent win from Nashville occurring in the first half of the squad’s 2015 
doubleheader. 
  
Following Wednesday’s game in Nashville, WKU will head out to Miami to opening Conference USA play 
at FIU this Saturday and Sunday. 
  
 
www.WKUSports.com  |  @WKUSoftball
2019 GAME NOTEs
Est. 2000  |  3 Conference Championships
606 Victories  |  2 NCAA Regional Berths
TOPPER NOTES
TOPPER NUMBERS
Senior lost from the 2018 squad. Strikeouts by Kennedy Sullivan 
in a single game - tied for first 
in NCAA.
Career saves by Kelsey Aikey - a 
WKU record & ranks 10th among 
all active NCAA players.
1 179
SEASON OPENERS
With a five-inning run-rule victory over Missouri State on Friday, Feb. 8, WKU Softball extended its season-opening win streak to 
seven-consecutive campaigns. The Hilltoppers secured the program’s first five-inning rule-run victory to open a season with the 
8-0 win over the Bears. Head coach Amy Tudor also picked up another season-opening win and has yet to be beaten as a head 
coach in those contests, improving to 15-0 in her career.
HANGING IN THERE
With only the first five weekends of the 2019 campaign complete, WKU has already notched four victories in come-from-
behind fashion. First up, WKU trailed Florida A&M 3-1 and came back to win 4-3 on Opening Weekend. The Hilltoppers did it 
again during week two, trailing Western Illinois 1-0 and 3-2 as late as the middle of the fifth inning. Week three saw WKU tally 
another comeback, defeating Cleveland State after trailing 3-0. Most recently, WKU overcame a 2-1 deficit to Wright State for an 
eventual 6-3 victory. SEE COME-FROM-BEHIND WINS SECTION ON PAGE 9.
SINGLE-GAME STRIKEOUTS
Kennedy Sullivan continued her dominance in the circle in WKU’s home tournament, the Hilltopper Classic. When the Red and 
White faced off against Butler, Sullivan was hitting her spots and tallied 16 strikeouts in the regulation-length game - the sec-
ond-most punchouts ever by a Hilltopper in a seven-inning game at the time. Sullivan is the only freshman in program history 
to register 15 or more strikeouts in a game and went on to do it again with 17 punchouts at Samford to match the most in the 
NCAA this season. The Georgetown, Ky., native’s performances marked the ninth and 10th 15-strikeout showings by a pitcher in 
WKU Softball history. Miranda Kramer owns seven outings of the sort while Ryan Rogge achieved the feat as a sophomore.
 ALL-TIME SINGLE-GAME STRIKEOUTS LEADERS
Miranda Kramer Senior 19 strikeouts W, 2-1 - at Georgia 14 innings 5-16-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 19 strikeouts W, 4-0 - at Troy 7 innings 2-7-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 18 strikeouts L, 1-3 - Charlotte 11 innings 4-26-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 18 strikeouts L, 0-1 - at Kentucky 8.2 innings 4-22-2015
Kennedy Sullivan Freshman 17 strikeouts W, 8-1 - at Samford 7 innings 3-2-2019
Kennedy Sullivan Freshman 16 strikeouts W, 3-0 - Butler 7 innings 2-24-2019
Miranda Kramer Senior 16 strikeouts W, 9-2 - at Lipscomb 7 innings 3-24-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 16 strikeouts W, 4-2 - at Ball State 7 innings 3-21-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 16 strikeouts W, 1-0 - vs. Charlotte 7 innings 5-7-2015
Ryan Rogge Sophomore 15 strikeouts L, 0-1 - vs. Virginia 10 innings 2-9-2007
RECORD-SETTING COLLEGIATE DEBUT
Freshman pitcher Kennedy Sullivan wasted no time etching her name into the WKU record books as she spun a complete-game 
shutout in her collegiate debut and became the program’s first freshman to register double-digit strikeouts (11) in their debut. 
Sullivan followed with a pair of nine strikeout showings to bring her opening-weekend strikeout total to 29. 
 SEASON-OPENING DOUBLE-DIGIT STRIKEOUT PERFORMANCES
Kennedy Sullivan Freshman 11 strikeouts W, 8-0 5 innings 2019
Miranda Kramer Senior 11 strikeouts W, 8-0 6 innings 2015
Ryan Rogge Sophomore 15 strikeouts L, 0-1 10 innings 2007
LOCKDOWN MODE WITH KELSEY AIKEY
With just five weekends of her junior campaign in the rearview mirror, pitcher Kelsey Aikey had already cemented herself in 
the Hilltoppers’ record book. On Saturday, Feb. 9, Aikey took over in the circle with two-on and one-out with WKU’s lead at 4-3. 
The Iowa native got the Red and White back to the dugout unscathed and held FAMU hitless over her 2.2 innings of relief to 
secure her seventh career save. Seven saves tied Aikey for WKU’s career saves record with Adrienne Lathrop (2003-06). Upon the 
conclusion of the weekend, Aikey had made two relief appearances to take over the program’s record with 40. 
GAME 20 INFORMATION
DATE OPPONENT LOCATION TIME (CT)
FEBRUARY (10-2)
 8 1-vs. Missouri State Gulf Shores, Ala. W, 8-0 [5]
  1-vs. Auburn Gulf Shores, Ala. L, 0-8 [5]
 9 1-vs. Florida A&M Gulf Shores, Ala. W, 4-3
  1-vs. Tennessee State Gulf Shores, Ala. W, 5-0
 10 1-vs. South Alabama Gulf Shores, Ala. W, 7-3
 16 Western Illinois WKU Softball Field W, 5-3
  Western Illinois WKU Softball Field L, 1-3
 17 Western Illinois WKU Softball Field W, 7-6
 24 2-Butler WKU Softball Field W, 3-0
  2-Cleveland State WKU Softball Field W, 10-3
 25 2-Cleveland State WKU Softball Field W, 8-0 [6]
  2-Indiana State WKU Softball Field W, 9-7
 MARCH (5-2)
 1 3-Evansville Birmingham, Ala. W, 8-0 [5]
 2 3-Jackson State Birmingham, Ala. W, 4-0
  3-at Samford Birmingham, Ala. W, 8-1
 8 4-Wright State Kennesaw, Ga. W, 6-3
  4-Saint Louis Kennesaw, Ga. W, 10-0 [5]
 9 4-at Kennesaw State Kennesaw, Ga. L, 1-2
  4-Wright State Kennesaw, Ga. L, 1-2
 13 at Lipscomb Nashville, Tenn. 4 p.m.
 16 at FIU* Miami, Fla. 3 p.m.
  at FIU* Miami, Fla. 5:30 p.m.
 17 at FIU* Miami, Fla. 11 a.m.
 20 at EKU Richmond, Ky. 3 p.m.
 23 Charlotte* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  Charlotte* WKU Softball Field 3:30 p.m.
 24 Charlotte* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
 26 at Kentucky Lexington, Ky. 5 p.m.
 30 Florida Atlantic* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  Florida Atlantic* WKU Softball Field 3:30 p.m.
 31 Florida Atlantic* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
 APRIL (0-0)
 3 Louisville WKU Softball Field 5 p.m.
 6 at Marshall* Huntington, W.Va. Noon
  at Marshall* Huntington, W.Va. 2:30 p.m.
 7 at Marshall* Huntington, W.Va. 11 a.m.
 13 North Texas* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  North Texas* WKU Softball Field 3:30 p.m.
 14 North Texas* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
 17 at Tennessee Tech Cookeville, Tenn. 2 p.m.
  at Tennessee Tech Cookeville, Tenn. 4:30 p.m.
 19 at Middle Tennessee* Murfreesboro, Tenn. 1 p.m.
  at Middle Tennessee* Murfreesboro, Tenn. 3:30 p.m.
 20 at Middle Tennessee* Murfreesboro, Tenn. 1 p.m.
 24 Austin Peay WKU Softball Field 4 p.m.
  Austin Peay WKU Softball Field 6:30 p.m.
 27 at Louisiana Tech* Ruston, La. 1 p.m.
  at Louisiana Tech* Ruston, La. 3:30 p.m.
 28 at Louisiana Tech* Ruston, La. Noon
 MAY (0-0)
 1 Murray State WKU Softball Field 5 p.m.
 4 UTSA* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  UTSA* WKU Softball Field 3:30 p.m.
 5 UTSA* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
 8-11 5-C-USA Tournament Birmingham, Ala. 
Schedule (15-4, 0-0 C-USA)
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 13
WKU at Lipscomb | 4 p.m. CT
Draper Diamond | Nashville, Tenn.
Video - goto.ps/LipscombVideo
Stats - goto.ps/LipscombStats
Livestats and stream links can be found at WKUSports.com 
on the team’s schedule and will be posted to WKU Softball’s 
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Location ...............................................Bowling Green, Ky.
Nickname ...........................................................Hilltoppers
Colors ............................................................Red and White
Founded ......................................................................... 1906
Enrollment ..................................................................20,178
NCAA Affiliation ...................................................Division I
Conference Affiliation ..........................Conference USA
President ........................................Dr. Timothy C. Caboni
Director of Athletics ....................................Todd Stewart
QUICK FACTS
First Year .......................................................................... 2000
All-Time Record ......................................606-497-3 (.549)
Conference Championships ....................... 2 (2013, 15)
Tournament Championships ............................1 (2015)
NCAA Tournaments ....................................... 2 (2013, 15)
NCAA Postseason Record .................................4-4 (.500)
Best Record (2013) .........................................43-18 (.705)
Best at NCAAs (2015)..........................................2-2 (.500)
Played in NPF ...........................2 (last, Miranda Kramer)
PROGRAM HISTORY
Head Coach .........................Amy Tudor (Sixth season)
 Record at WKU ............................... 160-129-1 
 Career Record ..... 377-335-2 (15th season)
Assistant Coach .................................Kayla Bixel (Third)
Assistant Coach .........................Jessica Twaddle (First)
Strength and Conditioning ............. John Stephanski
Athletic Trainer ..........................................Josh Lumpkin
COACHING STAFF
Capacity  ............................................................................500
Opened  ......................................................................... 2000
WKU Record .............................................258-176-1 (.594)
Attendance Record .................................................... 1,323
 Record Info ..................vs. Kentucky, 4/20/16
 Record Result ............................................ L, 0-5
Winning Seasons .............................................................. 12
WKU SOFTBALL COMPLEX
Overall Record .................................................28-26 (.519)
Conference USA Record ...............................10-13 (.435)
Conference USA Finish ................................................. 8th
Letterwinners Returning/Lost.................................. 13/2
Pitchers Returning/Lost ................................................4/0
Incoming Freshmen (Pitchers) ................................. 5 (1)
Incoming Transfers (Pitchers) ................................... 1 (0)
2018 RECAP
Primary Contact ........................................Jessica Leifheit
 Assistant Director of Media Relations
Alma Mater ...............................................Augustana (‘14)
Email Address ........................ jessica.leifheit@wku.edu
Cell Phone .................................................... 630-870-9582
Office Phone ................................................ 270-745-4363
MEDIA RELATIONS
SEASON NOTES
A weekend later, Aikey went on to set the program record with eight saves. The record-setting save was no easy task as Aikey 
entered Sunday’s game in the top of the sixth with a two-run lead and proceeded to get the Hilltoppers out of a bases-loaded 
no-out jam with three strikeouts while allowing just one run. In the top of the seventh, Western Illinois led off with a base hit 
and got the tying run to third base before Aikey and the Red and White defense went on lockdown to preserve the 7-6 WKU 
Softball victory.
 WKU CAREER SAVES & RELIEF APPEARANCES LIST          *denotes school record
Kelsey Aikey 9 saves* 43 relief appearances* 2017-present 
Adrienne Lathrop 7 saves 39 relief appearances 2003-06 
Allison Silver 6 saves 34 relief appearances 2001-04 
#SANDDOLLARCLASSIC ALL-TOURNAMENT TEAM
After helping the Hilltoppers to a 4-1 start for the first time in four seasons, Kennedy Sullivan, Jordan Vorbrink and Kendall 
Smith were all selected to the Sand Dollar Classic All-Tournament Team. Sullivan picked up three wins in the circle while striking 
out 29 batters. Vorbrink opened the season strong from the plate, recording a hit in four of the five games including a two-hit 
performance in the season opener. Marking WKU’s third selection, Smith registered four RBI on the weekend. The sophomore 
posted her first multi-home run game against Tennessee State with a pair of solo shots.
WALKOFFS 
After registering three walk-off wins in 2017 and four in 2018, WKU Softball is at it again early in the 2019 campaign. The 
squad picked up a walk-off over Cleveland State on Feb. 25 in the form of an 8-0, six-inning decision. In the bottom of the sixth, 
pinch-hitter Tommi Stowers placed a leadoff double into the gap before advancing 60 feet on a wild pitch during the following 
at bat. Another pinch-hitter, Paige Carter, battled to a full count before sending a single to left field to score Stowers for the 
run-rule walk off victory. SEE WALK-OFF WINS SECTION ON PAGE 9.
HOME OPENERS
With the Red and White claiming their 2019 home opener 5-3 over Western Illinois on Feb. 16, the squad improved its all-time 
record to 13-7 in home openers while claiming a victory in its third straight.
In its 2018 home-opener, WKU Softball took down Green Bay in a 10-0 five-inning decision to match the program’s largest 
margin of victory in a home opener. Under head coach Amy Tudor, the Hilltoppers are 5-1 in their first game of the year from the 
WKU Softball Complex. The program now owns a 13-7 record in home openers, winning seven of the last eight.
PRESEASON PREDICTIONS
In the 2019 C-USA Preseason Coaches Poll, WKU Softball was voted to finish seventh by the league’s coaches. Louisiana Tech was 
predicted to take home this year’s title while collecting nine first-place votes. Florida Atlantic finished second in the voting while 
earning three first-place votes. UAB, North Texas, FIU and Middle Tennessee filled in the slots before the Hilltoppers, respectively. 
Marshall was predicted to grab the final postseason spot while Southern Miss, UTEP, Charlotte and UTSA rounded out the poll. 
No Hilltoppers were selected to the Preseason All-Conference squad.
VICTORIES OVER SEC SQUADS
Since 2000, WKU Softball has played 11 different SEC squads. The Hilltoppers have gone 18-44 up against SEC opposition. Under 
Coach Tudor’s reign, the 2014-2019 squads have gone head to head with seven of the SEC programs, putting together a record 
of 5-11. In 2014 the Red and White took down No. 2 Tennessee on the Volunteers’ home turf; Tudor’s second game coaching for 
WKU against an SEC school. Over the 2017 opening weekend, WKU Softball headed to Starkville, Mississippi, and took down 
the host Bulldogs in a 1-0 decision. WKU dropped decisions to No. 8 LSU and No. 18 Kentucky in 2018 along with No. 17 Auburn 
during its opening weekend of the 2019 campaign.
WEEK FOUR HONORS
After amassing a no-hitter, a 17-strikeout game and three more victories to move to 9-0 on the season, Kennedy Sullivan earned 
recognition from numerous outlets. First, Conference USA tabbed the Georgetown, Ky., native a Co-Pitcher of the Week before 
she collected outright claim to College Sports Madness’ Conference USA Player of the Week. She rounded the haul out with a 
national Top Performance recognition from the Louisville Slugger/NFCA outlet.
SULLIVAN THROWS A NO-NO
Kennedy Sullivan continued her tear through the Hilltoppers’ non-conference slate as the freshman picked up her eighth win of 
the year after tossing WKU Softball’s 13th no-hitter in program history. Sullivan became just the fourth Hilltopper pitcher to toss 
a no-no with WKU’s 8-0, five-inning victory over Evansville from Birmingham, Ala.
 WKU FRESHMAN PITCHERS TO THROW A NO HITTER
Katie Swertfager #1 6 strikeouts W, 4-0 7 innings Penn (3/16/2000)
Ryan Rogge #3 8 strikeouts W, 8-0 6 innings Lafayette (4/30/2006)
Hannah Miniard #7 9 strikeouts W, 8-0 7 innings Troy (3/22/2014)
Kennedy Sullivan #13 8 strikeouts W, 8-0 5 innings Evansville (3/1/2019)
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2019 WKU SOFTBALL PLAYERS AND COACHING STAFF
2019 NUMERICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF/UTL SO. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C SO. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 3 SHANNON PLESE OF R-SR. 5-8 L/L Knoxville, Tenn. South Carolina
 4 KENNEDY SULLIVAN P/OF FR. 5-7 R/R Georgetown, Ky. Scott County HS
 6 TAYLOR DAVIS OF FR. 5-7 L/R Huntsville, Ala. Sparkman HS
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF SR. 5-7 R/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 9 JORDAN RIDGE UTL FR. 5-3 R/R Louisville, Ky. Assumption HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN P SO. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF/UTL SR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P JR. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF SR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C JR. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 19 SYDNE SOLOMON C/IF FR. 5-7 R/R Lewisburg, Tenn. Marshall County HS
 20 HAYLEE TOWERS P/UTL JR. 5-9 R/R Johnston, Iowa Johnston HS
 22 MACY MURPHY IF FR. 5-11 R/R Murfreesboro, Tenn. Riverdale HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF JR. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-JR. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER UTL JR. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS




























NAME POSITION EXPERIENCE ALMA MATER HOMETOWN
AMY TUDOR Head Coach Sixth Season WKU (2002) Petersburg, Tenn.
KAYLA BIXEL Assistant Coach Third Season IPFW (2010) Bremen, Ind. 
JESSICA TWADDLE Assistant Coach First Season Murray State (2016) Franklin, Tenn.
2019 ALPHABETICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P JR. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-JR. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 28 MADDIE BOWLDS IF SO. 5-9 L/L Utica, Ky. Daviess County HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER UTL JR. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS
 6 TAYLOR DAVIS OF FR. 5-7 L/R Huntsville, Ala. Sparkman HS
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF SR. 5-7 R/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF JR. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF SR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 22 MACY MURPHY IF FR. 5-11 R/R Murfreesboro, Tenn. Riverdale HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN P SO. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 3 SHANNON PLESE OF R-SR. 5-8 L/L Knoxville, Tenn. South Carolina
 9 JORDAN RIDGE UTL FR. 5-3 R/R Louisville, Ky. Assumption HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C SO. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C JR. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 4 KENNEDY SULLIVAN P/OF FR. 5-7 R/R Georgetown, Ky. Scott County HS
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF/UTL SO. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 20 HAYLEE TOWERS P/UTL JR. 5-9 R/R Johnston, Iowa Johnston HS
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF/UTL SR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
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PITCHING BREAKDOWN
PERFORMANCES
DATE OPPONENT DEC. IP H R ER BB K NP SCORE FINAL
Feb. 8 vs. Missouri State Sullivan 5.0 2 0 0 4 11 106 8-0 W (5)
Feb. 8 vs. Auburn Aikey 2.1 4 4 3 2 4 59 0-8 L (5)
Feb. 9 vs. Florida A&M Sullivan 4.1 3 3 2 5 9 97 4-3 W
Feb. 9 vs. Tennessee State Aikey 7.0 6 0 0 2 9 123 5-0 W
Feb. 10 vs. South Alabama Sullivan 6.0 4 3 3 1 9 85 7-3 W
Feb. 16 Western Illinois Sullivan^ 7.0 5 3 3 2 8 112 5-3 W
Feb. 16 Western Illinois Aikey 5.0 3 3 3 3 3 88 1-3 L
Feb. 17 Western Illinois Sullivan 2.2 5 3 3 3 1 78 7-6 W
Feb. 24 Butler Sullivan^ 7.0 3 0 0 4 16 134 3-0 W
Feb. 24 Cleveland State Nunn 4.0 2 0 0 2 4 44 10-3 W
Feb. 25 Cleveland State Nunn^ 6.0 1 0 0 0 4 64 8-0 W (6)
Feb. 25 Indiana State Sullivan 4.0 7 2 2 3 6 92 9-7 W
Mar. 1 vs. Evansville Sullivan^ 5.0 0 0 0 2 8 82 8-0 W (5) 
Mar. 2 vs. Jackson State Nunn 5.0 1 0 0 0 5 68 4-0 W
Mar. 2 at Samford Sullivan^ 7.0 2 1 1 2 17 125 8-1 W
Mar. 8 vs. Wright State Sullivan 5.1 4 3 3 8 8 118 6-3 W
Mar. 8 vs. Saint Louis Aikey^ 5.0 1 0 0 1 8 66 10-0 W (5)
Mar. 9 at Kennesaw State Sullivan^ 6.2 6 2 2 4 11 137 1-2 L
Mar. 9 vs. Wright State Aikey 5.2 5 2 2 3 6 102 1-2 L
Mar. 13 at Lipscomb          
Mar. 16 at FIU*          
Mar. 16 at FIU*          
Mar. 17 at FIU*          
Mar. 20 at Eastern Kentucky          
Mar. 23 Charlotte*          
Mar. 23 Charlotte*          
Mar. 24 Charlotte*          
Mar. 26 at Kentucky          
Mar. 30 Florida Atlantic*          
Mar. 30 Florida Atlantic*          
Mar. 31 Florida Atlantic*          
Apr. 3 Louisville          
Apr. 6 at Marshall*          
Apr. 6 at Marshall*          
Apr. 7 at Marshall*          
Apr. 13 North Texas*          
Apr. 13 North Texas*          
Apr. 14 North Texas*          
Apr. 17 at Tennessee Tech          
Apr. 17 at Tennessee Tech          
Apr. 19 at Middle Tennessee*          
Apr. 19 at Middle Tennessee*          
Apr. 20 at Middle Tennessee*          
Apr. 24 Austin Peay          
Apr. 24 Austin Peay          
Apr. 27 at Louisiana Tech*          
Apr. 27 at Louisiana Tech*          
Apr. 28 at Louisiana Tech*          
May 1 Murray State          
May 4 UTSA*          
May 4 UTSA*          
May 5 UTSA*          
PITCHER GS RECORD SAVES TEAM W/L
Aikey 6 2-3 3 8-3
Blackford 0 0-0 0 0-0
Nunn 3 3-0 2 6-3
Sullivan 10 10-1 0 10-1
Towers 0 0-0 0 1-0
TEAM RESULT
2019 STATISTICS
 NUM. NAME ERA W-L APP GS CG SHO SV IP H R ER BB K 2B 3B HR BF AVG. WP HBP BK SF SH
 10 Nunn 1.77 3-0 9 3 1 1/1 2 23.2 19 7 6 4 24 3 0 0 96 .207 1 0 0 0 0 
 4 Sullivan 2.22 10-1 11 10 6 3/0 0 60.0 41 20 19 38 104 9 1 4 259 .190 4 3 0 0 2 
 12 Aikey 2.46 2-3 11 6 2 2/1 3 37.0 29 15 13 15 53 2 0 5 158 .209 4 1 0 1 2 
 20 Towers 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0 0 1.1 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 0 9 .429 0 0 0 0 0 
 24 Blackford 0.00 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 0 0 0 
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018 2019 CAREER
Aikey - 0 3 2 5
Blackford RS 0 0 - 0
Nunn - - 1 0 1
Sullivan - - - 9 9
Towers - 3 0 0 3
PLAYER 0 1 2 2019/TOTAL
Aikey 0/1 1/3 0/1 1/5
Blackford 0 0 0 0/0
Nunn 0 2/2 0/1 2/3
Sullivan 1 0 2 3
Towers 0 0 0 0/0
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018 2019 CAREER
Aikey - 5 7 2 14
Blackford RS 0 0 - 0
Nunn - - 10 1 11
Sullivan - - - 6 6
Towers - 13 0 0 13
CAREER 7+ STRIKEOUTS
CAREER 0-2 HIT GAMES (5+ IP)
CAREER COMPLETE GAMES
HAT TOP PANTS W L
Black Black Black 4 0 
Black D. Grey D. Grey 2 0
White L. Grey L. Grey 2 0
Red Red Red 2 0
White Red Red 2 0
Black Black D. Grey 1 0
Black D. Grey Black 1 1
Red White White 1 1
Black Black White 0 2
RECORD BY UNIFORM
^ Complete game
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Year Overall Conf. School
2005 22-14 11-3 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2006 23-19 8-6 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2007 11-38 5-13 (A-Sun) Belmont
2008 14-36 3-19 (A-Sun) Belmont
2009 11-35 3-17 (A-Sun) Belmont
2010 29-19 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2011 28-15-1 16-8 (Summit) IPFW
2012 45-14 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2013 34-16 12-4 (Summit) IPFW
2014 33-24-1 11-10 (SBC) WKU
2015 36-14 16-4 (C-USA) WKU
2016 17-30 8-13 (C-USA) WKU
2017 31-31 10-13 (C-USA) WKU
2018 28-26 10-13 (C-USA) WKU
Total 362-331-2 147-136 14 Years
DI 317-298-2 128-127 12 Years
WKU 145-25-1 55-54 Five Years






































• 30 Division I All-Conference Selections
• Seven NFCA All-Region Honorees
• One Conference Pitcher/Player of the Years
• Six CoSIDA Academic All-District Selections
• One Senior CLASS Award Finalist
• 350 Career Wins/300 Division I Wins
WKU
•10 All-Conference Selections
•Five NFCA All-Region Selections
•2014 NCAA Individual Stolen Base Leader
•2015 NCAA Individual Strikeouts Leader
•One CoSIDA Academic All-District Honoree
•2015 Conference USA Coach of the Year




2019 WKU TEAM SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 29 MR, Indiana St. 2/25
Runs Scored 10 MR, Saint Louis 3/8
Hits 12 Saint Louis 3/8
RBI 9 Indiana St. 2/25
Doubles 3 at Samford 3/2
Triples 2 Western IL 2/16
Home Runs 2 MR, Indiana St. 2/25
Walks 5 MR, Samford 3/2
Stolen Bases 6 Saint Louis 3/8
   
Assists 9 Jackson St. 3/2
DP Turned 1 MR, Indiana St. 2/25
   
Innings Pitched 7.0 MR, Wright St. 3/8
Fewest Hits Allowed 0 Evansville 3/1
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, Saint Louis 3/8
Most Strikeouts 17 at Samford 3/2
   
Longest Game 2:37 Indiana St. 2/25
Shortest Game 1:34 Cleveland St. 2/25
2019 WKU INDIVIDUAL SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT INDIVIDUAL OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 4 MR, Beka Engelhardt Saint Louis 3/8
Runs Scored 3 MR, Shannon Plese Indiana State 2/25
Hits 3 MR, Tommi Stowers Indiana State 2/25
RBI 4 Tommi Stowers Indiana State 2/25
Doubles 1 MR, Tommi Stowers Saint Louis 3/8
Triples 1 MR, Shannon Plese Cleveland State 2/25
Home Runs 2 Kendall Smith Tennessee State 2/9
Total Bases 8 Kendall Smith Tennessee State 2/9
Walks 3 MR, Kendall Smith Indiana State 2/25
Stolen Bases 2 MR, Shannon Plese Wright State 3/9
    
Putouts 17 Kendall Smith MR, at Samford 3/2
Assists 6 Beka Engelhardt Western IL 2/16
    
Innings Pitched 7.0 MR, Kennedy Sullivan at Samford 3/2
Fewest Hits Allowed 0 Kennedy Sullivan Evansville 3/1
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, Kelsey Aikey Saint Louis 3/8
Most Strikeouts 17 Kennedy Sullivan at Samford 3/2
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Defeated a top 10 team at No. 2 Tennessee, 3/8/14
Defeated a top 11-25 team at No. 16 Georgia, 5/16/15
Had a pitcher strikeout 15+ Kennedy Sullivan, 3/2/19 (17)
Had a pitcher strikeout 10-14 Kennedy Sullivan vs. Missouri State, 2/8/19 (11)
Threw a perfect game Miranda Kramer vs. Charlotte, 5/7/15
Threw a no-hitter (run-rule) Kennedy Sullivan at Samford, 3/1/19
Threw a no-hitter (regulation) Kelsey Aikey vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18
Opponent threw no-hitter vs. No. 23 Marshall, 5/11/17
Won a run-rule game vs. Saint Louis, 3/8/19 (5)
Lost a run-rule game vs. No. 17 Auburn, 2/8/19 (5)
Played extra innings at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18 (8)
Won in extra innings vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18 (8)
Lost in extra innings at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18 (8)
Scored 10-14 runs vs. Saint Louis, 3/8/19 (10)
Scored 15-18 runs vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (16)
Scored 19+ runs at Tennessee-Martin, 4/2/00 (19)
Allowed 10-14 runs at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18 (13)
Allowed 15+ runs at No. 23 FAU, 4/30/16 (16)
Batted around the order at Samford, 3/2/19 (10 batters)
Batted through the order (9 batters) vs. Saint Louis, 3/8/19
Had 10-14 hits Saint Louis, 3/8/19 (12)
Had 15+ hits vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (17)
Team hit 3+ home runs vs. Marshall, 4/21/18 (3)
Back-to-back home runs vs. Marshall, 4/21/18 (Vaughn & McGuffin, 3rd inn.)
Back-to-back-to-back home runs vs. ULM, 4/13/13 (Thomas, Mattox, Sulaski, 4th inn.)
Player with back-to-back home runs Kendall Smith,  2/9/19, 2 consec.
Had a player hit two HRs Kendall Smith, South Alabama, 2/9/19
Had a player hit a grand slam Jordan Thomas at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18
Team hit three doubles at Samford, 3/2/19 (3)
Team hit four or more doubles vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (5)
Team hit two triples vs. Western Illinois, 2/16/19
Team hit three or more triples vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (5)
Team stole five or more bases vs. Saint Louis, 3/8/18 (6)
Player with three RBI Kennedy Sullivan, Cleveland State, 2/24/19
Player with four RBI Tommi Stowers, vs. Indiana State, 2/25/19
Player with five RBI Adarian Gray vs. UAB, 5/10/17
Player with six or more RBI Dani Pugh vs. Buffalo, 2/6/15 (6)
Player with three hits Tommi Stowers vs. Indiana State, 2/25/19 
Player with four hits Brittany Vaughn, vs. Marshall, 4/21/18
Player with five hits Tommi Stowers vs. Evansville, 3/3/17
Player with two or more doubles Beka Engelhardt vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (2)
Player with two or more triples Shawna Sadler vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (2)
Player stole three or more bases Brittany Vaughn vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (3)
Player scored three or more runs Shannon Plese vs. Indiana St., 2/25/19 (3)
Hit a walk-off home run (regulation/extra inn.) Brooke Holloway vs. Marshall, 5/7/16
Hit a walk-off home run (run-rule) Jordan Vorbrink vs. Tennessee St., 2/16/18
Had a walk-off hit Paige Carter vs. Cleveland State, 2/25/19 (1B)
Swept a conference home series Southern Miss, 4/24/17
Swept a conference road series at MTSU, 3/11-12/17
Was swept in a conference home series vs. FAU, 3/18-19/17
Was swept in a conference road series at FAU, 4/28-29/18
THE LAST TIME WKU...
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION
C-USA RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  DATE/RESULT
58 FIU  3/16-17 
81 FLORIDA ATLANTIC  3/30-31
95 MARSHALL  4/6-7
96 LA TECH  4/27-28  
104 MIDDLE TENNESSEE  4/19-20 
131 UAB  DNP 
150 WKU  -
161 CHARLOTTE  3/23-24
179 SOUTHERN MISS  DNP
188 UTEP  DNP
200 UTSA  5/4-5
202 NORTH TEXAS  4/13-14 
WKU OPPONENT RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  RESULT
13 KENTUCKY  3/26
20 AUBURN  L
43 KENNESAW STATE  L
44 LOUISVILLE  4/3
54 LIPSCOMB  3/13
67 EASTERN KENTUCKY  3/20
68 SOUTH ALABAMA  W
78 AUSTIN PEAY  4/24
84 MISSOURI STATE  W
166 SAINT LOUIS  W
173 INDIANA STATE  W 
192 SAMFORD  W
196 EVANSVILLE  W 
198 FLORIDA A&M  W
203 BUTLER  W
210 MURRAY STATE  5/1
211 WESTERN ILLINOIS  W, L, W
216 WRIGHT STATE  W, L
222 TENNESSEE TECH  4/17
275 CLEVELAND STATE  W, W
284 TENNESSEE STATE  W
290 JACKSON STATE  W
RPI STANDINGS
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2019 Conference USA Standings
 C-USA  Pct. Overall  Pct.  Last 10 Streak
UTSA (W) 3-0 1.000 12-11 .522  5-5 L1
North Texas (W) 2-1 .667 13-9 .591  3-7 L1
UTEP (W) 2-1 .667 7-16 .304  4-6 W2
Charlotte (E) 1-2 .333 8-11 .421  5-5 L1
Southern Miss (W) 1-2 .333 11-10 .524  4-6 W1
WKU (E) 0-0 --- 15-4 .789  8-2 L2
Marshall (E) 0-0 --- 17-6 .739  9-1 L1
LA Tech (W) 0-0 --- 16-7 .696  5-5 L1
FIU (E) 0-0 --- 17-8 .680  7-3 L1
Middle Tennessee (E) 0-0 --- 13-11 .542  7-3 W3
Florida Atlantic (E) 0-0 --- 12-11 .522  6-4 W3
UAB (W) 0-3 .000 8-15 .348  1-9 L7
RECORD WHEN TEAM SCORES
RUNS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
0 0-1 0-0 7-0 0-0
1 0-3 0-0 1-0 0-0
2 0-0 0-0 0-2 0-0
3 1-0 0-0 5-1 0-0
4 2-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
5 2-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
6 1-0 0-0 1-0 0-0
7 2-0 0-0 1-0 0-0
8 4-0 0-0 0-1 0-0
9 1-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
10+ 2-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
WKU RECORD AFTER INNINGS
INNINGS LEADING TRAILING TIED
1 9-0 2-1 4-3
2 10-0 4-1 1-3
3 13-1 1-1 1-2
4 12-1 3-2 0-1
5 10-1 1-1 1-1
6 11-0 0-2 0-1
SCORE BY INNINGS
INNINGS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
1 30 0 3 0
2 8 0 3 0
3 24 0 10 0
4 10 0 9 0
5 13 0 4 0
6 18 0 11 0
7 2 0 4 0
8 0 0 0 0
9 0 0 0 0
EX 0 0 0 0













vs. Ranked Teams ..................................................0-1
vs. RV Teams ............................................................0-0
TIME
Day Games ............................................................13-3



















WKU Throws RHP ................................................15-4
WKU Throws LHP ...................................................0-0
Opp. Throws RHP ................................................14-3
Opp. Throws LHP ...................................................1-1
RUNS
WKU Scores 1st ....................................................12-2
Opp. Scores 1st .......................................................3-2
WKU Scores in 1st ..................................................9-0
Opp. Scores in 1st ..................................................2-1
HITS
WKU Has More .....................................................12-1
Opp. Has More ........................................................2-3
Hits Are Even ...........................................................1-0
ERRORS
WKU Commits 0 .....................................................7-2
WKU Commits 1 .....................................................6-1
WKU Commits 2+ ..................................................2-1
Opp. Commits 0 .....................................................1-1
Opp. Commits 1 .....................................................2-2
Opp. Commits 2+ ...............................................12-1
HOMERUNS
WKU Hits 0 ...............................................................8-2
WKU Hits 1 ...............................................................4-2
WKU Hits 2+.............................................................3-0
Opp. Hits 0 ............................................................10-2
Opp. Hits 1 ...............................................................5-1
Opp. Hits 2+.............................................................0-1
TEAM RECORD BY...
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HOME RUN TRACKER
NO.  PLAYER GAME-DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS SCORE FINAL
1 Engelhardt 1-Feb 08 Missouri St. 0-1/0 3/1 5-0 W, 8-0
2 Smith 4-Feb 09 Tennessee St. 1-0/0 4/2 2-0 W, 5-0
3 Smith (2) 4-Feb 09 Tennessee St. 2-0/0 6/2 4-0 W, 5-0
4 Thomas 6-Feb 16 Western Illinois 0-2/0 5/1 2-3 W, 5-3
5 Smith (3) 7-Feb 17 Western Illinois 0-0/0* 6/0 0-3 L, 1-3
6 Smith (4) 9-Feb 24 Butler 2-2/0 3/2 2-0 W, 3-0
7 Thomas (2) 11-Feb 25 Cleveland St. 2-1/0* 1/0 0-0 W, 8-0
8 Engelhardt (2) 11-Feb 25 Cleveland St.  0-0/1 3/2 4-0 W, 8-0
9 Plese 12-Feb 25 Indiana St. 2-0/0 1/2 0-0 W, 9-7
10 Stowers 12-Feb 25 Indiana St. 1-1/1 1/2 1-0 W, 9-7
11 Engelhardt (3) 15-Mar 02 at Samford 1-0/0 6/1 6-0 W, 8-1
12 McGuffin  18-Mar 09 at Kennesaw St. 2-2/0* 7/0 0-0 L, 1-2
ANALYSIS STATS
SEASON/CAREER HITTING STAT TRACKER
CAREER MULTI-HIT GAMES       2019/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
McGuffin 0/16 0/4 0/1 0 21
Carter 1/13 0/5 0 0 18 
Engelhardt 3/15 0/2 0 0 17
Thomas 5/14 0/2 0 0 16
Smith 3/12 1/1 0 0 13
Towers 0/11 0 0 0 11
Bowlds 1/7 0/3 0/1 0 11  
Vorbrink 3/8 0/2 0 0 10
McElroy 0/9 0 0 0 9
Plese 7/9 0 0 0 9
Stowers 1/4 1/1 0 0/1 6
Sullivan 3 0 0 0 3
Davis 1 0 0 0 1
CAREER MULTI-RBI GAMES       2019/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
Engelhardt 2/11 0/2 0/1 0 14
Carter 0/7 0/4 0/2 0 13 
McGuffin 0/9 0/3 0/1 0 13
Smith 5/7 0/3 0 0 10
Vorbrink 0/7 0/2 0 0 9
McElroy 0/5 0 0 0 5
Stowers 1/3 0/1 1/1 0 5
Plese 2/3 1/1 0 0 4
Towers 0/3 0 0 0 3 
Thomas 1/1 0 0/2 0 3
Bowlds 1/3 0 0 0 3
Sullivan 1 1 0 0 2
Nunn 0 0/1 0 0 1
CAREER HOMERUNS
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018 2019  CAREER
Engelhardt 0 5 7 3  15
McGuffin 4 2 7 1  14
Smith - - 5 4  9
Thomas - - 6 2  8
Carter - 2 5 0  7
Stowers - 3 0 -  3
Plese - 1 - 1  2
Towers - 2 0 -  2
Vorbrink 1 0 1 0  2
Nunn - - 1 -  1
STREAK TRACKERS
CAREER HITTING STREAKS
PLAYER  LONGEST 2019 CURRENT
Smith  10 10 0 
Thomas  9 9 0
Vorbrink  9 3 0
Carter  7 3 0
Bowlds  6 4 4
McGuffin  6 1 0
Engelhardt  5 3 1
McElroy  5 3 2 
Plese  5 5 0
Stowers  4 4 0 
Sullivan  4 4 0
Towers  4 - 2
Davis  2 2 0
Ridge  2 2 0
Aikey  1 - 0
Nunn  1 - 0
REACHED BASE STREAK
PLAYER  LONGEST  2019 CURRENT
Thomas  15 15 0
Engelhardt 14 5 5
Carter  13 4 0
Plese  12 12 12
Vorbrink  12 5 0
Smith  10 10 10
McGuffin  9 1 0
Stowers  8 8 0
Bowlds  7 4 4
Towers  5 - 3
McElroy  5 3 2
Sullivan  4 4 0 
Aikey  2 - 0
Davis  2 2 0
Nunn  2 - 0
Ridge  2 2 0
Blackford  1 - 1*
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BATTING ANALYSIS
  LEADOFF BASES EMPTY 1-2 RUNNERS BASES LOADED RISP 2 OUTS 2-OUT RBI
PLAYER H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP  AVG H OPP AVG #
Aikey 0 1 .000 0 1 .000 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Blackford 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Bowlds 3 8 .375 7 18 .389 3 20 .150 0 1 .000 2 10  .200 4 13 .308 2
Carter 1 10 .100 2 15 .133 5 14 .357 1 2 .500 4 13  .308 3 10 .300 2
Davis 0 2 .000 2 9 .222 4 19 .211 0 0 --- 4 15  .267 3 12 .250 2
Engelhardt 2 12 .167 7 25 .280 6 23 .261 0 0 --- 2 13  .154 4 16 .250 3
McElroy 3 7 .429 4 19 .211 4 13 .308 0 0 --- 4 12  .333 3 12 .250 1
McGuffin 1 4 .250 1 9 .111 0 5 .000 0 1 .000 0 3  .000 0 5 .000 0
Murphy 0 1 .000 0 4 .000 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 2 .000 0
Nunn 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Plese 8 14 .571 10 30 .333 10 26 .385 0 0 --- 8 22  .364 9 19 .474 8
Ridge 0 2 .000 1 7 .143 1 2 .500 1 1 1.000 1 2  .500 1 3 .333 0
Smith 3 8 .375 9 19 .474 11 33 .333 2 3 .667 8 25  .320 7 20 .350 6
Stowers 1 4 .250 4 8 .500 6 15 .400 0 0 --- 4 11  .364 3 8 .375 2
Sullivan 2 6 .333 6 19 .316 5 24 .208 1 4 .250 3 18  .167 4 16 .250 0
Thomas 14 27 .519 9 33 .273 9 26 .346 0 2 .000 7 15  .467 5 17 .294 6
Towers 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 1 .000 0 0 --- 0 1  .000 0 1 .000 0
Vorbrink 5 9 .556 6 22 .273 6 17 .353 0 0 --- 3 10  .300 2 8 .250 3
2019 STARTERS SUMMARY
     POSITION         BATTING ORDER
PLAYER GS P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP 1ST 2ND 3RD 4TH 5TH 6TH 7TH 8TH 9TH FLEX 
MCELROY 19 - - - - - 19 - - - - - - - - - 2 4 7 - 6 
THOMAS 19 - - - 19 - - - - - - 18 1 - - - - - - - - 
SMITH 19 - 19 - - - - - - - - - - - 15 - 1 3 - - - 
PLESE 19 - - - - - - - 19 - - - - 17 2 - - - - - -  
ENGELHARDT 19 - - - - 19 - - - - - - 6 2 1 4 4 2 - - - 
SULLIVAN 17 10 - - - - - - - - 7 - - - 1 5 3 6 - 1 1 
BOWLDS 16 - - 16 - - - - - - - - 3 - - - - - 6 6 1 
VORBRINK 16 - - 3 - - - 4 - 9 - - 6 - - 2 1 - - 7 - 
CARTER 11 - - - - - - 1 - 7 3 1 1 - - 1 7 1 - - - 
DAVIS 10 - - - - - - 10 - - - - 2 - - - - - 4 4 - 
STOWERS 7 - - - - - - - - 1 6 - - - - 7 - - - - -
AIKEY 6 6 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 6 
MCGUFFIN 5 - - - - - - 4 - 1 - - - - - - - 2 2 1 -  
NUNN 3 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2
RIDGE 2 - - - - - - - - 1 1 - - - - - 1 1 - - - 
2019 WKU INDIVIDUAL STAT LEADERS
BATTING AVERAGE - Min. 10 AB 
 .435 Tommi Stowers
SLUGGING PERCENTAGE - Min. 10 AB  
.826 Tommi Stowers
ON BASE PERCENTAGE - Min. 10 Plate Appearances 
.500 Tommi Stowers
RUNS SCORED  
16  R. Engelhardt & S. Plese 
HITS  
20  S. Plese & K. Smith
RUNS BATTED IN 
15  Kendall Smith
DOUBLES  
6  Tommi Stowers
TRIPLES  
1  5 players with 1
HOME RUNS  
4  Kendall Smith 
TOTAL BASES  
38  Kendall Smith
WALKS  
10  Rebekah Engelhardt
HIT BY PITCH  
3  Shannon Plese
SACRIFICE HITS  
3  Paige Carter
    
SACRIFICE FLIES  
3  Kennedy Sullivan 
STOLEN BASES  
11  Shannon Plese
ANALYSIS STATS
WALK-OFF TRACKER
NO.  BATTER GAME/DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS RESULT SCORE FINAL
1  Carter 11-Feb 25 Cleveland St. 3-2/1 6/0 RBI 1B 7-0 8-0
 
COME-FROM-BEHIND WIN TRACKER
NO.  GAME/DATE OPPONENT DEFICIT INNING TYING HIT (score) GO-AHEAD HIT (score) FINAL
1  3-Feb 09 FAMU 3-1 M3 Smith 2B (4-3) Smith 2B (4-3)  W, 4-3
2  6-Feb 16 Western Illinois 3-2 M5 Thomas HR (3-3) Engelhardt 3B (4-3) W, 5-3
3  10-Feb 24 Cleveland State 3-0 M3 Ridge 1B (3-3) Sullivan 2B (6-3)  W, 10-3
4  16-Mar 08 Wright State 2-1 M4 Smith 1B (3-2) Smith 1B (3-2)  W, 6-3
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GAME-BY-GAME STARTERS
Date Team P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP Record
2/8 Missouri State Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Vorbrink Carter 1-0 (1)
2/8 Auburn Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink Sullivan 0-1 (2)
2/9 Florida A&M Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink Carter 1-0 (3)
2/9 Tennessee State Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Vorbrink Sullivan 1-0 (4)
2/10 South Alabama Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Vorbrink Ridge 1-0 (5)
2/16 Western Illinois Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink --- 1-0 (6)
2/16 Western Illinois Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese McGuffin Carter 0-1 (7)
2/17 Western Illinois Nunn Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink Sullivan 1-0 (8)
2/24 Butler Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink --- 2-0 (6)
2/24 Cleveland State Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Vorbrink Sullivan 2-0 (4)
2/25 Cleveland State Nunn Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Ridge Sullivan 1-0 (9)
2/25 Indiana State Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Carter Stowers 1-0 (10)
3/1 Evansville Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Stowers 1-0 (11)
3/2 Jackson State Nunn Smith Vorbrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Carter Plese Stowers Sullivan 1-0 (12)
3/2 Samford Sullivan Smith Vorbrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Carter Stowers 1-0 (13)
3/8 Wright State Sullivan Smith Vorbrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Carter Stowers  2-0 (13)
3/8 Saint Louis Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Stowers 1-0 (14)
3/9 Kennesaw St. Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Stowers 1-1 (11)
3/9 Wright St. Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Carter Sullivan 0-1 (15)
3/13 Lipscomb           
3/16 FIU*           
3/16 FIU*           
3/17 FIU*           
3/20 EKU           
3/23 Charlotte*           
3/23 Charlotte*           
3/24 Charlotte*           
3/26 Kentucky           
3/30 FAU*           
3/30 FAU*           
3/31 FAU*           
4/3 Louisville           
4/6 Marshall*           
4/6 Marshall*           
4/7 Marshall*           
4/13 North Texas*           
4/13 North Texas*           
4/14 North Texas*           
4/17 Tennessee Tech           
4/17 Tennessee Tech           
4/19 MTSU*           
4/19 MTSU*           
4/20 MTSU*           
4/24 Austin Peay           
4/24 Austin Peay           
4/27 LA Tech*           
4/27 LA Tech*           
4/28 LA Tech*           
5/1 Murray State           
5/4 UTSA*           
5/4 UTSA*           
5/5 UTSA*           
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2019 WKU LINE SCORES
GAME 1 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-1:51 A-139
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5    R H E
WKU                    5 0 1 0 2 - 8  7  0
Missouri State     0 0 0 0 0 - 0  2  2
WP-SULLIVAN (1-0) LP-Griesbauer (0-1) 
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT
GAME 2 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-1:38 A-201
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5    R H E
WKU                    0 0 0 0 0 - 0  2  2
Auburn                 1 0 3 2 2 - 8 12 1
WP-Martin (1-0) LP-AIKEY,  (0-1) 
HR AU-McCrackin(1), Rivera(1),Veach(3)
GAME 3 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-2:11 A-137
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Florida A&M      0 2 1 0 0 0 0 -  3  3  2
WKU                   1 0 3 0 0 0 X -  4  4  1
WP-SULLIVAN (2-0) Save-AIKEY(1) 
LP-HAYES (0-1)
GAME 4 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-1:55 A-117
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Tennessee State   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  0  6  2
WKU                    1 0 1 1 0 2 X - 5  6  1
WP-AIKEY (1-1) LP-ESPINOZA (0-1) 
HR WKU - SMITH 2 (2)
GAME 5 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-1:46 A-92
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    7 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 7  7  0
South Alabama   0 0 0 0 0 3 0 - 3  4  2
WP-SULLIVAN (3-0) LP-Yarbrough (1-1) 
HR USA - Cronan (1)
GAME 6 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:44 A-203
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WIU               1 0 0 2 0 0 0 -  3  5  1
WKU                0 0 2 0 1 2 X - 5  8  1
WP-SULLIVAN (4-0) LP-Ira (2-1) 
HR: WIU-Duwa (2) | WKU-THOMAS (1)
GAME 7 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:49 A-187
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WIU               0 0 0 2 1 0 0 -  3  4  1
WKU                0 0 0 0 0 1 0 -  1  7  0
WP-Carlin (1-2) LP-AIKEY (1-2) 
HR: WIU-Abbott (2) | WKU-SMITH (3)
GAME 8 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:12 A-175
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WIU               0 0 3 2 0 1 0 -  6 11 2
WKU                0 5 0 1 1 0 X - 7  7  0
WP-SULLIVAN (5-0) Save-AIKEY(2) 
LP-Abbott (1-1)
GAME 9 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:53 A-176
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Butler                   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  0  3  0
WKU                   0 2 1 0 0 0 X -  3  8  0
WP-SULLIVAN (6-0) | LP-RICKETT (1-4) 
HR WKU - SMITH (4)
GAME 10 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:56 A-202
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R  H  E
CSU                      1 0 2 0 0 0 0 -  3   6   2
WKU                    0 0 1 1 0 8 X - 10 10 1
WP-NUNN (1-0) | LP-GRIFFIN (1-2) 
HR CSU - HYSONG (2)
GAME 11 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:34 A-156
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6   R  H E
CSU                      0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  1  2
WKU                    2 0 5 0 0 1 - 8 11 2
WP-NUNN (2-0) | LP-HYSONG (0-2) 
HR WKU - THOMAS (2), 
                     ENGELHARDT (2)
GAME 12 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:37 A-187
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7   R  H  E
Indiana State       0 0 1 0 1 3 2 - 7  15  3
WKU                    3 1 1 3 0 1 X - 9 10  1
WP-SULLIVAN (7-0) Save-NUNN (1) 
HR INS - Martin (2)
HR WKU - PLESE (1), STOWERS (1)
GAME 13 | Birmingham, Ala. | T-1:38 A-101
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5   R  H  E
WKU                    3 0 3 2 0 - 8  9   0
Evansville             0 0 0 0 0 - 0  0  3
WP-SULLIVAN (8-0) 
LP-Lockhart (3-3)
GAME 14 | Birmingham, Ala. | T-1:49 A-113
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Jackson State       0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  0  1  1
WKU                   0 0 1 2 0 1 X -  4  4  1
WP-NUNN (3-0) Save-AIKEY(3) 
LP-Sanchez (0-5) 
GAME 15 | Birmingham, Ala. | T-2:19 A-213
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    5 0 1 0 0 1 1 - 8 11  2
Samford               0 0 0 0 0 1 0 - 1   2  2
WP-SULLIVAN (9-0) 
LP-Spear (4-3)
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT (3)
HR SAM - Trombley (1)
GAME 16 | Kennesaw, Ga. | T-2:50 A-37
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Wright State        0 1 0 1 0 1 0 -  3  4  3
WKU                   0 0 1 0 4 1 X -  6  6  0
WP-SULLIVAN (10-0) Save-NUNN (2) 
LP-Otani (3-5)
GAME 17 | Kennesaw, Ga. | T-1:21 A-83
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5    R  H  E
WKU                    3 0 2 0 5 - 10 12 0
Saint Louis           0 0 0 0 0 - 0   1   3
WP-AIKEY (2-2) LP-LOVELESS (2-2)
GAME 18 | Kennesaw, Ga. | T-1:50 A-197
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1  5  1
Kennesaw State   0 0 0 0 0 0 2 - 2  6  0
WP-ANDREWS (7-6) 
LP-SULLIVAN (10-1
HR WKU - McGUFFIN (1)
GAME 19 | Kennesaw, Ga. | T-1:44 A-111
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    0 0 1 0 0 0 0 - 1  4  0
Wright State         0 0 0 0 0 2 X - 2  6  2
WP-Hughes (1-2) LP-AIKEY (2-3)
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2019 WKU SEASON STATS
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2018 WKU C-USA ONLY STATS
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2019 WKU TEAM GAME-BY-GAME STATS
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 MR, WRIGHT ST. (3-8) AT BATS VS. HAMPTON (2-9-18) 5
 2 MR, EVANSVILLE (3-1) RUNS VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10-18) 3
 3 WESTERN IL (2-16) HITS WESTERN IL  (2-16-19) 3
 1 MR, SAMFORD (3-2) DOUBLES VS. TENNESSEE TECH (2-16-18) 2
 1 WESTERN IL (2-16) TRIPLES WESTERN IL (2-16-19) 1
 2 TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) HOME RUNS TENNESSEE ST.  (2-9-19) 2
 2 MR, SAINT LOUIS (3-8) RBI 3X, MR AT USM (3-10-18) 3
 3 INDIANA ST. (2-25) WALKS/HBP INDIANA ST. (2-25-19) 3
 1 MR, WRIGHT ST. (3-8) STOLEN BASES MR, WRIGHT ST. (3-8-19) 1
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 7X, MR SAINT LOUIS (3-8) AT BATS MR, AT FAU (4-28-18) 5
 2 2X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) RUNS 12X, MR VS. WIU (2-16-19) 2
 2 6X, MR SAINT LOUIS (3-8) HITS 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 3
 1 4X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) DOUBLES 20X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-25-19) 1
 1 CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) TRIPLES 4X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-24-19) 1
 1 MR, CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) HOME RUNS 67, MR VS. WIU (2-16-19) 1
 2 2X, MR S. ALABAMA (2-10) RBI 2X, MR AT FAU (4-28-18) 4
 2 MR, WESTERN IL (2-17) WALKS/HBP 11X, MR WESTERN IL (2-17-19) 2











• bowling green, ky.
• baTs r / Throws r
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .317 54-54 161 42 51 16 3 6 27 91 .565 40 2 37 2 .454 2 2 6-8 70 2 3 .960
2019 .305 19-19 59 10 18 4 1 2 12 30 .508 8 0 12 0 .382 1 0 5-5 29 13 0 1.000
CAREER .314 73-73 220 52 69 20 4 8 39 121 .550 48 2 49 2 .436 3 2 11-13 99 15 3 .974
THOMAS’ CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .240 54-54 146 33 35 10 0 5 22 60 .411 21 4 34 1 .345 3 4 4-4 252 28 9 .969
2019 .385 19-19 52 14 20 4 1 4 15 38 .731 6 2 10 0 .452 2 0 3-5 183 7 1 .995
CAREER .278 73-73 198 47 55 14 1 9 36 98 .495 27 6 44 1 .373 5 4 7-9 435 35 10 .979
SMITH’S CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2015          CHATTANOOGA STATE CC
2016          CHATTANOOGA STATE CC
2017 .289 34-5 38 4 11 3 0 1 7 17 .447 2 2 7 0 .341 2 0 0-0 3 0 0 1.000
2018           DNP
2019 .357 19-19 56 16 20 4 1 1 11 29 .518 5 3 5 0 .438 0 0 11-12 11 1 1 .923
CAREER .330 53-24 94 20 31 7 1 2 18 46 .489 7 5 12 0 .398 2 0 11-12 14 1 1 .938
PLESE’S CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 4X, MR WRIGHT ST. (3-8) AT BATS 5X, MR WRIGHT ST. (3-8-19) 4
 3 INDIANA ST. (2-25) RUNS INDIANA ST. (2-25-19) 3
 2 7X, MR WRIGHT ST. (3-8) HITS 7X, MR WRIGHT ST. (3-8-19) 2
 1 4X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) DOUBLES 7X, MR CLEVELAND ST.  (2-25-19) 1
 1 CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) TRIPLES CLEVELAND ST. (2-25-19) 1
 1 INDIANA ST. (2-25) HOME RUNS 2X, MR INDIANA ST. (2-25-19) 1
 3 WESTERN IL (2-17) RBI WESTERN IL (2-17-19) 3
 2 EVANSVILLE (3-1) WALKS/HBP EVANSVILLE (3-1-19) 2






• baTs l / Throws l







• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 MR, SAINT LOUIS (3-8) AT BATS 13x, MR SAINT LOUIS (3-8-19) 4
 3 MISSOURI ST. (2-8) RUNS 3X, MR MISSOURI ST. (2-8-19) 3
 2 MR, SAMFORD (3-2) HITS MR, VS. TENN. ST. (2-17-18) 3
 - - DOUBLES VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 1 WESTERN IL (2-16) TRIPLES 4X, MR WESTERN IL (2-16-19) 1
 1 3X, MR SAMFORD (3-2) HOME RUNS 15X, MR SAMFORD (3-2-19) 1
 2 2X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) RBI VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-17-18) 4
 3 CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) WALKS/HBP MR, CLEVELAND ST. (2-24-19) 3
 2 MR, WRIGHT ST. (3-9) STOLEN BASES 4X, MR WRIGHT ST. (3-9-19) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .069 41-36 29 6 2 0 0 0 2 2 .069 5 0 11 0 .206 0 3 1-1 38 45 12 .874
2017 .213 58-48 108 19 23 3 0 5 14 41 .380 14 1 24 0 .309 0 3 9-12 70 103 13 .930
2018 .278 54-54 151 34 42 10 3 7 25 79 .523 15 0 38 0 .339 2 8 9-13 48 127 9 .951
2019 .271 19-19 48 16 13 0 1 3 7 24 .500 10 1 4 0 .400 1 1 7-8 10 28 2 .950
CAREER .238 172-157 336 75 80 13 4 15 48 146 .435 44 2 77 0 .327 3 15 26-34 166 303 36 .929
ENGELHARDT’S CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 EVANSVILLE (3-1) AT BATS SAME
 2 CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) RUNS SAME
 2 MR, KENNESAW ST.  (3-9) HITS SAME
 1 3X, MR SAMFORD (3-2) DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 3 CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) RBI SAME
 1 FAMU (2-9) WALKS/HBP SAME
 - - STOLEN BASES SAME 
 7.0 MR, SAMFORD (3-2) IP SAME
 0 EVANSVILLE (3-1) FEWEST HITS SAME 
 0 EVANSVILLE (3-1) FEWEST ER SAME 






• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 MR, SAMFORD (3-2) AT BATS SAME
 1 2X, MR S. ALABAMA (2-10) RUNS SAME
 2 SAMFORD (3-2) HITS SAME
 - - DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 1 3X, MR SAMFORD (3-2) RBI SAME
 - - WALKS/HBP SAME






• baTs l / Throws l
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2019 .256 17-17 43 5 11 3 0 0 9 14 .326 1 0 5 0 .255 3 0 0-0 2 6 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2019 2.22 10-1 11 10 6 3/0 0 60.0 41 20 19 38 104 9 1 4 259 .190 4 3 0 0 2
SULLIVAN’S CAREER STATS
DAVIS’ CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2019 .214 13-10 28 4 6 0 0 0 3 6 .214 0 0 0 0 .214 0 2 1-1 8 0 0 1.000
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
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shelby nunn   
• sophomore
• piTcher
• bowling green, ky
• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18-18) 2
 - - RUNS VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 - - HITS VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 - - RBI VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 3
 - - WALKS/HBP 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18-18) 1
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 6.0 CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) IP 4X, MR VS. MARSHALL (4-22-18) 7.0
 1 MR, JACKSON ST. (3-2) FEWEST HITS MR, JACKSON ST. (3-2-19) 1
 0 MR, JACKSON ST. (3-2) FEWEST ER 6X, MR JACKSON ST. (3-2-19) 0
 5 JACKSON ST. (3-2) STRIKEOUTS VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 11
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .200 43-29 5 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 .800 2 0 2 0 .429 0 0 0-0 5 45 0 1.000
2019 - 7-3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0-0 0 7 0 1.000
CAREER .200 52-33 5 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 .800 2 0 2 0 .429 0 0 0-0 5 52 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2018 3.55 15-15 44 27 10 2/0 3 177.1 212 117 90 36 104 46 2 11 794 .288 5 3 0 5 13
2019 1.77 3-0 9 3 1 1/1 2 23.2 19 7 6 4 24 3 0 0 96 .207 1 0 0 0 0
CAREER 3.34 18-15 53 30 11 3/1 5 201.0 231 124 96 40 128 49 2 11 890 .279 6 3 0 5 13
NUNN’S CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 3 CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) AT BATS SAME 
 1 3X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) RUNS SAME
 1 2X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) HITS SAME
 - - DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 1 2X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) RBI SAME
 1 TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) WALKS/HBP SAME






• baTs r / Throws r
RIDGE’S CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2019 .222 8-2 9 3 2 0 0 0 2 2 .222 1 0 4 0 .300 0 1 3-3 2 1 0 1.000
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kelsey aikey   
• Junior
• piTcher
• cedar falls, iowa
• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 1 FAMU (2-9) AT BATS LIPSCOMB (3-22-17) 3
 - - RUNS - -
 - - HITS AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - WALKS/HBP AAMU (3-16-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 7.0 TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) IP VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 8.0
 1 SAINT LOUIS (3-8) FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 0
 0 MR, SAINT LOUIS (3-8) FEWEST ER MR, DAYTON (3-4-18) 0
 9 TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) STRIKEOUTS 2X, MR, TENNESSEE ST. (2-9-19) 9
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .083 27-9 12 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .083 3 0 5 0 .267 0 0 0-0 4 21 2 .926
2018 .000 39-19 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 1 0 .000 0 0 0-0 7 22 1 .967
2019 .000 11-6 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 0-0 1 4 1 .833
TOTALS .071 77-34 14 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .071 3 0 6 0 .235 0 0 0-0 12 47 4 .937
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 2.92 7-4 27 9 5 1/0 3 93.1 86 59 39 65 54 12 0 6 437 .244 19 8 1 3 9
2018 3.15 12-9 39 19 7 3/1 3 142.0 123 73 64 69 108 19 2 16 621 .234 15 8 0 5 14
2019 2.46 2-3 11 6 2 2/1 3 37.0 29 15 13 15 53 2 0 5 158 .228 4 1 0 1 2
TOTALS 2.98 21-16 77 34 14 6/2 9 272.1 238 147 116 149 215 33 2 27 1216 .234 38 17 1 9 25
AIKEY’S CAREER STATS
11
Jordan vorbrink  
• senior
• uTiliTy
• louisville, ky. | louisville
• baTs l / Throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 2X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) AT BATS AT UAB (4-14-18) 5
 2 FAMU (2-9) RUNS MR, FAMU  (2-9-19) 2
 2 3X, MR SAINT LOUIS (3-8) HITS MR, AT USM (3-10-18) 3
 1 JACKSON ST. (3-2) DOUBLES MR VS. JACKSON ST. (3-2-19) 1
 - - TRIPLES MR, VS. NCC (4-17-16) 1
 - - HOME RUNS 2X, MR VS. TENN. ST (2-16-18) 1
 1 4X, MR SAINT LOUIS (3-8) RBI 2X, MR VS. UTEP (4-8-18) 3
 2 MR, WRIGHT ST. (3-8) WALKS/HBP 6X, MR WRIGHT ST. (3-8-19) 2
 1 MR, EVANSVILLE (3-1) STOLEN BASES VS. EKU (4-11-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .244 24-15 41 6 10 3 3 1 9 22 .537 2 0 7 1 .273 1 2 1-1 101 2 1 .990
2017 .143 26-15 28 3 4 0 0 0 1 4 .143 0 4 5 1 .250 0 0 0-0 21 0 0 1.000
2018 .256 54-54 160 23 41 6 0 1 24 50 .313 20 3 34 1 .350 0 2 6-7 87 14 4 .962
2019 .308 16-16 39 8 12 1 0 0 4 13 .333 5 2 9 0 .413 0 2 2-2 28 1 2 .935
CAREER .250 120-100 268 40 67 10 3 2 38 89 .332 27 9 55 3 .338 1 6 9-10 237 17 7 .973
VORBRINK’S CAREER STATS
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS SAME
 - - RUNS SAME
 - - HITS SAME
 - - DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 - - RBI SAME
 - - WALKS/HBP SAME











• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 MR, WRIGHT ST. (3-8) AT BATS MR, AT USM (3-11-18) 5
 1 6X, MR SAINT LOUIS (3-8) RUNS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 3 INDIANA ST. (2-25) HITS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 5*
 1 6X, MR SAINT LOUIS (3-8) DOUBLES EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 - - TRIPLES VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 1 INDIANA ST. (2-25) HOME RUNS MR, INDIANA ST. (2-25-19) 1
 4 INDIANA ST. (2-25) RBI INDIANA ST. (2-25-19) 4
 1 MR, SAMFORD (3-2) WALKS/HBP WRIGHT STATE (2-25-17) 3
 1 JACKSON ST. (3-2) STOLEN BASES JACKSON ST. (3-2-19) 1
STOWERS’ CAREER STATS
16
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .215 44-31 107 12 23 4 0 3 13 36 .336 13 0 27 1 .298 1 1 0-0 24 1 3 .893
2018 .167 32-11 60 8 10 2 1 0 5 14 .233 3 0 12 2 .206 0 0 0-0 2 1 0 1.000
2019 .435 9-7 23 6 10 6 0 1 8 19 .826 3 0 4 0 .500 0 0 1-1 0 0 0 -
TOTALS .226 85-49 190 26 43 12 1 4 25 69 .363 19 0 43 3 .295 1 1 1-1 26 2 3 .903







• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 3 MR, WRIGHT ST. (3-9) AT BATS VS. UAB (5-10-17) 6
 1 MR, KENNESAW ST. (3-9) RUNS MR, AT FAU (4-28-18) 3
 1 KENNESAW ST. (3-9) HITS UAB (5-10-17) 4
 - - DOUBLES MR VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 - - TRIPLES AT USM (3-10-18) 1
 1 KENNESAW ST. (3-9) HOME RUNS MR AT FAU (4-28-18) 1
 1 KENNESAW ST. (3-9) RBI AT FAU (4-28-18) 4
 - - WALKS/HBP 2X, MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-25-18) 3
1 SAINT LOUIS (3-8) STOLEN BASES MR, VS.TENN. ST. (2-16-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .200 47-47 120 18 24 6 0 4 13 42 .350 18 1 24 1 .305 2 5 6-6 63 20 5 .943
2017 .246 60-56 134 23 33 9 0 2 16 48 .358 19 11 35 0 .382 1 6 13-16 93 10 2 .981
2018 .291 53-53 141 30 41 8 1 7 25 72 .511 24 4 35 0 .404 2 1 5-7 65 11 2 .974
2019 .071 14-5 14 5 1 0 0 1 1 4 .286 0 0 7 0 .071 0 0 1-1 2 0 0 1.000
Totals .242 174-161 409 76 99 23 1 14 55 166 .406 61 16 101 1 .358 5 12 25-30 223 41 9 .967







• baTs r / Throws r
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .214 59-51 131 25 28 6 1 2 18 42 .321 20 2 45 1 .325 1 4 5-6 111 27 2 .986
2018 .304 26-14 23 3 7 1 0 0 2 8 .248 2 0 5 0 .360 0 0 0-0 5 13 1 .947
2019 .000 2-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 1-2 1 0 0 1.000
TOTALS .226 87-65 155 28 35 7 1 2 20 50 .323 22 2 50 1 .328 1 4 6-8 117 40 3 .981
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 4.43 8-12 26 17 13 1/0 2 117.0 154 90 74 47 78 17 3 10 550 .322 7 8 1 7 9
2018 5.12 1-2 16 8 0 0/1 0 41.0 59 37 30 21 23 18 1 7 205 .333 0 3 0 0 4
2019 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.1 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 0 9 .429 0 0 0 0 0
TOTALS 4.66 9-14 43 25 13 1/1 2 159.1 216 129 106 70 102 36 4 17 764 .326 7 11 1 7 13
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 1 INDIANA ST. (2-25) AT BATS MR, AT FAU (4-28-18) 4
 - - RUNS MR AT FAU  (4-28-18) 3
 - - HITS MR, VS. LA TECH (5-9-18) 2
 - - DOUBLES AT SAMFORD (3-14-17) 2
 - - TRIPLES BELMONT (2-18-17) 1
 - - HOME RUNS NW STATE (3-4-17) 1
 - - RBI MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-17-17) 2
 - - WALKS/HBP MR, CHARLOTTE (4-14-17) 2
 1 SAMFORD (3-2) STOLEN BASES MR, SAMFORD (3-2-19) 1
 1.1 INDIANA ST. (2-25) IP GA. STATE (2-11-17) 7.2
 - - FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) MR AT USA (3-14-18) 3
 2 INDIANA ST. (2-25) FEWEST ER VS. GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 0







• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 3 7X, MR WRIGHT ST. (3-9) AT BATS AT UTEP (4-9-17) 5
 1 7X, MR SAINT LOUIS (3-8) RUNS AT UTEP (4-8-17) 3
 1 8X, MR WRIGHT ST. (3-9) HITS MR, AT FAU (4-28-18) 2
 - - DOUBLES MR, AT UTEP (4-8-17) 1
 1 WESTERN IL (2-17) TRIPLES WESTERN IL (2-17-19) 1
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 1 2X, MR WESTERN IL (2-17) RBI 5X, MR AT FAU (4-28-18) 2
 1 WESTERN IL (2-17) WALKS/HBP MR, VS. LIPSCOMB (5-3-18) 2
 1 MR, 3X WRIGHT ST. (3-9) STOLEN BASES MR, WRIGHT ST. (3-9-19) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .154 59-57 130 16 20 4 0 0 8 24 .185 14 6 26 0 .267 0 5 3-4 172 79 7 .973
2018 .204 49-47 113 15 23 0 0 0 16 23 .204 6 0 9 0 .242 1 8 1-1 90 69 7 .958
2019 .250 19-19 32 7 8 0 1 0 2 10 .313 1 0 4 0 .273 0 0 3-3 14 22 6 .857
TOTALS .185 127-123 275 38 51 4 1 0 26 57 .207 21 6 39 0 .257 1 13 7-8 276 170 20 .957
MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 1 4X, MR JACKSON ST. (3-2) AT BATS SAME
 - - RUNS SAME
 - - HITS SAME
 - - DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 - - RBI SAME
 - - WALKS/HBP SAME






• baTs r / Throws r
MURPHY’S CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2019 .000 6-0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 1 0 .000 0 0 0-0 0 0 0 -
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .000 7-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 2-2 1 2 0 1.000
2018 - 11-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 1-1 0 0 0 -
2019 - 3-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0-0 0 0 0 -
TOTALS .000 21-0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 3-3 1 2 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 5.25 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.2 4 2 2 3 1 0 0 0 13 .400 1 0 0 0 0
2018 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0 17 .333 2 1 0 0 0
2019 - 0-0 0 0 0 0/0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  0 0 0 0 0






• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS - -
 1 WESTERN IL (2-17) RUNS MR, WESTERN IL (2-17-19) 1
 - - HITS - -
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI - -
 - - WALKS/HBP ALABAMA STATE (5-16-17) 1
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 - - IP EKU (5-3-17) 1.1
 - - FEWEST HITS 2X, MR VS. APSU (3-3-18) 1
 - - FEWEST ER MR, APSU (3-3-18) 0





• crown poinT, ind.
• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 INDIANA ST. (2-25) AT BATS UAB (5-10-17) 6
 2 SAMFORD (3-2) RUNS VS. TENN. STATE (2-17-18) 3
 2  EVANSVILLE (3-1) HITS MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25-18) 3
 - - DOUBLES VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25-18) 2
 - - TRIPLES MR, VS. GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 1
 - - HOME RUNS MR, VS. EKU (4-11-18) 1
 1 8X, MR SAINT LOUIS (3-8) RBI MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 4
 1 4X, MR WRIGHT ST. (3-8) WALKS/HBP 4X, MR VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 1 SAMFORD (3-2) STOLEN BASES VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10-18) 2
CARTER’S CAREER STATS
26
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .222 52-24 99 14 22 4 1 2 15 34 .343 14 3 23 0 .333 1 1 3-4 23 1 3 .889
2018 .327 52-49 150 27 49 6 2 5 35 74 .493 19 2 23 1 .407 1 7 11-13 9 2 2 .846
2019 .241 16-11 29 6 7 0 0 0 8 7 .241 4 1 5 0 .333 2 3 1-1 6 0 0 1.000





• baTs l /Throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 WESTERN IL (2-17) AT BATS AT UAB (4-14-18) 6
 1 MR, WRIGHT ST. (3-9) RUNS MR, VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 2 WRIGHT ST. (3-9) HITS VS. HAMPTON (2-9-18) 4
 - - DOUBLES 6X, MR VS. MARSHALL (4-22-18) 1
 - - TRIPLES VS. LIPSCOMB (5-3-18) 1
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 2 BUTLER (2-24) RBI MR, BUTLER (2-24-19) 2
 1 FAMU (2-9) WALKS/HBP VS. UTEP (4-7-18) 3
 1 MR, SAINT LOUIS (3-8) STOLEN BASES MR SAINT LOUIS (3-8-19) 1
BOWLDS’ CAREER STATS
28
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .303 50-50 155 22 47 6 3 0 13 59 .381 14 0 26 1 .361 0 13 8-12 360 10 7 .981
2019 .263 16-16 38 4 10 0 0 0 4 10 .263 1 0 4 0 .282 0 0 3-5 69 2 0 1.000
CAREER .295 66-66 193 26 57 6 3 0 17 69 .358 15 0 30 1 .36 0 13 11-17 429 12 7 .984
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3 Shannon Plese
R-Senior | OF | L/L
Knoxville, Tenn. | South Carolina
4 Kennedy Sullivan
Freshman | P/OF | R/R
Georgetown, Ky.
6 Taylor Davis
Freshman | OF | L/L
Huntsville, Ala.
10 Shelby Nunn
Sophomore | P | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
11 Jordan Vorbrink
Senior | UTL | L/L
Louisville, Ky. | Louisville
15 Kelsey McGuffin
Senior | OF | R/R
Elizabethtown, Ky.
12 Kelsey Aikey
Junior | P | R/R
Cedar Falls, Iowa
16 Tommi Stowers
Junior | C | R/R
Columbus, Ind.
19 Sydne Solomon
Freshman | C/IF | R/R
Lewisburg, Tenn.
20 Haylee Towers






Senior | IF | R/R
Rockport, Ind.
9 Jordan Ridge
Freshman | UTL | R/R
Louisville, Ky.
1 Jordan Thomas
Sophomore | UTL | L/L
Lebabon, Ky.
2 Kendall Smith
Sophomore | C | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
22 Macy Murphy
Freshman | IF | R/R
Murfreesboro, Tenn.
23 Morgan McElroy
Junior | IF | R/R
Madisonville, Ky.
24 Cassidy Blackford
R-Junior | P | R/R
Marshalltown, Iowa
26 Paige Carter
Junior | UTL | R/R
Crown Point, Ind.
28 Maddie Bowlds
Sophomore | IF | L/L
Utica, Ky.
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA 
RELATIONS                                                                                                                         
                                       
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Wednesday, March 13, 2019 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
  
Game 20 PDF box score attached. 
Season stats PDF attached. 
  
HILLTOPPERS RECORD SIX EXTRA-BASE HITS IN 9-7 LOSS AT LIPSCOMB 
  
NASHVILLE, Tenn. – Four Hilltoppers delivered multi-hit performances for WKU Softball on Wednesday 
from Nashville despite the squad suffering a 9-7 loss to Lipscomb in a final tune-up before conference 
play begins. Shannon Plese, Paige Carter, Rebekah Engelhardt and Taylor Davis all racked up two hits as 
the Hilltoppers scored at least once in each of the day’s final five innings. On the day, five different WKU 
players struck for the team’s six extra-base hits with Engelhardt registering both a double and home run. 
  
WKU Softball moved to 15-5 on the year with its third-straight setback while Lipscomb improved to 15-
7-1. 
  
Lipscomb struck first, plating a pair on a two-run homerun in the bottom of the first after the Hilltoppers 
went down in order in the top of the frame. In the top of the second, WKU was able to put runners on 
the corners after a Kennedy Sullivan base hit followed by a fielding error that allowed Morgan McElroy 
to reach, but both runners would end up stranded. 
  
The Hilltoppers retired Lipscomb in order in the bottom of the second before striking for three runs to 
take the lead in their next trip to the plate. Taylor Davis led off the inning with a chopper over the third 
baseman’s glove before Shannon Plese reached on an infield single of her own. After two Hilltopper 
outs, Kendall Smith stepped into the box and cranked the first pitch she saw out of the park for a three-
run homerun and the 3-2 WKU lead. 
  
After Hilltopper starting pitcher Kelsey Aikey allowed a leadoff walk in the bottom of the third, Shelby 
Nunn relieved her in the circle. At one point, Nunn would face the bases loaded with no outs before 
striking out the next two batters. However, WKU couldn’t quite escape as the Lady Bisons would deliver 
a bases-clearing triple for the 5-3 advantage. 
  
In the Red and White’s return trip to the plate, Rebekah Engelhardt got things going with a leadoff 
double down the right line before Morgan McElroy dropped a sacrifice bunt to move her to third. Davis 
followed with her second infield single of the day to plate Engelhardt and bring the Tops back within 
one. 
  
WKU added another tally in the top of the fifth after Paige Carter led off with a double off the wall and 
went on to steal third. Two batters later, Engelhardt skied a popup between the plate and first base that 
Lipscomb couldn’t glove which allowed Carter to score and knot the contest at 5-5. In the bottom half of 
the inning, the Hilltopper defense made three great plays to send the Lipscomb hitters back to the 
dugout in order. 
  
The Red and White kept the bats hot in the top of the sixth as Plese connected for a double to left field – 
her second hit of the game – before Haylee Towers sent a double of her own to the right-center gap to 
bring Plese around to score for a 6-5 lead. Towers’ knock was her first hit of the season. 
  
At that point, Carter struck for her second hit of the day and proceeded to swipe her second base but 
would end up stranded. 
  
After getting the first two outs in the bottom of the sixth, the next three Lipscomb batters drew walks 
before the Lady Bisons’ cleanup batter connected for a grand slam to put the hosts back in front at 9-6. 
  
Finally out of the sixth, Engelhardt kept the Hilltoppers’ hopes alive sending a one-out solo home run 
over the left field wall to pull WKU back within two. The Red and White sent back-to-back pinch hitters 
to the plate to close out the game but neither would end up on base. 
  
Freshman pitcher Kennedy Sullivan took the loss, moving to 10-2 on the season. She worked the game’s 
final 2.2 frames in the circle. 
  
WKU out-hit Lipscomb 11-4 in the decision for the squad’s most hits in a loss this season. 
  
NEXT GAME: WKU Softball will continue its 12-game road stretch this weekend as the squad heads to 
Miami to open Conference USA action at FIU. The three-game series will open on Saturday with a 
doubleheader slated for 3 p.m. CT before the third contest takes place on Sunday at 11 a.m. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA 
RELATIONS                                                                                                                         
                                       
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Friday, March 15, 2019 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
  
Notes for games 21-23 attached. 
  
RED AND WHITE HEADED FOR FIU TO OPEN CONFERENCE USA PLAY 
  
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – After putting together a 15-5 non-conference record through the first five 
weeks of the 2019 campaign, WKU Softball will face its first Conference USA test this weekend as the 
squad hits the road for FIU. The Hilltoppers are in the midst of a 12-game road stretch while the 
Panthers are currently in a homestand of the same length. FIU enters the conference-opening series 
with a 17-9 record. 
  
FIU SERIES INFORMATION 
Saturday, March 16 – at FIU – 3 p.m. CT | Livestats | Stream 
Saturday, March 16 – at FIU – 5 p.m. CT | Livestats | Stream 
Sunday, March 17 – at FIU – 11 a.m. CT | Livestats | Stream 
  
The Panthers will host WKU from the FIU Softball Stadium, marking FIU’s eighth, ninth and 10th-straight 
home games while the Hilltoppers will be playing their ninth, 10th and 11th-consecutive games away 
from home. 
  
WKU is off to one of the best starts in program history with a 15-5 record through five weeks of non-
conference play. The Hilltoppers will look to bounce back after suffering a pair of one-run losses to close 
weekend play at the Bobbie Bailey Memorial Tournament from Kennesaw, Ga., last weekend followed 
by a 9-7 setback at Lipscomb on Wednesday. 
  
FIU will be looking to get back on track as well after taking an 8-0 loss to Notre Dame after a 1-0 defeat 
to Long Island. The Panthers are 13-7 on their home turf this season. WKU and FIU have not faced any 
common opponents heading into C-USA action. 
  
The 2019 C-USA Preseason Coaches Poll predicted WKU to finish seventh while the Panthers were slated 
fifth. Collectively, the weekend foes had just one player named to the league’s Preseason All-Conference 
squad. 
  
In the all-time series against FIU, WKU trails the Panthers 27-34. Last season in Bowling Green, WKU 
claimed the opening game of the doubleheader to clinch a postseason berth. The weather-shortened 
series would ultimately end in a split. Last time the Hilltoppers visited Miami, the hosts swept the series 
after outscoring WKU 11-3 across the three games. 
  
Following this weekend’s series in Miami, the Red and White will close its month-long road trip with a 
tilt at Eastern Kentucky on Wednesday, March 20. 
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2019 GAME NOTEs
Est. 2000  |  3 Conference Championships
606 Victories  |  2 NCAA Regional Berths
TOPPER NOTES
TOPPER NUMBERS
Senior lost from the 2018 squad. Strikeouts by Kennedy Sullivan 
in a single game - tied for first 
in NCAA.
Career saves by Kelsey Aikey - a 
WKU record & ranks 10th among 
all active NCAA players.
1 179
SEASON OPENERS
With a five-inning run-rule victory over Missouri State on Friday, Feb. 8, WKU Softball extended its season-opening win streak to 
seven-consecutive campaigns. The Hilltoppers secured the program’s first five-inning rule-run victory to open a season with the 
8-0 win over the Bears. Head coach Amy Tudor also picked up another season-opening win and has yet to be beaten as a head 
coach in those contests, improving to 15-0 in her career.
HANGING IN THERE
With only the first five weekends of the 2019 campaign complete, WKU has already notched four victories in come-from-
behind fashion. First up, WKU trailed Florida A&M 3-1 and came back to win 4-3 on Opening Weekend. The Hilltoppers did it 
again during week two, trailing Western Illinois 1-0 and 3-2 as late as the middle of the fifth inning. Week three saw WKU tally 
another comeback, defeating Cleveland State after trailing 3-0. Most recently, WKU overcame a 2-1 deficit to Wright State for an 
eventual 6-3 victory. SEE COME-FROM-BEHIND WINS SECTION ON PAGE 9.
SINGLE-GAME STRIKEOUTS
Kennedy Sullivan continued her dominance in the circle in WKU’s home tournament, the Hilltopper Classic. When the Red and 
White faced off against Butler, Sullivan was hitting her spots and tallied 16 strikeouts in the regulation-length game - the sec-
ond-most punchouts ever by a Hilltopper in a seven-inning game at the time. Sullivan is the only freshman in program history 
to register 15 or more strikeouts in a game and went on to do it again with 17 punchouts at Samford to match the most in the 
NCAA this season. The Georgetown, Ky., native’s performances marked the ninth and 10th 15-strikeout showings by a pitcher in 
WKU Softball history. Miranda Kramer owns seven outings of the sort while Ryan Rogge achieved the feat as a sophomore.
 ALL-TIME SINGLE-GAME STRIKEOUTS LEADERS
Miranda Kramer Senior 19 strikeouts W, 2-1 - at Georgia 14 innings 5-16-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 19 strikeouts W, 4-0 - at Troy 7 innings 2-7-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 18 strikeouts L, 1-3 - Charlotte 11 innings 4-26-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 18 strikeouts L, 0-1 - at Kentucky 8.2 innings 4-22-2015
Kennedy Sullivan Freshman 17 strikeouts W, 8-1 - at Samford 7 innings 3-2-2019
Kennedy Sullivan Freshman 16 strikeouts W, 3-0 - Butler 7 innings 2-24-2019
Miranda Kramer Senior 16 strikeouts W, 9-2 - at Lipscomb 7 innings 3-24-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 16 strikeouts W, 4-2 - at Ball State 7 innings 3-21-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 16 strikeouts W, 1-0 - vs. Charlotte 7 innings 5-7-2015
Ryan Rogge Sophomore 15 strikeouts L, 0-1 - vs. Virginia 10 innings 2-9-2007
RECORD-SETTING COLLEGIATE DEBUT
Freshman pitcher Kennedy Sullivan wasted no time etching her name into the WKU record books as she spun a complete-game 
shutout in her collegiate debut and became the program’s first freshman to register double-digit strikeouts (11) in their debut. 
Sullivan followed with a pair of nine strikeout showings to bring her opening-weekend strikeout total to 29. 
 SEASON-OPENING DOUBLE-DIGIT STRIKEOUT PERFORMANCES
Kennedy Sullivan Freshman 11 strikeouts W, 8-0 5 innings 2019
Miranda Kramer Senior 11 strikeouts W, 8-0 6 innings 2015
Ryan Rogge Sophomore 15 strikeouts L, 0-1 10 innings 2007
LOCKDOWN MODE WITH KELSEY AIKEY
With just five weekends of her junior campaign in the rearview mirror, pitcher Kelsey Aikey had already cemented herself in 
the Hilltoppers’ record book. On Saturday, Feb. 9, Aikey took over in the circle with two-on and one-out with WKU’s lead at 4-3. 
The Iowa native got the Red and White back to the dugout unscathed and held FAMU hitless over her 2.2 innings of relief to 
secure her seventh career save. Seven saves tied Aikey for WKU’s career saves record with Adrienne Lathrop (2003-06). Upon the 
conclusion of the weekend, Aikey had made two relief appearances to take over the program’s record with 40. 
GAMES 21-23 INFORMATION
DATE OPPONENT LOCATION TIME (CT)
FEBRUARY (10-2)
 8 1-vs. Missouri State Gulf Shores, Ala. W, 8-0 [5]
  1-vs. Auburn Gulf Shores, Ala. L, 0-8 [5]
 9 1-vs. Florida A&M Gulf Shores, Ala. W, 4-3
  1-vs. Tennessee State Gulf Shores, Ala. W, 5-0
 10 1-vs. South Alabama Gulf Shores, Ala. W, 7-3
 16 Western Illinois WKU Softball Field W, 5-3
  Western Illinois WKU Softball Field L, 1-3
 17 Western Illinois WKU Softball Field W, 7-6
 24 2-Butler WKU Softball Field W, 3-0
  2-Cleveland State WKU Softball Field W, 10-3
 25 2-Cleveland State WKU Softball Field W, 8-0 [6]
  2-Indiana State WKU Softball Field W, 9-7
 MARCH (5-3)
 1 3-Evansville Birmingham, Ala. W, 8-0 [5]
 2 3-Jackson State Birmingham, Ala. W, 4-0
  3-at Samford Birmingham, Ala. W, 8-1
 8 4-Wright State Kennesaw, Ga. W, 6-3
  4-Saint Louis Kennesaw, Ga. W, 10-0 [5]
 9 4-at Kennesaw State Kennesaw, Ga. L, 1-2
  4-Wright State Kennesaw, Ga. L, 1-2
 13 at Lipscomb Nashville, Tenn. L, 7-9
 16 at FIU* Miami, Fla. 3 p.m.
  at FIU* Miami, Fla. 5:30 p.m.
 17 at FIU* Miami, Fla. 11 a.m.
 20 at EKU Richmond, Ky. 3 p.m.
 23 Charlotte* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  Charlotte* WKU Softball Field 3:30 p.m.
 24 Charlotte* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
 26 at Kentucky Lexington, Ky. 5 p.m.
 30 Florida Atlantic* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  Florida Atlantic* WKU Softball Field 3:30 p.m.
 31 Florida Atlantic* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
 APRIL (0-0)
 3 Louisville WKU Softball Field 5 p.m.
 6 at Marshall* Huntington, W.Va. Noon
  at Marshall* Huntington, W.Va. 2:30 p.m.
 7 at Marshall* Huntington, W.Va. 11 a.m.
 13 North Texas* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  North Texas* WKU Softball Field 3:30 p.m.
 14 North Texas* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
 17 at Tennessee Tech Cookeville, Tenn. 2 p.m.
  at Tennessee Tech Cookeville, Tenn. 4:30 p.m.
 19 at Middle Tennessee* Murfreesboro, Tenn. 1 p.m.
  at Middle Tennessee* Murfreesboro, Tenn. 3:30 p.m.
 20 at Middle Tennessee* Murfreesboro, Tenn. 1 p.m.
 24 Austin Peay WKU Softball Field 4 p.m.
  Austin Peay WKU Softball Field 6:30 p.m.
 27 at Louisiana Tech* Ruston, La. 1 p.m.
  at Louisiana Tech* Ruston, La. 3:30 p.m.
 28 at Louisiana Tech* Ruston, La. Noon
 MAY (0-0)
 1 Murray State WKU Softball Field 5 p.m.
 4 UTSA* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  UTSA* WKU Softball Field 3:30 p.m.
 5 UTSA* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
 8-11 5-C-USA Tournament Birmingham, Ala. 
Schedule (15-5, 0-0 C-USA)
SAT & SUN, MARCH 16-17
WKU at FIU | 4 p.m. CT
FIU Softball Stadium | Miami, Fla.
CUSA.tv | goto.ps/FIUSBStats
Livestats and stream links can be found at WKUSports.com 
on the team’s schedule and will be posted to WKU Softball’s 
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Location ...............................................Bowling Green, Ky.
Nickname ...........................................................Hilltoppers
Colors ............................................................Red and White
Founded ......................................................................... 1906
Enrollment ..................................................................20,178
NCAA Affiliation ...................................................Division I
Conference Affiliation ..........................Conference USA
President ........................................Dr. Timothy C. Caboni
Director of Athletics ....................................Todd Stewart
QUICK FACTS
First Year .......................................................................... 2000
All-Time Record ......................................606-498-3 (.549)
Conference Championships ....................... 2 (2013, 15)
Tournament Championships ............................1 (2015)
NCAA Tournaments ....................................... 2 (2013, 15)
NCAA Postseason Record .................................4-4 (.500)
Best Record (2013) .........................................43-18 (.705)
Best at NCAAs (2015)..........................................2-2 (.500)
Played in NPF ...........................2 (last, Miranda Kramer)
PROGRAM HISTORY
Head Coach .........................Amy Tudor (Sixth season)
 Record at WKU ............................... 160-129-1 
 Career Record ..... 377-335-2 (15th season)
Assistant Coach .................................Kayla Bixel (Third)
Assistant Coach .........................Jessica Twaddle (First)
Strength and Conditioning ............. John Stephanski
Athletic Trainer ..........................................Josh Lumpkin
COACHING STAFF
Capacity  ............................................................................500
Opened  ......................................................................... 2000
WKU Record .............................................258-176-1 (.594)
Attendance Record .................................................... 1,323
 Record Info ..................vs. Kentucky, 4/20/16
 Record Result ............................................ L, 0-5
Winning Seasons .............................................................. 12
WKU SOFTBALL COMPLEX
Overall Record .................................................28-26 (.519)
Conference USA Record ...............................10-13 (.435)
Conference USA Finish ................................................. 8th
Letterwinners Returning/Lost.................................. 13/2
Pitchers Returning/Lost ................................................4/0
Incoming Freshmen (Pitchers) ................................. 5 (1)
Incoming Transfers (Pitchers) ................................... 1 (0)
2018 RECAP
Primary Contact ........................................Jessica Leifheit
 Assistant Director of Media Relations
Alma Mater ...............................................Augustana (‘14)
Email Address ........................ jessica.leifheit@wku.edu
Cell Phone .................................................... 630-870-9582
Office Phone ................................................ 270-745-4363
MEDIA RELATIONS
SEASON NOTES
A weekend later, Aikey went on to set the program record with eight saves. The record-setting save was no easy task as Aikey 
entered Sunday’s game in the top of the sixth with a two-run lead and proceeded to get the Hilltoppers out of a bases-loaded 
no-out jam with three strikeouts while allowing just one run. In the top of the seventh, Western Illinois led off with a base hit 
and got the tying run to third base before Aikey and the Red and White defense went on lockdown to preserve the 7-6 WKU 
Softball victory.
 WKU CAREER SAVES & RELIEF APPEARANCES LIST          *denotes school record
Kelsey Aikey 9 saves* 43 relief appearances* 2017-present 
Adrienne Lathrop 7 saves 39 relief appearances 2003-06 
Allison Silver 6 saves 34 relief appearances 2001-04 
#SANDDOLLARCLASSIC ALL-TOURNAMENT TEAM
After helping the Hilltoppers to a 4-1 start for the first time in four seasons, Kennedy Sullivan, Jordan Vorbrink and Kendall 
Smith were all selected to the Sand Dollar Classic All-Tournament Team. Sullivan picked up three wins in the circle while striking 
out 29 batters. Vorbrink opened the season strong from the plate, recording a hit in four of the five games including a two-hit 
performance in the season opener. Marking WKU’s third selection, Smith registered four RBI on the weekend. The sophomore 
posted her first multi-home run game against Tennessee State with a pair of solo shots.
WALKOFFS 
After registering three walk-off wins in 2017 and four in 2018, WKU Softball is at it again early in the 2019 campaign. The 
squad picked up a walk-off over Cleveland State on Feb. 25 in the form of an 8-0, six-inning decision. In the bottom of the sixth, 
pinch-hitter Tommi Stowers placed a leadoff double into the gap before advancing 60 feet on a wild pitch during the following 
at bat. Another pinch-hitter, Paige Carter, battled to a full count before sending a single to left field to score Stowers for the 
run-rule walk off victory. SEE WALK-OFF WINS SECTION ON PAGE 9.
HOME OPENERS
With the Red and White claiming their 2019 home opener 5-3 over Western Illinois on Feb. 16, the squad improved its all-time 
record to 13-7 in home openers while claiming a victory in its third straight.
In its 2018 home-opener, WKU Softball took down Green Bay in a 10-0 five-inning decision to match the program’s largest 
margin of victory in a home opener. Under head coach Amy Tudor, the Hilltoppers are 5-1 in their first game of the year from the 
WKU Softball Complex. The program now owns a 13-7 record in home openers, winning seven of the last eight.
PRESEASON PREDICTIONS
In the 2019 C-USA Preseason Coaches Poll, WKU Softball was voted to finish seventh by the league’s coaches. Louisiana Tech was 
predicted to take home this year’s title while collecting nine first-place votes. Florida Atlantic finished second in the voting while 
earning three first-place votes. UAB, North Texas, FIU and Middle Tennessee filled in the slots before the Hilltoppers, respectively. 
Marshall was predicted to grab the final postseason spot while Southern Miss, UTEP, Charlotte and UTSA rounded out the poll. 
No Hilltoppers were selected to the Preseason All-Conference squad.
VICTORIES OVER SEC SQUADS
Since 2000, WKU Softball has played 11 different SEC squads. The Hilltoppers have gone 18-44 up against SEC opposition. Under 
Coach Tudor’s reign, the 2014-2019 squads have gone head to head with seven of the SEC programs, putting together a record 
of 5-11. In 2014 the Red and White took down No. 2 Tennessee on the Volunteers’ home turf; Tudor’s second game coaching for 
WKU against an SEC school. Over the 2017 opening weekend, WKU Softball headed to Starkville, Mississippi, and took down 
the host Bulldogs in a 1-0 decision. WKU dropped decisions to No. 8 LSU and No. 18 Kentucky in 2018 along with No. 17 Auburn 
during its opening weekend of the 2019 campaign.
WEEK FOUR HONORS
After amassing a no-hitter, a 17-strikeout game and three more victories to move to 9-0 on the season, Kennedy Sullivan earned 
recognition from numerous outlets. First, Conference USA tabbed the Georgetown, Ky., native a Co-Pitcher of the Week before 
she collected outright claim to College Sports Madness’ Conference USA Player of the Week. She rounded the haul out with a 
national Top Performance recognition from the Louisville Slugger/NFCA outlet.
SULLIVAN THROWS A NO-NO
Kennedy Sullivan continued her tear through the Hilltoppers’ non-conference slate as the freshman picked up her eighth win of 
the year after tossing WKU Softball’s 13th no-hitter in program history. Sullivan became just the fourth Hilltopper pitcher to toss 
a no-no with WKU’s 8-0, five-inning victory over Evansville from Birmingham, Ala.
 WKU FRESHMAN PITCHERS TO THROW A NO HITTER
Katie Swertfager #1 6 strikeouts W, 4-0 7 innings Penn (3/16/2000)
Ryan Rogge #3 8 strikeouts W, 8-0 6 innings Lafayette (4/30/2006)
Hannah Miniard #7 9 strikeouts W, 8-0 7 innings Troy (3/22/2014)
Kennedy Sullivan #13 8 strikeouts W, 8-0 5 innings Evansville (3/1/2019)
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2019 WKU SOFTBALL PLAYERS AND COACHING STAFF
2019 NUMERICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF/UTL SO. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C SO. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 3 SHANNON PLESE OF R-SR. 5-8 L/L Knoxville, Tenn. South Carolina
 4 KENNEDY SULLIVAN P/OF FR. 5-7 R/R Georgetown, Ky. Scott County HS
 6 TAYLOR DAVIS OF FR. 5-7 L/R Huntsville, Ala. Sparkman HS
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF SR. 5-7 R/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 9 JORDAN RIDGE UTL FR. 5-3 R/R Louisville, Ky. Assumption HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN P SO. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF/UTL SR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P JR. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF SR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C JR. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 19 SYDNE SOLOMON C/IF FR. 5-7 R/R Lewisburg, Tenn. Marshall County HS
 20 HAYLEE TOWERS P/UTL JR. 5-9 R/R Johnston, Iowa Johnston HS
 22 MACY MURPHY IF FR. 5-11 R/R Murfreesboro, Tenn. Riverdale HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF JR. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-JR. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER UTL JR. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS




























NAME POSITION EXPERIENCE ALMA MATER HOMETOWN
AMY TUDOR Head Coach Sixth Season WKU (2002) Petersburg, Tenn.
KAYLA BIXEL Assistant Coach Third Season IPFW (2010) Bremen, Ind. 
JESSICA TWADDLE Assistant Coach First Season Murray State (2016) Franklin, Tenn.
2019 ALPHABETICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P JR. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-JR. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 28 MADDIE BOWLDS IF SO. 5-9 L/L Utica, Ky. Daviess County HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER UTL JR. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS
 6 TAYLOR DAVIS OF FR. 5-7 L/R Huntsville, Ala. Sparkman HS
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF SR. 5-7 R/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF JR. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF SR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 22 MACY MURPHY IF FR. 5-11 R/R Murfreesboro, Tenn. Riverdale HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN P SO. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 3 SHANNON PLESE OF R-SR. 5-8 L/L Knoxville, Tenn. South Carolina
 9 JORDAN RIDGE UTL FR. 5-3 R/R Louisville, Ky. Assumption HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C SO. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C JR. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 4 KENNEDY SULLIVAN P/OF FR. 5-7 R/R Georgetown, Ky. Scott County HS
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF/UTL SO. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 20 HAYLEE TOWERS P/UTL JR. 5-9 R/R Johnston, Iowa Johnston HS
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF/UTL SR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
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PITCHING BREAKDOWN
PERFORMANCES
DATE OPPONENT DEC. IP H R ER BB K NP SCORE FINAL
Feb. 8 vs. Missouri State Sullivan 5.0 2 0 0 4 11 106 8-0 W (5)
Feb. 8 vs. Auburn Aikey 2.1 4 4 3 2 4 59 0-8 L (5)
Feb. 9 vs. Florida A&M Sullivan 4.1 3 3 2 5 9 97 4-3 W
Feb. 9 vs. Tennessee State Aikey 7.0 6 0 0 2 9 123 5-0 W
Feb. 10 vs. South Alabama Sullivan 6.0 4 3 3 1 9 85 7-3 W
Feb. 16 Western Illinois Sullivan^ 7.0 5 3 3 2 8 112 5-3 W
Feb. 16 Western Illinois Aikey 5.0 3 3 3 3 3 88 1-3 L
Feb. 17 Western Illinois Sullivan 2.2 5 3 3 3 1 78 7-6 W
Feb. 24 Butler Sullivan^ 7.0 3 0 0 4 16 134 3-0 W
Feb. 24 Cleveland State Nunn 4.0 2 0 0 2 4 44 10-3 W
Feb. 25 Cleveland State Nunn^ 6.0 1 0 0 0 4 64 8-0 W (6)
Feb. 25 Indiana State Sullivan 4.0 7 2 2 3 6 92 9-7 W
Mar. 1 vs. Evansville Sullivan^ 5.0 0 0 0 2 8 82 8-0 W (5) 
Mar. 2 vs. Jackson State Nunn 5.0 1 0 0 0 5 68 4-0 W
Mar. 2 at Samford Sullivan^ 7.0 2 1 1 2 17 125 8-1 W
Mar. 8 vs. Wright State Sullivan 5.1 4 3 3 8 8 118 6-3 W
Mar. 8 vs. Saint Louis Aikey^ 5.0 1 0 0 1 8 66 10-0 W (5)
Mar. 9 at Kennesaw State Sullivan^ 6.2 6 2 2 4 11 137 1-2 L
Mar. 9 vs. Wright State Aikey 5.2 5 2 2 3 6 102 1-2 L
Mar. 13 at Lipscomb Sullivan 2.2 1 4 4 3 1 58 9-7 L
Mar. 16 at FIU*          
Mar. 16 at FIU*          
Mar. 17 at FIU*          
Mar. 20 at Eastern Kentucky          
Mar. 23 Charlotte*          
Mar. 23 Charlotte*          
Mar. 24 Charlotte*          
Mar. 26 at Kentucky          
Mar. 30 Florida Atlantic*          
Mar. 30 Florida Atlantic*          
Mar. 31 Florida Atlantic*          
Apr. 3 Louisville          
Apr. 6 at Marshall*          
Apr. 6 at Marshall*          
Apr. 7 at Marshall*          
Apr. 13 North Texas*          
Apr. 13 North Texas*          
Apr. 14 North Texas*          
Apr. 17 at Tennessee Tech          
Apr. 17 at Tennessee Tech          
Apr. 19 at Middle Tennessee*          
Apr. 19 at Middle Tennessee*          
Apr. 20 at Middle Tennessee*          
Apr. 24 Austin Peay          
Apr. 24 Austin Peay          
Apr. 27 at Louisiana Tech*          
Apr. 27 at Louisiana Tech*          
Apr. 28 at Louisiana Tech*          
May 1 Murray State          
May 4 UTSA*          
May 4 UTSA*          
May 5 UTSA*          
PITCHER GS RECORD SAVES TEAM W/L
Aikey 7 2-3 3 8-4
Blackford 0 0-0 0 0-0
Nunn 3 3-0 2 6-4
Sullivan 10 10-2 0 10-2
Towers 0 0-0 0 1-0
TEAM RESULT
2019 STATISTICS
 NUM. NAME ERA W-L APP GS CG SHO SV IP H R ER BB K 2B 3B HR BF AVG. WP HBP BK SF SH
 10 Nunn 1.68 3-0 10 3 1 1/1 2 25.0 21 9 6 6 26 3 1 0 105 .212 1 0 0 0 0 
 4 Sullivan 2.57 10-2 12 10 6 3/0 0 62.2 42 24 23 41 105 9 1 5 271 .187 4 3 0 0 2 
 12 Aikey 2.69 2-3 12 7 2 2/1 3 39.0 30 18 15 19 56 2 0 6 169 .205 4 1 0 1 2 
 20 Towers 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0 0 1.1 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 0 9 .429 0 0 0 0 0 
 24 Blackford 0.00 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 0 0 0 
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018 2019 CAREER
Aikey - 0 3 2 5
Blackford RS 0 0 - 0
Nunn - - 1 0 1
Sullivan - - - 9 9
Towers - 3 0 0 3
PLAYER 0 1 2 2019/TOTAL
Aikey 0/1 1/3 0/1 1/5
Blackford 0 0 0 0/0
Nunn 0 2/2 0/1 2/3
Sullivan 1 0 2 3
Towers 0 0 0 0/0
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018 2019 CAREER
Aikey - 5 7 2 14
Blackford RS 0 0 - 0
Nunn - - 10 1 11
Sullivan - - - 6 6
Towers - 13 0 0 13
CAREER 7+ STRIKEOUTS
CAREER 0-2 HIT GAMES (5+ IP)
CAREER COMPLETE GAMES
HAT TOP PANTS W L
Black Black Black 4 0 
Black D. Grey D. Grey 2 0
White L. Grey L. Grey 2 0
Red Red Red 2 0
White Red Red 2 1
Black Black D. Grey 1 0
Black D. Grey Black 1 1
Red White White 1 1
Black Black White 0 2
RECORD BY UNIFORM
^ Complete game
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Year Overall Conf. School
2005 22-14 11-3 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2006 23-19 8-6 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2007 11-38 5-13 (A-Sun) Belmont
2008 14-36 3-19 (A-Sun) Belmont
2009 11-35 3-17 (A-Sun) Belmont
2010 29-19 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2011 28-15-1 16-8 (Summit) IPFW
2012 45-14 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2013 34-16 12-4 (Summit) IPFW
2014 33-24-1 11-10 (SBC) WKU
2015 36-14 16-4 (C-USA) WKU
2016 17-30 8-13 (C-USA) WKU
2017 31-31 10-13 (C-USA) WKU
2018 28-26 10-13 (C-USA) WKU
Total 362-331-2 147-136 14 Years
DI 317-298-2 128-127 12 Years
WKU 145-25-1 55-54 Five Years






































• 30 Division I All-Conference Selections
• Seven NFCA All-Region Honorees
• One Conference Pitcher/Player of the Years
• Six CoSIDA Academic All-District Selections
• One Senior CLASS Award Finalist
• 350 Career Wins/300 Division I Wins
WKU
•10 All-Conference Selections
•Five NFCA All-Region Selections
•2014 NCAA Individual Stolen Base Leader
•2015 NCAA Individual Strikeouts Leader
•One CoSIDA Academic All-District Honoree
•2015 Conference USA Coach of the Year




2019 WKU TEAM SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 33 at Lipscomb 3/13
Runs Scored 10 MR, Saint Louis 3/8
Hits 12 Saint Louis 3/8
RBI 9 Indiana St. 2/25
Doubles 4 at Lipscomb 3/13
Triples 2 Western IL 2/16
Home Runs 2 MR, at Lipscomb 3/13
Walks 5 MR, Samford 3/2
Stolen Bases 6 Saint Louis 3/8
   
Assists 9 Jackson St. 3/2
DP Turned 1 MR, Indiana St. 2/25
   
Innings Pitched 7.0 MR, at Lipscomb 3/13
Fewest Hits Allowed 0 Evansville 3/1
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, Saint Louis 3/8
Most Strikeouts 17 at Samford 3/2
   
Longest Game 2:50 Wright St. 3/8
Shortest Game 1:34 Cleveland St. 2/25
2019 WKU INDIVIDUAL SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT INDIVIDUAL OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 4 MR, Beka Engelhardt at Lipscomb 3/13
Runs Scored 3 MR, Shannon Plese Indiana State 2/25
Hits 3 MR, Tommi Stowers Indiana State 2/25
RBI 4 Tommi Stowers Indiana State 2/25
Doubles 1 MR, Haylee Towers at Lipscomb 3/13
Triples 1 MR, Shannon Plese Cleveland State 2/25
Home Runs 2 Kendall Smith Tennessee State 2/9
Total Bases 8 Kendall Smith Tennessee State 2/9
Walks 3 MR, Kendall Smith Indiana State 2/25
Stolen Bases 2 MR, Paige Carter at Lipscomb 3/13
    
Putouts 17 Kendall Smith MR, at Samford 3/2
Assists 6 Beka Engelhardt Western IL 2/16
    
Innings Pitched 7.0 MR, Kennedy Sullivan at Samford 3/2
Fewest Hits Allowed 0 Kennedy Sullivan Evansville 3/1
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, Kelsey Aikey Saint Louis 3/8
Most Strikeouts 17 Kennedy Sullivan at Samford 3/2
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Defeated a top 10 team at No. 2 Tennessee, 3/8/14
Defeated a top 11-25 team at No. 16 Georgia, 5/16/15
Had a pitcher strikeout 15+ Kennedy Sullivan, 3/2/19 (17)
Had a pitcher strikeout 10-14 Kennedy Sullivan vs. Missouri State, 2/8/19 (11)
Threw a perfect game Miranda Kramer vs. Charlotte, 5/7/15
Threw a no-hitter (run-rule) Kennedy Sullivan at Samford, 3/1/19
Threw a no-hitter (regulation) Kelsey Aikey vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18
Opponent threw no-hitter vs. No. 23 Marshall, 5/11/17
Won a run-rule game vs. Saint Louis, 3/8/19 (5)
Lost a run-rule game vs. No. 17 Auburn, 2/8/19 (5)
Played extra innings at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18 (8)
Won in extra innings vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18 (8)
Lost in extra innings at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18 (8)
Scored 10-14 runs vs. Saint Louis, 3/8/19 (10)
Scored 15-18 runs vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (16)
Scored 19+ runs at Tennessee-Martin, 4/2/00 (19)
Allowed 10-14 runs at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18 (13)
Allowed 15+ runs at No. 23 FAU, 4/30/16 (16)
Batted around the order at Samford, 3/2/19 (10 batters)
Batted through the order (9 batters) vs. Saint Louis, 3/8/19
Had 10-14 hits at Lipscomb, 3/13/19 (11)
Had 15+ hits vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (17)
Team hit 3+ home runs vs. Marshall, 4/21/18 (3)
Back-to-back home runs vs. Marshall, 4/21/18 (Vaughn & McGuffin, 3rd inn.)
Back-to-back-to-back home runs vs. ULM, 4/13/13 (Thomas, Mattox, Sulaski, 4th inn.)
Player with back-to-back home runs Kendall Smith,  2/9/19, 2 consec.
Had a player hit two HRs Kendall Smith, South Alabama, 2/9/19
Had a player hit a grand slam Jordan Thomas at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18
Team hit three doubles at Samford, 3/2/19 (3)
Team hit four or more doubles at Lipscomb, 3/13/19 (4)
Team hit two triples vs. Western Illinois, 2/16/19
Team hit three or more triples vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (5)
Team stole five or more bases vs. Saint Louis, 3/8/18 (6)
Player with three RBI Kendall Smith, at Lipscomb, 3/13/19
Player with four RBI Tommi Stowers, vs. Indiana State, 2/25/19
Player with five RBI Adarian Gray vs. UAB, 5/10/17
Player with six or more RBI Dani Pugh vs. Buffalo, 2/6/15 (6)
Player with three hits Tommi Stowers vs. Indiana State, 2/25/19 
Player with four hits Brittany Vaughn, vs. Marshall, 4/21/18
Player with five hits Tommi Stowers vs. Evansville, 3/3/17
Player with two or more doubles Beka Engelhardt vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (2)
Player with two or more triples Shawna Sadler vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (2)
Player stole three or more bases Brittany Vaughn vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (3)
Player scored three or more runs Shannon Plese vs. Indiana St., 2/25/19 (3)
Hit a walk-off home run (regulation/extra inn.) Brooke Holloway vs. Marshall, 5/7/16
Hit a walk-off home run (run-rule) Jordan Vorbrink vs. Tennessee St., 2/16/18
Had a walk-off hit Paige Carter vs. Cleveland State, 2/25/19 (1B)
Swept a conference home series Southern Miss, 4/24/17
Swept a conference road series at MTSU, 3/11-12/17
Was swept in a conference home series vs. FAU, 3/18-19/17
Was swept in a conference road series at FAU, 4/28-29/18
THE LAST TIME WKU...
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION
C-USA RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  DATE/RESULT
58 FIU  3/16-17 
81 FLORIDA ATLANTIC  3/30-31
95 MARSHALL  4/6-7
96 LA TECH  4/27-28  
104 MIDDLE TENNESSEE  4/19-20 
131 UAB  DNP 
150 WKU  -
161 CHARLOTTE  3/23-24
179 SOUTHERN MISS  DNP
188 UTEP  DNP
200 UTSA  5/4-5
202 NORTH TEXAS  4/13-14 
WKU OPPONENT RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  RESULT
13 KENTUCKY  3/26
20 AUBURN  L
43 KENNESAW STATE  L
44 LOUISVILLE  4/3
54 LIPSCOMB  L
67 EASTERN KENTUCKY  3/20
68 SOUTH ALABAMA  W
78 AUSTIN PEAY  4/24
84 MISSOURI STATE  W
166 SAINT LOUIS  W
173 INDIANA STATE  W 
192 SAMFORD  W
196 EVANSVILLE  W 
198 FLORIDA A&M  W
203 BUTLER  W
210 MURRAY STATE  5/1
211 WESTERN ILLINOIS  W, L, W
216 WRIGHT STATE  W, L
222 TENNESSEE TECH  4/17
275 CLEVELAND STATE  W, W
284 TENNESSEE STATE  W
290 JACKSON STATE  W
RPI STANDINGS
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2019 Conference USA Standings
 C-USA  Pct. Overall  Pct.  Last 10 Streak
UTSA (W) 3-0 1.000 12-11 .522  5-5 L1
North Texas (W) 2-1 .667 13-9 .591  3-7 L1
UTEP (W) 2-1 .667 7-16 .304  4-6 W2
Charlotte (E) 1-2 .333 8-12 .400  4-6 L3
Southern Miss (W) 1-2 .333 14-10 .583  5-5 W4
WKU (E) 0-0 --- 15-5 .750  7-3 L3
Marshall (E) 0-0 --- 17-6 .739  9-1 L1
LA Tech (W) 0-0 --- 17-7 .708  6-4 W1
FIU (E) 0-0 --- 17-9 .654  6-4 L2
Middle Tennessee (E) 0-0 --- 14-12 .538  7-3 W1
Florida Atlantic (E) 0-0 --- 12-12 .500  5-5 L1
UAB (W) 0-3 .000 9-15 .375  2-8 W1
RECORD WHEN TEAM SCORES
RUNS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
0 0-1 0-0 7-0 0-0
1 0-3 0-0 1-0 0-0
2 0-0 0-0 0-2 0-0
3 1-0 0-0 5-1 0-0
4 2-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
5 2-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
6 1-0 0-0 1-0 0-0
7 2-1 0-0 1-0 0-0
8 4-0 0-0 0-1 0-0
9 1-0 0-0 0-1 0-0
10+ 2-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
WKU RECORD AFTER INNINGS
INNINGS LEADING TRAILING TIED
1 9-0 2-2 4-3
2 10-0 4-2 1-3
3 13-1 1-2 1-2
4 12-1 3-3 0-1
5 10-1 1-1 1-2
6 11-0 0-3 0-1
SCORE BY INNINGS
INNINGS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
1 30 0 5 0
2 8 0 3 0
3 27 0 13 0
4 11 0 9 0
5 14 0 4 0
6 19 0 15 0
7 3 0 4 0
8 0 0 0 0
9 0 0 0 0
EX 0 0 0 0













vs. Ranked Teams ..................................................0-1
vs. RV Teams ............................................................0-0
TIME
Day Games ............................................................13-4



















WKU Throws RHP ................................................15-5
WKU Throws LHP ...................................................0-0
Opp. Throws RHP ................................................14-4
Opp. Throws LHP ...................................................1-1
RUNS
WKU Scores 1st ....................................................12-2
Opp. Scores 1st .......................................................3-3
WKU Scores in 1st ..................................................9-0
Opp. Scores in 1st ..................................................2-2
HITS
WKU Has More .....................................................12-2
Opp. Has More ........................................................2-3
Hits Are Even ...........................................................1-0
ERRORS
WKU Commits 0 .....................................................7-2
WKU Commits 1 .....................................................6-2
WKU Commits 2+ ..................................................2-1
Opp. Commits 0 .....................................................1-1
Opp. Commits 1 .....................................................2-2
Opp. Commits 2+ ...............................................12-2
HOMERUNS
WKU Hits 0 ...............................................................8-2
WKU Hits 1 ...............................................................4-2
WKU Hits 2+.............................................................3-1
Opp. Hits 0 ............................................................10-2
Opp. Hits 1 ...............................................................5-2
Opp. Hits 2+.............................................................0-1
TEAM RECORD BY...
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HOME RUN TRACKER
NO.  PLAYER GAME-DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS SCORE FINAL
1 Engelhardt 1-Feb 08 Missouri St. 0-1/0 3/1 5-0 W, 8-0
2 Smith 4-Feb 09 Tennessee St. 1-0/0 4/2 2-0 W, 5-0
3 Smith (2) 4-Feb 09 Tennessee St. 2-0/0 6/2 4-0 W, 5-0
4 Thomas 6-Feb 16 Western Illinois 0-2/0 5/1 2-3 W, 5-3
5 Smith (3) 7-Feb 17 Western Illinois 0-0/0* 6/0 0-3 L, 1-3
6 Smith (4) 9-Feb 24 Butler 2-2/0 3/2 2-0 W, 3-0
7 Thomas (2) 11-Feb 25 Cleveland St. 2-1/0* 1/0 0-0 W, 8-0
8 Engelhardt (2) 11-Feb 25 Cleveland St.  0-0/1 3/2 4-0 W, 8-0
9 Plese 12-Feb 25 Indiana St. 2-0/0 1/2 0-0 W, 9-7
10 Stowers 12-Feb 25 Indiana St. 1-1/1 1/2 1-0 W, 9-7
11 Engelhardt (3) 15-Mar 02 at Samford 1-0/0 6/1 6-0 W, 8-1
12 McGuffin  18-Mar 09 at Kennesaw St. 2-2/0* 7/0 0-0 L, 1-2
13 Smith (5) 20-Mar 13 at Lipscomb 0-0/2 3/2 0-2 L, 7-9
14 Engelhardt (4) 20-Mar 13 at Lipscomb 2-2/0 7/1 6-9 L, 7-9
ANALYSIS STATS
SEASON/CAREER HITTING STAT TRACKER
CAREER MULTI-HIT GAMES       2019/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
McGuffin 0/16 0/4 0/1 0 21
Carter 2/13 0/5 0 0 19
Engelhardt 4/16 0/2 0 0 18
Thomas 5/14 0/2 0 0 16
Smith 3/12 1/1 0 0 13
Towers 0/11 0 0 0 11
Bowlds 1/7 0/3 0/1 0 11  
Plese 8/10 0 0 0 10
Vorbrink 3/8 0/2 0 0 10
McElroy 0/9 0 0 0 9
Stowers 1/4 1/1 0 0/1 6
Sullivan 3 0 0 0 3
Davis 2 0 0 0 2
CAREER MULTI-RBI GAMES       2019/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
Engelhardt 2/11 0/2 0/1 0 14
Carter 0/7 0/4 0/2 0 13 
McGuffin 0/9 0/3 0/1 0 13
Smith 5/7 1/4 0 0 11
Vorbrink 0/7 0/2 0 0 9
McElroy 0/5 0 0 0 5
Stowers 1/3 0/1 1/1 0 5
Plese 2/3 1/1 0 0 4
Towers 0/3 0 0 0 3 
Thomas 1/1 0 0/2 0 3
Bowlds 1/3 0 0 0 3
Sullivan 1 1 0 0 2
Nunn 0 0/1 0 0 1
CAREER HOMERUNS
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018 2019  CAREER
Engelhardt 0 5 7 4  16
McGuffin 4 2 7 1  14
Smith - - 5 5  10
Thomas - - 6 2  8
Carter - 2 5 0  7
Stowers - 3 0 -  3
Plese - 1 - 1  2
Towers - 2 0 -  2
Vorbrink 1 0 1 0  2
Nunn - - 1 -  1
STREAK TRACKERS
CAREER HITTING STREAKS
PLAYER  LONGEST 2019 CURRENT
Smith  10 10 1 
Thomas  9 9 0
Vorbrink  9 3 0
Carter  7 3 1
Bowlds  6 4 0
McGuffin  6 1 0
Engelhardt  5 3 2
McElroy  5 3 0 
Plese  5 5 1
Stowers  4 4 0 
Sullivan  4 4 1
Towers  4 1 3
Davis  2 2 1
Ridge  2 2 0
Aikey  1 - 0
Nunn  1 - 0
REACHED BASE STREAK
PLAYER  LONGEST  2019 CURRENT
Thomas  15 15 0
Engelhardt 14 6 6
Carter  13 4 1
Plese  13 13 13
Vorbrink  12 5 0
Smith  10 10 1
McGuffin  9 1 0
Stowers  8 8 0
Bowlds  7 4 0
Towers  5 1 4*
McElroy  5 3 0
Sullivan  4 4 1 
Aikey  2 - 0
Davis  2 2 1
Nunn  2 - 0
Ridge  2 2 0
Blackford  1 - 1*
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BATTING ANALYSIS
  LEADOFF BASES EMPTY 1-2 RUNNERS BASES LOADED RISP 2 OUTS 2-OUT RBI
PLAYER H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP  AVG H OPP AVG #
Aikey 0 1 .000 0 1 .000 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Blackford 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Bowlds 3 8 .375 7 19 .368 3 21 .143 0 1 .000 2 11  .182 4 13 .308 2
Carter 2 11 .182 3 16 .188 6 15 .400 1 2 .500 5 14  .357 4 11 .364 2
Davis 1 3 .333 3 11 .273 5 20 .250 0 0 --- 5 16  .313 4 13 .308 3
Engelhardt 3 13 .231 9 27 .333 6 25 .240 0 0 --- 2 14  .143 4 17 .235 3
McElroy 3 7 .429 4 19 .211 4 15 .267 0 0 --- 4 14  .286 3 14 .214 1
McGuffin 1 4 .250 1 9 .111 0 5 .000 0 1 .000 0 3  .000 0 5 .000 0
Murphy 0 1 .000 0 4 .000 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 2 .000 0
Nunn 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Plese 8 15 .533 11 32 .344 11 27 .407 0 0 --- 8 22  .364 10 20 .500 8
Ridge 0 2 .000 1 8 .125 1 2 .500 1 1 1.000 1 2  .500 1 4 .250 0
Smith 3 9 .333 9 20 .450 12 36 .333 2 3 .667 9 28  .321 8 22 .364 9
Stowers 1 4 .250 4 9 .444 6 15 .400 0 0 --- 4 11  .364 3 8 .375 2
Sullivan 2 7 .286 7 22 .318 5 25 .200 1 4 .250 3 19  .158 4 17 .235 0
Thomas 14 27 .519 9 34 .265 9 27 .333 0 2 .000 7 16  .438 5 18 .278 6
Towers 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 1 3 .333 0 0 --- 1 3  .333 1 3 .333 1
Vorbrink 5 10 .500 6 23 .261 6 19 .316 0 0 --- 3 12  .250 2 9 .222 3
2019 STARTERS SUMMARY
     POSITION         BATTING ORDER
PLAYER GS P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP 1ST 2ND 3RD 4TH 5TH 6TH 7TH 8TH 9TH FLEX 
MCELROY 20 - - - - - 20 - - - - - - - - - 2 5 7 - 6 
THOMAS 20 - - - 20 - - - - - - 18 1 1 - - - - - - - 
SMITH 20 - 20 - - - - - - - - - - - 16 - 1 3 - - - 
ENGELHARDT 20 - - - - 20 - - - - - - 6 2 1 4 5 2 - - - 
PLESE 20 - - - - - - - 20 - - 1 - 17 2 - - - - - -  
SULLIVAN 18 10 - - - - - - - - 8 - - - 1 6 3 6 - 1 1 
VORBRINK 17 - - 4 - - - 4 - 9 - - 6 - - 2 1 - 1 7 - 
BOWLDS 17 - - 16 - - - - - 1 - - 4 - - - - - 6 6 1 
CARTER 11 - - - - - - 1 - 7 3 1 1 - - 1 7 1 - - - 
DAVIS 11 - - - - - - 11 - - - - 2 - - - - - 4 5 - 
AIKEY 7 7 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 7 
STOWERS 7 - - - - - - - - 1 6 - - - - 7 - - - - -
MCGUFFIN 5 - - - - - - 4 - 1 - - - - - - - 2 2 1 -  
NUNN 3 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2
RIDGE 2 - - - - - - - - 1 1 - - - - - 1 1 - - - 
2019 WKU INDIVIDUAL STAT LEADERS
BATTING AVERAGE - Min. 10 AB 
 .417 Tommi Stowers
SLUGGING PERCENTAGE - Min. 10 AB  
.792 Tommi Stowers
ON BASE PERCENTAGE - Min. 10 Plate Appearances 
.481 Tommi Stowers
RUNS SCORED  
18  R. Engelhardt & S. Plese 
HITS  
22  Shannon Plese
RUNS BATTED IN 
18  Kendall Smith
DOUBLES  
6  Tommi Stowers
TRIPLES  
1  5 players with 1
HOME RUNS  
5  Kendall Smith 
TOTAL BASES  
42  Kendall Smith
WALKS  
10  Rebekah Engelhardt
HIT BY PITCH  
3  Shannon Plese
SACRIFICE HITS  
3  Paige Carter
    
SACRIFICE FLIES  
3  Kennedy Sullivan 
STOLEN BASES  
11  Shannon Plese
ANALYSIS STATS
WALK-OFF TRACKER
NO.  BATTER GAME/DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS RESULT SCORE FINAL
1  Carter 11-Feb 25 Cleveland St. 3-2/1 6/0 RBI 1B 7-0 8-0
 
COME-FROM-BEHIND WIN TRACKER
NO.  GAME/DATE OPPONENT DEFICIT INNING TYING HIT (score) GO-AHEAD HIT (score) FINAL
1  3-Feb 09 FAMU 3-1 M3 Smith 2B (4-3) Smith 2B (4-3)  W, 4-3
2  6-Feb 16 Western Illinois 3-2 M5 Thomas HR (3-3) Engelhardt 3B (4-3) W, 5-3
3  10-Feb 24 Cleveland State 3-0 M3 Ridge 1B (3-3) Sullivan 2B (6-3)  W, 10-3
4  16-Mar 08 Wright State 2-1 M4 Smith 1B (3-2) Smith 1B (3-2)  W, 6-3
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GAME-BY-GAME STARTERS
Date Team P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP Record
2/8 Missouri State Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Vorbrink Carter 1-0 (1)
2/8 Auburn Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink Sullivan 0-1 (2)
2/9 Florida A&M Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink Carter 1-0 (3)
2/9 Tennessee State Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Vorbrink Sullivan 1-0 (4)
2/10 South Alabama Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Vorbrink Ridge 1-0 (5)
2/16 Western Illinois Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink --- 1-0 (6)
2/16 Western Illinois Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese McGuffin Carter 0-1 (7)
2/17 Western Illinois Nunn Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink Sullivan 1-0 (8)
2/24 Butler Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink --- 2-0 (6)
2/24 Cleveland State Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Vorbrink Sullivan 2-0 (4)
2/25 Cleveland State Nunn Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Ridge Sullivan 1-0 (9)
2/25 Indiana State Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Carter Stowers 1-0 (10)
3/1 Evansville Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Stowers 1-0 (11)
3/2 Jackson State Nunn Smith Vorbrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Carter Plese Stowers Sullivan 1-0 (12)
3/2 Samford Sullivan Smith Vorbrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Carter Stowers 1-0 (13)
3/8 Wright State Sullivan Smith Vorbrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Carter Stowers  2-0 (13)
3/8 Saint Louis Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Stowers 1-0 (14)
3/9 Kennesaw St. Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Stowers 1-1 (11)
3/9 Wright St. Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Carter Sullivan 0-1 (15)
3/13 Lipscomb Aikey Smith Vorbrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Bowlds Sullivan 0-1 (16)
3/16 FIU*           
3/16 FIU*           
3/17 FIU*           
3/20 EKU           
3/23 Charlotte*           
3/23 Charlotte*           
3/24 Charlotte*           
3/26 Kentucky           
3/30 FAU*           
3/30 FAU*           
3/31 FAU*           
4/3 Louisville           
4/6 Marshall*           
4/6 Marshall*           
4/7 Marshall*           
4/13 North Texas*           
4/13 North Texas*           
4/14 North Texas*           
4/17 Tennessee Tech           
4/17 Tennessee Tech           
4/19 MTSU*           
4/19 MTSU*           
4/20 MTSU*           
4/24 Austin Peay           
4/24 Austin Peay           
4/27 LA Tech*           
4/27 LA Tech*           
4/28 LA Tech*           
5/1 Murray State           
5/4 UTSA*           
5/4 UTSA*           
5/5 UTSA*           
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2019 WKU LINE SCORES
GAME 1 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-1:51 A-139
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5    R H E
WKU                    5 0 1 0 2 - 8  7  0
Missouri State     0 0 0 0 0 - 0  2  2
WP-SULLIVAN (1-0) LP-Griesbauer (0-1) 
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT
GAME 2 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-1:38 A-201
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5    R H E
WKU                    0 0 0 0 0 - 0  2  2
Auburn                 1 0 3 2 2 - 8 12 1
WP-Martin (1-0) LP-AIKEY,  (0-1) 
HR AU-McCrackin(1), Rivera(1),Veach(3)
GAME 3 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-2:11 A-137
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Florida A&M      0 2 1 0 0 0 0 -  3  3  2
WKU                   1 0 3 0 0 0 X -  4  4  1
WP-SULLIVAN (2-0) Save-AIKEY(1) 
LP-HAYES (0-1)
GAME 4 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-1:55 A-117
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Tennessee State   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  0  6  2
WKU                    1 0 1 1 0 2 X - 5  6  1
WP-AIKEY (1-1) LP-ESPINOZA (0-1) 
HR WKU - SMITH 2 (2)
GAME 5 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-1:46 A-92
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    7 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 7  7  0
South Alabama   0 0 0 0 0 3 0 - 3  4  2
WP-SULLIVAN (3-0) LP-Yarbrough (1-1) 
HR USA - Cronan (1)
GAME 6 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:44 A-203
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WIU               1 0 0 2 0 0 0 -  3  5  1
WKU                0 0 2 0 1 2 X - 5  8  1
WP-SULLIVAN (4-0) LP-Ira (2-1) 
HR: WIU-Duwa (2) | WKU-THOMAS (1)
GAME 7 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:49 A-187
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WIU               0 0 0 2 1 0 0 -  3  4  1
WKU                0 0 0 0 0 1 0 -  1  7  0
WP-Carlin (1-2) LP-AIKEY (1-2) 
HR: WIU-Abbott (2) | WKU-SMITH (3)
GAME 8 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:12 A-175
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WIU               0 0 3 2 0 1 0 -  6 11 2
WKU                0 5 0 1 1 0 X - 7  7  0
WP-SULLIVAN (5-0) Save-AIKEY(2) 
LP-Abbott (1-1)
GAME 9 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:53 A-176
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Butler                   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  0  3  0
WKU                   0 2 1 0 0 0 X -  3  8  0
WP-SULLIVAN (6-0) | LP-RICKETT (1-4) 
HR WKU - SMITH (4)
GAME 10 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:56 A-202
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R  H  E
CSU                      1 0 2 0 0 0 0 -  3   6   2
WKU                    0 0 1 1 0 8 X - 10 10 1
WP-NUNN (1-0) | LP-GRIFFIN (1-2) 
HR CSU - HYSONG (2)
GAME 11 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:34 A-156
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6   R  H E
CSU                      0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  1  2
WKU                    2 0 5 0 0 1 - 8 11 2
WP-NUNN (2-0) | LP-HYSONG (0-2) 
HR WKU - THOMAS (2), 
                     ENGELHARDT (2)
GAME 12 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:37 A-187
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7   R  H  E
Indiana State       0 0 1 0 1 3 2 - 7  15  3
WKU                    3 1 1 3 0 1 X - 9 10  1
WP-SULLIVAN (7-0) Save-NUNN (1) 
HR INS - Martin (2)
HR WKU - PLESE (1), STOWERS (1)
GAME 13 | Birmingham, Ala. | T-1:38 A-101
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5   R  H  E
WKU                    3 0 3 2 0 - 8  9   0
Evansville             0 0 0 0 0 - 0  0  3
WP-SULLIVAN (8-0) 
LP-Lockhart (3-3)
GAME 14 | Birmingham, Ala. | T-1:49 A-113
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Jackson State       0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  0  1  1
WKU                   0 0 1 2 0 1 X -  4  4  1
WP-NUNN (3-0) Save-AIKEY(3) 
LP-Sanchez (0-5) 
GAME 15 | Birmingham, Ala. | T-2:19 A-213
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    5 0 1 0 0 1 1 - 8 11  2
Samford               0 0 0 0 0 1 0 - 1   2  2
WP-SULLIVAN (9-0) 
LP-Spear (4-3)
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT (3)
HR SAM - Trombley (1)
GAME 16 | Kennesaw, Ga. | T-2:50 A-37
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Wright State        0 1 0 1 0 1 0 -  3  4  3
WKU                   0 0 1 0 4 1 X -  6  6  0
WP-SULLIVAN (10-0) Save-NUNN (2) 
LP-Otani (3-5)
GAME 17 | Kennesaw, Ga. | T-1:21 A-83
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5    R  H  E
WKU                    3 0 2 0 5 - 10 12 0
Saint Louis           0 0 0 0 0 - 0   1   3
WP-AIKEY (2-2) LP-LOVELESS (2-2)
GAME 18 | Kennesaw, Ga. | T-1:50 A-197
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1  5  1
Kennesaw State   0 0 0 0 0 0 2 - 2  6  0
WP-ANDREWS (7-6) 
LP-SULLIVAN (10-1
HR WKU - McGUFFIN (1)
GAME 19 | Kennesaw, Ga. | T-1:44 A-111
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    0 0 1 0 0 0 0 - 1  4  0
Wright State         0 0 0 0 0 2 X - 2  6  2
WP-Hughes (1-2) LP-AIKEY (2-3)
GAME 20 | Nashville, Tenn. | T-2:17 A-127
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H  E
WKU                    0 0 3 1 1 1 1 - 7  11 1
Lipscomb             2 0 3 0 0 4 X - 9   4  2
WP-JORDAN (6-4) LP-SULLIVAN (10-2) 
HR WKU-SMITH (5), ENGELHARDT (4)
HR LIP - FORTEL (3), DEVAULT (4)
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2019 WKU SEASON STATS
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 13, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 15-5   Home: 6-1   Away: 1-2   Neutral: 8-2   C-USA: 0-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 4 1 7 10-7 24 6 10 6 0 1 8 19  . 7 9 2 3 0 4 0  . 4 8 1 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 3 7 5 20-20 56 15 21 4 1 5 18 42  . 7 5 0 6 2 11 0  . 4 3 9 2 0 3-5 190 7 1  . 9 9 5
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 3 7 3 20-20 59 18 22 5 1 1 11 32  . 5 4 2 6 3 5 0  . 4 5 6 0 0 11-12 13 1 1  . 9 3 3
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 3 3 3 3-0 3 0 1 1 0 0 1 2  . 6 6 7 0 0 0 0  . 3 3 3 0 0 1-2 3 0 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 2 9 5 20-20 61 10 18 4 1 2 12 30  . 4 9 2 8 0 14 0  . 3 7 1 1 0 5-5 29 13 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 2 9 0 17-11 31 7 9 1 0 0 8 10  . 3 2 3 4 1 5 0  . 3 6 8 2 3 3-3 6 0 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 8 8 20-20 52 18 15 1 1 4 8 30  . 5 7 7 10 1 4 0  . 4 0 6 1 1 8-9 10 29 3  . 9 2 9
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 2 8 6 17-17 42 8 12 1 0 0 4 13  . 3 1 0 5 2 11 0  . 3 8 8 0 2 2-2 31 1 2  . 9 4 1
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 5 8 14-11 31 5 8 0 0 0 4 8  . 2 5 8 0 0 0 0  . 2 5 8 0 2 1-1 10 0 0 1.000
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 2 5 5 18-18 47 5 12 3 0 0 9 15  . 3 1 9 1 0 5 0  . 2 5 5 3 0 0-0 2 6 0 1.000
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 2 5 0 17-17 40 4 10 0 0 0 4 10  . 2 5 0 1 0 4 0  . 2 6 8 0 0 3-5 69 2 0 1.000
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 2 3 5 20-20 34 7 8 0 1 0 2 10  . 2 9 4 1 0 5 0  . 2 5 7 0 1 3-3 16 23 6  . 8 6 7
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 2 0 0 9-2 10 3 2 0 0 0 2 2  . 2 0 0 1 0 5 0  . 2 7 3 0 1 3-3 2 1 0 1.000
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 0 7 1 14-5 14 5 1 0 0 1 1 4  . 2 8 6 0 0 7 0  . 0 7 1 0 0 1-1 2 0 0 1.000
22 MURPHY, Macy  . 0 0 0 6-0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 13-8 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 4 1  . 8 3 3
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 11-4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 7 0 1.000
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 3-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 9 3 20 509 112 149 26 5 14 92 227  . 4 4 6 46 9 81 0  . 3 5 6 9 10 45-52 384 94 14  . 9 7 2
Opponents  . 2 0 1 20 477 53 96 15 2 11 48 148  . 3 1 0 68 4 188 0  . 3 0 5 1 4 17-19 363 148 36  . 9 3 4
LOB - Team (109), Opp (117). DPs turned - Team (3), Opp (4). CI - Team (0), Opp (1). Picked off - SULLIVAN,K. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
10 NUNN, Shelby  1 . 6 8 3-0 10 3 1 1/1 2 25.0 21 9 6 6 26 3 1 0  . 2 1 2 1 0 0 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  2 . 5 7 10-2 12 10 6 3/0 0 62.2 42 24 23 41 105 9 1 5  . 1 8 7 4 3 0 0 2
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 6 9 2-3 12 7 2 2/1 3 39.0 30 18 15 19 56 2 0 6  . 2 0 5 4 1 0 1 2
20 TOWERS, Haylee 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.1 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0 0 0
Totals  2 . 5 2 15-5 20 20 9 7/1 5 128.0 96 53 46 68 188 15 2 11  . 2 0 1 9 4 0 1 4
Opponents  4 . 4 0 5-15 20 20 7 1/0 0 121.0 149 112 76 46 81 26 5 14  . 2 9 3 18 9 0 9 10
PB - Team (2), SMITH,K. 2, Opp (3). Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (1). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (17-19), SULLIVAN,K.
(11-12), AIKEY,K. (4-5), NUNN,S. (2-2).
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2018 WKU C-USA ONLY STATS
2018 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of May 06, 2018)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 10-13   Home: 6-5   Away: 4-8   C-USA: 10-13
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 1 3 23-23 64 13 20 2 1 5 16 39  . 6 0 9 10 2 17 0  . 4 1 6 1 0 1-3 35 4 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 0 3 23-23 76 16 23 6 1 5 15 46  . 6 0 5 15 0 16 2  . 4 1 3 1 0 1-1 34 2 1  . 9 7 3
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 2 8 2 23-23 71 9 20 3 0 0 6 23  . 3 2 4 7 0 12 1  . 3 4 6 0 7 4-6 185 6 3  . 9 8 5
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 2 7 0 23-23 74 9 20 1 0 0 12 21  . 2 8 4 9 2 14 0  . 3 6 5 0 1 3-3 29 9 4  . 9 0 5
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 2 6 3 21-21 57 8 15 4 0 2 13 25  . 4 3 9 7 6 11 0  . 3 9 4 1 3 6-6 38 49 7  . 9 2 6
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 6 1 23-23 69 17 18 2 2 5 10 39  . 5 6 5 5 0 18 0  . 3 1 1 0 3 3-5 22 64 4  . 9 5 6
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 2 5 0 2-2 4 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 1.000 2 0 1 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 0-0 2 22 0 1.000
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 2 0 0 21-19 45 7 9 0 0 0 4 9  . 2 0 0 0 0 3 0  . 2 0 0 0 4 1-1 39 31 5  . 9 3 3
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 1 9 3 23-23 57 13 11 1 0 3 9 21  . 3 6 8 12 1 13 0  . 3 3 3 2 2 1-1 96 9 3  . 9 7 2
26 CARTER, Paige  . 1 9 1 22-22 68 7 13 1 0 1 7 17  . 2 5 0 6 0 12 1  . 2 5 7 0 3 1-1 5 1 0 1.000
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 1 5 4 6-3 13 3 2 1 0 0 1 3  . 2 3 1 1 0 3 0  . 2 1 4 0 0 0-0 2 5 1  . 8 7 5
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 0 9 1 14-2 22 1 2 0 0 0 0 2  . 0 9 1 1 0 5 0  . 1 3 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 4-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 4 8 23 621 105 154 21 4 22 96 249  . 4 0 1 75 11 126 4  . 3 3 7 5 23 21-27 490 218 28  . 9 6 2
Opponents  . 2 8 3 23 654 108 185 41 2 12 98 266  . 4 0 7 63 6 83 1  . 3 4 7 8 20 15-19 492 193 33  . 9 5 4
LOB - Team (138), Opp (153). DPs turned - Team (9), Opp (13). IBB - Team (1), MCGUFFIN,K. 1, Opp (1). Picked off -
VORBRINK,J. 1.
(C-USA games only Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
20 TOWERS, Haylee  1 . 9 1 0-0 3 1 0 0/0 0 7.1 10 6 2 4 2 2 0 1  . 3 3 3 0 1 0 0 3
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  3 . 3 6 5-6 18 10 3 1/0 1 75.0 67 41 36 39 45 12 1 7  . 2 4 2 10 3 0 4 11
10 NUNN, Shelby  4 . 1 5 5-7 20 12 3 0/0 2 81.0 108 61 48 20 36 27 1 4  . 3 1 1 2 2 0 4 6
Totals  3 . 6 9 10-13 23 23 6 1/0 3 163.1 185 108 86 63 83 41 2 12  . 2 8 3 12 6 0 8 20
Opponents  3 . 2 9 13-10 23 23 12 2/1 0 164.0 154 105 77 75 126 21 4 22  . 2 4 8 13 11 0 5 23
PB - Team (5), SMITH,K. 5. Pickoffs - Team (3), SMITH,K. 3, Opp (1). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (15-19), NUNN,S. (10-11), AIKEY,K.
(4-7), TOWERS,H. (1-1).
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2019 WKU TEAM GAME-BY-GAME STATS
2019 WKU Softball
Team Game-by-Game for WKU (as of Mar 13, 2019)
Batting (All games)
Date Opponent ab r h rbi 2b 3b hr tb bb ibb sb cs hbp sac sf gdp k po a e lob avg
Feb 08 vs Missouri State 23 8 7 4 0 0 1 10 4 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 5 15 1 0 5  . 3 0 4
Feb 08 vs Auburn 18 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 7 13 3 2 3  . 2 2 0
Feb 09 vs Florida A&M 21 4 4 4 1 0 0 5 4 0 1 1 1 2 0 0 1 21 5 1 6  . 2 1 0
Feb 09 vs Tennessee State 22 5 6 5 2 0 2 14 1 0 2 0 0 1 1 0 2 21 4 1 2  . 2 2 6
Feb 10 vs South Alabama 28 7 7 6 1 0 0 8 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 4 21 3 0 1  . 2 3 2
Feb 16 WESTERN ILLINOIS 25 5 8 5 0 2 1 15 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 5 21 8 1 5  . 2 4 8
Feb 16 WESTERN ILLINOIS 29 1 7 1 1 0 1 11 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 21 8 0 8  . 2 4 7
Feb 17 WESTERN ILLINOIS 25 7 7 5 2 1 0 11 4 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 3 21 8 0 6  . 2 5 1
Feb 24 BUTLER 25 3 8 3 0 0 1 11 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 3 21 4 0 4  . 2 5 9
Feb 24 CLEVELAND STATE 29 10 10 8 2 1 0 14 5 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 4 21 8 1 7  . 2 6 9
Feb 25 CLEVELAND STATE 24 8 11 8 2 1 2 21 1 0 3 1 0 1 1 0 2 18 7 2 4  . 2 8 6
Feb 25 INDIANA STATE 29 9 10 9 2 0 2 18 5 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 4 21 4 1 7  . 2 9 2
Mar 01 vs Evansville 26 8 9 5 2 0 0 11 5 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 6 15 1 0 10  . 2 9 6
Mar 02 vs Jackson State 20 4 4 3 2 0 0 6 1 0 4 0 1 1 0 0 2 21 9 1 2  . 2 9 1
Mar 02 at Samford 28 8 11 7 3 0 1 17 5 0 3 1 0 0 3 0 3 21 2 2 7  . 2 9 8
Mar 08 vs Wright State 27 6 6 5 1 0 0 7 4 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 3 21 6 0 8  . 2 9 3
Mar 08 vs Saint Louis 26 10 12 7 1 0 0 13 1 0 6 1 0 0 2 0 1 15 3 0 4  . 3 0 4
Mar 09 at Kennesaw State 25 1 5 1 0 0 1 8 3 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 10 20 2 1 8  . 2 9 8
Mar 09 vs Wright State 26 1 4 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 5 0 1 0 0 0 6 18 6 0 5  . 2 9 0
Mar 13 at Lipscomb 33 7 11 6 4 0 2 21 1 0 3 0 0 1 0 0 7 18 2 1 7  . 2 9 3
Totals 509 112 149 92 26 5 14 227 46 0 45 7 9 10 9 0 81 384 94 14 109  . 2 9 3
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 MR, LIPSCOMB (3-13) AT BATS VS. HAMPTON (2-9-18) 5
 2 MR, EVANSVILLE (3-1) RUNS VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10-18) 3
 3 WESTERN IL (2-16) HITS WESTERN IL  (2-16-19) 3
 1 MR, SAMFORD (3-2) DOUBLES VS. TENNESSEE TECH (2-16-18) 2
 1 WESTERN IL (2-16) TRIPLES WESTERN IL (2-16-19) 1
 2 TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) HOME RUNS TENNESSEE ST.  (2-9-19) 2
 3 LIPSCOMB (3-13) RBI 4X, MR LIPSCOMB (3-13-19) 3
 3 INDIANA ST. (2-25) WALKS/HBP INDIANA ST. (2-25-19) 3
 1 MR, WRIGHT ST. (3-8) STOLEN BASES MR, WRIGHT ST. (3-8-19) 1
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 7X, MR SAINT LOUIS (3-8) AT BATS MR, AT FAU (4-28-18) 5
 2 2X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) RUNS 12X, MR VS. WIU (2-16-19) 2
 2 6X, MR SAINT LOUIS (3-8) HITS 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 3
 1 4X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) DOUBLES 20X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-25-19) 1
 1 CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) TRIPLES 4X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-24-19) 1
 1 MR, CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) HOME RUNS 67, MR VS. WIU (2-16-19) 1
 2 2X, MR S. ALABAMA (2-10) RBI 2X, MR AT FAU (4-28-18) 4
 2 MR, WESTERN IL (2-17) WALKS/HBP 11X, MR WESTERN IL (2-17-19) 2











• bowling green, ky.
• baTs r / Throws r
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .317 54-54 161 42 51 16 3 6 27 91 .565 40 2 37 2 .454 2 2 6-8 70 2 3 .960
2019 .295 20-20 61 10 18 4 1 2 12 30 .492 8 0 14 0 .371 1 0 5-5 29 13 0 1.000
CAREER .311 74-74 222 52 69 20 4 8 39 121 .545 48 2 51 2 .433 3 2 11-13 99 15 3 .974
THOMAS’ CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .240 54-54 146 33 35 10 0 5 22 60 .411 21 4 34 1 .345 3 4 4-4 252 28 9 .969
2019 .375 20-20 56 15 21 4 1 5 18 42 .750 6 2 11 0 .439 2 0 3-5 190 7 1 .995
CAREER .277 74-74 202 48 56 14 1 10 39 102 .505 27 6 45 1 .371 5 4 7-9 442 35 10 .979
SMITH’S CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2015          CHATTANOOGA STATE CC
2016          CHATTANOOGA STATE CC
2017 .289 34-5 38 4 11 3 0 1 7 17 .447 2 2 7 0 .341 2 0 0-0 3 0 0 1.000
2018           DNP
2019 .373 20-20 59 18 22 5 1 1 11 33 .542 6 3 5 0 .456 0 0 11-12 13 1 1 .933
CAREER .340 54-25 97 22 33 8 1 2 18 49 .505 8 5 12 0 .411 2 0 11-12 16 1 1 .944
PLESE’S CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 4X, MR WRIGHT ST. (3-8) AT BATS 5X, MR WRIGHT ST. (3-8-19) 4
 3 INDIANA ST. (2-25) RUNS INDIANA ST. (2-25-19) 3
 2 8X, MR LIPSCOMB (3-13) HITS 8X, MR LIPSCOMB (3-13-19) 2
 1 5X, MR LIPSCOMB (3-13) DOUBLES 8X, MR LIPSCOMB (3-13-19) 1
 1 CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) TRIPLES CLEVELAND ST. (2-25-19) 1
 1 INDIANA ST. (2-25) HOME RUNS 2X, MR INDIANA ST. (2-25-19) 1
 3 WESTERN IL (2-17) RBI WESTERN IL (2-17-19) 3
 2 EVANSVILLE (3-1) WALKS/HBP EVANSVILLE (3-1-19) 2






• baTs l / Throws l







• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 MR, LIPSCOMB (3-13) AT BATS 13x, MR SAINT LOUIS (3-8-19) 4
 3 MISSOURI ST. (2-8) RUNS 3X, MR MISSOURI ST. (2-8-19) 3
 2 MR, LIPSCOMB (3-13) HITS MR, VS. TENN. ST. (2-17-18) 3
 1 LIPSCOMB (3-13) DOUBLES VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 1 WESTERN IL (2-16) TRIPLES 4X, MR WESTERN IL (2-16-19) 1
 1 4X, MR LIPSCOMB (3-13) HOME RUNS 15X, MR SAMFORD (3-2-19) 1
 2 2X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) RBI VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-17-18) 4
 3 CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) WALKS/HBP MR, CLEVELAND ST. (2-24-19) 3
 2 MR, WRIGHT ST. (3-9) STOLEN BASES 4X, MR WRIGHT ST. (3-9-19) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .069 41-36 29 6 2 0 0 0 2 2 .069 5 0 11 0 .206 0 3 1-1 38 45 12 .874
2017 .213 58-48 108 19 23 3 0 5 14 41 .380 14 1 24 0 .309 0 3 9-12 70 103 13 .930
2018 .278 54-54 151 34 42 10 3 7 25 79 .523 15 0 38 0 .339 2 8 9-13 48 127 9 .951
2019 .288 20-20 52 18 15 1 1 4 8 30 .577 10 1 4 0 .406 1 1 8-9 10 29 3 .929
CAREER .241 173-158 340 77 82 14 4 16 48 152 .447 44 2 77 0 .329 3 15 27-35 166 304 37 .927
ENGELHARDT’S CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 EVANSVILLE (3-1) AT BATS SAME
 2 CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) RUNS SAME
 2 MR, KENNESAW ST.  (3-9) HITS SAME
 1 3X, MR SAMFORD (3-2) DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 3 CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) RBI SAME
 1 FAMU (2-9) WALKS/HBP SAME
 - - STOLEN BASES SAME 
 7.0 MR, SAMFORD (3-2) IP SAME
 0 EVANSVILLE (3-1) FEWEST HITS SAME 
 0 EVANSVILLE (3-1) FEWEST ER SAME 






• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 MR, SAMFORD (3-2) AT BATS SAME
 1 3X, MR LIPSCOMB (3-13) RUNS SAME
 2 MR, LIPSCOMB (3-13) HITS SAME
 - - DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 1 4X, MR LIPSCOMB (3-13) RBI SAME
 - - WALKS/HBP SAME






• baTs l / Throws l
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2019 .255 18-18 47 5 12 3 0 0 9 15 .319 1 0 5 0 .255 3 0 0-0 2 6 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2019 2.57 10-2 12 10 6 3/0 0 62.2 42 24 23 41 105 9 1 5 271 .187 4 3 0 0 2
SULLIVAN’S CAREER STATS
DAVIS’ CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2019 .258 14-11 31 5 8 0 0 0 4 8 .258 0 0 0 0 .258 0 2 1-1 10 0 0 1.000
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shelby nunn   
• sophomore
• piTcher
• bowling green, ky
• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18-18) 2
 - - RUNS VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 - - HITS VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 - - RBI VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 3
 - - WALKS/HBP 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18-18) 1
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 6.0 CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) IP 4X, MR VS. MARSHALL (4-22-18) 7.0
 1 MR, JACKSON ST. (3-2) FEWEST HITS MR, JACKSON ST. (3-2-19) 1
 0 MR, JACKSON ST. (3-2) FEWEST ER 6X, MR JACKSON ST. (3-2-19) 0
 5 JACKSON ST. (3-2) STRIKEOUTS VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 11
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .200 44-29 5 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 .800 2 0 2 0 .429 0 0 0-0 5 45 0 1.000
2019 - 10-3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0-0 0 7 0 1.000
CAREER .200 54-32 5 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 .800 2 0 2 0 .429 0 0 0-0 5 52 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2018 3.55 15-15 44 27 10 2/0 3 177.1 212 117 90 36 104 46 2 11 794 .288 5 3 0 5 13
2019 1.68 3-0 10 3 1 1/1 2 25.0 21 9 6 6 26 3 1 0 105 .212 1 0 0 0 0
CAREER 3.32 18-15 54 30 11 3/1 5 202.1 233 126 96 42 130 49 3 11 899 .279 6 3 0 5 13
NUNN’S CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 3 CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) AT BATS SAME 
 1 3X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) RUNS SAME
 1 2X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) HITS SAME
 - - DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 1 2X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) RBI SAME
 1 TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) WALKS/HBP SAME






• baTs r / Throws r
RIDGE’S CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2019 .200 9-2 10 3 2 0 0 0 2 2 .200 1 0 5 0 .273 0 1 3-3 2 1 0 1.000
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
12
kelsey aikey   
• Junior
• piTcher
• cedar falls, iowa
• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 1 FAMU (2-9) AT BATS LIPSCOMB (3-22-17) 3
 - - RUNS - -
 - - HITS AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - WALKS/HBP AAMU (3-16-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 7.0 TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) IP VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 8.0
 1 SAINT LOUIS (3-8) FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 0
 0 MR, SAINT LOUIS (3-8) FEWEST ER MR, DAYTON (3-4-18) 0
 9 TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) STRIKEOUTS 2X, MR, TENNESSEE ST. (2-9-19) 9
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .083 27-9 12 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .083 3 0 5 0 .267 0 0 0-0 4 21 2 .926
2018 .000 39-19 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 1 0 .000 0 0 0-0 7 22 1 .967
2019 .000 11-6 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 0-0 1 4 1 .833
TOTALS .071 78-35 14 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .071 3 0 6 0 .235 0 0 0-0 12 47 4 .937
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 2.92 7-4 27 9 5 1/0 3 93.1 86 59 39 65 54 12 0 6 437 .244 19 8 1 3 9
2018 3.15 12-9 39 19 7 3/1 3 142.0 123 73 64 69 108 19 2 16 621 .234 15 8 0 5 14
2019 2.69 2-3 12 7 2 2/1 3 39.0 30 18 15 19 56 2 0 6 169 .205 4 1 0 1 2
TOTALS 3.01 21-16 78 35 14 6/2 9 274.1 239 150 118 153 218 33 2 28 1227 .234 38 17 1 9 25
AIKEY’S CAREER STATS
11
Jordan vorbrink  
• senior
• uTiliTy
• louisville, ky. | louisville
• baTs l / Throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 2X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) AT BATS AT UAB (4-14-18) 5
 2 FAMU (2-9) RUNS MR, FAMU  (2-9-19) 2
 2 3X, MR SAINT LOUIS (3-8) HITS MR, AT USM (3-10-18) 3
 1 JACKSON ST. (3-2) DOUBLES MR VS. JACKSON ST. (3-2-19) 1
 - - TRIPLES MR, VS. NCC (4-17-16) 1
 - - HOME RUNS 2X, MR VS. TENN. ST (2-16-18) 1
 1 4X, MR SAINT LOUIS (3-8) RBI 2X, MR VS. UTEP (4-8-18) 3
 2 MR, WRIGHT ST. (3-8) WALKS/HBP 6X, MR WRIGHT ST. (3-8-19) 2
 1 MR, EVANSVILLE (3-1) STOLEN BASES VS. EKU (4-11-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .244 24-15 41 6 10 3 3 1 9 22 .537 2 0 7 1 .273 1 2 1-1 101 2 1 .990
2017 .143 26-15 28 3 4 0 0 0 1 4 .143 0 4 5 1 .250 0 0 0-0 21 0 0 1.000
2018 .256 54-54 160 23 41 6 0 1 24 50 .313 20 3 34 1 .350 0 2 6-7 87 14 4 .962
2019 .286 17-17 42 8 12 1 0 0 4 13 .310 5 2 11 0 .388 0 2 2-2 31 1 2 .941
CAREER .247 121-101 271 40 67 10 3 2 38 89 .328 27 9 57 3 .334 1 6 9-10 240 17 7 .973
VORBRINK’S CAREER STATS
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS SAME
 - - RUNS SAME
 - - HITS SAME
 - - DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 - - RBI SAME
 - - WALKS/HBP SAME











• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 MR, WRIGHT ST. (3-8) AT BATS MR, AT USM (3-11-18) 5
 1 6X, MR SAINT LOUIS (3-8) RUNS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 3 INDIANA ST. (2-25) HITS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 5*
 1 6X, MR SAINT LOUIS (3-8) DOUBLES EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 - - TRIPLES VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 1 INDIANA ST. (2-25) HOME RUNS MR, INDIANA ST. (2-25-19) 1
 4 INDIANA ST. (2-25) RBI INDIANA ST. (2-25-19) 4
 1 MR, SAMFORD (3-2) WALKS/HBP WRIGHT STATE (2-25-17) 3
 1 JACKSON ST. (3-2) STOLEN BASES JACKSON ST. (3-2-19) 1
STOWERS’ CAREER STATS
16
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .215 44-31 107 12 23 4 0 3 13 36 .336 13 0 27 1 .298 1 1 0-0 24 1 3 .893
2018 .167 32-11 60 8 10 2 1 0 5 14 .233 3 0 12 2 .206 0 0 0-0 2 1 0 1.000
2019 .417 10-7 24 6 10 6 0 1 8 19 .792 3 0 4 0 .481 0 0 1-1 0 0 0 -
TOTALS .225 86-49 191 26 43 12 1 4 25 69 .361 19 0 43 3 .294 1 1 1-1 26 2 3 .903







• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 3 MR, WRIGHT ST. (3-9) AT BATS VS. UAB (5-10-17) 6
 1 MR, KENNESAW ST. (3-9) RUNS MR, AT FAU (4-28-18) 3
 1 KENNESAW ST. (3-9) HITS UAB (5-10-17) 4
 - - DOUBLES MR VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 - - TRIPLES AT USM (3-10-18) 1
 1 KENNESAW ST. (3-9) HOME RUNS MR AT FAU (4-28-18) 1
 1 KENNESAW ST. (3-9) RBI AT FAU (4-28-18) 4
 - - WALKS/HBP 2X, MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-25-18) 3
1 SAINT LOUIS (3-8) STOLEN BASES MR, VS.TENN. ST. (2-16-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .200 47-47 120 18 24 6 0 4 13 42 .350 18 1 24 1 .305 2 5 6-6 63 20 5 .943
2017 .246 60-56 134 23 33 9 0 2 16 48 .358 19 11 35 0 .382 1 6 13-16 93 10 2 .981
2018 .291 53-53 141 30 41 8 1 7 25 72 .511 24 4 35 0 .404 2 1 5-7 65 11 2 .974
2019 .071 14-5 14 5 1 0 0 1 1 4 .286 0 0 7 0 .071 0 0 1-1 2 0 0 1.000
Totals .242 174-161 409 76 99 23 1 14 55 166 .406 61 16 101 1 .358 5 12 25-30 223 41 9 .967







• baTs r / Throws r
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .214 59-51 131 25 28 6 1 2 18 42 .321 20 2 45 1 .325 1 4 5-6 111 27 2 .986
2018 .304 26-14 23 3 7 1 0 0 2 8 .248 2 0 5 0 .360 0 0 0-0 5 13 1 .947
2019 .333 3-0 4 0 1 1 0 0 1 2 .667 0 0 0 0 .333 0 0 1-2 3 0 0 1.000
TOTALS .229 88-66 159 28 36 8 1 2 21 52 .331 22 2 50 1 .330 1 4 6-8 119 40 3 .981
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 4.43 8-12 26 17 13 1/0 2 117.0 154 90 74 47 78 17 3 10 550 .322 7 8 1 7 9
2018 5.12 1-2 16 8 0 0/1 0 41.0 59 37 30 21 23 18 1 7 205 .333 0 3 0 0 4
2019 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.1 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 0 9 .429 0 0 0 0 0
TOTALS 4.66 9-14 43 25 13 1/1 2 159.1 216 129 106 70 102 36 4 17 764 .326 7 11 1 7 13
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 1 INDIANA ST. (2-25) AT BATS MR, AT FAU (4-28-18) 4
 - - RUNS MR AT FAU  (4-28-18) 3
 1 LIPSCOMB (3-13) HITS MR, VS. LA TECH (5-9-18) 2
 1 LIPSCOMB (3-13) DOUBLES AT SAMFORD (3-14-17) 2
 - - TRIPLES BELMONT (2-18-17) 1
 - - HOME RUNS NW STATE (3-4-17) 1
 1 LIPSCOMB (3-13) RBI MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-17-17) 2
 - - WALKS/HBP MR, CHARLOTTE (4-14-17) 2
 1 SAMFORD (3-2) STOLEN BASES MR, SAMFORD (3-2-19) 1
 1.1 INDIANA ST. (2-25) IP GA. STATE (2-11-17) 7.2
 - - FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) MR AT USA (3-14-18) 3
 2 INDIANA ST. (2-25) FEWEST ER VS. GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 0







• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 3 7X, MR WRIGHT ST. (3-9) AT BATS AT UTEP (4-9-17) 5
 1 7X, MR SAINT LOUIS (3-8) RUNS AT UTEP (4-8-17) 3
 1 8X, MR WRIGHT ST. (3-9) HITS MR, AT FAU (4-28-18) 2
 - - DOUBLES MR, AT UTEP (4-8-17) 1
 1 WESTERN IL (2-17) TRIPLES WESTERN IL (2-17-19) 1
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 1 2X, MR WESTERN IL (2-17) RBI 5X, MR AT FAU (4-28-18) 2
 1 WESTERN IL (2-17) WALKS/HBP MR, VS. LIPSCOMB (5-3-18) 2
 1 MR, 3X WRIGHT ST. (3-9) STOLEN BASES MR, WRIGHT ST. (3-9-19) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .154 59-57 130 16 20 4 0 0 8 24 .185 14 6 26 0 .267 0 5 3-4 172 79 7 .973
2018 .204 49-47 113 15 23 0 0 0 16 23 .204 6 0 9 0 .242 1 8 1-1 90 69 7 .958
2019 .235 20-20 34 7 8 0 1 0 2 10 .294 1 0 5 0 .257 0 1 3-3 16 23 6 .867
TOTALS .184 128-124 277 38 51 4 1 0 26 57 .206 21 6 40 0 .256 1 14 7-8 278 171 20 .957
MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 1 4X, MR JACKSON ST. (3-2) AT BATS SAME
 - - RUNS SAME
 - - HITS SAME
 - - DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 - - RBI SAME
 - - WALKS/HBP SAME






• baTs r / Throws r
MURPHY’S CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2019 .000 6-0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 1 0 .000 0 0 0-0 0 0 0 -
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .000 7-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 2-2 1 2 0 1.000
2018 - 11-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 1-1 0 0 0 -
2019 - 3-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0-0 0 0 0 -
TOTALS .000 21-0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 3-3 1 2 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 5.25 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.2 4 2 2 3 1 0 0 0 13 .400 1 0 0 0 0
2018 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0 17 .333 2 1 0 0 0
2019 - 0-0 0 0 0 0/0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  0 0 0 0 0






• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS - -
 1 WESTERN IL (2-17) RUNS MR, WESTERN IL (2-17-19) 1
 - - HITS - -
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI - -
 - - WALKS/HBP ALABAMA STATE (5-16-17) 1
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 - - IP EKU (5-3-17) 1.1
 - - FEWEST HITS 2X, MR VS. APSU (3-3-18) 1
 - - FEWEST ER MR, APSU (3-3-18) 0





• crown poinT, ind.
• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 INDIANA ST. (2-25) AT BATS UAB (5-10-17) 6
 2 SAMFORD (3-2) RUNS VS. TENN. STATE (2-17-18) 3
 2 MR, LIPSCOMB (3-13) HITS MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25-18) 3
 1 LIPSCOMB (3-13) DOUBLES VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25-18) 2
 - - TRIPLES MR, VS. GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 1
 - - HOME RUNS MR, VS. EKU (4-11-18) 1
 1 8X, MR SAINT LOUIS (3-8) RBI MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 4
 1 4X, MR WRIGHT ST. (3-8) WALKS/HBP 4X, MR VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 2 LIPSCOMB (3-13) STOLEN BASES 2X, MR LIPSCOMB (3-13-19) 2
CARTER’S CAREER STATS
26
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .222 52-24 99 14 22 4 1 2 15 34 .343 14 3 23 0 .333 1 1 3-4 23 1 3 .889
2018 .327 52-49 150 27 49 6 2 5 35 74 .493 19 2 23 1 .407 1 7 11-13 9 2 2 .846
2019 .290 17-11 31 7 9 1 0 0 8 10 .323 4 1 5 0 .368 2 3 3-3 6 0 0 1.000





• baTs l /Throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 WESTERN IL (2-17) AT BATS AT UAB (4-14-18) 6
 1 MR, WRIGHT ST. (3-9) RUNS MR, VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 2 WRIGHT ST. (3-9) HITS VS. HAMPTON (2-9-18) 4
 - - DOUBLES 6X, MR VS. MARSHALL (4-22-18) 1
 - - TRIPLES VS. LIPSCOMB (5-3-18) 1
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 2 BUTLER (2-24) RBI MR, BUTLER (2-24-19) 2
 1 FAMU (2-9) WALKS/HBP VS. UTEP (4-7-18) 3
 1 MR, SAINT LOUIS (3-8) STOLEN BASES MR SAINT LOUIS (3-8-19) 1
BOWLDS’ CAREER STATS
28
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .303 50-50 155 22 47 6 3 0 13 59 .381 14 0 26 1 .361 0 13 8-12 360 10 7 .981
2019 .250 17-17 40 4 10 0 0 0 4 10 .250 1 0 4 0 .268 0 0 3-5 69 2 0 1.000
CAREER .292 67-67 195 26 57 6 3 0 17 69 .354 15 0 30 1 .343 0 13 11-17 429 12 7 .984
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3 Shannon Plese
R-Senior | OF | L/L
Knoxville, Tenn. | South Carolina
4 Kennedy Sullivan
Freshman | P/OF | R/R
Georgetown, Ky.
6 Taylor Davis
Freshman | OF | L/L
Huntsville, Ala.
10 Shelby Nunn
Sophomore | P | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
11 Jordan Vorbrink
Senior | UTL | L/L
Louisville, Ky. | Louisville
15 Kelsey McGuffin
Senior | OF | R/R
Elizabethtown, Ky.
12 Kelsey Aikey
Junior | P | R/R
Cedar Falls, Iowa
16 Tommi Stowers
Junior | C | R/R
Columbus, Ind.
19 Sydne Solomon
Freshman | C/IF | R/R
Lewisburg, Tenn.
20 Haylee Towers






Senior | IF | R/R
Rockport, Ind.
9 Jordan Ridge
Freshman | UTL | R/R
Louisville, Ky.
1 Jordan Thomas
Sophomore | UTL | L/L
Lebabon, Ky.
2 Kendall Smith
Sophomore | C | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
22 Macy Murphy
Freshman | IF | R/R
Murfreesboro, Tenn.
23 Morgan McElroy
Junior | IF | R/R
Madisonville, Ky.
24 Cassidy Blackford
R-Junior | P | R/R
Marshalltown, Iowa
26 Paige Carter
Junior | UTL | R/R
Crown Point, Ind.
28 Maddie Bowlds
Sophomore | IF | L/L
Utica, Ky.
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Saturday, March 16, 2019 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
  
Games 21 & 22 PDF box scores attached. 
Conference USA only stats attached. 
Season stats PDF attached. 
  
PLESE’S FIVE-HIT DAY, HILLTOPPER PITCHERS LEAD WKU TO SATURDAY SWEEP AT FIU 
  
MIAMI – Nineteen combined Hilltopper hits across Saturday’s games at FIU helped WKU Softball to a doubleheader 
sweep of the Panthers to open Conference USA action. The pair of victories by the Red and White improved the squad to 
17-5 (2-0 C-USA) on the season while FIU dropped to 17-11 (0-2 C-USA). 
  
“I think our circle being strong helps give our hitters more chances,” head coach Amy Tudor said of the day’s victories. 
“Our circle is one of our biggest strengths while sometimes our offense is good but takes a little bit to get going 
sometimes. Our short game was fantastic today and this was also the best I’ve ever seen Beka Engelhardt play defense. 
We’ve really been working on it and she played her heart out.” 
  
Shannon Plese led the charge for the Hilltoppers with five hits across her seven at bats while adding four RBI and a walk. 
Kendall Smith drove in a pair of WKU runs as well and was joined by Rebekah Engelhardt, Jordan Thomas, Kennedy 
Sullivan, Taylor Davis and Haylee Towers with two hits on the day. WKU registered five doubles on the day while FIU 
never posted an extra-base hit and finished with just six hits across the day. 
  
WKU posted a .333 batting average across the sweep to secure a series victory while holding the hosts to just a .130 
rate. On the bases, the Hilltoppers went a perfect 5-for-5 with Engelhardt swiping a pair of bags. 
  
“The team’s playing hard and that’s all you can ask for and you have to figure a way to win ball games sometimes,” 
Tudor said of the contrasting wins. “I’m really proud of us today.” 
  
GAME 1: WKU 6, FIU 2 
  
After a scoreless inning each way to open the game, WKU struck first in the top of the second inning. Rebekah 
Engelhardt led off with a walk before moving all the way to third on a sacrifice bunt by Kennedy Sullivan. The next 
batters, Haylee Towers placed a squeeze perfectly that allowed Engelhardt to score and Towers to reach first safely for a 
base hit. 
  
Jordan Thomas kept things rolling for the Hilltoppers in the top of the third with a leadoff double down the right line. 
Shannon Plese followed with a chopper back up the middle to plate Thomas before Kendall Smith lined a double to the 
right-center gap, scoring Plese all the way from first for the 3-0 advantage. 
  
In the top of the fourth, Towers sent the first pitch she saw to left field for a single, registering her second hit of the day. 
Thomas and Plese each added their second knocks of the day in the inning as well. 
  
FIU broke into the scoring column in the bottom of the fourth after the Hilltoppers got into a two-on no-out jam. The 
Panthers struck for their second and third hits of the game but would ultimately strand a pair of runners on board with 
WKU still in front, 3-1. 
  
The hosts pulled within one after adding another tally in the bottom of the fifth before WKU added a few insurance runs 
in the squad’s next trip to the plate. Maddie Bowlds was the first of seven Hilltoppers to step into the box in the inning 
and led things off with a pinch-hit single. Taylor Davis added a hit by beating out a bunt before Thomas loaded the bases 
with a fielder’s choice. At that point, Plese sent her third hit of the game to the right-center gap in the form of a two-run 
double for a 5-2 WKU advantage. Two batters later, Paige Carter dropped an RBI-sacrifice bunt to plate Thomas for the 
final tally in the 6-2 decision. 
  
Sullivan went the distance in the circle with her seventh complete-game of the season and improved to 11-2 with the 
first Conference USA victory of her career. 
  
Plese (3), Thomas (2), Sullivan (2) and Towers (2) all delivered multi-hit performances in the win for the Hilltoppers as 
WKU out-hit the Panthers 12-4. All six of the Red and White’s runs came via Hilltopper RBI. 
  
“I thought we came out of the gate swinging on offense and had a great game plan at the plate,” Tudor shared. I thought 
Kennedy Sullivan pitched well in the circle and hit well. Shannon Plese is obviously on fire at the plate, going 3-for-3 in 
the first game. All the way around, I thought we played all three areas really well.” 
  
GAME 2: WKU 4, FIU 0 
  
A pitcher’s duel from the start, Shelby Nunn worked the game’s first 5.2 frames before giving way to Kelsey Aikey. Nunn 
exited with five strikeouts against just one walk and two hits while responsible for the runner on third. After a nine-pitch 
at bat, FIU drew a walk and stole second after Aikey took over. At that point, Aikey needed just three more pitches for a 
swinging strikeout to get the Red and White back to the dugout with the momentum in their favor. 
  
First up, Engelhardt singled up the middle before stealing second base. Paige Carter moved Engelhardt to third with a 
bunt single before Morgan McElroy was hit by the first pitch she saw to load the bases. After a fielder’s choice forced 
Engelhardt out at home, Thomas followed with another that saw Carter slide in under the tag at home for the 1-0 lead. 
From there, Plese singled to left field to bring McElroy home and Smith followed with a bunt single for a 3-0 advantage. 
Keeping things going, Sullivan deposited a sacrifice fly to deep centerfield allowing Thomas to score for the final 4-0 
margin. 
  
In the bottom of the seventh, Aikey returned to the circle and continued where she left off. The junior needed just 13 
pitches to strike out the side and secure the WKU victory. She finished with four strikeouts on 27 total pitches to move 
to 3-3 on the season. 
  
“I told Shelby, I thought that’s the best she’s pitched all year,” Tudor continued. “She really had her stuff moving and 
was able to change speeds and looked very steady in the circle. Aikey came in into a clutch situation. She’s definitely our 
best closer; has that mentality of a closer and was very strong in the circle for us.” 
  
NEXT GAME: The Hilltoppers will close the three-game series again FIU on Sunday with the first pitch slated for 11 a.m. 
CT. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA 
RELATIONS                                                                                                                         
                                       
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Sunday, March 17, 2019 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
  
Game 23 PDF box score attached. 
Conference USA only stats attached. 
Season stats PDF attached. 
  
AIKEY’S SAVE, VORBRINK’S THREE-HIT DAY LEAD TOPS TO SERIES SWEEP AT FIU 
  
MIAMI – For just the third time in program history – and the first time since 2013 – WKU Softball went 
to Miami and swept FIU in a conference series. The Hilltoppers were led by a three-hit performance by 
senior Jordan Vorbrink before Kelsey Aikey came in clutch and locked down her fourth save of the 
season. 
  
“Anytime you go win on the road, it’s a good day,” head coach Amy Tudor opened. “Anytime you can 
win all three games, it shows you have a solid team that can play against a lot of different people. We 
got a lot of different looks and had a lot of people step up this series. Jordan Vorbrink went and had a 
day at the plate today; both her and Shannon Plese both did a great job all weekend hitting.” 
  
With the squad’s first Conference USA series sweep since 2017, the Hilltoppers opened league play a 
perfect 3-0 while improving to 18-5 overall. FIU dropped to 17-12 (0-3 C-USA) after the losses. 
  
Across the series, Shannon Plese went 6-for-10 with five RBI while Jordan Vorbrink finished 3-for-5 with 
a double and home run. 
  
“Offensively we continued to execute in all aspects of the game today,” said Tudor of the team’s hitting. 
“The entire series, I thought we saw the ball well and got timely hitting when we needed it. 
  
WKU struck first again in Sunday’s series finale as the Hilltoppers opened the scoring with a run in the 
top of the third. Jordan Vorbrink led things off with the Hilltoppers’ second hit – and double – of the 
game. After the senior moved to third on a groundout, Jordan Thomas brought her home with another 
WKU double. Shannon Plese drew a walk but both runners would end up stranded. 
  
While the Panthers would make a game out of the finale, WKU improved to 15-2 when scoring first on 
the season. 
  
FIU led off the bottom of the fourth inning with a double but Kennedy Sullivan responded and struck out 
the next two Panthers before inducing a foul flyout to Vorbrink at first to get the Hilltoppers back to the 
dugout unscathed. 
  
In their next trip to the plate, WKU sent six batters to the plate to add two more runs. Vorbrink opened 
things with a single to centerfield before Jordan Ridge came in to run for her. In the next at bat, Taylor 
Davis reached on an error before a groundout by Thomas moved both runners into scoring position. 
From there, Plese sent an RBI single past the FIU shortstop before a double steal saw her slide safely into 
second and Taylor Davis beat the tag at home for a 3-0 WKU advantage. 
  
WKU kept at it in the sixth frame, adding two more runs after Vorbrink connected for her first home run 
of the season and third hit of the game to push the lead to 5-0. 
  
Not going away, FIU returned to offense and would face three Hilltopper pitchers in the bottom of the 
sixth. After the Panthers pulled within one at 5-4, the Red and White would make their final call to the 
bullpen for Aikey. 
  
With two outs and the bases loaded in the bottom of the sixth and a one run lead, Aikey did what she 
does best and shut down the opposing offense. Needing just one out to get the Hilltoppers back to the 
dugout, FIU first struck for a single and a walk before Aikey induced a popup to McElroy at shortstop for 
the third out. 
  
After the Hilltoppers saw a runner gunned down at home trying to add an insurance run, Aikey returned 
to the circle to close it out. The junior forced FIU into a pair of popouts before a walk and a base hit put 
the winning run on board. At that point, Aikey needed just four pitches – three swinging strikes – for a 
strikeout to end the game and secure the Hilltopper series sweep. 
  
Sullivan picked up the victory in the circle to improve to 12-2 overall and 2-0 in league play. The 
freshman worked 5.1 innings with six strikeouts before giving way to Shelby Nunn. After Nunn helped 
the Hilltoppers to their second out in the bottom of the sixth, Aikey took over to close things out while 
locking down her fourth save of the season. 
  
“Kennedy Sullivan had another good day in the circle; not giving up a run until the sixth inning,” shared 
Tudor. “After we gave up a couple more runs, Kelsey Aikey came in and shut the door. She does such a 
good job of closing games and really has that mentality. I thought overall our pitching staff did a good 
job today.” 
  
Aikey continues to add to her career saves school record as the junior now owns 10. Her two weekend 
relief appearances also pushed her to 45 in her career – another WKU record. 
  
NEXT GAME: Before it’s next Conference USA series, WKU Softball will take a midweek trip to Eastern 
Kentucky on Wednesday closing out a 12-game road stretch. 
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Notes for game 24 attached. 
  
TOPS HEADED FOR EKU TO CLOSE 12-GAME ROAD STRETCH 
  
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – Fresh off a Conference USA series sweep at FIU, WKU Softball will turn its focus 
to a midweek non-conference matchup at Eastern Kentucky on Wednesday. The Hilltoppers own an 18-
5 overall record and will be looking to improve on their 15-5 non-conference reading. Eastern Kentucky 
enters Wednesday’s 3 p.m. CT matchup at Gertrude Hood Field with a 13-9 record. 
  
MIDWEEK INFORMATION 
Wednesday, March 20 – at Eastern Kentucky – 3 p.m. CT | Livestats | ESPN + 
  
Wednesday’s tilt from Richmond, Ky., will mark the Hilltoppers’ 12th-straight game away from home. 
Through the first 11 contests, the Red and White have posted an 8-3 record including its sweep of C-USA 
East foe FIU. During that stretch, WKU has out-hit its opponents 87-38 and leads the batting average 
comparison .295-.154. The Hilltopper hitters have struck for an average of 4.24 earned runs per game 
while WKU’s arms have held the opposition to a 1.98 ERA. 
  
WKU leads the all-time series with Eastern Kentucky by a slim 12-11 reading. The sides have split a 
doubleheader each of the past two seasons. The Hilltoppers are 5-4 in games that take place in 
Richmond. 
  
The lone common opponent between the Hilltoppers and Colonels this season has been Western Illinois. 
WKU claimed its series with the Leathernecks 2-1 while EKU won a 4-3 10-inning affair over WIU. 
  
In true road games this season, WKU has posted a 4-2 record with the losses coming at Kennesaw State 
and Lipscomb. Across those six games, six Hilltoppers are hitting above .300 led by Shannon Plese’s 10-
for-20 line while WKU is hitting .306 as a team. All three WKU pitchers own an ERA of 3.00 or better in 
such outings and combine for a collective 2.58 reading. 
  
Currently on a three-game win streak, the Hilltoppers have worked themselves into a groove on the 
bases, successfully stealing 53-of-60 bags. WKU’s 2.30 stolen bases per game leads Conference USA and 
ranks 13th across the country. Plese (12-for-13) and Rebekah Engelhardt (10-for-11) have already 
reached double-digit steals on the season. As a team, WKU has recorded at least one steal in 21-of-23 
games this season. 
  
Following Wednesday’s tilt, WKU will return home for seven of its next eight games. This weekend, the 
Hilltoppers will resume C-USA play with Charlotte (9-14; 2-4 C-USA) slated to visit The Hill for a three-
game series. 
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2019 GAME NOTEs
Est. 2000  |  3 Conference Championships
609 Victories  |  2 NCAA Regional Berths
TOPPER NOTES
TOPPER NUMBERS
Senior lost from the 2018 squad. WKU’s 2.30 stolen bases per 
game rank 13th across the 
NCAA.
Career saves by Kelsey Aikey 
- a WKU record & ranks T-9th 
among all active NCAA players.
1 1310
SEASON OPENERS
With a five-inning run-rule victory over Missouri State on Friday, Feb. 8, WKU Softball extended its season-opening win streak to 
seven-consecutive campaigns. The Hilltoppers secured the program’s first five-inning run-rule victory to open a season with the 
8-0 win over the Bears. Head coach Amy Tudor also picked up another season-opening win and has yet to be beaten as a head 
coach in those contests, improving to 15-0 in her career.
C-USA SERIES SWEEP IN MIAMI
WKU Softball opened its 2019 Conference USA slate with a trip to Miami on March 16-17 and returned with a 3-0 sweep of FIU. 
The series sweep marked the Hilltoppers’ first since the 2017 campaign. The last time WKU swept the Panthers was the 2013 
campaign. The Red and White picked up the decisions in 6-2, 4-0 and 5-4 fashions.  
SINGLE-GAME STRIKEOUTS
Kennedy Sullivan continued her dominance in the circle in WKU’s home tournament, the Hilltopper Classic. When the Red and 
White faced off against Butler, Sullivan was hitting her spots and tallied 16 strikeouts in the regulation-length game - the sec-
ond-most punchouts ever by a Hilltopper in a seven-inning game at the time. Sullivan is the only freshman in program history 
to register 15 or more strikeouts in a game and went on to do it again with 17 punchouts at Samford to match the most in the 
NCAA this season. The Georgetown, Ky., native’s performances marked the ninth and 10th 15-strikeout showings by a pitcher in 
WKU Softball history. Miranda Kramer owns seven outings of the sort while Ryan Rogge achieved the feat as a sophomore.
 ALL-TIME SINGLE-GAME STRIKEOUTS LEADERS
Miranda Kramer Senior 19 strikeouts W, 2-1 - at Georgia 14 innings 5-16-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 19 strikeouts W, 4-0 - at Troy 7 innings 2-7-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 18 strikeouts L, 1-3 - Charlotte 11 innings 4-26-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 18 strikeouts L, 0-1 - at Kentucky 8.2 innings 4-22-2015
Kennedy Sullivan Freshman 17 strikeouts W, 8-1 - at Samford 7 innings 3-2-2019
Kennedy Sullivan Freshman 16 strikeouts W, 3-0 - Butler 7 innings 2-24-2019
Miranda Kramer Senior 16 strikeouts W, 9-2 - at Lipscomb 7 innings 3-24-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 16 strikeouts W, 4-2 - at Ball State 7 innings 3-21-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 16 strikeouts W, 1-0 - vs. Charlotte 7 innings 5-7-2015
Ryan Rogge Sophomore 15 strikeouts L, 0-1 - vs. Virginia 10 innings 2-9-2007
LOCKDOWN MODE WITH KELSEY AIKEY
With just six weekends of her junior campaign in the rearview mirror, pitcher Kelsey Aikey had already cemented herself in the 
Hilltoppers’ record book. On Saturday, Feb. 9, Aikey took over in the circle with two-on and one-out with WKU’s lead at 4-3. 
The Iowa native got the Red and White back to the dugout unscathed and held FAMU hitless over her 2.2 innings of relief to 
secure her seventh career save. Seven saves tied Aikey for WKU’s career saves record with Adrienne Lathrop (2003-06). Upon the 
conclusion of the weekend, Aikey had made two relief appearances to take over the program’s record with 40. 
A weekend later, Aikey went on to set the program record with eight saves. The record-setting save was no easy task as Aikey 
entered Sunday’s game in the top of the sixth with a two-run lead and proceeded to get the Hilltoppers out of a bases-loaded 
no-out jam with three strikeouts while allowing just one run. In the top of the seventh, Western Illinois led off with a base hit 
and got the tying run to third base before Aikey and the Red and White defense went on lockdown to preserve the 7-6 WKU 
Softball victory.
 WKU CAREER SAVES & RELIEF APPEARANCES LIST          *denotes school record
Kelsey Aikey 10 saves* 45 relief appearances* 2017-present 
Adrienne Lathrop 7 saves 39 relief appearances 2003-06 
Allison Silver 6 saves 34 relief appearances 2001-04 
GAME 24 INFORMATION
DATE OPPONENT LOCATION TIME (CT)
FEBRUARY (10-2)
 8 1-vs. Missouri State Gulf Shores, Ala. W, 8-0 [5]
  1-vs. Auburn Gulf Shores, Ala. L, 0-8 [5]
 9 1-vs. Florida A&M Gulf Shores, Ala. W, 4-3
  1-vs. Tennessee State Gulf Shores, Ala. W, 5-0
 10 1-vs. South Alabama Gulf Shores, Ala. W, 7-3
 16 Western Illinois WKU Softball Field W, 5-3
  Western Illinois WKU Softball Field L, 1-3
 17 Western Illinois WKU Softball Field W, 7-6
 24 2-Butler WKU Softball Field W, 3-0
  2-Cleveland State WKU Softball Field W, 10-3
 25 2-Cleveland State WKU Softball Field W, 8-0 [6]
  2-Indiana State WKU Softball Field W, 9-7
 MARCH (8-3)
 1 3-Evansville Birmingham, Ala. W, 8-0 [5]
 2 3-Jackson State Birmingham, Ala. W, 4-0
  3-at Samford Birmingham, Ala. W, 8-1
 8 4-Wright State Kennesaw, Ga. W, 6-3
  4-Saint Louis Kennesaw, Ga. W, 10-0 [5]
 9 4-at Kennesaw State Kennesaw, Ga. L, 1-2
  4-Wright State Kennesaw, Ga. L, 1-2
 13 at Lipscomb Nashville, Tenn. L, 7-9
 16 at FIU* Miami, Fla. W, 6-2
  at FIU* Miami, Fla. W, 4-0
 17 at FIU* Miami, Fla. W, 5-4
 20 at EKU Richmond, Ky. 3 p.m.
 23 Charlotte* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  Charlotte* WKU Softball Field 3:30 p.m.
 24 Charlotte* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
 26 at Kentucky Lexington, Ky. 5 p.m.
 30 Florida Atlantic* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  Florida Atlantic* WKU Softball Field 3:30 p.m.
 31 Florida Atlantic* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
 APRIL (0-0)
 3 Louisville WKU Softball Field 5 p.m.
 6 at Marshall* Huntington, W.Va. Noon
  at Marshall* Huntington, W.Va. 2:30 p.m.
 7 at Marshall* Huntington, W.Va. 11 a.m.
 13 North Texas* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  North Texas* WKU Softball Field 3:30 p.m.
 14 North Texas* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
 17 at Tennessee Tech Cookeville, Tenn. 2 p.m.
  at Tennessee Tech Cookeville, Tenn. 4:30 p.m.
 19 at Middle Tennessee* Murfreesboro, Tenn. 1 p.m.
  at Middle Tennessee* Murfreesboro, Tenn. 3:30 p.m.
 20 at Middle Tennessee* Murfreesboro, Tenn. 1 p.m.
 24 Austin Peay WKU Softball Field 4 p.m.
  Austin Peay WKU Softball Field 6:30 p.m.
 27 at Louisiana Tech* Ruston, La. 1 p.m.
  at Louisiana Tech* Ruston, La. 3:30 p.m.
 28 at Louisiana Tech* Ruston, La. Noon
 MAY (0-0)
 1 Murray State WKU Softball Field 5 p.m.
 4 UTSA* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  UTSA* WKU Softball Field 3:30 p.m.
 5 UTSA* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
 8-11 5-C-USA Tournament Birmingham, Ala. 
Schedule (18-5, 3-0 C-USA)
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 20
WKU at Eastern Kentucky | 3 p.m. CT
Gertrude Hood Field | Richmond, Ky.
ESPN + | goto.ps/EKUSBStats
Livestats and stream links can be found at WKUSports.com 
on the team’s schedule and will be posted to WKU Softball’s 
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Location ...............................................Bowling Green, Ky.
Nickname ...........................................................Hilltoppers
Colors ............................................................Red and White
Founded ......................................................................... 1906
Enrollment ..................................................................20,178
NCAA Affiliation ...................................................Division I
Conference Affiliation ..........................Conference USA
President ........................................Dr. Timothy C. Caboni
Director of Athletics ....................................Todd Stewart
QUICK FACTS
First Year .......................................................................... 2000
All-Time Record ......................................609-498-3 (.550)
Conference Championships ....................... 2 (2013, 15)
Tournament Championships ............................1 (2015)
NCAA Tournaments ....................................... 2 (2013, 15)
NCAA Postseason Record .................................4-4 (.500)
Best Record (2013) .........................................43-18 (.705)
Best at NCAAs (2015)..........................................2-2 (.500)
Played in NPF ...........................2 (last, Miranda Kramer)
PROGRAM HISTORY
Head Coach .........................Amy Tudor (Sixth season)
 Record at WKU ............................... 160-129-1 
 Career Record ..... 377-335-2 (15th season)
Assistant Coach .................................Kayla Bixel (Third)
Assistant Coach .........................Jessica Twaddle (First)
Strength and Conditioning ............. John Stephanski
Athletic Trainer ..........................................Josh Lumpkin
COACHING STAFF
Capacity  ............................................................................500
Opened  ......................................................................... 2000
WKU Record .............................................258-176-1 (.594)
Attendance Record .................................................... 1,323
 Record Info ..................vs. Kentucky, 4/20/16
 Record Result ............................................ L, 0-5
Winning Seasons .............................................................. 12
WKU SOFTBALL COMPLEX
Overall Record .................................................28-26 (.519)
Conference USA Record ...............................10-13 (.435)
Conference USA Finish ................................................. 8th
Letterwinners Returning/Lost.................................. 13/2
Pitchers Returning/Lost ................................................4/0
Incoming Freshmen (Pitchers) ................................. 5 (1)
Incoming Transfers (Pitchers) ................................... 1 (0)
2018 RECAP
Primary Contact ........................................Jessica Leifheit
 Assistant Director of Media Relations
Alma Mater ...............................................Augustana (‘14)
Email Address ........................ jessica.leifheit@wku.edu
Cell Phone .................................................... 630-870-9582




After helping the Hilltoppers to a 4-1 start for the first time in four seasons, Kennedy Sullivan, Jordan Vorbrink and Kendall 
Smith were all selected to the Sand Dollar Classic All-Tournament Team. Sullivan picked up three wins in the circle while striking 
out 29 batters. Vorbrink opened the season strong from the plate, recording a hit in four of the five games including a two-hit 
performance in the season opener. Marking WKU’s third selection, Smith registered four RBI on the weekend. The sophomore 
posted her first multi-home run game against Tennessee State with a pair of solo shots.
RECORD-SETTING COLLEGIATE DEBUT
Freshman pitcher Kennedy Sullivan wasted no time etching her name into the WKU record books as she spun a complete-game 
shutout in her collegiate debut and became the program’s first freshman to register double-digit strikeouts (11) in their debut. 
Sullivan followed with a pair of nine strikeout showings to bring her opening-weekend strikeout total to 29. 
 SEASON-OPENING DOUBLE-DIGIT STRIKEOUT PERFORMANCES
Kennedy Sullivan Freshman 11 strikeouts W, 8-0 5 innings 2019
Miranda Kramer Senior 11 strikeouts W, 8-0 6 innings 2015
Ryan Rogge Sophomore 15 strikeouts L, 0-1 10 innings 2007
HANGING IN THERE
With only the first six weekends of the 2019 campaign complete, WKU has already notched four victories in come-from-behind 
fashion. First up, WKU trailed Florida A&M 3-1 and came back to win 4-3 on Opening Weekend. The Hilltoppers did it again 
during week two, trailing Western Illinois 1-0 and 3-2 as late as the middle of the fifth inning. Week three saw WKU tally 
another comeback, defeating Cleveland State after trailing 3-0. Most recently, WKU overcame a 2-1 deficit to Wright State for an 
eventual 6-3 victory. SEE COME-FROM-BEHIND WINS SECTION ON PAGE 9. 
WALKOFFS 
After registering three walk-off wins in 2017 and four in 2018, WKU Softball is at it again early in the 2019 campaign. The 
squad picked up a walk-off over Cleveland State on Feb. 25 in the form of an 8-0, six-inning decision. In the bottom of the sixth, 
pinch-hitter Tommi Stowers placed a leadoff double into the gap before advancing 60 feet on a wild pitch during the following 
at bat. Another pinch-hitter, Paige Carter, battled to a full count before sending a single to left field to score Stowers for the 
run-rule walk off victory. SEE WALK-OFF WINS SECTION ON PAGE 9.
HOME OPENERS
With the Red and White claiming their 2019 home opener 5-3 over Western Illinois on Feb. 16, the squad improved its all-time 
record to 13-7 in home openers while claiming a victory in its third straight.
In its 2018 home-opener, WKU Softball took down Green Bay in a 10-0 five-inning decision to match the program’s largest 
margin of victory in a home opener. Under head coach Amy Tudor, the Hilltoppers are 5-1 in their first game of the year from the 
WKU Softball Complex. The program now owns a 13-7 record in home openers, winning seven of the last eight.
PRESEASON PREDICTIONS
In the 2019 C-USA Preseason Coaches Poll, WKU Softball was voted to finish seventh by the league’s coaches. Louisiana Tech was 
predicted to take home this year’s title while collecting nine first-place votes. Florida Atlantic finished second in the voting while 
earning three first-place votes. UAB, North Texas, FIU and Middle Tennessee filled in the slots before the Hilltoppers, respectively. 
Marshall was predicted to grab the final postseason spot while Southern Miss, UTEP, Charlotte and UTSA rounded out the poll. 
No Hilltoppers were selected to the Preseason All-Conference squad.
VICTORIES OVER SEC SQUADS
Since 2000, WKU Softball has played 11 different SEC squads. The Hilltoppers have gone 18-44 up against SEC opposition. Under 
Coach Tudor’s reign, the 2014-2019 squads have gone head to head with seven of the SEC programs, putting together a record 
of 5-11. In 2014 the Red and White took down No. 2 Tennessee on the Volunteers’ home turf; Tudor’s second game coaching for 
WKU against an SEC school. Over the 2017 opening weekend, WKU Softball headed to Starkville, Mississippi, and took down 
the host Bulldogs in a 1-0 decision. WKU dropped decisions to No. 8 LSU and No. 18 Kentucky in 2018 along with No. 17 Auburn 
during its opening weekend of the 2019 campaign.
WHERE THE PITCHING NUMBERS RANK
Kelsey Aikey and Kennedy Sullivan have shined in the circle for the Hilltoppers, with both players holding five national top-20 
rankings between them. Aikey owns the third-most saves of any pitcher in NCAA Division I, and her 10.2 strikeouts per seven in-
nings average is good for 12th-best. Sullivan has the sixth-best strikeout per seven innings average at 10.8 and has also notched 
12 victories on the season, good for the 13th-most in the country. With 116 strikeouts, Sullivan ranks 16th in all of Division I.
WEEK FOUR HONORS
After amassing a no-hitter, a 17-strikeout game and three more victories to move to 9-0 on the season, Kennedy Sullivan earned 
recognition from numerous outlets. First, Conference USA tabbed the Georgetown, Ky., native a Co-Pitcher of the Week before 
she collected outright claim to College Sports Madness’ Conference USA Player of the Week. She rounded the haul out with a 
national Top Performance recognition from the Louisville Slugger/NFCA outlet.
SULLIVAN THROWS A NO-NO
Kennedy Sullivan continued her tear through the Hilltoppers’ non-conference slate as the freshman picked up her eighth win of 
the year after tossing WKU Softball’s 13th no-hitter in program history. Sullivan became just the fourth Hilltopper pitcher to toss 
a no-no with WKU’s 8-0, five-inning victory over Evansville from Birmingham, Ala.
 WKU FRESHMAN PITCHERS TO THROW A NO HITTER
Katie Swertfager #1 6 strikeouts W, 4-0 7 innings Penn (3/16/2000)
Ryan Rogge #3 8 strikeouts W, 8-0 6 innings Lafayette (4/30/2006)
Hannah Miniard #7 9 strikeouts W, 8-0 7 innings Troy (3/22/2014)
Kennedy Sullivan #13 8 strikeouts W, 8-0 5 innings Evansville (3/1/2019)
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2019 WKU SOFTBALL PLAYERS AND COACHING STAFF
2019 NUMERICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF/UTL SO. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C SO. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 3 SHANNON PLESE OF R-SR. 5-8 L/L Knoxville, Tenn. South Carolina
 4 KENNEDY SULLIVAN P/OF FR. 5-7 R/R Georgetown, Ky. Scott County HS
 6 TAYLOR DAVIS OF FR. 5-7 L/R Huntsville, Ala. Sparkman HS
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF SR. 5-7 R/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 9 JORDAN RIDGE UTL FR. 5-3 R/R Louisville, Ky. Assumption HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN P SO. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF/UTL SR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P JR. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF SR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C JR. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 19 SYDNE SOLOMON C/IF FR. 5-7 R/R Lewisburg, Tenn. Marshall County HS
 20 HAYLEE TOWERS P/UTL JR. 5-9 R/R Johnston, Iowa Johnston HS
 22 MACY MURPHY IF FR. 5-11 R/R Murfreesboro, Tenn. Riverdale HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF JR. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-JR. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER UTL JR. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS




























NAME POSITION EXPERIENCE ALMA MATER HOMETOWN
AMY TUDOR Head Coach Sixth Season WKU (2002) Petersburg, Tenn.
KAYLA BIXEL Assistant Coach Third Season IPFW (2010) Bremen, Ind. 
JESSICA TWADDLE Assistant Coach First Season Murray State (2016) Franklin, Tenn.
2019 ALPHABETICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P JR. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-JR. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 28 MADDIE BOWLDS IF SO. 5-9 L/L Utica, Ky. Daviess County HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER UTL JR. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS
 6 TAYLOR DAVIS OF FR. 5-7 L/R Huntsville, Ala. Sparkman HS
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF SR. 5-7 R/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF JR. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF SR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 22 MACY MURPHY IF FR. 5-11 R/R Murfreesboro, Tenn. Riverdale HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN P SO. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 3 SHANNON PLESE OF R-SR. 5-8 L/L Knoxville, Tenn. South Carolina
 9 JORDAN RIDGE UTL FR. 5-3 R/R Louisville, Ky. Assumption HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C SO. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C JR. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 4 KENNEDY SULLIVAN P/OF FR. 5-7 R/R Georgetown, Ky. Scott County HS
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF/UTL SO. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 20 HAYLEE TOWERS P/UTL JR. 5-9 R/R Johnston, Iowa Johnston HS
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF/UTL SR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
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PITCHING BREAKDOWN
PERFORMANCES
DATE OPPONENT DEC. IP H R ER BB K NP SCORE FINAL
Feb. 8 vs. Missouri State Sullivan 5.0 2 0 0 4 11 106 8-0 W (5)
Feb. 8 vs. Auburn Aikey 2.1 4 4 3 2 4 59 0-8 L (5)
Feb. 9 vs. Florida A&M Sullivan 4.1 3 3 2 5 9 97 4-3 W
Feb. 9 vs. Tennessee State Aikey 7.0 6 0 0 2 9 123 5-0 W
Feb. 10 vs. South Alabama Sullivan 6.0 4 3 3 1 9 85 7-3 W
Feb. 16 Western Illinois Sullivan^ 7.0 5 3 3 2 8 112 5-3 W
Feb. 16 Western Illinois Aikey 5.0 3 3 3 3 3 88 1-3 L
Feb. 17 Western Illinois Sullivan 2.2 5 3 3 3 1 78 7-6 W
Feb. 24 Butler Sullivan^ 7.0 3 0 0 4 16 134 3-0 W
Feb. 24 Cleveland State Nunn 4.0 2 0 0 2 4 44 10-3 W
Feb. 25 Cleveland State Nunn^ 6.0 1 0 0 0 4 64 8-0 W (6)
Feb. 25 Indiana State Sullivan 4.0 7 2 2 3 6 92 9-7 W
Mar. 1 vs. Evansville Sullivan^ 5.0 0 0 0 2 8 82 8-0 W (5) 
Mar. 2 vs. Jackson State Nunn 5.0 1 0 0 0 5 68 4-0 W
Mar. 2 at Samford Sullivan^ 7.0 2 1 1 2 17 125 8-1 W
Mar. 8 vs. Wright State Sullivan 5.1 4 3 3 8 8 118 6-3 W
Mar. 8 vs. Saint Louis Aikey^ 5.0 1 0 0 1 8 66 10-0 W (5)
Mar. 9 at Kennesaw State Sullivan^ 6.2 6 2 2 4 11 137 1-2 L
Mar. 9 vs. Wright State Aikey 5.2 5 2 2 3 6 102 1-2 L
Mar. 13 at Lipscomb Sullivan 2.2 1 4 4 3 1 58 9-7 L
Mar. 16 at FIU* Sullivan^ 7.0 4 2 2 2 5 129 6-2 W
Mar. 16 at FIU* Aikey 1.1 0 0 0 1 4 27 4-0 W
Mar. 17 at FIU* Sullivan 5.1 3 2 2 4 6 101 5-4 W
Mar. 20 at Eastern Kentucky          
Mar. 23 Charlotte*          
Mar. 23 Charlotte*          
Mar. 24 Charlotte*          
Mar. 26 at Kentucky          
Mar. 30 Florida Atlantic*          
Mar. 30 Florida Atlantic*          
Mar. 31 Florida Atlantic*          
Apr. 3 Louisville          
Apr. 6 at Marshall*          
Apr. 6 at Marshall*          
Apr. 7 at Marshall*          
Apr. 13 North Texas*          
Apr. 13 North Texas*          
Apr. 14 North Texas*          
Apr. 17 at Tennessee Tech          
Apr. 17 at Tennessee Tech          
Apr. 19 at Middle Tennessee*          
Apr. 19 at Middle Tennessee*          
Apr. 20 at Middle Tennessee*          
Apr. 24 Austin Peay          
Apr. 24 Austin Peay          
Apr. 27 at Louisiana Tech*          
Apr. 27 at Louisiana Tech*          
Apr. 28 at Louisiana Tech*          
May 1 Murray State          
May 4 UTSA*          
May 4 UTSA*          
May 5 UTSA*          
PITCHER GS RECORD SAVES TEAM W/L
Aikey 7 3-3 4 10-4
Blackford 0 0-0 0 0-0
Nunn 4 3-0 2 7-4
Sullivan 12 12-2 0 12-2
Towers 0 0-0 0 1-0
TEAM RESULT
2019 STATISTICS
 NUM. NAME ERA W-L APP GS CG SHO SV IP H R ER BB K 2B 3B HR BF AVG. WP HBP BK SF SH
 10 Nunn 1.81 3-0 12 4 1 1/2 2 31.0 26 11 8 7 31 4 1 0 129 .213 1 0 0 0 0 
 4 Sullivan 2.52 12-2 14 12 7 3/0 0 75.0 49 28 27 47 116 11 1 5 323 .184 4 5 0 1 4 
 12 Aikey 2.52 3-3 14 7 2 2/2 4 41.2 32 18 15 22 61 2 0 6 182 .205 4 1 0 1 2 
 20 Towers 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0 0 1.1 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 0 9 .429 0 0 0 0 0 
 24 Blackford 0.00 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 0 0 0 
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018 2019 CAREER
Aikey - 0 3 2 5
Blackford RS 0 0 - 0
Nunn - - 1 0 1
Sullivan - - - 9 9
Towers - 3 0 0 3
PLAYER 0 1 2 2019/TOTAL
Aikey 0/1 1/3 0/1 1/5
Blackford 0 0 0 0/0
Nunn 0 2/2 1/2 3/4
Sullivan 1 0 2 3
Towers 0 0 0 0/0
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018 2019 CAREER
Aikey - 5 7 2 14
Blackford RS 0 0 - 0
Nunn - - 10 1 11
Sullivan - - - 7 7
Towers - 13 0 0 13
CAREER 7+ STRIKEOUTS
CAREER 0-2 HIT GAMES (5+ IP)
CAREER COMPLETE GAMES
HAT TOP PANTS W L
Black Black Black 6 0 
Black D. Grey D. Grey 2 0
White L. Grey L. Grey 2 0
Red Red Red 2 0
Red L. Grey L. Grey 1 0
White Red Red 2 1
Black Black D. Grey 1 0
Black D. Grey Black 1 1
Red White White 1 1
Black Black White 0 2
RECORD BY UNIFORM
^ Complete game
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Year Overall Conf. School
2005 22-14 11-3 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2006 23-19 8-6 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2007 11-38 5-13 (A-Sun) Belmont
2008 14-36 3-19 (A-Sun) Belmont
2009 11-35 3-17 (A-Sun) Belmont
2010 29-19 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2011 28-15-1 16-8 (Summit) IPFW
2012 45-14 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2013 34-16 12-4 (Summit) IPFW
2014 33-24-1 11-10 (SBC) WKU
2015 36-14 16-4 (C-USA) WKU
2016 17-30 8-13 (C-USA) WKU
2017 31-31 10-13 (C-USA) WKU
2018 28-26 10-13 (C-USA) WKU
Total 362-331-2 147-136 14 Years
DI 317-298-2 128-127 12 Years
WKU 145-25-1 55-54 Five Years






































• 30 Division I All-Conference Selections
• Seven NFCA All-Region Honorees
• One Conference Pitcher/Player of the Years
• Six CoSIDA Academic All-District Selections
• One Senior CLASS Award Finalist
• 350 Career Wins/300 Division I Wins
WKU
•10 All-Conference Selections
•Five NFCA All-Region Selections
•2014 NCAA Individual Stolen Base Leader
•2015 NCAA Individual Strikeouts Leader
•One CoSIDA Academic All-District Honoree
•2015 Conference USA Coach of the Year




2019 WKU TEAM SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 33 at Lipscomb 3/13
Runs Scored 10 MR, Saint Louis 3/8
Hits 12 MR, at FIU 3/16
RBI 9 Indiana St. 2/25
Doubles 4 MR, at FIU 3/16
Triples 2 Western IL 2/16
Home Runs 2 MR, at Lipscomb 3/13
Walks 5 MR, Samford 3/2
Stolen Bases 6 Saint Louis 3/8
   
Assists 11 at FIU 3/16
DP Turned 1 MR, Indiana St. 2/25
   
Innings Pitched 7.0 MR, at FIU 3/17
Fewest Hits Allowed 0 Evansville 3/1
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, at FIU 3/16
Most Strikeouts 17 at Samford 3/2
   
Longest Game 2:50 Wright St. 3/8
Shortest Game 1:34 Cleveland St. 2/25
2019 WKU INDIVIDUAL SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT INDIVIDUAL OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 4 MR, Jordan Thomas at FIU 3/17
Runs Scored 3 MR, Shannon Plese Indiana State 2/25
Hits 3 MR, Jordan Vorbrink at FIU 3/17
RBI 4 Tommi Stowers Indiana State 2/25
Doubles 1 MR, Jordan Vorbrink at FIU 3/17
Triples 1 MR, Shannon Plese Cleveland State 2/25
Home Runs 2 Kendall Smith Tennessee State 2/9
Total Bases 8 Kendall Smith Tennessee State 2/9
Walks 3 MR, Kendall Smith Indiana State 2/25
Stolen Bases 2 MR, Beka Engelhardt at FIU 3/17
    
Putouts 17 Kendall Smith MR, at Samford 3/2
Assists 6 Beka Engelhardt Western IL 2/16
    
Innings Pitched 7.0 MR, Kennedy Sullivan at FIU 3/16
Fewest Hits Allowed 0 Kennedy Sullivan Evansville 3/1
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, Kelsey Aikey Saint Louis 3/8
Most Strikeouts 17 Kennedy Sullivan at Samford 3/2
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Defeated a top 10 team at No. 2 Tennessee, 3/8/14
Defeated a top 11-25 team at No. 16 Georgia, 5/16/15
Had a pitcher strikeout 15+ Kennedy Sullivan, 3/2/19 (17)
Had a pitcher strikeout 10-14 Kennedy Sullivan vs. Missouri State, 2/8/19 (11)
Threw a perfect game Miranda Kramer vs. Charlotte, 5/7/15
Threw a no-hitter (run-rule) Kennedy Sullivan at Samford, 3/1/19
Threw a no-hitter (regulation) Kelsey Aikey vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18
Opponent threw no-hitter vs. No. 23 Marshall, 5/11/17
Won a run-rule game vs. Saint Louis, 3/8/19 (5)
Lost a run-rule game vs. No. 17 Auburn, 2/8/19 (5)
Played extra innings at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18 (8)
Won in extra innings vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18 (8)
Lost in extra innings at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18 (8)
Scored 10-14 runs vs. Saint Louis, 3/8/19 (10)
Scored 15-18 runs vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (16)
Scored 19+ runs at Tennessee-Martin, 4/2/00 (19)
Allowed 10-14 runs at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18 (13)
Allowed 15+ runs at No. 23 FAU, 4/30/16 (16)
Batted around the order at Samford, 3/2/19 (10 batters)
Batted through the order (9 batters) vs. Saint Louis, 3/8/19
Had 10-14 hits at FIU, 3/16/19 (12)
Had 15+ hits vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (17)
Team hit 3+ home runs vs. Marshall, 4/21/18 (3)
Back-to-back home runs vs. Marshall, 4/21/18 (Vaughn & McGuffin, 3rd inn.)
Back-to-back-to-back home runs vs. ULM, 4/13/13 (Thomas, Mattox, Sulaski, 4th inn.)
Player with back-to-back home runs Kendall Smith,  2/9/19, 2 consec.
Had a player hit two HRs Kendall Smith, South Alabama, 2/9/19
Had a player hit a grand slam Jordan Thomas at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18
Team hit three doubles at FIU, 3/16/19 (4)
Team hit four or more doubles at FIU, 3/16/19 (4)
Team hit two triples vs. Western Illinois, 2/16/19
Team hit three or more triples vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (5)
Team stole five or more bases vs. Saint Louis, 3/8/18 (6)
Player with three RBI Shannon Plese, at FIU, 3/16/19
Player with four RBI Tommi Stowers, vs. Indiana State, 2/25/19
Player with five RBI Adarian Gray vs. UAB, 5/10/17
Player with six or more RBI Dani Pugh vs. Buffalo, 2/6/15 (6)
Player with three hits Jordan Vorbrink at FIU, 3/17/19 
Player with four hits Brittany Vaughn, vs. Marshall, 4/21/18
Player with five hits Tommi Stowers vs. Evansville, 3/3/17
Player with two or more doubles Beka Engelhardt vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (2)
Player with two or more triples Shawna Sadler vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (2)
Player stole three or more bases Brittany Vaughn vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (3)
Player scored three or more runs Shannon Plese vs. Indiana St., 2/25/19 (3)
Hit a walk-off home run (regulation/extra inn.) Brooke Holloway vs. Marshall, 5/7/16
Hit a walk-off home run (run-rule) Jordan Vorbrink vs. Tennessee St., 2/16/18
Had a walk-off hit Paige Carter vs. Cleveland State, 2/25/19 (1B)
Swept a conference home series Southern Miss, 4/24/17
Swept a conference road series at FIU, 3/16-17/19
Was swept in a conference home series vs. FAU, 3/18-19/17
Was swept in a conference road series at FAU, 4/28-29/18
THE LAST TIME WKU...
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION
C-USA RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  DATE/RESULT
48 LA TECH  4/27-28 
51 FLORIDA ATLANTIC  3/30-31
72 NORTH TEXAS  4/13-14
77 WKU  -  
86 SOUTHERN MISS  DNP 
92 FIU  W,W,W 
97 MARSHALL  4/6-7
103 UTSA  5/4-5
114 MIDDLE TENNESSEE  4/19-20
132 UAB  DNP
159 CHARLOTTE  3/23-24
184 UTEP  DNP 
WKU OPPONENT RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  RESULT
7 KENTUCKY  3/26
17 AUBURN  L
52 LIPSCOMB  L
55 LOUISVILLE  4/3
105 SOUTH ALABAMA  W
107 EASTERN KENTUCKY  3/20
131 TENNESSEE TECH  4/17
135 AUSTIN PEAY  4/24
145 KENNESAW STATE  L
150 MISSOURI STATE  W
165 SAMFORD  W
182 FLORIDA A&M  W
185 WESTERN ILLINOIS  W, L, W
186 TENNESSEE STATE  W
207 INDIANA STATE  W 
210 MURRAY STATE  5/1
234 SAINT LOUIS  W
239 BUTLER  W
243 WRIGHT STATE  W, L
250 EVANSVILLE  W 
260 CLEVELAND STATE  W, W
279 JACKSON STATE  W
RPI STANDINGS
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2019 Conference USA Standings
 C-USA  Pct. Overall  Pct.  Last 10 Streak
WKU (E) 3-0 1.000 18-5 .783  7-3 W3
LA Tech (W) 3-0 1.000 20-7 .741  6-4 W4
North Texas (W) 5-1 .833 16-9 .640  6-4 W3
UTSA (W) 5-1 .833 14-12 .538  5-5 L1
Marshall (E) 2-1 .667 19-7 .731  8-2 L1
Florida Atlantic (E) 2-1 .667 14-13 .519  6-4 L1
Southern Miss (W) 2-4 .333 15-12 .556  5-5 W1
Charlotte (E) 2-4 .333 9-14 .391  3-7 W1
UTEP (W) 2-4 .333 7-19 .269  3-7 L3
Middle Tennessee (E) 1-2 .333 15-14 .517  5-5 W1
FIU (E) 0-3 .000 17-12 .586  3-7 L5
UAB (W) 0-6 .000 9-18 .333  1-9 L3
RECORD WHEN TEAM SCORES
RUNS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
0 0-1 0-0 8-0 1-0
1 0-3 0-0 1-0 0-0
2 0-0 0-0 1-2 1-0
3 1-0 0-0 5-1 0-0
4 3-0 1-0 1-0 1-0
5 3-0 1-0 0-0 0-0
6 2-0 1-0 1-0 0-0
7 2-1 0-0 1-0 0-0
8 4-0 0-0 0-1 0-0
9 1-0 0-0 0-1 0-0
10+ 2-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
WKU RECORD AFTER INNINGS
INNINGS LEADING TRAILING TIED
1 9-0 2-2 7-3
2 11-0 4-2 3-3
3 15-1 1-2 2-2
4 14-1 3-3 1-1
5 12-1 1-1 2-2
6 13-0 0-3 1-1
SCORE BY INNINGS
INNINGS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
1 30 0 5 0
2 9 1 3 0
3 30 3 13 0
4 11 0 10 1
5 16 2 5 1
6 24 5 19 4
7 7 4 4 0
8 0 0 0 0
9 0 0 0 0
EX 0 0 0 0













vs. Ranked Teams ..................................................0-1
vs. RV Teams ............................................................0-0
TIME
Day Games ............................................................15-4



















WKU Throws RHP ................................................18-5
WKU Throws LHP ...................................................0-0
Opp. Throws RHP ................................................17-4
Opp. Throws LHP ...................................................1-1
RUNS
WKU Scores 1st ....................................................15-2
Opp. Scores 1st .......................................................3-3
WKU Scores in 1st ..................................................9-0
Opp. Scores in 1st ..................................................2-2
HITS
WKU Has More .....................................................14-2
Opp. Has More ........................................................3-3
Hits Are Even ...........................................................1-0
ERRORS
WKU Commits 0 ..................................................10-2
WKU Commits 1 .....................................................6-2
WKU Commits 2+ ..................................................2-1
Opp. Commits 0 .....................................................3-1
Opp. Commits 1 .....................................................2-2
Opp. Commits 2+ ...............................................13-2
HOMERUNS
WKU Hits 0 ............................................................10-2
WKU Hits 1 ...............................................................5-2
WKU Hits 2+.............................................................3-1
Opp. Hits 0 ............................................................13-2
Opp. Hits 1 ...............................................................5-2
Opp. Hits 2+.............................................................0-1
TEAM RECORD BY...
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HOME RUN TRACKER
NO.  PLAYER GAME-DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS SCORE FINAL
1 Engelhardt 1-Feb 08 Missouri St. 0-1/0 3/1 5-0 W, 8-0
2 Smith 4-Feb 09 Tennessee St. 1-0/0 4/2 2-0 W, 5-0
3 Smith (2) 4-Feb 09 Tennessee St. 2-0/0 6/2 4-0 W, 5-0
4 Thomas 6-Feb 16 Western Illinois 0-2/0 5/1 2-3 W, 5-3
5 Smith (3) 7-Feb 17 Western Illinois 0-0/0* 6/0 0-3 L, 1-3
6 Smith (4) 9-Feb 24 Butler 2-2/0 3/2 2-0 W, 3-0
7 Thomas (2) 11-Feb 25 Cleveland St. 2-1/0* 1/0 0-0 W, 8-0
8 Engelhardt (2) 11-Feb 25 Cleveland St.  0-0/1 3/2 4-0 W, 8-0
9 Plese 12-Feb 25 Indiana St. 2-0/0 1/2 0-0 W, 9-7
10 Stowers 12-Feb 25 Indiana St. 1-1/1 1/2 1-0 W, 9-7
11 Engelhardt (3) 15-Mar 02 at Samford 1-0/0 6/1 6-0 W, 8-1
12 McGuffin  18-Mar 09 at Kennesaw St. 2-2/0* 7/0 0-0 L, 1-2
13 Smith (5) 20-Mar 13 at Lipscomb 0-0/2 3/2 0-2 L, 7-9
14 Engelhardt (4) 20-Mar 13 at Lipscomb 2-2/0 7/1 6-9 L, 7-9
15 Vorbrink 23-Mar 17 at FIU 2-2/1 6/2 3-0 W, 5-4
ANALYSIS STATS
SEASON/CAREER HITTING STAT TRACKER
CAREER MULTI-HIT GAMES       2019/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
McGuffin 0/16 0/4 0/1 0 21
Carter 2/13 0/5 0 0 19
Engelhardt 5/17 0/2 0 0 19
Thomas 6/15 0/2 0 0 17
Smith 3/12 1/1 0 0 13
Plese 9/11 1/1 0 0 12
Towers 1/12 0 0 0 12
Bowlds 1/7 0/3 0/1 0 11  
Vorbrink 3/8 1/3 0 0 11
McElroy 0/9 0 0 0 9
Stowers 1/4 1/1 0 0/1 6
Sullivan 4 0 0 0 4
Davis 2 0 0 0 2
CAREER MULTI-RBI GAMES       2019/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
Engelhardt 2/11 0/2 0/1 0 14
Carter 0/7 0/4 0/2 0 13 
McGuffin 0/9 0/3 0/1 0 13
Smith 5/7 1/4 0 0 11
Vorbrink 1/8 0/2 0 0 10
McElroy 0/5 0 0 0 5
Stowers 1/3 0/1 1/1 0 5
Plese 2/3 2/2 0 0 5
Towers 0/3 0 0 0 3 
Thomas 1/1 0 0/2 0 3
Bowlds 1/3 0 0 0 3
Sullivan 1 1 0 0 2
Nunn 0 0/1 0 0 1
CAREER HOMERUNS
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018 2019  CAREER
Engelhardt 0 5 7 4  16
McGuffin 4 2 7 1  14
Smith - - 5 5  10
Thomas - - 6 2  8
Carter - 2 5 0  7
Stowers - 3 0 -  3
Vorbrink 1 0 1 1  3
Plese - 1 - 1  2
Towers - 2 0 -  2
Nunn - - 1 -  1
STREAK TRACKERS
CAREER HITTING STREAKS
PLAYER  LONGEST 2019 CURRENT
Smith  10 10 0 
Thomas  9 9 1
Vorbrink  9 3 1
Carter  7 3 2
Bowlds  6 4 0
McGuffin  6 1 0
Engelhardt  5 3 0
McElroy  5 3 0 
Plese  5 5 4
Stowers  4 4 0 
Sullivan  4 4 0
Towers  4 2 0
Davis  3 3 0
Ridge  2 2 0
Aikey  1 - 0
Nunn  1 - 0
REACHED BASE STREAK
PLAYER  LONGEST  2019 CURRENT
Plese  16 16 16
Thomas  15 15 3
Engelhardt 14 8 0
Carter  13 4 2
Vorbrink  12 5 1
Smith  10 10 0
McGuffin  9 1 0
Stowers  8 8 0
Bowlds  7 4 0
Towers  5 2 0
McElroy  5 3 1
Davis  4 4 4
Sullivan  4 4 1 
Aikey  2 0 0
Nunn  2 - 0
Ridge  2 2 0
Blackford  1 - 1*
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BATTING ANALYSIS
  LEADOFF BASES EMPTY 1-2 RUNNERS BASES LOADED RISP 2 OUTS 2-OUT RBI
PLAYER H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP  AVG H OPP AVG #
Aikey 0 1 .000 0 1 .000 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Blackford 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Bowlds 4 9 .444 8 20 .400 3 23 .130 0 1 .000 2 12  .167 4 14 .286 2
Carter 2 12 .167 4 18 .222 7 20 .350 1 2 .500 6 18  .333 5 13 .385 2
Davis 1 3 .333 4 12 .333 6 28 .214 0 1 .000 5 21  .238 4 15 .267 3
Engelhardt 6 19 .316 11 33 .333 6 27 .222 0 0 --- 2 16  .125 5 19 .263 3
McElroy 3 7 .429 4 19 .211 4 16 .250 0 0 --- 4 15  .267 3 14 .214 1
McGuffin 1 4 .250 1 9 .111 0 6 .000 0 1 .000 0 3  .000 0 5 .000 0
Murphy 0 1 .000 0 4 .000 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 2 .000 0
Nunn 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Plese 9 16 .563 11 34 .324 17 35 .486 2 2 1.000 13 28  .464 11 22 .500 8
Ridge 0 2 .000 1 8 .125 1 2 .500 1 1 1.000 1 2  .500 1 4 .250 0
Smith 3 10 .300 9 21 .429 14 46 .304 3 5 .600 10 35  .286 8 25 .320 9
Stowers 1 5 .200 4 10 .400 6 16 .375 0 0 --- 4 12  .333 3 9 .333 2
Sullivan 3 9 .333 9 28 .321 5 27 .185 1 4 .250 3 21  .143 5 19 .263 0
Thomas 17 32 .531 10 37 .270 11 34 .324 0 3 .000 9 22  .409 5 19 .263 6
Towers 1 1 1.000 1 5 .200 2 7 .286 0 0 --- 2 7  .286 1 9 .111 1
Vorbrink 7 12 .583 8 25 .320 7 22 .318 0 0 --- 4 13  .308 3 10 .300 5
2019 STARTERS SUMMARY
     POSITION         BATTING ORDER
PLAYER GS P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP 1ST 2ND 3RD 4TH 5TH 6TH 7TH 8TH 9TH FLEX 
THOMAS 23 - - - 23 - - - - - - 21 1 1 - - - - - - - 
PLESE 23 - - - - - - - 23 - - 1 3 17 2 - - - - - -  
MCELROY 23 - - - - - 23 - - - - - - - - - 2 5 8 - 8 
ENGELHARDT 23 - - - - 23 - - - - - - 6 2 1 6 6 2 - - - 
SMITH 23 - 23 - - - - - - - - - - 2 17 - 1 3 - - - 
SULLIVAN 21 12 - - - - - - - - 9 - - - 2 6 5 6 - 1 1 
VORBRINK 19 - - 6 - - - 4 - 9 - - 6 - - 2 1 - 3 7 - 
BOWLDS 18 - - 17 - - - - - 1 - - 4 - - - - 1 6 6 1 
DAVIS 14 - - - - - - 12 - 2 - - 2 - - - - - 4 8 - 
CARTER 13 - - - - - - 1 - 7 5 1 1 1 1 1 7 1 - - - 
AIKEY 7 7 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 7 
STOWERS 7 - - - - - - - - 1 6 - - - - 7 - - - - -
MCGUFFIN 5 - - - - - - 4 - 1 - - - - - - - 2 2 1 -  
NUNN 4 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4
TOWERS 3 - - - - - - 2 - 1 - - - - - 1 - 2 - - -
RIDGE 2 - - - - - - - - 1 1 - - - - - 1 1 - - - 
2019 WKU INDIVIDUAL STAT LEADERS
BATTING AVERAGE - Min. 10 AB 
 .406 Shannon Plese
SLUGGING PERCENTAGE - Min. 10 AB  
.731 Tommi Stowers
ON BASE PERCENTAGE - Min. 10 Plate Appearances 
.488 Shannon Plese
RUNS SCORED  
19  R. Engelhardt & S. Plese 
HITS  
28  Shannon Plese
RUNS BATTED IN 
20  Kendall Smith
DOUBLES  
6  S. Plese, T. Stowers, J. Thomas
TRIPLES  
1  5 players with 1
HOME RUNS  
5  Kendall Smith 
TOTAL BASES  
45  Kendall Smith
WALKS  
12  Rebekah Engelhardt
HIT BY PITCH  
3  Shannon Plese
SACRIFICE HITS  
5  Paige Carter
    
SACRIFICE FLIES  
4  Kennedy Sullivan 
STOLEN BASES  
12  Shannon Plese
ANALYSIS STATS
WALK-OFF TRACKER
NO.  BATTER GAME/DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS RESULT SCORE FINAL
1  Carter 11-Feb 25 Cleveland St. 3-2/1 6/0 RBI 1B 7-0 8-0
 
COME-FROM-BEHIND WIN TRACKER
NO.  GAME/DATE OPPONENT DEFICIT INNING TYING HIT (score) GO-AHEAD HIT (score) FINAL
1  3-Feb 09 FAMU 3-1 M3 Smith 2B (4-3) Smith 2B (4-3)  W, 4-3
2  6-Feb 16 Western Illinois 3-2 M5 Thomas HR (3-3) Engelhardt 3B (4-3) W, 5-3
3  10-Feb 24 Cleveland State 3-0 M3 Ridge 1B (3-3) Sullivan 2B (6-3)  W, 10-3
4  16-Mar 08 Wright State 2-1 M4 Smith 1B (3-2) Smith 1B (3-2)  W, 6-3
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GAME-BY-GAME STARTERS
Date Team P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP Record
2/8 Missouri State Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Vorbrink Carter 1-0 (1)
2/8 Auburn Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink Sullivan 0-1 (2)
2/9 Florida A&M Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink Carter 1-0 (3)
2/9 Tennessee State Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Vorbrink Sullivan 1-0 (4)
2/10 South Alabama Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Vorbrink Ridge 1-0 (5)
2/16 Western Illinois Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink --- 1-0 (6)
2/16 Western Illinois Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese McGuffin Carter 0-1 (7)
2/17 Western Illinois Nunn Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink Sullivan 1-0 (8)
2/24 Butler Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink --- 2-0 (6)
2/24 Cleveland State Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Vorbrink Sullivan 2-0 (4)
2/25 Cleveland State Nunn Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Ridge Sullivan 1-0 (9)
2/25 Indiana State Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Carter Stowers 1-0 (10)
3/1 Evansville Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Stowers 1-0 (11)
3/2 Jackson State Nunn Smith Vorbrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Carter Plese Stowers Sullivan 1-0 (12)
3/2 Samford Sullivan Smith Vorbrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Carter Stowers 1-0 (13)
3/8 Wright State Sullivan Smith Vorbrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Carter Stowers  2-0 (13)
3/8 Saint Louis Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Stowers 1-0 (14)
3/9 Kennesaw St. Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Stowers 1-1 (11)
3/9 Wright St. Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Carter Sullivan 0-1 (15)
3/13 Lipscomb Aikey Smith Vorbrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Bowlds Sullivan 0-1 (16)
3/16 FIU* Sullivan Smith Vorbrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Towers Carter 1-0 (17)
3/16 FIU* Nunn Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Towers Plese Davis Sullivan 1-0 (18)
3/17 FIU* Sullivan Smith Vobrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Towers Plese Davis Carter 1-0 (19)
3/20 EKU           
3/23 Charlotte*           
3/23 Charlotte*           
3/24 Charlotte*           
3/26 Kentucky           
3/30 FAU*           
3/30 FAU*           
3/31 FAU*           
4/3 Louisville           
4/6 Marshall*           
4/6 Marshall*           
4/7 Marshall*           
4/13 North Texas*           
4/13 North Texas*           
4/14 North Texas*           
4/17 Tennessee Tech           
4/17 Tennessee Tech           
4/19 MTSU*           
4/19 MTSU*           
4/20 MTSU*           
4/24 Austin Peay           
4/24 Austin Peay           
4/27 LA Tech*           
4/27 LA Tech*           
4/28 LA Tech*           
5/1 Murray State           
5/4 UTSA*           
5/4 UTSA*           
5/5 UTSA*           
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2019 WKU LINE SCORES
GAME 1 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-1:51 A-139
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5    R H E
WKU                    5 0 1 0 2 - 8  7  0
Missouri State     0 0 0 0 0 - 0  2  2
WP-SULLIVAN (1-0) LP-Griesbauer (0-1) 
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT
GAME 2 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-1:38 A-201
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5    R H E
WKU                    0 0 0 0 0 - 0  2  2
Auburn                 1 0 3 2 2 - 8 12 1
WP-Martin (1-0) LP-AIKEY,  (0-1) 
HR AU-McCrackin(1), Rivera(1),Veach(3)
GAME 3 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-2:11 A-137
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Florida A&M      0 2 1 0 0 0 0 -  3  3  2
WKU                   1 0 3 0 0 0 X -  4  4  1
WP-SULLIVAN (2-0) Save-AIKEY(1) 
LP-HAYES (0-1)
GAME 4 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-1:55 A-117
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Tennessee State   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  0  6  2
WKU                    1 0 1 1 0 2 X - 5  6  1
WP-AIKEY (1-1) LP-ESPINOZA (0-1) 
HR WKU - SMITH 2 (2)
GAME 5 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-1:46 A-92
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    7 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 7  7  0
South Alabama   0 0 0 0 0 3 0 - 3  4  2
WP-SULLIVAN (3-0) LP-Yarbrough (1-1) 
HR USA - Cronan (1)
GAME 6 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:44 A-203
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WIU               1 0 0 2 0 0 0 -  3  5  1
WKU                0 0 2 0 1 2 X - 5  8  1
WP-SULLIVAN (4-0) LP-Ira (2-1) 
HR: WIU-Duwa (2) | WKU-THOMAS (1)
GAME 7 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:49 A-187
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WIU               0 0 0 2 1 0 0 -  3  4  1
WKU                0 0 0 0 0 1 0 -  1  7  0
WP-Carlin (1-2) LP-AIKEY (1-2) 
HR: WIU-Abbott (2) | WKU-SMITH (3)
GAME 8 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:12 A-175
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WIU               0 0 3 2 0 1 0 -  6 11 2
WKU                0 5 0 1 1 0 X - 7  7  0
WP-SULLIVAN (5-0) Save-AIKEY(2) 
LP-Abbott (1-1)
GAME 9 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:53 A-176
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Butler                   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  0  3  0
WKU                   0 2 1 0 0 0 X -  3  8  0
WP-SULLIVAN (6-0) | LP-RICKETT (1-4) 
HR WKU - SMITH (4)
GAME 10 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:56 A-202
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R  H  E
CSU                      1 0 2 0 0 0 0 -  3   6   2
WKU                    0 0 1 1 0 8 X - 10 10 1
WP-NUNN (1-0) | LP-GRIFFIN (1-2) 
HR CSU - HYSONG (2)
GAME 11 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:34 A-156
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6   R  H E
CSU                      0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  1  2
WKU                    2 0 5 0 0 1 - 8 11 2
WP-NUNN (2-0) | LP-HYSONG (0-2) 
HR WKU - THOMAS (2), 
                     ENGELHARDT (2)
GAME 12 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:37 A-187
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7   R  H  E
Indiana State       0 0 1 0 1 3 2 - 7  15  3
WKU                    3 1 1 3 0 1 X - 9 10  1
WP-SULLIVAN (7-0) Save-NUNN (1) 
HR INS - Martin (2)
HR WKU - PLESE (1), STOWERS (1)
GAME 13 | Birmingham, Ala. | T-1:38 A-101
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5   R  H  E
WKU                    3 0 3 2 0 - 8  9   0
Evansville             0 0 0 0 0 - 0  0  3
WP-SULLIVAN (8-0) 
LP-Lockhart (3-3)
GAME 14 | Birmingham, Ala. | T-1:49 A-113
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Jackson State       0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  0  1  1
WKU                   0 0 1 2 0 1 X -  4  4  1
WP-NUNN (3-0) Save-AIKEY(3) 
LP-Sanchez (0-5) 
GAME 15 | Birmingham, Ala. | T-2:19 A-213
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    5 0 1 0 0 1 1 - 8 11  2
Samford               0 0 0 0 0 1 0 - 1   2  2
WP-SULLIVAN (9-0) 
LP-Spear (4-3)
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT (3)
HR SAM - Trombley (1)
GAME 16 | Kennesaw, Ga. | T-2:50 A-37
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Wright State        0 1 0 1 0 1 0 -  3  4  3
WKU                   0 0 1 0 4 1 X -  6  6  0
WP-SULLIVAN (10-0) Save-NUNN (2) 
LP-Otani (3-5)
GAME 17 | Kennesaw, Ga. | T-1:21 A-83
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5    R  H  E
WKU                    3 0 2 0 5 - 10 12 0
Saint Louis           0 0 0 0 0 - 0   1   3
WP-AIKEY (2-2) LP-LOVELESS (2-2)
GAME 18 | Kennesaw, Ga. | T-1:50 A-197
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1  5  1
Kennesaw State   0 0 0 0 0 0 2 - 2  6  0
WP-ANDREWS (7-6) 
LP-SULLIVAN (10-1
HR WKU - McGUFFIN (1)
GAME 19 | Kennesaw, Ga. | T-1:44 A-111
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    0 0 1 0 0 0 0 - 1  4  0
Wright State         0 0 0 0 0 2 X - 2  6  2
WP-Hughes (1-2) LP-AIKEY (2-3)
GAME 20 | Nashville, Tenn. | T-2:17 A-127
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H  E
WKU                    0 0 3 1 1 1 1 - 7  11 1
Lipscomb             2 0 3 0 0 4 X - 9   4  2
WP-JORDAN (6-4) LP-SULLIVAN (10-2) 
HR WKU-SMITH (5), ENGELHARDT (4)
HR LIP - FORTEL (3), DEVAULT (4)
GAME 21 | Miami, Fla. | T-2:10 A-76
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    0 1 2 0 0 3 0 - 6 12 0
FIU                        0 0 0 1 1 0 0 - 2  4  0
WP-SULLIVAN (11-2) 
LP-KUGELMANN (6-3)
GAME 22 | Miami, Fla. | T-2:00 A-85
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    0 0 0 0 0 0 4 - 4  7  0
FIU                        0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  2  0
WP-AIKEY (3-3) LP-DUNFORD (6-3)
GAME 23 | Miami, Fla. | T-2:20 A-151
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E 
WKU                    0 0 1 0 2 2 0 - 5  6  0
FIU                        0 0 0 0 0 4 0 - 4  8  2
WP-SULLIVAN (12-2) Save-AIKEY (4) 
LP-MURASKIN (5-6) 
HR WKU - VORBRINK (1)
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2019 WKU SEASON STATS
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 17, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 18-5   Home: 6-1   Away: 4-2   Neutral: 8-2   C-USA: 3-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 4 0 6 23-23 69 19 28 6 1 1 16 39  . 5 6 5 8 3 5 0  . 4 8 8 0 0 12-13 17 1 1  . 9 4 7
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 3 8 5 12-7 26 6 10 6 0 1 8 19  . 7 3 1 3 0 5 0  . 4 4 8 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 3 4 3 23-23 67 15 23 5 1 5 20 45  . 6 7 2 6 2 12 0  . 4 0 3 2 0 3-5 212 7 1  . 9 9 5
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 1 9 19-19 47 10 15 2 0 1 6 20  . 4 2 6 5 2 12 0  . 4 0 7 0 2 2-2 37 1 2  . 9 5 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 2 9 6 23-23 71 13 21 6 1 2 14 35  . 4 9 3 10 0 16 0  . 3 7 8 1 0 5-5 34 17 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 2 8 9 20-13 38 8 11 2 0 0 9 13  . 3 4 2 4 1 5 0  . 3 5 6 2 5 3-3 6 0 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 8 3 23-23 60 19 17 2 1 4 8 33  . 5 5 0 12 1 4 0  . 4 0 5 1 1 10-11 10 36 3  . 9 3 9
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 2 5 6 19-18 43 5 11 0 0 0 4 11  . 2 5 6 1 1 5 0  . 2 8 9 0 0 3-5 80 2 0 1.000
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 2 5 5 21-21 55 5 14 4 0 0 10 18  . 3 2 7 2 0 6 0  . 2 6 2 4 1 1-1 4 7 0 1.000
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 5 0 17-14 40 8 10 0 0 0 4 10  . 2 5 0 1 0 0 0  . 2 6 8 0 2 3-3 13 0 0 1.000
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 5 0 6-3 12 0 3 1 0 0 2 4  . 3 3 3 0 0 0 0  . 2 5 0 0 1 2-3 9 0 0 1.000
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 2 2 9 23-23 35 8 8 0 1 0 2 10  . 2 8 6 1 1 5 0  . 2 7 0 0 1 3-3 20 29 6  . 8 9 1
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 2 0 0 10-2 10 4 2 0 0 0 2 2  . 2 0 0 1 0 5 0  . 2 7 3 0 1 3-3 2 1 0 1.000
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 0 6 7 16-5 15 5 1 0 0 1 1 4  . 2 6 7 0 0 8 0  . 0 6 7 0 0 1-1 2 0 0 1.000
22 MURPHY, Macy  . 0 0 0 6-0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 15-8 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 4 1  . 8 3 3
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 4-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 13-5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 8 0 1.000
Totals  . 2 9 3 23 593 127 174 34 5 15 106 263  . 4 4 4 54 11 89 0  . 3 5 8 10 14 53-60 447 113 14  . 9 7 6
Opponents  . 2 0 0 23 551 59 110 18 2 11 54 165  . 2 9 9 78 6 209 0  . 3 0 5 2 6 19-21 426 168 38  . 9 4 0
LOB - Team (130), Opp (137). DPs turned - Team (3), Opp (6). CI - Team (0), Opp (1). Picked off - SULLIVAN,K. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
10 NUNN, Shelby  1 . 8 1 3-0 12 4 1 1/2 2 31.0 26 11 8 7 31 4 1 0  . 2 1 3 1 0 0 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  2 . 5 2 12-2 14 12 7 3/0 0 75.0 49 28 27 47 116 11 1 5  . 1 8 4 4 5 0 1 4
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 5 2 3-3 14 7 2 2/2 4 41.2 32 18 15 22 61 2 0 6  . 2 0 5 4 1 0 1 2
20 TOWERS, Haylee 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.1 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0 0 0
Totals  2 . 4 4 18-5 23 23 10 8/2 6 149.0 110 59 52 78 209 18 2 11  . 2 0 0 9 6 0 2 6
Opponents  4 . 4 4 5-18 23 23 9 1/0 0 142.0 174 127 90 54 89 34 5 15  . 2 9 3 18 11 0 10 14
PB - Team (3), SMITH,K. 3, Opp (3). Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (1). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (19-21), SULLIVAN,K.
(12-13), AIKEY,K. (5-6), NUNN,S. (2-2).
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2019 WKU C-USA ONLY STATS
2019 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Mar 17, 2019)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 3-0   Home: 0-0   Away: 3-0   C-USA: 3-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 6 0 0 3-3 10 1 6 1 0 0 5 7  . 7 0 0 2 0 0 0  . 6 6 7 0 0 1-1 4 0 0 1.000
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 6 0 0 2-2 5 2 3 1 0 1 2 7 1.400 0 0 1 0  . 6 0 0 0 0 0-0 6 0 0 1.000
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 3 3 2-1 3 1 1 0 0 0 0 1  . 3 3 3 0 1 1 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 0-0 11 0 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 0 0 3-3 10 3 3 2 0 0 2 5  . 5 0 0 2 0 2 0  . 4 1 7 0 0 0-0 5 4 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 2 8 6 3-2 7 1 2 1 0 0 1 3  . 4 2 9 0 0 0 0  . 2 8 6 0 2 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 2 5 0 3-3 8 0 2 1 0 0 1 3  . 3 7 5 1 0 1 0  . 3 0 0 1 1 1-1 2 1 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 5 0 3-3 8 1 2 1 0 0 0 3  . 3 7 5 2 0 0 0  . 4 0 0 0 0 2-2 0 7 0 1.000
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 2 2 3-3 9 0 2 0 0 0 1 2  . 2 2 2 0 0 0 0  . 2 2 2 0 1 1-1 6 0 0 1.000
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 2 2 3-3 9 3 2 0 0 0 0 2  . 2 2 2 1 0 0 0  . 3 0 0 0 0 2-2 3 0 0 1.000
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 1 8 2 3-3 11 0 2 1 0 0 2 3  . 2 7 3 0 0 1 0  . 1 8 2 0 0 0-0 22 0 0 1.000
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 0 0 0 2-0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 0 0 0 3-3 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 1 0 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 0-0 4 6 0 1.000
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 2-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 0 0 0 1-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 1-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 2-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 2-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 1 0 1.000
Totals  . 2 9 8 3 84 15 25 8 0 1 14 36  . 4 2 9 8 2 8 0  . 3 6 8 1 4 8-8 63 19 0 1.000
Opponents  . 1 8 9 3 74 6 14 3 0 0 6 17  . 2 3 0 10 2 21 0  . 2 9 9 1 2 2-2 63 20 2  . 9 7 6
LOB - Team (21), Opp (20). DPs turned - Team (0), Opp (2).
(C-USA games only Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  0 . 0 0 1-0 2 0 0 0/1 1 2.2 2 0 0 3 5 0 0 0  . 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  2 . 2 7 2-0 2 2 1 0/0 0 12.1 7 4 4 6 11 2 0 0  . 1 7 1 0 2 0 1 2
10 NUNN, Shelby  2 . 3 3 0-0 2 1 0 0/1 0 6.0 5 2 2 1 5 1 0 0  . 2 1 7 0 0 0 0 0
Totals  2 . 0 0 3-0 3 3 1 1/1 1 21.0 14 6 6 10 21 3 0 0  . 1 8 9 0 2 0 1 2
Opponents  4 . 6 7 0-3 3 3 2 0/0 0 21.0 25 15 14 8 8 8 0 1  . 2 9 8 0 2 0 1 4
PB - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1. SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (2-2), SULLIVAN,K. (1-1), AIKEY,K. (1-1).
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2019 WKU TEAM GAME-BY-GAME STATS
2019 WKU Softball
Team Game-by-Game for WKU (as of Mar 17, 2019)
Batting (All games)
Date Opponent ab r h rbi 2b 3b hr tb bb ibb sb cs hbp sac sf gdp k po a e lob avg
Feb 08 vs Missouri State 23 8 7 4 0 0 1 10 4 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 5 15 1 0 5  . 3 0 4
Feb 08 vs Auburn 18 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 7 13 3 2 3  . 2 2 0
Feb 09 vs Florida A&M 21 4 4 4 1 0 0 5 4 0 1 1 1 2 0 0 1 21 5 1 6  . 2 1 0
Feb 09 vs Tennessee State 22 5 6 5 2 0 2 14 1 0 2 0 0 1 1 0 2 21 4 1 2  . 2 2 6
Feb 10 vs South Alabama 28 7 7 6 1 0 0 8 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 4 21 3 0 1  . 2 3 2
Feb 16 WESTERN ILLINOIS 25 5 8 5 0 2 1 15 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 5 21 8 1 5  . 2 4 8
Feb 16 WESTERN ILLINOIS 29 1 7 1 1 0 1 11 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 21 8 0 8  . 2 4 7
Feb 17 WESTERN ILLINOIS 25 7 7 5 2 1 0 11 4 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 3 21 8 0 6  . 2 5 1
Feb 24 BUTLER 25 3 8 3 0 0 1 11 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 3 21 4 0 4  . 2 5 9
Feb 24 CLEVELAND STATE 29 10 10 8 2 1 0 14 5 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 4 21 8 1 7  . 2 6 9
Feb 25 CLEVELAND STATE 24 8 11 8 2 1 2 21 1 0 3 1 0 1 1 0 2 18 7 2 4  . 2 8 6
Feb 25 INDIANA STATE 29 9 10 9 2 0 2 18 5 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 4 21 4 1 7  . 2 9 2
Mar 01 vs Evansville 26 8 9 5 2 0 0 11 5 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 6 15 1 0 10  . 2 9 6
Mar 02 vs Jackson State 20 4 4 3 2 0 0 6 1 0 4 0 1 1 0 0 2 21 9 1 2  . 2 9 1
Mar 02 at Samford 28 8 11 7 3 0 1 17 5 0 3 1 0 0 3 0 3 21 2 2 7  . 2 9 8
Mar 08 vs Wright State 27 6 6 5 1 0 0 7 4 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 3 21 6 0 8  . 2 9 3
Mar 08 vs Saint Louis 26 10 12 7 1 0 0 13 1 0 6 1 0 0 2 0 1 15 3 0 4  . 3 0 4
Mar 09 at Kennesaw State 25 1 5 1 0 0 1 8 3 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 10 20 2 1 8  . 2 9 8
Mar 09 vs Wright State 26 1 4 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 5 0 1 0 0 0 6 18 6 0 5  . 2 9 0
Mar 13 at Lipscomb 33 7 11 6 4 0 2 21 1 0 3 0 0 1 0 0 7 18 2 1 7  . 2 9 3
*Mar 16 at FIU 30 6 12 6 4 0 0 16 2 0 1 0 1 3 0 0 2 21 4 0 9  . 2 9 9
*Mar 16 at FIU 27 4 7 4 1 0 0 8 3 0 4 0 1 0 1 0 3 21 11 0 7  . 2 9 7
*Mar 17 at FIU 27 5 6 4 3 0 1 12 3 0 3 0 0 1 0 0 3 21 4 0 5  . 2 9 3
Totals 593 127 174 106 34 5 15 263 54 0 53 7 11 14 10 0 89 447 113 14 130  . 2 9 3
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 MR, FIU (3-16) AT BATS VS. HAMPTON (2-9-18) 5
 2 MR, EVANSVILLE (3-1) RUNS VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10-18) 3
 3 WESTERN IL (2-16) HITS WESTERN IL  (2-16-19) 3
 1 MR, FIU (3-16) DOUBLES VS. TENNESSEE TECH (2-16-18) 2
 1 WESTERN IL (2-16) TRIPLES WESTERN IL (2-16-19) 1
 2 TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) HOME RUNS TENNESSEE ST.  (2-9-19) 2
 3 LIPSCOMB (3-13) RBI 4X, MR LIPSCOMB (3-13-19) 3
 3 INDIANA ST. (2-25) WALKS/HBP INDIANA ST. (2-25-19) 3
 1 MR, WRIGHT ST. (3-8) STOLEN BASES MR, WRIGHT ST. (3-8-19) 1
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 9X, MR FIU (3-17) AT BATS MR, AT FAU (4-28-18) 5
 2 3X, MR FIU (3-16) RUNS 12X, MR VS. WIU (2-16-19) 2
 2 7X, MR FIU (3-16) HITS 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 3
 1 6X, MR FIU (3-17) DOUBLES 20X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-25-19) 1
 1 CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) TRIPLES 4X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-24-19) 1
 1 MR, CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) HOME RUNS 67, MR VS. WIU (2-16-19) 1
 2 2X, MR S. ALABAMA (2-10) RBI 2X, MR AT FAU (4-28-18) 4
 2 MR, FIU (3-16) WALKS/HBP 11X, MR WESTERN IL (2-17-19) 2











• bowling green, ky.
• baTs r / Throws r
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .317 54-54 161 42 51 16 3 6 27 91 .565 40 2 37 2 .454 2 2 6-8 70 2 3 .960
2019 .296 23-23 71 13 21 6 1 2 14 35 .493 10 0 16 0 .378 1 0 5-5 34 17 0 1.000
CAREER .310 77-77 232 55 72 22 4 8 41 126 .543 50 2 53 2 .432 3 2 11-13 104 19 3 .976
THOMAS’ CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .240 54-54 146 33 35 10 0 5 22 60 .411 21 4 34 1 .345 3 4 4-4 252 28 9 .969
2019 .343 23-23 67 15 23 5 1 5 20 45 .672 6 2 12 0 .403 2 0 3-5 212 7 1 .995
CAREER .272 77-77 213 48 58 15 1 10 42 105 .493 27 6 46 1 .363 5 4 7-9 464 35 10 .980
SMITH’S CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2015          CHATTANOOGA STATE CC
2016          CHATTANOOGA STATE CC
2017 .289 34-5 38 4 11 3 0 1 7 17 .447 2 2 7 0 .341 2 0 0-0 3 0 0 1.000
2018           DNP
2019 .406 23-23 69 19 28 6 1 1 16 39 .565 8 3 5 0 .488 0 0 12-13 17 1 1 .947
CAREER .364 57-28 107 23 39 9 1 2 23 55 .514 10 5 12 0 .435 2 0 12-13 20 1 1 .955
PLESE’S CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 5X, MR FIU (3-16) AT BATS 6X, MR FIU (3-16-19) 4
 3 INDIANA ST. (2-25) RUNS INDIANA ST. (2-25-19) 3
 3 FIU (3-16) HITS LIPSCOMB (3-16-19) 3
 1 6X, MR FIU (3-16) DOUBLES 8X, MR LIPSCOMB (3-13-19) 1
 1 CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) TRIPLES CLEVELAND ST. (2-25-19) 1
 1 INDIANA ST. (2-25) HOME RUNS 2X, MR INDIANA ST. (2-25-19) 1
 3 MR, FIU (3-16) RBI 2X, MR FIU (3-16-19) 3
 2 EVANSVILLE (3-1) WALKS/HBP EVANSVILLE (3-1-19) 2






• baTs l / Throws l







• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 MR, LIPSCOMB (3-13) AT BATS 13x, MR SAINT LOUIS (3-8-19) 4
 3 MISSOURI ST. (2-8) RUNS 3X, MR MISSOURI ST. (2-8-19) 3
 2 MR, FIU (3-16) HITS MR, VS. TENN. ST. (2-17-18) 3
 1 MR, FIU (3-16) DOUBLES VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 1 WESTERN IL (2-16) TRIPLES 4X, MR WESTERN IL (2-16-19) 1
 1 4X, MR LIPSCOMB (3-13) HOME RUNS 15X, MR SAMFORD (3-2-19) 1
 2 2X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) RBI VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-17-18) 4
 3 CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) WALKS/HBP MR, CLEVELAND ST. (2-24-19) 3
 2 MR, FIU (3-16) STOLEN BASES 5X, MR FIU (3-16-19) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .069 41-36 29 6 2 0 0 0 2 2 .069 5 0 11 0 .206 0 3 1-1 38 45 12 .874
2017 .213 58-48 108 19 23 3 0 5 14 41 .380 14 1 24 0 .309 0 3 9-12 70 103 13 .930
2018 .278 54-54 151 34 42 10 3 7 25 79 .523 15 0 38 0 .339 2 8 9-13 48 127 9 .951
2019 .283 23-23 60 19 17 2 1 4 8 33 .550 12 1 4 0 .405 1 1 10-11 10 36 3 .939
CAREER .241 176-161 348 78 84 15 4 16 48 155 .445 46 2 77 0 .331 3 15 29-37 166 311 37 .928
ENGELHARDT’S CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 EVANSVILLE (3-1) AT BATS SAME
 2 CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) RUNS SAME
 2 MR, FIU (3-16) HITS SAME
 1 4X, MR FIU (3-16) DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 3 CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) RBI SAME
 1 MR, FIU (3-17) WALKS/HBP SAME
 1 FIU (3-16) STOLEN BASES SAME 
 7.0 MR, FIU (3-16) IP SAME
 0 EVANSVILLE (3-1) FEWEST HITS SAME 
 0 EVANSVILLE (3-1) FEWEST ER SAME 






• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 MR, FIU (3-16) AT BATS SAME
 1 MR, FIU (3-17) RUNS SAME
 2 MR, LIPSCOMB (3-13) HITS SAME
 - - DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 1 4X, MR LIPSCOMB (3-13) RBI SAME
 1 FIU (3-17) WALKS/HBP SAME






• baTs l / Throws l
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2019 .255 21-21 55 5 14 4 0 0 10 18 .327 2 0 6 0 .262 4 1 1-1 4 7 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2019 2.52 12-2 14 12 7 3/0 0 75.0 49 28 27 47 116 11 1 5 323 .184 4 5 0 1 4
SULLIVAN’S CAREER STATS
DAVIS’ CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2019 .250 17-14 40 8 10 0 0 0 4 10 .250 1 0 0 0 .268 0 2 3-3 13 0 0 1.000
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10
shelby nunn   
• sophomore
• piTcher
• bowling green, ky
• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18-18) 2
 - - RUNS VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 - - HITS VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 - - RBI VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 3
 - - WALKS/HBP 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18-18) 1
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 6.0 CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) IP 4X, MR VS. MARSHALL (4-22-18) 7.0
 1 MR, JACKSON ST. (3-2) FEWEST HITS MR, JACKSON ST. (3-2-19) 1
 0 MR, FIU (3-16) FEWEST ER 7X, MR FIU (3-16-19) 0
 5 MR, FIU (3-16) STRIKEOUTS VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 11
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .200 44-29 5 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 .800 2 0 2 0 .429 0 0 0-0 5 45 0 1.000
2019 - 12-4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0-0 0 8 0 1.000
CAREER .200 56-33 5 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 .800 2 0 2 0 .429 0 0 0-0 5 53 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2018 3.55 15-15 44 27 10 2/0 3 177.1 212 117 90 36 104 46 2 11 794 .288 5 3 0 5 13
2019 1.81 3-0 12 4 1 1/2 2 31.0 26 11 8 7 31 4 1 0 129 .213 1 0 0 0 0
CAREER 3.29 18-15 56 31 11 3/2 5 208.1 238 128 98 43 135 50 3 11 923 .277 6 3 0 5 13
NUNN’S CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 3 CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) AT BATS SAME 
 1 4X, MR FIU (3-17) RUNS SAME
 1 2X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) HITS SAME
 - - DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 1 2X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) RBI SAME
 1 TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) WALKS/HBP SAME






• baTs r / Throws r
RIDGE’S CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2019 .200 10-2 10 4 2 0 0 0 2 2 .200 1 0 5 0 .273 0 1 3-3 2 1 0 1.000
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kelsey aikey   
• Junior
• piTcher
• cedar falls, iowa
• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 1 FAMU (2-9) AT BATS LIPSCOMB (3-22-17) 3
 - - RUNS - -
 - - HITS AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - WALKS/HBP AAMU (3-16-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 7.0 TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) IP VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 8.0
 1 SAINT LOUIS (3-8) FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 0
 0 MR, SAINT LOUIS (3-8) FEWEST ER MR, DAYTON (3-4-18) 0
 9 TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) STRIKEOUTS 2X, MR, TENNESSEE ST. (2-9-19) 9
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .083 27-9 12 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .083 3 0 5 0 .267 0 0 0-0 4 21 2 .926
2018 .000 39-19 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 1 0 .000 0 0 0-0 7 22 1 .967
2019 .000 14-7 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 0-0 1 4 1 .833
TOTALS .071 80-35 14 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .071 3 0 6 0 .235 0 0 0-0 12 47 4 .937
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 2.92 7-4 27 9 5 1/0 3 93.1 86 59 39 65 54 12 0 6 437 .244 19 8 1 3 9
2018 3.15 12-9 39 19 7 3/1 3 142.0 123 73 64 69 108 19 2 16 621 .234 15 8 0 5 14
2019 2.53 3-3 14 7 2 2/2 4 41.2 32 18 15 22 61 2 0 6 182 .205 4 1 0 1 2
TOTALS 2.98 22-16 80 35 14 6/3 10 277.0 241 150 118 156 223 33 2 28 1240 .233 38 17 1 9 25
AIKEY’S CAREER STATS
11
Jordan vorbrink  
• senior
• uTiliTy
• louisville, ky. | louisville
• baTs l / Throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 2X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) AT BATS AT UAB (4-14-18) 5
 2 MR, FIU (3-17) RUNS MR, FIU (3-17-19) 2
 3 FIU (3-17) HITS MR, AT FIU (3-17-19) 3
 1 MR, FIU (3-17) DOUBLES MR, FIU (3-17-19) 1
 - - TRIPLES MR, VS. NCC (4-17-16) 1
 1 FIU (3-17) HOME RUNS 3X, MR FIU (3-17-19) 1
 2 FIU (3-17) RBI 2X, MR VS. UTEP (4-8-18) 3
 2 MR, WRIGHT ST. (3-8) WALKS/HBP 6X, MR WRIGHT ST. (3-8-19) 2
 1 MR, EVANSVILLE (3-1) STOLEN BASES VS. EKU (4-11-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .244 24-15 41 6 10 3 3 1 9 22 .537 2 0 7 1 .273 1 2 1-1 101 2 1 .990
2017 .143 26-15 28 3 4 0 0 0 1 4 .143 0 4 5 1 .250 0 0 0-0 21 0 0 1.000
2018 .256 54-54 160 23 41 6 0 1 24 50 .313 20 3 34 1 .350 0 2 6-7 87 14 4 .962
2019 .319 19-19 47 10 15 2 0 1 6 20 .426 5 2 12 0 .407 0 2 2-2 37 1 2 .950
CAREER .254 123-103 276 42 70 11 3 3 40 96 .348 27 9 58 3 .339 1 6 9-10 246 17 7 .974
VORBRINK’S CAREER STATS
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS SAME
 - - RUNS SAME
 - - HITS SAME
 - - DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 - - RBI SAME
 - - WALKS/HBP SAME











• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 MR, WRIGHT ST. (3-8) AT BATS MR, AT USM (3-11-18) 5
 1 6X, MR SAINT LOUIS (3-8) RUNS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 3 INDIANA ST. (2-25) HITS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 5*
 1 6X, MR SAINT LOUIS (3-8) DOUBLES EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 - - TRIPLES VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 1 INDIANA ST. (2-25) HOME RUNS MR, INDIANA ST. (2-25-19) 1
 4 INDIANA ST. (2-25) RBI INDIANA ST. (2-25-19) 4
 1 MR, SAMFORD (3-2) WALKS/HBP WRIGHT STATE (2-25-17) 3
 1 JACKSON ST. (3-2) STOLEN BASES JACKSON ST. (3-2-19) 1
STOWERS’ CAREER STATS
16
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .215 44-31 107 12 23 4 0 3 13 36 .336 13 0 27 1 .298 1 1 0-0 24 1 3 .893
2018 .167 32-11 60 8 10 2 1 0 5 14 .233 3 0 12 2 .206 0 0 0-0 2 1 0 1.000
2019 .385 12-7 26 6 10 6 0 1 8 19 .731 3 0 5 0 .448 0 0 1-1 0 0 0 -
TOTALS .223 88-49 193 26 43 12 1 4 25 69 .358 19 0 44 3 .291 1 1 1-1 26 2 3 .903







• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 3 MR, WRIGHT ST. (3-9) AT BATS VS. UAB (5-10-17) 6
 1 MR, KENNESAW ST. (3-9) RUNS MR, AT FAU (4-28-18) 3
 1 KENNESAW ST. (3-9) HITS UAB (5-10-17) 4
 - - DOUBLES MR VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 - - TRIPLES AT USM (3-10-18) 1
 1 KENNESAW ST. (3-9) HOME RUNS MR AT FAU (4-28-18) 1
 1 KENNESAW ST. (3-9) RBI AT FAU (4-28-18) 4
 - - WALKS/HBP 2X, MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-25-18) 3
 1 SAINT LOUIS (3-8) STOLEN BASES MR, VS.TENN. ST. (2-16-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .200 47-47 120 18 24 6 0 4 13 42 .350 18 1 24 1 .305 2 5 6-6 63 20 5 .943
2017 .246 60-56 134 23 33 9 0 2 16 48 .358 19 11 35 0 .382 1 6 13-16 93 10 2 .981
2018 .291 53-53 141 30 41 8 1 7 25 72 .511 24 4 35 0 .404 2 1 5-7 65 11 2 .974
2019 .067 16-5 15 5 1 0 0 1 1 4 .267 0 0 8 0 .067 0 0 1-1 2 0 0 1.000
Totals .241 176-161 410 76 99 23 1 14 55 166 .405 61 16 102 1 .358 5 12 25-30 223 41 9 .967







• baTs r / Throws r
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .214 59-51 131 25 28 6 1 2 18 42 .321 20 2 45 1 .325 1 4 5-6 111 27 2 .986
2018 .304 26-14 23 3 7 1 0 0 2 8 .248 2 0 5 0 .360 0 0 0-0 5 13 1 .947
2019 .250 6-3 12 0 3 1 0 0 2 4 .333 0 0 0 0 .250 0 1 2-3 9 0 0 1.000
TOTALS .229 91-69 166 28 38 8 1 2 22 54 .325 22 2 50 1 .325 1 5 7-9 125 40 3 .982
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 4.43 8-12 26 17 13 1/0 2 117.0 154 90 74 47 78 17 3 10 550 .322 7 8 1 7 9
2018 5.12 1-2 16 8 0 0/1 0 41.0 59 37 30 21 23 18 1 7 205 .333 0 3 0 0 4
2019 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.1 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 0 9 .429 0 0 0 0 0
TOTALS 4.66 9-14 43 25 13 1/1 2 159.1 216 129 106 70 102 36 4 17 764 .326 7 11 1 7 13
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 FIU (3-16) AT BATS MR, AT FIU (3-16-19) 4
 - - RUNS MR AT FAU  (4-28-18) 3
 2 MR, FIU (3-16) HITS MR, FIU (3-16-19) 2
 1 LIPSCOMB (3-13) DOUBLES AT SAMFORD (3-14-17) 2
 - - TRIPLES BELMONT (2-18-17) 1
 - - HOME RUNS NW STATE (3-4-17) 1
 1 MR, FIU (3-16) RBI MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-17-17) 2
 - - WALKS/HBP MR, CHARLOTTE (4-14-17) 2
 1 MR, FIU (3-16) STOLEN BASES MR, FIU (3-16-19) 1
 1.1 INDIANA ST. (2-25) IP GA. STATE (2-11-17) 7.2
 - - FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) MR AT USA (3-14-18) 3
 2 INDIANA ST. (2-25) FEWEST ER VS. GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 0







• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 3 7X, MR WRIGHT ST. (3-9) AT BATS AT UTEP (4-9-17) 5
 1 8X, MR FIU (3-16) RUNS AT UTEP (4-8-17) 3
 1 8X, MR WRIGHT ST. (3-9) HITS MR, AT FAU (4-28-18) 2
 - - DOUBLES MR, AT UTEP (4-8-17) 1
 1 WESTERN IL (2-17) TRIPLES WESTERN IL (2-17-19) 1
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 1 2X, MR WESTERN IL (2-17) RBI 5X, MR AT FAU (4-28-18) 2
 1 MR, FIU (3-16) WALKS/HBP MR, VS. LIPSCOMB (5-3-18) 2
 1 MR, 3X WRIGHT ST. (3-9) STOLEN BASES MR, WRIGHT ST. (3-9-19) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .154 59-57 130 16 20 4 0 0 8 24 .185 14 6 26 0 .267 0 5 3-4 172 79 7 .973
2018 .204 49-47 113 15 23 0 0 0 16 23 .204 6 0 9 0 .242 1 8 1-1 90 69 7 .958
2019 .229 23-23 35 8 8 0 1 0 2 10 .286 1 1 5 0 .270 0 1 3-3 29 29 6 .891
TOTALS .183 131-127 278 39 51 4 1 0 26 57 .205 21 7 40 0 .257 1 14 7-8 282 177 20 .958
MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 1 4X, MR JACKSON ST. (3-2) AT BATS SAME
 - - RUNS SAME
 - - HITS SAME
 - - DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 - - RBI SAME
 - - WALKS/HBP SAME






• baTs r / Throws r
MURPHY’S CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2019 .000 6-0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 1 0 .000 0 0 0-0 0 0 0 -
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .000 7-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 2-2 1 2 0 1.000
2018 - 11-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 1-1 0 0 0 -
2019 - 4-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 1-1 0 0 0 -
TOTALS .000 22-0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 4-4 1 2 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 5.25 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.2 4 2 2 3 1 0 0 0 13 .400 1 0 0 0 0
2018 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0 17 .333 2 1 0 0 0
2019 - 0-0 0 0 0 0/0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  0 0 0 0 0






• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS - -
 1 MR, FIU (3-17) RUNS MR, WESTERN IL (2-17-19) 1
 - - HITS - -
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI - -
 - - WALKS/HBP ALABAMA STATE (5-16-17) 1
 1 FIU (3-17) STOLEN BASES MR, VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 - - IP EKU (5-3-17) 1.1
 - - FEWEST HITS 2X, MR VS. APSU (3-3-18) 1
 - - FEWEST ER MR, APSU (3-3-18) 0





• crown poinT, ind.
• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 INDIANA ST. (2-25) AT BATS UAB (5-10-17) 6
 2 SAMFORD (3-2) RUNS VS. TENN. STATE (2-17-18) 3
 2 MR, LIPSCOMB (3-13) HITS MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25-18) 3
 1 MR, FIU (3-17) DOUBLES VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25-18) 2
 - - TRIPLES MR, VS. GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 1
 - - HOME RUNS MR, VS. EKU (4-11-18) 1
 1 9X, MR FIU (3-16) RBI MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 4
 1 4X, MR WRIGHT ST. (3-8) WALKS/HBP 4X, MR VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 2 LIPSCOMB (3-13) STOLEN BASES 2X, MR LIPSCOMB (3-13-19) 2
CARTER’S CAREER STATS
26
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .222 52-24 99 14 22 4 1 2 15 34 .343 14 3 23 0 .333 1 1 3-4 23 1 3 .889
2018 .327 52-49 150 27 49 6 2 5 35 74 .493 19 2 23 1 .407 1 7 11-13 9 2 2 .846
2019 .289 20-13 38 8 11 2 0 0 9 13 .342 4 1 5 0 .356 2 5 3-3 6 0 0 1.000





• baTs l /Throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 WESTERN IL (2-17) AT BATS AT UAB (4-14-18) 6
 1 MR, FIU (3-16) RUNS MR, VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 2 WRIGHT ST. (3-9) HITS VS. HAMPTON (2-9-18) 4
 - - DOUBLES 6X, MR VS. MARSHALL (4-22-18) 1
 - - TRIPLES VS. LIPSCOMB (5-3-18) 1
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 2 BUTLER (2-24) RBI MR, BUTLER (2-24-19) 2
 1 MR, FIU (3-16) WALKS/HBP VS. UTEP (4-7-18) 3
 1 MR, SAINT LOUIS (3-8) STOLEN BASES MR SAINT LOUIS (3-8-19) 1
BOWLDS’ CAREER STATS
28
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .303 50-50 155 22 47 6 3 0 13 59 .381 14 0 26 1 .361 0 13 8-12 360 10 7 .981
2019 .256 19-18 43 5 11 0 0 0 4 11 .256 1 1 5 0 .289 0 0 3-5 80 2 0 1.000
CAREER .293 69-68 198 27 58 6 3 0 17 70 .354 15 1 31 1 .346 0 13 11-17 440 12 7 .985
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3 Shannon Plese
R-Senior | OF | L/L
Knoxville, Tenn. | South Carolina
4 Kennedy Sullivan
Freshman | P/OF | R/R
Georgetown, Ky.
6 Taylor Davis
Freshman | OF | L/L
Huntsville, Ala.
10 Shelby Nunn
Sophomore | P | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
11 Jordan Vorbrink
Senior | UTL | L/L
Louisville, Ky. | Louisville
15 Kelsey McGuffin
Senior | OF | R/R
Elizabethtown, Ky.
12 Kelsey Aikey
Junior | P | R/R
Cedar Falls, Iowa
16 Tommi Stowers
Junior | C | R/R
Columbus, Ind.
19 Sydne Solomon
Freshman | C/IF | R/R
Lewisburg, Tenn.
20 Haylee Towers






Senior | IF | R/R
Rockport, Ind.
9 Jordan Ridge
Freshman | UTL | R/R
Louisville, Ky.
1 Jordan Thomas
Sophomore | UTL | L/L
Lebabon, Ky.
2 Kendall Smith
Sophomore | C | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
22 Macy Murphy
Freshman | IF | R/R
Murfreesboro, Tenn.
23 Morgan McElroy
Junior | IF | R/R
Madisonville, Ky.
24 Cassidy Blackford
R-Junior | P | R/R
Marshalltown, Iowa
26 Paige Carter
Junior | UTL | R/R
Crown Point, Ind.
28 Maddie Bowlds
Sophomore | IF | L/L
Utica, Ky.
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HILLTOPPER OFFENSE, SHUTDOWN DEFENSE LEAD TO 6-5 WIN AT EASTERN KENTUCKY 
  
RICHMOND, Ky. – WKU Softball secured its fifth come-from-behind victory of the 2019 season in 
Wednesday’s midweek tilt at Eastern Kentucky as the Hilltoppers rallied for a 6-5 win from Gertrude 
Hood Field. Recording a hit in all but two innings on the day, WKU saw Jordan Thomas, Paige Carter and 
Maddie Bowlds each record two-hit games. Kelsey Aikey (4-3) picked up the win in the circle after 
throwing five innings of two-hit ball in relief. 
  
“Our offense was key today,” head coach Amy Tudor opened. “Several players stepped up and produced 
runs for us. Maddie Bowlds was perfect from the plate while Jordan Thomas provided three RBI and 
Rebekah Engelhardt’s solo shot was clutch. I’m proud of the fight and composure we showed today.” 
  
The Hilltoppers improved to 19-5 overall with the victory in Richmond and extended their current win 
streak to four. Eastern Kentucky moved to 13-10 on the year with the loss. WKU out-hit EKU 8-3 on the 
day while going its fourth-straight game without an error. 
  
“We also played outstanding defense out there today,” Tudor continued. “Jordan Vorbrink’s diving catch 
in left field to end the game was incredible.” 
  
WKU struck first to open Wednesday’s midweek tilt at Eastern Kentucky with a pair of runs in the 
opening inning. Shannon Plese was the first Hilltoppers on base after drawing a one-out walk before she 
advanced to third on a Paige Carter bunt single. From there, Kendall Smith dropped a single into left 
field to plate Plese and move Carter to second. After a wild pitch moved both runners into scoring 
position, Kennedy Sullivan sent her fifth sacrifice fly of the season to deep center field to bring Carter 
home for the 2-0 lead. 
  
EKU responded with a leadoff home run in their first trip to the plate to cut the Hilltoppers’ lead in half. 
In their next trip to the plate, the Hilltoppers got the run back after Maddie Bowlds sent a leadoff double 
to the left-center gap and moved to third on a sacrifice bunt by Taylor Davis. A Jordan Thomas hit 
through the left side brought Bowlds in for the 3-1 WKU lead. 
  
In the bottom of the third, Eastern Kentucky took advantage of four-straight walks and a bases-clearing 
double to score four runs in the frame and take a 5-3 lead. Before the inning was over, WKU went to the 
bullpen as Kelsey Aikey checked in for her eighth relief appearance of the season. 
  
Bowlds connected with her second hit of the day to open the Hilltoppers’ fourth-inning offense. She 
advanced to second on a fielder’s choice that saw Jordan Vorbrink get on board safely before both 
runners moved into scoring position on a groundout by Aikey. On the next pitch, Thomas sent a bases-
clearing triple to centerfield to tie the ballgame at 5-5. 
  
After a strikeout by Aikey and a grounder in the bottom of the fourth, EKU finally saw a runner reach 
base again after the Hilltoppers had sat down eight-consecutive batters. The Colonels runner would 
ultimately become one of three stranded on the day. 
  
Three pitches into the top of the sixth inning, Rebekah Engelhardt got every bit of a 1-1 pitch, sending 
her fifth home run of the season off the roof of the hitting facility past left-center field. The longball tied 
her for the team-best mark and would ultimately become the game-winning hit, giving WKU a 6-5 lead. 
  
Returning to the dirt, Aikey continued to carve up the Colonel batters as she struck out two more EKU 
hitters. Between the punchouts, Aikey allowed her lone walk. She added her eighth strikeout for the first 
out in the bottom of the seventh before a flyout to right field and a full-extension diving grab by 
Vorbrink in left field for the final two outs. 
  
The junior improved to 4-3 in the circle on the season with the 5.0-inning outing. She allowed just two 
hits across her 73 pitches while striking out eight. 
  
“After Kelsey Aikey faced her first batter in relief she was huge for us in the circle,” added Tudor. “She 
attacked the zone and was focused. She did an excellent job for us today; I was proud of her 
performance.” 
  
Sullivan drew the start in the circle and worked 2.0+ frames of one-hit ball before exiting with four walks 
and two strikeouts. 
  
Thomas (7), Carter (3) and Bowlds (2) each recorded multi-hit days for the Hilltoppers. With 3 RBI, 
Thomas added her second multi-RBI outing of the season as well. 
  
Plese’s walk in her first plate appearance of the game gave the redshirt-senior a team-best 17-game 
reached base streak. 
  
NEXT GAME: With its 12-game road stretch in the books, WKU Softball’s next contest will take place on 
The Hill this weekend as Charlotte comes to town for a three-game series. Action will open at 1 p.m. CT 
on Saturday with a doubleheader before Sunday’s finale. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA 
RELATIONS                                                                                                                         
                                       
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Friday, March 22, 2019 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
  
Notes for games 25-27 attached. 
  
WKU SOFTBALL WELCOMES CHARLOTTE TO THE HILL FOR WEEKEND SERIES 
  
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – After a month-long road trip, WKU Softball will finally return to The Hill to host 
seven of its next eight games at home in Bowling Green. This weekend, the Hilltoppers will turn their 
focus to the visiting Charlotte 49ers as WKU looks to sweep its second-straight Conference USA series to 
open league play. 
  
WEEKEND SERIES INFORMATION 
Saturday, March 23 – 1 p.m. vs. Charlotte – Livestats | Stream 
Saturday, March 23 – 3 p.m. vs. Charlotte – Livestats | Stream 
Sunday, March 24 – 1 p.m. vs. Charlotte - Livestats 
  
WKU is off to a 19-5 start on the 2019 campaign and sits atop the C-USA standings with a perfect 3-0 
record in league play. Charlotte enters the weekend 10-15 overall with a 2-4 reading its conference 
matchups. The 49ers opened C-USA play at UTEP with a 2-1 series loss before hosting Marshall last 
weekend and avoiding the sweep with a win in the series finale. 
  
Across the squad’s 12-game road stretch, the Hilltoppers racked up a 9-3 record including victories in its 
last four games entering the weekend series. 
  
Charlotte heads to The Hill after six-straight home games that saw that 49ers sport a 2-4 record. UNCC is 
2-4 in away games this season with those victories coming at Grand Canyon and at UTEP. WKU and 
Charlotte have not faced any common opponents this season. 
  
In the all-time series, WKU leads 8-5 and has claimed each of the last two series 2-1 over the 49ers. The 
Hilltoppers lead the all-time series in Bowling Green, 4-2. 
  
The Hilltoppers have worked themselves into a groove on the bases, successfully stealing 53-of-61 bags. 
WKU's 2.21 stolen bases per game leads Conference USA and ranks 14th across the country. Shannon 
Plese (12-for-13) and Rebekah Engelhardt (10-for-11) have already reached double-digit steals on the 
season. As a team, WKU has recorded at least one steal in 21-of-24 games this season. 
  
WKU’s pitching staff has combined for a 2.56 ERA on the season while all three pitchers to earn a start 
this season own an ERA below 3.00. The Hilltopper hurlers have combined for 219 strikeouts this season 
while holding opposing hitters to a .197 batting average. 
  
On the contrary, Charlotte’s pitchers own a collective 6.69 ERA with opposition batting .334 against the 
staff. The 49er pitchers have struck out a combined 85 hitters this season. 
 
TICKETS & PARKING 
Single-day admission can be purchased for $5 for adults and $3 for kids ages 3-12 (free on Sunday). WKU 
students can receive free admission by showing their student ID. Additionally, Flexible Ticket Packages 
are available for $35 for 24 vouchers and can be used for all regular-season games. 
  
Spectator parking will be available in the Creason lot both days (not PS3). 
  
PROMOTIONS 
On Saturday, the first 100 fans inside the stadium can pick up a 2019 replica jersey towel. All area Girl 
Scout troop members can receive a complimentary ticket to Saturday’s outing while friends and family 
can purchase additional tickets for $3. This weekend will also serve as the team’s Military Appreciation 
series as all former and current military members will receive two complimentary tickets to the 
Charlotte series. Saturday’s slate will also include Big Brother/Big Sister Day as each big and little receive 
free admission to both games while friends and family can purchase tickets for $3. 
  
This Sunday, and every Sunday this season, will be Sunday Funday, featuring free admission for all kids 
12 and under and there will be a $5 kid’s meal offered at the concession stand. Sundays will also double 
as Faith & Family Day all year as fans can receive free admission by bringing their church bulletin to the 
ticket window. 
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2019 GAME NOTEs
Est. 2000  |  3 Conference Championships
610 Victories  |  2 NCAA Regional Berths
TOPPER NOTES
TOPPER NUMBERS
Senior lost from the 2018 squad. WKU’s 2.21 stolen bases per 
game rank 13th across the 
NCAA.
Career saves by Kelsey Aikey 
- a WKU record & ranks T-9th 
among all active NCAA players.
1 1410
SEASON OPENERS
With a five-inning run-rule victory over Missouri State on Friday, Feb. 8, WKU Softball extended its season-opening win streak to 
seven-consecutive campaigns. The Hilltoppers secured the program’s first five-inning run-rule victory to open a season with the 
8-0 win over the Bears. Head coach Amy Tudor also picked up another season-opening win and has yet to be beaten as a head 
coach in those contests, improving to 15-0 in her career.
C-USA SERIES SWEEP IN MIAMI
WKU Softball opened its 2019 Conference USA slate with a trip to Miami on March 16-17 and returned with a 3-0 sweep of FIU. 
The series sweep marked the Hilltoppers’ first since the 2017 campaign. The last time WKU swept the Panthers was the 2013 
campaign. The Red and White picked up the decisions in 6-2, 4-0 and 5-4 fashions.  
SINGLE-GAME STRIKEOUTS
Kennedy Sullivan continued her dominance in the circle in WKU’s home tournament, the Hilltopper Classic. When the Red and 
White faced off against Butler, Sullivan was hitting her spots and tallied 16 strikeouts in the regulation-length game - the sec-
ond-most punchouts ever by a Hilltopper in a seven-inning game at the time. Sullivan is the only freshman in program history 
to register 15 or more strikeouts in a game and went on to do it again with 17 punchouts at Samford to match the most in the 
NCAA this season. The Georgetown, Ky., native’s performances marked the ninth and 10th 15-strikeout showings by a pitcher in 
WKU Softball history. Miranda Kramer owns seven outings of the sort while Ryan Rogge achieved the feat as a sophomore.
 ALL-TIME SINGLE-GAME STRIKEOUTS LEADERS
Miranda Kramer Senior 19 strikeouts W, 2-1 - at Georgia 14 innings 5-16-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 19 strikeouts W, 4-0 - at Troy 7 innings 2-7-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 18 strikeouts L, 1-3 - Charlotte 11 innings 4-26-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 18 strikeouts L, 0-1 - at Kentucky 8.2 innings 4-22-2015
Kennedy Sullivan Freshman 17 strikeouts W, 8-1 - at Samford 7 innings 3-2-2019
Kennedy Sullivan Freshman 16 strikeouts W, 3-0 - Butler 7 innings 2-24-2019
Miranda Kramer Senior 16 strikeouts W, 9-2 - at Lipscomb 7 innings 3-24-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 16 strikeouts W, 4-2 - at Ball State 7 innings 3-21-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 16 strikeouts W, 1-0 - vs. Charlotte 7 innings 5-7-2015
Ryan Rogge Sophomore 15 strikeouts L, 0-1 - vs. Virginia 10 innings 2-9-2007
LOCKDOWN MODE WITH KELSEY AIKEY
With just six weekends of her junior campaign in the rearview mirror, pitcher Kelsey Aikey had already cemented herself in the 
Hilltoppers’ record book. On Saturday, Feb. 9, Aikey took over in the circle with two-on and one-out with WKU’s lead at 4-3. 
The Iowa native got the Red and White back to the dugout unscathed and held FAMU hitless over her 2.2 innings of relief to 
secure her seventh career save. Seven saves tied Aikey for WKU’s career saves record with Adrienne Lathrop (2003-06). Upon the 
conclusion of the weekend, Aikey had made two relief appearances to take over the program’s record with 40. 
A weekend later, Aikey went on to set the program record with eight saves. The record-setting save was no easy task as Aikey 
entered Sunday’s game in the top of the sixth with a two-run lead and proceeded to get the Hilltoppers out of a bases-loaded 
no-out jam with three strikeouts while allowing just one run. In the top of the seventh, Western Illinois led off with a base hit 
and got the tying run to third base before Aikey and the Red and White defense went on lockdown to preserve the 7-6 WKU 
Softball victory.
 WKU CAREER SAVES & RELIEF APPEARANCES LIST          *denotes school record
Kelsey Aikey 10 saves* 46 relief appearances* 2017-present 
Adrienne Lathrop 7 saves 39 relief appearances 2003-06 
Allison Silver 6 saves 34 relief appearances 2001-04 
GAMES 25-27 INFORMATION
DATE OPPONENT LOCATION TIME (CT)
FEBRUARY (10-2)
 8 1-vs. Missouri State Gulf Shores, Ala. W, 8-0 [5]
  1-vs. Auburn Gulf Shores, Ala. L, 0-8 [5]
 9 1-vs. Florida A&M Gulf Shores, Ala. W, 4-3
  1-vs. Tennessee State Gulf Shores, Ala. W, 5-0
 10 1-vs. South Alabama Gulf Shores, Ala. W, 7-3
 16 Western Illinois WKU Softball Field W, 5-3
  Western Illinois WKU Softball Field L, 1-3
 17 Western Illinois WKU Softball Field W, 7-6
 24 2-Butler WKU Softball Field W, 3-0
  2-Cleveland State WKU Softball Field W, 10-3
 25 2-Cleveland State WKU Softball Field W, 8-0 [6]
  2-Indiana State WKU Softball Field W, 9-7
 MARCH (9-3)
 1 3-Evansville Birmingham, Ala. W, 8-0 [5]
 2 3-Jackson State Birmingham, Ala. W, 4-0
  3-at Samford Birmingham, Ala. W, 8-1
 8 4-Wright State Kennesaw, Ga. W, 6-3
  4-Saint Louis Kennesaw, Ga. W, 10-0 [5]
 9 4-at Kennesaw State Kennesaw, Ga. L, 1-2
  4-Wright State Kennesaw, Ga. L, 1-2
 13 at Lipscomb Nashville, Tenn. L, 7-9
 16 at FIU* Miami, Fla. W, 6-2
  at FIU* Miami, Fla. W, 4-0
 17 at FIU* Miami, Fla. W, 5-4
 20 at EKU Richmond, Ky. W, 6-5
 23 Charlotte* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  Charlotte* WKU Softball Field 3:30 p.m.
 24 Charlotte* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
 26 at Kentucky Lexington, Ky. 5 p.m.
 30 Florida Atlantic* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  Florida Atlantic* WKU Softball Field 3:30 p.m.
 31 Florida Atlantic* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
 APRIL (0-0)
 3 Louisville WKU Softball Field 5 p.m.
 6 at Marshall* Huntington, W.Va. Noon
  at Marshall* Huntington, W.Va. 2:30 p.m.
 7 at Marshall* Huntington, W.Va. 11 a.m.
 13 North Texas* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  North Texas* WKU Softball Field 3:30 p.m.
 14 North Texas* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
 17 at Tennessee Tech Cookeville, Tenn. 2 p.m.
  at Tennessee Tech Cookeville, Tenn. 4:30 p.m.
 19 at Middle Tennessee* Murfreesboro, Tenn. 1 p.m.
  at Middle Tennessee* Murfreesboro, Tenn. 3:30 p.m.
 20 at Middle Tennessee* Murfreesboro, Tenn. 1 p.m.
 24 Austin Peay WKU Softball Field 4 p.m.
  Austin Peay WKU Softball Field 6:30 p.m.
 27 at Louisiana Tech* Ruston, La. 1 p.m.
  at Louisiana Tech* Ruston, La. 3:30 p.m.
 28 at Louisiana Tech* Ruston, La. Noon
 MAY (0-0)
 1 Murray State WKU Softball Field 5 p.m.
 4 UTSA* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  UTSA* WKU Softball Field 3:30 p.m.
 5 UTSA* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
 8-11 5-C-USA Tournament Birmingham, Ala. 
Schedule (19-5, 3-0 C-USA)
SAT & SUN, MARCH 23-24
Charlotte at WKU | 1 & 3 p.m. | 1 p.m.
WKU Softball Complex
CUSA.tv (Sat) | goto.ps/SBStats19
Livestats and stream links can be found at WKUSports.com 
on the team’s schedule and will be posted to WKU Softball’s 
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Location ...............................................Bowling Green, Ky.
Nickname ...........................................................Hilltoppers
Colors ............................................................Red and White
Founded ......................................................................... 1906
Enrollment ..................................................................20,178
NCAA Affiliation ...................................................Division I
Conference Affiliation ..........................Conference USA
President ........................................Dr. Timothy C. Caboni
Director of Athletics ....................................Todd Stewart
QUICK FACTS
First Year .......................................................................... 2000
All-Time Record ......................................610-498-3 (.550)
Conference Championships ....................... 2 (2013, 15)
Tournament Championships ............................1 (2015)
NCAA Tournaments ....................................... 2 (2013, 15)
NCAA Postseason Record .................................4-4 (.500)
Best Record (2013) .........................................43-18 (.705)
Best at NCAAs (2015)..........................................2-2 (.500)
Played in NPF ...........................2 (last, Miranda Kramer)
PROGRAM HISTORY
Head Coach .........................Amy Tudor (Sixth season)
 Record at WKU ............................... 161-129-1 
 Career Record ..... 378-335-2 (15th season)
Assistant Coach .................................Kayla Bixel (Third)
Assistant Coach .........................Jessica Twaddle (First)
Strength and Conditioning ............. John Stephanski
Athletic Trainer ..........................................Josh Lumpkin
COACHING STAFF
Capacity  ............................................................................500
Opened  ......................................................................... 2000
WKU Record .............................................258-176-1 (.594)
Attendance Record .................................................... 1,323
 Record Info ..................vs. Kentucky, 4/20/16
 Record Result ............................................ L, 0-5
Winning Seasons .............................................................. 12
WKU SOFTBALL COMPLEX
Overall Record .................................................28-26 (.519)
Conference USA Record ...............................10-13 (.435)
Conference USA Finish ................................................. 8th
Letterwinners Returning/Lost.................................. 13/2
Pitchers Returning/Lost ................................................4/0
Incoming Freshmen (Pitchers) ................................. 5 (1)
Incoming Transfers (Pitchers) ................................... 1 (0)
2018 RECAP
Primary Contact ........................................Jessica Leifheit
 Assistant Director of Media Relations
Alma Mater ...............................................Augustana (‘14)
Email Address ........................ jessica.leifheit@wku.edu
Cell Phone .................................................... 630-870-9582




After helping the Hilltoppers to a 4-1 start for the first time in four seasons, Kennedy Sullivan, Jordan Vorbrink and Kendall 
Smith were all selected to the Sand Dollar Classic All-Tournament Team. Sullivan picked up three wins in the circle while striking 
out 29 batters. Vorbrink opened the season strong from the plate, recording a hit in four of the five games including a two-hit 
performance in the season opener. Marking WKU’s third selection, Smith registered four RBI on the weekend. The sophomore 
posted her first multi-home run game against Tennessee State with a pair of solo shots.
RECORD-SETTING COLLEGIATE DEBUT
Freshman pitcher Kennedy Sullivan wasted no time etching her name into the WKU record books as she spun a complete-game 
shutout in her collegiate debut and became the program’s first freshman to register double-digit strikeouts (11) in their debut. 
Sullivan followed with a pair of nine strikeout showings to bring her opening-weekend strikeout total to 29. 
 SEASON-OPENING DOUBLE-DIGIT STRIKEOUT PERFORMANCES
Kennedy Sullivan Freshman 11 strikeouts W, 8-0 5 innings 2019
Miranda Kramer Senior 11 strikeouts W, 8-0 6 innings 2015
Ryan Rogge Sophomore 15 strikeouts L, 0-1 10 innings 2007
HANGING IN THERE
With only the first six weekends of the 2019 campaign complete, WKU has already notched five victories in come-from-behind 
fashion. First up, WKU trailed Florida A&M 3-1 and came back to win 4-3 on Opening Weekend. The Hilltoppers did it again 
during week two, trailing Western Illinois 1-0 and 3-2 as late as the middle of the fifth inning. Week three saw WKU tally 
another comeback, defeating Cleveland State after trailing 3-0. WKU overcame a 2-1 deficit to Wright State for an eventual 6-3 
victory before coming back from a 5-3 deficit for a 6-5 win at Eastern Kentucky most recently. SEE COME-FROM-BEHIND WINS 
SECTION ON PAGE 9. 
WALKOFFS 
After registering three walk-off wins in 2017 and four in 2018, WKU Softball is at it again early in the 2019 campaign. The 
squad picked up a walk-off over Cleveland State on Feb. 25 in the form of an 8-0, six-inning decision. In the bottom of the sixth, 
pinch-hitter Tommi Stowers placed a leadoff double into the gap before advancing 60 feet on a wild pitch during the following 
at bat. Another pinch-hitter, Paige Carter, battled to a full count before sending a single to left field to score Stowers for the 
run-rule walk off victory. SEE WALK-OFF WINS SECTION ON PAGE 9.
HOME OPENERS
With the Red and White claiming their 2019 home opener 5-3 over Western Illinois on Feb. 16, the squad improved its all-time 
record to 13-7 in home openers while claiming a victory in its third straight.
In its 2018 home-opener, WKU Softball took down Green Bay in a 10-0 five-inning decision to match the program’s largest 
margin of victory in a home opener. Under head coach Amy Tudor, the Hilltoppers are 5-1 in their first game of the year from the 
WKU Softball Complex. The program now owns a 13-7 record in home openers, winning seven of the last eight.
PRESEASON PREDICTIONS
In the 2019 C-USA Preseason Coaches Poll, WKU Softball was voted to finish seventh by the league’s coaches. Louisiana Tech was 
predicted to take home this year’s title while collecting nine first-place votes. Florida Atlantic finished second in the voting while 
earning three first-place votes. UAB, North Texas, FIU and Middle Tennessee filled in the slots before the Hilltoppers, respectively. 
Marshall was predicted to grab the final postseason spot while Southern Miss, UTEP, Charlotte and UTSA rounded out the poll. 
No Hilltoppers were selected to the Preseason All-Conference squad.
VICTORIES OVER SEC SQUADS
Since 2000, WKU Softball has played 11 different SEC squads. The Hilltoppers have gone 18-44 up against SEC opposition. Under 
Coach Tudor’s reign, the 2014-2019 squads have gone head to head with seven of the SEC programs, putting together a record 
of 5-11. In 2014 the Red and White took down No. 2 Tennessee on the Volunteers’ home turf; Tudor’s second game coaching for 
WKU against an SEC school. Over the 2017 opening weekend, WKU Softball headed to Starkville, Mississippi, and took down 
the host Bulldogs in a 1-0 decision. WKU dropped decisions to No. 8 LSU and No. 18 Kentucky in 2018 along with No. 17 Auburn 
during its opening weekend of the 2019 campaign.
WHERE THE PITCHING NUMBERS RANK
Kelsey Aikey and Kennedy Sullivan have shined in the circle for the Hilltoppers, with both players holding five national top-20 
rankings between them. Aikey owns the third-most saves of any pitcher in NCAA Division I, and her 10.4 strikeouts per seven in-
nings average is good for 11th-best. Sullivan has the fifth-best strikeout per seven innings average at 10.7 and has also notched 
12 victories on the season, good for the 14th-most in the country. With 118 strikeouts, Sullivan ranks 15th in all of Division I.
WEEK FOUR HONORS
After amassing a no-hitter, a 17-strikeout game and three more victories to move to 9-0 on the season, Kennedy Sullivan earned 
recognition from numerous outlets. First, Conference USA tabbed the Georgetown, Ky., native a Co-Pitcher of the Week before 
she collected outright claim to College Sports Madness’ Conference USA Player of the Week. She rounded the haul out with a 
national Top Performance recognition from the Louisville Slugger/NFCA outlet.
SULLIVAN THROWS A NO-NO
Kennedy Sullivan continued her tear through the Hilltoppers’ non-conference slate as the freshman picked up her eighth win of 
the year after tossing WKU Softball’s 13th no-hitter in program history. Sullivan became just the fourth Hilltopper pitcher to toss 
a no-no with WKU’s 8-0, five-inning victory over Evansville from Birmingham, Ala.
 WKU FRESHMAN PITCHERS TO THROW A NO HITTER
Katie Swertfager #1 6 strikeouts W, 4-0 7 innings Penn (3/16/2000)
Ryan Rogge #3 8 strikeouts W, 8-0 6 innings Lafayette (4/30/2006)
Hannah Miniard #7 9 strikeouts W, 8-0 7 innings Troy (3/22/2014)
Kennedy Sullivan #13 8 strikeouts W, 8-0 5 innings Evansville (3/1/2019)
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2019 WKU SOFTBALL PLAYERS AND COACHING STAFF
2019 NUMERICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF/UTL SO. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C SO. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 3 SHANNON PLESE OF R-SR. 5-8 L/L Knoxville, Tenn. South Carolina
 4 KENNEDY SULLIVAN P/OF FR. 5-7 R/R Georgetown, Ky. Scott County HS
 6 TAYLOR DAVIS OF FR. 5-7 L/R Huntsville, Ala. Sparkman HS
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF SR. 5-7 R/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 9 JORDAN RIDGE UTL FR. 5-3 R/R Louisville, Ky. Assumption HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN P SO. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF/UTL SR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P JR. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF SR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C JR. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 19 SYDNE SOLOMON C/IF FR. 5-7 R/R Lewisburg, Tenn. Marshall County HS
 20 HAYLEE TOWERS P/UTL JR. 5-9 R/R Johnston, Iowa Johnston HS
 22 MACY MURPHY IF FR. 5-11 R/R Murfreesboro, Tenn. Riverdale HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF JR. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-JR. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER UTL JR. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS




























NAME POSITION EXPERIENCE ALMA MATER HOMETOWN
AMY TUDOR Head Coach Sixth Season WKU (2002) Petersburg, Tenn.
KAYLA BIXEL Assistant Coach Third Season IPFW (2010) Bremen, Ind. 
JESSICA TWADDLE Assistant Coach First Season Murray State (2016) Franklin, Tenn.
2019 ALPHABETICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P JR. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-JR. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 28 MADDIE BOWLDS IF SO. 5-9 L/L Utica, Ky. Daviess County HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER UTL JR. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS
 6 TAYLOR DAVIS OF FR. 5-7 L/R Huntsville, Ala. Sparkman HS
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF SR. 5-7 R/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF JR. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF SR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 22 MACY MURPHY IF FR. 5-11 R/R Murfreesboro, Tenn. Riverdale HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN P SO. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 3 SHANNON PLESE OF R-SR. 5-8 L/L Knoxville, Tenn. South Carolina
 9 JORDAN RIDGE UTL FR. 5-3 R/R Louisville, Ky. Assumption HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C SO. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C JR. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 4 KENNEDY SULLIVAN P/OF FR. 5-7 R/R Georgetown, Ky. Scott County HS
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF/UTL SO. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 20 HAYLEE TOWERS P/UTL JR. 5-9 R/R Johnston, Iowa Johnston HS
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF/UTL SR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
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PITCHING BREAKDOWN
PERFORMANCES
DATE OPPONENT DEC. IP H R ER BB K NP SCORE FINAL
Feb. 8 vs. Missouri State Sullivan 5.0 2 0 0 4 11 106 8-0 W (5)
Feb. 8 vs. Auburn Aikey 2.1 4 4 3 2 4 59 0-8 L (5)
Feb. 9 vs. Florida A&M Sullivan 4.1 3 3 2 5 9 97 4-3 W
Feb. 9 vs. Tennessee State Aikey 7.0 6 0 0 2 9 123 5-0 W
Feb. 10 vs. South Alabama Sullivan 6.0 4 3 3 1 9 85 7-3 W
Feb. 16 Western Illinois Sullivan^ 7.0 5 3 3 2 8 112 5-3 W
Feb. 16 Western Illinois Aikey 5.0 3 3 3 3 3 88 1-3 L
Feb. 17 Western Illinois Sullivan 2.2 5 3 3 3 1 78 7-6 W
Feb. 24 Butler Sullivan^ 7.0 3 0 0 4 16 134 3-0 W
Feb. 24 Cleveland State Nunn 4.0 2 0 0 2 4 44 10-3 W
Feb. 25 Cleveland State Nunn^ 6.0 1 0 0 0 4 64 8-0 W (6)
Feb. 25 Indiana State Sullivan 4.0 7 2 2 3 6 92 9-7 W
Mar. 1 vs. Evansville Sullivan^ 5.0 0 0 0 2 8 82 8-0 W (5) 
Mar. 2 vs. Jackson State Nunn 5.0 1 0 0 0 5 68 4-0 W
Mar. 2 at Samford Sullivan^ 7.0 2 1 1 2 17 125 8-1 W
Mar. 8 vs. Wright State Sullivan 5.1 4 3 3 8 8 118 6-3 W
Mar. 8 vs. Saint Louis Aikey^ 5.0 1 0 0 1 8 66 10-0 W (5)
Mar. 9 at Kennesaw State Sullivan^ 6.2 6 2 2 4 11 137 1-2 L
Mar. 9 vs. Wright State Aikey 5.2 5 2 2 3 6 102 1-2 L
Mar. 13 at Lipscomb Sullivan 2.2 1 4 4 3 1 58 9-7 L
Mar. 16 at FIU* Sullivan^ 7.0 4 2 2 2 5 129 6-2 W
Mar. 16 at FIU* Aikey 1.1 0 0 0 1 4 27 4-0 W
Mar. 17 at FIU* Sullivan 5.1 3 2 2 4 6 101 5-4 W
Mar. 20 at Eastern Kentucky Aikey 5.0 2 0 0 1 8 73 6-5 W
Mar. 23 Charlotte*          
Mar. 23 Charlotte*          
Mar. 24 Charlotte*          
Mar. 26 at Kentucky          
Mar. 30 Florida Atlantic*          
Mar. 30 Florida Atlantic*          
Mar. 31 Florida Atlantic*          
Apr. 3 Louisville          
Apr. 6 at Marshall*          
Apr. 6 at Marshall*          
Apr. 7 at Marshall*          
Apr. 13 North Texas*          
Apr. 13 North Texas*          
Apr. 14 North Texas*          
Apr. 17 at Tennessee Tech          
Apr. 17 at Tennessee Tech          
Apr. 19 at Middle Tennessee*          
Apr. 19 at Middle Tennessee*          
Apr. 20 at Middle Tennessee*          
Apr. 24 Austin Peay          
Apr. 24 Austin Peay          
Apr. 27 at Louisiana Tech*          
Apr. 27 at Louisiana Tech*          
Apr. 28 at Louisiana Tech*          
May 1 Murray State          
May 4 UTSA*          
May 4 UTSA*          
May 5 UTSA*          
PITCHER GS RECORD SAVES TEAM W/L
Aikey 7 4-3 4 11-4
Blackford 0 0-0 0 0-0
Nunn 4 3-0 2 7-4
Sullivan 13 12-2 0 13-2
Towers 0 0-0 0 1-0
TEAM RESULT
2019 STATISTICS
 NUM. NAME ERA W-L APP GS CG SHO SV IP H R ER BB K 2B 3B HR BF AVG. WP HBP BK SF SH
 10 Nunn 1.81 3-0 12 4 1 1/2 2 31.0 26 11 8 7 31 4 1 0 129 .213 1 0 0 0 0 
 12 Aikey 2.25 4-3 15 7 2 2/2 4 46.2 34 18 15 23 69 3 0 6 200 .197 5 1 0 1 2 
 4 Sullivan 2.91 12-2 15 13 7 3/0 0 77.0 50 33 32 51 118 11 1 6 334 .183 4 5 0 1 4 
 20 Towers 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0 0 1.1 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 0 9 .429 0 0 0 0 0 
 24 Blackford 0.00 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 0 0 0 
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018 2019 CAREER
Aikey - 0 3 3 6
Blackford RS 0 0 - 0
Nunn - - 1 0 1
Sullivan - - - 9 9
Towers - 3 0 0 3
PLAYER 0 1 2 2019/TOTAL
Aikey 0/1 1/3 1/2 2/6
Blackford 0 0 0 0/0
Nunn 0 2/2 1/2 3/4
Sullivan 1 0 2 3
Towers 0 0 0 0/0
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018 2019 CAREER
Aikey - 5 7 2 14
Blackford RS 0 0 - 0
Nunn - - 10 1 11
Sullivan - - - 7 7
Towers - 13 0 0 13
CAREER 7+ STRIKEOUTS
CAREER 0-2 HIT GAMES (5+ IP)
CAREER COMPLETE GAMES
HAT TOP PANTS W L
Black Black Black 6 0 
Black D. Grey D. Grey 3 0
White L. Grey L. Grey 2 0
Red Red Red 2 0
Red L. Grey L. Grey 1 0
White Red Red 2 1
Black Black D. Grey 1 0
Black D. Grey Black 1 1
Red White White 1 1
Black Black White 0 2
RECORD BY UNIFORM
^ Complete game
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Year Overall Conf. School
2005 22-14 11-3 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2006 23-19 8-6 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2007 11-38 5-13 (A-Sun) Belmont
2008 14-36 3-19 (A-Sun) Belmont
2009 11-35 3-17 (A-Sun) Belmont
2010 29-19 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2011 28-15-1 16-8 (Summit) IPFW
2012 45-14 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2013 34-16 12-4 (Summit) IPFW
2014 33-24-1 11-10 (SBC) WKU
2015 36-14 16-4 (C-USA) WKU
2016 17-30 8-13 (C-USA) WKU
2017 31-31 10-13 (C-USA) WKU
2018 28-26 10-13 (C-USA) WKU
Total 362-331-2 147-136 14 Years
DI 317-298-2 128-127 12 Years
WKU 145-25-1 55-54 Five Years






































• 30 Division I All-Conference Selections
• Seven NFCA All-Region Honorees
• One Conference Pitcher/Player of the Years
• Six CoSIDA Academic All-District Selections
• One Senior CLASS Award Finalist
• 350 Career Wins/300 Division I Wins
WKU
•10 All-Conference Selections
•Five NFCA All-Region Selections
•2014 NCAA Individual Stolen Base Leader
•2015 NCAA Individual Strikeouts Leader
•One CoSIDA Academic All-District Honoree
•2015 Conference USA Coach of the Year




2019 WKU TEAM SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 33 at Lipscomb 3/13
Runs Scored 10 MR, Saint Louis 3/8
Hits 12 MR, at FIU 3/16
RBI 9 Indiana St. 2/25
Doubles 4 MR, at FIU 3/16
Triples 2 Western IL 2/16
Home Runs 2 MR, at Lipscomb 3/13
Walks 5 MR, Samford 3/2
Stolen Bases 6 Saint Louis 3/8
   
Assists 11 at FIU 3/16
DP Turned 1 MR, Indiana St. 2/25
   
Innings Pitched 7.0 MR, at EKU 3/20
Fewest Hits Allowed 0 Evansville 3/1
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, at FIU 3/16
Most Strikeouts 17 at Samford 3/2
   
Longest Game 2:50 Wright St. 3/8
Shortest Game 1:34 Cleveland St. 2/25
2019 WKU INDIVIDUAL SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT INDIVIDUAL OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 4 MR, Jordan Thomas at EKU 3/20
Runs Scored 3 MR, Shannon Plese Indiana State 2/25
Hits 3 MR, Jordan Vorbrink at FIU 3/17
RBI 4 Tommi Stowers Indiana State 2/25
Doubles 1 MR, Maddie Bowlds at EKU 3/20
Triples 1 MR, Jordan Thomas at EKU 3/20
Home Runs 2 Kendall Smith Tennessee State 2/9
Total Bases 8 Kendall Smith Tennessee State 2/9
Walks 3 MR, Kendall Smith Indiana State 2/25
Stolen Bases 2 MR, Beka Engelhardt at FIU 3/17
    
Putouts 17 Kendall Smith MR, at Samford 3/2
Assists 6 Beka Engelhardt Western IL 2/16
    
Innings Pitched 7.0 MR, Kennedy Sullivan at FIU 3/16
Fewest Hits Allowed 0 Kennedy Sullivan Evansville 3/1
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, Kelsey Aikey Saint Louis 3/8
Most Strikeouts 17 Kennedy Sullivan at Samford 3/2
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Defeated a top 10 team at No. 2 Tennessee, 3/8/14
Defeated a top 11-25 team at No. 16 Georgia, 5/16/15
Had a pitcher strikeout 15+ Kennedy Sullivan, 3/2/19 (17)
Had a pitcher strikeout 10-14 Kennedy Sullivan vs. Missouri State, 2/8/19 (11)
Threw a perfect game Miranda Kramer vs. Charlotte, 5/7/15
Threw a no-hitter (run-rule) Kennedy Sullivan at Samford, 3/1/19
Threw a no-hitter (regulation) Kelsey Aikey vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18
Opponent threw no-hitter vs. No. 23 Marshall, 5/11/17
Won a run-rule game vs. Saint Louis, 3/8/19 (5)
Lost a run-rule game vs. No. 17 Auburn, 2/8/19 (5)
Played extra innings at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18 (8)
Won in extra innings vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18 (8)
Lost in extra innings at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18 (8)
Scored 10-14 runs vs. Saint Louis, 3/8/19 (10)
Scored 15-18 runs vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (16)
Scored 19+ runs at Tennessee-Martin, 4/2/00 (19)
Allowed 10-14 runs at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18 (13)
Allowed 15+ runs at No. 23 FAU, 4/30/16 (16)
Batted around the order at Samford, 3/2/19 (10 batters)
Batted through the order (9 batters) vs. Saint Louis, 3/8/19
Had 10-14 hits at FIU, 3/16/19 (12)
Had 15+ hits vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (17)
Team hit 3+ home runs vs. Marshall, 4/21/18 (3)
Back-to-back home runs vs. Marshall, 4/21/18 (Vaughn & McGuffin, 3rd inn.)
Back-to-back-to-back home runs vs. ULM, 4/13/13 (Thomas, Mattox, Sulaski, 4th inn.)
Player with back-to-back home runs Kendall Smith,  2/9/19, 2 consec.
Had a player hit two HRs Kendall Smith, South Alabama, 2/9/19
Had a player hit a grand slam Jordan Thomas at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18
Team hit three doubles at FIU, 3/16/19 (4)
Team hit four or more doubles at FIU, 3/16/19 (4)
Team hit two triples vs. Western Illinois, 2/16/19
Team hit three or more triples vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (5)
Team stole five or more bases vs. Saint Louis, 3/8/18 (6)
Player with three RBI Jordan Thomas, at EKU, 3/20/19
Player with four RBI Tommi Stowers, vs. Indiana State, 2/25/19
Player with five RBI Adarian Gray vs. UAB, 5/10/17
Player with six or more RBI Dani Pugh vs. Buffalo, 2/6/15 (6)
Player with three hits Jordan Vorbrink at FIU, 3/17/19 
Player with four hits Brittany Vaughn, vs. Marshall, 4/21/18
Player with five hits Tommi Stowers vs. Evansville, 3/3/17
Player with two or more doubles Beka Engelhardt vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (2)
Player with two or more triples Shawna Sadler vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (2)
Player stole three or more bases Brittany Vaughn vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (3)
Player scored three or more runs Shannon Plese vs. Indiana St., 2/25/19 (3)
Hit a walk-off home run (regulation/extra inn.) Brooke Holloway vs. Marshall, 5/7/16
Hit a walk-off home run (run-rule) Jordan Vorbrink vs. Tennessee St., 2/16/18
Had a walk-off hit Paige Carter vs. Cleveland State, 2/25/19 (1B)
Swept a conference home series Southern Miss, 4/24/17
Swept a conference road series at FIU, 3/16-17/19
Was swept in a conference home series vs. FAU, 3/18-19/17
Was swept in a conference road series at FAU, 4/28-29/18
THE LAST TIME WKU...
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION
C-USA RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  DATE/RESULT
48 LA TECH  4/27-28 
51 FLORIDA ATLANTIC  3/30-31
72 NORTH TEXAS  4/13-14
77 WKU  -  
86 SOUTHERN MISS  DNP 
92 FIU  W,W,W 
97 MARSHALL  4/6-7
103 UTSA  5/4-5
114 MIDDLE TENNESSEE  4/19-20
132 UAB  DNP
159 CHARLOTTE  3/23-24
184 UTEP  DNP 
WKU OPPONENT RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  RESULT
7 KENTUCKY  3/26
17 AUBURN  L
52 LIPSCOMB  L
55 LOUISVILLE  4/3
105 SOUTH ALABAMA  W
107 EASTERN KENTUCKY  W
131 TENNESSEE TECH  4/17
135 AUSTIN PEAY  4/24
145 KENNESAW STATE  L
150 MISSOURI STATE  W
165 SAMFORD  W
182 FLORIDA A&M  W
185 WESTERN ILLINOIS  W, L, W
186 TENNESSEE STATE  W
207 INDIANA STATE  W 
210 MURRAY STATE  5/1
234 SAINT LOUIS  W
239 BUTLER  W
243 WRIGHT STATE  W, L
250 EVANSVILLE  W 
260 CLEVELAND STATE  W, W
279 JACKSON STATE  W
RPI STANDINGS
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2019 Conference USA Standings
 C-USA  Pct. Overall  Pct.  Last 10 Streak
WKU (E) 3-0 1.000 19-5 .792  7-3 W4
LA Tech (W) 3-0 1.000 21-7 .750  6-4 W5
North Texas (W) 5-1 .833 16-10 .615  6-4 L2
UTSA (W) 5-1 .833 14-12 .538  5-5 L1
Marshall (E) 2-1 .667 19-8 .704  7-3 L2
Florida Atlantic (E) 2-1 .667 14-13 .519  6-4 L1
Southern Miss (W) 2-4 .333 15-13 .536  5-5 L1
Charlotte (E) 2-4 .333 10-15 .400  3-7 W1
UTEP (W) 2-4 .333 8-20 .286  3-7 W1
Middle Tennessee (E) 1-2 .333 15-14 .517  5-5 W1
FIU (E) 0-3 .000 18-12 .600  4-6 W1
UAB (W) 0-6 .000 9-18 .333  1-9 L3
RECORD WHEN TEAM SCORES
RUNS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
0 0-1 0-0 8-0 1-0
1 0-3 0-0 1-0 0-0
2 0-0 0-0 1-2 1-0
3 1-0 0-0 5-1 0-0
4 3-0 1-0 1-0 1-0
5 3-0 1-0 1-0 0-0
6 3-0 1-0 1-0 0-0
7 2-1 0-0 1-0 0-0
8 4-0 0-0 0-1 0-0
9 1-0 0-0 0-1 0-0
10+ 2-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
WKU RECORD AFTER INNINGS
INNINGS LEADING TRAILING TIED
1 10-0 2-2 7-3
2 12-0 4-2 3-3
3 15-1 2-2 2-2
4 14-1 3-3 2-1
5 12-1 1-1 3-2
6 14-0 0-3 1-1
SCORE BY INNINGS
INNINGS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
1 32 0 6 0
2 10 1 3 0
3 30 3 17 0
4 13 0 10 1
5 16 2 5 1
6 25 5 19 4
7 7 4 4 0
8 0 0 0 0
9 0 0 0 0
EX 0 0 0 0













vs. Ranked Teams ..................................................0-1
vs. RV Teams ............................................................0-0
TIME
Day Games ............................................................16-4



















WKU Throws RHP ................................................19-5
WKU Throws LHP ...................................................0-0
Opp. Throws RHP ................................................18-4
Opp. Throws LHP ...................................................1-1
RUNS
WKU Scores 1st ....................................................16-2
Opp. Scores 1st .......................................................3-3
WKU Scores in 1st ...............................................10-0
Opp. Scores in 1st ..................................................3-2
HITS
WKU Has More .....................................................15-2
Opp. Has More ........................................................3-3
Hits Are Even ...........................................................1-0
ERRORS
WKU Commits 0 ..................................................11-2
WKU Commits 1 .....................................................6-2
WKU Commits 2+ ..................................................2-1
Opp. Commits 0 .....................................................4-1
Opp. Commits 1 .....................................................2-2
Opp. Commits 2+ ...............................................13-2
HOMERUNS
WKU Hits 0 ............................................................10-2
WKU Hits 1 ...............................................................6-2
WKU Hits 2+.............................................................3-1
Opp. Hits 0 ............................................................13-2
Opp. Hits 1 ...............................................................6-2
Opp. Hits 2+.............................................................0-1
TEAM RECORD BY...
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HOME RUN TRACKER
NO.  PLAYER GAME-DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS SCORE FINAL
1 Engelhardt 1-Feb 08 Missouri St. 0-1/0 3/1 5-0 W, 8-0
2 Smith 4-Feb 09 Tennessee St. 1-0/0 4/2 2-0 W, 5-0
3 Smith (2) 4-Feb 09 Tennessee St. 2-0/0 6/2 4-0 W, 5-0
4 Thomas 6-Feb 16 Western Illinois 0-2/0 5/1 2-3 W, 5-3
5 Smith (3) 7-Feb 17 Western Illinois 0-0/0* 6/0 0-3 L, 1-3
6 Smith (4) 9-Feb 24 Butler 2-2/0 3/2 2-0 W, 3-0
7 Thomas (2) 11-Feb 25 Cleveland St. 2-1/0* 1/0 0-0 W, 8-0
8 Engelhardt (2) 11-Feb 25 Cleveland St.  0-0/1 3/2 4-0 W, 8-0
9 Plese 12-Feb 25 Indiana St. 2-0/0 1/2 0-0 W, 9-7
10 Stowers 12-Feb 25 Indiana St. 1-1/1 1/2 1-0 W, 9-7
11 Engelhardt (3) 15-Mar 02 at Samford 1-0/0 6/1 6-0 W, 8-1
12 McGuffin  18-Mar 09 at Kennesaw St. 2-2/0* 7/0 0-0 L, 1-2
13 Smith (5) 20-Mar 13 at Lipscomb 0-0/2 3/2 0-2 L, 7-9
14 Engelhardt (4) 20-Mar 13 at Lipscomb 2-2/0 7/1 6-9 L, 7-9
15 Vorbrink 23-Mar 17 at FIU 2-2/1 6/2 3-0 W, 5-4
16 Engelhardt (5) 24-Mar 20 at EKU 1-1/0* 6/0 5-5 W, 6-5
ANALYSIS STATS
SEASON/CAREER HITTING STAT TRACKER
CAREER MULTI-HIT GAMES       2019/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
McGuffin 0/16 0/4 0/1 0 21
Carter 3/14 0/5 0 0 20
Engelhardt 5/17 0/2 0 0 19
Thomas 7/16 0/2 0 0 18
Smith 3/12 1/1 0 0 13
Bowlds 2/8 0/3 0/1 0 12 
Plese 9/11 1/1 0 0 12
Towers 1/12 0 0 0 12  
Vorbrink 3/8 1/3 0 0 11
McElroy 0/9 0 0 0 9
Stowers 1/4 1/1 0 0/1 6
Sullivan 4 0 0 0 4
Davis 2 0 0 0 2
CAREER MULTI-RBI GAMES       2019/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
Engelhardt 2/11 0/2 0/1 0 14
Carter 0/7 0/4 0/2 0 13 
McGuffin 0/9 0/3 0/1 0 13
Smith 5/7 1/4 0 0 11
Vorbrink 1/8 0/2 0 0 10
McElroy 0/5 0 0 0 5
Stowers 1/3 0/1 1/1 0 5
Plese 2/3 2/2 0 0 5
Thomas 1/1 1/1 0/2 0 4
Towers 0/3 0 0 0 3 
Bowlds 1/3 0 0 0 3
Sullivan 1 1 0 0 2
Nunn 0 0/1 0 0 1
CAREER HOMERUNS
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018 2019  CAREER
Engelhardt 0 5 7 5  17
McGuffin 4 2 7 1  14
Smith - - 5 5  10
Thomas - - 6 2  8
Carter - 2 5 0  7
Stowers - 3 0 -  3
Vorbrink 1 0 1 1  3
Plese - 1 - 1  2
Towers - 2 0 -  2
Nunn - - 1 -  1
STREAK TRACKERS
CAREER HITTING STREAKS
PLAYER  LONGEST 2019 CURRENT
Smith  10 10 1 
Thomas  9 9 2
Vorbrink  9 3 0
Carter  7 3 3
Bowlds  6 4 1
McGuffin  6 1 0
Engelhardt  5 3 1
McElroy  5 3 0 
Plese  5 5 0
Stowers  4 4 0 
Sullivan  4 4 0
Towers  4 2 0
Davis  3 3 0
Ridge  2 2 0
Aikey  1 0 0
Nunn  1 - 0
REACHED BASE STREAK
PLAYER  LONGEST  2019 CURRENT
Plese  17 17 17
Thomas  15 15 4
Engelhardt 14 8 1
Carter  13 4 3
Vorbrink  12 5 0
Smith  10 10 1
McGuffin  9 1 0
Stowers  8 8 0
Bowlds  7 4 1
Towers  5 2 0
McElroy  5 3 1
Davis  4 4 4
Sullivan  4 4 0 
Aikey  2 0 0
Nunn  2 - 0
Ridge  2 2 0
Blackford  1 - 1*
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BATTING ANALYSIS
  LEADOFF BASES EMPTY 1-2 RUNNERS BASES LOADED RISP 2 OUTS 2-OUT RBI
PLAYER H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP  AVG H OPP AVG #
Aikey 0 1 .000 0 1 .000 0 1 .000 0 0 --- 0 1  .000 0 0 --- 0
Blackford 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Bowlds 5 10 .500 10 22 .455 3 23 .130 0 1 .000 2 12  .167 4 14 .286 2
Carter 3 13 .231 5 19 .263 8 21 .381 1 2 .500 6 18  .333 5 13 .385 2
Davis 1 3 .333 4 12 .333 6 28 .214 0 1 .000 5 21  .238 4 15 .267 3
Engelhardt 7 21 .333 12 35 .343 6 28 .214 0 0 --- 2 17  .118 5 20 .250 3
McElroy 3 7 .429 4 19 .211 4 16 .250 0 0 --- 4 15  .267 3 14 .214 1
McGuffin 1 4 .250 1 9 .111 0 6 .000 0 1 .000 0 3  .000 0 5 .000 0
Murphy 0 1 .000 0 4 .000 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 2 .000 0
Nunn 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Plese 9 17 .529 11 35 .314 17 37 .459 2 2 1.000 13 29  .448 11 24 .458 8
Ridge 0 3 .000 1 10 .100 1 2 .500 1 1 1.000 1 2  .500 1 4 .250 0
Smith 3 10 .300 9 23 .391 15 48 .313 3 5 .600 11 36  .306 8 26 .308 9
Stowers 1 5 .200 4 10 .400 6 16 .375 0 0 --- 4 12  .333 3 9 .333 2
Sullivan 3 9 .333 9 29 .310 5 28 .179 1 4 .250 3 21  .143 5 20 .250 0
Thomas 17 33 .515 10 38 .263 13 37 .351 0 3 .000 11 25  .440 7 22 .318 9
Towers 1 1 1.000 1 5 .200 2 7 .286 0 0 --- 2 7  .286 1 9 .111 1
Vorbrink 7 12 .583 8 25 .320 7 25 .280 0 0 --- 4 14  .286 3 10 .300 5
2019 STARTERS SUMMARY
     POSITION         BATTING ORDER
PLAYER GS P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP 1ST 2ND 3RD 4TH 5TH 6TH 7TH 8TH 9TH FLEX 
THOMAS 24 - - - 24 - - - - - - 22 1 1 - - - - - - - 
PLESE 24 - - - - - - - 24 - - 1 4 17 2 - - - - - -  
MCELROY 24 - - - - - 24 - - - - - - - - - 2 5 8 - 9 
ENGELHARDT 24 - - - - 24 - - - - - - 6 2 1 6 7 2 - - - 
SMITH 24 - 24 - - - - - - - - - - 2 18 - 1 3 - - - 
SULLIVAN 22 13 - - - - - - - - 9 - - - 2 7 5 6 - 1 1 
VORBRINK 20 - - 6 - - - 4 - 10 - - 6 - - 2 1 - 4 7 - 
BOWLDS 19 - - 18 - - - - - 1 - - 4 - - - - 2 6 6 1 
DAVIS 15 - - - - - - 13 - 2 - - 2 - - - - - 4 9 - 
CARTER 14 - - - - - - 1 - 7 6 1 1 2 1 1 7 1 - - - 
AIKEY 7 7 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 7 
STOWERS 7 - - - - - - - - 1 6 - - - - 7 - - - - -
MCGUFFIN 5 - - - - - - 4 - 1 - - - - - - - 2 2 1 -  
NUNN 4 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4
TOWERS 3 - - - - - - 2 - 1 - - - - - 1 - 2 - - -
RIDGE 2 - - - - - - - - 1 1 - - - - - 1 1 - - - 
2019 WKU INDIVIDUAL STAT LEADERS
BATTING AVERAGE - Min. 10 AB 
 .389 Shannon Plese
SLUGGING PERCENTAGE - Min. 10 AB  
.731 Tommi Stowers
ON BASE PERCENTAGE - Min. 10 Plate Appearances 
.476 Shannon Plese
RUNS SCORED  
20  R. Engelhardt & S. Plese 
HITS  
28  Shannon Plese
RUNS BATTED IN 
21  Kendall Smith
DOUBLES  
6  S. Plese, T. Stowers, J. Thomas
TRIPLES  
2  Jordan Thomas
HOME RUNS  
5  K. Smith & R. Engelhardt 
TOTAL BASES  
46  Kendall Smith
WALKS  
12  Rebekah Engelhardt
HIT BY PITCH  
3  Shannon Plese
SACRIFICE HITS  
5  Paige Carter
    
SACRIFICE FLIES  
5  Kennedy Sullivan 
STOLEN BASES  
12  Shannon Plese
ANALYSIS STATS
WALK-OFF TRACKER
NO.  BATTER GAME/DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS RESULT SCORE FINAL
1  Carter 11-Feb 25 Cleveland St. 3-2/1 6/0 RBI 1B 7-0 8-0
 
COME-FROM-BEHIND WIN TRACKER
NO.  GAME/DATE OPPONENT DEFICIT INNING TYING HIT (score) GO-AHEAD HIT (score) FINAL
1  3-Feb 09 FAMU 3-1 M3 Smith 2B (4-3) Smith 2B (4-3)  W, 4-3
2  6-Feb 16 Western Illinois 3-2 M5 Thomas HR (3-3) Engelhardt 3B (4-3) W, 5-3
3  10-Feb 24 Cleveland State 3-0 M3 Ridge 1B (3-3) Sullivan 2B (6-3)  W, 10-3
4  16-Mar 08 Wright State 2-1 M4 Smith 1B (3-2) Smith 1B (3-2)  W, 6-3
5  24-Mar 20 EKU 5-3 E3 Thomas 3B (5-5) Engelhardt HR (6-4) W, 6-5
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GAME-BY-GAME STARTERS
Date Team P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP Record
2/8 Missouri State Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Vorbrink Carter 1-0 (1)
2/8 Auburn Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink Sullivan 0-1 (2)
2/9 Florida A&M Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink Carter 1-0 (3)
2/9 Tennessee State Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Vorbrink Sullivan 1-0 (4)
2/10 South Alabama Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Vorbrink Ridge 1-0 (5)
2/16 Western Illinois Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink --- 1-0 (6)
2/16 Western Illinois Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese McGuffin Carter 0-1 (7)
2/17 Western Illinois Nunn Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink Sullivan 1-0 (8)
2/24 Butler Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink --- 2-0 (6)
2/24 Cleveland State Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Vorbrink Sullivan 2-0 (4)
2/25 Cleveland State Nunn Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Ridge Sullivan 1-0 (9)
2/25 Indiana State Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Carter Stowers 1-0 (10)
3/1 Evansville Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Stowers 1-0 (11)
3/2 Jackson State Nunn Smith Vorbrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Carter Plese Stowers Sullivan 1-0 (12)
3/2 Samford Sullivan Smith Vorbrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Carter Stowers 1-0 (13)
3/8 Wright State Sullivan Smith Vorbrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Carter Stowers  2-0 (13)
3/8 Saint Louis Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Stowers 1-0 (14)
3/9 Kennesaw St. Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Stowers 1-1 (11)
3/9 Wright St. Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Carter Sullivan 0-1 (15)
3/13 Lipscomb Aikey Smith Vorbrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Bowlds Sullivan 0-1 (16)
3/16 FIU* Sullivan Smith Vorbrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Towers Carter 1-0 (17)
3/16 FIU* Nunn Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Towers Plese Davis Sullivan 1-0 (18)
3/17 FIU* Sullivan Smith Vobrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Towers Plese Davis Carter 1-0 (19)
3/20 EKU Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink Carter 2-0 (3)
3/23 Charlotte*           
3/23 Charlotte*           
3/24 Charlotte*           
3/26 Kentucky           
3/30 FAU*           
3/30 FAU*           
3/31 FAU*           
4/3 Louisville           
4/6 Marshall*           
4/6 Marshall*           
4/7 Marshall*           
4/13 North Texas*           
4/13 North Texas*           
4/14 North Texas*           
4/17 Tennessee Tech           
4/17 Tennessee Tech           
4/19 MTSU*           
4/19 MTSU*           
4/20 MTSU*           
4/24 Austin Peay           
4/24 Austin Peay           
4/27 LA Tech*           
4/27 LA Tech*           
4/28 LA Tech*           
5/1 Murray State           
5/4 UTSA*           
5/4 UTSA*           
5/5 UTSA*           
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2019 WKU LINE SCORES
GAME 1 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-1:51 A-139
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5    R H E
WKU                    5 0 1 0 2 - 8  7  0
Missouri State     0 0 0 0 0 - 0  2  2
WP-SULLIVAN (1-0) LP-Griesbauer (0-1) 
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT
GAME 2 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-1:38 A-201
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5    R H E
WKU                    0 0 0 0 0 - 0  2  2
Auburn                 1 0 3 2 2 - 8 12 1
WP-Martin (1-0) LP-AIKEY,  (0-1) 
HR AU-McCrackin(1), Rivera(1),Veach(3)
GAME 3 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-2:11 A-137
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Florida A&M      0 2 1 0 0 0 0 -  3  3  2
WKU                   1 0 3 0 0 0 X -  4  4  1
WP-SULLIVAN (2-0) Save-AIKEY(1) 
LP-HAYES (0-1)
GAME 4 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-1:55 A-117
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Tennessee State   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  0  6  2
WKU                    1 0 1 1 0 2 X - 5  6  1
WP-AIKEY (1-1) LP-ESPINOZA (0-1) 
HR WKU - SMITH 2 (2)
GAME 5 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-1:46 A-92
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    7 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 7  7  0
South Alabama   0 0 0 0 0 3 0 - 3  4  2
WP-SULLIVAN (3-0) LP-Yarbrough (1-1) 
HR USA - Cronan (1)
GAME 6 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:44 A-203
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WIU               1 0 0 2 0 0 0 -  3  5  1
WKU                0 0 2 0 1 2 X - 5  8  1
WP-SULLIVAN (4-0) LP-Ira (2-1) 
HR: WIU-Duwa (2) | WKU-THOMAS (1)
GAME 7 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:49 A-187
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WIU               0 0 0 2 1 0 0 -  3  4  1
WKU                0 0 0 0 0 1 0 -  1  7  0
WP-Carlin (1-2) LP-AIKEY (1-2) 
HR: WIU-Abbott (2) | WKU-SMITH (3)
GAME 8 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:12 A-175
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WIU               0 0 3 2 0 1 0 -  6 11 2
WKU                0 5 0 1 1 0 X - 7  7  0
WP-SULLIVAN (5-0) Save-AIKEY(2) 
LP-Abbott (1-1)
GAME 9 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:53 A-176
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Butler                   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  0  3  0
WKU                   0 2 1 0 0 0 X -  3  8  0
WP-SULLIVAN (6-0) | LP-RICKETT (1-4) 
HR WKU - SMITH (4)
GAME 10 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:56 A-202
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R  H  E
CSU                      1 0 2 0 0 0 0 -  3   6   2
WKU                    0 0 1 1 0 8 X - 10 10 1
WP-NUNN (1-0) | LP-GRIFFIN (1-2) 
HR CSU - HYSONG (2)
GAME 11 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:34 A-156
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6   R  H E
CSU                      0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  1  2
WKU                    2 0 5 0 0 1 - 8 11 2
WP-NUNN (2-0) | LP-HYSONG (0-2) 
HR WKU - THOMAS (2), 
                     ENGELHARDT (2)
GAME 12 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:37 A-187
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7   R  H  E
Indiana State       0 0 1 0 1 3 2 - 7  15  3
WKU                    3 1 1 3 0 1 X - 9 10  1
WP-SULLIVAN (7-0) Save-NUNN (1) 
HR INS - Martin (2)
HR WKU - PLESE (1), STOWERS (1)
GAME 13 | Birmingham, Ala. | T-1:38 A-101
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5   R  H  E
WKU                    3 0 3 2 0 - 8  9   0
Evansville             0 0 0 0 0 - 0  0  3
WP-SULLIVAN (8-0) 
LP-Lockhart (3-3)
GAME 14 | Birmingham, Ala. | T-1:49 A-113
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Jackson State       0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  0  1  1
WKU                   0 0 1 2 0 1 X -  4  4  1
WP-NUNN (3-0) Save-AIKEY(3) 
LP-Sanchez (0-5) 
GAME 15 | Birmingham, Ala. | T-2:19 A-213
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    5 0 1 0 0 1 1 - 8 11  2
Samford               0 0 0 0 0 1 0 - 1   2  2
WP-SULLIVAN (9-0) 
LP-Spear (4-3)
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT (3)
HR SAM - Trombley (1)
GAME 16 | Kennesaw, Ga. | T-2:50 A-37
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Wright State        0 1 0 1 0 1 0 -  3  4  3
WKU                   0 0 1 0 4 1 X -  6  6  0
WP-SULLIVAN (10-0) Save-NUNN (2) 
LP-Otani (3-5)
GAME 17 | Kennesaw, Ga. | T-1:21 A-83
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5    R  H  E
WKU                    3 0 2 0 5 - 10 12 0
Saint Louis           0 0 0 0 0 - 0   1   3
WP-AIKEY (2-2) LP-LOVELESS (2-2)
GAME 18 | Kennesaw, Ga. | T-1:50 A-197
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1  5  1
Kennesaw State   0 0 0 0 0 0 2 - 2  6  0
WP-ANDREWS (7-6) 
LP-SULLIVAN (10-1
HR WKU - McGUFFIN (1)
GAME 19 | Kennesaw, Ga. | T-1:44 A-111
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    0 0 1 0 0 0 0 - 1  4  0
Wright State         0 0 0 0 0 2 X - 2  6  2
WP-Hughes (1-2) LP-AIKEY (2-3)
GAME 20 | Nashville, Tenn. | T-2:17 A-127
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H  E
WKU                    0 0 3 1 1 1 1 - 7  11 1
Lipscomb             2 0 3 0 0 4 X - 9   4  2
WP-JORDAN (6-4) LP-SULLIVAN (10-2) 
HR WKU-SMITH (5), ENGELHARDT (4)
HR LIP - FORTEL (3), DEVAULT (4)
GAME 21 | Miami, Fla. | T-2:10 A-76
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    0 1 2 0 0 3 0 - 6 12 0
FIU                        0 0 0 1 1 0 0 - 2  4  0
WP-SULLIVAN (11-2) 
LP-KUGELMANN (6-3)
GAME 22 | Miami, Fla. | T-2:00 A-85
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    0 0 0 0 0 0 4 - 4  7  0
FIU                        0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  2  0
WP-AIKEY (3-3) LP-DUNFORD (6-3)
GAME 23 | Miami, Fla. | T-2:20 A-151
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E 
WKU                    0 0 1 0 2 2 0 - 5  6  0
FIU                        0 0 0 0 0 4 0 - 4  8  2
WP-SULLIVAN (12-2) Save-AIKEY (4) 
LP-MURASKIN (5-6) 
HR WKU - VORBRINK (1)
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2019 WKU LINE SCORES
GAME 24 | Richmond, Ky. | T-1:58 A-150
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    2 1 0 2 0 1 0 - 6  8  0
EKU                      1 0 4 0 0 0 0 - 5  3  0
WP-AIKEY (4-3) LP-Paulick(5-5) 
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT (5)
HR EKU - Lizzmore (7)
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2019 WKU SEASON STATS
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 20, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 19-5   Home: 6-1   Away: 5-2   Neutral: 8-2   C-USA: 3-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 3 8 9 24-24 72 20 28 6 1 1 16 39  . 5 4 2 9 3 5 0  . 4 7 6 0 0 12-13 18 1 1  . 9 5 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 3 8 5 12-7 26 6 10 6 0 1 8 19  . 7 3 1 3 0 5 0  . 4 4 8 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 3 3 8 24-24 71 15 24 5 1 5 21 46  . 6 4 8 6 2 13 0  . 3 9 5 2 0 3-5 223 7 1  . 9 9 6
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 2 5 21-14 40 9 13 2 0 0 9 15  . 3 7 5 4 1 5 0  . 3 8 3 2 5 3-4 6 0 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 0 7 24-24 75 13 23 6 2 2 17 39  . 5 2 0 10 0 16 0  . 3 8 4 1 0 5-5 36 17 0 1.000
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 0 0 20-20 50 11 15 2 0 1 6 20  . 4 0 0 5 2 12 0  . 3 8 6 0 2 2-2 38 1 2  . 9 5 1
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 2 8 9 20-19 45 7 13 1 0 0 4 14  . 3 1 1 2 1 5 0  . 3 3 3 0 0 3-5 84 2 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 8 6 24-24 63 20 18 2 1 5 9 37  . 5 8 7 12 1 4 0  . 4 0 3 1 1 10-11 10 36 3  . 9 3 9
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 5 0 18-15 40 8 10 0 0 0 4 10  . 2 5 0 1 0 0 0  . 2 6 8 0 3 3-3 13 0 0 1.000
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 5 0 6-3 12 0 3 1 0 0 2 4  . 3 3 3 0 0 0 0  . 2 5 0 0 1 2-3 9 0 0 1.000
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 2 4 6 22-22 57 5 14 4 0 0 11 18  . 3 1 6 2 0 6 0  . 2 5 0 5 1 1-1 6 9 0 1.000
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 2 2 9 24-24 35 8 8 0 1 0 2 10  . 2 8 6 1 1 5 0  . 2 7 0 0 1 3-3 20 31 6  . 8 9 5
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 1 6 7 11-2 12 4 2 0 0 0 2 2  . 1 6 7 1 0 6 0  . 2 3 1 0 1 3-3 2 1 0 1.000
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 0 6 7 16-5 15 5 1 0 0 1 1 4  . 2 6 7 0 0 8 0  . 0 6 7 0 0 1-1 2 0 0 1.000
22 MURPHY, Macy  . 0 0 0 6-0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 16-8 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 1 0-0 1 5 1  . 8 5 7
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 4-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 13-5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 8 0 1.000
Totals  . 2 9 4 24 619 133 182 35 6 16 112 277  . 4 4 7 56 11 91 0  . 3 5 7 11 16 53-61 468 118 14  . 9 7 7
Opponents  . 1 9 7 24 575 64 113 19 2 12 59 172  . 2 9 9 83 6 219 0  . 3 0 3 2 6 19-21 447 181 38  . 9 4 3
LOB - Team (134), Opp (140). DPs turned - Team (3), Opp (6). CI - Team (0), Opp (1). Picked off - SULLIVAN,K. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
10 NUNN, Shelby  1 . 8 1 3-0 12 4 1 1/2 2 31.0 26 11 8 7 31 4 1 0  . 2 1 3 1 0 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 2 5 4-3 15 7 2 2/2 4 46.2 34 18 15 23 69 3 0 6  . 1 9 7 5 1 0 1 2
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  2 . 9 1 12-2 15 13 7 3/0 0 77.0 50 33 32 51 118 11 1 6  . 1 8 3 4 5 0 1 4
20 TOWERS, Haylee 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.1 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0 0 0
Totals  2 . 5 6 19-5 24 24 10 8/2 6 156.0 113 64 57 83 219 19 2 12  . 1 9 7 10 6 0 2 6
Opponents  4 . 5 1 5-19 24 24 9 1/0 0 149.0 182 133 96 56 91 35 6 16  . 2 9 4 19 11 0 11 16
PB - Team (3), SMITH,K. 3, Opp (3). Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (1). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (19-21), SULLIVAN,K.
(12-13), AIKEY,K. (5-6), NUNN,S. (2-2).
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2019 WKU C-USA ONLY STATS
2019 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Mar 17, 2019)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 3-0   Home: 0-0   Away: 3-0   C-USA: 3-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 6 0 0 3-3 10 1 6 1 0 0 5 7  . 7 0 0 2 0 0 0  . 6 6 7 0 0 1-1 4 0 0 1.000
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 6 0 0 2-2 5 2 3 1 0 1 2 7 1.400 0 0 1 0  . 6 0 0 0 0 0-0 6 0 0 1.000
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 3 3 2-1 3 1 1 0 0 0 0 1  . 3 3 3 0 1 1 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 0-0 11 0 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 0 0 3-3 10 3 3 2 0 0 2 5  . 5 0 0 2 0 2 0  . 4 1 7 0 0 0-0 5 4 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 2 8 6 3-2 7 1 2 1 0 0 1 3  . 4 2 9 0 0 0 0  . 2 8 6 0 2 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 2 5 0 3-3 8 0 2 1 0 0 1 3  . 3 7 5 1 0 1 0  . 3 0 0 1 1 1-1 2 1 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 5 0 3-3 8 1 2 1 0 0 0 3  . 3 7 5 2 0 0 0  . 4 0 0 0 0 2-2 0 7 0 1.000
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 2 2 3-3 9 0 2 0 0 0 1 2  . 2 2 2 0 0 0 0  . 2 2 2 0 1 1-1 6 0 0 1.000
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 2 2 3-3 9 3 2 0 0 0 0 2  . 2 2 2 1 0 0 0  . 3 0 0 0 0 2-2 3 0 0 1.000
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 1 8 2 3-3 11 0 2 1 0 0 2 3  . 2 7 3 0 0 1 0  . 1 8 2 0 0 0-0 22 0 0 1.000
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 0 0 0 2-0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 0 0 0 3-3 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 1 0 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 0-0 4 6 0 1.000
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 2-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 0 0 0 1-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 1-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 2-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 2-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 1 0 1.000
Totals  . 2 9 8 3 84 15 25 8 0 1 14 36  . 4 2 9 8 2 8 0  . 3 6 8 1 4 8-8 63 19 0 1.000
Opponents  . 1 8 9 3 74 6 14 3 0 0 6 17  . 2 3 0 10 2 21 0  . 2 9 9 1 2 2-2 63 20 2  . 9 7 6
LOB - Team (21), Opp (20). DPs turned - Team (0), Opp (2).
(C-USA games only Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  0 . 0 0 1-0 2 0 0 0/1 1 2.2 2 0 0 3 5 0 0 0  . 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  2 . 2 7 2-0 2 2 1 0/0 0 12.1 7 4 4 6 11 2 0 0  . 1 7 1 0 2 0 1 2
10 NUNN, Shelby  2 . 3 3 0-0 2 1 0 0/1 0 6.0 5 2 2 1 5 1 0 0  . 2 1 7 0 0 0 0 0
Totals  2 . 0 0 3-0 3 3 1 1/1 1 21.0 14 6 6 10 21 3 0 0  . 1 8 9 0 2 0 1 2
Opponents  4 . 6 7 0-3 3 3 2 0/0 0 21.0 25 15 14 8 8 8 0 1  . 2 9 8 0 2 0 1 4
PB - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1. SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (2-2), SULLIVAN,K. (1-1), AIKEY,K. (1-1).
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2019 WKU TEAM GAME-BY-GAME STATS
2019 WKU Softball
Team Game-by-Game for WKU (as of Mar 20, 2019)
Batting (All games)
Date Opponent ab r h rbi 2b 3b hr tb bb ibb sb cs hbp sac sf gdp k po a e lob avg
Feb 08 vs Missouri State 23 8 7 4 0 0 1 10 4 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 5 15 1 0 5  . 3 0 4
Feb 08 vs Auburn 18 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 7 13 3 2 3  . 2 2 0
Feb 09 vs Florida A&M 21 4 4 4 1 0 0 5 4 0 1 1 1 2 0 0 1 21 5 1 6  . 2 1 0
Feb 09 vs Tennessee State 22 5 6 5 2 0 2 14 1 0 2 0 0 1 1 0 2 21 4 1 2  . 2 2 6
Feb 10 vs South Alabama 28 7 7 6 1 0 0 8 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 4 21 3 0 1  . 2 3 2
Feb 16 WESTERN ILLINOIS 25 5 8 5 0 2 1 15 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 5 21 8 1 5  . 2 4 8
Feb 16 WESTERN ILLINOIS 29 1 7 1 1 0 1 11 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 21 8 0 8  . 2 4 7
Feb 17 WESTERN ILLINOIS 25 7 7 5 2 1 0 11 4 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 3 21 8 0 6  . 2 5 1
Feb 24 BUTLER 25 3 8 3 0 0 1 11 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 3 21 4 0 4  . 2 5 9
Feb 24 CLEVELAND STATE 29 10 10 8 2 1 0 14 5 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 4 21 8 1 7  . 2 6 9
Feb 25 CLEVELAND STATE 24 8 11 8 2 1 2 21 1 0 3 1 0 1 1 0 2 18 7 2 4  . 2 8 6
Feb 25 INDIANA STATE 29 9 10 9 2 0 2 18 5 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 4 21 4 1 7  . 2 9 2
Mar 01 vs Evansville 26 8 9 5 2 0 0 11 5 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 6 15 1 0 10  . 2 9 6
Mar 02 vs Jackson State 20 4 4 3 2 0 0 6 1 0 4 0 1 1 0 0 2 21 9 1 2  . 2 9 1
Mar 02 at Samford 28 8 11 7 3 0 1 17 5 0 3 1 0 0 3 0 3 21 2 2 7  . 2 9 8
Mar 08 vs Wright State 27 6 6 5 1 0 0 7 4 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 3 21 6 0 8  . 2 9 3
Mar 08 vs Saint Louis 26 10 12 7 1 0 0 13 1 0 6 1 0 0 2 0 1 15 3 0 4  . 3 0 4
Mar 09 at Kennesaw State 25 1 5 1 0 0 1 8 3 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 10 20 2 1 8  . 2 9 8
Mar 09 vs Wright State 26 1 4 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 5 0 1 0 0 0 6 18 6 0 5  . 2 9 0
Mar 13 at Lipscomb 33 7 11 6 4 0 2 21 1 0 3 0 0 1 0 0 7 18 2 1 7  . 2 9 3
*Mar 16 at FIU 30 6 12 6 4 0 0 16 2 0 1 0 1 3 0 0 2 21 4 0 9  . 2 9 9
*Mar 16 at FIU 27 4 7 4 1 0 0 8 3 0 4 0 1 0 1 0 3 21 11 0 7  . 2 9 7
*Mar 17 at FIU 27 5 6 4 3 0 1 12 3 0 3 0 0 1 0 0 3 21 4 0 5  . 2 9 3
Mar 20 at Eastern Kentucky 26 6 8 6 1 1 1 14 2 0 0 1 0 2 1 0 2 21 5 0 4  . 2 9 4
Totals 619 133 182 112 35 6 16 277 56 0 53 8 11 16 11 0 91 468 118 14 134  . 2 9 4
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 MR, EKU (3-20) AT BATS VS. HAMPTON (2-9-18) 5
 2 MR, EVANSVILLE (3-1) RUNS VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10-18) 3
 3 WESTERN IL (2-16) HITS WESTERN IL  (2-16-19) 3
 1 MR, FIU (3-16) DOUBLES VS. TENNESSEE TECH (2-16-18) 2
 1 WESTERN IL (2-16) TRIPLES WESTERN IL (2-16-19) 1
 2 TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) HOME RUNS TENNESSEE ST.  (2-9-19) 2
 3 LIPSCOMB (3-13) RBI 4X, MR LIPSCOMB (3-13-19) 3
 3 INDIANA ST. (2-25) WALKS/HBP INDIANA ST. (2-25-19) 3
 1 MR, WRIGHT ST. (3-8) STOLEN BASES MR, WRIGHT ST. (3-8-19) 1
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 10X, MR EKU (3-20) AT BATS MR, AT FAU (4-28-18) 5
 2 3X, MR FIU (3-16) RUNS 12X, MR VS. WIU (2-16-19) 2
 2 8X, MR EKU (3-20) HITS 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 3
 1 6X, MR FIU (3-17) DOUBLES 20X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-25-19) 1
 1 2X MR, EKU (3-20) TRIPLES 5X, MR EKU (3-20-19) 1
 1 MR, CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) HOME RUNS 67, MR VS. WIU (2-16-19) 1
 3 EKU (3-20) RBI 2X, MR AT FAU (4-28-18) 4
 2 MR, FIU (3-16) WALKS/HBP 11X, MR WESTERN IL (2-17-19) 2











• bowling green, ky.
• baTs r / Throws r
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .317 54-54 161 42 51 16 3 6 27 91 .565 40 2 37 2 .454 2 2 6-8 70 2 3 .960
2019 .307 24-24 75 13 23 6 2 2 17 39 .520 10 0 16 0 .384 1 0 5-5 36 17 0 1.000
CAREER .314 78-78 236 55 74 22 5 8 44 130 .551 50 2 53 2 .433 3 2 11-13 106 19 3 .977
THOMAS’ CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .240 54-54 146 33 35 10 0 5 22 60 .411 21 4 34 1 .345 3 4 4-4 252 28 9 .969
2019 .338 24-24 71 15 24 5 1 5 21 46 .648 6 2 13 0 .395 2 0 3-5 223 7 1 .996
CAREER .272 78-78 217 48 59 15 1 10 43 106 .488 27 6 47 1 .361 5 4 7-9 475 35 10 .981
SMITH’S CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2015          CHATTANOOGA STATE CC
2016          CHATTANOOGA STATE CC
2017 .289 34-5 38 4 11 3 0 1 7 17 .447 2 2 7 0 .341 2 0 0-0 3 0 0 1.000
2018           DNP
2019 .389 24-24 72 20 28 6 1 1 16 39 .542 9 3 5 0 .476 0 0 12-13 18 1 1 .950
CAREER .355 58-29 110 24 39 9 1 2 23 55 .500 11 5 12 0 .430 2 0 12-13 21 1 1 .957
PLESE’S CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 5X, MR FIU (3-16) AT BATS 6X, MR FIU (3-16-19) 4
 3 INDIANA ST. (2-25) RUNS INDIANA ST. (2-25-19) 3
 3 FIU (3-16) HITS LIPSCOMB (3-16-19) 3
 1 6X, MR FIU (3-16) DOUBLES 8X, MR LIPSCOMB (3-13-19) 1
 1 CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) TRIPLES CLEVELAND ST. (2-25-19) 1
 1 INDIANA ST. (2-25) HOME RUNS 2X, MR INDIANA ST. (2-25-19) 1
 3 MR, FIU (3-16) RBI 2X, MR FIU (3-16-19) 3
 2 EVANSVILLE (3-1) WALKS/HBP EVANSVILLE (3-1-19) 2






• baTs l / Throws l







• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 MR, LIPSCOMB (3-13) AT BATS 13x, MR SAINT LOUIS (3-8-19) 4
 3 MISSOURI ST. (2-8) RUNS 3X, MR MISSOURI ST. (2-8-19) 3
 2 MR, FIU (3-16) HITS MR, VS. TENN. ST. (2-17-18) 3
 1 MR, FIU (3-16) DOUBLES VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 1 WESTERN IL (2-16) TRIPLES 4X, MR WESTERN IL (2-16-19) 1
 1 5X, MR EKU (3-20) HOME RUNS 17X, MR EKU (3-20-19) 1
 2 2X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) RBI VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-17-18) 4
 3 CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) WALKS/HBP MR, CLEVELAND ST. (2-24-19) 3
 2 MR, FIU (3-16) STOLEN BASES 5X, MR FIU (3-16-19) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .069 41-36 29 6 2 0 0 0 2 2 .069 5 0 11 0 .206 0 3 1-1 38 45 12 .874
2017 .213 58-48 108 19 23 3 0 5 14 41 .380 14 1 24 0 .309 0 3 9-12 70 103 13 .930
2018 .278 54-54 151 34 42 10 3 7 25 79 .523 15 0 38 0 .339 2 8 9-13 48 127 9 .951
2019 .286 24-24 63 20 18 2 1 5 9 37 .587 12 1 4 0 .403 1 1 10-11 10 36 3 .939
CAREER .242 177-162 351 79 85 15 4 17 49 159 .453 46 2 77 0 .331 3 15 29-37 166 311 37 .928
ENGELHARDT’S CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 EVANSVILLE (3-1) AT BATS SAME
 2 CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) RUNS SAME
 2 MR, FIU (3-16) HITS SAME
 1 4X, MR FIU (3-16) DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 3 CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) RBI SAME
 1 MR, FIU (3-17) WALKS/HBP SAME
 1 FIU (3-16) STOLEN BASES SAME 
 7.0 MR, FIU (3-16) IP SAME
 0 EVANSVILLE (3-1) FEWEST HITS SAME 
 0 EVANSVILLE (3-1) FEWEST ER SAME 






• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 MR, FIU (3-16) AT BATS SAME
 1 MR, FIU (3-17) RUNS SAME
 2 MR, LIPSCOMB (3-13) HITS SAME
 - - DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 1 4X, MR LIPSCOMB (3-13) RBI SAME
 1 FIU (3-17) WALKS/HBP SAME






• baTs l / Throws l
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2019 .246 22-22 57 5 14 4 0 0 11 18 .316 2 0 6 0 .250 5 1 1-1 6 9 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2019 2.91 12-2 15 13 7 3/0 0 77.0 50 33 32 51 118 11 1 6 334 .183 4 5 0 1 4
SULLIVAN’S CAREER STATS
DAVIS’ CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2019 .250 18-15 40 8 10 0 0 0 4 10 .250 1 0 0 0 .268 0 3 3-3 13 0 0 1.000
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shelby nunn   
• sophomore
• piTcher
• bowling green, ky
• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18-18) 2
 - - RUNS VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 - - HITS VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 - - RBI VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 3
 - - WALKS/HBP 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18-18) 1
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 6.0 CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) IP 4X, MR VS. MARSHALL (4-22-18) 7.0
 1 MR, JACKSON ST. (3-2) FEWEST HITS MR, JACKSON ST. (3-2-19) 1
 0 MR, FIU (3-16) FEWEST ER 7X, MR FIU (3-16-19) 0
 5 MR, FIU (3-16) STRIKEOUTS VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 11
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .200 44-29 5 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 .800 2 0 2 0 .429 0 0 0-0 5 45 0 1.000
2019 - 12-4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0-0 0 8 0 1.000
CAREER .200 56-33 5 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 .800 2 0 2 0 .429 0 0 0-0 5 53 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2018 3.55 15-15 44 27 10 2/0 3 177.1 212 117 90 36 104 46 2 11 794 .288 5 3 0 5 13
2019 1.81 3-0 12 4 1 1/2 2 31.0 26 11 8 7 31 4 1 0 129 .213 1 0 0 0 0
CAREER 3.29 18-15 56 31 11 3/2 5 208.1 238 128 98 43 135 50 3 11 923 .277 6 3 0 5 13
NUNN’S CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 3 CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) AT BATS SAME 
 1 4X, MR FIU (3-17) RUNS SAME
 1 2X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) HITS SAME
 - - DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 1 2X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) RBI SAME
 1 TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) WALKS/HBP SAME






• baTs r / Throws r
RIDGE’S CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2019 .167 11-2 12 4 2 0 0 0 2 2 .167 1 0 6 0 .231 0 1 3-3 2 1 0 1.000
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kelsey aikey   
• Junior
• piTcher
• cedar falls, iowa
• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 1 FAMU (2-9) AT BATS LIPSCOMB (3-22-17) 3
 - - RUNS - -
 - - HITS AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - WALKS/HBP AAMU (3-16-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 7.0 TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) IP VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 8.0
 1 SAINT LOUIS (3-8) FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 0
 0 MR, EKU (3-20) FEWEST ER MR, EKU (3-20-19) 0
 9 TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) STRIKEOUTS 2X, MR, TENNESSEE ST. (2-9-19) 9
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .083 27-9 12 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .083 3 0 5 0 .267 0 0 0-0 4 21 2 .926
2018 .000 39-19 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 1 0 .000 0 0 0-0 7 22 1 .967
2019 .000 15-7 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 0 0 .000 0 1 0-0 1 5 1 .857
TOTALS .067 81-35 15 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .067 3 0 6 0 .235 0 1 0-0 12 48 4 .938
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 2.92 7-4 27 9 5 1/0 3 93.1 86 59 39 65 54 12 0 6 437 .244 19 8 1 3 9
2018 3.15 12-9 39 19 7 3/1 3 142.0 123 73 64 69 108 19 2 16 621 .234 15 8 0 5 14
2019 2.25 4-3 15 7 2 2/2 4 46.2 34 18 15 23 69 3 0 6 200 .197 5 1 0 1 2
TOTALS 2.93 23-16 81 35 14 6/3 10 282.0 243 150 118 157 231 34 2 28 1258 .231 39 17 1 9 25
AIKEY’S CAREER STATS
11
Jordan vorbrink  
• senior
• uTiliTy
• louisville, ky. | louisville
• baTs l / Throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 2X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) AT BATS AT UAB (4-14-18) 5
 2 MR, FIU (3-17) RUNS MR, FIU (3-17-19) 2
 3 FIU (3-17) HITS MR, AT FIU (3-17-19) 3
 1 MR, FIU (3-17) DOUBLES MR, FIU (3-17-19) 1
 - - TRIPLES MR, VS. NCC (4-17-16) 1
 1 FIU (3-17) HOME RUNS 3X, MR FIU (3-17-19) 1
 2 FIU (3-17) RBI 2X, MR VS. UTEP (4-8-18) 3
 2 MR, WRIGHT ST. (3-8) WALKS/HBP 6X, MR WRIGHT ST. (3-8-19) 2
 1 MR, EVANSVILLE (3-1) STOLEN BASES VS. EKU (4-11-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .244 24-15 41 6 10 3 3 1 9 22 .537 2 0 7 1 .273 1 2 1-1 101 2 1 .990
2017 .143 26-15 28 3 4 0 0 0 1 4 .143 0 4 5 1 .250 0 0 0-0 21 0 0 1.000
2018 .256 54-54 160 23 41 6 0 1 24 50 .313 20 3 34 1 .350 0 2 6-7 87 14 4 .962
2019 .300 20-20 50 11 15 2 0 1 6 20 .400 5 2 12 0 .386 0 2 2-2 38 1 2 .951
CAREER .251 124-104 279 43 70 11 3 3 40 96 .344 27 9 58 3 .335 1 6 9-10 247 17 7 .974
VORBRINK’S CAREER STATS
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS SAME
 - - RUNS SAME
 - - HITS SAME
 - - DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 - - RBI SAME
 - - WALKS/HBP SAME











• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 MR, WRIGHT ST. (3-8) AT BATS MR, AT USM (3-11-18) 5
 1 6X, MR SAINT LOUIS (3-8) RUNS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 3 INDIANA ST. (2-25) HITS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 5*
 1 6X, MR SAINT LOUIS (3-8) DOUBLES EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 - - TRIPLES VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 1 INDIANA ST. (2-25) HOME RUNS MR, INDIANA ST. (2-25-19) 1
 4 INDIANA ST. (2-25) RBI INDIANA ST. (2-25-19) 4
 1 MR, SAMFORD (3-2) WALKS/HBP WRIGHT STATE (2-25-17) 3
 1 JACKSON ST. (3-2) STOLEN BASES JACKSON ST. (3-2-19) 1
STOWERS’ CAREER STATS
16
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .215 44-31 107 12 23 4 0 3 13 36 .336 13 0 27 1 .298 1 1 0-0 24 1 3 .893
2018 .167 32-11 60 8 10 2 1 0 5 14 .233 3 0 12 2 .206 0 0 0-0 2 1 0 1.000
2019 .385 12-7 26 6 10 6 0 1 8 19 .731 3 0 5 0 .448 0 0 1-1 0 0 0 -
TOTALS .223 88-49 193 26 43 12 1 4 25 69 .358 19 0 44 3 .291 1 1 1-1 26 2 3 .903







• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 3 MR, WRIGHT ST. (3-9) AT BATS VS. UAB (5-10-17) 6
 1 MR, KENNESAW ST. (3-9) RUNS MR, AT FAU (4-28-18) 3
 1 KENNESAW ST. (3-9) HITS UAB (5-10-17) 4
 - - DOUBLES MR VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 - - TRIPLES AT USM (3-10-18) 1
 1 KENNESAW ST. (3-9) HOME RUNS MR AT FAU (4-28-18) 1
 1 KENNESAW ST. (3-9) RBI AT FAU (4-28-18) 4
 - - WALKS/HBP 2X, MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-25-18) 3
 1 SAINT LOUIS (3-8) STOLEN BASES MR, VS.TENN. ST. (2-16-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .200 47-47 120 18 24 6 0 4 13 42 .350 18 1 24 1 .305 2 5 6-6 63 20 5 .943
2017 .246 60-56 134 23 33 9 0 2 16 48 .358 19 11 35 0 .382 1 6 13-16 93 10 2 .981
2018 .291 53-53 141 30 41 8 1 7 25 72 .511 24 4 35 0 .404 2 1 5-7 65 11 2 .974
2019 .067 16-5 15 5 1 0 0 1 1 4 .267 0 0 8 0 .067 0 0 1-1 2 0 0 1.000
Totals .241 176-161 410 76 99 23 1 14 55 166 .405 61 16 102 1 .358 5 12 25-30 223 41 9 .967







• baTs r / Throws r
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .214 59-51 131 25 28 6 1 2 18 42 .321 20 2 45 1 .325 1 4 5-6 111 27 2 .986
2018 .304 26-14 23 3 7 1 0 0 2 8 .248 2 0 5 0 .360 0 0 0-0 5 13 1 .947
2019 .250 6-3 12 0 3 1 0 0 2 4 .333 0 0 0 0 .250 0 1 2-3 9 0 0 1.000
TOTALS .229 91-69 166 28 38 8 1 2 22 54 .325 22 2 50 1 .325 1 5 7-9 125 40 3 .982
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 4.43 8-12 26 17 13 1/0 2 117.0 154 90 74 47 78 17 3 10 550 .322 7 8 1 7 9
2018 5.12 1-2 16 8 0 0/1 0 41.0 59 37 30 21 23 18 1 7 205 .333 0 3 0 0 4
2019 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.1 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 0 9 .429 0 0 0 0 0
TOTALS 4.66 9-14 43 25 13 1/1 2 159.1 216 129 106 70 102 36 4 17 764 .326 7 11 1 7 13
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 FIU (3-16) AT BATS MR, AT FIU (3-16-19) 4
 - - RUNS MR AT FAU  (4-28-18) 3
 2 MR, FIU (3-16) HITS MR, FIU (3-16-19) 2
 1 LIPSCOMB (3-13) DOUBLES AT SAMFORD (3-14-17) 2
 - - TRIPLES BELMONT (2-18-17) 1
 - - HOME RUNS NW STATE (3-4-17) 1
 1 MR, FIU (3-16) RBI MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-17-17) 2
 - - WALKS/HBP MR, CHARLOTTE (4-14-17) 2
 1 MR, FIU (3-16) STOLEN BASES MR, FIU (3-16-19) 1
 1.1 INDIANA ST. (2-25) IP GA. STATE (2-11-17) 7.2
 - - FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) MR AT USA (3-14-18) 3
 2 INDIANA ST. (2-25) FEWEST ER VS. GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 0







• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 3 7X, MR WRIGHT ST. (3-9) AT BATS AT UTEP (4-9-17) 5
 1 8X, MR FIU (3-16) RUNS AT UTEP (4-8-17) 3
 1 8X, MR WRIGHT ST. (3-9) HITS MR, AT FAU (4-28-18) 2
 - - DOUBLES MR, AT UTEP (4-8-17) 1
 1 WESTERN IL (2-17) TRIPLES WESTERN IL (2-17-19) 1
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 1 2X, MR WESTERN IL (2-17) RBI 5X, MR AT FAU (4-28-18) 2
 1 MR, FIU (3-16) WALKS/HBP MR, VS. LIPSCOMB (5-3-18) 2
 1 MR, 3X WRIGHT ST. (3-9) STOLEN BASES MR, WRIGHT ST. (3-9-19) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .154 59-57 130 16 20 4 0 0 8 24 .185 14 6 26 0 .267 0 5 3-4 172 79 7 .973
2018 .204 49-47 113 15 23 0 0 0 16 23 .204 6 0 9 0 .242 1 8 1-1 90 69 7 .958
2019 .229 24-24 35 8 8 0 1 0 2 10 .286 1 1 5 0 .270 0 1 3-3 20 31 6 .895
TOTALS .183 132-128 278 39 51 4 1 0 26 57 .205 21 7 40 0 .257 1 14 7-8 282 179 20 .958
MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 1 4X, MR JACKSON ST. (3-2) AT BATS SAME
 - - RUNS SAME
 - - HITS SAME
 - - DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 - - RBI SAME
 - - WALKS/HBP SAME






• baTs r / Throws r
MURPHY’S CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2019 .000 6-0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 1 0 .000 0 0 0-0 0 0 0 -
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .000 7-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 2-2 1 2 0 1.000
2018 - 11-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 1-1 0 0 0 -
2019 - 4-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 1-1 0 0 0 -
TOTALS .000 22-0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 4-4 1 2 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 5.25 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.2 4 2 2 3 1 0 0 0 13 .400 1 0 0 0 0
2018 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0 17 .333 2 1 0 0 0
2019 - 0-0 0 0 0 0/0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  0 0 0 0 0






• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS - -
 1 MR, FIU (3-17) RUNS MR, WESTERN IL (2-17-19) 1
 - - HITS - -
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI - -
 - - WALKS/HBP ALABAMA STATE (5-16-17) 1
 1 FIU (3-17) STOLEN BASES MR, VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 - - IP EKU (5-3-17) 1.1
 - - FEWEST HITS 2X, MR VS. APSU (3-3-18) 1
 - - FEWEST ER MR, APSU (3-3-18) 0





• crown poinT, ind.
• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 INDIANA ST. (2-25) AT BATS UAB (5-10-17) 6
 2 SAMFORD (3-2) RUNS VS. TENN. STATE (2-17-18) 3
 2 MR, EKU (3-20) HITS MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25-18) 3
 1 MR, FIU (3-17) DOUBLES VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25-18) 2
 - - TRIPLES MR, VS. GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 1
 - - HOME RUNS MR, VS. EKU (4-11-18) 1
 1 9X, MR FIU (3-16) RBI MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 4
 1 4X, MR WRIGHT ST. (3-8) WALKS/HBP 4X, MR VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 2 LIPSCOMB (3-13) STOLEN BASES 2X, MR LIPSCOMB (3-13-19) 2
CARTER’S CAREER STATS
26
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .222 52-24 99 14 22 4 1 2 15 34 .343 14 3 23 0 .333 1 1 3-4 23 1 3 .889
2018 .327 52-49 150 27 49 6 2 5 35 74 .493 19 2 23 1 .407 1 7 11-13 9 2 2 .846
2019 .325 21-14 40 9 13 2 0 0 9 15 .375 4 1 5 0 .383 2 5 3-4 6 0 0 1.000





• baTs l /Throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 WESTERN IL (2-17) AT BATS AT UAB (4-14-18) 6
 2 EKU (3-20) RUNS MR, AT EKU (3-20-19) 2
 2 MR, EKU (3-20) HITS VS. HAMPTON (2-9-18) 4
 1 AT EKU (3-20) DOUBLES 7X, MR AT EKU (3-20-19) 1
 - - TRIPLES VS. LIPSCOMB (5-3-18) 1
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 2 BUTLER (2-24) RBI MR, BUTLER (2-24-19) 2
 1 MR, EKU (3-20) WALKS/HBP VS. UTEP (4-7-18) 3
 1 MR, SAINT LOUIS (3-8) STOLEN BASES MR SAINT LOUIS (3-8-19) 1
BOWLDS’ CAREER STATS
28
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .303 50-50 155 22 47 6 3 0 13 59 .381 14 0 26 1 .361 0 13 8-12 360 10 7 .981
2019 .289 20-19 45 7 13 1 0 0 4 14 .311 2 1 5 0 .333 0 0 3-5 84 2 0 1.000
CAREER .300 70-69 200 29 60 7 3 0 17 73 .365 16 1 31 1 .355 0 13 11-17 444 12 7 .985
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3 Shannon Plese
R-Senior | OF | L/L
Knoxville, Tenn. | South Carolina
4 Kennedy Sullivan
Freshman | P/OF | R/R
Georgetown, Ky.
6 Taylor Davis
Freshman | OF | L/L
Huntsville, Ala.
10 Shelby Nunn
Sophomore | P | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
11 Jordan Vorbrink
Senior | UTL | L/L
Louisville, Ky. | Louisville
15 Kelsey McGuffin
Senior | OF | R/R
Elizabethtown, Ky.
12 Kelsey Aikey
Junior | P | R/R
Cedar Falls, Iowa
16 Tommi Stowers
Junior | C | R/R
Columbus, Ind.
19 Sydne Solomon
Freshman | C/IF | R/R
Lewisburg, Tenn.
20 Haylee Towers






Senior | IF | R/R
Rockport, Ind.
9 Jordan Ridge
Freshman | UTL | R/R
Louisville, Ky.
1 Jordan Thomas
Sophomore | UTL | L/L
Lebabon, Ky.
2 Kendall Smith
Sophomore | C | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
22 Macy Murphy
Freshman | IF | R/R
Murfreesboro, Tenn.
23 Morgan McElroy
Junior | IF | R/R
Madisonville, Ky.
24 Cassidy Blackford
R-Junior | P | R/R
Marshalltown, Iowa
26 Paige Carter
Junior | UTL | R/R
Crown Point, Ind.
28 Maddie Bowlds
Sophomore | IF | L/L
Utica, Ky.
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA 
RELATIONS                                                                                                                         
                                       
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Saturday, March 23, 2019 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
  
Games 25 & 26 PDF box scores attached. 
Conference USA PDF stats attached. 
Season stats PDF attached. 
  
ALL-AROUND EFFORT LEADS TOPS TO SIXTH-STRAIGHT WIN 
  
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Softball saw three home runs leave the yard off the bats of Kendall Smith, 
Rebekah Engelhardt and Jordan Vorbrink as the Hilltoppers swept Saturday’s doubleheader of Charlotte. 
The Red and White claimed game one in a five-inning 11-2 decision before earning a 5-0 win in the 
second tilt. 
  
“We had a good week of prep including our midweek win on the road,” head coach Amy Tudor said of 
the doubleheader win. “Everyone worked hard this week and today their efforts showed. I’m proud of 
our pitching staff, our defense and hitters. We were strong in all facets of the game and having our fans 
involved was great. Today we were focused and executed; I’m proud of this group.” 
  
WKU improved to 21-5 overall and 5-0 in Conference USA with the wins and has now won six-straight 
games. Charlotte fell to 10-17 and 2-6 in league play with the losses. The 49ers have avoided a sweep in 
each of their first two C-USA series this season. 
  
Kennedy Sullivan, Engelhardt and Maddie Bowlds each tallied three hits on the day. WKU finished with a 
combined 17 hits while allowing just eight by Charlotte. All but one of the Hilltoppers’ runs came off an 
RBI. 
  
GAME 1: WKU 11, CHARLOTTE 2 
  
Kennedy Sullivan set the tone for the Hilltoppers in the opening inning as the freshman struck out all 
three Charlotte batters. After two quick outs from the Red and White, WKU struck for six unearned runs 
and never looked back. The Hilltopper offense came off five hits, a walk and two 49er errors as 10 WKU 
batters made plate appearances. 
  
WKU would add two more runs in the second, another tally in the third and a pair of scores in the fourth 
to account for their 11 runs. Charlotte broke through in the top of the third with a pair of runs but the 
closest the 49ers would ever be was 8-2. 
  
Sullivan and Tommi Stowers struck for doubles in the win while Kendall Smith and Rebekah Engelhardt 
each added their sixth home run of the season. Engelhardt finished with two hits and three RBI while 
Sullivan added two hits and two RBI of her own. Smith also had a multi-RBI outing. 
  
In the circle, Sullivan picked up the win to improve to 13-2 on the season. The freshman allowed just 
two runs across her 4.0 innings pitched while striking out five. Kelsey Aikey threw the game’s final frame 
and tallied a strikeout for the last out. 
  
GAME 2: WKU 5, CHARLOTTE 0 
  
Scoreless until a Jordan Vorbrink home run in the bottom of the second, WKU improved to 18-2 when 
scoring first. In the same frame, Taylor Davis reached on a base hit and proceeded to steal second. 
Maddie Bowlds connected for an RBI single to score Davis from second for a 2-0 WKU lead. 
  
Shannon Plese led off the bottom of the third with a standing double but would get thrown out trying to 
steal third. The extra-base hit extended her on-base streak to 19-straight games. 
  
Continuing in the third, Smith got on with her second of three walks on the day before Engelhardt sent a 
base hit through the left side. Next up, Sullivan sent a bases-clearing double to the right-center gap for a 
4-0 WKU advantage. After a Vorbrink single moved Sullivan to third, Morgan McElroy followed with an 
RBI groundout to make the score 5-0. 
  
As the Hilltoppers took the field for the top of the fourth, Kelsey Aikey continued her solid outing by 
striking out the Charlotte side. In her final inning of work, Aikey added two more of her seven strikeouts 
on the game. The junior earned the win in the circle to move to 5-3 in the circle after striking out seven 
and allowing just two hits in her 5.0 innings of work. 
  
Shelby Nunn closed the game’s final 2.0 frames allowing just one hit and one walk while striking out 
three. Nunn and Aikey combined for their third complete-game shutout of the season in the win. 
  
Vorbrink added another multi-hit game for her fifth of the season. Maddie Bowlds finished with a pair of 
hits as well for her third multi-hit outing of the season. Sullivan finished with a pair of RBI for her fourth 
multi-RBI game of the season. 
  
NEXT GAME: WKU Softball will look to sweep its second-straight Conference USA series on Sunday. First 
pitch of the series finale against Charlotte is slated for 1 p.m. CT, on Sunday. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
                                                                                                                                                    
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Sunday, March 24, 2019 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
  
SUNDAY START TIME MOVED UP TO NOON 
  
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – Due to the chance of rain later this afternoon, WKU Softball’s series finale 
against Charlotte has been pushed up one hour and will now start at noon CT at the WKU Softball 
Complex. 
  
The Hilltoppers (21-5; 5-0 C-USA) claimed both decisions on Saturday after an 11-2 five-inning decision 
in game one before a 5-0 win to secure the series victory. WKU will look to secure its second-straight 
Conference USA series sweep in Sunday’s finale after the Red and White swept FIU in Miami last 
weekend. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA 
RELATIONS                                                                                                                         
                                       
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Sunday, March 24, 2019 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
  
Game 27 PDF box score attached. 
Conference USA PDF stats attached. 
Season stats PDF attached. 
Post-game Interviews: HC Amy Tudor | Kelsey Aikey | Kennedy Sullivan 
  
TOPS SWEEP SECOND-STRAIGHT C-USA SERIES WITH 3-0 SUNDAY WIN OVER CHARLOTTE 
  
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – For just the second time in program history, WKU Softball has opened its 
conference slate with a pair of series sweeps after Sunday’s 3-0 series finale victory over Charlotte. 
Kennedy Sullivan struck for WKU’s fourth home run of the series to get the Hilltopper offense going 
before Shelby Nunn and Kelsey Aikey locked its down in the circle with their fourth combined shutout of 
the season. 
  
“Shelby Nunn was great and so was Kelsey Aikey,” Tudor continued. “I think this was the best relief 
appearance I’ve seen from Aikey so far. They both shut it down in the circle and anytime you can do 
that, good things are going to happen.” 
  
With their second series sweep in as many weekends, the Red and White improved to 22-5 on the 
season, including a 6-0 mark in Conference USA – putting the Hilltoppers in first place in the league 
standings. Charlotte dropped to 10-18 overall and 2-7 in league play with the loss. 
  
Head coach Amy Tudor has been at the helm for both 6-0 conference starts as the program also 
achieved the feat during the 2014 campaign. The last time the Hilltoppers swept a conference series at 
home was senior weekend of the 2017 campaign over Southern Miss. 
  
Across the series, WKU out-hit Charlotte 23-12 while outscoring the 49ers 19-2. Seventeen of the Red 
and White’s 19 runs came via a Hilltopper RBI. The lethal combination of WKU’s pitching staff and 
defense held the visitors to a .167 weekend batting average while the Hilltoppers operated at a .338 
rate. 
  
After a hit and error saw Charlotte put a pair of runners on board in the first with just one out, Shelby 
Nunn picked up her second strikeout of the frame before a groundout to third base got the Hilltoppers 
to the plate for the first time in the series finale. With two outs, Kendall Smith drew her fifth-straight 
walk from the 49ers after hitting her sixth home run of the season in Saturday’s first game. However, 
the sophomore would end up stranded. 
  
Charlotte registered its second hit of the game in the top of the second but a couple groundouts later 
the Hilltoppers headed back to the dugout unharmed. 
  
Kennedy Sullivan led off the bottom of the second with the first home run of her career for a 1-0 
Hilltopper advantage. Two batters later, Morgan McElroy sent a single back up the middle before 
moving into scoring position on a groundout. Maddie Bowlds followed with a two-out walk before 
Jordan Thomas sent a base hit to right field to bring McElroy around to score for the 2-0 Hilltopper lead. 
  
After a pair of scoreless innings, WKU added an insurance run in the bottom of the fifth. Thomas led off 
the frame with an eight-pitch walk before moving into scoring position on a Shannon Plese single back 
up the middle. After a Charlotte pitching change, WKU would have runners on the corners after a 
fielder’s choice from Smith. Kelsey McGuffin would end up pinch running for Smith and switch corners 
on a double steal that saw Thomas slide in safely to home for a 3-0 WKU lead. 
  
The 49ers looked to respond in the top of the sixth with a leadoff double but Kelsey Aikey took over in 
the circle and locked down the Hilltopper victory. To get the Red and White back to the dugout in the 
sixth, Aikey painted the corner for a called strike out before getting the next two 49er batters swinging. 
  
Jordan Vorbrink led off the bottom of the sixth with a single before being pinch ran for by Haylee Towers 
who would get forced out on a fielder’s choice. Heading back to the dirt looking for the final three outs, 
Aikey sat down her fourth-straight batter with a called punchout on a full count. The next Charlotte 
batter was able to put a ball in play but ended up grounding out to Thomas at second base before Aikey 
closed out the save with her fifth strikeout. 
  
Nunn earned the win in the circle to move to 4-0 on the season. The sophomore finished with 5.0+ 
innings pitched while allowing just four hits and zero runs against four strikeouts and three walks. 
  
Aikey picked up her single-season school-record fifth save of the season with the six-out, five-strikeout 
performance. She also continues to separate herself atop the WKU career saves list with 11. 
  
The pair of Hilltopper pitchers have now teamed up for four combined complete-game shutouts this 
season. As a whole, WKU has shut out 10 opponents this year. 
  
In complete shutdown mode, WKU was able to strand 10 Charlotte runners on base in the series finale 
as the 49ers went 1-for-17 with a runner on board. 
  
Sullivan finished with her second multi-hit game of the series with a 2-for-3 showing at the plate. The 
freshman connected for WKU’s 20th home run of the season – her first – before adding a base hit. 
  
“I thought Kennedy was very patient at the plate and picked her pitch and put a good swing on it, 
“Tudor said of the freshman. “She did a good job for us both at the plate and in the circle this weekend.” 
  
With the series sweep from the WKU Softball Complex, the Hilltoppers are now 9-1 when playing at 
home this season. 
  
“We have great fans and great support throughout the community,” Tudor added of the home crowd. 
“We learned how to win on the road where we don’t get the last say in the game and now playing back 
at home felt good; it felt comfortable. We appreciate everyone coming out this weekend.” 
  
NEXT GAME: WKU will take a break from conference play as the squad heads to Lexington for a 
midweek at No. 13 Kentucky. Tuesday’s first pitch is scheduled for 5 p.m. CT. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA 
RELATIONS                                                                                                                         
                                       
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Monday, March 25, 2019 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
  
Headshot & action photo of Kelsey Aikey attached – please credit WKU Athletics 
Overall (this week) and game-by-game stats attached. 
  
SHUTDOWN STRETCH EARNS AIKEY C-USA PITCHER OF THE WEEK RECOGNITION 
  
DALLAS – After one of her most dominant weeks in the circle yet, WKU Softball junior Kelsey Aikey has 
earned Conference USA’s Pitcher of the Week title, the league office announced Monday. The Cedar 
Falls, Iowa, native registered 13 scoreless innings of work across the week while striking out 21 opposing 
batters as the Hilltoppers went a perfect 4-0. 
  
“Kelsey Aikey had a great week in the circle,” head coach Amy Tudor commented. “She got better and 
stronger as the week progressed; her performance on Sunday was as good as it gets. I’m proud of her.” 
  
Sunday’s performance saw Aikey enter the game in a save situation with no outs and a runner on 
second in the top of the sixth inning. The junior proceeded to strike out the next three Charlotte batters 
to get the Red and White back to the dugout with their 3-0 lead still intact. Back out for the top of the 
seventh, Aikey continued her tear through the 49er lineup and recorded the first and third outs of the 
final frame for a five-strikeout, six-out save. The save was Aikey’s fifth of the season – a new WKU single-
season record and the most in Conference USA. 
  
Across the week, the junior made three relief appearances along with one start. In her relief outings, 
Aikey posted 14 strikeouts against just two walks and three hits. In total, she recorded at least two 
strikeouts in an inning seven times and sat down the side twice across her 13 innings. 
  
As WKU improved to 22-5 overall and 6-0 in league play with the 4-0 week, Aikey picked up two wins 
from the circle along with a save. She’s now 5-3 on the season with a 1.92 ERA overall which drops to a 
perfect 0.00 mark and 2-0 in Conference USA action. 
  
Aikey is the second Hilltopper pitcher to be recognized as the league’s pitcher of the week after Kennedy 
Sullivan shared the honor the week of March 4. With this award, Aikey now owns three C-USA Pitcher of 
the Week accolades after collecting two during her sophomore campaign. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA 
RELATIONS                                                                                                                         
                                       
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Monday, March 25, 2019 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
  
Notes for game 28 attached. 
  
ROAD TEST AT NO. 13 KENTUCKY UP NEXT FOR HILLTOPPERS 
  
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – After notching its second-straight Conference USA series sweep over the 
weekend, WKU Softball is headed to Lexington for a midweek matchup at No. 13 Kentucky. The 
Hilltoppers are 1-1 this season in midweek games, with a win most recently at Eastern Kentucky and a 
loss at Lipscomb. WKU Wednesday’s tilt on seven-game win streak and 22-5 overall on the season. The 
Wildcats (21-10) will look to end a three-game skid after suffering a weekend sweep by Mizzou. Action 
between the in-state foes will be available for streaming on the SEC Network +. 
  
MIDWEEK FOLLOWING INFORMATION 
Tuesday, March 25 – at No. 13 Kentucky – 5 p.m. CT | Livestats | Stream 
 
The Wildcats will host WKU at John Cropp Stadium, its ninth home game in its last 10 games. The 
Hilltoppers just finished a 12-game stretch on the road before hosting Charlotte this past Saturday and 
Sunday. UK is 5-3 in home games this year while WKU has posted a 5-2 mark in away tilts. 
  
Kentucky will be entering the midweek looking to get back on track after going 0-3 on the weekend 
against Missouri at home. The Wildcats series against Missouri snapped a 12-game win streak dating 
back to March 1. Kentucky is 21-10 overall and 6-3 in the Southeastern Conference. 
  
Common opponents on the season between the sides include Saint Louis to this point. Both the 
Hilltoppers and the Wildcats defeated the Billikens 10-0 in five innings. WKU fill face Marshall on April 6 
while Kentucky defeated The Herd 9-4 on March 20. 
  
In the all-time series against Kentucky, the Wildcats lead 15-8, including an 8-4 mark in Lexington. 
Kentucky has won the last 10 matchups between the two programs. 
  
Since 2000, WKU Softball has played 11 different SEC squads. The Hilltoppers have gone 18-44 up 
against SEC opposition. Under Coach Tudor’s reign, the 2014-2019 squads have gone head to head with 
seven of the SEC programs, putting together a record of 5-11. In 2014 the Red and White took down No. 
2 Tennessee on the Volunteers’ home turf; Tudor’s second game coaching for WKU against an SEC 
school. Over the 2017 opening weekend, WKU Softball headed to Starkville, Miss,, and took down the 
host Bulldogs in a 1-0 decision. WKU dropped decisions to No. 8 LSU and No. 18 Kentucky in 2018 along 
with No. 17 Auburn during its opening weekend of the 2019 campaign. 
  
Following Tuesday’s game in Lexington, the Hilltoppers will host C-USA opponent Florida Atlantic in a 
doubleheader on Saturday and a single game on Sunday at the WKU Softball Complex.   
 
www.WKUSports.com  |  @WKUSoftball
2019 GAME NOTEs
Est. 2000  |  3 Conference Championships
613 Victories  |  2 NCAA Regional Berths
TOPPER NOTES
TOPPER NUMBERS
Senior lost from the 2018 squad. WKU’s 2.27 stolen bases per 
game rank 11th across the 
NCAA.
Career saves by Kelsey Aikey 
- a WKU record & ranks T-6th 
among all active NCAA players.
1 1111
SEASON OPENERS
With a five-inning run-rule victory over Missouri State on Friday, Feb. 8, WKU Softball extended its season-opening win streak to 
seven-consecutive campaigns. The Hilltoppers secured the program’s first five-inning run-rule victory to open a season with the 
8-0 win over the Bears. Head coach Amy Tudor also picked up another season-opening win and has yet to be beaten as a head 
coach in those contests, improving to 15-0 in her career.
6-0 C-USA START
For just the second time in WKU Softball history, the team has swept its first two conference series as the Hilltoppers have taken 
down FIU and Charlotte back-to-back weekends. The Red and White swept FIU in Miami before returning to The Hill for a series 
sweep of Charlotte. WKU is the lone unbeaten team remaining in the league.
SINGLE-GAME STRIKEOUTS
Kennedy Sullivan continued her dominance in the circle in WKU’s home tournament, the Hilltopper Classic. When the Red and 
White faced off against Butler, Sullivan was hitting her spots and tallied 16 strikeouts in the regulation-length game - the sec-
ond-most punchouts ever by a Hilltopper in a seven-inning game at the time. Sullivan is the only freshman in program history 
to register 15 or more strikeouts in a game and went on to do it again with 17 punchouts at Samford to match the most in the 
NCAA this season. The Georgetown, Ky., native’s performances marked the ninth and 10th 15-strikeout showings by a pitcher in 
WKU Softball history. Miranda Kramer owns seven outings of the sort while Ryan Rogge achieved the feat as a sophomore.
 ALL-TIME SINGLE-GAME STRIKEOUTS LEADERS
Miranda Kramer Senior 19 strikeouts W, 2-1 - at Georgia 14 innings 5-16-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 19 strikeouts W, 4-0 - at Troy 7 innings 2-7-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 18 strikeouts L, 1-3 - Charlotte 11 innings 4-26-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 18 strikeouts L, 0-1 - at Kentucky 8.2 innings 4-22-2015
Kennedy Sullivan Freshman 17 strikeouts W, 8-1 - at Samford 7 innings 3-2-2019
Kennedy Sullivan Freshman 16 strikeouts W, 3-0 - Butler 7 innings 2-24-2019
Miranda Kramer Senior 16 strikeouts W, 9-2 - at Lipscomb 7 innings 3-24-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 16 strikeouts W, 4-2 - at Ball State 7 innings 3-21-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 16 strikeouts W, 1-0 - vs. Charlotte 7 innings 5-7-2015
Ryan Rogge Sophomore 15 strikeouts L, 0-1 - vs. Virginia 10 innings 2-9-2007
LOCKDOWN MODE WITH KELSEY AIKEY
With just seven weekends of her junior campaign in the rearview mirror, pitcher Kelsey Aikey had already cemented herself in 
the Hilltoppers’ record book. On Saturday, Feb. 9, Aikey took over in the circle with two-on and one-out with WKU’s lead at 4-3. 
The Iowa native got the Red and White back to the dugout unscathed and held FAMU hitless over her 2.2 innings of relief to 
secure her seventh career save. Seven saves tied Aikey for WKU’s career saves record with Adrienne Lathrop (2003-06). Upon the 
conclusion of the weekend, Aikey had made two relief appearances to take over the program’s record with 40. 
A weekend later, Aikey went on to set the program record with her eighth save. The record-setting save was no easy task as 
Aikey entered Sunday’s game in the top of the sixth with a two-run lead and proceeded to get the Hilltoppers out of a bas-
es-loaded no-out jam with three strikeouts while allowing just one run. In the top of the seventh, Western Illinois led off with a 
base hit and got the tying run to third base before Aikey and the Red and White defense went on lockdown to preserve the 7-6 
WKU Softball victory. With five saves already in 2019, Aikey has set the Hilltoppers’ single-season saves record.
 WKU CAREER SAVES & RELIEF APPEARANCES LIST          *denotes school record
Kelsey Aikey 11 saves* 48 relief appearances* 2017-present 
Adrienne Lathrop 7 saves 39 relief appearances 2003-06 
Allison Silver 6 saves 34 relief appearances 2001-04 
GAME 28 INFORMATION
DATE OPPONENT LOCATION TIME (CT)
FEBRUARY (10-2)
 8 1-vs. Missouri State Gulf Shores, Ala. W, 8-0 [5]
  1-vs. #17 Auburn Gulf Shores, Ala. L, 0-8 [5]
 9 1-vs. Florida A&M Gulf Shores, Ala. W, 4-3
  1-vs. Tennessee State Gulf Shores, Ala. W, 5-0
 10 1-vs. South Alabama Gulf Shores, Ala. W, 7-3
 16 Western Illinois WKU Softball Field W, 5-3
  Western Illinois WKU Softball Field L, 1-3
 17 Western Illinois WKU Softball Field W, 7-6
 24 2-Butler WKU Softball Field W, 3-0
  2-Cleveland State WKU Softball Field W, 10-3
 25 2-Cleveland State WKU Softball Field W, 8-0 [6]
  2-Indiana State WKU Softball Field W, 9-7
 MARCH (12-3)
 1 3-Evansville Birmingham, Ala. W, 8-0 [5]
 2 3-Jackson State Birmingham, Ala. W, 4-0
  3-at Samford Birmingham, Ala. W, 8-1
 8 4-Wright State Kennesaw, Ga. W, 6-3
  4-Saint Louis Kennesaw, Ga. W, 10-0 [5]
 9 4-at Kennesaw State Kennesaw, Ga. L, 1-2
  4-Wright State Kennesaw, Ga. L, 1-2
 13 at Lipscomb Nashville, Tenn. L, 7-9
 16 at FIU* Miami, Fla. W, 6-2
  at FIU* Miami, Fla. W, 4-0
 17 at FIU* Miami, Fla. W, 5-4
 20 at EKU Richmond, Ky. W, 6-5
 23 Charlotte* WKU Softball Field W, 11-2 [5]
  Charlotte* WKU Softball Field W, 5-0
 24 Charlotte* WKU Softball Field W, 3-0
 26 at #13 Kentucky Lexington, Ky. 5 p.m.
 30 Florida Atlantic* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  Florida Atlantic* WKU Softball Field 3:30 p.m.
 31 Florida Atlantic* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
 APRIL (0-0)
 3 Louisville WKU Softball Field 5 p.m.
 6 at Marshall* Huntington, W.Va. Noon
  at Marshall* Huntington, W.Va. 2:30 p.m.
 7 at Marshall* Huntington, W.Va. 11 a.m.
 13 North Texas* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  North Texas* WKU Softball Field 3:30 p.m.
 14 North Texas* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
 17 at Tennessee Tech Cookeville, Tenn. 2 p.m.
  at Tennessee Tech Cookeville, Tenn. 4:30 p.m.
 19 at Middle Tennessee* Murfreesboro, Tenn. 1 p.m.
  at Middle Tennessee* Murfreesboro, Tenn. 3:30 p.m.
 20 at Middle Tennessee* Murfreesboro, Tenn. 1 p.m.
 24 Austin Peay WKU Softball Field 4 p.m.
  Austin Peay WKU Softball Field 6:30 p.m.
 27 at Louisiana Tech* Ruston, La. 1 p.m.
  at Louisiana Tech* Ruston, La. 3:30 p.m.
 28 at Louisiana Tech* Ruston, La. Noon
 MAY (0-0)
 1 Murray State WKU Softball Field 5 p.m.
 4 UTSA* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  UTSA* WKU Softball Field 3:30 p.m.
 5 UTSA* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
 8-11 5-C-USA Tournament Birmingham, Ala. 
Schedule (22-5, 6-0 C-USA)
TUESDAY, MARCH 26
WKU at #13 Kentucky | 5 p.m.
John Cropp Stadium
SEC Network + | goto.ps/UKSBstats
Livestats and stream links can be found at WKUSports.com 
on the team’s schedule and will be posted to WKU Softball’s 
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Location ...............................................Bowling Green, Ky.
Nickname ...........................................................Hilltoppers
Colors ............................................................Red and White
Founded ......................................................................... 1906
Enrollment ..................................................................20,178
NCAA Affiliation ...................................................Division I
Conference Affiliation ..........................Conference USA
President ........................................Dr. Timothy C. Caboni
Director of Athletics ....................................Todd Stewart
QUICK FACTS
First Year .......................................................................... 2000
All-Time Record ......................................613-498-3 (.552)
Conference Championships ....................... 2 (2013, 15)
Tournament Championships ............................1 (2015)
NCAA Tournaments ....................................... 2 (2013, 15)
NCAA Postseason Record .................................4-4 (.500)
Best Record (2013) .........................................43-18 (.705)
Best at NCAAs (2015)..........................................2-2 (.500)
Played in NPF ...........................2 (last, Miranda Kramer)
PROGRAM HISTORY
Head Coach .........................Amy Tudor (Sixth season)
 Record at WKU ............................... 164-129-1 
 Career Record ..... 381-335-2 (15th season)
Assistant Coach .................................Kayla Bixel (Third)
Assistant Coach .........................Jessica Twaddle (First)
Strength and Conditioning ............. John Stephanski
Athletic Trainer ..........................................Josh Lumpkin
COACHING STAFF
Capacity  ............................................................................500
Opened  ......................................................................... 2000
WKU Record .............................................261-176-1 (.597)
Attendance Record .................................................... 1,323
 Record Info ..................vs. Kentucky, 4/20/16
 Record Result ............................................ L, 0-5
Winning Seasons .............................................................. 12
WKU SOFTBALL COMPLEX
Overall Record .................................................28-26 (.519)
Conference USA Record ...............................10-13 (.435)
Conference USA Finish ................................................. 8th
Letterwinners Returning/Lost.................................. 13/2
Pitchers Returning/Lost ................................................4/0
Incoming Freshmen (Pitchers) ................................. 5 (1)
Incoming Transfers (Pitchers) ................................... 1 (0)
2018 RECAP
Primary Contact ........................................Jessica Leifheit
 Assistant Director of Media Relations
Alma Mater ...............................................Augustana (‘14)
Email Address ........................ jessica.leifheit@wku.edu
Cell Phone .................................................... 630-870-9582




After helping the Hilltoppers to a 4-1 start for the first time in four seasons, Kennedy Sullivan, Jordan Vorbrink and Kendall 
Smith were all selected to the Sand Dollar Classic All-Tournament Team. Sullivan picked up three wins in the circle while striking 
out 29 batters. Vorbrink opened the season strong from the plate, recording a hit in four of the five games including a two-hit 
performance in the season opener. Marking WKU’s third selection, Smith registered four RBI on the weekend. The sophomore 
posted her first multi-home run game against Tennessee State with a pair of solo shots.
RECORD-SETTING COLLEGIATE DEBUT
Freshman pitcher Kennedy Sullivan wasted no time etching her name into the WKU record books as she spun a complete-game 
shutout in her collegiate debut and became the program’s first freshman to register double-digit strikeouts (11) in their debut. 
Sullivan followed with a pair of nine strikeout showings to bring her opening-weekend strikeout total to 29. 
HANGING IN THERE
With only the first seven weekends of the 2019 campaign complete, WKU has already notched five victories in come-from-
behind fashion. First up, WKU trailed Florida A&M 3-1 and came back to win 4-3 on Opening Weekend. The Hilltoppers did it 
again during week two, trailing Western Illinois 1-0 and 3-2 as late as the middle of the fifth inning. Week three saw WKU tally 
another comeback, defeating Cleveland State after trailing 3-0. WKU overcame a 2-1 deficit to Wright State for an eventual 6-3 
victory before coming back from a 5-3 deficit for a 6-5 win at Eastern Kentucky most recently. SEE COME-FROM-BEHIND WINS 
SECTION ON PAGE 9. 
WALKOFFS 
After registering three walk-off wins in 2017 and four in 2018, WKU Softball is at it again early in the 2019 campaign. The 
squad picked up a walk-off over Cleveland State on Feb. 25 in the form of an 8-0, six-inning decision. In the bottom of the sixth, 
pinch-hitter Tommi Stowers placed a leadoff double into the gap before advancing 60 feet on a wild pitch during the following 
at bat. Another pinch-hitter, Paige Carter, battled to a full count before sending a single to left field to score Stowers for the 
run-rule walk off victory. SEE WALK-OFF WINS SECTION ON PAGE 9.
HOME OPENERS
With the Red and White claiming their 2019 home opener 5-3 over Western Illinois on Feb. 16, the squad improved its all-time 
record to 13-7 in home openers while claiming a victory in its third straight. Under head coach Amy Tudor, the Hilltoppers are 
5-1 in their first game of the year from the WKU Softball Complex. The program now owns a 13-7 record in home openers, 
winning seven of the last eight.
PRESEASON PREDICTIONS
In the 2019 C-USA Preseason Coaches Poll, WKU Softball was voted to finish seventh by the league’s coaches. Louisiana Tech was 
predicted to take home this year’s title while collecting nine first-place votes. Florida Atlantic finished second in the voting while 
earning three first-place votes. UAB, North Texas, FIU and Middle Tennessee filled in the slots before the Hilltoppers, respectively. 
Marshall was predicted to grab the final postseason spot while Southern Miss, UTEP, Charlotte and UTSA rounded out the poll. 
No Hilltoppers were selected to the Preseason All-Conference squad.
VICTORIES OVER SEC SQUADS
Since 2000, WKU Softball has played 11 different SEC squads. The Hilltoppers have gone 18-44 up against SEC opposition. Under 
Coach Tudor’s reign, the 2014-2019 squads have gone head to head with seven of the SEC programs, putting together a record 
of 5-11. In 2014 the Red and White took down No. 2 Tennessee on the Volunteers’ home turf; Tudor’s second game coaching for 
WKU against an SEC school. Over the 2017 opening weekend, WKU Softball headed to Starkville, Mississippi, and took down 
the host Bulldogs in a 1-0 decision. WKU dropped decisions to No. 8 LSU and No. 18 Kentucky in 2018 along with No. 17 Auburn 
during its opening weekend of the 2019 campaign.
WHERE THE PITCHING NUMBERS RANK
Kelsey Aikey and Kennedy Sullivan have shined in the circle for the Hilltoppers, with both players holding five national top-20 
rankings between them. Aikey owns the second-most saves of any pitcher in NCAA Division I, and her 10.5 strikeouts per seven 
innings average is good for eighth-best. Sullivan has the sixth-best strikeout per seven innings average at 10.6 and has also 
notched 13 victories on the season, good for the 12th-most in the country. With 123 strikeouts, Sullivan ranks 18th in all of 
Division I.
WEEK FOUR HONORS
After amassing a no-hitter, a 17-strikeout game and three more victories to move to 9-0 on the season, Kennedy Sullivan earned 
recognition from numerous outlets. First, Conference USA tabbed the Georgetown, Ky., native a Co-Pitcher of the Week before 
she collected outright claim to College Sports Madness’ Conference USA Player of the Week. She rounded the haul out with a 
national Top Performance recognition from the Louisville Slugger/NFCA outlet.
WEEK SEVEN RECOGNITION
Following one of her most dominant weeks in the circle as a Hilltopper yet, Kelsey Aikey was named Conference USA’s Pitcher of 
the Week on March 25. The Cedar Falls, Iowa, native registered 13 scoreless innings of work across the week while striking out 
21 opposing batters as the Hilltoppers went a perfect 4-0. Across the week, the junior made three relief appearances along with 
one start. In her relief outings, Aikey posted 14 strikeouts against just two walks and three hits. In total, she recorded at least 
two strikeouts in an inning seven times and sat down the side twice across her 13 innings.
SULLIVAN THROWS A NO-NO
Kennedy Sullivan continued her tear through the Hilltoppers’ non-conference slate as the freshman picked up her eighth win of 
the year after tossing WKU Softball’s 13th no-hitter in program history. Sullivan became just the fourth Hilltopper pitcher to toss 
a no-no with WKU’s 8-0, five-inning victory over Evansville from Birmingham, Ala.
 WKU FRESHMAN PITCHERS TO THROW A NO HITTER
Katie Swertfager #1 6 strikeouts W, 4-0 7 innings Penn (3/16/2000)
Ryan Rogge #3 8 strikeouts W, 8-0 6 innings Lafayette (4/30/2006)
Hannah Miniard #7 9 strikeouts W, 8-0 7 innings Troy (3/22/2014)
Kennedy Sullivan #13 8 strikeouts W, 8-0 5 innings Evansville (3/1/2019)
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2019 WKU SOFTBALL PLAYERS AND COACHING STAFF
2019 NUMERICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF/UTL SO. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C SO. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 3 SHANNON PLESE OF R-SR. 5-8 L/L Knoxville, Tenn. South Carolina
 4 KENNEDY SULLIVAN P/OF FR. 5-7 R/R Georgetown, Ky. Scott County HS
 6 TAYLOR DAVIS OF FR. 5-7 L/R Huntsville, Ala. Sparkman HS
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF SR. 5-7 R/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 9 JORDAN RIDGE UTL FR. 5-3 R/R Louisville, Ky. Assumption HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN P SO. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF/UTL SR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P JR. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF SR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C JR. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 19 SYDNE SOLOMON C/IF FR. 5-7 R/R Lewisburg, Tenn. Marshall County HS
 20 HAYLEE TOWERS P/UTL JR. 5-9 R/R Johnston, Iowa Johnston HS
 22 MACY MURPHY IF FR. 5-11 R/R Murfreesboro, Tenn. Riverdale HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF JR. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-JR. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER UTL JR. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS




























NAME POSITION EXPERIENCE ALMA MATER HOMETOWN
AMY TUDOR Head Coach Sixth Season WKU (2002) Petersburg, Tenn.
KAYLA BIXEL Assistant Coach Third Season IPFW (2010) Bremen, Ind. 
JESSICA TWADDLE Assistant Coach First Season Murray State (2016) Franklin, Tenn.
2019 ALPHABETICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P JR. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-JR. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 28 MADDIE BOWLDS IF SO. 5-9 L/L Utica, Ky. Daviess County HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER UTL JR. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS
 6 TAYLOR DAVIS OF FR. 5-7 L/R Huntsville, Ala. Sparkman HS
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF SR. 5-7 R/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF JR. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF SR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 22 MACY MURPHY IF FR. 5-11 R/R Murfreesboro, Tenn. Riverdale HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN P SO. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 3 SHANNON PLESE OF R-SR. 5-8 L/L Knoxville, Tenn. South Carolina
 9 JORDAN RIDGE UTL FR. 5-3 R/R Louisville, Ky. Assumption HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C SO. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C JR. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 4 KENNEDY SULLIVAN P/OF FR. 5-7 R/R Georgetown, Ky. Scott County HS
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF/UTL SO. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 20 HAYLEE TOWERS P/UTL JR. 5-9 R/R Johnston, Iowa Johnston HS
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF/UTL SR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
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PITCHING BREAKDOWN
PERFORMANCES
DATE OPPONENT DEC. IP H R ER BB K NP SCORE FINAL
Feb. 8 vs. Missouri State Sullivan 5.0 2 0 0 4 11 106 8-0 W (5)
Feb. 8 vs. Auburn Aikey 2.1 4 4 3 2 4 59 0-8 L (5)
Feb. 9 vs. Florida A&M Sullivan 4.1 3 3 2 5 9 97 4-3 W
Feb. 9 vs. Tennessee State Aikey 7.0 6 0 0 2 9 123 5-0 W
Feb. 10 vs. South Alabama Sullivan 6.0 4 3 3 1 9 85 7-3 W
Feb. 16 Western Illinois Sullivan^ 7.0 5 3 3 2 8 112 5-3 W
Feb. 16 Western Illinois Aikey 5.0 3 3 3 3 3 88 1-3 L
Feb. 17 Western Illinois Sullivan 2.2 5 3 3 3 1 78 7-6 W
Feb. 24 Butler Sullivan^ 7.0 3 0 0 4 16 134 3-0 W
Feb. 24 Cleveland State Nunn 4.0 2 0 0 2 4 44 10-3 W
Feb. 25 Cleveland State Nunn^ 6.0 1 0 0 0 4 64 8-0 W (6)
Feb. 25 Indiana State Sullivan 4.0 7 2 2 3 6 92 9-7 W
Mar. 1 vs. Evansville Sullivan^ 5.0 0 0 0 2 8 82 8-0 W (5) 
Mar. 2 vs. Jackson State Nunn 5.0 1 0 0 0 5 68 4-0 W
Mar. 2 at Samford Sullivan^ 7.0 2 1 1 2 17 125 8-1 W
Mar. 8 vs. Wright State Sullivan 5.1 4 3 3 8 8 118 6-3 W
Mar. 8 vs. Saint Louis Aikey^ 5.0 1 0 0 1 8 66 10-0 W (5)
Mar. 9 at Kennesaw State Sullivan^ 6.2 6 2 2 4 11 137 1-2 L
Mar. 9 vs. Wright State Aikey 5.2 5 2 2 3 6 102 1-2 L
Mar. 13 at Lipscomb Sullivan 2.2 1 4 4 3 1 58 9-7 L
Mar. 16 at FIU* Sullivan^ 7.0 4 2 2 2 5 129 6-2 W
Mar. 16 at FIU* Aikey 1.1 0 0 0 1 4 27 4-0 W
Mar. 17 at FIU* Sullivan 5.1 3 2 2 4 6 101 5-4 W
Mar. 20 at Eastern Kentucky Aikey 5.0 2 0 0 1 8 73 6-5 W
Mar. 23 Charlotte* Sullivan 4.0 4 2 2 5 5 102 11-2 W (5)
Mar. 23 Charlotte* Aikey 5.0 2 0 0 3 7 79 5-0 W
Mar. 24 Charlotte* Nunn 5.0 4 0 0 3 4 81 3-0 W
Mar. 26 at Kentucky          
Mar. 30 Florida Atlantic*          
Mar. 30 Florida Atlantic*          
Mar. 31 Florida Atlantic*          
Apr. 3 Louisville          
Apr. 6 at Marshall*          
Apr. 6 at Marshall*          
Apr. 7 at Marshall*          
Apr. 13 North Texas*          
Apr. 13 North Texas*          
Apr. 14 North Texas*          
Apr. 17 at Tennessee Tech          
Apr. 17 at Tennessee Tech          
Apr. 19 at Middle Tennessee*          
Apr. 19 at Middle Tennessee*          
Apr. 20 at Middle Tennessee*          
Apr. 24 Austin Peay          
Apr. 24 Austin Peay          
Apr. 27 at Louisiana Tech*          
Apr. 27 at Louisiana Tech*          
Apr. 28 at Louisiana Tech*          
May 1 Murray State          
May 4 UTSA*          
May 4 UTSA*          
May 5 UTSA*          
PITCHER GS RECORD SAVES TEAM W/L
Aikey 8 5-3 5 14-4
Blackford 0 0-0 0 0-0
Nunn 5 4-0 2 9-4
Sullivan 14 13-2 0 14-2
Towers 0 0-0 0 1-0
TEAM RESULT
2019 STATISTICS
 NUM. NAME ERA W-L APP GS CG SHO SV IP H R ER BB K 2B 3B HR BF AVG. WP HBP BK SF SH
 10 Nunn 1.47 4-0 14 5 1 1/4 2 38.0 31 11 8 8 38 5 1 0 162 .205 2 0 0 0 0 
 12 Aikey 1.92 5-3 18 8 2 2/4 5 54.2 37 18 15 27 82 3 0 6 233 .185 6 2 0 1 3 
 4 Sullivan 2.94 13-2 16 14 7 3/0 0 81.0 54 35 34 56 123 12 1 6 355 .187 4 5 0 1 4 
 20 Towers 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0 0 1.1 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 0 9 .429 0 0 0 0 0 
 24 Blackford 0.00 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 0 0 0 
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018 2019 CAREER
Aikey - 0 3 4 7
Blackford RS 0 0 - 0
Nunn - - 1 0 1
Sullivan - - - 9 9
Towers - 3 0 0 3
PLAYER 0 1 2 2019/TOTAL
Aikey 0/1 1/3 2/3 3/7
Blackford 0 0 0 0/0
Nunn 0 2/2 1/2 3/4
Sullivan 1 0 2 3
Towers 0 0 0 0/0
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018 2019 CAREER
Aikey - 5 7 2 14
Blackford RS 0 0 - 0
Nunn - - 10 1 11
Sullivan - - - 7 7
Towers - 13 0 0 13
CAREER 7+ STRIKEOUTS
CAREER 0-2 HIT GAMES (5+ IP)
CAREER COMPLETE GAMES
HAT TOP PANTS W L
Black Black Black 6 0 
Black D. Grey D. Grey 3 0
White L. Grey L. Grey 2 0
Red Red Red 2 0
Red L. Grey L. Grey 1 0
Black Black D. Grey 1 0
White Red Red 3 1
Red White White 3 1
Black D. Grey Black 1 1
Black Black White 0 2
RECORD BY UNIFORM
^ Complete game
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Year Overall Conf. School
2005 22-14 11-3 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2006 23-19 8-6 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2007 11-38 5-13 (A-Sun) Belmont
2008 14-36 3-19 (A-Sun) Belmont
2009 11-35 3-17 (A-Sun) Belmont
2010 29-19 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2011 28-15-1 16-8 (Summit) IPFW
2012 45-14 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2013 34-16 12-4 (Summit) IPFW
2014 33-24-1 11-10 (SBC) WKU
2015 36-14 16-4 (C-USA) WKU
2016 17-30 8-13 (C-USA) WKU
2017 31-31 10-13 (C-USA) WKU
2018 28-26 10-13 (C-USA) WKU
Total 362-331-2 147-136 14 Years
DI 317-298-2 128-127 12 Years
WKU 145-25-1 55-54 Five Years






































• 30 Division I All-Conference Selections
• Seven NFCA All-Region Honorees
• One Conference Pitcher/Player of the Years
• Six CoSIDA Academic All-District Selections
• One Senior CLASS Award Finalist
• 350 Career Wins/300 Division I Wins
WKU
•10 All-Conference Selections
•Five NFCA All-Region Selections
•2014 NCAA Individual Stolen Base Leader
•2015 NCAA Individual Strikeouts Leader
•One CoSIDA Academic All-District Honoree
•2015 Conference USA Coach of the Year




2019 WKU TEAM SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 33 at Lipscomb 3/13
Runs Scored 11 Charlotte 3/23
Hits 12 MR, at FIU 3/16
RBI 10 Charlotte 3/13
Doubles 4 MR, at FIU 3/16
Triples 2 Western IL 2/16
Home Runs 2 MR, at Lipscomb 3/13
Walks 7 Charlotte 3/23
Stolen Bases 6 Saint Louis 3/8
   
Assists 11 at FIU 3/16
DP Turned 1 MR, Indiana St. 2/25
   
Innings Pitched 7.0 MR, Charlotte 3/24
Fewest Hits Allowed 0 Evansville 3/1
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, Charlotte 3/24
Most Strikeouts 17 at Samford 3/2
   
Longest Game 2:50 Wright St. 3/8
Shortest Game 1:34 Cleveland St. 2/25
2019 WKU INDIVIDUAL SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT INDIVIDUAL OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 4 MR, Jordan Thomas Charlotte 3/23
Runs Scored 3 MR, Shannon Plese Indiana State 2/25
Hits 3 MR, Jordan Vorbrink at FIU 3/17
RBI 4 Tommi Stowers Indiana State 2/25
Doubles 1 MR, Kennedy Sullivan Charlotte 3/23
Triples 1 MR, Jordan Thomas at EKU 3/20
Home Runs 2 Kendall Smith Tennessee State 2/9
Total Bases 8 Kendall Smith Tennessee State 2/9
Walks 3 MR, Kendall Smith ICharlotte 3/23
Stolen Bases 3 Taylor Davis Charlotte 3/23
    
Putouts 17 Kendall Smith MR, at Samford 3/2
Assists 6 Beka Engelhardt Western IL 2/16
    
Innings Pitched 7.0 MR, Kennedy Sullivan at FIU 3/16
Fewest Hits Allowed 0 Kennedy Sullivan Evansville 3/1
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, Kelsey Aikey Saint Louis 3/8
Most Strikeouts 17 Kennedy Sullivan at Samford 3/2
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Defeated a top 10 team at No. 2 Tennessee, 3/8/14
Defeated a top 11-25 team at No. 16 Georgia, 5/16/15
Had a pitcher strikeout 15+ Kennedy Sullivan, 3/2/19 (17)
Had a pitcher strikeout 10-14 Kennedy Sullivan vs. Missouri State, 2/8/19 (11)
Threw a perfect game Miranda Kramer vs. Charlotte, 5/7/15
Threw a no-hitter (run-rule) Kennedy Sullivan at Samford, 3/1/19
Threw a no-hitter (regulation) Kelsey Aikey vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18
Opponent threw no-hitter vs. No. 23 Marshall, 5/11/17
Won a run-rule game Charlotte, 3/23/19 (5)
Lost a run-rule game vs. No. 17 Auburn, 2/8/19 (5)
Played extra innings at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18 (8)
Won in extra innings vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18 (8)
Lost in extra innings at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18 (8)
Scored 10-14 runs Charlotte, 3/23/19 (11)
Scored 15-18 runs vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (16)
Scored 19+ runs at Tennessee-Martin, 4/2/00 (19)
Allowed 10-14 runs at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18 (13)
Allowed 15+ runs at No. 23 FAU, 4/30/16 (16)
Batted around the order Charlotte, 3/23/19 (10 batters)
Batted through the order (9 batters) vs. Saint Louis, 3/8/19
Had 10-14 hits at FIU, 3/16/19 (12)
Had 15+ hits vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (17)
Team hit 3+ home runs vs. Marshall, 4/21/18 (3)
Back-to-back home runs vs. Marshall, 4/21/18 (Vaughn & McGuffin, 3rd inn.)
Back-to-back-to-back home runs vs. ULM, 4/13/13 (Thomas, Mattox, Sulaski, 4th inn.)
Player with back-to-back home runs Kendall Smith,  2/9/19, 2 consec.
Had a player hit two HRs Kendall Smith, South Alabama, 2/9/19
Had a player hit a grand slam Jordan Thomas at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18
Team hit three doubles at FIU, 3/16/19 (4)
Team hit four or more doubles at FIU, 3/16/19 (4)
Team hit two triples vs. Western Illinois, 2/16/19
Team hit three or more triples vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (5)
Team stole five or more bases vs. Saint Louis, 3/8/18 (6)
Player with three RBI Rebekah Engelhardt, Charlotte, 3/23/19
Player with four RBI Tommi Stowers, vs. Indiana State, 2/25/19
Player with five RBI Adarian Gray vs. UAB, 5/10/17
Player with six or more RBI Dani Pugh vs. Buffalo, 2/6/15 (6)
Player with three hits Jordan Vorbrink at FIU, 3/17/19 
Player with four hits Brittany Vaughn, vs. Marshall, 4/21/18
Player with five hits Tommi Stowers vs. Evansville, 3/3/17
Player with two or more doubles Beka Engelhardt vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (2)
Player with two or more triples Shawna Sadler vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (2)
Player stole three or more bases Taylor Davis vs. Charlotte, 3/23/19 (3)
Player scored three or more runs Shannon Plese vs. Indiana St., 2/25/19 (3)
Hit a walk-off home run (regulation/extra inn.) Brooke Holloway vs. Marshall, 5/7/16
Hit a walk-off home run (run-rule) Jordan Vorbrink vs. Tennessee St., 2/16/18
Had a walk-off hit Paige Carter vs. Cleveland State, 2/25/19 (1B)
Swept a conference home series Charlotte, 3/23-24/19
Swept a conference road series at FIU, 3/16-17/19
Was swept in a conference home series vs. FAU, 3/18-19/17
Was swept in a conference road series at FAU, 4/28-29/18
THE LAST TIME WKU...
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION
C-USA RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  DATE/RESULT
48 LA TECH  4/27-28 
56 NORTH TEXAS  4/13-14
67 WKU  -  
75 FLORIDA ATLANTIC  3/30-31
94 MARSHALL  4/6-7
97 UTSA  5/4-5
102 FIU  W,W,W 
107 MIDDLE TENNESSEE  4/19-20
117 SOUTHERN MISS  DNP 
123 UAB  DNP
175 CHARLOTTE  W,W,W
181 UTEP  DNP 
WKU OPPONENT RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  RESULT
12 KENTUCKY  3/26
17 AUBURN  L
50 MISSOURI STATE  W
51 LOUISVILLE  4/3
60 LIPSCOMB  L
95 SOUTH ALABAMA  W
127 SAMFORD  W
133 MURRAY STATE  5/1
144 AUSTIN PEAY  4/24
154 KENNESAW STATE  L
168 FLORIDA A&M  W
178 TENNESSEE TECH  4/17
180 INDIANA STATE  W 
183 EASTERN KENTUCKY  W
197 WESTERN ILLINOIS  W, L, W
212 EVANSVILLE  W 
220 TENNESSEE STATE  W
226 SAINT LOUIS  W
229 BUTLER  W
247 WRIGHT STATE  W, L
264 CLEVELAND STATE  W, W
269 JACKSON STATE  W
RPI STANDINGS
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2019 Conference USA Standings
 C-USA  Pct. Overall  Pct.  Last 10 Streak
WKU (E) 6-0 1.000 22-5 .815  7-3 W7
North Texas (W) 7-2 .778 18-11 .621  7-3 W1
LA Tech (W) 4-2 .667 22-9 .710  7-3 L1
Marshall (E) 4-2 .667 21-9 .700  6-4 L1
Middle Tennessee (E) 4-2 .667 18-15 .545  6-4 W3
UTSA (W) 6-3 .667 15-14 .517  6-4 W1
Florida Atlantic (E) 3-3 .500 15-15 .500  5-5 W1
Southern Miss (W) 4-5 .444 17-14 .548  6-4 W1
UTEP (W) 3-6 .333 9-22 .290  4-6 L1
UAB (W) 2-7 .222 11-19 .367  3-7 L1
Charlotte (E) 2-7 .222 10-18 .357  2-8 L3
FIU (E) 0-6 .000 18-15 .545  2-8 L3
RECORD WHEN TEAM SCORES
RUNS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
0 0-1 0-0 10-0 3-0
1 0-3 0-0 1-0 0-0
2 0-0 0-0 2-2 2-0
3 2-0 1-0 5-1 0-0
4 3-0 1-0 1-0 1-0
5 4-0 2-0 1-0 0-0
6 3-0 1-0 1-0 0-0
7 2-1 0-0 1-0 0-0
8 4-0 0-0 0-1 0-0
9 1-0 0-0 0-1 0-0
10+ 3-0 1-0 0-0 0-0
WKU RECORD AFTER INNINGS
INNINGS LEADING TRAILING TIED
1 11-0 2-2 9-3
2 15-0 4-2 3-3
3 18-1 2-2 2-2
4 17-1 3-3 2-1
5 14-1 1-1 3-2
6 16-0 0-3 1-1
SCORE BY INNINGS
INNINGS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
1 38 6 6 0
2 16 7 3 0
3 34 7 19 2
4 15 2 10 1
5 17 3 5 1
6 25 5 19 4
7 7 4 4 0
8 0 0 0 0
9 0 0 0 0
EX 0 0 0 0













vs. Ranked Teams ..................................................0-1
vs. RV Teams ............................................................0-0
TIME
Day Games ............................................................19-4



















WKU Throws RHP ................................................22-5
WKU Throws LHP ...................................................0-0
Opp. Throws RHP ................................................21-4
Opp. Throws LHP ...................................................1-1
RUNS
WKU Scores 1st ....................................................19-2
Opp. Scores 1st .......................................................3-3
WKU Scores in 1st ...............................................11-0
Opp. Scores in 1st ..................................................3-2
HITS
WKU Has More .....................................................18-2
Opp. Has More ........................................................3-3
Hits Are Even ...........................................................1-0
ERRORS
WKU Commits 0 ..................................................12-2
WKU Commits 1 .....................................................7-2
WKU Commits 2+ ..................................................3-1
Opp. Commits 0 .....................................................5-1
Opp. Commits 1 .....................................................3-2
Opp. Commits 2+ ...............................................14-2
HOMERUNS
WKU Hits 0 ............................................................10-2
WKU Hits 1 ...............................................................8-2
WKU Hits 2+.............................................................4-1
Opp. Hits 0 ............................................................16-2
Opp. Hits 1 ...............................................................6-2
Opp. Hits 2+.............................................................0-1
TEAM RECORD BY...
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HOME RUN TRACKER
NO.  PLAYER GAME-DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS SCORE FINAL
1 Engelhardt 1-Feb 08 Missouri St. 0-1/0 3/1 5-0 W, 8-0
2 Smith 4-Feb 09 Tennessee St. 1-0/0 4/2 2-0 W, 5-0
3 Smith (2) 4-Feb 09 Tennessee St. 2-0/0 6/2 4-0 W, 5-0
4 Thomas 6-Feb 16 Western Illinois 0-2/0 5/1 2-3 W, 5-3
5 Smith (3) 7-Feb 17 Western Illinois 0-0/0* 6/0 0-3 L, 1-3
6 Smith (4) 9-Feb 24 Butler 2-2/0 3/2 2-0 W, 3-0
7 Thomas (2) 11-Feb 25 Cleveland St. 2-1/0* 1/0 0-0 W, 8-0
8 Engelhardt (2) 11-Feb 25 Cleveland St.  0-0/1 3/2 4-0 W, 8-0
9 Plese 12-Feb 25 Indiana St. 2-0/0 1/2 0-0 W, 9-7
10 Stowers 12-Feb 25 Indiana St. 1-1/1 1/2 1-0 W, 9-7
11 Engelhardt (3) 15-Mar 02 at Samford 1-0/0 6/1 6-0 W, 8-1
12 McGuffin  18-Mar 09 at Kennesaw St. 2-2/0* 7/0 0-0 L, 1-2
13 Smith (5) 20-Mar 13 at Lipscomb 0-0/2 3/2 0-2 L, 7-9
14 Engelhardt (4) 20-Mar 13 at Lipscomb 2-2/0 7/1 6-9 L, 7-9
15 Vorbrink 23-Mar 17 at FIU 2-2/1 6/2 3-0 W, 5-4
16 Engelhardt (5) 24-Mar 20 at EKU 1-1/0* 6/0 5-5 W, 6-5
17 Smith (6) 25-Mar 23 Charlotte 2-1/1 2/1 6-0 W, 11-2
18 Engelhardt (6) 25-Mar 23 Charlotte 0-0/1 4/0 9-2 W, 11-2
19 Vorbrink (2) 26-Mar 23 Charlotte 2-1/0 2/1 0-0 W, 5-0
20 Sullivan 27-Mar 24 Charlotte 1-2/0* 2/0 0-0 W, 3-0
ANALYSIS STATS
SEASON/CAREER HITTING STAT TRACKER
CAREER MULTI-HIT GAMES       2019/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
McGuffin 0/16 0/4 0/1 0 21
Carter 3/14 0/5 0 0 20
Engelhardt 6/18 0/2 0 0 20
Thomas 7/16 0/2 0 0 18
Bowlds 3/9 0/3 0/1 0 13 
Smith 3/12 1/1 0 0 13
Plese 9/11 1/1 0 0 12
Towers 1/12 0 0 0 12  
Vorbrink 4/9 1/3 0 0 12
McElroy 0/9 0 0 0 9
Stowers 1/4 1/1 0 0/1 6
Sullivan 6 0 0 0 6
Davis 2 0 0 0 2
CAREER MULTI-RBI GAMES       2019/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
Engelhardt 2/11 1/3 0/1 0 15
Carter 0/7 0/4 0/2 0 13 
McGuffin 0/9 0/3 0/1 0 13
Smith 6/8 1/4 0 0 12
Vorbrink 1/8 0/2 0 0 10
McElroy 0/5 0 0 0 5
Stowers 1/3 0/1 1/1 0 5
Plese 2/3 2/2 0 0 5
Thomas 1/1 1/1 0/2 0 4
Towers 0/3 0 0 0 3 
Bowlds 1/3 0 0 0 3
Sullivan 3 1 0 0 4
Nunn 0 0/1 0 0 1
CAREER HOMERUNS
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018 2019  CAREER
Engelhardt 0 5 7 6  18
McGuffin 4 2 7 1  14
Smith - - 5 6  11
Thomas - - 6 2  8
Carter - 2 5 0  7
Stowers - 3 0 -  3
Vorbrink 1 0 1 2  4
Plese - 1 - 1  2
Towers - 2 0 -  2
Nunn - - 1 -  1
Sullivan - - - 1  1
STREAK TRACKERS
CAREER HITTING STREAKS
PLAYER  LONGEST 2019 CURRENT
Smith  10 10 0 
Thomas  9 9 1
Vorbrink  9 3 2
Carter  7 3 1
Bowlds  6 4 0
McGuffin  6 1 0
Engelhardt  5 3 0
McElroy  5 3 1 
Plese  5 5 2
Stowers  4 4 1 
Sullivan  4 4 3
Towers  4 2 0
Davis  3 3 0
Ridge  2 2 0
Aikey  1 0 0
Nunn  1 - 0
REACHED BASE STREAK
PLAYER  LONGEST  2019 CURRENT
Plese  20 20 20
Thomas  15 15 7
Engelhardt 14 8 0
Carter  13 4 0
Vorbrink  12 5 3
Smith  10 10 4
McGuffin  9 1 0
Stowers  8 8 1
Bowlds  7 4 4
Davis  6 6 0
McElroy  5 3 1
Towers  5 2 0
Sullivan  4 4 3 
Aikey  2 0 0
Nunn  2 - 0
Ridge  2 2 0
Blackford  1 - 1*
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BATTING ANALYSIS
  LEADOFF BASES EMPTY 1-2 RUNNERS BASES LOADED RISP 2 OUTS 2-OUT RBI
PLAYER H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP  AVG H OPP AVG #
Aikey 0 1 .000 0 1 .000 0 1 .000 0 0 --- 0 1  .000 0 0 --- 0
Blackford 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Bowlds 5 11 .455 10 24 .417 6 27 .222 0 1 .000 4 15  .267 7 19 .368 4
Carter 3 13 .231 5 20 .250 8 21 .381 1 2 .500 6 18  .333 5 13 .385 2
Davis 1 3 .333 5 14 .357 7 33 .212 0 1 .000 6 23  .261 6 18 .333 3
Engelhardt 7 21 .333 12 38 .316 9 34 .265 0 0 --- 3 19  .158 6 23 .261 4
McElroy 3 8 .375 5 22 .227 4 18 .222 0 0 --- 4 16  .250 3 14 .214 1
McGuffin 1 4 .250 1 9 .111 0 6 .000 0 1 .000 0 3  .000 0 5 .000 0
Murphy 0 1 .000 0 4 .000 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 2 .000 0
Nunn 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Plese 10 19 .526 12 40 .300 18 40 .450 2 2 1.000 13 30  .433 11 26 .423 8
Ridge 0 3 .000 1 10 .100 1 2 .500 1 1 1.000 1 2  .500 1 4 .250 0
Smith 5 13 .385 9 24 .375 16 51 .314 3 5 .600 11 37  .297 8 27 .296 9
Stowers 1 6 .167 4 11 .364 7 18 .389 0 0 --- 5 13  .385 4 10 .400 3
Sullivan 4 11 .364 12 35 .343 7 31 .226 1 4 .250 5 24  .208 7 25 .280 2
Thomas 19 37 .514 10 41 .244 15 43 .349 0 3 .000 13 30  .433 8 27 .296 10
Towers 1 1 1.000 1 5 .200 2 7 .286 0 0 --- 2 7  .286 1 9 .111 1
Vorbrink 8 14 .571 10 29 .345 8 28 .286 0 1 .000 5 17  .294 3 11 .273 5
2019 STARTERS SUMMARY
     POSITION         BATTING ORDER
PLAYER GS P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP 1ST 2ND 3RD 4TH 5TH 6TH 7TH 8TH 9TH FLEX 
MCELROY 27 - - - - - 27 - - - - - - - - - 2 7 8 - 10 
THOMAS 27 - - - 27 - - - - - - 25 1 1 - - - - - - - 
PLESE 27 - - - - - - - 27 - - 1 7 17 2 - - - - - -  
ENGELHARDT 27 - - - - 27 - - - - - - 6 2 3 7 7 2 - - - 
SMITH 27 - 27 - - - - - - - - - - 4 19 - 1 3 - - - 
SULLIVAN 25 14 - - - - - - - - 11 - - - 2 9 6 6 - 1 1 
VORBRINK 23 - - 6 - - - 7 - 10 - - 6 1 - 2 3 - 4 7 - 
BOWLDS 22 - - 21 - - - - - 1 - - 4 - - - - 2 6 9 1 
DAVIS 18 - - - - - - 13 - 5 - - 2 - - - - - 7 9 - 
CARTER 14 - - - - - - 1 - 7 6 1 1 2 1 1 7 1 - - - 
AIKEY 8 8 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 8 
STOWERS 8 - - - - - - - - 1 7 - - - - 7 - 1 - - -
NUNN 5 5 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 5
MCGUFFIN 5 - - - - - - 4 - 1 - - - - - - - 2 2 1 -  
TOWERS 3 - - - - - - 2 - 1 - - - - - 1 - 2 - - -
RIDGE 2 - - - - - - - - 1 1 - - - - - 1 1 - - - 
2019 WKU INDIVIDUAL STAT LEADERS
BATTING AVERAGE - Min. 10 AB 
 .379 Tommi Stowers
SLUGGING PERCENTAGE - Min. 10 AB  
.724 Tommi Stowers
ON BASE PERCENTAGE - Min. 10 Plate Appearances 
.462 Shannon Plese
RUNS SCORED  
23  Rebekah Engelhardt 
HITS  
30  Shannon Plese
RUNS BATTED IN 
23  Kendall Smith
DOUBLES  
7  T. Stowers & S. Plese
TRIPLES  
2  Jordan Thomas
HOME RUNS  
6  K. Smith & R. Engelhardt 
TOTAL BASES  
50  Kendall Smith
WALKS  
12  R. Engelhardt & J. Thomas
HIT BY PITCH  
3  Shannon Plese
SACRIFICE HITS  
5  Paige Carter
    
SACRIFICE FLIES  
5  Kennedy Sullivan 
STOLEN BASES  
12  Shannon Plese
ANALYSIS STATS
WALK-OFF TRACKER
NO.  BATTER GAME/DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS RESULT SCORE FINAL
1  Carter 11-Feb 25 Cleveland St. 3-2/1 6/0 RBI 1B 7-0 8-0
 
COME-FROM-BEHIND WIN TRACKER
NO.  GAME/DATE OPPONENT DEFICIT INNING TYING HIT (score) GO-AHEAD HIT (score) FINAL
1  3-Feb 09 FAMU 3-1 M3 Smith 2B (4-3) Smith 2B (4-3)  W, 4-3
2  6-Feb 16 Western Illinois 3-2 M5 Thomas HR (3-3) Engelhardt 3B (4-3) W, 5-3
3  10-Feb 24 Cleveland State 3-0 M3 Ridge 1B (3-3) Sullivan 2B (6-3)  W, 10-3
4  16-Mar 08 Wright State 2-1 M4 Smith 1B (3-2) Smith 1B (3-2)  W, 6-3
5  24-Mar 20 EKU 5-3 E3 Thomas 3B (5-5) Engelhardt HR (6-4) W, 6-5
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GAME-BY-GAME STARTERS
Date Team P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP Record
2/8 Missouri State Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Vorbrink Carter 1-0 (1)
2/8 Auburn Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink Sullivan 0-1 (2)
2/9 Florida A&M Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink Carter 1-0 (3)
2/9 Tennessee State Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Vorbrink Sullivan 1-0 (4)
2/10 South Alabama Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Vorbrink Ridge 1-0 (5)
2/16 Western Illinois Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink --- 1-0 (6)
2/16 Western Illinois Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese McGuffin Carter 0-1 (7)
2/17 Western Illinois Nunn Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink Sullivan 1-0 (8)
2/24 Butler Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink --- 2-0 (6)
2/24 Cleveland State Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Vorbrink Sullivan 2-0 (4)
2/25 Cleveland State Nunn Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Ridge Sullivan 1-0 (9)
2/25 Indiana State Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Carter Stowers 1-0 (10)
3/1 Evansville Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Stowers 1-0 (11)
3/2 Jackson State Nunn Smith Vorbrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Carter Plese Stowers Sullivan 1-0 (12)
3/2 Samford Sullivan Smith Vorbrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Carter Stowers 1-0 (13)
3/8 Wright State Sullivan Smith Vorbrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Carter Stowers  2-0 (13)
3/8 Saint Louis Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Stowers 1-0 (14)
3/9 Kennesaw St. Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Stowers 1-1 (11)
3/9 Wright St. Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Carter Sullivan 0-1 (15)
3/13 Lipscomb Aikey Smith Vorbrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Bowlds Sullivan 0-1 (16)
3/16 FIU* Sullivan Smith Vorbrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Towers Carter 1-0 (17)
3/16 FIU* Nunn Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Towers Plese Davis Sullivan 1-0 (18)
3/17 FIU* Sullivan Smith Vobrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Towers Plese Davis Carter 1-0 (19)
3/20 EKU Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink Carter 2-0 (3)
3/23 Charlotte* Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Davis Stowers 1-0 (20)
3/23 Charlotte* Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Davis Sullivan 1-0 (21)
3/24 Charlotte* Nunn Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Davis Sullivan 1-0 (22)
3/26 Kentucky           
3/30 FAU*           
3/30 FAU*           
3/31 FAU*           
4/3 Louisville           
4/6 Marshall*           
4/6 Marshall*           
4/7 Marshall*           
4/13 North Texas*           
4/13 North Texas*           
4/14 North Texas*           
4/17 Tennessee Tech           
4/17 Tennessee Tech           
4/19 MTSU*           
4/19 MTSU*           
4/20 MTSU*           
4/24 Austin Peay           
4/24 Austin Peay           
4/27 LA Tech*           
4/27 LA Tech*           
4/28 LA Tech*           
5/1 Murray State           
5/4 UTSA*           
5/4 UTSA*           
5/5 UTSA*           
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2019 WKU LINE SCORES
GAME 1 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-1:51 A-139
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5    R H E
WKU                    5 0 1 0 2 - 8  7  0
Missouri State     0 0 0 0 0 - 0  2  2
WP-SULLIVAN (1-0) LP-Griesbauer (0-1) 
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT
GAME 2 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-1:38 A-201
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5    R H E
WKU                    0 0 0 0 0 - 0  2  2
Auburn                 1 0 3 2 2 - 8 12 1
WP-Martin (1-0) LP-AIKEY,  (0-1) 
HR AU-McCrackin(1), Rivera(1),Veach(3)
GAME 3 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-2:11 A-137
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Florida A&M      0 2 1 0 0 0 0 -  3  3  2
WKU                   1 0 3 0 0 0 X -  4  4  1
WP-SULLIVAN (2-0) Save-AIKEY(1) 
LP-HAYES (0-1)
GAME 4 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-1:55 A-117
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Tennessee State   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  0  6  2
WKU                    1 0 1 1 0 2 X - 5  6  1
WP-AIKEY (1-1) LP-ESPINOZA (0-1) 
HR WKU - SMITH 2 (2)
GAME 5 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-1:46 A-92
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    7 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 7  7  0
South Alabama   0 0 0 0 0 3 0 - 3  4  2
WP-SULLIVAN (3-0) LP-Yarbrough (1-1) 
HR USA - Cronan (1)
GAME 6 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:44 A-203
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WIU               1 0 0 2 0 0 0 -  3  5  1
WKU                0 0 2 0 1 2 X - 5  8  1
WP-SULLIVAN (4-0) LP-Ira (2-1) 
HR: WIU-Duwa (2) | WKU-THOMAS (1)
GAME 7 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:49 A-187
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WIU               0 0 0 2 1 0 0 -  3  4  1
WKU                0 0 0 0 0 1 0 -  1  7  0
WP-Carlin (1-2) LP-AIKEY (1-2) 
HR: WIU-Abbott (2) | WKU-SMITH (3)
GAME 8 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:12 A-175
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WIU               0 0 3 2 0 1 0 -  6 11 2
WKU                0 5 0 1 1 0 X - 7  7  0
WP-SULLIVAN (5-0) Save-AIKEY(2) 
LP-Abbott (1-1)
GAME 9 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:53 A-176
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Butler                   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  0  3  0
WKU                   0 2 1 0 0 0 X -  3  8  0
WP-SULLIVAN (6-0) | LP-RICKETT (1-4) 
HR WKU - SMITH (4)
GAME 10 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:56 A-202
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R  H  E
CSU                      1 0 2 0 0 0 0 -  3   6   2
WKU                    0 0 1 1 0 8 X - 10 10 1
WP-NUNN (1-0) | LP-GRIFFIN (1-2) 
HR CSU - HYSONG (2)
GAME 11 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:34 A-156
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6   R  H E
CSU                      0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  1  2
WKU                    2 0 5 0 0 1 - 8 11 2
WP-NUNN (2-0) | LP-HYSONG (0-2) 
HR WKU - THOMAS (2), 
                     ENGELHARDT (2)
GAME 12 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:37 A-187
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7   R  H  E
Indiana State       0 0 1 0 1 3 2 - 7  15  3
WKU                    3 1 1 3 0 1 X - 9 10  1
WP-SULLIVAN (7-0) Save-NUNN (1) 
HR INS - Martin (2)
HR WKU - PLESE (1), STOWERS (1)
GAME 13 | Birmingham, Ala. | T-1:38 A-101
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5   R  H  E
WKU                    3 0 3 2 0 - 8  9   0
Evansville             0 0 0 0 0 - 0  0  3
WP-SULLIVAN (8-0) 
LP-Lockhart (3-3)
GAME 14 | Birmingham, Ala. | T-1:49 A-113
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Jackson State       0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  0  1  1
WKU                   0 0 1 2 0 1 X -  4  4  1
WP-NUNN (3-0) Save-AIKEY(3) 
LP-Sanchez (0-5) 
GAME 15 | Birmingham, Ala. | T-2:19 A-213
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    5 0 1 0 0 1 1 - 8 11  2
Samford               0 0 0 0 0 1 0 - 1   2  2
WP-SULLIVAN (9-0) 
LP-Spear (4-3)
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT (3)
HR SAM - Trombley (1)
GAME 16 | Kennesaw, Ga. | T-2:50 A-37
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Wright State        0 1 0 1 0 1 0 -  3  4  3
WKU                   0 0 1 0 4 1 X -  6  6  0
WP-SULLIVAN (10-0) Save-NUNN (2) 
LP-Otani (3-5)
GAME 17 | Kennesaw, Ga. | T-1:21 A-83
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5    R  H  E
WKU                    3 0 2 0 5 - 10 12 0
Saint Louis           0 0 0 0 0 - 0   1   3
WP-AIKEY (2-2) LP-LOVELESS (2-2)
GAME 18 | Kennesaw, Ga. | T-1:50 A-197
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1  5  1
Kennesaw State   0 0 0 0 0 0 2 - 2  6  0
WP-ANDREWS (7-6) 
LP-SULLIVAN (10-1
HR WKU - McGUFFIN (1)
GAME 19 | Kennesaw, Ga. | T-1:44 A-111
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    0 0 1 0 0 0 0 - 1  4  0
Wright State         0 0 0 0 0 2 X - 2  6  2
WP-Hughes (1-2) LP-AIKEY (2-3)
GAME 20 | Nashville, Tenn. | T-2:17 A-127
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H  E
WKU                    0 0 3 1 1 1 1 - 7  11 1
Lipscomb             2 0 3 0 0 4 X - 9   4  2
WP-JORDAN (6-4) LP-SULLIVAN (10-2) 
HR WKU-SMITH (5), ENGELHARDT (4)
HR LIP - FORTEL (3), DEVAULT (4)
GAME 21 | Miami, Fla. | T-2:10 A-76
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    0 1 2 0 0 3 0 - 6 12 0
FIU                        0 0 0 1 1 0 0 - 2  4  0
WP-SULLIVAN (11-2) 
LP-KUGELMANN (6-3)
GAME 22 | Miami, Fla. | T-2:00 A-85
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    0 0 0 0 0 0 4 - 4  7  0
FIU                        0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  2  0
WP-AIKEY (3-3) LP-DUNFORD (6-3)
GAME 23 | Miami, Fla. | T-2:20 A-151
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E 
WKU                    0 0 1 0 2 2 0 - 5  6  0
FIU                        0 0 0 0 0 4 0 - 4  8  2
WP-SULLIVAN (12-2) Save-AIKEY (4) 
LP-MURASKIN (5-6) 
HR WKU - VORBRINK (1)
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2019 WKU LINE SCORES
GAME 24 | Richmond, Ky. | T-1:58 A-150
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    2 1 0 2 0 1 0 - 6  8  0
EKU                      1 0 4 0 0 0 0 - 5  3  0
WP-AIKEY (4-3) LP-Paulick(5-5) 
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT (5)
HR EKU - Lizzmore (7)
GAME 25 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:56 A-377
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5    R H E
Charlotte             0 0 2 0 0  - 2  5  2
WKU                   6 2 1 2 X - 11 9  0
WP-SULLIVAN (13-2) LP-GREEN (0-4) 
HR WKU-SMITH (6), ENGELHARDT (6)
GAME 26 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:51 A-298
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Charlotte              0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  3  0
WKU                    0 2 3 0 0 0 X - 5  8  1
WP-AIKEY (5-3) LP-PACE (5-5) 
HR WKU - VORBRINK (2)
GAME 27 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:56 A-243
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Charlotte              0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  4  1
WKU                    0 2 0 0 1 0 X - 3  6  3
WP-NUNN (4-0) Save-AIKEY (5) 
LP-CANNON (2-8)
HR WKU - SULLIVAN (1)
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2019 WKU SEASON STATS
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 24, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 22-5   Home: 9-1   Away: 5-2   Neutral: 8-2   C-USA: 6-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 3 7 9 13-8 29 7 11 7 0 1 9 21  . 7 2 4 3 0 5 0  . 4 3 8 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 3 7 5 27-27 80 20 30 7 1 1 17 42  . 5 2 5 10 3 8 0  . 4 6 2 0 0 12-14 20 1 1  . 9 5 5
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 3 3 3 27-27 75 18 25 5 1 6 23 50  . 6 6 7 11 2 14 0  . 4 2 2 2 0 3-5 248 9 1  . 9 9 6
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 1 7 22-14 41 9 13 2 0 0 9 15  . 3 6 6 4 1 5 0  . 3 7 5 2 5 3-4 6 0 0 1.000
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 1 6 23-23 57 14 18 2 0 2 7 26  . 4 5 6 7 2 13 0  . 4 0 9 0 2 3-3 39 1 2  . 9 5 2
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 1 4 23-22 51 7 16 1 0 0 6 17  . 3 3 3 5 1 5 0  . 3 8 6 0 0 4-6 98 2 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 2 9 8 27-27 84 14 25 6 2 2 18 41  . 4 8 8 12 0 17 0  . 3 8 1 1 0 6-7 43 21 1  . 9 8 5
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 9 2 27-27 72 23 21 2 1 6 12 43  . 5 9 7 12 1 8 0  . 3 9 5 1 1 10-11 10 43 4  . 9 3 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 2 8 8 25-25 66 8 19 6 0 1 16 28  . 4 2 4 2 0 6 0  . 2 8 8 5 1 1-1 6 10 0 1.000
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 5 5 21-18 47 11 12 0 0 0 4 12  . 2 5 5 3 0 0 0  . 3 0 0 0 3 7-7 17 0 0 1.000
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 5 0 7-3 12 0 3 1 0 0 2 4  . 3 3 3 0 0 0 0  . 2 5 0 0 1 2-3 9 0 0 1.000
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 2 2 5 27-27 40 9 9 0 1 0 3 11  . 2 7 5 1 1 5 0  . 2 6 2 0 1 3-3 23 36 8  . 8 8 1
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 1 6 7 14-2 12 5 2 0 0 0 2 2  . 1 6 7 1 0 6 0  . 2 3 1 0 1 3-3 2 1 0 1.000
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 0 6 7 17-5 15 5 1 0 0 1 1 4  . 2 6 7 0 0 8 0  . 0 6 7 0 0 2-2 2 0 0 1.000
22 MURPHY, Macy  . 0 0 0 6-0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 19-9 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 1 0-0 1 5 1  . 8 5 7
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 4-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 15-6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 9 0 1.000
Totals  . 2 9 8 27 687 152 205 39 6 20 129 316  . 4 6 0 71 11 101 0  . 3 6 8 11 16 61-71 525 138 18  . 9 7 4
Opponents  . 1 9 3 27 647 66 125 21 2 12 61 186  . 2 8 7 96 7 244 0  . 3 0 3 2 7 19-21 495 203 41  . 9 4 5
LOB - Team (150), Opp (168). DPs turned - Team (3), Opp (7). CI - Team (0), Opp (1). Picked off - SULLIVAN,K. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
10 NUNN, Shelby  1 . 4 7 4-0 14 5 1 1/4 2 38.0 31 11 8 11 38 5 1 0  . 2 0 5 2 0 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  1 . 9 2 5-3 18 8 2 2/4 5 54.2 37 18 15 27 82 3 0 6  . 1 8 5 6 2 0 1 3
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  2 . 9 4 13-2 16 14 7 3/0 0 81.0 54 35 34 56 123 12 1 6  . 1 8 7 4 5 0 1 4
20 TOWERS, Haylee 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.1 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0 0 0
Totals  2 . 3 6 22-5 27 27 10 10/4 7 175.0 125 66 59 96 244 21 2 12  . 1 9 3 12 7 0 2 7
Opponents  4 . 6 2 5-22 27 27 9 1/0 0 165.0 205 152 109 71 101 39 6 20  . 2 9 8 19 11 0 11 16
PB - Team (3), SMITH,K. 3, Opp (3). Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (1). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (19-21), SULLIVAN,K.
(12-13), AIKEY,K. (5-6), NUNN,S. (2-2).
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2019 WKU C-USA ONLY STATS
2019 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Mar 24, 2019)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 6-0   Home: 3-0   Away: 3-0   C-USA: 6-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 5 0 0 5-5 12 5 6 1 0 2 3 13 1.083 2 0 2 0  . 5 7 1 0 0 1-1 7 0 0 1.000
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 4 4 4 6-6 18 1 8 2 0 0 6 10  . 5 5 6 3 0 3 0  . 5 2 4 0 0 1-2 6 0 0 1.000
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 4 4 4 5-4 9 1 4 0 0 0 2 4  . 4 4 4 3 1 1 0  . 6 1 5 0 0 1-1 25 0 0 1.000
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 4 1 2 6-6 17 3 7 3 0 1 6 13  . 7 6 5 1 0 1 0  . 4 2 1 1 1 1-1 2 2 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 9 4 6-6 17 4 5 1 0 1 3 9  . 5 2 9 2 0 4 0  . 3 6 8 0 0 2-2 0 14 1  . 9 3 3
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 2 6 3 6-6 19 4 5 2 0 0 3 7  . 3 6 8 4 0 3 0  . 3 9 1 0 0 1-2 12 8 1  . 9 5 2
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 5 0 6-6 16 6 4 0 0 0 0 4  . 2 5 0 3 0 0 0  . 3 6 8 0 0 6-6 7 0 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 2 5 0 4-2 8 1 2 1 0 0 1 3  . 3 7 5 0 0 0 0  . 2 5 0 0 2 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 2 2 4-3 9 0 2 0 0 0 1 2  . 2 2 2 0 0 0 0  . 2 2 2 0 1 1-1 6 0 0 1.000
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 2 0 0 6-6 15 3 3 1 0 1 4 7  . 4 6 7 5 0 2 0  . 4 0 0 0 0 0-0 47 2 0 1.000
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 2 0 0 3-1 5 1 1 1 0 0 1 2  . 4 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 2 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 1 6 7 6-6 6 2 1 0 0 0 1 1  . 1 6 7 0 1 0 0  . 2 8 6 0 0 0-0 7 11 2  . 9 0 0
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 3-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 4-2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 2 0 1.000
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 5-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 1-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 0 0 0 4-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 3 1 6 6 152 34 48 12 0 5 31 75  . 4 9 3 23 2 18 0  . 4 1 0 1 4 16-18 120 39 4  . 9 7 5
Opponents  . 1 7 8 6 146 8 26 5 0 0 8 31  . 2 1 2 23 3 46 0  . 3 0 1 1 3 2-2 111 42 5  . 9 6 8
LOB - Team (37), Opp (48). DPs turned - Team (0), Opp (3).
(C-USA games only Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  0 . 0 0 2-0 5 1 0 0/3 2 10.2 5 0 0 7 18 0 0 0  . 1 3 5 1 1 0 0 1
10 NUNN, Shelby  1 . 0 8 1-0 4 2 0 0/3 0 13.0 10 2 2 5 12 2 0 0  . 1 9 2 1 0 0 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  2 . 5 7 3-0 3 3 1 0/0 0 16.1 11 6 6 11 16 3 0 0  . 1 9 3 0 2 0 1 2
Totals  1 . 4 0 6-0 6 6 1 3/3 2 40.0 26 8 8 23 46 5 0 0  . 1 7 8 2 3 0 1 3
Opponents  5 . 1 1 0-6 6 6 2 0/0 0 37.0 48 34 27 23 18 12 0 5  . 3 1 6 0 2 0 1 4
PB - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1. SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (2-2), SULLIVAN,K. (1-1), AIKEY,K. (1-1).
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2019 WKU TEAM GAME-BY-GAME STATS
2019 WKU Softball
Team Game-by-Game for WKU (as of Mar 24, 2019)
Batting (All games)
Date Opponent ab r h rbi 2b 3b hr tb bb ibb sb cs hbp sac sf gdp k po a e lob avg
Feb 08 vs Missouri State 23 8 7 4 0 0 1 10 4 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 5 15 1 0 5  . 3 0 4
Feb 08 vs Auburn 18 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 7 13 3 2 3  . 2 2 0
Feb 09 vs Florida A&M 21 4 4 4 1 0 0 5 4 0 1 1 1 2 0 0 1 21 5 1 6  . 2 1 0
Feb 09 vs Tennessee State 22 5 6 5 2 0 2 14 1 0 2 0 0 1 1 0 2 21 4 1 2  . 2 2 6
Feb 10 vs South Alabama 28 7 7 6 1 0 0 8 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 4 21 3 0 1  . 2 3 2
Feb 16 WESTERN ILLINOIS 25 5 8 5 0 2 1 15 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 5 21 8 1 5  . 2 4 8
Feb 16 WESTERN ILLINOIS 29 1 7 1 1 0 1 11 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 21 8 0 8  . 2 4 7
Feb 17 WESTERN ILLINOIS 25 7 7 5 2 1 0 11 4 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 3 21 8 0 6  . 2 5 1
Feb 24 BUTLER 25 3 8 3 0 0 1 11 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 3 21 4 0 4  . 2 5 9
Feb 24 CLEVELAND STATE 29 10 10 8 2 1 0 14 5 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 4 21 8 1 7  . 2 6 9
Feb 25 CLEVELAND STATE 24 8 11 8 2 1 2 21 1 0 3 1 0 1 1 0 2 18 7 2 4  . 2 8 6
Feb 25 INDIANA STATE 29 9 10 9 2 0 2 18 5 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 4 21 4 1 7  . 2 9 2
Mar 01 vs Evansville 26 8 9 5 2 0 0 11 5 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 6 15 1 0 10  . 2 9 6
Mar 02 vs Jackson State 20 4 4 3 2 0 0 6 1 0 4 0 1 1 0 0 2 21 9 1 2  . 2 9 1
Mar 02 at Samford 28 8 11 7 3 0 1 17 5 0 3 1 0 0 3 0 3 21 2 2 7  . 2 9 8
Mar 08 vs Wright State 27 6 6 5 1 0 0 7 4 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 3 21 6 0 8  . 2 9 3
Mar 08 vs Saint Louis 26 10 12 7 1 0 0 13 1 0 6 1 0 0 2 0 1 15 3 0 4  . 3 0 4
Mar 09 at Kennesaw State 25 1 5 1 0 0 1 8 3 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 10 20 2 1 8  . 2 9 8
Mar 09 vs Wright State 26 1 4 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 5 0 1 0 0 0 6 18 6 0 5  . 2 9 0
Mar 13 at Lipscomb 33 7 11 6 4 0 2 21 1 0 3 0 0 1 0 0 7 18 2 1 7  . 2 9 3
*Mar 16 at FIU 30 6 12 6 4 0 0 16 2 0 1 0 1 3 0 0 2 21 4 0 9  . 2 9 9
*Mar 16 at FIU 27 4 7 4 1 0 0 8 3 0 4 0 1 0 1 0 3 21 11 0 7  . 2 9 7
*Mar 17 at FIU 27 5 6 4 3 0 1 12 3 0 3 0 0 1 0 0 3 21 4 0 5  . 2 9 3
Mar 20 at Eastern Kentucky 26 6 8 6 1 1 1 14 2 0 0 1 0 2 1 0 2 21 5 0 4  . 2 9 4
*Mar 23 CHARLOTTE 21 11 9 10 2 0 2 17 7 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 2 15 3 0 5  . 2 9 8
*Mar 23 CHARLOTTE 23 5 8 5 2 0 1 13 5 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 4 21 8 1 5  . 3 0 0
*Mar 24 CHARLOTTE 24 3 6 2 0 0 1 9 3 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 4 21 9 3 6  . 2 9 8
Totals 687 152 205 129 39 6 20 316 71 0 61 10 11 16 11 0 101 525 138 18 150  . 2 9 8
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 MR, EKU (3-20) AT BATS VS. HAMPTON (2-9-18) 5
 2 MR, CHARLOTTE (3-23) RUNS VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10-18) 3
 3 WESTERN IL (2-16) HITS WESTERN IL  (2-16-19) 3
 1 MR, FIU (3-16) DOUBLES VS. TENNESSEE TECH (2-16-18) 2
 1 WESTERN IL (2-16) TRIPLES WESTERN IL (2-16-19) 1
 2 TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) HOME RUNS TENNESSEE ST.  (2-9-19) 2
 3 LIPSCOMB (3-13) RBI 4X, MR LIPSCOMB (3-13-19) 3
 3 MR, CHARLOTTE (3-23) WALKS/HBP MR, CHARLOTTE (3-23-19) 3
 1 MR, WRIGHT ST. (3-8) STOLEN BASES MR, WRIGHT ST. (3-8-19) 1
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 11X, MR CHARLOTTE (3-23) AT BATS MR, AT FAU (4-28-18) 5
 2 3X, MR FIU (3-16) RUNS 12X, MR VS. WIU (2-16-19) 2
 2 8X, MR EKU (3-20) HITS 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 3
 1 6X, MR FIU (3-17) DOUBLES 20X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-25-19) 1
 1 2X MR, EKU (3-20) TRIPLES 5X, MR EKU (3-20-19) 1
 1 MR, CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) HOME RUNS 67, MR VS. WIU (2-16-19) 1
 3 EKU (3-20) RBI 2X, MR AT FAU (4-28-18) 4
 2 MR, FIU (3-16) WALKS/HBP 11X, MR WESTERN IL (2-17-19) 2











• bowling green, ky.
• baTs r / Throws r
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .317 54-54 161 42 51 16 3 6 27 91 .565 40 2 37 2 .454 2 2 6-8 70 2 3 .960
2019 .298 27-27 84 14 25 6 2 2 18 41 .488 12 0 17 0 .381 1 0 6-6 43 21 1 .985
CAREER .310 81-81 245 56 76 22 5 8 45 132 .539 52 2 54 2 .430 3 2 12-14 113 23 4 .971
THOMAS’ CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .240 54-54 146 33 35 10 0 5 22 60 .411 21 4 34 1 .345 3 4 4-4 252 28 9 .969
2019 .333 27-27 75 18 25 5 1 6 23 50 .667 11 2 14 0 .422 2 0 3-5 248 9 1 .996
CAREER .271 81-81 221 51 60 15 1 11 45 110 .498 32 6 48 1 .371 5 4 7-9 500 37 10 .982
SMITH’S CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2015          CHATTANOOGA STATE CC
2016          CHATTANOOGA STATE CC
2017 .289 34-5 38 4 11 3 0 1 7 17 .447 2 2 7 0 .341 2 0 0-0 3 0 0 1.000
2018           DNP
2019 .375 27-27 80 20 30 7 1 1 17 42 .525 10 3 8 0 .462 0 0 12-14 20 1 1 .955
CAREER .347 61-32 118 24 41 10 1 2 24 58 .492 12 5 15 0 .423 2 0 12-14 23 1 1 .960
PLESE’S CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 5X, MR FIU (3-16) AT BATS 6X, MR FIU (3-16-19) 4
 3 INDIANA ST. (2-25) RUNS INDIANA ST. (2-25-19) 3
 3 FIU (3-16) HITS LIPSCOMB (3-16-19) 3
 1 7X, MR CHARLOTTE (3-23) DOUBLES 10X, MR CHARLOTTE (3-23-19) 1
 1 CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) TRIPLES CLEVELAND ST. (2-25-19) 1
 1 INDIANA ST. (2-25) HOME RUNS 2X, MR INDIANA ST. (2-25-19) 1
 3 MR, FIU (3-16) RBI 2X, MR FIU (3-16-19) 3
 2 EVANSVILLE (3-1) WALKS/HBP EVANSVILLE (3-1-19) 2






• baTs l / Throws l







• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 MR, LIPSCOMB (3-13) AT BATS 13x, MR SAINT LOUIS (3-8-19) 4
 3 MISSOURI ST. (2-8) RUNS 3X, MR MISSOURI ST. (2-8-19) 3
 2 MR, CHARLOTTE (3-23) HITS MR, VS. TENN. ST. (2-17-18) 3
 1 MR, FIU (3-16) DOUBLES VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 1 WESTERN IL (2-16) TRIPLES 4X, MR WESTERN IL (2-16-19) 1
 1 6X, MR CHARLOTTE (3-23) HOME RUNS 17X, MR EKU (3-20-19) 1
 3 CHARLOTTE (3-23) RBI VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-17-18) 4
 3 CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) WALKS/HBP MR, CLEVELAND ST. (2-24-19) 3
 2 MR, FIU (3-16) STOLEN BASES 5X, MR FIU (3-16-19) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .069 41-36 29 6 2 0 0 0 2 2 .069 5 0 11 0 .206 0 3 1-1 38 45 12 .874
2017 .213 58-48 108 19 23 3 0 5 14 41 .380 14 1 24 0 .309 0 3 9-12 70 103 13 .930
2018 .278 54-54 151 34 42 10 3 7 25 79 .523 15 0 38 0 .339 2 8 9-13 48 127 9 .951
2019 .292 27-27 72 23 21 2 1 6 12 43 .597 12 1 8 0 .395 1 1 10-11 10 43 4 .930
CAREER .244 180-165 360 82 88 15 4 18 52 165 .458 46 2 81 0 .331 3 15 29-37 166 318 38 .927
ENGELHARDT’S CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 EVANSVILLE (3-1) AT BATS SAME
 2 CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) RUNS SAME
 2 MR, CHARLOTTE (3-24) HITS SAME
 1 6X, MR CHARLOTTE (3-23) DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 1 CHARLOTTE (3-24) HOME RUNS SAME
 3 CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) RBI SAME
 1 MR, FIU (3-17) WALKS/HBP SAME
 1 FIU (3-16) STOLEN BASES SAME 
 7.0 MR, FIU (3-16) IP SAME
 0 EVANSVILLE (3-1) FEWEST HITS SAME 
 0 EVANSVILLE (3-1) FEWEST ER SAME 






• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 MR, FIU (3-16) AT BATS SAME
 2 CHARLOTTE (3-23) RUNS SAME
 2 MR, LIPSCOMB (3-13) HITS SAME
 - - DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 1 4X, MR LIPSCOMB (3-13) RBI SAME
 1 MR CHARLOTTE (3-24) WALKS/HBP SAME






• baTs l / Throws l
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2019 .288 25-25 66 8 19 6 0 1 16 28 .424 2 0 6 0 .288 5 1 1-1 6 10 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2019 2.94 13-2 16 14 7 3/0 0 81.0 54 35 34 56 123 12 1 6 355 .187 4 5 0 1 4
SULLIVAN’S CAREER STATS
DAVIS’ CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2019 .255 21-18 47 11 12 0 0 0 4 12 .255 3 0 0 0 .300 0 3 7-7 17 0 0 1.000
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
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shelby nunn   
• sophomore
• piTcher
• bowling green, ky
• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18-18) 2
 - - RUNS VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 - - HITS VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 - - RBI VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 3
 - - WALKS/HBP 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18-18) 1
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 6.0 CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) IP 4X, MR VS. MARSHALL (4-22-18) 7.0
 1 MR, JACKSON ST. (3-2) FEWEST HITS MR, JACKSON ST. (3-2-19) 1
 0 MR, CHARLOTTE (3-24) FEWEST ER 8X, MR CHARLOTTE (3-24-19) 0
 5 MR, FIU (3-16) STRIKEOUTS VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 11
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .200 44-29 5 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 .800 2 0 2 0 .429 0 0 0-0 5 45 0 1.000
2019 - 14-5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0-0 1 9 0 1.000
CAREER .200 58-34 5 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 .800 2 0 2 0 .429 0 0 0-0 6 54 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2018 3.55 15-15 44 27 10 2/0 3 177.1 212 117 90 36 104 46 2 11 794 .288 5 3 0 5 13
2019 1.47 4-0 14 5 1 1/4 2 38.0 31 11 8 11 38 5 1 0 162 .205 2 0 0 0 0
CAREER 3.19 19-15 58 32 11 3/4 5 215.1 243 128 98 47 142 51 3 11 956 .274 7 3 0 5 13
NUNN’S CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 3 CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) AT BATS SAME 
 1 5X, MR CHARLOTTE (3-23) RUNS SAME
 1 2X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) HITS SAME
 - - DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 1 2X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) RBI SAME
 1 TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) WALKS/HBP SAME






• baTs r / Throws r
RIDGE’S CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2019 .167 14-2 12 5 2 0 0 0 2 2 .167 1 0 6 0 .231 0 1 3-3 2 1 0 1.000
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
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kelsey aikey   
• Junior
• piTcher
• cedar falls, iowa
• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 1 FAMU (2-9) AT BATS LIPSCOMB (3-22-17) 3
 - - RUNS - -
 - - HITS AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - WALKS/HBP AAMU (3-16-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 7.0 TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) IP VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 8.0
 1 SAINT LOUIS (3-8) FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 0
 0 MR, CHARLOTTE (3-23) FEWEST ER MR, EKU (3-23-19) 0
 9 TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) STRIKEOUTS 2X, MR, TENNESSEE ST. (2-9-19) 9
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .083 27-9 12 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .083 3 0 5 0 .267 0 0 0-0 4 21 2 .926
2018 .000 39-19 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 1 0 .000 0 0 0-0 7 22 1 .967
2019 .000 18-8 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 0 0 .000 0 1 0-0 1 5 1 .857
TOTALS .067 84-36 15 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .067 3 0 6 0 .235 0 1 0-0 12 48 4 .938
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 2.92 7-4 27 9 5 1/0 3 93.1 86 59 39 65 54 12 0 6 437 .244 19 8 1 3 9
2018 3.15 12-9 39 19 7 3/1 3 142.0 123 73 64 69 108 19 2 16 621 .234 15 8 0 5 14
2019 1.92 5-3 18 8 2 2/4 5 54.2 37 18 15 27 82 3 0 6 233 .185 6 2 0 1 3
TOTALS 2.85 24-16 84 36 14 6/5 11 290.0 246 150 118 161 244 34 2 28 1291 .228 40 18 1 9 26
AIKEY’S CAREER STATS
11
Jordan vorbrink  
• senior
• uTiliTy
• louisville, ky. | louisville
• baTs l / Throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 2X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) AT BATS AT UAB (4-14-18) 5
 2 MR, CHARLOTTE (3-23) RUNS MR, CHARLOTTE (3-23-19) 2
 3 FIU (3-17) HITS MR, AT FIU (3-17-19) 3
 1 MR, FIU (3-17) DOUBLES MR, FIU (3-17-19) 1
 - - TRIPLES MR, VS. NCC (4-17-16) 1
 1 MR, CHARLOTTE (3-23) HOME RUNS 4X, MR CHARLOTTE(3-23-19) 1
 2 FIU (3-17) RBI 2X, MR VS. UTEP (4-8-18) 3
 2 MR, CHARLOTTE (3-23) WALKS/HBP 7X, MR CHARLOTTE (3-23-19) 2
 1 MR, CHARLOTTE (3-23) STOLEN BASES VS. EKU (4-11-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .244 24-15 41 6 10 3 3 1 9 22 .537 2 0 7 1 .273 1 2 1-1 101 2 1 .990
2017 .143 26-15 28 3 4 0 0 0 1 4 .143 0 4 5 1 .250 0 0 0-0 21 0 0 1.000
2018 .256 54-54 160 23 41 6 0 1 24 50 .313 20 3 34 1 .350 0 2 6-7 87 14 4 .962
2019 .316 23-23 57 14 18 2 0 2 7 26 .456 7 2 13 0 .409 0 2 3-3 39 1 2 .952
CAREER .255 127-107 286 46 73 11 3 4 41 102 .357 29 9 59 3 .342 1 6 10-11 248 17 7 .974
VORBRINK’S CAREER STATS
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS SAME
 - - RUNS SAME
 - - HITS SAME
 - - DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 - - RBI SAME
 - - WALKS/HBP SAME











• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 MR, WRIGHT ST. (3-8) AT BATS MR, AT USM (3-11-18) 5
 1 7X, MR CHARLOTTE (3-23) RUNS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 3 INDIANA ST. (2-25) HITS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 5*
 1 7X, MR CHARLOTTE (3-23) DOUBLES EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 - - TRIPLES VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 1 INDIANA ST. (2-25) HOME RUNS MR, INDIANA ST. (2-25-19) 1
 4 INDIANA ST. (2-25) RBI INDIANA ST. (2-25-19) 4
 1 MR, SAMFORD (3-2) WALKS/HBP WRIGHT STATE (2-25-17) 3
 1 JACKSON ST. (3-2) STOLEN BASES JACKSON ST. (3-2-19) 1
STOWERS’ CAREER STATS
16
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .215 44-31 107 12 23 4 0 3 13 36 .336 13 0 27 1 .298 1 1 0-0 24 1 3 .893
2018 .167 32-11 60 8 10 2 1 0 5 14 .233 3 0 12 2 .206 0 0 0-0 2 1 0 1.000
2019 .379 13-8 29 7 11 7 0 1 9 21 .724 3 0 5 0 .438 0 0 1-1 0 0 0 -
TOTALS .224 89-50 196 27 44 13 1 4 27 71 .362 19 0 44 3 .292 1 1 1-1 26 2 3 .903







• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 3 MR, WRIGHT ST. (3-9) AT BATS VS. UAB (5-10-17) 6
 1 MR, KENNESAW ST. (3-9) RUNS MR, AT FAU (4-28-18) 3
 1 KENNESAW ST. (3-9) HITS UAB (5-10-17) 4
 - - DOUBLES MR VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 - - TRIPLES AT USM (3-10-18) 1
 1 KENNESAW ST. (3-9) HOME RUNS MR AT FAU (4-28-18) 1
 1 KENNESAW ST. (3-9) RBI AT FAU (4-28-18) 4
 - - WALKS/HBP 2X, MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-25-18) 3
 1 MR, CHARLOTTE (3-24) STOLEN BASES MR, VS.TENN. ST. (2-16-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .200 47-47 120 18 24 6 0 4 13 42 .350 18 1 24 1 .305 2 5 6-6 63 20 5 .943
2017 .246 60-56 134 23 33 9 0 2 16 48 .358 19 11 35 0 .382 1 6 13-16 93 10 2 .981
2018 .291 53-53 141 30 41 8 1 7 25 72 .511 24 4 35 0 .404 2 1 5-7 65 11 2 .974
2019 .067 18-5 15 5 1 0 0 1 1 4 .267 0 0 8 0 .067 0 0 2-2 2 0 0 1.000
Totals .241 178-161 410 76 99 23 1 14 55 166 .405 61 16 102 1 .358 5 12 26-31 223 41 9 .967







• baTs r / Throws r
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .214 59-51 131 25 28 6 1 2 18 42 .321 20 2 45 1 .325 1 4 5-6 111 27 2 .986
2018 .304 26-14 23 3 7 1 0 0 2 8 .248 2 0 5 0 .360 0 0 0-0 5 13 1 .947
2019 .250 7-3 12 0 3 1 0 0 2 4 .333 0 0 0 0 .250 0 1 2-3 9 0 0 1.000
TOTALS .229 92-69 166 28 38 8 1 2 22 54 .325 22 2 50 1 .325 1 5 7-9 125 40 3 .982
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 4.43 8-12 26 17 13 1/0 2 117.0 154 90 74 47 78 17 3 10 550 .322 7 8 1 7 9
2018 5.12 1-2 16 8 0 0/1 0 41.0 59 37 30 21 23 18 1 7 205 .333 0 3 0 0 4
2019 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.1 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 0 9 .429 0 0 0 0 0
TOTALS 4.66 9-14 43 25 13 1/1 2 159.1 216 129 106 70 102 36 4 17 764 .326 7 11 1 7 13
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 FIU (3-16) AT BATS MR, AT FIU (3-16-19) 4
 - - RUNS MR AT FAU  (4-28-18) 3
 2 MR, FIU (3-16) HITS MR, FIU (3-16-19) 2
 1 LIPSCOMB (3-13) DOUBLES AT SAMFORD (3-14-17) 2
 - - TRIPLES BELMONT (2-18-17) 1
 - - HOME RUNS NW STATE (3-4-17) 1
 1 MR, FIU (3-16) RBI MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-17-17) 2
 - - WALKS/HBP MR, CHARLOTTE (4-14-17) 2
 1 MR, FIU (3-16) STOLEN BASES MR, FIU (3-16-19) 1
 1.1 INDIANA ST. (2-25) IP GA. STATE (2-11-17) 7.2
 - - FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) MR AT USA (3-14-18) 3
 2 INDIANA ST. (2-25) FEWEST ER VS. GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 0







• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 3 7X, MR WRIGHT ST. (3-9) AT BATS AT UTEP (4-9-17) 5
 1 9X, MR CHARLOTTE (3-24) RUNS AT UTEP (4-8-17) 3
 1 9X, MR CHARLOTTE (3-24) HITS MR, AT FAU (4-28-18) 2
 - - DOUBLES MR, AT UTEP (4-8-17) 1
 1 WESTERN IL (2-17) TRIPLES WESTERN IL (2-17-19) 1
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 1 3X, MR CHARLOTTE (2-23) RBI 5X, MR AT FAU (4-28-18) 2
 1 MR, FIU (3-16) WALKS/HBP MR, VS. LIPSCOMB (5-3-18) 2
 1 MR, 3X WRIGHT ST. (3-9) STOLEN BASES MR, WRIGHT ST. (3-9-19) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .154 59-57 130 16 20 4 0 0 8 24 .185 14 6 26 0 .267 0 5 3-4 172 79 7 .973
2018 .204 49-47 113 15 23 0 0 0 16 23 .204 6 0 9 0 .242 1 8 1-1 90 69 7 .958
2019 .225 27-27 40 9 9 0 1 0 3 11 .275 1 1 5 0 .262 0 1 3-3 23 36 8 .881
TOTALS .184 135-131 283 40 52 4 1 0 27 58 .205 21 7 40 0 .256 1 14 7-8 285 184 22 .955
MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 1 4X, MR JACKSON ST. (3-2) AT BATS SAME
 - - RUNS SAME
 - - HITS SAME
 - - DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 - - RBI SAME
 - - WALKS/HBP SAME






• baTs r / Throws r
MURPHY’S CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2019 .000 6-0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 1 0 .000 0 0 0-0 0 0 0 -
www.WKUSports.com  |  @WKUSoftball22
MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .000 7-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 2-2 1 2 0 1.000
2018 - 11-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 1-1 0 0 0 -
2019 - 4-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 1-1 0 0 0 -
TOTALS .000 22-0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 4-4 1 2 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 5.25 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.2 4 2 2 3 1 0 0 0 13 .400 1 0 0 0 0
2018 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0 17 .333 2 1 0 0 0
2019 - 0-0 0 0 0 0/0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  0 0 0 0 0






• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS - -
 1 MR, FIU (3-17) RUNS MR, WESTERN IL (2-17-19) 1
 - - HITS - -
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI - -
 - - WALKS/HBP ALABAMA STATE (5-16-17) 1
 1 FIU (3-17) STOLEN BASES MR, VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 - - IP EKU (5-3-17) 1.1
 - - FEWEST HITS 2X, MR VS. APSU (3-3-18) 1
 - - FEWEST ER MR, APSU (3-3-18) 0





• crown poinT, ind.
• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 INDIANA ST. (2-25) AT BATS UAB (5-10-17) 6
 2 SAMFORD (3-2) RUNS VS. TENN. STATE (2-17-18) 3
 2 MR, EKU (3-20) HITS MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25-18) 3
 1 MR, FIU (3-17) DOUBLES VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25-18) 2
 - - TRIPLES MR, VS. GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 1
 - - HOME RUNS MR, VS. EKU (4-11-18) 1
 1 9X, MR FIU (3-16) RBI MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 4
 1 4X, MR WRIGHT ST. (3-8) WALKS/HBP 4X, MR VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 2 LIPSCOMB (3-13) STOLEN BASES 2X, MR LIPSCOMB (3-13-19) 2
CARTER’S CAREER STATS
26
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .222 52-24 99 14 22 4 1 2 15 34 .343 14 3 23 0 .333 1 1 3-4 23 1 3 .889
2018 .327 52-49 150 27 49 6 2 5 35 74 .493 19 2 23 1 .407 1 7 11-13 9 2 2 .846
2019 .317 22-14 41 9 13 2 0 0 9 15 .366 4 1 5 0 .375 2 5 3-4 6 0 0 1.000





• baTs l /Throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 WESTERN IL (2-17) AT BATS AT UAB (4-14-18) 6
 2 EKU (3-20) RUNS MR, AT EKU (3-20-19) 2
 2 MR, CHARLOTTE (3-23) HITS VS. HAMPTON (2-9-18) 4
 1 AT EKU (3-20) DOUBLES 7X, MR AT EKU (3-20-19) 1
 - - TRIPLES VS. LIPSCOMB (5-3-18) 1
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 2 BUTLER (2-24) RBI MR, BUTLER (2-24-19) 2
 2 CHARLOTTE (3-23) WALKS/HBP VS. UTEP (4-7-18) 3
 1 MR, CHARLOTTE (3-23) STOLEN BASES MR, CHARLOTTE (3-23-19) 1
BOWLDS’ CAREER STATS
28
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .303 50-50 155 22 47 6 3 0 13 59 .381 14 0 26 1 .361 0 13 8-12 360 10 7 .981
2019 .314 23-22 51 7 16 1 0 0 6 17 .333 5 1 5 0 .386 0 0 4-6 98 2 0 1.000
CAREER .306 73-72 206 29 63 7 3 0 19 76 .369 19 1 31 1 .367 0 13 12-18 458 12 7 .985
www.WKUSports.com  |  @WKUSoftball 23
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3 Shannon Plese
R-Senior | OF | L/L
Knoxville, Tenn. | South Carolina
4 Kennedy Sullivan
Freshman | P/OF | R/R
Georgetown, Ky.
6 Taylor Davis
Freshman | OF | L/L
Huntsville, Ala.
10 Shelby Nunn
Sophomore | P | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
11 Jordan Vorbrink
Senior | UTL | L/L
Louisville, Ky. | Louisville
15 Kelsey McGuffin
Senior | OF | R/R
Elizabethtown, Ky.
12 Kelsey Aikey
Junior | P | R/R
Cedar Falls, Iowa
16 Tommi Stowers
Junior | C | R/R
Columbus, Ind.
19 Sydne Solomon
Freshman | C/IF | R/R
Lewisburg, Tenn.
20 Haylee Towers






Senior | IF | R/R
Rockport, Ind.
9 Jordan Ridge
Freshman | UTL | R/R
Louisville, Ky.
1 Jordan Thomas
Sophomore | UTL | L/L
Lebabon, Ky.
2 Kendall Smith
Sophomore | C | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
22 Macy Murphy
Freshman | IF | R/R
Murfreesboro, Tenn.
23 Morgan McElroy
Junior | IF | R/R
Madisonville, Ky.
24 Cassidy Blackford
R-Junior | P | R/R
Marshalltown, Iowa
26 Paige Carter
Junior | UTL | R/R
Crown Point, Ind.
28 Maddie Bowlds






Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 24, 2019)
(EKU + Charlotte Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 4-0   Home: 3-0   Away: 1-0   C-USA: 3-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
26 CARTER, Paige  . 6 6 7 2-1 3 1 2 0 0 0 0 2  . 6 6 7 0 0 0 0  . 6 6 7 0 0 0-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 6 2 5 4-4 8 2 5 1 0 0 2 6  . 7 5 0 4 0 0 0  . 7 5 0 0 0 1-1 18 0 0 1.000
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 4 5 5 4-4 11 3 5 2 0 1 6 10  . 9 0 9 0 0 0 0  . 4 1 7 1 0 0-0 2 3 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 3 3 3 4-4 12 4 4 0 0 2 4 10  . 8 3 3 0 0 4 0  . 3 3 3 0 0 0-0 0 7 1  . 8 7 5
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 3 3 3 1-1 3 1 1 1 0 0 1 2  . 6 6 7 0 0 0 0  . 3 3 3 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 0 8 4-4 13 1 4 0 1 0 4 6  . 4 6 2 2 0 1 0  . 4 0 0 0 0 1-2 9 4 1  . 9 2 9
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 0 0 4-4 10 4 3 0 0 1 1 6  . 6 0 0 2 0 1 0  . 4 1 7 0 0 1-1 2 0 0 1.000
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 8 6 4-4 7 3 2 0 0 0 0 2  . 2 8 6 2 0 0 0  . 4 4 4 0 1 4-4 4 0 0 1.000
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 2 5 0 4-4 8 3 2 0 0 1 3 5  . 6 2 5 5 0 2 0  . 5 3 8 0 0 0-0 36 2 0 1.000
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 2 0 0 4-4 5 1 1 0 0 0 1 1  . 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 2 0 0 0 0 0-0 3 7 2  . 8 3 3
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 1 8 2 4-4 11 1 2 1 0 0 1 3  . 2 7 3 2 0 3 0  . 3 0 8 0 0 0-1 3 0 0 1.000
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 0 0 0 4-0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 4-1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 1 0-0 0 1 0 1.000
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 0 0 0 1-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 1-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 2-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 1 0 1.000
Totals  . 3 3 0 4 94 25 31 5 1 5 23 53  . 5 6 4 17 0 12 0  . 4 2 9 1 2 8-11 78 25 4  . 9 6 3
Opponents  . 1 5 6 4 96 7 15 3 0 1 7 21  . 2 1 9 18 1 35 0  . 2 9 6 0 1 0-0 69 35 3  . 9 7 2
LOB - Team (20), Opp (31). DPs turned - Team (0), Opp (1).
(EKU + Charlotte Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  0 . 0 0 2-0 4 1 0 0/2 1 13.0 5 0 0 5 21 1 0 0  . 1 1 4 2 1 0 0 1
10 NUNN, Shelby  0 . 0 0 1-0 2 1 0 0/2 0 7.0 5 0 0 4 7 1 0 0  . 1 7 2 1 0 0 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  8 . 1 7 1-0 2 2 0 0/0 0 6.0 5 7 7 9 7 1 0 1  . 2 1 7 0 0 0 0 0
Totals  1 . 8 8 4-0 4 4 0 2/2 1 26.0 15 7 7 18 35 3 0 1  . 1 5 6 3 1 0 0 1
Opponents  5 . 7 8 0-4 4 4 0 0/0 0 23.0 31 25 19 17 12 5 1 5  . 3 3 0 1 0 0 1 2
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 24, 2019)
(EKU + Charlotte Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
 2 SMITH, Kendall 38 36 2 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 18 18 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy 5 2 3 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 6 DAVIS, Taylor 4 4 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon 3 3 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 2 1 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 2 2 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 1 0 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 14 9 4 1  . 9 2 9 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 8 0 7 1  . 8 7 5 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan 12 3 7 2  . 8 3 3 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 107 78 25 4  . 9 6 3 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Opponents 107 69 35 3  . 9 7 2 1 8 3  . 7 2 7 0 0
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA 
RELATIONS                                                                                                                         
                                       
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Tuesday, March 26, 2019 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
  
Game 28 PDF box score attached. 
Season stats PDF attached. 
WKU Softball celebration photo attached – please credit WKU Athletics. 
Head coach Amy Tudor Interview 
  
HOME RUNS, TOUGH PITCHING POWER HILLTOPPERS PAST NO. 17 KENTUCKY 
  
LEXINGTON, Ky. – For the first time since May 16, 2015, WKU Softball defeated a ranked team as the 
Hilltoppers went to No. 17 Kentucky on Tuesday and claimed a 4-1 victory over the Wildcats. All the 
scoring in the midweek tilt came off of home runs as the Hilltoppers saw Paige Carter, Jordan Thomas 
and Shannon Plese connect for long balls in the top of the fifth inning. The Red and White have now won 
eight-straight games dating back to March 13. 
  
“I think our mindset was right from the very beginning,” head coach Amy Tudor opened. “As we 
prepared on Monday, we talked about what we were going to do and how we were going to come out 
and have full effort. Obviously Kentucky is a very good softball team and is still a very good softball team 
but today we brought the bigger bats and were stronger in the circle not to mention playing great 
defense behind our staff.” 
  
WKU Softball improved to 23-5 on the season with Tuesday’s win at Kentucky. The Wildcats have now 
lost four-straight games and moved to 21-11 with the loss. 
  
Senior Jordan Vorbrink registered the first hit of the day for either dugout as she dropped a single just 
inside the left foul line before advancing to second on a fielding mishap by the Wildcats in the top of the 
second. Rebekah Engelhardt followed with a walk but both Hilltoppers would end up stranded. 
  
In the bottom of the third, centerfielder Plese denied the Wildcats of their first hit of the day with a 
sliding catch to snag a liner heading towards the right-center gap. UK would break into the hit column 
before WKU got back to the dugout with a pair of singles for two of its three hits. 
  
An inning later, the Wildcats drew first blood in the pitchers’ duel in the form of a solo home run to left 
field. The first of four combined balls to leave John Cropp Stadium – the home run was Kentucky’s last 
hit of the game. 
  
Looking to get the run back, the Hilltoppers suffered two quick outs in the top of the fifth before WKU’s 
nine-hole hitter, Carter stepped into the box. With a 2-0 count on her, Carter connected for her first 
home run of the season to straight-away center, tying the game at 1-1. Turning over to the top of the 
lineup, Jordan Thomas followed her teammate’s lead and connected for her third homer of the season. 
The leadoff’s dinger left the field in left-center field. After Maddie Bowlds drew a five-pitch walk, 
Shannon Plese stepped into the box and turned on a 1-2 pitch for WKU’s third home run of the inning, 
giving the Hilltoppers a 4-1 lead. 
  
“Jordan Vorbrink got us started with that first hit of the game and then Paige Carter got us going again 
with that home run,” Coach Tudor shared of the Hilltoppers’ hitting. “Jordan Thomas and Shannon Plese 
kept things going with their own home runs. Three of our four hits were big hits and those were game 
changers for us. I thought they made adjustments throughout the game and anyone in our lineup can hit 
and that should give our pitching staff a lot of confidence as it does all of us coaches.” 
  
The back-to-back dingers from Carter and Thomas was the first occurrence of the sort this season. The 
last time WKU had back-to-back home runs was April 21, 2018 in a Conference USA matchup against 
Marshall when Brittany Vaughn and Kelsey McGuffin achieved the feat. 
  
Three home runs is a season-best for the Hilltopper squad as 3-of-4 of WKU’s hits Tuesday evening were 
longballs. 
  
Shelby Nunn took over in the circle after Kelsey Aikey exited in line for the win. Aikey allowed just one 
run on three hits with three walks and three strikeouts in 4.0 innings of worked against the high-
powered Wildcat offense. Nunn continued to quiet the Kentucky lineup, allowing zero hits and two 
walks while striking out two over the game’s final 3.0 innings. 
  
“Kelsey Aikey threw a heck of a ball game,” Tudor continued. “She one hit that ended up being one run 
for Kentucky while allowing just three hits total, and that’s pretty good going through their lineup. They 
have great hitters and I thought Aikey did a great job of managing all of her pitches. Then when Nunn 
came in, she did just as good of a job. We kept them off the bases and didn’t let their big hitter beat us.” 
  
Aikey improved to 6-3 in the circle on the season with the victory over the in-state SEC foe. Nunn’s 
performance qualified her for her third save of the season. 
  
Since 2000, WKU Softball has played 11 different SEC squads. The Hilltoppers have gone 19-44 up 
against SEC opposition with Tuesday’s victory. Under Coach Tudor’s reign, the 2014-2019 squads have 
gone head to head with seven of the SEC programs, putting together a record of 6-11. In 2014 the Red 
and White took down No. 2 Tennessee on the Volunteers’ home turf; Tudor’s second game coaching for 
WKU against an SEC school. Over the 2017 opening weekend, WKU Softball headed to Starkville, Miss., 
and took down the host Bulldogs in a 1-0 decision. WKU dropped decisions to No. 8 LSU and No. 18 
Kentucky in 2018 along with No. 17 Auburn during its opening weekend of the 2019 campaign. 
  
The Hilltoppers are now 9-15 all-time against Kentucky and improved to 5-8 when playing in Lexington. 
WKU’s win snapped a 10-game skid against the Wildcats and was the Tops’ first win at Kentucky since 
April 5, 2007. 
  
NEXT GAME: WKU will resume its Conference USA slate this weekend as Florida Atlantic comes to The 
Hill for a three-game series. The Owls were predicted to finish second in the league’s Preseason Coaches 
Poll. First pitch of Saturday’s doubleheader is slated for 1 p.m. CT. 
 

WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA 
RELATIONS                                                                                                                         
                                       
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Friday, March 29, 2019 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
  
Notes for games 29-31 attached. 
  
RED AND WHITE TURN FOCUS TO FLORIDA ATLANTIC FOR WEEKEND SERIES ON THE HILL 
  
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – For just the second time this season, WKU Softball will spend back-to-back 
weekends at home as Florida Atlantic visits The Hill for a three-game series. Play between the Owls (15-
15; 3-3 C-USA) and Hilltoppers (23-5; 6-0 C-USA) is currently slated for a Saturday doubleheader and 
Sunday series finale but with inclement weather in the forecast any game adjustments will be 
communicated on the team’s social media platforms as well as WKUSports.com. 
  
WEEKEND SERIES INFORMATION 
Saturday, March 30 – 1 p.m. vs. Florida Atlantic – Livestats | Stream 
Saturday, March 30 – 3 p.m. vs. Florida Atlantic – Livestats | Stream 
Sunday, March 31 – 1 p.m. vs. Florida Atlantic - Livestats 
  
Entering the weekend series riding an eight-game win streak, the Hilltoppers are playing some of their 
best ball of the season to date. On Tuesday, the squad headed up to Lexington and took down No. 17/18 
Kentucky in a 4-1 decision that saw the Hilltopper pitchers three-hit the Wildcats while WKU connected 
for three home runs in the program’s first win over a ranked team since the 2015 campaign. 
  
Florida Atlantic is no stranger to ranked competition either, as the Owls have faced six ranked squads 
this season including No. 6/7 Georgia, No. 3/3 Oklahoma, No. 11/12 Texas, No. 19/22 Oregon, No. 23/25 
James Madison and No. 1/2 Florida State. The Owls have been outscored 31-8 in those games, dropping 
all six decision. 
  
After sweeping its Conference USA-opening doubleheader at Southern Miss, FAU dropped the Sunday 
finale and then its next league doubleheader against UAB before rebounding with a win in its most 
recent outing, a 7-3 win over the Blazers. WKU and Florida Atlantic have not faced any common 
opponents this season. 
  
On the year, WKU has posted a 9-1 record in games played at the WKU Softball Complex and is now 11-1 
when playing in the Bluegrass State. Florida Atlantic is 2-2 in true road contests this year with a pair of 
wins at Southern Miss while dropping tilts at USM and North Carolina. 
  
In the all-time series, Florida Atlantic owns a 25-15 advantage. WKU is 6-12 when playing the Owls at 
home with its last win over FAU in Bowling Green taking place during the 2015 campaign. Florida 
Atlantic swept last year’s high-scoring series in Boca Raton with the final run tally reading 29-20. 
  
This season, both the WKU and FAU pitching staffs have locked it down from the circle. WKU’s 2.31 ERA 
ranks second in the league while the Owls’ 2.59 reading ranks third. The Hilltopper staff has held 
opposing batters to a league-best .191 average while Florida Atlantic’s .262 ranks fifth. 
 
TICKETS & PARKING 
Single-day admission can be purchased for $5 for adults and $3 for kids ages 3-12 (free on Sunday). WKU 
students can receive free admission by showing their student ID. Additionally, Flexible Ticket Packages 
are available for $35 for 24 vouchers and can be used for all regular-season games. 
  
Spectator parking will be available in the Creason lot both days (not PS3). 
  
PROMOTIONS 
On Saturday, the first 100 fans inside the stadium can pick up a WKU red towel. 
  
This Sunday, and every Sunday this season, will be Sunday Funday, featuring free admission for all kids 
12 and under and there will be a $5 kid’s meal offered at the concession stand. Sundays will also double 
as Faith & Family Day all year as fans can receive free admission by bringing their church bulletin to the 
ticket window. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / March 29, 2019 
SOFTBALL / Contact: Jessica Leifheit 
 
DOUBLEHEADER vs. FLORIDA ATLANTIC MOVED UP DUE TO WEATHER 
 
Due to weather concerns on Saturday, WKU Softball's series against Florida Atlantic will now start at 11 a.m. 
CT. If both games cannot be played, Sunday will become a doubleheader for the Hilltoppers and Owls. As of 
right now, Sunday’s tilt is still slated to start at 1 p.m. 
www.WKUSports.com  |  @WKUSoftball
2019 GAME NOTEs
Est. 2000  |  3 Conference Championships
614 Victories  |  2 NCAA Regional Berths
TOPPER NOTES
TOPPER NUMBERS
Senior lost from the 2018 squad. WKU’s 2.18 stolen bases per 
game rank 14th across the 
NCAA.
Career saves by Kelsey Aikey 
- a WKU record & ranks T-6th 
among all active NCAA players.
1 1411
RANKED WINS
Across the 19-year history of WKU Softball, the program has picked up 23 wins over a ranked opponent with the most recent 
victory coming over No. 17 Kentucky. Prior to their March 26 win in Lexington, WKU’s previous win over a ranked squad was on 
May 16 at No. 16 Georgia in the NCAA Regionals. The Hilltoppers’ 2019 win at UK was the first time the Red and White took down 
a ranked Wildcats’ squad and the sixth time WKU claimed a win over a ranked team by at least three runs. Of the 23 wins over 
ranked opposition, 12 of those victories have come on the ranked team’s home turf. 
SEASON OPENERS
With a five-inning run-rule victory over Missouri State on Friday, Feb. 8, WKU Softball extended its season-opening win streak to 
seven-consecutive campaigns. The Hilltoppers secured the program’s first five-inning run-rule victory to open a season with the 
8-0 win over the Bears. Head coach Amy Tudor also picked up another season-opening win and has yet to be beaten as a head 
coach in those contests, improving to 15-0 in her career.
6-0 C-USA START
For just the second time in WKU Softball history, the team has swept its first two conference series as the Hilltoppers have taken 
down FIU and Charlotte back-to-back weekends. The Red and White swept FIU in Miami before returning to The Hill for a series 
sweep of Charlotte. WKU is the lone unbeaten team remaining in the league.
LOCKDOWN MODE WITH KELSEY AIKEY
With just seven weekends of her junior campaign in the rearview mirror, pitcher Kelsey Aikey had already cemented herself in 
the Hilltoppers’ record book. On Saturday, Feb. 9, Aikey took over in the circle with two-on and one-out with WKU’s lead at 4-3. 
The Iowa native got the Red and White back to the dugout unscathed and held FAMU hitless over her 2.2 innings of relief to 
secure her seventh career save. Seven saves tied Aikey for WKU’s career saves record with Adrienne Lathrop (2003-06). Upon the 
conclusion of the weekend, Aikey had made two relief appearances to take over the program’s record with 40. 
A weekend later, Aikey went on to set the program record with her eighth save. The record-setting save was no easy task as 
Aikey entered Sunday’s game in the top of the sixth with a two-run lead and proceeded to get the Hilltoppers out of a bas-
es-loaded no-out jam with three strikeouts while allowing just one run. In the top of the seventh, Western Illinois led off with a 
base hit and got the tying run to third base before Aikey and the Red and White defense went on lockdown to preserve the 7-6 
WKU Softball victory. With five saves already in 2019, Aikey has set the Hilltoppers’ single-season saves record.
 WKU CAREER SAVES & RELIEF APPEARANCES LIST          *denotes school record
Kelsey Aikey 11 saves* 48 relief appearances* 2017-present 
Adrienne Lathrop 7 saves 39 relief appearances 2003-06 
Allison Silver 6 saves 34 relief appearances 2001-04 
Shelby Nunn 6 saves 27 relief appearances 2018-19
TAMING THE WILDCATS
Riding a seven-game win streak, WKU headed up to Lexington on Tuesday, March 26 for a mid-week tilt with in-state SEC foe 
Kentucky. A pitchers’ duel into the bottom of the fourth inning, 17th-ranked UK struck for a solo home run for its third - and final 
- hit of the game for a 1-0 lead. Down to its final out in the squad’s next at bat, WKU’s 9-, 1- and 3-hole hitters each tallied home 
runs. Paige Carter’s shot to dead center evened the game at 1-1 before Jordan Thomas connected for a dinger to left-center field 
for a 2-1 lead. After a UK pitching change and Maddie Bowlds’ walk, Shannon Plese with a 1-2 count on her pulled a two-run 
home run to right field for the final 4-1 tally. WKU’s previous victory over Kentucky came back in 2007 when the Hilltoppers 
claimed a 10-4 victory over the Wildcats.
VICTORIES OVER SEC SQUADS
Since 2000, WKU Softball has played 11 different SEC squads. The Hilltoppers have gone 19-44 up against SEC opposition. Under 
Coach Tudor’s reign, the 2014-2019 squads have gone head to head with seven of the SEC programs, putting together a record 
GAMES 29-31 INFORMATION
DATE OPPONENT LOCATION TIME (CT)
FEBRUARY (10-2)
 8 1-vs. Missouri State Gulf Shores, Ala. W, 8-0 [5]
  1-vs. #17 Auburn Gulf Shores, Ala. L, 0-8 [5]
 9 1-vs. Florida A&M Gulf Shores, Ala. W, 4-3
  1-vs. Tennessee State Gulf Shores, Ala. W, 5-0
 10 1-vs. South Alabama Gulf Shores, Ala. W, 7-3
 16 Western Illinois WKU Softball Field W, 5-3
  Western Illinois WKU Softball Field L, 1-3
 17 Western Illinois WKU Softball Field W, 7-6
 24 2-Butler WKU Softball Field W, 3-0
  2-Cleveland State WKU Softball Field W, 10-3
 25 2-Cleveland State WKU Softball Field W, 8-0 [6]
  2-Indiana State WKU Softball Field W, 9-7
 MARCH (13-3)
 1 3-Evansville Birmingham, Ala. W, 8-0 [5]
 2 3-Jackson State Birmingham, Ala. W, 4-0
  3-at Samford Birmingham, Ala. W, 8-1
 8 4-Wright State Kennesaw, Ga. W, 6-3
  4-Saint Louis Kennesaw, Ga. W, 10-0 [5]
 9 4-at Kennesaw State Kennesaw, Ga. L, 1-2
  4-Wright State Kennesaw, Ga. L, 1-2
 13 at Lipscomb Nashville, Tenn. L, 7-9
 16 at FIU* Miami, Fla. W, 6-2
  at FIU* Miami, Fla. W, 4-0
 17 at FIU* Miami, Fla. W, 5-4
 20 at EKU Richmond, Ky. W, 6-5
 23 Charlotte* WKU Softball Field W, 11-2 [5]
  Charlotte* WKU Softball Field W, 5-0
 24 Charlotte* WKU Softball Field W, 3-0
 26 at #17 Kentucky Lexington, Ky. W, 4-1
 30 Florida Atlantic* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  Florida Atlantic* WKU Softball Field 3:30 p.m.
 31 Florida Atlantic* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
 APRIL (0-0)
 3 Louisville WKU Softball Field 5 p.m.
 6 at Marshall* Huntington, W.Va. Noon
  at Marshall* Huntington, W.Va. 2:30 p.m.
 7 at Marshall* Huntington, W.Va. 11 a.m.
 13 North Texas* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  North Texas* WKU Softball Field 3:30 p.m.
 14 North Texas* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
 17 at Tennessee Tech Cookeville, Tenn. 2 p.m.
  at Tennessee Tech Cookeville, Tenn. 4:30 p.m.
 19 at Middle Tennessee* Murfreesboro, Tenn. 1 p.m.
  at Middle Tennessee* Murfreesboro, Tenn. 3:30 p.m.
 20 at Middle Tennessee* Murfreesboro, Tenn. 1 p.m.
 24 Austin Peay WKU Softball Field 4 p.m.
  Austin Peay WKU Softball Field 6:30 p.m.
 27 at Louisiana Tech* Ruston, La. 1 p.m.
  at Louisiana Tech* Ruston, La. 3:30 p.m.
 28 at Louisiana Tech* Ruston, La. Noon
 MAY (0-0)
 1 Murray State WKU Softball Field 5 p.m.
 4 UTSA* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  UTSA* WKU Softball Field 3:30 p.m.
 5 UTSA* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
 8-11 5-C-USA Tournament Birmingham, Ala. 
Schedule (23-5, 6-0 C-USA)
SAT & SUN, MARCH 30-31
Florida Atlantic at WKU
1 & 3 p.m. | 1 p.m.
CUSA.tv (Sat) | goto.ps/SBStats19
Livestats and stream links can be found at WKUSports.com 
on the team’s schedule and will be posted to WKU Softball’s 
team social media accounts.
HOW TO FOLLOW
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Location ...............................................Bowling Green, Ky.
Nickname ...........................................................Hilltoppers
Colors ............................................................Red and White
Founded ......................................................................... 1906
Enrollment ..................................................................20,178
NCAA Affiliation ...................................................Division I
Conference Affiliation ..........................Conference USA
President ........................................Dr. Timothy C. Caboni
Director of Athletics ....................................Todd Stewart
QUICK FACTS
First Year .......................................................................... 2000
All-Time Record ......................................614-498-3 (.552)
Conference Championships ....................... 2 (2013, 15)
Tournament Championships ............................1 (2015)
NCAA Tournaments ....................................... 2 (2013, 15)
NCAA Postseason Record .................................4-4 (.500)
Best Record (2013) .........................................43-18 (.705)
Best at NCAAs (2015)..........................................2-2 (.500)
Played in NPF ...........................2 (last, Miranda Kramer)
PROGRAM HISTORY
Head Coach .........................Amy Tudor (Sixth season)
 Record at WKU ............................... 165-129-1 
 Career Record ..... 382-335-2 (15th season)
Assistant Coach .................................Kayla Bixel (Third)
Assistant Coach .........................Jessica Twaddle (First)
Strength and Conditioning ............. John Stephanski
Athletic Trainer ..........................................Josh Lumpkin
COACHING STAFF
Capacity  ............................................................................500
Opened  ......................................................................... 2000
WKU Record .............................................261-176-1 (.597)
Attendance Record .................................................... 1,323
 Record Info ..................vs. Kentucky, 4/20/16
 Record Result ............................................ L, 0-5
Winning Seasons .............................................................. 12
WKU SOFTBALL COMPLEX
Overall Record .................................................28-26 (.519)
Conference USA Record ...............................10-13 (.435)
Conference USA Finish ................................................. 8th
Letterwinners Returning/Lost.................................. 13/2
Pitchers Returning/Lost ................................................4/0
Incoming Freshmen (Pitchers) ................................. 5 (1)
Incoming Transfers (Pitchers) ................................... 1 (0)
2018 RECAP
Primary Contact ........................................Jessica Leifheit
 Assistant Director of Media Relations
Alma Mater ...............................................Augustana (‘14)
Email Address ........................ jessica.leifheit@wku.edu
Cell Phone .................................................... 630-870-9582
Office Phone ................................................ 270-745-4363
MEDIA RELATIONS
SEASON NOTES
of 6-11. In 2014 the Red and White took down No. 2 Tennessee on the Volunteers’ home turf; Tudor’s second game coaching for 
WKU against an SEC school. Over the 2017 opening weekend, WKU Softball headed to Starkville, Miss., and took down the host 
Bulldogs in a 1-0 decision. WKU dropped decisions to No. 8 LSU and No. 18 Kentucky in 2018 along with No. 17 Auburn during its 
opening weekend of the 2019 campaign. On March 26, WKU headed to Lexington and took down No.17-ranked Kentucky on the 
Wildcats’ home field.
WHERE THE PITCHING NUMBERS RANK
Kelsey Aikey, Shelby Nunn and Kennedy Sullivan have shined in the circle for the Hilltoppers, with the trio holding seven 
national top-25 rankings between them. Aikey owns the second-most saves of any pitcher in NCAA Division I (5), and her 10.1 
strikeouts per seven innings average is good for 13th-best. Sullivan has the seventh-best strikeout per seven innings average at 
10.6 and has also notched 13 victories on the season, good for the 13th-most in the country. With 123 strikeouts, Sullivan ranks 
19th in all of Division I. Nunn leads WKU with a 1.37 ERA, which ranks 25th across the NCAA while her three saves rank 13th.
#SANDDOLLARCLASSIC ALL-TOURNAMENT TEAM
After helping the Hilltoppers to a 4-1 start for the first time in four seasons, Kennedy Sullivan, Jordan Vorbrink and Kendall 
Smith were all selected to the Sand Dollar Classic All-Tournament Team. Sullivan picked up three wins in the circle while striking 
out 29 batters. Vorbrink opened the season strong from the plate, recording a hit in four of the five games including a two-hit 
performance in the season opener. Marking WKU’s third selection, Smith registered four RBI on the weekend. The sophomore 
posted her first multi-home run game against Tennessee State with a pair of solo shots.
RECORD-SETTING COLLEGIATE DEBUT
Freshman pitcher Kennedy Sullivan wasted no time etching her name into the WKU record books as she spun a complete-game 
shutout in her collegiate debut and became the program’s first freshman to register double-digit strikeouts (11) in their debut. 
Sullivan followed with a pair of nine strikeout showings to bring her opening-weekend strikeout total to 29. 
HANGING IN THERE
With only the first seven weekends of the 2019 campaign complete, WKU has already notched six victories in come-from-
behind fashion. First up, WKU trailed Florida A&M 3-1 and came back to win 4-3 on Opening Weekend. The Hilltoppers did it 
again during week two, trailing Western Illinois 1-0 and 3-2 as late as the middle of the fifth inning. Week three saw WKU tally 
another comeback, defeating Cleveland State after trailing 3-0. WKU overcame a 2-1 deficit to Wright State for an eventual 6-3 
victory before coming back from a 5-3 deficit for a 6-5 win at Eastern Kentucky. Most recently, the Hilltoppers took down No. 17 
Kentucky 4-1 after trailing the Wildcats 1-0 at the end of four innings. SEE COME-FROM-BEHIND WINS SECTION ON PAGE 9. 
WALKOFFS 
After registering three walk-off wins in 2017 and four in 2018, WKU Softball is at it again early in the 2019 campaign. The 
squad picked up a walk-off over Cleveland State on Feb. 25 in the form of an 8-0, six-inning decision. In the bottom of the sixth, 
pinch-hitter Tommi Stowers placed a leadoff double into the gap before advancing 60 feet on a wild pitch during the following 
at bat. Another pinch-hitter, Paige Carter, battled to a full count before sending a single to left field to score Stowers for the 
run-rule walk off victory. SEE WALK-OFF WINS SECTION ON PAGE 9.
SINGLE-GAME STRIKEOUTS
Kennedy Sullivan continued her dominance in the circle in WKU’s home tournament, the Hilltopper Classic. When the Red and 
White faced off against Butler, Sullivan was hitting her spots and tallied 16 strikeouts in the regulation-length game - the sec-
ond-most punchouts ever by a Hilltopper in a seven-inning game at the time. Sullivan is the only freshman in program history 
to register 15 or more strikeouts in a game and went on to do it again with 17 punchouts at Samford to match the most in the 
NCAA this season. The Georgetown, Ky., native’s performances marked the ninth and 10th 15-strikeout showings by a pitcher in 
WKU Softball history. Miranda Kramer owns seven outings of the sort while Ryan Rogge achieved the feat as a sophomore.
 ALL-TIME SINGLE-GAME STRIKEOUTS LEADERS
Miranda Kramer Senior 19 strikeouts W, 2-1 - at Georgia 14 innings 5-16-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 19 strikeouts W, 4-0 - at Troy 7 innings 2-7-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 18 strikeouts L, 1-3 - Charlotte 11 innings 4-26-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 18 strikeouts L, 0-1 - at Kentucky 8.2 innings 4-22-2015
Kennedy Sullivan Freshman 17 strikeouts W, 8-1 - at Samford 7 innings 3-2-2019
Kennedy Sullivan Freshman 16 strikeouts W, 3-0 - Butler 7 innings 2-24-2019
Miranda Kramer Senior 16 strikeouts W, 9-2 - at Lipscomb 7 innings 3-24-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 16 strikeouts W, 4-2 - at Ball State 7 innings 3-21-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 16 strikeouts W, 1-0 - vs. Charlotte 7 innings 5-7-2015
Ryan Rogge Sophomore 15 strikeouts L, 0-1 - vs. Virginia 10 innings 2-9-2007
HOME OPENERS
With the Red and White claiming their 2019 home opener 5-3 over Western Illinois on Feb. 16, the squad improved its all-time 
record to 13-7 in home openers while claiming a victory in its third straight. Under head coach Amy Tudor, the Hilltoppers are 
5-1 in their first game of the year from the WKU Softball Complex. The program now owns a 13-7 record in home openers, 
winning seven of the last eight.
PRESEASON PREDICTIONS
In the 2019 C-USA Preseason Coaches Poll, WKU Softball was voted to finish seventh by the league’s coaches. Louisiana Tech was 
predicted to take home this year’s title while collecting nine first-place votes. Florida Atlantic finished second in the voting while 
earning three first-place votes. UAB, North Texas, FIU and Middle Tennessee filled in the slots before the Hilltoppers, respectively. 
Marshall was predicted to grab the final postseason spot while Southern Miss, UTEP, Charlotte and UTSA rounded out the poll. 
No Hilltoppers were selected to the Preseason All-Conference squad.
WEEK FOUR HONORS
After amassing a no-hitter, a 17-strikeout game and three more victories to move to 9-0 on the season, Kennedy Sullivan earned 
recognition from numerous outlets. First, Conference USA tabbed the Georgetown, Ky., native a Co-Pitcher of the Week before 
she collected outright claim to College Sports Madness’ Conference USA Player of the Week. She rounded the haul out with a 
national Top Performance recognition from the Louisville Slugger/NFCA outlet.
WEEK SEVEN RECOGNITION
Following one of her most dominant weeks in the circle as a Hilltopper yet, Kelsey Aikey was named Conference USA’s Pitcher of 
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 TEAM 1ST VOTES    PRE. PICKS
1.  Lousiana Tech 9 4
2.  Florida Atlantic 3 2
3.  UAB - 1
4.  North Texas - 3
5.  FIU - 1
6.   Middle Tennessee - 2
7.   WKU - 0
8.   Marshall - 1
9.  Southern Miss - 1
10. UTEP - 0
11. Charlotte - 0
12. UTSA - 1
C-USA PRESEASON COACHES POLL SEASON NOTES
the Week on March 25. The Cedar Falls, Iowa, native registered 13 scoreless innings of work across the week while striking out 
21 opposing batters as the Hilltoppers went a perfect 4-0. Across the week, the junior made three relief appearances along 
with one start. In her relief outings, Aikey posted 14 strikeouts against just two walks and three hits. In total, she recorded at 
least two strikeouts in an inning seven times and sat down the side twice across her 13 innings. Aikey also earned national 
Top Performance recognition from the Louisville Slugger/NFCA outlet for her week of work.
SULLIVAN THROWS A NO-NO
Kennedy Sullivan continued her tear through the Hilltoppers’ non-conference slate as the freshman picked up her eighth win 
of the year after tossing WKU Softball’s 13th no-hitter in program history. Sullivan became just the fourth Hilltopper pitcher 
to toss a no-no with WKU’s 8-0, five-inning victory over Evansville from Birmingham, Ala.
 WKU FRESHMAN PITCHERS TO THROW A NO HITTER
Katie Swertfager #1 6 strikeouts W, 4-0 7 innings Penn (3/16/2000)
Ryan Rogge #3 8 strikeouts W, 8-0 6 innings Lafayette (4/30/2006)
Hannah Miniard #7 9 strikeouts W, 8-0 7 innings Troy (3/22/2014)
Kennedy Sullivan #13 8 strikeouts W, 8-0 5 innings Evansville (3/1/2019)
PLAYERS OF THE WEEK
Feb. 11 .................................................. Kasey Flores, UTEP
Feb. 18 ......................................... Emma Ocker, Charlotte
......................................................Morgan Turkoly, LA Tech
Feb. 25 .....................................Celeste Loughman, UTSA
March 4 ................................. Lacy Gregory, North Texas
March 11 ..........................................Kacey Duffield, UTEP
March 18 ..................................Mya Stevenson, Marshall
March 25 ............................ Alyssa Davis, Southern Miss
PITCHERS OF THE WEEK
Feb. 11 ..................................Krystal De La Cruz, LA Tech
Feb. 18 ..............................Hope Trautwein, North Texas
Feb. 25 ..............................Hope Trautwein, North Texas
March 4 ................................. Preslee Gallaway, LA Tech
..........................................Kennedy Sullivan, WKU
March 11 .................................... Megan Kugelmann, FIU
March 18 ........................... Abby Trahan, Southern Miss
March 25 .................................. Kelsey Aikey, WKU
C-USA WEEKLY AWARDS
Kennedy Sullivan ...................................................
............................ College Sports Madness C-USA PotW
... NCAA Top Performance - Louisville Slugger/NFCA
Kelsey Aikey ...........................................................
... NCAA Top Performance - Louisville Slugger/NFCA
NATIONAL RECOGNITION
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2019 WKU SOFTBALL PLAYERS AND COACHING STAFF
2019 NUMERICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF/UTL SO. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C SO. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 3 SHANNON PLESE OF R-SR. 5-8 L/L Knoxville, Tenn. South Carolina
 4 KENNEDY SULLIVAN P/OF FR. 5-7 R/R Georgetown, Ky. Scott County HS
 6 TAYLOR DAVIS OF FR. 5-7 L/R Huntsville, Ala. Sparkman HS
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF SR. 5-7 R/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 9 JORDAN RIDGE UTL FR. 5-3 R/R Louisville, Ky. Assumption HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN P SO. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF/UTL SR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P JR. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF SR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C JR. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 19 SYDNE SOLOMON C/IF FR. 5-7 R/R Lewisburg, Tenn. Marshall County HS
 20 HAYLEE TOWERS P/UTL JR. 5-9 R/R Johnston, Iowa Johnston HS
 22 MACY MURPHY IF FR. 5-11 R/R Murfreesboro, Tenn. Riverdale HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF JR. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-JR. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER UTL JR. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS




























NAME POSITION EXPERIENCE ALMA MATER HOMETOWN
AMY TUDOR Head Coach Sixth Season WKU (2002) Petersburg, Tenn.
KAYLA BIXEL Assistant Coach Third Season IPFW (2010) Bremen, Ind. 
JESSICA TWADDLE Assistant Coach First Season Murray State (2016) Franklin, Tenn.
2019 ALPHABETICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P JR. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-JR. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 28 MADDIE BOWLDS IF SO. 5-9 L/L Utica, Ky. Daviess County HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER UTL JR. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS
 6 TAYLOR DAVIS OF FR. 5-7 L/R Huntsville, Ala. Sparkman HS
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF SR. 5-7 R/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF JR. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF SR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 22 MACY MURPHY IF FR. 5-11 R/R Murfreesboro, Tenn. Riverdale HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN P SO. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 3 SHANNON PLESE OF R-SR. 5-8 L/L Knoxville, Tenn. South Carolina
 9 JORDAN RIDGE UTL FR. 5-3 R/R Louisville, Ky. Assumption HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C SO. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C JR. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 4 KENNEDY SULLIVAN P/OF FR. 5-7 R/R Georgetown, Ky. Scott County HS
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF/UTL SO. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 20 HAYLEE TOWERS P/UTL JR. 5-9 R/R Johnston, Iowa Johnston HS
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF/UTL SR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
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PITCHING BREAKDOWN
PERFORMANCES
DATE OPPONENT DEC. IP H R ER BB K NP SCORE FINAL
Feb. 8 vs. Missouri State Sullivan 5.0 2 0 0 4 11 106 8-0 W (5)
Feb. 8 vs. Auburn Aikey 2.1 4 4 3 2 4 59 0-8 L (5)
Feb. 9 vs. Florida A&M Sullivan 4.1 3 3 2 5 9 97 4-3 W
Feb. 9 vs. Tennessee State Aikey 7.0 6 0 0 2 9 123 5-0 W
Feb. 10 vs. South Alabama Sullivan 6.0 4 3 3 1 9 85 7-3 W
Feb. 16 Western Illinois Sullivan^ 7.0 5 3 3 2 8 112 5-3 W
Feb. 16 Western Illinois Aikey 5.0 3 3 3 3 3 88 1-3 L
Feb. 17 Western Illinois Sullivan 2.2 5 3 3 3 1 78 7-6 W
Feb. 24 Butler Sullivan^ 7.0 3 0 0 4 16 134 3-0 W
Feb. 24 Cleveland State Nunn 4.0 2 0 0 2 4 44 10-3 W
Feb. 25 Cleveland State Nunn^ 6.0 1 0 0 0 4 64 8-0 W (6)
Feb. 25 Indiana State Sullivan 4.0 7 2 2 3 6 92 9-7 W
Mar. 1 vs. Evansville Sullivan^ 5.0 0 0 0 2 8 82 8-0 W (5) 
Mar. 2 vs. Jackson State Nunn 5.0 1 0 0 0 5 68 4-0 W
Mar. 2 at Samford Sullivan^ 7.0 2 1 1 2 17 125 8-1 W
Mar. 8 vs. Wright State Sullivan 5.1 4 3 3 8 8 118 6-3 W
Mar. 8 vs. Saint Louis Aikey^ 5.0 1 0 0 1 8 66 10-0 W (5)
Mar. 9 at Kennesaw State Sullivan^ 6.2 6 2 2 4 11 137 1-2 L
Mar. 9 vs. Wright State Aikey 5.2 5 2 2 3 6 102 1-2 L
Mar. 13 at Lipscomb Sullivan 2.2 1 4 4 3 1 58 9-7 L
Mar. 16 at FIU* Sullivan^ 7.0 4 2 2 2 5 129 6-2 W
Mar. 16 at FIU* Aikey 1.1 0 0 0 1 4 27 4-0 W
Mar. 17 at FIU* Sullivan 5.1 3 2 2 4 6 101 5-4 W
Mar. 20 at Eastern Kentucky Aikey 5.0 2 0 0 1 8 73 6-5 W
Mar. 23 Charlotte* Sullivan 4.0 4 2 2 5 5 102 11-2 W (5)
Mar. 23 Charlotte* Aikey 5.0 2 0 0 3 7 79 5-0 W
Mar. 24 Charlotte* Nunn 5.0 4 0 0 3 4 81 3-0 W
Mar. 26 at Kentucky Aikey 4.0 3 1 1 3 3 72 4-1 W
Mar. 30 Florida Atlantic*          
Mar. 30 Florida Atlantic*          
Mar. 31 Florida Atlantic*          
Apr. 3 Louisville          
Apr. 6 at Marshall*          
Apr. 6 at Marshall*          
Apr. 7 at Marshall*          
Apr. 13 North Texas*          
Apr. 13 North Texas*          
Apr. 14 North Texas*          
Apr. 17 at Tennessee Tech          
Apr. 17 at Tennessee Tech          
Apr. 19 at Middle Tennessee*          
Apr. 19 at Middle Tennessee*          
Apr. 20 at Middle Tennessee*          
Apr. 24 Austin Peay          
Apr. 24 Austin Peay          
Apr. 27 at Louisiana Tech*          
Apr. 27 at Louisiana Tech*          
Apr. 28 at Louisiana Tech*          
May 1 Murray State          
May 4 UTSA*          
May 4 UTSA*          
May 5 UTSA*          
PITCHER GS RECORD SAVES TEAM W/L
Aikey 9 6-3 5 15-4
Blackford 0 0-0 0 0-0
Nunn 5 4-0 3 10-4
Sullivan 14 13-2 0 14-2
Towers 0 0-0 0 1-0
TEAM RESULT
2019 STATISTICS
 NUM. NAME ERA W-L APP GS CG SHO SV IP H R ER BB K 2B 3B HR BF AVG. WP HBP BK SF SH
 10 Nunn 1.37 4-0 15 5 1 1/4 3 41.0 31 11 8 13 40 5 1 0 173 .194 2 0 0 0 0 
 12 Aikey 1.91 6-3 19 9 2 2/4 5 58.2 40 19 16 30 85 3 0 7 251 .186 6 2 0 1 3 
 4 Sullivan 2.94 13-2 16 14 7 3/0 0 81.0 54 35 34 56 123 12 1 6 355 .187 4 5 0 1 4 
 20 Towers 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0 0 1.1 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 0 9 .429 0 0 0 0 0 
 24 Blackford 0.00 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 0 0 0 
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018 2019 CAREER
Aikey - 0 3 4 7
Blackford RS 0 0 - 0
Nunn - - 1 0 1
Sullivan - - - 9 9
Towers - 3 0 0 3
PLAYER 0 1 2 2019/TOTAL
Aikey 0/1 1/3 2/3 3/7
Blackford 0 0 0 0/0
Nunn 0 2/2 1/2 3/4
Sullivan 1 0 2 3
Towers 0 0 0 0/0
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018 2019 CAREER
Aikey - 5 7 2 14
Blackford RS 0 0 - 0
Nunn - - 10 1 11
Sullivan - - - 7 7
Towers - 13 0 0 13
CAREER 7+ STRIKEOUTS
CAREER 0-2 HIT GAMES (5+ IP)
CAREER COMPLETE GAMES
HAT TOP PANTS W L
Black Black Black 6 0 
Black D. Grey D. Grey 3 0
White L. Grey L. Grey 2 0
Red Red Red 2 0
Black Black Red 1 0
Red L. Grey L. Grey 1 0
Black Black D. Grey 1 0
White Red Red 3 1
Red White White 3 1
Black D. Grey Black 1 1
Black Black White 0 2
RECORD BY UNIFORM
^ Complete game
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Year Overall Conf. School
2005 22-14 11-3 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2006 23-19 8-6 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2007 11-38 5-13 (A-Sun) Belmont
2008 14-36 3-19 (A-Sun) Belmont
2009 11-35 3-17 (A-Sun) Belmont
2010 29-19 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2011 28-15-1 16-8 (Summit) IPFW
2012 45-14 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2013 34-16 12-4 (Summit) IPFW
2014 33-24-1 11-10 (SBC) WKU
2015 36-14 16-4 (C-USA) WKU
2016 17-30 8-13 (C-USA) WKU
2017 31-31 10-13 (C-USA) WKU
2018 28-26 10-13 (C-USA) WKU
Total 362-331-2 147-136 14 Years
DI 317-298-2 128-127 12 Years
WKU 145-25-1 55-54 Five Years






































• 30 Division I All-Conference Selections
• Seven NFCA All-Region Honorees
• One Conference Pitcher/Player of the Years
• Six CoSIDA Academic All-District Selections
• One Senior CLASS Award Finalist
• 350 Career Wins/300 Division I Wins
WKU
•10 All-Conference Selections
•Five NFCA All-Region Selections
•2014 NCAA Individual Stolen Base Leader
•2015 NCAA Individual Strikeouts Leader
•One CoSIDA Academic All-District Honoree
•2015 Conference USA Coach of the Year




2019 WKU TEAM SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 33 at Lipscomb 3/13
Runs Scored 11 Charlotte 3/23
Hits 12 MR, at FIU 3/16
RBI 10 Charlotte 3/13
Doubles 4 MR, at FIU 3/16
Triples 2 Western IL 2/16
Home Runs 3 at Kentucky 3/26
Walks 7 Charlotte 3/23
Stolen Bases 6 Saint Louis 3/8
   
Assists 11 at FIU 3/16
DP Turned 1 MR, Indiana St. 2/25
   
Innings Pitched 7.0 MR, at Kentucky 3/26
Fewest Hits Allowed 0 Evansville 3/1
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, Charlotte 3/24
Most Strikeouts 17 at Samford 3/2
   
Longest Game 2:50 Wright St. 3/8
Shortest Game 1:34 Cleveland St. 2/25
2019 WKU INDIVIDUAL SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT INDIVIDUAL OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 4 MR, Shannon Plese at Kentucky 3/26
Runs Scored 3 MR, Shannon Plese Indiana State 2/25
Hits 3 MR, Jordan Vorbrink at FIU 3/17
RBI 4 Tommi Stowers Indiana State 2/25
Doubles 1 MR, Kennedy Sullivan Charlotte 3/23
Triples 1 MR, Jordan Thomas at EKU 3/20
Home Runs 2 Kendall Smith Tennessee State 2/9
Total Bases 8 Kendall Smith Tennessee State 2/9
Walks 3 MR, Kendall Smith ICharlotte 3/23
Stolen Bases 3 Taylor Davis Charlotte 3/23
    
Putouts 17 Kendall Smith MR, at Samford 3/2
Assists 6 Beka Engelhardt Western IL 2/16
    
Innings Pitched 7.0 MR, Kennedy Sullivan at FIU 3/16
Fewest Hits Allowed 0 Kennedy Sullivan Evansville 3/1
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, Kelsey Aikey Saint Louis 3/8
Most Strikeouts 17 Kennedy Sullivan at Samford 3/2
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Defeated a top 10 team at No. 2 Tennessee, 3/8/14
Defeated a top 11-25 team at No. 17 Kentucky, 3/26/19
Had a pitcher strikeout 15+ Kennedy Sullivan, 3/2/19 (17)
Had a pitcher strikeout 10-14 Kennedy Sullivan vs. Missouri State, 2/8/19 (11)
Threw a perfect game Miranda Kramer vs. Charlotte, 5/7/15
Threw a no-hitter (run-rule) Kennedy Sullivan at Samford, 3/1/19
Threw a no-hitter (regulation) Kelsey Aikey vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18
Opponent threw no-hitter vs. No. 23 Marshall, 5/11/17
Won a run-rule game Charlotte, 3/23/19 (5)
Lost a run-rule game vs. No. 17 Auburn, 2/8/19 (5)
Played extra innings at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18 (8)
Won in extra innings vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18 (8)
Lost in extra innings at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18 (8)
Scored 10-14 runs Charlotte, 3/23/19 (11)
Scored 15-18 runs vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (16)
Scored 19+ runs at Tennessee-Martin, 4/2/00 (19)
Allowed 10-14 runs at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18 (13)
Allowed 15+ runs at No. 23 FAU, 4/30/16 (16)
Batted around the order Charlotte, 3/23/19 (10 batters)
Batted through the order (9 batters) vs. Saint Louis, 3/8/19
Had 10-14 hits at FIU, 3/16/19 (12)
Had 15+ hits vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (17)
Team hit 3+ home runs at No. 17 Kentucky, 3/26/19 (3)
Back-to-back home runs at No. 17 Kentucky, 3/26/19 (Carter & Thomas, 5th inn.)
Back-to-back-to-back home runs vs. ULM, 4/13/13 (Thomas, Mattox, Sulaski, 4th inn.)
Player with back-to-back home runs Kendall Smith,  2/9/19, 2 consec.
Had a player hit two HRs Kendall Smith, South Alabama, 2/9/19
Had a player hit a grand slam Jordan Thomas at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18
Team hit three doubles at FIU, 3/16/19 (4)
Team hit four or more doubles at FIU, 3/16/19 (4)
Team hit two triples vs. Western Illinois, 2/16/19
Team hit three or more triples vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (5)
Team stole five or more bases vs. Saint Louis, 3/8/18 (6)
Player with three RBI Rebekah Engelhardt, Charlotte, 3/23/19
Player with four RBI Tommi Stowers, vs. Indiana State, 2/25/19
Player with five RBI Adarian Gray vs. UAB, 5/10/17
Player with six or more RBI Dani Pugh vs. Buffalo, 2/6/15 (6)
Player with three hits Jordan Vorbrink at FIU, 3/17/19 
Player with four hits Brittany Vaughn, vs. Marshall, 4/21/18
Player with five hits Tommi Stowers vs. Evansville, 3/3/17
Player with two or more doubles Beka Engelhardt vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (2)
Player with two or more triples Shawna Sadler vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (2)
Player stole three or more bases Taylor Davis vs. Charlotte, 3/23/19 (3)
Player scored three or more runs Shannon Plese vs. Indiana St., 2/25/19 (3)
Hit a walk-off home run (regulation/extra inn.) Brooke Holloway vs. Marshall, 5/7/16
Hit a walk-off home run (run-rule) Jordan Vorbrink vs. Tennessee St., 2/16/18
Had a walk-off hit Paige Carter vs. Cleveland State, 2/25/19 (1B)
Swept a conference home series Charlotte, 3/23-24/19
Swept a conference road series at FIU, 3/16-17/19
Was swept in a conference home series vs. FAU, 3/18-19/17
Was swept in a conference road series at FAU, 4/28-29/18
THE LAST TIME WKU...
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION
C-USA RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  DATE/RESULT
48 LA TECH  4/27-28 
56 NORTH TEXAS  4/13-14
67 WKU  -  
75 FLORIDA ATLANTIC  3/30-31
94 MARSHALL  4/6-7
97 UTSA  5/4-5
102 FIU  W,W,W 
107 MIDDLE TENNESSEE  4/19-20
117 SOUTHERN MISS  DNP 
123 UAB  DNP
175 CHARLOTTE  W,W,W
181 UTEP  DNP 
WKU OPPONENT RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  RESULT
12 KENTUCKY  W
17 AUBURN  L
50 MISSOURI STATE  W
51 LOUISVILLE  4/3
60 LIPSCOMB  L
95 SOUTH ALABAMA  W
127 SAMFORD  W
133 MURRAY STATE  5/1
144 AUSTIN PEAY  4/24
154 KENNESAW STATE  L
168 FLORIDA A&M  W
178 TENNESSEE TECH  4/17
180 INDIANA STATE  W 
183 EASTERN KENTUCKY  W
197 WESTERN ILLINOIS  W, L, W
212 EVANSVILLE  W 
220 TENNESSEE STATE  W
226 SAINT LOUIS  W
229 BUTLER  W
247 WRIGHT STATE  W, L
264 CLEVELAND STATE  W, W
269 JACKSON STATE  W
RPI STANDINGS
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2019 Conference USA Standings
 C-USA  Pct. Overall  Pct.  Last 10 Streak
WKU (E) 6-0 1.000 23-5 .821  8-2 W8
North Texas (W) 7-2 .778 18-12 .600  6-4 L1
LA Tech (W) 4-2 .667 23-9 .719  7-3 W1
Marshall (E) 4-2 .667 21-11 .656  4-6 L3
Middle Tennessee (E) 4-2 .667 19-15 .559  6-4 W4
UTSA (W) 6-3 .667 16-15 .516  5-5 W1
Florida Atlantic (E) 3-3 .500 15-15 .500  5-5 W1
Southern Miss (W) 4-5 .444 17-14 .548  6-4 W1
UTEP (W) 3-6 .333 9-22 .290  4-6 L1
UAB (W) 2-7 .222 12-19 .387  4-6 W1
Charlotte (E) 2-7 .222 10-20 .333  2-8 L5
FIU (E) 0-6 .000 18-15 .545  2-8 L3
RECORD WHEN TEAM SCORES
RUNS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
0 0-1 0-0 10-0 3-0
1 0-3 0-0 2-0 0-0
2 0-0 0-0 2-2 2-0
3 2-0 1-0 5-1 0-0
4 4-0 1-0 1-0 1-0
5 4-0 2-0 1-0 0-0
6 3-0 1-0 1-0 0-0
7 2-1 0-0 1-0 0-0
8 4-0 0-0 0-1 0-0
9 1-0 0-0 0-1 0-0
10+ 3-0 1-0 0-0 0-0
WKU RECORD AFTER INNINGS
INNINGS LEADING TRAILING TIED
1 11-0 2-2 10-3
2 15-0 4-2 4-3
3 18-1 2-2 3-2
4 17-1 4-3 2-1
5 15-1 1-1 3-2
6 17-0 0-3 1-1
SCORE BY INNINGS
INNINGS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
1 38 6 6 0
2 16 7 3 0
3 34 7 19 2
4 15 2 11 1
5 21 3 5 1
6 25 5 19 4
7 7 4 4 0
8 0 0 0 0
9 0 0 0 0
EX 0 0 0 0













vs. Ranked Teams ..................................................1-1
vs. RV Teams ............................................................0-0
TIME
Day Games ............................................................19-4



















WKU Throws RHP ................................................23-5
WKU Throws LHP ...................................................0-0
Opp. Throws RHP ................................................22-4
Opp. Throws LHP ...................................................1-1
RUNS
WKU Scores 1st ....................................................19-2
Opp. Scores 1st .......................................................4-3
WKU Scores in 1st ...............................................11-0
Opp. Scores in 1st ..................................................3-2
HITS
WKU Has More .....................................................19-2
Opp. Has More ........................................................3-3
Hits Are Even ...........................................................1-0
ERRORS
WKU Commits 0 ..................................................13-2
WKU Commits 1 .....................................................7-2
WKU Commits 2+ ..................................................3-1
Opp. Commits 0 .....................................................5-1
Opp. Commits 1 .....................................................3-2
Opp. Commits 2+ ...............................................15-2
HOMERUNS
WKU Hits 0 ............................................................10-2
WKU Hits 1 ...............................................................8-2
WKU Hits 2+.............................................................5-1
Opp. Hits 0 ............................................................16-2
Opp. Hits 1 ...............................................................7-2
Opp. Hits 2+.............................................................0-1
TEAM RECORD BY...
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HOME RUN TRACKER
NO.  PLAYER GAME-DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS SCORE FINAL
1 Engelhardt 1-Feb 08 Missouri St. 0-1/0 3/1 5-0 W, 8-0
2 Smith 4-Feb 09 Tennessee St. 1-0/0 4/2 2-0 W, 5-0
3 Smith (2) 4-Feb 09 Tennessee St. 2-0/0 6/2 4-0 W, 5-0
4 Thomas 6-Feb 16 Western Illinois 0-2/0 5/1 2-3 W, 5-3
5 Smith (3) 7-Feb 17 Western Illinois 0-0/0* 6/0 0-3 L, 1-3
6 Smith (4) 9-Feb 24 Butler 2-2/0 3/2 2-0 W, 3-0
7 Thomas (2) 11-Feb 25 Cleveland St. 2-1/0* 1/0 0-0 W, 8-0
8 Engelhardt (2) 11-Feb 25 Cleveland St.  0-0/1 3/2 4-0 W, 8-0
9 Plese 12-Feb 25 Indiana St. 2-0/0 1/2 0-0 W, 9-7
10 Stowers 12-Feb 25 Indiana St. 1-1/1 1/2 1-0 W, 9-7
11 Engelhardt (3) 15-Mar 02 at Samford 1-0/0 6/1 6-0 W, 8-1
12 McGuffin  18-Mar 09 at Kennesaw St. 2-2/0* 7/0 0-0 L, 1-2
13 Smith (5) 20-Mar 13 at Lipscomb 0-0/2 3/2 0-2 L, 7-9
14 Engelhardt (4) 20-Mar 13 at Lipscomb 2-2/0 7/1 6-9 L, 7-9
15 Vorbrink 23-Mar 17 at FIU 2-2/1 6/2 3-0 W, 5-4
16 Engelhardt (5) 24-Mar 20 at EKU 1-1/0* 6/0 5-5 W, 6-5
17 Smith (6) 25-Mar 23 Charlotte 2-1/1 2/1 6-0 W, 11-2
18 Engelhardt (6) 25-Mar 23 Charlotte 0-0/1 4/0 9-2 W, 11-2
19 Vorbrink (2) 26-Mar 23 Charlotte 2-1/0 2/1 0-0 W, 5-0
20 Sullivan 27-Mar 24 Charlotte 1-2/0* 2/0 0-0 W, 3-0
21 Carter 28-Mar 26 at Kentucky 2-0/0 5/2 0-1 W, 4-1
22 Thomas (3) 28-Mar 26 at Kentucky 1-1/0 5/2 1-1 W, 4-1
23 Plese (2) 28-Mar 26 at Kentucky 1-2/1 5/2 2-1 W, 4-1
ANALYSIS STATS
SEASON/CAREER HITTING STAT TRACKER
CAREER MULTI-HIT GAMES       2019/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
McGuffin 0/16 0/4 0/1 0 21
Carter 3/14 0/5 0 0 20
Engelhardt 6/18 0/2 0 0 20
Thomas 7/16 0/2 0 0 18
Bowlds 3/9 0/3 0/1 0 13 
Smith 3/12 1/1 0 0 13
Plese 9/11 1/1 0 0 12
Towers 1/12 0 0 0 12  
Vorbrink 4/9 1/3 0 0 12
McElroy 0/9 0 0 0 9
Stowers 1/4 1/1 0 0/1 6
Sullivan 6 0 0 0 6
Davis 2 0 0 0 2
CAREER MULTI-RBI GAMES       2019/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
Engelhardt 2/11 1/3 0/1 0 15
Carter 0/7 0/4 0/2 0 13 
McGuffin 0/9 0/3 0/1 0 13
Smith 6/8 1/4 0 0 12
Vorbrink 1/8 0/2 0 0 10
Plese 3/4 2/2 0 0 6
McElroy 0/5 0 0 0 5
Stowers 1/3 0/1 1/1 0 5
Thomas 1/1 1/1 0/2 0 4
Towers 0/3 0 0 0 3 
Bowlds 1/3 0 0 0 3
Sullivan 3 1 0 0 4
Nunn 0 0/1 0 0 1
CAREER HOMERUNS
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018 2019  CAREER
Engelhardt 0 5 7 6  18
McGuffin 4 2 7 1  14
Smith - - 5 6  11
Thomas - - 6 3  9
Carter - 2 5 1  8
Vorbrink 1 0 1 2  4
Stowers - 3 0 -  3
Plese - 1 - 2  3
Towers - 2 0 -  2
Nunn - - 1 -  1
Sullivan - - - 1  1
STREAK TRACKERS
CAREER HITTING STREAKS
PLAYER  LONGEST 2019 CURRENT
Smith  10 10 0 
Thomas  9 9 2
Vorbrink  9 3 3
Carter  7 3 2
Bowlds  6 4 0
McGuffin  6 1 0
Engelhardt  5 3 0
McElroy  5 3 0 
Plese  5 5 3
Stowers  4 4 1 
Sullivan  4 4 0
Towers  4 2 0
Davis  3 3 0
Ridge  2 2 0
Aikey  1 0 0
Nunn  1 - 0
REACHED BASE STREAK
PLAYER  LONGEST  2019 CURRENT
Plese  21 21 21
Thomas  15 15 8
Engelhardt 14 8 1
Carter  13 4 1
Vorbrink  12 5 4
Smith  10 10 0
McGuffin  9 1 0
Stowers  8 8 1
Bowlds  7 5 5
Davis  6 6 0
McElroy  5 3 0
Towers  5 2 0
Sullivan  4 4 0 
Aikey  2 0 0
Nunn  2 - 0
Ridge  2 2 0
Blackford  1 - 1*
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BATTING ANALYSIS
  LEADOFF BASES EMPTY 1-2 RUNNERS BASES LOADED RISP 2 OUTS 2-OUT RBI
PLAYER H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP  AVG H OPP AVG #
Aikey 0 1 .000 0 1 .000 0 1 .000 0 0 --- 0 1  .000 0 0 --- 0
Blackford 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Bowlds 5 11 .455 10 27 .370 6 27 .222 0 1 .000 4 15  .267 7 21 .333 4
Carter 3 15 .200 6 23 .261 8 21 .381 1 2 .500 6 18  .333 6 14 .429 3
Davis 1 3 .333 5 14 .357 7 33 .212 0 1 .000 6 23  .261 6 18 .333 3
Engelhardt 7 22 .318 12 39 .308 9 34 .265 0 0 --- 3 19  .158 6 23 .261 4
McElroy 3 8 .375 5 23 .217 4 20 .200 0 0 --- 4 17  .235 3 16 .188 1
McGuffin 1 4 .250 1 9 .111 0 6 .000 0 1 .000 0 3  .000 0 5 .000 0
Murphy 0 1 .000 0 4 .000 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 2 .000 0
Nunn 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Plese 10 19 .526 12 41 .293 19 43 .442 2 2 1.000 13 30  .433 12 30 .400 10
Ridge 0 3 .000 1 10 .100 1 2 .500 1 1 1.000 1 2  .500 1 4 .250 0
Smith 5 15 .333 9 27 .333 16 51 .314 3 5 .600 11 37  .297 8 28 .286 9
Stowers 1 6 .167 4 11 .364 7 18 .389 0 0 --- 5 13  .385 4 10 .400 3
Sullivan 4 12 .333 12 38 .316 7 31 .226 1 4 .250 5 24  .208 7 25 .280 2
Thomas 19 38 .500 11 45 .244 15 43 .349 0 3 .000 13 30  .433 9 28 .321 11
Towers 1 1 1.000 1 5 .200 2 7 .286 0 0 --- 2 7  .286 1 9 .111 1
Vorbrink 8 14 .571 11 32 .344 8 28 .286 0 1 .000 5 17  .294 4 13 .308 5
2019 STARTERS SUMMARY
     POSITION         BATTING ORDER
PLAYER GS P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP 1ST 2ND 3RD 4TH 5TH 6TH 7TH 8TH 9TH FLEX 
MCELROY 28 - - - - - 28 - - - - - - - - - 2 7 9 - 10 
ENGELHARDT 28 - - - - 28 - - - - - - 6 2 3 7 7 3 - - - 
THOMAS 28 - - - 28 - - - - - - 26 1 1 - - - - - - - 
SMITH 28 - 28 - - - - - - - - - - 4 20 - 1 3 - - - 
PLESE 28 - - - - - - - 28 - - 1 7 18 2 - - - - - -  
SULLIVAN 26 14 - - - - - - - - 12 - - - 2 10 6 6 - 1 1 
VORBRINK 24 - - 6 - - - 8 - 10 - - 6 1 - 2 4 - 4 7 - 
BOWLDS 23 - - 22 - - - - - 1 - - 5 - - - - 2 6 9 1 
DAVIS 18 - - - - - - 13 - 5 - - 2 - - - - - 7 9 - 
CARTER 15 - - - - - - 1 - 8 6 1 1 2 1 1 7 1 - 1 - 
AIKEY 9 9 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 9 
STOWERS 8 - - - - - - - - 1 7 - - - - 7 - 1 - - -
NUNN 5 5 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 5
MCGUFFIN 5 - - - - - - 4 - 1 - - - - - - - 2 2 1 -  
TOWERS 3 - - - - - - 2 - 1 - - - - - 1 - 2 - - -
RIDGE 2 - - - - - - - - 1 1 - - - - - 1 1 - - - 
2019 WKU INDIVIDUAL STAT LEADERS
BATTING AVERAGE - Min. 10 AB 
 .379 Tommi Stowers
SLUGGING PERCENTAGE - Min. 10 AB  
.724 Tommi Stowers
ON BASE PERCENTAGE - Min. 10 Plate Appearances 
.454 Shannon Plese
RUNS SCORED  
23  Rebekah Engelhardt 
HITS  
31  Shannon Plese
RUNS BATTED IN 
23  Kendall Smith
DOUBLES  
7  T. Stowers & S. Plese
TRIPLES  
2  Jordan Thomas
HOME RUNS  
6  K. Smith & R. Engelhardt 
TOTAL BASES  
50  Kendall Smith
WALKS  
14  Rebekah Engelhardt
HIT BY PITCH  
3  Shannon Plese
SACRIFICE HITS  
5  Paige Carter
    
SACRIFICE FLIES  
5  Kennedy Sullivan 
STOLEN BASES  
12  Shannon Plese
ANALYSIS STATS
WALK-OFF TRACKER
NO.  BATTER GAME/DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS RESULT SCORE FINAL
1  Carter 11-Feb 25 Cleveland St. 3-2/1 6/0 RBI 1B 7-0 8-0
 
COME-FROM-BEHIND WIN TRACKER
NO.  GAME/DATE OPPONENT DEFICIT INNING TYING HIT (score) GO-AHEAD HIT (score) FINAL
1  3-Feb 09 FAMU 3-1 M3 Smith 2B (4-3) Smith 2B (4-3)  W, 4-3
2  6-Feb 16 Western Illinois 3-2 M5 Thomas HR (3-3) Engelhardt 3B (4-3) W, 5-3
3  10-Feb 24 Cleveland State 3-0 M3 Ridge 1B (3-3) Sullivan 2B (6-3)  W, 10-3
4  16-Mar 08 Wright State 2-1 M4 Smith 1B (3-2) Smith 1B (3-2)  W, 6-3
5  24-Mar 20 EKU 5-3 E3 Thomas 3B (5-5) Engelhardt HR (6-4) W, 6-5
6  28-Mar 26 Kentucky 1-0 E4 Carter HR (1-1) Thomas HR (2-1) W, 4-1
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GAME-BY-GAME STARTERS
Date Team P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP Record
2/8 Missouri State Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Vorbrink Carter 1-0 (1)
2/8 Auburn Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink Sullivan 0-1 (2)
2/9 Florida A&M Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink Carter 1-0 (3)
2/9 Tennessee State Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Vorbrink Sullivan 1-0 (4)
2/10 South Alabama Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Vorbrink Ridge 1-0 (5)
2/16 Western Illinois Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink --- 1-0 (6)
2/16 Western Illinois Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese McGuffin Carter 0-1 (7)
2/17 Western Illinois Nunn Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink Sullivan 1-0 (8)
2/24 Butler Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink --- 2-0 (6)
2/24 Cleveland State Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Vorbrink Sullivan 2-0 (4)
2/25 Cleveland State Nunn Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Ridge Sullivan 1-0 (9)
2/25 Indiana State Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Carter Stowers 1-0 (10)
3/1 Evansville Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Stowers 1-0 (11)
3/2 Jackson State Nunn Smith Vorbrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Carter Plese Stowers Sullivan 1-0 (12)
3/2 Samford Sullivan Smith Vorbrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Carter Stowers 1-0 (13)
3/8 Wright State Sullivan Smith Vorbrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Carter Stowers  2-0 (13)
3/8 Saint Louis Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Stowers 1-0 (14)
3/9 Kennesaw St. Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Stowers 1-1 (11)
3/9 Wright St. Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Carter Sullivan 0-1 (15)
3/13 Lipscomb Aikey Smith Vorbrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Bowlds Sullivan 0-1 (16)
3/16 FIU* Sullivan Smith Vorbrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Towers Carter 1-0 (17)
3/16 FIU* Nunn Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Towers Plese Davis Sullivan 1-0 (18)
3/17 FIU* Sullivan Smith Vobrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Towers Plese Davis Carter 1-0 (19)
3/20 EKU Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink Carter 2-0 (3)
3/23 Charlotte* Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Davis Stowers 1-0 (20)
3/23 Charlotte* Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Davis Sullivan 1-0 (21)
3/24 Charlotte* Nunn Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Davis Sullivan 1-0 (22)
3/26 Kentucky Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Sullivan 1-0 (23)
3/30 FAU*           
3/30 FAU*           
3/31 FAU*           
4/3 Louisville           
4/6 Marshall*           
4/6 Marshall*           
4/7 Marshall*           
4/13 North Texas*           
4/13 North Texas*           
4/14 North Texas*           
4/17 Tennessee Tech           
4/17 Tennessee Tech           
4/19 MTSU*           
4/19 MTSU*           
4/20 MTSU*           
4/24 Austin Peay           
4/24 Austin Peay           
4/27 LA Tech*           
4/27 LA Tech*           
4/28 LA Tech*           
5/1 Murray State           
5/4 UTSA*           
5/4 UTSA*           
5/5 UTSA*           
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2019 WKU LINE SCORES
GAME 1 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-1:51 A-139
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5    R H E
WKU                    5 0 1 0 2 - 8  7  0
Missouri State     0 0 0 0 0 - 0  2  2
WP-SULLIVAN (1-0) LP-Griesbauer (0-1) 
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT
GAME 2 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-1:38 A-201
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5    R H E
WKU                    0 0 0 0 0 - 0  2  2
Auburn                 1 0 3 2 2 - 8 12 1
WP-Martin (1-0) LP-AIKEY,  (0-1) 
HR AU-McCrackin(1), Rivera(1),Veach(3)
GAME 3 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-2:11 A-137
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Florida A&M      0 2 1 0 0 0 0 -  3  3  2
WKU                   1 0 3 0 0 0 X -  4  4  1
WP-SULLIVAN (2-0) Save-AIKEY(1) 
LP-HAYES (0-1)
GAME 4 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-1:55 A-117
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Tennessee State   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  0  6  2
WKU                    1 0 1 1 0 2 X - 5  6  1
WP-AIKEY (1-1) LP-ESPINOZA (0-1) 
HR WKU - SMITH 2 (2)
GAME 5 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-1:46 A-92
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    7 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 7  7  0
South Alabama   0 0 0 0 0 3 0 - 3  4  2
WP-SULLIVAN (3-0) LP-Yarbrough (1-1) 
HR USA - Cronan (1)
GAME 6 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:44 A-203
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WIU               1 0 0 2 0 0 0 -  3  5  1
WKU                0 0 2 0 1 2 X - 5  8  1
WP-SULLIVAN (4-0) LP-Ira (2-1) 
HR: WIU-Duwa (2) | WKU-THOMAS (1)
GAME 7 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:49 A-187
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WIU               0 0 0 2 1 0 0 -  3  4  1
WKU                0 0 0 0 0 1 0 -  1  7  0
WP-Carlin (1-2) LP-AIKEY (1-2) 
HR: WIU-Abbott (2) | WKU-SMITH (3)
GAME 8 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:12 A-175
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WIU               0 0 3 2 0 1 0 -  6 11 2
WKU                0 5 0 1 1 0 X - 7  7  0
WP-SULLIVAN (5-0) Save-AIKEY(2) 
LP-Abbott (1-1)
GAME 9 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:53 A-176
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Butler                   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  0  3  0
WKU                   0 2 1 0 0 0 X -  3  8  0
WP-SULLIVAN (6-0) | LP-RICKETT (1-4) 
HR WKU - SMITH (4)
GAME 10 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:56 A-202
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R  H  E
CSU                      1 0 2 0 0 0 0 -  3   6   2
WKU                    0 0 1 1 0 8 X - 10 10 1
WP-NUNN (1-0) | LP-GRIFFIN (1-2) 
HR CSU - HYSONG (2)
GAME 11 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:34 A-156
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6   R  H E
CSU                      0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  1  2
WKU                    2 0 5 0 0 1 - 8 11 2
WP-NUNN (2-0) | LP-HYSONG (0-2) 
HR WKU - THOMAS (2), 
                     ENGELHARDT (2)
GAME 12 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:37 A-187
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7   R  H  E
Indiana State       0 0 1 0 1 3 2 - 7  15  3
WKU                    3 1 1 3 0 1 X - 9 10  1
WP-SULLIVAN (7-0) Save-NUNN (1) 
HR INS - Martin (2)
HR WKU - PLESE (1), STOWERS (1)
GAME 13 | Birmingham, Ala. | T-1:38 A-101
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5   R  H  E
WKU                    3 0 3 2 0 - 8  9   0
Evansville             0 0 0 0 0 - 0  0  3
WP-SULLIVAN (8-0) 
LP-Lockhart (3-3)
GAME 14 | Birmingham, Ala. | T-1:49 A-113
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Jackson State       0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  0  1  1
WKU                   0 0 1 2 0 1 X -  4  4  1
WP-NUNN (3-0) Save-AIKEY(3) 
LP-Sanchez (0-5) 
GAME 15 | Birmingham, Ala. | T-2:19 A-213
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    5 0 1 0 0 1 1 - 8 11  2
Samford               0 0 0 0 0 1 0 - 1   2  2
WP-SULLIVAN (9-0) 
LP-Spear (4-3)
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT (3)
HR SAM - Trombley (1)
GAME 16 | Kennesaw, Ga. | T-2:50 A-37
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Wright State        0 1 0 1 0 1 0 -  3  4  3
WKU                   0 0 1 0 4 1 X -  6  6  0
WP-SULLIVAN (10-0) Save-NUNN (2) 
LP-Otani (3-5)
GAME 17 | Kennesaw, Ga. | T-1:21 A-83
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5    R  H  E
WKU                    3 0 2 0 5 - 10 12 0
Saint Louis           0 0 0 0 0 - 0   1   3
WP-AIKEY (2-2) LP-LOVELESS (2-2)
GAME 18 | Kennesaw, Ga. | T-1:50 A-197
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1  5  1
Kennesaw State   0 0 0 0 0 0 2 - 2  6  0
WP-ANDREWS (7-6) 
LP-SULLIVAN (10-1
HR WKU - McGUFFIN (1)
GAME 19 | Kennesaw, Ga. | T-1:44 A-111
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    0 0 1 0 0 0 0 - 1  4  0
Wright State         0 0 0 0 0 2 X - 2  6  2
WP-Hughes (1-2) LP-AIKEY (2-3)
GAME 20 | Nashville, Tenn. | T-2:17 A-127
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H  E
WKU                    0 0 3 1 1 1 1 - 7  11 1
Lipscomb             2 0 3 0 0 4 X - 9   4  2
WP-JORDAN (6-4) LP-SULLIVAN (10-2) 
HR WKU-SMITH (5), ENGELHARDT (4)
HR LIP - FORTEL (3), DEVAULT (4)
GAME 21 | Miami, Fla. | T-2:10 A-76
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    0 1 2 0 0 3 0 - 6 12 0
FIU                        0 0 0 1 1 0 0 - 2  4  0
WP-SULLIVAN (11-2) 
LP-KUGELMANN (6-3)
GAME 22 | Miami, Fla. | T-2:00 A-85
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    0 0 0 0 0 0 4 - 4  7  0
FIU                        0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  2  0
WP-AIKEY (3-3) LP-DUNFORD (6-3)
GAME 23 | Miami, Fla. | T-2:20 A-151
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E 
WKU                    0 0 1 0 2 2 0 - 5  6  0
FIU                        0 0 0 0 0 4 0 - 4  8  2
WP-SULLIVAN (12-2) Save-AIKEY (4) 
LP-MURASKIN (5-6) 
HR WKU - VORBRINK (1)
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2019 WKU LINE SCORES
GAME 24 | Richmond, Ky. | T-1:58 A-150
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    2 1 0 2 0 1 0 - 6  8  0
EKU                      1 0 4 0 0 0 0 - 5  3  0
WP-AIKEY (4-3) LP-Paulick(5-5) 
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT (5)
HR EKU - Lizzmore (7)
GAME 25 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:56 A-377
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5    R H E
Charlotte             0 0 2 0 0  - 2  5  2
WKU                   6 2 1 2 X - 11 9  0
WP-SULLIVAN (13-2) LP-GREEN (0-4) 
HR WKU-SMITH (6), ENGELHARDT (6)
GAME 26 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:51 A-298
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Charlotte              0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  3  0
WKU                    0 2 3 0 0 0 X - 5  8  1
WP-AIKEY (5-3) LP-PACE (5-5) 
HR WKU - VORBRINK (2)
GAME 27 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:56 A-243
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Charlotte              0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  4  1
WKU                    0 2 0 0 1 0 X - 3  6  3
WP-NUNN (4-0) Save-AIKEY (5) 
LP-CANNON (2-8)
HR WKU - SULLIVAN (1)
GAME 28 | Lexington, Ky. | T-2:04 A-824
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    0 0 0 0 4 0 0 - 4  4  0
Kentucky              0 0 0 1 0 0 0 - 1  3  2
WP-AIKEY (6-3) Save-NUNN (3)
LP-Humes (7-6) 
HR WKU - THOMAS (3), PLESE (2), 
CARTER (1)
HR UK - Peyton (8)
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2019 WKU SEASON STATS
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 26, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 23-5   Home: 9-1   Away: 6-2   Neutral: 8-2   C-USA: 6-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 3 7 9 13-8 29 7 11 7 0 1 9 21  . 7 2 4 3 0 5 0  . 4 3 8 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 3 6 9 28-28 84 21 31 7 1 2 19 46  . 5 4 8 10 3 9 0  . 4 5 4 0 0 12-14 23 1 1  . 9 6 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 3 2 1 28-28 78 18 25 5 1 6 23 50  . 6 4 1 11 2 14 0  . 4 0 9 2 0 3-5 253 9 1  . 9 9 6
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 1 8 23-15 44 10 14 2 0 1 10 19  . 4 3 2 4 1 5 0  . 3 7 3 2 5 3-4 8 0 0 1.000
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 1 7 24-24 60 14 19 2 0 2 7 27  . 4 5 0 7 2 13 0  . 4 0 6 0 2 3-3 39 1 2  . 9 5 2
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 2 9 6 24-23 54 8 16 1 0 0 6 17  . 3 1 5 6 1 6 0  . 3 7 7 0 0 4-6 105 2 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 2 9 5 28-28 88 15 26 6 2 3 19 45  . 5 1 1 12 0 18 0  . 3 7 6 1 0 6-7 44 24 1  . 9 8 6
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 8 8 28-28 73 23 21 2 1 6 12 43  . 5 8 9 14 1 8 0  . 4 0 4 1 1 10-11 12 44 4  . 9 3 3
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 2 7 5 26-26 69 8 19 6 0 1 16 28  . 4 0 6 2 0 7 0  . 2 7 6 5 1 1-1 6 10 0 1.000
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 5 5 21-18 47 11 12 0 0 0 4 12  . 2 5 5 3 0 0 0  . 3 0 0 0 3 7-7 17 0 0 1.000
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 5 0 7-3 12 0 3 1 0 0 2 4  . 3 3 3 0 0 0 0  . 2 5 0 0 1 2-3 9 0 0 1.000
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 2 0 9 28-28 43 9 9 0 1 0 3 11  . 2 5 6 1 1 5 0  . 2 4 4 0 1 3-3 24 36 8  . 8 8 2
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 1 6 7 14-2 12 5 2 0 0 0 2 2  . 1 6 7 1 0 6 0  . 2 3 1 0 1 3-3 2 1 0 1.000
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 0 6 7 18-5 15 5 1 0 0 1 1 4  . 2 6 7 0 0 8 0  . 0 6 7 0 0 2-2 2 0 0 1.000
22 MURPHY, Macy  . 0 0 0 6-0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 20-10 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 1 0-0 1 6 1  . 8 7 5
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 4-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 16-6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 10 0 1.000
Totals  . 2 9 3 28 714 156 209 39 6 23 133 329  . 4 6 1 74 11 105 0  . 3 6 3 11 16 61-71 546 144 18  . 9 7 5
Opponents  . 1 9 1 28 671 67 128 21 2 13 62 192  . 2 8 6 101 7 249 0  . 3 0 2 2 7 20-22 516 214 43  . 9 4 4
LOB - Team (155), Opp (175). DPs turned - Team (3), Opp (7). CI - Team (0), Opp (1). Picked off - SULLIVAN,K. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
10 NUNN, Shelby  1 . 3 7 4-0 15 5 1 1/4 3 41.0 31 11 8 13 40 5 1 0  . 1 9 4 2 0 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  1 . 9 1 6-3 19 9 2 2/4 5 58.2 40 19 16 30 85 3 0 7  . 1 8 6 6 2 0 1 3
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  2 . 9 4 13-2 16 14 7 3/0 0 81.0 54 35 34 56 123 12 1 6  . 1 8 7 4 5 0 1 4
20 TOWERS, Haylee 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.1 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0 0 0
Totals  2 . 3 1 23-5 28 28 10 10/4 8 182.0 128 67 60 101 249 21 2 13  . 1 9 1 12 7 0 2 7
Opponents  4 . 6 0 5-23 28 28 9 1/0 0 172.0 209 156 113 74 105 39 6 23  . 2 9 3 21 11 0 11 16
PB - Team (3), SMITH,K. 3, Opp (3). Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (1). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (20-22), SULLIVAN,K.
(12-13), AIKEY,K. (6-7), NUNN,S. (2-2).
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2019 WKU C-USA ONLY STATS
2019 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Mar 24, 2019)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 6-0   Home: 3-0   Away: 3-0   C-USA: 6-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 5 0 0 5-5 12 5 6 1 0 2 3 13 1.083 2 0 2 0  . 5 7 1 0 0 1-1 7 0 0 1.000
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 4 4 4 6-6 18 1 8 2 0 0 6 10  . 5 5 6 3 0 3 0  . 5 2 4 0 0 1-2 6 0 0 1.000
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 4 4 4 5-4 9 1 4 0 0 0 2 4  . 4 4 4 3 1 1 0  . 6 1 5 0 0 1-1 25 0 0 1.000
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 4 1 2 6-6 17 3 7 3 0 1 6 13  . 7 6 5 1 0 1 0  . 4 2 1 1 1 1-1 2 2 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 9 4 6-6 17 4 5 1 0 1 3 9  . 5 2 9 2 0 4 0  . 3 6 8 0 0 2-2 0 14 1  . 9 3 3
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 2 6 3 6-6 19 4 5 2 0 0 3 7  . 3 6 8 4 0 3 0  . 3 9 1 0 0 1-2 12 8 1  . 9 5 2
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 5 0 6-6 16 6 4 0 0 0 0 4  . 2 5 0 3 0 0 0  . 3 6 8 0 0 6-6 7 0 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 2 5 0 4-2 8 1 2 1 0 0 1 3  . 3 7 5 0 0 0 0  . 2 5 0 0 2 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 2 2 4-3 9 0 2 0 0 0 1 2  . 2 2 2 0 0 0 0  . 2 2 2 0 1 1-1 6 0 0 1.000
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 2 0 0 6-6 15 3 3 1 0 1 4 7  . 4 6 7 5 0 2 0  . 4 0 0 0 0 0-0 47 2 0 1.000
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 2 0 0 3-1 5 1 1 1 0 0 1 2  . 4 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 2 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 1 6 7 6-6 6 2 1 0 0 0 1 1  . 1 6 7 0 1 0 0  . 2 8 6 0 0 0-0 7 11 2  . 9 0 0
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 3-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 4-2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 2 0 1.000
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 5-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 1-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 0 0 0 4-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 3 1 6 6 152 34 48 12 0 5 31 75  . 4 9 3 23 2 18 0  . 4 1 0 1 4 16-18 120 39 4  . 9 7 5
Opponents  . 1 7 8 6 146 8 26 5 0 0 8 31  . 2 1 2 23 3 46 0  . 3 0 1 1 3 2-2 111 42 5  . 9 6 8
LOB - Team (37), Opp (48). DPs turned - Team (0), Opp (3).
(C-USA games only Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  0 . 0 0 2-0 5 1 0 0/3 2 10.2 5 0 0 7 18 0 0 0  . 1 3 5 1 1 0 0 1
10 NUNN, Shelby  1 . 0 8 1-0 4 2 0 0/3 0 13.0 10 2 2 5 12 2 0 0  . 1 9 2 1 0 0 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  2 . 5 7 3-0 3 3 1 0/0 0 16.1 11 6 6 11 16 3 0 0  . 1 9 3 0 2 0 1 2
Totals  1 . 4 0 6-0 6 6 1 3/3 2 40.0 26 8 8 23 46 5 0 0  . 1 7 8 2 3 0 1 3
Opponents  5 . 1 1 0-6 6 6 2 0/0 0 37.0 48 34 27 23 18 12 0 5  . 3 1 6 0 2 0 1 4
PB - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1. SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (2-2), SULLIVAN,K. (1-1), AIKEY,K. (1-1).
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2019 WKU TEAM GAME-BY-GAME STATS
2019 WKU Softball
Team Game-by-Game for WKU (as of Mar 26, 2019)
Batting (All games)
Date Opponent ab r h rbi 2b 3b hr tb bb ibb sb cs hbp sac sf gdp k po a e lob avg
Feb 08 vs Missouri State 23 8 7 4 0 0 1 10 4 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 5 15 1 0 5  . 3 0 4
Feb 08 vs Auburn 18 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 7 13 3 2 3  . 2 2 0
Feb 09 vs Florida A&M 21 4 4 4 1 0 0 5 4 0 1 1 1 2 0 0 1 21 5 1 6  . 2 1 0
Feb 09 vs Tennessee State 22 5 6 5 2 0 2 14 1 0 2 0 0 1 1 0 2 21 4 1 2  . 2 2 6
Feb 10 vs South Alabama 28 7 7 6 1 0 0 8 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 4 21 3 0 1  . 2 3 2
Feb 16 WESTERN ILLINOIS 25 5 8 5 0 2 1 15 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 5 21 8 1 5  . 2 4 8
Feb 16 WESTERN ILLINOIS 29 1 7 1 1 0 1 11 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 21 8 0 8  . 2 4 7
Feb 17 WESTERN ILLINOIS 25 7 7 5 2 1 0 11 4 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 3 21 8 0 6  . 2 5 1
Feb 24 BUTLER 25 3 8 3 0 0 1 11 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 3 21 4 0 4  . 2 5 9
Feb 24 CLEVELAND STATE 29 10 10 8 2 1 0 14 5 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 4 21 8 1 7  . 2 6 9
Feb 25 CLEVELAND STATE 24 8 11 8 2 1 2 21 1 0 3 1 0 1 1 0 2 18 7 2 4  . 2 8 6
Feb 25 INDIANA STATE 29 9 10 9 2 0 2 18 5 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 4 21 4 1 7  . 2 9 2
Mar 01 vs Evansville 26 8 9 5 2 0 0 11 5 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 6 15 1 0 10  . 2 9 6
Mar 02 vs Jackson State 20 4 4 3 2 0 0 6 1 0 4 0 1 1 0 0 2 21 9 1 2  . 2 9 1
Mar 02 at Samford 28 8 11 7 3 0 1 17 5 0 3 1 0 0 3 0 3 21 2 2 7  . 2 9 8
Mar 08 vs Wright State 27 6 6 5 1 0 0 7 4 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 3 21 6 0 8  . 2 9 3
Mar 08 vs Saint Louis 26 10 12 7 1 0 0 13 1 0 6 1 0 0 2 0 1 15 3 0 4  . 3 0 4
Mar 09 at Kennesaw State 25 1 5 1 0 0 1 8 3 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 10 20 2 1 8  . 2 9 8
Mar 09 vs Wright State 26 1 4 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 5 0 1 0 0 0 6 18 6 0 5  . 2 9 0
Mar 13 at Lipscomb 33 7 11 6 4 0 2 21 1 0 3 0 0 1 0 0 7 18 2 1 7  . 2 9 3
*Mar 16 at FIU 30 6 12 6 4 0 0 16 2 0 1 0 1 3 0 0 2 21 4 0 9  . 2 9 9
*Mar 16 at FIU 27 4 7 4 1 0 0 8 3 0 4 0 1 0 1 0 3 21 11 0 7  . 2 9 7
*Mar 17 at FIU 27 5 6 4 3 0 1 12 3 0 3 0 0 1 0 0 3 21 4 0 5  . 2 9 3
Mar 20 at Eastern Kentucky 26 6 8 6 1 1 1 14 2 0 0 1 0 2 1 0 2 21 5 0 4  . 2 9 4
*Mar 23 CHARLOTTE 21 11 9 10 2 0 2 17 7 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 2 15 3 0 5  . 2 9 8
*Mar 23 CHARLOTTE 23 5 8 5 2 0 1 13 5 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 4 21 8 1 5  . 3 0 0
*Mar 24 CHARLOTTE 24 3 6 2 0 0 1 9 3 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 4 21 9 3 6  . 2 9 8
Mar 26 at Kentucky 27 4 4 4 0 0 3 13 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 21 6 0 5  . 2 9 3
Totals 714 156 209 133 39 6 23 329 74 0 61 10 11 16 11 0 105 546 144 18 155  . 2 9 3
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 MR, EKU (3-20) AT BATS VS. HAMPTON (2-9-18) 5
 2 MR, CHARLOTTE (3-23) RUNS VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10-18) 3
 3 WESTERN IL (2-16) HITS WESTERN IL  (2-16-19) 3
 1 MR, FIU (3-16) DOUBLES VS. TENNESSEE TECH (2-16-18) 2
 1 WESTERN IL (2-16) TRIPLES WESTERN IL (2-16-19) 1
 2 TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) HOME RUNS TENNESSEE ST.  (2-9-19) 2
 3 LIPSCOMB (3-13) RBI 4X, MR LIPSCOMB (3-13-19) 3
 3 MR, CHARLOTTE (3-23) WALKS/HBP MR, CHARLOTTE (3-23-19) 3
 1 MR, WRIGHT ST. (3-8) STOLEN BASES MR, WRIGHT ST. (3-8-19) 1
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 12X, MR KENTUCKY (3-26) AT BATS MR, AT FAU (4-28-18) 5
 2 3X, MR FIU (3-16) RUNS 12X, MR VS. WIU (2-16-19) 2
 2 8X, MR EKU (3-20) HITS 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 3
 1 6X, MR FIU (3-17) DOUBLES 20X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-25-19) 1
 1 2X MR, EKU (3-20) TRIPLES 5X, MR EKU (3-20-19) 1
 1 MR, KENTUCKY (3-26) HOME RUNS 9X, MR AT UK (3-26-19) 1
 3 EKU (3-20) RBI 2X, MR AT FAU (4-28-18) 4
 2 MR, FIU (3-16) WALKS/HBP 11X, MR WESTERN IL (2-17-19) 2











• bowling green, ky.
• baTs r / Throws r
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .317 54-54 161 42 51 16 3 6 27 91 .565 40 2 37 2 .454 2 2 6-8 70 2 3 .960
2019 .295 28-28 88 15 26 6 2 3 19 45 .511 12 0 18 0 .376 1 0 6-6 44 24 1 .986
CAREER .309 82-82 249 57 77 22 5 9 46 136 .546 52 2 55 2 .428 3 2 12-14 114 26 4 .972
THOMAS’ CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .240 54-54 146 33 35 10 0 5 22 60 .411 21 4 34 1 .345 3 4 4-4 252 28 9 .969
2019 .321 28-28 78 18 25 5 1 6 23 50 .641 11 2 14 0 .409 2 0 3-5 253 9 1 .996
CAREER .268 82-82 224 51 60 15 1 11 45 110 .491 32 6 48 1 .367 5 4 7-9 505 37 10 .982
SMITH’S CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2015          CHATTANOOGA STATE CC
2016          CHATTANOOGA STATE CC
2017 .289 34-5 38 4 11 3 0 1 7 17 .447 2 2 7 0 .341 2 0 0-0 3 0 0 1.000
2018           DNP
2019 .369 28-28 84 21 31 7 1 2 19 46 .548 10 3 9 0 .454 0 0 12-14 23 1 1 .960
CAREER .344 62-33 122 25 42 10 1 3 26 62 .508 12 5 16 0 .418 2 0 12-14 26 1 1 .964
PLESE’S CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 6X, MR KENTUCKY (3-26) AT BATS 7X, MR KENTUCKY (3-26-19) 4
 3 INDIANA ST. (2-25) RUNS INDIANA ST. (2-25-19) 3
 3 FIU (3-16) HITS LIPSCOMB (3-16-19) 3
 1 7X, MR CHARLOTTE (3-23) DOUBLES 10X, MR CHARLOTTE (3-23-19) 1
 1 CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) TRIPLES CLEVELAND ST. (2-25-19) 1
 1 2X, MR KENTUCKY (3-26) HOME RUNS 3X, MR KENTUCKY (3-26-19) 1
 3 MR, FIU (3-16) RBI 2X, MR FIU (3-16-19) 3
 2 EVANSVILLE (3-1) WALKS/HBP EVANSVILLE (3-1-19) 2






• baTs l / Throws l







• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 MR, LIPSCOMB (3-13) AT BATS 13x, MR SAINT LOUIS (3-8-19) 4
 3 MISSOURI ST. (2-8) RUNS 3X, MR MISSOURI ST. (2-8-19) 3
 2 MR, CHARLOTTE (3-23) HITS MR, VS. TENN. ST. (2-17-18) 3
 1 MR, FIU (3-16) DOUBLES VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 1 WESTERN IL (2-16) TRIPLES 4X, MR WESTERN IL (2-16-19) 1
 1 6X, MR CHARLOTTE (3-23) HOME RUNS 17X, MR EKU (3-20-19) 1
 3 CHARLOTTE (3-23) RBI VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-17-18) 4
 3 CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) WALKS/HBP MR, CLEVELAND ST. (2-24-19) 3
 2 MR, FIU (3-16) STOLEN BASES 5X, MR FIU (3-16-19) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .069 41-36 29 6 2 0 0 0 2 2 .069 5 0 11 0 .206 0 3 1-1 38 45 12 .874
2017 .213 58-48 108 19 23 3 0 5 14 41 .380 14 1 24 0 .309 0 3 9-12 70 103 13 .930
2018 .278 54-54 151 34 42 10 3 7 25 79 .523 15 0 38 0 .339 2 8 9-13 48 127 9 .951
2019 .288 28-28 73 23 21 2 1 6 12 43 .589 14 1 8 0 .404 1 1 10-11 12 44 4 .933
CAREER .244 181-166 361 82 88 15 4 18 52 165 .457 48 2 81 0 .333 3 15 29-37 168 319 38 .928
ENGELHARDT’S CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 EVANSVILLE (3-1) AT BATS SAME
 2 CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) RUNS SAME
 2 MR, CHARLOTTE (3-24) HITS SAME
 1 6X, MR CHARLOTTE (3-23) DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 1 CHARLOTTE (3-24) HOME RUNS SAME
 3 CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) RBI SAME
 1 MR, FIU (3-17) WALKS/HBP SAME
 1 FIU (3-16) STOLEN BASES SAME 
 7.0 MR, FIU (3-16) IP SAME
 0 EVANSVILLE (3-1) FEWEST HITS SAME 
 0 EVANSVILLE (3-1) FEWEST ER SAME 






• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 MR, FIU (3-16) AT BATS SAME
 2 CHARLOTTE (3-23) RUNS SAME
 2 MR, LIPSCOMB (3-13) HITS SAME
 - - DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 1 4X, MR LIPSCOMB (3-13) RBI SAME
 1 MR CHARLOTTE (3-24) WALKS/HBP SAME






• baTs l / Throws l
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2019 .275 26-26 69 8 19 6 0 1 16 28 .406 2 0 7 0 .276 5 1 1-1 6 10 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2019 2.94 13-2 16 14 7 3/0 0 81.0 54 35 34 56 123 12 1 6 355 .187 4 5 0 1 4
SULLIVAN’S CAREER STATS
DAVIS’ CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2019 .255 21-18 47 11 12 0 0 0 4 12 .255 3 0 0 0 .300 0 3 7-7 17 0 0 1.000
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shelby nunn   
• sophomore
• piTcher
• bowling green, ky
• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18-18) 2
 - - RUNS VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 - - HITS VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 - - RBI VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 3
 - - WALKS/HBP 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18-18) 1
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 6.0 CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) IP 4X, MR VS. MARSHALL (4-22-18) 7.0
 0 MR, KENTUCKY (3-26) FEWEST HITS MR, KENTUCKY (3-26-19) 0
 0 MR, KENTUCKY (3-26) FEWEST ER 9X, MR KENTUCKY (3-26-19) 0
 5 MR, FIU (3-16) STRIKEOUTS VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 11
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .200 44-29 5 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 .800 2 0 2 0 .429 0 0 0-0 5 45 0 1.000
2019 - 15-5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0-0 1 10 0 1.000
CAREER .200 59-34 5 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 .800 2 0 2 0 .429 0 0 0-0 6 55 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2018 3.55 15-15 44 27 10 2/0 3 177.1 212 117 90 36 104 46 2 11 794 .288 5 3 0 5 13
2019 1.37 4-0 15 5 1 1/4 3 41.0 31 11 8 13 40 5 1 0 173 .194 2 0 0 0 0
CAREER 3.14 19-15 59 32 11 3/4 6 218.1 243 128 98 49 144 51 3 11 967 .271 7 3 0 5 13
NUNN’S CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 3 CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) AT BATS SAME 
 1 5X, MR CHARLOTTE (3-23) RUNS SAME
 1 2X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) HITS SAME
 - - DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 1 2X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) RBI SAME
 1 TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) WALKS/HBP SAME






• baTs r / Throws r
RIDGE’S CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2019 .167 14-2 12 5 2 0 0 0 2 2 .167 1 0 6 0 .231 0 1 3-3 2 1 0 1.000
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kelsey aikey   
• Junior
• piTcher
• cedar falls, iowa
• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 1 FAMU (2-9) AT BATS LIPSCOMB (3-22-17) 3
 - - RUNS - -
 - - HITS AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - WALKS/HBP AAMU (3-16-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 7.0 TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) IP VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 8.0
 1 SAINT LOUIS (3-8) FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 0
 0 MR, CHARLOTTE (3-23) FEWEST ER MR, EKU (3-23-19) 0
 9 TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) STRIKEOUTS 2X, MR, TENNESSEE ST. (2-9-19) 9
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .083 27-9 12 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .083 3 0 5 0 .267 0 0 0-0 4 21 2 .926
2018 .000 39-19 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 1 0 .000 0 0 0-0 7 22 1 .967
2019 .000 19-9 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 0 0 .000 0 1 0-0 1 6 1 .875
TOTALS .067 85-37 15 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .067 3 0 6 0 .235 0 1 0-0 12 49 4 .938
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 2.92 7-4 27 9 5 1/0 3 93.1 86 59 39 65 54 12 0 6 437 .244 19 8 1 3 9
2018 3.15 12-9 39 19 7 3/1 3 142.0 123 73 64 69 108 19 2 16 621 .234 15 8 0 5 14
2019 1.91 6-3 19 9 2 2/4 5 58.2 40 19 16 30 85 3 0 7 251 .186 6 2 0 1 3
TOTALS 2.83 25-16 85 37 14 6/5 11 294.0 249 151 119 164 247 34 2 29 1309 .228 40 18 1 9 26
AIKEY’S CAREER STATS
11
Jordan vorbrink  
• senior
• uTiliTy
• louisville, ky. | louisville
• baTs l / Throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 2X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) AT BATS AT UAB (4-14-18) 5
 2 MR, CHARLOTTE (3-23) RUNS MR, CHARLOTTE (3-23-19) 2
 3 FIU (3-17) HITS MR, AT FIU (3-17-19) 3
 1 MR, FIU (3-17) DOUBLES MR, FIU (3-17-19) 1
 - - TRIPLES MR, VS. NCC (4-17-16) 1
 1 MR, CHARLOTTE (3-23) HOME RUNS 4X, MR CHARLOTTE(3-23-19) 1
 2 FIU (3-17) RBI 2X, MR VS. UTEP (4-8-18) 3
 2 MR, CHARLOTTE (3-23) WALKS/HBP 7X, MR CHARLOTTE (3-23-19) 2
 1 MR, CHARLOTTE (3-23) STOLEN BASES VS. EKU (4-11-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .244 24-15 41 6 10 3 3 1 9 22 .537 2 0 7 1 .273 1 2 1-1 101 2 1 .990
2017 .143 26-15 28 3 4 0 0 0 1 4 .143 0 4 5 1 .250 0 0 0-0 21 0 0 1.000
2018 .256 54-54 160 23 41 6 0 1 24 50 .313 20 3 34 1 .350 0 2 6-7 87 14 4 .962
2019 .317 24-24 60 14 19 2 0 2 7 27 .450 7 2 13 0 .406 0 2 3-3 39 1 2 .952
CAREER .256 128-108 289 46 74 11 3 4 41 103 .356 29 9 59 3 .341 1 6 10-11 248 17 7 .974
VORBRINK’S CAREER STATS
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS SAME
 - - RUNS SAME
 - - HITS SAME
 - - DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 - - RBI SAME
 - - WALKS/HBP SAME











• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 MR, WRIGHT ST. (3-8) AT BATS MR, AT USM (3-11-18) 5
 1 7X, MR CHARLOTTE (3-23) RUNS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 3 INDIANA ST. (2-25) HITS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 5*
 1 7X, MR CHARLOTTE (3-23) DOUBLES EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 - - TRIPLES VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 1 INDIANA ST. (2-25) HOME RUNS MR, INDIANA ST. (2-25-19) 1
 4 INDIANA ST. (2-25) RBI INDIANA ST. (2-25-19) 4
 1 MR, SAMFORD (3-2) WALKS/HBP WRIGHT STATE (2-25-17) 3
 1 JACKSON ST. (3-2) STOLEN BASES JACKSON ST. (3-2-19) 1
STOWERS’ CAREER STATS
16
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .215 44-31 107 12 23 4 0 3 13 36 .336 13 0 27 1 .298 1 1 0-0 24 1 3 .893
2018 .167 32-11 60 8 10 2 1 0 5 14 .233 3 0 12 2 .206 0 0 0-0 2 1 0 1.000
2019 .379 13-8 29 7 11 7 0 1 9 21 .724 3 0 5 0 .438 0 0 1-1 0 0 0 -
TOTALS .224 89-50 196 27 44 13 1 4 27 71 .362 19 0 44 3 .292 1 1 1-1 26 2 3 .903







• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 3 MR, WRIGHT ST. (3-9) AT BATS VS. UAB (5-10-17) 6
 1 MR, KENNESAW ST. (3-9) RUNS MR, AT FAU (4-28-18) 3
 1 KENNESAW ST. (3-9) HITS UAB (5-10-17) 4
 - - DOUBLES MR VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 - - TRIPLES AT USM (3-10-18) 1
 1 KENNESAW ST. (3-9) HOME RUNS MR AT FAU (4-28-18) 1
 1 KENNESAW ST. (3-9) RBI AT FAU (4-28-18) 4
 - - WALKS/HBP 2X, MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-25-18) 3
 1 MR, CHARLOTTE (3-24) STOLEN BASES MR, VS.TENN. ST. (2-16-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .200 47-47 120 18 24 6 0 4 13 42 .350 18 1 24 1 .305 2 5 6-6 63 20 5 .943
2017 .246 60-56 134 23 33 9 0 2 16 48 .358 19 11 35 0 .382 1 6 13-16 93 10 2 .981
2018 .291 53-53 141 30 41 8 1 7 25 72 .511 24 4 35 0 .404 2 1 5-7 65 11 2 .974
2019 .067 18-5 15 5 1 0 0 1 1 4 .267 0 0 8 0 .067 0 0 2-2 2 0 0 1.000
Totals .241 178-161 410 76 99 23 1 14 55 166 .405 61 16 102 1 .358 5 12 26-31 223 41 9 .967







• baTs r / Throws r
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .214 59-51 131 25 28 6 1 2 18 42 .321 20 2 45 1 .325 1 4 5-6 111 27 2 .986
2018 .304 26-14 23 3 7 1 0 0 2 8 .248 2 0 5 0 .360 0 0 0-0 5 13 1 .947
2019 .250 7-3 12 0 3 1 0 0 2 4 .333 0 0 0 0 .250 0 1 2-3 9 0 0 1.000
TOTALS .229 92-69 166 28 38 8 1 2 22 54 .325 22 2 50 1 .325 1 5 7-9 125 40 3 .982
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 4.43 8-12 26 17 13 1/0 2 117.0 154 90 74 47 78 17 3 10 550 .322 7 8 1 7 9
2018 5.12 1-2 16 8 0 0/1 0 41.0 59 37 30 21 23 18 1 7 205 .333 0 3 0 0 4
2019 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.1 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 0 9 .429 0 0 0 0 0
TOTALS 4.66 9-14 43 25 13 1/1 2 159.1 216 129 106 70 102 36 4 17 764 .326 7 11 1 7 13
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 FIU (3-16) AT BATS MR, AT FIU (3-16-19) 4
 - - RUNS MR AT FAU  (4-28-18) 3
 2 MR, FIU (3-16) HITS MR, FIU (3-16-19) 2
 1 LIPSCOMB (3-13) DOUBLES AT SAMFORD (3-14-17) 2
 - - TRIPLES BELMONT (2-18-17) 1
 - - HOME RUNS NW STATE (3-4-17) 1
 1 MR, FIU (3-16) RBI MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-17-17) 2
 - - WALKS/HBP MR, CHARLOTTE (4-14-17) 2
 1 MR, FIU (3-16) STOLEN BASES MR, FIU (3-16-19) 1
 1.1 INDIANA ST. (2-25) IP GA. STATE (2-11-17) 7.2
 - - FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) MR AT USA (3-14-18) 3
 2 INDIANA ST. (2-25) FEWEST ER VS. GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 0







• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 3 8X, MR KENTUCKY (3-26) AT BATS AT UTEP (4-9-17) 5
 1 9X, MR CHARLOTTE (3-24) RUNS AT UTEP (4-8-17) 3
 1 9X, MR CHARLOTTE (3-24) HITS MR, AT FAU (4-28-18) 2
 - - DOUBLES MR, AT UTEP (4-8-17) 1
 1 WESTERN IL (2-17) TRIPLES WESTERN IL (2-17-19) 1
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 1 3X, MR CHARLOTTE (2-23) RBI 5X, MR AT FAU (4-28-18) 2
 1 MR, FIU (3-16) WALKS/HBP MR, VS. LIPSCOMB (5-3-18) 2
 1 MR, 3X WRIGHT ST. (3-9) STOLEN BASES MR, WRIGHT ST. (3-9-19) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .154 59-57 130 16 20 4 0 0 8 24 .185 14 6 26 0 .267 0 5 3-4 172 79 7 .973
2018 .204 49-47 113 15 23 0 0 0 16 23 .204 6 0 9 0 .242 1 8 1-1 90 69 7 .958
2019 .209 28-28 43 9 9 0 1 0 3 11 .256 1 1 5 0 .244 0 1 3-3 24 36 8 .882
TOTALS .182 136-132 286 40 52 4 1 0 27 58 .203 21 7 40 0 .254 1 14 7-8 286 184 22 .955
MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 1 4X, MR JACKSON ST. (3-2) AT BATS SAME
 - - RUNS SAME
 - - HITS SAME
 - - DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 - - RBI SAME
 - - WALKS/HBP SAME






• baTs r / Throws r
MURPHY’S CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2019 .000 6-0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 1 0 .000 0 0 0-0 0 0 0 -
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .000 7-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 2-2 1 2 0 1.000
2018 - 11-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 1-1 0 0 0 -
2019 - 4-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 1-1 0 0 0 -
TOTALS .000 22-0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 4-4 1 2 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 5.25 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.2 4 2 2 3 1 0 0 0 13 .400 1 0 0 0 0
2018 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0 17 .333 2 1 0 0 0
2019 - 0-0 0 0 0 0/0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  0 0 0 0 0






• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS - -
 1 MR, FIU (3-17) RUNS MR, WESTERN IL (2-17-19) 1
 - - HITS - -
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI - -
 - - WALKS/HBP ALABAMA STATE (5-16-17) 1
 1 FIU (3-17) STOLEN BASES MR, VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 - - IP EKU (5-3-17) 1.1
 - - FEWEST HITS 2X, MR VS. APSU (3-3-18) 1
 - - FEWEST ER MR, APSU (3-3-18) 0





• crown poinT, ind.
• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 INDIANA ST. (2-25) AT BATS UAB (5-10-17) 6
 2 SAMFORD (3-2) RUNS VS. TENN. STATE (2-17-18) 3
 2 MR, EKU (3-20) HITS MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25-18) 3
 1 MR, FIU (3-17) DOUBLES VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25-18) 2
 - - TRIPLES MR, VS. GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 1
 1 AT KENTUCKY (3-26) HOME RUNS MR, AT KENTUCKY (3-26-19) 1
 1 10X, MR KENTUCKY (3-26) RBI MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 4
 1 4X, MR WRIGHT ST. (3-8) WALKS/HBP 4X, MR VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 2 LIPSCOMB (3-13) STOLEN BASES 2X, MR LIPSCOMB (3-13-19) 2
CARTER’S CAREER STATS
26
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .222 52-24 99 14 22 4 1 2 15 34 .343 14 3 23 0 .333 1 1 3-4 23 1 3 .889
2018 .327 52-49 150 27 49 6 2 5 35 74 .493 19 2 23 1 .407 1 7 11-13 9 2 2 .846
2019 .318 23-15 44 10 14 2 0 1 10 19 .432 4 1 5 0 .373 2 5 3-4 8 0 0 1.000





• baTs l /Throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 WESTERN IL (2-17) AT BATS AT UAB (4-14-18) 6
 2 EKU (3-20) RUNS MR, AT EKU (3-20-19) 2
 2 MR, CHARLOTTE (3-23) HITS VS. HAMPTON (2-9-18) 4
 1 AT EKU (3-20) DOUBLES 7X, MR AT EKU (3-20-19) 1
 - - TRIPLES VS. LIPSCOMB (5-3-18) 1
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 2 BUTLER (2-24) RBI MR, BUTLER (2-24-19) 2
 2 CHARLOTTE (3-23) WALKS/HBP VS. UTEP (4-7-18) 3
 1 MR, CHARLOTTE (3-23) STOLEN BASES MR, CHARLOTTE (3-23-19) 1
BOWLDS’ CAREER STATS
28
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .303 50-50 155 22 47 6 3 0 13 59 .381 14 0 26 1 .361 0 13 8-12 360 10 7 .981
2019 .296 24-23 54 8 16 1 0 0 6 17 .316 6 1 6 0 .377 0 0 4-6 105 2 0 1.000
CAREER .301 74-73 209 30 63 7 3 0 19 76 .364 20 1 32 1 .365 0 13 12-18 465 12 7 .986
www.WKUSports.com  |  @WKUSoftball24
TV/RADIO ROSTER
3 Shannon Plese
R-Senior | OF | L/L
Knoxville, Tenn. | South Carolina
4 Kennedy Sullivan
Freshman | P/OF | R/R
Georgetown, Ky.
6 Taylor Davis
Freshman | OF | L/L
Huntsville, Ala.
10 Shelby Nunn
Sophomore | P | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
11 Jordan Vorbrink
Senior | UTL | L/L
Louisville, Ky. | Louisville
15 Kelsey McGuffin
Senior | OF | R/R
Elizabethtown, Ky.
12 Kelsey Aikey
Junior | P | R/R
Cedar Falls, Iowa
16 Tommi Stowers
Junior | C | R/R
Columbus, Ind.
19 Sydne Solomon
Freshman | C/IF | R/R
Lewisburg, Tenn.
20 Haylee Towers






Senior | IF | R/R
Rockport, Ind.
9 Jordan Ridge
Freshman | UTL | R/R
Louisville, Ky.
1 Jordan Thomas
Sophomore | UTL | L/L
Lebabon, Ky.
2 Kendall Smith
Sophomore | C | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
22 Macy Murphy
Freshman | IF | R/R
Murfreesboro, Tenn.
23 Morgan McElroy
Junior | IF | R/R
Madisonville, Ky.
24 Cassidy Blackford
R-Junior | P | R/R
Marshalltown, Iowa
26 Paige Carter
Junior | UTL | R/R
Crown Point, Ind.
28 Maddie Bowlds
Sophomore | IF | L/L
Utica, Ky.
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HOT BATS, STELLAR PITCHING SECURES BEST CONFERENCE START IN WKU SOFTBALL 
HISTORY 
  
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – For the second time this season, WKU Softball has won 10-straight games after 
the Hilltoppers clinched their third-consecutive Conference USA series with a Saturday doubleheader 
sweep of Florida Atlantic. The Red and White’s 8-0 start in C-USA play is the best in program history. 
With a career-high 11 strikeouts from Kelsey Aikey, WKU cruised to a 10-3 win in game one before 
Kennedy Sullivan tossed a complete-game shutout in the Hilltoppers’ 2-0 victory to secure the series. 
  
“I like the way that we’re playing right now,” head coach Amy Tudor opened. “We’re competitive, we’re 
focused and we’re having fun. Anytime we can get wins in Conference USA it’s a good day.” 
  
Across the day, WKU saw the ball well as the squad hit a collective .400 mark while the Hilltopper staff 
and defense held Florida Atlantic to a .176 batting average. WKU out-hit the Owls 20-9 and owned a 21-
5 advantage in batters struck out. 
  
WKU Softball is now 25-5 on the season including its 8-0 mark in league play. The Hilltoppers’ 25-win 
mark is the best through the first 30 games of a season in program history. 
  
GAME 1: WKU 10, FLORIDA ATLANTIC 3 
  
After Kelsey Aikey picked up three strikeouts to open the day, WKU Softball went to work at the plate. 
Jordan Thomas led things off with her first of three hits on the day before getting caught in a double 
play. Shannon Plese reached on an error and came around to score on a double by Kendall Smith for the 
first run of the day. On the next pitch, Kennedy Sullivan struck for her first of three hits to plate Smith 
for a 2-0 WKU lead. 
  
Florida Atlantic went down in order in the top of the second before Rebekah Engelhardt opened the 
bottom of the frame with a solo home run on the first pitch she saw. Two batters later, Jordan Thomas 
connected with WKU’s second solo homer of the frame, making the score 4-0. 
  
A couple walks and a pair of Owl base hits loaded the bases for Florida Atlantic in the top of the third 
with one out. Aikey responded with a 13-pitch strikeout before the Owls were able to break into the 
scoring column with a two-run single to cut the Hilltopper lead back to two. 
  
Plese led off the next inning with a walk before moving to second on an errant pickoff throw by the FAU 
catcher. Smith connected for her second knock of the game to bring Plese around to score. After Smith 
stole second, Sullivan deposited her second double of the game down the left line to plate Smith. Jordan 
Vorbrink followed with an RBI single before moving to second on a wild pitch. Maddie Bowlds kept the 
action going with an RBI double before scoring on a single by Thomas back up the middle for a 9-2 WKU 
lead. 
  
Aikey returned to the circle and added three more strikeouts to her count, retiring the Owls in order. 
  
FAU would take advantage of a leadoff double in the top of the fifth as the Owl runner would move to 
third on a failed pickoff attempt to first base following a walk. During the next at bat, Florida Atlantic 
executed a double steal to plate its final run of the game. Despite the runners, Aikey registered all three 
outs in the frame for her ninth, 10th and 11th punchouts of the game. 
  
Shelby Nunn took over in the circle for the final two frames and held FAU scoreless while allowing just 
one hit. Aikey exited with a final line of 5.0 innings pitched, 11 strikeouts, three walks, three hits and 
three earned runs. The junior struck out the Florida Atlantic side in three of the five frames she pitched, 
improving to 7-3 on the season with a 3-0 reading in league play. 
  
Aikey has recorded a win or save in seven of her last eight appearances this season, going 5-0 with two 
saves in that stretch dating back to game two at FIU. 
  
WKU added its final tally on the scoreboard after Plese led off the bottom of the sixth with a single to 
the gap. She moved to second on Sullivan’s third hit of the day before advancing to third on a walk by 
Vorbrink. Engelhardt stepped into the box and sent a 0-2 pitch deep to centerfield, allowing Plese to tag 
and score on a sacrifice fly. 
  
The Hilltoppers’ 14 hits in the game were two more than their previous season best. Four individuals 
recorded multi-hit games including Thomas (3-for-4), Smith (2-for-3), Sullivan (3-for-4) and Bowlds (2-
for-3). 
  
GAME 2: WKU 2, FLORIDA ATLANTIC 0 
  
In contrast to the day’s opening contest, game two was a pitchers’ duel that saw Sullivan and the 
Hilltopper squad come out on top to clinch their third-straight Conference USA series win. 
  
WKU struck for a hit in all but the fifth inning, scattering six hits across six at bats in game two. Paige 
Carter tallied a single in the first before Florida Atlantic rolled another double play to face the minimum 
in the frame. Despite two hits in the second inning – one from Smith and Vorbrink each – the Hilltoppers 
stranded two runners. 
  
The Red and White finally broke through in the bottom of the third after Carter and Plese each drew 
two-out walks and Smith sent a single to the outfield to plate Carter for a 1-0 lead. 
  
Plese’s walk extended her current reached base streak to a team-best 23 games. 
  
Sullivan led off the bottom of the fourth by reaching on an FAU fielding error before Vorbrink moved her 
into scoring position with a sacrifice bunt. Engelhardt stepped into the box and connected for an RBI 
double to score Sullivan for a WKU insurance run. 
  
Vorbrink rounded out the WKU hitting with her second single of the game in the bottom of the sixth for 
her sixth multi-hit game of the season. 
  
“You have to learn how to win in different ways and different situations,” Tudor continued. “Obviously 
in game one we hit the ball really well. We squared a lot of balls up and scored early and scored often. In 
game two, we had to manufacture some runs. I thought we did a really good job putting our bunts down 
and putting runners in scoring position. Beka and Kendall both stepped up with RBI while Sullivan held it 
down on the mound.” 
  
Sullivan picked up her fourth complete-game shutout win of the season in the outing. The freshman 
struck out nine batters while allowing just three walks and five hits. She is now 14-2 in the circle on the 
year and 4-0 in league play. 
  
NEXT TIME OUT: WKU will close out its weekend series against Florida Atlantic with a 1 p.m. CT tilt on 
Sunday from The Hill. 
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TOPS SWEEP THIRD-STRAIGHT C-USA SERIES WITH 10-2 RUN-RULE WIN OVER OWLS 
  
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – Four Hilltoppers recorded multi-hit days as WKU Softball swept its third-straight Conference 
USA series with Sunday’s 10-2 six-inning series finale win over Florida Atlantic. Jordan Thomas, Shannon Plese, Jordan 
Vorbrink and Paige Carter all tallied two-hit games while Kendall Smith and Carter each recorded multi-RBI outings in the 
Red and White’s 11th-straight win. 
  
“I thought we came out and responded really well today after winning today games yesterday,” head coach Amy Tudor 
opened. “We adjusted to FAU’s pitcher our second time through the order and that’s all you can ask for your hitters to 
do. I thought when Kelsey Aikey came into the game she did a great job in the circle and brought some intensity. She 
helped pick us up.” 
  
Overall, the Hilltoppers now sit at 26-5 while improving to 9-0 in C-USA action. WKU is the only remaining unbeaten 
team in the league. Florida Atlantic dropped to 15-18 on the season and 3-6 after suffering the series sweep. The last 
time WKU swept FAU was during the 2013 campaign. 
  
After Florida Atlantic scored in its opening trip to the plate, WKU answered right back in the bottom of the frame. 
Thomas reached base after an errant throw by the Owls and moved into scoring position on a sacrifice bunt by Rebekah 
Engelhardt. Two batters later, Smith connected for a two-run home run off the third level of the parking structure in left 
field to give the Hilltoppers a 2-1 lead. 
  
“When Kendall hit that two-run home run, it really changed the momentum for us,” Tudor said of Smith’s shot. 
“Anytime you can hit one off the third story of the parking structure it sends a big message and I thought that was a 
game-changer for us because everyone else built off of it.” 
  
Smith’s longball was her seventh of the season, matching Engelhardt for the team high. 
  
Starting pitcher Shelby Nunn went back out for the second but after two walks, an error and an FAU hit, the Owls 
evened the game at 2-2 before WKU could get back to the dugout. 
  
Kelsey Aikey took over the in the top of the third and after a leadoff single to shallow left-center field would go on to 
retire the next seven Owl batters. 
  
WKU’s bats gave Aikey all the run support she would need to pick up her sixth-straight win as the Hilltoppers would 
strike for five runs in the bottom of the third. The Red and White took care of the little things with three hits, three 
stolen bases and four walks in combination with a pair of FAU errors in the frame. Plese, Carter and Thomas accounted 
for the trio of Hilltopper hits. 
  
“I thought we created chaos on the bases,” Tudor said of the Hilltoppers. “FAU has a really good catcher but I thought 
our approach to how we were going to run the bases this was superb.” 
  
Plese accounted for two of the Hilltoppers’ three stolen bases in the frame, including a swipe of home to make the score 
4-2 in favor of WKU. The redshirt-senior leads the team with 14 stolen bases this season. 
  
“While we’re not the fastest team, we’re really smart on the bases,” Shannon Plese added. “We’re willing to take 
chances and I think that’s such a huge part of base running. I think just everybody having that aggressive approach has 
been key this season.” 
  
After scoreless fourth and fifth frames from both dugouts, the Hilltoppers stranded a pair of Owls on the bases in the 
top of the sixth as Vorbrink gunned down an FAU runner at the plate for the final out. 
  
In the bottom of the sixth, Maddie Bowlds and Thomas got the Hilltoppers going with back-to-back base hits for two of 
WKU’s four hits in the frame. Plese would follow with a one-out single back up middle to load the bases. All three 
runners would advance a bag on a passed ball, giving WKU an 8-2 advantage as Thomas touched the plate. After Smith 
drew her third walk since hitting the parking structure, Kennedy Sullivan reached on an error that doubled as a sacrifice 
fly to score Engelhardt. FAU would secure the second out with a force play at the plate before Carter connected for her 
second run-rule walk off hit of the season with a base hit to the left-center gap to score Smith. 
  
Entering the game in a 2-2 tie in the top of the third, Aikey tossed the day’s final four innings to earn the win while 
holding the Owls scoreless. Aikey improved to 8-3 (4-0 C-USA) on the season while allowing just two hits and three walks 
while striking out five. 
  
“Our pitchers have been fantastic,” Kendall Smith shared of the Hilltopper staff. “I’m very proud of them, they are 
working hard every day in practice and even outside of it.” 
  
WKU out-hit Florida Atlantic 10-5 in the decision and did not suffer a strikeout in the series finale. The Hilltoppers’ 
leadoff batters reached on 5-for-6 occasions when leading off an inning. 
  
“I think we’ve done a good job with taking our schedule game by game,” Tudor said of the team’s mentality through the 
11-game win streak. “We’ve continued to learn from every game that we play. The team’s been focused while still 
having fun along the way and everyone’s buying in.” 
  
WKU’s 11-game win streak dates back to its C-USA opener at FIU on Saturday, March 16. The stretch surpasses the 
squad’s 10-straight wins achieved from Feb. 8 through March 8. Eleven games in the longest win streak during Coach 
Tudor’s tenure on The Hill and is the best mark since WKU won 12-straight games from April 10 – April 24 during the 
2013 campaign. 
  
“We’ve had those win streaks and gotten complacent so we know what it’s like to have all those wins and then drop a 
game. We are working hard every practice knowing what it’s like to accomplish all of that and then get complacent; we 
are not willing to do that at this point. We are preparing for one game at a time so when we get to that game we know 
that we’ve done everything we can to prepare for those players and that team.” 
  
NEXT TIME OUT: Taking a break from Conference USA action, WKU will host Louisville for a midweek matchup on 
Wednesday on The Hill. First pitch is slated for 5 p.m. CT from the WKU Softball Complex and the game will be streamed 




Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 31, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 26-5   Home: 12-1   Away: 6-2   Neutral: 8-2   C-USA: 9-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 3 7 5 16-8 32 7 12 7 0 1 9 22  . 6 8 8 3 0 5 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 3 7 0 31-31 92 25 34 7 1 2 19 49  . 5 3 3 13 3 9 1  . 4 6 3 0 0 14-17 25 1 1  . 9 6 3
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 5 8 27-27 67 16 24 3 0 2 9 33  . 4 9 3 10 2 13 0  . 4 5 6 0 3 4-4 41 2 2  . 9 5 6
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 3 5 3 31-31 85 22 30 6 1 7 28 59  . 6 9 4 15 2 14 0  . 4 5 2 2 0 4-6 280 12 2  . 9 9 3
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 2 7 26-18 52 12 17 3 0 1 12 23  . 4 4 2 6 1 6 1  . 3 9 3 2 6 3-4 8 1 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 1 3 31-31 99 18 31 6 2 4 22 53  . 5 3 5 12 0 19 0  . 3 8 4 1 0 6-7 51 26 3  . 9 6 3
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 1 1 27-26 61 9 19 1 1 0 7 22  . 3 6 1 7 1 7 0  . 3 9 1 0 0 4-6 120 4 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 8 4 31-31 81 26 23 3 1 7 15 49  . 6 0 5 15 1 10 0  . 3 9 4 2 2 10-11 17 46 4  . 9 4 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 2 8 2 29-29 78 10 22 8 0 1 19 33  . 4 2 3 2 0 7 1  . 2 7 9 6 2 1-1 6 13 0 1.000
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 5 0 22-19 48 11 12 0 0 0 4 12  . 2 5 0 3 0 0 0  . 2 9 4 0 3 7-7 18 0 0 1.000
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 5 0 7-3 12 0 3 1 0 0 2 4  . 3 3 3 0 0 0 0  . 2 5 0 0 1 2-3 9 0 0 1.000
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 1 9 1 31-31 47 9 9 0 1 0 3 11  . 2 3 4 1 1 5 0  . 2 2 4 0 2 3-3 25 40 8  . 8 9 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 1 6 7 14-2 12 5 2 0 0 0 2 2  . 1 6 7 1 0 6 0  . 2 3 1 0 1 3-3 2 1 0 1.000
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 0 6 7 20-5 15 6 1 0 0 1 1 4  . 2 6 7 0 0 8 0  . 0 6 7 0 0 3-3 2 0 0 1.000
22 MURPHY, Macy  . 0 0 0 6-0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 22-11 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 1 0-0 1 6 1  . 8 7 5
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 5-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 18-7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 11 0 1.000
Totals  . 3 0 4 31 787 178 239 45 7 26 152 376  . 4 7 8 88 11 110 3  . 3 7 6 13 21 66-77 606 163 21  . 9 7 3
Opponents  . 1 9 1 31 744 72 142 23 2 13 66 208  . 2 8 0 112 7 276 0  . 3 0 2 2 9 23-25 569 241 49  . 9 4 3
LOB - Team (174), Opp (196). DPs turned - Team (3), Opp (12). CI - Team (0), Opp (1). Picked off - SULLIVAN,K. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
10 NUNN, Shelby  1 . 4 0 4-0 17 6 1 1/4 3 45.0 35 13 9 15 42 5 1 0  . 1 9 8 2 0 0 0 1
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  1 . 9 7 8-3 21 10 2 2/4 5 67.2 45 22 19 36 101 4 0 7  . 1 8 4 9 2 0 1 4
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  2 . 7 0 14-2 17 15 8 4/0 0 88.0 59 35 34 59 132 13 1 6  . 1 8 7 4 5 0 1 4
20 TOWERS, Haylee 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.1 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0 0 0
Totals  2 . 2 2 26-5 31 31 11 11/4 8 202.0 142 72 64 112 276 23 2 13  . 1 9 1 15 7 0 2 9
Opponents  4 . 7 6 5-26 31 31 10 1/0 0 189.2 239 178 129 88 110 45 7 26  . 3 0 4 24 11 0 13 21
PB - Team (4), SMITH,K. 4, Opp (3). Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (1). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (23-25), SULLIVAN,K.
(12-13), AIKEY,K. (9-10), NUNN,S. (2-2).
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 31, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 124 120 4 0 1.000 2 0 0   - - - 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy 19 6 13 0 1.000 0 12 1  . 9 2 3 0 0
 6 DAVIS, Taylor 18 18 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 12 1 11 0 1.000 0 2 0 1.000 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 9 9 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 9 8 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan 3 2 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey 2 2 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 294 280 12 2  . 9 9 3 1 23 2  . 9 2 0 4 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon 27 25 1 1  . 9 6 3 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 80 51 26 3  . 9 6 3 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 45 41 2 2  . 9 5 6 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 67 17 46 4  . 9 4 0 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan 73 25 40 8  . 8 9 0 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 8 1 6 1  . 8 7 5 1 9 1  . 9 0 0 0 0
22 MURPHY, Macy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 790 606 163 21  . 9 7 3 3 23 2  . 9 2 0 4 0
Opponents 859 569 241 49  . 9 4 3 12 66 11  . 8 5 7 3 1
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 31, 2019)
(Florida Atlantic Series Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 3-0   Home: 3-0   Away: 0-0   C-USA: 3-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 7 1 4 3-3 7 2 5 1 0 0 2 6  . 8 5 7 3 0 0 0  . 8 0 0 0 1 1-1 2 1 0 1.000
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 7 1 4 3-3 7 4 5 1 0 1 5 9 1.286 4 0 0 0  . 8 1 8 0 0 1-1 27 3 1  . 9 6 8
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 4 5 5 3-3 11 3 5 0 0 1 3 8  . 7 2 7 0 0 1 0  . 4 5 5 0 0 0-0 7 2 2  . 8 1 8
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 4 2 9 3-3 7 1 3 0 1 0 1 5  . 7 1 4 1 0 1 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 0-0 15 2 0 1.000
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 3 7 5 3-3 8 4 3 0 0 0 0 3  . 3 7 5 3 0 0 1  . 5 4 5 0 0 2-3 2 0 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 7 5 3-3 8 2 3 1 0 0 2 4  . 5 0 0 2 0 1 1  . 5 0 0 0 1 0-0 0 1 0 1.000
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 3 3 3 3-3 9 2 3 2 0 0 3 5  . 5 5 6 0 0 0 1  . 3 0 0 1 1 0-0 0 3 0 1.000
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 3 3 3 3-0 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 1  . 3 3 3 0 0 0 0  . 3 3 3 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 5 0 3-3 8 3 2 1 0 1 3 6  . 7 5 0 1 0 2 0  . 3 0 0 1 1 0-0 5 2 0 1.000
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 0 0 0 3-3 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 1 0-0 1 4 0 1.000
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 1-1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 0 0 1.000
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 2-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 1-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 2-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 1 0 1.000
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 2-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 4 1 1 3 73 22 30 6 1 3 19 47  . 6 4 4 14 0 5 3  . 4 9 4 2 5 5-6 60 19 3  . 9 6 3
Opponents  . 1 9 2 3 73 5 14 2 0 0 4 16  . 2 1 9 11 0 27 0  . 2 9 8 0 2 3-3 53 27 6  . 9 3 0
LOB - Team (19), Opp (21). DPs turned - Team (0), Opp (5).
(Florida Atlantic Series Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  0 . 0 0 1-0 1 1 1 1/0 0 7.0 5 0 0 3 9 1 0 0  . 1 9 2 0 0 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  1 . 7 5 0-0 2 1 0 0/0 0 4.0 4 2 1 2 2 0 0 0  . 2 3 5 0 0 0 0 1
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 3 3 2-0 2 1 0 0/0 0 9.0 5 3 3 6 16 1 0 0  . 1 6 7 3 0 0 0 1
Totals  1 . 4 0 3-0 3 3 1 1/0 0 20.0 14 5 4 11 27 2 0 0  . 1 9 2 3 0 0 0 2
Opponents  6 . 3 4 0-3 3 3 1 0/0 0 17.2 30 22 16 14 5 6 1 3  . 4 1 1 3 0 0 2 5
PB - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1. SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (3-3), AIKEY,K. (3-3).
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 31, 2019)
(Florida Atlantic Series Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 17 15 2 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 7 5 2 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan 5 1 4 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 3 2 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy 3 0 3 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon 2 2 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 1 0 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 6 DAVIS, Taylor 1 1 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 1 0 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 31 27 3 1  . 9 6 8 0 3 0 1.000 1 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 11 7 2 2  . 8 1 8 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 3 0 1.000 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 82 60 19 3  . 9 6 3 0 3 0 1.000 1 0
Opponents 86 53 27 6  . 9 3 0 5 5 1  . 8 3 3 0 0
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 08, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 15-2   Home: 6-1   Away: 1-0   Neutral: 8-1   C-USA: 0-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 5 0 0 8-6 20 6 10 6 0 1 8 19  . 9 5 0 3 0 3 0  . 5 6 5 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 4 0 4 17-17 47 14 19 4 1 4 15 37  . 7 8 7 5 2 9 0  . 4 6 4 2 0 3-5 165 6 1  . 9 9 4
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 3 9 2 17-17 51 16 20 4 1 1 11 29  . 5 6 9 5 1 4 0  . 4 5 6 0 0 9-10 10 1 1  . 9 1 7
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 4 0 17-17 53 10 18 4 1 2 12 30  . 5 6 6 7 0 9 0  . 4 1 0 1 0 5-5 28 11 0 1.000
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 2 4 15-15 37 8 12 1 0 0 4 13  . 3 5 1 5 2 7 0  . 4 3 2 0 2 2-2 28 1 1  . 9 6 7
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 0 4 14-9 23 6 7 0 0 0 8 7  . 3 0 4 4 1 2 0  . 4 0 0 2 2 1-1 4 0 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 7 9 17-17 43 16 12 0 1 3 7 23  . 5 3 5 9 1 2 0  . 4 0 7 1 1 5-6 8 27 2  . 9 4 6
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 2 4 3 15-15 37 5 9 3 0 0 9 12  . 3 2 4 1 0 5 0  . 2 4 4 3 0 0-0 0 6 0 1.000
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 2 4 1 17-17 29 7 7 0 1 0 2 9  . 3 1 0 1 0 4 0  . 2 6 7 0 0 2-2 13 19 6  . 8 4 2
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 2 2 2 8-2 9 3 2 0 0 0 2 2  . 2 2 2 1 0 4 0  . 3 0 0 0 1 3-3 2 1 0 1.000
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 2 1 9 14-14 32 3 7 0 0 0 4 7  . 2 1 9 1 0 3 0  . 2 4 2 0 0 3-5 59 2 0 1.000
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 1 4 13-10 28 4 6 0 0 0 3 6  . 2 1 4 0 0 0 0  . 2 1 4 0 2 1-1 8 0 0 1.000
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 12-4 10 4 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 5 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 1 0 0 1.000
22 MURPHY, Macy  . 0 0 0 6-0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 11-6 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 4 1  . 8 3 3
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 0 0 0 2-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-2 1 0 0 1.000
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 3-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 9-4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 6 0 1.000
Totals  . 3 0 4 17 425 103 129 22 5 11 85 194  . 4 5 6 42 7 58 0  . 3 6 9 9 8 37-44 328 84 12  . 9 7 2
Opponents  . 1 9 7 17 407 40 80 12 1 9 35 121  . 2 9 7 52 3 165 0  . 2 9 2 1 3 14-15 300 128 32  . 9 3 0
LOB - Team (89), Opp (98). DPs turned - Team (3), Opp (4). CI - Team (0), Opp (1). Picked off - SULLIVAN,K. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
10 NUNN, Shelby  1 . 8 0 3-0 8 3 1 1/1 2 23.1 18 7 6 4 24 3 0 0  . 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  2 . 2 3 10-0 10 9 5 3/0 0 53.1 35 18 17 34 93 6 1 4  . 1 8 1 4 2 0 0 1
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 4 6 2-2 10 5 2 2/1 3 31.1 24 13 11 12 47 2 0 5  . 2 0 5 3 1 0 1 2
20 TOWERS, Haylee 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.1 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0 0 0
Totals  2 . 3 0 15-2 17 17 8 7/1 5 109.1 80 40 36 52 165 12 1 9  . 1 9 7 8 3 0 1 3
Opponents  4 . 8 3 2-15 17 17 6 1/0 0 100.0 129 103 69 42 58 22 5 11  . 3 0 4 16 7 0 9 8
PB - Team (2), SMITH,K. 2, Opp (1). Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (1). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (14-15), SULLIVAN,K.
(10-10), AIKEY,K. (4-5).
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 08, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 61 59 2 0 1.000 2 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 39 28 11 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 6 DAVIS, Taylor 8 8 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy 6 0 6 0 1.000 0 10 0 1.000 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 6 0 6 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 4 4 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan 3 2 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey 1 1 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 1 1 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 172 165 6 1  . 9 9 4 1 14 1  . 9 3 3 2 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 30 28 1 1  . 9 6 7 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 37 8 27 2  . 9 4 6 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon 12 10 1 1  . 9 1 7 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan 38 13 19 6  . 8 4 2 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 6 1 4 1  . 8 3 3 1 4 1  . 8 0 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
22 MURPHY, Macy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 424 328 84 12  . 9 7 2 3 14 1  . 9 3 3 2 0
Opponents 460 300 128 32  . 9 3 0 4 37 7  . 8 4 1 1 1
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 09, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 15-4   Home: 6-1   Away: 1-1   Neutral: 8-2   C-USA: 0-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 4 3 5 9-7 23 6 10 6 0 1 8 19  . 8 2 6 3 0 4 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 3 8 5 19-19 52 14 20 4 1 4 15 38  . 7 3 1 6 2 10 0  . 4 5 2 2 0 3-5 183 7 1  . 9 9 5
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 3 5 7 19-19 56 16 20 4 1 1 11 29  . 5 1 8 5 3 5 0  . 4 3 8 0 0 11-12 11 1 1  . 9 2 3
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 0 8 16-16 39 8 12 1 0 0 4 13  . 3 3 3 5 2 9 0  . 4 1 3 0 2 2-2 28 1 2  . 9 3 5
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 0 5 19-19 59 10 18 4 1 2 12 30  . 5 0 8 8 0 12 0  . 3 8 2 1 0 5-5 29 13 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 7 1 19-19 48 16 13 0 1 3 7 24  . 5 0 0 10 1 4 0  . 4 0 0 1 1 7-8 10 28 2  . 9 5 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 2 6 3 16-16 38 4 10 0 0 0 4 10  . 2 6 3 1 0 4 0  . 2 8 2 0 0 3-5 69 2 0 1.000
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 2 5 6 17-17 43 5 11 3 0 0 9 14  . 3 2 6 1 0 5 0  . 2 5 5 3 0 0-0 2 6 0 1.000
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 2 5 0 19-19 32 7 8 0 1 0 2 10  . 3 1 3 1 0 4 0  . 2 7 3 0 0 3-3 14 22 6  . 8 5 7
26 CARTER, Paige  . 2 4 1 16-11 29 6 7 0 0 0 8 7  . 2 4 1 4 1 5 0  . 3 3 3 2 3 1-1 6 0 0 1.000
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 2 2 2 8-2 9 3 2 0 0 0 2 2  . 2 2 2 1 0 4 0  . 3 0 0 0 1 3-3 2 1 0 1.000
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 1 4 13-10 28 4 6 0 0 0 3 6  . 2 1 4 0 0 0 0  . 2 1 4 0 2 1-1 8 0 0 1.000
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 0 7 1 14-5 14 5 1 0 0 1 1 4  . 2 8 6 0 0 7 0  . 0 7 1 0 0 1-1 2 0 0 1.000
22 MURPHY, Macy  . 0 0 0 6-0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 12-7 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 4 1  . 8 3 3
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 0 0 0 2-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-2 1 0 0 1.000
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 3-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 10-4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 7 0 1.000
Totals  . 2 9 0 19 476 105 138 22 5 12 86 206  . 4 3 3 45 9 74 0  . 3 5 6 9 9 42-49 366 92 13  . 9 7 2
Opponents  . 2 0 3 19 454 44 92 15 1 9 39 136  . 3 0 0 59 4 182 0  . 2 9 9 1 4 16-18 342 140 34  . 9 3 4
LOB - Team (102), Opp (112). DPs turned - Team (3), Opp (4). CI - Team (0), Opp (1). Picked off - SULLIVAN,K. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
10 NUNN, Shelby  1 . 7 7 3-0 9 3 1 1/1 2 23.2 19 7 6 4 24 3 0 0  . 2 0 7 1 0 0 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  2 . 2 2 10-1 11 10 6 3/0 0 60.0 41 20 19 38 104 9 1 4  . 1 9 0 4 3 0 0 2
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 4 6 2-3 11 6 2 2/1 3 37.0 29 15 13 15 53 2 0 5  . 2 0 9 4 1 0 1 2
20 TOWERS, Haylee 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.1 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0 0 0
Totals  2 . 3 0 15-4 19 19 9 7/1 5 122.0 92 44 40 59 182 15 1 9  . 2 0 3 9 4 0 1 4
Opponents  4 . 3 0 4-15 19 19 7 1/0 0 114.0 138 105 70 45 74 22 5 12  . 2 9 0 18 9 0 9 9
PB - Team (2), SMITH,K. 2, Opp (2). Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (1). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (16-18), SULLIVAN,K.
(11-12), AIKEY,K. (4-5), NUNN,S. (1-1).
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 09, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 71 69 2 0 1.000 2 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 42 29 13 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 6 DAVIS, Taylor 8 8 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy 8 2 6 0 1.000 0 11 1  . 9 1 7 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 7 0 7 0 1.000 0 1 0 1.000 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 6 6 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan 3 2 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey 2 2 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 1 1 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 191 183 7 1  . 9 9 5 1 16 2  . 8 8 9 2 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 40 10 28 2  . 9 5 0 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 31 28 1 2  . 9 3 5 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon 13 11 1 1  . 9 2 3 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan 42 14 22 6  . 8 5 7 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 6 1 4 1  . 8 3 3 1 4 1  . 8 0 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
22 MURPHY, Macy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 471 366 92 13  . 9 7 2 3 16 2  . 8 8 9 2 0
Opponents 516 342 140 34  . 9 3 4 4 42 7  . 8 5 7 2 1
2019 WKU Softball
WKU vs Evansville
Mar 01, 2019 at Birmingham, Ala. (SU Softball Stadium)
WKU 8 (11-2)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
THOMAS, Jordan 2b 3 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 3
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3b 3 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 2
PLESE, Shannon cf 2 2 0 0 2 0 1 0 2
SMITH, Kendall c 3 2 2 1 0 1 8 0 0
  McGUFFIN, Kelsey pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
STOWERS, Tommi dp 4 1 2 1 0 1 0 0 0
SULLIVAN, Kennedy p 4 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 2
  BLACKFORD, Cassidy pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CARTER, Paige rf 3 1 2 1 0 0 1 0 1
McELROY, Morgan ss 3 1 0 0 0 2 1 1 0
VORBRINK, Jordan lf 1 0 1 1 1 0 2 0 0
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
Totals 26 8 9 5 5 6 15 1 10
Evansville 0 (6-7)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
Gould, Eryn 2b 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
McLean, Katie cf 1 0 0 0 1 0 3 0 0
Bostic, Bailee c 2 0 0 0 0 1 6 0 0
Florey, Morgan dp/p 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
Renneisen, Lindsay ss 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 0
Adams, Mea lf 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0
Johnson, McKenzie 1b 1 0 0 0 0 1 5 0 0
  Galas, Toni ph 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
Daggett, Allison 3b 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0
  Woolf, Haley ph 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
McFeron, Mackenzie rf 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
Lockhart, Emily p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  Downing, Ashleigh p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
Totals 15 0 0 0 2 8 15 5 2
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 R H E
WKU 3 0 3 2 0 8 9 0
Evansville 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
E - Renneisen(5); Daggett(2); McFeron(2). LOB - Hilltoppers 10; Purple Aces 2. 2B - SMITH,K.(2); STOWERS,T.(3).
HBP - SMITH,K.; VORBRINK,J.. SB - ENGELHARDT,R(4); VORBRINK,J.(2).
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
SULLIVAN, Kennedy 5.0 0 0 0 2 8 15 17 82
Evansville ip h r er bb so ab bf np
Lockhart, Emily 3.0 6 6 0 2 3 17 20 72
Florey, Morgan 1.0 3 2 2 2 2 6 8 29
Downing, Ashleigh 1.0 0 0 0 1 1 3 5 18
Win - SULLIVAN,K. (6-0).  Loss - Lockhart (3-3).  Save - None.
WP - Florey(1); Lockhart(5). HBP - by Lockhart (VORBRINK,J.); by Downing (SMITH,K.). Inherited runners/scored:
None. Pitches/strikes: SULLIVAN,K. 82/51; Lockhart 72/39; Florey 29/18; Downing 18/9.
Umpires - HP: Brad Newton  1B: Clay Calkins  3B: Stacy Newton
Start: 9:57   Time: 1:38   Attendance: 101
Weather: Cloudy, 62 degreed
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 13, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 15-5   Home: 6-1   Away: 1-2   Neutral: 8-2   C-USA: 0-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 4 1 7 10-7 24 6 10 6 0 1 8 19  . 7 9 2 3 0 4 0  . 4 8 1 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 3 7 5 20-20 56 15 21 4 1 5 18 42  . 7 5 0 6 2 11 0  . 4 3 9 2 0 3-5 190 7 1  . 9 9 5
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 3 7 3 20-20 59 18 22 5 1 1 11 32  . 5 4 2 6 3 5 0  . 4 5 6 0 0 11-12 13 1 1  . 9 3 3
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 3 3 3 3-0 3 0 1 1 0 0 1 2  . 6 6 7 0 0 0 0  . 3 3 3 0 0 1-2 3 0 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 2 9 5 20-20 61 10 18 4 1 2 12 30  . 4 9 2 8 0 14 0  . 3 7 1 1 0 5-5 29 13 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 2 9 0 17-11 31 7 9 1 0 0 8 10  . 3 2 3 4 1 5 0  . 3 6 8 2 3 3-3 6 0 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 8 8 20-20 52 18 15 1 1 4 8 30  . 5 7 7 10 1 4 0  . 4 0 6 1 1 8-9 10 29 3  . 9 2 9
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 2 8 6 17-17 42 8 12 1 0 0 4 13  . 3 1 0 5 2 11 0  . 3 8 8 0 2 2-2 31 1 2  . 9 4 1
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 5 8 14-11 31 5 8 0 0 0 4 8  . 2 5 8 0 0 0 0  . 2 5 8 0 2 1-1 10 0 0 1.000
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 2 5 5 18-18 47 5 12 3 0 0 9 15  . 3 1 9 1 0 5 0  . 2 5 5 3 0 0-0 2 6 0 1.000
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 2 5 0 17-17 40 4 10 0 0 0 4 10  . 2 5 0 1 0 4 0  . 2 6 8 0 0 3-5 69 2 0 1.000
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 2 3 5 20-20 34 7 8 0 1 0 2 10  . 2 9 4 1 0 5 0  . 2 5 7 0 1 3-3 16 23 6  . 8 6 7
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 2 0 0 9-2 10 3 2 0 0 0 2 2  . 2 0 0 1 0 5 0  . 2 7 3 0 1 3-3 2 1 0 1.000
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 0 7 1 14-5 14 5 1 0 0 1 1 4  . 2 8 6 0 0 7 0  . 0 7 1 0 0 1-1 2 0 0 1.000
22 MURPHY, Macy  . 0 0 0 6-0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 13-8 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 4 1  . 8 3 3
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 11-4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 7 0 1.000
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 3-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 9 3 20 509 112 149 26 5 14 92 227  . 4 4 6 46 9 81 0  . 3 5 6 9 10 45-52 384 94 14  . 9 7 2
Opponents  . 2 0 1 20 477 53 96 15 2 11 48 148  . 3 1 0 68 4 188 0  . 3 0 5 1 4 17-19 363 148 36  . 9 3 4
LOB - Team (109), Opp (117). DPs turned - Team (3), Opp (4). CI - Team (0), Opp (1). Picked off - SULLIVAN,K. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
10 NUNN, Shelby  1 . 6 8 3-0 10 3 1 1/1 2 25.0 21 9 6 6 26 3 1 0  . 2 1 2 1 0 0 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  2 . 5 7 10-2 12 10 6 3/0 0 62.2 42 24 23 41 105 9 1 5  . 1 8 7 4 3 0 0 2
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 6 9 2-3 12 7 2 2/1 3 39.0 30 18 15 19 56 2 0 6  . 2 0 5 4 1 0 1 2
20 TOWERS, Haylee 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.1 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0 0 0
Totals  2 . 5 2 15-5 20 20 9 7/1 5 128.0 96 53 46 68 188 15 2 11  . 2 0 1 9 4 0 1 4
Opponents  4 . 4 0 5-15 20 20 7 1/0 0 121.0 149 112 76 46 81 26 5 14  . 2 9 3 18 9 0 9 10
PB - Team (2), SMITH,K. 2, Opp (3). Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (1). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (17-19), SULLIVAN,K.
(11-12), AIKEY,K. (4-5), NUNN,S. (2-2).
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 13, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 71 69 2 0 1.000 2 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 42 29 13 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 6 DAVIS, Taylor 10 10 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy 8 2 6 0 1.000 0 11 1  . 9 1 7 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 7 0 7 0 1.000 0 2 0 1.000 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 6 6 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan 3 2 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 3 3 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey 2 2 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 198 190 7 1  . 9 9 5 1 17 2  . 8 9 5 2 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 34 31 1 2  . 9 4 1 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon 15 13 1 1  . 9 3 3 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 42 10 29 3  . 9 2 9 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan 45 16 23 6  . 8 6 7 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 6 1 4 1  . 8 3 3 1 4 1  . 8 0 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
22 MURPHY, Macy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 492 384 94 14  . 9 7 2 3 17 2  . 8 9 5 2 0
Opponents 547 363 148 36  . 9 3 4 4 45 7  . 8 6 5 3 1
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 16, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 17-5   Home: 6-1   Away: 3-2   Neutral: 8-2   C-USA: 2-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 4 0 9 22-22 66 19 27 6 1 1 15 38  . 5 7 6 7 3 5 0  . 4 8 7 0 0 11-12 17 1 1  . 9 4 7
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 4 0 0 11-7 25 6 10 6 0 1 8 19  . 7 6 0 3 0 4 0  . 4 6 4 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 3 5 9 22-22 64 15 23 5 1 5 20 45  . 7 0 3 6 2 12 0  . 4 1 9 2 0 3-5 205 7 1  . 9 9 5
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 3 0 0 5-2 10 0 3 1 0 0 2 4  . 4 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 3 0 0 0 1 2-3 6 0 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 2 9 9 22-22 67 13 20 5 1 2 13 33  . 4 9 3 10 0 15 0  . 3 8 5 1 0 5-5 31 17 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 9 8 22-22 57 19 17 2 1 4 8 33  . 5 7 9 12 1 4 0  . 4 2 3 1 1 10-11 10 34 3  . 9 3 6
26 CARTER, Paige  . 2 8 6 19-12 35 8 10 1 0 0 9 11  . 3 1 4 4 1 5 0  . 3 5 7 2 4 3-3 6 0 0 1.000
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 2 7 3 18-18 44 8 12 1 0 0 4 13  . 2 9 5 5 2 12 0  . 3 7 3 0 2 2-2 33 1 2  . 9 4 4
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 2 6 4 20-20 53 5 14 4 0 0 10 18  . 3 4 0 1 0 6 0  . 2 5 9 4 1 1-1 3 6 0 1.000
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 6 3 16-13 38 7 10 0 0 0 4 10  . 2 6 3 0 0 0 0  . 2 6 3 0 2 2-2 12 0 0 1.000
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 2 5 6 19-18 43 5 11 0 0 0 4 11  . 2 5 6 1 1 5 0  . 2 8 9 0 0 3-5 80 2 0 1.000
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 2 2 9 22-22 35 8 8 0 1 0 2 10  . 2 8 6 1 1 5 0  . 2 7 0 0 1 3-3 18 28 6  . 8 8 5
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 2 0 0 9-2 10 3 2 0 0 0 2 2  . 2 0 0 1 0 5 0  . 2 7 3 0 1 3-3 2 1 0 1.000
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 0 7 1 15-5 14 5 1 0 0 1 1 4  . 2 8 6 0 0 7 0  . 0 7 1 0 0 1-1 2 0 0 1.000
22 MURPHY, Macy  . 0 0 0 6-0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 14-8 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 4 1  . 8 3 3
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 12-5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 8 0 1.000
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 3-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 9 7 22 566 122 168 31 5 14 102 251  . 4 4 3 51 11 86 0  . 3 6 1 10 13 50-57 426 109 14  . 9 7 5
Opponents  . 1 9 5 22 523 55 102 15 2 11 50 154  . 2 9 4 72 6 202 0  . 2 9 9 2 5 19-21 405 161 36  . 9 4 0
LOB - Team (125), Opp (127). DPs turned - Team (3), Opp (6). CI - Team (0), Opp (1). Picked off - SULLIVAN,K. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
10 NUNN, Shelby  1 . 3 7 3-0 11 4 1 1/2 2 30.2 23 9 6 7 31 3 1 0  . 1 9 5 1 0 0 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  2 . 5 1 11-2 13 11 7 3/0 0 69.2 46 26 25 43 110 9 1 5  . 1 8 5 4 5 0 1 3
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 6 0 3-3 13 7 2 2/2 3 40.1 30 18 15 20 60 2 0 6  . 2 0 0 4 1 0 1 2
20 TOWERS, Haylee 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.1 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0 0 0
Totals  2 . 3 7 17-5 22 22 10 8/2 5 142.0 102 55 48 72 202 15 2 11  . 1 9 5 9 6 0 2 5
Opponents  4 . 4 6 5-17 22 22 9 1/0 0 135.0 168 122 86 51 86 31 5 14  . 2 9 7 18 11 0 10 13
PB - Team (3), SMITH,K. 3, Opp (3). Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (1). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (19-21), SULLIVAN,K.
(12-13), AIKEY,K. (5-6), NUNN,S. (2-2).
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 16, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 82 80 2 0 1.000 2 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 48 31 17 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 6 DAVIS, Taylor 12 12 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy 9 3 6 0 1.000 0 12 1  . 9 2 3 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 8 0 8 0 1.000 0 2 0 1.000 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 6 6 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 6 6 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan 3 2 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey 2 2 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 213 205 7 1  . 9 9 5 1 19 2  . 9 0 5 3 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon 19 17 1 1  . 9 4 7 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 36 33 1 2  . 9 4 4 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 47 10 34 3  . 9 3 6 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan 52 18 28 6  . 8 8 5 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 6 1 4 1  . 8 3 3 1 5 1  . 8 3 3 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
22 MURPHY, Macy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 549 426 109 14  . 9 7 5 3 19 2  . 9 0 5 3 0
Opponents 602 405 161 36  . 9 4 0 6 50 7  . 8 7 7 3 1
2019 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Mar 16, 2019)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 2-0   Home: 0-0   Away: 2-0   C-USA: 2-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 7 1 4 2-2 7 1 5 1 0 0 4 6  . 8 5 7 1 0 0 0  . 7 5 0 0 0 0-0 4 0 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 4 0 0 2-2 5 1 2 1 0 0 0 3  . 6 0 0 2 0 0 0  . 5 7 1 0 0 2-2 0 5 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 3 3 2-2 6 3 2 1 0 0 1 3  . 5 0 0 2 0 1 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 0-0 2 4 0 1.000
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 3 3 3 2-2 6 0 2 1 0 0 1 3  . 5 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 2 8 6 1 1 1-1 1 0 0 1.000
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 3 3 2-1 3 1 1 0 0 0 0 1  . 3 3 3 0 1 1 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 0-0 11 0 0 1.000
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 8 6 2-2 7 2 2 0 0 0 0 2  . 2 8 6 0 0 0 0  . 2 8 6 0 0 1-1 2 0 0 1.000
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 8 6 2-2 7 0 2 0 0 0 1 2  . 2 8 6 0 0 0 0  . 2 8 6 0 1 1-1 3 0 0 1.000
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 2 5 0 2-2 8 0 2 1 0 0 2 3  . 3 7 5 0 0 1 0  . 2 5 0 0 0 0-0 15 0 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 2 5 0 2-1 4 1 1 0 0 0 1 1  . 2 5 0 0 0 0 0  . 2 5 0 0 1 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 0 0 0 1-1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 2 0 0 1.000
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 0 0 0 2-2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 1 0 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 0-0 2 5 0 1.000
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 1-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 1 0 1.000
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 1-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 3 3 3 2 57 10 19 5 0 0 10 24  . 4 2 1 5 2 5 0  . 4 0 0 1 3 5-5 42 15 0 1.000
Opponents  . 1 3 0 2 46 2 6 0 0 0 2 6  . 1 3 0 4 2 14 0  . 2 2 6 1 1 2-2 42 13 0 1.000
LOB - Team (16), Opp (10). DPs turned - Team (0), Opp (2).
(C-USA games only Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
10 NUNN, Shelby  0 . 0 0 0-0 1 1 0 0/1 0 5.2 2 0 0 1 5 0 0 0  . 1 0 5 0 0 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  0 . 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0/1 0 1.1 0 0 0 1 4 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  2 . 0 0 1-0 1 1 1 0/0 0 7.0 4 2 2 2 5 0 0 0  . 1 7 4 0 2 0 1 1
Totals  1 . 0 0 2-0 2 2 1 1/1 0 14.0 6 2 2 4 14 0 0 0  . 1 3 0 0 2 0 1 1
Opponents  5 . 0 0 0-2 2 2 2 0/0 0 14.0 19 10 10 5 5 5 0 0  . 3 3 3 0 2 0 1 3
PB - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1. SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (2-2), SULLIVAN,K. (1-1), AIKEY,K. (1-1).
2019 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Mar 16, 2019)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
 2 SMITH, Kendall 15 15 0 0 1.000 0 2 0 1.000 1 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 11 11 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan 7 2 5 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 6 2 4 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 5 0 5 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon 4 4 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 3 3 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 2 2 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 6 DAVIS, Taylor 2 2 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy 1 1 0 0 1.000 0 1 0 1.000 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 1 0 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 1 0 1.000 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 57 42 15 0 1.000 0 2 0 1.000 1 0
Opponents 55 42 13 0 1.000 2 5 0 1.000 0 0
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 17, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 18-5   Home: 6-1   Away: 4-2   Neutral: 8-2   C-USA: 3-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 4 0 6 23-23 69 19 28 6 1 1 16 39  . 5 6 5 8 3 5 0  . 4 8 8 0 0 12-13 17 1 1  . 9 4 7
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 3 8 5 12-7 26 6 10 6 0 1 8 19  . 7 3 1 3 0 5 0  . 4 4 8 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 3 4 3 23-23 67 15 23 5 1 5 20 45  . 6 7 2 6 2 12 0  . 4 0 3 2 0 3-5 212 7 1  . 9 9 5
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 1 9 19-19 47 10 15 2 0 1 6 20  . 4 2 6 5 2 12 0  . 4 0 7 0 2 2-2 37 1 2  . 9 5 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 2 9 6 23-23 71 13 21 6 1 2 14 35  . 4 9 3 10 0 16 0  . 3 7 8 1 0 5-5 34 17 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 2 8 9 20-13 38 8 11 2 0 0 9 13  . 3 4 2 4 1 5 0  . 3 5 6 2 5 3-3 6 0 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 8 3 23-23 60 19 17 2 1 4 8 33  . 5 5 0 12 1 4 0  . 4 0 5 1 1 10-11 10 36 3  . 9 3 9
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 2 5 6 19-18 43 5 11 0 0 0 4 11  . 2 5 6 1 1 5 0  . 2 8 9 0 0 3-5 80 2 0 1.000
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 2 5 5 21-21 55 5 14 4 0 0 10 18  . 3 2 7 2 0 6 0  . 2 6 2 4 1 1-1 4 7 0 1.000
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 5 0 17-14 40 8 10 0 0 0 4 10  . 2 5 0 1 0 0 0  . 2 6 8 0 2 3-3 13 0 0 1.000
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 5 0 6-3 12 0 3 1 0 0 2 4  . 3 3 3 0 0 0 0  . 2 5 0 0 1 2-3 9 0 0 1.000
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 2 2 9 23-23 35 8 8 0 1 0 2 10  . 2 8 6 1 1 5 0  . 2 7 0 0 1 3-3 20 29 6  . 8 9 1
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 2 0 0 10-2 10 4 2 0 0 0 2 2  . 2 0 0 1 0 5 0  . 2 7 3 0 1 3-3 2 1 0 1.000
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 0 6 7 16-5 15 5 1 0 0 1 1 4  . 2 6 7 0 0 8 0  . 0 6 7 0 0 1-1 2 0 0 1.000
22 MURPHY, Macy  . 0 0 0 6-0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 15-8 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 4 1  . 8 3 3
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 4-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 13-5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 8 0 1.000
Totals  . 2 9 3 23 593 127 174 34 5 15 106 263  . 4 4 4 54 11 89 0  . 3 5 8 10 14 53-60 447 113 14  . 9 7 6
Opponents  . 2 0 0 23 551 59 110 18 2 11 54 165  . 2 9 9 78 6 209 0  . 3 0 5 2 6 19-21 426 168 38  . 9 4 0
LOB - Team (130), Opp (137). DPs turned - Team (3), Opp (6). CI - Team (0), Opp (1). Picked off - SULLIVAN,K. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
10 NUNN, Shelby  1 . 8 1 3-0 12 4 1 1/2 2 31.0 26 11 8 7 31 4 1 0  . 2 1 3 1 0 0 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  2 . 5 2 12-2 14 12 7 3/0 0 75.0 49 28 27 47 116 11 1 5  . 1 8 4 4 5 0 1 4
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 5 2 3-3 14 7 2 2/2 4 41.2 32 18 15 22 61 2 0 6  . 2 0 5 4 1 0 1 2
20 TOWERS, Haylee 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.1 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0 0 0
Totals  2 . 4 4 18-5 23 23 10 8/2 6 149.0 110 59 52 78 209 18 2 11  . 2 0 0 9 6 0 2 6
Opponents  4 . 4 4 5-18 23 23 9 1/0 0 142.0 174 127 90 54 89 34 5 15  . 2 9 3 18 11 0 10 14
PB - Team (3), SMITH,K. 3, Opp (3). Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (1). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (19-21), SULLIVAN,K.
(12-13), AIKEY,K. (5-6), NUNN,S. (2-2).
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 17, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 82 80 2 0 1.000 2 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 51 34 17 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 6 DAVIS, Taylor 13 13 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy 11 4 7 0 1.000 0 12 1  . 9 2 3 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 9 9 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 8 0 8 0 1.000 0 2 0 1.000 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 6 6 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan 3 2 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey 2 2 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 220 212 7 1  . 9 9 5 1 19 2  . 9 0 5 3 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 40 37 1 2  . 9 5 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon 19 17 1 1  . 9 4 7 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 49 10 36 3  . 9 3 9 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan 55 20 29 6  . 8 9 1 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 6 1 4 1  . 8 3 3 1 5 1  . 8 3 3 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
22 MURPHY, Macy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 574 447 113 14  . 9 7 6 3 19 2  . 9 0 5 3 0
Opponents 632 426 168 38  . 9 4 0 6 53 7  . 8 8 3 3 1
2019 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Mar 17, 2019)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 3-0   Home: 0-0   Away: 3-0   C-USA: 3-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 6 0 0 3-3 10 1 6 1 0 0 5 7  . 7 0 0 2 0 0 0  . 6 6 7 0 0 1-1 4 0 0 1.000
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 6 0 0 2-2 5 2 3 1 0 1 2 7 1.400 0 0 1 0  . 6 0 0 0 0 0-0 6 0 0 1.000
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 3 3 2-1 3 1 1 0 0 0 0 1  . 3 3 3 0 1 1 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 0-0 11 0 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 0 0 3-3 10 3 3 2 0 0 2 5  . 5 0 0 2 0 2 0  . 4 1 7 0 0 0-0 5 4 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 2 8 6 3-2 7 1 2 1 0 0 1 3  . 4 2 9 0 0 0 0  . 2 8 6 0 2 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 2 5 0 3-3 8 0 2 1 0 0 1 3  . 3 7 5 1 0 1 0  . 3 0 0 1 1 1-1 2 1 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 5 0 3-3 8 1 2 1 0 0 0 3  . 3 7 5 2 0 0 0  . 4 0 0 0 0 2-2 0 7 0 1.000
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 2 2 3-3 9 0 2 0 0 0 1 2  . 2 2 2 0 0 0 0  . 2 2 2 0 1 1-1 6 0 0 1.000
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 2 2 3-3 9 3 2 0 0 0 0 2  . 2 2 2 1 0 0 0  . 3 0 0 0 0 2-2 3 0 0 1.000
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 1 8 2 3-3 11 0 2 1 0 0 2 3  . 2 7 3 0 0 1 0  . 1 8 2 0 0 0-0 22 0 0 1.000
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 0 0 0 2-0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 0 0 0 3-3 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 1 0 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 0-0 4 6 0 1.000
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 2-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 0 0 0 1-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 1-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 2-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 2-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 1 0 1.000
Totals  . 2 9 8 3 84 15 25 8 0 1 14 36  . 4 2 9 8 2 8 0  . 3 6 8 1 4 8-8 63 19 0 1.000
Opponents  . 1 8 9 3 74 6 14 3 0 0 6 17  . 2 3 0 10 2 21 0  . 2 9 9 1 2 2-2 63 20 2  . 9 7 6
LOB - Team (21), Opp (20). DPs turned - Team (0), Opp (2).
(C-USA games only Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  0 . 0 0 1-0 2 0 0 0/1 1 2.2 2 0 0 3 5 0 0 0  . 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  2 . 2 7 2-0 2 2 1 0/0 0 12.1 7 4 4 6 11 2 0 0  . 1 7 1 0 2 0 1 2
10 NUNN, Shelby  2 . 3 3 0-0 2 1 0 0/1 0 6.0 5 2 2 1 5 1 0 0  . 2 1 7 0 0 0 0 0
Totals  2 . 0 0 3-0 3 3 1 1/1 1 21.0 14 6 6 10 21 3 0 0  . 1 8 9 0 2 0 1 2
Opponents  4 . 6 7 0-3 3 3 2 0/0 0 21.0 25 15 14 8 8 8 0 1  . 2 9 8 0 2 0 1 4
PB - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1. SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (2-2), SULLIVAN,K. (1-1), AIKEY,K. (1-1).
2019 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Mar 17, 2019)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
 2 SMITH, Kendall 22 22 0 0 1.000 0 2 0 1.000 1 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 11 11 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan 10 4 6 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 9 5 4 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 7 0 7 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 6 6 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 6 6 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon 4 4 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy 3 2 1 0 1.000 0 1 0 1.000 0 0
 6 DAVIS, Taylor 3 3 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 1 0 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 1 0 1.000 0 0
Totals 82 63 19 0 1.000 0 2 0 1.000 1 0
Opponents 85 63 20 2  . 9 7 6 2 8 0 1.000 0 0
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 20, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 19-5   Home: 6-1   Away: 5-2   Neutral: 8-2   C-USA: 3-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 3 8 9 24-24 72 20 28 6 1 1 16 39  . 5 4 2 9 3 5 0  . 4 7 6 0 0 12-13 18 1 1  . 9 5 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 3 8 5 12-7 26 6 10 6 0 1 8 19  . 7 3 1 3 0 5 0  . 4 4 8 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 3 3 8 24-24 71 15 24 5 1 5 21 46  . 6 4 8 6 2 13 0  . 3 9 5 2 0 3-5 223 7 1  . 9 9 6
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 2 5 21-14 40 9 13 2 0 0 9 15  . 3 7 5 4 1 5 0  . 3 8 3 2 5 3-4 6 0 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 0 7 24-24 75 13 23 6 2 2 17 39  . 5 2 0 10 0 16 0  . 3 8 4 1 0 5-5 36 17 0 1.000
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 0 0 20-20 50 11 15 2 0 1 6 20  . 4 0 0 5 2 12 0  . 3 8 6 0 2 2-2 38 1 2  . 9 5 1
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 2 8 9 20-19 45 7 13 1 0 0 4 14  . 3 1 1 2 1 5 0  . 3 3 3 0 0 3-5 84 2 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 8 6 24-24 63 20 18 2 1 5 9 37  . 5 8 7 12 1 4 0  . 4 0 3 1 1 10-11 10 36 3  . 9 3 9
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 5 0 18-15 40 8 10 0 0 0 4 10  . 2 5 0 1 0 0 0  . 2 6 8 0 3 3-3 13 0 0 1.000
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 5 0 6-3 12 0 3 1 0 0 2 4  . 3 3 3 0 0 0 0  . 2 5 0 0 1 2-3 9 0 0 1.000
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 2 4 6 22-22 57 5 14 4 0 0 11 18  . 3 1 6 2 0 6 0  . 2 5 0 5 1 1-1 6 9 0 1.000
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 2 2 9 24-24 35 8 8 0 1 0 2 10  . 2 8 6 1 1 5 0  . 2 7 0 0 1 3-3 20 31 6  . 8 9 5
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 1 6 7 11-2 12 4 2 0 0 0 2 2  . 1 6 7 1 0 6 0  . 2 3 1 0 1 3-3 2 1 0 1.000
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 0 6 7 16-5 15 5 1 0 0 1 1 4  . 2 6 7 0 0 8 0  . 0 6 7 0 0 1-1 2 0 0 1.000
22 MURPHY, Macy  . 0 0 0 6-0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 16-8 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 1 0-0 1 5 1  . 8 5 7
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 4-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 13-5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 8 0 1.000
Totals  . 2 9 4 24 619 133 182 35 6 16 112 277  . 4 4 7 56 11 91 0  . 3 5 7 11 16 53-61 468 118 14  . 9 7 7
Opponents  . 1 9 7 24 575 64 113 19 2 12 59 172  . 2 9 9 83 6 219 0  . 3 0 3 2 6 19-21 447 181 38  . 9 4 3
LOB - Team (134), Opp (140). DPs turned - Team (3), Opp (6). CI - Team (0), Opp (1). Picked off - SULLIVAN,K. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
10 NUNN, Shelby  1 . 8 1 3-0 12 4 1 1/2 2 31.0 26 11 8 7 31 4 1 0  . 2 1 3 1 0 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 2 5 4-3 15 7 2 2/2 4 46.2 34 18 15 23 69 3 0 6  . 1 9 7 5 1 0 1 2
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  2 . 9 1 12-2 15 13 7 3/0 0 77.0 50 33 32 51 118 11 1 6  . 1 8 3 4 5 0 1 4
20 TOWERS, Haylee 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.1 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0 0 0
Totals  2 . 5 6 19-5 24 24 10 8/2 6 156.0 113 64 57 83 219 19 2 12  . 1 9 7 10 6 0 2 6
Opponents  4 . 5 1 5-19 24 24 9 1/0 0 149.0 182 133 96 56 91 35 6 16  . 2 9 4 19 11 0 11 16
PB - Team (3), SMITH,K. 3, Opp (3). Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (1). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (19-21), SULLIVAN,K.
(12-13), AIKEY,K. (5-6), NUNN,S. (2-2).
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 20, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 86 84 2 0 1.000 2 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 53 36 17 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy 15 6 9 0 1.000 0 12 1  . 9 2 3 0 0
 6 DAVIS, Taylor 13 13 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 9 9 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 8 0 8 0 1.000 0 2 0 1.000 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 6 6 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan 3 2 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey 2 2 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 231 223 7 1  . 9 9 6 1 19 2  . 9 0 5 3 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 41 38 1 2  . 9 5 1 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon 20 18 1 1  . 9 5 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 49 10 36 3  . 9 3 9 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan 57 20 31 6  . 8 9 5 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 7 1 5 1  . 8 5 7 1 5 1  . 8 3 3 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
22 MURPHY, Macy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 600 468 118 14  . 9 7 7 3 19 2  . 9 0 5 3 0
Opponents 666 447 181 38  . 9 4 3 6 53 8  . 8 6 9 3 1
2019 WKU Softball
Jackson State vs WKU
Mar 02, 2019 at Birmingham, Ala. (SU Softball Stadium)
Jackson State 0 (2-19)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
S. Smith ss 3 0 1 0 0 2 2 3 0
A. Cruz lf 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
M. Prukop 2b 2 0 0 0 1 1 4 2 0
K. Smith rf 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
Y. Melero 3b 3 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 0
K. Owens 1b 2 0 0 0 0 1 8 0 0
  C. Aplon ph 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
A. Hansard dp 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  D. Jones ph 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2
N. Fisher c 2 0 0 0 0 1 3 0 1
Z. Keyes cf 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
E. Sanchez p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
Totals 24 0 1 0 1 10 18 7 4
WKU 4 (12-2)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
THOMAS, Jordan 2b 2 0 1 1 0 0 2 2 0
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3b 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0
  MURPHY, Macy ph 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
PLESE, Shannon cf 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
SMITH, Kendall c 3 1 1 0 0 1 9 1 0
STOWERS, Tommi rf 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 2
  DAVIS, Taylor lf 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CARTER, Paige lf 2 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
  RIDGE, Jordan rf 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SULLIVAN, Kennedy dp 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
McELROY, Morgan ss 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0
VORBRINK, Jordan 1b 2 1 1 0 0 0 9 0 0
NUNN, Shelby p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
  AIKEY, Kelsey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 20 4 4 3 1 2 21 9 2
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
Jackson State 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
WKU 0 0 1 2 0 1 X 4 4 1
E - N. Fisher(3); McELROY,M.(6). DP - Tigers 1. LOB - Tigers 4; Hilltoppers 2. 2B - SMITH,K.(3);
VORBRINK,J.(1). HBP - PLESE,S.. SH - ENGELHARDT,R(1). SB - M. Prukop(1); PLESE,S. 2(7); SMITH,K.(2);
STOWERS,T.(1). Reached on CI - THOMAS,J..
Jackson State ip h r er bb so ab bf np
E. Sanchez 6.0 4 4 4 1 2 20 24 78
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
NUNN, Shelby 5.0 1 0 0 0 5 17 17 68
AIKEY, Kelsey 2.0 0 0 0 1 5 7 8 36
Win - NUNN,S. (3-0).  Loss - E. Sanchez (0-5).  Save - AIKEY,K. (3).
WP - E. Sanchez(7); AIKEY,K.(3). HBP - by E. Sanchez (PLESE,S.). CI - N. Fisher. Inherited runners/scored: None.
Pitches/strikes: E. Sanchez 78/46; NUNN,S. 68/45; AIKEY,K. 36/24.
Umpires - HP: Casey Rager  1B: Stacy Newton  3B: Darryl White
Start: 3:34   Time: 1:49   Attendance: 113
Weather: Cloudy, 55 degrees
2019 WKU Softball
WKU at Samford
Mar 02, 2019 at Birmingham, Ala. (SU Softball Stadium)
WKU 8 (13-2)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
THOMAS, Jordan 2b 2 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 2
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3b 4 2 2 1 0 0 1 0 2
PLESE, Shannon cf 4 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 0
SMITH, Kendall c 4 1 1 0 0 1 17 0 0
STOWERS, Tommi dp 3 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1
CARTER, Paige rf 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 1
SULLIVAN, Kennedy p 3 0 2 2 0 1 0 1 0
  TOWERS, Haylee pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
DAVIS, Taylor lf 4 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0
VORBRINK, Jordan 1b 2 0 0 0 2 0 2 1 1
McELROY, Morgan ss 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 28 8 11 7 5 3 21 2 7
Samford 1 (6-15)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
Madison Couch 1b 3 0 0 0 0 1 6 0 0
Maddie Dorsett ss 3 0 0 0 0 2 3 3 0
Hannah Trombley dp/c 2 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
Kathryn Jackson rf/dp 3 0 1 0 0 2 1 0 0
Merritt Cahoon 3b 3 0 0 0 0 3 2 1 2
Whitney Hinton 2b 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
Kolby Holcombe c 1 0 0 0 0 1 3 1 0
  Mekhi Mayfield ph/rf 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0
Ashlyn Barnes cf 2 0 0 0 1 2 3 0 1
Kelsey Royalty lf 2 0 0 0 0 2 3 0 1
Lacey Spear p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  Annalyn Yantis p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 24 1 2 1 2 17 21 5 4
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
WKU 5 0 1 0 0 1 1 8 11 2
Samford 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 2 2
E - ENGELHARDT,R(2); SMITH,K.(1); Couch(1); Dorsett(3). DP - Bulldogs 1. LOB - Hilltoppers 7; Bulldogs 4. 2B -
SMITH,K.(5); STOWERS,T.(4); SULLIVAN,K.(3). HR - ENGELHARDT,R(3); Trombley(1). SF - THOMAS,J.(1); CARTER,P.(1);
SULLIVAN,K.(3). SB - CARTER,P.(1); TOWERS,H.(1); DAVIS,T.(1). CS - TOWERS,H.(1).
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
SULLIVAN, Kennedy 7.0 2 1 1 2 17 24 26 125
Samford ip h r er bb so ab bf np
Lacey Spear 3.0 5 6 5 4 3 13 20 72
Annalyn Yantis 4.0 6 2 2 1 0 15 16 57
Win - SULLIVAN,K. (9-0).  Loss - Spear (4-3).  Save - None.
WP - Spear(8). Inherited runners/scored: None. Pitches/strikes: SULLIVAN,K. 125/77; Spear 72/42; Yantis 57/31.
Umpires - HP: Brad Newton  1B: Darryl White  3B: Stacy Newton
Start: 5:39   Time: 2:19   Attendance: 213
Weather: Cloudy, 54 degrees
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 23, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 21-5   Home: 8-1   Away: 5-2   Neutral: 8-2   C-USA: 5-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 3 7 9 13-8 29 7 11 7 0 1 9 21  . 7 2 4 3 0 5 0  . 4 3 8 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 3 7 7 26-26 77 20 29 7 1 1 17 41  . 5 3 2 10 3 8 0  . 4 6 7 0 0 12-14 20 1 1  . 9 5 5
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 3 4 2 26-26 73 18 25 5 1 6 23 50  . 6 8 5 10 2 13 0  . 4 2 5 2 0 3-5 240 8 1  . 9 9 6
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 2 7 22-21 49 7 16 1 0 0 6 17  . 3 4 7 4 1 5 0  . 3 8 9 0 0 4-6 90 2 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 1 7 22-14 41 9 13 2 0 0 9 15  . 3 6 6 4 1 5 0  . 3 7 5 2 5 3-4 6 0 0 1.000
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 1 5 22-22 54 14 17 2 0 2 7 25  . 4 6 3 7 2 12 0  . 4 1 3 0 2 3-3 39 1 2  . 9 5 2
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 3 0 4 26-26 69 23 21 2 1 6 12 43  . 6 2 3 12 1 6 0  . 4 1 0 1 1 10-11 10 41 4  . 9 2 7
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 2 9 3 26-26 82 13 24 6 2 2 17 40  . 4 8 8 11 0 17 0  . 3 7 2 1 0 5-6 41 18 0 1.000
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 7 3 20-17 44 11 12 0 0 0 4 12  . 2 7 3 3 0 0 0  . 3 1 9 0 3 7-7 16 0 0 1.000
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 2 7 0 24-24 63 7 17 6 0 0 15 23  . 3 6 5 2 0 6 0  . 2 7 1 5 1 1-1 6 10 0 1.000
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 5 0 6-3 12 0 3 1 0 0 2 4  . 3 3 3 0 0 0 0  . 2 5 0 0 1 2-3 9 0 0 1.000
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 2 1 6 26-26 37 8 8 0 1 0 3 10  . 2 7 0 1 1 5 0  . 2 5 6 0 1 3-3 22 33 6  . 9 0 2
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 1 6 7 13-2 12 5 2 0 0 0 2 2  . 1 6 7 1 0 6 0  . 2 3 1 0 1 3-3 2 1 0 1.000
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 0 6 7 16-5 15 5 1 0 0 1 1 4  . 2 6 7 0 0 8 0  . 0 6 7 0 0 1-1 2 0 0 1.000
22 MURPHY, Macy  . 0 0 0 6-0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 18-9 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 1 0-0 1 5 1  . 8 5 7
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 4-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 14-5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 9 0 1.000
Totals  . 3 0 0 26 663 149 199 39 6 19 127 307  . 4 6 3 68 11 97 0  . 3 6 9 11 16 59-69 504 129 15  . 9 7 7
Opponents  . 1 9 5 26 619 66 121 20 2 12 61 181  . 2 9 2 93 7 235 0  . 3 0 7 2 7 19-21 477 194 40  . 9 4 4
LOB - Team (144), Opp (158). DPs turned - Team (3), Opp (7). CI - Team (0), Opp (1). Picked off - SULLIVAN,K. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
10 NUNN, Shelby  1 . 7 0 3-0 13 4 1 1/3 2 33.0 27 11 8 8 34 4 1 0  . 2 0 9 1 0 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  1 . 9 9 5-3 17 8 2 2/3 4 52.2 37 18 15 27 77 3 0 6  . 1 9 1 5 2 0 1 3
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  2 . 9 4 13-2 16 14 7 3/0 0 81.0 54 35 34 56 123 12 1 6  . 1 8 7 4 5 0 1 4
20 TOWERS, Haylee 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.1 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0 0 0
Totals  2 . 4 6 21-5 26 26 10 9/3 6 168.0 121 66 59 93 235 20 2 12  . 1 9 5 10 7 0 2 7
Opponents  4 . 6 7 5-21 26 26 9 1/0 0 159.0 199 149 106 68 97 39 6 19  . 3 0 0 19 11 0 11 16
PB - Team (3), SMITH,K. 3, Opp (3). Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (1). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (19-21), SULLIVAN,K.
(12-13), AIKEY,K. (5-6), NUNN,S. (2-2).
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 23, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 92 90 2 0 1.000 2 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 59 41 18 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy 16 6 10 0 1.000 0 12 1  . 9 2 3 0 0
 6 DAVIS, Taylor 16 16 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 9 0 9 0 1.000 0 2 0 1.000 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 9 9 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 6 6 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan 3 2 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey 2 2 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 249 240 8 1  . 9 9 6 1 19 2  . 9 0 5 3 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon 22 20 1 1  . 9 5 5 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 42 39 1 2  . 9 5 2 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 55 10 41 4  . 9 2 7 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan 61 22 33 6  . 9 0 2 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 7 1 5 1  . 8 5 7 1 5 1  . 8 3 3 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
22 MURPHY, Macy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 648 504 129 15  . 9 7 7 3 19 2  . 9 0 5 3 0
Opponents 711 477 194 40  . 9 4 4 7 59 10  . 8 5 5 3 1
2019 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Mar 23, 2019)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 5-0   Home: 2-0   Away: 3-0   C-USA: 5-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 5 7 1 4-3 7 1 4 0 0 0 2 4  . 5 7 1 2 1 1 0  . 7 0 0 0 0 1-1 17 0 0 1.000
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 5 5 6 4-4 9 5 5 1 0 2 3 12 1.333 2 0 1 0  . 6 3 6 0 0 1-1 7 0 0 1.000
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 4 6 7 5-5 15 1 7 2 0 0 6 9  . 6 0 0 3 0 3 0  . 5 5 6 0 0 1-2 6 0 0 1.000
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 3 5 7 5-5 14 2 5 3 0 0 5 8  . 5 7 1 1 0 1 0  . 3 7 5 1 1 1-1 2 2 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 3 5 7 5-5 14 4 5 1 0 1 3 9  . 6 4 3 2 0 2 0  . 4 3 8 0 0 2-2 0 12 1  . 9 2 3
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 3 0 8 5-5 13 6 4 0 0 0 0 4  . 3 0 8 3 0 0 0  . 4 3 8 0 0 6-6 6 0 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 2 5 0 4-2 8 1 2 1 0 0 1 3  . 3 7 5 0 0 0 0  . 2 5 0 0 2 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 2 3 5 5-5 17 3 4 2 0 0 2 6  . 3 5 3 3 0 3 0  . 3 5 0 0 0 0-1 10 5 0 1.000
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 2 3 1 5-5 13 3 3 1 0 1 4 7  . 5 3 8 4 0 1 0  . 4 1 2 0 0 0-0 39 1 0 1.000
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 2 2 3-3 9 0 2 0 0 0 1 2  . 2 2 2 0 0 0 0  . 2 2 2 0 1 1-1 6 0 0 1.000
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 2 0 0 3-1 5 1 1 1 0 0 1 2  . 4 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 2 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 0 0 0 5-5 3 1 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 1 0 0  . 2 5 0 0 0 0-0 6 8 0 1.000
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 2-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 1-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 0 0 0 3-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 3-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 2 0 1.000
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 4-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 3 2 8 5 128 31 42 12 0 4 29 66  . 5 1 6 20 2 14 0  . 4 2 4 1 4 14-16 99 30 1  . 9 9 2
Opponents  . 1 8 6 5 118 8 22 4 0 0 8 26  . 2 2 0 20 3 37 0  . 3 1 7 1 3 2-2 93 33 4  . 9 6 9
LOB - Team (31), Opp (38). DPs turned - Team (0), Opp (3).
(C-USA games only Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  0 . 0 0 2-0 4 1 0 0/2 1 8.2 5 0 0 7 13 0 0 0  . 1 6 1 0 1 0 0 1
10 NUNN, Shelby  1 . 7 5 0-0 3 1 0 0/2 0 8.0 6 2 2 2 8 1 0 0  . 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  2 . 5 7 3-0 3 3 1 0/0 0 16.1 11 6 6 11 16 3 0 0  . 1 9 3 0 2 0 1 2
Totals  1 . 7 0 5-0 5 5 1 2/2 1 33.0 22 8 8 20 37 4 0 0  . 1 8 6 0 3 0 1 3
Opponents  5 . 4 2 0-5 5 5 2 0/0 0 31.0 42 31 24 20 14 12 0 4  . 3 2 8 0 2 0 1 4
PB - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1. SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (2-2), SULLIVAN,K. (1-1), AIKEY,K. (1-1).
2019 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Mar 23, 2019)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
 2 SMITH, Kendall 40 39 1 0 1.000 0 2 0 1.000 1 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 17 17 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 15 10 5 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan 14 6 8 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 7 7 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 6 6 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 6 DAVIS, Taylor 6 6 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon 6 6 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy 4 2 2 0 1.000 0 1 0 1.000 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 2 0 2 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 13 0 12 1  . 9 2 3 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 1 0 1.000 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 130 99 30 1  . 9 9 2 0 2 0 1.000 1 0
Opponents 130 93 33 4  . 9 6 9 3 14 2  . 8 7 5 0 0
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 24, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 22-5   Home: 9-1   Away: 5-2   Neutral: 8-2   C-USA: 6-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 3 7 9 13-8 29 7 11 7 0 1 9 21  . 7 2 4 3 0 5 0  . 4 3 8 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 3 7 5 27-27 80 20 30 7 1 1 17 42  . 5 2 5 10 3 8 0  . 4 6 2 0 0 12-14 20 1 1  . 9 5 5
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 3 3 3 27-27 75 18 25 5 1 6 23 50  . 6 6 7 11 2 14 0  . 4 2 2 2 0 3-5 248 9 1  . 9 9 6
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 1 7 22-14 41 9 13 2 0 0 9 15  . 3 6 6 4 1 5 0  . 3 7 5 2 5 3-4 6 0 0 1.000
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 1 6 23-23 57 14 18 2 0 2 7 26  . 4 5 6 7 2 13 0  . 4 0 9 0 2 3-3 39 1 2  . 9 5 2
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 1 4 23-22 51 7 16 1 0 0 6 17  . 3 3 3 5 1 5 0  . 3 8 6 0 0 4-6 98 2 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 2 9 8 27-27 84 14 25 6 2 2 18 41  . 4 8 8 12 0 17 0  . 3 8 1 1 0 6-7 43 21 1  . 9 8 5
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 9 2 27-27 72 23 21 2 1 6 12 43  . 5 9 7 12 1 8 0  . 3 9 5 1 1 10-11 10 43 4  . 9 3 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 2 8 8 25-25 66 8 19 6 0 1 16 28  . 4 2 4 2 0 6 0  . 2 8 8 5 1 1-1 6 10 0 1.000
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 5 5 21-18 47 11 12 0 0 0 4 12  . 2 5 5 3 0 0 0  . 3 0 0 0 3 7-7 17 0 0 1.000
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 5 0 7-3 12 0 3 1 0 0 2 4  . 3 3 3 0 0 0 0  . 2 5 0 0 1 2-3 9 0 0 1.000
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 2 2 5 27-27 40 9 9 0 1 0 3 11  . 2 7 5 1 1 5 0  . 2 6 2 0 1 3-3 23 36 8  . 8 8 1
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 1 6 7 14-2 12 5 2 0 0 0 2 2  . 1 6 7 1 0 6 0  . 2 3 1 0 1 3-3 2 1 0 1.000
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 0 6 7 17-5 15 5 1 0 0 1 1 4  . 2 6 7 0 0 8 0  . 0 6 7 0 0 2-2 2 0 0 1.000
22 MURPHY, Macy  . 0 0 0 6-0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 19-9 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 1 0-0 1 5 1  . 8 5 7
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 4-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 15-6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 9 0 1.000
Totals  . 2 9 8 27 687 152 205 39 6 20 129 316  . 4 6 0 71 11 101 0  . 3 6 8 11 16 61-71 525 138 18  . 9 7 4
Opponents  . 1 9 3 27 647 66 125 21 2 12 61 186  . 2 8 7 96 7 244 0  . 3 0 3 2 7 19-21 495 203 41  . 9 4 5
LOB - Team (150), Opp (168). DPs turned - Team (3), Opp (7). CI - Team (0), Opp (1). Picked off - SULLIVAN,K. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
10 NUNN, Shelby  1 . 4 7 4-0 14 5 1 1/4 2 38.0 31 11 8 11 38 5 1 0  . 2 0 5 2 0 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  1 . 9 2 5-3 18 8 2 2/4 5 54.2 37 18 15 27 82 3 0 6  . 1 8 5 6 2 0 1 3
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  2 . 9 4 13-2 16 14 7 3/0 0 81.0 54 35 34 56 123 12 1 6  . 1 8 7 4 5 0 1 4
20 TOWERS, Haylee 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.1 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0 0 0
Totals  2 . 3 6 22-5 27 27 10 10/4 7 175.0 125 66 59 96 244 21 2 12  . 1 9 3 12 7 0 2 7
Opponents  4 . 6 2 5-22 27 27 9 1/0 0 165.0 205 152 109 71 101 39 6 20  . 2 9 8 19 11 0 11 16
PB - Team (3), SMITH,K. 3, Opp (3). Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (1). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (19-21), SULLIVAN,K.
(12-13), AIKEY,K. (5-6), NUNN,S. (2-2).
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 24, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 100 98 2 0 1.000 2 0 0   - - - 0 0
 6 DAVIS, Taylor 17 17 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy 16 6 10 0 1.000 0 12 1  . 9 2 3 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 10 1 9 0 1.000 0 2 0 1.000 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 9 9 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 6 6 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan 3 2 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey 2 2 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 258 248 9 1  . 9 9 6 1 19 2  . 9 0 5 3 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 65 43 21 1  . 9 8 5 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon 22 20 1 1  . 9 5 5 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 42 39 1 2  . 9 5 2 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 57 10 43 4  . 9 3 0 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan 67 23 36 8  . 8 8 1 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 7 1 5 1  . 8 5 7 1 5 1  . 8 3 3 0 0
22 MURPHY, Macy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 681 525 138 18  . 9 7 4 3 19 2  . 9 0 5 3 0
Opponents 739 495 203 41  . 9 4 5 7 61 10  . 8 5 9 3 1
2019 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Mar 24, 2019)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 6-0   Home: 3-0   Away: 3-0   C-USA: 6-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 5 0 0 5-5 12 5 6 1 0 2 3 13 1.083 2 0 2 0  . 5 7 1 0 0 1-1 7 0 0 1.000
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 4 4 4 6-6 18 1 8 2 0 0 6 10  . 5 5 6 3 0 3 0  . 5 2 4 0 0 1-2 6 0 0 1.000
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 4 4 4 5-4 9 1 4 0 0 0 2 4  . 4 4 4 3 1 1 0  . 6 1 5 0 0 1-1 25 0 0 1.000
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 4 1 2 6-6 17 3 7 3 0 1 6 13  . 7 6 5 1 0 1 0  . 4 2 1 1 1 1-1 2 2 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 9 4 6-6 17 4 5 1 0 1 3 9  . 5 2 9 2 0 4 0  . 3 6 8 0 0 2-2 0 14 1  . 9 3 3
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 2 6 3 6-6 19 4 5 2 0 0 3 7  . 3 6 8 4 0 3 0  . 3 9 1 0 0 1-2 12 8 1  . 9 5 2
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 5 0 6-6 16 6 4 0 0 0 0 4  . 2 5 0 3 0 0 0  . 3 6 8 0 0 6-6 7 0 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 2 5 0 4-2 8 1 2 1 0 0 1 3  . 3 7 5 0 0 0 0  . 2 5 0 0 2 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 2 2 4-3 9 0 2 0 0 0 1 2  . 2 2 2 0 0 0 0  . 2 2 2 0 1 1-1 6 0 0 1.000
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 2 0 0 6-6 15 3 3 1 0 1 4 7  . 4 6 7 5 0 2 0  . 4 0 0 0 0 0-0 47 2 0 1.000
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 2 0 0 3-1 5 1 1 1 0 0 1 2  . 4 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 2 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 1 6 7 6-6 6 2 1 0 0 0 1 1  . 1 6 7 0 1 0 0  . 2 8 6 0 0 0-0 7 11 2  . 9 0 0
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 3-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 4-2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 2 0 1.000
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 5-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 1-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 0 0 0 4-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 3 1 6 6 152 34 48 12 0 5 31 75  . 4 9 3 23 2 18 0  . 4 1 0 1 4 16-18 120 39 4  . 9 7 5
Opponents  . 1 7 8 6 146 8 26 5 0 0 8 31  . 2 1 2 23 3 46 0  . 3 0 1 1 3 2-2 111 42 5  . 9 6 8
LOB - Team (37), Opp (48). DPs turned - Team (0), Opp (3).
(C-USA games only Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  0 . 0 0 2-0 5 1 0 0/3 2 10.2 5 0 0 7 18 0 0 0  . 1 3 5 1 1 0 0 1
10 NUNN, Shelby  1 . 0 8 1-0 4 2 0 0/3 0 13.0 10 2 2 5 12 2 0 0  . 1 9 2 1 0 0 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  2 . 5 7 3-0 3 3 1 0/0 0 16.1 11 6 6 11 16 3 0 0  . 1 9 3 0 2 0 1 2
Totals  1 . 4 0 6-0 6 6 1 3/3 2 40.0 26 8 8 23 46 5 0 0  . 1 7 8 2 3 0 1 3
Opponents  5 . 1 1 0-6 6 6 2 0/0 0 37.0 48 34 27 23 18 12 0 5  . 3 1 6 0 2 0 1 4
PB - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1. SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (2-2), SULLIVAN,K. (1-1), AIKEY,K. (1-1).
2019 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Mar 24, 2019)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
 2 SMITH, Kendall 49 47 2 0 1.000 0 2 0 1.000 1 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 25 25 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 7 7 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 6 DAVIS, Taylor 7 7 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 6 6 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon 6 6 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy 4 2 2 0 1.000 0 1 0 1.000 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 3 1 2 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 21 12 8 1  . 9 5 2 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 15 0 14 1  . 9 3 3 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan 20 7 11 2  . 9 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 1 0 1.000 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 163 120 39 4  . 9 7 5 0 2 0 1.000 1 0
Opponents 158 111 42 5  . 9 6 8 3 16 2  . 8 8 9 0 0
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 26, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 23-5   Home: 9-1   Away: 6-2   Neutral: 8-2   C-USA: 6-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 3 7 9 13-8 29 7 11 7 0 1 9 21  . 7 2 4 3 0 5 0  . 4 3 8 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 3 6 9 28-28 84 21 31 7 1 2 19 46  . 5 4 8 10 3 9 0  . 4 5 4 0 0 12-14 23 1 1  . 9 6 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 3 2 1 28-28 78 18 25 5 1 6 23 50  . 6 4 1 11 2 14 0  . 4 0 9 2 0 3-5 253 9 1  . 9 9 6
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 1 8 23-15 44 10 14 2 0 1 10 19  . 4 3 2 4 1 5 0  . 3 7 3 2 5 3-4 8 0 0 1.000
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 1 7 24-24 60 14 19 2 0 2 7 27  . 4 5 0 7 2 13 0  . 4 0 6 0 2 3-3 39 1 2  . 9 5 2
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 2 9 6 24-23 54 8 16 1 0 0 6 17  . 3 1 5 6 1 6 0  . 3 7 7 0 0 4-6 105 2 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 2 9 5 28-28 88 15 26 6 2 3 19 45  . 5 1 1 12 0 18 0  . 3 7 6 1 0 6-7 44 24 1  . 9 8 6
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 8 8 28-28 73 23 21 2 1 6 12 43  . 5 8 9 14 1 8 0  . 4 0 4 1 1 10-11 12 44 4  . 9 3 3
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 2 7 5 26-26 69 8 19 6 0 1 16 28  . 4 0 6 2 0 7 0  . 2 7 6 5 1 1-1 6 10 0 1.000
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 5 5 21-18 47 11 12 0 0 0 4 12  . 2 5 5 3 0 0 0  . 3 0 0 0 3 7-7 17 0 0 1.000
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 5 0 7-3 12 0 3 1 0 0 2 4  . 3 3 3 0 0 0 0  . 2 5 0 0 1 2-3 9 0 0 1.000
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 2 0 9 28-28 43 9 9 0 1 0 3 11  . 2 5 6 1 1 5 0  . 2 4 4 0 1 3-3 24 36 8  . 8 8 2
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 1 6 7 14-2 12 5 2 0 0 0 2 2  . 1 6 7 1 0 6 0  . 2 3 1 0 1 3-3 2 1 0 1.000
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 0 6 7 18-5 15 5 1 0 0 1 1 4  . 2 6 7 0 0 8 0  . 0 6 7 0 0 2-2 2 0 0 1.000
22 MURPHY, Macy  . 0 0 0 6-0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 20-10 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 1 0-0 1 6 1  . 8 7 5
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 4-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 16-6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 10 0 1.000
Totals  . 2 9 3 28 714 156 209 39 6 23 133 329  . 4 6 1 74 11 105 0  . 3 6 3 11 16 61-71 546 144 18  . 9 7 5
Opponents  . 1 9 1 28 671 67 128 21 2 13 62 192  . 2 8 6 101 7 249 0  . 3 0 2 2 7 20-22 516 214 43  . 9 4 4
LOB - Team (155), Opp (175). DPs turned - Team (3), Opp (7). CI - Team (0), Opp (1). Picked off - SULLIVAN,K. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
10 NUNN, Shelby  1 . 3 7 4-0 15 5 1 1/4 3 41.0 31 11 8 13 40 5 1 0  . 1 9 4 2 0 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  1 . 9 1 6-3 19 9 2 2/4 5 58.2 40 19 16 30 85 3 0 7  . 1 8 6 6 2 0 1 3
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  2 . 9 4 13-2 16 14 7 3/0 0 81.0 54 35 34 56 123 12 1 6  . 1 8 7 4 5 0 1 4
20 TOWERS, Haylee 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.1 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0 0 0
Totals  2 . 3 1 23-5 28 28 10 10/4 8 182.0 128 67 60 101 249 21 2 13  . 1 9 1 12 7 0 2 7
Opponents  4 . 6 0 5-23 28 28 9 1/0 0 172.0 209 156 113 74 105 39 6 23  . 2 9 3 21 11 0 11 16
PB - Team (3), SMITH,K. 3, Opp (3). Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (1). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (20-22), SULLIVAN,K.
(12-13), AIKEY,K. (6-7), NUNN,S. (2-2).
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 26, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 107 105 2 0 1.000 2 0 0   - - - 0 0
 6 DAVIS, Taylor 17 17 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy 16 6 10 0 1.000 0 12 1  . 9 2 3 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 11 1 10 0 1.000 0 2 0 1.000 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 9 9 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 8 8 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan 3 2 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey 2 2 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 263 253 9 1  . 9 9 6 1 20 2  . 9 0 9 3 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 69 44 24 1  . 9 8 6 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon 25 23 1 1  . 9 6 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 42 39 1 2  . 9 5 2 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 60 12 44 4  . 9 3 3 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan 68 24 36 8  . 8 8 2 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 8 1 6 1  . 8 7 5 1 6 1  . 8 5 7 0 0
22 MURPHY, Macy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 708 546 144 18  . 9 7 5 3 20 2  . 9 0 9 3 0
Opponents 773 516 214 43  . 9 4 4 7 61 10  . 8 5 9 3 1
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 30, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 25-5   Home: 11-1   Away: 6-2   Neutral: 8-2   C-USA: 8-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 3 8 7 15-8 31 7 12 7 0 1 9 22  . 7 1 0 3 0 5 0  . 4 4 1 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 3 6 4 30-30 88 24 32 7 1 2 19 47  . 5 3 4 13 3 9 1  . 4 6 2 0 0 12-15 25 1 1  . 9 6 3
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 3 4 5 30-30 84 20 29 6 1 6 26 55  . 6 5 5 12 2 14 0  . 4 3 0 2 0 4-6 273 12 1  . 9 9 7
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 4 4 26-26 64 15 22 2 0 2 8 30  . 4 6 9 9 2 13 0  . 4 4 0 0 3 4-4 40 1 2  . 9 5 3
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 0 5 30-30 95 16 29 6 2 4 21 51  . 5 3 7 12 0 19 0  . 3 8 0 1 0 6-7 47 25 2  . 9 7 3
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 0 5 26-25 59 9 18 2 0 0 7 20  . 3 3 9 6 1 7 0  . 3 7 9 0 0 4-6 115 4 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 0 0 25-17 50 11 15 2 0 1 10 20  . 4 0 0 5 1 6 1  . 3 6 2 2 5 3-4 8 1 0 1.000
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 2 9 3 28-28 75 10 22 8 0 1 18 33  . 4 4 0 2 0 7 0  . 2 9 3 5 2 1-1 6 13 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 9 1 30-30 79 24 23 3 1 7 15 49  . 6 2 0 14 1 10 0  . 3 9 6 2 1 10-11 16 45 4  . 9 3 8
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 5 0 22-19 48 11 12 0 0 0 4 12  . 2 5 0 3 0 0 0  . 2 9 4 0 3 7-7 18 0 0 1.000
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 5 0 7-3 12 0 3 1 0 0 2 4  . 3 3 3 0 0 0 0  . 2 5 0 0 1 2-3 9 0 0 1.000
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 1 9 6 30-30 46 9 9 0 1 0 3 11  . 2 3 9 1 1 5 0  . 2 2 9 0 1 3-3 25 38 8  . 8 8 7
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 1 6 7 14-2 12 5 2 0 0 0 2 2  . 1 6 7 1 0 6 0  . 2 3 1 0 1 3-3 2 1 0 1.000
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 0 6 7 19-5 15 5 1 0 0 1 1 4  . 2 6 7 0 0 8 0  . 0 6 7 0 0 2-2 2 0 0 1.000
22 MURPHY, Macy  . 0 0 0 6-0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 21-11 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 1 0-0 1 6 1  . 8 7 5
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 5-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 17-6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 11 0 1.000
Totals  . 3 0 0 30 764 168 229 44 6 25 145 360  . 4 7 1 81 11 110 2  . 3 7 0 12 18 63-74 588 158 19  . 9 7 5
Opponents  . 1 9 0 30 722 70 137 23 2 13 64 203  . 2 8 1 107 7 270 0  . 3 0 0 2 8 23-25 552 232 47  . 9 4 3
LOB - Team (167), Opp (188). DPs turned - Team (3), Opp (10). CI - Team (0), Opp (1). Picked off - SULLIVAN,K. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
10 NUNN, Shelby  1 . 3 0 4-0 16 5 1 1/4 3 43.0 32 11 8 13 41 5 1 0  . 1 9 0 2 0 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 0 9 7-3 20 10 2 2/4 5 63.2 43 22 19 33 96 4 0 7  . 1 8 5 7 2 0 1 4
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  2 . 7 0 14-2 17 15 8 4/0 0 88.0 59 35 34 59 132 13 1 6  . 1 8 7 4 5 0 1 4
20 TOWERS, Haylee 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.1 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0 0 0
Totals  2 . 2 5 25-5 30 30 11 11/4 8 196.0 137 70 63 107 270 23 2 13  . 1 9 0 13 7 0 2 8
Opponents  4 . 6 0 5-25 30 30 10 1/0 0 184.0 229 168 121 81 110 44 6 25  . 3 0 0 22 11 0 12 18
PB - Team (3), SMITH,K. 3, Opp (3). Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (1). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (23-25), SULLIVAN,K.
(12-13), AIKEY,K. (9-10), NUNN,S. (2-2).
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 30, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 119 115 4 0 1.000 2 0 0   - - - 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy 19 6 13 0 1.000 0 12 1  . 9 2 3 0 0
 6 DAVIS, Taylor 18 18 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 12 1 11 0 1.000 0 2 0 1.000 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 9 9 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 9 8 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan 3 2 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey 2 2 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 286 273 12 1  . 9 9 7 1 23 2  . 9 2 0 3 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 74 47 25 2  . 9 7 3 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon 27 25 1 1  . 9 6 3 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 43 40 1 2  . 9 5 3 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 65 16 45 4  . 9 3 8 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan 71 25 38 8  . 8 8 7 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 8 1 6 1  . 8 7 5 1 9 1  . 9 0 0 0 0
22 MURPHY, Macy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 765 588 158 19  . 9 7 5 3 23 2  . 9 2 0 3 0
Opponents 831 552 232 47  . 9 4 3 10 63 11  . 8 5 1 3 1
2019 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Mar 30, 2019)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 8-0   Home: 5-0   Away: 3-0   C-USA: 8-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 5 6 3 7-7 16 6 9 1 0 2 4 16 1.000 4 0 2 0  . 6 5 0 0 1 2-2 8 0 0 1.000
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 4 3 5 8-8 23 5 10 5 0 1 8 18  . 7 8 3 1 0 1 0  . 4 4 0 1 2 1-1 2 5 0 1.000
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 4 2 9 7-6 14 2 6 1 0 0 3 7  . 5 0 0 3 1 2 0  . 5 5 6 0 0 1-1 35 2 0 1.000
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 4 0 9 8-8 22 4 9 2 0 0 6 11  . 5 0 0 6 0 3 1  . 5 3 6 0 0 1-3 8 0 0 1.000
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 3 3 3 8-8 21 5 7 2 0 1 7 12  . 5 7 1 6 0 2 0  . 4 8 1 0 0 1-1 67 5 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 0 8 8-8 26 5 8 2 0 1 5 13  . 5 0 0 4 0 4 0  . 4 0 0 0 0 1-2 15 9 2  . 9 2 3
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 3 0 4 8-8 23 5 7 2 0 2 6 15  . 6 5 2 2 0 6 0  . 3 4 6 1 0 2-2 4 15 1  . 9 5 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 2 8 6 5-1 7 1 2 1 0 0 1 3  . 4 2 9 0 0 1 0  . 2 8 6 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 3 5 7-7 17 6 4 0 0 0 0 4  . 2 3 5 3 0 0 0  . 3 5 0 0 0 6-6 8 0 0 1.000
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 2 2 4-3 9 0 2 0 0 0 1 2  . 2 2 2 0 0 0 0  . 2 2 2 0 1 1-1 6 0 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 2 1 4 6-4 14 2 3 1 0 0 1 4  . 2 8 6 1 0 1 1  . 2 6 7 0 2 0-0 0 1 0 1.000
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 1 1 1 8-8 9 2 1 0 0 0 1 1  . 1 1 1 0 1 0 0  . 2 0 0 0 0 0-0 8 13 2  . 9 1 3
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 5-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 5-2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 3 0 1.000
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 6-2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 2-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 0 0 0 4-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 3 3 7 8 202 46 68 17 0 7 43 106  . 5 2 5 30 2 23 2  . 4 2 4 2 6 18-21 162 53 5  . 9 7 7
Opponents  . 1 7 8 8 197 11 35 7 0 0 10 42  . 2 1 3 29 3 67 0  . 2 9 1 1 4 5-5 147 60 9  . 9 5 8
LOB - Team (49), Opp (61). DPs turned - Team (0), Opp (6).
(C-USA games only Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
10 NUNN, Shelby  0 . 9 3 1-0 5 2 0 0/3 0 15.0 11 2 2 5 13 2 0 0  . 1 8 3 1 0 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  1 . 3 4 3-0 6 2 0 0/3 2 15.2 8 3 3 10 29 1 0 0  . 1 4 8 2 1 0 0 2
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  1 . 8 0 4-0 4 4 2 1/0 0 23.1 16 6 6 14 25 4 0 0  . 1 9 3 0 2 0 1 2
Totals  1 . 4 3 8-0 8 8 2 4/3 2 54.0 35 11 11 29 67 7 0 0  . 1 7 8 3 3 0 1 4
Opponents  5 . 0 0 0-8 8 8 3 0/0 0 49.0 68 46 35 30 23 17 0 7  . 3 3 7 1 2 0 2 6
PB - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1. SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (5-5), AIKEY,K. (4-4), SULLIVAN,K. (1-1).
2019 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Mar 30, 2019)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
 2 SMITH, Kendall 72 67 5 0 1.000 0 5 0 1.000 1 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 37 35 2 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 8 8 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon 8 8 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 6 DAVIS, Taylor 8 8 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy 7 2 5 0 1.000 0 1 0 1.000 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 6 6 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 4 1 3 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 1 0 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 20 4 15 1  . 9 5 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 26 15 9 2  . 9 2 3 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan 23 8 13 2  . 9 1 3 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 4 0 1.000 0 0
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 220 162 53 5  . 9 7 7 0 5 0 1.000 1 0
Opponents 216 147 60 9  . 9 5 8 6 18 3  . 8 5 7 0 0
2019 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Mar 31, 2019)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 9-0   Home: 6-0   Away: 3-0   C-USA: 9-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 5 7 9 8-8 19 7 11 2 0 2 5 19 1.000 5 0 2 0  . 6 6 7 0 1 2-2 9 1 0 1.000
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 4 3 8 8-7 16 2 7 0 1 0 3 9  . 5 6 3 4 1 2 0  . 5 7 1 0 0 1-1 40 2 0 1.000
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 4 2 3 9-9 26 5 11 2 0 0 6 13  . 5 0 0 6 0 3 1  . 5 3 1 0 0 3-5 8 0 0 1.000
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 3 8 5 9-9 26 5 10 5 0 1 9 18  . 6 9 2 1 0 1 1  . 3 7 9 2 2 1-1 2 5 0 1.000
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 3 6 4 9-9 22 7 8 2 0 2 9 16  . 7 2 7 9 0 2 0  . 5 4 8 0 0 1-1 74 5 1  . 9 8 8
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 3 3 9-9 30 7 10 2 0 1 6 15  . 5 0 0 4 0 4 0  . 4 1 2 0 0 1-2 19 10 3  . 9 0 6
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 1 3 7-5 16 3 5 2 0 0 3 7  . 4 3 8 2 0 1 1  . 3 8 9 0 3 0-0 0 1 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 8 0 9-9 25 7 7 2 0 2 6 15  . 6 0 0 3 0 6 0  . 3 4 5 1 1 2-2 5 16 1  . 9 5 5
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 2 5 0 6-1 8 1 2 1 0 0 1 3  . 3 7 5 0 0 1 0  . 2 5 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 3 5 7-7 17 6 4 0 0 0 0 4  . 2 3 5 3 0 0 0  . 3 5 0 0 0 6-6 8 0 0 1.000
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 2 2 4-3 9 0 2 0 0 0 1 2  . 2 2 2 0 0 0 0  . 2 2 2 0 1 1-1 6 0 0 1.000
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 1 0 0 9-9 10 2 1 0 0 0 1 1  . 1 0 0 0 1 0 0  . 1 8 2 0 1 0-0 8 15 2  . 9 2 0
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 6-0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 2-2 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 6-3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 3 0 1.000
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 7-2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 2-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 0 0 0 4-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 3 4 7 9 225 56 78 18 1 8 50 122  . 5 4 2 37 2 23 3  . 4 3 8 3 9 21-24 180 58 7  . 9 7 1
Opponents  . 1 8 3 9 219 13 40 7 0 0 12 47  . 2 1 5 34 3 73 0  . 3 0 0 1 5 5-5 164 69 11  . 9 5 5
LOB - Team (56), Opp (69). DPs turned - Team (0), Opp (8).
(C-USA games only Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  1 . 0 7 4-0 7 2 0 0/3 2 19.2 10 3 3 13 34 1 0 0  . 1 4 9 4 1 0 0 2
10 NUNN, Shelby  1 . 2 4 1-0 6 3 0 0/3 0 17.0 14 4 3 7 14 2 0 0  . 2 0 3 1 0 0 0 1
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  1 . 8 0 4-0 4 4 2 1/0 0 23.1 16 6 6 14 25 4 0 0  . 1 9 3 0 2 0 1 2
Totals  1 . 4 0 9-0 9 9 2 4/3 2 60.0 40 13 12 34 73 7 0 0  . 1 8 3 5 3 0 1 5
Opponents  5 . 5 1 0-9 9 9 3 0/0 0 54.2 78 56 43 37 23 18 1 8  . 3 4 7 3 2 0 3 9
PB - Team (2), SMITH,K. 2. SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (5-5), AIKEY,K. (4-4), SULLIVAN,K. (1-1).
2019 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Mar 31, 2019)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 42 40 2 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 10 9 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon 8 8 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 6 DAVIS, Taylor 8 8 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy 7 2 5 0 1.000 0 1 0 1.000 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 6 6 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 4 1 3 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 1 0 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 80 74 5 1  . 9 8 8 0 5 0 1.000 2 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 22 5 16 1  . 9 5 5 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan 25 8 15 2  . 9 2 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 32 19 10 3  . 9 0 6 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 4 0 1.000 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 245 180 58 7  . 9 7 1 0 5 0 1.000 2 0
Opponents 244 164 69 11  . 9 5 5 8 21 3  . 8 7 5 0 0
2019 WKU Softball
Wright State vs WKU
Mar 08, 2019 at Kennesaw, Ga. (Bailey Park)
Wright State 3 (6-10)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
Rebekah Lenos rf 2 0 0 1 2 2 0 0 0
Meredith Keel lf 4 0 1 1 0 1 2 0 4
Madison Whitaker 3b 3 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 0
Madison Nunez c 2 0 0 0 2 2 4 0 1
Lauren Deitrick 2b 3 1 0 0 0 1 2 2 0
Brianna Hutchinson dp 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1
Madison Hartman ss 3 1 2 0 0 1 1 1 2
Madison Mills 1b 3 0 0 0 0 2 7 1 0
Macy McCall cf 2 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0
Olivia Otani p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
  Maddux Hughes p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 23 3 4 3 8 10 18 7 8
WKU 6 (14-2)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
THOMAS, Jordan 2b 4 0 1 1 0 0 2 0 0
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3b 2 2 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
PLESE, Shannon cf 4 1 2 0 0 0 1 1 0
SMITH, Kendall c 4 1 1 2 0 1 10 1 1
STOWERS, Tommi dp 4 0 1 2 0 2 0 0 4
CARTER, Paige rf 2 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
SULLIVAN, Kennedy p 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  NUNN, Shelby p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
DAVIS, Taylor lf 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 3
VORBRINK, Jordan 1b 1 1 0 0 2 0 6 0 0
  McGUFFIN, Kelsey pr 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
McELROY, Morgan ss 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0
Totals 27 6 6 5 4 3 21 6 8
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
Wright State 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 3 4 3
WKU 0 0 1 0 4 1 X 6 6 0
E - Whitaker(6); Hartman(11); Mills(6). LOB - Raiders 8; Hilltoppers 8. 2B - Keel(2); Hartman(4);
STOWERS,T.(5). HBP - Deitrick; ENGELHARDT,R. SB - Leno(5); Deitrick(3); McCall(3); PLESE,S.(8); SMITH,K.(3).
Wright State ip h r er bb so ab bf np
Olivia Otani 4.1 5 5 4 3 2 20 24 90
Maddux Hughes 1.2 1 1 1 1 1 7 8 29
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
SULLIVAN, Kennedy 5.1 4 3 3 8 8 18 27 118
NUNN, Shelby 1.2 0 0 0 0 2 5 5 14
Win - SULLIVAN,K. (10-0).  Loss - Otani (3-5).  Save - NUNN,S. (2).
WP - Otani(5); NUNN,S.(1). HBP - by SULLIVAN,K. (Deitrick); by Otani (ENGELHARDT,R). Inherited runners/scored:
Hughes 2/0; NUNN,S. 1/0. Pitches/strikes: Otani 90/51; Hughes 29/17; SULLIVAN,K. 118/64; NUNN,S. 14/12.
Umpires - HP: Denis Mucha  1B: Ted Broyles  3B: Mitch Goins
Start: 10 a.m.   Time: 2:50   Attendance: 37
Weather: 52 and drizzly
2019 WKU Softball
WKU vs Saint Louis
Mar 08, 2019 at Kennesaw, Ga. (Bailey Park)
WKU 10 (15-2)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
THOMAS, Jordan 2b 4 1 2 1 0 1 2 0 0
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3b 4 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 3
PLESE, Shannon cf 2 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
SMITH, Kendall c 2 1 2 2 0 0 8 0 0
STOWERS, Tommi dp 3 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
CARTER, Paige rf 2 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0
  MURPHY, Macy rf 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
McELROY, Morgan ss 3 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
  RIDGE, Jordan ss 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 3 1 1 1 0 0 4 1 0
VORBRINK, Jordan lf 3 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0
  McGUFFIN, Kelsey pr/lf 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
AIKEY, Kelsey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
Totals 26 10 12 7 1 1 15 3 4
Saint Louis 0 (2-11)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
WISE, Sadie 1b 1 0 0 0 1 1 6 0 0
STEVENSON, Kristi 3b 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 1
CONNELL, Maria ss 2 0 0 0 0 1 4 1 0
KOWALIK, Gabbie cf 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
CHAPPELLE, Kaylea dp 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
BREITBACH, Kaylyn c 2 0 1 0 0 1 3 1 0
LAWSON, Mackenzie 2b 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1
HACKE, Aubrey rf 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
LOMAX, Lauren lf 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
LOVELESS, Kallen p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0
Totals 16 0 1 0 1 8 15 9 2
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 R H E
WKU 3 0 2 0 5 10 12 0
Saint Louis 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3
E - Stevenson 2(2); Lawson(3). LOB - Hilltoppers 4; Billikens 2. 2B - STOWERS,T.(6). SF - SMITH,K.(2);
CARTER,P.(2). SB - THOMAS,J. 2(5); ENGELHARDT,R(5); PLESE,S.(9); BOWLDS,M.(3); McGUFFIN,K.(1). CS -
SMITH,K.(2).
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
AIKEY, Kelsey 5.0 1 0 0 1 8 16 17 66
Saint Louis ip h r er bb so ab bf np
LOVELESS, Kallen 5.0 12 10 4 1 1 26 29 110
Win - AIKEY,K. (2-2).  Loss - Loveless (2-2).  Save - None.
WP - Loveless(3). Inherited runners/scored: None. Pitches/strikes: AIKEY,K. 66/47; Loveless 110/69.
Umpires - HP: Ted Broyles  1B: Mitch Goins  3B: Denis Mucha
Start: 3:15 pm   Time: 1:21   Attendance: 83
Weather: 58 and cloudy
2019 WKU Softball
WKU at Kennesaw State
Mar 09, 2019 at Kennesaw, Ga. (Bailey Park)
WKU 1 (15-3)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
THOMAS, Jordan 2b 3 0 0 0 1 2 1 0 2
CARTER, Paige rf 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
PLESE, Shannon cf 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
SMITH, Kendall c 2 0 1 0 1 0 11 1 0
STOWERS, Tommi dp 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3b 2 0 0 0 1 2 2 1 0
SULLIVAN, Kennedy p 3 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 3
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 3 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1
VORBRINK, Jordan lf 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0
  McGUFFIN, Kelsey lf 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
McELROY, Morgan ss 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
Totals 25 1 5 1 3 10 20 2 8
Kennesaw State 2 (12-11)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
THOMASON, Hannah cf 2 0 1 0 2 1 1 0 0
ROTH, Maddie 1b 4 0 1 1 0 0 2 0 0
LEE, Jade 3b 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
SOLORZANO, Lexi c 2 0 0 0 1 1 11 0 0
GREEP, Katie lf 2 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 4
  DUMAS, Joirea ph 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
CZYRKLIS, Kira dp 2 1 2 0 1 0 0 0 0
  DICKEY, Brea pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
GOCKE, Olivia rf 2 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0
MULLEN, Jessie ss 2 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0
  WILLIAMS, Raleigh ph 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
ALEXANDER, Faith 2b 3 1 2 1 0 1 1 2 0
ANDREWS, Hailey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
Totals 23 2 6 2 4 11 21 3 7
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
WKU 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 5 1
Kennesaw State 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 6 0
Note: 2 outs, 2 runners LOB when the game ended.
E - VORBRINK,J.(2). LOB - Hilltoppers 8; Owls 7. 2B - Roth(6); Czyrklis 2(5). HR - McGUFFIN,K.(1). HBP -
PLESE,S.; Lee. SH - CARTER,P.(3); Gocke(4). SB - Thomason(6). CS - Dickey(1).
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
SULLIVAN, Kennedy 6.2 6 2 2 4 11 23 29 137
Kennesaw State ip h r er bb so ab bf np
ANDREWS, Hailey 7.0 5 1 1 3 10 25 30 112
Win - Andrews (7-6).  Loss - SULLIVAN,K. (10-1).  Save - None.
WP - Andrews 2(5). HBP - by SULLIVAN,K. (Lee); by Andrews (PLESE,S.). Inherited runners/scored: None.
Pitches/strikes: SULLIVAN,K. 137/82; Andrews 112/67.
Umpires - HP: Chase Jeffreys  1B: Dave Rheinecker  3B: Ronald White
Start: 12:40   Time: 1:50   Attendance: 197
Weather: 51 and cloudy
2019 WKU Softball
WKU vs Wright State
Mar 09, 2019 at Kennesaw, Ga. (Bailey Park)
WKU 1 (15-4)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
CARTER, Paige rf 3 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 2
THOMAS, Jordan 2b 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 0
PLESE, Shannon cf 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SMITH, Kendall c 3 0 0 0 0 1 7 0 0
SULLIVAN, Kennedy dp 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3b 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
McELROY, Morgan ss 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 3 1
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 3 1 2 0 0 0 9 0 0
McGUFFIN, Kelsey lf 3 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 1
AIKEY, Kelsey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  NUNN, Shelby p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
Totals 26 1 4 0 0 6 18 6 5
Wright State 2 (8-11)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
Rebekah Lenos rf 3 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 0
Madison Whitaker dp 2 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
Madison Nunez lf 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 4
  Jordyn Poulson lf 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Lauren Deitrick 2b 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 3 1
Brianna Hutchinson 1b 2 0 0 0 1 0 11 0 0
Macy McCall cf 3 1 1 0 0 2 1 0 0
Raidyn Johnson c 3 1 1 1 0 1 6 1 1
Madison Hartman ss 3 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0
Meredith Keel 3b 2 0 1 0 1 0 0 3 1
Makenna Durieux p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  Maddux Hughes p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
Totals 24 2 6 2 3 6 21 9 7
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
WKU 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 4 0
Wright State 0 0 0 0 0 2 X 2 6 2
E - Hutchinson(1); Durieux(2). LOB - Hilltoppers 5; Raiders 7. HBP - PLESE,S.. SB - PLESE,S. 2(11);
ENGELHARDT,R 2(7); McELROY,M.(3); Hartman(1).
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
AIKEY, Kelsey 5.2 5 2 2 3 6 22 25 102
NUNN, Shelby 0.1 1 0 0 0 0 2 2 9
Wright State ip h r er bb so ab bf np
Makenna Durieux 4.0 2 1 0 0 2 14 14 54
Maddux Hughes 3.0 2 0 0 0 4 12 13 44
Win - Hughes (1-2).  Loss - AIKEY,K. (2-3).  Save - None.
WP - AIKEY,K.(4). HBP - by Hughes (PLESE,S.). PB - Johnson(2). Inherited runners/scored: NUNN,S. 1/1.
Pitches/strikes: AIKEY,K. 102/63; NUNN,S. 9/6; Durieux 54/34; Hughes 44/28.
Umpires - HP: Denis Mucha  1B: Ted Broyles  3B: Mitch Goins
Start: 3 p.m.   Time: 1:44   Attendance: 111
Weather: 59 and hazy
2019 WKU Softball
WKU at Lipscomb
Mar 13, 2019 at Nashville, Tenn. (Draper Diamond)
WKU 7 (15-5)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
PLESE, Shannon cf 3 2 2 0 1 0 2 0 0
BOWLDS, Maddie rf 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  TOWERS, Haylee ph/rf 2 0 1 1 0 0 2 0 2
THOMAS, Jordan 2b 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0
  CARTER, Paige 2b 2 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
SMITH, Kendall c 4 1 1 3 0 1 7 0 2
SULLIVAN, Kennedy dp/p 4 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3b 4 2 2 1 0 0 0 1 0
McELROY, Morgan ss 2 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 1
  STOWERS, Tommi ph 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
VORBRINK, Jordan 1b 3 0 0 0 0 2 3 0 2
  RIDGE, Jordan ph 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
DAVIS, Taylor lf 3 1 2 1 0 0 2 0 0
AIKEY, Kelsey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  NUNN, Shelby p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 33 7 11 6 1 7 18 2 7
Lipscomb 9 (15-7-1)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
WARD, Peyton ss 3 1 0 0 1 1 1 2 0
GREEN, Khayla 3b 0 3 0 0 4 0 2 1 0
FORTEL, Jordan dp/c 2 3 1 2 2 0 0 0 0
DEVAULT, Hannah 2b 4 2 1 4 0 1 6 0 2
HIGGINS, Sarah c/dp 3 0 0 0 1 1 7 2 0
TURNER, Katie p 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0
  VETULA, Amy lf 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
PEALOR, Jenna 1b 3 0 1 3 0 0 4 0 2
GLADDEN, Graysen rf 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
BREWER, Destinee cf 3 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 0
  DAVIS, Abby lf 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  JORDAN, Mandy p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0
Totals 23 9 4 9 9 6 21 8 5
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
WKU 0 0 3 1 1 1 1 7 11 1
Lipscomb 2 0 3 0 0 4 X 9 4 2
E - ENGELHARDT,R(3); DEVAULT(4); PEALOR(2). LOB - WKU 7; LIP 5. 2B - PLESE,S.(5); TOWERS,H.(1); CARTER,P.(1);
ENGELHARDT,R(1). 3B - PEALOR(1). HR - SMITH,K.(5); ENGELHARDT,R(4); FORTEL(3); DEVAULT(4). SH - McELROY,M.(1).
SB - CARTER,P. 2(3); ENGELHARDT,R(8); BREWER(6).
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
AIKEY, Kelsey 2.0 1 3 2 4 3 7 11 58
NUNN, Shelby 1.1 2 2 0 2 2 7 9 33
SULLIVAN, Kennedy 2.2 1 4 4 3 1 9 12 58
Lipscomb ip h r er bb so ab bf np
TURNER, Katie 3.0 5 4 4 0 3 15 15 55
JORDAN, Mandy 4.0 6 3 2 1 4 18 20 79
Win - JORDAN (6-4).  Loss - SULLIVAN,K. (10-2).  Save - None.
PB - HIGGINS(3). Inherited runners/scored: NUNN,S. 1/1; SULLIVAN,K. 2/0; JORDAN 1/1. Pitches/strikes: AIKEY,K.
58/27; NUNN,S. 33/16; SULLIVAN,K. 58/30; TURNER, K. 55/35; JORDAN 79/55.
Umpires - HP: Chris Nabors  1B: Kan Cato  3B: Dewane Shumate
Start: 4:06 pm   Time: 2:17   Attendance: 127
Weather: Fair, 74, Wind:SSE16
AIKEY,K. faced 1 batter in the 3rd.
TURNER, K. faced 1 batter in the 4th.
2019 WKU Softball
WKU at FIU (Game 1)
Mar 16, 2019 at Miami, Fla. (Felsberg Field)
WKU 6 (16-5,1-0 C-USA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
THOMAS, Jordan 2b 4 2 2 0 0 0 1 1 0
PLESE, Shannon cf 3 1 3 3 1 0 4 0 0
SMITH, Kendall c 4 0 1 1 0 1 6 0 3
CARTER, Paige dp 3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3b 3 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1
SULLIVAN, Kennedy p 3 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 1
  McGUFFIN, Kelsey pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOWERS, Haylee rf/lf 3 0 2 1 0 0 2 0 1
VORBRINK, Jordan 1b 2 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0
  BOWLDS, Maddie ph/1b 1 1 1 0 0 0 2 0 0
DAVIS, Taylor lf/rf 4 1 1 0 0 0 2 0 2
McELROY, Morgan ss 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0
Totals 30 6 12 6 2 2 21 4 9
FIU 2 (17-10,0-1 C-USA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
SCHOFF, JACKIE cf 4 0 2 0 0 0 3 0 0
ORCUTT, NATALIE lf 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 2
RIVERA, JESSICA ss 2 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0
KOSKEY, REBECCA 2b 2 0 0 0 1 1 6 0 2
LEWIS, MADISON dp 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
WHITEHEAD, KAYLA 1b 3 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 0
BAHADUE, BRIANNA rf 3 0 1 1 0 1 2 0 0
AITKEN, KAMERON c 2 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 2
  SZARA, MONTANA ph 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
JONES, TORI 3b 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0
  LABOY, ALYSSA pr 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
KUGELMANN, MEGAN p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
Totals 23 2 4 2 2 5 21 6 6
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
WKU 0 1 2 0 0 3 0 6 12 0
FIU 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 2 4 0
DP - FIU 1. LOB - WKU 9; FIU 6. 2B - THOMAS,J.(5); PLESE,S.(6); SMITH,K.(5); SULLIVAN,K.(4). HBP - BOWLDS,M.;
JONES, T. 2. SH - CARTER,P.(4); SULLIVAN,K.(1); TOWERS,H.(1); ORCUTT, N.(1). SF - RIVERA, J.(1). SB -
TOWERS,H.(2); SCHOFF, J.(9).
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
SULLIVAN, Kennedy 7.0 4 2 2 2 5 23 29 129
FIU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
KUGELMANN, MEGAN 7.0 12 6 6 2 2 30 36 116
Win - SULLIVAN,K. (11-2).  Loss - KUGELMANN, M (6-3).  Save - None.
HBP - by SULLIVAN,K. (JONES, T.); by SULLIVAN,K. (JONES, T.); by KUGELMANN, M (BOWLDS,M.). PB - SMITH,K.(3).
Inherited runners/scored: None. Pitches/strikes: SULLIVAN,K. 129/83; KUGELMANN, M 116/73.
Umpires - HP: Soule  1B: Dewhirst  3B: Riggan
Start: 4:00 pm   Time: 2:10   Attendance: 76
2019 WKU Softball
WKU at FIU (Game 2)
Mar 16, 2019 at Miami, Fla. (Felsberg Field)
WKU 4 (17-5,2-0 C-USA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
THOMAS, Jordan 2b 2 1 0 1 2 1 1 3 0
PLESE, Shannon cf 4 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 1
SMITH, Kendall c 4 0 1 1 0 0 9 0 0
SULLIVAN, Kennedy dp 3 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
TOWERS, Haylee lf 4 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 4
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3b 2 0 2 0 1 0 0 4 0
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 2 0 0 0 0 1 9 0 1
  CARTER, Paige ph 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
McELROY, Morgan ss 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 3 0
  STOWERS, Tommi ph 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
DAVIS, Taylor rf 3 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
NUNN, Shelby p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
  AIKEY, Kelsey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 27 4 7 4 3 3 21 11 7
FIU 0 (17-11,0-2 C-USA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
SCHOFF, JACKIE cf 3 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
ORCUTT, NATALIE lf 3 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 1
RIVERA, JESSICA ss 2 0 0 0 1 1 2 4 0
KOSKEY, REBECCA 2b 3 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 3
SZARA, MONTANA dp 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
BAHADUE, BRIANNA rf 3 0 0 0 0 3 3 0 0
KENNEDY, DEVEN 1b 3 0 0 0 0 2 6 0 0
COOKER, ANNMARIE c 2 0 1 0 0 0 4 0 0
JONES, TORI 3b 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 2 0
  JOHNS, ALEXIS pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
DUNFORD, KENDAHL p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 23 0 2 0 2 9 21 7 4
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
WKU 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 4 7 0
FIU 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0
DP - FIU 1. LOB - WKU 7; FIU 4. 2B - ENGELHARDT,R(2). HBP - McELROY,M.. SF - SULLIVAN,K.(4). SB -
SULLIVAN,K.(1); ENGELHARDT,R 2(10); DAVIS,T.(2); RIVERA, J.(3).
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
NUNN, Shelby 5.2 2 0 0 1 5 19 20 82
AIKEY, Kelsey 1.1 0 0 0 1 4 4 5 27
FIU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
DUNFORD, KENDAHL 7.0 7 4 4 3 3 27 32 121
Win - AIKEY,K. (3-3).  Loss - DUNFORD, K. (6-3).  Save - None.
HBP - by DUNFORD, K. (McELROY,M.). Inherited runners/scored: AIKEY,K. 1/0. Pitches/strikes: NUNN,S. 82/58; AIKEY,K.
27/19; DUNFORD, K. 121/75.
Umpires - HP: Dewhirst  1B: Riggan  3B: Soule
Start: 6:30 pm   Time: 2:00   Attendance: 85
2019 WKU Softball
WKU at FIU
Mar 17, 2019 at Miami, Fla. (Felsberg Field)
WKU 5 (18-5,3-0 C-USA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
THOMAS, Jordan 2b 4 0 1 1 0 1 3 0 1
PLESE, Shannon cf 3 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
CARTER, Paige dp 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
SMITH, Kendall c 3 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 3
  STOWERS, Tommi ph 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3b 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0
SULLIVAN, Kennedy p/rf 2 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0
  BLACKFORD, Cassidy pr 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOWERS, Haylee lf 2 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0
  McGUFFIN, Kelsey ph 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
VORBRINK, Jordan 1b 3 2 3 2 0 0 4 0 0
  RIDGE, Jordan pr 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
DAVIS, Taylor rf 2 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
  NUNN, Shelby p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  AIKEY, Kelsey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
McELROY, Morgan ss 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0
Totals 27 5 6 4 3 3 21 4 5
FIU 4 (17-12,0-3 C-USA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
SCHOFF, JACKIE cf 4 0 1 0 0 0 3 1 0
RIVERA, JESSICA ss 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1
ORCUTT, NATALIE 1b 4 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 4
  KENNEDY, DEVEN 1b 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
LEWIS, MADISON lf 3 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0
SZARA, MONTANA dp 2 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
  WHITEHEAD, KAYLA dp 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
BAHADUE, BRIANNA rf 2 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0
  JOHNS, ALEXIS rf 2 1 2 0 0 0 1 0 0
PHILLIPS, BRITANNY 2b 2 1 1 2 2 0 3 1 1
AITKEN, KAMERON c 1 0 0 0 0 1 4 0 2
  PAGANO, ALEXA ph 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
  LABOY, ALYSSA pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  COOKER, ANNMARIE ph/c 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 2
JONES, TORI 3b 2 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0
MURASKIN, ALLISON p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0
  KUGELMANN, MEGAN p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
Totals 28 4 8 4 6 7 21 7 10
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
WKU 0 0 1 0 2 2 0 5 6 0
FIU 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 4 8 2
E - RIVERA, J.(8); JONES, T.(3). LOB - WKU 5; FIU 10. 2B - THOMAS,J.(6); CARTER,P.(2); VORBRINK,J.(2); LEWIS,
M.(1); WHITEHEAD, K(1); PHILLIPS, B.(1). HR - VORBRINK,J.(1). SH - CARTER,P.(5); JONES, T.(5). SB -
PLESE,S.(12); BLACKFORD,C.(1); DAVIS,T.(3).
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
SULLIVAN, Kennedy 5.1 3 2 2 4 6 18 23 101
NUNN, Shelby 0.1 3 2 2 0 0 4 4 13
AIKEY, Kelsey 1.1 2 0 0 2 1 6 8 29
FIU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
MURASKIN, ALLISON 5.2 6 5 4 3 3 24 27 111
KUGELMANN, MEGAN 1.1 0 0 0 0 0 3 4 11
Win - SULLIVAN,K. (12-2).  Loss - MURASKIN, A. (5-6).  Save - AIKEY,K. (4).
Inherited runners/scored: NUNN,S. 1/1; AIKEY,K. 1/0; KUGELMANN, M 1/0. Pitches/strikes: SULLIVAN,K. 101/63; NUNN,S.
13/8; AIKEY,K. 29/15; MURASKIN, A. 111/65; KUGELMANN, M 11/7.
Umpires - HP: Riggan  1B: Soule  3B: Dewhirst
Start: 12:00 pm   Time: 2:20   Attendance: 151
2019 WKU Softball
WKU at Eastern Kentucky
Mar 20, 2019 at Richmond KY (Gertrude Hood Field)
WKU 6 (19-5)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
THOMAS, Jordan 2b 4 0 2 3 0 0 2 0 1
PLESE, Shannon cf 3 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 2
CARTER, Paige dp 2 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
  RIDGE, Jordan ph/dp 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
SMITH, Kendall c 4 0 1 1 0 1 11 0 0
SULLIVAN, Kennedy p/rf 2 0 0 1 0 0 2 2 0
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3b 3 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 2 2 2 0 1 0 4 0 0
VORBRINK, Jordan rf/lf 3 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
DAVIS, Taylor lf 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  AIKEY, Kelsey p 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
McELROY, Morgan ss 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0
Totals 26 6 8 6 2 2 21 5 4
Eastern Kentucky 5 (13-10)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
Lizzmore,Destinee 2b 3 2 1 1 1 1 5 2 0
Miller,Sammi rf/dp 3 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
Clark,Hannah ss 3 0 2 3 0 1 3 3 0
Robinson,Carly 1b 3 0 0 0 0 1 9 0 1
Mihalicz,Zoe c 3 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 0
Corbitt,Emily 3b 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 1
Paulick,Mollie p/dp 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
  Bowers,Erica ph/dp 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0
  Sjoberg,Amanda pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
De La Cerda,Gabriel cf 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0
  Harrison,Brooke ph 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
Jacobsen,Melissa lf 2 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0
  Reynoso,Samantha p/rf 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0
  Todd,Bethany p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0
Totals 24 5 3 5 5 10 21 13 3
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
WKU 2 1 0 2 0 1 0 6 8 0
Eastern Kentucky 1 0 4 0 0 0 0 5 3 0
LOB - Western Ky. 4; Eastern Ky. 3. 2B - BOWLDS,M.(1); CLARK, H.(8). 3B - THOMAS,J.(2). HR - ENGELHARDT,R(5);
LIZZMORE, D.(7). SH - DAVIS,T.(3); AIKEY,K.(1). SF - SULLIVAN,K.(5). CS - CARTER,P.(1).
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
SULLIVAN, Kennedy 2.0 1 5 5 4 2 7 11 49
AIKEY, Kelsey 5.0 2 0 0 1 8 17 18 73
Eastern Kentucky ip h r er bb so ab bf np
Paulick,Mollie 1.2 3 3 3 1 0 7 9 26
Reynoso,Samantha 3.1 5 3 3 0 1 14 15 54
Todd,Bethany 2.0 0 0 0 1 1 5 7 28
Win - AIKEY,K. (4-3).  Loss - PAULICK, M. (5-5).  Save - None.
WP - AIKEY,K.(5); PAULICK, M.(4). Inherited runners/scored: AIKEY,K. 3/3. Pitches/strikes: SULLIVAN,K. 49/23;
AIKEY,K. 73/46; PAULICK, M. 26/14; REYNOSO, S. 54/39; TODD, B. 28/13.
Umpires - HP: Kevin Gramig  1B: John West  3B: Roland Hammer
Start: 4:04   Time: 1:58   Attendance: 150
Weather: 61 cloudy 8 SW 25% humidity
SULLIVAN,K. faced 4 batters in the 3rd.
PAULICK, M. faced 1 batter in the 6th.
2019 WKU Softball
Charlotte at WKU (Game 1)
Mar 23, 2019 at Bowling Green, Ky. (WKU Softball Complex)
Charlotte 2 (10-16,2-5 CUSA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
BERRIER, Kiersten cf 3 1 1 0 0 1 3 0 0 .341
GRAY, Spenser ss 3 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 .333
OCKER, Emma lf 3 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 2 .338
HARRIS, Meredith 1b 3 0 1 2 0 0 2 0 0 .312
MANRING, Katie dp 1 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 .292
  DEVEREAUX, Anna pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
VANNOY, Bailey c 1 0 1 0 2 0 2 0 0 .371
BIRCH, Lizzy 3b 2 0 0 0 1 0 3 0 3 .239
MCGOUGH, Jude 2b 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 4 .152
ROCHELLE, Imani rf 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 .306
GREEN, Alison p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
  CANNON, Maggie p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
Totals 20 2 5 2 6 6 12 1 9
WKU 11 (20-5,4-0 CUSA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
THOMAS, Jordan 2b 4 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 3 .301
PLESE, Shannon cf 2 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 .368
VORBRINK, Jordan lf 1 2 0 0 2 0 1 0 2 .288
SMITH, Kendall c 2 2 1 2 1 0 8 0 0 .347
  RIDGE, Jordan pr 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .167
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3 3 2 2 3 0 0 0 2 0 .319
SULLIVAN, Kennedy p 3 1 2 2 0 0 0 1 0 .286
  AIKEY, Kelsey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000
STOWERS, Tommi dp 3 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 .375
DAVIS, Taylor rf 2 2 1 0 1 0 2 0 0 .273
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 1 0 1 1 2 0 1 0 0 .319
McELROY, Morgan ss 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 .229
Totals 21 11 9 10 7 2 15 3 5
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 R H E
Charlotte 0 0 2 0 0 2 5 2
WKU 6 2 1 2 X 11 9 0
E - GRAY(12); OCKER(1). DP - CHA 1. LOB - CHA 9; WKU 5. 2B - HARRIS(9); SULLIVAN,K.(5); STOWERS,T.(7). HR -
SMITH,K.(6); ENGELHARDT,R(6). SB - DAVIS,T. 3(6); BOWLDS,M.(4).
Charlotte ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
GREEN, Alison 0.2 5 6 1 1 1 8 9 32 7.49
CANNON, Maggie 3.1 4 5 5 6 1 13 19 81 8.78
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
SULLIVAN, Kennedy 4.0 4 2 2 5 5 16 21 102 2.96
AIKEY, Kelsey 1.0 1 0 0 1 1 4 5 28 2.16
Win - SULLIVAN,K. (13-2).  Loss - GREEN (0-4).  Save - None.
Inherited runners/scored: CANNON 2/1. Pitches/strikes: GREEN 32/18; CANNON 81/40; SULLIVAN,K. 102/55; AIKEY,K.
28/17.
Umpires - HP: Brian Miller  1B: Michelle Sandahl  3B: Derek Johnson
Start: 1 p.m.   Time: 1:56   Attendance: 377
Weather: 56 degrees; sunny
2019 WKU Softball
Charlotte at WKU (Game 2)
Mar 23, 2019 at Bowling Green, Ky. (WKU Softball Complex)
Charlotte 0 (10-17,2-6 CUSA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
BERRIER, Kiersten cf 3 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 .330
GRAY, Spenser ss 4 0 1 0 0 2 2 2 0 .329
OCKER, Emma lf 3 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 .338
HARRIS, Meredith 1b 3 0 1 0 0 0 9 0 4 .312
MANRING, Katie dp 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 .284
VANNOY, Bailey c 3 0 0 0 0 1 4 3 0 .344
BIRCH, Lizzy 2b 1 0 0 0 2 1 1 1 0 .242
DOTY, Bethany 3b 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 1 .146
  DEVEREAUX, Anna pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
ROCHELLE, Imani rf 3 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 .297
PACE, Carson p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 -
  RILEY, Lauren p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 -
Totals 24 0 3 0 4 10 18 12 9
WKU 5 (21-5,5-0 CUSA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
THOMAS, Jordan 2b 3 0 0 0 1 0 4 1 3 .293
PLESE, Shannon cf 3 0 1 0 0 2 1 0 0 .377
SMITH, Kendall c 0 1 0 0 3 0 9 1 0 .342
  RIDGE, Jordan pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .167
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3 3 1 1 0 0 2 0 3 1 .304
SULLIVAN, Kennedy dp 3 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 .270
VORBRINK, Jordan lf 3 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 .315
McELROY, Morgan ss 2 0 0 1 0 0 1 2 0 .216
  CARTER, Paige ph 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .317
DAVIS, Taylor rf 2 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 .273
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 3 0 2 1 0 0 5 0 0 .327
AIKEY, Kelsey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000
  NUNN, Shelby p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 -
Totals 23 5 8 5 5 4 21 8 5
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
Charlotte 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0
WKU 0 2 3 0 0 0 X 5 8 1
E - ENGELHARDT,R(4). LOB - CHA 9; WKU 5. 2B - PLESE,S.(7); SULLIVAN,K.(6). HR - VORBRINK,J.(2). HBP - DOTY. SH
- DOTY(3). SB - VORBRINK,J.(3); DAVIS,T.(7). CS - THOMAS,J.(1); PLESE,S.(2).
Charlotte ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
PACE, Carson 2.1 7 5 5 3 2 12 15 68 5.83
RILEY, Lauren 3.2 1 0 0 2 2 11 13 50 5.69
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
AIKEY, Kelsey 5.0 2 0 0 3 7 17 22 79 1.99
NUNN, Shelby 2.0 1 0 0 1 3 7 8 32 1.70
Win - AIKEY,K. (5-3).  Loss - PACE (5-5).  Save - None.
HBP - by AIKEY,K. (DOTY). Inherited runners/scored: RILEY 2/1. Pitches/strikes: PACE 68/39; RILEY 50/29; AIKEY,K.
79/51; NUNN,S. 32/23.
Umpires - HP: Michelle Sandahl  1B: Derek Johnson  3B: Brian Miller
Start: 3:35 pm   Time: 1:51   Attendance: 298
Weather: 59 degrees; sunny
2019 WKU Softball
Charlotte at WKU
Mar 24, 2019 at Bowling Green, Ky. (WKU Softball Complex)
Charlotte 0 (10-18,2-7 CUSA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
BERRIER, Kiersten cf 3 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 1
  PAULSON, Alex ph 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
GRAY, Spenser ss 4 0 1 0 0 2 0 5 0
OCKER, Emma lf 4 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0
HARRIS, Meredith 1b 4 0 0 0 0 2 7 0 1
MANRING, Katie dp 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2
VANNOY, Bailey c 2 0 0 0 1 0 4 0 3
BIRCH, Lizzy 3b 2 0 2 0 1 0 0 3 0
MCGOUGH, Jude 2b 3 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0
ROCHELLE, Imani rf 3 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 3
PACE, Carson p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  CANNON, Maggie p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
  RILEY, Lauren p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 28 0 4 0 3 9 18 9 10
WKU 3 (22-5,6-0 CUSA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
THOMAS, Jordan 2b 2 1 1 1 1 0 2 3 0
PLESE, Shannon cf 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2
SMITH, Kendall c 2 0 0 0 1 1 8 1 0
  McGUFFIN, Kelsey pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3b 3 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 1
SULLIVAN, Kennedy dp 3 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 1
VORBRINK, Jordan lf 3 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1
  TOWERS, Haylee pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
McELROY, Morgan ss 3 1 1 0 0 0 1 3 0
  RIDGE, Jordan pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
DAVIS, Taylor rf 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 2 0 0 0 1 0 8 0 1
NUNN, Shelby p 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
  AIKEY, Kelsey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 24 3 6 2 3 4 21 9 6
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
Charlotte 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 1
WKU 0 2 0 0 1 0 X 3 6 3
E - BERRIER(1); THOMAS,J.(1); McELROY,M. 2(8). LOB - CHA 10; WKU 6. 2B - BIRCH(8). HR - SULLIVAN,K.(1). SB -
THOMAS,J.(6); McGUFFIN,K.(2).
Charlotte ip h r er bb so ab bf np
PACE, Carson 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
CANNON, Maggie 4.0 5 3 3 3 3 17 20 95
RILEY, Lauren 2.0 1 0 0 0 1 7 7 29
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
NUNN, Shelby 5.0 4 0 0 3 4 22 25 81
AIKEY, Kelsey 2.0 0 0 0 0 5 6 6 29
Win - NUNN,S. (4-0).  Loss - CANNON (2-8).  Save - AIKEY,K. (5).
WP - NUNN,S.(2); AIKEY,K.(6). Inherited runners/scored: RILEY 2/1; AIKEY,K. 1/0. Pitches/strikes: CANNON 95/57;
RILEY 29/17; NUNN,S. 81/51; AIKEY,K. 29/20.
Umpires - HP: Derek Johnson  1B: Brian Miller  3B: Michelle Sandahl
Start: Noon   Time: 1:56   Attendance: 243
Weather: 51 degrees; overcast
CANNON faced 2 batters in the 5th.
NUNN,S. faced 1 batter in the 6th.
2019 WKU Softball
WKU at #17 Kentucky
Mar 26, 2019 at Lexington, Ky. (John Cropp Stadium)
WKU 4 (23-5)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
THOMAS, Jordan 2b 4 1 1 1 0 1 1 3 0
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 3 1 0 0 1 1 7 0 0
PLESE, Shannon cf 4 1 1 2 0 1 3 0 2
SMITH, Kendall c 3 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0
SULLIVAN, Kennedy dp 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
VORBRINK, Jordan lf 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3b 1 0 0 0 2 0 2 1 0
McELROY, Morgan ss 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 3
CARTER, Paige rf 3 1 1 1 0 0 2 0 0
AIKEY, Kelsey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
  NUNN, Shelby p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
Totals 27 4 4 4 3 4 21 6 5
Kentucky 1 (21-11)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
Jenny Schaper c 2 0 1 0 2 0 3 0 0
  Jaci Babbs pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Kayla Kowalik cf 4 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
Alex Martens 2b 3 0 0 0 0 1 3 3 0
Abbey Cheek 3b 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 2
Katie Reed ss 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 5 4
Mallory Peyton 1b 3 1 1 1 0 1 10 0 0
Sarah Rainwater rf 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
  Olivia Ward ph 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
Bailey Vick lf 2 0 0 0 1 0 3 0 0
Lauren Johnson dp 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Autumn Humes p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  Grace Baalman p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0
Totals 24 1 3 1 5 5 21 11 7
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
WKU 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 4 4 0
Kentucky 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 3 2
E - Martens, A(2); Vick, B(1). LOB - WKU 5; UK 7. HR - THOMAS,J.(3); PLESE,S.(2); CARTER,P.(1); Peyton, M(8).
SB - Vick, B(9).
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
AIKEY, Kelsey 4.0 3 1 1 3 3 15 18 72
NUNN, Shelby 3.0 0 0 0 2 2 9 11 47
Kentucky ip h r er bb so ab bf np
Autumn Humes 4.2 3 2 2 1 2 18 19 74
Grace Baalman 2.1 1 2 2 2 2 9 11 55
Win - AIKEY,K. (6-3).  Loss - Humes, A (7-6).  Save - NUNN,S. (3).
WP - Humes, A(2); Baalman, G(8). Inherited runners/scored: None. Pitches/strikes: AIKEY,K. 72/41; NUNN,S. 47/25;
Humes, A 74/42; Baalman, G 55/30.
Umpires - HP: Scott Mair  1B: Chris Nabors  3B: Kevin Gramig
Start: 6pm ET   Time: 2:04   Attendance: 824
Weather: 51 degrees, sunny, cooling
2019 WKU Softball
Florida Atlantic at WKU (Game 1)
Mar 30, 2019 at Bowling Green, Ky. (WKU Softball Complex)
Florida Atlantic 3 (15-16,3-4 CUSA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
Palmer, Madisyn cf 2 1 0 0 2 1 1 0 0 .242
Lageyre,Samantha ss 3 0 1 0 0 2 3 2 0 .333
Olson, Mia p 3 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 1 .333
Duffner, Jolie 3b 3 0 1 2 0 1 1 1 1 .273
Davis, Fayth rf 3 0 1 0 0 1 3 0 0 .306
Whitt, Lauren 1b 3 0 0 0 0 1 5 0 0 .227
Burke, Kaitlyn c 3 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 0 .173
Rosa, Carolyn 2b 2 2 1 0 1 0 2 1 2 .264
Jennings, Ashleigh lf 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 .226
  Morrison, Kelsey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .105
  Lokeinsky, Kara p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 -
  Morgan, Abigail p 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 .500
Totals 25 3 4 2 3 12 18 6 5
WKU 10 (24-5,7-0 CUSA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
THOMAS, Jordan 2b 4 1 3 2 0 0 1 1 0 .333
CARTER, Paige rf 4 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 2 .269
PLESE, Shannon cf 2 3 1 0 2 0 1 0 0 .375
SMITH, Kendall c 3 2 2 2 1 0 11 2 0 .345
  McGUFFIN, Kelsey pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .067
SULLIVAN, Kennedy dp 4 1 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 .325
VORBRINK, Jordan lf 2 1 1 1 2 0 0 0 1 .328
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3 3 1 1 2 0 1 2 1 2 .291
McELROY, Morgan ss 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 .184
  STOWERS, Tommi pr 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 .419
  BLACKFORD, Cassidy pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 3 1 2 1 0 0 5 1 0 .333
AIKEY, Kelsey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000
  NUNN, Shelby p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 -
Totals 29 10 14 10 5 2 21 8 7
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
Florida Atlantic 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 3 4 3
WKU 2 2 5 0 0 1 X 10 14 1
E - Lageyre, S.; Davis, F.(2); Burke, K.(9); THOMAS,J.(2). DP - FAU 2. LOB - FAU 5; WKU 7. 2B - Rosa, C.(1);
SMITH,K.(6); SULLIVAN,K. 2(8); BOWLDS,M.(2). HR - THOMAS,J.(4); ENGELHARDT,R(7). SH - Lageyre, S.. SF -
ENGELHARDT,R(2). SB - Palmer, M. 2(26); Rosa, C.(1); SMITH,K.(4). CS - PLESE,S.(3).
Florida Atlantic ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
Olson, Mia 1.2 5 3 1 1 0 9 11 32 3.28
Morrison, Kelsey 1.1 5 6 6 1 1 9 10 37 3.29
Lokeinsky, Kara 1.0 2 1 0 0 0 5 5 21 2.88
Morgan, Abigail 2.0 2 0 0 3 1 6 9 36 3.00
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
AIKEY, Kelsey 5.0 3 3 3 3 11 17 21 102 2.24
NUNN, Shelby 2.0 1 0 0 0 1 8 8 32 1.24
Win - AIKEY,K. (7-3).  Loss - Olson, M. (4-10).  Save - None.
WP - Lokeinsky, K(2); AIKEY,K.(7). Inherited runners/scored: Morrison, K. 1/0; Lokeinsky, K 1/1. Pitches/strikes:
Olson, M. 32/19; Morrison, K. 37/21; Lokeinsky, K 21/13; Morgan, A. 36/19; AIKEY,K. 102/68; NUNN,S. 32/25.
Umpires - HP: Jose Travis  1B: Mike McCorckle  3B: Paul Melcher
Start: 11 am   Time: 2:12   Attendance: 213
Weather: 62 degrees; cloudy
2019 WKU Softball
Florida Atlantic at WKU (Game 2)
Mar 30, 2019 at Bowling Green, Ky. (WKU Softball Complex)
Florida Atlantic 0 (15-17,3-5 CUSA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
Palmer, Madisyn cf 4 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 .247
Lageyre,Samantha ss 4 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 2 .091
Olson, Mia dp 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 .344
  Bieberle, Danielle pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .269
Duffner, Jolie 3b 2 0 1 0 1 0 1 2 0 .281
Davis, Fayth rf 2 0 0 0 1 2 1 0 0 .286
Whitt, Lauren 1b 3 0 0 0 0 3 9 0 3 .218
Burke, Kaitlyn c 3 0 2 0 0 0 3 0 0 .236
Rosa, Carolyn 2b 2 0 0 0 0 1 2 3 2 .236
  Murray, Myah ph 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 .136
Jennings, Ashleigh lf 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .229
  Amm, Maya ph 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 .000
  Morrison, Kelsey ph 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 .105
Whitty, Skylar p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 -
Totals 26 0 5 0 3 9 18 12 8
WKU 2 (25-5,8-0 CUSA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
THOMAS, Jordan 2b 3 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 .296
CARTER, Paige dp 2 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 .308
PLESE, Shannon cf 2 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 .356
SMITH, Kendall c 3 0 2 1 0 0 9 1 0 .356
SULLIVAN, Kennedy p 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 .286
VORBRINK, Jordan lf 2 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 .364
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3 3 0 1 1 0 1 2 0 1 .293
DAVIS, Taylor rf 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 .245
  STOWERS, Tommi ph 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 .375
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 2 0 0 0 0 1 5 1 1 .295
McELROY, Morgan ss 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 .196
Totals 21 2 6 2 2 3 21 6 5
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
Florida Atlantic 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 1
WKU 0 0 1 1 0 0 X 2 6 0
E - Lageyre, S.(2). DP - FAU 1. LOB - FAU 8; WKU 5. 2B - Burke, K.(7); ENGELHARDT,R(3). SH - SULLIVAN,K.(2);
VORBRINK,J.(3). SB - VORBRINK,J.(4).
Florida Atlantic ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
Whitty, Skylar 6.0 6 2 1 2 3 21 25 81 1.93
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
SULLIVAN, Kennedy 7.0 5 0 0 3 9 26 29 121 2.51
Win - SULLIVAN,K. (14-2).  Loss - Whitty, S. (5-2).  Save - None.
Inherited runners/scored: None. Pitches/strikes: Whitty, S. 81/49; SULLIVAN,K. 121/73.
Umpires - HP: Mike McCorckle  1B: Paul Melcher  3B: Jose Travis
Start: 1:40 pm   Time: 1:48   Attendance: 238
Weather: 62; cloudy
2019 WKU Softball
Florida Atlantic at WKU
Mar 31, 2019 at Bowling Green, Ky. (WKU Softball Complex)
Florida Atlantic 2 (15-18,3-6 CUSA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
Palmer, Madisyn cf 3 1 2 0 1 0 2 0 0 .267
Lageyre,S. ss 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 .256
  Amm, Maya ss 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 .000
Olson, Mia dp 2 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 3 .360
Duffner, Jolie 3b 3 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 .271
Davis, Fayth rf 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 .293
  Bieberle, Danielle rf 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 .259
Burke, Kaitlyn c 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 .184
Whitt, Lauren 1b 2 0 0 0 0 0 4 1 1 .239
  Morrison, Kelsey ph 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 .105
Rosa, Carolyn 2b 2 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 .235
  Murray, Myah 2b 1 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 .143
Jennings, Ashleigh lf 2 0 1 0 1 0 2 0 0 .250
Whitty, Skylar p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 -
  Lokeinsky, Kara p 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 0 -
  Morgan, Abigail p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 .500
Totals 22 2 5 2 5 6 17 9 8
WKU 10 (26-5,9-0 CUSA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
THOMAS, Jordan 2b 4 2 2 1 0 0 4 1 2 .313
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3 2 2 0 0 1 0 1 1 2 .284
PLESE, Shannon cf 4 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 .370
SMITH, Kendall c 1 2 1 2 3 0 7 0 0 .353
  McGUFFIN, Kelsey pr 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .067
SULLIVAN, Kennedy dp 3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 .282
VORBRINK, Jordan lf 3 1 2 1 1 0 1 1 0 .358
CARTER, Paige rf 2 1 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 .327
McELROY, Morgan ss 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 .191
  STOWERS, Tommi ph 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .375
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 2 0 1 0 1 0 5 0 0 .311
NUNN, Shelby p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
  AIKEY, Kelsey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000
Totals 23 10 10 7 7 0 18 5 4
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 R H E
Florida Atlantic 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 5 3
WKU 2 0 5 0 0 3 10 10 2
E - Lageyre(18); Amm, M.(1); Burke, K.(9); THOMAS,J.(3); SMITH,K.(2). DP - FAU 2. LOB - FAU 8; WKU 4. 2B -
VORBRINK,J.(3); CARTER,P.(3). HR - SMITH,K.(7). SH - Lageyre(5); ENGELHARDT,R(2); CARTER,P.(6); McELROY,M.(2).
SF - SULLIVAN,K.(6). SB - PLESE,S. 2(14); McGUFFIN,K.(3).
Florida Atlantic ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
Whitty, Skylar 2.1 4 7 5 4 0 10 16 62 2.60
Lokeinsky, Kara 3.0 5 3 3 2 0 11 14 48 3.59
Morgan, Abigail 0.1 1 0 0 1 0 2 4 14 6.30
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
NUNN, Shelby 2.0 3 2 1 2 1 9 12 40 1.40
AIKEY, Kelsey 4.0 2 0 0 3 5 13 16 74 1.97
Win - AIKEY,K. (8-3).  Loss - Whitty, S. (5-3).  Save - None.
WP - Whitty, S.(1); Morgan, A.(1); AIKEY,K. 2(9). PB - SMITH,K.(4). Inherited runners/scored: Lokeinsky, K 1/1;
Morgan, A. 3/3. Pitches/strikes: Whitty, S. 62/33; Lokeinsky, K 48/24; Morgan, A. 14/4; NUNN,S. 40/22; AIKEY,K.
74/39.
Umpires - HP: Paul Melcher  1B: Jose Travis  3B: Mike McCorkle
Start: 1 pm   Time: 2:10   Attendance: 181
Weather: 44 degrees; sunny
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA 
RELATIONS                                                                                                                         
                                       
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Monday, April 1, 2019 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
  
Headshots & action photos of Kelsey Aikey & Jordan Vorbrink attached – please credit WKU Athletics 
Overall (this week) stats attached. 
  
AIKEY REPEATS AS C-USA PITCHER OF THE WEEK; VORBRINK EARNS CO-PLAYER HONORS 
  
DALLAS – For just the third time in program history – and first time as a Conference USA member – WKU 
Softball has had student-athletes collect both Pitcher of the Week and Player of the Week honors on the 
same day. Kelsey Aikey repeated as the league’s top pitcher while Jordan Vorbrink earned Co-Player of 
the Week recognition, Conference USA announced Monday. 
  
After being named Conference USA’s Pitcher of the Week last Monday, Aikey quickly made a case for 
back-to-back honors on Wednesday when the junior held 17th-ranked Kentucky’s potent offense at bay, 
allowing just three Wildcat hits en route to her first of three wins on the week. Unfazed by the daunting 
UK lineup, Aikey carried a no-hitter into the third inning of WKU’s midweek victory and struck out a trio 
of Wildcats while allowing just one run as WKU picked up its first win over a ranked team since 2015. 
  
The Iowa native carried her dominance into the Hilltoppers’ weekend series against Florida Atlantic – a 
squad predicted to finish second in the Preseason Coaches Poll. Aikey got the nod for the series opener 
and set the tone for the weekend as she posted a career-high 11 strikeouts in just five innings of work, 
striking out the side on three of her five trips to the dirt. She allowed just three hits en route to her 
second win of the week before coming in for 4.0 innings of relief work on Sunday to secure the 
Hilltoppers’ third series sweep in as many chances. Despite allowing her first earned runs in league play, 
Aikey still owns C-USA’s best mark in conference play at 1.07. She closed the weekend with a 19-to-9 
strikeout-to-walk ratio while allowing just eight hits across 13.0 innings of work on the week. 
  
"What a great moment and accomplishment for Aikey to earn Pitcher of the Week back-to-back weeks,” 
head coach Amy Tudor shared. “She was focused and rock solid in the circle. Aikey put on one of her 
best performances at Kentucky and followed it up with two great showings this weekend in C-USA play." 
  
Across her last nine appearances, Aikey has racked up a 6-0 record along with two saves. She’s allowed 
just four runs – earned or unearned – in that 28.2-inning stretch with 45 strikeouts and just 15 hits 
allowed. 
  
Aikey is just the third WKU pitcher to ever earn back-to-back weekly honors. Miranda Kramer achieved 
the feat during the 2015 campaign in Conference USA while Emily Rousseau was the first to do so back 
in March 2013. 
  
As for WKU’s first-ever C-USA Player of the Week, Vorbrink led the Hilltoppers in every way possible 
across the eighth week of the season as WKU posted a perfect 4-0 week including a statement road win 
at No. 17 Kentucky. Playing every inning of action in left field across the week, Vorbrink was just as 
steady at the plate as the Louisville native connected for at least one hit all four games in addition to 
registering a pair of multi-hit performances. 
  
"Very exciting that Vorbrink is our first-ever C-USA Player of the Week,” Tudor said of the senior’s 
accomplishment. “She is well deserving of this honor with her performance at UK that she carried into 
this weekend. Jordan has been consistent and steady at getting on base for us while her .500-plus 
batting average in C-USA is the best in the league, which is very impressive." 
  
Vorbrink’s steady hand got the Red and White in the hit column against Kentucky’s ace on Wednesday. 
After the senior struck for an RBI knock in WKU’s series opening vs. Florida Atlantic, the Owls opted to 
walk her in her final two at bats. Finally getting pitches to hit again, Vorbrink made the Owls pay in game 
two with a 2-for-2 performance while adding a sac bunt that moved the Hilltoppers’ second run of the 2-
0 win into scoring position to eventually add the insurance run. The senior came back Sunday and 
continued where she left off with a 2-for-3 performance including her third double of the season. 
Vorbrink hit .600 on the week to add to her scorching C-USA-best .579 average in league-only games. 
  
The weekly recognition is the first of Vorbrink’s career at WKU or Louisville. She’s the first Hilltopper to 
her Player of the Week honors since Katrina Metoyer did so on May 6, 2013 from the Sun Belt 
Conference. 
  
The standout performances of Aikey and Vorbrink helped WKU Softball improve to a program-best 9-0 
in league play. WKU’s best start to conference play prior to the 2019 campaign came during Tudor’s first 
season on The Hill in 2014 at 6-0. With a 26-5 start to the season, the Hilltoppers are also off to the 






Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 31, 2019)
(UK + FAU Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 4-0   Home: 3-0   Away: 1-0   C-USA: 3-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 6 0 0 4-4 10 2 6 1 0 0 2 7  . 7 0 0 3 0 0 0  . 6 9 2 0 1 1-1 2 1 0 1.000
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 5 0 0 4-4 10 4 5 1 0 1 5 9  . 9 0 0 4 0 0 0  . 6 4 3 0 0 1-1 32 3 1  . 9 7 2
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 4 0 0 4-4 15 4 6 0 0 2 4 12  . 8 0 0 0 0 2 0  . 4 0 0 0 0 0-0 8 5 2  . 8 6 7
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 6 4 4-4 11 3 4 1 0 1 3 8  . 7 2 7 2 0 1 1  . 4 6 2 0 1 0-0 2 1 0 1.000
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 3 3 3 4-4 12 5 4 0 0 1 2 7  . 5 8 3 3 0 1 1  . 4 6 7 0 0 2-3 5 0 0 1.000
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 3 3 3 3-0 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 1  . 3 3 3 0 0 0 0  . 3 3 3 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 0 0 4-4 10 2 3 0 1 0 1 5  . 5 0 0 2 0 2 0  . 4 1 7 0 0 0-0 22 2 0 1.000
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 2 5 0 4-4 12 2 3 2 0 0 3 5  . 4 1 7 0 0 1 1  . 2 3 1 1 1 0-0 0 3 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 2 2 4-4 9 3 2 1 0 1 3 6  . 6 6 7 3 0 2 0  . 3 8 5 1 1 0-0 7 3 0 1.000
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 0 0 0 4-4 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 1 0-0 2 4 0 1.000
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 1-1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 0 0 1.000
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 2-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 1-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 3-2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 1 0 1.000
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 3-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 2 0 1.000
Totals  . 3 4 0 4 100 26 34 6 1 6 23 60  . 6 0 0 17 0 9 3  . 4 2 9 2 5 5-6 81 25 3  . 9 7 2
Opponents  . 1 7 5 4 97 6 17 2 0 1 5 22  . 2 2 7 16 0 32 0  . 2 9 2 0 2 4-4 74 38 8  . 9 3 3
LOB - Team (24), Opp (28). DPs turned - Team (0), Opp (5).
(UK + FAU Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  0 . 0 0 1-0 1 1 1 1/0 0 7.0 5 0 0 3 9 1 0 0  . 1 9 2 0 0 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  1 . 0 0 0-0 3 1 0 0/0 1 7.0 4 2 1 4 4 0 0 0  . 1 5 4 0 0 0 0 1
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 1 5 3-0 3 2 0 0/0 0 13.0 8 4 4 9 19 1 0 1  . 1 7 8 3 0 0 0 1
Totals  1 . 3 0 4-0 4 4 1 1/0 1 27.0 17 6 5 16 32 2 0 1  . 1 7 5 3 0 0 0 2
Opponents  5 . 6 8 0-4 4 4 1 0/0 0 24.2 34 26 20 17 9 6 1 6  . 3 4 0 5 0 0 2 5
PB - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1. SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (4-4), AIKEY,K. (4-4).
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 31, 2019)
(UK + FAU Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 24 22 2 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 10 7 3 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan 6 2 4 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon 5 5 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy 3 0 3 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 3 2 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 3 2 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 2 0 2 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 1 0 1 0 1.000 0 4 0 1.000 0 0
 6 DAVIS, Taylor 1 1 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 36 32 3 1  . 9 7 2 0 4 0 1.000 1 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 15 8 5 2  . 8 6 7 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 109 81 25 3  . 9 7 2 0 4 0 1.000 1 0
Opponents 120 74 38 8  . 9 3 3 5 5 1  . 8 3 3 0 0
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA 
RELATIONS                                                                                                                         
                                       
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Tuesday, April 2, 2019 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
  
Game notes will be available here later today. 
  
[RV] WKU SOFTBALL WELCOMES LOUISVILLE TO THE HILL FOR MIDWEEK TILT 
  
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – Receiving votes in multiple national polls for the first time since the 2015 campaign, WKU 
Softball will welcome in-state foe Louisville to The Hill on Wednesday with its 11-game win streak on the line. The 
midweek meeting against the ACC squad will wrap up a four-game home stretch for the Hilltoppers before hitting the 
road for eight of its next 11 games. The non-conference matchup will be streamed live on CUSA.tv. 
  
MIDWEEK GAME INFORMATION 
Wednesday, April 3 – 5 p.m. vs. Louisville – Livestats | Stream 
  
Entering the weekend series riding an 11-game win streak, the Hilltoppers are playing some of their best ball of the 
season to date. Last Tuesday, the squad headed up to Lexington and took down No. 17/18 Kentucky in a 4-1 decision 
that saw the Hilltopper pitchers three-hit the Wildcats while WKU connected for three home runs in the program’s first 
win over a ranked team since the 2015 campaign. Most recently, the Red and White welcomed Florida Atlantic – a squad 
predicted to finish second in the C-USA Preseason Coaches Poll – to The Hill and moved to a perfect 9-0 in league play 
with a sweep of the Owls. 
  
Louisville is no stranger to ranked competition, winning a pair of games over ranked teams this season. The Cardinals 
took down No. 15 Michigan in a neutral setting the second weekend of the season before take the first game of their 
series at No. 19 Virginia Tech this past weekend. In total, UofL has played seven games against a ranked squad this year. 
  
While the Hilltoppers are off to their best start in program history at 26-5, Louisville enters its game on Tuesday against 
Lipscomb with a 22-12 record on the season. The Cardinals will look to get back on track against Lipscomb after suffering 
losses on Saturday and Sunday in Blacksburg, Va. 
  
Common opponents between WKU and Louisville this season include the Bisons, along with Indiana State and Auburn. 
Both squads knocked off Indiana State in decisive fashions while also falling to the ranked Auburn Tigers. 
  
In the all-time series against Louisville, the Cardinals own a 17-3 advantage. Two of the Hilltoppers’ three wins over 
Louisville have come at the WKU Softball Complex, occurring in 2001 and 2007. UofL has claimed the last nine meetings 
between the sides with the most recent matchup taking place in Louisville during the 2017 campaign. The Cardinals 
claimed the decision in the 1-0 pitchers’ duel. 
 
TICKETS & PARKING 
Single-day admission can be purchased for $5 for adults and $3 for kids ages 3-12 (free on Sunday). WKU students can 
receive free admission by showing their student ID. Additionally, Flexible Ticket Packages are available for $35 for 24 
vouchers and can be used for all regular-season games. 
  
Spectator parking will be available in the Creason lot (not PS3). 
  
Notable changes to the typical game day experience for the Louisville tilt include that gates will open at 3:30 p.m. 
instead of the typical one hour prior. Additionally, a second admission gate will be open next to the parking garage to 
enter the stadium. 
  
PROMOTIONS 
On Saturday, the first 100 fans inside the stadium can pick up a free WKU Softball t-shirt. 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA 
RELATIONS                                                                                                                         
                                       
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Wednesday, April 3, 2019 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
  
Game 32 PDF box score attached. 
Season stats PDF attached. 
Interviews: Jordan Vorbrink | HC Amy Tudor 
  
LOUISVILLE SNAPS HILLTOPPERS’ 11-GAME WIN STREAK WITH 7-2 DECISION 
  
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – For the first time since March 13, WKU Softball left the field on the losing end of 
a decision as the Hilltoppers dropped a midweek tilt against Louisville Wednesday night on The Hill. 
With an attendance of 877 on hand inside the WKU Softball Complex as well as filtered into the parking 
structure, the Red and White took the field in front of its largest crown – home or away – of the season. 
WKU’s 7-2 loss to the Cardinals snapped the squad’s 11-game win streak. 
  
“This was the biggest crowd we’ve had all year and we’re grateful to everyone for coming out,” head 
coach Amy Tudor shared of the crowd. “Sometimes your environment will dictate your play and I feel 
like today it did. We need to play the same whether it’s a big crowd, small crowd, or the president’s 
here; it doesn’t matter.” 
  
Despite the rare Hilltopper loss, moving the team to 26-6 on the season, WKU scored at least one run 
for the 30th-consecutive game. The Red and White have been shut out just once this season. 
  
Louisville (23-13) struck in its opening trip to the plate for all the run support the squad would end up 
needing as the Cardinals plated three each of the first to frames. 
  
Trailing 3-0 heading into the bottom of the first, Rebekah Engelhardt beat out an infield single before 
the senior stole her first of two bases on the day. Already in scoring position, Engelhardt would come 
around to score after Shannon Plese reached on a throwing error that saw her end up on second. 
  
While Plese reached base on the error, it did not count towards her 24-game reached base streak due to 
the defensive mishap. Her team-best streak would come to an end as the redshirt-senior was unable to 
find another way on board again. 
  
After Louisville made the score 6-1 in the top of the second, former Cardinal and current Hilltopper 
Jordan Vorbrink led off the bottom of the frame with a double to the left-center gap. After a pair of 
popouts, Maddie Bowlds stepped in to the box and followed Vorbrink’s lead with another double to the 
gap, trading places with the senior for the squad’s second run of the day. 
  
WKU would tally just one more hit in its final five trips to the plate in the form of a Kendall Smith single. 
Engelhardt was the Hilltoppers’ final baserunner of the game in the top of the fifth when she drew a 
walk and proceeded to steal her second bag of the night, bringing her season total to 12. 
  
Louisville added its final run in the top of the seventh in the form of a solo home run for a 7-2 lead. 
  
Kelsey Aikey drew the start and took the loss moving to 8-4 on the season after allowing three runs – 
one earned – before an early exit. Kennedy Sullivan worked 5.2 innings of relief, striking out seven while 
allowing four runs and five hits. Shelby Nunn tossed the final frame for the Hilltoppers and allowed just 
one hit and zero runs. 
  
Louisville outhit the Hilltoppers 7-4 in the contest in addition to drawing 10 free bases off the WKU 
pitchers. 
  
NEXT TIME OUT: The Hilltoppers will turn their focus back to Conference USA play as the squad heads to 
Huntington, W.Va., this weekend for a three-game series at Marshall. The Hilltoppers remain the lone 
unbeaten team in C-USA at 9-0 while the Thundering Herd sits in fourth – second in the East Division – 
with a 6-3 record in league play. Action will open with a doubleheader on Saturday beginning at noon CT 
before wrapping up with an 11 a.m. tilt on Sunday. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA 
RELATIONS                                                                                                                         
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HILLTOPPERS HEADED TO HUNTINGTON FOR THREE-GAME SERIES AT MARSHALL 
  
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – Coming off its first loss in three weeks, WKU Softball will look to get back on track this weekend 
as the squad heads to Huntington, W.Va., for a three-game series with the Thundering Herd. Marshall currently stands 
second in Conference USA’s East Division and fourth overall while the Hilltoppers sit atop both. All three weekend 
contests from Dot Hicks Field will be streamed live on CUSA.tv. 
  
MIDWEEK FOLLOWING INFORMATION 
Saturday, April 6 – at Marshall – Noon CT | Livestats | Stream 
Saturday, April 6 – at Marshall – 2 p.m. CT | Livestats | Stream 
Sunday, April 7 – at Marshall – 11 a.m. CT | Livestats | Stream 
  
Marshall has opened the 2019 campaign 23-12 overall and owns a 6-3 reading in league play. The Herd has swept the 
doubleheader of its series against Charlotte, UTSA and Southern Miss while dropping the series finale each time. 
  
WKU enters the weekend with a 26-6 overall record and is the only unbeaten team remaining in Conference USA with a 
perfect 9-0 record. The Hilltoppers have swept FIU, Charlotte and Florida Atlantic prior to this weekend’s series at 
Marshall. 
  
Common non-conference opponents between Marshall and WKU this season include Eastern Kentucky and Kentucky. 
The Hilltoppers went on the road and beat both squads while the Thundering Herd took two games over EKU in a 
neutral setting before falling to No. 13 Kentucky 9-4 from Huntington. In league play, both squads have faced fellow East 
Division rival Charlotte – a series WKU claimed 3-0 and Marshall won 2-1. 
  
As a team, Marshall is hitting .269 on the season while holding its opposition to a .230 average. In the circle, the Herd’s 
staff owns a 3.37 ERA and has combined for 20 complete games across 35 contests. 
  
Last time the sides met was the 2018 Conference USA Tournament when the Hilltoppers claimed a 5-2 upset of the fifth-
seeded Thundering Herd to end Marshall’s season. The Red and White claimed the regular-season series in Bowling 
Green three weeks prior as well, winning games one and three over Marshall. 
  
In the all-time series, WKU trails 8-9 to Marshall including a 2-4 mark when playing in Huntington. Back in 2017, the Herd 
swept the series before adding a fourth win over the Hilltoppers in the C-USA Tournament. WKU’s two wins at Marshall 
both came during the 2015 season – the program’s first-ever trip to Huntington. 
  
Marshall was predicted to finish just behind the Hilltoppers in the Conference USA Preseason Coaches Poll. WKU was 
picked seventh and the Herd was predicted to round out the league’s postseason field in the eighth slot. MU had one 
preseason All-Conference selection while zero Hilltoppers garnered any honors. 
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2019 GAME NOTEs
Est. 2000  |  3 Conference Championships
617 Victories  |  2 NCAA Regional Berths
TOPPER NOTES
TOPPER NUMBERS
Seniors on the 2019 squad. WKU’s 2.09 stolen bases per 
game rank 14th across the 
NCAA.
Career saves by Kelsey Aikey - a 
WKU record & ranks T-11th 
among all active NCAA players.
5 1411
ALL-TIME AGAINST THE THUNDERING HERD
Last time the sides met was the 2018 Conference USA Tournament when the Hilltoppers claimed a 5-2 upset of the fifth-seeded 
Thundering Herd to end Marshall’s season. The Red and White claimed the regular-season series in Bowling Green three weeks 
prior as well, winning games one and three over Marshall.
In the all-time series, WKU trails 8-9 to Marshall including a 2-4 mark when playing in Huntington. Back in 2017, the Herd swept 
the series before adding a fourth win over the Hilltoppers in the C-USA Tournament. WKU’s two wins at Marshall both came 
during the 2015 season – the program’s first-ever trip to Huntington.
RANKED WINS
Across the 20-year history of WKU Softball, the program has picked up 23 wins over a ranked opponent with the most recent 
victory coming over No. 17 Kentucky. Prior to their March 26 win in Lexington, WKU’s previous win over a ranked squad was on 
May 16 at No. 16 Georgia in the NCAA Regionals. The Hilltoppers’ 2019 win at UK was the first time the Red and White took down 
a ranked Wildcat squad and the sixth time WKU claimed a win over a ranked team by at least three runs. Of the 23 wins over 
ranked opposition, 12 of those victories have come on the ranked team’s home turf. 
9-0 C-USA START
For just the second time in WKU Softball history, the team swept its first two conference series as the Hilltoppers took down FIU 
and Charlotte back-to-back weekends. A week later, the Hilltoppers swept Florida Atlantic to secure the best start to conference 
play in program history at 9-0. WKU has stood alone as the only unbeaten squad in the league since the third weekend of league 
play.
IN THE POLLS
After putting together an 11-game win streak that included a win over No. 17 Kentucky in Lexington, WKU Softball garnered 
national attention to open the month of April. Both the USA Today/NFCA Coaches Poll along with ESPN.com/USA Softball Poll 
saw the Hilltoppers earning at least one vote. In the NFCA standings, 13 total votes ranks the Red and White 30th while one vote 
in the USA Softball poll puts the Hilltoppers in 38th.
DOUBLE TIME IN WEEK EIGHT
For the third time in program history and first time as a member of Conference USA, WKU Softball saw a pitcher and player earn 
weekly honors from the league office as Kelsey Aikey became just the third pitcher in program history to repeat as Pitcher of the 
Week and Jordan Vorbrink became the Hilltoppers’ first-ever C-USA Player of the Week. Aikey went 3-0 in the circle with a mid-
week win at No. 17 Kentucky before earning two more victories over Florida Atlantic. She struck out a career-high in five innings 
in the series opener with the Owls and finished with 19 strikeouts and just eight hits allowed in 13 innings of work. Playing 
every inning of action in left field across the week, Vorbrink was just as steady at the plate as the Louisville native connected for 
at least one hit all four games in addition to registering a pair of multi-hit performances.
PICK YOUR POISON
Kelsey Aikey, Shelby Nunn and Kennedy Sullivan have shined in the circle for the Hilltoppers, with the trio holding six national 
top-25 rankings between their pitching stats. Aikey owns the third-most saves of any pitcher in NCAA Division I (5), and her 10.5 
strikeouts per seven innings average is good for eighth-best. Sullivan has the ninth-best strikeout per seven innings average at 
10.4 and has also notched 14 victories on the season, good for the 20th-most in the country. With 139 strikeouts, Sullivan ranks  
23rd in all of Division I. Nunn leads WKU with a 1.37 ERA, which ranks 26th across the NCAA while her three saves rank 17th.
Across the squad’s 9-0 start to league play, the Hilltopper pitching staff has shined. Together, Aikey, Nunn and Sullivan combine 
for a league-best 1.40 ERA while also owning the top opposing batting average (.183) and the most strikeouts (73). In 
C-USA-only play, just four pitchers own ERAs below 2.0 with all three Hilltopper pitchers making that list. Aikey owns the top 
spot at 1.07 while Nunn is not far behind in second with a 1.24 ERA. Sullivan ranks fourth at 1.80.
GAMES 33-35 INFORMATION
DATE OPPONENT LOCATION TIME (CT)
FEBRUARY (10-2)
 8 1-vs. Missouri State Gulf Shores, Ala. W, 8-0 [5]
  1-vs. #17 Auburn Gulf Shores, Ala. L, 0-8 [5]
 9 1-vs. Florida A&M Gulf Shores, Ala. W, 4-3
  1-vs. Tennessee State Gulf Shores, Ala. W, 5-0
 10 1-vs. South Alabama Gulf Shores, Ala. W, 7-3
 16 Western Illinois WKU Softball Field W, 5-3
  Western Illinois WKU Softball Field L, 1-3
 17 Western Illinois WKU Softball Field W, 7-6
 24 2-Butler WKU Softball Field W, 3-0
  2-Cleveland State WKU Softball Field W, 10-3
 25 2-Cleveland State WKU Softball Field W, 8-0 [6]
  2-Indiana State WKU Softball Field W, 9-7
 MARCH (16-3)
 1 3-Evansville Birmingham, Ala. W, 8-0 [5]
 2 3-Jackson State Birmingham, Ala. W, 4-0
  3-at Samford Birmingham, Ala. W, 8-1
 8 4-Wright State Kennesaw, Ga. W, 6-3
  4-Saint Louis Kennesaw, Ga. W, 10-0 [5]
 9 4-at Kennesaw State Kennesaw, Ga. L, 1-2
  4-Wright State Kennesaw, Ga. L, 1-2
 13 at Lipscomb Nashville, Tenn. L, 7-9
 16 at FIU* Miami, Fla. W, 6-2
  at FIU* Miami, Fla. W, 4-0
 17 at FIU* Miami, Fla. W, 5-4
 20 at EKU Richmond, Ky. W, 6-5
 23 Charlotte* WKU Softball Field W, 11-2 [5]
  Charlotte* WKU Softball Field W, 5-0
 24 Charlotte* WKU Softball Field W, 3-0
 26 at #17 Kentucky Lexington, Ky. W, 4-1
 30 Florida Atlantic* WKU Softball Field 10-3
  Florida Atlantic* WKU Softball Field 2-0
 31 Florida Atlantic* WKU Softball Field 10-2 [6]
 APRIL (0-1)
 3 Louisville WKU Softball Field L, 7-2
 6 at Marshall* Huntington, W.Va. Noon
  at Marshall* Huntington, W.Va. 2:30 p.m.
 7 at Marshall* Huntington, W.Va. 11 a.m.
 13 North Texas* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  North Texas* WKU Softball Field 3:30 p.m.
 14 North Texas* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
 17 at Tennessee Tech Cookeville, Tenn. 2 p.m.
  at Tennessee Tech Cookeville, Tenn. 4:30 p.m.
 19 at Middle Tennessee* Murfreesboro, Tenn. 1 p.m.
  at Middle Tennessee* Murfreesboro, Tenn. 3:30 p.m.
 20 at Middle Tennessee* Murfreesboro, Tenn. 1 p.m.
 24 Austin Peay WKU Softball Field 4 p.m.
  Austin Peay WKU Softball Field 6:30 p.m.
 27 at Louisiana Tech* Ruston, La. 1 p.m.
  at Louisiana Tech* Ruston, La. 3:30 p.m.
 28 at Louisiana Tech* Ruston, La. Noon
 MAY (0-0)
 1 Murray State WKU Softball Field 5 p.m.
 4 UTSA* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  UTSA* WKU Softball Field 3:30 p.m.
 5 UTSA* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
 8-11 5-C-USA Tournament Birmingham, Ala. 
Schedule (26-6, 9-0 C-USA)
SAT & SUN, APRIL 6-7
WKU at Marshall | Dot Hicks Field
Noon & 2 p.m. CT | 11 a.m. CT
CUSA.tv | goto.ps/MARSBStats
Livestats and stream links can be found at WKUSports.com 
on the team’s schedule and will be posted to WKU Softball’s 
team social media accounts.
HOW TO FOLLOW
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Location ...............................................Bowling Green, Ky.
Nickname ...........................................................Hilltoppers
Colors ............................................................Red and White
Founded ......................................................................... 1906
Enrollment ..................................................................20,178
NCAA Affiliation ...................................................Division I
Conference Affiliation ..........................Conference USA
President ........................................Dr. Timothy C. Caboni
Director of Athletics ....................................Todd Stewart
QUICK FACTS
First Year .......................................................................... 2000
All-Time Record ......................................617-499-3 (.553)
Conference Championships ....................... 2 (2013, 15)
Tournament Championships ............................1 (2015)
NCAA Tournaments ....................................... 2 (2013, 15)
NCAA Postseason Record .................................4-4 (.500)
Best Record (2013) .........................................43-18 (.705)
Best at NCAAs (2015)..........................................2-2 (.500)
Played in NPF ...........................2 (last, Miranda Kramer)
PROGRAM HISTORY
Head Coach .........................Amy Tudor (Sixth season)
 Record at WKU ............................... 171-131-1 
 Career Record ..... 388-337-2 (15th season)
Assistant Coach .................................Kayla Bixel (Third)
Assistant Coach .........................Jessica Twaddle (First)
Strength and Conditioning ............. John Stephanski
Athletic Trainer ..........................................Josh Lumpkin
COACHING STAFF
Capacity  ............................................................................500
Opened  ......................................................................... 2000
WKU Record .............................................264-177-1 (.599)
Attendance Record .................................................... 1,323
 Record Info ..................vs. Kentucky, 4/20/16
 Record Result ............................................ L, 0-5
Winning Seasons .............................................................. 12
WKU SOFTBALL COMPLEX
Overall Record .................................................28-26 (.519)
Conference USA Record ...............................10-13 (.435)
Conference USA Finish ................................................. 8th
Letterwinners Returning/Lost.................................. 13/2
Pitchers Returning/Lost ................................................4/0
Incoming Freshmen (Pitchers) ................................. 5 (1)
Incoming Transfers (Pitchers) ................................... 1 (0)
2018 RECAP
Primary Contact ........................................Jessica Leifheit
 Assistant Director of Media Relations
Alma Mater ...............................................Augustana (‘14)
Email Address ........................ jessica.leifheit@wku.edu
Cell Phone .................................................... 630-870-9582
Office Phone ................................................ 270-745-4363
MEDIA RELATIONS
SEASON NOTES
LOCKDOWN MODE WITH KELSEY AIKEY
With eight weekends of her junior campaign in the rearview mirror, pitcher Kelsey Aikey had already cemented herself in the 
Hilltoppers’ record book. On Saturday, Feb. 9, Aikey took over in the circle with two-on and one-out with WKU’s lead at 4-3. 
The Iowa native got the Red and White back to the dugout unscathed and held FAMU hitless over her 2.2 innings of relief to 
secure her seventh career save. Seven saves tied Aikey for WKU’s career saves record with Adrienne Lathrop (2003-06). Upon the 
conclusion of the weekend, Aikey had made two relief appearances to take over the program’s record with 40. 
A weekend later, Aikey went on to set the program record with her eighth save. The record-setting save was no easy task as 
Aikey entered Sunday’s game in the top of the sixth with a two-run lead and proceeded to get the Hilltoppers out of a bas-
es-loaded no-out jam with three strikeouts while allowing just one run. In the top of the seventh, Western Illinois led off with a 
base hit and got the tying run to third base before Aikey and the Red and White defense went on lockdown to preserve the 7-6 
WKU Softball victory. With five saves already in 2019, Aikey has set the Hilltoppers’ single-season saves record.
 WKU CAREER SAVES & RELIEF APPEARANCES LIST          *denotes school record
Kelsey Aikey 11 saves* 49 relief appearances* 2017-present 
Adrienne Lathrop 7 saves 39 relief appearances 2003-06 
Allison Silver 6 saves 34 relief appearances 2001-04 
Shelby Nunn 6 saves 28 relief appearances 2018-19
TAMING THE WILDCATS
Riding a seven-game win streak, WKU headed up to Lexington on Tuesday, March 26 for a mid-week tilt with in-state SEC foe 
Kentucky. A pitchers’ duel into the bottom of the fourth inning, 17th-ranked UK struck for a solo home run for its third - and final 
- hit of the game for a 1-0 lead. Down to its final out in the squad’s next at bat, WKU’s 9-, 1- and 3-hole hitters each tallied home 
runs. Paige Carter’s shot to dead center evened the game at 1-1 before Jordan Thomas connected for a dinger to left-center field 
for a 2-1 lead. After a UK pitching change and Maddie Bowlds’ walk, Shannon Plese with a 1-2 count on her pulled a two-run 
home run to right field for the final 4-1 tally. WKU’s previous victory over Kentucky came back in 2007 when the Hilltoppers 
claimed a 10-4 decision over the Wildcats.
VICTORIES OVER SEC SQUADS
Since 2000, WKU Softball has played 11 different SEC squads. The Hilltoppers have gone 19-44 up against SEC opposition. Under 
Coach Tudor’s reign, the 2014-2019 squads have gone head to head with seven of the SEC programs, putting together a record 
of 6-11. In 2014 the Red and White took down No. 2 Tennessee on the Volunteers’ home turf; Tudor’s second game coaching for 
WKU against an SEC school. Over the 2017 opening weekend, WKU Softball headed to Starkville, Miss., and took down the host 
Bulldogs in a 1-0 decision. WKU dropped decisions to No. 8 LSU and No. 18 Kentucky in 2018 along with No. 17 Auburn during its 
opening weekend of the 2019 campaign. On March 26, WKU headed to Lexington and took down No.17-ranked Kentucky on the 
Wildcats’ home field.
HANGING IN THERE
With the first eight weekends of the 2019 campaign complete, WKU has already notched seven victories in come-from-behind 
fashion. First up, WKU trailed Florida A&M 3-1 and came back to win 4-3 on Opening Weekend. The Hilltoppers did it again 
during week two, trailing Western Illinois 1-0 and 3-2 as late as the middle of the fifth inning. Week three saw WKU tally 
another comeback, defeating Cleveland State after trailing 3-0. WKU overcame a 2-1 deficit to Wright State for an eventual 6-3 
victory before coming back from a 5-3 deficit for a 6-5 win at Eastern Kentucky. The Hilltoppers took down No. 17 Kentucky 4-1 
after trailing the Wildcats 1-0 at the end of four innings before overcoming a slim 1-0 margin against FAU most recently. SEE 
COME-FROM-BEHIND WINS SECTION ON PAGE 10. 
WALKOFFS 
After registering three walk-off wins in 2017 and four in 2018, WKU Softball is at it again in the 2019 campaign. The squad 
picked up a walk-off over Cleveland State on Feb. 25 in the form of an 8-0, six-inning decision. In the bottom of the sixth, 
pinch-hitter Tommi Stowers placed a leadoff double into the gap before advancing 60 feet on a wild pitch during the following 
at bat. Another pinch-hitter, Paige Carter, battled to a full count before sending a single to left field to score Stowers for the run-
rule walk off victory. Carter struck again on Sunday, March 31 for a bases-loaded single for another run-rule walk off, scoring 
Kendall Smith for the 10-2 WKU victory. SEE WALK-OFF WINS SECTION ON PAGE 10.
SEASON OPENERS
With a five-inning run-rule victory over Missouri State on Friday, Feb. 8, WKU Softball extended its season-opening win streak to 
seven-consecutive campaigns. The Hilltoppers secured the program’s first five-inning run-rule victory to open a season with the 
8-0 win over the Bears. Head coach Amy Tudor also picked up another season-opening win and has yet to be beaten as a head 
coach in those contests, improving to 15-0 in her career.
#SANDDOLLARCLASSIC ALL-TOURNAMENT TEAM
After helping the Hilltoppers to a 4-1 start for the first time in four seasons, Kennedy Sullivan, Jordan Vorbrink and Kendall 
Smith were all selected to the Sand Dollar Classic All-Tournament Team. Sullivan picked up three wins in the circle while striking 
out 29 batters. Vorbrink opened the season strong from the plate, recording a hit in four of the five games including a two-hit 
performance in the season opener. Marking WKU’s third selection, Smith registered four RBI on the weekend. The sophomore 
posted her first multi-home run game against Tennessee State with a pair of solo shots.
RECORD-SETTING COLLEGIATE DEBUT
Freshman pitcher Kennedy Sullivan wasted no time etching her name into the WKU record books as she spun a complete-game 
shutout in her collegiate debut and became the program’s first freshman to register double-digit strikeouts (11) in their debut. 
Sullivan followed with a pair of nine strikeout showings to bring her opening-weekend strikeout total to 29. 
SINGLE-GAME STRIKEOUTS
Kennedy Sullivan continued her dominance in the circle in WKU’s home tournament, the Hilltopper Classic. When the Red and 
White faced off against Butler, Sullivan was hitting her spots and tallied 16 strikeouts in the regulation-length game - the sec-
ond-most punchouts ever by a Hilltopper in a seven-inning game at the time. Sullivan is the only freshman in program history 
to register 15 or more strikeouts in a game and went on to do it again with 17 punchouts at Samford to match the most in the 
NCAA this season. The Georgetown, Ky., native’s performances marked the ninth and 10th 15-strikeout showings by a pitcher in 
WKU Softball history. Miranda Kramer owns seven outings of the sort while Ryan Rogge achieved the feat as a sophomore.
 ALL-TIME SINGLE-GAME STRIKEOUTS LEADERS
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 TEAM  
1.  Lousiana Tech 9 4
2.  Florida Atlantic 3 2
3.  UAB - 1
4.  North Texas - 3
5.  FIU - 1
6.   Middle Tennessee - 2
7.   WKU - 0
8.   Marshall - 1
9.  Southern Miss - 1
10. UTEP - 0
11. Charlotte - 0
12. UTSA - 1
C-USA PRESEASON COACHES POLL SEASON NOTES
Miranda Kramer Senior 19 strikeouts W, 2-1 - at Georgia 14 innings 5-16-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 19 strikeouts W, 4-0 - at Troy 7 innings 2-7-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 18 strikeouts L, 1-3 - Charlotte 11 innings 4-26-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 18 strikeouts L, 0-1 - at Kentucky 8.2 innings 4-22-2015
Kennedy Sullivan Freshman 17 strikeouts W, 8-1 - at Samford 7 innings 3-2-2019
Kennedy Sullivan Freshman 16 strikeouts W, 3-0 - Butler 7 innings 2-24-2019
Miranda Kramer Senior 16 strikeouts W, 9-2 - at Lipscomb 7 innings 3-24-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 16 strikeouts W, 4-2 - at Ball State 7 innings 3-21-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 16 strikeouts W, 1-0 - vs. Charlotte 7 innings 5-7-2015
Ryan Rogge Sophomore 15 strikeouts L, 0-1 - vs. Virginia 10 innings 2-9-2007
HOME OPENERS
With the Red and White claiming their 2019 home opener 5-3 over Western Illinois on Feb. 16, the squad improved its 
all-time record to 13-7 in home openers while claiming a victory in its third straight. Under head coach Amy Tudor, the 
Hilltoppers are 5-1 in their first game of the year from the WKU Softball Complex. The program now owns a 13-7 record in 
home openers, winning seven of the last eight.
FOUR-STRIKEOUT INNING
On Saturday, March 2 in Birmingham, Ala., Kelsey Aikey achieved one of the rarest feats in softball - a four-strikeout inning. 
The strikeouts came against the No. 3, 4, 5 and 6 hitters in Jackson State’s lineup. With two strikeouts in the top of the 
seventh already, Aikey got JSU’s batter swinging with a changeup in the dirt that allowed the batter to reach first on the wild 
pitch. Unfazed, Aikey responded by striking out the next batter as well to bring her 2.0-inning total to five while securing the 
save. Aikey’s performance is the only known outing of the sort across the NCAA this season.
PRESEASON PREDICTIONS
In the 2019 C-USA Preseason Coaches Poll, WKU Softball was voted to finish seventh by the league’s coaches. Louisiana 
Tech was predicted to take home this year’s title while collecting nine first-place votes. Florida Atlantic finished second in 
the voting while earning three first-place votes. UAB, North Texas, FIU and Middle Tennessee filled in the slots before the 
Hilltoppers, respectively. Marshall was predicted to grab the final postseason spot while Southern Miss, UTEP, Charlotte and 
UTSA rounded out the poll. No Hilltoppers were selected to the Preseason All-Conference squad.
WEEK FOUR HONORS
After amassing a no-hitter, a 17-strikeout game and three more victories to move to 9-0 on the season, Kennedy Sullivan 
earned recognition from numerous outlets. First, Conference USA tabbed the Georgetown, Ky., native a Co-Pitcher of the 
Week before she collected outright claim to College Sports Madness’ Conference USA Player of the Week. She rounded the 
haul out with a national Top Performance recognition from the Louisville Slugger/NFCA outlet.
WEEK SEVEN RECOGNITION
Following one of her most dominant weeks in the circle as a Hilltopper yet, Kelsey Aikey was named Conference USA’s Pitcher 
of the Week on March 25. The Cedar Falls, Iowa, native registered 13 scoreless innings of work across the week while striking 
out 21 opposing batters as the Hilltoppers went a perfect 4-0. Across the week, the junior made three relief appearances 
along with one start. In her relief outings, Aikey posted 14 strikeouts against just two walks and three hits. In total, she re-
corded at least two strikeouts in an inning seven times and sat down the side twice across her 13 innings. Aikey also earned 
national Top Performance recognition from the Louisville Slugger/NFCA outlet for her week of work.
SULLIVAN THROWS A NO-NO
Kennedy Sullivan continued her tear through the Hilltoppers’ non-conference slate as the freshman picked up her eighth win 
of the year after tossing WKU Softball’s 13th no-hitter in program history. Sullivan became just the fourth Hilltopper pitcher 
to toss a no-no with WKU’s 8-0, five-inning victory over Evansville from Birmingham, Ala.
 WKU FRESHMAN PITCHERS TO THROW A NO HITTER
Katie Swertfager #1 6 strikeouts W, 4-0 7 innings Penn (3/16/2000)
Ryan Rogge #3 8 strikeouts W, 8-0 6 innings Lafayette (4/30/2006)
Hannah Miniard #7 9 strikeouts W, 8-0 7 innings Troy (3/22/2014)
Kennedy Sullivan #13 8 strikeouts W, 8-0 5 innings Evansville (3/1/2019)
PLAYERS OF THE WEEK
Feb. 11 .................................................. Kasey Flores, UTEP
Feb. 18 ......................................... Emma Ocker, Charlotte
......................................................Morgan Turkoly, LA Tech
Feb. 25 .....................................Celeste Loughman, UTSA
March 4 ................................. Lacy Gregory, North Texas
March 11 ..........................................Kacey Duffield, UTEP
March 18 ..................................Mya Stevenson, Marshall
March 25 ............................ Alyssa Davis, Southern Miss
April 1 ................................Jordan Vorbrink, WKU
................................................... Lindsay Edwards, LA Tech
PITCHERS OF THE WEEK
Feb. 11 ..................................Krystal De La Cruz, LA Tech
Feb. 18 ..............................Hope Trautwein, North Texas
Feb. 25 ..............................Hope Trautwein, North Texas
March 4 ................................. Preslee Gallaway, LA Tech
..........................................Kennedy Sullivan, WKU
March 11 .................................... Megan Kugelmann, FIU
March 18 ........................... Abby Trahan, Southern Miss
March 25 .................................. Kelsey Aikey, WKU
April 1 ...................................... Kelsey Aikey, WKU
C-USA WEEKLY AWARDS
Kennedy Sullivan ...................................................
.................. College Sports Madness C-USA PotW (3/4)
... NCAA Top Performance - Louisville Slugger/NFCA (3/5)
Kelsey Aikey ...........................................................
. NCAA Top Performance - Louisville Slugger/NFCA (3/26)
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2019 WKU SOFTBALL PLAYERS AND COACHING STAFF
2019 NUMERICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF/UTL SO. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C SO. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 3 SHANNON PLESE OF R-SR. 5-8 L/L Knoxville, Tenn. South Carolina
 4 KENNEDY SULLIVAN P/OF FR. 5-7 R/R Georgetown, Ky. Scott County HS
 6 TAYLOR DAVIS OF FR. 5-7 L/R Huntsville, Ala. Sparkman HS
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF SR. 5-7 R/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 9 JORDAN RIDGE UTL FR. 5-3 R/R Louisville, Ky. Assumption HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN P SO. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF/UTL SR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P JR. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF SR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C JR. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 19 SYDNE SOLOMON C/IF FR. 5-7 R/R Lewisburg, Tenn. Marshall County HS
 22 MACY MURPHY IF FR. 5-11 R/R Murfreesboro, Tenn. Riverdale HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF JR. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-JR. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER UTL JR. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS




























NAME POSITION EXPERIENCE ALMA MATER HOMETOWN
AMY TUDOR Head Coach Sixth Season WKU (2002) Petersburg, Tenn.
KAYLA BIXEL Assistant Coach Third Season IPFW (2010) Bremen, Ind. 
JESSICA TWADDLE Assistant Coach First Season Murray State (2016) Franklin, Tenn.
2019 ALPHABETICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P JR. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-JR. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 28 MADDIE BOWLDS IF SO. 5-9 L/L Utica, Ky. Daviess County HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER UTL JR. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS
 6 TAYLOR DAVIS OF FR. 5-7 L/R Huntsville, Ala. Sparkman HS
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF SR. 5-7 R/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF JR. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF SR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 22 MACY MURPHY IF FR. 5-11 R/R Murfreesboro, Tenn. Riverdale HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN P SO. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 3 SHANNON PLESE OF R-SR. 5-8 L/L Knoxville, Tenn. South Carolina
 9 JORDAN RIDGE UTL FR. 5-3 R/R Louisville, Ky. Assumption HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C SO. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C JR. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 4 KENNEDY SULLIVAN P/OF FR. 5-7 R/R Georgetown, Ky. Scott County HS
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF/UTL SO. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF/UTL SR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
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PITCHING BREAKDOWN
PERFORMANCES
DATE OPPONENT DEC. IP H R ER BB K NP SCORE FINAL
Feb. 8 vs. Missouri State Sullivan 5.0 2 0 0 4 11 106 8-0 W (5)
Feb. 8 vs. Auburn Aikey 2.1 4 4 3 2 4 59 0-8 L (5)
Feb. 9 vs. Florida A&M Sullivan 4.1 3 3 2 5 9 97 4-3 W
Feb. 9 vs. Tennessee State Aikey 7.0 6 0 0 2 9 123 5-0 W
Feb. 10 vs. South Alabama Sullivan 6.0 4 3 3 1 9 85 7-3 W
Feb. 16 Western Illinois Sullivan^ 7.0 5 3 3 2 8 112 5-3 W
Feb. 16 Western Illinois Aikey 5.0 3 3 3 3 3 88 1-3 L
Feb. 17 Western Illinois Sullivan 2.2 5 3 3 3 1 78 7-6 W
Feb. 24 Butler Sullivan^ 7.0 3 0 0 4 16 134 3-0 W
Feb. 24 Cleveland State Nunn 4.0 2 0 0 2 4 44 10-3 W
Feb. 25 Cleveland State Nunn^ 6.0 1 0 0 0 4 64 8-0 W (6)
Feb. 25 Indiana State Sullivan 4.0 7 2 2 3 6 92 9-7 W
Mar. 1 vs. Evansville Sullivan^ 5.0 0 0 0 2 8 82 8-0 W (5) 
Mar. 2 vs. Jackson State Nunn 5.0 1 0 0 0 5 68 4-0 W
Mar. 2 at Samford Sullivan^ 7.0 2 1 1 2 17 125 8-1 W
Mar. 8 vs. Wright State Sullivan 5.1 4 3 3 8 8 118 6-3 W
Mar. 8 vs. Saint Louis Aikey^ 5.0 1 0 0 1 8 66 10-0 W (5)
Mar. 9 at Kennesaw State Sullivan^ 6.2 6 2 2 4 11 137 1-2 L
Mar. 9 vs. Wright State Aikey 5.2 5 2 2 3 6 102 1-2 L
Mar. 13 at Lipscomb Sullivan 2.2 1 4 4 3 1 58 9-7 L
Mar. 16 at FIU* Sullivan^ 7.0 4 2 2 2 5 129 6-2 W
Mar. 16 at FIU* Aikey 1.1 0 0 0 1 4 27 4-0 W
Mar. 17 at FIU* Sullivan 5.1 3 2 2 4 6 101 5-4 W
Mar. 20 at Eastern Kentucky Aikey 5.0 2 0 0 1 8 73 6-5 W
Mar. 23 Charlotte* Sullivan 4.0 4 2 2 5 5 102 11-2 W (5)
Mar. 23 Charlotte* Aikey 5.0 2 0 0 3 7 79 5-0 W
Mar. 24 Charlotte* Nunn 5.0 4 0 0 3 4 81 3-0 W
Mar. 26 at Kentucky Aikey 4.0 3 1 1 3 3 72 4-1 W
Mar. 30 Florida Atlantic* Aikey 5.0 3 3 3 3 11 102 10-3 W
Mar. 30 Florida Atlantic* Sullivan^ 7.0 5 0 0 3 9 121 2-0 W
Mar. 31 Florida Atlantic* Aikey 4.0 2 0 0 3 5 74 10-2 W (6)
Apr. 3 Louisville Aikey 0.1 1 3 1 3 1 32 7-2 L
Apr. 6 at Marshall*          
Apr. 6 at Marshall*          
Apr. 7 at Marshall*          
Apr. 13 North Texas*          
Apr. 13 North Texas*          
Apr. 14 North Texas*          
Apr. 17 at Tennessee Tech          
Apr. 17 at Tennessee Tech          
Apr. 19 at Middle Tennessee*          
Apr. 19 at Middle Tennessee*          
Apr. 20 at Middle Tennessee*          
Apr. 24 Austin Peay          
Apr. 24 Austin Peay          
Apr. 27 at Louisiana Tech*          
Apr. 27 at Louisiana Tech*          
Apr. 28 at Louisiana Tech*          
May 1 Murray State          
May 4 UTSA*          
May 4 UTSA*          
May 5 UTSA*          
PITCHER GS RECORD SAVES TEAM W/L
Aikey 11 8-4 5 17-5
Blackford 0 0-0 0 0-0
Nunn 6 4-0 3 12-5
Sullivan 15 14-2 0 15-3
Towers 0 0-0 0 1-0
TEAM RESULT
2019 STATISTICS
 NUM. NAME ERA W-L APP GS CG SHO SV IP H R ER BB K 2B 3B HR BF AVG. WP HBP BK SF SH
 10 Nunn 1.37 4-0 18 6 1 1/4 3 46.0 36 13 9 15 42 5 1 0 197 .199 2 0 0 0 1 
 12 Aikey 2.06 8-4 22 11 2 2/4 5 68.0 46 25 20 39 102 4 0 7 295 .185 9 3 0 1 4 
 4 Sullivan 2.84 14-2 18 15 8 4/0 0 93.2 64 39 38 65 139 14 1 7 411 .190 4 5 0 1 4 
 24 Blackford 0.00 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 0 0 0 
 20 Towers 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0 0 1.1 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 0 9 .429 0 0 0 0 0 
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018 2019 CAREER
Aikey - 0 3 5 8
Blackford RS 0 0 - 0
Nunn - - 1 0 1
Sullivan - - - 11 11
Towers - 3 0 0 3
PLAYER 0 1 2 2019/TOTAL
Aikey 0/1 1/3 2/3 3/7
Blackford 0 0 0 0/0
Nunn 0 2/2 1/2 3/4
Sullivan 1 0 2 3
Towers 0 0 0 0/0
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018 2019 CAREER
Aikey - 5 7 2 14
Blackford RS 0 0 - 0
Nunn - - 10 1 11
Sullivan - - - 8 8
Towers - 13 0 0 13
CAREER 7+ STRIKEOUTS
CAREER 0-2 HIT GAMES (5+ IP)
CAREER COMPLETE GAMES
HAT TOP PANTS W L
Black Black Black 6 0 
Black D. Grey D. Grey 3 0
Red L. Grey L. Grey 3 0
White L. Grey L. Grey 2 0
Red Red Red 2 0
Black Black Red 2 0
Black Black D. Grey 1 0
White Red Red 3 1
Red White White 3 2
Black D. Grey Black 1 1
Black Black White 0 2
RECORD BY UNIFORM
^ Complete game
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Year Overall Conf. School
2005 22-14 11-3 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2006 23-19 8-6 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2007 11-38 5-13 (A-Sun) Belmont
2008 14-36 3-19 (A-Sun) Belmont
2009 11-35 3-17 (A-Sun) Belmont
2010 29-19 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2011 28-15-1 16-8 (Summit) IPFW
2012 45-14 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2013 34-16 12-4 (Summit) IPFW
2014 33-24-1 11-10 (SBC) WKU
2015 36-14 16-4 (C-USA) WKU
2016 17-30 8-13 (C-USA) WKU
2017 31-31 10-13 (C-USA) WKU
2018 28-26 10-13 (C-USA) WKU
Total 362-331-2 147-136 14 Years
DI 317-298-2 128-127 12 Years
WKU 145-25-1 55-54 Five Years






































• 30 Division I All-Conference Selections
• Seven NFCA All-Region Honorees
• One Conference Pitcher/Player of the Years
• Six CoSIDA Academic All-District Selections
• One Senior CLASS Award Finalist
• 350 Career Wins/300 Division I Wins
WKU
•10 All-Conference Selections
•Five NFCA All-Region Selections
•2014 NCAA Individual Stolen Base Leader
•2015 NCAA Individual Strikeouts Leader
•One CoSIDA Academic All-District Honoree
•2015 Conference USA Coach of the Year




2019 WKU TEAM SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 33 at Lipscomb 3/13
Runs Scored 11 Charlotte 3/23
Hits 14 FAU 3/30
RBI 10 MR, FAU 3/30
Doubles 4 MR, at FIU 3/16
Triples 2 Western IL 2/16
Home Runs 3 at Kentucky 3/26
Walks 7 MR, FAU 3/31
Stolen Bases 6 Saint Louis 3/8
   
Assists 11 at FIU 3/16
DP Turned 1 MR, Indiana St. 2/25
   
Innings Pitched 7.0 MR, Louisville 4/3
Fewest Hits Allowed 0 Evansville 3/1
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, FAU 3/30
Most Strikeouts 17 at Samford 3/2
   
Longest Game 2:50 Wright St. 3/8
Shortest Game 1:34 Cleveland St. 2/25
2019 WKU INDIVIDUAL SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT INDIVIDUAL OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 4 MR, Shannon Plese Florida Atlantic 3/31
Runs Scored 3 MR, Shannon Plese Florida Atlantic 3/30
Hits 3 MR, Thomas & Sullivan Florida Atlantic 3/30
RBI 4 Tommi Stowers Indiana State 2/25
Doubles 2 Kennedy Sullivan Florida Atlantic 3/30
Triples 1 MR, Maddie Bowlds Florida Atlantic 3/30
Home Runs 2 Kendall Smith Tennessee State 2/9
Total Bases 8 Kendall Smith Tennessee State 2/9
Walks 3 MR, Kendall Smith Florida Atlantic 3/31
Stolen Bases 3 Taylor Davis Charlotte 3/23
    
Putouts 17 Kendall Smith MR, at Samford 3/2
Assists 6 Beka Engelhardt Western IL 2/16
    
Innings Pitched 7.0 MR, Kennedy Sullivan at FIU 3/16
Fewest Hits Allowed 0 Kennedy Sullivan Evansville 3/1
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, Kelsey Aikey Saint Louis 3/8
Most Strikeouts 17 Kennedy Sullivan at Samford 3/2
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Defeated a top 10 team at No. 2 Tennessee, 3/8/14
Defeated a top 11-25 team at No. 17 Kentucky, 3/26/19
Had a pitcher strikeout 15+ Kennedy Sullivan, 3/2/19 (17)
Had a pitcher strikeout 10-14 Kelsey Aikey vs. Florida Atlantic, 3/30/19 (11)
Threw a perfect game Miranda Kramer vs. Charlotte, 5/7/15
Threw a no-hitter (run-rule) Kennedy Sullivan at Samford, 3/1/19
Threw a no-hitter (regulation) Kelsey Aikey vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18
Opponent threw no-hitter vs. No. 23 Marshall, 5/11/17
Won a run-rule game Florida Atlantic, 3/31/19 (6)
Lost a run-rule game vs. No. 17 Auburn, 2/8/19 (5)
Played extra innings at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18 (8)
Won in extra innings vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18 (8)
Lost in extra innings at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18 (8)
Scored 10-14 runs Florida Atlantic, 3/31/19 (10)
Scored 15-18 runs vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (16)
Scored 19+ runs at Tennessee-Martin, 4/2/00 (19)
Allowed 10-14 runs at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18 (13)
Allowed 15+ runs at No. 23 FAU, 4/30/16 (16)
Batted around the order Florida Atlantic, 3/30/19 (10 batters)
Batted through the order (9 batters) vs. Saint Louis, 3/8/19
Had 10-14 hits Florida Atlantic, 3/31/19 (10)
Had 15+ hits vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (17)
Team hit 3+ home runs at No. 17 Kentucky, 3/26/19 (3)
Back-to-back home runs at No. 17 Kentucky, 3/26/19 (Carter & Thomas, 5th inn.)
Back-to-back-to-back home runs vs. ULM, 4/13/13 (Thomas, Mattox, Sulaski, 4th inn.)
Player with back-to-back home runs Kendall Smith,  2/9/19, 2 consec.
Had a player hit two HRs Kendall Smith, South Alabama, 2/9/19
Had a player hit a grand slam Jordan Thomas at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18
Team hit three doubles Florida Atlantic, 3/30/19 (3)
Team hit four or more doubles at FIU, 3/16/19 (4)
Team hit two triples vs. Western Illinois, 2/16/19
Team hit three or more triples vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (5)
Team stole five or more bases vs. Saint Louis, 3/8/18 (6)
Player with three RBI Rebekah Engelhardt, Charlotte, 3/23/19
Player with four RBI Tommi Stowers, vs. Indiana State, 2/25/19
Player with five RBI Adarian Gray vs. UAB, 5/10/17
Player with six or more RBI Dani Pugh vs. Buffalo, 2/6/15 (6)
Player with three hits J. Thomas & K. Sullivan vs. Florida Atlantic, 3/30/19 
Player with four hits Brittany Vaughn, vs. Marshall, 4/21/18
Player with five hits Tommi Stowers vs. Evansville, 3/3/17
Player with two or more doubles Kennedy Sullivan vs. FAU, 3/30/19 (2)
Player with two or more triples Shawna Sadler vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (2)
Player stole three or more bases Taylor Davis vs. Charlotte, 3/23/19 (3)
Player scored three or more runs Shannon Plese vs. FAU, 3/30/19 (3)
Hit a walk-off home run (regulation/extra inn.) Brooke Holloway vs. Marshall, 5/7/16
Hit a walk-off home run (run-rule) Jordan Vorbrink vs. Tennessee St., 2/16/18
Had a walk-off hit Paige Carter vs. Florida Atlantic, 3/31/19 (1B)
Swept a conference home series Florida Atlantic, 3/30-31/19
Swept a conference road series at FIU, 3/16-17/19
Was swept in a conference home series vs. FAU, 3/18-19/17
Was swept in a conference road series at FAU, 4/28-29/18
THE LAST TIME WKU...
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION
C-USA RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  DATE/RESULT
46 LA TECH  4/27-28 
52 WKU  -  
63 NORTH TEXAS  4/13-14
85 FLORIDA ATLANTIC  W,W,W
88 MARSHALL  4/6-7
111 UTSA  5/4-5
117 FIU  W,W,W 
118 MIDDLE TENNESSEE  4/19-20
120 SOUTHERN MISS  DNP 
126 UAB  DNP
188 CHARLOTTE  W,W,W
190 UTEP  DNP 
WKU OPPONENT RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  RESULT
15 AUBURN  L
17 KENTUCKY  W
44 LOUISVILLE  L
50 LIPSCOMB  L
57 MISSOURI STATE  W
71 EASTERN KENTUCKY  W
94 SOUTH ALABAMA  W
115 AUSTIN PEAY  4/24
130 SAMFORD  W
140 MURRAY STATE  5/1
143 KENNESAW STATE  L
153 FLORIDA A&M  W
182 TENNESSEE TECH  4/17
183 WESTERN ILLINOIS  W, L, W
193 INDIANA STATE  W 
217 BUTLER  W
223 TENNESSEE STATE  W
229 SAINT LOUIS  W
234 EVANSVILLE  W 
246 WRIGHT STATE  W, L
264 CLEVELAND STATE  W, W
267 JACKSON STATE  W
RPI STANDINGS
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2019 Conference USA Standings
 C-USA  Pct. Overall  Pct.  Last 10 Streak
WKU (E) 9-0 1.000 26-6 .812  9-1 L1
North Texas (W) 10-2 .833 22-12 .647  6-4 W4
LA Tech (W) 7-2 .778 27-9 .750  8-2 W5
Marshall (E) 6-3 .667 23-12 .657  4-6 L1
Middle Tennessee (E) 6-3 .667 22-16 .579  8-2 W2
UTSA (W) 6-6 .500 17-18 .486  3-7 W1
Southern Miss (W) 5-7 .417 19-16 .543  6-4 W2
Florida Atlantic (E) 3-6 .333 16-19 .457  3-7 W1
UAB (W) 4-8 .333 14-21 .400  5-5 L1
UTEP (W) 4-8 .333 10-26 .278  3-7 L3
Charlotte (E) 3-9 .250 11-23 .324  2-8 L2
FIU (E) 0-9 .000 18-18 .500  1-9 L6
RECORD WHEN TEAM SCORES
RUNS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
0 0-1 0-0 11-0 4-0
1 0-3 0-0 2-0 0-0
2 1-1 1-0 3-2 3-0
3 2-0 1-0 6-1 1-0
4 4-0 1-0 1-0 1-0
5 4-0 2-0 1-0 0-0
6 3-0 1-0 1-0 0-0
7 2-1 0-0 1-1 0-0
8 4-0 0-0 0-1 0-0
9 1-0 0-0 0-1 0-0
10+ 5-0 3-0 0-0 0-0
WKU RECORD AFTER INNINGS
INNINGS LEADING TRAILING TIED
1 13-0 2-3 11-3
2 16-0 4-3 6-3
3 21-1 2-3 3-2
4 20-1 4-4 2-1
5 18-1 1-2 3-2
6 19-0 0-4 1-1
SCORE BY INNINGS
INNINGS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
1 43 10 10 1
2 19 9 7 1
3 45 18 21 4
4 16 3 11 1
5 21 3 6 2
6 29 9 19 4
7 7 4 5 0
8 0 0 0 0
9 0 0 0 0
EX 0 0 0 0













vs. Ranked Teams ..................................................1-1
vs. RV Teams ............................................................0-0
TIME
Day Games ............................................................22-4



















WKU Throws RHP ................................................26-6
WKU Throws LHP ...................................................0-0
Opp. Throws RHP ................................................25-5
Opp. Throws LHP ...................................................1-1
RUNS
WKU Scores 1st ....................................................21-2
Opp. Scores 1st .......................................................5-4
WKU Scores in 1st ...............................................13-1
Opp. Scores in 1st ..................................................4-3
HITS
WKU Has More .....................................................22-2
Opp. Has More ........................................................3-4
Hits Are Even ...........................................................1-0
ERRORS
WKU Commits 0 ..................................................14-2
WKU Commits 1 .....................................................8-2
WKU Commits 2+ ..................................................4-2
Opp. Commits 0 .....................................................5-1
Opp. Commits 1 .....................................................4-3
Opp. Commits 2+ ...............................................17-2
HOMERUNS
WKU Hits 0 ............................................................11-3
WKU Hits 1 ...............................................................9-2
WKU Hits 2+.............................................................6-1
Opp. Hits 0 ............................................................19-2
Opp. Hits 1 ...............................................................7-3
Opp. Hits 2+.............................................................0-1
TEAM RECORD BY...
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HOME RUN TRACKER
NO.  PLAYER GAME-DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS SCORE FINAL
1 Engelhardt 1-Feb 08 Missouri St. 0-1/0 3/1 5-0 W, 8-0
2 Smith 4-Feb 09 Tennessee St. 1-0/0 4/2 2-0 W, 5-0
3 Smith (2) 4-Feb 09 Tennessee St. 2-0/0 6/2 4-0 W, 5-0
4 Thomas 6-Feb 16 Western Illinois 0-2/0 5/1 2-3 W, 5-3
5 Smith (3) 7-Feb 17 Western Illinois 0-0/0* 6/0 0-3 L, 1-3
6 Smith (4) 9-Feb 24 Butler 2-2/0 3/2 2-0 W, 3-0
7 Thomas (2) 11-Feb 25 Cleveland St. 2-1/0* 1/0 0-0 W, 8-0
8 Engelhardt (2) 11-Feb 25 Cleveland St.  0-0/1 3/2 4-0 W, 8-0
9 Plese 12-Feb 25 Indiana St. 2-0/0 1/2 0-0 W, 9-7
10 Stowers 12-Feb 25 Indiana St. 1-1/1 1/2 1-0 W, 9-7
11 Engelhardt (3) 15-Mar 02 at Samford 1-0/0 6/1 6-0 W, 8-1
12 McGuffin  18-Mar 09 at Kennesaw St. 2-2/0* 7/0 0-0 L, 1-2
13 Smith (5) 20-Mar 13 at Lipscomb 0-0/2 3/2 0-2 L, 7-9
14 Engelhardt (4) 20-Mar 13 at Lipscomb 2-2/0 7/1 6-9 L, 7-9
15 Vorbrink 23-Mar 17 at FIU 2-2/1 6/2 3-0 W, 5-4
16 Engelhardt (5) 24-Mar 20 at EKU 1-1/0* 6/0 5-5 W, 6-5
17 Smith (6) 25-Mar 23 Charlotte 2-1/1 2/1 6-0 W, 11-2
18 Engelhardt (6) 25-Mar 23 Charlotte 0-0/1 4/0 9-2 W, 11-2
19 Vorbrink (2) 26-Mar 23 Charlotte 2-1/0 2/1 0-0 W, 5-0
20 Sullivan 27-Mar 24 Charlotte 1-2/0* 2/0 0-0 W, 3-0
21 Carter 28-Mar 26 at Kentucky 2-0/0 5/2 0-1 W, 4-1
22 Thomas (3) 28-Mar 26 at Kentucky 1-1/0 5/2 1-1 W, 4-1
23 Plese (2) 28-Mar 26 at Kentucky 1-2/1 5/2 2-1 W, 4-1
24 Engelhardt (7) 29-Mar 30 Florida Atlantic 0-0/0* 2/0 2-0 W, 10-3
25 Thomas (4) 29-Mar 30 Florida Atlantic 2-0/0 2/2 3-0 W, 10-3
26 Smith (7) 31-Mar 31 Florida Atlantic 2-1/1 1/2 0-1 W, 10-2
ANALYSIS STATS
SEASON/CAREER HITTING STAT TRACKER
CAREER MULTI-HIT GAMES       2019/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
McGuffin 0/16 0/4 0/1 0 21
Carter 4/15 0/5 0 0 21
Engelhardt 6/18 0/2 0 0 20
Thomas 8/17 0/2 0 0 19
Smith 5/14 1/1 0 0 15
Bowlds 4/10 0/3 0/1 0 14 
Plese 10/12 1/1 0 0 13
Towers 1/12 0 0 0 12  
Vorbrink 4/9 1/3 0 0 12
McElroy 0/9 0 0 0 9
Sullivan 6 1 0 0 7
Stowers 1/4 1/1 0 0/1 6
Davis 2 0 0 0 2
CAREER MULTI-RBI GAMES       2019/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
Engelhardt 3/12 1/3 0/1 0 16
Carter 1/8 0/4 0/2 0 14 
Smith 8/10 1/4 0 0 14
McGuffin 0/9 0/3 0/1 0 13
Vorbrink 1/8 0/2 0 0 10
Plese 3/4 2/2 0 0 6
McElroy 0/5 0 0 0 5
Stowers 1/3 0/1 1/1 0 5
Sullivan 4 1 0 0 5
Thomas 2/2 1/1 0/2 0 5
Towers 0/3 0 0 0 3 
Bowlds 1/3 0 0 0 3
Nunn 0 0/1 0 0 1
CAREER HOMERUNS
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018 2019  CAREER
Engelhardt 0 5 7 7  19
McGuffin 4 2 7 1  14
Smith - - 5 7  12
Thomas - - 6 4  10
Carter - 2 5 1  8
Vorbrink 1 0 1 2  4
Stowers - 3 0 -  3
Plese - 1 - 2  3
Towers - 2 0 -  2
Nunn - - 1 -  1
Sullivan - - - 1  1
STREAK TRACKERS
CAREER HITTING STREAKS
PLAYER  LONGEST 2019 CURRENT
Smith  10 10 4
Thomas  9 9 0
Vorbrink  9 7 7
Carter  7 3 0
Bowlds  6 4 2
McGuffin  6 1 0
Engelhardt  5 3 1
McElroy  5 3 0 
Plese  5 5 0
Stowers  4 4 0 
Sullivan  4 4 0
Towers  4 2 0
Davis  3 3 0
Ridge  2 2 0
Aikey  1 0 0
Nunn  1 - 0
REACHED BASE STREAK
PLAYER  LONGEST  2019 CURRENT
Plese  24 24 0
Thomas  15 15 2
Engelhardt 14 8 5
Carter  13 4 0
Vorbrink  12 8 8
Smith  10 10 4
McGuffin  9 1 0
Stowers  8 8 0
Bowlds  7 6 2
Davis  6 6 0
McElroy  5 3 0
Towers  5 2 0
Sullivan  4 4 0 
Aikey  2 0 0
Nunn  2 - 0
Ridge  2 2 0
Blackford  1 - 1*
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BATTING ANALYSIS
  LEADOFF BASES EMPTY 1-2 RUNNERS BASES LOADED RISP 2 OUTS 2-OUT RBI
PLAYER H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP  AVG H OPP AVG #
Aikey 0 1 .000 0 1 .000 0 1 .000 0 0 --- 0 1  .000 0 0 --- 0
Blackford 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Bowlds 6 14 .429 11 32 .344 9 32 .281 0 1 .000 6 19  .316 9 25 .360 6
Carter 3 16 .188 7 28 .250 10 27 .370 2 3 .400 8 21  .381 7 18 .389 4
Davis 1 3 .333 5 14 .357 7 34 .206 0 1 .000 6 24  .250 6 18 .333 3
Engelhardt 9 25 .360 14 42 .333 10 41 .244 0 0 --- 4 25  .160 6 26 .231 4
McElroy 3 8 .375 5 25 .200 4 24 .167 0 0 --- 4 21  .190 3 18 .167 1
McGuffin 1 4 .250 1 9 .111 0 6 .000 0 1 .000 0 3  .000 0 5 .000 0
Murphy 0 1 .000 0 4 .000 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 2 .000 0
Nunn 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Plese 13 23 .565 13 46 .283 21 49 .429 2 2 1.000 14 34  .412 12 33 .364 10
Ridge 0 3 .000 1 10 .100 1 2 .500 1 1 1.000 1 2  .500 1 4 .250 0
Smith 6 18 .333 11 31 .355 20 57 .351 3 5 .600 14 41  .341 12 32 .375 13
Stowers 2 7 .286 5 13 .385 7 20 .350 0 0 --- 5 15  .333 4 11 .364 3
Sullivan 5 13 .385 12 42 .286 10 39 .256 1 4 .250 7 28  .250 8 29 .276 3
Thomas 21 43 .488 13 53 .245 18 49 .367 0 3 .000 15 35  .429 12 33 .364 14
Towers 1 1 1.000 1 5 .200 2 7 .286 0 0 --- 2 7  .286 1 9 .111 1
Vorbrink 11 18 .611 15 38 .395 10 32 .313 0 2 .000 7 21  .333 5 16 .313 5
2019 STARTERS SUMMARY
     POSITION         BATTING ORDER
PLAYER GS P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP 1ST 2ND 3RD 4TH 5TH 6TH 7TH 8TH 9TH FLEX 
MCELROY 32 - - - - - 32 - - - - - - - - - 2 7 12 - 11 
SMITH 32 - 32 - - - - - - - - - - 4 24 - 1 3 - - - 
PLESE 32 - - - - - - - 32 - - 1 7 22 2 - - - - - -  
THOMAS 32 - - - 32 - - - - - - 30 1 1 - - - - - - - 
ENGELHARDT 32 - - - - 32 - - - - - - 8 2 3 7 7 5 - - - 
SULLIVAN 30 15 - - - - - - - - 15 - - - 2 14 6 6 - 1 1 
VORBRINK 28 - - 6 - - - 12 - 10 - - 6 1 - 2 8 - 4 7 - 
BOWLDS 27 - - 26 - - - - - 1 - - 5 - - - - 2 6 13 1 
DAVIS 19 - - - - - - 13 - 6 - - 2 - - - - - 8 9 - 
CARTER 19 - - - - - - 1 - 11 7 1 3 2 1 1 7 3 - 1 - 
AIKEY 11 11 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 11 
STOWERS 8 - - - - - - - - 1 7 - - - - 7 - 1 - - -
NUNN 6 6 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 6
MCGUFFIN 5 - - - - - - 4 - 1 - - - - - - - 2 2 1 -  
TOWERS 3 - - - - - - 2 - 1 - - - - - 1 - 2 - - -
RIDGE 2 - - - - - - - - 1 1 - - - - - 1 1 - - - 
2019 WKU INDIVIDUAL STAT LEADERS
BATTING AVERAGE - Min. 10 AB 
 .364 Tommi Stowers
SLUGGING PERCENTAGE - Min. 10 AB  
.682 Kendall Smith
ON BASE PERCENTAGE - Min. 10 Plate Appearances 
.451 Jordan Vorbrink
RUNS SCORED  
27  Rebekah Engelhardt 
HITS  
34  Shannon Plese
RUNS BATTED IN 
28  Kendall Smith
DOUBLES  
7  T. Stowers & S. Plese
TRIPLES  
2  Jordan Thomas
HOME RUNS  
7  K. Smith & R. Engelhardt 
TOTAL BASES  
60  Kendall Smith
WALKS  
16  Rebekah Engelhardt
HIT BY PITCH  
3  Shannon Plese
SACRIFICE HITS  
6  Paige Carter
    
SACRIFICE FLIES  
6  Kennedy Sullivan 
STOLEN BASES  
13  Shannon Plese
ANALYSIS STATS
WALK-OFF TRACKER
NO.  BATTER GAME/DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS RESULT SCORE FINAL
1  Carter 11-Feb 25 Cleveland St. 3-2/1 6/0 RBI 1B 7-0 8-0
2  Carter 31-Mar 31 FAU 1-0/3 6/2 RBI 1B 9-2 10-2
 
COME-FROM-BEHIND WIN TRACKER
NO.  GAME/DATE OPPONENT DEFICIT INNING TYING HIT (score) GO-AHEAD HIT (score) FINAL
1  3-Feb 09 FAMU 3-1 M3 Smith 2B (4-3) Smith 2B (4-3)  W, 4-3
2  6-Feb 16 Western Illinois 3-2 M5 Thomas HR (3-3) Engelhardt 3B (4-3) W, 5-3
3  10-Feb 24 Cleveland State 3-0 M3 Ridge 1B (3-3) Sullivan 2B (6-3)  W, 10-3
4  16-Mar 08 Wright State 2-1 M4 Smith 1B (3-2) Smith 1B (3-2)  W, 6-3
5  24-Mar 20 EKU 5-3 E3 Thomas 3B (5-5) Engelhardt HR (6-4) W, 6-5
6  28-Mar 26 Kentucky 1-0 E4 Carter HR (1-1) Thomas HR (2-1) W, 4-1
7  31-Mar 31 Florida Atlantic 1-0 M1 Smith HR (2-1) Engelhardt R PB (3-2) W, 10-2
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GAME-BY-GAME STARTERS
Date Team P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP Record
2/8 Missouri State Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Vorbrink Carter 1-0 (1)
2/8 Auburn Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink Sullivan 0-1 (2)
2/9 Florida A&M Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink Carter 1-0 (3)
2/9 Tennessee State Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Vorbrink Sullivan 1-0 (4)
2/10 South Alabama Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Vorbrink Ridge 1-0 (5)
2/16 Western Illinois Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink --- 1-0 (6)
2/16 Western Illinois Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese McGuffin Carter 0-1 (7)
2/17 Western Illinois Nunn Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink Sullivan 1-0 (8)
2/24 Butler Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink --- 2-0 (6)
2/24 Cleveland State Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Vorbrink Sullivan 2-0 (4)
2/25 Cleveland State Nunn Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Ridge Sullivan 1-0 (9)
2/25 Indiana State Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Carter Stowers 1-0 (10)
3/1 Evansville Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Stowers 1-0 (11)
3/2 Jackson State Nunn Smith Vorbrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Carter Plese Stowers Sullivan 1-0 (12)
3/2 Samford Sullivan Smith Vorbrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Carter Stowers 1-0 (13)
3/8 Wright State Sullivan Smith Vorbrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Carter Stowers  2-0 (13)
3/8 Saint Louis Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Stowers 1-0 (14)
3/9 Kennesaw St. Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Stowers 1-1 (11)
3/9 Wright St. Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Carter Sullivan 0-1 (15)
3/13 Lipscomb Aikey Smith Vorbrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Bowlds Sullivan 0-1 (16)
3/16 FIU* Sullivan Smith Vorbrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Towers Carter 1-0 (17)
3/16 FIU* Nunn Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Towers Plese Davis Sullivan 1-0 (18)
3/17 FIU* Sullivan Smith Vobrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Towers Plese Davis Carter 1-0 (19)
3/20 EKU Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink Carter 2-0 (3)
3/23 Charlotte* Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Davis Stowers 1-0 (20)
3/23 Charlotte* Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Davis Sullivan 1-0 (21)
3/24 Charlotte* Nunn Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Davis Sullivan 1-0 (22)
3/26 Kentucky Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Sullivan 1-0 (23)
3/30 FAU* Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Sullivan 2-0 (23)
3/30 FAU* Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Davis Carter 1-0 (24)
3/31 FAU* Nunn Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Sullivan 1-0 (25)
4/3 Louisville Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Sullivan 2-1 (23)
4/6 Marshall*           
4/6 Marshall*           
4/7 Marshall*           
4/13 North Texas*           
4/13 North Texas*           
4/14 North Texas*           
4/17 Tennessee Tech           
4/17 Tennessee Tech           
4/19 MTSU*           
4/19 MTSU*           
4/20 MTSU*           
4/24 Austin Peay           
4/24 Austin Peay           
4/27 LA Tech*           
4/27 LA Tech*           
4/28 LA Tech*           
5/1 Murray State           
5/4 UTSA*           
5/4 UTSA*           
5/5 UTSA*           
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2019 WKU LINE SCORES
GAME 1 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-1:51 A-139
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5    R H E
WKU                    5 0 1 0 2 - 8  7  0
Missouri State     0 0 0 0 0 - 0  2  2
WP-SULLIVAN (1-0) LP-Griesbauer (0-1) 
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT
GAME 2 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-1:38 A-201
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5    R H E
WKU                    0 0 0 0 0 - 0  2  2
Auburn                 1 0 3 2 2 - 8 12 1
WP-Martin (1-0) LP-AIKEY,  (0-1) 
HR AU-McCrackin(1), Rivera(1),Veach(3)
GAME 3 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-2:11 A-137
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Florida A&M      0 2 1 0 0 0 0 -  3  3  2
WKU                   1 0 3 0 0 0 X -  4  4  1
WP-SULLIVAN (2-0) Save-AIKEY(1) 
LP-HAYES (0-1)
GAME 4 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-1:55 A-117
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Tennessee State   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  0  6  2
WKU                    1 0 1 1 0 2 X - 5  6  1
WP-AIKEY (1-1) LP-ESPINOZA (0-1) 
HR WKU - SMITH 2 (2)
GAME 5 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-1:46 A-92
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    7 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 7  7  0
South Alabama   0 0 0 0 0 3 0 - 3  4  2
WP-SULLIVAN (3-0) LP-Yarbrough (1-1) 
HR USA - Cronan (1)
GAME 6 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:44 A-203
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WIU               1 0 0 2 0 0 0 -  3  5  1
WKU                0 0 2 0 1 2 X - 5  8  1
WP-SULLIVAN (4-0) LP-Ira (2-1) 
HR: WIU-Duwa (2) | WKU-THOMAS (1)
GAME 7 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:49 A-187
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WIU               0 0 0 2 1 0 0 -  3  4  1
WKU                0 0 0 0 0 1 0 -  1  7  0
WP-Carlin (1-2) LP-AIKEY (1-2) 
HR: WIU-Abbott (2) | WKU-SMITH (3)
GAME 8 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:12 A-175
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WIU               0 0 3 2 0 1 0 -  6 11 2
WKU                0 5 0 1 1 0 X - 7  7  0
WP-SULLIVAN (5-0) Save-AIKEY(2) 
LP-Abbott (1-1)
GAME 9 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:53 A-176
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Butler                   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  0  3  0
WKU                   0 2 1 0 0 0 X -  3  8  0
WP-SULLIVAN (6-0) | LP-RICKETT (1-4) 
HR WKU - SMITH (4)
GAME 10 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:56 A-202
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R  H  E
CSU                      1 0 2 0 0 0 0 -  3   6   2
WKU                    0 0 1 1 0 8 X - 10 10 1
WP-NUNN (1-0) | LP-GRIFFIN (1-2) 
HR CSU - HYSONG (2)
GAME 11 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:34 A-156
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6   R  H E
CSU                      0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  1  2
WKU                    2 0 5 0 0 1 - 8 11 2
WP-NUNN (2-0) | LP-HYSONG (0-2) 
HR WKU - THOMAS (2), 
                     ENGELHARDT (2)
GAME 12 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:37 A-187
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7   R  H  E
Indiana State       0 0 1 0 1 3 2 - 7  15  3
WKU                    3 1 1 3 0 1 X - 9 10  1
WP-SULLIVAN (7-0) Save-NUNN (1) 
HR INS - Martin (2)
HR WKU - PLESE (1), STOWERS (1)
GAME 13 | Birmingham, Ala. | T-1:38 A-101
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5   R  H  E
WKU                    3 0 3 2 0 - 8  9   0
Evansville             0 0 0 0 0 - 0  0  3
WP-SULLIVAN (8-0) 
LP-Lockhart (3-3)
GAME 14 | Birmingham, Ala. | T-1:49 A-113
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Jackson State       0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  0  1  1
WKU                   0 0 1 2 0 1 X -  4  4  1
WP-NUNN (3-0) Save-AIKEY(3) 
LP-Sanchez (0-5) 
GAME 15 | Birmingham, Ala. | T-2:19 A-213
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    5 0 1 0 0 1 1 - 8 11  2
Samford               0 0 0 0 0 1 0 - 1   2  2
WP-SULLIVAN (9-0) 
LP-Spear (4-3)
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT (3)
HR SAM - Trombley (1)
GAME 16 | Kennesaw, Ga. | T-2:50 A-37
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Wright State        0 1 0 1 0 1 0 -  3  4  3
WKU                   0 0 1 0 4 1 X -  6  6  0
WP-SULLIVAN (10-0) Save-NUNN (2) 
LP-Otani (3-5)
GAME 17 | Kennesaw, Ga. | T-1:21 A-83
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5    R  H  E
WKU                    3 0 2 0 5 - 10 12 0
Saint Louis           0 0 0 0 0 - 0   1   3
WP-AIKEY (2-2) LP-LOVELESS (2-2)
GAME 18 | Kennesaw, Ga. | T-1:50 A-197
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1  5  1
Kennesaw State   0 0 0 0 0 0 2 - 2  6  0
WP-ANDREWS (7-6) 
LP-SULLIVAN (10-1
HR WKU - McGUFFIN (1)
GAME 19 | Kennesaw, Ga. | T-1:44 A-111
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    0 0 1 0 0 0 0 - 1  4  0
Wright State         0 0 0 0 0 2 X - 2  6  2
WP-Hughes (1-2) LP-AIKEY (2-3)
GAME 20 | Nashville, Tenn. | T-2:17 A-127
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H  E
WKU                    0 0 3 1 1 1 1 - 7  11 1
Lipscomb             2 0 3 0 0 4 X - 9   4  2
WP-JORDAN (6-4) LP-SULLIVAN (10-2) 
HR WKU-SMITH (5), ENGELHARDT (4)
HR LIP - FORTEL (3), DEVAULT (4)
GAME 21 | Miami, Fla. | T-2:10 A-76
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    0 1 2 0 0 3 0 - 6 12 0
FIU                        0 0 0 1 1 0 0 - 2  4  0
WP-SULLIVAN (11-2) 
LP-KUGELMANN (6-3)
GAME 22 | Miami, Fla. | T-2:00 A-85
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    0 0 0 0 0 0 4 - 4  7  0
FIU                        0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  2  0
WP-AIKEY (3-3) LP-DUNFORD (6-3)
GAME 23 | Miami, Fla. | T-2:20 A-151
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E 
WKU                    0 0 1 0 2 2 0 - 5  6  0
FIU                        0 0 0 0 0 4 0 - 4  8  2
WP-SULLIVAN (12-2) Save-AIKEY (4) 
LP-MURASKIN (5-6) 
HR WKU - VORBRINK (1)
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2019 WKU LINE SCORES
GAME 24 | Richmond, Ky. | T-1:58 A-150
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    2 1 0 2 0 1 0 - 6  8  0
EKU                      1 0 4 0 0 0 0 - 5  3  0
WP-AIKEY (4-3) LP-Paulick(5-5) 
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT (5)
HR EKU - Lizzmore (7)
GAME 25 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:56 A-377
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5    R H E
Charlotte             0 0 2 0 0  - 2  5  2
WKU                   6 2 1 2 X - 11 9  0
WP-SULLIVAN (13-2) LP-GREEN (0-4) 
HR WKU-SMITH (6), ENGELHARDT (6)
GAME 26 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:51 A-298
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Charlotte              0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  3  0
WKU                    0 2 3 0 0 0 X - 5  8  1
WP-AIKEY (5-3) LP-PACE (5-5) 
HR WKU - VORBRINK (2)
GAME 27 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:56 A-243
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Charlotte              0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  4  1
WKU                    0 2 0 0 1 0 X - 3  6  3
WP-NUNN (4-0) Save-AIKEY (5) 
LP-CANNON (2-8)
HR WKU - SULLIVAN (1)
GAME 28 | Lexington, Ky. | T-2:04 A-824
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    0 0 0 0 4 0 0 - 4  4  0
Kentucky              0 0 0 1 0 0 0 - 1  3  2
WP-AIKEY (6-3) Save-NUNN (3)
LP-Humes (7-6) 
HR WKU - THOMAS (3), PLESE (2), 
CARTER (1)
HR UK - Peyton (8)
GAME 29 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:12 A-213
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R  H  E
FAU                      0 0 2 0 1 0 0 -  3   4   2
WKU                   2 2 5 0 0 1 X - 10 14 1
WP-AIKEY (7-3) LP-Olson (4-10) 
HR WKU - THOMAS (4), 
ENGELHARDT (7)
GAME 30 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:48 A-238
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
FAU                      0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  0  5 1
WKU                   0 0 1 1 0 0 X -  2  6 0
WP-SULLIVAN (14-2) 
LP-Whitty, Skylar (5-2)
GAME 31 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:10 A-181
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6   R  H  E
FAU                      1 1 0 0 0 0 - 2   5   5
WKU                   2 0 5 0 0 3 - 10 10 2
WP-AIKEY (8-3) LP-Whitty (5-3)
HR WKU - SMITH (7)
GAME 32 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:12 A-877
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  R  H  E
LOU                     3 3 0 0 0 0 1 - 7  7  1
WKU                   1 1 0 0 0 0 0 - 2  4  2
WP-ROBY (7-1) | LP-AIKEY (8-4)
HR LOU - WATSON (1)
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2019 WKU SEASON STATS
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Apr 04, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 26-6   Home: 12-2   Away: 6-2   Neutral: 8-2   C-USA: 9-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 3 6 4 17-8 33 7 12 7 0 1 9 22  . 6 6 7 3 0 6 0  . 4 1 7 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 3 5 8 32-32 95 25 34 7 1 2 19 49  . 5 1 6 13 3 10 1  . 4 5 0 0 0 13-16 26 1 1  . 9 6 4
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 5 7 28-28 70 17 25 4 0 2 8 35  . 5 0 0 10 2 15 0  . 4 5 1 0 3 4-4 43 2 2  . 9 5 7
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 3 5 2 32-32 88 22 31 6 1 7 28 60  . 6 8 2 15 2 14 0  . 4 4 9 2 0 4-6 288 15 2  . 9 9 3
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 1 3 28-27 64 9 20 2 1 0 8 24  . 3 7 5 7 1 8 0  . 3 8 9 0 0 4-6 126 4 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 0 9 27-19 55 12 17 3 0 1 12 23  . 4 1 8 6 1 6 1  . 3 7 5 2 6 3-4 8 1 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 0 4 32-32 102 18 31 6 2 4 22 53  . 5 2 0 12 0 19 0  . 3 7 4 1 0 6-7 51 27 3  . 9 6 3
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 8 9 32-32 83 27 24 3 1 7 15 50  . 6 0 2 16 1 10 0  . 4 0 2 2 2 12-13 18 47 4  . 9 4 2
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 2 7 2 30-30 81 10 22 8 0 1 19 33  . 4 0 7 2 0 7 1  . 2 7 0 6 2 1-1 6 14 0 1.000
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 5 0 22-19 48 11 12 0 0 0 4 12  . 2 5 0 3 0 0 0  . 2 9 4 0 3 7-7 18 0 0 1.000
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 5 0 7-3 12 0 3 1 0 0 2 4  . 3 3 3 0 0 0 0  . 2 5 0 0 1 2-3 9 0 0 1.000
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 1 8 4 32-32 49 9 9 0 1 0 3 11  . 2 2 4 1 1 5 0  . 2 1 6 0 2 3-3 28 42 10  . 8 7 5
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 1 6 7 14-2 12 5 2 0 0 0 2 2  . 1 6 7 1 0 6 0  . 2 3 1 0 1 3-3 2 1 0 1.000
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 0 6 7 20-5 15 6 1 0 0 1 1 4  . 2 6 7 0 0 8 0  . 0 6 7 0 0 3-3 2 0 0 1.000
22 MURPHY, Macy  . 0 0 0 6-0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 23-12 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 1 0-0 1 6 1  . 8 7 5
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 5-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 19-7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 12 0 1.000
Totals  . 2 9 9 32 813 180 243 47 7 26 152 382  . 4 7 0 89 11 115 3  . 3 7 0 13 21 67-78 627 172 23  . 9 7 2
Opponents  . 1 9 3 32 772 79 149 24 2 14 72 219  . 2 8 4 121 8 284 0  . 3 0 8 2 9 25-29 590 246 52  . 9 4 1
LOB - Team (178), Opp (206). DPs turned - Team (3), Opp (12). CI - Team (0), Opp (1). Picked off - SULLIVAN,K. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
10 NUNN, Shelby  1 . 3 7 4-0 18 6 1 1/4 3 46.0 36 13 9 15 42 5 1 0  . 1 9 9 2 0 0 0 1
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 0 6 8-4 22 11 2 2/4 5 68.0 46 25 20 39 102 4 0 7  . 1 8 5 9 3 0 1 4
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  2 . 8 4 14-2 18 15 8 4/0 0 93.2 64 39 38 65 139 14 1 7  . 1 9 0 4 5 0 1 4
20 TOWERS, Haylee 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.1 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0 0 0
Totals  2 . 3 1 26-6 32 32 11 11/4 8 209.0 149 79 69 121 284 24 2 14  . 1 9 3 15 8 0 2 9
Opponents  4 . 5 9 6-26 32 32 10 1/0 0 196.2 243 180 129 89 115 47 7 26  . 2 9 9 23 11 0 13 21
PB - Team (4), SMITH,K. 4, Opp (4). Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (1). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (25-29), SULLIVAN,K.
(12-15), AIKEY,K. (10-11), NUNN,S. (3-3).
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2019 WKU C-USA ONLY STATS
2019 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Mar 31, 2019)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 9-0   Home: 6-0   Away: 3-0   C-USA: 9-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 5 7 9 8-8 19 7 11 2 0 2 5 19 1.000 5 0 2 0  . 6 6 7 0 1 2-2 9 1 0 1.000
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 4 3 8 8-7 16 2 7 0 1 0 3 9  . 5 6 3 4 1 2 0  . 5 7 1 0 0 1-1 40 2 0 1.000
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 4 2 3 9-9 26 5 11 2 0 0 6 13  . 5 0 0 6 0 3 1  . 5 3 1 0 0 3-5 8 0 0 1.000
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 3 8 5 9-9 26 5 10 5 0 1 9 18  . 6 9 2 1 0 1 1  . 3 7 9 2 2 1-1 2 5 0 1.000
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 3 6 4 9-9 22 7 8 2 0 2 9 16  . 7 2 7 9 0 2 0  . 5 4 8 0 0 1-1 74 5 1  . 9 8 8
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 3 3 9-9 30 7 10 2 0 1 6 15  . 5 0 0 4 0 4 0  . 4 1 2 0 0 1-2 19 10 3  . 9 0 6
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 1 3 7-5 16 3 5 2 0 0 3 7  . 4 3 8 2 0 1 1  . 3 8 9 0 3 0-0 0 1 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 8 0 9-9 25 7 7 2 0 2 6 15  . 6 0 0 3 0 6 0  . 3 4 5 1 1 2-2 5 16 1  . 9 5 5
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 2 5 0 6-1 8 1 2 1 0 0 1 3  . 3 7 5 0 0 1 0  . 2 5 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 3 5 7-7 17 6 4 0 0 0 0 4  . 2 3 5 3 0 0 0  . 3 5 0 0 0 6-6 8 0 0 1.000
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 2 2 4-3 9 0 2 0 0 0 1 2  . 2 2 2 0 0 0 0  . 2 2 2 0 1 1-1 6 0 0 1.000
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 1 0 0 9-9 10 2 1 0 0 0 1 1  . 1 0 0 0 1 0 0  . 1 8 2 0 1 0-0 8 15 2  . 9 2 0
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 6-0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 2-2 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 6-3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 3 0 1.000
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 7-2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 2-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 0 0 0 4-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 3 4 7 9 225 56 78 18 1 8 50 122  . 5 4 2 37 2 23 3  . 4 3 8 3 9 21-24 180 58 7  . 9 7 1
Opponents  . 1 8 3 9 219 13 40 7 0 0 12 47  . 2 1 5 34 3 73 0  . 3 0 0 1 5 5-5 164 69 11  . 9 5 5
LOB - Team (56), Opp (69). DPs turned - Team (0), Opp (8).
(C-USA games only Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  1 . 0 7 4-0 7 2 0 0/3 2 19.2 10 3 3 13 34 1 0 0  . 1 4 9 4 1 0 0 2
10 NUNN, Shelby  1 . 2 4 1-0 6 3 0 0/3 0 17.0 14 4 3 7 14 2 0 0  . 2 0 3 1 0 0 0 1
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  1 . 8 0 4-0 4 4 2 1/0 0 23.1 16 6 6 14 25 4 0 0  . 1 9 3 0 2 0 1 2
Totals  1 . 4 0 9-0 9 9 2 4/3 2 60.0 40 13 12 34 73 7 0 0  . 1 8 3 5 3 0 1 5
Opponents  5 . 5 1 0-9 9 9 3 0/0 0 54.2 78 56 43 37 23 18 1 8  . 3 4 7 3 2 0 3 9
PB - Team (2), SMITH,K. 2. SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (5-5), AIKEY,K. (4-4), SULLIVAN,K. (1-1).
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2019 WKU TEAM GAME-BY-GAME STATS
2019 WKU Softball
Team Game-by-Game for WKU (as of Apr 03, 2019)
Batting (All games)
Date Opponent ab r h rbi 2b 3b hr tb bb ibb sb cs hbp sac sf gdp k po a e lob avg
Feb 08 vs Missouri State 23 8 7 4 0 0 1 10 4 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 5 15 1 0 5  . 3 0 4
Feb 08 vs Auburn 18 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 7 13 3 2 3  . 2 2 0
Feb 09 vs Florida A&M 21 4 4 4 1 0 0 5 4 0 1 1 1 2 0 0 1 21 5 1 6  . 2 1 0
Feb 09 vs Tennessee State 22 5 6 5 2 0 2 14 1 0 2 0 0 1 1 0 2 21 4 1 2  . 2 2 6
Feb 10 vs South Alabama 28 7 7 6 1 0 0 8 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 4 21 3 0 1  . 2 3 2
Feb 16 WESTERN ILLINOIS 25 5 8 5 0 2 1 15 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 5 21 8 1 5  . 2 4 8
Feb 16 WESTERN ILLINOIS 29 1 7 1 1 0 1 11 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 21 8 0 8  . 2 4 7
Feb 17 WESTERN ILLINOIS 25 7 7 5 2 1 0 11 4 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 3 21 8 0 6  . 2 5 1
Feb 24 BUTLER 25 3 8 3 0 0 1 11 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 3 21 4 0 4  . 2 5 9
Feb 24 CLEVELAND STATE 29 10 10 8 2 1 0 14 5 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 4 21 8 1 7  . 2 6 9
Feb 25 CLEVELAND STATE 24 8 11 8 2 1 2 21 1 0 3 1 0 1 1 0 2 18 7 2 4  . 2 8 6
Feb 25 INDIANA STATE 29 9 10 9 2 0 2 18 5 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 4 21 4 1 7  . 2 9 2
Mar 01 vs Evansville 26 8 9 5 2 0 0 11 5 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 6 15 1 0 10  . 2 9 6
Mar 02 vs Jackson State 20 4 4 3 2 0 0 6 1 0 4 0 1 1 0 0 2 21 9 1 2  . 2 9 1
Mar 02 at Samford 28 8 11 7 3 0 1 17 5 0 3 1 0 0 3 0 3 21 2 2 7  . 2 9 8
Mar 08 vs Wright State 27 6 6 5 1 0 0 7 4 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 3 21 6 0 8  . 2 9 3
Mar 08 vs Saint Louis 26 10 12 7 1 0 0 13 1 0 6 1 0 0 2 0 1 15 3 0 4  . 3 0 4
Mar 09 at Kennesaw State 25 1 5 1 0 0 1 8 3 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 10 20 2 1 8  . 2 9 8
Mar 09 vs Wright State 26 1 4 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 5 0 1 0 0 0 6 18 6 0 5  . 2 9 0
Mar 13 at Lipscomb 33 7 11 6 4 0 2 21 1 0 3 0 0 1 0 0 7 18 2 1 7  . 2 9 3
*Mar 16 at FIU 30 6 12 6 4 0 0 16 2 0 1 0 1 3 0 0 2 21 4 0 9  . 2 9 9
*Mar 16 at FIU 27 4 7 4 1 0 0 8 3 0 4 0 1 0 1 0 3 21 11 0 7  . 2 9 7
*Mar 17 at FIU 27 5 6 4 3 0 1 12 3 0 3 0 0 1 0 0 3 21 4 0 5  . 2 9 3
Mar 20 at Eastern Kentucky 26 6 8 6 1 1 1 14 2 0 0 1 0 2 1 0 2 21 5 0 4  . 2 9 4
*Mar 23 CHARLOTTE 21 11 9 10 2 0 2 17 7 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 2 15 3 0 5  . 2 9 8
*Mar 23 CHARLOTTE 23 5 8 5 2 0 1 13 5 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 4 21 8 1 5  . 3 0 0
*Mar 24 CHARLOTTE 24 3 6 2 0 0 1 9 3 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 4 21 9 3 6  . 2 9 8
Mar 26 at Kentucky 27 4 4 4 0 0 3 13 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 21 6 0 5  . 2 9 3
*Mar 30 FLORIDA ATLANTIC 29 10 14 10 3 1 2 25 5 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 2 21 8 1 7  . 3 0 0
*Mar 30 FLORIDA ATLANTIC 21 2 6 2 1 0 0 7 2 0 1 0 0 2 0 1 3 21 6 0 5  . 3 0 0
*Mar 31 FLORIDA ATLANTIC 23 10 10 6 2 0 1 15 7 0 2 0 0 3 1 1 0 18 5 2 7  . 3 0 4
Apr 03 LOUISVILLE 26 2 4 1 2 0 0 6 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 5 21 9 2 4  . 2 9 9
Totals 813 180 243 152 47 7 26 382 89 0 67 11 11 21 13 3 115 627 172 23 178  . 2 9 9
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 MR, EKU (3-20) AT BATS VS. HAMPTON (2-9-18) 5
 2 MR, FAU (3-31) RUNS VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10-18) 3
 3 WESTERN IL (2-16) HITS WESTERN IL  (2-16-19) 3
 1 MR, FAU (3-30) DOUBLES VS. TENNESSEE TECH (2-16-18) 2
 1 WESTERN IL (2-16) TRIPLES WESTERN IL (2-16-19) 1
 2 TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) HOME RUNS TENNESSEE ST.  (2-9-19) 2
 3 LIPSCOMB (3-13) RBI 4X, MR LIPSCOMB (3-13-19) 3
 3 MR, FAU (3-31) WALKS/HBP MR, FAU (3-31-19) 3
 1 MR, FAU (3-30) STOLEN BASES MR, FAU (3-30-19) 1
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 14X, MR FAU (3-31) AT BATS MR, AT FAU (4-28-18) 5
 2 4X, MR FAU (3-31) RUNS 123, MR VS. FAU (3-31-19) 2
 3 FAU (3-31) HITS 3X, MR VS. FAU (3-31-19) 3
 1 6X, MR FIU (3-17) DOUBLES 20X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-25-19) 1
 1 2X MR, EKU (3-20) TRIPLES 5X, MR EKU (3-20-19) 1
 1 MR, FAU (3-30) HOME RUNS 10X, MR FAU (3-30-19) 1
 3 EKU (3-20) RBI 2X, MR AT FAU (4-28-18) 4
 2 MR, FIU (3-16) WALKS/HBP 11X, MR WESTERN IL (2-17-19) 2











• bowling green, ky.
• baTs r / Throws r
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .317 54-54 161 42 51 16 3 6 27 91 .565 40 2 37 2 .454 2 2 6-8 70 2 3 .960
2019 .304 32-32 102 18 31 6 2 4 22 53 .520 12 0 19 0 .374 1 0 6-6 51 27 3 .963
CAREER .312 86-86 263 60 82 22 5 10 49 144 .548 52 2 56 2 .425 3 2 12-14 121 29 6 .962
THOMAS’ CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .240 54-54 146 33 35 10 0 5 22 60 .411 21 4 34 1 .345 3 4 4-4 252 28 9 .969
2019 .352 32-32 88 22 31 6 1 7 28 60 .682 15 2 14 0 .449 2 0 4-6 288 15 2 .993
CAREER .282 86-86 234 55 66 16 1 12 50 120 .513 36 6 48 1 .384 5 4 8-10 540 43 11 .981
SMITH’S CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2015          CHATTANOOGA STATE CC
2016          CHATTANOOGA STATE CC
2017 .289 34-5 38 4 11 3 0 1 7 17 .447 2 2 7 0 .341 2 0 0-0 3 0 0 1.000
2018           DNP
2019 .358 32-32 95 25 34 7 1 2 19 49 .516 13 3 10 1 .450 0 0 13-16 26 1 1 .964
CAREER .338 66-39 133 29 45 10 1 3 26 65 .489 15 5 17 1 .419 2 0 13-16 29 1 1 .967
PLESE’S CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 7X, MR FAU (3-31) AT BATS 8X, MR FAU (3-31-19) 4
 3 MR, FAU (3-30) RUNS MR, FAU (3-30-19) 3
 3 FIU (3-16) HITS LIPSCOMB (3-16-19) 3
 1 7X, MR CHARLOTTE (3-23) DOUBLES 10X, MR CHARLOTTE (3-23-19) 1
 1 CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) TRIPLES CLEVELAND ST. (2-25-19) 1
 1 2X, MR KENTUCKY (3-26) HOME RUNS 3X, MR KENTUCKY (3-26-19) 1
 3 MR, FIU (3-16) RBI 2X, MR FIU (3-16-19) 3
 2 MR, FAU (3-30) WALKS/HBP MR, FAU (3-30-19) 2






• baTs l / Throws l







• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 MR, LIPSCOMB (3-13) AT BATS 13x, MR SAINT LOUIS (3-8-19) 4
 3 MISSOURI ST. (2-8) RUNS 3X, MR MISSOURI ST. (2-8-19) 3
 2 MR, CHARLOTTE (3-23) HITS MR, VS. TENN. ST. (2-17-18) 3
 1 MR, FAU (3-30) DOUBLES VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 1 WESTERN IL (2-16) TRIPLES 4X, MR WESTERN IL (2-16-19) 1
 1 7X, MR FAU (3-30) HOME RUNS 18X, MR FAU (3-30-19) 1
 3 CHARLOTTE (3-23) RBI VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-17-18) 4
 3 CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) WALKS/HBP MR, CLEVELAND ST. (2-24-19) 3
 2 MR, LOUISVILLE (4-3) STOLEN BASES 6X, MR LOUISVILLE (4-3-19) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .069 41-36 29 6 2 0 0 0 2 2 .069 5 0 11 0 .206 0 3 1-1 38 45 12 .874
2017 .213 58-48 108 19 23 3 0 5 14 41 .380 14 1 24 0 .309 0 3 9-12 70 103 13 .930
2018 .278 54-54 151 34 42 10 3 7 25 79 .523 15 0 38 0 .339 2 8 9-13 48 127 9 .951
2019 .289 32-32 83 27 24 3 1 7 15 50 .602 16 1 10 0 .402 2 2 12-13 18 47 4 .942
CAREER .245 185-170 371 86 91 16 4 19 55 172 .464 50 2 83 0 .335 4 16 31-39 174 322 38 .929
ENGELHARDT’S CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 MR, FAU (3-30) AT BATS SAME
 2 CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) RUNS SAME
 3 FAU (3-30) HITS SAME
 2 FAU (3-30) DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 1 CHARLOTTE (3-24) HOME RUNS SAME
 3 CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) RBI SAME
 1 MR, FIU (3-17) WALKS/HBP SAME
 1 FIU (3-16) STOLEN BASES SAME 
 7.0 MR, FAU (3-30) IP SAME
 0 EVANSVILLE (3-1) FEWEST HITS SAME 
 0 FLORIDA ATLANTIC (3-30) FEWEST ER SAME 






• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 MR, FIU (3-16) AT BATS SAME
 2 CHARLOTTE (3-23) RUNS SAME
 2 MR, LIPSCOMB (3-13) HITS SAME
 - - DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 1 4X, MR LIPSCOMB (3-13) RBI SAME
 1 MR CHARLOTTE (3-24) WALKS/HBP SAME






• baTs l / Throws l
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2019 .272 30-30 81 10 22 8 0 1 19 33 .407 2 0 7 1 .270 6 2 1-1 6 14 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2019 2.84 14-2 18 15 8 4/0 0 93.2 64 39 38 65 139 14 1 7 411 .190 4 5 0 1 4
SULLIVAN’S CAREER STATS
DAVIS’ CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2019 .250 22-19 48 11 12 0 0 0 4 12 .250 3 0 0 0 .294 0 3 7-7 18 0 0 1.000
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
10
shelby nunn   
• sophomore
• piTcher
• bowling green, ky
• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18-18) 2
 - - RUNS VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 - - HITS VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 - - RBI VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 3
 - - WALKS/HBP 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18-18) 1
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 6.0 CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) IP 4X, MR VS. MARSHALL (4-22-18) 7.0
 0 MR, KENTUCKY (3-26) FEWEST HITS MR, KENTUCKY (3-26-19) 0
 0 MR, KENTUCKY (3-26) FEWEST ER 9X, MR KENTUCKY (3-26-19) 0
 5 MR, FIU (3-16) STRIKEOUTS VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 11
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .200 44-29 5 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 .800 2 0 2 0 .429 0 0 0-0 5 45 0 1.000
2019 - 18-6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0-0 1 12 0 1.000
CAREER .200 62-35 5 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 .800 2 0 2 0 .429 0 0 0-0 6 57 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2018 3.55 15-15 44 27 10 2/0 3 177.1 212 117 90 36 104 46 2 11 794 .288 5 3 0 5 13
2019 1.37 4-0 18 6 1 1/4 3 46.0 36 13 9 15 42 5 1 0 197 .199 2 0 0 0 1
CAREER 3.10 19-15 62 33 11 3/4 6 223.1 248 130 99 51 146 51 3 11 991 .270 7 3 0 5 14
NUNN’S CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 3 CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) AT BATS SAME 
 1 5X, MR CHARLOTTE (3-23) RUNS SAME
 1 2X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) HITS SAME
 - - DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 1 2X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) RBI SAME
 1 TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) WALKS/HBP SAME






• baTs r / Throws r
RIDGE’S CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2019 .167 14-2 12 5 2 0 0 0 2 2 .167 1 0 6 0 .231 0 1 3-3 2 1 0 1.000
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
12
kelsey aikey   
• Junior
• piTcher
• cedar falls, iowa
• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 1 EKU (3-20) AT BATS LIPSCOMB (3-22-17) 3
 - - RUNS - -
 - - HITS AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - WALKS/HBP AAMU (3-16-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 7.0 TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) IP VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 8.0
 1 SAINT LOUIS (3-8) FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 0
 0 MR, CHARLOTTE (3-23) FEWEST ER MR, EKU (3-23-19) 0
 11 FLORIDA ATLANTIC (3-30) STRIKEOUTS FLORIDA ATLANTIC (3-30-19) 11
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .083 27-9 12 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .083 3 0 5 0 .267 0 0 0-0 4 21 2 .926
2018 .000 39-19 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 1 0 .000 0 0 0-0 7 22 1 .967
2019 .000 22-11 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 0 0 .000 0 1 0-0 1 6 1 .875
TOTALS .067 88-39 15 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .067 3 0 6 0 .235 0 1 0-0 12 49 4 .938
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 2.92 7-4 27 9 5 1/0 3 93.1 86 59 39 65 54 12 0 6 437 .244 19 8 1 3 9
2018 3.15 12-9 39 19 7 3/1 3 142.0 123 73 64 69 108 19 2 16 621 .234 15 8 0 5 14
2019 2.06 8-4 22 11 2 2/4 5 68.0 46 25 20 39 102 4 0 7 295 .185 9 3 0 1 4
TOTALS 2.84 27-17 88 39 14 6/5 11 303.1 255 157 123 173 264 35 2 29 1353 .227 43 19 1 9 27
AIKEY’S CAREER STATS
11
Jordan vorbrink  
• senior
• uTiliTy
• louisville, ky. | louisville
• baTs l / Throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 2X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) AT BATS AT UAB (4-14-18) 5
 2 MR, CHARLOTTE (3-23) RUNS MR, CHARLOTTE (3-23-19) 2
 3 FIU (3-17) HITS MR, AT FIU (3-17-19) 3
 1 MR, LOUISVILLE (4-3) DOUBLES MR, FAU (3-31-19) 1
 - - TRIPLES MR, VS. NCC (4-17-16) 1
 1 MR, CHARLOTTE (3-23) HOME RUNS 4X, MR CHARLOTTE(3-23-19) 1
 2 FIU (3-17) RBI 2X, MR VS. UTEP (4-8-18) 3
 2 MR, FAU (3-30) WALKS/HBP 8X, MR FAU (3-30-19) 2
 1 MR, FAU (3-30) STOLEN BASES VS. EKU (4-11-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .244 24-15 41 6 10 3 3 1 9 22 .537 2 0 7 1 .273 1 2 1-1 101 2 1 .990
2017 .143 26-15 28 3 4 0 0 0 1 4 .143 0 4 5 1 .250 0 0 0-0 21 0 0 1.000
2018 .256 54-54 160 23 41 6 0 1 24 50 .313 20 3 34 1 .350 0 2 6-7 87 14 4 .962
2019 .357 28-28 70 17 25 4 0 2 8 35 .500 10 2 15 0 .451 0 3 4-4 43 2 2 .957
CAREER .264 132-112 299 49 79 13 3 4 42 111 .371 32 9 61 3 .352 1 7 11-12 252 18 7 .975
VORBRINK’S CAREER STATS
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS SAME
 - - RUNS SAME
 - - HITS SAME
 - - DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 - - RBI SAME
 - - WALKS/HBP SAME











• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 MR, WRIGHT ST. (3-8) AT BATS MR, AT USM (3-11-18) 5
 1 7X, MR CHARLOTTE (3-23) RUNS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 3 INDIANA ST. (2-25) HITS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 5*
 1 7X, MR CHARLOTTE (3-23) DOUBLES EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 - - TRIPLES VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 1 INDIANA ST. (2-25) HOME RUNS MR, INDIANA ST. (2-25-19) 1
 4 INDIANA ST. (2-25) RBI INDIANA ST. (2-25-19) 4
 1 MR, SAMFORD (3-2) WALKS/HBP WRIGHT STATE (2-25-17) 3
 1 JACKSON ST. (3-2) STOLEN BASES JACKSON ST. (3-2-19) 1
STOWERS’ CAREER STATS
16
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .215 44-31 107 12 23 4 0 3 13 36 .336 13 0 27 1 .298 1 1 0-0 24 1 3 .893
2018 .167 32-11 60 8 10 2 1 0 5 14 .233 3 0 12 2 .206 0 0 0-0 2 1 0 1.000
2019 .364 17-8 33 7 12 7 0 1 9 22 .667 3 0 6 0 .417 0 0 1-1 0 0 0 -
TOTALS .225 93-50 200 27 45 13 1 4 27 72 .360 19 0 45 3 .291 1 1 1-1 26 2 3 .903







• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 3 MR, WRIGHT ST. (3-9) AT BATS VS. UAB (5-10-17) 6
 1 MR, FAU (3-31) RUNS MR, AT FAU (4-28-18) 3
 1 KENNESAW ST. (3-9) HITS UAB (5-10-17) 4
 - - DOUBLES MR VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 - - TRIPLES AT USM (3-10-18) 1
 1 KENNESAW ST. (3-9) HOME RUNS MR AT FAU (4-28-18) 1
 1 KENNESAW ST. (3-9) RBI AT FAU (4-28-18) 4
 - - WALKS/HBP 2X, MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-25-18) 3
 1 MR, FAU (3-31) STOLEN BASES MR, VS.TENN. ST. (2-16-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .200 47-47 120 18 24 6 0 4 13 42 .350 18 1 24 1 .305 2 5 6-6 63 20 5 .943
2017 .246 60-56 134 23 33 9 0 2 16 48 .358 19 11 35 0 .382 1 6 13-16 93 10 2 .981
2018 .291 53-53 141 30 41 8 1 7 25 72 .511 24 4 35 0 .404 2 1 5-7 65 11 2 .974
2019 .067 20-5 15 6 1 0 0 1 1 4 .267 0 0 8 0 .067 0 0 3-3 2 0 0 1.000
Totals .241 180-161 410 77 99 23 1 14 55 166 .405 61 16 102 1 .358 5 12 27-32 223 41 9 .967







• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 3 9X, MR FAU (3-31) AT BATS AT UTEP (4-9-17) 5
 1 9X, MR CHARLOTTE (3-24) RUNS AT UTEP (4-8-17) 3
 1 9X, MR CHARLOTTE (3-24) HITS MR, AT FAU (4-28-18) 2
 - - DOUBLES MR, AT UTEP (4-8-17) 1
 1 WESTERN IL (2-17) TRIPLES WESTERN IL (2-17-19) 1
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 1 3X, MR CHARLOTTE (2-23) RBI 5X, MR AT FAU (4-28-18) 2
 1 MR, FIU (3-16) WALKS/HBP MR, VS. LIPSCOMB (5-3-18) 2
 1 MR, 3X WRIGHT ST. (3-9) STOLEN BASES MR, WRIGHT ST. (3-9-19) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .154 59-57 130 16 20 4 0 0 8 24 .185 14 6 26 0 .267 0 5 3-4 172 79 7 .973
2018 .204 49-47 113 15 23 0 0 0 16 23 .204 6 0 9 0 .242 1 8 1-1 90 69 7 .958
2019 .184 32-32 49 9 9 0 1 0 3 11 .224 1 1 5 0 .216 0 2 3-3 28 42 10 .875
TOTALS .179 140-136 292 40 52 4 1 0 27 58 .199 21 7 40 0 .249 1 15 7-8 290 190 24 .952
MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 1 4X, MR JACKSON ST. (3-2) AT BATS SAME
 - - RUNS SAME
 - - HITS SAME
 - - DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 - - RBI SAME
 - - WALKS/HBP SAME






• baTs r / Throws r
MURPHY’S CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2019 .000 6-0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 1 0 .000 0 0 0-0 0 0 0 -
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .000 7-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 2-2 1 2 0 1.000
2018 - 11-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 1-1 0 0 0 -
2019 - 5-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 1-1 0 0 0 -
TOTALS .000 23-0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 4-4 1 2 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 5.25 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.2 4 2 2 3 1 0 0 0 13 .400 1 0 0 0 0
2018 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0 17 .333 2 1 0 0 0
2019 - 0-0 0 0 0 0/0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  0 0 0 0 0






• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS - -
 1 MR, FIU (3-17) RUNS MR, WESTERN IL (2-17-19) 1
 - - HITS - -
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI - -
 - - WALKS/HBP ALABAMA STATE (5-16-17) 1
 1 FIU (3-17) STOLEN BASES MR, VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 - - IP EKU (5-3-17) 1.1
 - - FEWEST HITS 2X, MR VS. APSU (3-3-18) 1
 - - FEWEST ER MR, APSU (3-3-18) 0





• crown poinT, ind.
• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 INDIANA ST. (2-25) AT BATS UAB (5-10-17) 6
 2 SAMFORD (3-2) RUNS VS. TENN. STATE (2-17-18) 3
 2 MR, FAU (3-30) HITS MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25-18) 3
 1 MR, FAU (3-30) DOUBLES VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25-18) 2
 - - TRIPLES MR, VS. GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 1
 1 AT KENTUCKY (3-26) HOME RUNS MR, AT KENTUCKY (3-26-19) 1
 2 FAU (3-30) RBI MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 4
 1 6X, MR FAU (3308) WALKS/HBP 4X, MR VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 2 LIPSCOMB (3-13) STOLEN BASES 2X, MR LIPSCOMB (3-13-19) 2
CARTER’S CAREER STATS
26
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .222 52-24 99 14 22 4 1 2 15 34 .343 14 3 23 0 .333 1 1 3-4 23 1 3 .889
2018 .327 52-49 150 27 49 6 2 5 35 74 .493 19 2 23 1 .407 1 7 11-13 9 2 2 .846
2019 .309 27-19 55 12 17 3 0 1 12 23 .418 6 1 6 1 .375 2 6 3-4 8 1 0 1.000





• baTs l /Throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 WESTERN IL (2-17) AT BATS AT UAB (4-14-18) 6
 2 EKU (3-20) RUNS MR, AT EKU (3-20-19) 2
 2 MR, FAU (3-30) HITS VS. HAMPTON (2-9-18) 4
 1 MR, LOUISVILLE (4-3) DOUBLES 8X, MR LOUISVILLE (4-3-19) 1
 1 FAU (3-30) TRIPLES VS. FAU (3-30-19) 1
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 2 BUTLER (2-24) RBI MR, BUTLER (2-24-19) 2
 2 CHARLOTTE (3-23) WALKS/HBP VS. UTEP (4-7-18) 3
 1 MR, CHARLOTTE (3-23) STOLEN BASES MR, CHARLOTTE (3-23-19) 1
BOWLDS’ CAREER STATS
28
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .303 50-50 155 22 47 6 3 0 13 59 .381 14 0 26 1 .361 0 13 8-12 360 10 7 .981
2019 .313 28-27 64 9 20 2 1 0 8 24 .375 7 1 8 0 .389 0 0 4-6 126 4 0 1.000
CAREER .306 78-77 219 31 67 8 4 0 21 83 .379 21 1 34 1 .369 0 13 12-18 486 14 7 .986
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TV/RADIO ROSTER
3 Shannon Plese
R-Senior | OF | L/L
Knoxville, Tenn. | South Carolina
4 Kennedy Sullivan
Freshman | P/OF | R/R
Georgetown, Ky.
6 Taylor Davis
Freshman | OF | L/L
Huntsville, Ala.
10 Shelby Nunn
Sophomore | P | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
11 Jordan Vorbrink
Senior | UTL | L/L
Louisville, Ky. | Louisville
15 Kelsey McGuffin
Senior | OF | R/R
Elizabethtown, Ky.
12 Kelsey Aikey
Junior | P | R/R
Cedar Falls, Iowa
16 Tommi Stowers
Junior | C | R/R
Columbus, Ind.
19 Sydne Solomon






Senior | IF | R/R
Rockport, Ind.
9 Jordan Ridge
Freshman | UTL | R/R
Louisville, Ky.
1 Jordan Thomas
Sophomore | UTL | L/L
Lebabon, Ky.
2 Kendall Smith
Sophomore | C | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
22 Macy Murphy
Freshman | IF | R/R
Murfreesboro, Tenn.
23 Morgan McElroy
Junior | IF | R/R
Madisonville, Ky.
24 Cassidy Blackford
R-Junior | P | R/R
Marshalltown, Iowa
26 Paige Carter
Junior | UTL | R/R
Crown Point, Ind.
28 Maddie Bowlds
Sophomore | IF | L/L
Utica, Ky.
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA 
RELATIONS                                                                                                                         
                                       
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Saturday, April 6, 2019 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
  
Games 33 & 34 PDF box scores attached. 
Conference USA stats PDF attached. 
Season stats PDF attached. 
  
TRIO OF HOME RUNS HELP HILLTOPPERS TO DOUBLEHEADER SPLIT AT MARSHALL 
  
HUNTINGTON, W.Va. – After suffering its first Conference USA loss of the season in a 10-2 six-inning 
setback to Marshall, WKU Softball responded with a 7-1 win over the Thundering Herd to even the 
series. Kennedy Sullivan went 4-for-6 on the day with two home runs while also earning the win in the 
circle in game two. 
  
WKU moved to 27-7 on the season with the Saturday split at Marshall while improving to 10-1 in 
Conference USA action. Marshall is now 24-13 on the year and 7-4 in C-USA play. 
  
GAME 1: MARSHALL 10, WKU 2 [6] 
  
In what began as a pitcher’s duel, Kelsey Aikey carried a perfect game into the bottom of the fourth 
before a solo home run by Marshall put an end to it with two outs in the frame. The Thundering Herd 
went on to add another tally in the bottom of the fifth for a 2-0 advantage. 
  
In the top of the sixth, Kendall Smith drew a one-out hit by pitch before Cassidy Blackford took over on 
the base paths. On the next pitch thrown, Kennedy Sullivan connected with her second home run of the 
season to tie the game 2-2. The knock marked her second of hit of the game and her eighth multi-hit 
outing of the season.  
  
Marshall would open the bottom of the sixth with a single – just its third hit of the game off Aikey – 
before Shelby Nunn would take over in the circle. The Thundering Herd struck for six more hits in the 
inning while scoring eight runs to take the 10-2 run-rule victory. 
  
Aikey finished with a line of three runs allowed, three hits and four strikeouts in five innings of work on 
the day while taking the loss. In relief, Nunn was able register two outs in the bottom of the sixth while 
allowing six hits and five earned runs against one strikeout. 
  
  
GAME 2: WKU 7, MARSHALL 1 
  
Marshall struck first again in the day’s second tilt with a run in its first trip to the plate. WKU’s first seven 
batters went down in order before Maddie Bowlds struck for the Hilltoppers first of eight hits in the 
game. Next up, Tommi Stowers reached on an error moving Bowlds into scoring position before a Jordan 
Thomas single plated Bowlds to knot the game at 1-1. Paige Carter kept things moving with a single to 
centerfield, allowing Stowers to come around to score for WKU’s first lead of the day. Still not done, 
WKU converted a double steal as Carter induced a throw to second allowing Thomas to beat the throw 
home for a 3-1 advantage. 
  
WKU would hold Marshall scoreless over the final six frames as Sullivan scattered three hits to the 
Thundering Herd. 
  
WKU added two more runs in the top of the sixth. After checking in as a defensive substitution in the 
bottom of the fifth, Kelsey McGuffin connected for a leadoff home run in the top of the sixth in her first 
plate appearance of the day. The longball marked her second of the season. 
  
Stowers added WKU’s second run of the sixth inning after sending a bases-loaded sacrifice fly to deep 
left field scoring Sullivan for a 5-1 Hilltopper advantage. 
  
Sullivan would help her own cause with her second two-hit game of the day. After a flyout in her first 
trip to the plate, Sullivan reached on a single before drawing a walk in the top of the sixth. Still not done, 
Sullivan connected for her second home run is as many games in the top of the seventh to extend the 
Hilltopper lead to 7-1. 
  
In the circle, Sullivan moved to 15-2 on the season and 5-0 in Conference USA play with the complete-
game victory. The freshman struck out four while allowing four hits and five walks in the win. 
  
Carter and Bowlds joined Sullivan with two-hit games. Thomas, McGuffin, Sullivan (2) and Stowers 
delivered RBI in the game. 
  
On the day, Smith gunned down two of three Marshall runners attempting to steal. She’s caught four 
runners in the last three games and six on the season. 
  
Next game: WKU and Marshall will look to close the series on Sunday with a rubber match slated for 11 
a.m. CT. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA 
RELATIONS                                                                                                                         
                                       
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Sunday, April 7, 2019 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
  
Game 35 PDF box score attached. 
Conference USA stats PDF attached. 
Season stats PDF attached. 
  
HILLTOPPERS DROP FIRST C-USA SERIES AFTER EXTRA-INNING SLUGFEST 
  
HUNTINGTON, W.Va. – In its first Sunday loss of the season, WKU Softball suffered an eight-inning, 8-7 
setback to Marshall from Dot Hicks Field. A slugfest from the start, the C-USA East foes combined for 15 
runs, 20 hits and 19 runners left on base in the Sunday rubber match. Four Hilltoppers recorded multi-
hit days including a 3-for-5 showing from Kendall Smith. 
  
WKU Softball moved to 27-8 on the year with the loss and 10-2 in league play after dropping its first 
series. Marshall is now 25-13 overall and sits at 8-4 in C-USA action. 
  
Joining Smith with multi-hit days were Kennedy Sullivan, Kelsey McGuffin and Rebekah Engelhardt. 
Sullivan notched two-hit performances in all three games of the series while McGuffin recorded her first 
outing of the sort on the season after connecting for two doubles and a walk. Engelhardt connected for 
her team-best eighth home run before adding an RBI single in the seventh for her seventh multi-hit 
showing of the season. 
  
Smith, Shannon Plese and Engelhardt each recorded two RBI while Sullivan added one. Sullivan’s RBI 
came on her NCAA-best seventh sacrifice fly of the season while also matching WKU’s single season 
record set by Amanda Thomas in 2014. 
  
Sullivan worked the first 4.2 innings of the game before giving way to Kelsey Aikey in the bottom of the 
fifth. Sullivan left the circle and moved to right field with a pitching line of four hits, four runs, five walks 
and two strikeouts while taking a no decision. Aikey would take the loss, moving to 8-6 on the year after 
allowing four hits, four runs and two walks against a couple strikeouts in the final 2.1 innings. 
  
WKU led on a couple different occasions while tying the game on two instances as well. The Hilltoppers’ 
first lead was after their first trip to the plate, where they took a 2-0 advantage. After Marshall plated 
three in the bottom of the frame, the Red and White answered in the top of the second to knot the 
game at 3-3. Following two zeroes by each squad, Marshall took a 4-3 lead in the bottom of the fourth 
but WKU responded right back with two runs in its next time at bat for a 5-4 advantage. The Hilltoppers 
went ahead 6-4 in the top of the sixth but MU answered again with a three-run frame for a 7-6 lead. Still 
not going away, WKU loaded the bases in the top of the seventh and tied the game on a single by 
Engelhardt before a three-up, three-down trip to the field in the bottom of the frame. Smith delivered 
her third hit of the game with a single in the top of the eighth but WKU couldn’t get anything going 
before Marshall’s first batter sent a full-count pitch out of the park for the final say in the contest. 
  
The Hilltopper squad outhit Marshall 12-8 on the day but stranded 10 runners on the bases in addition 
to making a couple errors in the field. 
  
Next game: For the first time in a month, the Hilltopper squad will not play a midweek tilt so WKU will 
be back in action this weekend as North Texas comes to The Hill for a three-game series. Saturday’s first 
pitch is slated for 1 p.m. CT. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA 
RELATIONS                                                                                                                         
                                       
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Friday, April 12, 2019 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
  
Game notes for games 36-38 attached. 
  
WEEKEND CLASH WITH FELLOW LEAGUE-LEADER NORTH TEXAS ON DECK FOR 
HILLTOPPERS 
  
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Softball will return to the field following its first week without a midweek 
tilt since the beginning of March as the Hilltoppers welcome North Texas to town for a pivotal three-
game series. The weekend foes as well as Louisiana Tech enter the weekend in a three-way tie for first 
place in Conference USA as each squad owns a 10-2 record in league play. WKU and the Mean Green are 
currently slated for a Saturday doubleheader starting at 1 p.m. follow by the series finale on Sunday.  
  
WEEKEND SERIES INFORMATION 
Saturday, April 13 – 1 p.m. vs. North Texas (Free admission) – Livestats 
Saturday, April 13 – 3 p.m. vs. North Texas (Free admission) – Livestats 
Sunday, April 14 – 1 p.m. vs. North Texas - Livestats | Stream 
  
The lone common opponent between North Texas and WKU at this point in the season is FIU, a squad 
both the Hilltoppers and Mean Green swept in a three-game series in Miami. NT claimed 7-0, 3-0 and 
13-4 decisions over the Panthers while WKU earned 6-2, 4-0 and 5-4 wins at FIU. 
  
North Texas enters the weekend series coming off an 8-6 midweek loss at Houston Baptist – a team 
WKU was scheduled to play but due to inclement weather never faced. The Hilltoppers will be looking to 
get back to their winning ways as well after dropping Sunday’s rubber match at Marshall their last time 
out. 
  
On the season, North Texas is off to a 25-13 start including the aforementioned 10-2 mark in Conference 
USA action. NT’s pair of league losses came to Southern Miss and Louisiana Tech. On the road, the Mean 
Green are 6-5 on the year while the Red and White are 12-2 when playing at the WKU Softball Complex. 
  
In the C-USA Preseason Coaches Poll, North Texas was predicted to finish fourth – three spots higher 
than the Hilltopper squad. The Mean Green also saw three players – the second-most of any league 
team – selected to the Preseason All-Conference Team while zero WKU players landed on the list. 
  
Last time the sides met was the 2016 regular season when the Mean Green took a 2-1 series win over 
WKU from Bowling Green. The Hilltoppers won game 1, 6-3, in eight innings before North Texas took 
games 2 and 3 9-4 and 9-6. In 2015, the sides met for the first time as C-USA foes with WKU sweeping 
the series from Denton. 
  
In the all-time series, WKU leads 25-17-1 to North Texas including a 13-8 mark when playing in on The 
Hill. During Coach Tudor’s time at the helm, the Hilltoppers are 4-2 against the Mean Green. 
 
TICKETS & PARKING 
Admission to Saturday’s doubleheader will be free for all fans. A donation box will be at the marketing 
table accepting money towards the team’s Strikeout Cancer promotion. 
  
Single-day admission can be purchased for $5 for adults and $3 for kids ages 3-12 (free on Sunday). WKU 
students can receive free admission by showing their student ID. Additionally, Flexible Ticket Packages 
are available for $35 for 24 vouchers and can be used for all regular-season games. 
  
Spectator parking will be available in the Creason lot (not PS3). 
  
PROMOTIONS 
On Saturday, the first 100 fans inside the stadium can pick up a free WKU Softball Pink Out t-shirt in 
addition to free admission. 
  
This Sunday, and every Sunday this season, will be Sunday Funday, featuring free admission for all kids 
12 and under and there will be a $5 kid's meal offered at the concession stand. Sundays will also double 
as Faith & Family Day all year as fans can receive free admission by bringing their church bulletin to the 
ticket window. 
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2019 GAME NOTEs
Est. 2000  |  3 Conference Championships
618 Victories  |  2 NCAA Regional Berths
TOPPER NOTES
TOPPER NUMBERS
Seniors on the 2019 squad. WKU’s 2.00 stolen bases per 
game rank 18th across the 
NCAA.
Career saves by Kelsey Aikey - a 
WKU record & ranks T-11th 
among all active NCAA players.
5 1811
ALL-TIME AGAINST THE MEAN GREEN
Last time the sides met was the 2016 regular season when the Mean Green took a 2-1 series win over WKU from Bowling Green. 
The Hilltoppers won game 1, 6-3, in eight innings before North Texas took games 2 and 3 9-4 and 9-6. In 2015, the sides met for 
the first time as C-USA foes with WKU sweeping the series from Denton.
In the all-time series, WKU leads 25-17-1 to North Texas including a 13-8 mark when playing in on The Hill. During Coach Tudor’s 
time at the helm, the Hilltoppers are 4-2 against the Mean Green.
RANKED WINS
Across the 20-year history of WKU Softball, the program has picked up 23 wins over a ranked opponent with the most recent 
victory coming over No. 17 Kentucky. Prior to their March 26 win in Lexington, WKU’s previous win over a ranked squad was on 
May 16, 2015 at No. 16 Georgia in the NCAA Regionals. The Hilltoppers’ 2019 win at UK was the first time the Red and White took 
down a ranked Wildcat squad and the sixth time WKU claimed a win over a ranked team by at least three runs. Of the 23 wins 
over ranked opposition, 12 of those victories have come on the ranked team’s home turf. 
9-0 C-USA START
For just the second time in WKU Softball history, the team swept its first two conference series as the Hilltoppers took down FIU 
and Charlotte back-to-back weekends. A week later, the Hilltoppers swept Florida Atlantic to secure the best start to conference 
play in program history at 9-0. WKU’s series loss at Marshall during the fifth weekend of league play ended the squad’s reign as 
the only remaining unbeaten team in the conference.
IN THE POLLS
After putting together an 11-game win streak that included a win over No. 17 Kentucky in Lexington, WKU Softball garnered 
national attention to open the month of April. Both the USA Today/NFCA Coaches Poll along with ESPN.com/USA Softball Poll 
saw the Hilltoppers earning at least one vote. In the NFCA standings, 13 total votes ranked the Red and White 30th while one 
vote in the USA Softball poll puts the Hilltoppers in 38th.
DOUBLE TIME IN WEEK EIGHT
For the third time in program history and first time as a member of Conference USA, WKU Softball saw a pitcher and player earn 
weekly honors from the league office as Kelsey Aikey became just the third pitcher in program history to repeat as Pitcher of the 
Week and Jordan Vorbrink became the Hilltoppers’ first-ever C-USA Player of the Week. Aikey went 3-0 in the circle with a mid-
week win at No. 17 Kentucky before earning two more victories over Florida Atlantic. She struck out a career-high in five innings 
in the series opener with the Owls and finished with 19 strikeouts and just eight hits allowed in 13 innings of work. Playing 
every inning of action in left field across the week, Vorbrink was just as steady at the plate as the Louisville native connected for 
at least one hit all four games in addition to registering a pair of multi-hit performances.
LOCKDOWN MODE WITH KELSEY AIKEY
With nine weekends of her junior campaign in the rearview mirror, pitcher Kelsey Aikey had already cemented herself in the 
Hilltoppers’ record book. On Saturday, Feb. 9, Aikey took over in the circle with two-on and one-out with WKU’s lead at 4-3. 
The Iowa native got the Red and White back to the dugout unscathed and held FAMU hitless over her 2.2 innings of relief to 
secure her seventh career save. Seven saves tied Aikey for WKU’s career saves record with Adrienne Lathrop (2003-06). Upon the 
conclusion of the weekend, Aikey had made two relief appearances to take over the program’s record with 40. 
A weekend later, Aikey went on to set the program record with her eighth save. The record-setting save was no easy task as 
Aikey entered Sunday’s game in the top of the sixth with a two-run lead and proceeded to get the Hilltoppers out of a bas-
es-loaded no-out jam with three strikeouts while allowing just one run. In the top of the seventh, Western Illinois led off with a 
base hit and got the tying run to third base before Aikey and the Red and White defense went on lockdown to preserve the 7-6 
WKU Softball victory. With five saves already in 2019, Aikey has set the Hilltoppers’ single-season saves record.
GAMES 36-38 INFORMATION
DATE OPPONENT LOCATION TIME (CT)
FEBRUARY (10-2)
 8 1-vs. Missouri State Gulf Shores, Ala. W, 8-0 [5]
  1-vs. #17 Auburn Gulf Shores, Ala. L, 0-8 [5]
 9 1-vs. Florida A&M Gulf Shores, Ala. W, 4-3
  1-vs. Tennessee State Gulf Shores, Ala. W, 5-0
 10 1-vs. South Alabama Gulf Shores, Ala. W, 7-3
 16 Western Illinois WKU Softball Field W, 5-3
  Western Illinois WKU Softball Field L, 1-3
 17 Western Illinois WKU Softball Field W, 7-6
 24 2-Butler WKU Softball Field W, 3-0
  2-Cleveland State WKU Softball Field W, 10-3
 25 2-Cleveland State WKU Softball Field W, 8-0 [6]
  2-Indiana State WKU Softball Field W, 9-7
 MARCH (16-3)
 1 3-Evansville Birmingham, Ala. W, 8-0 [5]
 2 3-Jackson State Birmingham, Ala. W, 4-0
  3-at Samford Birmingham, Ala. W, 8-1
 8 4-Wright State Kennesaw, Ga. W, 6-3
  4-Saint Louis Kennesaw, Ga. W, 10-0 [5]
 9 4-at Kennesaw State Kennesaw, Ga. L, 1-2
  4-Wright State Kennesaw, Ga. L, 1-2
 13 at Lipscomb Nashville, Tenn. L, 7-9
 16 at FIU* Miami, Fla. W, 6-2
  at FIU* Miami, Fla. W, 4-0
 17 at FIU* Miami, Fla. W, 5-4
 20 at EKU Richmond, Ky. W, 6-5
 23 Charlotte* WKU Softball Field W, 11-2 [5]
  Charlotte* WKU Softball Field W, 5-0
 24 Charlotte* WKU Softball Field W, 3-0
 26 at #17 Kentucky Lexington, Ky. W, 4-1
 30 Florida Atlantic* WKU Softball Field 10-3
  Florida Atlantic* WKU Softball Field 2-0
 31 Florida Atlantic* WKU Softball Field 10-2 [6]
 APRIL (1-3)
 3 Louisville WKU Softball Field L, 7-2
 6 at Marshall* Huntington, W.Va. L, 10-2 [6]
  at Marshall* Huntington, W.Va. W, 7-1
 7 at Marshall* Huntington, W.Va. L, 8-7 [8]
 13 North Texas* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  North Texas* WKU Softball Field 3:30 p.m.
 14 North Texas* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
 17 at Tennessee Tech Cookeville, Tenn. 2 p.m.
  at Tennessee Tech Cookeville, Tenn. 4:30 p.m.
 19 at Middle Tennessee* Murfreesboro, Tenn. 1 p.m.
  at Middle Tennessee* Murfreesboro, Tenn. 3:30 p.m.
 20 at Middle Tennessee* Murfreesboro, Tenn. 1 p.m.
 24 Austin Peay WKU Softball Field 4 p.m.
  Austin Peay WKU Softball Field 6:30 p.m.
 27 at Louisiana Tech* Ruston, La. 1 p.m.
  at Louisiana Tech* Ruston, La. 3:30 p.m.
 28 at Louisiana Tech* Ruston, La. Noon
 MAY (0-0)
 1 Murray State WKU Softball Field 5 p.m.
 4 UTSA* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  UTSA* WKU Softball Field 3:30 p.m.
 5 UTSA* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
 8-11 5-C-USA Tournament Birmingham, Ala. 
Schedule (27-8, 10-2 C-USA)
SAT & SUN, APRIL 13-14
North Texas at WKU
WKU Softball Complex
1 & 3 p.m. CT | 1 p.m. CT
CUSA.tv (Sun) | goto.ps/SBStats19
Livestats and stream links can be found at WKUSports.com 
on the team’s schedule and will be posted to WKU Softball’s 
team social media accounts.
HOW TO FOLLOW
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Location ...............................................Bowling Green, Ky.
Nickname ...........................................................Hilltoppers
Colors ............................................................Red and White
Founded ......................................................................... 1906
Enrollment ..................................................................20,178
NCAA Affiliation ...................................................Division I
Conference Affiliation ..........................Conference USA
President ........................................Dr. Timothy C. Caboni
Director of Athletics ....................................Todd Stewart
QUICK FACTS
First Year .......................................................................... 2000
All-Time Record ......................................618-501-3 (.552)
Conference Championships ....................... 2 (2013, 15)
Tournament Championships ............................1 (2015)
NCAA Tournaments ....................................... 2 (2013, 15)
NCAA Postseason Record .................................4-4 (.500)
Best Record (2013) .........................................43-18 (.705)
Best at NCAAs (2015)..........................................2-2 (.500)
Played in NPF ...........................2 (last, Miranda Kramer)
PROGRAM HISTORY
Head Coach .........................Amy Tudor (Sixth season)
 Record at WKU ............................... 172-133-1 
 Career Record ..... 389-339-2 (15th season)
Assistant Coach .................................Kayla Bixel (Third)
Assistant Coach .........................Jessica Twaddle (First)
Strength and Conditioning ............. John Stephanski
Athletic Trainer ..........................................Josh Lumpkin
COACHING STAFF
Capacity  ............................................................................500
Opened  ......................................................................... 2000
WKU Record .............................................264-177-1 (.599)
Attendance Record .................................................... 1,323
 Record Info ..................vs. Kentucky, 4/20/16
 Record Result ............................................ L, 0-5
Winning Seasons .............................................................. 12
WKU SOFTBALL COMPLEX
Overall Record .................................................28-26 (.519)
Conference USA Record ...............................10-13 (.435)
Conference USA Finish ................................................. 8th
Letterwinners Returning/Lost.................................. 13/2
Pitchers Returning/Lost ................................................4/0
Incoming Freshmen (Pitchers) ................................. 5 (1)
Incoming Transfers (Pitchers) ................................... 1 (0)
2018 RECAP
Primary Contact ........................................Jessica Leifheit
 Assistant Director of Media Relations
Alma Mater ...............................................Augustana (‘14)
Email Address ........................ jessica.leifheit@wku.edu
Cell Phone .................................................... 630-870-9582
Office Phone ................................................ 270-745-4363
MEDIA RELATIONS
SEASON NOTES
 WKU CAREER SAVES & RELIEF APPEARANCES LIST          *denotes school record
Kelsey Aikey 11 saves* 50 relief appearances* 2017-present 
Adrienne Lathrop 7 saves 39 relief appearances 2003-06 
Allison Silver 6 saves 34 relief appearances 2001-04 
Shelby Nunn 6 saves 29 relief appearances 2018-19
TAMING THE WILDCATS
Riding a seven-game win streak, WKU headed up to Lexington on Tuesday, March 26 for a mid-week tilt with in-state SEC foe 
Kentucky. A pitchers’ duel into the bottom of the fourth inning, 17th-ranked UK struck for a solo home run for its third - and final 
- hit of the game for a 1-0 lead. Down to its final out in the squad’s next at bat, WKU’s 9-, 1- and 3-hole hitters each tallied home 
runs. Paige Carter’s shot to dead center evened the game at 1-1 before Jordan Thomas connected for a dinger to left-center field 
for a 2-1 lead. After a UK pitching change and Maddie Bowlds’ walk, Shannon Plese with a 1-2 count on her pulled a two-run 
home run to right field for the final 4-1 tally. WKU’s previous victory over Kentucky came back in 2007 when the Hilltoppers 
claimed a 10-4 decision over the Wildcats.
VICTORIES OVER SEC SQUADS
Since 2000, WKU Softball has played 11 different SEC squads. The Hilltoppers have gone 19-44 up against SEC opposition. Under 
Coach Tudor’s reign, the 2014-2019 squads have gone head to head with seven of the SEC programs, putting together a record 
of 6-11. In 2014 the Red and White took down No. 2 Tennessee on the Volunteers’ home turf; Tudor’s second game coaching for 
WKU against an SEC school. Over the 2017 opening weekend, WKU Softball headed to Starkville, Miss., and took down the host 
Bulldogs in a 1-0 decision. WKU dropped decisions to No. 8 LSU and No. 18 Kentucky in 2018 along with No. 17 Auburn during its 
opening weekend of the 2019 campaign. On March 26, WKU headed to Lexington and took down No.17-ranked Kentucky on the 
Wildcats’ home field.
HANGING IN THERE
With the first nine weekends of the 2019 campaign complete, WKU has already notched eight victories in come-from-behind 
fashion. First up, WKU trailed Florida A&M 3-1 and came back to win 4-3 on Opening Weekend. The Hilltoppers did it again 
during week two, trailing Western Illinois 1-0 and 3-2 as late as the middle of the fifth inning. Week three saw WKU tally anoth-
er comeback, defeating Cleveland State after trailing 3-0. WKU overcame a 2-1 deficit to Wright State for an eventual 6-3 victory 
before coming back from a 5-3 deficit for a 6-5 win at Eastern Kentucky. The Hilltoppers took down No. 17 Kentucky 4-1 after 
trailing the Wildcats 1-0 at the end of four innings before overcoming a slim 1-0 margin against FAU and Marshall most recently. 
SEE COME-FROM-BEHIND WINS SECTION ON PAGE 10. 
WALKOFFS 
After registering three walk-off wins in 2017 and four in 2018, WKU Softball is at it again in the 2019 campaign. The squad 
picked up a walk-off over Cleveland State on Feb. 25 in the form of an 8-0, six-inning decision. In the bottom of the sixth, 
pinch-hitter Tommi Stowers placed a leadoff double into the gap before advancing 60 feet on a wild pitch during the following 
at bat. Another pinch-hitter, Paige Carter, battled to a full count before sending a single to left field to score Stowers for the run-
rule walk off victory. Carter struck again on Sunday, March 31 for a bases-loaded single for another run-rule walk off, scoring 
Kendall Smith for the 10-2 WKU victory. SEE WALK-OFF WINS SECTION ON PAGE 10.
SEASON OPENERS
With a five-inning run-rule victory over Missouri State on Friday, Feb. 8, WKU Softball extended its season-opening win streak to 
seven-consecutive campaigns. The Hilltoppers secured the program’s first five-inning run-rule victory to open a season with the 
8-0 win over the Bears. Head coach Amy Tudor also picked up another season-opening win and has yet to be beaten as a head 
coach in those contests, improving to 15-0 in her career.
#SANDDOLLARCLASSIC ALL-TOURNAMENT TEAM
After helping the Hilltoppers to a 4-1 start for the first time in four seasons, Kennedy Sullivan, Jordan Vorbrink and Kendall 
Smith were all selected to the Sand Dollar Classic All-Tournament Team. Sullivan picked up three wins in the circle while striking 
out 29 batters. Vorbrink opened the season strong from the plate, recording a hit in four of the five games including a two-hit 
performance in the season opener. Marking WKU’s third selection, Smith registered four RBI on the weekend. The sophomore 
posted her first multi-home run game against Tennessee State with a pair of solo shots.
RECORD-SETTING COLLEGIATE DEBUT
Freshman pitcher Kennedy Sullivan wasted no time etching her name into the WKU record books as she spun a complete-game 
shutout in her collegiate debut and became the program’s first freshman to register double-digit strikeouts (11) in their debut. 
Sullivan followed with a pair of nine strikeout showings to bring her opening-weekend strikeout total to 29. 
SINGLE-GAME STRIKEOUTS
Kennedy Sullivan continued her dominance in the circle in WKU’s home tournament, the Hilltopper Classic. When the Red and 
White faced off against Butler, Sullivan was hitting her spots and tallied 16 strikeouts in the regulation-length game - the sec-
ond-most punchouts ever by a Hilltopper in a seven-inning game at the time. Sullivan is the only freshman in program history 
to register 15 or more strikeouts in a game and went on to do it again with 17 punchouts at Samford to match the most in the 
NCAA this season. The Georgetown, Ky., native’s performances marked the ninth and 10th 15-strikeout showings by a pitcher in 
WKU Softball history. Miranda Kramer owns seven outings of the sort while Ryan Rogge achieved the feat as a sophomore.
 ALL-TIME SINGLE-GAME STRIKEOUTS LEADERS
Miranda Kramer Senior 19 strikeouts W, 2-1 - at Georgia 14 innings 5-16-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 19 strikeouts W, 4-0 - at Troy 7 innings 2-7-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 18 strikeouts L, 1-3 - Charlotte 11 innings 4-26-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 18 strikeouts L, 0-1 - at Kentucky 8.2 innings 4-22-2015
Kennedy Sullivan Freshman 17 strikeouts W, 8-1 - at Samford 7 innings 3-2-2019
Kennedy Sullivan Freshman 16 strikeouts W, 3-0 - Butler 7 innings 2-24-2019
Miranda Kramer Senior 16 strikeouts W, 9-2 - at Lipscomb 7 innings 3-24-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 16 strikeouts W, 4-2 - at Ball State 7 innings 3-21-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 16 strikeouts W, 1-0 - vs. Charlotte 7 innings 5-7-2015
Ryan Rogge Sophomore 15 strikeouts L, 0-1 - vs. Virginia 10 innings 2-9-2007
HOME OPENERS
With the Red and White claiming their 2019 home opener 5-3 over Western Illinois on Feb. 16, the squad improved its all-time 
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 TEAM  
1.  Lousiana Tech 9 4
2.  Florida Atlantic 3 2
3.  UAB - 1
4.  North Texas - 3
5.  FIU - 1
6.   Middle Tennessee - 2
7.   WKU - 0
8.   Marshall - 1
9.  Southern Miss - 1
10. UTEP - 0
11. Charlotte - 0
12. UTSA - 1
C-USA PRESEASON COACHES POLL SEASON NOTES
record to 13-7 in home openers while claiming a victory in its third straight. Under head coach Amy Tudor, the Hilltoppers are 
5-1 in their first game of the year from the WKU Softball Complex. The program now owns a 13-7 record in home openers, 
winning seven of the last eight.
FOUR-STRIKEOUT INNING
On Saturday, March 2 in Birmingham, Ala., Kelsey Aikey achieved one of the rarest feats in softball - a four-strikeout inning. 
The strikeouts came against the No. 3, 4, 5 and 6 hitters in Jackson State’s lineup. With two strikeouts in the top of the 
seventh already, Aikey got JSU’s batter swinging with a changeup in the dirt that allowed the batter to reach first on the wild 
pitch. Unfazed, Aikey responded by striking out the next batter as well to bring her 2.0-inning total to five while securing the 
save. Aikey’s performance is the only known outing of the sort across the NCAA this season.
PRESEASON PREDICTIONS
In the 2019 C-USA Preseason Coaches Poll, WKU Softball was voted to finish seventh by the league’s coaches. Louisiana 
Tech was predicted to take home this year’s title while collecting nine first-place votes. Florida Atlantic finished second in 
the voting while earning three first-place votes. UAB, North Texas, FIU and Middle Tennessee filled in the slots before the 
Hilltoppers, respectively. Marshall was predicted to grab the final postseason spot while Southern Miss, UTEP, Charlotte and 
UTSA rounded out the poll. No Hilltoppers were selected to the Preseason All-Conference squad.
WEEK FOUR HONORS
After amassing a no-hitter, a 17-strikeout game and three more victories to move to 9-0 on the season, Kennedy Sullivan 
earned recognition from numerous outlets. First, Conference USA tabbed the Georgetown, Ky., native a Co-Pitcher of the 
Week before she collected outright claim to College Sports Madness’ Conference USA Player of the Week. She rounded the 
haul out with a national Top Performance recognition from the Louisville Slugger/NFCA outlet.
WEEK SEVEN RECOGNITION
Following one of her most dominant weeks in the circle as a Hilltopper yet, Kelsey Aikey was named Conference USA’s Pitcher 
of the Week on March 25. The Cedar Falls, Iowa, native registered 13 scoreless innings of work across the week while striking 
out 21 opposing batters as the Hilltoppers went a perfect 4-0. Across the week, the junior made three relief appearances 
along with one start. In her relief outings, Aikey posted 14 strikeouts against just two walks and three hits. In total, she re-
corded at least two strikeouts in an inning seven times and sat down the side twice across her 13 innings. Aikey also earned 
national Top Performance recognition from the Louisville Slugger/NFCA outlet for her week of work.
SULLIVAN THROWS A NO-NO
Kennedy Sullivan continued her tear through the Hilltoppers’ non-conference slate as the freshman picked up her eighth win 
of the year after tossing WKU Softball’s 13th no-hitter in program history. Sullivan became just the fourth Hilltopper pitcher 
to toss a no-no with WKU’s 8-0, five-inning victory over Evansville from Birmingham, Ala.
 WKU FRESHMAN PITCHERS TO THROW A NO HITTER
Katie Swertfager #1 6 strikeouts W, 4-0 7 innings Penn (3/16/2000)
Ryan Rogge #3 8 strikeouts W, 8-0 6 innings Lafayette (4/30/2006)
Hannah Miniard #7 9 strikeouts W, 8-0 7 innings Troy (3/22/2014)
Kennedy Sullivan #13 8 strikeouts W, 8-0 5 innings Evansville (3/1/2019)
PICK YOUR POISON
Kelsey Aikey, Shelby Nunn and Kennedy Sullivan have shined in the circle for the Hilltoppers, with the trio holding six 
national top-25 rankings between their pitching stats. Aikey owns the third-most saves of any pitcher in NCAA Division I (5), 
and her 10.5 strikeouts per seven innings average is good for eighth-best. Sullivan has the ninth-best strikeout per seven 
innings average at 10.4 and has also notched 14 victories on the season, good for the 20th-most in the country. With 139 
strikeouts, Sullivan ranks  23rd in all of Division I. Nunn leads WKU with a 1.37 ERA, which ranks 26th across the NCAA while 
her three saves rank 17th.
Across the squad’s 9-0 start to league play, the Hilltopper pitching staff has shined. Together, Aikey, Nunn and Sullivan 
combine for a league-best 1.40 ERA while also owning the top opposing batting average (.183) and the most strikeouts (73). 
In C-USA-only play, just four pitchers own ERAs below 2.0 with all three Hilltopper pitchers making that list. Aikey owns the 
top spot at 1.07 while Nunn is not far behind in second with a 1.24 ERA. Sullivan ranks fourth at 1.80.
PLAYERS OF THE WEEK
Feb. 11 .................................................. Kasey Flores, UTEP
Feb. 18 ......................................... Emma Ocker, Charlotte
......................................................Morgan Turkoly, LA Tech
Feb. 25 .....................................Celeste Loughman, UTSA
March 4 ................................. Lacy Gregory, North Texas
March 11 ..........................................Kacey Duffield, UTEP
March 18 ..................................Mya Stevenson, Marshall
March 25 ............................ Alyssa Davis, Southern Miss
April 1 ................................Jordan Vorbrink, WKU
................................................... Lindsay Edwards, LA Tech
April 8 .........................................Jazlyn Crowder, LA Tech
..................................................Rachel Rousseau, Marshall
PITCHERS OF THE WEEK
Feb. 11 ..................................Krystal De La Cruz, LA Tech
Feb. 18 ..............................Hope Trautwein, North Texas
Feb. 25 ..............................Hope Trautwein, North Texas
March 4 ................................. Preslee Gallaway, LA Tech
..........................................Kennedy Sullivan, WKU
March 11 .................................... Megan Kugelmann, FIU
March 18 ........................... Abby Trahan, Southern Miss
March 25 .................................. Kelsey Aikey, WKU
April 1 ...................................... Kelsey Aikey, WKU
April 8 ................................ Abby Trahan, Southern Miss
C-USA WEEKLY AWARDS
Kennedy Sullivan ...................................................
.................. College Sports Madness C-USA PotW (3/4)
... NCAA Top Performance - Louisville Slugger/NFCA (3/5)
Kelsey Aikey ...........................................................
. NCAA Top Performance - Louisville Slugger/NFCA (3/26)
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2019 WKU SOFTBALL PLAYERS AND COACHING STAFF
2019 NUMERICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF/UTL SO. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C SO. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 3 SHANNON PLESE OF R-SR. 5-8 L/L Knoxville, Tenn. South Carolina
 4 KENNEDY SULLIVAN P/OF FR. 5-7 R/R Georgetown, Ky. Scott County HS
 6 TAYLOR DAVIS OF FR. 5-7 L/R Huntsville, Ala. Sparkman HS
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF SR. 5-7 R/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 9 JORDAN RIDGE UTL FR. 5-3 R/R Louisville, Ky. Assumption HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN P SO. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF/UTL SR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P JR. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF SR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C JR. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 19 SYDNE SOLOMON C/IF FR. 5-7 R/R Lewisburg, Tenn. Marshall County HS
 22 MACY MURPHY IF FR. 5-11 R/R Murfreesboro, Tenn. Riverdale HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF JR. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-JR. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER UTL JR. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS




























NAME POSITION EXPERIENCE ALMA MATER HOMETOWN
AMY TUDOR Head Coach Sixth Season WKU (2002) Petersburg, Tenn.
KAYLA BIXEL Assistant Coach Third Season IPFW (2010) Bremen, Ind. 
JESSICA TWADDLE Assistant Coach First Season Murray State (2016) Franklin, Tenn.
2019 ALPHABETICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P JR. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-JR. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 28 MADDIE BOWLDS IF SO. 5-9 L/L Utica, Ky. Daviess County HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER UTL JR. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS
 6 TAYLOR DAVIS OF FR. 5-7 L/R Huntsville, Ala. Sparkman HS
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF SR. 5-7 R/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF JR. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF SR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 22 MACY MURPHY IF FR. 5-11 R/R Murfreesboro, Tenn. Riverdale HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN P SO. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 3 SHANNON PLESE OF R-SR. 5-8 L/L Knoxville, Tenn. South Carolina
 9 JORDAN RIDGE UTL FR. 5-3 R/R Louisville, Ky. Assumption HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C SO. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C JR. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 4 KENNEDY SULLIVAN P/OF FR. 5-7 R/R Georgetown, Ky. Scott County HS
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF/UTL SO. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF/UTL SR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
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PITCHING BREAKDOWN
PERFORMANCES
DATE OPPONENT DEC. IP H R ER BB K NP SCORE FINAL
Feb. 8 vs. Missouri State Sullivan 5.0 2 0 0 4 11 106 8-0 W (5)
Feb. 8 vs. Auburn Aikey 2.1 4 4 3 2 4 59 0-8 L (5)
Feb. 9 vs. Florida A&M Sullivan 4.1 3 3 2 5 9 97 4-3 W
Feb. 9 vs. Tennessee State Aikey 7.0 6 0 0 2 9 123 5-0 W
Feb. 10 vs. South Alabama Sullivan 6.0 4 3 3 1 9 85 7-3 W
Feb. 16 Western Illinois Sullivan^ 7.0 5 3 3 2 8 112 5-3 W
Feb. 16 Western Illinois Aikey 5.0 3 3 3 3 3 88 1-3 L
Feb. 17 Western Illinois Sullivan 2.2 5 3 3 3 1 78 7-6 W
Feb. 24 Butler Sullivan^ 7.0 3 0 0 4 16 134 3-0 W
Feb. 24 Cleveland State Nunn 4.0 2 0 0 2 4 44 10-3 W
Feb. 25 Cleveland State Nunn^ 6.0 1 0 0 0 4 64 8-0 W (6)
Feb. 25 Indiana State Sullivan 4.0 7 2 2 3 6 92 9-7 W
Mar. 1 vs. Evansville Sullivan^ 5.0 0 0 0 2 8 82 8-0 W (5) 
Mar. 2 vs. Jackson State Nunn 5.0 1 0 0 0 5 68 4-0 W
Mar. 2 at Samford Sullivan^ 7.0 2 1 1 2 17 125 8-1 W
Mar. 8 vs. Wright State Sullivan 5.1 4 3 3 8 8 118 6-3 W
Mar. 8 vs. Saint Louis Aikey^ 5.0 1 0 0 1 8 66 10-0 W (5)
Mar. 9 at Kennesaw State Sullivan^ 6.2 6 2 2 4 11 137 1-2 L
Mar. 9 vs. Wright State Aikey 5.2 5 2 2 3 6 102 1-2 L
Mar. 13 at Lipscomb Sullivan 2.2 1 4 4 3 1 58 9-7 L
Mar. 16 at FIU* Sullivan^ 7.0 4 2 2 2 5 129 6-2 W
Mar. 16 at FIU* Aikey 1.1 0 0 0 1 4 27 4-0 W
Mar. 17 at FIU* Sullivan 5.1 3 2 2 4 6 101 5-4 W
Mar. 20 at Eastern Kentucky Aikey 5.0 2 0 0 1 8 73 6-5 W
Mar. 23 Charlotte* Sullivan 4.0 4 2 2 5 5 102 11-2 W (5)
Mar. 23 Charlotte* Aikey 5.0 2 0 0 3 7 79 5-0 W
Mar. 24 Charlotte* Nunn 5.0 4 0 0 3 4 81 3-0 W
Mar. 26 at Kentucky Aikey 4.0 3 1 1 3 3 72 4-1 W
Mar. 30 Florida Atlantic* Aikey 5.0 3 3 3 3 11 102 10-3 W
Mar. 30 Florida Atlantic* Sullivan^ 7.0 5 0 0 3 9 121 2-0 W
Mar. 31 Florida Atlantic* Aikey 4.0 2 0 0 3 5 74 10-2 W (6)
Apr. 3 Louisville Aikey 0.1 1 3 1 3 1 32 7-2 L
Apr. 6 at Marshall* Aikey 5.0 3 3 3 1 4 89 10-2 L (6)
Apr. 6 at Marshall* Sullivan^ 7.0 4 1 1 5 4 115 7-1 W
Apr. 7 at Marshall* Aikey 2.1 4 4 3 2 2 56 8-7 L (8)
Apr. 13 North Texas*          
Apr. 13 North Texas*          
Apr. 14 North Texas*          
Apr. 17 at Tennessee Tech          
Apr. 17 at Tennessee Tech          
Apr. 19 at Middle Tennessee*          
Apr. 19 at Middle Tennessee*          
Apr. 20 at Middle Tennessee*          
Apr. 24 Austin Peay          
Apr. 24 Austin Peay          
Apr. 27 at Louisiana Tech*          
Apr. 27 at Louisiana Tech*          
Apr. 28 at Louisiana Tech*          
May 1 Murray State          
May 4 UTSA*          
May 4 UTSA*          
May 5 UTSA*          
PITCHER GS RECORD SAVES TEAM W/L
Aikey 12 8-6 5 17-7
Blackford 0 0-0 0 0-0
Nunn 6 4-0 3 12-6
Sullivan 17 15-2 0 16-4
Towers 0 0-0 0 1-0
TEAM RESULT
2019 STATISTICS
 NUM. NAME ERA W-L APP GS CG SHO SV IP H R ER BB K 2B 3B HR BF AVG. WP HBP BK SF SH
 10 Nunn 2.10 4-0 19 6 1 1/4 3 46.2 42 20 14 16 43 7 2 1 207 .222 2 0 0 0 1 
 12 Aikey 2.42 8-6 24 12 2 2/4 5 75.1 53 32 32 42 108 4 1 10 328 .193 11 4 0 1 6 
 4 Sullivan 2.86 15-2 20 17 9 4/0 0 105.1 72 44 44 75 145 16 1 7 466 .191 4 9 0 1 5 
 24 Blackford 0.00 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 0 0 0 
 20 Towers 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0 0 1.1 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 0 9 .429 0 0 0 0 0 
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018 2019 CAREER
Aikey - 0 3 5 8
Blackford RS 0 0 - 0
Nunn - - 1 0 1
Sullivan - - - 11 11
Towers - 3 0 0 3
PLAYER 0 1 2 2019/TOTAL
Aikey 0/1 1/3 2/3 3/7
Blackford 0 0 0 0/0
Nunn 0 2/2 1/2 3/4
Sullivan 1 0 2 3
Towers 0 0 0 0/0
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018 2019 CAREER
Aikey - 5 7 2 14
Blackford RS 0 0 - 0
Nunn - - 10 1 11
Sullivan - - - 9 9
Towers - 13 0 0 13
CAREER 7+ STRIKEOUTS
CAREER 0-2 HIT GAMES (5+ IP)
CAREER COMPLETE GAMES
HAT TOP PANTS W L
Black Black Black 6 0 
Black D. Grey D. Grey 3 0
White L. Grey L. Grey 2 0
Red Red Red 2 0
Black Black Red 2 0
Black Black D. Grey 1 0
Red L. Grey L. Grey 3 1
White Red Red 3 1
Red White White 3 2
Black D. Grey Black 2 2
Black Black White 0 2
RECORD BY UNIFORM
^ Complete game
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Year Overall Conf. School
2005 22-14 11-3 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2006 23-19 8-6 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2007 11-38 5-13 (A-Sun) Belmont
2008 14-36 3-19 (A-Sun) Belmont
2009 11-35 3-17 (A-Sun) Belmont
2010 29-19 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2011 28-15-1 16-8 (Summit) IPFW
2012 45-14 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2013 34-16 12-4 (Summit) IPFW
2014 33-24-1 11-10 (SBC) WKU
2015 36-14 16-4 (C-USA) WKU
2016 17-30 8-13 (C-USA) WKU
2017 31-31 10-13 (C-USA) WKU
2018 28-26 10-13 (C-USA) WKU
Total 362-331-2 147-136 14 Years
DI 317-298-2 128-127 12 Years
WKU 145-25-1 55-54 Five Years






































• 30 Division I All-Conference Selections
• Seven NFCA All-Region Honorees
• One Conference Pitcher/Player of the Years
• Six CoSIDA Academic All-District Selections
• One Senior CLASS Award Finalist
• 350 Career Wins/300 Division I Wins
WKU
•10 All-Conference Selections
•Five NFCA All-Region Selections
•2014 NCAA Individual Stolen Base Leader
•2015 NCAA Individual Strikeouts Leader
•One CoSIDA Academic All-District Honoree
•2015 Conference USA Coach of the Year




2019 WKU TEAM SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 33 MR, at Marshall 4/7
Runs Scored 11 Charlotte 3/23
Hits 14 FAU 3/30
RBI 10 MR, FAU 3/30
Doubles 4 MR, at FIU 3/16
Triples 2 Western IL 2/16
Home Runs 3 at Kentucky 3/26
Walks 7 MR, FAU 3/31
Stolen Bases 6 Saint Louis 3/8
   
Assists 11 at FIU 3/16
DP Turned 1 MR, Indiana St. 2/25
   
Innings Pitched 7.0 MR, Marshall 4/7
Fewest Hits Allowed 0 Evansville 3/1
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, FAU 3/30
Most Strikeouts 17 at Samford 3/2
   
Longest Game 2:50 Wright St. 3/8
Shortest Game 1:34 Cleveland St. 2/25
2019 WKU INDIVIDUAL SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT INDIVIDUAL OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 5 Kendall Smith at Marshall 4/7
Runs Scored 3 MR, Shannon Plese Florida Atlantic 3/30
Hits 3 MR, Kendall Smith at Marshall 4/7
RBI 4 Tommi Stowers Indiana State 2/25
Doubles 2 MR, Kelsey McGuffin at Marshall 4/7
Triples 1 MR, Maddie Bowlds Florida Atlantic 3/30
Home Runs 2 Kendall Smith Tennessee State 2/9
Total Bases 8 Kendall Smith Tennessee State 2/9
Walks 3 MR, Kendall Smith Florida Atlantic 3/31
Stolen Bases 3 Taylor Davis Charlotte 3/23
    
Putouts 17 Kendall Smith MR, at Samford 3/2
Assists 6 Beka Engelhardt Western IL 2/16
    
Innings Pitched 7.0 MR, Kennedy Sullivan at Marshall 4/7
Fewest Hits Allowed 0 Kennedy Sullivan Evansville 3/1
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, Kelsey Aikey Saint Louis 3/8
Most Strikeouts 17 Kennedy Sullivan at Samford 3/2
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Defeated a top 10 team at No. 2 Tennessee, 3/8/14
Defeated a top 11-25 team at No. 17 Kentucky, 3/26/19
Had a pitcher strikeout 15+ Kennedy Sullivan, 3/2/19 (17)
Had a pitcher strikeout 10-14 Kelsey Aikey vs. Florida Atlantic, 3/30/19 (11)
Threw a perfect game Miranda Kramer vs. Charlotte, 5/7/15
Threw a no-hitter (run-rule) Kennedy Sullivan at Samford, 3/1/19
Threw a no-hitter (regulation) Kelsey Aikey vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18
Opponent threw no-hitter vs. No. 23 Marshall, 5/11/17
Won a run-rule game Florida Atlantic, 3/31/19 (6)
Lost a run-rule game at Marshall, 4/6/19 (6)
Played extra innings at Marshall, 4/7/19 (8)
Won in extra innings vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18 (8)
Lost in extra innings at Marshall, 4/7/19 (8)
Scored 10-14 runs Florida Atlantic, 3/31/19 (10)
Scored 15-18 runs vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (16)
Scored 19+ runs at Tennessee-Martin, 4/2/00 (19)
Allowed 10-14 runs at Marshall, 4/6/19 (10)
Allowed 15+ runs at No. 23 FAU, 4/30/16 (16)
Batted around the order Florida Atlantic, 3/30/19 (10 batters)
Batted through the order (9 batters) vs. Saint Louis, 3/8/19
Had 10-14 hits at Marshall, 4/7/19 (12)
Had 15+ hits vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (17)
Team hit 3+ home runs at No. 17 Kentucky, 3/26/19 (3)
Back-to-back home runs at No. 17 Kentucky, 3/26/19 (Carter & Thomas, 5th inn.)
Back-to-back-to-back home runs vs. ULM, 4/13/13 (Thomas, Mattox, Sulaski, 4th inn.)
Player with back-to-back home runs Kendall Smith,  2/9/19, 2 consec.
Had a player hit two HRs Kendall Smith, South Alabama, 2/9/19
Had a player hit a grand slam Jordan Thomas at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18
Team hit three doubles at Marshall, 4/7/19 (3)
Team hit four or more doubles at FIU, 3/16/19 (4)
Team hit two triples vs. Western Illinois, 2/16/19
Team hit three or more triples vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (5)
Team stole five or more bases vs. Saint Louis, 3/8/18 (6)
Player with three RBI Rebekah Engelhardt, Charlotte, 3/23/19
Player with four RBI Tommi Stowers, vs. Indiana State, 2/25/19
Player with five RBI Adarian Gray vs. UAB, 5/10/17
Player with six or more RBI Dani Pugh vs. Buffalo, 2/6/15 (6)
Player with three hits Kendall Smith at Marshall, 4/7/19 
Player with four hits Brittany Vaughn, vs. Marshall, 4/21/18
Player with five hits Tommi Stowers vs. Evansville, 3/3/17
Player with two or more doubles Kelsey McGuffin at Marshall, 4/7/19 (2)
Player with two or more triples Shawna Sadler vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (2)
Player stole three or more bases Taylor Davis vs. Charlotte, 3/23/19 (3)
Player scored three or more runs Shannon Plese vs. FAU, 3/30/19 (3)
Hit a walk-off home run (regulation/extra inn.) Brooke Holloway vs. Marshall, 5/7/16
Hit a walk-off home run (run-rule) Jordan Vorbrink vs. Tennessee St., 2/16/18
Had a walk-off hit Paige Carter vs. Florida Atlantic, 3/31/19 (1B)
Swept a conference home series Florida Atlantic, 3/30-31/19
Swept a conference road series at FIU, 3/16-17/19
Was swept in a conference home series vs. FAU, 3/18-19/17
Was swept in a conference road series at FAU, 4/28-29/18
THE LAST TIME WKU...
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION
C-USA RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  DATE/RESULT
51 LA TECH  4/27-28 
59 NORTH TEXAS  4/13-14
63 WKU  -  
79 MARSHALL  L, W, L
90 FLORIDA ATLANTIC  W,W,W
123 UTSA  5/4-5
110 FIU  W,W,W 
113 MIDDLE TENNESSEE  4/19-20
111 SOUTHERN MISS  DNP 
119 UAB  DNP
189 CHARLOTTE  W,W,W
185 UTEP  DNP 
WKU OPPONENT RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  RESULT
13 AUBURN  L
18 KENTUCKY  W
33 LOUISVILLE  L
49 LIPSCOMB  L
65 MISSOURI STATE  W
96 EASTERN KENTUCKY  W
102 SOUTH ALABAMA  W
105 AUSTIN PEAY  4/24
128 MURRAY STATE  5/1
140 KENNESAW STATE  L
141 SAMFORD  W
166 FLORIDA A&M  W
175 WESTERN ILLINOIS  W, L, W
192 INDIANA STATE  W 
198 TENNESSEE TECH  4/17
202 TENNESSEE STATE  W
217 BUTLER  W
232 SAINT LOUIS  W
243 EVANSVILLE  W 
255 CLEVELAND STATE  W, W
259 WRIGHT STATE  W, L
272 JACKSON STATE  W
RPI STANDINGS
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2019 Conference USA Standings
 C-USA  Pct. Overall  Pct.  Last 10 Streak
WKU (E) 10-2 .833 27-8 .771  7-3 L1
LA Tech (W) 10-2 .833 31-10 .756  9-1 L1
North Texas (W) 10-2 .833 25-13 .658  8-2 L1
Marshall (E) 8-4 .667 25-13 .658  5-5 W1
Middle Tennessee (E) 7-4 .636 23-17 .575  8-2 W1
Southern Miss (W) 8-7 .533 23-16 .590  7-3 W6
UTSA (W) 6-9 .400 17-22 .436  2-8 L4
UAB (W) 5-9 .357 15-23 .395  5-5 L2
Florida Atlantic (E) 4-8 .333 17-21 .447  3-7 L2
UTEP (W) 4-8 .333 11-26 .297  4-6 W1
Charlotte (E) 3-12 .200 11-27 .289  1-9 L6
FIU (E) 2-10 .167 20-19 .513  3-7 W2
RECORD WHEN TEAM SCORES
RUNS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
0 0-1 0-0 11-0 4-0
1 0-3 0-0 3-0 1-0
2 1-2 1-1 3-2 3-0
3 2-0 1-0 6-1 1-0
4 4-0 1-0 1-0 1-0
5 4-0 2-0 1-0 0-0
6 3-0 1-0 1-0 0-0
7 3-2 1-1 1-1 0-0
8 4-0 0-0 0-2 0-1
9 1-0 0-0 0-1 0-0
10+ 5-0 3-0 0-1 0-1
WKU RECORD AFTER INNINGS
INNINGS LEADING TRAILING TIED
1 13-0 3-4 11-4
2 16-0 5-3 6-5
3 22-1 2-3 3-4
4 21-1 4-6 2-1
5 19-2 1-3 3-2
6 20-0 0-5 1-1
SCORE BY INNINGS
INNINGS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
1 45 12 14 5
2 20 10 7 1
3 48 21 21 4
4 16 3 13 3
5 23 5 7 3
6 34 14 30 15
7 10 7 5 0
8 0 0 1 1
9 0 0 0 0
EX 0 0 0 0













vs. Ranked Teams ..................................................1-1
vs. RV Teams ............................................................0-0
TIME
Day Games ............................................................23-6



















WKU Throws RHP ................................................27-8
WKU Throws LHP ...................................................0-0
Opp. Throws RHP ................................................26-7
Opp. Throws LHP ...................................................1-1
RUNS
WKU Scores 1st ....................................................21-3
Opp. Scores 1st .......................................................6-5
WKU Scores in 1st ...............................................13-2
Opp. Scores in 1st ..................................................5-4
HITS
WKU Has More .....................................................23-3
Opp. Has More ........................................................3-5
Hits Are Even ...........................................................1-0
ERRORS
WKU Commits 0 ..................................................15-2
WKU Commits 1 .....................................................8-3
WKU Commits 2+ ..................................................4-3
Opp. Commits 0 .....................................................5-2
Opp. Commits 1 .....................................................5-4
Opp. Commits 2+ ...............................................17-2
HOMERUNS
WKU Hits 0 ............................................................11-3
WKU Hits 1 ...............................................................9-4
WKU Hits 2+.............................................................7-1
Opp. Hits 0 ............................................................20-2
Opp. Hits 1 ...............................................................7-3
Opp. Hits 2+.............................................................0-3
TEAM RECORD BY...
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HOME RUN TRACKER
NO.  PLAYER GAME-DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS SCORE FINAL
1 Engelhardt 1-Feb 08 Missouri St. 0-1/0 3/1 5-0 W, 8-0
2 Smith 4-Feb 09 Tennessee St. 1-0/0 4/2 2-0 W, 5-0
3 Smith (2) 4-Feb 09 Tennessee St. 2-0/0 6/2 4-0 W, 5-0
4 Thomas 6-Feb 16 Western Illinois 0-2/0 5/1 2-3 W, 5-3
5 Smith (3) 7-Feb 17 Western Illinois 0-0/0* 6/0 0-3 L, 1-3
6 Smith (4) 9-Feb 24 Butler 2-2/0 3/2 2-0 W, 3-0
7 Thomas (2) 11-Feb 25 Cleveland St. 2-1/0* 1/0 0-0 W, 8-0
8 Engelhardt (2) 11-Feb 25 Cleveland St.  0-0/1 3/2 4-0 W, 8-0
9 Plese 12-Feb 25 Indiana St. 2-0/0 1/2 0-0 W, 9-7
10 Stowers 12-Feb 25 Indiana St. 1-1/1 1/2 1-0 W, 9-7
11 Engelhardt (3) 15-Mar 02 at Samford 1-0/0 6/1 6-0 W, 8-1
12 McGuffin  18-Mar 09 at Kennesaw St. 2-2/0* 7/0 0-0 L, 1-2
13 Smith (5) 20-Mar 13 at Lipscomb 0-0/2 3/2 0-2 L, 7-9
14 Engelhardt (4) 20-Mar 13 at Lipscomb 2-2/0 7/1 6-9 L, 7-9
15 Vorbrink 23-Mar 17 at FIU 2-2/1 6/2 3-0 W, 5-4
16 Engelhardt (5) 24-Mar 20 at EKU 1-1/0* 6/0 5-5 W, 6-5
17 Smith (6) 25-Mar 23 Charlotte 2-1/1 2/1 6-0 W, 11-2
18 Engelhardt (6) 25-Mar 23 Charlotte 0-0/1 4/0 9-2 W, 11-2
19 Vorbrink (2) 26-Mar 23 Charlotte 2-1/0 2/1 0-0 W, 5-0
20 Sullivan 27-Mar 24 Charlotte 1-2/0* 2/0 0-0 W, 3-0
21 Carter 28-Mar 26 at Kentucky 2-0/0 5/2 0-1 W, 4-1
22 Thomas (3) 28-Mar 26 at Kentucky 1-1/0 5/2 1-1 W, 4-1
23 Plese (2) 28-Mar 26 at Kentucky 1-2/1 5/2 2-1 W, 4-1
24 Engelhardt (7) 29-Mar 30 Florida Atlantic 0-0/0* 2/0 2-0 W, 10-3
25 Thomas (4) 29-Mar 30 Florida Atlantic 2-0/0 2/2 3-0 W, 10-3
26 Smith (7) 31-Mar 31 Florida Atlantic 2-1/1 1/2 0-1 W, 10-2
27 Sullivan (2) 33-Apr 06 at Marshall 0-0/1 6/1 0-2 L, 10-2 (6)
28 McGuffin (2) 34-Apr 06 at Marshall 1-1/0* 6/0 3-1 W, 7-1
29 Sullivan (3) 34-Apr 06 at Marshall 1-2/1 7/2 5-1 W, 7-1
30 Engelhardt (8) 35-Apr 07 at Marshall 0-1/0* 2/0 2-3 L, 7-8 (8)
ANALYSIS STATS
SEASON/CAREER HITTING STAT TRACKER
CAREER MULTI-HIT GAMES       2019/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
McGuffin 1/17 0/4 0/1 0 22
Carter 5/16 0/5 0 0 21
Engelhardt 7/19 0/2 0 0 21
Thomas 8/17 1/3 0 0 20
Smith 5/14 2/2 0 0 16
Bowlds 5/11 0/3 0/1 0 15 
Vorbrink 6/11 1/3 0 0 14
Plese 10/12 1/1 0 0 13
Towers 1/12 0 0 0 12  
Sullivan 9 1 0 0 10
McElroy 0/9 0 0 0 9
Stowers 1/4 1/1 0 0/1 6
Davis 2 0 0 0 2
CAREER MULTI-RBI GAMES       2019/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
Engelhardt 5/14 1/3 0/1 0 18
Smith 9/11 1/4 0 0 15
Carter 1/8 0/4 0/2 0 14 
McGuffin 0/9 0/3 0/1 0 13
Vorbrink 1/8 0/2 0 0 10
Plese 4/5 2/2 0 0 7
McElroy 0/5 0 0 0 5
Stowers 1/3 0/1 1/1 0 5
Sullivan 6 1 0 0 7
Thomas 2/2 1/1 0/2 0 5
Towers 0/3 0 0 0 3 
Bowlds 1/3 0 0 0 3
Nunn 0 0/1 0 0 1
CAREER HOMERUNS
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018 2019  CAREER
Engelhardt 0 5 7 8  20
McGuffin 4 2 7 2  15
Smith - - 5 7  12
Thomas - - 6 4  10
Carter - 2 5 1  8
Stowers - 3 0 1  4
Vorbrink 1 0 1 2  4
Plese - 1 - 2  3
Sullivan - - - 3  3
Towers - 2 0 -  2
Nunn - - 1 -  1
STREAK TRACKERS
CAREER HITTING STREAKS
PLAYER  LONGEST 2019 CURRENT
Smith  10 10 1
Thomas  9 9 0
Vorbrink  9 7 0
Carter  7 3 2
Bowlds  6 4 2
McGuffin  6 2 2
Engelhardt  5 3 1
McElroy  5 3 0 
Plese  5 5 1
Stowers  4 4 0 
Sullivan  4 4 3
Towers  4 2 0
Davis  3 3 0
Ridge  2 2 0
Aikey  1 0 0
Nunn  1 - 0
REACHED BASE STREAK
PLAYER  LONGEST  2019 CURRENT
Plese  24 24 1
Thomas  15 15 2
Engelhardt 14 8 1
Carter  13 4 3
Vorbrink  12 11 11
Smith  10 10 1
McGuffin  9 2 2
Stowers  8 8 0
Bowlds  7 6 5
Davis  6 6 0
McElroy  5 3 0
Towers  5 2 0
Sullivan  4 4 3 
Aikey  2 0 0
Nunn  2 - 0
Ridge  2 2 0
Blackford  1 - 1*
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BATTING ANALYSIS
  LEADOFF BASES EMPTY 1-2 RUNNERS BASES LOADED RISP 2 OUTS 2-OUT RBI
PLAYER H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP  AVG H OPP AVG #
Aikey 0 1 .000 0 1 .000 0 1 .000 0 0 --- 0 1  .000 0 0 --- 0
Blackford 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Bowlds 6 14 .429 11 32 .344 9 32 .281 0 1 .000 6 19  .316 9 25 .360 6
Carter 3 16 .188 7 28 .250 10 27 .370 2 3 .400 8 21  .381 7 18 .389 4
Davis 1 3 .333 5 14 .357 7 34 .206 0 1 .000 6 24  .250 6 18 .333 3
Engelhardt 9 25 .360 14 42 .333 10 41 .244 0 0 --- 4 25  .160 6 26 .231 4
McElroy 3 8 .375 5 25 .200 4 24 .167 0 0 --- 4 21  .190 3 18 .167 1
McGuffin 1 4 .250 1 9 .111 0 6 .000 0 1 .000 0 3  .000 0 5 .000 0
Murphy 0 1 .000 0 4 .000 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 2 .000 0
Nunn 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Plese 13 23 .565 13 46 .283 21 49 .429 2 2 1.000 14 34  .412 12 33 .364 10
Ridge 0 3 .000 1 10 .100 1 2 .500 1 1 1.000 1 2  .500 1 4 .250 0
Smith 6 18 .333 11 31 .355 20 57 .351 3 5 .600 14 41  .341 12 32 .375 13
Stowers 2 7 .286 5 13 .385 7 20 .350 0 0 --- 5 15  .333 4 11 .364 3
Sullivan 5 13 .385 12 42 .286 10 39 .256 1 4 .250 7 28  .250 8 29 .276 3
Thomas 21 43 .488 13 53 .245 18 49 .367 0 3 .000 15 35  .429 12 33 .364 14
Towers 1 1 1.000 1 5 .200 2 7 .286 0 0 --- 2 7  .286 1 9 .111 1
Vorbrink 11 18 .611 15 38 .395 10 32 .313 0 2 .000 7 21  .333 5 16 .313 5
2019 STARTERS SUMMARY
     POSITION         BATTING ORDER
PLAYER GS P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP 1ST 2ND 3RD 4TH 5TH 6TH 7TH 8TH 9TH FLEX 
PLESE 35 - - - - - - 1 34 - - 1 7 23 3 1 - - - - -  
ENGELHARDT 35 - - - - 35 - - - - - - 9 2 3 7 7 6 1 - - 
THOMAS 35 - - - 35 - - - - - - 33 1 1 - - - - - - - 
MCELROY 35 - - - - - 35 - - - - - - - - - 2 7 13 - 13 
SMITH 35 - 35 - - - - - - - - - - 6 25 - 1 3 - - - 
SULLIVAN 33 17 - - - - - - - - 16 - - - 3 16 6 6 - 1 1 
VORBRINK 31 - - 6 - - - 14 - 10 1 - 6 1 - 2 10 1 4 7 - 
BOWLDS 30 - - 29 - - - - - 1 - - 5 - - - - 2 7 15 1 
CARTER 22 - - - - - - 1 - 14 7 1 5 2 1 1 7 4 - 1 - 
DAVIS 19 - - - - - - 13 - 6 - - 2 - - - - - 8 9 - 
AIKEY 12 12 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 12 
STOWERS 9 - - - - - - - - 1 8 - - - - 7 - 1 - 1 -
NUNN 6 6 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 6
MCGUFFIN 6 - - - - - - 4 1 1 - - - - - - 1 2 2 1 -  
TOWERS 3 - - - - - - 2 - 1 - - - - - 1 - 2 - - -
RIDGE 2 - - - - - - - - 1 1 - - - - - 1 1 - - - 
2019 WKU INDIVIDUAL STAT LEADERS
BATTING AVERAGE - Min. 10 AB 
 .343 Kendall Smith
SLUGGING PERCENTAGE - Min. 10 AB  
.646 Kendall Smith
ON BASE PERCENTAGE - Min. 10 Plate Appearances 
.441 Jordan Vorbrink
RUNS SCORED  
28  Rebekah Engelhardt 
HITS  
35  Shannon Plese
RUNS BATTED IN 
30  Kendall Smith
DOUBLES  
8  Kennedy Sullivan
TRIPLES  
2  Jordan Thomas
HOME RUNS  
8  Rebekah Engelhardt 
TOTAL BASES  
64  Kendall Smith
WALKS  
16  Rebekah Engelhardt
HIT BY PITCH  
3  S. Plese, K. Smith, J. Vorbrink
SACRIFICE HITS  
6  Paige Carter
    
SACRIFICE FLIES  
7  Kennedy Sullivan 
STOLEN BASES  
13  Shannon Plese
ANALYSIS STATS
WALK-OFF TRACKER
NO.  BATTER GAME/DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS RESULT SCORE FINAL
1  Carter 11-Feb 25 Cleveland St. 3-2/1 6/0 RBI 1B 7-0 8-0
2  Carter 31-Mar 31 FAU 1-0/3 6/2 RBI 1B 9-2 10-2
 
COME-FROM-BEHIND WIN TRACKER
NO.  GAME/DATE OPPONENT DEFICIT INNING TYING HIT (score) GO-AHEAD HIT (score) FINAL
1  3-Feb 09 FAMU 3-1 M3 Smith 2B (4-3) Smith 2B (4-3)  W, 4-3
2  6-Feb 16 Western Illinois 3-2 M5 Thomas HR (3-3) Engelhardt 3B (4-3) W, 5-3
3  10-Feb 24 Cleveland State 3-0 M3 Ridge 1B (3-3) Sullivan 2B (6-3)  W, 10-3
4  16-Mar 08 Wright State 2-1 M4 Smith 1B (3-2) Smith 1B (3-2)  W, 6-3
5  24-Mar 20 EKU 5-3 E3 Thomas 3B (5-5) Engelhardt HR (6-4) W, 6-5
6  28-Mar 26 Kentucky 1-0 E4 Carter HR (1-1) Thomas HR (2-1) W, 4-1
7  31-Mar 31 Florida Atlantic 1-0 M1 Smith HR (2-1) Engelhardt R PB (3-2) W, 10-2
8  34-Apr 06 Marshall 1-0 E2 Thomas 1B (1-1) Carter 1B (2-1)  W, 7-1
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GAME-BY-GAME STARTERS
Date Team P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP Record
2/8 Missouri State Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Vorbrink Carter 1-0 (1)
2/8 Auburn Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink Sullivan 0-1 (2)
2/9 Florida A&M Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink Carter 1-0 (3)
2/9 Tennessee State Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Vorbrink Sullivan 1-0 (4)
2/10 South Alabama Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Vorbrink Ridge 1-0 (5)
2/16 Western Illinois Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink --- 1-0 (6)
2/16 Western Illinois Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese McGuffin Carter 0-1 (7)
2/17 Western Illinois Nunn Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink Sullivan 1-0 (8)
2/24 Butler Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink --- 2-0 (6)
2/24 Cleveland State Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Vorbrink Sullivan 2-0 (4)
2/25 Cleveland State Nunn Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Ridge Sullivan 1-0 (9)
2/25 Indiana State Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Carter Stowers 1-0 (10)
3/1 Evansville Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Stowers 1-0 (11)
3/2 Jackson State Nunn Smith Vorbrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Carter Plese Stowers Sullivan 1-0 (12)
3/2 Samford Sullivan Smith Vorbrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Carter Stowers 1-0 (13)
3/8 Wright State Sullivan Smith Vorbrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Carter Stowers  2-0 (13)
3/8 Saint Louis Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Stowers 1-0 (14)
3/9 Kennesaw St. Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Stowers 1-1 (11)
3/9 Wright St. Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Carter Sullivan 0-1 (15)
3/13 Lipscomb Aikey Smith Vorbrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Bowlds Sullivan 0-1 (16)
3/16 FIU* Sullivan Smith Vorbrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Towers Carter 1-0 (17)
3/16 FIU* Nunn Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Towers Plese Davis Sullivan 1-0 (18)
3/17 FIU* Sullivan Smith Vobrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Towers Plese Davis Carter 1-0 (19)
3/20 EKU Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink Carter 2-0 (3)
3/23 Charlotte* Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Davis Stowers 1-0 (20)
3/23 Charlotte* Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Davis Sullivan 1-0 (21)
3/24 Charlotte* Nunn Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Davis Sullivan 1-0 (22)
3/26 Kentucky Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Sullivan 1-0 (23)
3/30 FAU* Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Sullivan 2-0 (23)
3/30 FAU* Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Davis Carter 1-0 (24)
3/31 FAU* Nunn Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Sullivan 1-0 (25)
4/3 Louisville Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Sullivan 2-1 (23)
4/6 Marshall* Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Sullivan 2-2 (23)
4/6 Marshall* Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Stowers 2-1 (11)
4/7 Marshall* Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Plese McGuffin Carter Vorbrink 0-1 (26)
4/13 North Texas*           
4/13 North Texas*           
4/14 North Texas*           
4/17 Tennessee Tech           
4/17 Tennessee Tech           
4/19 MTSU*           
4/19 MTSU*           
4/20 MTSU*           
4/24 Austin Peay           
4/24 Austin Peay           
4/27 LA Tech*           
4/27 LA Tech*           
4/28 LA Tech*           
5/1 Murray State           
5/4 UTSA*           
5/4 UTSA*           
5/5 UTSA*           
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2019 WKU LINE SCORES
GAME 1 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-1:51 A-139
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5    R H E
WKU                    5 0 1 0 2 - 8  7  0
Missouri State     0 0 0 0 0 - 0  2  2
WP-SULLIVAN (1-0) LP-Griesbauer (0-1) 
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT
GAME 2 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-1:38 A-201
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5    R H E
WKU                    0 0 0 0 0 - 0  2  2
Auburn                 1 0 3 2 2 - 8 12 1
WP-Martin (1-0) LP-AIKEY,  (0-1) 
HR AU-McCrackin(1), Rivera(1),Veach(3)
GAME 3 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-2:11 A-137
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Florida A&M      0 2 1 0 0 0 0 -  3  3  2
WKU                   1 0 3 0 0 0 X -  4  4  1
WP-SULLIVAN (2-0) Save-AIKEY(1) 
LP-HAYES (0-1)
GAME 4 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-1:55 A-117
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Tennessee State   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  0  6  2
WKU                    1 0 1 1 0 2 X - 5  6  1
WP-AIKEY (1-1) LP-ESPINOZA (0-1) 
HR WKU - SMITH 2 (2)
GAME 5 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-1:46 A-92
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    7 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 7  7  0
South Alabama   0 0 0 0 0 3 0 - 3  4  2
WP-SULLIVAN (3-0) LP-Yarbrough (1-1) 
HR USA - Cronan (1)
GAME 6 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:44 A-203
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WIU               1 0 0 2 0 0 0 -  3  5  1
WKU                0 0 2 0 1 2 X - 5  8  1
WP-SULLIVAN (4-0) LP-Ira (2-1) 
HR: WIU-Duwa (2) | WKU-THOMAS (1)
GAME 7 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:49 A-187
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WIU               0 0 0 2 1 0 0 -  3  4  1
WKU                0 0 0 0 0 1 0 -  1  7  0
WP-Carlin (1-2) LP-AIKEY (1-2) 
HR: WIU-Abbott (2) | WKU-SMITH (3)
GAME 8 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:12 A-175
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WIU               0 0 3 2 0 1 0 -  6 11 2
WKU                0 5 0 1 1 0 X - 7  7  0
WP-SULLIVAN (5-0) Save-AIKEY(2) 
LP-Abbott (1-1)
GAME 9 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:53 A-176
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Butler                   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  0  3  0
WKU                   0 2 1 0 0 0 X -  3  8  0
WP-SULLIVAN (6-0) | LP-RICKETT (1-4) 
HR WKU - SMITH (4)
GAME 10 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:56 A-202
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R  H  E
CSU                      1 0 2 0 0 0 0 -  3   6   2
WKU                    0 0 1 1 0 8 X - 10 10 1
WP-NUNN (1-0) | LP-GRIFFIN (1-2) 
HR CSU - HYSONG (2)
GAME 11 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:34 A-156
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6   R  H E
CSU                      0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  1  2
WKU                    2 0 5 0 0 1 - 8 11 2
WP-NUNN (2-0) | LP-HYSONG (0-2) 
HR WKU - THOMAS (2), 
                     ENGELHARDT (2)
GAME 12 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:37 A-187
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7   R  H  E
Indiana State       0 0 1 0 1 3 2 - 7  15  3
WKU                    3 1 1 3 0 1 X - 9 10  1
WP-SULLIVAN (7-0) Save-NUNN (1) 
HR INS - Martin (2)
HR WKU - PLESE (1), STOWERS (1)
GAME 13 | Birmingham, Ala. | T-1:38 A-101
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5   R  H  E
WKU                    3 0 3 2 0 - 8  9   0
Evansville             0 0 0 0 0 - 0  0  3
WP-SULLIVAN (8-0) 
LP-Lockhart (3-3)
GAME 14 | Birmingham, Ala. | T-1:49 A-113
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Jackson State       0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  0  1  1
WKU                   0 0 1 2 0 1 X -  4  4  1
WP-NUNN (3-0) Save-AIKEY(3) 
LP-Sanchez (0-5) 
GAME 15 | Birmingham, Ala. | T-2:19 A-213
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    5 0 1 0 0 1 1 - 8 11  2
Samford               0 0 0 0 0 1 0 - 1   2  2
WP-SULLIVAN (9-0) 
LP-Spear (4-3)
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT (3)
HR SAM - Trombley (1)
GAME 16 | Kennesaw, Ga. | T-2:50 A-37
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Wright State        0 1 0 1 0 1 0 -  3  4  3
WKU                   0 0 1 0 4 1 X -  6  6  0
WP-SULLIVAN (10-0) Save-NUNN (2) 
LP-Otani (3-5)
GAME 17 | Kennesaw, Ga. | T-1:21 A-83
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5    R  H  E
WKU                    3 0 2 0 5 - 10 12 0
Saint Louis           0 0 0 0 0 - 0   1   3
WP-AIKEY (2-2) LP-LOVELESS (2-2)
GAME 18 | Kennesaw, Ga. | T-1:50 A-197
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1  5  1
Kennesaw State   0 0 0 0 0 0 2 - 2  6  0
WP-ANDREWS (7-6) 
LP-SULLIVAN (10-1
HR WKU - McGUFFIN (1)
GAME 19 | Kennesaw, Ga. | T-1:44 A-111
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    0 0 1 0 0 0 0 - 1  4  0
Wright State         0 0 0 0 0 2 X - 2  6  2
WP-Hughes (1-2) LP-AIKEY (2-3)
GAME 20 | Nashville, Tenn. | T-2:17 A-127
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H  E
WKU                    0 0 3 1 1 1 1 - 7  11 1
Lipscomb             2 0 3 0 0 4 X - 9   4  2
WP-JORDAN (6-4) LP-SULLIVAN (10-2) 
HR WKU-SMITH (5), ENGELHARDT (4)
HR LIP - FORTEL (3), DEVAULT (4)
GAME 21 | Miami, Fla. | T-2:10 A-76
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    0 1 2 0 0 3 0 - 6 12 0
FIU                        0 0 0 1 1 0 0 - 2  4  0
WP-SULLIVAN (11-2) 
LP-KUGELMANN (6-3)
GAME 22 | Miami, Fla. | T-2:00 A-85
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    0 0 0 0 0 0 4 - 4  7  0
FIU                        0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  2  0
WP-AIKEY (3-3) LP-DUNFORD (6-3)
GAME 23 | Miami, Fla. | T-2:20 A-151
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E 
WKU                    0 0 1 0 2 2 0 - 5  6  0
FIU                        0 0 0 0 0 4 0 - 4  8  2
WP-SULLIVAN (12-2) Save-AIKEY (4) 
LP-MURASKIN (5-6) 
HR WKU - VORBRINK (1)
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2019 WKU LINE SCORES
GAME 24 | Richmond, Ky. | T-1:58 A-150
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    2 1 0 2 0 1 0 - 6  8  0
EKU                      1 0 4 0 0 0 0 - 5  3  0
WP-AIKEY (4-3) LP-Paulick(5-5) 
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT (5)
HR EKU - Lizzmore (7)
GAME 25 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:56 A-377
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5    R H E
Charlotte             0 0 2 0 0  - 2  5  2
WKU                   6 2 1 2 X - 11 9  0
WP-SULLIVAN (13-2) LP-GREEN (0-4) 
HR WKU-SMITH (6), ENGELHARDT (6)
GAME 26 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:51 A-298
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Charlotte              0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  3  0
WKU                    0 2 3 0 0 0 X - 5  8  1
WP-AIKEY (5-3) LP-PACE (5-5) 
HR WKU - VORBRINK (2)
GAME 27 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:56 A-243
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Charlotte              0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  4  1
WKU                    0 2 0 0 1 0 X - 3  6  3
WP-NUNN (4-0) Save-AIKEY (5) 
LP-CANNON (2-8)
HR WKU - SULLIVAN (1)
GAME 28 | Lexington, Ky. | T-2:04 A-824
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    0 0 0 0 4 0 0 - 4  4  0
Kentucky              0 0 0 1 0 0 0 - 1  3  2
WP-AIKEY (6-3) Save-NUNN (3)
LP-Humes (7-6) 
HR WKU - THOMAS (3), PLESE (2), 
CARTER (1)
HR UK - Peyton (8)
GAME 29 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:12 A-213
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R  H  E
FAU                      0 0 2 0 1 0 0 -  3   4   2
WKU                   2 2 5 0 0 1 X - 10 14 1
WP-AIKEY (7-3) LP-Olson (4-10) 
HR WKU - THOMAS (4), 
ENGELHARDT (7)
GAME 30 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:48 A-238
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
FAU                      0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  0  5 1
WKU                   0 0 1 1 0 0 X -  2  6 0
WP-SULLIVAN (14-2) 
LP-Whitty, Skylar (5-2)
GAME 31 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:10 A-181
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6   R  H  E
FAU                      1 1 0 0 0 0 - 2   5   5
WKU                   2 0 5 0 0 3 - 10 10 2
WP-AIKEY (8-3) LP-Whitty (5-3)
HR WKU - SMITH (7)
GAME 32 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:12 A-877
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  R  H  E
LOU                     3 3 0 0 0 0 1 - 7  7  1
WKU                   1 1 0 0 0 0 0 - 2  4  2
WP-ROBY (7-1) | LP-AIKEY (8-4)
HR LOU - WATSON (1)
GAME 33 | Huntington, W.Va. | T-1:52 A-1000
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6    R  H E
WKU                    0 0 0 0 0 2 - 2   2  1
Marshall               0 0 0 1 1 8 - 10 9  1
WP-TOLBERT (16-10) LP-AIKEY (8-5) 
HR WKU - SULLIVAN (2)
HR MAR-HARRELL (11), ROUSSEAU (1)
GAME 34 | Huntington, W.Va. | T-2:09 A-1000
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    0 0 3 0 0 2 2 - 7  8  0
Marshall               1 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1  4  1
WP-SULLIVAN (15-2) 
LP-WILLIAMSON (7-2)
HR WKU-McGUFFIN (2), SULLIVAN (3)
GAME 35 | Huntington, W.Va. | T-2:47 A-450
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8    R H E
WKU                    2 1 0 0 2 1 1 0 - 7 12 2
Marshall               3 0 0 1 0 3 0 1 - 8  8  0
WP-WILLIAMSON (8-2) 
LP-AIKEY, Kelsey (8-6)
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT (8)
HR MAR - BURCH (4), ROUSSEAU (2)
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2019 WKU SEASON STATS
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Apr 07, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 27-8   Home: 12-2   Away: 7-4   Neutral: 8-2   C-USA: 10-2
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 3 4 3 35-35 99 23 34 7 1 7 30 64  . 6 4 6 15 3 16 0  . 4 3 7 2 0 4-6 299 19 2  . 9 9 4
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 3 3 7 35-35 104 25 35 7 1 2 21 50  . 4 8 1 14 3 12 1  . 4 3 0 0 0 13-16 32 1 2  . 9 4 3
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 2 5 31-31 77 17 25 4 0 2 8 35  . 4 5 5 13 3 16 0  . 4 4 1 0 3 4-4 46 2 2  . 9 6 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 3 2 4 20-9 37 8 12 7 0 1 10 22  . 5 9 5 3 0 7 0  . 3 6 6 1 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 2 4 31-30 71 11 23 2 1 0 8 27  . 3 8 0 8 1 8 0  . 4 0 0 0 0 5-7 149 5 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 1 7 30-22 63 14 20 3 0 1 13 26  . 4 1 3 7 2 7 1  . 3 9 2 2 6 4-5 12 1 0 1.000
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 3 0 8 33-33 91 14 28 8 0 3 24 45  . 4 9 5 3 0 7 1  . 3 0 7 7 2 1-1 6 16 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 2 8 6 35-35 112 20 32 6 2 4 23 54  . 4 8 2 13 1 22 0  . 3 6 2 1 0 7-8 55 29 3  . 9 6 6
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 8 0 35-35 93 28 26 3 1 8 17 55  . 5 9 1 16 1 13 0  . 3 8 4 2 2 12-13 19 54 5  . 9 3 6
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 5 0 22-19 48 11 12 0 0 0 4 12  . 2 5 0 3 0 0 0  . 2 9 4 0 3 7-7 18 0 0 1.000
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 5 0 7-3 12 0 3 1 0 0 2 4  . 3 3 3 0 0 0 0  . 2 5 0 0 1 2-3 9 0 0 1.000
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 2 1 1 22-6 19 8 4 2 0 2 2 12  . 6 3 2 1 1 8 0  . 2 8 6 0 0 3-3 4 0 0 1.000
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 1 8 0 35-35 50 9 9 0 1 0 3 11  . 2 2 0 1 1 5 0  . 2 1 2 0 2 3-3 33 45 11  . 8 7 6
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 1 6 7 14-2 12 5 2 0 0 0 2 2  . 1 6 7 1 0 6 0  . 2 3 1 0 1 3-3 2 1 0 1.000
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 25-13 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 1 0-0 1 6 1  . 8 7 5
22 MURPHY, Macy  . 0 0 0 6-0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 7-0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 20-7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 13 0 1.000
Totals  . 2 9 6 35 896 196 265 50 7 30 167 419  . 4 6 8 98 16 129 3  . 3 7 0 15 21 70-81 686 192 26  . 9 7 1
Opponents  . 2 0 1 35 847 98 170 28 4 18 90 260  . 3 0 7 135 14 297 0  . 3 2 0 2 12 26-32 653 270 54  . 9 4 5
LOB - Team (198), Opp (226). DPs turned - Team (3), Opp (12). CI - Team (0), Opp (1). IBB - Team (0), Opp (3). Picked off -
SULLIVAN,K. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
10 NUNN, Shelby  2 . 1 0 4-0 19 6 1 1/4 3 46.2 42 20 14 16 43 7 2 1  . 2 2 2 2 1 0 0 1
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 4 2 8-6 24 12 2 2/4 5 75.1 53 32 26 42 108 4 1 10  . 1 9 3 11 4 0 1 6
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  2 . 8 6 15-2 20 17 9 4/0 0 105.1 72 44 43 75 145 16 1 7  . 1 9 1 4 9 0 1 5
20 TOWERS, Haylee 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.1 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0 0 0
Totals  2 . 6 0 27-8 35 35 12 11/4 8 228.2 170 98 85 135 297 28 4 18  . 2 0 1 17 14 0 2 12
Opponents  4 . 6 3 8-27 35 35 12 1/0 0 217.2 265 196 144 98 129 50 7 30  . 2 9 6 24 16 0 15 21
PB - Team (4), SMITH,K. 4, Opp (5). Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (1). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (26-32), SULLIVAN,K.
(12-16), AIKEY,K. (10-12), NUNN,S. (4-4).
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2019 WKU C-USA ONLY STATS
2019 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Apr 07, 2019)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 10-2   Home: 6-0   Away: 4-2   C-USA: 10-2
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 6 0 0 8-1 5 3 3 2 0 1 1 8 1.600 1 1 1 0  . 7 1 4 0 0 2-2 2 0 0 1.000
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 4 4 4 12-12 36 9 16 5 0 3 14 30  . 8 3 3 2 0 1 1  . 4 3 9 3 2 1-1 2 7 0 1.000
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 4 3 5 11-10 23 4 10 0 1 0 3 12  . 5 2 2 5 1 2 0  . 5 5 2 0 0 2-2 63 3 0 1.000
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 4 2 3 11-11 26 7 11 2 0 2 4 19  . 7 3 1 8 1 3 0  . 5 7 1 0 1 2-2 12 1 0 1.000
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 3 4 3 12-12 35 5 12 2 0 0 8 14  . 4 0 0 7 0 5 1  . 4 5 2 0 0 2-4 14 0 1  . 9 3 3
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 3 3 3 12-12 33 8 11 3 0 2 11 20  . 6 0 6 9 1 4 0  . 4 8 8 0 0 1-1 85 9 1  . 9 8 9
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 3 3 10-8 24 5 8 2 0 0 4 10  . 4 1 7 3 1 2 1  . 4 2 9 0 3 1-1 4 1 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 2 7 5 12-12 40 9 11 2 0 1 7 16  . 4 0 0 5 1 7 0  . 3 7 0 0 0 2-3 23 12 3  . 9 2 1
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 5 7 12-12 35 8 9 2 0 3 8 20  . 5 7 1 3 0 9 0  . 3 0 8 1 1 2-2 6 23 2  . 9 3 5
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 3 5 7-7 17 6 4 0 0 0 0 4  . 2 3 5 3 0 0 0  . 3 5 0 0 0 6-6 8 0 0 1.000
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 2 2 4-3 9 0 2 0 0 0 1 2  . 2 2 2 0 0 0 0  . 2 2 2 0 1 1-1 6 0 0 1.000
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 1 6 7 9-2 12 2 2 1 0 0 2 3  . 2 5 0 0 0 2 0  . 1 5 4 1 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 0 9 1 12-12 11 2 1 0 0 0 1 1  . 0 9 1 0 1 0 0  . 1 6 7 0 1 0-0 13 18 3  . 9 1 2
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 9-3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 4-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 7-3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 4 0 1.000
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 0 0 0 4-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 3 2 5 12 308 72 100 21 1 12 64 159  . 5 1 6 46 7 37 3  . 4 1 8 5 9 23-26 239 78 10  . 9 6 9
Opponents  . 2 0 7 12 294 32 61 11 2 4 30 88  . 2 9 9 48 9 86 0  . 3 3 5 1 8 6-8 227 93 15  . 9 5 5
LOB - Team (76), Opp (89). DPs turned - Team (0), Opp (8). IBB - Team (0), Opp (3).
(C-USA games only Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  2 . 2 0 5-0 6 6 3 1/0 0 35.0 24 11 11 24 31 6 0 0  . 1 9 5 0 6 0 1 3
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 3 3 4-2 9 3 0 0/3 2 27.0 17 10 9 16 40 1 1 3  . 1 8 1 6 2 0 0 4
10 NUNN, Shelby  3 . 1 7 1-0 7 3 0 0/3 0 17.2 20 11 8 8 15 4 1 1  . 2 6 0 1 1 0 0 1
Totals  2 . 4 6 10-2 12 12 3 4/3 2 79.2 61 32 28 48 86 11 2 4  . 2 0 7 7 9 0 1 8
Opponents  5 . 2 7 2-10 12 12 5 0/0 0 75.2 100 72 57 46 37 21 1 12  . 3 2 5 3 7 0 5 9
PB - Team (2), SMITH,K. 2, Opp (2). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (6-8), AIKEY,K. (4-5), SULLIVAN,K. (1-2), NUNN,S. (1-1).
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2019 WKU TEAM GAME-BY-GAME STATS
2019 WKU Softball
Team Game-by-Game for WKU (as of Apr 07, 2019)
Batting (All games)
Date Opponent ab r h rbi 2b 3b hr tb bb ibb sb cs hbp sac sf gdp k po a e lob avg
Feb 08 vs Missouri State 23 8 7 4 0 0 1 10 4 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 5 15 1 0 5  . 3 0 4
Feb 08 vs Auburn 18 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 7 13 3 2 3  . 2 2 0
Feb 09 vs Florida A&M 21 4 4 4 1 0 0 5 4 0 1 1 1 2 0 0 1 21 5 1 6  . 2 1 0
Feb 09 vs Tennessee State 22 5 6 5 2 0 2 14 1 0 2 0 0 1 1 0 2 21 4 1 2  . 2 2 6
Feb 10 vs South Alabama 28 7 7 6 1 0 0 8 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 4 21 3 0 1  . 2 3 2
Feb 16 WESTERN ILLINOIS 25 5 8 5 0 2 1 15 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 5 21 8 1 5  . 2 4 8
Feb 16 WESTERN ILLINOIS 29 1 7 1 1 0 1 11 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 21 8 0 8  . 2 4 7
Feb 17 WESTERN ILLINOIS 25 7 7 5 2 1 0 11 4 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 3 21 8 0 6  . 2 5 1
Feb 24 BUTLER 25 3 8 3 0 0 1 11 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 3 21 4 0 4  . 2 5 9
Feb 24 CLEVELAND STATE 29 10 10 8 2 1 0 14 5 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 4 21 8 1 7  . 2 6 9
Feb 25 CLEVELAND STATE 24 8 11 8 2 1 2 21 1 0 3 1 0 1 1 0 2 18 7 2 4  . 2 8 6
Feb 25 INDIANA STATE 29 9 10 9 2 0 2 18 5 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 4 21 4 1 7  . 2 9 2
Mar 01 vs Evansville 26 8 9 5 2 0 0 11 5 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 6 15 1 0 10  . 2 9 6
Mar 02 vs Jackson State 20 4 4 3 2 0 0 6 1 0 4 0 1 1 0 0 2 21 9 1 2  . 2 9 1
Mar 02 at Samford 28 8 11 7 3 0 1 17 5 0 3 1 0 0 3 0 3 21 2 2 7  . 2 9 8
Mar 08 vs Wright State 27 6 6 5 1 0 0 7 4 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 3 21 6 0 8  . 2 9 3
Mar 08 vs Saint Louis 26 10 12 7 1 0 0 13 1 0 6 1 0 0 2 0 1 15 3 0 4  . 3 0 4
Mar 09 at Kennesaw State 25 1 5 1 0 0 1 8 3 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 10 20 2 1 8  . 2 9 8
Mar 09 vs Wright State 26 1 4 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 5 0 1 0 0 0 6 18 6 0 5  . 2 9 0
Mar 13 at Lipscomb 33 7 11 6 4 0 2 21 1 0 3 0 0 1 0 0 7 18 2 1 7  . 2 9 3
*Mar 16 at FIU 30 6 12 6 4 0 0 16 2 0 1 0 1 3 0 0 2 21 4 0 9  . 2 9 9
*Mar 16 at FIU 27 4 7 4 1 0 0 8 3 0 4 0 1 0 1 0 3 21 11 0 7  . 2 9 7
*Mar 17 at FIU 27 5 6 4 3 0 1 12 3 0 3 0 0 1 0 0 3 21 4 0 5  . 2 9 3
Mar 20 at Eastern Kentucky 26 6 8 6 1 1 1 14 2 0 0 1 0 2 1 0 2 21 5 0 4  . 2 9 4
*Mar 23 CHARLOTTE 21 11 9 10 2 0 2 17 7 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 2 15 3 0 5  . 2 9 8
*Mar 23 CHARLOTTE 23 5 8 5 2 0 1 13 5 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 4 21 8 1 5  . 3 0 0
*Mar 24 CHARLOTTE 24 3 6 2 0 0 1 9 3 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 4 21 9 3 6  . 2 9 8
Mar 26 at Kentucky 27 4 4 4 0 0 3 13 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 21 6 0 5  . 2 9 3
*Mar 30 FLORIDA ATLANTIC 29 10 14 10 3 1 2 25 5 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 2 21 8 1 7  . 3 0 0
*Mar 30 FLORIDA ATLANTIC 21 2 6 2 1 0 0 7 2 0 1 0 0 2 0 1 3 21 6 0 5  . 3 0 0
*Mar 31 FLORIDA ATLANTIC 23 10 10 6 2 0 1 15 7 0 2 0 0 3 1 1 0 18 5 2 7  . 3 0 4
Apr 03 LOUISVILLE 26 2 4 1 2 0 0 6 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 5 21 9 2 4  . 2 9 9
*Apr 06 at Marshall University 21 2 2 2 0 0 1 5 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 4 17 8 1 5  . 2 9 4
*Apr 06 at Marshall University 29 7 8 6 0 0 2 14 2 0 2 0 1 0 1 0 2 21 8 0 5  . 2 9 3
*Apr 07 at Marshall University 33 7 12 7 3 0 1 18 5 0 1 0 2 0 1 0 8 21 4 2 10  . 2 9 6
Totals 896 196 265 167 50 7 30 419 98 0 70 11 16 21 15 3 129 686 192 26 198  . 2 9 6
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 MARSHALL (4-7) AT BATS MR, MARSHALL (4-7-19) 5
 2 MR, FAU (3-31) RUNS VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10-18) 3
 3 MR, MARSHALL (4-7) HITS MR, MARSHALL (4-7-19) 3
 1 MR, MARSHALL (4-7) DOUBLES VS. TENNESSEE TECH (2-16-18) 2
 1 WESTERN IL (2-16) TRIPLES WESTERN IL (2-16-19) 1
 2 TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) HOME RUNS TENNESSEE ST.  (2-9-19) 2
 3 LIPSCOMB (3-13) RBI 4X, MR LIPSCOMB (3-13-19) 3
 3 MR, FAU (3-31) WALKS/HBP MR, FAU (3-31-19) 3
 1 MR, FAU (3-30) STOLEN BASES MR, FAU (3-30-19) 1
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 14X, MR FAU (3-31) AT BATS MR, AT FAU (4-28-18) 5
 2 4X, MR FAU (3-31) RUNS 123, MR VS. FAU (3-31-19) 2
 3 FAU (3-31) HITS 3X, MR VS. FAU (3-31-19) 3
 1 6X, MR FIU (3-17) DOUBLES 20X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-25-19) 1
 1 2X MR, EKU (3-20) TRIPLES 5X, MR EKU (3-20-19) 1
 1 MR, FAU (3-30) HOME RUNS 10X, MR FAU (3-30-19) 1
 3 EKU (3-20) RBI 2X, MR AT FAU (4-28-18) 4
 2 MR, MARSHALL (4-7) WALKS/HBP 12, MR MARSHALL (4-7-19) 2











• bowling green, ky.
• baTs r / Throws r
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .317 54-54 161 42 51 16 3 6 27 91 .565 40 2 37 2 .454 2 2 6-8 70 2 3 .960
2019 .286 35-35 112 20 32 6 2 4 23 54 .482 13 1 22 0 .362 1 0 7-7 55 29 3 .966
CAREER .304 89-89 273 62 83 22 5 10 50 145 .531 53 3 59 2 .419 3 2 13-15 125 31 6 .963
THOMAS’ CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .240 54-54 146 33 35 10 0 5 22 60 .411 21 4 34 1 .345 3 4 4-4 252 28 9 .969
2019 .343 35-35 99 23 34 7 1 7 30 64 .646 15 3 16 0 .437 2 0 4-6 299 19 2 .994
CAREER .282 89-89 245 56 69 17 1 12 52 124 .506 36 7 50 1 .382 5 4 8-10 551 47 11 .982
SMITH’S CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2015          CHATTANOOGA STATE CC
2016          CHATTANOOGA STATE CC
2017 .289 34-5 38 4 11 3 0 1 7 17 .447 2 2 7 0 .341 2 0 0-0 3 0 0 1.000
2018           DNP
2019 .337 35-35 104 25 35 7 1 2 21 50 .481 14 3 12 1 .430 0 0 13-16 32 1 2 .943
CAREER .324 69-40 142 29 46 10 1 3 28 66 .465 16 5 19 1 .406 2 0 13-16 35 1 2 .947
PLESE’S CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 8X, MR MARSHALL (4-7) AT BATS 8X, MR FAU (3-31-19) 4
 3 MR, FAU (3-30) RUNS MR, FAU (3-30-19) 3
 3 FIU (3-16) HITS LIPSCOMB (3-16-19) 3
 1 7X, MR CHARLOTTE (3-23) DOUBLES 10X, MR CHARLOTTE (3-23-19) 1
 1 CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) TRIPLES CLEVELAND ST. (2-25-19) 1
 1 2X, MR KENTUCKY (3-26) HOME RUNS 3X, MR KENTUCKY (3-26-19) 1
 3 MR, FIU (3-16) RBI 2X, MR FIU (3-16-19) 3
 2 MR, FAU (3-30) WALKS/HBP MR, FAU (3-30-19) 2






• baTs l / Throws l







• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 MR, MARSHALL (4-7) AT BATS 14x, MR MARSHALL (4-7-19) 4
 3 MISSOURI ST. (2-8) RUNS 3X, MR MISSOURI ST. (2-8-19) 3
 2 MR, MARSHALL (4-7) HITS MR, VS. TENN. ST. (2-17-18) 3
 1 MR, FAU (3-30) DOUBLES VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 1 WESTERN IL (2-16) TRIPLES 4X, MR WESTERN IL (2-16-19) 1
 1 8X, MR MARSHALL (4-7) HOME RUNS 20X, MR MARSHALL (4-7-19) 1
 3 CHARLOTTE (3-23) RBI VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-17-18) 4
 3 CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) WALKS/HBP MR, CLEVELAND ST. (2-24-19) 3
 2 MR, LOUISVILLE (4-3) STOLEN BASES 6X, MR LOUISVILLE (4-3-19) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .069 41-36 29 6 2 0 0 0 2 2 .069 5 0 11 0 .206 0 3 1-1 38 45 12 .874
2017 .213 58-48 108 19 23 3 0 5 14 41 .380 14 1 24 0 .309 0 3 9-12 70 103 13 .930
2018 .278 54-54 151 34 42 10 3 7 25 79 .523 15 0 38 0 .339 2 8 9-13 48 127 9 .951
2019 .280 35-35 93 28 26 3 1 8 17 55 .591 16 1 13 0 .384 2 2 12-13 19 54 5 .936
CAREER .244 188-173 381 87 93 16 4 20 57 177 .465 50 2 86 0 .332 4 16 31-39 175 329 39 .928
ENGELHARDT’S CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 MR, MARSHALL (4-7) AT BATS SAME
 2 MR, MARSHALL (4-6) RUNS SAME
 3 FAU (3-30) HITS SAME
 2 FAU (3-30) DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 1 MARSHALL (4-6) HOME RUNS SAME
 3 CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) RBI SAME
 1 MR, FIU (3-17) WALKS/HBP SAME
 1 FIU (3-16) STOLEN BASES SAME 
 7.0 MR, MARSHALL (4-6) IP SAME
 0 EVANSVILLE (3-1) FEWEST HITS SAME 
 0 FLORIDA ATLANTIC (3-30) FEWEST ER SAME 






• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 MR, FIU (3-16) AT BATS SAME
 2 CHARLOTTE (3-23) RUNS SAME
 2 MR, LIPSCOMB (3-13) HITS SAME
 - - DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 1 4X, MR LIPSCOMB (3-13) RBI SAME
 1 MR CHARLOTTE (3-24) WALKS/HBP SAME






• baTs l / Throws l
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2019 .308 33-33 91 14 28 8 0 3 24 45 .495 3 0 7 1 .307 7 2 1-1 6 16 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2019 2.86 15-2 20 17 9 4/0 0 105.1 72 44 43 75 145 16 1 7 466 .191 4 9 0 1 5
SULLIVAN’S CAREER STATS
DAVIS’ CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2019 .250 22-19 48 11 12 0 0 0 4 12 .250 3 0 0 0 .294 0 3 7-7 18 0 0 1.000
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
10
shelby nunn   
• sophomore
• piTcher
• bowling green, ky
• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18-18) 2
 - - RUNS VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 - - HITS VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 - - RBI VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 3
 - - WALKS/HBP 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18-18) 1
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 6.0 CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) IP 4X, MR VS. MARSHALL (4-22-18) 7.0
 0 MR, KENTUCKY (3-26) FEWEST HITS MR, KENTUCKY (3-26-19) 0
 0 MR, KENTUCKY (3-26) FEWEST ER 9X, MR KENTUCKY (3-26-19) 0
 5 MR, FIU (3-16) STRIKEOUTS VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 11
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .200 44-29 5 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 .800 2 0 2 0 .429 0 0 0-0 5 45 0 1.000
2019 - 19-6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0-0 1 13 0 1.000
CAREER .200 63-35 5 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 .800 2 0 2 0 .429 0 0 0-0 6 58 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2018 3.55 15-15 44 27 10 2/0 3 177.1 212 117 90 36 104 46 2 11 794 .288 5 3 0 5 13
2019 2.10 4-0 19 6 1 1/4 3 46.2 42 20 14 16 43 7 2 1 207 .222 2 1 0 0 1
CAREER 3.25 19-15 63 33 11 3/4 6 224.0 254 137 104 52 147 53 4 12 1001 .274 7 4 0 5 14
NUNN’S CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 3 CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) AT BATS SAME 
 1 5X, MR CHARLOTTE (3-23) RUNS SAME
 1 2X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) HITS SAME
 - - DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 1 2X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) RBI SAME
 1 TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) WALKS/HBP SAME






• baTs r / Throws r
RIDGE’S CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2019 .167 14-2 12 5 2 0 0 0 2 2 .167 1 0 6 0 .231 0 1 3-3 2 1 0 1.000
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12
kelsey aikey   
• Junior
• piTcher
• cedar falls, iowa
• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 1 EKU (3-20) AT BATS LIPSCOMB (3-22-17) 3
 - - RUNS - -
 - - HITS AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - WALKS/HBP AAMU (3-16-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 7.0 TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) IP VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 8.0
 1 SAINT LOUIS (3-8) FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 0
 0 MR, CHARLOTTE (3-23) FEWEST ER MR, EKU (3-23-19) 0
 11 FLORIDA ATLANTIC (3-30) STRIKEOUTS FLORIDA ATLANTIC (3-30-19) 11
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .083 27-9 12 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .083 3 0 5 0 .267 0 0 0-0 4 21 2 .926
2018 .000 39-19 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 1 0 .000 0 0 0-0 7 22 1 .967
2019 .000 24-12 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 1 0 .000 0 1 0-0 1 6 1 .875
TOTALS .059 90-40 17 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .059 3 0 7 0 .200 0 1 0-0 12 49 4 .938
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 2.92 7-4 27 9 5 1/0 3 93.1 86 59 39 65 54 12 0 6 437 .244 19 8 1 3 9
2018 3.15 12-9 39 19 7 3/1 3 142.0 123 73 64 69 108 19 2 16 621 .234 15 8 0 5 14
2019 2.42 8-6 24 12 2 2/4 5 75.1 53 32 26 42 108 4 1 10 328 .193 11 4 0 1 6
TOTALS 2.91 27-19 90 40 14 6/5 11 310.2 262 164 129 176 270 35 3 32 1386 .227 45 20 1 9 29
AIKEY’S CAREER STATS
11
Jordan vorbrink  
• senior
• uTiliTy
• louisville, ky. | louisville
• baTs l / Throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 2X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) AT BATS AT UAB (4-14-18) 5
 2 MR, CHARLOTTE (3-23) RUNS MR, CHARLOTTE (3-23-19) 2
 3 FIU (3-17) HITS MR, AT FIU (3-17-19) 3
 1 MR, LOUISVILLE (4-3) DOUBLES MR, FAU (3-31-19) 1
 - - TRIPLES MR, VS. NCC (4-17-16) 1
 1 MR, CHARLOTTE (3-23) HOME RUNS 4X, MR CHARLOTTE(3-23-19) 1
 2 FIU (3-17) RBI 2X, MR VS. UTEP (4-8-18) 3
 2 MR, MARSHALL (4-7) WALKS/HBP 9X, MR MARSHALL (4-7-19) 2
 1 MR, FAU (3-30) STOLEN BASES VS. EKU (4-11-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .244 24-15 41 6 10 3 3 1 9 22 .537 2 0 7 1 .273 1 2 1-1 101 2 1 .990
2017 .143 26-15 28 3 4 0 0 0 1 4 .143 0 4 5 1 .250 0 0 0-0 21 0 0 1.000
2018 .256 54-54 160 23 41 6 0 1 24 50 .313 20 3 34 1 .350 0 2 6-7 87 14 4 .962
2019 .325 31-31 77 17 25 4 0 2 8 35 .455 13 3 16 0 .441 0 3 4-4 46 2 2 .960
CAREER .258 135-115 306 49 79 13 3 4 42 111 .363 35 10 62 3 .352 1 7 11-12 255 18 7 .975
VORBRINK’S CAREER STATS
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS SAME
 - - RUNS SAME
 - - HITS SAME
 - - DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 - - RBI SAME
 - - WALKS/HBP SAME











• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 MR, WRIGHT ST. (3-8) AT BATS MR, AT USM (3-11-18) 5
 1 8X, MR MARSHALL (4-6) RUNS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 3 INDIANA ST. (2-25) HITS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 5*
 1 7X, MR CHARLOTTE (3-23) DOUBLES EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 - - TRIPLES VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 1 INDIANA ST. (2-25) HOME RUNS MR, INDIANA ST. (2-25-19) 1
 4 INDIANA ST. (2-25) RBI INDIANA ST. (2-25-19) 4
 1 MR, SAMFORD (3-2) WALKS/HBP WRIGHT STATE (2-25-17) 3
 1 JACKSON ST. (3-2) STOLEN BASES JACKSON ST. (3-2-19) 1
STOWERS’ CAREER STATS
16
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .215 44-31 107 12 23 4 0 3 13 36 .336 13 0 27 1 .298 1 1 0-0 24 1 3 .893
2018 .167 32-11 60 8 10 2 1 0 5 14 .233 3 0 12 2 .206 0 0 0-0 2 1 0 1.000
2019 .324 20-9 37 8 12 7 0 1 10 22 .595 3 0 7 0 .366 1 0 1-1 0 0 0 -
TOTALS .221 96-51 204 28 45 13 1 4 28 72 .353 19 0 46 3 .284 2 1 1-1 26 2 3 .903







• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 3 MR, MARSHALL (4-7) AT BATS VS. UAB (5-10-17) 6
 2 MARSHALL (4-6) RUNS MR, AT FAU (4-28-18) 3
 2 MARSHALL (4-7) HITS UAB (5-10-17) 4
 2 MARSHALL (4-7) DOUBLES AT MARSHALL (4-7-19) 2
 - - TRIPLES AT USM (3-10-18) 1
 1 MR, AT MARSHALL (4-6) HOME RUNS MR AT MARSHALL (4-7-19) 1
 1 MR, AT MARSHALL (4-7) RBI AT FAU (4-28-18) 4
 1 MR, AT MARSHALL (4-7) WALKS/HBP 2X, MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-25-18) 3
 1 MR, FAU (3-31) STOLEN BASES MR, VS.TENN. ST. (2-16-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .200 47-47 120 18 24 6 0 4 13 42 .350 18 1 24 1 .305 2 5 6-6 63 20 5 .943
2017 .246 60-56 134 23 33 9 0 2 16 48 .358 19 11 35 0 .382 1 6 13-16 93 10 2 .981
2018 .291 53-53 141 30 41 8 1 7 25 72 .511 24 4 35 0 .404 2 1 5-7 65 11 2 .974
2019 .211 22-6 19 8 4 2 0 2 2 12 .632 1 1 8 0 .286 0 0 3-3 4 0 0 1.000
Totals .246 182-162 414 79 102 25 1 15 56 174 .420 62 17 102 1 .363 5 12 27-32 225 41 9 .967







• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 3 9X, MR FAU (3-31) AT BATS AT UTEP (4-9-17) 5
 1 9X, MR CHARLOTTE (3-24) RUNS AT UTEP (4-8-17) 3
 1 9X, MR CHARLOTTE (3-24) HITS MR, AT FAU (4-28-18) 2
 - - DOUBLES MR, AT UTEP (4-8-17) 1
 1 WESTERN IL (2-17) TRIPLES WESTERN IL (2-17-19) 1
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 1 3X, MR CHARLOTTE (2-23) RBI 5X, MR AT FAU (4-28-18) 2
 1 MR, FIU (3-16) WALKS/HBP MR, VS. LIPSCOMB (5-3-18) 2
 1 MR, 3X WRIGHT ST. (3-9) STOLEN BASES MR, WRIGHT ST. (3-9-19) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .154 59-57 130 16 20 4 0 0 8 24 .185 14 6 26 0 .267 0 5 3-4 172 79 7 .973
2018 .204 49-47 113 15 23 0 0 0 16 23 .204 6 0 9 0 .242 1 8 1-1 90 69 7 .958
2019 .180 35-35 50 9 9 0 1 0 3 11 .220 1 1 5 0 .212 0 2 3-3 33 45 11 .876
TOTALS .177 143-139 293 40 52 4 1 0 27 58 .198 21 7 40 0 .248 1 15 7-8 295 193 25 .951
MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 1 4X, MR JACKSON ST. (3-2) AT BATS SAME
 - - RUNS SAME
 - - HITS SAME
 - - DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 - - RBI SAME
 - - WALKS/HBP SAME






• baTs r / Throws r
MURPHY’S CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2019 .000 6-0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 1 0 .000 0 0 0-0 0 0 0 -
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .000 7-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 2-2 1 2 0 1.000
2018 - 11-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 1-1 0 0 0 -
2019 - 7-0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 1-1 0 0 0 -
TOTALS .000 25-0 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 4-4 1 2 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 5.25 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.2 4 2 2 3 1 0 0 0 13 .400 1 0 0 0 0
2018 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0 17 .333 2 1 0 0 0
2019 - 0-0 0 0 0 0/0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  0 0 0 0 0






• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS - -
 1 MR, MARSHALL (4-6) RUNS MR, MARSHALL (4-7-19) 1
 - - HITS - -
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI - -
 - - WALKS/HBP ALABAMA STATE (5-16-17) 1
 1 FIU (3-17) STOLEN BASES MR, VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 - - IP EKU (5-3-17) 1.1
 - - FEWEST HITS 2X, MR VS. APSU (3-3-18) 1
 - - FEWEST ER MR, APSU (3-3-18) 0





• crown poinT, ind.
• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 MARSHALL (4-6) AT BATS UAB (5-10-17) 6
 2 MARSHALL (4-7) RUNS VS. TENN. STATE (2-17-18) 3
 2 MR, MARSHALL (4-6) HITS MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25-18) 3
 1 MR, FAU (3-30) DOUBLES VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25-18) 2
 - - TRIPLES MR, VS. GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 1
 1 AT KENTUCKY (3-26) HOME RUNS MR, AT KENTUCKY (3-26-19) 1
 2 FAU (3-30) RBI MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 4
 1 7X, MR MARSHALL (4-7) WALKS/HBP 4X, MR VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 2 LIPSCOMB (3-13) STOLEN BASES 2X, MR LIPSCOMB (3-13-19) 2
CARTER’S CAREER STATS
26
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .222 52-24 99 14 22 4 1 2 15 34 .343 14 3 23 0 .333 1 1 3-4 23 1 3 .889
2018 .327 52-49 150 27 49 6 2 5 35 74 .493 19 2 23 1 .407 1 7 11-13 9 2 2 .846
2019 .317 30-22 63 14 20 3 0 1 13 26 .413 7 2 7 1 .392 2 6 4-5 12 1 0 1.000





• baTs l /Throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 WESTERN IL (2-17) AT BATS AT UAB (4-14-18) 6
 2 EKU (3-20) RUNS MR, AT EKU (3-20-19) 2
 2 MR, MARSHALL (4-6) HITS VS. HAMPTON (2-9-18) 4
 1 MR, LOUISVILLE (4-3) DOUBLES 8X, MR LOUISVILLE (4-3-19) 1
 1 FAU (3-30) TRIPLES VS. FAU (3-30-19) 1
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 2 BUTLER (2-24) RBI MR, BUTLER (2-24-19) 2
 2 CHARLOTTE (3-23) WALKS/HBP VS. UTEP (4-7-18) 3
 1 MR, MARSHALL (4-7) STOLEN BASES MR, MARSHALL (4-7-19) 1
BOWLDS’ CAREER STATS
28
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .303 50-50 155 22 47 6 3 0 13 59 .381 14 0 26 1 .361 0 13 8-12 360 10 7 .981
2019 .324 31-30 71 11 23 2 1 0 8 27 .380 8 1 8 0 .400 0 0 5-7 149 5 0 1.000
CAREER .310 81-80 226 33 70 8 4 0 21 86 .381 22 1 34 1 .373 0 13 13-19 509 15 7 .987
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3 Shannon Plese
R-Senior | OF | L/L
Knoxville, Tenn. | South Carolina
4 Kennedy Sullivan
Freshman | P/OF | R/R
Georgetown, Ky.
6 Taylor Davis
Freshman | OF | L/L
Huntsville, Ala.
10 Shelby Nunn
Sophomore | P | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
11 Jordan Vorbrink
Senior | UTL | L/L
Louisville, Ky. | Louisville
15 Kelsey McGuffin
Senior | OF | R/R
Elizabethtown, Ky.
12 Kelsey Aikey
Junior | P | R/R
Cedar Falls, Iowa
16 Tommi Stowers
Junior | C | R/R
Columbus, Ind.
19 Sydne Solomon






Senior | IF | R/R
Rockport, Ind.
9 Jordan Ridge
Freshman | UTL | R/R
Louisville, Ky.
1 Jordan Thomas
Sophomore | UTL | L/L
Lebabon, Ky.
2 Kendall Smith
Sophomore | C | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
22 Macy Murphy
Freshman | IF | R/R
Murfreesboro, Tenn.
23 Morgan McElroy
Junior | IF | R/R
Madisonville, Ky.
24 Cassidy Blackford
R-Junior | P | R/R
Marshalltown, Iowa
26 Paige Carter
Junior | UTL | R/R
Crown Point, Ind.
28 Maddie Bowlds
Sophomore | IF | L/L
Utica, Ky.
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Games 36 & 37 PDF box scores attached. 
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Season stats PDF attached. 
Jordan Thomas action photo attached – please credit Katie Stratman/WKU Athletics. 
  
BIG DAY FROM THOMAS LEADS HILLTOPPERS TO SATURDAY SPLIT WITH NORTH TEXAS 
  
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – A three-homerun day by WKU Softball helped the squad to a Saturday 
doubleheader split against North Texas on The Hill. Jordan Thomas got the Hilltopper offense started in 
both games with a leadoff home run while scoring four of the team’s five runs on the day. After 
suffering an 8-2 loss in the opening tilt, WKU responded and led the whole way in game two en route to 
a 3-1 win behind a complete-game two hitter from Shelby Nunn. 
  
“Jordan Thomas set the tone in a big way today – what a way to show up,” head coach Amy Tudor 
opened. “I thought our response from game one to game two was impressive on all levels. We had 
focus, productivity on both offense and defense, not to mention lots of hustle. Shelby Nunn held down 
the circle and had a wonderful performance today.” 
  
With the win in the day’s second game, WKU has matched its win total from the 2018 campaign with a 
28-9 overall record. The squad improved to 11-3 in Conference USA action with the split – marking the 
team’s most wins in league play since the program put together a 16-4 reading in 2015. North Texas 
moved to 26-13 and 11-3 with the loss. 
  
WKU limited the high-powered North Texas offense to a .167 batting average on the day while working 
at a .286 clip itself. The Hilltoppers collected 14 hits across the day while limiting the Mean Green to 
eight. 
  
GAME 1: NORTH TEXAS 8, WKU 2 
  
North Texas took advantage of a pair of first-inning walks and a double to take a 2-0 lead. In the bottom 
of the frame, Jordan Thomas worked a full count before connecting for a leadoff home run to cut the 
Hilltoppers’ deficit to 2-1. The longball marked the fifth of the season for the sophomore. 
  
After North Texas added two more runs in the top of the second the sides would go on to hold each 
other scoreless for the next eight half innings. In the bottom of the sixth, WKU saw Paige Carter connect 
for a solo home run to pull the Red and White within 4-2. Carter’s shot was her second of the season. 
  
In the top of the seventh, North Texas responded with four more runs before Kelsey Aikey got the 
Hilltoppers back to the dugout with a strikeout. Rebekah Engelhardt looked to spark the WKU offense 
for a late rally with a one-out single back up the middle but would be erased on a double play two 
pitches later to close the game. 
  
Kennedy Sullivan took the loss in the circle – her first in league play – and moved to 15-3 on the season 
and 5-1 in C-USA action. She finished with a line of 6.1 innings pitched, six hits, eight runs, six walks and 
four strikeouts before giving way to Aikey for the last two outs. 
  
Kendall Smith recorded a single and double in the outing for her eighth multi-hit game of the season. 
Sullivan added to her cause at the plate with a double as well. 
  
WKU and North Texas each finished with six hits in the 8-2 decision that favored the Mean Green. 
  
GAME 2: WKU 3, NORTH TEXAS 1 
  
Sophomore pitcher Shelby Nunn tossed a complete-game two-hitter in game two as the Hilltoppers got 
another leadoff homerun from Jordan Thomas for an early lead and never looked back. 
  
For Nunn, after a leadoff walk and a strikeout looking, the Hilltopper infield went on lockdown with 
groundouts for the next nine outs spanning into the fourth inning. The righty went on to sit down the 
12th-straight Mean Green batter with her second of four punchouts on the day before North Texas 
finally broke into the hit column. From there, Nunn and the defense began a new streak and sat down 
seven more UNT batters in a row. 
  
In the bottom of the third, Thomas added a double to her day’s work before a Paige Carter single scored 
Thomas for the Hilltoppers’ first run on a ball that stayed inside the park. Thomas went on to draw a 
leadoff walk in the bottom of the fifth before moving into scoring position on a bunt single from Carter. 
Both runners would swipe their way into scoring position before Sullivan delivered an RBI sac bunt to 
score Thomas for the Hilltoppers’ third run. Shannon Plese would go on to reach base for the second 
time of the game with a walk before stealing her team-best 14th base of the season and ending up 
stranded. 
  
North Texas finally found its way into the scoring column in the top of the seventh. The Mean Green’s 
three-hole hitter sent a double to the gap before moving to third on a wild pitch and scoring on a 
groundout for the final 3-1 tally. 
  
Thomas and Carter each tallied 2-for-3 performances with an RBI and stolen base. Thomas would end up 
scoring all three of the Hilltoppers runs in the win. Plese, Engelhardt, Maddie Bowlds and Jordan 
Vorbrink each tallied a hit for the Red and White while Morgan McElroy added a sac bunt of her own. 
  
Nunn finished with a line of 7.0 innings pitched, two hits, one run, one walk and four strikeouts, needing 
just 81 pitches to do so.  She now owns two complete games on the season in her seven starts. 
  
WKU outhit the Mean Green 8-2 in the errorless affair as the Hilltoppers stranded seven runners on base 
against just two by North Texas. 
  
Next game: WKU will look to claim its fourth series of the season on Sunday in its rubber match against 
North Texas. First pitch is slated for 1 p.m. CT and the game will be streamed live on CUSA.tv. 
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Game 38 PDF box score attached. 
Conference USA stats PDF attached. 
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Action photo of Kendall Smith attached – please credit Katie Stratman - WKU Athletics. 
  
SMITH’S 4-RBI DAY, AIKEY’S ONE-HITTER LEAD TOPS TO SERIES WIN OVER NORTH TEXAS 
  
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – For the third-straight game against North Texas, WKU Softball saw a Hilltopper 
connect for a first-inning home run as Kendall Smith gave the Red and White a lead they’d never 
relinquish before Shannon Plese made it back-to-back homers en route to an 8-0, five-inning, run-rule 
win over North Texas to clinch the series on Sunday. Kelsey Aikey spun a one-hit shutout while racking 
up eight strikeouts on the day. Jordan Thomas also delivered a home run, marking her third-straight 
game with one. 
  
Sunday’s win over the Mean Green secured the Hilltoppers’ fourth series victory of the season as the 
Red and White improved to 29-9 overall and 12-3 in Conference USA action. North Texas dropped to 26-
15 with the loss and 11-4 in league play. 
  
“We set the tone today both in the circle and at the plate,” head coach Amy Tudor opened. “Kelsey 
Aikey threw it well and we hit it far. This was a big series win for us against a seasoned opponent in 
North Texas.” 
  
WKU’s bats stayed hot as the Hilltoppers sent seven batters to the plate in the first inning. After two 
quick outs, Kennedy Sullivan drew a walk before Smith stepped into the box and sent a 2-0 pitch 
towards the parking structure in left-center field for a 2-0 Hilltopper lead. Four pitches later, Plese sent a 
no-doubter to straight-away center for a 3-0 WKU lead. 
  
With two outs again in the bottom of the second, Thomas connected with her third home run in as 
many games against the Mean Green to put the Hilltoppers up 4-0. Back on the dirt, Aikey picked up her 
fourth and fifth strikeouts of the day in the top of the third before striking out the side between a pair of 
walks in the fourth. All three punchouts in the frame were called strikeouts as half of the junior’s eight 
strikeouts were of the looking variety. 
  
After a 1-2-3 inning in the top of the fifth, the Hilltoppers went to work to secure the squad’s seventh 
run-rule win of the season. Paige Carter was the first of eight WKU batters to make a plate appearance 
in the frame and opened things up with a base hit off the North Texas pitcher. Sullivan followed with a 
single with both runners moving into scoring position on a throwing error. Smith stepped back into the 
box and connected with a two-run single to the right-center gap to bring her RBI total to four on the day 
before Cassidy Blackford would take over on the basepaths for her. Two batters later, Jordan Vorbrink 
dropped a double into the gap, moving Blackford over to third. Rebekah Engelhardt followed with an 
RBI-fielder’s choice that saw Blackford slide in safely under the tag at the plate. Another fielder’s choice 
followed that saw Morgan McElroy reach safely as the Mean Green got its second out with a play at the 
plate. With a 0-1 count on her, Maddie Bowlds dropped an RBI-base hit in down the leftfield line that 
allowed Engelhardt to trot home for the game-ending run. 
  
Smith’s two-hit day was her second two-knock game of the weekend and seventh of the season. Her 
four runs batted in were a career high for the sophomore. 
  
Aikey earned the win in the circle with her third complete-game shutout of the season. With a line of 
one hit, zero runs, four walks and eight strikeouts, Aikey improved to 9-6 on the season and 5-2 in 
league play. 
  
The Hilltoppers improved to 14-3 in games at the WKU Softball Complex this season the series-clinching 
win on Sunday. 
  
“This win today was for my mom, Cat,” Tudor shared. “I want to say thank you to our team and their 
families for the outpouring of support and prayers over these last couple of days.” 
  
Tudor’s mother was in a car accident Friday afternoon and is currently receiving medical attention in 
Nashville. 
  
Next game: WKU will hit the road for a doubleheader on Wednesday at Tennessee Tech, marking the 
first of five-straight games on the road. The team will head to Murfreesboro for a Friday and Saturday 
series against the Blue Raiders following its midweek action. 
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BIG WEEKEND LANDS JORDAN THOMAS CONFERENCE USA PLAYER OF THE WEEK HONORS 
  
DALLAS – After delivering three home runs in WKU’s pivotal three-game series win over North Texas this 
past weekend, Hilltopper Softball’s Jordan Thomas has been recognized as Conference USA’s Player of 
the Week the league office announced Monday. The Red and White’s leadoff batter, Thomas opened 
both of Saturday’s tilts with a homer before adding her third longball of the weekend in her second trip 
to the plate on Sunday. 
  
“What a weekend Jordan Thomas had for us at the plate and in the field,” head coach Amy Tudor shared 
of her second baseman. “She set the tone for us in a big way. It is so special to me that she was honored 
as Player of the Week for her performance as she wore ‘Cat’ for my mom on the tape on her arm all 
weekend. I am so proud of her and her performance; she is well-deserving of this honor.” 
  
Thomas only delivered extra-base hits across the weekend series, putting up an outrageous 1.556 
slugging percentage while hitting .444. In WKU’s 3-1 game two win, Thomas scored all three of the 
team’s runs after going 2-for-3 at the plate along with a walk and stolen base. 
  
The Lebanon, Ky., native finished the weekend 4-for-9 at the plate with five runs scored, three runs 
batted in, three home runs and a double; not to mention her perfect fielding rate at second base. 
  
Thomas is the second Hilltopper to earn Player of the Week recognition from Conference USA this 
season after Jordan Vorbrink collected co-honors on April 1. Thomas and Vorbrink are the first two WKU 
players to earn C-USA Player of the Week recognition. The award is the first of Thomas’ career on The 
Hill. 
  
With the big weekend from Thomas, WKU Softball was able to take down fellow first-place team North 




Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Apr 14, 2019)
(North Texas Series Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 2-1   Home: 2-1   Away: 0-0   C-USA: 2-1
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 5 7 1 3-3 7 1 4 1 0 1 4 8 1.143 2 0 0 0  . 6 6 7 0 0 0-0 18 0 1  . 9 4 7
26 CARTER, Paige  . 4 4 4 3-3 9 2 4 0 0 1 2 7  . 7 7 8 0 0 0 0  . 4 4 4 0 0 1-1 1 0 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 4 4 4 3-3 9 5 4 1 0 3 3 14 1.556 1 0 2 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 1-1 5 3 0 1.000
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 3 3 3-2 6 0 2 2 0 0 0 4  . 6 6 7 1 0 0 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 2 8 6 3-3 7 2 2 1 0 0 1 3  . 4 2 9 1 0 2 0  . 3 7 5 0 1 0-0 1 0 0 1.000
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 2 5 0 3-3 8 0 2 0 0 0 1 2  . 2 5 0 0 1 0 0  . 3 3 3 0 0 0-1 18 0 0 1.000
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 2 5 0 3-3 8 1 2 0 0 1 1 5  . 6 2 5 1 0 2 0  . 3 3 3 0 0 1-1 3 0 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 2 2 3-3 9 1 2 0 0 0 1 2  . 2 2 2 0 0 1 0  . 2 2 2 0 0 0-0 5 8 0 1.000
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 0 0 0 3-3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 1 0-0 3 8 0 1.000
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 2-1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 0 0 1.000
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 1-1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 3 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 2 0 0 1.000
22 MURPHY, Macy  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 2-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 1-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 3 0 1 3 73 13 22 5 0 6 13 45  . 6 1 6 6 1 12 0  . 3 6 3 0 2 3-4 57 19 1  . 9 8 7
Opponents  . 1 4 1 3 64 9 9 3 0 1 8 15  . 2 3 4 13 2 17 0  . 3 0 0 1 1 3-3 53 24 2  . 9 7 5
LOB - Team (16), Opp (15). DPs turned - Team (0), Opp (1).
(North Texas Series Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  0 . 0 0 1-0 2 1 1 1/0 0 5.2 1 0 0 6 9 0 0 0  . 0 5 6 2 1 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  1 . 0 0 1-0 1 1 1 0/0 0 7.0 2 1 1 1 4 1 0 0  . 0 8 7 1 0 0 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  7 . 7 4 0-1 1 1 0 0/0 0 6.1 6 8 7 6 4 2 0 1  . 2 6 1 0 1 0 1 1
Totals  2 . 9 5 2-1 3 3 2 1/0 0 19.0 9 9 8 13 17 3 0 1  . 1 4 1 3 2 0 1 1
Opponents  5 . 1 5 1-2 3 3 1 0/0 0 17.2 22 13 13 6 12 5 0 6  . 3 0 1 1 1 0 0 2
SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (3-3), NUNN,S. (1-1), SULLIVAN,K. (1-1), AIKEY,K. (1-1).
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Apr 14, 2019)
(North Texas Series Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 18 18 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 13 5 8 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan 11 3 8 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 8 5 3 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon 3 3 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey 2 2 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy 1 1 0 0 1.000 0 1 0 1.000 0 0
 6 DAVIS, Taylor 1 1 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 1 1 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 19 18 0 1  . 9 4 7 0 3 0 1.000 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 1 0 1.000 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 1 0 1.000 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
22 MURPHY, Macy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 77 57 19 1  . 9 8 7 0 3 0 1.000 0 0
Opponents 79 53 24 2  . 9 7 5 1 3 1  . 7 5 0 0 0
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Notes for game 39 attached. 
  
TOPS HEADED TO TENNESSEE TECH FOR MIDWEEK TILT 
  
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – After facing Conference USA opposition for its last six games, WKU Softball will 
head to Cookeville, Tenn., on Wednesday for a single game at Tennessee Tech. The Golden Eagles enter 
the midweek contest with an 18-20 record while the Hilltoppers own a 29-9 reading. Action from the 
Tech Softball Field will be streamed live on ESPN+ (subscription required). 
  
MIDWEEK FOLLOWING INFORMATION 
Wednesday, April 17 – at Tennessee Tech – 4 p.m. CT | Livestats | Stream 
  
Tennessee Tech has won four of its last 10 games, splitting four of its last five Ohio Valley Conference 
series. Tech went 3-3 this past week, halving its schedule between Jacksonville State, Tennessee State 
and Belmont. Tennessee State along with Lipscomb, Eastern Kentucky, Samford, Evansville, Western 
Illinois, Indiana State, Kennesaw State and Jackson State are all common opponents between WKU and 
TTU this season. The Hilltoppers put up an 8-3 record against the familiar foes while Tennessee Tech 
went 6-7 in those outings. 
  
In the all-time series against the Golden Eagles, WKU leads 9-7. The sides met most recently during the 
second weekend of the 2018 campaign when TTU grabbed a pair of decisions off the Hilltoppers, 9-5 and 
7-6, in Chattanooga. Prior to that, from 2011 through 2016 WKU won four-straight games over Tech split 
evenly between Bowling Green and Cookeville. WKU is 4-3 all-time playing the Golden Eagles on the 
road. 
  
The Golden Eagles are 6-5 on their home field this season while the Hilltoppers enter the contest 7-4 in 
away games. 
  
Following Wednesday’s contest, WKU will be back on the road this Friday and Saturday at Middle 
Tennessee for a three-game series. The Hilltoppers will take on the Blue Raiders at 2 and 4 p.m. CT on 
Friday before Saturday’s finale gets underway at noon. 
 
www.WKUSports.com  |  @WKUSoftball
2019 GAME NOTEs
Est. 2000  |  3 Conference Championships
620 Victories  |  2 NCAA Regional Berths
TOPPER NOTES
TOPPER NUMBERS
Seniors on the 2019 squad. WKU’s 1.92 stolen bases per 
game rank 18th across the 
NCAA.
Career saves by Kelsey Aikey - a 
WKU record & ranks T-11th 
among all active NCAA players.
5 1911
ALL-TIME AGAINST THE GOLDEN EAGLES
In the all-time series against the Golden Eagles, WKU leads 9-7. The sides met most recently during the second weekend of the 
2018 campaign when TTU grabbed a pair of decisions off the Hilltoppers, 9-5 and 7-6, in Chattanooga. Prior to that, from 2011 
through 2016 WKU won four-straight games over Tech split evenly between Bowling Green and Cookeville. WKU is 4-3 all-time 
playing the Golden Eagles on the road.
RANKED WINS
Across the 20-year history of WKU Softball, the program has picked up 23 wins over a ranked opponent with the most recent 
victory coming over No. 17 Kentucky. Prior to their March 26 win in Lexington, WKU’s previous win over a ranked squad was on 
May 16, 2015 at No. 16 Georgia in the NCAA Regionals. The Hilltoppers’ 2019 win at UK was the first time the Red and White took 
down a ranked Wildcat squad and the sixth time WKU claimed a win over a ranked team by at least three runs. Of the 23 wins 
over ranked opposition, 12 of those victories have come on the ranked team’s home turf. 
9-0 C-USA START
For just the second time in WKU Softball history, the team swept its first two conference series as the Hilltoppers took down FIU 
and Charlotte back-to-back weekends. A week later, the Hilltoppers swept Florida Atlantic to secure the best start to conference 
play in program history at 9-0. WKU’s series loss at Marshall during the fifth weekend of league play ended the squad’s reign as 
the only remaining unbeaten team in the conference.
IN THE POLLS
After putting together an 11-game win streak that included a win over No. 17 Kentucky in Lexington, WKU Softball garnered 
national attention to open the month of April. Both the USA Today/NFCA Coaches Poll along with ESPN.com/USA Softball Poll 
saw the Hilltoppers earning at least one vote. In the NFCA standings, 13 total votes ranked the Red and White 30th while one 
vote in the USA Softball poll put the Hilltoppers in 38th.
WEEK NINE RECOGNITION
After delivering three home runs in WKU’s pivotal three-game series win over North Texas, Conference USA recognized Jordan 
Thomas as its Player of the Week on April 15. Thomas only worked in the form of extra-base hits on the weekend, recording 
a scorching 1.556 slugging percentage while hitting .444 against the Mean Green. Thomas’ award makes her just the second 
Hilltopper to ever earn C-USA’s Player of the Week honor.
DOUBLE TIME IN WEEK EIGHT
For the third time in program history and first time as a member of Conference USA, WKU Softball saw a pitcher and player earn 
weekly honors from the league office as Kelsey Aikey became just the third pitcher in program history to repeat as Pitcher of the 
Week and Jordan Vorbrink became the Hilltoppers’ first-ever C-USA Player of the Week. Aikey went 3-0 in the circle with a mid-
week win at No. 17 Kentucky before earning two more victories over Florida Atlantic. She struck out a career-high in five innings 
in the series opener with the Owls and finished with 19 strikeouts and just eight hits allowed in 13 innings of work. Playing 
every inning of action in left field across the week, Vorbrink was just as steady at the plate as the Louisville native connected for 
at least one hit all four games in addition to registering a pair of multi-hit performances.
LOCKDOWN MODE WITH KELSEY AIKEY
With nine weekends of her junior campaign in the rearview mirror, pitcher Kelsey Aikey had already cemented herself in the 
Hilltoppers’ record book. On Saturday, Feb. 9, Aikey took over in the circle with two-on and one-out with WKU’s lead at 4-3. 
The Iowa native got the Red and White back to the dugout unscathed and held FAMU hitless over her 2.2 innings of relief to 
secure her seventh career save. Seven saves tied Aikey for WKU’s career saves record with Adrienne Lathrop (2003-06). Upon the 
conclusion of the weekend, Aikey had made two relief appearances to take over the program’s record with 40. 
A weekend later, Aikey went on to set the program record with her eighth save. The record-setting save was no easy task as 
Aikey entered Sunday’s game in the top of the sixth with a two-run lead and proceeded to get the Hilltoppers out of a bas-
GAME 39 INFORMATION
DATE OPPONENT LOCATION TIME (CT)
FEBRUARY (10-2)
 8 1-vs. Missouri State Gulf Shores, Ala. W, 8-0 [5]
  1-vs. #17 Auburn Gulf Shores, Ala. L, 0-8 [5]
 9 1-vs. Florida A&M Gulf Shores, Ala. W, 4-3
  1-vs. Tennessee State Gulf Shores, Ala. W, 5-0
 10 1-vs. South Alabama Gulf Shores, Ala. W, 7-3
 16 Western Illinois WKU Softball Field W, 5-3
  Western Illinois WKU Softball Field L, 1-3
 17 Western Illinois WKU Softball Field W, 7-6
 24 2-Butler WKU Softball Field W, 3-0
  2-Cleveland State WKU Softball Field W, 10-3
 25 2-Cleveland State WKU Softball Field W, 8-0 [6]
  2-Indiana State WKU Softball Field W, 9-7
 MARCH (16-3)
 1 3-Evansville Birmingham, Ala. W, 8-0 [5]
 2 3-Jackson State Birmingham, Ala. W, 4-0
  3-at Samford Birmingham, Ala. W, 8-1
 8 4-Wright State Kennesaw, Ga. W, 6-3
  4-Saint Louis Kennesaw, Ga. W, 10-0 [5]
 9 4-at Kennesaw State Kennesaw, Ga. L, 1-2
  4-Wright State Kennesaw, Ga. L, 1-2
 13 at Lipscomb Nashville, Tenn. L, 7-9
 16 at FIU* Miami, Fla. W, 6-2
  at FIU* Miami, Fla. W, 4-0
 17 at FIU* Miami, Fla. W, 5-4
 20 at EKU Richmond, Ky. W, 6-5
 23 Charlotte* WKU Softball Field W, 11-2 [5]
  Charlotte* WKU Softball Field W, 5-0
 24 Charlotte* WKU Softball Field W, 3-0
 26 at #17 Kentucky Lexington, Ky. W, 4-1
 30 Florida Atlantic* WKU Softball Field 10-3
  Florida Atlantic* WKU Softball Field 2-0
 31 Florida Atlantic* WKU Softball Field 10-2 [6]
 APRIL (3-4)
 3 Louisville WKU Softball Field L, 7-2
 6 at Marshall* Huntington, W.Va. L, 10-2 [6]
  at Marshall* Huntington, W.Va. W, 7-1
 7 at Marshall* Huntington, W.Va. L, 8-7 [8]
 13 North Texas* WKU Softball Field L, 8-2
  North Texas* WKU Softball Field W, 3-1
 14 North Texas* WKU Softball Field W, 8-0 [5]
 17 at Tennessee Tech Cookeville, Tenn. 4 p.m. 
 19 at Middle Tennessee* Murfreesboro, Tenn. 1 p.m.
  at Middle Tennessee* Murfreesboro, Tenn. 3:30 p.m.
 20 at Middle Tennessee* Murfreesboro, Tenn. 1 p.m.
 24 Austin Peay WKU Softball Field 4 p.m.
  Austin Peay WKU Softball Field 6:30 p.m.
 27 at Louisiana Tech* Ruston, La. 1 p.m.
  at Louisiana Tech* Ruston, La. 3:30 p.m.
 28 at Louisiana Tech* Ruston, La. Noon
 MAY (0-0)
 1 Murray State WKU Softball Field 5 p.m.
 4 UTSA* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  UTSA* WKU Softball Field 3:30 p.m.
 5 UTSA* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
 8-11 5-C-USA Tournament Birmingham, Ala. 
Schedule (29-9, 12-3 C-USA)
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 17




Livestats and stream links can be found at WKUSports.com 
on the team’s schedule and will be posted to WKU Softball’s 
team social media accounts.
HOW TO FOLLOW
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Location ...............................................Bowling Green, Ky.
Nickname ...........................................................Hilltoppers
Colors ............................................................Red and White
Founded ......................................................................... 1906
Enrollment ..................................................................20,178
NCAA Affiliation ...................................................Division I
Conference Affiliation ..........................Conference USA
President ........................................Dr. Timothy C. Caboni
Director of Athletics ....................................Todd Stewart
QUICK FACTS
First Year .......................................................................... 2000
All-Time Record ......................................620-502-3 (.552)
Conference Championships ....................... 2 (2013, 15)
Tournament Championships ............................1 (2015)
NCAA Tournaments ....................................... 2 (2013, 15)
NCAA Postseason Record .................................4-4 (.500)
Best Record (2013) .........................................43-18 (.705)
Best at NCAAs (2015)..........................................2-2 (.500)
Played in NPF ...........................2 (last, Miranda Kramer)
PROGRAM HISTORY
Head Coach .........................Amy Tudor (Sixth season)
 Record at WKU ............................... 174-134-1 
 Career Record ..... 391-340-2 (15th season)
Assistant Coach .................................Kayla Bixel (Third)
Assistant Coach .........................Jessica Twaddle (First)
Strength and Conditioning ............. John Stephanski
Athletic Trainer ..........................................Josh Lumpkin
COACHING STAFF
Capacity  ............................................................................500
Opened  ......................................................................... 2000
WKU Record .............................................266-178-1 (.599)
Attendance Record .................................................... 1,323
 Record Info ..................vs. Kentucky, 4/20/16
 Record Result ............................................ L, 0-5
Winning Seasons .............................................................. 12
WKU SOFTBALL COMPLEX
Overall Record .................................................28-26 (.519)
Conference USA Record ...............................10-13 (.435)
Conference USA Finish ................................................. 8th
Letterwinners Returning/Lost.................................. 13/2
Pitchers Returning/Lost ................................................4/0
Incoming Freshmen (Pitchers) ................................. 5 (1)
Incoming Transfers (Pitchers) ................................... 1 (0)
2018 RECAP
Primary Contact ........................................Jessica Leifheit
 Assistant Director of Media Relations
Alma Mater ...............................................Augustana (‘14)
Email Address ........................ jessica.leifheit@wku.edu
Cell Phone .................................................... 630-870-9582
Office Phone ................................................ 270-745-4363
MEDIA RELATIONS
SEASON NOTES
es-loaded no-out jam with three strikeouts while allowing just one run. In the top of the seventh, Western Illinois led off with a 
base hit and got the tying run to third base before Aikey and the Red and White defense went on lockdown to preserve the 7-6 
WKU Softball victory. With five saves already in 2019, Aikey has set the Hilltoppers’ single-season saves record.
 WKU CAREER SAVES & RELIEF APPEARANCES LIST          *denotes school record
Kelsey Aikey 11 saves* 51 relief appearances* 2017-present 
Adrienne Lathrop 7 saves 39 relief appearances 2003-06 
Allison Silver 6 saves 34 relief appearances 2001-04 
Shelby Nunn 6 saves 29 relief appearances 2018-19
TAMING THE WILDCATS
Riding a seven-game win streak, WKU headed up to Lexington on Tuesday, March 26 for a mid-week tilt with in-state SEC foe 
Kentucky. A pitchers’ duel into the bottom of the fourth inning, 17th-ranked UK struck for a solo home run for its third - and final 
- hit of the game for a 1-0 lead. Down to its final out in the squad’s next at bat, WKU’s 9-, 1- and 3-hole hitters each tallied home 
runs. Paige Carter’s shot to dead center evened the game at 1-1 before Jordan Thomas connected for a dinger to left-center field 
for a 2-1 lead. After a UK pitching change and Maddie Bowlds’ walk, Shannon Plese with a 1-2 count on her pulled a two-run 
home run to right field for the final 4-1 tally. WKU’s previous victory over Kentucky came back in 2007 when the Hilltoppers 
claimed a 10-4 decision over the Wildcats.
VICTORIES OVER SEC SQUADS
Since 2000, WKU Softball has played 11 different SEC squads. The Hilltoppers have gone 19-44 up against SEC opposition. Under 
Coach Tudor’s reign, the 2014-2019 squads have gone head to head with seven of the SEC programs, putting together a record 
of 6-11. In 2014 the Red and White took down No. 2 Tennessee on the Volunteers’ home turf; Tudor’s second game coaching for 
WKU against an SEC school. Over the 2017 opening weekend, WKU Softball headed to Starkville, Miss., and took down the host 
Bulldogs in a 1-0 decision. WKU dropped decisions to No. 8 LSU and No. 18 Kentucky in 2018 along with No. 17 Auburn during its 
opening weekend of the 2019 campaign. On March 26, WKU headed to Lexington and took down No.17-ranked Kentucky on the 
Wildcats’ home field.
HANGING IN THERE
With the first nine weekends of the 2019 campaign complete, WKU has already notched eight victories in come-from-behind 
fashion. First up, WKU trailed Florida A&M 3-1 and came back to win 4-3 on Opening Weekend. The Hilltoppers did it again 
during week two, trailing Western Illinois 1-0 and 3-2 as late as the middle of the fifth inning. Week three saw WKU tally anoth-
er comeback, defeating Cleveland State after trailing 3-0. WKU overcame a 2-1 deficit to Wright State for an eventual 6-3 victory 
before coming back from a 5-3 deficit for a 6-5 win at Eastern Kentucky. The Hilltoppers took down No. 17 Kentucky 4-1 after 
trailing the Wildcats 1-0 at the end of four innings before overcoming a slim 1-0 margin against FAU and Marshall most recently. 
SEE COME-FROM-BEHIND WINS SECTION ON PAGE 10. 
WALKOFFS 
After registering three walk-off wins in 2017 and four in 2018, WKU Softball is at it again in the 2019 campaign. The squad 
picked up a walk-off over Cleveland State on Feb. 25 in the form of an 8-0, six-inning decision. In the bottom of the sixth, 
pinch-hitter Tommi Stowers placed a leadoff double into the gap before advancing 60 feet on a wild pitch during the following 
at bat. Another pinch-hitter, Paige Carter, battled to a full count before sending a single to left field to score Stowers for the run-
rule walk off victory. Carter struck again on Sunday, March 31 for a bases-loaded single for another run-rule walk off, scoring 
Kendall Smith for the 10-2 WKU victory. WKU added its third run-rule walkoff of the season in its series finale against North 
Texas when Maddie Bowlds dropped a base hit inside the left field line past the outstretched glove of the Mean Green defender 
to score Rebekah Engelhardt for the game-ending run. SEE WALK-OFF WINS SECTION ON PAGE 10.
SEASON OPENERS
With a five-inning run-rule victory over Missouri State on Friday, Feb. 8, WKU Softball extended its season-opening win streak to 
seven-consecutive campaigns. The Hilltoppers secured the program’s first five-inning run-rule victory to open a season with the 
8-0 win over the Bears. Head coach Amy Tudor also picked up another season-opening win and has yet to be beaten as a head 
coach in those contests, improving to 15-0 in her career.
#SANDDOLLARCLASSIC ALL-TOURNAMENT TEAM
After helping the Hilltoppers to a 4-1 start for the first time in four seasons, Kennedy Sullivan, Jordan Vorbrink and Kendall 
Smith were all selected to the Sand Dollar Classic All-Tournament Team. Sullivan picked up three wins in the circle while striking 
out 29 batters. Vorbrink opened the season strong from the plate, recording a hit in four of the five games including a two-hit 
performance in the season opener. Marking WKU’s third selection, Smith registered four RBI on the weekend. The sophomore 
posted her first multi-home run game against Tennessee State with a pair of solo shots.
RECORD-SETTING COLLEGIATE DEBUT
Freshman pitcher Kennedy Sullivan wasted no time etching her name into the WKU record books as she spun a complete-game 
shutout in her collegiate debut and became the program’s first freshman to register double-digit strikeouts (11) in their debut. 
Sullivan followed with a pair of nine strikeout showings to bring her opening-weekend strikeout total to 29. 
SINGLE-GAME STRIKEOUTS
Kennedy Sullivan continued her dominance in the circle in WKU’s home tournament, the Hilltopper Classic. When the Red and 
White faced off against Butler, Sullivan was hitting her spots and tallied 16 strikeouts in the regulation-length game - the sec-
ond-most punchouts ever by a Hilltopper in a seven-inning game at the time. Sullivan is the only freshman in program history 
to register 15 or more strikeouts in a game and went on to do it again with 17 punchouts at Samford to match the most in the 
NCAA this season. The Georgetown, Ky., native’s performances marked the ninth and 10th 15-strikeout showings by a pitcher in 
WKU Softball history. Miranda Kramer owns seven outings of the sort while Ryan Rogge achieved the feat as a sophomore.
 ALL-TIME SINGLE-GAME STRIKEOUTS LEADERS
Miranda Kramer Senior 19 strikeouts W, 2-1 - at Georgia 14 innings 5-16-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 19 strikeouts W, 4-0 - at Troy 7 innings 2-7-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 18 strikeouts L, 1-3 - Charlotte 11 innings 4-26-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 18 strikeouts L, 0-1 - at Kentucky 8.2 innings 4-22-2015
Kennedy Sullivan Freshman 17 strikeouts W, 8-1 - at Samford 7 innings 3-2-2019
Kennedy Sullivan Freshman 16 strikeouts W, 3-0 - Butler 7 innings 2-24-2019
Miranda Kramer Senior 16 strikeouts W, 9-2 - at Lipscomb 7 innings 3-24-2015
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 TEAM  
1.  Lousiana Tech 9 4
2.  Florida Atlantic 3 2
3.  UAB - 1
4.  North Texas - 3
5.  FIU - 1
6.   Middle Tennessee - 2
7.   WKU - 0
8.   Marshall - 1
9.  Southern Miss - 1
10. UTEP - 0
11. Charlotte - 0
12. UTSA - 1
C-USA PRESEASON COACHES POLL SEASON NOTES
Miranda Kramer Senior 16 strikeouts W, 4-2 - at Ball State 7 innings 3-21-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 16 strikeouts W, 1-0 - vs. Charlotte 7 innings 5-7-2015
Ryan Rogge Sophomore 15 strikeouts L, 0-1 - vs. Virginia 10 innings 2-9-2007
HOME OPENERS
With the Red and White claiming their 2019 home opener 5-3 over Western Illinois on Feb. 16, the squad improved its 
all-time record to 13-7 in home openers while claiming a victory in its third straight. Under head coach Amy Tudor, the 
Hilltoppers are 5-1 in their first game of the year from the WKU Softball Complex. The program now owns a 13-7 record in 
home openers, winning seven of the last eight.
FOUR-STRIKEOUT INNING
On Saturday, March 2 in Birmingham, Ala., Kelsey Aikey achieved one of the rarest feats in softball - a four-strikeout inning. 
The strikeouts came against the No. 3, 4, 5 and 6 hitters in Jackson State’s lineup. With two strikeouts in the top of the 
seventh already, Aikey got JSU’s batter swinging with a changeup in the dirt that allowed the batter to reach first on the wild 
pitch. Unfazed, Aikey responded by striking out the next batter as well to bring her 2.0-inning total to five while securing the 
save. Aikey’s performance is the only known outing of the sort across the NCAA this season.
PRESEASON PREDICTIONS
In the 2019 C-USA Preseason Coaches Poll, WKU Softball was voted to finish seventh by the league’s coaches. Louisiana 
Tech was predicted to take home this year’s title while collecting nine first-place votes. Florida Atlantic finished second in 
the voting while earning three first-place votes. UAB, North Texas, FIU and Middle Tennessee filled in the slots before the 
Hilltoppers, respectively. Marshall was predicted to grab the final postseason spot while Southern Miss, UTEP, Charlotte and 
UTSA rounded out the poll. No Hilltoppers were selected to the Preseason All-Conference squad.
WEEK FOUR HONORS
After amassing a no-hitter, a 17-strikeout game and three more victories to move to 9-0 on the season, Kennedy Sullivan 
earned recognition from numerous outlets. First, Conference USA tabbed the Georgetown, Ky., native a Co-Pitcher of the 
Week before she collected outright claim to College Sports Madness’ Conference USA Player of the Week. She rounded the 
haul out with a national Top Performance recognition from the Louisville Slugger/NFCA outlet.
WEEK SEVEN RECOGNITION
Following one of her most dominant weeks in the circle as a Hilltopper yet, Kelsey Aikey was named Conference USA’s Pitcher 
of the Week on March 25. The Cedar Falls, Iowa, native registered 13 scoreless innings of work across the week while striking 
out 21 opposing batters as the Hilltoppers went a perfect 4-0. Across the week, the junior made three relief appearances 
along with one start. In her relief outings, Aikey posted 14 strikeouts against just two walks and three hits. In total, she re-
corded at least two strikeouts in an inning seven times and sat down the side twice across her 13 innings. Aikey also earned 
national Top Performance recognition from the Louisville Slugger/NFCA outlet for her week of work.
SULLIVAN THROWS A NO-NO
Kennedy Sullivan continued her tear through the Hilltoppers’ non-conference slate as the freshman picked up her eighth win 
of the year after tossing WKU Softball’s 13th no-hitter in program history. Sullivan became just the fourth Hilltopper pitcher 
to toss a no-no with WKU’s 8-0, five-inning victory over Evansville from Birmingham, Ala.
 WKU FRESHMAN PITCHERS TO THROW A NO HITTER
Katie Swertfager #1 6 strikeouts W, 4-0 7 innings Penn (3/16/2000)
Ryan Rogge #3 8 strikeouts W, 8-0 6 innings Lafayette (4/30/2006)
Hannah Miniard #7 9 strikeouts W, 8-0 7 innings Troy (3/22/2014)
Kennedy Sullivan #13 8 strikeouts W, 8-0 5 innings Evansville (3/1/2019)
PLAYERS OF THE WEEK
Feb. 11 .................................................. Kasey Flores, UTEP
Feb. 18 ......................................... Emma Ocker, Charlotte
......................................................Morgan Turkoly, LA Tech
Feb. 25 .....................................Celeste Loughman, UTSA
March 4 ................................. Lacy Gregory, North Texas
March 11 ..........................................Kacey Duffield, UTEP
March 18 ..................................Mya Stevenson, Marshall
March 25 ............................ Alyssa Davis, Southern Miss
April 1 ................................Jordan Vorbrink, WKU
................................................... Lindsay Edwards, LA Tech
April 8 .........................................Jazlyn Crowder, LA Tech
..................................................Rachel Rousseau, Marshall
April 15 ............................... Jordan Thomas, WKU
PITCHERS OF THE WEEK
Feb. 11 ..................................Krystal De La Cruz, LA Tech
Feb. 18 ..............................Hope Trautwein, North Texas
Feb. 25 ..............................Hope Trautwein, North Texas
March 4 ................................. Preslee Gallaway, LA Tech
..........................................Kennedy Sullivan, WKU
March 11 .................................... Megan Kugelmann, FIU
March 18 ........................... Abby Trahan, Southern Miss
March 25 .................................. Kelsey Aikey, WKU
April 1 ...................................... Kelsey Aikey, WKU
April 8 ................................ Abby Trahan, Southern Miss
April 15 .................................Krystal De La Cruz, LA Tech
C-USA WEEKLY AWARDS
Kennedy Sullivan ...................................................
.................. College Sports Madness C-USA PotW (3/4)
... NCAA Top Performance - Louisville Slugger/NFCA (3/5)
Kelsey Aikey ...........................................................
. NCAA Top Performance - Louisville Slugger/NFCA (3/26)
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2019 WKU SOFTBALL PLAYERS AND COACHING STAFF
2019 NUMERICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF/UTL SO. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C SO. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 3 SHANNON PLESE OF R-SR. 5-8 L/L Knoxville, Tenn. South Carolina
 4 KENNEDY SULLIVAN P/OF FR. 5-7 R/R Georgetown, Ky. Scott County HS
 6 TAYLOR DAVIS OF FR. 5-7 L/R Huntsville, Ala. Sparkman HS
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF SR. 5-7 R/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 9 JORDAN RIDGE UTL FR. 5-3 R/R Louisville, Ky. Assumption HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN P SO. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF/UTL SR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P JR. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF SR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C JR. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 19 SYDNE SOLOMON C/IF FR. 5-7 R/R Lewisburg, Tenn. Marshall County HS
 22 MACY MURPHY IF FR. 5-11 R/R Murfreesboro, Tenn. Riverdale HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF JR. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-JR. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER UTL JR. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS




























NAME POSITION EXPERIENCE ALMA MATER HOMETOWN
AMY TUDOR Head Coach Sixth Season WKU (2002) Petersburg, Tenn.
KAYLA BIXEL Assistant Coach Third Season IPFW (2010) Bremen, Ind. 
JESSICA TWADDLE Assistant Coach First Season Murray State (2016) Franklin, Tenn.
2019 ALPHABETICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P JR. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-JR. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 28 MADDIE BOWLDS IF SO. 5-9 L/L Utica, Ky. Daviess County HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER UTL JR. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS
 6 TAYLOR DAVIS OF FR. 5-7 L/R Huntsville, Ala. Sparkman HS
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF SR. 5-7 R/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF JR. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF SR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 22 MACY MURPHY IF FR. 5-11 R/R Murfreesboro, Tenn. Riverdale HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN P SO. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 3 SHANNON PLESE OF R-SR. 5-8 L/L Knoxville, Tenn. South Carolina
 9 JORDAN RIDGE UTL FR. 5-3 R/R Louisville, Ky. Assumption HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C SO. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C JR. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 4 KENNEDY SULLIVAN P/OF FR. 5-7 R/R Georgetown, Ky. Scott County HS
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF/UTL SO. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF/UTL SR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
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PITCHING BREAKDOWN
PERFORMANCES
DATE OPPONENT DEC. IP H R ER BB K NP SCORE FINAL
Feb. 8 vs. Missouri State Sullivan 5.0 2 0 0 4 11 106 8-0 W (5)
Feb. 8 vs. Auburn Aikey 2.1 4 4 3 2 4 59 0-8 L (5)
Feb. 9 vs. Florida A&M Sullivan 4.1 3 3 2 5 9 97 4-3 W
Feb. 9 vs. Tennessee State Aikey 7.0 6 0 0 2 9 123 5-0 W
Feb. 10 vs. South Alabama Sullivan 6.0 4 3 3 1 9 85 7-3 W
Feb. 16 Western Illinois Sullivan^ 7.0 5 3 3 2 8 112 5-3 W
Feb. 16 Western Illinois Aikey 5.0 3 3 3 3 3 88 1-3 L
Feb. 17 Western Illinois Sullivan 2.2 5 3 3 3 1 78 7-6 W
Feb. 24 Butler Sullivan^ 7.0 3 0 0 4 16 134 3-0 W
Feb. 24 Cleveland State Nunn 4.0 2 0 0 2 4 44 10-3 W
Feb. 25 Cleveland State Nunn^ 6.0 1 0 0 0 4 64 8-0 W (6)
Feb. 25 Indiana State Sullivan 4.0 7 2 2 3 6 92 9-7 W
Mar. 1 vs. Evansville Sullivan^ 5.0 0 0 0 2 8 82 8-0 W (5) 
Mar. 2 vs. Jackson State Nunn 5.0 1 0 0 0 5 68 4-0 W
Mar. 2 at Samford Sullivan^ 7.0 2 1 1 2 17 125 8-1 W
Mar. 8 vs. Wright State Sullivan 5.1 4 3 3 8 8 118 6-3 W
Mar. 8 vs. Saint Louis Aikey^ 5.0 1 0 0 1 8 66 10-0 W (5)
Mar. 9 at Kennesaw State Sullivan^ 6.2 6 2 2 4 11 137 1-2 L
Mar. 9 vs. Wright State Aikey 5.2 5 2 2 3 6 102 1-2 L
Mar. 13 at Lipscomb Sullivan 2.2 1 4 4 3 1 58 9-7 L
Mar. 16 at FIU* Sullivan^ 7.0 4 2 2 2 5 129 6-2 W
Mar. 16 at FIU* Aikey 1.1 0 0 0 1 4 27 4-0 W
Mar. 17 at FIU* Sullivan 5.1 3 2 2 4 6 101 5-4 W
Mar. 20 at Eastern Kentucky Aikey 5.0 2 0 0 1 8 73 6-5 W
Mar. 23 Charlotte* Sullivan 4.0 4 2 2 5 5 102 11-2 W (5)
Mar. 23 Charlotte* Aikey 5.0 2 0 0 3 7 79 5-0 W
Mar. 24 Charlotte* Nunn 5.0 4 0 0 3 4 81 3-0 W
Mar. 26 at Kentucky Aikey 4.0 3 1 1 3 3 72 4-1 W
Mar. 30 Florida Atlantic* Aikey 5.0 3 3 3 3 11 102 10-3 W
Mar. 30 Florida Atlantic* Sullivan^ 7.0 5 0 0 3 9 121 2-0 W
Mar. 31 Florida Atlantic* Aikey 4.0 2 0 0 3 5 74 10-2 W (6)
Apr. 3 Louisville Aikey 0.1 1 3 1 3 1 32 7-2 L
Apr. 6 at Marshall* Aikey 5.0 3 3 3 1 4 89 10-2 L (6)
Apr. 6 at Marshall* Sullivan^ 7.0 4 1 1 5 4 115 7-1 W
Apr. 7 at Marshall* Aikey 2.1 4 4 3 2 2 56 8-7 L (8)
Apr. 13 North Texas* Sullivan 6.1 6 8 7 6 4 140 8-2 L
Apr. 13 North Texas* Nunn^ 7.0 2 1 1 1 4 81 3-1 W
Apr. 14 North Texas* Aikey^ 5.0 1 0 0 4 8 104 8-0 W (5)
Apr. 17 at Tennessee Tech          
Apr. 17 at Tennessee Tech          
Apr. 19 at Middle Tennessee*          
Apr. 19 at Middle Tennessee*          
Apr. 20 at Middle Tennessee*          
Apr. 24 Austin Peay          
Apr. 24 Austin Peay          
Apr. 27 at Louisiana Tech*          
Apr. 27 at Louisiana Tech*          
Apr. 28 at Louisiana Tech*          
May 1 Murray State          
May 4 UTSA*          
May 4 UTSA*          
May 5 UTSA*          
PITCHER GS RECORD SAVES TEAM W/L
Aikey 13 9-6 5 18-8
Blackford 0 0-0 0 0-0
Nunn 7 5-0 3 13-6
Sullivan 18 15-3 0 16-5
Towers 0 0-0 0 1-0
TEAM RESULT
2019 STATISTICS
 NUM. NAME ERA W-L APP GS CG SHO SV IP H R ER BB K 2B 3B HR BF AVG. WP HBP BK SF SH
 10 Nunn 1.96 5-0 20 7 2 1/4 3 53.2 44 21 15 17 47 8 2 1 231 .208 3 1 0 0 1 
 12 Aikey 2.25 9-6 26 13 3 3/4 5 81.0 54 32 26 48 117 4 1 10 353 .184 13 5 0 1 6 
 4 Sullivan 3.13 15-3 21 18 9 4/0 0 111.2 78 52 50 81 145 18 1 8 498 .195 4 10 0 2 6 
 24 Blackford 0.00 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 0 0 0 
 20 Towers 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0 0 1.1 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 0 9 .429 0 0 0 0 0 
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018 2019 CAREER
Aikey - 0 3 6 9
Blackford RS 0 0 - 0
Nunn - - 1 0 1
Sullivan - - - 11 11
Towers - 3 0 0 3
PLAYER 0 1 2 2019/TOTAL
Aikey 0/1 2/4 2/3 4/8
Blackford 0 0 0 0/0
Nunn 0 2/2 2/3 4/5
Sullivan 1 0 2 3
Towers 0 0 0 0/0
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018 2019 CAREER
Aikey - 5 7 3 15
Blackford RS 0 0 - 0
Nunn - - 10 2 12
Sullivan - - - 9 9
Towers - 13 0 0 13
CAREER 7+ STRIKEOUTS
CAREER 0-2 HIT GAMES (5+ IP)
CAREER COMPLETE GAMES
HAT TOP PANTS W L
Black Black Black 6 0 
Black D. Grey D. Grey 3 0
Red Red Red 3 0
White L. Grey L. Grey 2 0
Black Black Red 2 0
Black Black D. Grey 1 0
Red L. Grey L. Grey 3 1
White Red Red 3 1
Red White White 3 2
Black D. Grey Black 2 2
White White White 1 1
Black Black White 0 2
RECORD BY UNIFORM
^ Complete game
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Year Overall Conf. School
2005 22-14 11-3 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2006 23-19 8-6 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2007 11-38 5-13 (A-Sun) Belmont
2008 14-36 3-19 (A-Sun) Belmont
2009 11-35 3-17 (A-Sun) Belmont
2010 29-19 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2011 28-15-1 16-8 (Summit) IPFW
2012 45-14 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2013 34-16 12-4 (Summit) IPFW
2014 33-24-1 11-10 (SBC) WKU
2015 36-14 16-4 (C-USA) WKU
2016 17-30 8-13 (C-USA) WKU
2017 31-31 10-13 (C-USA) WKU
2018 28-26 10-13 (C-USA) WKU
Total 362-331-2 147-136 14 Years
DI 317-298-2 128-127 12 Years
WKU 145-25-1 55-54 Five Years






































• 30 Division I All-Conference Selections
• Seven NFCA All-Region Honorees
• One Conference Pitcher/Player of the Years
• Six CoSIDA Academic All-District Selections
• One Senior CLASS Award Finalist
• 350 Career Wins/300 Division I Wins
WKU
•10 All-Conference Selections
•Five NFCA All-Region Selections
•2014 NCAA Individual Stolen Base Leader
•2015 NCAA Individual Strikeouts Leader
•One CoSIDA Academic All-District Honoree
•2015 Conference USA Coach of the Year




2019 WKU TEAM SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 33 MR, at Marshall 4/7
Runs Scored 11 Charlotte 3/23
Hits 14 FAU 3/30
RBI 10 MR, FAU 3/30
Doubles 4 MR, at FIU 3/16
Triples 2 Western IL 2/16
Home Runs 3 MR, North Texas 4/14
Walks 7 MR, FAU 3/31
Stolen Bases 6 Saint Louis 3/8
   
Assists 13 North Texas 4/13
DP Turned 1 MR, Indiana St. 2/25
   
Innings Pitched 7.0+ Marshall 4/7
Fewest Hits Allowed 0 Evansville 3/1
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, North Texas 4/14
Most Strikeouts 17 at Samford 3/2
   
Longest Game 2:50 Wright St. 3/8
Shortest Game 1:34 Cleveland St. 2/25
2019 WKU INDIVIDUAL SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT INDIVIDUAL OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 5 Kendall Smith at Marshall 4/7
Runs Scored 3 MR, Jordan Thomas North Texas 4/13
Hits 3 MR, Kendall Smith at Marshall 4/7
RBI 4 MR, Kendall Smith North Texas 4/14
Doubles 2 MR, Kelsey McGuffin at Marshall 4/7
Triples 1 MR, Maddie Bowlds Florida Atlantic 3/30
Home Runs 2 Kendall Smith Tennessee State 2/9
Total Bases 8 Kendall Smith Tennessee State 2/9
Walks 3 MR, Kendall Smith Florida Atlantic 3/31
Stolen Bases 3 Taylor Davis Charlotte 3/23
    
Putouts 17 Kendall Smith MR, at Samford 3/2
Assists 6 MR, Beka Engelhardt North Texas 4/13
    
Innings Pitched 7.0 MR, Shelby Nunn North Texas 4/13
Fewest Hits Allowed 0 Kennedy Sullivan Evansville 3/1
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, Kelsey Aikey North Texas 4/14
Most Strikeouts 17 Kennedy Sullivan at Samford 3/2
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Defeated a top 10 team at No. 2 Tennessee, 3/8/14
Defeated a top 11-25 team at No. 17 Kentucky, 3/26/19
Had a pitcher strikeout 15+ Kennedy Sullivan, 3/2/19 (17)
Had a pitcher strikeout 10-14 Kelsey Aikey vs. Florida Atlantic, 3/30/19 (11)
Threw a perfect game Miranda Kramer vs. Charlotte, 5/7/15
Threw a no-hitter (run-rule) Kennedy Sullivan at Samford, 3/1/19
Threw a no-hitter (regulation) Kelsey Aikey vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18
Opponent threw no-hitter vs. No. 23 Marshall, 5/11/17
Won a run-rule game North Texas, 4/14/19 (5)
Lost a run-rule game at Marshall, 4/6/19 (6)
Played extra innings at Marshall, 4/7/19 (8)
Won in extra innings vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18 (8)
Lost in extra innings at Marshall, 4/7/19 (8)
Scored 10-14 runs Florida Atlantic, 3/31/19 (10)
Scored 15-18 runs vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (16)
Scored 19+ runs at Tennessee-Martin, 4/2/00 (19)
Allowed 10-14 runs at Marshall, 4/6/19 (10)
Allowed 15+ runs at No. 23 FAU, 4/30/16 (16)
Batted around the order Florida Atlantic, 3/30/19 (10 batters)
Batted through the order (9 batters) vs. Saint Louis, 3/8/19
Had 10-14 hits at Marshall, 4/7/19 (12)
Had 15+ hits vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (17)
Team hit 3+ home runs vs. North Texas, 4/14/19 (3)
Back-to-back home runs vs. North Texas, 4/14/19 (Smith & Plese, 1st inn.)
Back-to-back-to-back home runs vs. ULM, 4/13/13 (Thomas, Mattox, Sulaski, 4th inn.)
Player with back-to-back home runs Kendall Smith,  2/9/19, 2 consec.
Had a player hit two HRs Kendall Smith, South Alabama, 2/9/19
Had a player hit a grand slam Jordan Thomas at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18
Team hit three doubles at Marshall, 4/7/19 (3)
Team hit four or more doubles at FIU, 3/16/19 (4)
Team hit two triples vs. Western Illinois, 2/16/19
Team hit three or more triples vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (5)
Team stole five or more bases vs. Saint Louis, 3/8/18 (6)
Player with three RBI Kendall Smith, vs. North Texas, 4/14/19
Player with four RBI Kendall Smith, vs. North Texas, 4/14/19
Player with five RBI Adarian Gray vs. UAB, 5/10/17
Player with six or more RBI Dani Pugh vs. Buffalo, 2/6/15 (6)
Player with three hits Kendall Smith at Marshall, 4/7/19 
Player with four hits Brittany Vaughn, vs. Marshall, 4/21/18
Player with five hits Tommi Stowers vs. Evansville, 3/3/17
Player with two or more doubles Kelsey McGuffin at Marshall, 4/7/19 (2)
Player with two or more triples Shawna Sadler vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (2)
Player stole three or more bases Taylor Davis vs. Charlotte, 3/23/19 (3)
Player scored three or more runs Jordan Thomas vs. North Texas, 4/14/19 (3)
Hit a walk-off home run (regulation/extra inn.) Brooke Holloway vs. Marshall, 5/7/16
Hit a walk-off home run (run-rule) Jordan Vorbrink vs. Tennessee St., 2/16/18
Had a walk-off hit Maddie Bowlds vs. North Texas, 4/14/19 (1B)
Swept a conference home series Florida Atlantic, 3/30-31/19
Swept a conference road series at FIU, 3/16-17/19
Was swept in a conference home series vs. FAU, 3/18-19/17
Was swept in a conference road series at FAU, 4/28-29/18
THE LAST TIME WKU...
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION
C-USA RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  DATE/RESULT
59 WKU  -  
60 NORTH TEXAS  L,W,W
63 LA TECH  4/27-28 
81 MARSHALL  L,W,L
98 FLORIDA ATLANTIC  W,W,W
99 FIU  W,W,W 
108 SOUTHERN MISS  DNP 
113 MIDDLE TENNESSEE  4/19-20
136 UTSA  5/4-5
142 UAB  DNP
179 UTEP  DNP
187 CHARLOTTE  W,W,W
WKU OPPONENT RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  RESULT
16 AUBURN  L
20 KENTUCKY  W
33 LOUISVILLE  L
49 LIPSCOMB  L
54 MISSOURI STATE  W
101 AUSTIN PEAY  4/24
104 EASTERN KENTUCKY  W
117 MURRAY STATE  5/1
121 SOUTH ALABAMA  W
131 SAMFORD  W
152 KENNESAW STATE  L
163 WESTERN ILLINOIS  W, L, W
170 FLORIDA A&M  W
182 TENNESSEE TECH  4/17
200 INDIANA STATE  W 
204 TENNESSEE STATE  W
221 BUTLER  W
230 SAINT LOUIS  W
244 EVANSVILLE  W 
255 WRIGHT STATE  W, L
265 CLEVELAND STATE  W, W
276 JACKSON STATE  W
RPI STANDINGS
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2019 Conference USA Standings
 C-USA  Pct. Overall  Pct.  Last 10 Streak
LA Tech (W) 13-2 .867 34-10 .773  9-1 W3
WKU (E) 12-3 .800 29-9 .763  6-4 W2
North Texas (W) 11-4 .733 26-15 .634  7-3 L2
Middle Tennessee (E) 9-5 .643 25-18 .581  7-3 L1
Southern Miss (W) 11-7 .611 26-16 .619  9-1 W9
Marshall (E) 9-6 .600 26-15 .634  5-5 W1
UTSA (W) 6-9 .400 17-22 .436  2-8 L4
Florida Atlantic (E) 5-10 .333 18-23 .439  3-7 W1
UAB (W) 5-12 .294 15-26 .366  3-7 L4
FIU (E) 4-11 .267 22-20 .524  4-6 L1
UTEP (W) 4-11 .267 11-29 .275  2-8 L3
Charlotte (E) 3-12 .200 12-28 .300  2-8 L1
RECORD WHEN TEAM SCORES
RUNS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
0 0-1 0-0 12-0 5-0
1 0-3 0-0 4-0 2-0
2 1-3 1-2 3-2 3-0
3 3-0 2-0 6-1 1-0
4 4-0 1-0 1-0 1-0
5 4-0 2-0 1-0 0-0
6 3-0 1-0 1-0 0-0
7 3-2 1-1 1-1 0-0
8 5-0 1-0 0-3 0-2
9 1-0 0-0 0-1 0-0
10+ 5-0 3-0 0-1 0-1
WKU RECORD AFTER INNINGS
INNINGS LEADING TRAILING TIED
1 15-0 3-5 11-4
2 18-0 5-4 6-5
3 24-1 2-4 3-4
4 23-1 4-7 2-1
5 20-2 1-4 3-2
6 21-0 0-6 1-1
SCORE BY INNINGS
INNINGS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
1 50 17 16 7
2 21 11 9 3
3 49 22 21 4
4 16 3 13 3
5 28 10 7 3
6 35 15 30 15
7 10 7 10 5
8 0 0 1 1
9 0 0 0 0
EX 0 0 0 0













vs. Ranked Teams ..................................................1-1
vs. RV Teams ............................................................0-0
TIME
Day Games ............................................................25-7



















WKU Throws RHP ................................................29-9
WKU Throws LHP ...................................................0-0
Opp. Throws RHP ................................................28-8
Opp. Throws LHP ...................................................1-1
RUNS
WKU Scores 1st ....................................................23-3
Opp. Scores 1st .......................................................6-6
WKU Scores in 1st ...............................................15-3
Opp. Scores in 1st ..................................................5-5
HITS
WKU Has More .....................................................25-3
Opp. Has More ........................................................3-5
Hits Are Even ...........................................................1-1
ERRORS
WKU Commits 0 ..................................................17-2
WKU Commits 1 .....................................................8-4
WKU Commits 2+ ..................................................4-3
Opp. Commits 0 .....................................................6-3
Opp. Commits 1 .....................................................5-4
Opp. Commits 2+ ...............................................18-2
HOMERUNS
WKU Hits 0 ............................................................11-3
WKU Hits 1 ............................................................10-4
WKU Hits 2+.............................................................8-2
Opp. Hits 0 ............................................................22-2
Opp. Hits 1 ...............................................................7-3
Opp. Hits 2+.............................................................0-4
TEAM RECORD BY...
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HOME RUN TRACKER
NO.  PLAYER GAME-DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS SCORE FINAL
1 Engelhardt 1-Feb 08 Missouri St. 0-1/0 3/1 5-0 W, 8-0
2 Smith 4-Feb 09 Tennessee St. 1-0/0 4/2 2-0 W, 5-0
3 Smith (2) 4-Feb 09 Tennessee St. 2-0/0 6/2 4-0 W, 5-0
4 Thomas 6-Feb 16 Western Illinois 0-2/0 5/1 2-3 W, 5-3
5 Smith (3) 7-Feb 17 Western Illinois 0-0/0* 6/0 0-3 L, 1-3
6 Smith (4) 9-Feb 24 Butler 2-2/0 3/2 2-0 W, 3-0
7 Thomas (2) 11-Feb 25 Cleveland St. 2-1/0* 1/0 0-0 W, 8-0
8 Engelhardt (2) 11-Feb 25 Cleveland St.  0-0/1 3/2 4-0 W, 8-0
9 Plese 12-Feb 25 Indiana St. 2-0/0 1/2 0-0 W, 9-7
10 Stowers 12-Feb 25 Indiana St. 1-1/1 1/2 1-0 W, 9-7
11 Engelhardt (3) 15-Mar 02 at Samford 1-0/0 6/1 6-0 W, 8-1
12 McGuffin  18-Mar 09 at Kennesaw St. 2-2/0* 7/0 0-0 L, 1-2
13 Smith (5) 20-Mar 13 at Lipscomb 0-0/2 3/2 0-2 L, 7-9
14 Engelhardt (4) 20-Mar 13 at Lipscomb 2-2/0 7/1 6-9 L, 7-9
15 Vorbrink 23-Mar 17 at FIU 2-2/1 6/2 3-0 W, 5-4
16 Engelhardt (5) 24-Mar 20 at EKU 1-1/0* 6/0 5-5 W, 6-5
17 Smith (6) 25-Mar 23 Charlotte 2-1/1 2/1 6-0 W, 11-2
18 Engelhardt (6) 25-Mar 23 Charlotte 0-0/1 4/0 9-2 W, 11-2
19 Vorbrink (2) 26-Mar 23 Charlotte 2-1/0 2/1 0-0 W, 5-0
20 Sullivan 27-Mar 24 Charlotte 1-2/0* 2/0 0-0 W, 3-0
21 Carter 28-Mar 26 at Kentucky 2-0/0 5/2 0-1 W, 4-1
22 Thomas (3) 28-Mar 26 at Kentucky 1-1/0 5/2 1-1 W, 4-1
23 Plese (2) 28-Mar 26 at Kentucky 1-2/1 5/2 2-1 W, 4-1
24 Engelhardt (7) 29-Mar 30 Florida Atlantic 0-0/0* 2/0 2-0 W, 10-3
25 Thomas (4) 29-Mar 30 Florida Atlantic 2-0/0 2/2 3-0 W, 10-3
26 Smith (7) 31-Mar 31 Florida Atlantic 2-1/1 1/2 0-1 W, 10-2
27 Sullivan (2) 33-Apr 06 at Marshall 0-0/1 6/1 0-2 L, 10-2 (6)
28 McGuffin (2) 34-Apr 06 at Marshall 1-1/0* 6/0 3-1 W, 7-1
29 Sullivan (3) 34-Apr 06 at Marshall 1-2/1 7/2 5-1 W, 7-1
30 Engelhardt (8) 35-Apr 07 at Marshall 0-1/0* 2/0 2-3 L, 7-8 (8)
31 Thomas (5) 36-Apr 13 North Texas 3-2/0* 1/0 0-0 L, 2-8
32 Carter (2) 36-Apr 13 North Texas 1-1/0 6/1 1-4 L, 2-8
33 Thomas (6) 37-Apr 13 North Texas 2-2/0* 1/0 0-0 W, 3-1
34 Smith (8) 38-Apr 14 North Texas 2-0/1 1/2 0-0 W, 8-0 (5)
35 Plese (3) 38-Apr 14 North Texas 1-2/0 1/2 2-0 W, 8-0 (5)
36 Thomas (7) 38-Apr 14 North Texas 2-2/0 2/2 3-0 W, 8-0 (5)
ANALYSIS STATS
SEASON/CAREER HITTING STAT TRACKER
CAREER MULTI-HIT GAMES       2019/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
Carter 6/17 0/5 0 0 22
McGuffin 1/17 0/4 0/1 0 22
Engelhardt 7/19 0/2 0 0 21
Thomas 9/18 1/3 0 0 21
Smith 7/16 2/2 0 0 18
Bowlds 5/11 0/3 0/1 0 15 
Vorbrink 6/11 1/3 0 0 14
Plese 10/12 1/1 0 0 13
Towers 1/12 0 0 0 12  
Sullivan 9 1 0 0 10
McElroy 0/9 0 0 0 9
Stowers 1/4 1/1 0 0/1 6
Davis 2 0 0 0 2
CAREER MULTI-RBI GAMES       2019/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
Engelhardt 4/14 1/3 0/1 0 18
Smith 9/11 1/4 1/1 0 16
Carter 1/8 0/4 0/2 0 14 
McGuffin 0/9 0/3 0/1 0 13
Vorbrink 1/8 0/2 0 0 10
Plese 4/5 2/2 0 0 7
Sullivan 6 1 0 0 7
McElroy 0/5 0 0 0 5
Stowers 1/3 0/1 1/1 0 5
Thomas 2/2 1/1 0/2 0 5
Towers 0/3 0 0 0 3 
Bowlds 1/3 0 0 0 3
Nunn 0 0/1 0 0 1
CAREER HOMERUNS
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018 2019  CAREER
Engelhardt 0 5 7 8  20
McGuffin 4 2 7 2  15
Smith - - 5 8  13
Thomas - - 6 7  13
Carter - 2 5 2  9
Stowers - 3 0 1  4
Vorbrink 1 0 1 2  4
Plese - 1 - 3  4
Sullivan - - - 3  3
Towers - 2 0 -  2
Nunn - - 1 -  1
STREAK TRACKERS
CAREER HITTING STREAKS
PLAYER  LONGEST 2019 CURRENT
Smith  10 10 1
Thomas  9 9 3
Vorbrink  9 7 2
Carter  7 5 5
Bowlds  6 4 2
McGuffin  6 2 0
Engelhardt  5 3 0
McElroy  5 3 0 
Plese  5 5 2
Stowers  4 4 0 
Sullivan  4 4 1
Towers  4 2 0
Davis  3 3 0
Ridge  2 2 0
Aikey  1 0 0
Nunn  1 - 0
REACHED BASE STREAK
PLAYER  LONGEST  2019 CURRENT
Plese  24 24 2
Thomas  15 15 5
Engelhardt 14 8 0
Carter  13 6 6
Vorbrink  12 11 2
Smith  10 10 1
McGuffin  9 2 0
Stowers  8 8 0
Bowlds  7 6 2
Davis  6 6 0
McElroy  5 3 0
Towers  5 2 0
Sullivan  4 4 1 
Aikey  2 0 0
Nunn  2 - 0
Ridge  2 2 0
Blackford  1 - 1*
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BATTING ANALYSIS
  LEADOFF BASES EMPTY 1-2 RUNNERS BASES LOADED RISP 2 OUTS 2-OUT RBI
PLAYER H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP  AVG H OPP AVG #
Aikey 0 2 .000 0 2 .000 0 2 .000 0 0 --- 0 2  .000 0 0 --- 0
Blackford 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Bowlds 7 18 .389 14 43 .326 11 36 .306 0 1 .000 8 22  .364 10 28 .357 7
Carter 5 19 .263 11 41 .268 13 31 .419 2 3 .667 10 24  .417 9 24 .375 5
Davis 1 4 .250 5 16 .313 7 35 .200 0 2 .000 6 25  .240 6 19 .316 3
Engelhardt 10 29 .345 16 52 .308 12 50 .240 1 1 1.000 5 31  .161 6 31 .194 4
McElroy 3 9 .333 5 27 .185 4 26 .154 0 0 --- 4 23  .174 3 20 .150 1
McGuffin 2 7 .286 2 13 .154 2 9 .222 0 1 .000 0 4  .000 1 6 .167 0
Murphy 0 2 .000 0 5 .000 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 2 .000 0
Nunn 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Plese 13 27 .481 15 56 .268 22 56 .393 3 3 1.000 15 38  .395 13 38 .342 11
Ridge 0 3 .000 1 10 .100 1 2 .500 1 1 1.000 1 2  .500 1 4 .250 0
Smith 6 21 .286 14 40 .350 24 66 .364 3 5 .600 16 46  .348 16 39 .410 16
Stowers 2 8 .250 5 14 .357 7 23 .304 0 1 .000 5 17  .294 4 12 .333 3
Sullivan 8 17 .471 15 51 .294 15 47 .319 1 4 .250 8 30  .267 10 33 .303 5
Thomas 25 51 .490 17 67 .254 19 54 .352 0 4 .000 16 39  .410 14 40 .350 15
Towers 1 1 1.000 1 5 .200 2 7 .286 0 0 --- 2 7  .286 1 9 .111 1
Vorbrink 11 19 .579 16 43 .372 11 40 .275 0 2 .000 7 26  .269 6 23 .261 5
2019 STARTERS SUMMARY
     POSITION         BATTING ORDER
PLAYER GS P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP 1ST 2ND 3RD 4TH 5TH 6TH 7TH 8TH 9TH FLEX 
PLESE 38 - - - - - - 1 37 - - 1 7 24 3 3 - - - - -  
MCELROY 38 - - - - - 38 - - - - - - - - - 2 8 14 - 14 
ENGELHARDT 38 - - - - 38 - - - - - - 9 2 3 7 8 7 2 - - 
THOMAS 38 - - - 38 - - - - - - 36 1 1 - - - - - - - 
SMITH 38 - 38 - - - - - - - - - - 7 27 - 1 3 - - - 
SULLIVAN 36 18 - - - - - - - - 18 - - 1 4 17 6 6 - 1 1 
VORBRINK 33 - - 6 - - - 15 - 11 1 - 6 1 - 2 12 1 4 7 - 
BOWLDS 33 - - 32 - - - - - 1 - - 5 - - - - 2 8 17 1 
CARTER 25 - - - - - - 1 - 16 8 1 8 2 1 1 7 4 - 1 - 
DAVIS 20 - - - - - - 14 - 6 - - 2 - - - - - 8 10 - 
AIKEY 13 13 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 13 
STOWERS 9 - - - - - - - - 1 8 - - - - 7 - 1 - 1 -
NUNN 7 7 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 7
MCGUFFIN 7 - - - - - - 5 1 1 - - - - - - 1 3 2 1 -  
TOWERS 3 - - - - - - 2 - 1 - - - - - 1 - 2 - - -
RIDGE 2 - - - - - - - - 1 1 - - - - - 1 1 - - - 
2019 WKU INDIVIDUAL STAT LEADERS
BATTING AVERAGE - Min. 10 AB 
 .358 Kendall Smith
SLUGGING PERCENTAGE - Min. 10 AB  
.679 Kendall Smith
ON BASE PERCENTAGE - Min. 10 Plate Appearances 
.453 Kendall Smith
RUNS SCORED  
29  Rebekah Engelhardt 
HITS  
38  Kendall Smith
RUNS BATTED IN 
34  Kendall Smith
DOUBLES  
9  Kennedy Sullivan
TRIPLES  
2  Jordan Thomas
HOME RUNS  
8  R. Engelhardt & K. Smith 
TOTAL BASES  
72  Kendall Smith
WALKS  
17  Kendall Smith
HIT BY PITCH  
3  S. Plese, K. Smith, J. Vorbrink
SACRIFICE HITS  
6  Paige Carter
    
SACRIFICE FLIES  
7  Kennedy Sullivan 
STOLEN BASES  
14  Shannon Plese
ANALYSIS STATS
WALK-OFF TRACKER
NO.  BATTER GAME/DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS RESULT SCORE FINAL
1  Carter 11-Feb 25 Cleveland St. 3-2/1 6/0 RBI 1B 7-0 8-0
2  Carter 31-Mar 31 FAU 1-0/3 6/2 RBI 1B 9-2 10-2
3  Bowlds 38-Apr 14 North Texas 0-1/2 5/2 RBI 1B 7-0 8-0
 
COME-FROM-BEHIND WIN TRACKER
NO.  GAME/DATE OPPONENT DEFICIT INNING TYING HIT (score) GO-AHEAD HIT (score) FINAL
1  3-Feb 09 FAMU 3-1 M3 Smith 2B (4-3) Smith 2B (4-3)  W, 4-3
2  6-Feb 16 Western Illinois 3-2 M5 Thomas HR (3-3) Engelhardt 3B (4-3) W, 5-3
3  10-Feb 24 Cleveland State 3-0 M3 Ridge 1B (3-3) Sullivan 2B (6-3)  W, 10-3
4  16-Mar 08 Wright State 2-1 M4 Smith 1B (3-2) Smith 1B (3-2)  W, 6-3
5  24-Mar 20 EKU 5-3 E3 Thomas 3B (5-5) Engelhardt HR (6-4) W, 6-5
6  28-Mar 26 Kentucky 1-0 E4 Carter HR (1-1) Thomas HR (2-1) W, 4-1
7  31-Mar 31 Florida Atlantic 1-0 M1 Smith HR (2-1) Engelhardt R PB (3-2) W, 10-2
8  34-Apr 06 Marshall 1-0 E2 Thomas 1B (1-1) Carter 1B (2-1)  W, 7-1
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GAME-BY-GAME STARTERS
Date Team P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP Record
2/8 Missouri State Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Vorbrink Carter 1-0 (1)
2/8 Auburn Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink Sullivan 0-1 (2)
2/9 Florida A&M Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink Carter 1-0 (3)
2/9 Tennessee State Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Vorbrink Sullivan 1-0 (4)
2/10 South Alabama Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Vorbrink Ridge 1-0 (5)
2/16 Western Illinois Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink --- 1-0 (6)
2/16 Western Illinois Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese McGuffin Carter 0-1 (7)
2/17 Western Illinois Nunn Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink Sullivan 1-0 (8)
2/24 Butler Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink --- 2-0 (6)
2/24 Cleveland State Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Vorbrink Sullivan 2-0 (4)
2/25 Cleveland State Nunn Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Ridge Sullivan 1-0 (9)
2/25 Indiana State Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Carter Stowers 1-0 (10)
3/1 Evansville Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Stowers 1-0 (11)
3/2 Jackson State Nunn Smith Vorbrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Carter Plese Stowers Sullivan 1-0 (12)
3/2 Samford Sullivan Smith Vorbrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Carter Stowers 1-0 (13)
3/8 Wright State Sullivan Smith Vorbrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Carter Stowers  2-0 (13)
3/8 Saint Louis Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Stowers 1-0 (14)
3/9 Kennesaw St. Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Stowers 1-1 (11)
3/9 Wright St. Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Carter Sullivan 0-1 (15)
3/13 Lipscomb Aikey Smith Vorbrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Bowlds Sullivan 0-1 (16)
3/16 FIU* Sullivan Smith Vorbrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Towers Carter 1-0 (17)
3/16 FIU* Nunn Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Towers Plese Davis Sullivan 1-0 (18)
3/17 FIU* Sullivan Smith Vobrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Towers Plese Davis Carter 1-0 (19)
3/20 EKU Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink Carter 2-0 (3)
3/23 Charlotte* Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Davis Stowers 1-0 (20)
3/23 Charlotte* Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Davis Sullivan 1-0 (21)
3/24 Charlotte* Nunn Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Davis Sullivan 1-0 (22)
3/26 Kentucky Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Sullivan 1-0 (23)
3/30 FAU* Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Sullivan 2-0 (23)
3/30 FAU* Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Davis Carter 1-0 (24)
3/31 FAU* Nunn Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Sullivan 1-0 (25)
4/3 Louisville Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Sullivan 2-1 (23)
4/6 Marshall* Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Sullivan 2-2 (23)
4/6 Marshall* Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Stowers 2-1 (11)
4/7 Marshall* Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Plese McGuffin Carter Vorbrink 0-1 (26)
4/13 North Texas* Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Vorbrink Carter 1-1 (1)
4/13 North Texas* Nunn Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Carter Sullivan 1-0 (27)
4/14 North Texas* Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Sullivan 3-2 (23)
4/17 Tennessee Tech           
4/19 MTSU*           
4/19 MTSU*           
4/20 MTSU*           
4/24 Austin Peay           
4/24 Austin Peay           
4/27 LA Tech*           
4/27 LA Tech*           
4/28 LA Tech*           
5/1 Murray State           
5/4 UTSA*           
5/4 UTSA*           
5/5 UTSA*           
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2019 WKU LINE SCORES
GAME 1 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-1:51 A-139
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5    R H E
WKU                    5 0 1 0 2 - 8  7  0
Missouri State     0 0 0 0 0 - 0  2  2
WP-SULLIVAN (1-0) LP-Griesbauer (0-1) 
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT
GAME 2 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-1:38 A-201
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5    R H E
WKU                    0 0 0 0 0 - 0  2  2
Auburn                 1 0 3 2 2 - 8 12 1
WP-Martin (1-0) LP-AIKEY,  (0-1) 
HR AU-McCrackin(1), Rivera(1),Veach(3)
GAME 3 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-2:11 A-137
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Florida A&M      0 2 1 0 0 0 0 -  3  3  2
WKU                   1 0 3 0 0 0 X -  4  4  1
WP-SULLIVAN (2-0) Save-AIKEY(1) 
LP-HAYES (0-1)
GAME 4 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-1:55 A-117
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Tennessee State   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  0  6  2
WKU                    1 0 1 1 0 2 X - 5  6  1
WP-AIKEY (1-1) LP-ESPINOZA (0-1) 
HR WKU - SMITH 2 (2)
GAME 5 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-1:46 A-92
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    7 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 7  7  0
South Alabama   0 0 0 0 0 3 0 - 3  4  2
WP-SULLIVAN (3-0) LP-Yarbrough (1-1) 
HR USA - Cronan (1)
GAME 6 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:44 A-203
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WIU               1 0 0 2 0 0 0 -  3  5  1
WKU                0 0 2 0 1 2 X - 5  8  1
WP-SULLIVAN (4-0) LP-Ira (2-1) 
HR: WIU-Duwa (2) | WKU-THOMAS (1)
GAME 7 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:49 A-187
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WIU               0 0 0 2 1 0 0 -  3  4  1
WKU                0 0 0 0 0 1 0 -  1  7  0
WP-Carlin (1-2) LP-AIKEY (1-2) 
HR: WIU-Abbott (2) | WKU-SMITH (3)
GAME 8 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:12 A-175
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WIU               0 0 3 2 0 1 0 -  6 11 2
WKU                0 5 0 1 1 0 X - 7  7  0
WP-SULLIVAN (5-0) Save-AIKEY(2) 
LP-Abbott (1-1)
GAME 9 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:53 A-176
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Butler                   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  0  3  0
WKU                   0 2 1 0 0 0 X -  3  8  0
WP-SULLIVAN (6-0) | LP-RICKETT (1-4) 
HR WKU - SMITH (4)
GAME 10 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:56 A-202
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R  H  E
CSU                      1 0 2 0 0 0 0 -  3   6   2
WKU                    0 0 1 1 0 8 X - 10 10 1
WP-NUNN (1-0) | LP-GRIFFIN (1-2) 
HR CSU - HYSONG (2)
GAME 11 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:34 A-156
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6   R  H E
CSU                      0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  1  2
WKU                    2 0 5 0 0 1 - 8 11 2
WP-NUNN (2-0) | LP-HYSONG (0-2) 
HR WKU - THOMAS (2), 
                     ENGELHARDT (2)
GAME 12 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:37 A-187
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7   R  H  E
Indiana State       0 0 1 0 1 3 2 - 7  15  3
WKU                    3 1 1 3 0 1 X - 9 10  1
WP-SULLIVAN (7-0) Save-NUNN (1) 
HR INS - Martin (2)
HR WKU - PLESE (1), STOWERS (1)
GAME 13 | Birmingham, Ala. | T-1:38 A-101
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5   R  H  E
WKU                    3 0 3 2 0 - 8  9   0
Evansville             0 0 0 0 0 - 0  0  3
WP-SULLIVAN (8-0) 
LP-Lockhart (3-3)
GAME 14 | Birmingham, Ala. | T-1:49 A-113
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Jackson State       0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  0  1  1
WKU                   0 0 1 2 0 1 X -  4  4  1
WP-NUNN (3-0) Save-AIKEY(3) 
LP-Sanchez (0-5) 
GAME 15 | Birmingham, Ala. | T-2:19 A-213
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    5 0 1 0 0 1 1 - 8 11  2
Samford               0 0 0 0 0 1 0 - 1   2  2
WP-SULLIVAN (9-0) 
LP-Spear (4-3)
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT (3)
HR SAM - Trombley (1)
GAME 16 | Kennesaw, Ga. | T-2:50 A-37
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Wright State        0 1 0 1 0 1 0 -  3  4  3
WKU                   0 0 1 0 4 1 X -  6  6  0
WP-SULLIVAN (10-0) Save-NUNN (2) 
LP-Otani (3-5)
GAME 17 | Kennesaw, Ga. | T-1:21 A-83
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5    R  H  E
WKU                    3 0 2 0 5 - 10 12 0
Saint Louis           0 0 0 0 0 - 0   1   3
WP-AIKEY (2-2) LP-LOVELESS (2-2)
GAME 18 | Kennesaw, Ga. | T-1:50 A-197
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1  5  1
Kennesaw State   0 0 0 0 0 0 2 - 2  6  0
WP-ANDREWS (7-6) 
LP-SULLIVAN (10-1
HR WKU - McGUFFIN (1)
GAME 19 | Kennesaw, Ga. | T-1:44 A-111
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    0 0 1 0 0 0 0 - 1  4  0
Wright State         0 0 0 0 0 2 X - 2  6  2
WP-Hughes (1-2) LP-AIKEY (2-3)
GAME 20 | Nashville, Tenn. | T-2:17 A-127
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H  E
WKU                    0 0 3 1 1 1 1 - 7  11 1
Lipscomb             2 0 3 0 0 4 X - 9   4  2
WP-JORDAN (6-4) LP-SULLIVAN (10-2) 
HR WKU-SMITH (5), ENGELHARDT (4)
HR LIP - FORTEL (3), DEVAULT (4)
GAME 21 | Miami, Fla. | T-2:10 A-76
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    0 1 2 0 0 3 0 - 6 12 0
FIU                        0 0 0 1 1 0 0 - 2  4  0
WP-SULLIVAN (11-2) 
LP-KUGELMANN (6-3)
GAME 22 | Miami, Fla. | T-2:00 A-85
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    0 0 0 0 0 0 4 - 4  7  0
FIU                        0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  2  0
WP-AIKEY (3-3) LP-DUNFORD (6-3)
GAME 23 | Miami, Fla. | T-2:20 A-151
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E 
WKU                    0 0 1 0 2 2 0 - 5  6  0
FIU                        0 0 0 0 0 4 0 - 4  8  2
WP-SULLIVAN (12-2) Save-AIKEY (4) 
LP-MURASKIN (5-6) 
HR WKU - VORBRINK (1)
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2019 WKU LINE SCORES
GAME 24 | Richmond, Ky. | T-1:58 A-150
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    2 1 0 2 0 1 0 - 6  8  0
EKU                      1 0 4 0 0 0 0 - 5  3  0
WP-AIKEY (4-3) LP-Paulick(5-5) 
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT (5)
HR EKU - Lizzmore (7)
GAME 25 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:56 A-377
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5    R H E
Charlotte             0 0 2 0 0  - 2  5  2
WKU                   6 2 1 2 X - 11 9  0
WP-SULLIVAN (13-2) LP-GREEN (0-4) 
HR WKU-SMITH (6), ENGELHARDT (6)
GAME 26 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:51 A-298
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Charlotte              0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  3  0
WKU                    0 2 3 0 0 0 X - 5  8  1
WP-AIKEY (5-3) LP-PACE (5-5) 
HR WKU - VORBRINK (2)
GAME 27 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:56 A-243
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Charlotte              0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  4  1
WKU                    0 2 0 0 1 0 X - 3  6  3
WP-NUNN (4-0) Save-AIKEY (5) 
LP-CANNON (2-8)
HR WKU - SULLIVAN (1)
GAME 28 | Lexington, Ky. | T-2:04 A-824
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    0 0 0 0 4 0 0 - 4  4  0
Kentucky              0 0 0 1 0 0 0 - 1  3  2
WP-AIKEY (6-3) Save-NUNN (3)
LP-Humes (7-6) 
HR WKU - THOMAS (3), PLESE (2), 
CARTER (1)
HR UK - Peyton (8)
GAME 29 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:12 A-213
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R  H  E
FAU                      0 0 2 0 1 0 0 -  3   4   2
WKU                   2 2 5 0 0 1 X - 10 14 1
WP-AIKEY (7-3) LP-Olson (4-10) 
HR WKU - THOMAS (4), 
ENGELHARDT (7)
GAME 30 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:48 A-238
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
FAU                      0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  0  5 1
WKU                   0 0 1 1 0 0 X -  2  6 0
WP-SULLIVAN (14-2) 
LP-Whitty, Skylar (5-2)
GAME 31 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:10 A-181
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6   R  H  E
FAU                      1 1 0 0 0 0 - 2   5   5
WKU                   2 0 5 0 0 3 - 10 10 2
WP-AIKEY (8-3) LP-Whitty (5-3)
HR WKU - SMITH (7)
GAME 32 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:12 A-877
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  R  H  E
LOU                     3 3 0 0 0 0 1 - 7  7  1
WKU                   1 1 0 0 0 0 0 - 2  4  2
WP-ROBY (7-1) | LP-AIKEY (8-4)
HR LOU - WATSON (1)
GAME 33 | Huntington, W.Va. | T-1:52 A-1000
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6    R  H E
WKU                    0 0 0 0 0 2 - 2   2  1
Marshall               0 0 0 1 1 8 - 10 9  1
WP-TOLBERT (16-10) LP-AIKEY (8-5) 
HR WKU - SULLIVAN (2)
HR MAR-HARRELL (11), ROUSSEAU (1)
GAME 34 | Huntington, W.Va. | T-2:09 A-1000
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    0 0 3 0 0 2 2 - 7  8  0
Marshall               1 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1  4  1
WP-SULLIVAN (15-2) 
LP-WILLIAMSON (7-2)
HR WKU-McGUFFIN (2), SULLIVAN (3)
GAME 35 | Huntington, W.Va. | T-2:47 A-450
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8    R H E
WKU                    2 1 0 0 2 1 1 0 - 7 12 2
Marshall               3 0 0 1 0 3 0 1 - 8  8  0
WP-WILLIAMSON (8-2) 
LP-AIKEY, Kelsey (8-6)
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT (8)
HR MAR - BURCH (4), ROUSSEAU (2)
GAME 36 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:10 A-167
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
North Texas         2 2 0 0 0 0 4 - 8  6  0
WKU                    1 0 0 0 0 1 0 - 2  6  1
WP-Trautwein (17-5) 
LP-SULLIVAN (15-3)
HR UNT - Perella (6)
HR WKU - THOMAS (5), CARTER (2)
GAME 37 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:45 A-158
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
North Texas         0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1  2  0
WKU                    1 0 1 0 1 0 X - 3  8  0
WP-NUNN (5-0) LP-Tindell (3-6) HR 
WKU - THOMAS (6)
GAME 38 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:45 A-201
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5    R H E
North Texas         0 0 0 0 0 - 0  1 2
WKU                    3 1 0 0 4 - 8  8 0
WP-AIKEY (9-6) LP-Trautwein (17-6) 
HR WKU - THOMAS (7), SMITH (8), 
PLESE (3)
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2019 WKU SEASON STATS
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Apr 14, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 29-9   Home: 14-3   Away: 7-4   Neutral: 8-2   C-USA: 12-3
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 3 5 8 38-38 106 24 38 8 1 8 34 72  . 6 7 9 17 3 16 0  . 4 5 3 2 0 4-6 317 19 3  . 9 9 1
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 3 3 33-25 72 16 24 3 0 2 15 33  . 4 5 8 7 2 7 1  . 3 9 8 2 6 5-6 13 1 0 1.000
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 3 3 0 38-38 112 26 37 7 1 3 22 55  . 4 9 1 15 3 14 1  . 4 2 3 0 0 14-17 35 1 2  . 9 4 7
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 2 5 34-33 83 17 27 6 0 2 8 39  . 4 7 0 14 3 16 0  . 4 4 0 0 3 4-4 46 2 2  . 9 6 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 3 2 4 20-9 37 8 12 7 0 1 10 22  . 5 9 5 3 0 7 0  . 3 6 6 1 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 1 6 34-33 79 11 25 2 1 0 9 29  . 3 6 7 8 2 8 0  . 3 9 3 0 0 5-8 167 5 0 1.000
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 3 0 6 36-36 98 16 30 9 0 3 25 48  . 4 9 0 4 0 9 1  . 3 1 2 7 3 1-1 7 16 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 2 9 8 38-38 121 25 36 7 2 7 26 68  . 5 6 2 14 1 24 0  . 3 7 2 1 0 8-9 60 32 3  . 9 6 8
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 7 5 38-38 102 29 28 3 1 8 18 57  . 5 5 9 16 1 14 0  . 3 7 2 2 2 12-13 24 62 5  . 9 4 5
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 5 0 7-3 12 0 3 1 0 0 2 4  . 3 3 3 0 0 0 0  . 2 5 0 0 1 2-3 9 0 0 1.000
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 3 5 24-20 51 11 12 0 0 0 4 12  . 2 3 5 3 0 1 0  . 2 7 8 0 3 7-7 19 0 0 1.000
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 1 8 2 23-7 22 8 4 2 0 2 2 12  . 5 4 5 1 1 11 0  . 2 5 0 0 0 3-3 6 0 0 1.000
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 1 7 0 38-38 53 9 9 0 1 0 3 11  . 2 0 8 1 1 6 0  . 2 0 0 0 3 3-3 36 53 11  . 8 9 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 1 6 7 14-2 12 5 2 0 0 0 2 2  . 1 6 7 1 0 6 0  . 2 3 1 0 1 3-3 2 1 0 1.000
22 MURPHY, Macy  . 0 0 0 7-0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 27-14 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 1 0-0 1 6 1  . 8 7 5
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 21-8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 13 0 1.000
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 8-0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 9 6 38 969 209 287 55 7 36 180 464  . 4 7 9 104 17 141 3  . 3 6 9 15 23 73-85 743 211 27  . 9 7 2
Opponents  . 1 9 6 38 911 107 179 31 4 19 98 275  . 3 0 2 148 16 314 0  . 3 1 8 3 13 29-35 706 294 56  . 9 4 7
LOB - Team (214), Opp (241). DPs turned - Team (3), Opp (13). CI - Team (0), Opp (1). IBB - Team (0), Opp (3). Picked off -
SULLIVAN,K. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
10 NUNN, Shelby  1 . 9 6 5-0 20 7 2 1/4 3 53.2 44 21 15 17 47 8 2 1  . 2 0 8 3 1 0 0 1
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 2 5 9-6 26 13 3 3/4 5 81.0 54 32 26 48 117 4 1 10  . 1 8 4 13 5 0 1 6
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  3 . 1 3 15-3 21 18 9 4/0 0 111.2 78 52 50 81 149 18 1 8  . 1 9 5 4 10 0 2 6
20 TOWERS, Haylee 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.1 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0 0 0
Totals  2 . 6 3 29-9 38 38 14 12/4 8 247.2 179 107 93 148 314 31 4 19  . 1 9 6 20 16 0 3 13
Opponents  4 . 6 7 9-29 38 38 13 1/0 0 235.1 287 209 157 104 141 55 7 36  . 2 9 6 25 17 0 15 23
PB - Team (4), SMITH,K. 4, Opp (5). Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (1). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (29-35), SULLIVAN,K.
(13-17), AIKEY,K. (11-13), NUNN,S. (5-5).
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2019 WKU C-USA ONLY STATS
2019 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Apr 14, 2019)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 12-3   Home: 8-1   Away: 4-2   C-USA: 12-3
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 4 1 9 15-15 43 11 18 6 0 3 15 33  . 7 6 7 3 0 3 1  . 4 2 9 3 3 1-1 3 7 0 1.000
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 4 0 6 14-13 32 7 13 4 0 2 4 23  . 7 1 9 9 1 3 0  . 5 4 8 0 1 2-2 12 1 0 1.000
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 8 7 14-13 31 4 12 0 1 0 4 14  . 4 5 2 5 2 2 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 2-3 81 3 0 1.000
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 3 7 5 15-15 40 9 15 4 0 3 15 28  . 7 0 0 11 1 4 0  . 5 1 9 0 0 1-1 103 9 2  . 9 8 2
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 7 5 9-2 8 3 3 2 0 1 1 8 1.000 1 1 4 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 2-2 4 0 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 6 4 13-11 33 7 12 2 0 1 6 17  . 5 1 5 3 1 2 1  . 4 3 2 0 3 2-2 5 1 0 1.000
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 3 2 6 15-15 43 6 14 2 0 1 9 19  . 4 4 2 8 0 7 1  . 4 3 1 0 0 3-5 17 0 1  . 9 4 4
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 0 6 15-15 49 14 15 3 0 4 10 30  . 6 1 2 6 1 9 0  . 3 9 3 0 0 3-4 28 15 3  . 9 3 5
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 5 0 15-15 44 9 11 2 0 3 9 22  . 5 0 0 3 0 10 0  . 2 9 2 1 1 2-2 11 31 2  . 9 5 5
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 2 2 4-3 9 0 2 0 0 0 1 2  . 2 2 2 0 0 0 0  . 2 2 2 0 1 1-1 6 0 0 1.000
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 0 0 9-8 20 6 4 0 0 0 0 4  . 2 0 0 3 0 1 0  . 3 0 4 0 0 6-6 9 0 0 1.000
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 1 6 7 9-2 12 2 2 1 0 0 2 3  . 2 5 0 0 0 2 0  . 1 5 4 1 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 0 7 1 15-15 14 2 1 0 0 0 1 1  . 0 7 1 0 1 1 0  . 1 3 3 0 2 0-0 16 26 3  . 9 3 3
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 11-4 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
22 MURPHY, Macy  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 0 0 0 4-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 5-0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 8-4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 4 0 1.000
Totals  . 3 2 0 15 381 85 122 26 1 18 77 204  . 5 3 5 52 8 49 3  . 4 0 8 5 11 26-30 296 97 11  . 9 7 3
Opponents  . 1 9 6 15 358 41 70 14 2 5 38 103  . 2 8 8 61 11 103 0  . 3 2 9 2 9 9-11 280 117 17  . 9 5 9
LOB - Team (92), Opp (104). DPs turned - Team (0), Opp (9). IBB - Team (0), Opp (3).
(C-USA games only Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  1 . 9 3 5-2 11 4 1 1/3 2 32.2 18 10 9 22 49 1 1 3  . 1 6 1 8 3 0 0 4
10 NUNN, Shelby  2 . 5 5 2-0 8 4 1 0/3 0 24.2 22 12 9 9 19 5 1 1  . 2 2 0 2 1 0 0 1
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  3 . 0 5 5-1 7 7 3 1/0 0 41.1 30 19 18 30 35 8 0 1  . 2 0 5 0 7 0 2 4
Totals  2 . 5 5 12-3 15 15 5 5/3 2 98.2 70 41 36 61 103 14 2 5  . 1 9 6 10 11 0 2 9
Opponents  5 . 2 5 3-12 15 15 6 0/0 0 93.1 122 85 70 52 49 26 1 18  . 3 2 0 4 8 0 5 11
PB - Team (2), SMITH,K. 2, Opp (2). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (9-11), AIKEY,K. (5-6), SULLIVAN,K. (2-3), NUNN,S. (2-2).
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2019 WKU TEAM GAME-BY-GAME STATS
2019 WKU Softball
Team Game-by-Game for WKU (as of Apr 14, 2019)
Batting (All games)
Date Opponent ab r h rbi 2b 3b hr tb bb ibb sb cs hbp sac sf gdp k po a e lob avg
Feb 08 vs Missouri State 23 8 7 4 0 0 1 10 4 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 5 15 1 0 5  . 3 0 4
Feb 08 vs Auburn 18 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 7 13 3 2 3  . 2 2 0
Feb 09 vs Florida A&M 21 4 4 4 1 0 0 5 4 0 1 1 1 2 0 0 1 21 5 1 6  . 2 1 0
Feb 09 vs Tennessee State 22 5 6 5 2 0 2 14 1 0 2 0 0 1 1 0 2 21 4 1 2  . 2 2 6
Feb 10 vs South Alabama 28 7 7 6 1 0 0 8 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 4 21 3 0 1  . 2 3 2
Feb 16 WESTERN ILLINOIS 25 5 8 5 0 2 1 15 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 5 21 8 1 5  . 2 4 8
Feb 16 WESTERN ILLINOIS 29 1 7 1 1 0 1 11 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 21 8 0 8  . 2 4 7
Feb 17 WESTERN ILLINOIS 25 7 7 5 2 1 0 11 4 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 3 21 8 0 6  . 2 5 1
Feb 24 BUTLER 25 3 8 3 0 0 1 11 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 3 21 4 0 4  . 2 5 9
Feb 24 CLEVELAND STATE 29 10 10 8 2 1 0 14 5 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 4 21 8 1 7  . 2 6 9
Feb 25 CLEVELAND STATE 24 8 11 8 2 1 2 21 1 0 3 1 0 1 1 0 2 18 7 2 4  . 2 8 6
Feb 25 INDIANA STATE 29 9 10 9 2 0 2 18 5 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 4 21 4 1 7  . 2 9 2
Mar 01 vs Evansville 26 8 9 5 2 0 0 11 5 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 6 15 1 0 10  . 2 9 6
Mar 02 vs Jackson State 20 4 4 3 2 0 0 6 1 0 4 0 1 1 0 0 2 21 9 1 2  . 2 9 1
Mar 02 at Samford 28 8 11 7 3 0 1 17 5 0 3 1 0 0 3 0 3 21 2 2 7  . 2 9 8
Mar 08 vs Wright State 27 6 6 5 1 0 0 7 4 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 3 21 6 0 8  . 2 9 3
Mar 08 vs Saint Louis 26 10 12 7 1 0 0 13 1 0 6 1 0 0 2 0 1 15 3 0 4  . 3 0 4
Mar 09 at Kennesaw State 25 1 5 1 0 0 1 8 3 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 10 20 2 1 8  . 2 9 8
Mar 09 vs Wright State 26 1 4 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 5 0 1 0 0 0 6 18 6 0 5  . 2 9 0
Mar 13 at Lipscomb 33 7 11 6 4 0 2 21 1 0 3 0 0 1 0 0 7 18 2 1 7  . 2 9 3
*Mar 16 at FIU 30 6 12 6 4 0 0 16 2 0 1 0 1 3 0 0 2 21 4 0 9  . 2 9 9
*Mar 16 at FIU 27 4 7 4 1 0 0 8 3 0 4 0 1 0 1 0 3 21 11 0 7  . 2 9 7
*Mar 17 at FIU 27 5 6 4 3 0 1 12 3 0 3 0 0 1 0 0 3 21 4 0 5  . 2 9 3
Mar 20 at Eastern Kentucky 26 6 8 6 1 1 1 14 2 0 0 1 0 2 1 0 2 21 5 0 4  . 2 9 4
*Mar 23 CHARLOTTE 21 11 9 10 2 0 2 17 7 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 2 15 3 0 5  . 2 9 8
*Mar 23 CHARLOTTE 23 5 8 5 2 0 1 13 5 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 4 21 8 1 5  . 3 0 0
*Mar 24 CHARLOTTE 24 3 6 2 0 0 1 9 3 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 4 21 9 3 6  . 2 9 8
Mar 26 at Kentucky 27 4 4 4 0 0 3 13 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 21 6 0 5  . 2 9 3
*Mar 30 FLORIDA ATLANTIC 29 10 14 10 3 1 2 25 5 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 2 21 8 1 7  . 3 0 0
*Mar 30 FLORIDA ATLANTIC 21 2 6 2 1 0 0 7 2 0 1 0 0 2 0 1 3 21 6 0 5  . 3 0 0
*Mar 31 FLORIDA ATLANTIC 23 10 10 6 2 0 1 15 7 0 2 0 0 3 1 1 0 18 5 2 7  . 3 0 4
Apr 03 LOUISVILLE 26 2 4 1 2 0 0 6 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 5 21 9 2 4  . 2 9 9
*Apr 06 at Marshall University 21 2 2 2 0 0 1 5 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 4 17 8 1 5  . 2 9 4
*Apr 06 at Marshall University 29 7 8 6 0 0 2 14 2 0 2 0 1 0 1 0 2 21 8 0 5  . 2 9 3
*Apr 07 at Marshall University 33 7 12 7 3 0 1 18 5 0 1 0 2 0 1 0 8 21 4 2 10  . 2 9 6
*Apr 13 NORTH TEXAS 26 2 6 2 2 0 2 14 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 21 3 1 4  . 2 9 4
*Apr 13 NORTH TEXAS 23 3 8 3 2 0 1 13 2 0 3 1 1 2 0 0 2 21 13 0 7  . 2 9 5
*Apr 14 NORTH TEXAS 24 8 8 8 1 0 3 18 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 15 3 0 5  . 2 9 6
Totals 969 209 287 180 55 7 36 464 104 0 73 12 17 23 15 3 141 743 211 27 214  . 2 9 6
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 MARSHALL (4-7) AT BATS MR, MARSHALL (4-7-19) 5
 2 MR, FAU (3-31) RUNS VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10-18) 3
 3 MR, MARSHALL (4-7) HITS MR, MARSHALL (4-7-19) 3
 1 MR, NORTH TEXAS (4-13) DOUBLES VS. TENNESSEE TECH (2-16-18) 2
 1 WESTERN IL (2-16) TRIPLES WESTERN IL (2-16-19) 1
 2 TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) HOME RUNS TENNESSEE ST.  (2-9-19) 2
 4 NORTH TEXAS (4-14) RBI NORTH TEXAS (4-14-19) 4
 3 MR, FAU (3-31) WALKS/HBP MR, FAU (3-31-19) 3
 1 MR, FAU (3-30) STOLEN BASES MR, FAU (3-30-19) 1
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 14X, MR FAU (3-31) AT BATS MR, AT FAU (4-28-18) 5
 3 NORTH TEXAS (4-13) RUNS NORTH TEXAS (4-13-19) 3
 3 FAU (3-31) HITS 3X, MR VS. FAU (3-31-19) 3
 1 7X, MR NORTH TEXAS (4-13) DOUBLES 21X, MR NORTH TEXAS (4-13-19) 1
 1 2X MR, EKU (3-20) TRIPLES 5X, MR EKU (3-20-19) 1
 1 MR, NORTH TEXAS (4-14) HOME RUNS 13X, MR NORTH TEXAS (4-14-19) 1
 3 EKU (3-20) RBI 2X, MR AT FAU (4-28-18) 4
 2 MR, MARSHALL (4-7) WALKS/HBP 12, MR MARSHALL (4-7-19) 2











• bowling green, ky.
• baTs r / Throws r
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .317 54-54 161 42 51 16 3 6 27 91 .565 40 2 37 2 .454 2 2 6-8 70 2 3 .960
2019 .298 38-38 121 25 36 7 2 7 26 68 .562 14 1 24 0 .372 1 0 8-8 60 32 3 .968
CAREER .309 92-92 282 67 87 23 5 13 53 159 .564 54 3 61 2 .421 3 2 14-16 130 34 6 .965
THOMAS’ CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .240 54-54 146 33 35 10 0 5 22 60 .411 21 4 34 1 .345 3 4 4-4 252 28 9 .969
2019 .358 38-38 106 24 38 8 1 8 34 72 .679 17 3 16 0 .453 2 0 4-6 317 19 3 .991
CAREER .290 92-92 252 57 73 18 1 13 56 132 .524 38 7 50 1 .391 5 4 8-10 569 47 12 .981
SMITH’S CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2015          CHATTANOOGA STATE CC
2016          CHATTANOOGA STATE CC
2017 .289 34-5 38 4 11 3 0 1 7 17 .447 2 2 7 0 .341 2 0 0-0 3 0 0 1.000
2018           DNP
2019 .330 38-38 112 26 37 7 1 3 22 55 .491 15 3 14 1 .423 0 0 14-17 35 1 2 .947
CAREER .320 72-43 150 30 48 10 1 4 29 71 .473 17 5 21 1 .402 2 0 14-17 38 1 2 .951
PLESE’S CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 8X, MR MARSHALL (4-7) AT BATS 8X, MR FAU (3-31-19) 4
 3 MR, FAU (3-30) RUNS MR, FAU (3-30-19) 3
 3 FIU (3-16) HITS LIPSCOMB (3-16-19) 3
 1 7X, MR CHARLOTTE (3-23) DOUBLES 10X, MR CHARLOTTE (3-23-19) 1
 1 CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) TRIPLES CLEVELAND ST. (2-25-19) 1
 1 3X, MR NORTH TEXAS (4-14) HOME RUNS 4X, MR NORTH TEXAS (4-14-19) 1
 3 MR, FIU (3-16) RBI 2X, MR FIU (3-16-19) 3
 2 MR, FAU (3-30) WALKS/HBP MR, FAU (3-30-19) 2






• baTs l / Throws l







• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 MR, MARSHALL (4-7) AT BATS 14x, MR MARSHALL (4-7-19) 4
 3 MISSOURI ST. (2-8) RUNS 3X, MR MISSOURI ST. (2-8-19) 3
 2 MR, MARSHALL (4-7) HITS MR, VS. TENN. ST. (2-17-18) 3
 1 MR, FAU (3-30) DOUBLES VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 1 WESTERN IL (2-16) TRIPLES 4X, MR WESTERN IL (2-16-19) 1
 1 8X, MR MARSHALL (4-7) HOME RUNS 20X, MR MARSHALL (4-7-19) 1
 3 CHARLOTTE (3-23) RBI VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-17-18) 4
 3 CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) WALKS/HBP MR, CLEVELAND ST. (2-24-19) 3
 2 MR, LOUISVILLE (4-3) STOLEN BASES 6X, MR LOUISVILLE (4-3-19) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .069 41-36 29 6 2 0 0 0 2 2 .069 5 0 11 0 .206 0 3 1-1 38 45 12 .874
2017 .213 58-48 108 19 23 3 0 5 14 41 .380 14 1 24 0 .309 0 3 9-12 70 103 13 .930
2018 .278 54-54 151 34 42 10 3 7 25 79 .523 15 0 38 0 .339 2 8 9-13 48 127 9 .951
2019 .275 38-38 102 29 28 3 1 8 18 57 .559 16 1 14 0 .372 2 2 12-13 24 62 5 .945
CAREER .244 191-176 390 88 95 16 4 20 58 179 .459 50 2 87 0 .330 4 16 31-39 180 337 39 .930
ENGELHARDT’S CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 MR, MARSHALL (4-7) AT BATS SAME
 2 MR, NORTH TEXAS (4-14) RUNS SAME
 3 FAU (3-30) HITS SAME
 2 FAU (3-30) DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 1 MARSHALL (4-6) HOME RUNS SAME
 3 CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) RBI SAME
 1 MR, NORTH TEXAS (4-14) WALKS/HBP SAME
 1 FIU (3-16) STOLEN BASES SAME 
 7.0 MR, MARSHALL (4-6) IP SAME
 0 EVANSVILLE (3-1) FEWEST HITS SAME 
 0 FLORIDA ATLANTIC (3-30) FEWEST ER SAME 






• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 MR, FIU (3-16) AT BATS SAME
 2 CHARLOTTE (3-23) RUNS SAME
 2 MR, LIPSCOMB (3-13) HITS SAME
 - - DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 1 4X, MR LIPSCOMB (3-13) RBI SAME
 1 MR CHARLOTTE (3-24) WALKS/HBP SAME






• baTs l / Throws l
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2019 .306 36-36 98 16 30 9 0 3 25 48 .490 4 0 9 1 .312 7 3 1-1 7 16 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2019 3.13 15-3 21 18 9 4/0 0 111.2 78 52 50 81 149 18 1 8 498 .195 4 10 0 2 6
SULLIVAN’S CAREER STATS
DAVIS’ CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2019 .235 24-20 51 11 12 0 0 0 4 12 .235 3 0 1 0 .278 0 3 7-7 19 0 0 1.000
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shelby nunn   
• sophomore
• piTcher
• bowling green, ky
• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18-18) 2
 - - RUNS VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 - - HITS VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 - - RBI VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 3
 - - WALKS/HBP 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18-18) 1
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 7.0 NORTH TEXAS (4-13) IP 5X, MR VS. NORTH TEXAS (4-13-19) 7.0
 0 MR, KENTUCKY (3-26) FEWEST HITS MR, KENTUCKY (3-26-19) 0
 0 MR, KENTUCKY (3-26) FEWEST ER 9X, MR KENTUCKY (3-26-19) 0
 5 MR, FIU (3-16) STRIKEOUTS VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 11
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .200 44-29 5 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 .800 2 0 2 0 .429 0 0 0-0 5 45 0 1.000
2019 - 20-7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0-0 1 13 0 1.000
CAREER .200 64-36 5 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 .800 2 0 2 0 .429 0 0 0-0 6 58 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2018 3.55 15-15 44 27 10 2/0 3 177.1 212 117 90 36 104 46 2 11 794 .288 5 3 0 5 13
2019 1.96 5-0 20 7 2 1/4 3 53.2 44 21 15 17 47 8 2 1 231 .208 3 1 0 0 1
CAREER 3.18 20-15 64 34 12 3/4 6 231.0 256 138 105 53 151 54 4 12 1025 .270 8 4 0 5 14
NUNN’S CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 3 CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) AT BATS SAME 
 1 5X, MR CHARLOTTE (3-23) RUNS SAME
 1 2X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) HITS SAME
 - - DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 1 2X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) RBI SAME
 1 TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) WALKS/HBP SAME






• baTs r / Throws r
RIDGE’S CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2019 .167 14-2 12 5 2 0 0 0 2 2 .167 1 0 6 0 .231 0 1 3-3 2 1 0 1.000
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kelsey aikey   
• Junior
• piTcher
• cedar falls, iowa
• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 1 EKU (3-20) AT BATS LIPSCOMB (3-22-17) 3
 - - RUNS - -
 - - HITS AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - WALKS/HBP AAMU (3-16-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 7.0 TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) IP VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 8.0
 1 MR, NORTH TEXAS (4-14) FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 0
 0 MR, NORTH TEXAS (4-14) FEWEST ER MR, NORTH TEXAS (4-14-19) 0
 11 FLORIDA ATLANTIC (3-30) STRIKEOUTS FLORIDA ATLANTIC (3-30-19) 11
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .083 27-9 12 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .083 3 0 5 0 .267 0 0 0-0 4 21 2 .926
2018 .000 39-19 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 1 0 .000 0 0 0-0 7 22 1 .967
2019 .000 26-13 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 1 0 .000 0 1 0-0 1 6 1 .875
TOTALS .059 92-41 17 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .059 3 0 7 0 .200 0 1 0-0 12 49 4 .938
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 2.92 7-4 27 9 5 1/0 3 93.1 86 59 39 65 54 12 0 6 437 .244 19 8 1 3 9
2018 3.15 12-9 39 19 7 3/1 3 142.0 123 73 64 69 108 19 2 16 621 .234 15 8 0 5 14
2019 2.25 9-6 26 13 3 3/4 5 81.0 54 32 26 48 117 4 1 10 353 .184 13 5 0 1 6
TOTALS 2.85 28-19 92 41 15 7/5 11 316.1 263 164 129 182 279 35 3 32 1411 .225 47 21 1 9 29
AIKEY’S CAREER STATS
11
Jordan vorbrink  
• senior
• uTiliTy
• louisville, ky. | louisville
• baTs l / Throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 2X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) AT BATS AT UAB (4-14-18) 5
 2 MR, CHARLOTTE (3-23) RUNS MR, CHARLOTTE (3-23-19) 2
 3 FIU (3-17) HITS MR, AT FIU (3-17-19) 3
 1 MR, NORTH TEXAS (4-14) DOUBLES MR, NORTH TEXAS (4-14-19) 1
 - - TRIPLES MR, VS. NCC (4-17-16) 1
 1 MR, CHARLOTTE (3-23) HOME RUNS 4X, MR CHARLOTTE(3-23-19) 1
 2 FIU (3-17) RBI 2X, MR VS. UTEP (4-8-18) 3
 2 MR, MARSHALL (4-7) WALKS/HBP 9X, MR MARSHALL (4-7-19) 2
 1 MR, FAU (3-30) STOLEN BASES VS. EKU (4-11-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .244 24-15 41 6 10 3 3 1 9 22 .537 2 0 7 1 .273 1 2 1-1 101 2 1 .990
2017 .143 26-15 28 3 4 0 0 0 1 4 .143 0 4 5 1 .250 0 0 0-0 21 0 0 1.000
2018 .256 54-54 160 23 41 6 0 1 24 50 .313 20 3 34 1 .350 0 2 6-7 87 14 4 .962
2019 .325 34-33 83 17 27 6 0 2 8 39 .470 14 3 16 0 .440 0 3 4-4 46 2 2 .960
CAREER .259 138-117 312 49 81 15 3 4 42 115 .369 36 10 62 3 .354 1 7 11-12 255 18 7 .975
VORBRINK’S CAREER STATS
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  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS SAME
 - - RUNS SAME
 - - HITS SAME
 - - DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 - - RBI SAME
 - - WALKS/HBP SAME











• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 MR, WRIGHT ST. (3-8) AT BATS MR, AT USM (3-11-18) 5
 1 8X, MR MARSHALL (4-6) RUNS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 3 INDIANA ST. (2-25) HITS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 5*
 1 7X, MR CHARLOTTE (3-23) DOUBLES EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 - - TRIPLES VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 1 INDIANA ST. (2-25) HOME RUNS MR, INDIANA ST. (2-25-19) 1
 4 INDIANA ST. (2-25) RBI INDIANA ST. (2-25-19) 4
 1 MR, SAMFORD (3-2) WALKS/HBP WRIGHT STATE (2-25-17) 3
 1 JACKSON ST. (3-2) STOLEN BASES JACKSON ST. (3-2-19) 1
STOWERS’ CAREER STATS
16
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .215 44-31 107 12 23 4 0 3 13 36 .336 13 0 27 1 .298 1 1 0-0 24 1 3 .893
2018 .167 32-11 60 8 10 2 1 0 5 14 .233 3 0 12 2 .206 0 0 0-0 2 1 0 1.000
2019 .324 20-9 37 8 12 7 0 1 10 22 .595 3 0 7 0 .366 1 0 1-1 0 0 0 -
TOTALS .221 96-51 204 28 45 13 1 4 28 72 .353 19 0 46 3 .284 2 1 1-1 26 2 3 .903







• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 3 MR, NORTH TEXAS (4-13) AT BATS VS. UAB (5-10-17) 6
 2 MARSHALL (4-6) RUNS MR, AT FAU (4-28-18) 3
 2 MARSHALL (4-7) HITS UAB (5-10-17) 4
 2 MARSHALL (4-7) DOUBLES AT MARSHALL (4-7-19) 2
 - - TRIPLES AT USM (3-10-18) 1
 1 MR, AT MARSHALL (4-6) HOME RUNS MR AT MARSHALL (4-7-19) 1
 1 MR, AT MARSHALL (4-7) RBI AT FAU (4-28-18) 4
 1 MR, AT MARSHALL (4-7) WALKS/HBP 2X, MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-25-18) 3
 1 MR, FAU (3-31) STOLEN BASES MR, VS.TENN. ST. (2-16-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .200 47-47 120 18 24 6 0 4 13 42 .350 18 1 24 1 .305 2 5 6-6 63 20 5 .943
2017 .246 60-56 134 23 33 9 0 2 16 48 .358 19 11 35 0 .382 1 6 13-16 93 10 2 .981
2018 .291 53-53 141 30 41 8 1 7 25 72 .511 24 4 35 0 .404 2 1 5-7 65 11 2 .974
2019 .182 23-7 22 8 4 2 0 2 2 12 .545 1 1 11 0 .250 0 0 3-3 6 0 0 1.000
Totals .245 183-163 417 79 102 25 1 15 56 174 .417 62 17 105 1 .361 5 12 27-32 227 41 9 .968







• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 3 9X, MR FAU (3-31) AT BATS AT UTEP (4-9-17) 5
 1 9X, MR CHARLOTTE (3-24) RUNS AT UTEP (4-8-17) 3
 1 9X, MR CHARLOTTE (3-24) HITS MR, AT FAU (4-28-18) 2
 - - DOUBLES MR, AT UTEP (4-8-17) 1
 1 WESTERN IL (2-17) TRIPLES WESTERN IL (2-17-19) 1
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 1 3X, MR CHARLOTTE (2-23) RBI 5X, MR AT FAU (4-28-18) 2
 1 MR, FIU (3-16) WALKS/HBP MR, VS. LIPSCOMB (5-3-18) 2
 1 MR, 3X WRIGHT ST. (3-9) STOLEN BASES MR, WRIGHT ST. (3-9-19) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .154 59-57 130 16 20 4 0 0 8 24 .185 14 6 26 0 .267 0 5 3-4 172 79 7 .973
2018 .204 49-47 113 15 23 0 0 0 16 23 .204 6 0 9 0 .242 1 8 1-1 90 69 7 .958
2019 .170 38-38 53 9 9 0 1 0 3 11 .208 1 1 6 0 .200 0 3 3-3 36 53 11 .890
TOTALS .176 146-142 296 40 52 4 1 0 27 58 .196 21 7 41 0 .246 1 16 7-8 298 201 25 .952
MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 1 5X, MR NORTH TEXAS (4-13) AT BATS SAME
 - - RUNS SAME
 - - HITS SAME
 - - DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 - - RBI SAME
 - - WALKS/HBP SAME






• baTs r / Throws r
MURPHY’S CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2019 .000 7-0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 1 0 .000 0 0 0-0 0 0 0 -
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Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .000 7-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 2-2 1 2 0 1.000
2018 - 11-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 1-1 0 0 0 -
2019 - 8-0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 1-1 0 0 0 -
TOTALS .000 26-0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 4-4 1 2 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 5.25 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.2 4 2 2 3 1 0 0 0 13 .400 1 0 0 0 0
2018 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0 17 .333 2 1 0 0 0
2019 - 0-0 0 0 0 0/0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  0 0 0 0 0






• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS - -
 1 MR, NORTH TEXAS (4-14) RUNS MR, NORTH TEXAS (4-14-19) 1
 - - HITS - -
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI - -
 - - WALKS/HBP ALABAMA STATE (5-16-17) 1
 1 FIU (3-17) STOLEN BASES MR, VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 - - IP EKU (5-3-17) 1.1
 - - FEWEST HITS 2X, MR VS. APSU (3-3-18) 1
 - - FEWEST ER MR, APSU (3-3-18) 0





• crown poinT, ind.
• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 MARSHALL (4-6) AT BATS UAB (5-10-17) 6
 2 MARSHALL (4-7) RUNS VS. TENN. STATE (2-17-18) 3
 2 MR, NORTH TEXAS (4-13) HITS MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25-18) 3
 1 MR, FAU (3-30) DOUBLES VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25-18) 2
 - - TRIPLES MR, VS. GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 1
 1 NORTH TEXAS (4-13) HOME RUNS MR, NORTH TEXAS (4-13-19) 1
 2 FAU (3-30) RBI MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 4
 1 7X, MR MARSHALL (4-7) WALKS/HBP 4X, MR VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 2 LIPSCOMB (3-13) STOLEN BASES 2X, MR LIPSCOMB (3-13-19) 2
CARTER’S CAREER STATS
26
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .222 52-24 99 14 22 4 1 2 15 34 .343 14 3 23 0 .333 1 1 3-4 23 1 3 .889
2018 .327 52-49 150 27 49 6 2 5 35 74 .493 19 2 23 1 .407 1 7 11-13 9 2 2 .846
2019 .333 33-25 72 16 24 3 0 2 15 33 .458 7 2 7 1 .398 2 6 6-7 13 1 0 1.000





• baTs l /Throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 WESTERN IL (2-17) AT BATS AT UAB (4-14-18) 6
 2 EKU (3-20) RUNS MR, AT EKU (3-20-19) 2
 2 MR, MARSHALL (4-6) HITS VS. HAMPTON (2-9-18) 4
 1 MR, LOUISVILLE (4-3) DOUBLES 8X, MR LOUISVILLE (4-3-19) 1
 1 FAU (3-30) TRIPLES VS. FAU (3-30-19) 1
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 2 BUTLER (2-24) RBI MR, BUTLER (2-24-19) 2
 2 CHARLOTTE (3-23) WALKS/HBP VS. UTEP (4-7-18) 3
 1 MR, MARSHALL (4-7) STOLEN BASES MR, MARSHALL (4-7-19) 1
BOWLDS’ CAREER STATS
28
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .303 50-50 155 22 47 6 3 0 13 59 .381 14 0 26 1 .361 0 13 8-12 360 10 7 .981
2019 .316 34-33 79 11 25 2 1 0 9 29 .367 8 2 8 0 .393 0 0 5-8 167 5 0 1.000
CAREER .308 84-83 234 33 72 8 4 0 22 88 .376 22 2 34 1 .372 0 13 13-20 527 15 7 .987
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3 Shannon Plese
R-Senior | OF | L/L
Knoxville, Tenn. | South Carolina
4 Kennedy Sullivan
Freshman | P/OF | R/R
Georgetown, Ky.
6 Taylor Davis
Freshman | OF | L/L
Huntsville, Ala.
10 Shelby Nunn
Sophomore | P | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
11 Jordan Vorbrink
Senior | UTL | L/L
Louisville, Ky. | Louisville
15 Kelsey McGuffin
Senior | OF | R/R
Elizabethtown, Ky.
12 Kelsey Aikey
Junior | P | R/R
Cedar Falls, Iowa
16 Tommi Stowers
Junior | C | R/R
Columbus, Ind.
19 Sydne Solomon






Senior | IF | R/R
Rockport, Ind.
9 Jordan Ridge
Freshman | UTL | R/R
Louisville, Ky.
1 Jordan Thomas
Sophomore | UTL | L/L
Lebabon, Ky.
2 Kendall Smith
Sophomore | C | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
22 Macy Murphy
Freshman | IF | R/R
Murfreesboro, Tenn.
23 Morgan McElroy
Junior | IF | R/R
Madisonville, Ky.
24 Cassidy Blackford
R-Junior | P | R/R
Marshalltown, Iowa
26 Paige Carter
Junior | UTL | R/R
Crown Point, Ind.
28 Maddie Bowlds
Sophomore | IF | L/L
Utica, Ky.
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA 
RELATIONS                                                                                                                         
                                       
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Wednesday, April 17, 2019 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
  
Game 39 PDF box score attached. 
Season stats PDF attached. 
Action photo of Kelsey Aikey attached – please credit Tennessee Tech Athletics. 
  
AIKEY’S NINE-INNING GEM & LATE OFFENSIVE SURGE LEADS TOPS TO 30TH WIN 
  
COOKEVILLE, Tenn. – Kelsey Aikey took a no-hitter into the bottom of the ninth inning in Wednesday’s 
midweek tilt at Tennessee Tech with a career-high 13 strikeouts in the complete-game 4-1 win by the 
Hilltoppers. Scoreless until the ninth inning, WKU sent the top of the order to the plate and brought four 
runs around to score for all the support Aikey would need as the Red and White hit the 30-win mark on 
the season. 
  
“Kelsey Aikey was fantastic for us today,” head coach Amy Tudor opened. “Her performance kept us in 
this game. Additionally, I’m really proud of our defense today; this was a good road win.” 
  
Aikey’s complete-game, two-hit outing was the longest appearance of her career, surpassing an eight-
inning no-hitter during her sophomore campaign. She now owns four complete-game showings this 
season and 16 in her career as she improved to 10-6 in the circle this season. The junior righty finished 
with a line of nine innings pitched, two hits, one run, four walks and 13 strikeouts. 
  
To open the game, Aikey struck out the first five batters she faced before getting help from her defense 
to face the minimum through three frames. Her perfect game bid ended with a walk in the top of the 
fourth but it wouldn’t be until the bottom of the eighth that Tennessee Tech would get a runner into 
scoring position. The defense responded with a 5-3-6 double play to end the inning as Rebekah 
Engelhardt fielded a grounder and delayed the runner at second before firing to Maddie Bowlds at first 
for the force who in turn fired to Morgan McElroy covering third to tag out the Golden Eagle runner. 
  
WKU carried that momentum into the top of the ninth when Jordan Thomas reached base for the third 
time of the game, drawing a walk after a pair of hits earlier in the day. Three pitches later, Paige Carter 
delivered a two-run home run to end the shutout. The longball was her third of the season and second 
in the last four games. 
  
“I felt like Jordan Thomas had another great game at the plate for us and set the tone with a leadoff 
double and then had a huge leadoff walk in the top of the ninth,” add Tudor. “Then, Paige Carter 
delivered a huge hit when we needed it with a home run on a 1-2 count.” 
  
Still not done, the Hilltoppers kept things rolling as Kendall Smith reached on a throwing error before 
Shannon Plese sent a triple to the right-center gap to give WKU a 3-0 lead. With Plese 60 feet from 
home, Jordan Vorbrink stepped into the box and dropped a squeeze bunt between the pitcher and third 
baseman to bring her teammate home for a 4-0 advantage. 
  
Tennessee Tech’s leadoff batter in the bottom of the ninth ended Aikey’s no-hit bid before the 
Hilltopper pitcher punched out her 12th and 13th Golden Eagles of the day. TTU struck again for another 
single before a couple walks would allowed the hosts on the scoreboard before Aikey handled a chopper 
and tossed to Bowlds for the final out. 
  
The Hilltopper defense was flawless for the third-straight game. Smith finished with 11 putouts and four 
assists along with a runner caught stealing while Bowlds had 10 putouts of her own. Engelhardt added 
five assists from the hot corner as well. 
  
WKU finished with six hits on the day led by Thomas’ 11th multi-hit game of the season. Carter, Plese, 
Vorbrink and Engelhardt all contributed one of their own. 
  
WKU is now 30-9 overall on the season, marking the fourth 30-win campaign Tudor has led the 
Hilltopper squad to during her tenure. Tennessee Tech dropped to 18-21 with the midweek loss at the 
Tech Softball Field. 
  
Next game: With a quick turnaround, the team will head to Murfreesboro for a Friday and Saturday 
series against the Blue Raiders. Middle Tennessee currently sits in second in the C-USA East Division 
behind the Hilltoppers. 
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WKU SOFTBALL TURNS FOCUS TO C-USA SERIES AT MIDDLE TENNESSEE 
  
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – Just over halfway through a stretch of seven games in eight days, WKU Softball 
has turned its focus to defending Conference USA Tournament champion, Middle Tennessee, who the 
Hilltoppers will face in a three-game series from Murfreesboro, Tenn., this Friday and Saturday. A clash 
between C-USA East’s top two teams, WKU is off to a 30-9 start while the Blue Raiders enter the 
weekend with a 25-18 record. All three games are scheduled to be streamed on CUSA.tv. 
  
WEEKEND FOLLOWING INFORMATION 
Friday, April 19 – at Middle Tennessee – 2 p.m. CT | Livestats | CUSA.tv 
Friday, April 19 – at Middle Tennessee – 4 p.m. CT | Livestats | CUSA.tv 
Saturday, April 20 – at Middle Tennessee – 1 p.m. CT | Livestats | CUSA.tv 
  
WKU heads to Murfreesboro with a 12-3 record in league play, good for second place in the conference. 
MTSU sits in fourth overall, owning a 9-5 record against C-USA foes. 
  
After earning the sixth seed for last year’s Conference USA Tournament, Middle Tennessee became the 
lowest seed to ever claim the league’s automatic bid to the NCAA Tournament. Fast forward to the C-
USA Preseason Coaches poll, the Blue Raiders were predicted to finish sixth overall again – a spot higher 
than the Hilltoppers – while landing a pair of players on the Preseason All-Conference list. 
  
Common opponents between WKU and MTSU this season include Florida Atlantic, FIU and Charlotte 
within the league. The Hilltoppers swept all three of those series while the Blue Raiders swept FAU and 
won the other two series 2-1. On the non-conference side, both sides faced off against Wright State and 
Tennessee State. 
  
In the all-time series that has featured a meeting in all 20 seasons of WKU Softball’s existence, the 
Hilltoppers own a 36-27 advantage. The Red and White are 15-10 in outings from Murfreesboro which 
includes wins in its last four games. Last season, MTSU claimed the series, 2-1, in Bowling Green after an 
extra-inning decision in the rubber match. 
  
Middle Tennessee is 7-3 in contests at the Blue Raider Softball Field this season while the Hilltoppers 
have posted a 9-3 record on the road including victories in seven of their last nine contests on enemy 
turf. 
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SERIES AT MIDDLE TENNESSEE PUSHED BACK TO MONDAY & TUESDAY 
  
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – With inclement weather throughout the Easter Weekend forecast in the area, 
WKU Softball’s Conference USA series against Middle Tennessee will now be played Monday and 
Tuesday, April 22-23 in Murfreesboro, Tenn. A clash between C-USA East’s top two teams, WKU is off to 
a 30-9 (12-3) start while the Blue Raiders enter the series with a 25-18 (9-5) record. All three games are 
scheduled to be streamed on CUSA.tv. 
  
ADJUSTED SERIES SCHEDULE 
Monday, April 22 – at Middle Tennessee – 4 p.m. CT | Livestats | CUSA.tv 
Monday, April 22 – at Middle Tennessee – 6 p.m. CT | Livestats | CUSA.tv 
Tuesday, April 23 – at Middle Tennessee – 1 p.m. CT | Livestats | CUSA.tv 
  
Any additional updates will be announced via the team’s social media accounts as well so be sure to 
follow along on Twitter, Facebook or Instagram. 
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2019 GAME NOTEs
Est. 2000  |  3 Conference Championships
621 Victories  |  2 NCAA Regional Berths
TOPPER NOTES
TOPPER NUMBERS
Career saves by Kelsey Aikey - a WKU 
record & ranks T-11th among all active 
NCAA players.
WKU’s 1.90 stolen bases per 
game rank 20th across the 
NCAA.
30-win seasons in WKU Soft-
ball’s 20-year history.
11 2014
ALL-TIME AGAINST THE BLUE RAIDERS
In the all-time series that has featured a meeting in all 20 seasons of WKU Softball’s existence, the Hilltoppers own a 36-27 
advantage. The Red and White are 15-10 in outings from Murfreesboro which includes wins in its last four games. Last season, 
MTSU claimed the series, 2-1, in Bowling Green after an extra-inning decision in the rubber match. 
PICK YOUR POISON
Kelsey Aikey, Shelby Nunn and Kennedy Sullivan have shined in the circle for the Hilltoppers, with the trio holding seven 
national top-50 rankings between their pitching stats. Aikey owns the fourth-most saves of any pitcher in NCAA Division I (5), 
and her 10.1 strikeouts per seven innings average is good for ninth-best while her 4.36 hits/7 innings sits 27th. Sullivan has the 
18th-best strikeout per seven innings average at 9.3 and has also notched 15 victories on the season, good for the 44th-most in 
the country. With 149 strikeouts, Sullivan ranks  43rd in all of Division I. Nunn joins the national rankings in the saves category as 
her three saves rank 33rd.
Across the squad’s 12-3 start to league play, the Hilltopper pitching staff has shined. Together, Aikey, Nunn and Sullivan combine 
for a 2.55 ERA while also owning the top opposing batting average (.196) and the most strikeouts (103). In C-USA-only play, 
WKU’s trio of arms accounts for three of the top-six ERAs across the league. Aikey leads the charge as 1-of-2 conference pitchers 
with a sub-2.00 ERA at 1.93. Nunn ranks fourth at 2.55 while Sullivan comes in at sixth with a 3.05 ERA.
RANKED WINS
Across the 20-year history of WKU Softball, the program has picked up 23 wins over a ranked opponent with the most recent 
victory coming over No. 17 Kentucky. Prior to their March 26 win in Lexington, WKU’s previous win over a ranked squad was on 
May 16, 2015 at No. 16 Georgia in the NCAA Regionals. The Hilltoppers’ 2019 win at UK was the first time the Red and White took 
down a ranked Wildcat squad and the sixth time WKU claimed a win over a ranked team by at least three runs. Of the 23 wins 
over ranked opposition, 12 of those victories have come on the ranked team’s home turf. 
AIKEY’S NINE-INNING GEM
In WKU’s midweek matchup at Tennessee Tech on Wednesday, April 17, Kelsey Aikey took a no-hitter into the bottom of the 
ninth inning of a scoreless pitcher’s duel with the Golden Eagles. Aikey struck out a career-high 13 batters in what turned out 
to be a nine-inning, two-hitter from the junior. After WKU plated four runs in the top of the ninth, the Cedar Falls, Iowa, native 
returned to the circle with the lead and added two more punchouts before the Golden Eagles avoided a shutout in the 4-1 
Hilltopper victory. Aikey’s nine-inning complete-game win was the longest outing of her career, surpassing the eight-inning 
no-hitter she secured as a sophomore.
WEEK NINE RECOGNITION
After delivering three home runs in WKU’s pivotal three-game series win over North Texas, Conference USA recognized Jordan 
Thomas as its Player of the Week on April 15. Thomas only worked in the form of extra-base hits on the weekend, recording 
a scorching 1.556 slugging percentage while hitting .444 against the Mean Green. Thomas’ award makes her just the second 
Hilltopper to ever earn C-USA’s Player of the Week honor.
9-0 C-USA START
For just the second time in WKU Softball history, the team swept its first two conference series as the Hilltoppers took down FIU 
and Charlotte back-to-back weekends. A week later, the Hilltoppers swept Florida Atlantic to secure the best start to conference 
play in program history at 9-0. WKU’s series loss at Marshall during the fifth weekend of league play ended the squad’s reign as 
the only remaining unbeaten team in the conference.
IN THE POLLS
After putting together an 11-game win streak that included a win over No. 17 Kentucky in Lexington, WKU Softball garnered 
national attention to open the month of April. Both the USA Today/NFCA Coaches Poll along with ESPN.com/USA Softball Poll 
saw the Hilltoppers earning at least one vote. In the NFCA standings, 13 total votes ranked the Red and White 30th while one 
GAMES 40-42 INFORMATION
DATE OPPONENT LOCATION TIME (CT)
FEBRUARY (10-2)
 8 1-vs. Missouri State Gulf Shores, Ala. W, 8-0 [5]
  1-vs. #17 Auburn Gulf Shores, Ala. L, 0-8 [5]
 9 1-vs. Florida A&M Gulf Shores, Ala. W, 4-3
  1-vs. Tennessee State Gulf Shores, Ala. W, 5-0
 10 1-vs. South Alabama Gulf Shores, Ala. W, 7-3
 16 Western Illinois WKU Softball Field W, 5-3
  Western Illinois WKU Softball Field L, 1-3
 17 Western Illinois WKU Softball Field W, 7-6
 24 2-Butler WKU Softball Field W, 3-0
  2-Cleveland State WKU Softball Field W, 10-3
 25 2-Cleveland State WKU Softball Field W, 8-0 [6]
  2-Indiana State WKU Softball Field W, 9-7
 MARCH (16-3)
 1 3-Evansville Birmingham, Ala. W, 8-0 [5]
 2 3-Jackson State Birmingham, Ala. W, 4-0
  3-at Samford Birmingham, Ala. W, 8-1
 8 4-Wright State Kennesaw, Ga. W, 6-3
  4-Saint Louis Kennesaw, Ga. W, 10-0 [5]
 9 4-at Kennesaw State Kennesaw, Ga. L, 1-2
  4-Wright State Kennesaw, Ga. L, 1-2
 13 at Lipscomb Nashville, Tenn. L, 7-9
 16 at FIU* Miami, Fla. W, 6-2
  at FIU* Miami, Fla. W, 4-0
 17 at FIU* Miami, Fla. W, 5-4
 20 at EKU Richmond, Ky. W, 6-5
 23 Charlotte* WKU Softball Field W, 11-2 [5]
  Charlotte* WKU Softball Field W, 5-0
 24 Charlotte* WKU Softball Field W, 3-0
 26 at #17 Kentucky Lexington, Ky. W, 4-1
 30 Florida Atlantic* WKU Softball Field 10-3
  Florida Atlantic* WKU Softball Field 2-0
 31 Florida Atlantic* WKU Softball Field 10-2 [6]
 APRIL (4-4)
 3 Louisville WKU Softball Field L, 7-2
 6 at Marshall* Huntington, W.Va. L, 10-2 [6]
  at Marshall* Huntington, W.Va. W, 7-1
 7 at Marshall* Huntington, W.Va. L, 8-7 [8]
 13 North Texas* WKU Softball Field L, 8-2
  North Texas* WKU Softball Field W, 3-1
 14 North Texas* WKU Softball Field W, 8-0 [5]
 17 at Tennessee Tech Cookeville, Tenn. W, 4-1
 19 at Middle Tennessee* Murfreesboro, Tenn. 2 p.m.
  at Middle Tennessee* Murfreesboro, Tenn. 4 p.m.
 20 at Middle Tennessee* Murfreesboro, Tenn. 1 p.m.
 24 Austin Peay WKU Softball Field 4 p.m.
  Austin Peay WKU Softball Field 6:30 p.m.
 27 at Louisiana Tech* Ruston, La. 1 p.m.
  at Louisiana Tech* Ruston, La. 3:30 p.m.
 28 at Louisiana Tech* Ruston, La. Noon
 MAY (0-0)
 1 Murray State WKU Softball Field 5 p.m.
 4 UTSA* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  UTSA* WKU Softball Field 3:30 p.m.
 5 UTSA* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
 8-11 5-C-USA Tournament Birmingham, Ala. 
Schedule (30-9, 12-3 C-USA)
FRI & SAT, APRIL 19 & 20
WKU at Middle Tennessee
Blue Raider Softball Field
2 & 4 | 1 p.m. CT
CUSA.tv | goto.ps/MTSUSBstats
Livestats and stream links can be found at WKUSports.com 
on the team’s schedule and will be posted to WKU Softball’s 
team social media accounts.
HOW TO FOLLOW
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Location ...............................................Bowling Green, Ky.
Nickname ...........................................................Hilltoppers
Colors ............................................................Red and White
Founded ......................................................................... 1906
Enrollment ..................................................................20,178
NCAA Affiliation ...................................................Division I
Conference Affiliation ..........................Conference USA
President ........................................Dr. Timothy C. Caboni
Director of Athletics ....................................Todd Stewart
QUICK FACTS
First Year .......................................................................... 2000
All-Time Record ......................................621-502-3 (.552)
Conference Championships ....................... 2 (2013, 15)
Tournament Championships ............................1 (2015)
NCAA Tournaments ....................................... 2 (2013, 15)
NCAA Postseason Record .................................4-4 (.500)
Best Record (2013) .........................................43-18 (.705)
Best at NCAAs (2015)..........................................2-2 (.500)
Played in NPF ...........................2 (last, Miranda Kramer)
PROGRAM HISTORY
Head Coach .........................Amy Tudor (Sixth season)
 Record at WKU ............................... 175-134-1 
 Career Record ..... 392-340-2 (15th season)
Assistant Coach .................................Kayla Bixel (Third)
Assistant Coach .........................Jessica Twaddle (First)
Strength and Conditioning ............. John Stephanski
Athletic Trainer ..........................................Josh Lumpkin
COACHING STAFF
Capacity  ............................................................................500
Opened  ......................................................................... 2000
WKU Record .............................................266-178-1 (.599)
Attendance Record .................................................... 1,323
 Record Info ..................vs. Kentucky, 4/20/16
 Record Result ............................................ L, 0-5
Winning Seasons .............................................................. 12
WKU SOFTBALL COMPLEX
Overall Record .................................................28-26 (.519)
Conference USA Record ...............................10-13 (.435)
Conference USA Finish ................................................. 8th
Letterwinners Returning/Lost.................................. 13/2
Pitchers Returning/Lost ................................................4/0
Incoming Freshmen (Pitchers) ................................. 5 (1)
Incoming Transfers (Pitchers) ................................... 1 (0)
2018 RECAP
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 Assistant Director of Media Relations
Alma Mater ...............................................Augustana (‘14)
Email Address ........................ jessica.leifheit@wku.edu
Cell Phone .................................................... 630-870-9582
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SEASON NOTES
vote in the USA Softball poll put the Hilltoppers in 38th.
DOUBLE TIME IN WEEK EIGHT
For the third time in program history and first time as a member of Conference USA, WKU Softball saw a pitcher and player earn 
weekly honors from the league office as Kelsey Aikey became just the third pitcher in program history to repeat as Pitcher of the 
Week and Jordan Vorbrink became the Hilltoppers’ first-ever C-USA Player of the Week. Aikey went 3-0 in the circle with a mid-
week win at No. 17 Kentucky before earning two more victories over Florida Atlantic. She struck out a career-high in five innings 
in the series opener with the Owls and finished with 19 strikeouts and just eight hits allowed in 13 innings of work. Playing 
every inning of action in left field across the week, Vorbrink was just as steady at the plate as the Louisville native connected for 
at least one hit all four games in addition to registering a pair of multi-hit performances.
LOCKDOWN MODE WITH KELSEY AIKEY
With 10 weekends of her junior campaign in the rearview mirror, pitcher Kelsey Aikey had already cemented herself in the 
Hilltoppers’ record book. On Saturday, Feb. 9, Aikey took over in the circle with two-on and one-out with WKU’s lead at 4-3. 
The Iowa native got the Red and White back to the dugout unscathed and held FAMU hitless over her 2.2 innings of relief to 
secure her seventh career save. Seven saves tied Aikey for WKU’s career saves record with Adrienne Lathrop (2003-06). Upon the 
conclusion of the weekend, Aikey had made two relief appearances to take over the program’s record with 40. 
A weekend later, Aikey went on to set the program record with her eighth save. The record-setting save was no easy task as 
Aikey entered Sunday’s game in the top of the sixth with a two-run lead and proceeded to get the Hilltoppers out of a bas-
es-loaded no-out jam with three strikeouts while allowing just one run. In the top of the seventh, Western Illinois led off with a 
base hit and got the tying run to third base before Aikey and the Red and White defense went on lockdown to preserve the 7-6 
WKU Softball victory. With five saves already in 2019, Aikey has set the Hilltoppers’ single-season saves record.
 WKU CAREER SAVES & RELIEF APPEARANCES LIST          *denotes school record
Kelsey Aikey 11 saves* 51 relief appearances* 2017-present 
Adrienne Lathrop 7 saves 39 relief appearances 2003-06 
Allison Silver 6 saves 34 relief appearances 2001-04 
Shelby Nunn 6 saves 29 relief appearances 2018-19
HANGING IN THERE
With the first nine weekends of the 2019 campaign complete, WKU has already notched eight victories in come-from-behind 
fashion. First up, WKU trailed Florida A&M 3-1 and came back to win 4-3 on Opening Weekend. The Hilltoppers did it again 
during week two, trailing Western Illinois 1-0 and 3-2 as late as the middle of the fifth inning. Week three saw WKU tally anoth-
er comeback, defeating Cleveland State after trailing 3-0. WKU overcame a 2-1 deficit to Wright State for an eventual 6-3 victory 
before coming back from a 5-3 deficit for a 6-5 win at Eastern Kentucky. The Hilltoppers took down No. 17 Kentucky 4-1 after 
trailing the Wildcats 1-0 at the end of four innings before overcoming a slim 1-0 margin against FAU and Marshall most recently. 
SEE COME-FROM-BEHIND WINS SECTION ON PAGE 10. 
WALKOFFS 
After registering three walk-off wins in 2017 and four in 2018, WKU Softball is at it again in the 2019 campaign. The squad 
picked up a walk-off over Cleveland State on Feb. 25 in the form of an 8-0, six-inning decision. In the bottom of the sixth, 
pinch-hitter Tommi Stowers placed a leadoff double into the gap before advancing 60 feet on a wild pitch during the following 
at bat. Another pinch-hitter, Paige Carter, battled to a full count before sending a single to left field to score Stowers for the run-
rule walk off victory. Carter struck again on Sunday, March 31 for a bases-loaded single for another run-rule walk off, scoring 
Kendall Smith for the 10-2 WKU victory. WKU added its third run-rule walkoff of the season in its series finale against North 
Texas when Maddie Bowlds dropped a base hit inside the left field line past the outstretched glove of the Mean Green defender 
to score Rebekah Engelhardt for the game-ending run. SEE WALK-OFF WINS SECTION ON PAGE 10.
TAMING THE WILDCATS
Riding a seven-game win streak, WKU headed up to Lexington on Tuesday, March 26 for a mid-week tilt with in-state SEC foe 
Kentucky. A pitchers’ duel into the bottom of the fourth inning, 17th-ranked UK struck for a solo home run for its third - and final 
- hit of the game for a 1-0 lead. Down to its final out in the squad’s next at bat, WKU’s 9-, 1- and 3-hole hitters each tallied home 
runs. Paige Carter’s shot to dead center evened the game at 1-1 before Jordan Thomas connected for a dinger to left-center field 
for a 2-1 lead. After a UK pitching change and Maddie Bowlds’ walk, Shannon Plese with a 1-2 count on her pulled a two-run 
home run to right field for the final 4-1 tally. WKU’s previous victory over Kentucky came back in 2007 when the Hilltoppers 
claimed a 10-4 decision over the Wildcats.
VICTORIES OVER SEC SQUADS
Since 2000, WKU Softball has played 11 different SEC squads. The Hilltoppers have gone 19-44 up against SEC opposition. Under 
Coach Tudor’s reign, the 2014-2019 squads have gone head to head with seven of the SEC programs, putting together a record 
of 6-11. In 2014 the Red and White took down No. 2 Tennessee on the Volunteers’ home turf; Tudor’s second game coaching for 
WKU against an SEC school. Over the 2017 opening weekend, WKU Softball headed to Starkville, Miss., and took down the host 
Bulldogs in a 1-0 decision. WKU dropped decisions to No. 8 LSU and No. 18 Kentucky in 2018 along with No. 17 Auburn during its 
opening weekend of the 2019 campaign. On March 26, WKU headed to Lexington and took down No.17-ranked Kentucky on the 
Wildcats’ home field.
SEASON OPENERS
With a five-inning run-rule victory over Missouri State on Friday, Feb. 8, WKU Softball extended its season-opening win streak to 
seven-consecutive campaigns. The Hilltoppers secured the program’s first five-inning run-rule victory to open a season with the 
8-0 win over the Bears. Head coach Amy Tudor also picked up another season-opening win and has yet to be beaten as a head 
coach in those contests, improving to 15-0 in her career.
#SANDDOLLARCLASSIC ALL-TOURNAMENT TEAM
After helping the Hilltoppers to a 4-1 start for the first time in four seasons, Kennedy Sullivan, Jordan Vorbrink and Kendall 
Smith were all selected to the Sand Dollar Classic All-Tournament Team. Sullivan picked up three wins in the circle while striking 
out 29 batters. Vorbrink opened the season strong from the plate, recording a hit in four of the five games including a two-hit 
performance in the season opener. Marking WKU’s third selection, Smith registered four RBI on the weekend. The sophomore 
posted her first multi-home run game against Tennessee State with a pair of solo shots.
RECORD-SETTING COLLEGIATE DEBUT
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 TEAM  
1.  Lousiana Tech 9 4
2.  Florida Atlantic 3 2
3.  UAB - 1
4.  North Texas - 3
5.  FIU - 1
6.   Middle Tennessee - 2
7.   WKU - 0
8.   Marshall - 1
9.  Southern Miss - 1
10. UTEP - 0
11. Charlotte - 0
12. UTSA - 1
C-USA PRESEASON COACHES POLL SEASON NOTES
Freshman pitcher Kennedy Sullivan wasted no time etching her name into the WKU record books as she spun a com-
plete-game shutout in her collegiate debut and became the program’s first freshman to register double-digit strikeouts (11) 
in their debut. Sullivan followed with a pair of nine strikeout showings to bring her opening-weekend strikeout total to 29. 
SINGLE-GAME STRIKEOUTS
Kennedy Sullivan continued her dominance in the circle in WKU’s home tournament, the Hilltopper Classic. When the 
Red and White faced off against Butler, Sullivan was hitting her spots and tallied 16 strikeouts in the regulation-length 
game - the second-most punchouts ever by a Hilltopper in a seven-inning game at the time. Sullivan is the only freshman 
in program history to register 15 or more strikeouts in a game and went on to do it again with 17 punchouts at Samford to 
match the most in the NCAA this season. The Georgetown, Ky., native’s performances marked the ninth and 10th 15-strikeout 
showings by a pitcher in WKU Softball history. Miranda Kramer owns seven outings of the sort while Ryan Rogge achieved 
the feat as a sophomore.
 ALL-TIME SINGLE-GAME STRIKEOUTS LEADERS
Miranda Kramer Senior 19 strikeouts W, 2-1 - at Georgia 14 innings 5-16-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 19 strikeouts W, 4-0 - at Troy 7 innings 2-7-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 18 strikeouts L, 1-3 - Charlotte 11 innings 4-26-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 18 strikeouts L, 0-1 - at Kentucky 8.2 innings 4-22-2015
Kennedy Sullivan Freshman 17 strikeouts W, 8-1 - at Samford 7 innings 3-2-2019
Kennedy Sullivan Freshman 16 strikeouts W, 3-0 - Butler 7 innings 2-24-2019
Miranda Kramer Senior 16 strikeouts W, 9-2 - at Lipscomb 7 innings 3-24-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 16 strikeouts W, 4-2 - at Ball State 7 innings 3-21-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 16 strikeouts W, 1-0 - vs. Charlotte 7 innings 5-7-2015
Ryan Rogge Sophomore 15 strikeouts L, 0-1 - vs. Virginia 10 innings 2-9-2007
HOME OPENERS
With the Red and White claiming their 2019 home opener 5-3 over Western Illinois on Feb. 16, the squad improved its 
all-time record to 13-7 in home openers while claiming a victory in its third straight. Under head coach Amy Tudor, the 
Hilltoppers are 5-1 in their first game of the year from the WKU Softball Complex. The program now owns a 13-7 record in 
home openers, winning seven of the last eight.
FOUR-STRIKEOUT INNING
On Saturday, March 2 in Birmingham, Ala., Kelsey Aikey achieved one of the rarest feats in softball - a four-strikeout inning. 
The strikeouts came against the No. 3, 4, 5 and 6 hitters in Jackson State’s lineup. With two strikeouts in the top of the 
seventh already, Aikey got JSU’s batter swinging with a changeup in the dirt that allowed the batter to reach first on the wild 
pitch. Unfazed, Aikey responded by striking out the next batter as well to bring her 2.0-inning total to five while securing the 
save. Aikey’s performance is the only known outing of the sort across the NCAA this season.
PRESEASON PREDICTIONS
In the 2019 C-USA Preseason Coaches Poll, WKU Softball was voted to finish seventh by the league’s coaches. Louisiana 
Tech was predicted to take home this year’s title while collecting nine first-place votes. Florida Atlantic finished second in 
the voting while earning three first-place votes. UAB, North Texas, FIU and Middle Tennessee filled in the slots before the 
Hilltoppers, respectively. Marshall was predicted to grab the final postseason spot while Southern Miss, UTEP, Charlotte and 
UTSA rounded out the poll. No Hilltoppers were selected to the Preseason All-Conference squad.
WEEK FOUR HONORS
After amassing a no-hitter, a 17-strikeout game and three more victories to move to 9-0 on the season, Kennedy Sullivan 
earned recognition from numerous outlets. First, Conference USA tabbed the Georgetown, Ky., native a Co-Pitcher of the 
Week before she collected outright claim to College Sports Madness’ Conference USA Player of the Week. She rounded the 
haul out with a national Top Performance recognition from the Louisville Slugger/NFCA outlet.
WEEK SEVEN RECOGNITION
Following one of her most dominant weeks in the circle as a Hilltopper yet, Kelsey Aikey was named Conference USA’s Pitcher 
of the Week on March 25. The Cedar Falls, Iowa, native registered 13 scoreless innings of work across the week while striking 
out 21 opposing batters as the Hilltoppers went a perfect 4-0. Across the week, the junior made three relief appearances 
along with one start. In her relief outings, Aikey posted 14 strikeouts against just two walks and three hits. In total, she re-
corded at least two strikeouts in an inning seven times and sat down the side twice across her 13 innings. Aikey also earned 
national Top Performance recognition from the Louisville Slugger/NFCA outlet for her week of work.
SULLIVAN THROWS A NO-NO
Kennedy Sullivan continued her tear through the Hilltoppers’ non-conference slate as the freshman picked up her eighth win 
of the year after tossing WKU Softball’s 13th no-hitter in program history. Sullivan became just the fourth Hilltopper pitcher 
to toss a no-no with WKU’s 8-0, five-inning victory over Evansville from Birmingham, Ala.
 WKU FRESHMAN PITCHERS TO THROW A NO HITTER
Katie Swertfager #1 6 strikeouts W, 4-0 7 innings Penn (3/16/2000)
Ryan Rogge #3 8 strikeouts W, 8-0 6 innings Lafayette (4/30/2006)
Hannah Miniard #7 9 strikeouts W, 8-0 7 innings Troy (3/22/2014)
Kennedy Sullivan #13 8 strikeouts W, 8-0 5 innings Evansville (3/1/2019)
PLAYERS OF THE WEEK
Feb. 11 .................................................. Kasey Flores, UTEP
Feb. 18 ......................................... Emma Ocker, Charlotte
......................................................Morgan Turkoly, LA Tech
Feb. 25 .....................................Celeste Loughman, UTSA
March 4 ................................. Lacy Gregory, North Texas
March 11 ..........................................Kacey Duffield, UTEP
March 18 ..................................Mya Stevenson, Marshall
March 25 ............................ Alyssa Davis, Southern Miss
April 1 ................................Jordan Vorbrink, WKU
................................................... Lindsay Edwards, LA Tech
April 8 .........................................Jazlyn Crowder, LA Tech
..................................................Rachel Rousseau, Marshall
April 15 ............................... Jordan Thomas, WKU
PITCHERS OF THE WEEK
Feb. 11 ..................................Krystal De La Cruz, LA Tech
Feb. 18 ..............................Hope Trautwein, North Texas
Feb. 25 ..............................Hope Trautwein, North Texas
March 4 ................................. Preslee Gallaway, LA Tech
..........................................Kennedy Sullivan, WKU
March 11 .................................... Megan Kugelmann, FIU
March 18 ........................... Abby Trahan, Southern Miss
March 25 .................................. Kelsey Aikey, WKU
April 1 ...................................... Kelsey Aikey, WKU
April 8 ................................ Abby Trahan, Southern Miss
April 15 .................................Krystal De La Cruz, LA Tech
C-USA WEEKLY AWARDS
Kennedy Sullivan ...................................................
.................. College Sports Madness C-USA PotW (3/4)
... NCAA Top Performance - Louisville Slugger/NFCA (3/5)
Kelsey Aikey ...........................................................
. NCAA Top Performance - Louisville Slugger/NFCA (3/26)
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2019 WKU SOFTBALL PLAYERS AND COACHING STAFF
2019 NUMERICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF/UTL SO. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C SO. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 3 SHANNON PLESE OF R-SR. 5-8 L/L Knoxville, Tenn. South Carolina
 4 KENNEDY SULLIVAN P/OF FR. 5-7 R/R Georgetown, Ky. Scott County HS
 6 TAYLOR DAVIS OF FR. 5-7 L/R Huntsville, Ala. Sparkman HS
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF SR. 5-7 R/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 9 JORDAN RIDGE UTL FR. 5-3 R/R Louisville, Ky. Assumption HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN P SO. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF/UTL SR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P JR. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF SR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C JR. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 19 SYDNE SOLOMON C/IF FR. 5-7 R/R Lewisburg, Tenn. Marshall County HS
 22 MACY MURPHY IF FR. 5-11 R/R Murfreesboro, Tenn. Riverdale HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF JR. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-JR. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER UTL JR. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS




























NAME POSITION EXPERIENCE ALMA MATER HOMETOWN
AMY TUDOR Head Coach Sixth Season WKU (2002) Petersburg, Tenn.
KAYLA BIXEL Assistant Coach Third Season IPFW (2010) Bremen, Ind. 
JESSICA TWADDLE Assistant Coach First Season Murray State (2016) Franklin, Tenn.
2019 ALPHABETICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P JR. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-JR. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 28 MADDIE BOWLDS IF SO. 5-9 L/L Utica, Ky. Daviess County HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER UTL JR. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS
 6 TAYLOR DAVIS OF FR. 5-7 L/R Huntsville, Ala. Sparkman HS
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF SR. 5-7 R/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF JR. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF SR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 22 MACY MURPHY IF FR. 5-11 R/R Murfreesboro, Tenn. Riverdale HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN P SO. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 3 SHANNON PLESE OF R-SR. 5-8 L/L Knoxville, Tenn. South Carolina
 9 JORDAN RIDGE UTL FR. 5-3 R/R Louisville, Ky. Assumption HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C SO. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C JR. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 4 KENNEDY SULLIVAN P/OF FR. 5-7 R/R Georgetown, Ky. Scott County HS
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF/UTL SO. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF/UTL SR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
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PITCHING BREAKDOWN
PERFORMANCES
DATE OPPONENT DEC. IP H R ER BB K NP SCORE FINAL
Feb. 8 vs. Missouri State Sullivan 5.0 2 0 0 4 11 106 8-0 W (5)
Feb. 8 vs. Auburn Aikey 2.1 4 4 3 2 4 59 0-8 L (5)
Feb. 9 vs. Florida A&M Sullivan 4.1 3 3 2 5 9 97 4-3 W
Feb. 9 vs. Tennessee State Aikey 7.0 6 0 0 2 9 123 5-0 W
Feb. 10 vs. South Alabama Sullivan 6.0 4 3 3 1 9 85 7-3 W
Feb. 16 Western Illinois Sullivan^ 7.0 5 3 3 2 8 112 5-3 W
Feb. 16 Western Illinois Aikey 5.0 3 3 3 3 3 88 1-3 L
Feb. 17 Western Illinois Sullivan 2.2 5 3 3 3 1 78 7-6 W
Feb. 24 Butler Sullivan^ 7.0 3 0 0 4 16 134 3-0 W
Feb. 24 Cleveland State Nunn 4.0 2 0 0 2 4 44 10-3 W
Feb. 25 Cleveland State Nunn^ 6.0 1 0 0 0 4 64 8-0 W (6)
Feb. 25 Indiana State Sullivan 4.0 7 2 2 3 6 92 9-7 W
Mar. 1 vs. Evansville Sullivan^ 5.0 0 0 0 2 8 82 8-0 W (5) 
Mar. 2 vs. Jackson State Nunn 5.0 1 0 0 0 5 68 4-0 W
Mar. 2 at Samford Sullivan^ 7.0 2 1 1 2 17 125 8-1 W
Mar. 8 vs. Wright State Sullivan 5.1 4 3 3 8 8 118 6-3 W
Mar. 8 vs. Saint Louis Aikey^ 5.0 1 0 0 1 8 66 10-0 W (5)
Mar. 9 at Kennesaw State Sullivan^ 6.2 6 2 2 4 11 137 1-2 L
Mar. 9 vs. Wright State Aikey 5.2 5 2 2 3 6 102 1-2 L
Mar. 13 at Lipscomb Sullivan 2.2 1 4 4 3 1 58 9-7 L
Mar. 16 at FIU* Sullivan^ 7.0 4 2 2 2 5 129 6-2 W
Mar. 16 at FIU* Aikey 1.1 0 0 0 1 4 27 4-0 W
Mar. 17 at FIU* Sullivan 5.1 3 2 2 4 6 101 5-4 W
Mar. 20 at Eastern Kentucky Aikey 5.0 2 0 0 1 8 73 6-5 W
Mar. 23 Charlotte* Sullivan 4.0 4 2 2 5 5 102 11-2 W (5)
Mar. 23 Charlotte* Aikey 5.0 2 0 0 3 7 79 5-0 W
Mar. 24 Charlotte* Nunn 5.0 4 0 0 3 4 81 3-0 W
Mar. 26 at Kentucky Aikey 4.0 3 1 1 3 3 72 4-1 W
Mar. 30 Florida Atlantic* Aikey 5.0 3 3 3 3 11 102 10-3 W
Mar. 30 Florida Atlantic* Sullivan^ 7.0 5 0 0 3 9 121 2-0 W
Mar. 31 Florida Atlantic* Aikey 4.0 2 0 0 3 5 74 10-2 W (6)
Apr. 3 Louisville Aikey 0.1 1 3 1 3 1 32 7-2 L
Apr. 6 at Marshall* Aikey 5.0 3 3 3 1 4 89 10-2 L (6)
Apr. 6 at Marshall* Sullivan^ 7.0 4 1 1 5 4 115 7-1 W
Apr. 7 at Marshall* Aikey 2.1 4 4 3 2 2 56 8-7 L (8)
Apr. 13 North Texas* Sullivan 6.1 6 8 7 6 4 140 8-2 L
Apr. 13 North Texas* Nunn^ 7.0 2 1 1 1 4 81 3-1 W
Apr. 14 North Texas* Aikey^ 5.0 1 0 0 4 8 104 8-0 W (5)
Apr. 17 at Tennessee Tech Aikey^ 9.0 2 1 2 4 13 149 4-1 W (9)
Apr. 19 at Middle Tennessee*          
Apr. 19 at Middle Tennessee*          
Apr. 20 at Middle Tennessee*          
Apr. 24 Austin Peay          
Apr. 24 Austin Peay          
Apr. 27 at Louisiana Tech*          
Apr. 27 at Louisiana Tech*          
Apr. 28 at Louisiana Tech*          
May 1 Murray State          
May 4 UTSA*          
May 4 UTSA*          
May 5 UTSA*          
PITCHER GS RECORD SAVES TEAM W/L
Aikey 14 10-6 5 19-8
Blackford 0 0-0 0 0-0
Nunn 7 5-0 3 13-6
Sullivan 18 15-3 0 16-5
Towers 0 0-0 0 1-0
TEAM RESULT
2019 STATISTICS
 NUM. NAME ERA W-L APP GS CG SHO SV IP H R ER BB K 2B 3B HR BF AVG. WP HBP BK SF SH
 10 Nunn 1.96 5-0 20 7 2 1/4 3 53.2 44 21 15 17 47 8 2 1 231 .208 3 1 0 0 1 
 12 Aikey 2.10 10-6 27 14 4 3/4 5 90.0 56 33 27 52 130 4 1 10 385 .176 13 6 0 1 7 
 4 Sullivan 3.13 15-3 21 18 9 4/0 0 111.2 78 52 50 81 145 18 1 8 498 .195 4 10 0 2 6 
 24 Blackford 0.00 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 0 0 0 
 20 Towers 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0 0 1.1 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 0 9 .429 0 0 0 0 0 
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018 2019 CAREER
Aikey - 0 3 7 10
Blackford RS 0 0 - 0
Nunn - - 1 0 1
Sullivan - - - 11 11
Towers - 3 0 0 3
PLAYER 0 1 2 2019/TOTAL
Aikey 0/1 2/4 3/4 5/9
Blackford 0 0 0 0/0
Nunn 0 2/2 2/3 4/5
Sullivan 1 0 2 3
Towers 0 0 0 0/0
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018 2019 CAREER
Aikey - 5 7 4 16
Blackford RS 0 0 - 0
Nunn - - 10 2 12
Sullivan - - - 9 9
Towers - 13 0 0 13
CAREER 7+ STRIKEOUTS
CAREER 0-2 HIT GAMES (5+ IP)
CAREER COMPLETE GAMES
HAT TOP PANTS W L
Black Black Black 6 0 
Black Black Red 3 0
Black D. Grey D. Grey 3 0
Red Red Red 3 0
White L. Grey L. Grey 2 0
Black Black D. Grey 1 0
Red L. Grey L. Grey 3 1
White Red Red 3 1
Red White White 3 2
Black D. Grey Black 2 2
White White White 1 1
Black Black White 0 2
RECORD BY UNIFORM
^ Complete game
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Year Overall Conf. School
2005 22-14 11-3 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2006 23-19 8-6 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2007 11-38 5-13 (A-Sun) Belmont
2008 14-36 3-19 (A-Sun) Belmont
2009 11-35 3-17 (A-Sun) Belmont
2010 29-19 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2011 28-15-1 16-8 (Summit) IPFW
2012 45-14 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2013 34-16 12-4 (Summit) IPFW
2014 33-24-1 11-10 (SBC) WKU
2015 36-14 16-4 (C-USA) WKU
2016 17-30 8-13 (C-USA) WKU
2017 31-31 10-13 (C-USA) WKU
2018 28-26 10-13 (C-USA) WKU
Total 362-331-2 147-136 14 Years
DI 317-298-2 128-127 12 Years
WKU 145-25-1 55-54 Five Years






































• 30 Division I All-Conference Selections
• Seven NFCA All-Region Honorees
• One Conference Pitcher/Player of the Years
• Six CoSIDA Academic All-District Selections
• One Senior CLASS Award Finalist
• 350 Career Wins/300 Division I Wins
WKU
•10 All-Conference Selections
•Five NFCA All-Region Selections
•2014 NCAA Individual Stolen Base Leader
•2015 NCAA Individual Strikeouts Leader
•One CoSIDA Academic All-District Honoree
•2015 Conference USA Coach of the Year




2019 WKU TEAM SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 33 MR, at Marshall 4/7
Runs Scored 11 Charlotte 3/23
Hits 14 FAU 3/30
RBI 10 MR, FAU 3/30
Doubles 4 MR, at FIU 3/16
Triples 2 Western IL 2/16
Home Runs 3 MR, North Texas 4/14
Walks 7 MR, FAU 3/31
Stolen Bases 6 Saint Louis 3/8
   
Assists 13 North Texas 4/13
DP Turned 1 MR, Tenn Tech 4/17
   
Innings Pitched 9.0 Tenn Tech 4/17
Fewest Hits Allowed 0 Evansville 3/1
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, North Texas 4/14
Most Strikeouts 17 at Samford 3/2
   
Longest Game 2:50 Wright St. 3/8
Shortest Game 1:34 Cleveland St. 2/25
2019 WKU INDIVIDUAL SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT INDIVIDUAL OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 5 Kendall Smith at Marshall 4/7
Runs Scored 3 MR, Jordan Thomas North Texas 4/13
Hits 3 MR, Kendall Smith at Marshall 4/7
RBI 4 MR, Kendall Smith North Texas 4/14
Doubles 2 MR, Kelsey McGuffin at Marshall 4/7
Triples 1 MR, Shannon Plese Tennessee Tech 4/17
Home Runs 2 Kendall Smith Tennessee State 2/9
Total Bases 8 Kendall Smith Tennessee State 2/9
Walks 3 MR, Kendall Smith Florida Atlantic 3/31
Stolen Bases 3 Taylor Davis Charlotte 3/23
    
Putouts 17 Kendall Smith MR, at Samford 3/2
Assists 6 MR, Beka Engelhardt North Texas 4/13
    
Innings Pitched 9.0 Kelsey Aikey Tennessee Tech 4/17
Fewest Hits Allowed 0 Kennedy Sullivan Evansville 3/1
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, Kelsey Aikey North Texas 4/14
Most Strikeouts 17 Kennedy Sullivan at Samford 3/2
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Defeated a top 10 team at No. 2 Tennessee, 3/8/14
Defeated a top 11-25 team at No. 17 Kentucky, 3/26/19
Had a pitcher strikeout 15+ Kennedy Sullivan, 3/2/19 (17)
Had a pitcher strikeout 10-14 Kelsey Aikey at Tennessee Tech, 4/17/19 (13)
Threw a perfect game Miranda Kramer vs. Charlotte, 5/7/15
Threw a no-hitter (run-rule) Kennedy Sullivan at Samford, 3/1/19
Threw a no-hitter (regulation) Kelsey Aikey vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18
Opponent threw no-hitter vs. No. 23 Marshall, 5/11/17
Won a run-rule game North Texas, 4/14/19 (5)
Lost a run-rule game at Marshall, 4/6/19 (6)
Played extra innings at Tennessee Tech, 4/17/19 (9)
Won in extra innings at Tennessee Tech, 4/17/19 (9)
Lost in extra innings at Marshall, 4/7/19 (8)
Scored 10-14 runs Florida Atlantic, 3/31/19 (10)
Scored 15-18 runs vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (16)
Scored 19+ runs at Tennessee-Martin, 4/2/00 (19)
Allowed 10-14 runs at Marshall, 4/6/19 (10)
Allowed 15+ runs at No. 23 FAU, 4/30/16 (16)
Batted around the order Florida Atlantic, 3/30/19 (10 batters)
Batted through the order (9 batters) vs. Saint Louis, 3/8/19
Had 10-14 hits at Marshall, 4/7/19 (12)
Had 15+ hits vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (17)
Team hit 3+ home runs vs. North Texas, 4/14/19 (3)
Back-to-back home runs vs. North Texas, 4/14/19 (Smith & Plese, 1st inn.)
Back-to-back-to-back home runs vs. ULM, 4/13/13 (Thomas, Mattox, Sulaski, 4th inn.)
Player with back-to-back home runs Kendall Smith,  2/9/19, 2 consec.
Had a player hit two HRs Kendall Smith, South Alabama, 2/9/19
Had a player hit a grand slam Jordan Thomas at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18
Team hit three doubles at Marshall, 4/7/19 (3)
Team hit four or more doubles at FIU, 3/16/19 (4)
Team hit two triples vs. Western Illinois, 2/16/19
Team hit three or more triples vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (5)
Team stole five or more bases vs. Saint Louis, 3/8/18 (6)
Player with three RBI Kendall Smith, vs. North Texas, 4/14/19
Player with four RBI Kendall Smith, vs. North Texas, 4/14/19
Player with five RBI Adarian Gray vs. UAB, 5/10/17
Player with six or more RBI Dani Pugh vs. Buffalo, 2/6/15 (6)
Player with three hits Kendall Smith at Marshall, 4/7/19 
Player with four hits Brittany Vaughn, vs. Marshall, 4/21/18
Player with five hits Tommi Stowers vs. Evansville, 3/3/17
Player with two or more doubles Kelsey McGuffin at Marshall, 4/7/19 (2)
Player with two or more triples Shawna Sadler vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (2)
Player stole three or more bases Taylor Davis vs. Charlotte, 3/23/19 (3)
Player scored three or more runs Jordan Thomas vs. North Texas, 4/14/19 (3)
Hit a walk-off home run (regulation/extra inn.) Brooke Holloway vs. Marshall, 5/7/16
Hit a walk-off home run (run-rule) Jordan Vorbrink vs. Tennessee St., 2/16/18
Had a walk-off hit Maddie Bowlds vs. North Texas, 4/14/19 (1B)
Swept a conference home series Florida Atlantic, 3/30-31/19
Swept a conference road series at FIU, 3/16-17/19
Was swept in a conference home series vs. FAU, 3/18-19/17
Was swept in a conference road series at FAU, 4/28-29/18
THE LAST TIME WKU...
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION
C-USA RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  DATE/RESULT
59 WKU  -  
60 NORTH TEXAS  L,W,W
63 LA TECH  4/27-28 
81 MARSHALL  L,W,L
98 FLORIDA ATLANTIC  W,W,W
99 FIU  W,W,W 
108 SOUTHERN MISS  DNP 
113 MIDDLE TENNESSEE  4/19-20
136 UTSA  5/4-5
142 UAB  DNP
179 UTEP  DNP
187 CHARLOTTE  W,W,W
WKU OPPONENT RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  RESULT
16 AUBURN  L
20 KENTUCKY  W
33 LOUISVILLE  L
49 LIPSCOMB  L
54 MISSOURI STATE  W
101 AUSTIN PEAY  4/24
104 EASTERN KENTUCKY  W
117 MURRAY STATE  5/1
121 SOUTH ALABAMA  W
131 SAMFORD  W
152 KENNESAW STATE  L
163 WESTERN ILLINOIS  W, L, W
170 FLORIDA A&M  W
182 TENNESSEE TECH  W
200 INDIANA STATE  W 
204 TENNESSEE STATE  W
221 BUTLER  W
230 SAINT LOUIS  W
244 EVANSVILLE  W 
255 WRIGHT STATE  W, L
265 CLEVELAND STATE  W, W
276 JACKSON STATE  W
RPI STANDINGS
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2019 Conference USA Standings
 C-USA  Pct. Overall  Pct.  Last 10 Streak
LA Tech (W) 13-2 .867 34-10 .773  9-1 W3
WKU (E) 12-3 .800 30-9 .769  6-4 W3
North Texas (W) 11-4 .733 26-15 .634  7-3 L2
Middle Tennessee (E) 9-5 .643 25-18 .581  7-3 L1
Southern Miss (W) 11-7 .611 26-16 .619  9-1 W9
Marshall (E) 9-6 .600 26-15 .634  5-5 W1
UTSA (W) 6-9 .400 17-22 .436  2-8 L4
Florida Atlantic (E) 5-10 .333 18-23 .439  3-7 W1
UAB (W) 5-12 .294 15-26 .366  3-7 L4
FIU (E) 4-11 .267 22-20 .524  4-6 L1
UTEP (W) 4-11 .267 11-29 .275  2-8 L3
Charlotte (E) 3-12 .200 12-28 .300  2-8 L1
RECORD WHEN TEAM SCORES
RUNS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
0 0-1 0-0 12-0 5-0
1 0-3 0-0 5-0 2-0
2 1-3 1-2 3-2 3-0
3 3-0 2-0 6-1 1-0
4 5-0 1-0 1-0 1-0
5 4-0 2-0 1-0 0-0
6 3-0 1-0 1-0 0-0
7 3-2 1-1 1-1 0-0
8 5-0 1-0 0-3 0-2
9 1-0 0-0 0-1 0-0
10+ 5-0 3-0 0-1 0-1
WKU RECORD AFTER INNINGS
INNINGS LEADING TRAILING TIED
1 15-0 3-5 12-4
2 18-0 5-4 7-5
3 24-1 2-4 4-4
4 23-1 4-7 3-1
5 20-2 1-4 4-2
6 21-0 0-6 2-1
SCORE BY INNINGS
INNINGS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
1 50 17 16 7
2 21 11 9 3
3 49 22 21 4
4 16 3 13 3
5 28 10 7 3
6 35 15 30 15
7 10 7 10 5
8 0 0 1 1
9 4 0 1 0
EX 4 0 2 1













vs. Ranked Teams ..................................................1-1
vs. RV Teams ............................................................0-0
TIME
Day Games ............................................................26-7



















WKU Throws RHP ................................................30-9
WKU Throws LHP ...................................................0-0
Opp. Throws RHP ................................................29-8
Opp. Throws LHP ...................................................1-1
RUNS
WKU Scores 1st ....................................................24-3
Opp. Scores 1st .......................................................6-6
WKU Scores in 1st ...............................................15-3
Opp. Scores in 1st ..................................................5-5
HITS
WKU Has More .....................................................26-3
Opp. Has More ........................................................3-5
Hits Are Even ...........................................................1-1
ERRORS
WKU Commits 0 ..................................................18-2
WKU Commits 1 .....................................................8-4
WKU Commits 2+ ..................................................4-3
Opp. Commits 0 .....................................................6-3
Opp. Commits 1 .....................................................6-4
Opp. Commits 2+ ...............................................18-2
HOMERUNS
WKU Hits 0 ............................................................11-3
WKU Hits 1 ............................................................11-4
WKU Hits 2+.............................................................8-2
Opp. Hits 0 ............................................................23-2
Opp. Hits 1 ...............................................................7-3
Opp. Hits 2+.............................................................0-4
TEAM RECORD BY...
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HOME RUN TRACKER
NO.  PLAYER GAME-DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS SCORE FINAL
1 Engelhardt 1-Feb 08 Missouri St. 0-1/0 3/1 5-0 W, 8-0
2 Smith 4-Feb 09 Tennessee St. 1-0/0 4/2 2-0 W, 5-0
3 Smith (2) 4-Feb 09 Tennessee St. 2-0/0 6/2 4-0 W, 5-0
4 Thomas 6-Feb 16 Western Illinois 0-2/0 5/1 2-3 W, 5-3
5 Smith (3) 7-Feb 17 Western Illinois 0-0/0* 6/0 0-3 L, 1-3
6 Smith (4) 9-Feb 24 Butler 2-2/0 3/2 2-0 W, 3-0
7 Thomas (2) 11-Feb 25 Cleveland St. 2-1/0* 1/0 0-0 W, 8-0
8 Engelhardt (2) 11-Feb 25 Cleveland St.  0-0/1 3/2 4-0 W, 8-0
9 Plese 12-Feb 25 Indiana St. 2-0/0 1/2 0-0 W, 9-7
10 Stowers 12-Feb 25 Indiana St. 1-1/1 1/2 1-0 W, 9-7
11 Engelhardt (3) 15-Mar 02 at Samford 1-0/0 6/1 6-0 W, 8-1
12 McGuffin  18-Mar 09 at Kennesaw St. 2-2/0* 7/0 0-0 L, 1-2
13 Smith (5) 20-Mar 13 at Lipscomb 0-0/2 3/2 0-2 L, 7-9
14 Engelhardt (4) 20-Mar 13 at Lipscomb 2-2/0 7/1 6-9 L, 7-9
15 Vorbrink 23-Mar 17 at FIU 2-2/1 6/2 3-0 W, 5-4
16 Engelhardt (5) 24-Mar 20 at EKU 1-1/0* 6/0 5-5 W, 6-5
17 Smith (6) 25-Mar 23 Charlotte 2-1/1 2/1 6-0 W, 11-2
18 Engelhardt (6) 25-Mar 23 Charlotte 0-0/1 4/0 9-2 W, 11-2
19 Vorbrink (2) 26-Mar 23 Charlotte 2-1/0 2/1 0-0 W, 5-0
20 Sullivan 27-Mar 24 Charlotte 1-2/0* 2/0 0-0 W, 3-0
21 Carter 28-Mar 26 at Kentucky 2-0/0 5/2 0-1 W, 4-1
22 Thomas (3) 28-Mar 26 at Kentucky 1-1/0 5/2 1-1 W, 4-1
23 Plese (2) 28-Mar 26 at Kentucky 1-2/1 5/2 2-1 W, 4-1
24 Engelhardt (7) 29-Mar 30 Florida Atlantic 0-0/0* 2/0 2-0 W, 10-3
25 Thomas (4) 29-Mar 30 Florida Atlantic 2-0/0 2/2 3-0 W, 10-3
26 Smith (7) 31-Mar 31 Florida Atlantic 2-1/1 1/2 0-1 W, 10-2
27 Sullivan (2) 33-Apr 06 at Marshall 0-0/1 6/1 0-2 L, 10-2 (6)
28 McGuffin (2) 34-Apr 06 at Marshall 1-1/0* 6/0 3-1 W, 7-1
29 Sullivan (3) 34-Apr 06 at Marshall 1-2/1 7/2 5-1 W, 7-1
30 Engelhardt (8) 35-Apr 07 at Marshall 0-1/0* 2/0 2-3 L, 7-8 (8)
31 Thomas (5) 36-Apr 13 North Texas 3-2/0* 1/0 0-0 L, 2-8
32 Carter (2) 36-Apr 13 North Texas 1-1/0 6/1 1-4 L, 2-8
33 Thomas (6) 37-Apr 13 North Texas 2-2/0* 1/0 0-0 W, 3-1
34 Smith (8) 38-Apr 14 North Texas 2-0/1 1/2 0-0 W, 8-0 (5)
35 Plese (3) 38-Apr 14 North Texas 1-2/0 1/2 2-0 W, 8-0 (5)
36 Thomas (7) 38-Apr 14 North Texas 2-2/0 2/2 3-0 W, 8-0 (5)
37 Carter (3) 39-Apr 17 Tenn Tech 2-1/1 9/0 0-0 W, 4-1 (9)
ANALYSIS STATS
SEASON/CAREER HITTING STAT TRACKER
CAREER MULTI-HIT GAMES       2019/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
Carter 6/17 0/5 0 0 22
McGuffin 1/17 0/4 0/1 0 22
Thomas 10/19 1/3 0 0 22
Engelhardt 7/19 0/2 0 0 21
Smith 7/16 2/2 0 0 18
Bowlds 5/11 0/3 0/1 0 15 
Vorbrink 6/11 1/3 0 0 14
Plese 10/12 1/1 0 0 13
Towers 1/12 0 0 0 12  
Sullivan 9 1 0 0 10
McElroy 0/9 0 0 0 9
Stowers 1/4 1/1 0 0/1 6
Davis 2 0 0 0 2
CAREER MULTI-RBI GAMES       2019/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
Engelhardt 4/14 1/3 0/1 0 18
Smith 9/11 1/4 1/1 0 16
Carter 2/9 0/4 0/2 0 15
McGuffin 0/9 0/3 0/1 0 13
Vorbrink 1/8 0/2 0 0 10
Plese 4/5 2/2 0 0 7
Sullivan 6 1 0 0 7
McElroy 0/5 0 0 0 5
Stowers 1/3 0/1 1/1 0 5
Thomas 2/2 1/1 0/2 0 5
Towers 0/3 0 0 0 3 
Bowlds 1/3 0 0 0 3
Nunn 0 0/1 0 0 1
CAREER HOMERUNS
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018 2019  CAREER
Engelhardt 0 5 7 8  20
McGuffin 4 2 7 2  15
Smith - - 5 8  13
Thomas - - 6 7  13
Carter - 2 5 3  10
Stowers - 3 0 1  4
Vorbrink 1 0 1 2  4
Plese - 1 - 3  4
Sullivan - - - 3  3
Towers - 2 0 -  2
Nunn - - 1 -  1
STREAK TRACKERS
CAREER HITTING STREAKS
PLAYER  LONGEST 2019 CURRENT
Smith  10 10 0
Thomas  9 9 4
Vorbrink  9 7 3
Carter  7 6 6
Bowlds  6 4 0
McGuffin  6 2 0
Engelhardt  5 3 1
McElroy  5 3 0 
Plese  5 5 3
Stowers  4 4 0 
Sullivan  4 4 0
Towers  4 2 0
Davis  3 3 0
Ridge  2 2 0
Aikey  1 0 0
Nunn  1 - 0
REACHED BASE STREAK
PLAYER  LONGEST  2019 CURRENT
Plese  24 24 3
Thomas  15 15 6
Engelhardt 14 8 1
Carter  13 7 7
Vorbrink  12 11 3
Smith  10 10 0
McGuffin  9 2 0
Stowers  8 8 0
Bowlds  7 6 0
Davis  6 6 0
McElroy  5 3 0
Towers  5 2 0
Sullivan  4 4 0 
Aikey  2 0 0
Nunn  2 - 0
Ridge  2 2 0
Blackford  1 - 1*
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BATTING ANALYSIS
  LEADOFF BASES EMPTY 1-2 RUNNERS BASES LOADED RISP 2 OUTS 2-OUT RBI
PLAYER H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP  AVG H OPP AVG #
Aikey 0 2 .000 0 2 .000 0 2 .000 0 0 --- 0 2  .000 0 0 --- 0
Blackford 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Bowlds 7 18 .389 14 44 .318 11 37 .297 0 1 .000 8 22  .364 10 29 .345 7
Carter 5 20 .250 11 42 .262 14 33 .412 2 3 .667 10 25  .400 9 25 .360 5
Davis 1 4 .250 5 17 .294 7 35 .200 0 2 .000 6 25  .240 6 19 .316 3
Engelhardt 10 29 .345 17 53 .321 12 53 .226 1 1 1.000 5 31  .161 7 32 .219 4
McElroy 3 10 .300 5 28 .179 4 27 .148 0 0 --- 4 23  .174 3 20 .150 1
McGuffin 2 8 .250 2 14 .143 2 9 .222 0 1 .000 0 4  .000 1 6 .167 0
Murphy 0 2 .000 0 5 .000 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 2 .000 0
Nunn 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Plese 13 29 .448 15 59 .254 23 57 .404 3 3 1.000 15 38  .395 13 39 .333 11
Ridge 0 3 .000 1 10 .100 1 2 .500 1 1 1.000 1 2  .500 1 4 .250 0
Smith 6 21 .286 14 43 .326 24 67 .358 3 5 .600 16 47  .340 16 41 .390 16
Stowers 2 8 .250 5 14 .357 7 23 .304 0 1 .000 5 17  .294 4 12 .333 3
Sullivan 8 18 .444 15 54 .278 15 48 .313 1 4 .250 8 31  .258 10 33 .303 5
Thomas 27 53 .509 19 70 .271 19 54 .352 0 4 .000 16 39  .410 15 42 .357 15
Towers 1 1 1.000 1 5 .200 2 7 .286 0 0 --- 2 7  .286 1 9 .111 1
Vorbrink 12 20 .600 17 45 .378 11 40 .275 0 2 .000 7 26  .269 6 23 .261 5
2019 STARTERS SUMMARY
     POSITION         BATTING ORDER
PLAYER GS P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP 1ST 2ND 3RD 4TH 5TH 6TH 7TH 8TH 9TH FLEX 
PLESE 39 - - - - - - 1 38 - - 1 7 24 3 4 - - - - -  
MCELROY 39 - - - - - 39 - - - - - - - - - 2 8 15 - 14 
ENGELHARDT 39 - - - - 39 - - - - - - 9 2 3 7 8 8 2 - - 
SMITH 39 - 39 - - - - - - - - - - 7 28 - 1 3 - - - 
THOMAS 39 - - - 39 - - - - - - 37 1 1 - - - - - - - 
SULLIVAN 37 18 - - - - - - - - 19 - - 2 4 17 6 6 - 1 1 
VORBRINK 34 - - 6 - - - 16 - 11 1 - 6 1 - 2 13 1 4 7 - 
BOWLDS 34 - - 33 - - - - - 1 - - 5 - - - - 2 8 18 1 
CARTER 26 - - - - - - 1 - 17 8 1 9 2 1 1 7 4 - 1 - 
DAVIS 20 - - - - - - 14 - 6 - - 2 - - - - - 8 10 - 
AIKEY 14 14 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 14 
STOWERS 9 - - - - - - - - 1 8 - - - - 7 - 1 - 1 -
NUNN 7 7 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 7
MCGUFFIN 7 - - - - - - 5 1 1 - - - - - - 1 3 2 1 -  
TOWERS 3 - - - - - - 2 - 1 - - - - - 1 - 2 - - -
RIDGE 2 - - - - - - - - 1 1 - - - - - 1 1 - - - 
2019 WKU INDIVIDUAL STAT LEADERS
BATTING AVERAGE - Min. 10 AB 
 .345 Kendall Smith
SLUGGING PERCENTAGE - Min. 10 AB  
.655 Kendall Smith
ON BASE PERCENTAGE - Min. 10 Plate Appearances 
.447 Jordan Vorbrink
RUNS SCORED  
29  Rebekah Engelhardt 
HITS  
38  K. Smith, J. Thomas & S. Plese
RUNS BATTED IN 
34  Kendall Smith
DOUBLES  
9  Kennedy Sullivan
TRIPLES  
2  J. Thomas & S. Plese
HOME RUNS  
8  R. Engelhardt & K. Smith 
TOTAL BASES  
72  Kendall Smith
WALKS  
17  Kendall Smith
HIT BY PITCH  
3  S. Plese, K. Smith, J. Vorbrink
SACRIFICE HITS  
6  Paige Carter
    
SACRIFICE FLIES  
7  Kennedy Sullivan 
STOLEN BASES  
14  Shannon Plese
ANALYSIS STATS
WALK-OFF TRACKER
NO.  BATTER GAME/DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS RESULT SCORE FINAL
1  Carter 11-Feb 25 Cleveland St. 3-2/1 6/0 RBI 1B 7-0 8-0
2  Carter 31-Mar 31 FAU 1-0/3 6/2 RBI 1B 9-2 10-2
3  Bowlds 38-Apr 14 North Texas 0-1/2 5/2 RBI 1B 7-0 8-0
 
COME-FROM-BEHIND WIN TRACKER
NO.  GAME/DATE OPPONENT DEFICIT INNING TYING HIT (score) GO-AHEAD HIT (score) FINAL
1  3-Feb 09 FAMU 3-1 M3 Smith 2B (4-3) Smith 2B (4-3)  W, 4-3
2  6-Feb 16 Western Illinois 3-2 M5 Thomas HR (3-3) Engelhardt 3B (4-3) W, 5-3
3  10-Feb 24 Cleveland State 3-0 M3 Ridge 1B (3-3) Sullivan 2B (6-3)  W, 10-3
4  16-Mar 08 Wright State 2-1 M4 Smith 1B (3-2) Smith 1B (3-2)  W, 6-3
5  24-Mar 20 EKU 5-3 E3 Thomas 3B (5-5) Engelhardt HR (6-4) W, 6-5
6  28-Mar 26 Kentucky 1-0 E4 Carter HR (1-1) Thomas HR (2-1) W, 4-1
7  31-Mar 31 Florida Atlantic 1-0 M1 Smith HR (2-1) Engelhardt R PB (3-2) W, 10-2
8  34-Apr 06 Marshall 1-0 E2 Thomas 1B (1-1) Carter 1B (2-1)  W, 7-1
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GAME-BY-GAME STARTERS
Date Team P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP Record
2/8 Missouri State Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Vorbrink Carter 1-0 (1)
2/8 Auburn Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink Sullivan 0-1 (2)
2/9 Florida A&M Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink Carter 1-0 (3)
2/9 Tennessee State Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Vorbrink Sullivan 1-0 (4)
2/10 South Alabama Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Vorbrink Ridge 1-0 (5)
2/16 Western Illinois Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink --- 1-0 (6)
2/16 Western Illinois Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese McGuffin Carter 0-1 (7)
2/17 Western Illinois Nunn Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink Sullivan 1-0 (8)
2/24 Butler Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink --- 2-0 (6)
2/24 Cleveland State Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Vorbrink Sullivan 2-0 (4)
2/25 Cleveland State Nunn Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Ridge Sullivan 1-0 (9)
2/25 Indiana State Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Carter Stowers 1-0 (10)
3/1 Evansville Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Stowers 1-0 (11)
3/2 Jackson State Nunn Smith Vorbrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Carter Plese Stowers Sullivan 1-0 (12)
3/2 Samford Sullivan Smith Vorbrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Carter Stowers 1-0 (13)
3/8 Wright State Sullivan Smith Vorbrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Carter Stowers  2-0 (13)
3/8 Saint Louis Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Stowers 1-0 (14)
3/9 Kennesaw St. Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Stowers 1-1 (11)
3/9 Wright St. Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Carter Sullivan 0-1 (15)
3/13 Lipscomb Aikey Smith Vorbrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Bowlds Sullivan 0-1 (16)
3/16 FIU* Sullivan Smith Vorbrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Towers Carter 1-0 (17)
3/16 FIU* Nunn Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Towers Plese Davis Sullivan 1-0 (18)
3/17 FIU* Sullivan Smith Vobrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Towers Plese Davis Carter 1-0 (19)
3/20 EKU Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink Carter 2-0 (3)
3/23 Charlotte* Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Davis Stowers 1-0 (20)
3/23 Charlotte* Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Davis Sullivan 1-0 (21)
3/24 Charlotte* Nunn Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Davis Sullivan 1-0 (22)
3/26 Kentucky Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Sullivan 1-0 (23)
3/30 FAU* Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Sullivan 2-0 (23)
3/30 FAU* Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Davis Carter 1-0 (24)
3/31 FAU* Nunn Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Sullivan 1-0 (25)
4/3 Louisville Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Sullivan 2-1 (23)
4/6 Marshall* Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Sullivan 2-2 (23)
4/6 Marshall* Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Stowers 2-1 (11)
4/7 Marshall* Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Plese McGuffin Carter Vorbrink 0-1 (26)
4/13 North Texas* Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Vorbrink Carter 1-1 (1)
4/13 North Texas* Nunn Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Carter Sullivan 1-0 (27)
4/14 North Texas* Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Sullivan 3-2 (23)
4/17 Tennessee Tech Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Sullivan 4-2 (23)
4/19 MTSU*           
4/19 MTSU*           
4/20 MTSU*           
4/24 Austin Peay           
4/24 Austin Peay           
4/27 LA Tech*           
4/27 LA Tech*           
4/28 LA Tech*           
5/1 Murray State           
5/4 UTSA*           
5/4 UTSA*           
5/5 UTSA*           
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2019 WKU LINE SCORES
GAME 1 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-1:51 A-139
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5    R H E
WKU                    5 0 1 0 2 - 8  7  0
Missouri State     0 0 0 0 0 - 0  2  2
WP-SULLIVAN (1-0) LP-Griesbauer (0-1) 
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT
GAME 2 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-1:38 A-201
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5    R H E
WKU                    0 0 0 0 0 - 0  2  2
Auburn                 1 0 3 2 2 - 8 12 1
WP-Martin (1-0) LP-AIKEY,  (0-1) 
HR AU-McCrackin(1), Rivera(1),Veach(3)
GAME 3 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-2:11 A-137
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Florida A&M      0 2 1 0 0 0 0 -  3  3  2
WKU                   1 0 3 0 0 0 X -  4  4  1
WP-SULLIVAN (2-0) Save-AIKEY(1) 
LP-HAYES (0-1)
GAME 4 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-1:55 A-117
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Tennessee State   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  0  6  2
WKU                    1 0 1 1 0 2 X - 5  6  1
WP-AIKEY (1-1) LP-ESPINOZA (0-1) 
HR WKU - SMITH 2 (2)
GAME 5 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-1:46 A-92
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    7 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 7  7  0
South Alabama   0 0 0 0 0 3 0 - 3  4  2
WP-SULLIVAN (3-0) LP-Yarbrough (1-1) 
HR USA - Cronan (1)
GAME 6 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:44 A-203
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WIU               1 0 0 2 0 0 0 -  3  5  1
WKU                0 0 2 0 1 2 X - 5  8  1
WP-SULLIVAN (4-0) LP-Ira (2-1) 
HR: WIU-Duwa (2) | WKU-THOMAS (1)
GAME 7 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:49 A-187
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WIU               0 0 0 2 1 0 0 -  3  4  1
WKU                0 0 0 0 0 1 0 -  1  7  0
WP-Carlin (1-2) LP-AIKEY (1-2) 
HR: WIU-Abbott (2) | WKU-SMITH (3)
GAME 8 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:12 A-175
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WIU               0 0 3 2 0 1 0 -  6 11 2
WKU                0 5 0 1 1 0 X - 7  7  0
WP-SULLIVAN (5-0) Save-AIKEY(2) 
LP-Abbott (1-1)
GAME 9 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:53 A-176
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Butler                   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  0  3  0
WKU                   0 2 1 0 0 0 X -  3  8  0
WP-SULLIVAN (6-0) | LP-RICKETT (1-4) 
HR WKU - SMITH (4)
GAME 10 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:56 A-202
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R  H  E
CSU                      1 0 2 0 0 0 0 -  3   6   2
WKU                    0 0 1 1 0 8 X - 10 10 1
WP-NUNN (1-0) | LP-GRIFFIN (1-2) 
HR CSU - HYSONG (2)
GAME 11 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:34 A-156
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6   R  H E
CSU                      0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  1  2
WKU                    2 0 5 0 0 1 - 8 11 2
WP-NUNN (2-0) | LP-HYSONG (0-2) 
HR WKU - THOMAS (2), 
                     ENGELHARDT (2)
GAME 12 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:37 A-187
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7   R  H  E
Indiana State       0 0 1 0 1 3 2 - 7  15  3
WKU                    3 1 1 3 0 1 X - 9 10  1
WP-SULLIVAN (7-0) Save-NUNN (1) 
HR INS - Martin (2)
HR WKU - PLESE (1), STOWERS (1)
GAME 13 | Birmingham, Ala. | T-1:38 A-101
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5   R  H  E
WKU                    3 0 3 2 0 - 8  9   0
Evansville             0 0 0 0 0 - 0  0  3
WP-SULLIVAN (8-0) 
LP-Lockhart (3-3)
GAME 14 | Birmingham, Ala. | T-1:49 A-113
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Jackson State       0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  0  1  1
WKU                   0 0 1 2 0 1 X -  4  4  1
WP-NUNN (3-0) Save-AIKEY(3) 
LP-Sanchez (0-5) 
GAME 15 | Birmingham, Ala. | T-2:19 A-213
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    5 0 1 0 0 1 1 - 8 11  2
Samford               0 0 0 0 0 1 0 - 1   2  2
WP-SULLIVAN (9-0) 
LP-Spear (4-3)
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT (3)
HR SAM - Trombley (1)
GAME 16 | Kennesaw, Ga. | T-2:50 A-37
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Wright State        0 1 0 1 0 1 0 -  3  4  3
WKU                   0 0 1 0 4 1 X -  6  6  0
WP-SULLIVAN (10-0) Save-NUNN (2) 
LP-Otani (3-5)
GAME 17 | Kennesaw, Ga. | T-1:21 A-83
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5    R  H  E
WKU                    3 0 2 0 5 - 10 12 0
Saint Louis           0 0 0 0 0 - 0   1   3
WP-AIKEY (2-2) LP-LOVELESS (2-2)
GAME 18 | Kennesaw, Ga. | T-1:50 A-197
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1  5  1
Kennesaw State   0 0 0 0 0 0 2 - 2  6  0
WP-ANDREWS (7-6) 
LP-SULLIVAN (10-1
HR WKU - McGUFFIN (1)
GAME 19 | Kennesaw, Ga. | T-1:44 A-111
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    0 0 1 0 0 0 0 - 1  4  0
Wright State         0 0 0 0 0 2 X - 2  6  2
WP-Hughes (1-2) LP-AIKEY (2-3)
GAME 20 | Nashville, Tenn. | T-2:17 A-127
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H  E
WKU                    0 0 3 1 1 1 1 - 7  11 1
Lipscomb             2 0 3 0 0 4 X - 9   4  2
WP-JORDAN (6-4) LP-SULLIVAN (10-2) 
HR WKU-SMITH (5), ENGELHARDT (4)
HR LIP - FORTEL (3), DEVAULT (4)
GAME 21 | Miami, Fla. | T-2:10 A-76
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    0 1 2 0 0 3 0 - 6 12 0
FIU                        0 0 0 1 1 0 0 - 2  4  0
WP-SULLIVAN (11-2) 
LP-KUGELMANN (6-3)
GAME 22 | Miami, Fla. | T-2:00 A-85
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    0 0 0 0 0 0 4 - 4  7  0
FIU                        0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  2  0
WP-AIKEY (3-3) LP-DUNFORD (6-3)
GAME 23 | Miami, Fla. | T-2:20 A-151
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E 
WKU                    0 0 1 0 2 2 0 - 5  6  0
FIU                        0 0 0 0 0 4 0 - 4  8  2
WP-SULLIVAN (12-2) Save-AIKEY (4) 
LP-MURASKIN (5-6) 
HR WKU - VORBRINK (1)
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2019 WKU LINE SCORES
GAME 24 | Richmond, Ky. | T-1:58 A-150
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    2 1 0 2 0 1 0 - 6  8  0
EKU                      1 0 4 0 0 0 0 - 5  3  0
WP-AIKEY (4-3) LP-Paulick(5-5) 
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT (5)
HR EKU - Lizzmore (7)
GAME 25 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:56 A-377
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5    R H E
Charlotte             0 0 2 0 0  - 2  5  2
WKU                   6 2 1 2 X - 11 9  0
WP-SULLIVAN (13-2) LP-GREEN (0-4) 
HR WKU-SMITH (6), ENGELHARDT (6)
GAME 26 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:51 A-298
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Charlotte              0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  3  0
WKU                    0 2 3 0 0 0 X - 5  8  1
WP-AIKEY (5-3) LP-PACE (5-5) 
HR WKU - VORBRINK (2)
GAME 27 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:56 A-243
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Charlotte              0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  4  1
WKU                    0 2 0 0 1 0 X - 3  6  3
WP-NUNN (4-0) Save-AIKEY (5) 
LP-CANNON (2-8)
HR WKU - SULLIVAN (1)
GAME 28 | Lexington, Ky. | T-2:04 A-824
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    0 0 0 0 4 0 0 - 4  4  0
Kentucky              0 0 0 1 0 0 0 - 1  3  2
WP-AIKEY (6-3) Save-NUNN (3)
LP-Humes (7-6) 
HR WKU - THOMAS (3), PLESE (2), 
CARTER (1)
HR UK - Peyton (8)
GAME 29 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:12 A-213
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R  H  E
FAU                      0 0 2 0 1 0 0 -  3   4   2
WKU                   2 2 5 0 0 1 X - 10 14 1
WP-AIKEY (7-3) LP-Olson (4-10) 
HR WKU - THOMAS (4), 
ENGELHARDT (7)
GAME 30 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:48 A-238
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
FAU                      0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  0  5 1
WKU                   0 0 1 1 0 0 X -  2  6 0
WP-SULLIVAN (14-2) 
LP-Whitty, Skylar (5-2)
GAME 31 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:10 A-181
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6   R  H  E
FAU                      1 1 0 0 0 0 - 2   5   5
WKU                   2 0 5 0 0 3 - 10 10 2
WP-AIKEY (8-3) LP-Whitty (5-3)
HR WKU - SMITH (7)
GAME 32 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:12 A-877
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  R  H  E
LOU                     3 3 0 0 0 0 1 - 7  7  1
WKU                   1 1 0 0 0 0 0 - 2  4  2
WP-ROBY (7-1) | LP-AIKEY (8-4)
HR LOU - WATSON (1)
GAME 33 | Huntington, W.Va. | T-1:52 A-1000
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6    R  H E
WKU                    0 0 0 0 0 2 - 2   2  1
Marshall               0 0 0 1 1 8 - 10 9  1
WP-TOLBERT (16-10) LP-AIKEY (8-5) 
HR WKU - SULLIVAN (2)
HR MAR-HARRELL (11), ROUSSEAU (1)
GAME 34 | Huntington, W.Va. | T-2:09 A-1000
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    0 0 3 0 0 2 2 - 7  8  0
Marshall               1 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1  4  1
WP-SULLIVAN (15-2) 
LP-WILLIAMSON (7-2)
HR WKU-McGUFFIN (2), SULLIVAN (3)
GAME 35 | Huntington, W.Va. | T-2:47 A-450
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8    R H E
WKU                    2 1 0 0 2 1 1 0 - 7 12 2
Marshall               3 0 0 1 0 3 0 1 - 8  8  0
WP-WILLIAMSON (8-2) 
LP-AIKEY, Kelsey (8-6)
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT (8)
HR MAR - BURCH (4), ROUSSEAU (2)
GAME 36 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:10 A-167
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
North Texas         2 2 0 0 0 0 4 - 8  6  0
WKU                    1 0 0 0 0 1 0 - 2  6  1
WP-Trautwein (17-5) 
LP-SULLIVAN (15-3)
HR UNT - Perella (6)
HR WKU - THOMAS (5), CARTER (2)
GAME 37 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:45 A-158
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
North Texas         0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1  2  0
WKU                    1 0 1 0 1 0 X - 3  8  0
WP-NUNN (5-0) LP-Tindell (3-6) HR 
WKU - THOMAS (6)
GAME 38 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:45 A-201
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5    R H E
North Texas         0 0 0 0 0 - 0  1 2
WKU                    3 1 0 0 4 - 8  8 0
WP-AIKEY (9-6) LP-Trautwein (17-6) 
HR WKU - THOMAS (7), SMITH (8), 
PLESE (3)
GAME 39 | Cookeville, Tenn. | T-2:20 A-145
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9    R H E 
WKU                    0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 - 4  6  0
Tennessee Tech   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1  2  1
WP-AIKEY (10-6) LP-ARDEN (11-10) 
HR WKU - CARTER (3)
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2019 WKU SEASON STATS
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Apr 17, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 30-9   Home: 14-3   Away: 8-4   Neutral: 8-2   C-USA: 13-3
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 3 4 5 39-39 110 25 38 8 1 8 34 72  . 6 5 5 17 3 17 0  . 4 3 9 2 0 4-6 328 23 3  . 9 9 2
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 2 9 35-34 85 17 28 6 0 2 9 40  . 4 7 1 15 3 16 0  . 4 4 7 0 4 4-4 47 2 2  . 9 6 1
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 2 9 34-26 76 17 25 3 0 3 17 37  . 4 8 7 7 2 7 1  . 3 9 1 2 6 5-6 13 1 0 1.000
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 3 2 8 39-39 116 27 38 7 2 3 23 58  . 5 0 0 15 3 15 1  . 4 1 8 0 0 14-17 36 1 2  . 9 4 9
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 3 2 4 20-9 37 8 12 7 0 1 10 22  . 5 9 5 3 0 7 0  . 3 6 6 1 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 0 9 35-34 81 11 25 2 1 0 9 29  . 3 5 8 8 2 9 0  . 3 8 5 0 0 5-8 177 6 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 0 6 39-39 124 26 38 8 2 7 26 71  . 5 7 3 15 1 25 0  . 3 8 3 1 0 8-9 61 32 3  . 9 6 9
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 2 9 4 37-37 102 16 30 9 0 3 25 48  . 4 7 1 4 0 9 1  . 3 0 1 7 3 1-1 7 16 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 7 4 39-39 106 29 29 3 1 8 18 58  . 5 4 7 16 1 14 0  . 3 6 8 2 2 13-16 25 67 5  . 9 4 8
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 5 0 7-3 12 0 3 1 0 0 2 4  . 3 3 3 0 0 0 0  . 2 5 0 0 1 2-3 9 0 0 1.000
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 3 1 25-20 52 11 12 0 0 0 4 12  . 2 3 1 3 0 1 0  . 2 7 3 0 3 7-7 19 0 0 1.000
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 1 7 4 24-7 23 8 4 2 0 2 2 12  . 5 2 2 1 1 11 0  . 2 4 0 0 0 3-3 6 0 0 1.000
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 1 6 7 14-2 12 5 2 0 0 0 2 2  . 1 6 7 1 0 6 0  . 2 3 1 0 1 3-3 2 1 0 1.000
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 1 6 4 39-39 55 9 9 0 1 0 3 11  . 2 0 0 1 1 6 0  . 1 9 3 0 3 3-3 38 54 11  . 8 9 3
22 MURPHY, Macy  . 0 0 0 7-0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 28-15 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 1 0-0 1 7 1  . 8 8 9
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 21-8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 13 0 1.000
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 9-0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-2 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 9 3 39 1000 213 293 56 8 37 184 476  . 4 7 6 106 17 145 3  . 3 6 6 15 24 74-89 770 223 27  . 9 7 4
Opponents  . 1 9 3 39 937 108 181 31 4 19 99 277  . 2 9 6 152 17 327 1  . 3 1 6 3 14 29-36 733 306 57  . 9 4 8
LOB - Team (217), Opp (245). DPs turned - Team (4), Opp (13). CI - Team (0), Opp (1). IBB - Team (0), Opp (3). Picked off -
SULLIVAN,K. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
10 NUNN, Shelby  1 . 9 6 5-0 20 7 2 1/4 3 53.2 44 21 15 17 47 8 2 1  . 2 0 8 3 1 0 0 1
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 1 0 10-6 27 14 4 3/4 5 90.0 56 33 27 52 130 4 1 10  . 1 7 6 13 6 0 1 7
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  3 . 1 3 15-3 21 18 9 4/0 0 111.2 78 52 50 81 149 18 1 8  . 1 9 5 4 10 0 2 6
20 TOWERS, Haylee 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.1 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0 0 0
Totals  2 . 5 6 30-9 39 39 15 12/4 8 256.2 181 108 94 152 327 31 4 19  . 1 9 3 20 17 0 3 14
Opponents  4 . 5 6 9-30 39 39 13 1/0 0 244.1 293 213 159 106 145 56 8 37  . 2 9 3 26 17 0 15 24
PB - Team (4), SMITH,K. 4, Opp (5). Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (1). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (29-36), SULLIVAN,K.
(13-17), AIKEY,K. (11-14), NUNN,S. (5-5).
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2019 WKU C-USA ONLY STATS
2019 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Apr 14, 2019)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 12-3   Home: 8-1   Away: 4-2   C-USA: 12-3
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 4 1 9 15-15 43 11 18 6 0 3 15 33  . 7 6 7 3 0 3 1  . 4 2 9 3 3 1-1 3 7 0 1.000
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 4 0 6 14-13 32 7 13 4 0 2 4 23  . 7 1 9 9 1 3 0  . 5 4 8 0 1 2-2 12 1 0 1.000
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 8 7 14-13 31 4 12 0 1 0 4 14  . 4 5 2 5 2 2 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 2-3 81 3 0 1.000
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 3 7 5 15-15 40 9 15 4 0 3 15 28  . 7 0 0 11 1 4 0  . 5 1 9 0 0 1-1 103 9 2  . 9 8 2
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 7 5 9-2 8 3 3 2 0 1 1 8 1.000 1 1 4 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 2-2 4 0 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 6 4 13-11 33 7 12 2 0 1 6 17  . 5 1 5 3 1 2 1  . 4 3 2 0 3 2-2 5 1 0 1.000
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 3 2 6 15-15 43 6 14 2 0 1 9 19  . 4 4 2 8 0 7 1  . 4 3 1 0 0 3-5 17 0 1  . 9 4 4
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 0 6 15-15 49 14 15 3 0 4 10 30  . 6 1 2 6 1 9 0  . 3 9 3 0 0 3-4 28 15 3  . 9 3 5
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 5 0 15-15 44 9 11 2 0 3 9 22  . 5 0 0 3 0 10 0  . 2 9 2 1 1 2-2 11 31 2  . 9 5 5
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 2 2 4-3 9 0 2 0 0 0 1 2  . 2 2 2 0 0 0 0  . 2 2 2 0 1 1-1 6 0 0 1.000
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 0 0 9-8 20 6 4 0 0 0 0 4  . 2 0 0 3 0 1 0  . 3 0 4 0 0 6-6 9 0 0 1.000
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 1 6 7 9-2 12 2 2 1 0 0 2 3  . 2 5 0 0 0 2 0  . 1 5 4 1 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 0 7 1 15-15 14 2 1 0 0 0 1 1  . 0 7 1 0 1 1 0  . 1 3 3 0 2 0-0 16 26 3  . 9 3 3
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 11-4 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
22 MURPHY, Macy  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 0 0 0 4-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 5-0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 8-4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 4 0 1.000
Totals  . 3 2 0 15 381 85 122 26 1 18 77 204  . 5 3 5 52 8 49 3  . 4 0 8 5 11 26-30 296 97 11  . 9 7 3
Opponents  . 1 9 6 15 358 41 70 14 2 5 38 103  . 2 8 8 61 11 103 0  . 3 2 9 2 9 9-11 280 117 17  . 9 5 9
LOB - Team (92), Opp (104). DPs turned - Team (0), Opp (9). IBB - Team (0), Opp (3).
(C-USA games only Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  1 . 9 3 5-2 11 4 1 1/3 2 32.2 18 10 9 22 49 1 1 3  . 1 6 1 8 3 0 0 4
10 NUNN, Shelby  2 . 5 5 2-0 8 4 1 0/3 0 24.2 22 12 9 9 19 5 1 1  . 2 2 0 2 1 0 0 1
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  3 . 0 5 5-1 7 7 3 1/0 0 41.1 30 19 18 30 35 8 0 1  . 2 0 5 0 7 0 2 4
Totals  2 . 5 5 12-3 15 15 5 5/3 2 98.2 70 41 36 61 103 14 2 5  . 1 9 6 10 11 0 2 9
Opponents  5 . 2 5 3-12 15 15 6 0/0 0 93.1 122 85 70 52 49 26 1 18  . 3 2 0 4 8 0 5 11
PB - Team (2), SMITH,K. 2, Opp (2). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (9-11), AIKEY,K. (5-6), SULLIVAN,K. (2-3), NUNN,S. (2-2).
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2019 WKU TEAM GAME-BY-GAME STATS
2019 WKU Softball
Team Game-by-Game for WKU (as of Apr 17, 2019)
Batting (All games)
Date Opponent ab r h rbi 2b 3b hr tb bb ibb sb cs hbp sac sf gdp k po a e lob avg
Feb 08 vs Missouri State 23 8 7 4 0 0 1 10 4 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 5 15 1 0 5  . 3 0 4
Feb 08 vs Auburn 18 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 7 13 3 2 3  . 2 2 0
Feb 09 vs Florida A&M 21 4 4 4 1 0 0 5 4 0 1 1 1 2 0 0 1 21 5 1 6  . 2 1 0
Feb 09 vs Tennessee State 22 5 6 5 2 0 2 14 1 0 2 0 0 1 1 0 2 21 4 1 2  . 2 2 6
Feb 10 vs South Alabama 28 7 7 6 1 0 0 8 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 4 21 3 0 1  . 2 3 2
Feb 16 WESTERN ILLINOIS 25 5 8 5 0 2 1 15 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 5 21 8 1 5  . 2 4 8
Feb 16 WESTERN ILLINOIS 29 1 7 1 1 0 1 11 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 21 8 0 8  . 2 4 7
Feb 17 WESTERN ILLINOIS 25 7 7 5 2 1 0 11 4 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 3 21 8 0 6  . 2 5 1
Feb 24 BUTLER 25 3 8 3 0 0 1 11 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 3 21 4 0 4  . 2 5 9
Feb 24 CLEVELAND STATE 29 10 10 8 2 1 0 14 5 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 4 21 8 1 7  . 2 6 9
Feb 25 CLEVELAND STATE 24 8 11 8 2 1 2 21 1 0 3 1 0 1 1 0 2 18 7 2 4  . 2 8 6
Feb 25 INDIANA STATE 29 9 10 9 2 0 2 18 5 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 4 21 4 1 7  . 2 9 2
Mar 01 vs Evansville 26 8 9 5 2 0 0 11 5 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 6 15 1 0 10  . 2 9 6
Mar 02 vs Jackson State 20 4 4 3 2 0 0 6 1 0 4 0 1 1 0 0 2 21 9 1 2  . 2 9 1
Mar 02 at Samford 28 8 11 7 3 0 1 17 5 0 3 1 0 0 3 0 3 21 2 2 7  . 2 9 8
Mar 08 vs Wright State 27 6 6 5 1 0 0 7 4 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 3 21 6 0 8  . 2 9 3
Mar 08 vs Saint Louis 26 10 12 7 1 0 0 13 1 0 6 1 0 0 2 0 1 15 3 0 4  . 3 0 4
Mar 09 at Kennesaw State 25 1 5 1 0 0 1 8 3 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 10 20 2 1 8  . 2 9 8
Mar 09 vs Wright State 26 1 4 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 5 0 1 0 0 0 6 18 6 0 5  . 2 9 0
Mar 13 at Lipscomb 33 7 11 6 4 0 2 21 1 0 3 0 0 1 0 0 7 18 2 1 7  . 2 9 3
*Mar 16 at FIU 30 6 12 6 4 0 0 16 2 0 1 0 1 3 0 0 2 21 4 0 9  . 2 9 9
*Mar 16 at FIU 27 4 7 4 1 0 0 8 3 0 4 0 1 0 1 0 3 21 11 0 7  . 2 9 7
*Mar 17 at FIU 27 5 6 4 3 0 1 12 3 0 3 0 0 1 0 0 3 21 4 0 5  . 2 9 3
Mar 20 at Eastern Kentucky 26 6 8 6 1 1 1 14 2 0 0 1 0 2 1 0 2 21 5 0 4  . 2 9 4
*Mar 23 CHARLOTTE 21 11 9 10 2 0 2 17 7 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 2 15 3 0 5  . 2 9 8
*Mar 23 CHARLOTTE 23 5 8 5 2 0 1 13 5 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 4 21 8 1 5  . 3 0 0
*Mar 24 CHARLOTTE 24 3 6 2 0 0 1 9 3 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 4 21 9 3 6  . 2 9 8
Mar 26 at Kentucky 27 4 4 4 0 0 3 13 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 21 6 0 5  . 2 9 3
*Mar 30 FLORIDA ATLANTIC 29 10 14 10 3 1 2 25 5 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 2 21 8 1 7  . 3 0 0
*Mar 30 FLORIDA ATLANTIC 21 2 6 2 1 0 0 7 2 0 1 0 0 2 0 1 3 21 6 0 5  . 3 0 0
*Mar 31 FLORIDA ATLANTIC 23 10 10 6 2 0 1 15 7 0 2 0 0 3 1 1 0 18 5 2 7  . 3 0 4
Apr 03 LOUISVILLE 26 2 4 1 2 0 0 6 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 5 21 9 2 4  . 2 9 9
*Apr 06 at Marshall University 21 2 2 2 0 0 1 5 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 4 17 8 1 5  . 2 9 4
*Apr 06 at Marshall University 29 7 8 6 0 0 2 14 2 0 2 0 1 0 1 0 2 21 8 0 5  . 2 9 3
*Apr 07 at Marshall University 33 7 12 7 3 0 1 18 5 0 1 0 2 0 1 0 8 21 4 2 10  . 2 9 6
*Apr 13 NORTH TEXAS 26 2 6 2 2 0 2 14 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 21 3 1 4  . 2 9 4
*Apr 13 NORTH TEXAS 23 3 8 3 2 0 1 13 2 0 3 1 1 2 0 0 2 21 13 0 7  . 2 9 5
*Apr 14 NORTH TEXAS 24 8 8 8 1 0 3 18 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 15 3 0 5  . 2 9 6
*Apr 17 at Tennessee Tech 31 4 6 4 1 1 1 12 2 0 1 3 0 1 0 0 4 27 12 0 3  . 2 9 3
Totals 1000 213 293 184 56 8 37 476 106 0 74 15 17 24 15 3 145 770 223 27 217  . 2 9 3
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 MARSHALL (4-7) AT BATS MR, MARSHALL (4-7-19) 5
 2 MR, FAU (3-31) RUNS VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10-18) 3
 3 MR, MARSHALL (4-7) HITS MR, MARSHALL (4-7-19) 3
 1 MR, NORTH TEXAS (4-13) DOUBLES VS. TENNESSEE TECH (2-16-18) 2
 1 WESTERN IL (2-16) TRIPLES WESTERN IL (2-16-19) 1
 2 TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) HOME RUNS TENNESSEE ST.  (2-9-19) 2
 4 NORTH TEXAS (4-14) RBI NORTH TEXAS (4-14-19) 4
 3 MR, FAU (3-31) WALKS/HBP MR, FAU (3-31-19) 3
 1 MR, FAU (3-30) STOLEN BASES MR, FAU (3-30-19) 1
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 14X, MR FAU (3-31) AT BATS MR, AT FAU (4-28-18) 5
 3 NORTH TEXAS (4-13) RUNS NORTH TEXAS (4-13-19) 3
 3 FAU (3-31) HITS 3X, MR VS. FAU (3-31-19) 3
 1 8X, MR TENN TECH (4-17) DOUBLES 22X, MR TENN TECH (4-17-19) 1
 1 2X MR, EKU (3-20) TRIPLES 5X, MR EKU (3-20-19) 1
 1 MR, NORTH TEXAS (4-14) HOME RUNS 13X, MR NORTH TEXAS (4-14-19) 1
 3 EKU (3-20) RBI 2X, MR AT FAU (4-28-18) 4
 2 MR, MARSHALL (4-7) WALKS/HBP 12, MR MARSHALL (4-7-19) 2











• bowling green, ky.
• baTs r / Throws r
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .317 54-54 161 42 51 16 3 6 27 91 .565 40 2 37 2 .454 2 2 6-8 70 2 3 .960
2019 .306 39-39 124 26 38 8 2 7 26 71 .573 15 1 25 0 .383 1 0 8-8 61 32 3 .969
CAREER .312 93-93 285 68 89 24 5 13 53 162 .568 55 3 62 2 .425 3 2 14-16 131 34 6 .965
THOMAS’ CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .240 54-54 146 33 35 10 0 5 22 60 .411 21 4 34 1 .345 3 4 4-4 252 28 9 .969
2019 .345 39-39 110 25 38 8 1 8 34 72 .655 17 3 17 0 .439 2 0 4-6 328 23 3 .992
CAREER .285 93-93 256 58 73 18 1 13 56 132 .516 38 7 51 1 .386 5 4 8-10 580 51 12 .981
SMITH’S CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2015          CHATTANOOGA STATE CC
2016          CHATTANOOGA STATE CC
2017 .289 34-5 38 4 11 3 0 1 7 17 .447 2 2 7 0 .341 2 0 0-0 3 0 0 1.000
2018           DNP
2019 .328 39-39 116 27 38 7 2 3 23 58 .500 15 3 15 1 .418 0 0 14-17 36 1 2 .949
CAREER .318 73-44 154 31 49 10 2 4 30 74 .481 17 5 22 1 .399 2 0 14-17 39 1 2 .952
PLESE’S CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 9X, MR TENN TECH (4-1) AT BATS 9X, MR TENN TECH (4-17-19) 4
 3 MR, FAU (3-30) RUNS MR, FAU (3-30-19) 3
 3 FIU (3-16) HITS LIPSCOMB (3-16-19) 3
 1 7X, MR CHARLOTTE (3-23) DOUBLES 10X, MR CHARLOTTE (3-23-19) 1
 1 MR, TENN TECH (4-17) TRIPLES MR, TENN TECH (4-17-19) 1
 1 3X, MR NORTH TEXAS (4-14) HOME RUNS 4X, MR NORTH TEXAS (4-14-19) 1
 3 MR, FIU (3-16) RBI 2X, MR FIU (3-16-19) 3
 2 MR, FAU (3-30) WALKS/HBP MR, FAU (3-30-19) 2






• baTs l / Throws l







• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 MR, TENN TECH (4-1) AT BATS 15x, MR TENN TECH (4-17-19) 4
 3 MISSOURI ST. (2-8) RUNS 3X, MR MISSOURI ST. (2-8-19) 3
 2 MR, MARSHALL (4-7) HITS MR, VS. TENN. ST. (2-17-18) 3
 1 MR, FAU (3-30) DOUBLES VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 1 WESTERN IL (2-16) TRIPLES 4X, MR WESTERN IL (2-16-19) 1
 1 8X, MR MARSHALL (4-7) HOME RUNS 20X, MR MARSHALL (4-7-19) 1
 3 CHARLOTTE (3-23) RBI VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-17-18) 4
 3 CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) WALKS/HBP MR, CLEVELAND ST. (2-24-19) 3
 2 MR, LOUISVILLE (4-3) STOLEN BASES 6X, MR LOUISVILLE (4-3-19) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .069 41-36 29 6 2 0 0 0 2 2 .069 5 0 11 0 .206 0 3 1-1 38 45 12 .874
2017 .213 58-48 108 19 23 3 0 5 14 41 .380 14 1 24 0 .309 0 3 9-12 70 103 13 .930
2018 .278 54-54 151 34 42 10 3 7 25 79 .523 15 0 38 0 .339 2 8 9-13 48 127 9 .951
2019 .274 39-39 106 29 29 3 1 8 18 58 .547 16 1 14 0 .368 2 2 13-16 25 67 5 .948
CAREER .244 192-177 394 88 96 16 4 20 58 180 .457 50 2 87 0 .329 4 16 32-42 181 342 39 .931
ENGELHARDT’S CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 MR, TENN TECH (4-1) AT BATS SAME
 2 MR, NORTH TEXAS (4-14) RUNS SAME
 3 FAU (3-30) HITS SAME
 2 FAU (3-30) DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 1 MARSHALL (4-6) HOME RUNS SAME
 3 CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) RBI SAME
 1 MR, NORTH TEXAS (4-14) WALKS/HBP SAME
 1 FIU (3-16) STOLEN BASES SAME 
 7.0 MR, MARSHALL (4-6) IP SAME
 0 EVANSVILLE (3-1) FEWEST HITS SAME 
 0 FLORIDA ATLANTIC (3-30) FEWEST ER SAME 






• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 MR, FIU (3-16) AT BATS SAME
 2 CHARLOTTE (3-23) RUNS SAME
 2 MR, LIPSCOMB (3-13) HITS SAME
 - - DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 1 4X, MR LIPSCOMB (3-13) RBI SAME
 1 MR CHARLOTTE (3-24) WALKS/HBP SAME






• baTs l / Throws l
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2019 .294 37-37 102 16 30 9 0 3 25 48 .471 4 0 9 1 .301 7 3 1-1 7 16 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2019 3.13 15-3 21 18 9 4/0 0 111.2 78 52 50 81 149 18 1 8 498 .195 4 10 0 2 6
SULLIVAN’S CAREER STATS
DAVIS’ CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2019 .231 25-20 52 11 12 0 0 0 4 12 .231 3 0 1 0 .273 0 3 7-7 19 0 0 1.000
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
10
shelby nunn   
• sophomore
• piTcher
• bowling green, ky
• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18-18) 2
 - - RUNS VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 - - HITS VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 - - RBI VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 3
 - - WALKS/HBP 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18-18) 1
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 7.0 NORTH TEXAS (4-13) IP 5X, MR VS. NORTH TEXAS (4-13-19) 7.0
 0 MR, KENTUCKY (3-26) FEWEST HITS MR, KENTUCKY (3-26-19) 0
 0 MR, KENTUCKY (3-26) FEWEST ER 9X, MR KENTUCKY (3-26-19) 0
 5 MR, FIU (3-16) STRIKEOUTS VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 11
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .200 44-29 5 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 .800 2 0 2 0 .429 0 0 0-0 5 45 0 1.000
2019 - 20-7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0-0 1 13 0 1.000
CAREER .200 64-36 5 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 .800 2 0 2 0 .429 0 0 0-0 6 58 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2018 3.55 15-15 44 27 10 2/0 3 177.1 212 117 90 36 104 46 2 11 794 .288 5 3 0 5 13
2019 1.96 5-0 20 7 2 1/4 3 53.2 44 21 15 17 47 8 2 1 231 .208 3 1 0 0 1
CAREER 3.18 20-15 64 34 12 3/4 6 231.0 256 138 105 53 151 54 4 12 1025 .270 8 4 0 5 14
NUNN’S CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 3 CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) AT BATS SAME 
 1 5X, MR CHARLOTTE (3-23) RUNS SAME
 1 2X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) HITS SAME
 - - DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 1 2X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) RBI SAME
 1 TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) WALKS/HBP SAME






• baTs r / Throws r
RIDGE’S CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2019 .167 14-2 12 5 2 0 0 0 2 2 .167 1 0 6 0 .231 0 1 3-3 2 1 0 1.000
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12
kelsey aikey   
• Junior
• piTcher
• cedar falls, iowa
• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 1 EKU (3-20) AT BATS LIPSCOMB (3-22-17) 3
 - - RUNS - -
 - - HITS AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - WALKS/HBP AAMU (3-16-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 9.0 TENNESSEE TECH (4-17) IP TENNESSEE TECH (4-17-19) 9.0
 1 MR, NORTH TEXAS (4-14) FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 0
 0 MR, NORTH TEXAS (4-14) FEWEST ER MR, NORTH TEXAS (4-14-19) 0
 13 TENNESSEE TECH (4-17) STRIKEOUTS TENNESSEE TECH (4-17-19) 13
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .083 27-9 12 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .083 3 0 5 0 .267 0 0 0-0 4 21 2 .926
2018 .000 39-19 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 1 0 .000 0 0 0-0 7 22 1 .967
2019 .000 27-14 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 1 0 .000 0 1 0-0 1 7 1 .889
TOTALS .059 93-42 17 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .059 3 0 7 0 .200 0 1 0-0 12 50 4 .939
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 2.92 7-4 27 9 5 1/0 3 93.1 86 59 39 65 54 12 0 6 437 .244 19 8 1 3 9
2018 3.15 12-9 39 19 7 3/1 3 142.0 123 73 64 69 108 19 2 16 621 .234 15 8 0 5 14
2019 2.10 10-6 27 14 4 3/4 5 90.0 56 33 27 52 130 4 1 10 385 .176 13 6 0 1 7
TOTALS 2.80 29-19 93 42 16 7/5 11 325.1 265 165 130 186 292 35 3 32 1443 .222 47 22 1 9 30
AIKEY’S CAREER STATS
11
Jordan vorbrink  
• senior
• uTiliTy
• louisville, ky. | louisville
• baTs l / Throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 2X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) AT BATS AT UAB (4-14-18) 5
 2 MR, CHARLOTTE (3-23) RUNS MR, CHARLOTTE (3-23-19) 2
 3 FIU (3-17) HITS MR, AT FIU (3-17-19) 3
 1 MR, NORTH TEXAS (4-14) DOUBLES MR, NORTH TEXAS (4-14-19) 1
 - - TRIPLES MR, VS. NCC (4-17-16) 1
 1 MR, CHARLOTTE (3-23) HOME RUNS 4X, MR CHARLOTTE(3-23-19) 1
 2 FIU (3-17) RBI 2X, MR VS. UTEP (4-8-18) 3
 2 MR, MARSHALL (4-7) WALKS/HBP 9X, MR MARSHALL (4-7-19) 2
 1 MR, FAU (3-30) STOLEN BASES VS. EKU (4-11-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .244 24-15 41 6 10 3 3 1 9 22 .537 2 0 7 1 .273 1 2 1-1 101 2 1 .990
2017 .143 26-15 28 3 4 0 0 0 1 4 .143 0 4 5 1 .250 0 0 0-0 21 0 0 1.000
2018 .256 54-54 160 23 41 6 0 1 24 50 .313 20 3 34 1 .350 0 2 6-7 87 14 4 .962
2019 .329 35-34 85 17 28 6 0 2 9 40 .471 15 3 16 0 .447 0 4 4-4 47 2 2 .961
CAREER .261 139-118 314 49 82 15 3 4 43 116 .369 37 10 62 3 .356 1 8 11-12 256 18 7 .975
VORBRINK’S CAREER STATS
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS SAME
 - - RUNS SAME
 - - HITS SAME
 - - DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 - - RBI SAME
 - - WALKS/HBP SAME











• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 MR, WRIGHT ST. (3-8) AT BATS MR, AT USM (3-11-18) 5
 1 8X, MR MARSHALL (4-6) RUNS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 3 INDIANA ST. (2-25) HITS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 5*
 1 7X, MR CHARLOTTE (3-23) DOUBLES EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 - - TRIPLES VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 1 INDIANA ST. (2-25) HOME RUNS MR, INDIANA ST. (2-25-19) 1
 4 INDIANA ST. (2-25) RBI INDIANA ST. (2-25-19) 4
 1 MR, SAMFORD (3-2) WALKS/HBP WRIGHT STATE (2-25-17) 3
 1 JACKSON ST. (3-2) STOLEN BASES JACKSON ST. (3-2-19) 1
STOWERS’ CAREER STATS
16
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .215 44-31 107 12 23 4 0 3 13 36 .336 13 0 27 1 .298 1 1 0-0 24 1 3 .893
2018 .167 32-11 60 8 10 2 1 0 5 14 .233 3 0 12 2 .206 0 0 0-0 2 1 0 1.000
2019 .324 20-9 37 8 12 7 0 1 10 22 .595 3 0 7 0 .366 1 0 1-1 0 0 0 -
TOTALS .221 96-51 204 28 45 13 1 4 28 72 .353 19 0 46 3 .284 2 1 1-1 26 2 3 .903







• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 3 MR, NORTH TEXAS (4-13) AT BATS VS. UAB (5-10-17) 6
 2 MARSHALL (4-6) RUNS MR, AT FAU (4-28-18) 3
 2 MARSHALL (4-7) HITS UAB (5-10-17) 4
 2 MARSHALL (4-7) DOUBLES AT MARSHALL (4-7-19) 2
 - - TRIPLES AT USM (3-10-18) 1
 1 MR, AT MARSHALL (4-6) HOME RUNS MR AT MARSHALL (4-7-19) 1
 1 MR, AT MARSHALL (4-7) RBI AT FAU (4-28-18) 4
 1 MR, AT MARSHALL (4-7) WALKS/HBP 2X, MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-25-18) 3
 1 MR, FAU (3-31) STOLEN BASES MR, VS.TENN. ST. (2-16-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .200 47-47 120 18 24 6 0 4 13 42 .350 18 1 24 1 .305 2 5 6-6 63 20 5 .943
2017 .246 60-56 134 23 33 9 0 2 16 48 .358 19 11 35 0 .382 1 6 13-16 93 10 2 .981
2018 .291 53-53 141 30 41 8 1 7 25 72 .511 24 4 35 0 .404 2 1 5-7 65 11 2 .974
2019 .174 24-7 23 8 4 2 0 2 2 12 .522 1 1 11 0 .240 0 0 3-3 6 0 0 1.000
Totals .244 184-163 418 79 102 25 1 15 56 174 .416 62 17 105 1 .361 5 12 27-32 227 41 9 .968







• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 3 9X, MR FAU (3-31) AT BATS AT UTEP (4-9-17) 5
 1 9X, MR CHARLOTTE (3-24) RUNS AT UTEP (4-8-17) 3
 1 9X, MR CHARLOTTE (3-24) HITS MR, AT FAU (4-28-18) 2
 - - DOUBLES MR, AT UTEP (4-8-17) 1
 1 WESTERN IL (2-17) TRIPLES WESTERN IL (2-17-19) 1
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 1 3X, MR CHARLOTTE (2-23) RBI 5X, MR AT FAU (4-28-18) 2
 1 MR, FIU (3-16) WALKS/HBP MR, VS. LIPSCOMB (5-3-18) 2
 1 MR, 3X WRIGHT ST. (3-9) STOLEN BASES MR, WRIGHT ST. (3-9-19) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .154 59-57 130 16 20 4 0 0 8 24 .185 14 6 26 0 .267 0 5 3-4 172 79 7 .973
2018 .204 49-47 113 15 23 0 0 0 16 23 .204 6 0 9 0 .242 1 8 1-1 90 69 7 .958
2019 .164 39-39 55 9 9 0 1 0 3 11 .200 1 1 6 0 .193 0 3 3-3 38 54 11 .893
TOTALS .174 147-143 298 40 52 4 1 0 27 58 .195 21 7 41 0 .245 1 16 7-8 300 202 25 .953
MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 1 5X, MR NORTH TEXAS (4-13) AT BATS SAME
 - - RUNS SAME
 - - HITS SAME
 - - DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 - - RBI SAME
 - - WALKS/HBP SAME






• baTs r / Throws r
MURPHY’S CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2019 .000 7-0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 1 0 .000 0 0 0-0 0 0 0 -
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Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .000 7-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 2-2 1 2 0 1.000
2018 - 11-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 1-1 0 0 0 -
2019 - 9-0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 1-2 0 0 0 -
TOTALS .000 27-0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 4-5 1 2 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 5.25 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.2 4 2 2 3 1 0 0 0 13 .400 1 0 0 0 0
2018 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0 17 .333 2 1 0 0 0
2019 - 0-0 0 0 0 0/0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  0 0 0 0 0






• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS - -
 1 MR, NORTH TEXAS (4-14) RUNS MR, NORTH TEXAS (4-14-19) 1
 - - HITS - -
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI - -
 - - WALKS/HBP ALABAMA STATE (5-16-17) 1
 1 FIU (3-17) STOLEN BASES MR, VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 - - IP EKU (5-3-17) 1.1
 - - FEWEST HITS 2X, MR VS. APSU (3-3-18) 1
 - - FEWEST ER MR, APSU (3-3-18) 0





• crown poinT, ind.
• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 MR, TENN TECH (4-17) AT BATS UAB (5-10-17) 6
 2 MARSHALL (4-7) RUNS VS. TENN. STATE (2-17-18) 3
 2 MR, NORTH TEXAS (4-13) HITS MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25-18) 3
 1 MR, FAU (3-30) DOUBLES VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25-18) 2
 - - TRIPLES MR, VS. GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 1
 1 MR, TENN TECH (4-17) HOME RUNS MR, TENN TECH (4-17-19) 1
 2 MR, TENN TECH (4-17) RBI MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 4
 1 7X, MR MARSHALL (4-7) WALKS/HBP 4X, MR VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 2 LIPSCOMB (3-13) STOLEN BASES 2X, MR LIPSCOMB (3-13-19) 2
CARTER’S CAREER STATS
26
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .222 52-24 99 14 22 4 1 2 15 34 .343 14 3 23 0 .333 1 1 3-4 23 1 3 .889
2018 .327 52-49 150 27 49 6 2 5 35 74 .493 19 2 23 1 .407 1 7 11-13 9 2 2 .846
2019 .329 34-26 76 17 25 3 0 3 17 37 .487 7 2 7 1 .391 2 6 5-6 13 1 0 1.000





• baTs l /Throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 WESTERN IL (2-17) AT BATS AT UAB (4-14-18) 6
 2 EKU (3-20) RUNS MR, AT EKU (3-20-19) 2
 2 MR, MARSHALL (4-6) HITS VS. HAMPTON (2-9-18) 4
 1 MR, LOUISVILLE (4-3) DOUBLES 8X, MR LOUISVILLE (4-3-19) 1
 1 FAU (3-30) TRIPLES VS. FAU (3-30-19) 1
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 2 BUTLER (2-24) RBI MR, BUTLER (2-24-19) 2
 2 CHARLOTTE (3-23) WALKS/HBP VS. UTEP (4-7-18) 3
 1 MR, MARSHALL (4-7) STOLEN BASES MR, MARSHALL (4-7-19) 1
BOWLDS’ CAREER STATS
28
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .303 50-50 155 22 47 6 3 0 13 59 .381 14 0 26 1 .361 0 13 8-12 360 10 7 .981
2019 .309 35-34 81 11 25 2 1 0 9 29 .358 8 2 9 0 .385 0 0 5-8 177 6 0 1.000
CAREER .305 85-84 236 33 72 8 4 0 22 88 .373 22 2 35 1 .369 0 13 13-20 537 16 7 .988
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3 Shannon Plese
R-Senior | OF | L/L
Knoxville, Tenn. | South Carolina
4 Kennedy Sullivan
Freshman | P/OF | R/R
Georgetown, Ky.
6 Taylor Davis
Freshman | OF | L/L
Huntsville, Ala.
10 Shelby Nunn
Sophomore | P | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
11 Jordan Vorbrink
Senior | UTL | L/L
Louisville, Ky. | Louisville
15 Kelsey McGuffin
Senior | OF | R/R
Elizabethtown, Ky.
12 Kelsey Aikey
Junior | P | R/R
Cedar Falls, Iowa
16 Tommi Stowers
Junior | C | R/R
Columbus, Ind.
19 Sydne Solomon






Senior | IF | R/R
Rockport, Ind.
9 Jordan Ridge
Freshman | UTL | R/R
Louisville, Ky.
1 Jordan Thomas
Sophomore | UTL | L/L
Lebabon, Ky.
2 Kendall Smith
Sophomore | C | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
22 Macy Murphy
Freshman | IF | R/R
Murfreesboro, Tenn.
23 Morgan McElroy
Junior | IF | R/R
Madisonville, Ky.
24 Cassidy Blackford
R-Junior | P | R/R
Marshalltown, Iowa
26 Paige Carter
Junior | UTL | R/R
Crown Point, Ind.
28 Maddie Bowlds
Sophomore | IF | L/L
Utica, Ky.
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA 
RELATIONS                                                                                                                         
                                       
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Sunday, April 21, 2019 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
  
Notes for games 40-42 attached. 
  
WKU SOFTBALL TURNS FOCUS TO C-USA SERIES AT MIDDLE TENNESSEE 
  
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – Following a postponement due to inclement weather, WKU Softball is headed 
south to face the defending Conference USA Tournament champion, Middle Tennessee, in a three-game 
series from Murfreesboro, Tenn., this Monday and Tuesday. A clash between C-USA East’s top two 
teams, WKU is off to a 30-9 start while the Blue Raiders enter the weekend with a 25-18 record. All 
three games are scheduled to be streamed on CUSA.tv. 
  
WEEKEND FOLLOWING INFORMATION 
Monday, April 22 – at Middle Tennessee – 4 p.m. CT | Livestats | CUSA.tv 
Monday, April 22 – at Middle Tennessee – 6 p.m. CT | Livestats | CUSA.tv 
Tuesday, April 23 – at Middle Tennessee – 1 p.m. CT | Livestats | CUSA.tv 
  
WKU heads to Murfreesboro with a 12-3 record in league play, good for first place in the conference 
after the weekend results around the league. MTSU sits in fourth overall, owning a 9-5 record against C-
USA foes. 
  
After earning the sixth seed for last year’s Conference USA Tournament, Middle Tennessee became the 
lowest seed to ever claim the league’s automatic bid to the NCAA Tournament. Fast forward to the C-
USA Preseason Coaches poll, the Blue Raiders were predicted to finish sixth overall again – a spot higher 
than the Hilltoppers – while landing a pair of players on the Preseason All-Conference list. 
  
Common opponents between WKU and MTSU this season include Florida Atlantic, FIU and Charlotte 
within the league. The Hilltoppers swept all three of those series while the Blue Raiders swept FAU and 
won the other two series 2-1. On the non-conference side, both sides faced off against Wright State and 
Tennessee State. 
  
In the all-time series that has featured a meeting in all 20 seasons of WKU Softball’s existence, the 
Hilltoppers own a 36-27 advantage. The Red and White are 15-10 in outings from Murfreesboro which 
includes wins in its last four games. Last season, MTSU claimed the series, 2-1, in Bowling Green after an 
extra-inning decision in the rubber match. 
  
Middle Tennessee is 7-3 in contests at the Blue Raider Softball Field this season while the Hilltoppers 
have posted a 9-3 record on the road including victories in seven of their last nine contests on enemy 
turf. 
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2019 GAME NOTEs
Est. 2000  |  3 Conference Championships
621 Victories  |  2 NCAA Regional Berths
TOPPER NOTES
TOPPER NUMBERS
Career saves by Kelsey Aikey - a WKU 
record & ranks T-11th among all active 
NCAA players.
WKU’s 1.90 stolen bases per 
game rank 20th across the 
NCAA.
30-win seasons in WKU Soft-
ball’s 20-year history.
11 2014
ALL-TIME AGAINST THE BLUE RAIDERS
In the all-time series that has featured a meeting in all 20 seasons of WKU Softball’s existence, the Hilltoppers own a 36-27 
advantage. The Red and White are 15-10 in outings from Murfreesboro which includes wins in its last four games. Last season, 
MTSU claimed the series, 2-1, in Bowling Green after an extra-inning decision in the rubber match. 
PICK YOUR POISON
Kelsey Aikey, Shelby Nunn and Kennedy Sullivan have shined in the circle for the Hilltoppers, with the trio holding seven 
national top-50 rankings between their pitching stats. Aikey owns the fourth-most saves of any pitcher in NCAA Division I (5), 
and her 10.1 strikeouts per seven innings average is good for ninth-best while her 4.36 hits/7 innings sits 27th. Sullivan has the 
18th-best strikeout per seven innings average at 9.3 and has also notched 15 victories on the season, good for the 44th-most in 
the country. With 149 strikeouts, Sullivan ranks  43rd in all of Division I. Nunn joins the national rankings in the saves category as 
her three saves rank 33rd.
Across the squad’s 12-3 start to league play, the Hilltopper pitching staff has shined. Together, Aikey, Nunn and Sullivan combine 
for a 2.55 ERA while also owning the top opposing batting average (.196) and the most strikeouts (103). In C-USA-only play, 
WKU’s trio of arms accounts for three of the top-six ERAs across the league. Aikey leads the charge as 1-of-2 conference pitchers 
with a sub-2.00 ERA at 1.93. Nunn ranks fourth at 2.55 while Sullivan comes in at sixth with a 3.05 ERA.
RANKED WINS
Across the 20-year history of WKU Softball, the program has picked up 23 wins over a ranked opponent with the most recent 
victory coming over No. 17 Kentucky. Prior to their March 26 win in Lexington, WKU’s previous win over a ranked squad was on 
May 16, 2015 at No. 16 Georgia in the NCAA Regionals. The Hilltoppers’ 2019 win at UK was the first time the Red and White took 
down a ranked Wildcat squad and the sixth time WKU claimed a win over a ranked team by at least three runs. Of the 23 wins 
over ranked opposition, 12 of those victories have come on the ranked team’s home turf. 
AIKEY’S NINE-INNING GEM
In WKU’s midweek matchup at Tennessee Tech on Wednesday, April 17, Kelsey Aikey took a no-hitter into the bottom of the 
ninth inning of a scoreless pitcher’s duel with the Golden Eagles. Aikey struck out a career-high 13 batters in what turned out 
to be a nine-inning, two-hitter from the junior. After WKU plated four runs in the top of the ninth, the Cedar Falls, Iowa, native 
returned to the circle with the lead and added two more punchouts before the Golden Eagles avoided a shutout in the 4-1 
Hilltopper victory. Aikey’s nine-inning complete-game win was the longest outing of her career, surpassing the eight-inning 
no-hitter she secured as a sophomore.
WEEK NINE RECOGNITION
After delivering three home runs in WKU’s pivotal three-game series win over North Texas, Conference USA recognized Jordan 
Thomas as its Player of the Week on April 15. Thomas only worked in the form of extra-base hits on the weekend, recording 
a scorching 1.556 slugging percentage while hitting .444 against the Mean Green. Thomas’ award makes her just the second 
Hilltopper to ever earn C-USA’s Player of the Week honor.
9-0 C-USA START
For just the second time in WKU Softball history, the team swept its first two conference series as the Hilltoppers took down FIU 
and Charlotte back-to-back weekends. A week later, the Hilltoppers swept Florida Atlantic to secure the best start to conference 
play in program history at 9-0. WKU’s series loss at Marshall during the fifth weekend of league play ended the squad’s reign as 
the only remaining unbeaten team in the conference.
IN THE POLLS
After putting together an 11-game win streak that included a win over No. 17 Kentucky in Lexington, WKU Softball garnered 
national attention to open the month of April. Both the USA Today/NFCA Coaches Poll along with ESPN.com/USA Softball Poll 
saw the Hilltoppers earning at least one vote. In the NFCA standings, 13 total votes ranked the Red and White 30th while one 
GAMES 40-42 INFORMATION
DATE OPPONENT LOCATION TIME (CT)
FEBRUARY (10-2)
 8 1-vs. Missouri State Gulf Shores, Ala. W, 8-0 [5]
  1-vs. #17 Auburn Gulf Shores, Ala. L, 0-8 [5]
 9 1-vs. Florida A&M Gulf Shores, Ala. W, 4-3
  1-vs. Tennessee State Gulf Shores, Ala. W, 5-0
 10 1-vs. South Alabama Gulf Shores, Ala. W, 7-3
 16 Western Illinois WKU Softball Field W, 5-3
  Western Illinois WKU Softball Field L, 1-3
 17 Western Illinois WKU Softball Field W, 7-6
 24 2-Butler WKU Softball Field W, 3-0
  2-Cleveland State WKU Softball Field W, 10-3
 25 2-Cleveland State WKU Softball Field W, 8-0 [6]
  2-Indiana State WKU Softball Field W, 9-7
 MARCH (16-3)
 1 3-Evansville Birmingham, Ala. W, 8-0 [5]
 2 3-Jackson State Birmingham, Ala. W, 4-0
  3-at Samford Birmingham, Ala. W, 8-1
 8 4-Wright State Kennesaw, Ga. W, 6-3
  4-Saint Louis Kennesaw, Ga. W, 10-0 [5]
 9 4-at Kennesaw State Kennesaw, Ga. L, 1-2
  4-Wright State Kennesaw, Ga. L, 1-2
 13 at Lipscomb Nashville, Tenn. L, 7-9
 16 at FIU* Miami, Fla. W, 6-2
  at FIU* Miami, Fla. W, 4-0
 17 at FIU* Miami, Fla. W, 5-4
 20 at EKU Richmond, Ky. W, 6-5
 23 Charlotte* WKU Softball Field W, 11-2 [5]
  Charlotte* WKU Softball Field W, 5-0
 24 Charlotte* WKU Softball Field W, 3-0
 26 at #17 Kentucky Lexington, Ky. W, 4-1
 30 Florida Atlantic* WKU Softball Field 10-3
  Florida Atlantic* WKU Softball Field 2-0
 31 Florida Atlantic* WKU Softball Field 10-2 [6]
 APRIL (4-4)
 3 Louisville WKU Softball Field L, 7-2
 6 at Marshall* Huntington, W.Va. L, 10-2 [6]
  at Marshall* Huntington, W.Va. W, 7-1
 7 at Marshall* Huntington, W.Va. L, 8-7 [8]
 13 North Texas* WKU Softball Field L, 8-2
  North Texas* WKU Softball Field W, 3-1
 14 North Texas* WKU Softball Field W, 8-0 [5]
 17 at Tennessee Tech Cookeville, Tenn. W, 4-1
 22 at Middle Tennessee* Murfreesboro, Tenn. 4 p.m.
  at Middle Tennessee* Murfreesboro, Tenn. 6 p.m.
 23 at Middle Tennessee* Murfreesboro, Tenn. 1 p.m.
 24 Austin Peay WKU Softball Field Postponed
  Austin Peay WKU Softball Field Postponed
 27 at Louisiana Tech* Ruston, La. 1 p.m.
  at Louisiana Tech* Ruston, La. 3:30 p.m.
 28 at Louisiana Tech* Ruston, La. Noon
 MAY (0-0)
 1 Murray State WKU Softball Field 5 p.m.
 4 UTSA* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  UTSA* WKU Softball Field 3:30 p.m.
 5 UTSA* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
 8-11 5-C-USA Tournament Birmingham, Ala. 
Schedule (30-9, 12-3 C-USA)
MON & TUES, APRIL 22 & 23
WKU at Middle Tennessee
Blue Raider Softball Field
4 & 6 | 1 p.m. CT
CUSA.tv | goto.ps/MTSUSBstats
Livestats and stream links can be found at WKUSports.com 
on the team’s schedule and will be posted to WKU Softball’s 
team social media accounts.
HOW TO FOLLOW
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Location ...............................................Bowling Green, Ky.
Nickname ...........................................................Hilltoppers
Colors ............................................................Red and White
Founded ......................................................................... 1906
Enrollment ..................................................................20,178
NCAA Affiliation ...................................................Division I
Conference Affiliation ..........................Conference USA
President ........................................Dr. Timothy C. Caboni
Director of Athletics ....................................Todd Stewart
QUICK FACTS
First Year .......................................................................... 2000
All-Time Record ......................................621-502-3 (.552)
Conference Championships ....................... 2 (2013, 15)
Tournament Championships ............................1 (2015)
NCAA Tournaments ....................................... 2 (2013, 15)
NCAA Postseason Record .................................4-4 (.500)
Best Record (2013) .........................................43-18 (.705)
Best at NCAAs (2015)..........................................2-2 (.500)
Played in NPF ...........................2 (last, Miranda Kramer)
PROGRAM HISTORY
Head Coach .........................Amy Tudor (Sixth season)
 Record at WKU ............................... 175-134-1 
 Career Record ..... 392-340-2 (15th season)
Assistant Coach .................................Kayla Bixel (Third)
Assistant Coach .........................Jessica Twaddle (First)
Strength and Conditioning ............. John Stephanski
Athletic Trainer ..........................................Josh Lumpkin
COACHING STAFF
Capacity  ............................................................................500
Opened  ......................................................................... 2000
WKU Record .............................................266-178-1 (.599)
Attendance Record .................................................... 1,323
 Record Info ..................vs. Kentucky, 4/20/16
 Record Result ............................................ L, 0-5
Winning Seasons .............................................................. 12
WKU SOFTBALL COMPLEX
Overall Record .................................................28-26 (.519)
Conference USA Record ...............................10-13 (.435)
Conference USA Finish ................................................. 8th
Letterwinners Returning/Lost.................................. 13/2
Pitchers Returning/Lost ................................................4/0
Incoming Freshmen (Pitchers) ................................. 5 (1)
Incoming Transfers (Pitchers) ................................... 1 (0)
2018 RECAP
Primary Contact ........................................Jessica Leifheit
 Assistant Director of Media Relations
Alma Mater ...............................................Augustana (‘14)
Email Address ........................ jessica.leifheit@wku.edu
Cell Phone .................................................... 630-870-9582
Office Phone ................................................ 270-745-4363
MEDIA RELATIONS
SEASON NOTES
vote in the USA Softball poll put the Hilltoppers in 38th.
DOUBLE TIME IN WEEK EIGHT
For the third time in program history and first time as a member of Conference USA, WKU Softball saw a pitcher and player earn 
weekly honors from the league office as Kelsey Aikey became just the third pitcher in program history to repeat as Pitcher of the 
Week and Jordan Vorbrink became the Hilltoppers’ first-ever C-USA Player of the Week. Aikey went 3-0 in the circle with a mid-
week win at No. 17 Kentucky before earning two more victories over Florida Atlantic. She struck out a career-high in five innings 
in the series opener with the Owls and finished with 19 strikeouts and just eight hits allowed in 13 innings of work. Playing 
every inning of action in left field across the week, Vorbrink was just as steady at the plate as the Louisville native connected for 
at least one hit all four games in addition to registering a pair of multi-hit performances.
LOCKDOWN MODE WITH KELSEY AIKEY
With 10 weekends of her junior campaign in the rearview mirror, pitcher Kelsey Aikey had already cemented herself in the 
Hilltoppers’ record book. On Saturday, Feb. 9, Aikey took over in the circle with two-on and one-out with WKU’s lead at 4-3. 
The Iowa native got the Red and White back to the dugout unscathed and held FAMU hitless over her 2.2 innings of relief to 
secure her seventh career save. Seven saves tied Aikey for WKU’s career saves record with Adrienne Lathrop (2003-06). Upon the 
conclusion of the weekend, Aikey had made two relief appearances to take over the program’s record with 40. 
A weekend later, Aikey went on to set the program record with her eighth save. The record-setting save was no easy task as 
Aikey entered Sunday’s game in the top of the sixth with a two-run lead and proceeded to get the Hilltoppers out of a bas-
es-loaded no-out jam with three strikeouts while allowing just one run. In the top of the seventh, Western Illinois led off with a 
base hit and got the tying run to third base before Aikey and the Red and White defense went on lockdown to preserve the 7-6 
WKU Softball victory. With five saves already in 2019, Aikey has set the Hilltoppers’ single-season saves record.
 WKU CAREER SAVES & RELIEF APPEARANCES LIST          *denotes school record
Kelsey Aikey 11 saves* 51 relief appearances* 2017-present 
Adrienne Lathrop 7 saves 39 relief appearances 2003-06 
Allison Silver 6 saves 34 relief appearances 2001-04 
Shelby Nunn 6 saves 29 relief appearances 2018-19
HANGING IN THERE
With the first nine weekends of the 2019 campaign complete, WKU has already notched eight victories in come-from-behind 
fashion. First up, WKU trailed Florida A&M 3-1 and came back to win 4-3 on Opening Weekend. The Hilltoppers did it again 
during week two, trailing Western Illinois 1-0 and 3-2 as late as the middle of the fifth inning. Week three saw WKU tally anoth-
er comeback, defeating Cleveland State after trailing 3-0. WKU overcame a 2-1 deficit to Wright State for an eventual 6-3 victory 
before coming back from a 5-3 deficit for a 6-5 win at Eastern Kentucky. The Hilltoppers took down No. 17 Kentucky 4-1 after 
trailing the Wildcats 1-0 at the end of four innings before overcoming a slim 1-0 margin against FAU and Marshall most recently. 
SEE COME-FROM-BEHIND WINS SECTION ON PAGE 10. 
WALKOFFS 
After registering three walk-off wins in 2017 and four in 2018, WKU Softball is at it again in the 2019 campaign. The squad 
picked up a walk-off over Cleveland State on Feb. 25 in the form of an 8-0, six-inning decision. In the bottom of the sixth, 
pinch-hitter Tommi Stowers placed a leadoff double into the gap before advancing 60 feet on a wild pitch during the following 
at bat. Another pinch-hitter, Paige Carter, battled to a full count before sending a single to left field to score Stowers for the run-
rule walk off victory. Carter struck again on Sunday, March 31 for a bases-loaded single for another run-rule walk off, scoring 
Kendall Smith for the 10-2 WKU victory. WKU added its third run-rule walkoff of the season in its series finale against North 
Texas when Maddie Bowlds dropped a base hit inside the left field line past the outstretched glove of the Mean Green defender 
to score Rebekah Engelhardt for the game-ending run. SEE WALK-OFF WINS SECTION ON PAGE 10.
TAMING THE WILDCATS
Riding a seven-game win streak, WKU headed up to Lexington on Tuesday, March 26 for a mid-week tilt with in-state SEC foe 
Kentucky. A pitchers’ duel into the bottom of the fourth inning, 17th-ranked UK struck for a solo home run for its third - and final 
- hit of the game for a 1-0 lead. Down to its final out in the squad’s next at bat, WKU’s 9-, 1- and 3-hole hitters each tallied home 
runs. Paige Carter’s shot to dead center evened the game at 1-1 before Jordan Thomas connected for a dinger to left-center field 
for a 2-1 lead. After a UK pitching change and Maddie Bowlds’ walk, Shannon Plese with a 1-2 count on her pulled a two-run 
home run to right field for the final 4-1 tally. WKU’s previous victory over Kentucky came back in 2007 when the Hilltoppers 
claimed a 10-4 decision over the Wildcats.
VICTORIES OVER SEC SQUADS
Since 2000, WKU Softball has played 11 different SEC squads. The Hilltoppers have gone 19-44 up against SEC opposition. Under 
Coach Tudor’s reign, the 2014-2019 squads have gone head to head with seven of the SEC programs, putting together a record 
of 6-11. In 2014 the Red and White took down No. 2 Tennessee on the Volunteers’ home turf; Tudor’s second game coaching for 
WKU against an SEC school. Over the 2017 opening weekend, WKU Softball headed to Starkville, Miss., and took down the host 
Bulldogs in a 1-0 decision. WKU dropped decisions to No. 8 LSU and No. 18 Kentucky in 2018 along with No. 17 Auburn during its 
opening weekend of the 2019 campaign. On March 26, WKU headed to Lexington and took down No.17-ranked Kentucky on the 
Wildcats’ home field.
SEASON OPENERS
With a five-inning run-rule victory over Missouri State on Friday, Feb. 8, WKU Softball extended its season-opening win streak to 
seven-consecutive campaigns. The Hilltoppers secured the program’s first five-inning run-rule victory to open a season with the 
8-0 win over the Bears. Head coach Amy Tudor also picked up another season-opening win and has yet to be beaten as a head 
coach in those contests, improving to 15-0 in her career.
#SANDDOLLARCLASSIC ALL-TOURNAMENT TEAM
After helping the Hilltoppers to a 4-1 start for the first time in four seasons, Kennedy Sullivan, Jordan Vorbrink and Kendall 
Smith were all selected to the Sand Dollar Classic All-Tournament Team. Sullivan picked up three wins in the circle while striking 
out 29 batters. Vorbrink opened the season strong from the plate, recording a hit in four of the five games including a two-hit 
performance in the season opener. Marking WKU’s third selection, Smith registered four RBI on the weekend. The sophomore 
posted her first multi-home run game against Tennessee State with a pair of solo shots.
RECORD-SETTING COLLEGIATE DEBUT
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 TEAM  
1.  Lousiana Tech 9 4
2.  Florida Atlantic 3 2
3.  UAB - 1
4.  North Texas - 3
5.  FIU - 1
6.   Middle Tennessee - 2
7.   WKU - 0
8.   Marshall - 1
9.  Southern Miss - 1
10. UTEP - 0
11. Charlotte - 0
12. UTSA - 1
C-USA PRESEASON COACHES POLL SEASON NOTES
Freshman pitcher Kennedy Sullivan wasted no time etching her name into the WKU record books as she spun a com-
plete-game shutout in her collegiate debut and became the program’s first freshman to register double-digit strikeouts (11) 
in their debut. Sullivan followed with a pair of nine strikeout showings to bring her opening-weekend strikeout total to 29. 
SINGLE-GAME STRIKEOUTS
Kennedy Sullivan continued her dominance in the circle in WKU’s home tournament, the Hilltopper Classic. When the 
Red and White faced off against Butler, Sullivan was hitting her spots and tallied 16 strikeouts in the regulation-length 
game - the second-most punchouts ever by a Hilltopper in a seven-inning game at the time. Sullivan is the only freshman 
in program history to register 15 or more strikeouts in a game and went on to do it again with 17 punchouts at Samford to 
match the most in the NCAA this season. The Georgetown, Ky., native’s performances marked the ninth and 10th 15-strikeout 
showings by a pitcher in WKU Softball history. Miranda Kramer owns seven outings of the sort while Ryan Rogge achieved 
the feat as a sophomore.
 ALL-TIME SINGLE-GAME STRIKEOUTS LEADERS
Miranda Kramer Senior 19 strikeouts W, 2-1 - at Georgia 14 innings 5-16-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 19 strikeouts W, 4-0 - at Troy 7 innings 2-7-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 18 strikeouts L, 1-3 - Charlotte 11 innings 4-26-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 18 strikeouts L, 0-1 - at Kentucky 8.2 innings 4-22-2015
Kennedy Sullivan Freshman 17 strikeouts W, 8-1 - at Samford 7 innings 3-2-2019
Kennedy Sullivan Freshman 16 strikeouts W, 3-0 - Butler 7 innings 2-24-2019
Miranda Kramer Senior 16 strikeouts W, 9-2 - at Lipscomb 7 innings 3-24-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 16 strikeouts W, 4-2 - at Ball State 7 innings 3-21-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 16 strikeouts W, 1-0 - vs. Charlotte 7 innings 5-7-2015
Ryan Rogge Sophomore 15 strikeouts L, 0-1 - vs. Virginia 10 innings 2-9-2007
HOME OPENERS
With the Red and White claiming their 2019 home opener 5-3 over Western Illinois on Feb. 16, the squad improved its 
all-time record to 13-7 in home openers while claiming a victory in its third straight. Under head coach Amy Tudor, the 
Hilltoppers are 5-1 in their first game of the year from the WKU Softball Complex. The program now owns a 13-7 record in 
home openers, winning seven of the last eight.
FOUR-STRIKEOUT INNING
On Saturday, March 2 in Birmingham, Ala., Kelsey Aikey achieved one of the rarest feats in softball - a four-strikeout inning. 
The strikeouts came against the No. 3, 4, 5 and 6 hitters in Jackson State’s lineup. With two strikeouts in the top of the 
seventh already, Aikey got JSU’s batter swinging with a changeup in the dirt that allowed the batter to reach first on the wild 
pitch. Unfazed, Aikey responded by striking out the next batter as well to bring her 2.0-inning total to five while securing the 
save. Aikey’s performance is the only known outing of the sort across the NCAA this season.
PRESEASON PREDICTIONS
In the 2019 C-USA Preseason Coaches Poll, WKU Softball was voted to finish seventh by the league’s coaches. Louisiana 
Tech was predicted to take home this year’s title while collecting nine first-place votes. Florida Atlantic finished second in 
the voting while earning three first-place votes. UAB, North Texas, FIU and Middle Tennessee filled in the slots before the 
Hilltoppers, respectively. Marshall was predicted to grab the final postseason spot while Southern Miss, UTEP, Charlotte and 
UTSA rounded out the poll. No Hilltoppers were selected to the Preseason All-Conference squad.
WEEK FOUR HONORS
After amassing a no-hitter, a 17-strikeout game and three more victories to move to 9-0 on the season, Kennedy Sullivan 
earned recognition from numerous outlets. First, Conference USA tabbed the Georgetown, Ky., native a Co-Pitcher of the 
Week before she collected outright claim to College Sports Madness’ Conference USA Player of the Week. She rounded the 
haul out with a national Top Performance recognition from the Louisville Slugger/NFCA outlet.
WEEK SEVEN RECOGNITION
Following one of her most dominant weeks in the circle as a Hilltopper yet, Kelsey Aikey was named Conference USA’s Pitcher 
of the Week on March 25. The Cedar Falls, Iowa, native registered 13 scoreless innings of work across the week while striking 
out 21 opposing batters as the Hilltoppers went a perfect 4-0. Across the week, the junior made three relief appearances 
along with one start. In her relief outings, Aikey posted 14 strikeouts against just two walks and three hits. In total, she re-
corded at least two strikeouts in an inning seven times and sat down the side twice across her 13 innings. Aikey also earned 
national Top Performance recognition from the Louisville Slugger/NFCA outlet for her week of work.
SULLIVAN THROWS A NO-NO
Kennedy Sullivan continued her tear through the Hilltoppers’ non-conference slate as the freshman picked up her eighth win 
of the year after tossing WKU Softball’s 13th no-hitter in program history. Sullivan became just the fourth Hilltopper pitcher 
to toss a no-no with WKU’s 8-0, five-inning victory over Evansville from Birmingham, Ala.
 WKU FRESHMAN PITCHERS TO THROW A NO HITTER
Katie Swertfager #1 6 strikeouts W, 4-0 7 innings Penn (3/16/2000)
Ryan Rogge #3 8 strikeouts W, 8-0 6 innings Lafayette (4/30/2006)
Hannah Miniard #7 9 strikeouts W, 8-0 7 innings Troy (3/22/2014)
Kennedy Sullivan #13 8 strikeouts W, 8-0 5 innings Evansville (3/1/2019)
PLAYERS OF THE WEEK
Feb. 11 .................................................. Kasey Flores, UTEP
Feb. 18 ......................................... Emma Ocker, Charlotte
......................................................Morgan Turkoly, LA Tech
Feb. 25 .....................................Celeste Loughman, UTSA
March 4 ................................. Lacy Gregory, North Texas
March 11 ..........................................Kacey Duffield, UTEP
March 18 ..................................Mya Stevenson, Marshall
March 25 ............................ Alyssa Davis, Southern Miss
April 1 ................................Jordan Vorbrink, WKU
................................................... Lindsay Edwards, LA Tech
April 8 .........................................Jazlyn Crowder, LA Tech
..................................................Rachel Rousseau, Marshall
April 15 ............................... Jordan Thomas, WKU
PITCHERS OF THE WEEK
Feb. 11 ..................................Krystal De La Cruz, LA Tech
Feb. 18 ..............................Hope Trautwein, North Texas
Feb. 25 ..............................Hope Trautwein, North Texas
March 4 ................................. Preslee Gallaway, LA Tech
..........................................Kennedy Sullivan, WKU
March 11 .................................... Megan Kugelmann, FIU
March 18 ........................... Abby Trahan, Southern Miss
March 25 .................................. Kelsey Aikey, WKU
April 1 ...................................... Kelsey Aikey, WKU
April 8 ................................ Abby Trahan, Southern Miss
April 15 .................................Krystal De La Cruz, LA Tech
C-USA WEEKLY AWARDS
Kennedy Sullivan ...................................................
.................. College Sports Madness C-USA PotW (3/4)
... NCAA Top Performance - Louisville Slugger/NFCA (3/5)
Kelsey Aikey ...........................................................
. NCAA Top Performance - Louisville Slugger/NFCA (3/26)
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2019 WKU SOFTBALL PLAYERS AND COACHING STAFF
2019 NUMERICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF/UTL SO. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C SO. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 3 SHANNON PLESE OF R-SR. 5-8 L/L Knoxville, Tenn. South Carolina
 4 KENNEDY SULLIVAN P/OF FR. 5-7 R/R Georgetown, Ky. Scott County HS
 6 TAYLOR DAVIS OF FR. 5-7 L/R Huntsville, Ala. Sparkman HS
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF SR. 5-7 R/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 9 JORDAN RIDGE UTL FR. 5-3 R/R Louisville, Ky. Assumption HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN P SO. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF/UTL SR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P JR. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF SR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C JR. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 19 SYDNE SOLOMON C/IF FR. 5-7 R/R Lewisburg, Tenn. Marshall County HS
 22 MACY MURPHY IF FR. 5-11 R/R Murfreesboro, Tenn. Riverdale HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF JR. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-JR. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER UTL JR. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS




























NAME POSITION EXPERIENCE ALMA MATER HOMETOWN
AMY TUDOR Head Coach Sixth Season WKU (2002) Petersburg, Tenn.
KAYLA BIXEL Assistant Coach Third Season IPFW (2010) Bremen, Ind. 
JESSICA TWADDLE Assistant Coach First Season Murray State (2016) Franklin, Tenn.
2019 ALPHABETICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P JR. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-JR. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 28 MADDIE BOWLDS IF SO. 5-9 L/L Utica, Ky. Daviess County HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER UTL JR. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS
 6 TAYLOR DAVIS OF FR. 5-7 L/R Huntsville, Ala. Sparkman HS
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF SR. 5-7 R/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF JR. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF SR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 22 MACY MURPHY IF FR. 5-11 R/R Murfreesboro, Tenn. Riverdale HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN P SO. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 3 SHANNON PLESE OF R-SR. 5-8 L/L Knoxville, Tenn. South Carolina
 9 JORDAN RIDGE UTL FR. 5-3 R/R Louisville, Ky. Assumption HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C SO. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C JR. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 4 KENNEDY SULLIVAN P/OF FR. 5-7 R/R Georgetown, Ky. Scott County HS
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF/UTL SO. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF/UTL SR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
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PITCHING BREAKDOWN
PERFORMANCES
DATE OPPONENT DEC. IP H R ER BB K NP SCORE FINAL
Feb. 8 vs. Missouri State Sullivan 5.0 2 0 0 4 11 106 8-0 W (5)
Feb. 8 vs. Auburn Aikey 2.1 4 4 3 2 4 59 0-8 L (5)
Feb. 9 vs. Florida A&M Sullivan 4.1 3 3 2 5 9 97 4-3 W
Feb. 9 vs. Tennessee State Aikey 7.0 6 0 0 2 9 123 5-0 W
Feb. 10 vs. South Alabama Sullivan 6.0 4 3 3 1 9 85 7-3 W
Feb. 16 Western Illinois Sullivan^ 7.0 5 3 3 2 8 112 5-3 W
Feb. 16 Western Illinois Aikey 5.0 3 3 3 3 3 88 1-3 L
Feb. 17 Western Illinois Sullivan 2.2 5 3 3 3 1 78 7-6 W
Feb. 24 Butler Sullivan^ 7.0 3 0 0 4 16 134 3-0 W
Feb. 24 Cleveland State Nunn 4.0 2 0 0 2 4 44 10-3 W
Feb. 25 Cleveland State Nunn^ 6.0 1 0 0 0 4 64 8-0 W (6)
Feb. 25 Indiana State Sullivan 4.0 7 2 2 3 6 92 9-7 W
Mar. 1 vs. Evansville Sullivan^ 5.0 0 0 0 2 8 82 8-0 W (5) 
Mar. 2 vs. Jackson State Nunn 5.0 1 0 0 0 5 68 4-0 W
Mar. 2 at Samford Sullivan^ 7.0 2 1 1 2 17 125 8-1 W
Mar. 8 vs. Wright State Sullivan 5.1 4 3 3 8 8 118 6-3 W
Mar. 8 vs. Saint Louis Aikey^ 5.0 1 0 0 1 8 66 10-0 W (5)
Mar. 9 at Kennesaw State Sullivan^ 6.2 6 2 2 4 11 137 1-2 L
Mar. 9 vs. Wright State Aikey 5.2 5 2 2 3 6 102 1-2 L
Mar. 13 at Lipscomb Sullivan 2.2 1 4 4 3 1 58 9-7 L
Mar. 16 at FIU* Sullivan^ 7.0 4 2 2 2 5 129 6-2 W
Mar. 16 at FIU* Aikey 1.1 0 0 0 1 4 27 4-0 W
Mar. 17 at FIU* Sullivan 5.1 3 2 2 4 6 101 5-4 W
Mar. 20 at Eastern Kentucky Aikey 5.0 2 0 0 1 8 73 6-5 W
Mar. 23 Charlotte* Sullivan 4.0 4 2 2 5 5 102 11-2 W (5)
Mar. 23 Charlotte* Aikey 5.0 2 0 0 3 7 79 5-0 W
Mar. 24 Charlotte* Nunn 5.0 4 0 0 3 4 81 3-0 W
Mar. 26 at Kentucky Aikey 4.0 3 1 1 3 3 72 4-1 W
Mar. 30 Florida Atlantic* Aikey 5.0 3 3 3 3 11 102 10-3 W
Mar. 30 Florida Atlantic* Sullivan^ 7.0 5 0 0 3 9 121 2-0 W
Mar. 31 Florida Atlantic* Aikey 4.0 2 0 0 3 5 74 10-2 W (6)
Apr. 3 Louisville Aikey 0.1 1 3 1 3 1 32 7-2 L
Apr. 6 at Marshall* Aikey 5.0 3 3 3 1 4 89 10-2 L (6)
Apr. 6 at Marshall* Sullivan^ 7.0 4 1 1 5 4 115 7-1 W
Apr. 7 at Marshall* Aikey 2.1 4 4 3 2 2 56 8-7 L (8)
Apr. 13 North Texas* Sullivan 6.1 6 8 7 6 4 140 8-2 L
Apr. 13 North Texas* Nunn^ 7.0 2 1 1 1 4 81 3-1 W
Apr. 14 North Texas* Aikey^ 5.0 1 0 0 4 8 104 8-0 W (5)
Apr. 17 at Tennessee Tech Aikey^ 9.0 2 1 2 4 13 149 4-1 W (9)
Apr. 22 at Middle Tennessee*          
Apr. 22 at Middle Tennessee*          
Apr. 23 at Middle Tennessee*          
Apr. 24 Austin Peay          
Apr. 24 Austin Peay          
Apr. 27 at Louisiana Tech*          
Apr. 27 at Louisiana Tech*          
Apr. 28 at Louisiana Tech*          
May 1 Murray State          
May 4 UTSA*          
May 4 UTSA*          
May 5 UTSA*          
PITCHER GS RECORD SAVES TEAM W/L
Aikey 14 10-6 5 19-8
Blackford 0 0-0 0 0-0
Nunn 7 5-0 3 13-6
Sullivan 18 15-3 0 16-5
Towers 0 0-0 0 1-0
TEAM RESULT
2019 STATISTICS
 NUM. NAME ERA W-L APP GS CG SHO SV IP H R ER BB K 2B 3B HR BF AVG. WP HBP BK SF SH
 10 Nunn 1.96 5-0 20 7 2 1/4 3 53.2 44 21 15 17 47 8 2 1 231 .208 3 1 0 0 1 
 12 Aikey 2.10 10-6 27 14 4 3/4 5 90.0 56 33 27 52 130 4 1 10 385 .176 13 6 0 1 7 
 4 Sullivan 3.13 15-3 21 18 9 4/0 0 111.2 78 52 50 81 145 18 1 8 498 .195 4 10 0 2 6 
 24 Blackford 0.00 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 0 0 0 
 20 Towers 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0 0 1.1 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 0 9 .429 0 0 0 0 0 
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018 2019 CAREER
Aikey - 0 3 7 10
Blackford RS 0 0 - 0
Nunn - - 1 0 1
Sullivan - - - 11 11
Towers - 3 0 0 3
PLAYER 0 1 2 2019/TOTAL
Aikey 0/1 2/4 3/4 5/9
Blackford 0 0 0 0/0
Nunn 0 2/2 2/3 4/5
Sullivan 1 0 2 3
Towers 0 0 0 0/0
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018 2019 CAREER
Aikey - 5 7 4 16
Blackford RS 0 0 - 0
Nunn - - 10 2 12
Sullivan - - - 9 9
Towers - 13 0 0 13
CAREER 7+ STRIKEOUTS
CAREER 0-2 HIT GAMES (5+ IP)
CAREER COMPLETE GAMES
HAT TOP PANTS W L
Black Black Black 6 0 
Black Black Red 3 0
Black D. Grey D. Grey 3 0
Red Red Red 3 0
White L. Grey L. Grey 2 0
Black Black D. Grey 1 0
Red L. Grey L. Grey 3 1
White Red Red 3 1
Red White White 3 2
Black D. Grey Black 2 2
White White White 1 1
Black Black White 0 2
RECORD BY UNIFORM
^ Complete game
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Year Overall Conf. School
2005 22-14 11-3 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2006 23-19 8-6 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2007 11-38 5-13 (A-Sun) Belmont
2008 14-36 3-19 (A-Sun) Belmont
2009 11-35 3-17 (A-Sun) Belmont
2010 29-19 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2011 28-15-1 16-8 (Summit) IPFW
2012 45-14 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2013 34-16 12-4 (Summit) IPFW
2014 33-24-1 11-10 (SBC) WKU
2015 36-14 16-4 (C-USA) WKU
2016 17-30 8-13 (C-USA) WKU
2017 31-31 10-13 (C-USA) WKU
2018 28-26 10-13 (C-USA) WKU
Total 362-331-2 147-136 14 Years
DI 317-298-2 128-127 12 Years
WKU 145-25-1 55-54 Five Years






































• 30 Division I All-Conference Selections
• Seven NFCA All-Region Honorees
• One Conference Pitcher/Player of the Years
• Six CoSIDA Academic All-District Selections
• One Senior CLASS Award Finalist
• 350 Career Wins/300 Division I Wins
WKU
•10 All-Conference Selections
•Five NFCA All-Region Selections
•2014 NCAA Individual Stolen Base Leader
•2015 NCAA Individual Strikeouts Leader
•One CoSIDA Academic All-District Honoree
•2015 Conference USA Coach of the Year




2019 WKU TEAM SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 33 MR, at Marshall 4/7
Runs Scored 11 Charlotte 3/23
Hits 14 FAU 3/30
RBI 10 MR, FAU 3/30
Doubles 4 MR, at FIU 3/16
Triples 2 Western IL 2/16
Home Runs 3 MR, North Texas 4/14
Walks 7 MR, FAU 3/31
Stolen Bases 6 Saint Louis 3/8
   
Assists 13 North Texas 4/13
DP Turned 1 MR, Tenn Tech 4/17
   
Innings Pitched 9.0 Tenn Tech 4/17
Fewest Hits Allowed 0 Evansville 3/1
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, North Texas 4/14
Most Strikeouts 17 at Samford 3/2
   
Longest Game 2:50 Wright St. 3/8
Shortest Game 1:34 Cleveland St. 2/25
2019 WKU INDIVIDUAL SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT INDIVIDUAL OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 5 Kendall Smith at Marshall 4/7
Runs Scored 3 MR, Jordan Thomas North Texas 4/13
Hits 3 MR, Kendall Smith at Marshall 4/7
RBI 4 MR, Kendall Smith North Texas 4/14
Doubles 2 MR, Kelsey McGuffin at Marshall 4/7
Triples 1 MR, Shannon Plese Tennessee Tech 4/17
Home Runs 2 Kendall Smith Tennessee State 2/9
Total Bases 8 Kendall Smith Tennessee State 2/9
Walks 3 MR, Kendall Smith Florida Atlantic 3/31
Stolen Bases 3 Taylor Davis Charlotte 3/23
    
Putouts 17 Kendall Smith MR, at Samford 3/2
Assists 6 MR, Beka Engelhardt North Texas 4/13
    
Innings Pitched 9.0 Kelsey Aikey Tennessee Tech 4/17
Fewest Hits Allowed 0 Kennedy Sullivan Evansville 3/1
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, Kelsey Aikey North Texas 4/14
Most Strikeouts 17 Kennedy Sullivan at Samford 3/2
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Defeated a top 10 team at No. 2 Tennessee, 3/8/14
Defeated a top 11-25 team at No. 17 Kentucky, 3/26/19
Had a pitcher strikeout 15+ Kennedy Sullivan, 3/2/19 (17)
Had a pitcher strikeout 10-14 Kelsey Aikey at Tennessee Tech, 4/17/19 (13)
Threw a perfect game Miranda Kramer vs. Charlotte, 5/7/15
Threw a no-hitter (run-rule) Kennedy Sullivan at Samford, 3/1/19
Threw a no-hitter (regulation) Kelsey Aikey vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18
Opponent threw no-hitter vs. No. 23 Marshall, 5/11/17
Won a run-rule game North Texas, 4/14/19 (5)
Lost a run-rule game at Marshall, 4/6/19 (6)
Played extra innings at Tennessee Tech, 4/17/19 (9)
Won in extra innings at Tennessee Tech, 4/17/19 (9)
Lost in extra innings at Marshall, 4/7/19 (8)
Scored 10-14 runs Florida Atlantic, 3/31/19 (10)
Scored 15-18 runs vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (16)
Scored 19+ runs at Tennessee-Martin, 4/2/00 (19)
Allowed 10-14 runs at Marshall, 4/6/19 (10)
Allowed 15+ runs at No. 23 FAU, 4/30/16 (16)
Batted around the order Florida Atlantic, 3/30/19 (10 batters)
Batted through the order (9 batters) vs. Saint Louis, 3/8/19
Had 10-14 hits at Marshall, 4/7/19 (12)
Had 15+ hits vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (17)
Team hit 3+ home runs vs. North Texas, 4/14/19 (3)
Back-to-back home runs vs. North Texas, 4/14/19 (Smith & Plese, 1st inn.)
Back-to-back-to-back home runs vs. ULM, 4/13/13 (Thomas, Mattox, Sulaski, 4th inn.)
Player with back-to-back home runs Kendall Smith,  2/9/19, 2 consec.
Had a player hit two HRs Kendall Smith, South Alabama, 2/9/19
Had a player hit a grand slam Jordan Thomas at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18
Team hit three doubles at Marshall, 4/7/19 (3)
Team hit four or more doubles at FIU, 3/16/19 (4)
Team hit two triples vs. Western Illinois, 2/16/19
Team hit three or more triples vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (5)
Team stole five or more bases vs. Saint Louis, 3/8/18 (6)
Player with three RBI Kendall Smith, vs. North Texas, 4/14/19
Player with four RBI Kendall Smith, vs. North Texas, 4/14/19
Player with five RBI Adarian Gray vs. UAB, 5/10/17
Player with six or more RBI Dani Pugh vs. Buffalo, 2/6/15 (6)
Player with three hits Kendall Smith at Marshall, 4/7/19 
Player with four hits Brittany Vaughn, vs. Marshall, 4/21/18
Player with five hits Tommi Stowers vs. Evansville, 3/3/17
Player with two or more doubles Kelsey McGuffin at Marshall, 4/7/19 (2)
Player with two or more triples Shawna Sadler vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (2)
Player stole three or more bases Taylor Davis vs. Charlotte, 3/23/19 (3)
Player scored three or more runs Jordan Thomas vs. North Texas, 4/14/19 (3)
Hit a walk-off home run (regulation/extra inn.) Brooke Holloway vs. Marshall, 5/7/16
Hit a walk-off home run (run-rule) Jordan Vorbrink vs. Tennessee St., 2/16/18
Had a walk-off hit Maddie Bowlds vs. North Texas, 4/14/19 (1B)
Swept a conference home series Florida Atlantic, 3/30-31/19
Swept a conference road series at FIU, 3/16-17/19
Was swept in a conference home series vs. FAU, 3/18-19/17
Was swept in a conference road series at FAU, 4/28-29/18
THE LAST TIME WKU...
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION
C-USA RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  DATE/RESULT
59 WKU  -  
60 NORTH TEXAS  L,W,W
63 LA TECH  4/27-28 
81 MARSHALL  L,W,L
98 FLORIDA ATLANTIC  W,W,W
99 FIU  W,W,W 
108 SOUTHERN MISS  DNP 
113 MIDDLE TENNESSEE  4/19-20
136 UTSA  5/4-5
142 UAB  DNP
179 UTEP  DNP
187 CHARLOTTE  W,W,W
WKU OPPONENT RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  RESULT
16 AUBURN  L
20 KENTUCKY  W
33 LOUISVILLE  L
49 LIPSCOMB  L
54 MISSOURI STATE  W
101 AUSTIN PEAY  4/24
104 EASTERN KENTUCKY  W
117 MURRAY STATE  5/1
121 SOUTH ALABAMA  W
131 SAMFORD  W
152 KENNESAW STATE  L
163 WESTERN ILLINOIS  W, L, W
170 FLORIDA A&M  W
182 TENNESSEE TECH  W
200 INDIANA STATE  W 
204 TENNESSEE STATE  W
221 BUTLER  W
230 SAINT LOUIS  W
244 EVANSVILLE  W 
255 WRIGHT STATE  W, L
265 CLEVELAND STATE  W, W
276 JACKSON STATE  W
RPI STANDINGS
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2019 Conference USA Standings
 C-USA  Pct. Overall  Pct.  Last 10 Streak
WKU (E) 12-3 .800 30-9 .769  6-4 W3
LA Tech (W) 14-4 .788 36-12 .750  7-3 L2
North Texas (W) 14-4 .788 29-15 .659  7-3 W3
Middle Tennessee (E) 9-5 .643 25-18 .581  7-3 L1
Southern Miss (W) 11-7 .611 28-16 .636  10-0 W11
Marshall (E) 11-7 .611 28-16 .636  5-5 W2
UTEP (W) 7-11 .389 14-29 .326  4-6 W3
UTSA (W) 6-12 .333 17-26 .395  1-9 L8
UAB (W) 5-12 .294 15-27 .357  2-8 W1
Charlotte (E) 5-12 .294 14-30 .318  3-7 W2
Florida Atlantic (E) 5-13 .278 18-26 .409  3-7 L3
FIU (E) 4-13 .235 22-22 .500  4-6 L3
RECORD WHEN TEAM SCORES
RUNS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
0 0-1 0-0 12-0 5-0
1 0-3 0-0 5-0 2-0
2 1-3 1-2 3-2 3-0
3 3-0 2-0 6-1 1-0
4 5-0 1-0 1-0 1-0
5 4-0 2-0 1-0 0-0
6 3-0 1-0 1-0 0-0
7 3-2 1-1 1-1 0-0
8 5-0 1-0 0-3 0-2
9 1-0 0-0 0-1 0-0
10+ 5-0 3-0 0-1 0-1
WKU RECORD AFTER INNINGS
INNINGS LEADING TRAILING TIED
1 15-0 3-5 12-4
2 18-0 5-4 7-5
3 24-1 2-4 4-4
4 23-1 4-7 3-1
5 20-2 1-4 4-2
6 21-0 0-6 2-1
SCORE BY INNINGS
INNINGS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
1 50 17 16 7
2 21 11 9 3
3 49 22 21 4
4 16 3 13 3
5 28 10 7 3
6 35 15 30 15
7 10 7 10 5
8 0 0 1 1
9 4 0 1 0
EX 4 0 2 1













vs. Ranked Teams ..................................................1-1
vs. RV Teams ............................................................0-0
TIME
Day Games ............................................................26-7



















WKU Throws RHP ................................................30-9
WKU Throws LHP ...................................................0-0
Opp. Throws RHP ................................................29-8
Opp. Throws LHP ...................................................1-1
RUNS
WKU Scores 1st ....................................................24-3
Opp. Scores 1st .......................................................6-6
WKU Scores in 1st ...............................................15-3
Opp. Scores in 1st ..................................................5-5
HITS
WKU Has More .....................................................26-3
Opp. Has More ........................................................3-5
Hits Are Even ...........................................................1-1
ERRORS
WKU Commits 0 ..................................................18-2
WKU Commits 1 .....................................................8-4
WKU Commits 2+ ..................................................4-3
Opp. Commits 0 .....................................................6-3
Opp. Commits 1 .....................................................6-4
Opp. Commits 2+ ...............................................18-2
HOMERUNS
WKU Hits 0 ............................................................11-3
WKU Hits 1 ............................................................11-4
WKU Hits 2+.............................................................8-2
Opp. Hits 0 ............................................................23-2
Opp. Hits 1 ...............................................................7-3
Opp. Hits 2+.............................................................0-4
TEAM RECORD BY...
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HOME RUN TRACKER
NO.  PLAYER GAME-DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS SCORE FINAL
1 Engelhardt 1-Feb 08 Missouri St. 0-1/0 3/1 5-0 W, 8-0
2 Smith 4-Feb 09 Tennessee St. 1-0/0 4/2 2-0 W, 5-0
3 Smith (2) 4-Feb 09 Tennessee St. 2-0/0 6/2 4-0 W, 5-0
4 Thomas 6-Feb 16 Western Illinois 0-2/0 5/1 2-3 W, 5-3
5 Smith (3) 7-Feb 17 Western Illinois 0-0/0* 6/0 0-3 L, 1-3
6 Smith (4) 9-Feb 24 Butler 2-2/0 3/2 2-0 W, 3-0
7 Thomas (2) 11-Feb 25 Cleveland St. 2-1/0* 1/0 0-0 W, 8-0
8 Engelhardt (2) 11-Feb 25 Cleveland St.  0-0/1 3/2 4-0 W, 8-0
9 Plese 12-Feb 25 Indiana St. 2-0/0 1/2 0-0 W, 9-7
10 Stowers 12-Feb 25 Indiana St. 1-1/1 1/2 1-0 W, 9-7
11 Engelhardt (3) 15-Mar 02 at Samford 1-0/0 6/1 6-0 W, 8-1
12 McGuffin  18-Mar 09 at Kennesaw St. 2-2/0* 7/0 0-0 L, 1-2
13 Smith (5) 20-Mar 13 at Lipscomb 0-0/2 3/2 0-2 L, 7-9
14 Engelhardt (4) 20-Mar 13 at Lipscomb 2-2/0 7/1 6-9 L, 7-9
15 Vorbrink 23-Mar 17 at FIU 2-2/1 6/2 3-0 W, 5-4
16 Engelhardt (5) 24-Mar 20 at EKU 1-1/0* 6/0 5-5 W, 6-5
17 Smith (6) 25-Mar 23 Charlotte 2-1/1 2/1 6-0 W, 11-2
18 Engelhardt (6) 25-Mar 23 Charlotte 0-0/1 4/0 9-2 W, 11-2
19 Vorbrink (2) 26-Mar 23 Charlotte 2-1/0 2/1 0-0 W, 5-0
20 Sullivan 27-Mar 24 Charlotte 1-2/0* 2/0 0-0 W, 3-0
21 Carter 28-Mar 26 at Kentucky 2-0/0 5/2 0-1 W, 4-1
22 Thomas (3) 28-Mar 26 at Kentucky 1-1/0 5/2 1-1 W, 4-1
23 Plese (2) 28-Mar 26 at Kentucky 1-2/1 5/2 2-1 W, 4-1
24 Engelhardt (7) 29-Mar 30 Florida Atlantic 0-0/0* 2/0 2-0 W, 10-3
25 Thomas (4) 29-Mar 30 Florida Atlantic 2-0/0 2/2 3-0 W, 10-3
26 Smith (7) 31-Mar 31 Florida Atlantic 2-1/1 1/2 0-1 W, 10-2
27 Sullivan (2) 33-Apr 06 at Marshall 0-0/1 6/1 0-2 L, 10-2 (6)
28 McGuffin (2) 34-Apr 06 at Marshall 1-1/0* 6/0 3-1 W, 7-1
29 Sullivan (3) 34-Apr 06 at Marshall 1-2/1 7/2 5-1 W, 7-1
30 Engelhardt (8) 35-Apr 07 at Marshall 0-1/0* 2/0 2-3 L, 7-8 (8)
31 Thomas (5) 36-Apr 13 North Texas 3-2/0* 1/0 0-0 L, 2-8
32 Carter (2) 36-Apr 13 North Texas 1-1/0 6/1 1-4 L, 2-8
33 Thomas (6) 37-Apr 13 North Texas 2-2/0* 1/0 0-0 W, 3-1
34 Smith (8) 38-Apr 14 North Texas 2-0/1 1/2 0-0 W, 8-0 (5)
35 Plese (3) 38-Apr 14 North Texas 1-2/0 1/2 2-0 W, 8-0 (5)
36 Thomas (7) 38-Apr 14 North Texas 2-2/0 2/2 3-0 W, 8-0 (5)
37 Carter (3) 39-Apr 17 Tenn Tech 2-1/1 9/0 0-0 W, 4-1 (9)
ANALYSIS STATS
SEASON/CAREER HITTING STAT TRACKER
CAREER MULTI-HIT GAMES       2019/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
Carter 6/17 0/5 0 0 22
McGuffin 1/17 0/4 0/1 0 22
Thomas 10/19 1/3 0 0 22
Engelhardt 7/19 0/2 0 0 21
Smith 7/16 2/2 0 0 18
Bowlds 5/11 0/3 0/1 0 15 
Vorbrink 6/11 1/3 0 0 14
Plese 10/12 1/1 0 0 13
Towers 1/12 0 0 0 12  
Sullivan 9 1 0 0 10
McElroy 0/9 0 0 0 9
Stowers 1/4 1/1 0 0/1 6
Davis 2 0 0 0 2
CAREER MULTI-RBI GAMES       2019/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
Engelhardt 4/14 1/3 0/1 0 18
Smith 9/11 1/4 1/1 0 16
Carter 2/9 0/4 0/2 0 15
McGuffin 0/9 0/3 0/1 0 13
Vorbrink 1/8 0/2 0 0 10
Plese 4/5 2/2 0 0 7
Sullivan 6 1 0 0 7
McElroy 0/5 0 0 0 5
Stowers 1/3 0/1 1/1 0 5
Thomas 2/2 1/1 0/2 0 5
Towers 0/3 0 0 0 3 
Bowlds 1/3 0 0 0 3
Nunn 0 0/1 0 0 1
CAREER HOMERUNS
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018 2019  CAREER
Engelhardt 0 5 7 8  20
McGuffin 4 2 7 2  15
Smith - - 5 8  13
Thomas - - 6 7  13
Carter - 2 5 3  10
Stowers - 3 0 1  4
Vorbrink 1 0 1 2  4
Plese - 1 - 3  4
Sullivan - - - 3  3
Towers - 2 0 -  2
Nunn - - 1 -  1
STREAK TRACKERS
CAREER HITTING STREAKS
PLAYER  LONGEST 2019 CURRENT
Smith  10 10 0
Thomas  9 9 4
Vorbrink  9 7 3
Carter  7 6 6
Bowlds  6 4 0
McGuffin  6 2 0
Engelhardt  5 3 1
McElroy  5 3 0 
Plese  5 5 3
Stowers  4 4 0 
Sullivan  4 4 0
Towers  4 2 0
Davis  3 3 0
Ridge  2 2 0
Aikey  1 0 0
Nunn  1 - 0
REACHED BASE STREAK
PLAYER  LONGEST  2019 CURRENT
Plese  24 24 3
Thomas  15 15 6
Engelhardt 14 8 1
Carter  13 7 7
Vorbrink  12 11 3
Smith  10 10 0
McGuffin  9 2 0
Stowers  8 8 0
Bowlds  7 6 0
Davis  6 6 0
McElroy  5 3 0
Towers  5 2 0
Sullivan  4 4 0 
Aikey  2 0 0
Nunn  2 - 0
Ridge  2 2 0
Blackford  1 - 1*
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BATTING ANALYSIS
  LEADOFF BASES EMPTY 1-2 RUNNERS BASES LOADED RISP 2 OUTS 2-OUT RBI
PLAYER H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP  AVG H OPP AVG #
Aikey 0 2 .000 0 2 .000 0 2 .000 0 0 --- 0 2  .000 0 0 --- 0
Blackford 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Bowlds 7 18 .389 14 44 .318 11 37 .297 0 1 .000 8 22  .364 10 29 .345 7
Carter 5 20 .250 11 42 .262 14 33 .412 2 3 .667 10 25  .400 9 25 .360 5
Davis 1 4 .250 5 17 .294 7 35 .200 0 2 .000 6 25  .240 6 19 .316 3
Engelhardt 10 29 .345 17 53 .321 12 53 .226 1 1 1.000 5 31  .161 7 32 .219 4
McElroy 3 10 .300 5 28 .179 4 27 .148 0 0 --- 4 23  .174 3 20 .150 1
McGuffin 2 8 .250 2 14 .143 2 9 .222 0 1 .000 0 4  .000 1 6 .167 0
Murphy 0 2 .000 0 5 .000 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 2 .000 0
Nunn 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Plese 13 29 .448 15 59 .254 23 57 .404 3 3 1.000 15 38  .395 13 39 .333 11
Ridge 0 3 .000 1 10 .100 1 2 .500 1 1 1.000 1 2  .500 1 4 .250 0
Smith 6 21 .286 14 43 .326 24 67 .358 3 5 .600 16 47  .340 16 41 .390 16
Stowers 2 8 .250 5 14 .357 7 23 .304 0 1 .000 5 17  .294 4 12 .333 3
Sullivan 8 18 .444 15 54 .278 15 48 .313 1 4 .250 8 31  .258 10 33 .303 5
Thomas 27 53 .509 19 70 .271 19 54 .352 0 4 .000 16 39  .410 15 42 .357 15
Towers 1 1 1.000 1 5 .200 2 7 .286 0 0 --- 2 7  .286 1 9 .111 1
Vorbrink 12 20 .600 17 45 .378 11 40 .275 0 2 .000 7 26  .269 6 23 .261 5
2019 STARTERS SUMMARY
     POSITION         BATTING ORDER
PLAYER GS P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP 1ST 2ND 3RD 4TH 5TH 6TH 7TH 8TH 9TH FLEX 
PLESE 39 - - - - - - 1 38 - - 1 7 24 3 4 - - - - -  
MCELROY 39 - - - - - 39 - - - - - - - - - 2 8 15 - 14 
ENGELHARDT 39 - - - - 39 - - - - - - 9 2 3 7 8 8 2 - - 
SMITH 39 - 39 - - - - - - - - - - 7 28 - 1 3 - - - 
THOMAS 39 - - - 39 - - - - - - 37 1 1 - - - - - - - 
SULLIVAN 37 18 - - - - - - - - 19 - - 2 4 17 6 6 - 1 1 
VORBRINK 34 - - 6 - - - 16 - 11 1 - 6 1 - 2 13 1 4 7 - 
BOWLDS 34 - - 33 - - - - - 1 - - 5 - - - - 2 8 18 1 
CARTER 26 - - - - - - 1 - 17 8 1 9 2 1 1 7 4 - 1 - 
DAVIS 20 - - - - - - 14 - 6 - - 2 - - - - - 8 10 - 
AIKEY 14 14 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 14 
STOWERS 9 - - - - - - - - 1 8 - - - - 7 - 1 - 1 -
NUNN 7 7 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 7
MCGUFFIN 7 - - - - - - 5 1 1 - - - - - - 1 3 2 1 -  
TOWERS 3 - - - - - - 2 - 1 - - - - - 1 - 2 - - -
RIDGE 2 - - - - - - - - 1 1 - - - - - 1 1 - - - 
2019 WKU INDIVIDUAL STAT LEADERS
BATTING AVERAGE - Min. 10 AB 
 .345 Kendall Smith
SLUGGING PERCENTAGE - Min. 10 AB  
.655 Kendall Smith
ON BASE PERCENTAGE - Min. 10 Plate Appearances 
.447 Jordan Vorbrink
RUNS SCORED  
29  Rebekah Engelhardt 
HITS  
38  K. Smith, J. Thomas & S. Plese
RUNS BATTED IN 
34  Kendall Smith
DOUBLES  
9  Kennedy Sullivan
TRIPLES  
2  J. Thomas & S. Plese
HOME RUNS  
8  R. Engelhardt & K. Smith 
TOTAL BASES  
72  Kendall Smith
WALKS  
17  Kendall Smith
HIT BY PITCH  
3  S. Plese, K. Smith, J. Vorbrink
SACRIFICE HITS  
6  Paige Carter
    
SACRIFICE FLIES  
7  Kennedy Sullivan 
STOLEN BASES  
14  Shannon Plese
ANALYSIS STATS
WALK-OFF TRACKER
NO.  BATTER GAME/DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS RESULT SCORE FINAL
1  Carter 11-Feb 25 Cleveland St. 3-2/1 6/0 RBI 1B 7-0 8-0
2  Carter 31-Mar 31 FAU 1-0/3 6/2 RBI 1B 9-2 10-2
3  Bowlds 38-Apr 14 North Texas 0-1/2 5/2 RBI 1B 7-0 8-0
 
COME-FROM-BEHIND WIN TRACKER
NO.  GAME/DATE OPPONENT DEFICIT INNING TYING HIT (score) GO-AHEAD HIT (score) FINAL
1  3-Feb 09 FAMU 3-1 M3 Smith 2B (4-3) Smith 2B (4-3)  W, 4-3
2  6-Feb 16 Western Illinois 3-2 M5 Thomas HR (3-3) Engelhardt 3B (4-3) W, 5-3
3  10-Feb 24 Cleveland State 3-0 M3 Ridge 1B (3-3) Sullivan 2B (6-3)  W, 10-3
4  16-Mar 08 Wright State 2-1 M4 Smith 1B (3-2) Smith 1B (3-2)  W, 6-3
5  24-Mar 20 EKU 5-3 E3 Thomas 3B (5-5) Engelhardt HR (6-4) W, 6-5
6  28-Mar 26 Kentucky 1-0 E4 Carter HR (1-1) Thomas HR (2-1) W, 4-1
7  31-Mar 31 Florida Atlantic 1-0 M1 Smith HR (2-1) Engelhardt R PB (3-2) W, 10-2
8  34-Apr 06 Marshall 1-0 E2 Thomas 1B (1-1) Carter 1B (2-1)  W, 7-1
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GAME-BY-GAME STARTERS
Date Team P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP Record
2/8 Missouri State Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Vorbrink Carter 1-0 (1)
2/8 Auburn Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink Sullivan 0-1 (2)
2/9 Florida A&M Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink Carter 1-0 (3)
2/9 Tennessee State Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Vorbrink Sullivan 1-0 (4)
2/10 South Alabama Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Vorbrink Ridge 1-0 (5)
2/16 Western Illinois Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink --- 1-0 (6)
2/16 Western Illinois Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese McGuffin Carter 0-1 (7)
2/17 Western Illinois Nunn Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink Sullivan 1-0 (8)
2/24 Butler Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink --- 2-0 (6)
2/24 Cleveland State Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Vorbrink Sullivan 2-0 (4)
2/25 Cleveland State Nunn Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Ridge Sullivan 1-0 (9)
2/25 Indiana State Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Carter Stowers 1-0 (10)
3/1 Evansville Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Stowers 1-0 (11)
3/2 Jackson State Nunn Smith Vorbrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Carter Plese Stowers Sullivan 1-0 (12)
3/2 Samford Sullivan Smith Vorbrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Carter Stowers 1-0 (13)
3/8 Wright State Sullivan Smith Vorbrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Carter Stowers  2-0 (13)
3/8 Saint Louis Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Stowers 1-0 (14)
3/9 Kennesaw St. Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Stowers 1-1 (11)
3/9 Wright St. Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Carter Sullivan 0-1 (15)
3/13 Lipscomb Aikey Smith Vorbrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Bowlds Sullivan 0-1 (16)
3/16 FIU* Sullivan Smith Vorbrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Towers Carter 1-0 (17)
3/16 FIU* Nunn Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Towers Plese Davis Sullivan 1-0 (18)
3/17 FIU* Sullivan Smith Vobrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Towers Plese Davis Carter 1-0 (19)
3/20 EKU Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink Carter 2-0 (3)
3/23 Charlotte* Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Davis Stowers 1-0 (20)
3/23 Charlotte* Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Davis Sullivan 1-0 (21)
3/24 Charlotte* Nunn Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Davis Sullivan 1-0 (22)
3/26 Kentucky Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Sullivan 1-0 (23)
3/30 FAU* Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Sullivan 2-0 (23)
3/30 FAU* Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Davis Carter 1-0 (24)
3/31 FAU* Nunn Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Sullivan 1-0 (25)
4/3 Louisville Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Sullivan 2-1 (23)
4/6 Marshall* Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Sullivan 2-2 (23)
4/6 Marshall* Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Stowers 2-1 (11)
4/7 Marshall* Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Plese McGuffin Carter Vorbrink 0-1 (26)
4/13 North Texas* Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Vorbrink Carter 1-1 (1)
4/13 North Texas* Nunn Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Carter Sullivan 1-0 (27)
4/14 North Texas* Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Sullivan 3-2 (23)
4/17 Tennessee Tech Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Sullivan 4-2 (23)
4/22 MTSU*           
4/22 MTSU*           
4/23 MTSU*           
4/24 Austin Peay           
4/24 Austin Peay           
4/27 LA Tech*           
4/27 LA Tech*           
4/28 LA Tech*           
5/1 Murray State           
5/4 UTSA*           
5/4 UTSA*           
5/5 UTSA*           
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2019 WKU LINE SCORES
GAME 1 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-1:51 A-139
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5    R H E
WKU                    5 0 1 0 2 - 8  7  0
Missouri State     0 0 0 0 0 - 0  2  2
WP-SULLIVAN (1-0) LP-Griesbauer (0-1) 
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT
GAME 2 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-1:38 A-201
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5    R H E
WKU                    0 0 0 0 0 - 0  2  2
Auburn                 1 0 3 2 2 - 8 12 1
WP-Martin (1-0) LP-AIKEY,  (0-1) 
HR AU-McCrackin(1), Rivera(1),Veach(3)
GAME 3 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-2:11 A-137
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Florida A&M      0 2 1 0 0 0 0 -  3  3  2
WKU                   1 0 3 0 0 0 X -  4  4  1
WP-SULLIVAN (2-0) Save-AIKEY(1) 
LP-HAYES (0-1)
GAME 4 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-1:55 A-117
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Tennessee State   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  0  6  2
WKU                    1 0 1 1 0 2 X - 5  6  1
WP-AIKEY (1-1) LP-ESPINOZA (0-1) 
HR WKU - SMITH 2 (2)
GAME 5 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-1:46 A-92
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    7 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 7  7  0
South Alabama   0 0 0 0 0 3 0 - 3  4  2
WP-SULLIVAN (3-0) LP-Yarbrough (1-1) 
HR USA - Cronan (1)
GAME 6 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:44 A-203
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WIU               1 0 0 2 0 0 0 -  3  5  1
WKU                0 0 2 0 1 2 X - 5  8  1
WP-SULLIVAN (4-0) LP-Ira (2-1) 
HR: WIU-Duwa (2) | WKU-THOMAS (1)
GAME 7 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:49 A-187
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WIU               0 0 0 2 1 0 0 -  3  4  1
WKU                0 0 0 0 0 1 0 -  1  7  0
WP-Carlin (1-2) LP-AIKEY (1-2) 
HR: WIU-Abbott (2) | WKU-SMITH (3)
GAME 8 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:12 A-175
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WIU               0 0 3 2 0 1 0 -  6 11 2
WKU                0 5 0 1 1 0 X - 7  7  0
WP-SULLIVAN (5-0) Save-AIKEY(2) 
LP-Abbott (1-1)
GAME 9 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:53 A-176
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Butler                   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  0  3  0
WKU                   0 2 1 0 0 0 X -  3  8  0
WP-SULLIVAN (6-0) | LP-RICKETT (1-4) 
HR WKU - SMITH (4)
GAME 10 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:56 A-202
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R  H  E
CSU                      1 0 2 0 0 0 0 -  3   6   2
WKU                    0 0 1 1 0 8 X - 10 10 1
WP-NUNN (1-0) | LP-GRIFFIN (1-2) 
HR CSU - HYSONG (2)
GAME 11 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:34 A-156
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6   R  H E
CSU                      0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  1  2
WKU                    2 0 5 0 0 1 - 8 11 2
WP-NUNN (2-0) | LP-HYSONG (0-2) 
HR WKU - THOMAS (2), 
                     ENGELHARDT (2)
GAME 12 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:37 A-187
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7   R  H  E
Indiana State       0 0 1 0 1 3 2 - 7  15  3
WKU                    3 1 1 3 0 1 X - 9 10  1
WP-SULLIVAN (7-0) Save-NUNN (1) 
HR INS - Martin (2)
HR WKU - PLESE (1), STOWERS (1)
GAME 13 | Birmingham, Ala. | T-1:38 A-101
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5   R  H  E
WKU                    3 0 3 2 0 - 8  9   0
Evansville             0 0 0 0 0 - 0  0  3
WP-SULLIVAN (8-0) 
LP-Lockhart (3-3)
GAME 14 | Birmingham, Ala. | T-1:49 A-113
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Jackson State       0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  0  1  1
WKU                   0 0 1 2 0 1 X -  4  4  1
WP-NUNN (3-0) Save-AIKEY(3) 
LP-Sanchez (0-5) 
GAME 15 | Birmingham, Ala. | T-2:19 A-213
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    5 0 1 0 0 1 1 - 8 11  2
Samford               0 0 0 0 0 1 0 - 1   2  2
WP-SULLIVAN (9-0) 
LP-Spear (4-3)
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT (3)
HR SAM - Trombley (1)
GAME 16 | Kennesaw, Ga. | T-2:50 A-37
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Wright State        0 1 0 1 0 1 0 -  3  4  3
WKU                   0 0 1 0 4 1 X -  6  6  0
WP-SULLIVAN (10-0) Save-NUNN (2) 
LP-Otani (3-5)
GAME 17 | Kennesaw, Ga. | T-1:21 A-83
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5    R  H  E
WKU                    3 0 2 0 5 - 10 12 0
Saint Louis           0 0 0 0 0 - 0   1   3
WP-AIKEY (2-2) LP-LOVELESS (2-2)
GAME 18 | Kennesaw, Ga. | T-1:50 A-197
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1  5  1
Kennesaw State   0 0 0 0 0 0 2 - 2  6  0
WP-ANDREWS (7-6) 
LP-SULLIVAN (10-1
HR WKU - McGUFFIN (1)
GAME 19 | Kennesaw, Ga. | T-1:44 A-111
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    0 0 1 0 0 0 0 - 1  4  0
Wright State         0 0 0 0 0 2 X - 2  6  2
WP-Hughes (1-2) LP-AIKEY (2-3)
GAME 20 | Nashville, Tenn. | T-2:17 A-127
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H  E
WKU                    0 0 3 1 1 1 1 - 7  11 1
Lipscomb             2 0 3 0 0 4 X - 9   4  2
WP-JORDAN (6-4) LP-SULLIVAN (10-2) 
HR WKU-SMITH (5), ENGELHARDT (4)
HR LIP - FORTEL (3), DEVAULT (4)
GAME 21 | Miami, Fla. | T-2:10 A-76
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    0 1 2 0 0 3 0 - 6 12 0
FIU                        0 0 0 1 1 0 0 - 2  4  0
WP-SULLIVAN (11-2) 
LP-KUGELMANN (6-3)
GAME 22 | Miami, Fla. | T-2:00 A-85
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    0 0 0 0 0 0 4 - 4  7  0
FIU                        0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  2  0
WP-AIKEY (3-3) LP-DUNFORD (6-3)
GAME 23 | Miami, Fla. | T-2:20 A-151
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E 
WKU                    0 0 1 0 2 2 0 - 5  6  0
FIU                        0 0 0 0 0 4 0 - 4  8  2
WP-SULLIVAN (12-2) Save-AIKEY (4) 
LP-MURASKIN (5-6) 
HR WKU - VORBRINK (1)
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GAME 24 | Richmond, Ky. | T-1:58 A-150
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    2 1 0 2 0 1 0 - 6  8  0
EKU                      1 0 4 0 0 0 0 - 5  3  0
WP-AIKEY (4-3) LP-Paulick(5-5) 
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT (5)
HR EKU - Lizzmore (7)
GAME 25 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:56 A-377
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5    R H E
Charlotte             0 0 2 0 0  - 2  5  2
WKU                   6 2 1 2 X - 11 9  0
WP-SULLIVAN (13-2) LP-GREEN (0-4) 
HR WKU-SMITH (6), ENGELHARDT (6)
GAME 26 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:51 A-298
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Charlotte              0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  3  0
WKU                    0 2 3 0 0 0 X - 5  8  1
WP-AIKEY (5-3) LP-PACE (5-5) 
HR WKU - VORBRINK (2)
GAME 27 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:56 A-243
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Charlotte              0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  4  1
WKU                    0 2 0 0 1 0 X - 3  6  3
WP-NUNN (4-0) Save-AIKEY (5) 
LP-CANNON (2-8)
HR WKU - SULLIVAN (1)
GAME 28 | Lexington, Ky. | T-2:04 A-824
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    0 0 0 0 4 0 0 - 4  4  0
Kentucky              0 0 0 1 0 0 0 - 1  3  2
WP-AIKEY (6-3) Save-NUNN (3)
LP-Humes (7-6) 
HR WKU - THOMAS (3), PLESE (2), 
CARTER (1)
HR UK - Peyton (8)
GAME 29 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:12 A-213
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R  H  E
FAU                      0 0 2 0 1 0 0 -  3   4   2
WKU                   2 2 5 0 0 1 X - 10 14 1
WP-AIKEY (7-3) LP-Olson (4-10) 
HR WKU - THOMAS (4), 
ENGELHARDT (7)
GAME 30 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:48 A-238
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
FAU                      0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  0  5 1
WKU                   0 0 1 1 0 0 X -  2  6 0
WP-SULLIVAN (14-2) 
LP-Whitty, Skylar (5-2)
GAME 31 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:10 A-181
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6   R  H  E
FAU                      1 1 0 0 0 0 - 2   5   5
WKU                   2 0 5 0 0 3 - 10 10 2
WP-AIKEY (8-3) LP-Whitty (5-3)
HR WKU - SMITH (7)
GAME 32 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:12 A-877
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  R  H  E
LOU                     3 3 0 0 0 0 1 - 7  7  1
WKU                   1 1 0 0 0 0 0 - 2  4  2
WP-ROBY (7-1) | LP-AIKEY (8-4)
HR LOU - WATSON (1)
GAME 33 | Huntington, W.Va. | T-1:52 A-1000
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6    R  H E
WKU                    0 0 0 0 0 2 - 2   2  1
Marshall               0 0 0 1 1 8 - 10 9  1
WP-TOLBERT (16-10) LP-AIKEY (8-5) 
HR WKU - SULLIVAN (2)
HR MAR-HARRELL (11), ROUSSEAU (1)
GAME 34 | Huntington, W.Va. | T-2:09 A-1000
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    0 0 3 0 0 2 2 - 7  8  0
Marshall               1 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1  4  1
WP-SULLIVAN (15-2) 
LP-WILLIAMSON (7-2)
HR WKU-McGUFFIN (2), SULLIVAN (3)
GAME 35 | Huntington, W.Va. | T-2:47 A-450
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8    R H E
WKU                    2 1 0 0 2 1 1 0 - 7 12 2
Marshall               3 0 0 1 0 3 0 1 - 8  8  0
WP-WILLIAMSON (8-2) 
LP-AIKEY, Kelsey (8-6)
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT (8)
HR MAR - BURCH (4), ROUSSEAU (2)
GAME 36 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:10 A-167
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
North Texas         2 2 0 0 0 0 4 - 8  6  0
WKU                    1 0 0 0 0 1 0 - 2  6  1
WP-Trautwein (17-5) 
LP-SULLIVAN (15-3)
HR UNT - Perella (6)
HR WKU - THOMAS (5), CARTER (2)
GAME 37 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:45 A-158
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
North Texas         0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1  2  0
WKU                    1 0 1 0 1 0 X - 3  8  0
WP-NUNN (5-0) LP-Tindell (3-6) HR 
WKU - THOMAS (6)
GAME 38 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:45 A-201
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5    R H E
North Texas         0 0 0 0 0 - 0  1 2
WKU                    3 1 0 0 4 - 8  8 0
WP-AIKEY (9-6) LP-Trautwein (17-6) 
HR WKU - THOMAS (7), SMITH (8), 
PLESE (3)
GAME 39 | Cookeville, Tenn. | T-2:20 A-145
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9    R H E 
WKU                    0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 - 4  6  0
Tennessee Tech   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1  2  1
WP-AIKEY (10-6) LP-ARDEN (11-10) 
HR WKU - CARTER (3)
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2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Apr 20, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 30-9   Home: 14-3   Away: 8-4   Neutral: 8-2   C-USA: 12-3
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 3 4 5 39-39 110 25 38 8 1 8 34 72  . 6 5 5 17 3 17 0  . 4 3 9 2 0 4-6 328 23 3  . 9 9 2
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 2 9 35-34 85 17 28 6 0 2 9 40  . 4 7 1 15 3 16 0  . 4 4 7 0 4 4-4 47 2 2  . 9 6 1
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 2 9 34-26 76 17 25 3 0 3 17 37  . 4 8 7 7 2 7 1  . 3 9 1 2 6 5-6 13 1 0 1.000
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 3 2 8 39-39 116 27 38 7 2 3 23 58  . 5 0 0 15 3 15 1  . 4 1 8 0 0 14-17 36 1 2  . 9 4 9
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 3 2 4 20-9 37 8 12 7 0 1 10 22  . 5 9 5 3 0 7 0  . 3 6 6 1 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 0 9 35-34 81 11 25 2 1 0 9 29  . 3 5 8 8 2 9 0  . 3 8 5 0 0 5-8 177 6 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 0 6 39-39 124 26 38 8 2 7 26 71  . 5 7 3 15 1 25 0  . 3 8 3 1 0 8-9 61 32 3  . 9 6 9
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 2 9 4 37-37 102 16 30 9 0 3 25 48  . 4 7 1 4 0 9 1  . 3 0 1 7 3 1-1 7 16 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 7 4 39-39 106 29 29 3 1 8 18 58  . 5 4 7 16 1 14 0  . 3 6 8 2 2 13-16 25 67 5  . 9 4 8
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 5 0 7-3 12 0 3 1 0 0 2 4  . 3 3 3 0 0 0 0  . 2 5 0 0 1 2-3 9 0 0 1.000
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 3 1 25-20 52 11 12 0 0 0 4 12  . 2 3 1 3 0 1 0  . 2 7 3 0 3 7-7 19 0 0 1.000
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 1 7 4 24-7 23 8 4 2 0 2 2 12  . 5 2 2 1 1 11 0  . 2 4 0 0 0 3-3 6 0 0 1.000
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 1 6 7 14-2 12 5 2 0 0 0 2 2  . 1 6 7 1 0 6 0  . 2 3 1 0 1 3-3 2 1 0 1.000
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 1 6 4 39-39 55 9 9 0 1 0 3 11  . 2 0 0 1 1 6 0  . 1 9 3 0 3 3-3 38 54 11  . 8 9 3
22 MURPHY, Macy  . 0 0 0 7-0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 28-15 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 1 0-0 1 7 1  . 8 8 9
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 21-8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 13 0 1.000
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 9-0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-2 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 9 3 39 1000 213 293 56 8 37 184 476  . 4 7 6 106 17 145 3  . 3 6 6 15 24 74-89 770 223 27  . 9 7 4
Opponents  . 1 9 3 39 937 108 181 31 4 19 99 277  . 2 9 6 152 17 327 1  . 3 1 6 3 14 29-36 733 306 57  . 9 4 8
LOB - Team (217), Opp (245). DPs turned - Team (4), Opp (13). CI - Team (0), Opp (1). IBB - Team (0), Opp (3). Picked off -
SULLIVAN,K. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
10 NUNN, Shelby  1 . 9 6 5-0 20 7 2 1/4 3 53.2 44 21 15 17 47 8 2 1  . 2 0 8 3 1 0 0 1
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 1 0 10-6 27 14 4 3/4 5 90.0 56 33 27 52 130 4 1 10  . 1 7 6 13 6 0 1 7
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  3 . 1 3 15-3 21 18 9 4/0 0 111.2 78 52 50 81 149 18 1 8  . 1 9 5 4 10 0 2 6
20 TOWERS, Haylee 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.1 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0 0 0
Totals  2 . 5 6 30-9 39 39 15 12/4 8 256.2 181 108 94 152 327 31 4 19  . 1 9 3 20 17 0 3 14
Opponents  4 . 5 6 9-30 39 39 13 1/0 0 244.1 293 213 159 106 145 56 8 37  . 2 9 3 26 17 0 15 24
PB - Team (4), SMITH,K. 4, Opp (5). Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (1). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (29-36), SULLIVAN,K.
(13-17), AIKEY,K. (11-14), NUNN,S. (5-5).
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2019 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Apr 14, 2019)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 12-3   Home: 8-1   Away: 4-2   C-USA: 12-3
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 4 1 9 15-15 43 11 18 6 0 3 15 33  . 7 6 7 3 0 3 1  . 4 2 9 3 3 1-1 3 7 0 1.000
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 4 0 6 14-13 32 7 13 4 0 2 4 23  . 7 1 9 9 1 3 0  . 5 4 8 0 1 2-2 12 1 0 1.000
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 8 7 14-13 31 4 12 0 1 0 4 14  . 4 5 2 5 2 2 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 2-3 81 3 0 1.000
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 3 7 5 15-15 40 9 15 4 0 3 15 28  . 7 0 0 11 1 4 0  . 5 1 9 0 0 1-1 103 9 2  . 9 8 2
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 7 5 9-2 8 3 3 2 0 1 1 8 1.000 1 1 4 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 2-2 4 0 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 6 4 13-11 33 7 12 2 0 1 6 17  . 5 1 5 3 1 2 1  . 4 3 2 0 3 2-2 5 1 0 1.000
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 3 2 6 15-15 43 6 14 2 0 1 9 19  . 4 4 2 8 0 7 1  . 4 3 1 0 0 3-5 17 0 1  . 9 4 4
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 0 6 15-15 49 14 15 3 0 4 10 30  . 6 1 2 6 1 9 0  . 3 9 3 0 0 3-4 28 15 3  . 9 3 5
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 5 0 15-15 44 9 11 2 0 3 9 22  . 5 0 0 3 0 10 0  . 2 9 2 1 1 2-2 11 31 2  . 9 5 5
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 2 2 4-3 9 0 2 0 0 0 1 2  . 2 2 2 0 0 0 0  . 2 2 2 0 1 1-1 6 0 0 1.000
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 0 0 9-8 20 6 4 0 0 0 0 4  . 2 0 0 3 0 1 0  . 3 0 4 0 0 6-6 9 0 0 1.000
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 1 6 7 9-2 12 2 2 1 0 0 2 3  . 2 5 0 0 0 2 0  . 1 5 4 1 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 0 7 1 15-15 14 2 1 0 0 0 1 1  . 0 7 1 0 1 1 0  . 1 3 3 0 2 0-0 16 26 3  . 9 3 3
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 11-4 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
22 MURPHY, Macy  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 0 0 0 4-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 5-0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 8-4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 4 0 1.000
Totals  . 3 2 0 15 381 85 122 26 1 18 77 204  . 5 3 5 52 8 49 3  . 4 0 8 5 11 26-30 296 97 11  . 9 7 3
Opponents  . 1 9 6 15 358 41 70 14 2 5 38 103  . 2 8 8 61 11 103 0  . 3 2 9 2 9 9-11 280 117 17  . 9 5 9
LOB - Team (92), Opp (104). DPs turned - Team (0), Opp (9). IBB - Team (0), Opp (3).
(C-USA games only Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  1 . 9 3 5-2 11 4 1 1/3 2 32.2 18 10 9 22 49 1 1 3  . 1 6 1 8 3 0 0 4
10 NUNN, Shelby  2 . 5 5 2-0 8 4 1 0/3 0 24.2 22 12 9 9 19 5 1 1  . 2 2 0 2 1 0 0 1
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  3 . 0 5 5-1 7 7 3 1/0 0 41.1 30 19 18 30 35 8 0 1  . 2 0 5 0 7 0 2 4
Totals  2 . 5 5 12-3 15 15 5 5/3 2 98.2 70 41 36 61 103 14 2 5  . 1 9 6 10 11 0 2 9
Opponents  5 . 2 5 3-12 15 15 6 0/0 0 93.1 122 85 70 52 49 26 1 18  . 3 2 0 4 8 0 5 11
PB - Team (2), SMITH,K. 2, Opp (2). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (9-11), AIKEY,K. (5-6), SULLIVAN,K. (2-3), NUNN,S. (2-2).
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2019 WKU TEAM GAME-BY-GAME STATS
2019 WKU Softball
Team Game-by-Game for WKU (as of Apr 17, 2019)
Batting (All games)
Date Opponent ab r h rbi 2b 3b hr tb bb ibb sb cs hbp sac sf gdp k po a e lob avg
Feb 08 vs Missouri State 23 8 7 4 0 0 1 10 4 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 5 15 1 0 5  . 3 0 4
Feb 08 vs Auburn 18 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 7 13 3 2 3  . 2 2 0
Feb 09 vs Florida A&M 21 4 4 4 1 0 0 5 4 0 1 1 1 2 0 0 1 21 5 1 6  . 2 1 0
Feb 09 vs Tennessee State 22 5 6 5 2 0 2 14 1 0 2 0 0 1 1 0 2 21 4 1 2  . 2 2 6
Feb 10 vs South Alabama 28 7 7 6 1 0 0 8 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 4 21 3 0 1  . 2 3 2
Feb 16 WESTERN ILLINOIS 25 5 8 5 0 2 1 15 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 5 21 8 1 5  . 2 4 8
Feb 16 WESTERN ILLINOIS 29 1 7 1 1 0 1 11 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 21 8 0 8  . 2 4 7
Feb 17 WESTERN ILLINOIS 25 7 7 5 2 1 0 11 4 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 3 21 8 0 6  . 2 5 1
Feb 24 BUTLER 25 3 8 3 0 0 1 11 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 3 21 4 0 4  . 2 5 9
Feb 24 CLEVELAND STATE 29 10 10 8 2 1 0 14 5 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 4 21 8 1 7  . 2 6 9
Feb 25 CLEVELAND STATE 24 8 11 8 2 1 2 21 1 0 3 1 0 1 1 0 2 18 7 2 4  . 2 8 6
Feb 25 INDIANA STATE 29 9 10 9 2 0 2 18 5 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 4 21 4 1 7  . 2 9 2
Mar 01 vs Evansville 26 8 9 5 2 0 0 11 5 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 6 15 1 0 10  . 2 9 6
Mar 02 vs Jackson State 20 4 4 3 2 0 0 6 1 0 4 0 1 1 0 0 2 21 9 1 2  . 2 9 1
Mar 02 at Samford 28 8 11 7 3 0 1 17 5 0 3 1 0 0 3 0 3 21 2 2 7  . 2 9 8
Mar 08 vs Wright State 27 6 6 5 1 0 0 7 4 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 3 21 6 0 8  . 2 9 3
Mar 08 vs Saint Louis 26 10 12 7 1 0 0 13 1 0 6 1 0 0 2 0 1 15 3 0 4  . 3 0 4
Mar 09 at Kennesaw State 25 1 5 1 0 0 1 8 3 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 10 20 2 1 8  . 2 9 8
Mar 09 vs Wright State 26 1 4 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 5 0 1 0 0 0 6 18 6 0 5  . 2 9 0
Mar 13 at Lipscomb 33 7 11 6 4 0 2 21 1 0 3 0 0 1 0 0 7 18 2 1 7  . 2 9 3
*Mar 16 at FIU 30 6 12 6 4 0 0 16 2 0 1 0 1 3 0 0 2 21 4 0 9  . 2 9 9
*Mar 16 at FIU 27 4 7 4 1 0 0 8 3 0 4 0 1 0 1 0 3 21 11 0 7  . 2 9 7
*Mar 17 at FIU 27 5 6 4 3 0 1 12 3 0 3 0 0 1 0 0 3 21 4 0 5  . 2 9 3
Mar 20 at Eastern Kentucky 26 6 8 6 1 1 1 14 2 0 0 1 0 2 1 0 2 21 5 0 4  . 2 9 4
*Mar 23 CHARLOTTE 21 11 9 10 2 0 2 17 7 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 2 15 3 0 5  . 2 9 8
*Mar 23 CHARLOTTE 23 5 8 5 2 0 1 13 5 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 4 21 8 1 5  . 3 0 0
*Mar 24 CHARLOTTE 24 3 6 2 0 0 1 9 3 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 4 21 9 3 6  . 2 9 8
Mar 26 at Kentucky 27 4 4 4 0 0 3 13 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 21 6 0 5  . 2 9 3
*Mar 30 FLORIDA ATLANTIC 29 10 14 10 3 1 2 25 5 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 2 21 8 1 7  . 3 0 0
*Mar 30 FLORIDA ATLANTIC 21 2 6 2 1 0 0 7 2 0 1 0 0 2 0 1 3 21 6 0 5  . 3 0 0
*Mar 31 FLORIDA ATLANTIC 23 10 10 6 2 0 1 15 7 0 2 0 0 3 1 1 0 18 5 2 7  . 3 0 4
Apr 03 LOUISVILLE 26 2 4 1 2 0 0 6 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 5 21 9 2 4  . 2 9 9
*Apr 06 at Marshall University 21 2 2 2 0 0 1 5 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 4 17 8 1 5  . 2 9 4
*Apr 06 at Marshall University 29 7 8 6 0 0 2 14 2 0 2 0 1 0 1 0 2 21 8 0 5  . 2 9 3
*Apr 07 at Marshall University 33 7 12 7 3 0 1 18 5 0 1 0 2 0 1 0 8 21 4 2 10  . 2 9 6
*Apr 13 NORTH TEXAS 26 2 6 2 2 0 2 14 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 21 3 1 4  . 2 9 4
*Apr 13 NORTH TEXAS 23 3 8 3 2 0 1 13 2 0 3 1 1 2 0 0 2 21 13 0 7  . 2 9 5
*Apr 14 NORTH TEXAS 24 8 8 8 1 0 3 18 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 15 3 0 5  . 2 9 6
*Apr 17 at Tennessee Tech 31 4 6 4 1 1 1 12 2 0 1 3 0 1 0 0 4 27 12 0 3  . 2 9 3
Totals 1000 213 293 184 56 8 37 476 106 0 74 15 17 24 15 3 145 770 223 27 217  . 2 9 3
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 MARSHALL (4-7) AT BATS MR, MARSHALL (4-7-19) 5
 2 MR, FAU (3-31) RUNS VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10-18) 3
 3 MR, MARSHALL (4-7) HITS MR, MARSHALL (4-7-19) 3
 1 MR, NORTH TEXAS (4-13) DOUBLES VS. TENNESSEE TECH (2-16-18) 2
 1 WESTERN IL (2-16) TRIPLES WESTERN IL (2-16-19) 1
 2 TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) HOME RUNS TENNESSEE ST.  (2-9-19) 2
 4 NORTH TEXAS (4-14) RBI NORTH TEXAS (4-14-19) 4
 3 MR, FAU (3-31) WALKS/HBP MR, FAU (3-31-19) 3
 1 MR, FAU (3-30) STOLEN BASES MR, FAU (3-30-19) 1
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 14X, MR FAU (3-31) AT BATS MR, AT FAU (4-28-18) 5
 3 NORTH TEXAS (4-13) RUNS NORTH TEXAS (4-13-19) 3
 3 FAU (3-31) HITS 3X, MR VS. FAU (3-31-19) 3
 1 8X, MR TENN TECH (4-17) DOUBLES 22X, MR TENN TECH (4-17-19) 1
 1 2X MR, EKU (3-20) TRIPLES 5X, MR EKU (3-20-19) 1
 1 MR, NORTH TEXAS (4-14) HOME RUNS 13X, MR NORTH TEXAS (4-14-19) 1
 3 EKU (3-20) RBI 2X, MR AT FAU (4-28-18) 4
 2 MR, MARSHALL (4-7) WALKS/HBP 12, MR MARSHALL (4-7-19) 2











• bowling green, ky.
• baTs r / Throws r
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .317 54-54 161 42 51 16 3 6 27 91 .565 40 2 37 2 .454 2 2 6-8 70 2 3 .960
2019 .306 39-39 124 26 38 8 2 7 26 71 .573 15 1 25 0 .383 1 0 8-8 61 32 3 .969
CAREER .312 93-93 285 68 89 24 5 13 53 162 .568 55 3 62 2 .425 3 2 14-16 131 34 6 .965
THOMAS’ CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .240 54-54 146 33 35 10 0 5 22 60 .411 21 4 34 1 .345 3 4 4-4 252 28 9 .969
2019 .345 39-39 110 25 38 8 1 8 34 72 .655 17 3 17 0 .439 2 0 4-6 328 23 3 .992
CAREER .285 93-93 256 58 73 18 1 13 56 132 .516 38 7 51 1 .386 5 4 8-10 580 51 12 .981
SMITH’S CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2015          CHATTANOOGA STATE CC
2016          CHATTANOOGA STATE CC
2017 .289 34-5 38 4 11 3 0 1 7 17 .447 2 2 7 0 .341 2 0 0-0 3 0 0 1.000
2018           DNP
2019 .328 39-39 116 27 38 7 2 3 23 58 .500 15 3 15 1 .418 0 0 14-17 36 1 2 .949
CAREER .318 73-44 154 31 49 10 2 4 30 74 .481 17 5 22 1 .399 2 0 14-17 39 1 2 .952
PLESE’S CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 9X, MR TENN TECH (4-1) AT BATS 9X, MR TENN TECH (4-17-19) 4
 3 MR, FAU (3-30) RUNS MR, FAU (3-30-19) 3
 3 FIU (3-16) HITS LIPSCOMB (3-16-19) 3
 1 7X, MR CHARLOTTE (3-23) DOUBLES 10X, MR CHARLOTTE (3-23-19) 1
 1 MR, TENN TECH (4-17) TRIPLES MR, TENN TECH (4-17-19) 1
 1 3X, MR NORTH TEXAS (4-14) HOME RUNS 4X, MR NORTH TEXAS (4-14-19) 1
 3 MR, FIU (3-16) RBI 2X, MR FIU (3-16-19) 3
 2 MR, FAU (3-30) WALKS/HBP MR, FAU (3-30-19) 2






• baTs l / Throws l







• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 MR, TENN TECH (4-1) AT BATS 15x, MR TENN TECH (4-17-19) 4
 3 MISSOURI ST. (2-8) RUNS 3X, MR MISSOURI ST. (2-8-19) 3
 2 MR, MARSHALL (4-7) HITS MR, VS. TENN. ST. (2-17-18) 3
 1 MR, FAU (3-30) DOUBLES VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 1 WESTERN IL (2-16) TRIPLES 4X, MR WESTERN IL (2-16-19) 1
 1 8X, MR MARSHALL (4-7) HOME RUNS 20X, MR MARSHALL (4-7-19) 1
 3 CHARLOTTE (3-23) RBI VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-17-18) 4
 3 CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) WALKS/HBP MR, CLEVELAND ST. (2-24-19) 3
 2 MR, LOUISVILLE (4-3) STOLEN BASES 6X, MR LOUISVILLE (4-3-19) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .069 41-36 29 6 2 0 0 0 2 2 .069 5 0 11 0 .206 0 3 1-1 38 45 12 .874
2017 .213 58-48 108 19 23 3 0 5 14 41 .380 14 1 24 0 .309 0 3 9-12 70 103 13 .930
2018 .278 54-54 151 34 42 10 3 7 25 79 .523 15 0 38 0 .339 2 8 9-13 48 127 9 .951
2019 .274 39-39 106 29 29 3 1 8 18 58 .547 16 1 14 0 .368 2 2 13-16 25 67 5 .948
CAREER .244 192-177 394 88 96 16 4 20 58 180 .457 50 2 87 0 .329 4 16 32-42 181 342 39 .931
ENGELHARDT’S CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 MR, TENN TECH (4-1) AT BATS SAME
 2 MR, NORTH TEXAS (4-14) RUNS SAME
 3 FAU (3-30) HITS SAME
 2 FAU (3-30) DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 1 MARSHALL (4-6) HOME RUNS SAME
 3 CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) RBI SAME
 1 MR, NORTH TEXAS (4-14) WALKS/HBP SAME
 1 FIU (3-16) STOLEN BASES SAME 
 7.0 MR, MARSHALL (4-6) IP SAME
 0 EVANSVILLE (3-1) FEWEST HITS SAME 
 0 FLORIDA ATLANTIC (3-30) FEWEST ER SAME 






• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 MR, FIU (3-16) AT BATS SAME
 2 CHARLOTTE (3-23) RUNS SAME
 2 MR, LIPSCOMB (3-13) HITS SAME
 - - DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 1 4X, MR LIPSCOMB (3-13) RBI SAME
 1 MR CHARLOTTE (3-24) WALKS/HBP SAME






• baTs l / Throws l
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2019 .294 37-37 102 16 30 9 0 3 25 48 .471 4 0 9 1 .301 7 3 1-1 7 16 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2019 3.13 15-3 21 18 9 4/0 0 111.2 78 52 50 81 149 18 1 8 498 .195 4 10 0 2 6
SULLIVAN’S CAREER STATS
DAVIS’ CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2019 .231 25-20 52 11 12 0 0 0 4 12 .231 3 0 1 0 .273 0 3 7-7 19 0 0 1.000
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
10
shelby nunn   
• sophomore
• piTcher
• bowling green, ky
• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18-18) 2
 - - RUNS VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 - - HITS VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 - - RBI VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 3
 - - WALKS/HBP 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18-18) 1
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 7.0 NORTH TEXAS (4-13) IP 5X, MR VS. NORTH TEXAS (4-13-19) 7.0
 0 MR, KENTUCKY (3-26) FEWEST HITS MR, KENTUCKY (3-26-19) 0
 0 MR, KENTUCKY (3-26) FEWEST ER 9X, MR KENTUCKY (3-26-19) 0
 5 MR, FIU (3-16) STRIKEOUTS VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 11
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .200 44-29 5 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 .800 2 0 2 0 .429 0 0 0-0 5 45 0 1.000
2019 - 20-7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0-0 1 13 0 1.000
CAREER .200 64-36 5 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 .800 2 0 2 0 .429 0 0 0-0 6 58 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2018 3.55 15-15 44 27 10 2/0 3 177.1 212 117 90 36 104 46 2 11 794 .288 5 3 0 5 13
2019 1.96 5-0 20 7 2 1/4 3 53.2 44 21 15 17 47 8 2 1 231 .208 3 1 0 0 1
CAREER 3.18 20-15 64 34 12 3/4 6 231.0 256 138 105 53 151 54 4 12 1025 .270 8 4 0 5 14
NUNN’S CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 3 CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) AT BATS SAME 
 1 5X, MR CHARLOTTE (3-23) RUNS SAME
 1 2X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-25) HITS SAME
 - - DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 1 2X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) RBI SAME
 1 TENNESSEE ST. (2-9) WALKS/HBP SAME






• baTs r / Throws r
RIDGE’S CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2019 .167 14-2 12 5 2 0 0 0 2 2 .167 1 0 6 0 .231 0 1 3-3 2 1 0 1.000
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12
kelsey aikey   
• Junior
• piTcher
• cedar falls, iowa
• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 1 EKU (3-20) AT BATS LIPSCOMB (3-22-17) 3
 - - RUNS - -
 - - HITS AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - WALKS/HBP AAMU (3-16-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 9.0 TENNESSEE TECH (4-17) IP TENNESSEE TECH (4-17-19) 9.0
 1 MR, NORTH TEXAS (4-14) FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 0
 0 MR, NORTH TEXAS (4-14) FEWEST ER MR, NORTH TEXAS (4-14-19) 0
 13 TENNESSEE TECH (4-17) STRIKEOUTS TENNESSEE TECH (4-17-19) 13
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .083 27-9 12 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .083 3 0 5 0 .267 0 0 0-0 4 21 2 .926
2018 .000 39-19 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 1 0 .000 0 0 0-0 7 22 1 .967
2019 .000 27-14 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 1 0 .000 0 1 0-0 1 7 1 .889
TOTALS .059 93-42 17 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .059 3 0 7 0 .200 0 1 0-0 12 50 4 .939
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 2.92 7-4 27 9 5 1/0 3 93.1 86 59 39 65 54 12 0 6 437 .244 19 8 1 3 9
2018 3.15 12-9 39 19 7 3/1 3 142.0 123 73 64 69 108 19 2 16 621 .234 15 8 0 5 14
2019 2.10 10-6 27 14 4 3/4 5 90.0 56 33 27 52 130 4 1 10 385 .176 13 6 0 1 7
TOTALS 2.80 29-19 93 42 16 7/5 11 325.1 265 165 130 186 292 35 3 32 1443 .222 47 22 1 9 30
AIKEY’S CAREER STATS
11
Jordan vorbrink  
• senior
• uTiliTy
• louisville, ky. | louisville
• baTs l / Throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 2X, MR CLEVELAND ST. (2-24) AT BATS AT UAB (4-14-18) 5
 2 MR, CHARLOTTE (3-23) RUNS MR, CHARLOTTE (3-23-19) 2
 3 FIU (3-17) HITS MR, AT FIU (3-17-19) 3
 1 MR, NORTH TEXAS (4-14) DOUBLES MR, NORTH TEXAS (4-14-19) 1
 - - TRIPLES MR, VS. NCC (4-17-16) 1
 1 MR, CHARLOTTE (3-23) HOME RUNS 4X, MR CHARLOTTE(3-23-19) 1
 2 FIU (3-17) RBI 2X, MR VS. UTEP (4-8-18) 3
 2 MR, MARSHALL (4-7) WALKS/HBP 9X, MR MARSHALL (4-7-19) 2
 1 MR, FAU (3-30) STOLEN BASES VS. EKU (4-11-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .244 24-15 41 6 10 3 3 1 9 22 .537 2 0 7 1 .273 1 2 1-1 101 2 1 .990
2017 .143 26-15 28 3 4 0 0 0 1 4 .143 0 4 5 1 .250 0 0 0-0 21 0 0 1.000
2018 .256 54-54 160 23 41 6 0 1 24 50 .313 20 3 34 1 .350 0 2 6-7 87 14 4 .962
2019 .329 35-34 85 17 28 6 0 2 9 40 .471 15 3 16 0 .447 0 4 4-4 47 2 2 .961
CAREER .261 139-118 314 49 82 15 3 4 43 116 .369 37 10 62 3 .356 1 8 11-12 256 18 7 .975
VORBRINK’S CAREER STATS
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS SAME
 - - RUNS SAME
 - - HITS SAME
 - - DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 - - RBI SAME
 - - WALKS/HBP SAME











• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 MR, WRIGHT ST. (3-8) AT BATS MR, AT USM (3-11-18) 5
 1 8X, MR MARSHALL (4-6) RUNS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 3 INDIANA ST. (2-25) HITS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 5*
 1 7X, MR CHARLOTTE (3-23) DOUBLES EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 - - TRIPLES VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 1 INDIANA ST. (2-25) HOME RUNS MR, INDIANA ST. (2-25-19) 1
 4 INDIANA ST. (2-25) RBI INDIANA ST. (2-25-19) 4
 1 MR, SAMFORD (3-2) WALKS/HBP WRIGHT STATE (2-25-17) 3
 1 JACKSON ST. (3-2) STOLEN BASES JACKSON ST. (3-2-19) 1
STOWERS’ CAREER STATS
16
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .215 44-31 107 12 23 4 0 3 13 36 .336 13 0 27 1 .298 1 1 0-0 24 1 3 .893
2018 .167 32-11 60 8 10 2 1 0 5 14 .233 3 0 12 2 .206 0 0 0-0 2 1 0 1.000
2019 .324 20-9 37 8 12 7 0 1 10 22 .595 3 0 7 0 .366 1 0 1-1 0 0 0 -
TOTALS .221 96-51 204 28 45 13 1 4 28 72 .353 19 0 46 3 .284 2 1 1-1 26 2 3 .903







• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 3 MR, NORTH TEXAS (4-13) AT BATS VS. UAB (5-10-17) 6
 2 MARSHALL (4-6) RUNS MR, AT FAU (4-28-18) 3
 2 MARSHALL (4-7) HITS UAB (5-10-17) 4
 2 MARSHALL (4-7) DOUBLES AT MARSHALL (4-7-19) 2
 - - TRIPLES AT USM (3-10-18) 1
 1 MR, AT MARSHALL (4-6) HOME RUNS MR AT MARSHALL (4-7-19) 1
 1 MR, AT MARSHALL (4-7) RBI AT FAU (4-28-18) 4
 1 MR, AT MARSHALL (4-7) WALKS/HBP 2X, MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-25-18) 3
 1 MR, FAU (3-31) STOLEN BASES MR, VS.TENN. ST. (2-16-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .200 47-47 120 18 24 6 0 4 13 42 .350 18 1 24 1 .305 2 5 6-6 63 20 5 .943
2017 .246 60-56 134 23 33 9 0 2 16 48 .358 19 11 35 0 .382 1 6 13-16 93 10 2 .981
2018 .291 53-53 141 30 41 8 1 7 25 72 .511 24 4 35 0 .404 2 1 5-7 65 11 2 .974
2019 .174 24-7 23 8 4 2 0 2 2 12 .522 1 1 11 0 .240 0 0 3-3 6 0 0 1.000
Totals .244 184-163 418 79 102 25 1 15 56 174 .416 62 17 105 1 .361 5 12 27-32 227 41 9 .968







• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 3 9X, MR FAU (3-31) AT BATS AT UTEP (4-9-17) 5
 1 9X, MR CHARLOTTE (3-24) RUNS AT UTEP (4-8-17) 3
 1 9X, MR CHARLOTTE (3-24) HITS MR, AT FAU (4-28-18) 2
 - - DOUBLES MR, AT UTEP (4-8-17) 1
 1 WESTERN IL (2-17) TRIPLES WESTERN IL (2-17-19) 1
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 1 3X, MR CHARLOTTE (2-23) RBI 5X, MR AT FAU (4-28-18) 2
 1 MR, FIU (3-16) WALKS/HBP MR, VS. LIPSCOMB (5-3-18) 2
 1 MR, 3X WRIGHT ST. (3-9) STOLEN BASES MR, WRIGHT ST. (3-9-19) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .154 59-57 130 16 20 4 0 0 8 24 .185 14 6 26 0 .267 0 5 3-4 172 79 7 .973
2018 .204 49-47 113 15 23 0 0 0 16 23 .204 6 0 9 0 .242 1 8 1-1 90 69 7 .958
2019 .164 39-39 55 9 9 0 1 0 3 11 .200 1 1 6 0 .193 0 3 3-3 38 54 11 .893
TOTALS .174 147-143 298 40 52 4 1 0 27 58 .195 21 7 41 0 .245 1 16 7-8 300 202 25 .953
MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 1 5X, MR NORTH TEXAS (4-13) AT BATS SAME
 - - RUNS SAME
 - - HITS SAME
 - - DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS SAME
 - - RBI SAME
 - - WALKS/HBP SAME






• baTs r / Throws r
MURPHY’S CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2019 .000 7-0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 1 0 .000 0 0 0-0 0 0 0 -
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .000 7-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 2-2 1 2 0 1.000
2018 - 11-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 1-1 0 0 0 -
2019 - 9-0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 1-2 0 0 0 -
TOTALS .000 27-0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 4-5 1 2 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 5.25 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.2 4 2 2 3 1 0 0 0 13 .400 1 0 0 0 0
2018 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0 17 .333 2 1 0 0 0
2019 - 0-0 0 0 0 0/0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  0 0 0 0 0






• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS - -
 1 MR, NORTH TEXAS (4-14) RUNS MR, NORTH TEXAS (4-14-19) 1
 - - HITS - -
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI - -
 - - WALKS/HBP ALABAMA STATE (5-16-17) 1
 1 FIU (3-17) STOLEN BASES MR, VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 - - IP EKU (5-3-17) 1.1
 - - FEWEST HITS 2X, MR VS. APSU (3-3-18) 1
 - - FEWEST ER MR, APSU (3-3-18) 0





• crown poinT, ind.
• baTs r / Throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 MR, TENN TECH (4-17) AT BATS UAB (5-10-17) 6
 2 MARSHALL (4-7) RUNS VS. TENN. STATE (2-17-18) 3
 2 MR, NORTH TEXAS (4-13) HITS MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25-18) 3
 1 MR, FAU (3-30) DOUBLES VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25-18) 2
 - - TRIPLES MR, VS. GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 1
 1 MR, TENN TECH (4-17) HOME RUNS MR, TENN TECH (4-17-19) 1
 2 MR, TENN TECH (4-17) RBI MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 4
 1 7X, MR MARSHALL (4-7) WALKS/HBP 4X, MR VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 2 LIPSCOMB (3-13) STOLEN BASES 2X, MR LIPSCOMB (3-13-19) 2
CARTER’S CAREER STATS
26
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .222 52-24 99 14 22 4 1 2 15 34 .343 14 3 23 0 .333 1 1 3-4 23 1 3 .889
2018 .327 52-49 150 27 49 6 2 5 35 74 .493 19 2 23 1 .407 1 7 11-13 9 2 2 .846
2019 .329 34-26 76 17 25 3 0 3 17 37 .487 7 2 7 1 .391 2 6 5-6 13 1 0 1.000





• baTs l /Throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 WESTERN IL (2-17) AT BATS AT UAB (4-14-18) 6
 2 EKU (3-20) RUNS MR, AT EKU (3-20-19) 2
 2 MR, MARSHALL (4-6) HITS VS. HAMPTON (2-9-18) 4
 1 MR, LOUISVILLE (4-3) DOUBLES 8X, MR LOUISVILLE (4-3-19) 1
 1 FAU (3-30) TRIPLES VS. FAU (3-30-19) 1
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 2 BUTLER (2-24) RBI MR, BUTLER (2-24-19) 2
 2 CHARLOTTE (3-23) WALKS/HBP VS. UTEP (4-7-18) 3
 1 MR, MARSHALL (4-7) STOLEN BASES MR, MARSHALL (4-7-19) 1
BOWLDS’ CAREER STATS
28
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .303 50-50 155 22 47 6 3 0 13 59 .381 14 0 26 1 .361 0 13 8-12 360 10 7 .981
2019 .309 35-34 81 11 25 2 1 0 9 29 .358 8 2 9 0 .385 0 0 5-8 177 6 0 1.000
CAREER .305 85-84 236 33 72 8 4 0 22 88 .373 22 2 35 1 .369 0 13 13-20 537 16 7 .988
www.WKUSports.com  |  @WKUSoftball24
TV/RADIO ROSTER
3 Shannon Plese
R-Senior | OF | L/L
Knoxville, Tenn. | South Carolina
4 Kennedy Sullivan
Freshman | P/OF | R/R
Georgetown, Ky.
6 Taylor Davis
Freshman | OF | L/L
Huntsville, Ala.
10 Shelby Nunn
Sophomore | P | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
11 Jordan Vorbrink
Senior | UTL | L/L
Louisville, Ky. | Louisville
15 Kelsey McGuffin
Senior | OF | R/R
Elizabethtown, Ky.
12 Kelsey Aikey
Junior | P | R/R
Cedar Falls, Iowa
16 Tommi Stowers
Junior | C | R/R
Columbus, Ind.
19 Sydne Solomon






Senior | IF | R/R
Rockport, Ind.
9 Jordan Ridge
Freshman | UTL | R/R
Louisville, Ky.
1 Jordan Thomas
Sophomore | UTL | L/L
Lebabon, Ky.
2 Kendall Smith
Sophomore | C | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
22 Macy Murphy
Freshman | IF | R/R
Murfreesboro, Tenn.
23 Morgan McElroy
Junior | IF | R/R
Madisonville, Ky.
24 Cassidy Blackford
R-Junior | P | R/R
Marshalltown, Iowa
26 Paige Carter
Junior | UTL | R/R
Crown Point, Ind.
28 Maddie Bowlds
Sophomore | IF | L/L
Utica, Ky.
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Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
  
Games 40 & 41 PDF box scores attached. 
C-USA only & Season stats PDF attached. 
Action photo of Shannon Plese attached – please credit WKU Athletics. 
Interviews: HC Amy Tudor | Shannon Plese | Kendall Smith 
  
SCORCHING BATS OF PLESE & SMITH LEAD HILLTOPPERS TO DOUBLEHEADER SWEEP AT 
MTSU 
  
MURFREESBORO, Tenn. – WKU Softball saw Shannon Plese and Kendall Smith combined for five home 
runs and 12 RBI across the Hilltoppers’ doubleheader sweep of Middle Tennessee Monday evening. 
Backed by the offense, Kelsey Aikey tossed a complete-game shutout as WKU claimed an 8-0, six-inning 
win in the series opener before the Hilltopper bats scorched 12 hits and 14 runs in a 14-3, five inning 
decision in game two. 
  
WKU improved to 32-9 on the season with the victories while climbing to 14-3 in league play. Middle 
Tennessee dropped to 25-20 with the losses and now sit at 9-7 in Conference USA action. 
  
Plese delivered a pair of three-hit games on the game including two doubles and two home runs along 
with five RBI and five runs scored. Smith deposited three home runs outside of the outfield fences while 
adding a base hit as well. The Hilltopper sophomore scored five runs and batted in seven more. 
  
GAME 1: WKU 8, MIDDLE TENNESSEE 0 [6] 
  
Aikey continued her dominance with her third-straight complete-game win in as many contests for the 
Hilltoppers with a seven-strikeout showing against the Blue Raiders. The junior allowed six hits scattered 
across the six-inning outing while walking just one. 
  
After a couple scoreless frames, the WKU bats heated up in the top of the third and the Hilltoppers 
never looked back. After an RBI single from Shannon Plese opened the scoring, Kendall Smith stepped 
into the box and cranked her first of three home runs on the day for a 4-0 WKU lead. 
  
WKU tacked on two more runs in the top of the fourth on a Morgan McElroy base hit to push the 
Hilltopper lead to 6-0. Plese’s third hit of the game came in the form of a solo home run in the top of the 
fifth. The Red and White added its eighth run in the sixth after an RBI-groundout from Jordan Thomas 
plated Rebekah Engelhardt. 
  
Plese finished a triple shy of the cycle with a 3-for-3 showing in the first game. Jordan Vorbrink recorded 
a hit and reached base via walks in her other two plate appearances. 
  
In the circle, Aikey worked to her third-straight win improving her overall record to 11-6 on the year and 
6-2 in league play. 
  
GAME 2: WKU 14, MIDDLE TENNESSEE 3 [5] 
  
A season-high outpouring of 14 runs helped WKU to a doubleheader sweep of the Blue Raiders in 
Monday’s second game. The Hilltoppers scored in four of their five trips to the plate with all 14 runs 
coming off an RBI. 
  
In the top of the first, WKU sent 10 batters to the plate in a six-run, four-hit frame that saw the Blue 
Raiders make a pair of errors. After Plese’s fourth-straight hit of the day - a bunt single that scored 
Thomas – Smith stepped up to the plate and sent her second three-run home run out of the park on the 
day. Engelhardt kept the scoring rolling with an RBI double to push the score to 5-0 before Maddie 
Bowlds added an RBI knock to score Engelhardt. 
  
WKU added three more runs in the second and third innings, sending 15 more batters to the plate 
through those frames. Plese connected for her second home run of the day in the second before 
Vorbrink and McElroy drove runs in. In the third, Kennedy Sullivan connected for a two-RBI double 
before Vorbrink added another RBI knock, pushing the Hilltopper lead to 12-1. 
  
After WKU was sat down in order for only the second time of the day in the fourth, MTSU added two 
more runs. Sullivan took over for Shelby Nunn in the circle with two runners on and no outs in the 
bottom of the inning. On the first batter Sullivan faced, she induced a ground ball to Engelhardt at third 
base who tagged the Blue Raider runner and fired to Bowlds at first for the force out and double play. 
The next MTSU batter would go down swinging on three-straight pitches to end the hosts’ scoring 
threat. 
  
With the momentum from the defensive stand, Paige Carter sent the second pitch she saw out of the 
park to lead off the fifth inning. After Plese’s stretch of seven-consecutive plate appearances with a hit 
came to an end with a strikeout, Smith dug back in and sent a no-doubter over the leftfield foul pole for 
her second homer of the game to round out WKU’s scoring. 
  
In the bottom of the frame, Cassidy Blackford made her first pitching appearance of the season. After a 
leadoff walk, Blackford induced a pair of groundouts before the final out was gloved by Thomas at 
second. 
  
Nunn took the decision with the three-inning outing, pitching a majority of the game. She allowed five 
hits and three runs while allowing one walk and striking out a pair. 
  
Plese registered her second-straight three-hit game with a 3-for-4 showing while Smith added a 3-for-3 
performance with four RBI. Vorbrink added a multi-hit game with a pair of base knocks. 
  
Eight different Hilltoppers recorded RBI in the game while seven Tops recorded hits in the game. 
  
Next game: WKU will look to sweep the series at Middle Tennessee with the finale slated for 1 p.m. CT 
on Tuesday from Murfreesboro, Tenn. 
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Game 42 PDF box score attached. 
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Interviews: Coach Tudor | Paige Carter | Kelsey McGuffin 
  
CLUTCH HITTING, AIKEY’S LOCKDOWN SECURE 6-4 11-INNING WIN AT MTSU 
  
MURFREESBORO, Tenn. – WKU Softball’s longest game of the season resulted in an 11-inning 6-4 
victory at Middle Tennessee on Tuesday to secure the series sweep. Kendall Smith delivered a three-run 
home run in her first trip to the plate for her fourth homerun of the series before WKU produced three 
extra-inning runs to secure its second extra-inning win of the season. Kelsey Aikey locked down the final 
7.1 innings en route to the win, including maneuvering the Red and White out of a bases-loaded no-out 
situation in the eighth. 
  
In the inning with the bases loaded and no outs, I thought Kelsey Aikey showed her toughness in the 
circle,” head coach Amy Tudor shared. “For our team to find ways to score runs, we scored when we 
needed to. It wasn’t the prettiest but we showed a lot of fight and I’m proud of the way we hung in 
there.” 
  
WKU climbed to 33-9 on the season with its fourth series sweep in league play. In Conference USA 
action, the Hilltoppers are now 15-3. Middle Tennessee is now 25-21 overall and 9-8 in conference play. 
  
Jordan Thomas led off the series finale with a walk and Shannon Plese followed suit, bringing Smith to 
the plate with one out. After a dropped foul ball by the Blue Raiders, the Bowling Green native struck for 
her fourth home run of the series – third of the three-run variety. 
  
From the second through ninth innings, WKU’s offense would be held scoreless with six hits scattered 
throughout the eight frames. 
  
Kennedy Sullivan worked into the bottom of the fourth inning after drawing the start. She exited with a 
line of three hits, two runs, three walks and a pair of strikeouts and was responsible for a pair of runners 
on base. On the second pitch Aikey threw after entering the game, she induced a groundout to Rebekah 
Engelhardt at third base to get the Hilltoppers out of the inning with a 3-2 lead still intact. 
  
Down to their final out in the bottom of the seventh Middle Tennessee came through with an RBI single 
that knotted the contest at 4-4. With two MTSU runners still on base, Aikey delivered her fifth strikeout 
of the game to send the Hilltoppers to their third extra-inning tilt of the season. 
  
Smith led off the eighth with a walk before being erased in a double play. With two outs, Jordan 
Vorbrink registered her first hit of the day with a single but WKU couldn’t add anything else. 
  
MTSU drew a leadoff walk in the bottom of the frame before a pair of fielding errors loaded the bases 
with the game tied at 3-3. Aikey turned around and delivered a four-pitch strikeout for the first out. 
With a full count on the next batter, Shannon Plese handled a shallow flyout to keep the MTSU runners 
in place. Aikey went on to strike out the next batter to keep the hosts out of the score column and get 
the Hilltoppers out of a bases-loaded no outs jam and send the game to the ninth. 
  
In the ninth, both dugouts recorded a hit as WKU stranded Maddie Bowlds on base and a pair of Blue 
Raiders ended up stranded after Vorbrink gunned down a runner at the plate attempting to score from 
second on a shallow base hit. 
  
Plese led off the 10th with a double before Smith drew an intentional walk. From there, Sullivan sent a 
foul ball deep to the right field corner that MTSU caught but allowed Plese to move into third base. 
During Vorbrink’s at bat, heads up base running by the Hilltoppers allowed Plese to score on a wild pitch 
for a 4-3 lead. 
  
With MTSU down to their final out again in the 10th, the Blue Raiders struck for an RBI double to knot 
the game back up at 4-4. With runners on first and second, Aikey induced a flyout to Plese in centerfield 
to send the Hilltoppers back to the plate. 
  
With one away in the frame, Bowlds accepted a five-pitch walk. From there, Kelsey McGuffin stepped 
into the box for a pinch-hit appearance and delivered a double to right field that allowed Bowlds to 
advance to third base. With two runners in scoring position, Paige Carter dropped a sacrifice bunt that 
allowed Bowlds to score the go-ahead tally while reaching base safely herself after a throwing error by 
MTSU. WKU’s next batter, Plese delivered a productive out in the form of an RBI-groundout to second 
base, which allowed McGuffin to score for a 6-4 Hilltopper advantage. 
  
Heading to the bottom of the 11th with a two-run lead looking for three outs, Aikey and the Hilltopper 
defense needed just five pitches to get the first two outs – a flyout to Plese and a foul popout to Smith 
behind the plate. After MTSU broke through with a single, WKU’s middle infielders teamed up for a 
force out at second to end the game. 
  
“I think that’s a special part of this program; we’re fights – we’re going to fight every single pitch,” 
Kelsey McGuffin shared. 
  
Aikey earned the win in the circle after a 7.1-inning relief appearance and now sits at 12-6 on the 
season. The junior registered eight strikeouts while allowing just four hits, two runs and nine walks. 
  
Morgan McElroy and Bowlds each delivered multi-hit games, accounting for four of the Hilltoppers’ nine 
hits in the outing. WKU’s batters drew nine walks led by three to Smith. 
  
WKU left 11 runners on base while the Hilltopper defense stranded 18 Blue Raider runners on board. 
Fifteen of those MTSU runners came on Aikey’s watch. 
  
Next game: Due to the rescheduling of WKU’s series against Middle Tennessee, the previously slated 
doubleheader against Austin Peay on Wednesday has been postponed with no date set yet. The Red and 
White will head to Ruston, La., this weekend for a Saturday-Sunday series against Louisiana Tech. 
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WKU SOFTBALL SERIES AGAINST LOUISIANA TECH MOVED TO NEUTRAL SITE AT ULM 
  
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – After a tornado touched down on the Louisiana Tech University campus in the 
early hours of Thursday, April 25, WKU Softball’s series against the Lady Techsters has been relocated to 
a neutral site. Two of the top teams in the Conference USA standings, WKU and LA Tech will now play 
their three-game series at the University of Louisiana-Monroe’s softball field on Saturday and Sunday. 
Game times have been adjusted as outlined below. 
  
ADJUSTED SERIES SCHEDULE 
Saturday, April 27 – vs. LA Tech (Monroe, La.)  – 2 p.m. CT | Livestats 
Saturday, April 27 – vs. LA Tech (Monroe, La.)  – 4 p.m. CT | Livestats 
Sunday, April 28 – vs. LA Tech (Monroe, La.)  – Noon CT | Livestats 
  
ULM Softball Facility Information: https://ulmwarhawks.com/facilities/?id=7 
Directions to ULM Campus: https://www.ulm.edu/omc/visiting.html 
ULM Campus Map: https://www.ulm.edu/map/dlimages/ulmmaphoriz.pdf 
  
Any additional updates will be announced via the team’s social media accounts as well so be sure to 
follow along on Twitter, Facebook or Instagram. 
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TOPS HEADED SOUTH TO TAKE ON SECOND-PLACE LA TECH 
  
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – With a one-game lead on Louisiana Tech heading into this weekend’s series in 
the Conference USA standings, WKU Softball is heading south to take on the Lady Techsters. After LA 
Tech’s field was damaged by a tornado that hit campus early Thursday morning, the three-game series 
will now be played at ULM – about 30 miles down the road in Monroe, La., across Saturday and Sunday.  
  
WEEKEND FOLLOWING INFORMATION 
Saturday, April 27 – vs. LA Tech (Monroe, La.)  – 2 p.m. CT | Livestats | CUSA.TV 
Saturday, April 27 – vs. LA Tech (Monroe, La.)  – 4 p.m. CT | Livestats | CUSA.TV 
Sunday, April 28 – vs. LA Tech (Monroe, La.)  – Noon CT | Livestats | CUSA.TV 
  
WKU heads to Louisiana with a 15-3 record in league play, good for first place in the conference. Tech 
owns a share of second place, posting a 14-4 mark identical to that of North Texas. Overall, WKU has 
posted its fourth 30-win campaign under head coach Amy Tudor, currently sitting at 33-9 while 
Louisiana Tech is 36-13. 
  
Currently riding a six-game win streak dating back to its series against North Texas, WKU will look to add 
to that while Louisiana Tech enters the series on a three-game skid. 
  
Louisiana Tech was predicted to win the league by the C-USA Preseason Coaches Poll, receiving 9-of-12 
first place votes. The Lady Techsters saw a league-best four student-athletes selected to the Preseason 
All-Conference squad. On the contrary, WKU finished seventh in the Preseason Coaches Poll and did not 
have any individuals recognized. 
  
The Hilltoppers and Lady Techsters both opened their seasons at the Sand Dollar Classic down in Gulf 
Shores, Ala., playing five common opponents in Florida A&M, Tennessee State, No. 17 Auburn, South 
Alabama and Missouri State. LA Tech went 5-0 on the weekend, outscoring opponents 26-10. WKU 
opened the season 4-1 but outscored the field 24-14. 
  
In conference action, both squads have faced off against Marshall, North Texas and Charlotte. WKU and 
Tech both suffered series losses at Marshall while North Texas also grabbed a 2-1 series win over the 
Lady Techsters. WKU claimed the series over the Mean Green after dropping the opener. Both weekend 
foes swept Charlotte. 
  
In the all-time series, Louisiana Tech owns a 6-4 lead over the Hilltoppers. WKU is 0-4 against Tech in 
Ruston but 4-2 against the Lady Techsters in neutral settings. Each of the last two meets between the 
sides have been in the Conference USA Tournament where the Lady Techsters have ended the 
Hilltoppers’ run in both 2017 and 2018. Prior to that, WKU had claimed the last three meetings. 
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2019 GAME NOTEs
Est. 2000  |  3 Conference Championships
624 Victories  |  2 NCAA Regional Berths
TOPPER NOTES
TOPPER NUMBERS
Career saves by Kelsey Aikey - a WKU 
record & ranks T-11th among all active 
NCAA players.
WKU’s 1.86 stolen bases per 
game rank 20th across the 
NCAA.
30-win seasons in WKU Soft-
ball’s 20-year history.
11 2014
ALL-TIME AGAINST THE LADY TECHSTERS
In the all-time series, Louisiana Tech owns a 6-4 lead over the Hilltoppers. WKU is 0-4 against Tech in Ruston but 4-2 against the 
Lady Techsters in neutral settings. Each of the last two meets between the sides have been in the Conference USA Tournament 
where the Lady Techsters have ended the Hilltoppers’ run in both 2017 and 2018. Prior to that, WKU had claimed the last three 
meetings.
PICK YOUR POISON
Kelsey Aikey, Shelby Nunn and Kennedy Sullivan have shined in the circle for the Hilltoppers, with the trio holding six national 
top-50 rankings between their pitching stats. Aikey owns the fifth-most saves of any pitcher in NCAA Division I (5), and her 9.8 
strikeouts per seven innings average is good for seventh-best while her 4.47 hits/7 innings sits 28th. Sullivan has the 22nd-best 
strikeout per seven innings average at 9.1. With 152 strikeouts, Sullivan ranks  50th in all of Division I. Nunn joins the national 
rankings in the saves category as her three saves rank 38th.
Across the squad’s 15-3 start to league play, the Hilltopper pitching staff has shined. Together, Aikey, Nunn and Sullivan combine 
for a 2.49 ERA while also owning the top opposing batting average (.200) and the most strikeouts (123). In C-USA-only play, 
WKU’s trio of arms accounts for three of the top-six ERAs across the league. Aikey leads the charge as 1-of-2 conference pitchers 
with a sub-2.00 ERA at 1.67. Nunn and Sullivan are tied for fifth at 3.04.
RANKED WINS
Across the 20-year history of WKU Softball, the program has picked up 23 wins over a ranked opponent with the most recent 
victory coming over No. 17 Kentucky. Prior to their March 26 win in Lexington, WKU’s previous win over a ranked squad was on 
May 16, 2015 at No. 16 Georgia in the NCAA Regionals. The Hilltoppers’ 2019 win at UK was the first time the Red and White took 
down a ranked Wildcat squad and the sixth time WKU claimed a win over a ranked team by at least three runs. Of the 23 wins 
over ranked opposition, 12 of those victories have come on the ranked team’s home turf. 
AIKEY’S NINE-INNING GEM
In WKU’s midweek matchup at Tennessee Tech on Wednesday, April 17, Kelsey Aikey took a no-hitter into the bottom of the 
ninth inning of a scoreless pitcher’s duel with the Golden Eagles. Aikey struck out a career-high 13 batters in what turned out 
to be a nine-inning, two-hitter from the junior. After WKU plated four runs in the top of the ninth, the Cedar Falls, Iowa, native 
returned to the circle with the lead and added two more punchouts before the Golden Eagles avoided a shutout in the 4-1 
Hilltopper victory. Aikey’s nine-inning complete-game win was the longest outing of her career, surpassing the eight-inning 
no-hitter she secured as a sophomore.
WEEK NINE RECOGNITION
After delivering three home runs in WKU’s pivotal three-game series win over North Texas, Conference USA recognized Jordan 
Thomas as its Player of the Week on April 15. Thomas only worked in the form of extra-base hits on the weekend, recording 
a scorching 1.556 slugging percentage while hitting .444 against the Mean Green. Thomas’ award makes her just the second 
Hilltopper to ever earn C-USA’s Player of the Week honor.
9-0 C-USA START
For just the second time in WKU Softball history, the team swept its first two conference series as the Hilltoppers took down FIU 
and Charlotte back-to-back weekends. A week later, the Hilltoppers swept Florida Atlantic to secure the best start to conference 
play in program history at 9-0. WKU’s series loss at Marshall during the fifth weekend of league play ended the squad’s reign as 
the only remaining unbeaten team in the conference.
IN THE POLLS
After putting together an 11-game win streak that included a win over No. 17 Kentucky in Lexington, WKU Softball garnered 
national attention to open the month of April. Both the USA Today/NFCA Coaches Poll along with ESPN.com/USA Softball Poll 
saw the Hilltoppers earning at least one vote. In the NFCA standings, 13 total votes ranked the Red and White 30th while one 
GAMES 43-45 INFORMATION
DATE OPPONENT LOCATION TIME (CT)
FEBRUARY (10-2)
 8 1-vs. Missouri State Gulf Shores, Ala. W, 8-0 [5]
  1-vs. #17 Auburn Gulf Shores, Ala. L, 0-8 [5]
 9 1-vs. Florida A&M Gulf Shores, Ala. W, 4-3
  1-vs. Tennessee State Gulf Shores, Ala. W, 5-0
 10 1-vs. South Alabama Gulf Shores, Ala. W, 7-3
 16 Western Illinois WKU Softball Field W, 5-3
  Western Illinois WKU Softball Field L, 1-3
 17 Western Illinois WKU Softball Field W, 7-6
 24 2-Butler WKU Softball Field W, 3-0
  2-Cleveland State WKU Softball Field W, 10-3
 25 2-Cleveland State WKU Softball Field W, 8-0 [6]
  2-Indiana State WKU Softball Field W, 9-7
 MARCH (16-3)
 1 3-Evansville Birmingham, Ala. W, 8-0 [5]
 2 3-Jackson State Birmingham, Ala. W, 4-0
  3-at Samford Birmingham, Ala. W, 8-1
 8 4-Wright State Kennesaw, Ga. W, 6-3
  4-Saint Louis Kennesaw, Ga. W, 10-0 [5]
 9 4-at Kennesaw State Kennesaw, Ga. L, 1-2
  4-Wright State Kennesaw, Ga. L, 1-2
 13 at Lipscomb Nashville, Tenn. L, 7-9
 16 at FIU* Miami, Fla. W, 6-2
  at FIU* Miami, Fla. W, 4-0
 17 at FIU* Miami, Fla. W, 5-4
 20 at EKU Richmond, Ky. W, 6-5
 23 Charlotte* WKU Softball Field W, 11-2 [5]
  Charlotte* WKU Softball Field W, 5-0
 24 Charlotte* WKU Softball Field W, 3-0
 26 at #17 Kentucky Lexington, Ky. W, 4-1
 30 Florida Atlantic* WKU Softball Field 10-3
  Florida Atlantic* WKU Softball Field 2-0
 31 Florida Atlantic* WKU Softball Field 10-2 [6]
 APRIL (7-4)
 3 Louisville WKU Softball Field L, 7-2
 6 at Marshall* Huntington, W.Va. L, 10-2 [6]
  at Marshall* Huntington, W.Va. W, 7-1
 7 at Marshall* Huntington, W.Va. L, 8-7 [8]
 13 North Texas* WKU Softball Field L, 8-2
  North Texas* WKU Softball Field W, 3-1
 14 North Texas* WKU Softball Field W, 8-0 [5]
 17 at Tennessee Tech Cookeville, Tenn. W, 4-1
 22 at Middle Tennessee* Murfreesboro, Tenn. W, 8-0 [6]
  at Middle Tennessee* Murfreesboro, Tenn. W, 14-3 [5]
 23 at Middle Tennessee* Murfreesboro, Tenn. W, 6-4 [11]
 24 Austin Peay WKU Softball Field Postponed
  Austin Peay WKU Softball Field Postponed
 27 at Louisiana Tech* Ruston, La. 1 p.m.
  at Louisiana Tech* Ruston, La. 3:30 p.m.
 28 at Louisiana Tech* Ruston, La. Noon
 MAY (0-0)
 1 Murray State WKU Softball Field 5 p.m.
 4 UTSA* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  UTSA* WKU Softball Field 3:30 p.m.
 5 UTSA* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
 8-11 5-C-USA Tournament Birmingham, Ala. 
Schedule (33-9, 15-3 C-USA)
SAT & SUN, APRIL 27 & 28
WKU at Louisiana Tech
Ruston, La.
1 & 3 | Noon CT
CUSA.tv | goto.ps/LTSBstats
Livestats and stream links can be found at WKUSports.com 
on the team’s schedule and will be posted to WKU Softball’s 
team social media accounts.
HOW TO FOLLOW
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Location ...............................................Bowling Green, Ky.
Nickname ...........................................................Hilltoppers
Colors ............................................................Red and White
Founded ......................................................................... 1906
Enrollment ..................................................................20,178
NCAA Affiliation ...................................................Division I
Conference Affiliation ..........................Conference USA
President ........................................Dr. Timothy C. Caboni
Director of Athletics ....................................Todd Stewart
QUICK FACTS
First Year .......................................................................... 2000
All-Time Record ......................................624-502-3 (.554)
Conference Championships ....................... 2 (2013, 15)
Tournament Championships ............................1 (2015)
NCAA Tournaments ....................................... 2 (2013, 15)
NCAA Postseason Record .................................4-4 (.500)
Best Record (2013) .........................................43-18 (.705)
Best at NCAAs (2015)..........................................2-2 (.500)
Played in NPF ...........................2 (last, Miranda Kramer)
PROGRAM HISTORY
Head Coach .........................Amy Tudor (Sixth season)
 Record at WKU ............................... 178-134-1 
 Career Record ..... 395-340-2 (15th season)
Assistant Coach .................................Kayla Bixel (Third)
Assistant Coach .........................Jessica Twaddle (First)
Strength and Conditioning ............. John Stephanski
Athletic Trainer ..........................................Josh Lumpkin
COACHING STAFF
Capacity  ............................................................................500
Opened  ......................................................................... 2000
WKU Record .............................................266-178-1 (.599)
Attendance Record .................................................... 1,323
 Record Info ..................vs. Kentucky, 4/20/16
 Record Result ............................................ L, 0-5
Winning Seasons .............................................................. 12
WKU SOFTBALL COMPLEX
Overall Record .................................................28-26 (.519)
Conference USA Record ...............................10-13 (.435)
Conference USA Finish ................................................. 8th
Letterwinners Returning/Lost.................................. 13/2
Pitchers Returning/Lost ................................................4/0
Incoming Freshmen (Pitchers) ................................. 5 (1)
Incoming Transfers (Pitchers) ................................... 1 (0)
2018 RECAP
Primary Contact ........................................Jessica Leifheit
 Assistant Director of Media Relations
Alma Mater ...............................................Augustana (‘14)
Email Address ........................ jessica.leifheit@wku.edu
Cell Phone .................................................... 630-870-9582
Office Phone ................................................ 270-745-4363
MEDIA RELATIONS
SEASON NOTES
vote in the USA Softball poll put the Hilltoppers in 38th.
DOUBLE TIME IN WEEK EIGHT
For the third time in program history and first time as a member of Conference USA, WKU Softball saw a pitcher and player earn 
weekly honors from the league office as Kelsey Aikey became just the third pitcher in program history to repeat as Pitcher of the 
Week and Jordan Vorbrink became the Hilltoppers’ first-ever C-USA Player of the Week. Aikey went 3-0 in the circle with a mid-
week win at No. 17 Kentucky before earning two more victories over Florida Atlantic. She struck out a career-high in five innings 
in the series opener with the Owls and finished with 19 strikeouts and just eight hits allowed in 13 innings of work. Playing 
every inning of action in left field across the week, Vorbrink was just as steady at the plate as the Louisville native connected for 
at least one hit all four games in addition to registering a pair of multi-hit performances.
LOCKDOWN MODE WITH KELSEY AIKEY
With 11 weekends of her junior campaign in the rearview mirror, pitcher Kelsey Aikey had already cemented herself in the 
Hilltoppers’ record book. On Saturday, Feb. 9, Aikey took over in the circle with two-on and one-out with WKU’s lead at 4-3. 
The Iowa native got the Red and White back to the dugout unscathed and held FAMU hitless over her 2.2 innings of relief to 
secure her seventh career save. Seven saves tied Aikey for WKU’s career saves record with Adrienne Lathrop (2003-06). Upon the 
conclusion of the weekend, Aikey had made two relief appearances to take over the program’s record with 40. 
A weekend later, Aikey went on to set the program record with her eighth save. The record-setting save was no easy task as 
Aikey entered Sunday’s game in the top of the sixth with a two-run lead and proceeded to get the Hilltoppers out of a bas-
es-loaded no-out jam with three strikeouts while allowing just one run. In the top of the seventh, Western Illinois led off with a 
base hit and got the tying run to third base before Aikey and the Red and White defense went on lockdown to preserve the 7-6 
WKU Softball victory. With five saves already in 2019, Aikey has set the Hilltoppers’ single-season saves record.
 WKU CAREER SAVES & RELIEF APPEARANCES LIST          *denotes school record
Kelsey Aikey 11 saves* 51 relief appearances* 2017-present 
Adrienne Lathrop 7 saves 39 relief appearances 2003-06 
Allison Silver 6 saves 34 relief appearances 2001-04 
Shelby Nunn 6 saves 29 relief appearances 2018-19
HANGING IN THERE
With the first nine weekends of the 2019 campaign complete, WKU has already notched eight victories in come-from-behind 
fashion. First up, WKU trailed Florida A&M 3-1 and came back to win 4-3 on Opening Weekend. The Hilltoppers did it again 
during week two, trailing Western Illinois 1-0 and 3-2 as late as the middle of the fifth inning. Week three saw WKU tally anoth-
er comeback, defeating Cleveland State after trailing 3-0. WKU overcame a 2-1 deficit to Wright State for an eventual 6-3 victory 
before coming back from a 5-3 deficit for a 6-5 win at Eastern Kentucky. The Hilltoppers took down No. 17 Kentucky 4-1 after 
trailing the Wildcats 1-0 at the end of four innings before overcoming a slim 1-0 margin against FAU and Marshall most recently. 
SEE COME-FROM-BEHIND WINS SECTION ON PAGE 10. 
WALKOFFS 
After registering three walk-off wins in 2017 and four in 2018, WKU Softball is at it again in the 2019 campaign. The squad 
picked up a walk-off over Cleveland State on Feb. 25 in the form of an 8-0, six-inning decision. In the bottom of the sixth, 
pinch-hitter Tommi Stowers placed a leadoff double into the gap before advancing 60 feet on a wild pitch during the following 
at bat. Another pinch-hitter, Paige Carter, battled to a full count before sending a single to left field to score Stowers for the run-
rule walk off victory. Carter struck again on Sunday, March 31 for a bases-loaded single for another run-rule walk off, scoring 
Kendall Smith for the 10-2 WKU victory. WKU added its third run-rule walkoff of the season in its series finale against North 
Texas when Maddie Bowlds dropped a base hit inside the left field line past the outstretched glove of the Mean Green defender 
to score Rebekah Engelhardt for the game-ending run. SEE WALK-OFF WINS SECTION ON PAGE 10.
TAMING THE WILDCATS
Riding a seven-game win streak, WKU headed up to Lexington on Tuesday, March 26 for a mid-week tilt with in-state SEC foe 
Kentucky. A pitchers’ duel into the bottom of the fourth inning, 17th-ranked UK struck for a solo home run for its third - and final 
- hit of the game for a 1-0 lead. Down to its final out in the squad’s next at bat, WKU’s 9-, 1- and 3-hole hitters each tallied home 
runs. Paige Carter’s shot to dead center evened the game at 1-1 before Jordan Thomas connected for a dinger to left-center field 
for a 2-1 lead. After a UK pitching change and Maddie Bowlds’ walk, Shannon Plese with a 1-2 count on her pulled a two-run 
home run to right field for the final 4-1 tally. WKU’s previous victory over Kentucky came back in 2007 when the Hilltoppers 
claimed a 10-4 decision over the Wildcats.
VICTORIES OVER SEC SQUADS
Since 2000, WKU Softball has played 11 different SEC squads. The Hilltoppers have gone 19-44 up against SEC opposition. Under 
Coach Tudor’s reign, the 2014-2019 squads have gone head to head with seven of the SEC programs, putting together a record 
of 6-11. In 2014 the Red and White took down No. 2 Tennessee on the Volunteers’ home turf; Tudor’s second game coaching for 
WKU against an SEC school. Over the 2017 opening weekend, WKU Softball headed to Starkville, Miss., and took down the host 
Bulldogs in a 1-0 decision. WKU dropped decisions to No. 8 LSU and No. 18 Kentucky in 2018 along with No. 17 Auburn during its 
opening weekend of the 2019 campaign. On March 26, WKU headed to Lexington and took down No.17-ranked Kentucky on the 
Wildcats’ home field.
SEASON OPENERS
With a five-inning run-rule victory over Missouri State on Friday, Feb. 8, WKU Softball extended its season-opening win streak to 
seven-consecutive campaigns. The Hilltoppers secured the program’s first five-inning run-rule victory to open a season with the 
8-0 win over the Bears. Head coach Amy Tudor also picked up another season-opening win and has yet to be beaten as a head 
coach in those contests, improving to 15-0 in her career.
#SANDDOLLARCLASSIC ALL-TOURNAMENT TEAM
After helping the Hilltoppers to a 4-1 start for the first time in four seasons, Kennedy Sullivan, Jordan Vorbrink and Kendall 
Smith were all selected to the Sand Dollar Classic All-Tournament Team. Sullivan picked up three wins in the circle while striking 
out 29 batters. Vorbrink opened the season strong from the plate, recording a hit in four of the five games including a two-hit 
performance in the season opener. Marking WKU’s third selection, Smith registered four RBI on the weekend. The sophomore 
posted her first multi-home run game against Tennessee State with a pair of solo shots.
RECORD-SETTING COLLEGIATE DEBUT
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 TEAM  
1.  Lousiana Tech 9 4
2.  Florida Atlantic 3 2
3.  UAB - 1
4.  North Texas - 3
5.  FIU - 1
6.   Middle Tennessee - 2
7.   WKU - 0
8.   Marshall - 1
9.  Southern Miss - 1
10. UTEP - 0
11. Charlotte - 0
12. UTSA - 1
C-USA PRESEASON COACHES POLL SEASON NOTES
Freshman pitcher Kennedy Sullivan wasted no time etching her name into the WKU record books as she spun a com-
plete-game shutout in her collegiate debut and became the program’s first freshman to register double-digit strikeouts (11) 
in their debut. Sullivan followed with a pair of nine strikeout showings to bring her opening-weekend strikeout total to 29. 
SINGLE-GAME STRIKEOUTS
Kennedy Sullivan continued her dominance in the circle in WKU’s home tournament, the Hilltopper Classic. When the 
Red and White faced off against Butler, Sullivan was hitting her spots and tallied 16 strikeouts in the regulation-length 
game - the second-most punchouts ever by a Hilltopper in a seven-inning game at the time. Sullivan is the only freshman 
in program history to register 15 or more strikeouts in a game and went on to do it again with 17 punchouts at Samford to 
match the most in the NCAA this season. The Georgetown, Ky., native’s performances marked the ninth and 10th 15-strikeout 
showings by a pitcher in WKU Softball history. Miranda Kramer owns seven outings of the sort while Ryan Rogge achieved 
the feat as a sophomore.
 ALL-TIME SINGLE-GAME STRIKEOUTS LEADERS
Miranda Kramer Senior 19 strikeouts W, 2-1 - at Georgia 14 innings 5-16-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 19 strikeouts W, 4-0 - at Troy 7 innings 2-7-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 18 strikeouts L, 1-3 - Charlotte 11 innings 4-26-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 18 strikeouts L, 0-1 - at Kentucky 8.2 innings 4-22-2015
Kennedy Sullivan Freshman 17 strikeouts W, 8-1 - at Samford 7 innings 3-2-2019
Kennedy Sullivan Freshman 16 strikeouts W, 3-0 - Butler 7 innings 2-24-2019
Miranda Kramer Senior 16 strikeouts W, 9-2 - at Lipscomb 7 innings 3-24-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 16 strikeouts W, 4-2 - at Ball State 7 innings 3-21-2015
Miranda Kramer Senior 16 strikeouts W, 1-0 - vs. Charlotte 7 innings 5-7-2015
Ryan Rogge Sophomore 15 strikeouts L, 0-1 - vs. Virginia 10 innings 2-9-2007
HOME OPENERS
With the Red and White claiming their 2019 home opener 5-3 over Western Illinois on Feb. 16, the squad improved its 
all-time record to 13-7 in home openers while claiming a victory in its third straight. Under head coach Amy Tudor, the 
Hilltoppers are 5-1 in their first game of the year from the WKU Softball Complex. The program now owns a 13-7 record in 
home openers, winning seven of the last eight.
FOUR-STRIKEOUT INNING
On Saturday, March 2 in Birmingham, Ala., Kelsey Aikey achieved one of the rarest feats in softball - a four-strikeout inning. 
The strikeouts came against the No. 3, 4, 5 and 6 hitters in Jackson State’s lineup. With two strikeouts in the top of the 
seventh already, Aikey got JSU’s batter swinging with a changeup in the dirt that allowed the batter to reach first on the wild 
pitch. Unfazed, Aikey responded by striking out the next batter as well to bring her 2.0-inning total to five while securing the 
save. Aikey’s performance is the only known outing of the sort across the NCAA this season.
PRESEASON PREDICTIONS
In the 2019 C-USA Preseason Coaches Poll, WKU Softball was voted to finish seventh by the league’s coaches. Louisiana 
Tech was predicted to take home this year’s title while collecting nine first-place votes. Florida Atlantic finished second in 
the voting while earning three first-place votes. UAB, North Texas, FIU and Middle Tennessee filled in the slots before the 
Hilltoppers, respectively. Marshall was predicted to grab the final postseason spot while Southern Miss, UTEP, Charlotte and 
UTSA rounded out the poll. No Hilltoppers were selected to the Preseason All-Conference squad.
WEEK FOUR HONORS
After amassing a no-hitter, a 17-strikeout game and three more victories to move to 9-0 on the season, Kennedy Sullivan 
earned recognition from numerous outlets. First, Conference USA tabbed the Georgetown, Ky., native a Co-Pitcher of the 
Week before she collected outright claim to College Sports Madness’ Conference USA Player of the Week. She rounded the 
haul out with a national Top Performance recognition from the Louisville Slugger/NFCA outlet.
WEEK SEVEN RECOGNITION
Following one of her most dominant weeks in the circle as a Hilltopper yet, Kelsey Aikey was named Conference USA’s Pitcher 
of the Week on March 25. The Cedar Falls, Iowa, native registered 13 scoreless innings of work across the week while striking 
out 21 opposing batters as the Hilltoppers went a perfect 4-0. Across the week, the junior made three relief appearances 
along with one start. In her relief outings, Aikey posted 14 strikeouts against just two walks and three hits. In total, she re-
corded at least two strikeouts in an inning seven times and sat down the side twice across her 13 innings. Aikey also earned 
national Top Performance recognition from the Louisville Slugger/NFCA outlet for her week of work.
SULLIVAN THROWS A NO-NO
Kennedy Sullivan continued her tear through the Hilltoppers’ non-conference slate as the freshman picked up her eighth win 
of the year after tossing WKU Softball’s 13th no-hitter in program history. Sullivan became just the fourth Hilltopper pitcher 
to toss a no-no with WKU’s 8-0, five-inning victory over Evansville from Birmingham, Ala.
 WKU FRESHMAN PITCHERS TO THROW A NO HITTER
Katie Swertfager #1 6 strikeouts W, 4-0 7 innings Penn (3/16/2000)
Ryan Rogge #3 8 strikeouts W, 8-0 6 innings Lafayette (4/30/2006)
Hannah Miniard #7 9 strikeouts W, 8-0 7 innings Troy (3/22/2014)
Kennedy Sullivan #13 8 strikeouts W, 8-0 5 innings Evansville (3/1/2019)
PLAYERS OF THE WEEK
Feb. 11 .................................................. Kasey Flores, UTEP
Feb. 18 ......................................... Emma Ocker, Charlotte
......................................................Morgan Turkoly, LA Tech
Feb. 25 .....................................Celeste Loughman, UTSA
March 4 ................................. Lacy Gregory, North Texas
March 11 ..........................................Kacey Duffield, UTEP
March 18 ..................................Mya Stevenson, Marshall
March 25 ............................ Alyssa Davis, Southern Miss
April 1 ................................Jordan Vorbrink, WKU
................................................... Lindsay Edwards, LA Tech
April 8 .........................................Jazlyn Crowder, LA Tech
..................................................Rachel Rousseau, Marshall
April 15 ............................... Jordan Thomas, WKU
April 22 ...........................................Hayden Ellis, Marshall
PITCHERS OF THE WEEK
Feb. 11 ..................................Krystal De La Cruz, LA Tech
Feb. 18 ..............................Hope Trautwein, North Texas
Feb. 25 ..............................Hope Trautwein, North Texas
March 4 ................................. Preslee Gallaway, LA Tech
..........................................Kennedy Sullivan, WKU
March 11 .................................... Megan Kugelmann, FIU
March 18 ........................... Abby Trahan, Southern Miss
March 25 .................................. Kelsey Aikey, WKU
April 1 ...................................... Kelsey Aikey, WKU
April 8 ................................ Abby Trahan, Southern Miss
April 15 .................................Krystal De La Cruz, LA Tech
April 22 .................................................. Julia Wright, UTEP
C-USA WEEKLY AWARDS
Kennedy Sullivan ...................................................
.................. College Sports Madness C-USA PotW (3/4)
... NCAA Top Performance - Louisville Slugger/NFCA (3/5)
Kelsey Aikey ...........................................................
. NCAA Top Performance - Louisville Slugger/NFCA (3/26)
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2019 WKU SOFTBALL PLAYERS AND COACHING STAFF
2019 NUMERICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF/UTL SO. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C SO. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 3 SHANNON PLESE OF R-SR. 5-8 L/L Knoxville, Tenn. South Carolina
 4 KENNEDY SULLIVAN P/OF FR. 5-7 R/R Georgetown, Ky. Scott County HS
 6 TAYLOR DAVIS OF FR. 5-7 L/R Huntsville, Ala. Sparkman HS
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF SR. 5-7 R/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 9 JORDAN RIDGE UTL FR. 5-3 R/R Louisville, Ky. Assumption HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN P SO. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF/UTL SR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P JR. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF SR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C JR. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 19 SYDNE SOLOMON C/IF FR. 5-7 R/R Lewisburg, Tenn. Marshall County HS
 22 MACY MURPHY IF FR. 5-11 R/R Murfreesboro, Tenn. Riverdale HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF JR. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-JR. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER UTL JR. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS




























NAME POSITION EXPERIENCE ALMA MATER HOMETOWN
AMY TUDOR Head Coach Sixth Season WKU (2002) Petersburg, Tenn.
KAYLA BIXEL Assistant Coach Third Season IPFW (2010) Bremen, Ind. 
JESSICA TWADDLE Assistant Coach First Season Murray State (2016) Franklin, Tenn.
2019 ALPHABETICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P JR. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-JR. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 28 MADDIE BOWLDS IF SO. 5-9 L/L Utica, Ky. Daviess County HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER UTL JR. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS
 6 TAYLOR DAVIS OF FR. 5-7 L/R Huntsville, Ala. Sparkman HS
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF SR. 5-7 R/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF JR. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF SR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 22 MACY MURPHY IF FR. 5-11 R/R Murfreesboro, Tenn. Riverdale HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN P SO. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 3 SHANNON PLESE OF R-SR. 5-8 L/L Knoxville, Tenn. South Carolina
 9 JORDAN RIDGE UTL FR. 5-3 R/R Louisville, Ky. Assumption HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C SO. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C JR. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 4 KENNEDY SULLIVAN P/OF FR. 5-7 R/R Georgetown, Ky. Scott County HS
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF/UTL SO. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF/UTL SR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
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PITCHING BREAKDOWN
PERFORMANCES
DATE OPPONENT DEC. IP H R ER BB K NP SCORE FINAL
Feb. 8 vs. Missouri State Sullivan 5.0 2 0 0 4 11 106 8-0 W (5)
Feb. 8 vs. Auburn Aikey 2.1 4 4 3 2 4 59 0-8 L (5)
Feb. 9 vs. Florida A&M Sullivan 4.1 3 3 2 5 9 97 4-3 W
Feb. 9 vs. Tennessee State Aikey 7.0 6 0 0 2 9 123 5-0 W
Feb. 10 vs. South Alabama Sullivan 6.0 4 3 3 1 9 85 7-3 W
Feb. 16 Western Illinois Sullivan^ 7.0 5 3 3 2 8 112 5-3 W
Feb. 16 Western Illinois Aikey 5.0 3 3 3 3 3 88 1-3 L
Feb. 17 Western Illinois Sullivan 2.2 5 3 3 3 1 78 7-6 W
Feb. 24 Butler Sullivan^ 7.0 3 0 0 4 16 134 3-0 W
Feb. 24 Cleveland State Nunn 4.0 2 0 0 2 4 44 10-3 W
Feb. 25 Cleveland State Nunn^ 6.0 1 0 0 0 4 64 8-0 W (6)
Feb. 25 Indiana State Sullivan 4.0 7 2 2 3 6 92 9-7 W
Mar. 1 vs. Evansville Sullivan^ 5.0 0 0 0 2 8 82 8-0 W (5) 
Mar. 2 vs. Jackson State Nunn 5.0 1 0 0 0 5 68 4-0 W
Mar. 2 at Samford Sullivan^ 7.0 2 1 1 2 17 125 8-1 W
Mar. 8 vs. Wright State Sullivan 5.1 4 3 3 8 8 118 6-3 W
Mar. 8 vs. Saint Louis Aikey^ 5.0 1 0 0 1 8 66 10-0 W (5)
Mar. 9 at Kennesaw State Sullivan^ 6.2 6 2 2 4 11 137 1-2 L
Mar. 9 vs. Wright State Aikey 5.2 5 2 2 3 6 102 1-2 L
Mar. 13 at Lipscomb Sullivan 2.2 1 4 4 3 1 58 9-7 L
Mar. 16 at FIU* Sullivan^ 7.0 4 2 2 2 5 129 6-2 W
Mar. 16 at FIU* Aikey 1.1 0 0 0 1 4 27 4-0 W
Mar. 17 at FIU* Sullivan 5.1 3 2 2 4 6 101 5-4 W
Mar. 20 at Eastern Kentucky Aikey 5.0 2 0 0 1 8 73 6-5 W
Mar. 23 Charlotte* Sullivan 4.0 4 2 2 5 5 102 11-2 W (5)
Mar. 23 Charlotte* Aikey 5.0 2 0 0 3 7 79 5-0 W
Mar. 24 Charlotte* Nunn 5.0 4 0 0 3 4 81 3-0 W
Mar. 26 at Kentucky Aikey 4.0 3 1 1 3 3 72 4-1 W
Mar. 30 Florida Atlantic* Aikey 5.0 3 3 3 3 11 102 10-3 W
Mar. 30 Florida Atlantic* Sullivan^ 7.0 5 0 0 3 9 121 2-0 W
Mar. 31 Florida Atlantic* Aikey 4.0 2 0 0 3 5 74 10-2 W (6)
Apr. 3 Louisville Aikey 0.1 1 3 1 3 1 32 7-2 L
Apr. 6 at Marshall* Aikey 5.0 3 3 3 1 4 89 10-2 L (6)
Apr. 6 at Marshall* Sullivan^ 7.0 4 1 1 5 4 115 7-1 W
Apr. 7 at Marshall* Aikey 2.1 4 4 3 2 2 56 8-7 L (8)
Apr. 13 North Texas* Sullivan 6.1 6 8 7 6 4 140 8-2 L
Apr. 13 North Texas* Nunn^ 7.0 2 1 1 1 4 81 3-1 W
Apr. 14 North Texas* Aikey^ 5.0 1 0 0 4 8 104 8-0 W (5)
Apr. 17 at Tennessee Tech Aikey^ 9.0 2 1 2 4 13 149 4-1 W (9)
Apr. 22 at Middle Tennessee* Aikey^ 6.0 6 0 0 1 7 105 8-0 W (6)
Apr. 22 at Middle Tennessee* Nunn 3.0 5 3 3 1 2 48 14-3 W (5)
Apr. 23 at Middle Tennessee* Aikey 7.1 4 2 2 9 8 159 6-4 W (11)
Apr. 24 Austin Peay          
Apr. 24 Austin Peay          
Apr. 27 at Louisiana Tech*          
Apr. 27 at Louisiana Tech*          
Apr. 28 at Louisiana Tech*          
May 1 Murray State          
May 4 UTSA*          
May 4 UTSA*          
May 5 UTSA*          
PITCHER GS RECORD SAVES TEAM W/L
Aikey 15 12-6 5 21-8
Blackford 0 0-0 0 1-0
Nunn 8 6-0 3 14-6
Sullivan 19 15-3 0 18-5
Towers 0 0-0 0 1-0
TEAM RESULT
2019 STATISTICS
 NUM. NAME ERA W-L APP GS CG SHO SV IP H R ER BB K 2B 3B HR BF AVG. WP HBP BK SF SH
 24 Blackford 0.00 0-0 1 0 0 0 0 1.0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 4 .000 0 0 0 0 0 
 12 Aikey 1.96 12-6 29 15 5 4/4 5 103.1 66 35 29 62 145 6 1 10 448 .178 14 6 0 1 9 
 10 Nunn 2.22 6-0 21 8 2 1/4 3 56.2 49 24 18 18 49 9 2 2 246 .217 3 1 0 0 1 
 4 Sullivan 3.13 15-3 23 19 9 4/0 0 116.2 81 54 52 84 152 18 1 8 518 .196 6 11 0 2 7 
 20 Towers 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0 0 1.1 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 0 9 .429 0 0 0 0 0 
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018 2019 CAREER
Aikey - 0 3 9 12
Blackford RS 0 0 - 0
Nunn - - 1 0 1
Sullivan - - - 11 11
Towers - 3 0 0 3
PLAYER 0 1 2 2019/TOTAL
Aikey 0/1 2/4 3/4 5/9
Blackford 0 0 0 0/0
Nunn 0 2/2 2/3 4/5
Sullivan 1 0 2 3
Towers 0 0 0 0/0
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018 2019 CAREER
Aikey - 5 7 5 17
Blackford RS 0 0 - 0
Nunn - - 10 2 12
Sullivan - - - 9 9
Towers - 13 0 0 13
CAREER 7+ STRIKEOUTS
CAREER 0-2 HIT GAMES (5+ IP)
CAREER COMPLETE GAMES
HAT TOP PANTS W L
Black Black Black 6 0 
Black Black Red 3 0
Black D. Grey D. Grey 3 0
Red Red Red 5 0
White L. Grey L. Grey 2 0
Black Black D. Grey 1 0
Black L. Grey L. Grey 1 0
Red L. Grey L. Grey 3 1
White Red Red 3 1
Red White White 3 2
Black D. Grey Black 2 2
White White White 1 1
Black Black White 0 2
RECORD BY UNIFORM
^ Complete game
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Year Overall Conf. School
2005 22-14 11-3 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2006 23-19 8-6 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2007 11-38 5-13 (A-Sun) Belmont
2008 14-36 3-19 (A-Sun) Belmont
2009 11-35 3-17 (A-Sun) Belmont
2010 29-19 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2011 28-15-1 16-8 (Summit) IPFW
2012 45-14 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2013 34-16 12-4 (Summit) IPFW
2014 33-24-1 11-10 (SBC) WKU
2015 36-14 16-4 (C-USA) WKU
2016 17-30 8-13 (C-USA) WKU
2017 31-31 10-13 (C-USA) WKU
2018 28-26 10-13 (C-USA) WKU
Total 362-331-2 147-136 14 Years
DI 317-298-2 128-127 12 Years
WKU 145-25-1 55-54 Five Years






































• 30 Division I All-Conference Selections
• Seven NFCA All-Region Honorees
• One Conference Pitcher/Player of the Years
• Six CoSIDA Academic All-District Selections
• One Senior CLASS Award Finalist
• 350 Career Wins/300 Division I Wins
WKU
•10 All-Conference Selections
•Five NFCA All-Region Selections
•2014 NCAA Individual Stolen Base Leader
•2015 NCAA Individual Strikeouts Leader
•One CoSIDA Academic All-District Honoree
•2015 Conference USA Coach of the Year




2019 WKU TEAM SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 40 at MTSU 4/23
Runs Scored 14 at MTSU 4/22
Hits 14 FAU 3/30
RBI 14 at MTSU 4/22
Doubles 4 MR, at FIU 3/16
Triples 2 Western IL 2/16
Home Runs 4 at MTSU 4/22
Walks 9 at MTSU 4/23
Stolen Bases 6 Saint Louis 3/8
   
Assists 13 North Texas 4/13
DP Turned 1 MR, MTSU 4/22
   
Innings Pitched 11.0 at MTSU 4/23
Fewest Hits Allowed 0 Evansville 3/1
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, at MTSU 4/23
Most Strikeouts 17 at Samford 3/2
   
Longest Game 3:40 at MTSU 4/23
Shortest Game 1:34 Cleveland St. 2/25
2019 WKU INDIVIDUAL SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT INDIVIDUAL OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 6 Kennedy Sullivan at MTSU 4/23
Runs Scored 4 Kendall Smith at MTSU 4/22
Hits 3 MR, Kendall Smith at MTSU 4/22
RBI 4 MR, Kendall Smith North Texas 4/14
Doubles 2 MR, Kelsey McGuffin at Marshall 4/7
Triples 1 MR, Shannon Plese Tennessee Tech 4/17
Home Runs 2 Kendall Smith at MTSU 4/22
Total Bases 9 Kendall Smith at MTSU 4/22
Walks 3 MR, Kendall Smith at MTSU 4/23
Stolen Bases 3 Taylor Davis Charlotte 3/23
    
Putouts 17 Kendall Smith MR, at Samford 3/2
Assists 6 MR, Beka Engelhardt North Texas 4/13
    
Innings Pitched 9.0 Kelsey Aikey Tennessee Tech 4/17
Fewest Hits Allowed 0 Kennedy Sullivan Evansville 3/1
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, Kelsey Aikey at MTSU 4/23
Most Strikeouts 17 Kennedy Sullivan at Samford 3/2
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Defeated a top 10 team at No. 2 Tennessee, 3/8/14
Defeated a top 11-25 team at No. 17 Kentucky, 3/26/19
Had a pitcher strikeout 15+ Kennedy Sullivan, 3/2/19 (17)
Had a pitcher strikeout 10-14 Kelsey Aikey at Tennessee Tech, 4/17/19 (13)
Threw a perfect game Miranda Kramer vs. Charlotte, 5/7/15
Threw a no-hitter (run-rule) Kennedy Sullivan at Samford, 3/1/19
Threw a no-hitter (regulation) Kelsey Aikey vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18
Opponent threw no-hitter vs. No. 23 Marshall, 5/11/17
Won a run-rule game at MTSU, 4/22/19 (5)
Lost a run-rule game at Marshall, 4/6/19 (6)
Played extra innings at MTSU, 4/23/19 (11)
Won in extra innings at MTSU, 4/23/19 (11)
Lost in extra innings at Marshall, 4/7/19 (8)
Scored 10-14 runs at MTSU, 4/22/19 (14)
Scored 15-18 runs vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (16)
Scored 19+ runs at Tennessee-Martin, 4/2/00 (19)
Allowed 10-14 runs at Marshall, 4/6/19 (10)
Allowed 15+ runs at No. 23 FAU, 4/30/16 (16)
Batted around the order at MTSU, 4/22/19 (10 batters)
Batted through the order (9 batters) vs. Saint Louis, 3/8/19
Had 10-14 hits at MTSU, 4/23/19 (12)
Had 15+ hits vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (17)
Team hit 3+ home runs at MTSU, 4/22/19 (4)
Back-to-back home runs vs. North Texas, 4/14/19 (Smith & Plese, 1st inn.)
Back-to-back-to-back home runs vs. ULM, 4/13/13 (Thomas, Mattox, Sulaski, 4th inn.)
Player with back-to-back home runs Kendall Smith,  2/9/19, 2 consec.
Had a player hit two HRs Kendall Smith, South Alabama, 2/9/19
Had a player hit a grand slam Jordan Thomas at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18
Team hit three doubles at MTSU, 4/22/19 (3)
Team hit four or more doubles at FIU, 3/16/19 (4)
Team hit two triples vs. Western Illinois, 2/16/19
Team hit three or more triples vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (5)
Team stole five or more bases vs. Saint Louis, 3/8/18 (6)
Player with three RBI Kendall Smith, at MTSU, 4/23/19
Player with four RBI Kendall Smith, at MTSU, 4/22/19
Player with five RBI Adarian Gray vs. UAB, 5/10/17
Player with six or more RBI Dani Pugh vs. Buffalo, 2/6/15 (6)
Player with three hits S. Plese & K. Smith at MTSU 4/22/19 
Player with four hits Brittany Vaughn, vs. Marshall, 4/21/18
Player with five hits Tommi Stowers vs. Evansville, 3/3/17
Player with two or more doubles Kelsey McGuffin at Marshall, 4/7/19 (2)
Player with two or more triples Shawna Sadler vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (2)
Player stole three or more bases Taylor Davis vs. Charlotte, 3/23/19 (3)
Player scored three or more runs Jordan Thomas vs. North Texas, 4/14/19 (3)
Hit a walk-off home run (regulation/extra inn.) Brooke Holloway vs. Marshall, 5/7/16
Hit a walk-off home run (run-rule) Jordan Vorbrink vs. Tennessee St., 2/16/18
Had a walk-off hit Maddie Bowlds vs. North Texas, 4/14/19 (1B)
Swept a conference home series Florida Atlantic, 3/30-31/19
Swept a conference road series at MTSU, 4/22-23  /19
Was swept in a conference home series vs. FAU, 3/18-19/17
Was swept in a conference road series at FAU, 4/28-29/18
THE LAST TIME WKU...
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION
C-USA RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  DATE/RESULT
54 NORTH TEXAS  L,W,W
55 WKU  -  
65 LA TECH  4/27-28 
73 MARSHALL  L,W,L
96 SOUTHERN MISS  DNP 
113 MIDDLE TENNESSEE  W,W,W
116 FIU  W,W,W 
123 FLORIDA ATLANTIC  W,W,W
142 UAB  DNP
157 UTSA  5/4-5
166 UTEP  DNP
172 CHARLOTTE  W,W,W
WKU OPPONENT RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  RESULT
16 KENTUCKY  W
19 AUBURN  L
29 LOUISVILLE  L
52 LIPSCOMB  L
74 MISSOURI STATE  W
97 EASTERN KENTUCKY  W
104 AUSTIN PEAY  POSTPONED
110 MURRAY STATE  5/1
132 SAMFORD  W
147 WESTERN ILLINOIS  W, L, W
149 SOUTH ALABAMA  W
164 KENNESAW STATE  L
183 TENNESSEE TECH  W
187 FLORIDA A&M  W
207 INDIANA STATE  W 
212 TENNESSEE STATE  W
214 EVANSVILLE  W 
215 SAINT LOUIS  W
224 BUTLER  W
243 WRIGHT STATE  W, L
271 CLEVELAND STATE  W, W
277 JACKSON STATE  W
RPI STANDINGS
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2019 Conference USA Standings
 C-USA  Pct. Overall  Pct.  Last 10 Streak
WKU (E) 15-3 .833 33-9 .786  7-3 W6
North Texas (W) 14-4 .788 29-15 .659  7-3 W3
LA Tech (W) 14-4 .788 36-13 .735  7-3 L3
Southern Miss (W) 11-7 .611 28-16 .636  10-0 W11
Marshall (E) 11-7 .611 28-17 .622  5-5 L1
Middle Tennessee (E) 9-8 .529 25-21 .543  5-5 L4
UTEP (W) 7-11 .389 14-29 .326  4-6 W3
UTSA (W) 6-12 .333 18-26 .409  2-8 W1
UAB (W) 5-12 .294 15-27 .357  2-8 W1
Charlotte (E) 5-12 .294 14-30 .318  3-7 W2
Florida Atlantic (E) 5-13 .278 18-26 .409  3-7 L3
FIU (E) 4-13 .235 22-22 .500  4-6 L3
RECORD WHEN TEAM SCORES
RUNS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
0 0-1 0-0 13-0 6-0
1 0-3 0-0 5-0 2-0
2 1-3 1-2 3-2 3-0
3 3-0 2-0 7-1 2-0
4 5-0 1-0 2-0 2-0
5 4-0 2-0 1-0 0-0
6 4-0 2-0 1-0 0-0
7 3-2 1-1 1-1 0-0
8 6-0 2-0 0-3 0-2
9 1-0 0-0 0-1 0-0
10+ 6-0 4-0 0-1 0-1
WKU RECORD AFTER INNINGS
INNINGS LEADING TRAILING TIED
1 17-0 3-5 13-4
2 20-0 5-4 8-5
3 27-1 2-4 4-4
4 26-1 4-7 3-1
5 22-2 1-4 4-2
6 22-0 0-6 2-1
SCORE BY INNINGS
INNINGS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
1 59 26 16 7
2 24 14 10 4
3 56 29 22 5
4 18 5 16 6
5 31 13 7 3
6 36 16 30 15
7 10 7 11 6
8 0 0 1 1
9 4 0 1 0
EX 7 3 3 2













vs. Ranked Teams ..................................................1-1
vs. RV Teams ............................................................0-0
TIME
Day Games ............................................................28-7



















WKU Throws RHP ................................................33-9
WKU Throws LHP ...................................................0-0
Opp. Throws RHP ................................................31-8
Opp. Throws LHP ...................................................2-1
RUNS
WKU Scores 1st ....................................................27-3
Opp. Scores 1st .......................................................6-6
WKU Scores in 1st ...............................................17-3
Opp. Scores in 1st ..................................................5-5
HITS
WKU Has More .....................................................29-3
Opp. Has More ........................................................3-5
Hits Are Even ...........................................................1-1
ERRORS
WKU Commits 0 ..................................................19-2
WKU Commits 1 .....................................................9-4
WKU Commits 2+ ..................................................5-3
Opp. Commits 0 .....................................................6-3
Opp. Commits 1 .....................................................7-4
Opp. Commits 2+ ...............................................20-2
HOMERUNS
WKU Hits 0 ............................................................11-3
WKU Hits 1 ............................................................12-4
WKU Hits 2+..........................................................10-2
Opp. Hits 0 ............................................................25-2
Opp. Hits 1 ...............................................................8-3
Opp. Hits 2+.............................................................0-4
TEAM RECORD BY...
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HOME RUN TRACKER
NO.  PLAYER GAME-DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS SCORE FINAL
1 Engelhardt 1-Feb 08 Missouri St. 0-1/0 3/1 5-0 W, 8-0
2 Smith 4-Feb 09 Tennessee St. 1-0/0 4/2 2-0 W, 5-0
3 Smith (2) 4-Feb 09 Tennessee St. 2-0/0 6/2 4-0 W, 5-0
4 Thomas 6-Feb 16 Western Illinois 0-2/0 5/1 2-3 W, 5-3
5 Smith (3) 7-Feb 17 Western Illinois 0-0/0* 6/0 0-3 L, 1-3
6 Smith (4) 9-Feb 24 Butler 2-2/0 3/2 2-0 W, 3-0
7 Thomas (2) 11-Feb 25 Cleveland St. 2-1/0* 1/0 0-0 W, 8-0
8 Engelhardt (2) 11-Feb 25 Cleveland St.  0-0/1 3/2 4-0 W, 8-0
9 Plese 12-Feb 25 Indiana St. 2-0/0 1/2 0-0 W, 9-7
10 Stowers 12-Feb 25 Indiana St. 1-1/1 1/2 1-0 W, 9-7
11 Engelhardt (3) 15-Mar 02 at Samford 1-0/0 6/1 6-0 W, 8-1
12 McGuffin  18-Mar 09 at Kennesaw St. 2-2/0* 7/0 0-0 L, 1-2
13 Smith (5) 20-Mar 13 at Lipscomb 0-0/2 3/2 0-2 L, 7-9
14 Engelhardt (4) 20-Mar 13 at Lipscomb 2-2/0 7/1 6-9 L, 7-9
15 Vorbrink 23-Mar 17 at FIU 2-2/1 6/2 3-0 W, 5-4
16 Engelhardt (5) 24-Mar 20 at EKU 1-1/0* 6/0 5-5 W, 6-5
17 Smith (6) 25-Mar 23 Charlotte 2-1/1 2/1 6-0 W, 11-2
18 Engelhardt (6) 25-Mar 23 Charlotte 0-0/1 4/0 9-2 W, 11-2
19 Vorbrink (2) 26-Mar 23 Charlotte 2-1/0 2/1 0-0 W, 5-0
20 Sullivan 27-Mar 24 Charlotte 1-2/0* 2/0 0-0 W, 3-0
21 Carter 28-Mar 26 at Kentucky 2-0/0 5/2 0-1 W, 4-1
22 Thomas (3) 28-Mar 26 at Kentucky 1-1/0 5/2 1-1 W, 4-1
23 Plese (2) 28-Mar 26 at Kentucky 1-2/1 5/2 2-1 W, 4-1
24 Engelhardt (7) 29-Mar 30 Florida Atlantic 0-0/0* 2/0 2-0 W, 10-3
25 Thomas (4) 29-Mar 30 Florida Atlantic 2-0/0 2/2 3-0 W, 10-3
26 Smith (7) 31-Mar 31 Florida Atlantic 2-1/1 1/2 0-1 W, 10-2
27 Sullivan (2) 33-Apr 06 at Marshall 0-0/1 6/1 0-2 L, 10-2 (6)
28 McGuffin (2) 34-Apr 06 at Marshall 1-1/0* 6/0 3-1 W, 7-1
29 Sullivan (3) 34-Apr 06 at Marshall 1-2/1 7/2 5-1 W, 7-1
30 Engelhardt (8) 35-Apr 07 at Marshall 0-1/0* 2/0 2-3 L, 7-8 (8)
31 Thomas (5) 36-Apr 13 North Texas 3-2/0* 1/0 0-0 L, 2-8
32 Carter (2) 36-Apr 13 North Texas 1-1/0 6/1 1-4 L, 2-8
33 Thomas (6) 37-Apr 13 North Texas 2-2/0* 1/0 0-0 W, 3-1
34 Smith (8) 38-Apr 14 North Texas 2-0/1 1/2 0-0 W, 8-0 (5)
35 Plese (3) 38-Apr 14 North Texas 1-2/0 1/2 2-0 W, 8-0 (5)
36 Thomas (7) 38-Apr 14 North Texas 2-2/0 2/2 3-0 W, 8-0 (5)
37 Carter (3) 39-Apr 17 Tenn Tech 2-1/1 9/0 0-0 W, 4-1 (9)
38 Smith (9) 40-Apr 22 at MTSU 3-2/2 3/2 1-0 W, 8-0 (6)
39 Plese (4) 40-Apr 22 at MTSU 2-1/0 5/1 6-0 W, 8-0 (6)
40 Smith (10) 41-Apr 22 at MTSU 0-0/2 1/0 1-0 W, 14-3 (5)
41 Plese (5) 41-Apr 22 at MTSU 0-2/0 2/1 6-0 W, 14-3 (5)
42 Carter (4) 41-Apr 22 at MTSU 0-1/0* 5/0 12-3 W, 14-3 (5)
43 Smith (11) 41-Apr 22 at MTSU 1-1/0 5/1 13-3 W, 14-3 (5)
44 Smith (12) 42-Apr 23 at MTSU 0-0/2 1/1 0-0 W, 6-4 (11)
ANALYSIS STATS
SEASON/CAREER HITTING STAT TRACKER
CAREER MULTI-HIT GAMES       2019/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
Carter 6/17 0/5 0 0 22
McGuffin 1/17 0/4 0/1 0 22
Thomas 10/19 1/3 0 0 22
Engelhardt 7/19 0/2 0 0 21
Smith 7/16 3/3 0 0 19
Bowlds 6/12 0/3 0/1 0 16 
Plese 10/12 3/3 0 0 15
Vorbrink 7/12 1/3 0 0 15
Towers 1/12 0 0 0 12  
McElroy 1/10 0 0 0 10
Sullivan 9 1 0 0 10
Stowers 1/4 1/1 0 0/1 6
Davis 2 0 0 0 2
CAREER MULTI-RBI GAMES       2019/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
Engelhardt 4/14 1/3 0/1 0 18
Carter 2/9 0/4 0/2 0 15
McGuffin 0/9 0/3 0/1 0 13
Vorbrink 2/9 0/2 0 0 11
Plese 6/7 2/2 0 0 9
Sullivan 7 1 0 0 8
McElroy 1/6 0 0 0 6
Stowers 1/3 0/1 1/1 0 5
Thomas 2/2 1/1 0/2 0 5
Towers 0/3 0 0 0 3 
Bowlds 1/3 0 0 0 3
Nunn 0 0/1 0 0 1
CAREER HOMERUNS
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018 2019  CAREER
Engelhardt 0 5 7 8  20
Smith - - 5 12  17
McGuffin 4 2 7 2  15
Thomas - - 6 7  13
Carter - 2 5 4  11
Plese - 1 - 5  6
Stowers - 3 0 1  4
Vorbrink 1 0 1 2  4
Sullivan - - - 3  3
Towers - 2 0 -  2
Nunn - - 1 -  1
STREAK TRACKERS
CAREER HITTING STREAKS
PLAYER  LONGEST 2019 CURRENT
Smith  10 10 3
Thomas  9 9 0
Vorbrink  9 7 6
Carter  8 8 0
Bowlds  6 4 2
McGuffin  6 2 1
Engelhardt  5 4 4
McElroy  5 3 1 
Plese  6 6 6
Stowers  4 4 0 
Sullivan  4 4 0
Towers  4 2 0
Davis  3 3 0
Ridge  2 2 0
Aikey  1 0 0
Nunn  1 - 0
REACHED BASE STREAK
PLAYER  LONGEST  2019 CURRENT
Plese  24 24 6
Thomas  15 15 9
Engelhardt 14 8 4
Carter  13 10 10
Vorbrink  12 11 6
Smith  10 10 3
McGuffin  9 2 2
Stowers  8 8 0
Bowlds  7 6 2
Davis  6 6 0
McElroy  5 3 1
Towers  5 2 0
Sullivan  4 4 0 
Aikey  2 0 0
Nunn  2 - 0
Ridge  2 2 0
Blackford  1 - 1*
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BATTING ANALYSIS
  LEADOFF BASES EMPTY 1-2 RUNNERS BASES LOADED RISP 2 OUTS 2-OUT RBI
PLAYER H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP  AVG H OPP AVG #
Aikey 0 2 .000 0 2 .000 0 2 .000 0 0 --- 0 2  .000 0 0 --- 0
Blackford 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Bowlds 7 18 .389 15 48 .313 13 41 .317 0 1 .000 9 25  .360 11 31 .355 7
Carter 7 24 .292 12 46 .261 15 39 .385 2 3 .667 10 27  .370 10 29 .345 5
Davis 1 4 .250 5 17 .294 7 35 .200 0 2 .000 6 25  .240 6 19 .316 3
Engelhardt 10 30 .333 18 55 .327 14 62 .226 1 1 1.000 6 34  .176 7 36 .194 4
McElroy 3 14 .214 6 33 .182 6 31 .194 0 0 --- 5 25  .200 3 20 .150 1
McGuffin 2 8 .250 2 14 .143 3 10 .300 0 1 .000 0 4  .000 1 6 .167 0
Murphy 0 2 .000 0 5 .000 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 2 .000 0
Nunn 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Plese 14 31 .452 20 66 .303 25 62 .403 3 3 1.000 17 41  .415 16 43 .372 11
Ridge 0 4 .000 1 11 .091 1 2 .500 1 1 1.000 1 2  .500 1 4 .250 0
Smith 7 22 .318 16 47 .340 27 72 .375 3 5 .600 19 52  .365 17 43 .395 16
Stowers 2 8 .250 5 14 .357 7 23 .304 0 1 .000 5 17  .294 4 12 .333 3
Sullivan 8 19 .421 15 60 .250 16 54 .296 1 4 .250 9 35  .257 11 39 .282 5
Thomas 29 60 .483 19 75 .253 19 59 .322 0 5 .000 16 42  .381 15 46 .326 15
Towers 1 1 1.000 1 5 .200 2 7 .286 0 0 --- 2 7  .286 1 9 .111 1
Vorbrink 15 24 .625 20 50 .400 12 44 .273 0 2 .000 8 29  .276 9 27 .333 5
2019 STARTERS SUMMARY
     POSITION         BATTING ORDER
PLAYER GS P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP 1ST 2ND 3RD 4TH 5TH 6TH 7TH 8TH 9TH FLEX 
PLESE 42 - - - - - - 1 41 - - 1 7 27 3 4 - - - - -  
MCELROY 42 - - - - - 42 - - - - - - - - - 2 8 18 - 15 
ENGELHARDT 42 - - - - 42 - - - - - - 9 2 3 7 8 11 2 - - 
SMITH 42 - 42 - - - - - - - - - - 7 31 - 1 3 - - - 
THOMAS 42 - - - 42 - - - - - - 40 1 1 - - - - - - - 
SULLIVAN 40 19 - - - - - - - - 21 - - 2 4 20 6 6 - 1 1 
VORBRINK 37 - - 6 - - - 19 - 11 1 - 6 1 - 2 16 1 4 7 - 
BOWLDS 37 - - 36 - - - - - 1 - - 5 - - - - 2 8 21 1 
CARTER 29 - - - - - - 1 - 20 8 1 12 2 1 1 7 4 - 1 - 
DAVIS 20 - - - - - - 14 - 6 - - 2 - - - - - 8 10 - 
AIKEY 15 15 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 15 
STOWERS 9 - - - - - - - - 1 8 - - - - 7 - 1 - 1 -
NUNN 8 8 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 8
MCGUFFIN 7 - - - - - - 5 1 1 - - - - - - 1 3 2 1 -  
TOWERS 3 - - - - - - 2 - 1 - - - - - 1 - 2 - - -
RIDGE 2 - - - - - - - - 1 1 - - - - - 1 1 - - - 
2019 WKU INDIVIDUAL STAT LEADERS
BATTING AVERAGE - Min. 10 AB 
 .361 Kendall Smith
SLUGGING PERCENTAGE - Min. 10 AB  
.748 Kendall Smith
ON BASE PERCENTAGE - Min. 10 Plate Appearances 
.462 Shannon Plese
RUNS SCORED  
34  Shannon Plese 
HITS  
45  Shannon Plese
RUNS BATTED IN 
44  Kendall Smith
DOUBLES  
10  K. Sullivan & S. Plese
TRIPLES  
2  J. Thomas & S. Plese
HOME RUNS  
12  Kendall Smith 
TOTAL BASES  
89  Kendall Smith
WALKS  
21  Kendall Smith
HIT BY PITCH  
3  S. Plese, K. Smith, J. Vorbrink
SACRIFICE HITS  
8  Paige Carter
    
SACRIFICE FLIES  
7  Kennedy Sullivan 
STOLEN BASES  
15  Shannon Plese
ANALYSIS STATS
WALK-OFF TRACKER
NO.  BATTER GAME/DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS RESULT SCORE FINAL
1  Carter 11-Feb 25 Cleveland St. 3-2/1 6/0 RBI 1B 7-0 8-0
2  Carter 31-Mar 31 FAU 1-0/3 6/2 RBI 1B 9-2 10-2
3  Bowlds 38-Apr 14 North Texas 0-1/2 5/2 RBI 1B 7-0 8-0
 
COME-FROM-BEHIND WIN TRACKER
NO.  GAME/DATE OPPONENT DEFICIT INNING TYING HIT (score) GO-AHEAD HIT (score) FINAL
1  3-Feb 09 FAMU 3-1 M3 Smith 2B (4-3) Smith 2B (4-3)  W, 4-3
2  6-Feb 16 Western Illinois 3-2 M5 Thomas HR (3-3) Engelhardt 3B (4-3) W, 5-3
3  10-Feb 24 Cleveland State 3-0 M3 Ridge 1B (3-3) Sullivan 2B (6-3)  W, 10-3
4  16-Mar 08 Wright State 2-1 M4 Smith 1B (3-2) Smith 1B (3-2)  W, 6-3
5  24-Mar 20 EKU 5-3 E3 Thomas 3B (5-5) Engelhardt HR (6-4) W, 6-5
6  28-Mar 26 Kentucky 1-0 E4 Carter HR (1-1) Thomas HR (2-1) W, 4-1
7  31-Mar 31 Florida Atlantic 1-0 M1 Smith HR (2-1) Engelhardt R PB (3-2) W, 10-2
8  34-Apr 06 Marshall 1-0 E2 Thomas 1B (1-1) Carter 1B (2-1)  W, 7-1
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GAME-BY-GAME STARTERS
Date Team P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP Record
2/8 Missouri State Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Vorbrink Carter 1-0 (1)
2/8 Auburn Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink Sullivan 0-1 (2)
2/9 Florida A&M Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink Carter 1-0 (3)
2/9 Tennessee State Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Vorbrink Sullivan 1-0 (4)
2/10 South Alabama Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Vorbrink Ridge 1-0 (5)
2/16 Western Illinois Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink --- 1-0 (6)
2/16 Western Illinois Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese McGuffin Carter 0-1 (7)
2/17 Western Illinois Nunn Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink Sullivan 1-0 (8)
2/24 Butler Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink --- 2-0 (6)
2/24 Cleveland State Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Vorbrink Sullivan 2-0 (4)
2/25 Cleveland State Nunn Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Ridge Sullivan 1-0 (9)
2/25 Indiana State Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Carter Stowers 1-0 (10)
3/1 Evansville Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Stowers 1-0 (11)
3/2 Jackson State Nunn Smith Vorbrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Carter Plese Stowers Sullivan 1-0 (12)
3/2 Samford Sullivan Smith Vorbrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Carter Stowers 1-0 (13)
3/8 Wright State Sullivan Smith Vorbrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Carter Stowers  2-0 (13)
3/8 Saint Louis Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Stowers 1-0 (14)
3/9 Kennesaw St. Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Stowers 1-1 (11)
3/9 Wright St. Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Carter Sullivan 0-1 (15)
3/13 Lipscomb Aikey Smith Vorbrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Bowlds Sullivan 0-1 (16)
3/16 FIU* Sullivan Smith Vorbrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Towers Carter 1-0 (17)
3/16 FIU* Nunn Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Towers Plese Davis Sullivan 1-0 (18)
3/17 FIU* Sullivan Smith Vobrink Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Towers Plese Davis Carter 1-0 (19)
3/20 EKU Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Vorbrink Carter 2-0 (3)
3/23 Charlotte* Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Davis Stowers 1-0 (20)
3/23 Charlotte* Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Davis Sullivan 1-0 (21)
3/24 Charlotte* Nunn Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Davis Sullivan 1-0 (22)
3/26 Kentucky Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Sullivan 1-0 (23)
3/30 FAU* Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Sullivan 2-0 (23)
3/30 FAU* Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Davis Carter 1-0 (24)
3/31 FAU* Nunn Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Sullivan 1-0 (25)
4/3 Louisville Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Sullivan 2-1 (23)
4/6 Marshall* Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Sullivan 2-2 (23)
4/6 Marshall* Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Stowers 2-1 (11)
4/7 Marshall* Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Plese McGuffin Carter Vorbrink 0-1 (26)
4/13 North Texas* Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy McGuffin Plese Vorbrink Carter 1-1 (1)
4/13 North Texas* Nunn Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Davis Plese Carter Sullivan 1-0 (27)
4/14 North Texas* Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Sullivan 3-2 (23)
4/17 Tennessee Tech Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Sullivan 4-2 (23)
4/22 MTSU* Aikey Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Sullivan 5-2 (23)
4/22 MTSU* Nunn Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter Sullivan 2-0 (25)
4/23 MTSU* Sullivan Smith Bowlds Thomas Engelhardt McElroy Vorbrink Plese Carter --- 1-0 (28)
4/24 Austin Peay           
4/24 Austin Peay           
4/27 LA Tech*           
4/27 LA Tech*           
4/28 LA Tech*           
5/1 Murray State           
5/4 UTSA*           
5/4 UTSA*           
5/5 UTSA*           
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2019 WKU LINE SCORES
GAME 1 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-1:51 A-139
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5    R H E
WKU                    5 0 1 0 2 - 8  7  0
Missouri State     0 0 0 0 0 - 0  2  2
WP-SULLIVAN (1-0) LP-Griesbauer (0-1) 
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT
GAME 2 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-1:38 A-201
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5    R H E
WKU                    0 0 0 0 0 - 0  2  2
Auburn                 1 0 3 2 2 - 8 12 1
WP-Martin (1-0) LP-AIKEY,  (0-1) 
HR AU-McCrackin(1), Rivera(1),Veach(3)
GAME 3 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-2:11 A-137
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Florida A&M      0 2 1 0 0 0 0 -  3  3  2
WKU                   1 0 3 0 0 0 X -  4  4  1
WP-SULLIVAN (2-0) Save-AIKEY(1) 
LP-HAYES (0-1)
GAME 4 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-1:55 A-117
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Tennessee State   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  0  6  2
WKU                    1 0 1 1 0 2 X - 5  6  1
WP-AIKEY (1-1) LP-ESPINOZA (0-1) 
HR WKU - SMITH 2 (2)
GAME 5 | Gulf Shores, Ala. | T-1:46 A-92
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    7 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 7  7  0
South Alabama   0 0 0 0 0 3 0 - 3  4  2
WP-SULLIVAN (3-0) LP-Yarbrough (1-1) 
HR USA - Cronan (1)
GAME 6 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:44 A-203
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WIU               1 0 0 2 0 0 0 -  3  5  1
WKU                0 0 2 0 1 2 X - 5  8  1
WP-SULLIVAN (4-0) LP-Ira (2-1) 
HR: WIU-Duwa (2) | WKU-THOMAS (1)
GAME 7 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:49 A-187
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WIU               0 0 0 2 1 0 0 -  3  4  1
WKU                0 0 0 0 0 1 0 -  1  7  0
WP-Carlin (1-2) LP-AIKEY (1-2) 
HR: WIU-Abbott (2) | WKU-SMITH (3)
GAME 8 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:12 A-175
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WIU               0 0 3 2 0 1 0 -  6 11 2
WKU                0 5 0 1 1 0 X - 7  7  0
WP-SULLIVAN (5-0) Save-AIKEY(2) 
LP-Abbott (1-1)
GAME 9 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:53 A-176
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Butler                   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  0  3  0
WKU                   0 2 1 0 0 0 X -  3  8  0
WP-SULLIVAN (6-0) | LP-RICKETT (1-4) 
HR WKU - SMITH (4)
GAME 10 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:56 A-202
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R  H  E
CSU                      1 0 2 0 0 0 0 -  3   6   2
WKU                    0 0 1 1 0 8 X - 10 10 1
WP-NUNN (1-0) | LP-GRIFFIN (1-2) 
HR CSU - HYSONG (2)
GAME 11 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:34 A-156
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6   R  H E
CSU                      0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  1  2
WKU                    2 0 5 0 0 1 - 8 11 2
WP-NUNN (2-0) | LP-HYSONG (0-2) 
HR WKU - THOMAS (2), 
                     ENGELHARDT (2)
GAME 12 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:37 A-187
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7   R  H  E
Indiana State       0 0 1 0 1 3 2 - 7  15  3
WKU                    3 1 1 3 0 1 X - 9 10  1
WP-SULLIVAN (7-0) Save-NUNN (1) 
HR INS - Martin (2)
HR WKU - PLESE (1), STOWERS (1)
GAME 13 | Birmingham, Ala. | T-1:38 A-101
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5   R  H  E
WKU                    3 0 3 2 0 - 8  9   0
Evansville             0 0 0 0 0 - 0  0  3
WP-SULLIVAN (8-0) 
LP-Lockhart (3-3)
GAME 14 | Birmingham, Ala. | T-1:49 A-113
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Jackson State       0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  0  1  1
WKU                   0 0 1 2 0 1 X -  4  4  1
WP-NUNN (3-0) Save-AIKEY(3) 
LP-Sanchez (0-5) 
GAME 15 | Birmingham, Ala. | T-2:19 A-213
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    5 0 1 0 0 1 1 - 8 11  2
Samford               0 0 0 0 0 1 0 - 1   2  2
WP-SULLIVAN (9-0) 
LP-Spear (4-3)
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT (3)
HR SAM - Trombley (1)
GAME 16 | Kennesaw, Ga. | T-2:50 A-37
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Wright State        0 1 0 1 0 1 0 -  3  4  3
WKU                   0 0 1 0 4 1 X -  6  6  0
WP-SULLIVAN (10-0) Save-NUNN (2) 
LP-Otani (3-5)
GAME 17 | Kennesaw, Ga. | T-1:21 A-83
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5    R  H  E
WKU                    3 0 2 0 5 - 10 12 0
Saint Louis           0 0 0 0 0 - 0   1   3
WP-AIKEY (2-2) LP-LOVELESS (2-2)
GAME 18 | Kennesaw, Ga. | T-1:50 A-197
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1  5  1
Kennesaw State   0 0 0 0 0 0 2 - 2  6  0
WP-ANDREWS (7-6) 
LP-SULLIVAN (10-1
HR WKU - McGUFFIN (1)
GAME 19 | Kennesaw, Ga. | T-1:44 A-111
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    0 0 1 0 0 0 0 - 1  4  0
Wright State         0 0 0 0 0 2 X - 2  6  2
WP-Hughes (1-2) LP-AIKEY (2-3)
GAME 20 | Nashville, Tenn. | T-2:17 A-127
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H  E
WKU                    0 0 3 1 1 1 1 - 7  11 1
Lipscomb             2 0 3 0 0 4 X - 9   4  2
WP-JORDAN (6-4) LP-SULLIVAN (10-2) 
HR WKU-SMITH (5), ENGELHARDT (4)
HR LIP - FORTEL (3), DEVAULT (4)
GAME 21 | Miami, Fla. | T-2:10 A-76
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    0 1 2 0 0 3 0 - 6 12 0
FIU                        0 0 0 1 1 0 0 - 2  4  0
WP-SULLIVAN (11-2) 
LP-KUGELMANN (6-3)
GAME 22 | Miami, Fla. | T-2:00 A-85
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    0 0 0 0 0 0 4 - 4  7  0
FIU                        0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  2  0
WP-AIKEY (3-3) LP-DUNFORD (6-3)
GAME 23 | Miami, Fla. | T-2:20 A-151
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E 
WKU                    0 0 1 0 2 2 0 - 5  6  0
FIU                        0 0 0 0 0 4 0 - 4  8  2
WP-SULLIVAN (12-2) Save-AIKEY (4) 
LP-MURASKIN (5-6) 
HR WKU - VORBRINK (1)
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GAME 24 | Richmond, Ky. | T-1:58 A-150
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    2 1 0 2 0 1 0 - 6  8  0
EKU                      1 0 4 0 0 0 0 - 5  3  0
WP-AIKEY (4-3) LP-Paulick(5-5) 
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT (5)
HR EKU - Lizzmore (7)
GAME 25 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:56 A-377
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5    R H E
Charlotte             0 0 2 0 0  - 2  5  2
WKU                   6 2 1 2 X - 11 9  0
WP-SULLIVAN (13-2) LP-GREEN (0-4) 
HR WKU-SMITH (6), ENGELHARDT (6)
GAME 26 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:51 A-298
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Charlotte              0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  3  0
WKU                    0 2 3 0 0 0 X - 5  8  1
WP-AIKEY (5-3) LP-PACE (5-5) 
HR WKU - VORBRINK (2)
GAME 27 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:56 A-243
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
Charlotte              0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  4  1
WKU                    0 2 0 0 1 0 X - 3  6  3
WP-NUNN (4-0) Save-AIKEY (5) 
LP-CANNON (2-8)
HR WKU - SULLIVAN (1)
GAME 28 | Lexington, Ky. | T-2:04 A-824
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    0 0 0 0 4 0 0 - 4  4  0
Kentucky              0 0 0 1 0 0 0 - 1  3  2
WP-AIKEY (6-3) Save-NUNN (3)
LP-Humes (7-6) 
HR WKU - THOMAS (3), PLESE (2), 
CARTER (1)
HR UK - Peyton (8)
GAME 29 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:12 A-213
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R  H  E
FAU                      0 0 2 0 1 0 0 -  3   4   2
WKU                   2 2 5 0 0 1 X - 10 14 1
WP-AIKEY (7-3) LP-Olson (4-10) 
HR WKU - THOMAS (4), 
ENGELHARDT (7)
GAME 30 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:48 A-238
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
FAU                      0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -  0  5 1
WKU                   0 0 1 1 0 0 X -  2  6 0
WP-SULLIVAN (14-2) 
LP-Whitty, Skylar (5-2)
GAME 31 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:10 A-181
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6   R  H  E
FAU                      1 1 0 0 0 0 - 2   5   5
WKU                   2 0 5 0 0 3 - 10 10 2
WP-AIKEY (8-3) LP-Whitty (5-3)
HR WKU - SMITH (7)
GAME 32 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:12 A-877
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  R  H  E
LOU                     3 3 0 0 0 0 1 - 7  7  1
WKU                   1 1 0 0 0 0 0 - 2  4  2
WP-ROBY (7-1) | LP-AIKEY (8-4)
HR LOU - WATSON (1)
GAME 33 | Huntington, W.Va. | T-1:52 A-1000
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6    R  H E
WKU                    0 0 0 0 0 2 - 2   2  1
Marshall               0 0 0 1 1 8 - 10 9  1
WP-TOLBERT (16-10) LP-AIKEY (8-5) 
HR WKU - SULLIVAN (2)
HR MAR-HARRELL (11), ROUSSEAU (1)
GAME 34 | Huntington, W.Va. | T-2:09 A-1000
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
WKU                    0 0 3 0 0 2 2 - 7  8  0
Marshall               1 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1  4  1
WP-SULLIVAN (15-2) 
LP-WILLIAMSON (7-2)
HR WKU-McGUFFIN (2), SULLIVAN (3)
GAME 35 | Huntington, W.Va. | T-2:47 A-450
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8    R H E
WKU                    2 1 0 0 2 1 1 0 - 7 12 2
Marshall               3 0 0 1 0 3 0 1 - 8  8  0
WP-WILLIAMSON (8-2) 
LP-AIKEY, Kelsey (8-6)
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT (8)
HR MAR - BURCH (4), ROUSSEAU (2)
GAME 36 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:10 A-167
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
North Texas         2 2 0 0 0 0 4 - 8  6  0
WKU                    1 0 0 0 0 1 0 - 2  6  1
WP-Trautwein (17-5) 
LP-SULLIVAN (15-3)
HR UNT - Perella (6)
HR WKU - THOMAS (5), CARTER (2)
GAME 37 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:45 A-158
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7    R H E
North Texas         0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1  2  0
WKU                    1 0 1 0 1 0 X - 3  8  0
WP-NUNN (5-0) LP-Tindell (3-6) HR 
WKU - THOMAS (6)
GAME 38 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:45 A-201
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5    R H E
North Texas         0 0 0 0 0 - 0  1 2
WKU                    3 1 0 0 4 - 8  8 0
WP-AIKEY (9-6) LP-Trautwein (17-6) 
HR WKU - THOMAS (7), SMITH (8), 
PLESE (3)
GAME 39 | Cookeville, Tenn. | T-2:20 A-145
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9    R H E 
WKU                    0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 - 4  6  0
Tennessee Tech   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1  2  1
WP-AIKEY (10-6) LP-ARDEN (11-10) 
HR WKU - CARTER (3)
GAME 40 | Murfreesboro, Tenn. | T-1:45 A-201
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6    R H E
WKU                    0 0 4 2 1 1 - 8 8 1
MTSU                   0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 6 1
WP-AIKEY (11-6) LP-Dodd (11-6) 
HR WKU - PLESE (4), SMITH (9)
GAME 41 | Murfreesboro, Tenn. | T-1:40 A-201
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5     R H E
WKU                    6 3 3 0 2 - 14 12 0
MTSU                   0 1 0 2 0 -  3   5 4
WP-NUNN (6-0) LP-Ahlstrom (8-7) 
HR WKU - CARTER (4), PLESE (5), 
SMITH 2 (11)
HR MT - Cushing (13)
GAME 42 | Murfreesboro, Tenn. | T-3:40 A-187
Score   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11     R H E
WKU  3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  1   2    - 6  9  3
MTSU 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0  1   0    - 4 7  2
WP-AIKEY (12-6) LP-Dodd (11-7) HR 
WKU - SMITH (12)
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2019 WKU SEASON STATS
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Apr 23, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 33-9   Home: 14-3   Away: 11-4   Neutral: 8-2   C-USA: 15-3
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 3 6 1 42-42 119 31 43 8 1 12 44 89  . 7 4 8 21 3 17 0  . 4 6 2 2 0 5-7 348 26 3  . 9 9 2
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 3 5 2 42-42 128 34 45 10 2 5 28 74  . 5 7 8 16 3 16 1  . 4 3 5 0 0 15-18 41 1 2  . 9 5 5
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 4 0 38-37 94 18 32 6 0 2 11 44  . 4 6 8 18 3 16 0  . 4 6 1 0 4 5-5 49 3 2  . 9 6 3
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 3 2 4 20-9 37 8 12 7 0 1 10 22  . 5 9 5 3 0 7 0  . 3 6 6 1 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 1 8 37-29 85 20 27 3 0 4 19 42  . 4 9 4 10 2 7 1  . 3 9 4 2 8 5-6 14 1 0 1.000
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 1 5 38-37 89 12 28 2 1 0 10 32  . 3 6 0 9 2 10 0  . 3 9 0 0 0 5-8 199 7 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 2 8 4 42-42 134 29 38 8 2 7 27 71  . 5 3 0 18 1 25 0  . 3 7 0 1 0 8-9 65 36 4  . 9 6 2
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 7 4 42-42 117 32 32 4 1 8 19 62  . 5 3 0 17 1 14 1  . 3 6 5 2 2 14-17 31 74 7  . 9 3 8
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 2 7 2 40-40 114 19 31 10 0 3 27 50  . 4 3 9 5 0 10 2  . 2 8 6 7 3 1-1 7 18 0 1.000
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 5 0 7-3 12 0 3 1 0 0 2 4  . 3 3 3 0 0 0 0  . 2 5 0 0 1 2-3 9 0 0 1.000
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 3 1 26-20 52 11 12 0 0 0 4 12  . 2 3 1 3 0 1 0  . 2 7 3 0 3 7-7 19 0 0 1.000
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 2 0 8 26-7 24 9 5 3 0 2 2 14  . 5 8 3 2 1 11 0  . 2 9 6 0 0 3-3 6 0 0 1.000
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 1 8 8 42-42 64 9 12 0 1 0 6 14  . 2 1 9 2 1 6 0  . 2 2 1 1 3 3-3 43 60 11  . 9 0 4
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 1 5 4 15-2 13 5 2 0 0 0 2 2  . 1 5 4 1 0 7 0  . 2 1 4 0 1 3-3 2 1 0 1.000
22 MURPHY, Macy  . 0 0 0 8-0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 0 0 1.000
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 29-15 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 1 0-0 1 8 2  . 8 1 8
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 21-8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 13 0 1.000
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 11-0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-2 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 9 5 42 1091 241 322 62 8 44 211 532  . 4 8 8 125 17 149 5  . 3 7 1 16 26 78-93 836 248 31  . 9 7 2
Opponents  . 1 9 5 42 1020 115 199 34 4 20 104 301  . 2 9 5 167 18 347 2  . 3 1 8 3 17 32-39 799 333 64  . 9 4 6
LOB - Team (236), Opp (274). DPs turned - Team (5), Opp (16). CI - Team (0), Opp (1). IBB - Team (2), SMITH,K. 2, Opp (3).
Picked off - SULLIVAN,K. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  0 . 0 0 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  1 . 9 6 12-6 29 15 5 4/4 5 103.1 66 35 29 62 145 6 1 10  . 1 7 8 14 6 0 1 9
10 NUNN, Shelby  2 . 2 2 6-0 21 8 2 1/4 3 56.2 49 24 18 18 49 9 2 2  . 2 1 7 3 1 0 0 1
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  3 . 1 3 15-3 23 19 9 4/0 0 116.1 81 54 52 84 152 18 1 8  . 1 9 6 6 11 0 2 7
20 TOWERS, Haylee 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.1 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0 0 0
Totals  2 . 5 4 33-9 42 42 16 13/4 8 278.2 199 115 101 167 347 34 4 20  . 1 9 5 23 18 0 3 17
Opponents  4 . 6 8 9-33 42 42 14 1/0 0 266.1 322 241 178 125 149 62 8 44  . 2 9 5 29 17 0 16 26
PB - Team (5), SMITH,K. 5, Opp (5). Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (1). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (32-39), SULLIVAN,K.
(14-18), AIKEY,K. (11-14), NUNN,S. (7-7).
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2019 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Apr 23, 2019)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 15-3   Home: 8-1   Away: 7-2   C-USA: 15-3
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 4 4 4 11-2 9 4 4 3 0 1 1 10 1.111 2 1 4 0  . 5 8 3 0 0 2-2 4 0 0 1.000
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 4 1 5 17-16 41 8 17 4 0 2 6 27  . 6 5 9 12 1 3 0  . 5 5 6 0 1 3-3 14 2 0 1.000
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 4 0 8 18-18 49 15 20 4 0 7 25 45  . 9 1 8 15 1 4 0  . 5 5 4 0 0 2-2 123 12 2  . 9 8 5
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 8 5 17-16 39 5 15 0 1 0 5 17  . 4 3 6 6 2 3 0  . 4 8 9 0 0 2-3 103 4 0 1.000
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 3 8 2 18-18 55 13 21 5 0 3 14 35  . 6 3 6 9 0 8 1  . 4 6 9 0 0 4-6 22 0 1  . 9 5 7
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 3 4 5 18-18 55 14 19 7 0 3 17 35  . 6 3 6 4 0 4 2  . 3 7 1 3 3 1-1 3 9 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 3 3 16-14 42 10 14 2 0 2 8 22  . 5 2 4 6 1 2 1  . 4 2 9 0 5 2-2 6 1 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 5 5 18-18 55 12 14 3 0 3 10 26  . 4 7 3 4 0 10 1  . 3 0 0 1 1 3-3 17 38 4  . 9 3 2
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 2 5 4 18-18 59 17 15 3 0 4 11 30  . 5 0 8 9 1 9 0  . 3 6 2 0 0 3-4 32 19 4  . 9 2 7
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 2 2 4-3 9 0 2 0 0 0 1 2  . 2 2 2 0 0 0 0  . 2 2 2 0 1 1-1 6 0 0 1.000
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 0 0 10-8 20 6 4 0 0 0 0 4  . 2 0 0 3 0 1 0  . 3 0 4 0 0 6-6 9 0 0 1.000
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 1 7 4 18-18 23 2 4 0 0 0 4 4  . 1 7 4 1 1 1 0  . 2 3 1 1 2 0-0 21 32 3  . 9 4 6
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 1 6 7 9-2 12 2 2 1 0 0 2 3  . 2 5 0 0 0 2 0  . 1 5 4 1 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 13-5 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 1 1  . 5 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 0 0 0 5-0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
22 MURPHY, Macy  . 0 0 0 2-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 0 0 1.000
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 7-0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 9-5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 4 0 1.000
Totals  . 3 2 0 18 472 113 151 32 1 25 104 260  . 5 5 1 71 8 53 5  . 4 1 3 6 13 30-34 362 122 15  . 9 7 0
Opponents  . 2 0 0 18 441 48 88 17 2 6 43 127  . 2 8 8 76 12 123 1  . 3 3 1 2 12 12-14 346 144 24  . 9 5 3
LOB - Team (111), Opp (133). DPs turned - Team (1), Opp (12). IBB - Team (2), SMITH,K. 2, Opp (3).
(C-USA games only Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  0 . 0 0 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  1 . 6 7 7-2 13 5 2 2/3 2 46.0 28 12 11 32 64 3 1 3  . 1 7 2 9 3 0 0 6
10 NUNN, Shelby  3 . 0 4 3-0 9 5 1 0/3 0 27.2 27 15 12 10 21 6 1 2  . 2 3 7 2 1 0 0 1
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  3 . 0 4 5-1 9 8 3 1/0 0 46.0 33 21 20 33 38 8 0 1  . 2 0 5 2 8 0 2 5
Totals  2 . 4 9 15-3 18 18 6 6/3 2 120.2 88 48 43 76 123 17 2 6  . 2 0 0 13 12 0 2 12
Opponents  5 . 4 0 3-15 18 18 7 0/0 0 115.1 151 113 89 71 53 32 1 25  . 3 2 0 7 8 0 6 13
PB - Team (3), SMITH,K. 3, Opp (2). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (12-14), AIKEY,K. (5-6), SULLIVAN,K. (3-4), NUNN,S. (4-4).
www.WKUSports.com  |  @WKUSoftball16
2019 WKU TEAM GAME-BY-GAME STATS
2019 WKU Softball
Team Game-by-Game for WKU (as of Apr 23, 2019)
Batting (All games)
Date Opponent ab r h rbi 2b 3b hr tb bb ibb sb cs hbp sac sf gdp k po a e lob avg
Feb 08 vs Missouri State 23 8 7 4 0 0 1 10 4 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 5 15 1 0 5  . 3 0 4
Feb 08 vs Auburn 18 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 7 13 3 2 3  . 2 2 0
Feb 09 vs Florida A&M 21 4 4 4 1 0 0 5 4 0 1 1 1 2 0 0 1 21 5 1 6  . 2 1 0
Feb 09 vs Tennessee State 22 5 6 5 2 0 2 14 1 0 2 0 0 1 1 0 2 21 4 1 2  . 2 2 6
Feb 10 vs South Alabama 28 7 7 6 1 0 0 8 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 4 21 3 0 1  . 2 3 2
Feb 16 WESTERN ILLINOIS 25 5 8 5 0 2 1 15 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 5 21 8 1 5  . 2 4 8
Feb 16 WESTERN ILLINOIS 29 1 7 1 1 0 1 11 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 21 8 0 8  . 2 4 7
Feb 17 WESTERN ILLINOIS 25 7 7 5 2 1 0 11 4 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 3 21 8 0 6  . 2 5 1
Feb 24 BUTLER 25 3 8 3 0 0 1 11 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 3 21 4 0 4  . 2 5 9
Feb 24 CLEVELAND STATE 29 10 10 8 2 1 0 14 5 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 4 21 8 1 7  . 2 6 9
Feb 25 CLEVELAND STATE 24 8 11 8 2 1 2 21 1 0 3 1 0 1 1 0 2 18 7 2 4  . 2 8 6
Feb 25 INDIANA STATE 29 9 10 9 2 0 2 18 5 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 4 21 4 1 7  . 2 9 2
Mar 01 vs Evansville 26 8 9 5 2 0 0 11 5 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 6 15 1 0 10  . 2 9 6
Mar 02 vs Jackson State 20 4 4 3 2 0 0 6 1 0 4 0 1 1 0 0 2 21 9 1 2  . 2 9 1
Mar 02 at Samford 28 8 11 7 3 0 1 17 5 0 3 1 0 0 3 0 3 21 2 2 7  . 2 9 8
Mar 08 vs Wright State 27 6 6 5 1 0 0 7 4 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 3 21 6 0 8  . 2 9 3
Mar 08 vs Saint Louis 26 10 12 7 1 0 0 13 1 0 6 1 0 0 2 0 1 15 3 0 4  . 3 0 4
Mar 09 at Kennesaw State 25 1 5 1 0 0 1 8 3 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 10 20 2 1 8  . 2 9 8
Mar 09 vs Wright State 26 1 4 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 5 0 1 0 0 0 6 18 6 0 5  . 2 9 0
Mar 13 at Lipscomb 33 7 11 6 4 0 2 21 1 0 3 0 0 1 0 0 7 18 2 1 7  . 2 9 3
*Mar 16 at FIU 30 6 12 6 4 0 0 16 2 0 1 0 1 3 0 0 2 21 4 0 9  . 2 9 9
*Mar 16 at FIU 27 4 7 4 1 0 0 8 3 0 4 0 1 0 1 0 3 21 11 0 7  . 2 9 7
*Mar 17 at FIU 27 5 6 4 3 0 1 12 3 0 3 0 0 1 0 0 3 21 4 0 5  . 2 9 3
Mar 20 at Eastern Kentucky 26 6 8 6 1 1 1 14 2 0 0 1 0 2 1 0 2 21 5 0 4  . 2 9 4
*Mar 23 CHARLOTTE 21 11 9 10 2 0 2 17 7 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 2 15 3 0 5  . 2 9 8
*Mar 23 CHARLOTTE 23 5 8 5 2 0 1 13 5 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 4 21 8 1 5  . 3 0 0
*Mar 24 CHARLOTTE 24 3 6 2 0 0 1 9 3 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 4 21 9 3 6  . 2 9 8
Mar 26 at Kentucky 27 4 4 4 0 0 3 13 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 21 6 0 5  . 2 9 3
*Mar 30 FLORIDA ATLANTIC 29 10 14 10 3 1 2 25 5 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 2 21 8 1 7  . 3 0 0
*Mar 30 FLORIDA ATLANTIC 21 2 6 2 1 0 0 7 2 0 1 0 0 2 0 1 3 21 6 0 5  . 3 0 0
*Mar 31 FLORIDA ATLANTIC 23 10 10 6 2 0 1 15 7 0 2 0 0 3 1 1 0 18 5 2 7  . 3 0 4
Apr 03 LOUISVILLE 26 2 4 1 2 0 0 6 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 5 21 9 2 4  . 2 9 9
*Apr 06 at Marshall University 21 2 2 2 0 0 1 5 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 4 17 8 1 5  . 2 9 4
*Apr 06 at Marshall University 29 7 8 6 0 0 2 14 2 0 2 0 1 0 1 0 2 21 8 0 5  . 2 9 3
*Apr 07 at Marshall University 33 7 12 7 3 0 1 18 5 0 1 0 2 0 1 0 8 21 4 2 10  . 2 9 6
*Apr 13 NORTH TEXAS 26 2 6 2 2 0 2 14 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 21 3 1 4  . 2 9 4
*Apr 13 NORTH TEXAS 23 3 8 3 2 0 1 13 2 0 3 1 1 2 0 0 2 21 13 0 7  . 2 9 5
*Apr 14 NORTH TEXAS 24 8 8 8 1 0 3 18 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 15 3 0 5  . 2 9 6
Apr 17 at Tennessee Tech 31 4 6 4 1 1 1 12 2 0 1 3 0 1 0 0 4 27 12 0 3  . 2 9 3
*Apr 22 at Middle Tennessee 24 8 8 8 1 0 2 15 5 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 18 6 1 3  . 2 9 4
*Apr 22 at Middle Tennessee 27 14 12 14 3 0 4 27 5 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 15 7 0 5  . 2 9 8
*Apr 23 at Middle Tennessee 40 6 9 5 2 0 1 14 9 2 1 0 0 1 0 1 2 33 12 3 11  . 2 9 5
Totals 1091 241 322 211 62 8 44 532 125 2 78 15 17 26 16 5 149 836 248 31 236  . 2 9 5
www.WKUSports.com  |  @WKUSoftball24
TV/RADIO ROSTER
3 Shannon Plese
R-Senior | OF | L/L
Knoxville, Tenn. | South Carolina
4 Kennedy Sullivan
Freshman | P/OF | R/R
Georgetown, Ky.
6 Taylor Davis
Freshman | OF | L/L
Huntsville, Ala.
10 Shelby Nunn
Sophomore | P | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
11 Jordan Vorbrink
Senior | UTL | L/L
Louisville, Ky. | Louisville
15 Kelsey McGuffin
Senior | OF | R/R
Elizabethtown, Ky.
12 Kelsey Aikey
Junior | P | R/R
Cedar Falls, Iowa
16 Tommi Stowers
Junior | C | R/R
Columbus, Ind.
19 Sydne Solomon






Senior | IF | R/R
Rockport, Ind.
9 Jordan Ridge
Freshman | UTL | R/R
Louisville, Ky.
1 Jordan Thomas
Sophomore | UTL | L/L
Lebabon, Ky.
2 Kendall Smith
Sophomore | C | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
22 Macy Murphy
Freshman | IF | R/R
Murfreesboro, Tenn.
23 Morgan McElroy
Junior | IF | R/R
Madisonville, Ky.
24 Cassidy Blackford
R-Junior | P | R/R
Marshalltown, Iowa
26 Paige Carter
Junior | UTL | R/R
Crown Point, Ind.
28 Maddie Bowlds
Sophomore | IF | L/L
Utica, Ky.
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA 
RELATIONS                                                                                                                         
                                       
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Saturday, April 27, 2019 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
  
Games 43 & 44 PDF box scores attached. 
C-USA only & Season stats PDF attached. 
  
LATE RALLY COMES UP SHORT AS TOPS DROP DOUBLEHEADER TO LA TECH 
  
MONROE, La. – WKU Softball suffered a pair of losses to Conference USA Preseason favorite Louisiana 
Tech on Saturday from ULM Softball Field in Monroe, La. Originally scheduled to be played in Ruston 
prior to a tornado destroying the Lady Techsters’ field, WKU and LA Tech relocated the series down the 
road to ULM. 
  
Kennedy Sullivan went 3-for-5 on the day while Jordan Vorbrink added a 2-for-5 showing. Vorbrink and 
Shannon Plese added doubles for the Hilltoppers on the day. 
  
WKU moved to 33-11 on the season and 15-5 in Conference USA action with the setbacks. Louisiana 
Tech ended a three-game skid to improve to 38-13 overall and 16-4 in league play. 
  
GAME 1: LA TECH 8, WKU 0 [5] 
  
For just the second time of the season, WKU Softball was shutout in a game as Louisiana Tech claimed 
an 8-0, five-inning decision to open the three-game series. Kennedy Sullivan broke up the Lady 
Techsters’ no-hitter in the top of the fifth inning with a single. Paige Carter was the Hilltoppers’ other 
batter to reach base after reaching safely on an error by Louisiana Tech in the fourth. 
  
Tech plated two runs in the bottom of the first before chasing Kelsey Aikey in the bottom of the second, 
en route to a five-run frame. Shelby Nunn would work the game’s final 2.2 innings after relieving Aikey 
who took the decision in the circle. 
  
GAME 2: LA TECH 4, WKU 1 
  
Game two saw WKU strike for its first hit in the opening frame as Shannon Plese connected for a two-
out double to the left-center gap before ending up stranded. LA Tech opened the day’s second tilt with a 
three-run first that saw the Hilltopper starter, Sullivan, chased after just one out. 
  
After Louisiana Tech got a leadoff single and followed it with a base hit, both runners advanced into 
scoring position on a wild pitch before the home team got on the board with a sacrifice fly. The Lady 
Techsters’ next batter added the first of four-straight singles before Aikey made her second appearance 
of the day. With a full count on the first batter she faced, Aikey induced a grounder to Rebekah 
Engelhardt who tagged the Tech runner heading to third for a fielder’s choice before the righty handled 
a liner that came back at her for the final out. 
  
Sullivan and Jordan Vorbrink opened the second inning with a pair of base hits and each advanced 60 
feet on a sac bunt by Engelhardt, however, both Hilltoppers ended up stranded. 
  
WKU held Tech scoreless in both the second and third frames while stranding four Lady Techster 
baserunners in the meantime. 
  
Sullivan added her second hit of the game in the top of the fourth before ending up stranded. LA Tech 
would add another run in the bottom of the frame 
  
Taylor Davis led off the top of the fifth with a pinch-hit single and moved around to third on a pair of 
groundouts. Davis would come in to score on a wild pitch for the final tally in the game. 
  
Aikey and the defense held LA Tech scoreless over the last two innings, stranding two more runners to 
bring the total on the game to eight. 
  
Kendall Smith and Vorbrink each added hits in the sixth, as Vorbrink delivered a double for her second 
hit of the game. 
  
Engelhardt led off the top of the seventh with a hit by pitch before a fielder’s choice replaced her on first 
with Davis. With two away, Jordan Thomas struck for a base hit down the left line before Kelsey 
McGuffin drew a hit by pitch to load the bases. The threat would come to an end on a fielder’s choice to 
end the game. 
  
Sullivan took the loss in the circle, moving to 15-4 on the season. Aikey worked 5.2 innings in relief, 
allowing just one more Lady Techster run during her appearance. 
  
Next game: WKU and LA Tech will close out their three-game series on Sunday with a noon CT contest 
on the slate from the ULM Softball Field in Monroe, La. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA 
RELATIONS                                                                                                                         
                                       
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Sunday, April 28, 2019 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
  
Games 45 PDF box score attached. 
C-USA only & Season stats PDF attached. 
  
EARLY LEAD DOESN’T HOLD AS HILLTOPPERS DROP FINALE TO LA TECH 
  
MONROE, La. – WKU Softball took its first lead of the series against Louisiana Tech Sunday in the top of 
the third inning after heads up base running by junior Morgan McElroy but a rally by the Lady Techsters 
resulted in a 7-1 win for the home team. The Hilltopper loss resulted in the squad’s first time on the 
losing end of a series sweep on the year. 
  
After playing six games across the last seven days – all away from home – the Hilltoppers went 3-3 on 
the week and now sit at 33-12 overall. WKU is now 15-6 in league play. 
  
Louisiana Tech improved to 39-13 on the season and 17-4 in Conference USA action. 
  
Scoreless into the third inning, Morgan McElroy led of the frame with a double down the leftfield line. 
Shannon Plese followed with a one-out walk. During Paige Carter’s at bat, McElroy and Plese each 
advanced 60 feet on a passed ball. McElroy made the turn after the throw to third went into the outfield 
and scored easily for WKU’s first lead of the series. 
  
In the bottom of the frame, Kelsey Aikey and the defense returned the Lady Techsters to their dugout in 
order. Aikey faced just one batter over the minimum through three innings, registering five strikeouts in 
that span. 
  
Louisiana Tech responded in the fourth, opening the frame with three-straight doubles before Shelby 
Nunn took over in the circle. The Lady Techsters plated two runs in the frame for the first of three-
straight innings with a run on the board. 
  
Rebekah Engelhardt, Taylor Davis and Kennedy Sullivan added base hits in the fifth and sixth innings. 
Kendall Smith also drew a walk in the sixth to load the bases with one out before being replaced on the 
base paths by Jordan Ridge. After a pitching change, Louisiana Tech worked out of the jam, leaving all 
three Hilltoppers stranded. 
  
Down to its final out, Plese recorded WKU’s fifth hit of the game and stole second, but would end up 
stranded. 
  
Despite a solid outing in the circle, Aikey took the loss to move to 12-8 on the season. The junior struck 
out five batters in her 3.0+ frames of work, while allowing two runs on four hits and zero walks. 
  
Nunn worked the final 3.0 innings, allowing five runs – three earned - on five hits with two strikeouts. 
  
Next game: WKU will be back in action on Wednesday as Murray State will visit The Hill to close out the 
Hilltoppers’ non-conference slate. First pitch from the WKU Softball Complex is slated for 5 p.m. CT. 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA 
RELATIONS                                                                                                                         
                                       
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Tuesday, April 30, 2019 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
  
TOPS CLOSE OUT NON-CONFERENCE SLATE WITH VISIT FROM MURRAY STATE WEDNESDAY 
  
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Softball is slated for its final midweek non-conference tilt on Wednesday 
as in-state foe Murray State visits The Hill for a 5 p.m. contest. The Hilltoppers enter the game with a 33-
12 record while the Racers sit at 24-24 overall. Action will be streamed live on CUSA.tv and is available 
with a subscription. 
  
FOLLOWING INFORMATION 
Wednesday, May 1 – 5 p.m. vs. Murray State – Livestats | CUSA.tv 
  
Murray State enters the matchup winners of three-straight games while WKU will look to get back on 
track after suffering a sweep to Louisiana Tech in Monroe, La., over the weekend. The Hilltoppers will 
return to the WKU Softball Complex after seven games on the road – including six C-USA matchups 
across a seven-day span. 
  
The Racers currently own a 14-6 record in Ohio Valley Conference action with two games left on its 
regular-season slate this weekend. Murray State is currently tied for fourth in the OVC standings. 
  
In the all-time series against Murray State, WKU owns an 8-3 advantage. When facing the Racers on The 
Hill, the Red and White are 5-0 including a speedy 1-0 victory during the 2017 season. The game 
duration was clocked at 1:10 with just six combined hits. 
  
This season, Murray State and WKU have faced seven common opponents including Butler, Saint Louis, 
Kentucky, Samford, Tennessee State, Tennessee Tech and Eastern Kentucky. The Hilltoppers posted a 7-
0 record against the common foes while MSU went 8-3 in those outings. 
 
TICKETS & PARKING 
Wednesday’s contest will be the team’s WKU Faculty & Staff Appreciation game with all WKU Faculty 
and Staff members receiving two complimentary tickets by showing their WKU ID.  
  
Single-day admission can be purchased for $5 for adults and $3 for kids ages 3-12 (free on Sunday). WKU 
students can receive free admission by showing their student ID. Additionally, Flexible Ticket Packages 
are available for $35 for 24 vouchers and can be used for all regular-season games. 
  
Spectator parking will be available in the Creason lot (not PS3). 
  
PROMOTIONS 
WKU’s Mid-Week Concession Special will be available from the concessions stand featuring $2 popcorn 
and $2 hot dogs. Additionally, the first 50 fans can pick up a free WKU pint glass. 
 
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Apr 03, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 26-6   Home: 12-2   Away: 6-2   Neutral: 8-2   C-USA: 9-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 3 6 4 17-8 33 7 12 7 0 1 9 22  . 6 6 7 3 0 6 0  . 4 1 7 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 3 5 8 32-32 95 25 34 7 1 2 19 49  . 5 1 6 13 3 10 1  . 4 5 0 0 0 13-16 26 1 1  . 9 6 4
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 5 7 28-28 70 17 25 4 0 2 8 35  . 5 0 0 10 2 15 0  . 4 5 1 0 3 4-4 43 2 2  . 9 5 7
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 3 5 2 32-32 88 22 31 6 1 7 28 60  . 6 8 2 15 2 14 0  . 4 4 9 2 0 4-6 288 15 3  . 9 9 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 1 3 28-27 64 9 20 2 1 0 8 24  . 3 7 5 7 1 8 0  . 3 8 9 0 0 4-6 126 4 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 0 9 27-19 55 12 17 3 0 1 12 23  . 4 1 8 6 1 6 1  . 3 7 5 2 6 3-4 8 1 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 0 4 32-32 102 18 31 6 2 4 22 53  . 5 2 0 12 0 19 0  . 3 7 4 1 0 6-7 51 27 3  . 9 6 3
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 8 9 32-32 83 27 24 3 1 7 15 50  . 6 0 2 16 1 10 0  . 4 0 2 2 2 12-13 18 47 4  . 9 4 2
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 2 7 2 30-30 81 10 22 8 0 1 19 33  . 4 0 7 2 0 7 1  . 2 7 0 6 2 1-1 6 14 0 1.000
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 5 0 22-19 48 11 12 0 0 0 4 12  . 2 5 0 3 0 0 0  . 2 9 4 0 3 7-7 18 0 0 1.000
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 5 0 7-3 12 0 3 1 0 0 2 4  . 3 3 3 0 0 0 0  . 2 5 0 0 1 2-3 9 0 0 1.000
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 1 8 4 32-32 49 9 9 0 1 0 3 11  . 2 2 4 1 1 5 0  . 2 1 6 0 2 3-3 28 42 9  . 8 8 6
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 1 6 7 14-2 12 5 2 0 0 0 2 2  . 1 6 7 1 0 6 0  . 2 3 1 0 1 3-3 2 1 0 1.000
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 0 6 7 20-5 15 6 1 0 0 1 1 4  . 2 6 7 0 0 8 0  . 0 6 7 0 0 3-3 2 0 0 1.000
22 MURPHY, Macy  . 0 0 0 6-0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 23-12 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 1 0-0 1 6 1  . 8 7 5
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 5-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 19-7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 12 0 1.000
Totals  . 2 9 9 32 813 180 243 47 7 26 152 382  . 4 7 0 89 11 115 3  . 3 7 0 13 21 67-78 627 172 23  . 9 7 2
Opponents  . 1 9 3 32 772 79 149 24 2 14 72 219  . 2 8 4 121 8 284 0  . 3 0 8 2 9 25-29 590 246 52  . 9 4 1
LOB - Team (178), Opp (206). DPs turned - Team (3), Opp (12). CI - Team (0), Opp (1). Picked off - SULLIVAN,K. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
10 NUNN, Shelby  1 . 3 7 4-0 18 6 1 1/4 3 46.0 36 13 9 15 42 5 1 0  . 1 9 9 2 0 0 0 1
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 0 6 8-4 22 11 2 2/4 5 68.0 46 25 20 39 102 4 0 7  . 1 8 5 9 3 0 1 4
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  2 . 8 4 14-2 18 15 8 4/0 0 93.2 64 39 38 65 139 14 1 7  . 1 9 0 4 5 0 1 4
20 TOWERS, Haylee 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.1 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0 0 0
Totals  2 . 3 1 26-6 32 32 11 11/4 8 209.0 149 79 69 121 284 24 2 14  . 1 9 3 15 8 0 2 9
Opponents  4 . 5 9 6-26 32 32 10 1/0 0 196.2 243 180 129 89 115 47 7 26  . 2 9 9 23 11 0 13 21
PB - Team (4), SMITH,K. 4, Opp (4). Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (1). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (25-29), SULLIVAN,K.
(12-15), AIKEY,K. (10-11), NUNN,S. (3-3).
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Apr 03, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 130 126 4 0 1.000 2 0 0   - - - 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy 20 6 14 0 1.000 0 12 3  . 8 0 0 0 0
 6 DAVIS, Taylor 18 18 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 13 1 12 0 1.000 0 3 0 1.000 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 9 9 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 9 8 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan 3 2 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey 2 2 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 306 288 15 3  . 9 9 0 1 25 4  . 8 6 2 4 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon 28 26 1 1  . 9 6 4 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 81 51 27 3  . 9 6 3 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 47 43 2 2  . 9 5 7 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 69 18 47 4  . 9 4 2 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan 79 28 42 9  . 8 8 6 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 8 1 6 1  . 8 7 5 1 10 1  . 9 0 9 0 0
22 MURPHY, Macy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 822 627 172 23  . 9 7 2 3 25 4  . 8 6 2 4 0
Opponents 888 590 246 52  . 9 4 1 12 67 11  . 8 5 9 4 1
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Apr 06, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 27-7   Home: 12-2   Away: 7-3   Neutral: 8-2   C-USA: 10-1
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 3 4 0 34-34 100 25 34 7 1 2 19 49  . 4 9 0 13 3 10 1  . 4 3 1 0 0 13-16 27 1 1  . 9 6 6
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 3 3 30-30 75 17 25 4 0 2 8 35  . 4 6 7 12 2 15 0  . 4 3 8 0 3 4-4 45 2 2  . 9 5 9
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 3 3 3 19-9 36 8 12 7 0 1 10 22  . 6 1 1 3 0 7 0  . 3 7 5 1 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 3 3 0 34-34 94 22 31 6 1 7 28 60  . 6 3 8 15 3 15 0  . 4 3 0 2 0 4-6 295 19 2  . 9 9 4
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 2 4 30-29 68 10 22 2 1 0 8 26  . 3 8 2 8 1 8 0  . 4 0 3 0 0 4-6 144 4 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 1 1 29-21 61 12 19 3 0 1 13 25  . 4 1 0 6 2 7 1  . 3 8 0 2 6 4-5 11 1 0 1.000
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 2 9 9 32-32 87 13 26 8 0 3 23 43  . 4 9 4 3 0 7 1  . 3 0 2 6 2 1-1 6 16 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 2 9 4 34-34 109 19 32 6 2 4 23 54  . 4 9 5 12 0 20 0  . 3 6 1 1 0 7-8 53 29 3  . 9 6 5
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 7 0 34-34 89 27 24 3 1 7 15 50  . 5 6 2 16 1 12 0  . 3 8 0 2 2 12-13 19 52 5  . 9 3 4
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 5 0 22-19 48 11 12 0 0 0 4 12  . 2 5 0 3 0 0 0  . 2 9 4 0 3 7-7 18 0 0 1.000
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 5 0 7-3 12 0 3 1 0 0 2 4  . 3 3 3 0 0 0 0  . 2 5 0 0 1 2-3 9 0 0 1.000
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 1 8 0 34-34 50 9 9 0 1 0 3 11  . 2 2 0 1 1 5 0  . 2 1 2 0 2 3-3 32 44 10  . 8 8 4
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 1 6 7 14-2 12 5 2 0 0 0 2 2  . 1 6 7 1 0 6 0  . 2 3 1 0 1 3-3 2 1 0 1.000
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 1 2 5 21-5 16 8 2 0 0 2 2 8  . 5 0 0 0 1 8 0  . 1 7 6 0 0 3-3 2 0 0 1.000
22 MURPHY, Macy  . 0 0 0 6-0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 24-13 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 1 0-0 1 6 1  . 8 7 5
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 6-0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 20-7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 13 0 1.000
Totals  . 2 9 3 34 863 189 253 47 7 29 160 401  . 4 6 5 93 14 121 3  . 3 6 6 14 21 69-80 665 188 24  . 9 7 3
Opponents  . 1 9 8 34 819 90 162 27 4 16 82 245  . 2 9 9 128 12 293 0  . 3 1 4 2 11 26-32 629 262 54  . 9 4 3
LOB - Team (188), Opp (217). DPs turned - Team (3), Opp (12). CI - Team (0), Opp (1). IBB - Team (0), Opp (2). Picked off -
SULLIVAN,K. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
10 NUNN, Shelby  2 . 1 0 4-0 19 6 1 1/4 3 46.2 42 20 14 16 43 7 2 1  . 2 2 2 2 1 0 0 1
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 2 1 8-5 23 12 2 2/4 5 73.0 49 28 23 40 106 4 1 8  . 1 8 6 10 4 0 1 5
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  2 . 7 1 15-2 19 16 9 4/0 0 100.2 68 40 39 70 143 15 1 7  . 1 8 9 4 7 0 1 5
20 TOWERS, Haylee 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.1 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0 0 0
Totals  2 . 4 6 27-7 34 34 12 11/4 8 221.2 162 90 78 128 293 27 4 16  . 1 9 8 16 12 0 2 11
Opponents  4 . 5 7 7-27 34 34 12 1/0 0 209.2 253 189 137 93 121 47 7 29  . 2 9 3 24 14 0 14 21
PB - Team (4), SMITH,K. 4, Opp (4). Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (1). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (26-32), SULLIVAN,K.
(12-16), AIKEY,K. (10-12), NUNN,S. (4-4).
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Apr 06, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 148 144 4 0 1.000 2 0 0   - - - 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy 22 6 16 0 1.000 0 12 4  . 7 5 0 0 0
 6 DAVIS, Taylor 18 18 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 14 1 13 0 1.000 0 4 0 1.000 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 12 11 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 9 9 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan 3 2 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey 2 2 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 316 295 19 2  . 9 9 4 1 26 6  . 8 1 3 4 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon 29 27 1 1  . 9 6 6 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 85 53 29 3  . 9 6 5 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 49 45 2 2  . 9 5 9 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 76 19 52 5  . 9 3 4 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan 86 32 44 10  . 8 8 4 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 8 1 6 1  . 8 7 5 1 10 2  . 8 3 3 0 0
22 MURPHY, Macy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 877 665 188 24  . 9 7 3 3 26 6  . 8 1 3 4 0
Opponents 945 629 262 54  . 9 4 3 12 69 11  . 8 6 3 4 1
2019 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Apr 06, 2019)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 10-1   Home: 6-0   Away: 4-1   C-USA: 10-1
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 5 0 0 7-0 2 3 1 0 0 1 1 4 2.000 0 1 1 0  . 6 6 7 0 0 2-2 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 4 5 8 10-10 24 7 11 2 0 2 4 19  . 7 9 2 7 0 2 0  . 5 8 1 0 1 2-2 11 1 0 1.000
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 4 5 0 10-9 20 3 9 0 1 0 3 11  . 5 5 0 5 1 2 0  . 5 7 7 0 0 1-1 58 2 0 1.000
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 4 3 8 11-11 32 8 14 5 0 3 13 28  . 8 7 5 2 0 1 1  . 4 4 4 2 2 1-1 2 7 0 1.000
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 3 5 5 11-11 31 5 11 2 0 0 6 13  . 4 1 9 6 0 3 1  . 4 5 9 0 0 2-4 9 0 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 1 8 9-7 22 3 7 2 0 0 4 9  . 4 0 9 2 1 2 1  . 4 0 0 0 3 1-1 3 1 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 2 9 7 11-11 37 8 11 2 0 1 7 16  . 4 3 2 4 0 5 0  . 3 6 6 0 0 2-3 21 12 3  . 9 1 7
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 2 8 6 11-11 28 7 8 2 0 2 9 16  . 5 7 1 9 1 3 0  . 4 7 4 0 0 1-1 81 9 1  . 9 8 9
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 3 5 7-7 17 6 4 0 0 0 0 4  . 2 3 5 3 0 0 0  . 3 5 0 0 0 6-6 8 0 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 2 6 11-11 31 7 7 2 0 2 6 15  . 4 8 4 3 0 8 0  . 2 8 6 1 1 2-2 6 21 2  . 9 3 1
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 2 2 4-3 9 0 2 0 0 0 1 2  . 2 2 2 0 0 0 0  . 2 2 2 0 1 1-1 6 0 0 1.000
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 1 8 2 8-2 11 2 2 1 0 0 2 3  . 2 7 3 0 0 2 0  . 1 6 7 1 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 0 9 1 11-11 11 2 1 0 0 0 1 1  . 0 9 1 0 1 0 0  . 1 6 7 0 1 0-0 12 17 2  . 9 3 5
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 7-3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 4 0 1.000
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 3-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 0 0 0 4-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 8-3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 3 2 0 11 275 65 88 18 1 11 57 141  . 5 1 3 41 5 29 3  . 4 1 2 4 9 22-25 218 74 8  . 9 7 3
Opponents  . 1 9 9 11 266 24 53 10 2 2 22 73  . 2 7 4 41 7 82 0  . 3 2 1 1 7 6-8 203 85 15  . 9 5 0
LOB - Team (66), Opp (80). DPs turned - Team (0), Opp (8). IBB - Team (0), Opp (2).
(C-USA games only Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  1 . 6 2 5-0 5 5 3 1/0 0 30.1 20 7 7 19 29 5 0 0  . 1 8 9 0 4 0 1 3
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  1 . 7 0 4-1 8 3 0 0/3 2 24.2 13 6 6 14 38 1 1 1  . 1 5 7 5 2 0 0 3
10 NUNN, Shelby  3 . 1 7 1-0 7 3 0 0/3 0 17.2 20 11 8 8 15 4 1 1  . 2 6 0 1 1 0 0 1
Totals  2 . 0 2 10-1 11 11 3 4/3 2 72.2 53 24 21 41 82 10 2 2  . 1 9 9 6 7 0 1 7
Opponents  5 . 1 7 1-10 11 11 5 0/0 0 67.2 88 65 50 41 29 18 1 11  . 3 2 0 3 5 0 4 9
PB - Team (2), SMITH,K. 2, Opp (1). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (6-8), AIKEY,K. (4-5), SULLIVAN,K. (1-2), NUNN,S. (1-1).
2019 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Apr 06, 2019)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 60 58 2 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 12 11 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon 9 9 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy 9 2 7 0 1.000 0 1 1  . 5 0 0 0 0
 6 DAVIS, Taylor 8 8 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 6 6 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 5 1 4 0 1.000 0 1 0 1.000 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 4 3 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 91 81 9 1  . 9 8 9 0 6 2  . 7 5 0 2 0
23 McELROY, Morgan 31 12 17 2  . 9 3 5 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 29 6 21 2  . 9 3 1 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 36 21 12 3  . 9 1 7 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 4 1  . 8 0 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 300 218 74 8  . 9 7 3 0 6 2  . 7 5 0 2 0
Opponents 303 203 85 15  . 9 5 0 8 22 3  . 8 8 0 1 0
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Apr 07, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 27-8   Home: 12-2   Away: 7-4   Neutral: 8-2   C-USA: 10-2
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 3 4 3 35-35 99 23 34 7 1 7 30 64  . 6 4 6 15 3 16 0  . 4 3 7 2 0 4-6 299 19 2  . 9 9 4
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 3 3 7 35-35 104 25 35 7 1 2 21 50  . 4 8 1 14 3 12 1  . 4 3 0 0 0 13-16 32 1 2  . 9 4 3
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 2 5 31-31 77 17 25 4 0 2 8 35  . 4 5 5 13 3 16 0  . 4 4 1 0 3 4-4 46 2 2  . 9 6 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 3 2 4 20-9 37 8 12 7 0 1 10 22  . 5 9 5 3 0 7 0  . 3 6 6 1 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 2 4 31-30 71 11 23 2 1 0 8 27  . 3 8 0 8 1 8 0  . 4 0 0 0 0 5-7 149 5 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 1 7 30-22 63 14 20 3 0 1 13 26  . 4 1 3 7 2 7 1  . 3 9 2 2 6 4-5 12 1 0 1.000
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 3 0 8 33-33 91 14 28 8 0 3 24 45  . 4 9 5 3 0 7 1  . 3 0 7 7 2 1-1 6 16 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 2 8 6 35-35 112 20 32 6 2 4 23 54  . 4 8 2 13 1 22 0  . 3 6 2 1 0 7-8 55 29 3  . 9 6 6
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 8 0 35-35 93 28 26 3 1 8 17 55  . 5 9 1 16 1 13 0  . 3 8 4 2 2 12-13 19 54 5  . 9 3 6
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 5 0 22-19 48 11 12 0 0 0 4 12  . 2 5 0 3 0 0 0  . 2 9 4 0 3 7-7 18 0 0 1.000
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 5 0 7-3 12 0 3 1 0 0 2 4  . 3 3 3 0 0 0 0  . 2 5 0 0 1 2-3 9 0 0 1.000
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 2 1 1 22-6 19 8 4 2 0 2 2 12  . 6 3 2 1 1 8 0  . 2 8 6 0 0 3-3 4 0 0 1.000
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 1 8 0 35-35 50 9 9 0 1 0 3 11  . 2 2 0 1 1 5 0  . 2 1 2 0 2 3-3 33 45 11  . 8 7 6
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 1 6 7 14-2 12 5 2 0 0 0 2 2  . 1 6 7 1 0 6 0  . 2 3 1 0 1 3-3 2 1 0 1.000
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 25-13 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 1 0-0 1 6 1  . 8 7 5
22 MURPHY, Macy  . 0 0 0 6-0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 7-0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 20-7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 13 0 1.000
Totals  . 2 9 6 35 896 196 265 50 7 30 167 419  . 4 6 8 98 16 129 3  . 3 7 0 15 21 70-81 686 192 26  . 9 7 1
Opponents  . 2 0 1 35 847 98 170 28 4 18 90 260  . 3 0 7 135 14 297 0  . 3 2 0 2 12 26-32 653 270 54  . 9 4 5
LOB - Team (198), Opp (226). DPs turned - Team (3), Opp (12). CI - Team (0), Opp (1). IBB - Team (0), Opp (3). Picked off -
SULLIVAN,K. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
10 NUNN, Shelby  2 . 1 0 4-0 19 6 1 1/4 3 46.2 42 20 14 16 43 7 2 1  . 2 2 2 2 1 0 0 1
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 4 2 8-6 24 12 2 2/4 5 75.1 53 32 26 42 108 4 1 10  . 1 9 3 11 4 0 1 6
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  2 . 8 6 15-2 20 17 9 4/0 0 105.1 72 44 43 75 145 16 1 7  . 1 9 1 4 9 0 1 5
20 TOWERS, Haylee 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.1 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0 0 0
Totals  2 . 6 0 27-8 35 35 12 11/4 8 228.2 170 98 85 135 297 28 4 18  . 2 0 1 17 14 0 2 12
Opponents  4 . 6 3 8-27 35 35 12 1/0 0 217.2 265 196 144 98 129 50 7 30  . 2 9 6 24 16 0 15 21
PB - Team (4), SMITH,K. 4, Opp (5). Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (1). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (26-32), SULLIVAN,K.
(12-16), AIKEY,K. (10-12), NUNN,S. (4-4).
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Apr 07, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 154 149 5 0 1.000 2 0 0   - - - 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy 22 6 16 0 1.000 0 12 4  . 7 5 0 0 0
 6 DAVIS, Taylor 18 18 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 14 1 13 0 1.000 0 4 0 1.000 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 13 12 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 9 9 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey 4 4 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan 3 2 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 320 299 19 2  . 9 9 4 1 26 6  . 8 1 3 4 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 87 55 29 3  . 9 6 6 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 50 46 2 2  . 9 6 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon 35 32 1 2  . 9 4 3 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 78 19 54 5  . 9 3 6 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan 89 33 45 11  . 8 7 6 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 8 1 6 1  . 8 7 5 1 10 2  . 8 3 3 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
22 MURPHY, Macy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 904 686 192 26  . 9 7 1 3 26 6  . 8 1 3 4 0
Opponents 977 653 270 54  . 9 4 5 12 70 11  . 8 6 4 5 1
2019 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Apr 07, 2019)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 10-2   Home: 6-0   Away: 4-2   C-USA: 10-2
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 6 0 0 8-1 5 3 3 2 0 1 1 8 1.600 1 1 1 0  . 7 1 4 0 0 2-2 2 0 0 1.000
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 4 4 4 12-12 36 9 16 5 0 3 14 30  . 8 3 3 2 0 1 1  . 4 3 9 3 2 1-1 2 7 0 1.000
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 4 3 5 11-10 23 4 10 0 1 0 3 12  . 5 2 2 5 1 2 0  . 5 5 2 0 0 2-2 63 3 0 1.000
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 4 2 3 11-11 26 7 11 2 0 2 4 19  . 7 3 1 8 1 3 0  . 5 7 1 0 1 2-2 12 1 0 1.000
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 3 4 3 12-12 35 5 12 2 0 0 8 14  . 4 0 0 7 0 5 1  . 4 5 2 0 0 2-4 14 0 1  . 9 3 3
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 3 3 3 12-12 33 8 11 3 0 2 11 20  . 6 0 6 9 1 4 0  . 4 8 8 0 0 1-1 85 9 1  . 9 8 9
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 3 3 10-8 24 5 8 2 0 0 4 10  . 4 1 7 3 1 2 1  . 4 2 9 0 3 1-1 4 1 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 2 7 5 12-12 40 9 11 2 0 1 7 16  . 4 0 0 5 1 7 0  . 3 7 0 0 0 2-3 23 12 3  . 9 2 1
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 5 7 12-12 35 8 9 2 0 3 8 20  . 5 7 1 3 0 9 0  . 3 0 8 1 1 2-2 6 23 2  . 9 3 5
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 3 5 7-7 17 6 4 0 0 0 0 4  . 2 3 5 3 0 0 0  . 3 5 0 0 0 6-6 8 0 0 1.000
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 2 2 4-3 9 0 2 0 0 0 1 2  . 2 2 2 0 0 0 0  . 2 2 2 0 1 1-1 6 0 0 1.000
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 1 6 7 9-2 12 2 2 1 0 0 2 3  . 2 5 0 0 0 2 0  . 1 5 4 1 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 0 9 1 12-12 11 2 1 0 0 0 1 1  . 0 9 1 0 1 0 0  . 1 6 7 0 1 0-0 13 18 3  . 9 1 2
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 9-3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 4-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 7-3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 4 0 1.000
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 0 0 0 4-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 3 2 5 12 308 72 100 21 1 12 64 159  . 5 1 6 46 7 37 3  . 4 1 8 5 9 23-26 239 78 10  . 9 6 9
Opponents  . 2 0 7 12 294 32 61 11 2 4 30 88  . 2 9 9 48 9 86 0  . 3 3 5 1 8 6-8 227 93 15  . 9 5 5
LOB - Team (76), Opp (89). DPs turned - Team (0), Opp (8). IBB - Team (0), Opp (3).
(C-USA games only Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  2 . 2 0 5-0 6 6 3 1/0 0 35.0 24 11 11 24 31 6 0 0  . 1 9 5 0 6 0 1 3
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 3 3 4-2 9 3 0 0/3 2 27.0 17 10 9 16 40 1 1 3  . 1 8 1 6 2 0 0 4
10 NUNN, Shelby  3 . 1 7 1-0 7 3 0 0/3 0 17.2 20 11 8 8 15 4 1 1  . 2 6 0 1 1 0 0 1
Totals  2 . 4 6 10-2 12 12 3 4/3 2 79.2 61 32 28 48 86 11 2 4  . 2 0 7 7 9 0 1 8
Opponents  5 . 2 7 2-10 12 12 5 0/0 0 75.2 100 72 57 46 37 21 1 12  . 3 2 5 3 7 0 5 9
PB - Team (2), SMITH,K. 2, Opp (2). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (6-8), AIKEY,K. (4-5), SULLIVAN,K. (1-2), NUNN,S. (1-1).
2019 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Apr 07, 2019)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 66 63 3 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 13 12 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy 9 2 7 0 1.000 0 1 1  . 5 0 0 0 0
 6 DAVIS, Taylor 8 8 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 6 6 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 5 4 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 5 1 4 0 1.000 0 1 0 1.000 0 0
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey 2 2 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 95 85 9 1  . 9 8 9 0 6 2  . 7 5 0 2 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 31 6 23 2  . 9 3 5 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon 15 14 0 1  . 9 3 3 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 38 23 12 3  . 9 2 1 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan 34 13 18 3  . 9 1 2 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 4 1  . 8 0 0 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 327 239 78 10  . 9 6 9 0 6 2  . 7 5 0 2 0
Opponents 335 227 93 15  . 9 5 5 8 23 3  . 8 8 5 2 0
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Apr 13, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 28-9   Home: 13-3   Away: 7-4   Neutral: 8-2   C-USA: 11-3
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 3 4 6 37-37 104 23 36 8 1 7 30 67  . 6 4 4 16 3 16 0  . 4 4 0 2 0 4-6 309 19 3  . 9 9 1
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 3 3 32-24 69 15 23 3 0 2 15 32  . 4 6 4 7 2 7 1  . 4 0 0 2 6 5-6 12 1 0 1.000
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 3 3 0 37-37 109 25 36 7 1 2 21 51  . 4 6 8 15 3 13 1  . 4 2 5 0 0 14-17 34 1 2  . 9 4 6
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 3 2 4 20-9 37 8 12 7 0 1 10 22  . 5 9 5 3 0 7 0  . 3 6 6 1 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 2 1 33-32 81 17 26 5 0 2 8 37  . 4 5 7 13 3 16 0  . 4 3 3 0 3 4-4 46 2 2  . 9 6 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 1 6 33-32 76 11 24 2 1 0 8 28  . 3 6 8 8 2 8 0  . 3 9 5 0 0 5-8 165 5 0 1.000
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 3 0 2 35-35 96 14 29 9 0 3 25 47  . 4 9 0 3 0 9 1  . 3 0 2 7 3 1-1 7 16 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 2 9 7 37-37 118 24 35 7 2 6 25 64  . 5 4 2 14 1 23 0  . 3 7 3 1 0 8-9 59 31 3  . 9 6 8
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 8 3 37-37 99 28 28 3 1 8 17 57  . 5 7 6 16 1 14 0  . 3 8 1 2 2 12-13 23 61 5  . 9 4 4
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 5 0 7-3 12 0 3 1 0 0 2 4  . 3 3 3 0 0 0 0  . 2 5 0 0 1 2-3 9 0 0 1.000
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 4 0 23-20 50 11 12 0 0 0 4 12  . 2 4 0 3 0 1 0  . 2 8 3 0 3 7-7 19 0 0 1.000
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 1 8 2 23-7 22 8 4 2 0 2 2 12  . 5 4 5 1 1 11 0  . 2 5 0 0 0 3-3 6 0 0 1.000
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 1 7 6 37-37 51 9 9 0 1 0 3 11  . 2 1 6 1 1 5 0  . 2 0 8 0 3 3-3 35 52 11  . 8 8 8
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 1 6 7 14-2 12 5 2 0 0 0 2 2  . 1 6 7 1 0 6 0  . 2 3 1 0 1 3-3 2 1 0 1.000
22 MURPHY, Macy  . 0 0 0 7-0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 26-13 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 1 0-0 1 6 1  . 8 7 5
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 21-8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 13 0 1.000
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 7-0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 9 5 37 945 201 279 54 7 33 172 446  . 4 7 2 101 17 138 3  . 3 6 8 15 23 73-85 728 208 27  . 9 7 2
Opponents  . 1 9 9 37 895 107 178 31 4 19 98 274  . 3 0 6 144 15 306 0  . 3 1 9 3 13 28-34 692 287 54  . 9 4 8
LOB - Team (209), Opp (235). DPs turned - Team (3), Opp (13). CI - Team (0), Opp (1). IBB - Team (0), Opp (3). Picked off -
SULLIVAN,K. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
10 NUNN, Shelby  1 . 9 6 5-0 20 7 2 1/4 3 53.2 44 21 15 17 47 8 2 1  . 2 0 8 3 1 0 0 1
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 3 9 8-6 25 12 2 2/4 5 76.0 53 32 26 44 109 4 1 10  . 1 9 1 11 4 0 1 6
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  3 . 1 3 15-3 21 18 9 4/0 0 111.2 78 52 50 81 149 18 1 8  . 1 9 5 4 10 0 2 6
20 TOWERS, Haylee 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.1 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0 0 0
Totals  2 . 6 8 28-9 37 37 13 11/4 8 242.2 178 107 93 144 306 31 4 19  . 1 9 9 18 15 0 3 13
Opponents  4 . 5 2 9-28 37 37 13 1/0 0 230.2 279 201 149 101 138 54 7 33  . 2 9 5 25 17 0 15 23
PB - Team (4), SMITH,K. 4, Opp (5). Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (1). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (28-34), SULLIVAN,K.
(13-17), AIKEY,K. (10-12), NUNN,S. (5-5).
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Apr 13, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 170 165 5 0 1.000 2 0 0   - - - 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy 23 7 16 0 1.000 0 13 4  . 7 6 5 0 0
 6 DAVIS, Taylor 19 19 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 14 1 13 0 1.000 0 5 0 1.000 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 13 12 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 9 9 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey 6 6 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan 3 2 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 331 309 19 3  . 9 9 1 1 28 6  . 8 2 4 4 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 93 59 31 3  . 9 6 8 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 50 46 2 2  . 9 6 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon 37 34 1 2  . 9 4 6 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 89 23 61 5  . 9 4 4 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan 98 35 52 11  . 8 8 8 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 8 1 6 1  . 8 7 5 1 10 2  . 8 3 3 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
22 MURPHY, Macy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 963 728 208 27  . 9 7 2 3 28 6  . 8 2 4 4 0
Opponents 1033 692 287 54  . 9 4 8 13 73 12  . 8 5 9 5 1
2019 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Apr 13, 2019)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 11-3   Home: 7-1   Away: 4-2   C-USA: 11-3
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 4 1 5 14-14 41 9 17 6 0 3 15 32  . 7 8 0 2 0 3 1  . 4 1 3 3 3 1-1 3 7 0 1.000
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 4 0 0 13-12 30 7 12 3 0 2 4 21  . 7 0 0 8 1 3 0  . 5 3 8 0 1 2-2 12 1 0 1.000
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 9 3 13-12 28 4 11 0 1 0 3 13  . 4 6 4 5 2 2 0  . 5 1 4 0 0 2-3 79 3 0 1.000
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 7 5 9-2 8 3 3 2 0 1 1 8 1.000 1 1 4 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 2-2 4 0 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 6 7 12-10 30 6 11 2 0 1 6 16  . 5 3 3 3 1 2 1  . 4 4 1 0 3 2-2 4 1 0 1.000
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 3 4 2 14-14 38 8 13 4 0 2 11 23  . 6 0 5 10 1 4 0  . 4 9 0 0 0 1-1 95 9 2  . 9 8 1
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 3 2 5 14-14 40 5 13 2 0 0 8 15  . 3 7 5 8 0 6 1  . 4 3 8 0 0 3-5 16 0 1  . 9 4 1
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 0 4 14-14 46 13 14 3 0 3 9 26  . 5 6 5 6 1 8 0  . 3 9 6 0 0 3-4 27 14 3  . 9 3 2
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 6 8 14-14 41 8 11 2 0 3 8 22  . 5 3 7 3 0 10 0  . 3 1 1 1 1 2-2 10 30 2  . 9 5 2
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 2 2 4-3 9 0 2 0 0 0 1 2  . 2 2 2 0 0 0 0  . 2 2 2 0 1 1-1 6 0 0 1.000
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 1 1 8-8 19 6 4 0 0 0 0 4  . 2 1 1 3 0 1 0  . 3 1 8 0 0 6-6 9 0 0 1.000
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 1 6 7 9-2 12 2 2 1 0 0 2 3  . 2 5 0 0 0 2 0  . 1 5 4 1 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 0 8 3 14-14 12 2 1 0 0 0 1 1  . 0 8 3 0 1 0 0  . 1 5 4 0 2 0-0 15 25 3  . 9 3 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 10-3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
22 MURPHY, Macy  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 0 0 0 4-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 4-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 8-4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 4 0 1.000
Totals  . 3 1 9 14 357 77 114 25 1 15 69 186  . 5 2 1 49 8 46 3  . 4 0 8 5 11 26-30 281 94 11  . 9 7 2
Opponents  . 2 0 2 14 342 41 69 14 2 5 38 102  . 2 9 8 57 10 95 0  . 3 3 1 2 9 8-10 266 110 15  . 9 6 2
LOB - Team (87), Opp (98). DPs turned - Team (0), Opp (9). IBB - Team (0), Opp (3).
(C-USA games only Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 2 8 4-2 10 3 0 0/3 2 27.2 17 10 9 18 41 1 1 3  . 1 7 7 6 2 0 0 4
10 NUNN, Shelby  2 . 5 5 2-0 8 4 1 0/3 0 24.2 22 12 9 9 19 5 1 1  . 2 2 0 2 1 0 0 1
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  3 . 0 5 5-1 7 7 3 1/0 0 41.1 30 19 18 30 35 8 0 1  . 2 0 5 0 7 0 2 4
Totals  2 . 6 9 11-3 14 14 4 4/3 2 93.2 69 41 36 57 95 14 2 5  . 2 0 2 8 10 0 2 9
Opponents  4 . 8 9 3-11 14 14 6 0/0 0 88.2 114 77 62 49 46 25 1 15  . 3 1 9 4 8 0 5 11
PB - Team (2), SMITH,K. 2, Opp (2). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (8-10), AIKEY,K. (4-5), SULLIVAN,K. (2-3), NUNN,S. (2-2).
2019 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Apr 13, 2019)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 82 79 3 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 13 12 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy 10 3 7 0 1.000 0 2 1  . 6 6 7 0 0
 6 DAVIS, Taylor 9 9 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 6 6 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 5 4 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 5 1 4 0 1.000 0 2 0 1.000 0 0
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey 4 4 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 106 95 9 2  . 9 8 1 0 8 2  . 8 0 0 2 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 42 10 30 2  . 9 5 2 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon 17 16 0 1  . 9 4 1 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 44 27 14 3  . 9 3 2 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan 43 15 25 3  . 9 3 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 4 1  . 8 0 0 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
22 MURPHY, Macy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 386 281 94 11  . 9 7 2 0 8 2  . 8 0 0 2 0
Opponents 391 266 110 15  . 9 6 2 9 26 4  . 8 6 7 2 0
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Apr 14, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 29-9   Home: 14-3   Away: 7-4   Neutral: 8-2   C-USA: 12-3
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 3 5 8 38-38 106 24 38 8 1 8 34 72  . 6 7 9 17 3 16 0  . 4 5 3 2 0 4-6 317 19 3  . 9 9 1
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 3 3 33-25 72 16 24 3 0 2 15 33  . 4 5 8 7 2 7 1  . 3 9 8 2 6 5-6 13 1 0 1.000
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 3 3 0 38-38 112 26 37 7 1 3 22 55  . 4 9 1 15 3 14 1  . 4 2 3 0 0 14-17 35 1 2  . 9 4 7
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 2 5 34-33 83 17 27 6 0 2 8 39  . 4 7 0 14 3 16 0  . 4 4 0 0 3 4-4 46 2 2  . 9 6 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 3 2 4 20-9 37 8 12 7 0 1 10 22  . 5 9 5 3 0 7 0  . 3 6 6 1 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 1 6 34-33 79 11 25 2 1 0 9 29  . 3 6 7 8 2 8 0  . 3 9 3 0 0 5-8 167 5 0 1.000
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 3 0 6 36-36 98 16 30 9 0 3 25 48  . 4 9 0 4 0 9 1  . 3 1 2 7 3 1-1 7 16 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 2 9 8 38-38 121 25 36 7 2 7 26 68  . 5 6 2 14 1 24 0  . 3 7 2 1 0 8-9 60 32 3  . 9 6 8
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 7 5 38-38 102 29 28 3 1 8 18 57  . 5 5 9 16 1 14 0  . 3 7 2 2 2 12-13 24 62 5  . 9 4 5
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 5 0 7-3 12 0 3 1 0 0 2 4  . 3 3 3 0 0 0 0  . 2 5 0 0 1 2-3 9 0 0 1.000
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 3 5 24-20 51 11 12 0 0 0 4 12  . 2 3 5 3 0 1 0  . 2 7 8 0 3 7-7 19 0 0 1.000
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 1 8 2 23-7 22 8 4 2 0 2 2 12  . 5 4 5 1 1 11 0  . 2 5 0 0 0 3-3 6 0 0 1.000
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 1 7 0 38-38 53 9 9 0 1 0 3 11  . 2 0 8 1 1 6 0  . 2 0 0 0 3 3-3 36 53 11  . 8 9 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 1 6 7 14-2 12 5 2 0 0 0 2 2  . 1 6 7 1 0 6 0  . 2 3 1 0 1 3-3 2 1 0 1.000
22 MURPHY, Macy  . 0 0 0 7-0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 27-14 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 1 0-0 1 6 1  . 8 7 5
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 21-8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 13 0 1.000
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 8-0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 9 6 38 969 209 287 55 7 36 180 464  . 4 7 9 104 17 141 3  . 3 6 9 15 23 73-85 743 211 27  . 9 7 2
Opponents  . 1 9 6 38 911 107 179 31 4 19 98 275  . 3 0 2 148 16 314 0  . 3 1 8 3 13 29-35 706 294 56  . 9 4 7
LOB - Team (214), Opp (241). DPs turned - Team (3), Opp (13). CI - Team (0), Opp (1). IBB - Team (0), Opp (3). Picked off -
SULLIVAN,K. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
10 NUNN, Shelby  1 . 9 6 5-0 20 7 2 1/4 3 53.2 44 21 15 17 47 8 2 1  . 2 0 8 3 1 0 0 1
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 2 5 9-6 26 13 3 3/4 5 81.0 54 32 26 48 117 4 1 10  . 1 8 4 13 5 0 1 6
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  3 . 1 3 15-3 21 18 9 4/0 0 111.2 78 52 50 81 149 18 1 8  . 1 9 5 4 10 0 2 6
20 TOWERS, Haylee 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.1 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0 0 0
Totals  2 . 6 3 29-9 38 38 14 12/4 8 247.2 179 107 93 148 314 31 4 19  . 1 9 6 20 16 0 3 13
Opponents  4 . 6 7 9-29 38 38 13 1/0 0 235.1 287 209 157 104 141 55 7 36  . 2 9 6 25 17 0 15 23
PB - Team (4), SMITH,K. 4, Opp (5). Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (1). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (29-35), SULLIVAN,K.
(13-17), AIKEY,K. (11-13), NUNN,S. (5-5).
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Apr 14, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 172 167 5 0 1.000 2 0 0   - - - 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy 23 7 16 0 1.000 0 13 4  . 7 6 5 0 0
 6 DAVIS, Taylor 19 19 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 14 1 13 0 1.000 0 5 0 1.000 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 14 13 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 9 9 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey 6 6 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan 3 2 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 339 317 19 3  . 9 9 1 1 29 6  . 8 2 9 4 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 95 60 32 3  . 9 6 8 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 50 46 2 2  . 9 6 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon 38 35 1 2  . 9 4 7 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 91 24 62 5  . 9 4 5 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan 100 36 53 11  . 8 9 0 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 8 1 6 1  . 8 7 5 1 11 2  . 8 4 6 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
22 MURPHY, Macy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 981 743 211 27  . 9 7 2 3 29 6  . 8 2 9 4 0
Opponents 1056 706 294 56  . 9 4 7 13 73 12  . 8 5 9 5 1
2019 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Apr 14, 2019)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 12-3   Home: 8-1   Away: 4-2   C-USA: 12-3
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 4 1 9 15-15 43 11 18 6 0 3 15 33  . 7 6 7 3 0 3 1  . 4 2 9 3 3 1-1 3 7 0 1.000
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 4 0 6 14-13 32 7 13 4 0 2 4 23  . 7 1 9 9 1 3 0  . 5 4 8 0 1 2-2 12 1 0 1.000
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 8 7 14-13 31 4 12 0 1 0 4 14  . 4 5 2 5 2 2 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 2-3 81 3 0 1.000
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 3 7 5 15-15 40 9 15 4 0 3 15 28  . 7 0 0 11 1 4 0  . 5 1 9 0 0 1-1 103 9 2  . 9 8 2
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 7 5 9-2 8 3 3 2 0 1 1 8 1.000 1 1 4 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 2-2 4 0 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 6 4 13-11 33 7 12 2 0 1 6 17  . 5 1 5 3 1 2 1  . 4 3 2 0 3 2-2 5 1 0 1.000
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 3 2 6 15-15 43 6 14 2 0 1 9 19  . 4 4 2 8 0 7 1  . 4 3 1 0 0 3-5 17 0 1  . 9 4 4
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 0 6 15-15 49 14 15 3 0 4 10 30  . 6 1 2 6 1 9 0  . 3 9 3 0 0 3-4 28 15 3  . 9 3 5
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 5 0 15-15 44 9 11 2 0 3 9 22  . 5 0 0 3 0 10 0  . 2 9 2 1 1 2-2 11 31 2  . 9 5 5
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 2 2 4-3 9 0 2 0 0 0 1 2  . 2 2 2 0 0 0 0  . 2 2 2 0 1 1-1 6 0 0 1.000
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 0 0 9-8 20 6 4 0 0 0 0 4  . 2 0 0 3 0 1 0  . 3 0 4 0 0 6-6 9 0 0 1.000
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 1 6 7 9-2 12 2 2 1 0 0 2 3  . 2 5 0 0 0 2 0  . 1 5 4 1 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 0 7 1 15-15 14 2 1 0 0 0 1 1  . 0 7 1 0 1 1 0  . 1 3 3 0 2 0-0 16 26 3  . 9 3 3
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 11-4 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
22 MURPHY, Macy  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 0 0 0 4-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 5-0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 8-4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 4 0 1.000
Totals  . 3 2 0 15 381 85 122 26 1 18 77 204  . 5 3 5 52 8 49 3  . 4 0 8 5 11 26-30 296 97 11  . 9 7 3
Opponents  . 1 9 6 15 358 41 70 14 2 5 38 103  . 2 8 8 61 11 103 0  . 3 2 9 2 9 9-11 280 117 17  . 9 5 9
LOB - Team (92), Opp (104). DPs turned - Team (0), Opp (9). IBB - Team (0), Opp (3).
(C-USA games only Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  1 . 9 3 5-2 11 4 1 1/3 2 32.2 18 10 9 22 49 1 1 3  . 1 6 1 8 3 0 0 4
10 NUNN, Shelby  2 . 5 5 2-0 8 4 1 0/3 0 24.2 22 12 9 9 19 5 1 1  . 2 2 0 2 1 0 0 1
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  3 . 0 5 5-1 7 7 3 1/0 0 41.1 30 19 18 30 35 8 0 1  . 2 0 5 0 7 0 2 4
Totals  2 . 5 5 12-3 15 15 5 5/3 2 98.2 70 41 36 61 103 14 2 5  . 1 9 6 10 11 0 2 9
Opponents  5 . 2 5 3-12 15 15 6 0/0 0 93.1 122 85 70 52 49 26 1 18  . 3 2 0 4 8 0 5 11
PB - Team (2), SMITH,K. 2, Opp (2). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (9-11), AIKEY,K. (5-6), SULLIVAN,K. (2-3), NUNN,S. (2-2).
2019 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Apr 14, 2019)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 84 81 3 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 13 12 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy 10 3 7 0 1.000 0 2 1  . 6 6 7 0 0
 6 DAVIS, Taylor 9 9 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 6 6 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 6 5 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 5 1 4 0 1.000 0 2 0 1.000 0 0
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey 4 4 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 114 103 9 2  . 9 8 2 0 9 2  . 8 1 8 2 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 44 11 31 2  . 9 5 5 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon 18 17 0 1  . 9 4 4 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 46 28 15 3  . 9 3 5 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan 45 16 26 3  . 9 3 3 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 5 1  . 8 3 3 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
22 MURPHY, Macy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 404 296 97 11  . 9 7 3 0 9 2  . 8 1 8 2 0
Opponents 414 280 117 17  . 9 5 9 9 26 4  . 8 6 7 2 0
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Apr 17, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 30-9   Home: 14-3   Away: 8-4   Neutral: 8-2   C-USA: 13-3
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 3 4 5 39-39 110 25 38 8 1 8 34 72  . 6 5 5 17 3 17 0  . 4 3 9 2 0 4-6 328 23 3  . 9 9 2
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 2 9 35-34 85 17 28 6 0 2 9 40  . 4 7 1 15 3 16 0  . 4 4 7 0 4 4-4 47 2 2  . 9 6 1
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 2 9 34-26 76 17 25 3 0 3 17 37  . 4 8 7 7 2 7 1  . 3 9 1 2 6 5-6 13 1 0 1.000
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 3 2 8 39-39 116 27 38 7 2 3 23 58  . 5 0 0 15 3 15 1  . 4 1 8 0 0 14-17 36 1 2  . 9 4 9
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 3 2 4 20-9 37 8 12 7 0 1 10 22  . 5 9 5 3 0 7 0  . 3 6 6 1 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 0 9 35-34 81 11 25 2 1 0 9 29  . 3 5 8 8 2 9 0  . 3 8 5 0 0 5-8 177 6 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 0 6 39-39 124 26 38 8 2 7 26 71  . 5 7 3 15 1 25 0  . 3 8 3 1 0 8-9 61 32 3  . 9 6 9
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 2 9 4 37-37 102 16 30 9 0 3 25 48  . 4 7 1 4 0 9 1  . 3 0 1 7 3 1-1 7 16 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 7 4 39-39 106 29 29 3 1 8 18 58  . 5 4 7 16 1 14 0  . 3 6 8 2 2 13-16 25 67 5  . 9 4 8
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 5 0 7-3 12 0 3 1 0 0 2 4  . 3 3 3 0 0 0 0  . 2 5 0 0 1 2-3 9 0 0 1.000
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 3 1 25-20 52 11 12 0 0 0 4 12  . 2 3 1 3 0 1 0  . 2 7 3 0 3 7-7 19 0 0 1.000
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 1 7 4 24-7 23 8 4 2 0 2 2 12  . 5 2 2 1 1 11 0  . 2 4 0 0 0 3-3 6 0 0 1.000
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 1 6 7 14-2 12 5 2 0 0 0 2 2  . 1 6 7 1 0 6 0  . 2 3 1 0 1 3-3 2 1 0 1.000
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 1 6 4 39-39 55 9 9 0 1 0 3 11  . 2 0 0 1 1 6 0  . 1 9 3 0 3 3-3 38 54 11  . 8 9 3
22 MURPHY, Macy  . 0 0 0 7-0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 28-15 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 1 0-0 1 7 1  . 8 8 9
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 21-8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 13 0 1.000
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 9-0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-2 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 9 3 39 1000 213 293 56 8 37 184 476  . 4 7 6 106 17 145 3  . 3 6 6 15 24 74-89 770 223 27  . 9 7 4
Opponents  . 1 9 3 39 937 108 181 31 4 19 99 277  . 2 9 6 152 17 327 1  . 3 1 6 3 14 29-36 733 306 57  . 9 4 8
LOB - Team (217), Opp (245). DPs turned - Team (4), Opp (13). CI - Team (0), Opp (1). IBB - Team (0), Opp (3). Picked off -
SULLIVAN,K. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
10 NUNN, Shelby  1 . 9 6 5-0 20 7 2 1/4 3 53.2 44 21 15 17 47 8 2 1  . 2 0 8 3 1 0 0 1
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 1 0 10-6 27 14 4 3/4 5 90.0 56 33 27 52 130 4 1 10  . 1 7 6 13 6 0 1 7
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  3 . 1 3 15-3 21 18 9 4/0 0 111.2 78 52 50 81 149 18 1 8  . 1 9 5 4 10 0 2 6
20 TOWERS, Haylee 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.1 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0 0 0
Totals  2 . 5 6 30-9 39 39 15 12/4 8 256.2 181 108 94 152 327 31 4 19  . 1 9 3 20 17 0 3 14
Opponents  4 . 5 6 9-30 39 39 13 1/0 0 244.1 293 213 159 106 145 56 8 37  . 2 9 3 26 17 0 15 24
PB - Team (4), SMITH,K. 4, Opp (5). Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (1). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (29-36), SULLIVAN,K.
(13-17), AIKEY,K. (11-14), NUNN,S. (5-5).
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Apr 17, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 183 177 6 0 1.000 3 0 0   - - - 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy 23 7 16 0 1.000 0 13 4  . 7 6 5 0 0
 6 DAVIS, Taylor 19 19 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 14 1 13 0 1.000 0 5 0 1.000 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 14 13 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 9 9 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey 6 6 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan 3 2 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 354 328 23 3  . 9 9 2 1 29 7  . 8 0 6 4 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 96 61 32 3  . 9 6 9 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 51 47 2 2  . 9 6 1 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon 39 36 1 2  . 9 4 9 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 97 25 67 5  . 9 4 8 2 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan 103 38 54 11  . 8 9 3 2 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 9 1 7 1  . 8 8 9 1 11 3  . 7 8 6 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
22 MURPHY, Macy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 1020 770 223 27  . 9 7 4 4 29 7  . 8 0 6 4 0
Opponents 1096 733 306 57  . 9 4 8 13 74 15  . 8 3 1 5 1
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Apr 22, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 32-9   Home: 14-3   Away: 10-4   Neutral: 8-2   C-USA: 14-3
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 3 6 2 41-41 116 30 42 8 1 11 41 85  . 7 3 3 18 3 17 0  . 4 5 3 2 0 4-6 337 24 3  . 9 9 2
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 3 5 8 41-41 123 32 44 9 2 5 27 72  . 5 8 5 15 3 16 1  . 4 4 0 0 0 15-18 38 1 2  . 9 5 1
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 4 4 37-36 90 18 31 6 0 2 11 43  . 4 7 8 17 3 16 0  . 4 6 4 0 4 5-5 47 2 2  . 9 6 1
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 2 9 36-28 82 20 27 3 0 4 18 42  . 5 1 2 8 2 7 1  . 3 9 4 2 7 5-6 13 1 0 1.000
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 3 2 4 20-9 37 8 12 7 0 1 10 22  . 5 9 5 3 0 7 0  . 3 6 6 1 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 0 2 37-36 86 11 26 2 1 0 10 30  . 3 4 9 8 2 9 0  . 3 7 5 0 0 5-8 190 7 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 2 9 2 41-41 130 28 38 8 2 7 27 71  . 5 4 6 17 1 25 0  . 3 7 6 1 0 8-9 62 34 3  . 9 7 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 2 8 7 39-39 108 19 31 10 0 3 27 50  . 4 6 3 5 0 10 1  . 3 0 0 7 3 1-1 7 16 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 7 7 41-41 112 32 31 4 1 8 19 61  . 5 4 5 17 1 14 1  . 3 7 1 2 2 14-17 30 72 6  . 9 4 4
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 5 0 7-3 12 0 3 1 0 0 2 4  . 3 3 3 0 0 0 0  . 2 5 0 0 1 2-3 9 0 0 1.000
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 3 1 25-20 52 11 12 0 0 0 4 12  . 2 3 1 3 0 1 0  . 2 7 3 0 3 7-7 19 0 0 1.000
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 1 7 4 25-7 23 8 4 2 0 2 2 12  . 5 2 2 2 1 11 0  . 2 6 9 0 0 3-3 6 0 0 1.000
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 1 6 9 41-41 59 9 10 0 1 0 6 12  . 2 0 3 2 1 6 0  . 2 0 6 1 3 3-3 40 57 11  . 8 9 8
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 1 6 7 14-2 12 5 2 0 0 0 2 2  . 1 6 7 1 0 6 0  . 2 3 1 0 1 3-3 2 1 0 1.000
22 MURPHY, Macy  . 0 0 0 8-0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 0 0 1.000
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 28-15 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 1 0-0 1 8 1  . 9 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 21-8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 13 0 1.000
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 11-0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-2 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 9 8 41 1051 235 313 60 8 43 206 518  . 4 9 3 116 17 147 4  . 3 7 2 16 25 77-92 803 236 28  . 9 7 4
Opponents  . 1 9 6 41 981 111 192 33 4 20 101 293  . 2 9 9 155 17 337 2  . 3 1 5 3 14 31-38 766 320 62  . 9 4 6
LOB - Team (225), Opp (256). DPs turned - Team (5), Opp (14). CI - Team (0), Opp (1). IBB - Team (0), Opp (3). Picked off -
SULLIVAN,K. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  0 . 0 0 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  1 . 9 7 11-6 28 15 5 4/4 5 96.0 62 33 27 53 137 5 1 10  . 1 8 0 13 6 0 1 7
10 NUNN, Shelby  2 . 2 2 6-0 21 8 2 1/4 3 56.2 49 24 18 18 49 9 2 2  . 2 1 7 3 1 0 0 1
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  3 . 1 1 15-3 22 18 9 4/0 0 112.2 78 52 50 81 150 18 1 8  . 1 9 5 4 10 0 2 6
20 TOWERS, Haylee 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.1 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0 0 0
Totals  2 . 5 4 32-9 41 41 16 13/4 8 267.2 192 111 97 155 337 33 4 20  . 1 9 6 20 17 0 3 14
Opponents  4 . 8 3 9-32 41 41 13 1/0 0 255.1 313 235 176 116 147 60 8 43  . 2 9 8 27 17 0 16 25
PB - Team (5), SMITH,K. 5, Opp (5). Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (1). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (31-38), SULLIVAN,K.
(13-17), AIKEY,K. (11-14), NUNN,S. (7-7).
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Apr 22, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 197 190 7 0 1.000 4 0 0   - - - 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy 23 7 16 0 1.000 0 13 4  . 7 6 5 0 0
 6 DAVIS, Taylor 19 19 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 14 1 13 0 1.000 0 7 0 1.000 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 14 13 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 9 9 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey 6 6 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan 3 2 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
22 MURPHY, Macy 1 1 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 364 337 24 3  . 9 9 2 1 31 7  . 8 1 6 5 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 99 62 34 3  . 9 7 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 51 47 2 2  . 9 6 1 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon 41 38 1 2  . 9 5 1 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 108 30 72 6  . 9 4 4 3 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 10 1 8 1  . 9 0 0 1 11 3  . 7 8 6 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan 108 40 57 11  . 8 9 8 2 0 0   - - - 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 1067 803 236 28  . 9 7 4 5 31 7  . 8 1 6 5 0
Opponents 1148 766 320 62  . 9 4 6 14 77 15  . 8 3 7 5 1
2019 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Apr 22, 2019)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 14-3   Home: 8-1   Away: 6-2   C-USA: 14-3
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 4 3 2 16-15 37 8 16 4 0 2 6 26  . 7 0 3 11 1 3 0  . 5 7 1 0 1 3-3 12 1 0 1.000
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 4 1 3 17-17 46 14 19 4 0 6 22 41  . 8 9 1 12 1 4 0  . 5 4 2 0 0 1-1 112 10 2  . 9 8 4
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 4 0 0 17-17 50 11 20 4 0 3 13 33  . 6 6 0 8 0 8 1  . 4 8 3 0 0 4-6 19 0 1  . 9 5 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 3 8 8 17-17 49 14 19 7 0 3 17 35  . 7 1 4 4 0 4 1  . 4 1 1 3 3 1-1 3 7 0 1.000
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 7 5 10-2 8 3 3 2 0 1 1 8 1.000 2 1 4 0  . 5 4 5 0 0 2-2 4 0 0 1.000
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 6 1 16-15 36 4 13 0 1 0 5 15  . 4 1 7 5 2 2 0  . 4 6 5 0 0 2-3 94 4 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 5 9 15-13 39 10 14 2 0 2 7 22  . 5 6 4 4 1 2 1  . 4 3 2 0 4 2-2 5 1 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 2 7 3 17-17 55 16 15 3 0 4 11 30  . 5 4 5 8 1 9 0  . 3 7 5 0 0 3-4 29 17 3  . 9 3 9
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 6 0 17-17 50 12 13 3 0 3 10 25  . 5 0 0 4 0 10 1  . 3 0 9 1 1 3-3 16 36 3  . 9 4 5
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 2 2 4-3 9 0 2 0 0 0 1 2  . 2 2 2 0 0 0 0  . 2 2 2 0 1 1-1 6 0 0 1.000
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 0 0 9-8 20 6 4 0 0 0 0 4  . 2 0 0 3 0 1 0  . 3 0 4 0 0 6-6 9 0 0 1.000
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 1 6 7 9-2 12 2 2 1 0 0 2 3  . 2 5 0 0 0 2 0  . 1 5 4 1 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 1 1 1 17-17 18 2 2 0 0 0 4 2  . 1 1 1 1 1 1 0  . 1 9 0 1 2 0-0 18 29 3  . 9 4 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 12-5 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 1 0 1.000
22 MURPHY, Macy  . 0 0 0 2-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 0 0 1.000
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 0 0 0 4-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 7-0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 9-5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 4 0 1.000
Totals  . 3 2 9 17 432 107 142 30 1 24 99 246  . 5 6 9 62 8 51 4  . 4 1 7 6 12 29-33 329 110 12  . 9 7 3
Opponents  . 2 0 1 17 402 44 81 16 2 6 40 119  . 2 9 6 64 11 113 1  . 3 2 6 2 9 11-13 313 131 22  . 9 5 3
LOB - Team (100), Opp (115). DPs turned - Team (1), Opp (10). IBB - Team (0), Opp (3).
(C-USA games only Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  0 . 0 0 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  1 . 6 3 6-2 12 5 2 2/3 2 38.2 24 10 9 23 56 2 1 3  . 1 7 5 8 3 0 0 4
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  2 . 9 8 5-1 8 7 3 1/0 0 42.1 30 19 18 30 36 8 0 1  . 2 0 3 0 7 0 2 4
10 NUNN, Shelby  3 . 0 4 3-0 9 5 1 0/3 0 27.2 27 15 12 10 21 6 1 2  . 2 3 7 2 1 0 0 1
Totals  2 . 4 9 14-3 17 17 6 6/3 2 109.2 81 44 39 64 113 16 2 6  . 2 0 1 10 11 0 2 9
Opponents  5 . 8 4 3-14 17 17 6 0/0 0 104.1 142 107 87 62 51 30 1 24  . 3 2 9 5 8 0 6 12
PB - Team (3), SMITH,K. 3, Opp (2). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (11-13), AIKEY,K. (5-6), NUNN,S. (4-4), SULLIVAN,K. (2-3).
2019 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Apr 22, 2019)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 98 94 4 0 1.000 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 13 12 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy 10 3 7 0 1.000 0 2 1  . 6 6 7 0 0
 6 DAVIS, Taylor 9 9 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 6 5 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 6 6 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 5 1 4 0 1.000 0 4 0 1.000 0 0
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey 4 4 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 1 0 1 0 1.000 0 5 1  . 8 3 3 0 0
22 MURPHY, Macy 1 1 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 124 112 10 2  . 9 8 4 0 11 2  . 8 4 6 3 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon 20 19 0 1  . 9 5 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 55 16 36 3  . 9 4 5 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan 50 18 29 3  . 9 4 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 49 29 17 3  . 9 3 9 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 451 329 110 12  . 9 7 3 1 11 2  . 8 4 6 3 0
Opponents 466 313 131 22  . 9 5 3 10 29 4  . 8 7 9 2 0
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Apr 23, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 33-9   Home: 14-3   Away: 11-4   Neutral: 8-2   C-USA: 15-3
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 3 6 1 42-42 119 31 43 8 1 12 44 89  . 7 4 8 21 3 17 0  . 4 6 2 2 0 5-7 348 26 3  . 9 9 2
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 3 5 2 42-42 128 34 45 10 2 5 28 74  . 5 7 8 16 3 16 1  . 4 3 5 0 0 15-18 41 1 2  . 9 5 5
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 4 0 38-37 94 18 32 6 0 2 11 44  . 4 6 8 18 3 16 0  . 4 6 1 0 4 5-5 49 3 2  . 9 6 3
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 3 2 4 20-9 37 8 12 7 0 1 10 22  . 5 9 5 3 0 7 0  . 3 6 6 1 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 1 8 37-29 85 20 27 3 0 4 19 42  . 4 9 4 10 2 7 1  . 3 9 4 2 8 5-6 14 1 0 1.000
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 1 5 38-37 89 12 28 2 1 0 10 32  . 3 6 0 9 2 10 0  . 3 9 0 0 0 5-8 199 7 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 2 8 4 42-42 134 29 38 8 2 7 27 71  . 5 3 0 18 1 25 0  . 3 7 0 1 0 8-9 65 36 4  . 9 6 2
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 7 4 42-42 117 32 32 4 1 8 19 62  . 5 3 0 17 1 14 1  . 3 6 5 2 2 14-17 31 74 7  . 9 3 8
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 2 7 2 40-40 114 19 31 10 0 3 27 50  . 4 3 9 5 0 10 2  . 2 8 6 7 3 1-1 7 18 0 1.000
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 5 0 7-3 12 0 3 1 0 0 2 4  . 3 3 3 0 0 0 0  . 2 5 0 0 1 2-3 9 0 0 1.000
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 3 1 26-20 52 11 12 0 0 0 4 12  . 2 3 1 3 0 1 0  . 2 7 3 0 3 7-7 19 0 0 1.000
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 2 0 8 26-7 24 9 5 3 0 2 2 14  . 5 8 3 2 1 11 0  . 2 9 6 0 0 3-3 6 0 0 1.000
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 1 8 8 42-42 64 9 12 0 1 0 6 14  . 2 1 9 2 1 6 0  . 2 2 1 1 3 3-3 43 60 11  . 9 0 4
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 1 5 4 15-2 13 5 2 0 0 0 2 2  . 1 5 4 1 0 7 0  . 2 1 4 0 1 3-3 2 1 0 1.000
22 MURPHY, Macy  . 0 0 0 8-0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 0 0 1.000
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 29-15 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 1 0-0 1 8 2  . 8 1 8
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 21-8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 13 0 1.000
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 11-0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-2 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 9 5 42 1091 241 322 62 8 44 211 532  . 4 8 8 125 17 149 5  . 3 7 1 16 26 78-93 836 248 31  . 9 7 2
Opponents  . 1 9 5 42 1020 115 199 34 4 20 104 301  . 2 9 5 167 18 347 2  . 3 1 8 3 17 32-39 799 333 64  . 9 4 6
LOB - Team (236), Opp (274). DPs turned - Team (5), Opp (16). CI - Team (0), Opp (1). IBB - Team (2), SMITH,K. 2, Opp (3).
Picked off - SULLIVAN,K. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  0 . 0 0 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  1 . 9 6 12-6 29 15 5 4/4 5 103.1 66 35 29 62 145 6 1 10  . 1 7 8 14 6 0 1 9
10 NUNN, Shelby  2 . 2 2 6-0 21 8 2 1/4 3 56.2 49 24 18 18 49 9 2 2  . 2 1 7 3 1 0 0 1
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  3 . 1 3 15-3 23 19 9 4/0 0 116.1 81 54 52 84 152 18 1 8  . 1 9 6 6 11 0 2 7
20 TOWERS, Haylee 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.1 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0 0 0
Totals  2 . 5 4 33-9 42 42 16 13/4 8 278.2 199 115 101 167 347 34 4 20  . 1 9 5 23 18 0 3 17
Opponents  4 . 6 8 9-33 42 42 14 1/0 0 266.1 322 241 178 125 149 62 8 44  . 2 9 5 29 17 0 16 26
PB - Team (5), SMITH,K. 5, Opp (5). Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (1). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (32-39), SULLIVAN,K.
(14-18), AIKEY,K. (11-14), NUNN,S. (7-7).
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Apr 23, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 206 199 7 0 1.000 4 0 0   - - - 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy 25 7 18 0 1.000 0 14 4  . 7 7 8 0 0
 6 DAVIS, Taylor 19 19 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 15 14 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 14 1 13 0 1.000 0 7 0 1.000 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 9 9 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey 6 6 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan 3 2 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
22 MURPHY, Macy 1 1 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 377 348 26 3  . 9 9 2 1 32 7  . 8 2 1 5 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 54 49 3 2  . 9 6 3 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 105 65 36 4  . 9 6 2 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon 44 41 1 2  . 9 5 5 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 112 31 74 7  . 9 3 8 3 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan 114 43 60 11  . 9 0 4 2 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 11 1 8 2  . 8 1 8 1 11 3  . 7 8 6 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 1115 836 248 31  . 9 7 2 5 32 7  . 8 2 1 5 0
Opponents 1196 799 333 64  . 9 4 6 16 78 15  . 8 3 9 5 1
2019 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Apr 23, 2019)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 15-3   Home: 8-1   Away: 7-2   C-USA: 15-3
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 4 4 4 11-2 9 4 4 3 0 1 1 10 1.111 2 1 4 0  . 5 8 3 0 0 2-2 4 0 0 1.000
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 4 1 5 17-16 41 8 17 4 0 2 6 27  . 6 5 9 12 1 3 0  . 5 5 6 0 1 3-3 14 2 0 1.000
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 4 0 8 18-18 49 15 20 4 0 7 25 45  . 9 1 8 15 1 4 0  . 5 5 4 0 0 2-2 123 12 2  . 9 8 5
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 8 5 17-16 39 5 15 0 1 0 5 17  . 4 3 6 6 2 3 0  . 4 8 9 0 0 2-3 103 4 0 1.000
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 3 8 2 18-18 55 13 21 5 0 3 14 35  . 6 3 6 9 0 8 1  . 4 6 9 0 0 4-6 22 0 1  . 9 5 7
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 3 4 5 18-18 55 14 19 7 0 3 17 35  . 6 3 6 4 0 4 2  . 3 7 1 3 3 1-1 3 9 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 3 3 16-14 42 10 14 2 0 2 8 22  . 5 2 4 6 1 2 1  . 4 2 9 0 5 2-2 6 1 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 5 5 18-18 55 12 14 3 0 3 10 26  . 4 7 3 4 0 10 1  . 3 0 0 1 1 3-3 17 38 4  . 9 3 2
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 2 5 4 18-18 59 17 15 3 0 4 11 30  . 5 0 8 9 1 9 0  . 3 6 2 0 0 3-4 32 19 4  . 9 2 7
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 2 2 4-3 9 0 2 0 0 0 1 2  . 2 2 2 0 0 0 0  . 2 2 2 0 1 1-1 6 0 0 1.000
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 0 0 10-8 20 6 4 0 0 0 0 4  . 2 0 0 3 0 1 0  . 3 0 4 0 0 6-6 9 0 0 1.000
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 1 7 4 18-18 23 2 4 0 0 0 4 4  . 1 7 4 1 1 1 0  . 2 3 1 1 2 0-0 21 32 3  . 9 4 6
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 1 6 7 9-2 12 2 2 1 0 0 2 3  . 2 5 0 0 0 2 0  . 1 5 4 1 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 13-5 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 1 1  . 5 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 0 0 0 5-0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
22 MURPHY, Macy  . 0 0 0 2-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 0 0 1.000
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 7-0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 9-5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 4 0 1.000
Totals  . 3 2 0 18 472 113 151 32 1 25 104 260  . 5 5 1 71 8 53 5  . 4 1 3 6 13 30-34 362 122 15  . 9 7 0
Opponents  . 2 0 0 18 441 48 88 17 2 6 43 127  . 2 8 8 76 12 123 1  . 3 3 1 2 12 12-14 346 144 24  . 9 5 3
LOB - Team (111), Opp (133). DPs turned - Team (1), Opp (12). IBB - Team (2), SMITH,K. 2, Opp (3).
(C-USA games only Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  0 . 0 0 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  1 . 6 7 7-2 13 5 2 2/3 2 46.0 28 12 11 32 64 3 1 3  . 1 7 2 9 3 0 0 6
10 NUNN, Shelby  3 . 0 4 3-0 9 5 1 0/3 0 27.2 27 15 12 10 21 6 1 2  . 2 3 7 2 1 0 0 1
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  3 . 0 4 5-1 9 8 3 1/0 0 46.0 33 21 20 33 38 8 0 1  . 2 0 5 2 8 0 2 5
Totals  2 . 4 9 15-3 18 18 6 6/3 2 120.2 88 48 43 76 123 17 2 6  . 2 0 0 13 12 0 2 12
Opponents  5 . 4 0 3-15 18 18 7 0/0 0 115.1 151 113 89 71 53 32 1 25  . 3 2 0 7 8 0 6 13
PB - Team (3), SMITH,K. 3, Opp (2). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (12-14), AIKEY,K. (5-6), SULLIVAN,K. (3-4), NUNN,S. (4-4).
2019 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Apr 23, 2019)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 107 103 4 0 1.000 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 16 14 2 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy 12 3 9 0 1.000 0 3 1  . 7 5 0 0 0
 6 DAVIS, Taylor 9 9 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 7 6 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 6 6 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 5 1 4 0 1.000 0 4 0 1.000 0 0
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey 4 4 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
22 MURPHY, Macy 1 1 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 137 123 12 2  . 9 8 5 0 12 2  . 8 5 7 3 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon 23 22 0 1  . 9 5 7 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan 56 21 32 3  . 9 4 6 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 59 17 38 4  . 9 3 2 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 55 32 19 4  . 9 2 7 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 2 0 1 1  . 5 0 0 0 5 1  . 8 3 3 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 499 362 122 15  . 9 7 0 1 12 2  . 8 5 7 3 0
Opponents 514 346 144 24  . 9 5 3 12 30 4  . 8 8 2 2 0
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Apr 27, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 33-11   Home: 14-3   Away: 11-6   Neutral: 8-2   C-USA: 15-5
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 3 5 5 44-44 124 31 44 8 1 12 44 90  . 7 2 6 21 3 19 0  . 4 5 3 2 0 5-7 353 27 3  . 9 9 2
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 4 3 40-39 99 18 34 7 0 2 11 47  . 4 7 5 18 3 16 0  . 4 5 8 0 4 5-5 51 3 2  . 9 6 4
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 3 4 3 44-44 134 34 46 11 2 5 28 76  . 5 6 7 16 3 18 1  . 4 2 5 0 0 15-18 46 1 2  . 9 5 9
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 3 2 4 20-9 37 8 12 7 0 1 10 22  . 5 9 5 3 0 7 0  . 3 6 6 1 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 0 3 39-31 89 20 27 3 0 4 19 42  . 4 7 2 10 2 8 1  . 3 7 9 2 8 5-6 15 1 0 1.000
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 0 1 40-39 93 12 28 2 1 0 10 32  . 3 4 4 9 2 10 0  . 3 7 5 0 0 5-8 205 9 0 1.000
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 2 8 6 42-42 119 19 34 10 0 3 27 53  . 4 4 5 5 0 10 2  . 2 9 8 7 3 1-1 7 18 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 2 7 9 44-44 140 29 39 8 2 7 27 72  . 5 1 4 18 1 26 0  . 3 6 3 1 0 8-9 69 36 4  . 9 6 3
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 6 7 44-44 120 32 32 4 1 8 19 62  . 5 1 7 17 2 16 1  . 3 6 2 2 3 14-17 33 77 7  . 9 4 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 5 0 7-3 12 0 3 1 0 0 2 4  . 3 3 3 0 0 0 0  . 2 5 0 0 1 2-3 9 0 0 1.000
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 4 5 27-20 53 12 13 0 0 0 4 13  . 2 4 5 3 0 1 0  . 2 8 6 0 3 7-7 19 0 0 1.000
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 1 9 2 28-7 26 9 5 3 0 2 2 14  . 5 3 8 2 2 11 0  . 3 0 0 0 0 3-3 6 0 0 1.000
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 1 7 9 44-44 67 9 12 0 1 0 6 14  . 2 0 9 2 1 6 0  . 2 1 1 1 3 3-3 47 61 11  . 9 0 8
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 1 5 4 16-2 13 5 2 0 0 0 2 2  . 1 5 4 1 0 7 0  . 2 1 4 0 1 3-3 2 1 0 1.000
22 MURPHY, Macy  . 0 0 0 8-0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 0 0 1.000
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 31-17 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 1 0-0 2 8 2  . 8 3 3
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 22-8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 13 0 1.000
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 12-0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-2 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 9 2 44 1135 242 331 64 8 44 211 543  . 4 7 8 125 19 157 5  . 3 6 7 16 27 78-93 866 255 31  . 9 7 3
Opponents  . 2 0 3 44 1060 127 215 35 5 21 116 323  . 3 0 5 178 18 351 2  . 3 2 6 4 21 34-42 835 348 65  . 9 4 8
LOB - Team (246), Opp (288). DPs turned - Team (5), Opp (16). CI - Team (0), Opp (1). IBB - Team (2), SMITH,K. 2, Opp (3).
Picked off - SULLIVAN,K. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  0 . 0 0 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 2 2 12-7 31 16 5 4/4 5 110.1 72 41 35 69 148 6 2 11  . 1 8 2 15 6 0 1 11
10 NUNN, Shelby  2 . 4 8 6-0 22 8 2 1/4 3 59.1 55 27 21 21 50 10 2 2  . 2 3 2 3 1 0 0 3
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  3 . 3 0 15-4 24 20 9 4/0 0 116.2 85 57 55 85 152 18 1 8  . 2 0 3 7 11 0 3 7
20 TOWERS, Haylee 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.1 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0 0 0
Totals  2 . 7 4 33-11 44 44 16 13/4 8 288.2 215 127 113 178 351 35 5 21  . 2 0 3 25 18 0 4 21
Opponents  4 . 5 0 11-33 44 44 16 2/0 0 278.1 331 242 179 125 157 64 8 44  . 2 9 2 30 19 0 16 27
PB - Team (5), SMITH,K. 5, Opp (5). Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (1). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (34-42), SULLIVAN,K.
(14-18), AIKEY,K. (13-16), NUNN,S. (7-8).
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Apr 27, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 214 205 9 0 1.000 4 0 0   - - - 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy 25 7 18 0 1.000 0 14 4  . 7 7 8 0 0
 6 DAVIS, Taylor 19 19 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 16 15 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 14 1 13 0 1.000 0 7 1  . 8 7 5 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 9 9 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey 6 6 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan 3 2 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
22 MURPHY, Macy 1 1 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 383 353 27 3  . 9 9 2 1 34 8  . 8 1 0 5 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 56 51 3 2  . 9 6 4 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 109 69 36 4  . 9 6 3 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon 49 46 1 2  . 9 5 9 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 117 33 77 7  . 9 4 0 3 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan 119 47 61 11  . 9 0 8 2 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 12 2 8 2  . 8 3 3 1 13 3  . 8 1 3 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 1152 866 255 31  . 9 7 3 5 34 8  . 8 1 0 5 0
Opponents 1248 835 348 65  . 9 4 8 16 78 15  . 8 3 9 5 1
2019 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Apr 27, 2019)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 15-5   Home: 8-1   Away: 7-4   C-USA: 15-5
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 4 1 3 19-18 46 8 19 5 0 2 6 30  . 6 5 2 12 1 3 0  . 5 4 2 0 1 3-3 16 2 0 1.000
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 3 8 9 20-20 54 15 21 4 0 7 25 46  . 8 5 2 15 1 6 0  . 5 2 9 0 0 2-2 128 13 2  . 9 8 6
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 3 6 7 20-20 60 14 22 7 0 3 17 38  . 6 3 3 4 0 4 2  . 3 8 8 3 3 1-1 3 9 0 1.000
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 6 4 13-2 11 4 4 3 0 1 1 10  . 9 0 9 2 2 4 0  . 5 3 3 0 0 2-2 4 0 0 1.000
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 3 6 1 20-20 61 13 22 6 0 3 14 37  . 6 0 7 9 0 10 1  . 4 4 3 0 0 4-6 27 0 1  . 9 6 4
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 4 9 19-18 43 5 15 0 1 0 5 17  . 3 9 5 6 2 3 0  . 4 5 1 0 0 2-3 109 6 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 0 4 18-16 46 10 14 2 0 2 8 22  . 4 7 8 6 1 3 1  . 3 9 6 0 5 2-2 7 1 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 2 4 6 20-20 65 17 16 3 0 4 11 31  . 4 7 7 9 1 10 0  . 3 4 7 0 0 3-4 36 19 4  . 9 3 2
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 4 1 20-20 58 12 14 3 0 3 10 26  . 4 4 8 4 1 12 1  . 2 9 7 1 2 3-3 19 41 4  . 9 3 8
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 3 8 11-8 21 7 5 0 0 0 0 5  . 2 3 8 3 0 1 0  . 3 3 3 0 0 6-6 9 0 0 1.000
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 2 2 4-3 9 0 2 0 0 0 1 2  . 2 2 2 0 0 0 0  . 2 2 2 0 1 1-1 6 0 0 1.000
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 1 6 7 9-2 12 2 2 1 0 0 2 3  . 2 5 0 0 0 2 0  . 1 5 4 1 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 1 5 4 20-20 26 2 4 0 0 0 4 4  . 1 5 4 1 1 1 0  . 2 0 7 1 2 0-0 25 33 3  . 9 5 1
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 15-7 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 1 1  . 6 6 7
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 0 0 0 6-0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
22 MURPHY, Macy  . 0 0 0 2-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 0 0 1.000
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 8-0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 10-5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 4 0 1.000
Totals  . 3 1 0 20 516 114 160 34 1 25 104 271  . 5 2 5 71 10 61 5  . 4 0 0 6 14 30-34 392 129 15  . 9 7 2
Opponents  . 2 1 6 20 481 60 104 18 3 7 55 149  . 3 1 0 87 12 127 1  . 3 4 8 3 16 14-17 382 159 25  . 9 5 6
LOB - Team (121), Opp (147). DPs turned - Team (1), Opp (12). IBB - Team (2), SMITH,K. 2, Opp (3).
(C-USA games only Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  0 . 0 0 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 2 5 7-3 15 6 2 2/3 2 53.0 34 18 17 39 67 3 2 4  . 1 8 1 10 3 0 0 8
10 NUNN, Shelby  3 . 4 6 3-0 10 5 1 0/3 0 30.1 33 18 15 13 22 7 1 2  . 2 6 4 2 1 0 0 3
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  3 . 4 7 5-2 10 9 3 1/0 0 46.1 37 24 23 34 38 8 0 1  . 2 2 4 3 8 0 3 5
Totals  2 . 9 5 15-5 20 20 6 6/3 2 130.2 104 60 55 87 127 18 3 7  . 2 1 6 15 12 0 3 16
Opponents  4 . 9 5 5-15 20 20 9 1/0 0 127.1 160 114 90 71 61 34 1 25  . 3 1 0 8 10 0 6 14
PB - Team (3), SMITH,K. 3, Opp (2). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (14-17), AIKEY,K. (7-8), NUNN,S. (4-5), SULLIVAN,K. (3-4).
2019 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Apr 27, 2019)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 115 109 6 0 1.000 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 18 16 2 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy 12 3 9 0 1.000 0 3 1  . 7 5 0 0 0
 6 DAVIS, Taylor 9 9 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 8 7 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 6 6 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 5 1 4 0 1.000 0 4 1  . 8 0 0 0 0
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey 4 4 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
22 MURPHY, Macy 1 1 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 143 128 13 2  . 9 8 6 0 14 3  . 8 2 4 3 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon 28 27 0 1  . 9 6 4 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan 61 25 33 3  . 9 5 1 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 64 19 41 4  . 9 3 8 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 59 36 19 4  . 9 3 2 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 3 1 1 1  . 6 6 7 0 7 1  . 8 7 5 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 536 392 129 15  . 9 7 2 1 14 3  . 8 2 4 3 0
Opponents 566 382 159 25  . 9 5 6 12 30 4  . 8 8 2 2 0
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Apr 28, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 33-12   Home: 14-3   Away: 11-7   Neutral: 8-2   C-USA: 15-6
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 3 4 9 45-45 126 31 44 8 1 12 44 90  . 7 1 4 22 3 20 0  . 4 5 1 2 0 5-7 360 27 3  . 9 9 2
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 3 4 3 45-45 137 34 47 11 2 5 28 77  . 5 6 2 17 3 18 1  . 4 2 7 0 0 16-19 50 1 2  . 9 6 2
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 3 3 41-40 102 18 34 7 0 2 11 47  . 4 6 1 18 3 17 0  . 4 4 7 0 4 5-5 52 3 2  . 9 6 5
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 3 2 4 20-9 37 8 12 7 0 1 10 22  . 5 9 5 3 0 7 0  . 3 6 6 1 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige  . 2 9 7 40-32 91 20 27 3 0 4 19 42  . 4 6 2 10 2 9 1  . 3 7 1 2 8 5-6 15 1 0 1.000
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 2 9 5 41-40 95 12 28 2 1 0 10 32  . 3 3 7 9 2 10 0  . 3 6 8 0 0 5-8 209 9 0 1.000
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 2 8 7 43-43 122 19 35 10 0 3 27 54  . 4 4 3 5 0 10 2  . 2 9 9 7 3 1-1 7 18 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 2 7 5 45-45 142 29 39 8 2 7 27 72  . 5 0 7 19 1 26 0  . 3 6 2 1 0 8-9 69 36 4  . 9 6 3
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 6 8 45-45 123 32 33 4 1 8 19 63  . 5 1 2 17 2 17 1  . 3 6 1 2 3 14-17 34 79 8  . 9 3 4
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 5 5 28-20 55 12 14 0 0 0 4 14  . 2 5 5 3 0 1 0  . 2 9 3 0 3 8-8 19 0 0 1.000
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 5 0 7-3 12 0 3 1 0 0 2 4  . 3 3 3 0 0 0 0  . 2 5 0 0 1 2-3 9 0 0 1.000
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 1 8 6 45-45 70 10 13 1 1 0 6 16  . 2 2 9 2 1 6 0  . 2 1 6 1 3 3-3 48 62 11  . 9 0 9
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 1 8 5 29-7 27 9 5 3 0 2 2 14  . 5 1 9 2 2 12 0  . 2 9 0 0 0 3-3 6 0 0 1.000
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 1 5 4 17-2 13 5 2 0 0 0 2 2  . 1 5 4 1 0 7 0  . 2 1 4 0 1 3-3 2 1 0 1.000
22 MURPHY, Macy  . 0 0 0 8-0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 0 0 1.000
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 32-18 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 1 0-0 2 8 2  . 8 3 3
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 12-0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-2 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 23-8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 14 0 1.000
Totals  . 2 8 9 45 1161 243 336 65 8 44 211 549  . 4 7 3 128 19 162 5  . 3 6 5 16 27 80-95 884 259 32  . 9 7 3
Opponents  . 2 0 6 45 1088 134 224 40 5 22 121 340  . 3 1 3 178 18 358 2  . 3 2 6 4 21 36-44 856 357 66  . 9 4 8
LOB - Team (253), Opp (291). DPs turned - Team (5), Opp (16). CI - Team (0), Opp (1). IBB - Team (2), SMITH,K. 2, Opp (3).
Picked off - SULLIVAN,K. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  0 . 0 0 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 2 9 12-8 32 17 5 4/4 5 113.1 76 43 37 69 153 10 2 11  . 1 8 6 15 6 0 1 11
10 NUNN, Shelby  2 . 7 0 6-0 23 8 2 1/4 3 62.1 60 32 24 21 52 11 2 3  . 2 3 8 3 1 0 0 3
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  3 . 3 0 15-4 24 20 9 4/0 0 116.2 85 57 55 85 152 18 1 8  . 2 0 3 7 11 0 3 7
20 TOWERS, Haylee 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.1 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0 0 0
Totals  2 . 8 0 33-12 45 45 16 13/4 8 294.2 224 134 118 178 358 40 5 22  . 2 0 6 25 18 0 4 21
Opponents  4 . 3 9 12-33 45 45 16 2/0 1 285.1 336 243 179 128 162 65 8 44  . 2 8 9 30 19 0 16 27
PB - Team (5), SMITH,K. 5, Opp (6). Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (1). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (36-44), SULLIVAN,K.
(14-18), AIKEY,K. (14-17), NUNN,S. (8-9).
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Apr 28, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 218 209 9 0 1.000 4 0 0   - - - 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy 25 7 18 0 1.000 0 14 4  . 7 7 8 0 0
 6 DAVIS, Taylor 19 19 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 16 15 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 15 1 14 0 1.000 0 8 1  . 8 8 9 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 9 9 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey 6 6 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan 3 2 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
22 MURPHY, Macy 1 1 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 390 360 27 3  . 9 9 2 1 36 8  . 8 1 8 5 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 57 52 3 2  . 9 6 5 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 109 69 36 4  . 9 6 3 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon 53 50 1 2  . 9 6 2 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 121 34 79 8  . 9 3 4 3 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan 121 48 62 11  . 9 0 9 2 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 12 2 8 2  . 8 3 3 1 14 3  . 8 2 4 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 1175 884 259 32  . 9 7 3 5 36 8  . 8 1 8 5 0
Opponents 1279 856 357 66  . 9 4 8 16 80 15  . 8 4 2 6 1
2019 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Apr 28, 2019)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 15-6   Home: 8-1   Away: 7-5   C-USA: 15-6
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 8 8 20-19 49 8 19 5 0 2 6 30  . 6 1 2 12 1 4 0  . 5 1 6 0 1 3-3 17 2 0 1.000
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 3 7 5 21-21 56 15 21 4 0 7 25 46  . 8 2 1 16 1 7 0  . 5 2 1 0 0 2-2 135 13 2  . 9 8 7
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 3 6 5 21-21 63 14 23 7 0 3 17 39  . 6 1 9 4 0 4 2  . 3 8 6 3 3 1-1 3 9 0 1.000
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 3 5 9 21-21 64 13 23 6 0 3 14 38  . 5 9 4 10 0 10 1  . 4 4 6 0 0 5-7 31 0 1  . 9 6 9
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 3 3 20-19 45 5 15 0 1 0 5 17  . 3 7 8 6 2 3 0  . 4 3 4 0 0 2-3 113 6 0 1.000
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 3 3 14-2 12 4 4 3 0 1 1 10  . 8 3 3 2 2 5 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 2-2 4 0 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 2 9 2 19-17 48 10 14 2 0 2 8 22  . 4 5 8 6 1 4 1  . 3 8 2 0 5 2-2 7 1 0 1.000
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 6 1 12-8 23 7 6 0 0 0 0 6  . 2 6 1 3 0 1 0  . 3 4 6 0 0 7-7 9 0 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 4 6 21-21 61 12 15 3 0 3 10 27  . 4 4 3 4 1 13 1  . 2 9 9 1 2 3-3 20 43 5  . 9 2 6
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 2 3 9 21-21 67 17 16 3 0 4 11 31  . 4 6 3 10 1 10 0  . 3 4 6 0 0 3-4 36 19 4  . 9 3 2
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 2 2 4-3 9 0 2 0 0 0 1 2  . 2 2 2 0 0 0 0  . 2 2 2 0 1 1-1 6 0 0 1.000
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 1 7 2 21-21 29 3 5 1 0 0 4 6  . 2 0 7 1 1 1 0  . 2 1 9 1 2 0-0 26 34 3  . 9 5 2
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 1 6 7 9-2 12 2 2 1 0 0 2 3  . 2 5 0 0 0 2 0  . 1 5 4 1 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 16-8 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 1 1  . 6 6 7
22 MURPHY, Macy  . 0 0 0 2-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 0 0 1.000
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 0 0 0 7-0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 8-0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 11-5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 5 0 1.000
Totals  . 3 0 4 21 542 115 165 35 1 25 104 277  . 5 1 1 74 10 66 5  . 3 9 4 6 14 32-36 410 133 16  . 9 7 1
Opponents  . 2 2 2 21 509 67 113 23 3 8 60 166  . 3 2 6 87 12 134 1  . 3 4 7 3 16 16-19 403 168 26  . 9 5 6
LOB - Team (128), Opp (150). DPs turned - Team (1), Opp (12). IBB - Team (2), SMITH,K. 2, Opp (3).
(C-USA games only Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  0 . 0 0 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 3 8 7-4 16 7 2 2/3 2 56.0 38 20 19 39 72 7 2 4  . 1 8 9 10 3 0 0 8
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  3 . 4 7 5-2 10 9 3 1/0 0 46.1 37 24 23 34 38 8 0 1  . 2 2 4 3 8 0 3 5
10 NUNN, Shelby  3 . 7 8 3-0 11 5 1 0/3 0 33.1 38 23 18 13 24 8 1 3  . 2 7 1 2 1 0 0 3
Totals  3 . 0 7 15-6 21 21 6 6/3 2 136.2 113 67 60 87 134 23 3 8  . 2 2 2 15 12 0 3 16
Opponents  4 . 6 9 6-15 21 21 9 1/0 1 134.1 165 115 90 74 66 35 1 25  . 3 0 4 8 10 0 6 14
PB - Team (3), SMITH,K. 3, Opp (3). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (16-19), AIKEY,K. (8-9), NUNN,S. (5-6), SULLIVAN,K. (3-4).
2019 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Apr 28, 2019)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 119 113 6 0 1.000 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 19 17 2 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy 12 3 9 0 1.000 0 3 1  . 7 5 0 0 0
 6 DAVIS, Taylor 9 9 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 8 7 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 6 6 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 6 1 5 0 1.000 0 5 1  . 8 3 3 0 0
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey 4 4 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
22 MURPHY, Macy 1 1 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 150 135 13 2  . 9 8 7 0 16 3  . 8 4 2 3 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon 32 31 0 1  . 9 6 9 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan 63 26 34 3  . 9 5 2 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 59 36 19 4  . 9 3 2 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 68 20 43 5  . 9 2 6 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 3 1 1 1  . 6 6 7 0 8 1  . 8 8 9 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 559 410 133 16  . 9 7 1 1 16 3  . 8 4 2 3 0
Opponents 597 403 168 26  . 9 5 6 12 32 4  . 8 8 9 3 0
2019 WKU Softball
Louisville at WKU
Apr 03, 2019 at Bowling Green, Ky. (WKU Softball Complex)
Louisville 7 (23-13)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
Celene Funke cf 4 1 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 .336
Sidney Melton 3b 5 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 .325
Megan Hensley rf 2 2 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 .311
Taylor Roby p 3 1 2 2 1 0 1 2 1 .375
  Jordyn Wolfe pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .444
  Danielle Watson p 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 .278
Caitlin Ferguson ss 3 1 0 0 1 1 4 2 0 .255
Kyra Snyder 1b 3 0 1 1 0 0 7 0 1 .267
Rebecca Chung dp 0 0 0 1 3 0 0 0 0 .338
Madison Cousineau c 3 0 0 0 0 2 6 0 1 .069
  Cassady Greenwood pr 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 .217
Maddy Newman 2b 3 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 3 .236
  Darrianne Hale ph 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 .273
Charley Butler lf 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 .182
Totals 28 7 7 6 9 8 21 5 10
WKU 2 (26-6)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
THOMAS, Jordan 2b 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 .304
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3 2 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 .289
PLESE, Shannon cf 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 .358
SMITH, Kendall c 3 0 1 0 0 0 8 3 0 .352
SULLIVAN, Kennedy dp 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 .272
VORBRINK, Jordan lf 3 1 1 0 0 2 2 0 0 .357
CARTER, Paige rf 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .309
McELROY, Morgan ss 2 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 0 .184
  STOWERS, Tommi ph 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 .364
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 3 0 1 1 0 1 6 0 0 .312
AIKEY, Kelsey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000
  NUNN, Shelby p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 -
Totals 26 2 4 1 1 5 21 9 4
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
Louisville 3 3 0 0 0 0 1 7 7 1
WKU 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 2
E - Newman(6); SMITH,K.(3); McELROY,M.(9). LOB - LOU 10; WKU 4. 2B - Hensley(7); VORBRINK,J.(4); BOWLDS,M.(2).
HR - Watson(1). HBP - Snyder. SB - Funke 2(15); ENGELHARDT,R 2(12). CS - Melton(2); Wolfe(3).
Louisville ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
Taylor Roby 5.0 4 2 1 1 2 20 21 79 1.76
Danielle Watson 2.0 0 0 0 0 3 6 6 30 3.07
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
AIKEY, Kelsey 0.1 1 3 1 3 1 3 7 32 2.06
SULLIVAN, Kennedy 5.2 5 4 4 6 7 21 27 109 2.84
NUNN, Shelby 1.0 1 0 0 0 0 4 4 15 1.37
Win - Roby (7-1).  Loss - AIKEY,K. (8-4).  Save - None.
HBP - by AIKEY,K. (Snyder). Inherited runners/scored: SULLIVAN,K. 3/0. Pitches/strikes: Roby 79/50; Watson 30/22;
AIKEY,K. 32/16; SULLIVAN,K. 109/65; NUNN,S. 15/13.
Umpires - HP: Rolland Hammer  1B: Jay Davis  3B: James Cooper
Start: 5 pm   Time: 2:12   Attendance: 887
Weather: 70 degrees; sunny
2019 WKU Softball
WKU at Marshall University (Game 1)
Apr 06, 2019 at Huntington, W.Va. (Dot Hicks Field)
WKU 2 (26-7,9-1 C-USA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
THOMAS, Jordan 2b 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3b 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 3 0
PLESE, Shannon cf 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
SMITH, Kendall c 2 0 0 0 0 1 3 3 0
  BLACKFORD, Cassidy pr 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SULLIVAN, Kennedy dp 3 1 2 2 0 0 0 0 0
VORBRINK, Jordan lf 2 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
CARTER, Paige rf 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
McELROY, Morgan ss 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2
  STOWERS, Tommi ph 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 1 0 0 0 1 0 9 0 0
AIKEY, Kelsey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  NUNN, Shelby p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
Totals 21 2 2 2 2 4 17 8 5
Marshall University 10 (24-12,7-3 C-USA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
BURCH, Blakely 3b 4 1 1 0 0 1 0 2 0
GIAMMARINO, H. cf 4 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0
HARRELL, Aly 1b 2 1 1 1 1 0 10 0 0
  PENNINGTON, Rachel pr 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
DAISS, Briana dp 2 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
  LEE, Chloe pr/rf 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
HUERTA, Sierra ss 1 2 0 1 0 1 1 5 0
ROUSSEAU, Rachel lf 2 1 1 4 0 0 1 0 0
STEVENSON, Mya rf/dp 3 0 1 0 0 2 1 0 0
  ESTRADA, Abigail pr 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ELLIS, Hayden c 3 1 2 2 0 0 4 0 0
BROWN, Armani 2b 3 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1
TOLBERT, Abigail p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0
Totals 24 10 9 9 2 5 18 10 2
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 R H E
WKU 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 1
Marshall University 0 0 0 1 1 8 10 9 1
Note: 2 outs, 1 runner LOB when the game ended.
E - ENGELHARDT,R(5); HUERTA, S.(9). LOB - WKU 5; Marshall 2. 2B - GIAMMARINO,H(4); ELLIS, H.(6). 3B -
STEVENSON,M.(2); ELLIS, H.(1). HR - SULLIVAN,K.(2); HARRELL, A.(11); ROUSSEAU, R.(1). HBP - SMITH,K.;
CARTER,P.; HUERTA, S. 2. SH - ROUSSEAU, R.(2). SB - BURCH, B.(5). CS - LEE, C.(2).
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
AIKEY, Kelsey 5.0 3 3 3 1 4 16 19 89
NUNN, Shelby 0.2 6 7 5 1 1 8 10 34
Marshall University ip h r er bb so ab bf np
TOLBERT, Abigail 6.0 2 2 2 2 4 21 25 85
Win - TOLBERT, A. (16-10).  Loss - AIKEY,K. (8-5).  Save - None.
WP - AIKEY,K.(10); TOLBERT, A.(11). HBP - by TOLBERT, A. (CARTER,P.); by AIKEY,K. (HUERTA, S.); by TOLBERT, A.
(SMITH,K.); by NUNN,S. (HUERTA, S.). Inherited runners/scored: NUNN,S. 1/1. Pitches/strikes: AIKEY,K. 89/51;
NUNN,S. 34/18; TOLBERT, A. 85/51.
Umpires - HP: Todderick Davis  1B: Jordan Brown  3B: Mike McCorkle
Start: 1:00 pm   Time: 1:52   Attendance: 1000
Weather: It is quite lovely out here
AIKEY,K. faced 1 batter in the 6th.
2019 WKU Softball
WKU at Marshall University (Game 2)
Apr 06, 2019 at Huntington, W.Va. (Dot Hicks Field)
WKU 7 (27-7,10-1 C-USA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
THOMAS, Jordan 2b 4 1 1 1 0 0 1 2 2
CARTER, Paige rf 4 0 2 1 0 0 2 0 0
SMITH, Kendall c 4 0 0 0 0 0 4 1 1
PLESE, Shannon cf 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
  McGUFFIN, Kelsey cf 1 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
SULLIVAN, Kennedy p 3 2 2 2 1 0 0 2 0
VORBRINK, Jordan lf 3 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3b 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 0
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 3 1 2 0 0 0 9 0 1
STOWERS, Tommi dp 2 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
McELROY, Morgan ss 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 0
Totals 29 7 8 6 2 2 21 8 5
Marshall University 1 (24-13,7-4 C-USA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
BURCH, Blakely 3b 2 1 1 0 1 0 2 2 0
GIAMMARINO, H. cf 4 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0
HARRELL, Aly 1b 2 0 1 1 2 0 8 1 0
DAISS, Briana dp/rf 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6
  LEE, Chloe rf 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ROUSSEAU, Rachel lf 2 0 0 0 1 0 3 0 1
HUERTA, Sierra ss 2 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 0
STEVENSON, Mya rf/dp 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0
  ADAMS, Katie ph 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
ELLIS, Hayden c 3 0 1 0 0 1 3 0 1
BROWN, Armani 2b 2 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1
WILLIAMSON, Kailee p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
Totals 23 1 4 1 5 4 21 6 9
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
WKU 0 0 3 0 0 2 2 7 8 0
Marshall University 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 4 1
E - BURCH, B.(12). LOB - WKU 5; Marshall 9. 2B - ELLIS, H.(7). HR - McGUFFIN,K.(2); SULLIVAN,K.(3). HBP -
McGUFFIN,K.; BURCH, B.; HUERTA, S.. SH - BROWN, A.(5). SF - STOWERS,T.(1). SB - THOMAS,J.(7); CARTER,P.(4). CS
- ROUSSEAU, R.(1).
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
SULLIVAN, Kennedy 7.0 4 1 1 5 4 23 31 115
Marshall University ip h r er bb so ab bf np
WILLIAMSON, Kailee 7.0 8 7 6 2 2 29 33 146
Win - SULLIVAN,K. (15-2).  Loss - WILLIAMSON,K (7-2).  Save - None.
HBP - by SULLIVAN,K. (HUERTA, S.); by SULLIVAN,K. (BURCH, B.); by WILLIAMSON,K (McGUFFIN,K.). Inherited
runners/scored: None. Pitches/strikes: SULLIVAN,K. 115/63; WILLIAMSON,K 146/90.
Umpires - HP: Jordan Brown  1B: Mike McCorkle  3B: Todderick Davis
Start: 3:30 pm   Time: 2:09   Attendance: 1000
Weather: Such a wonderful day
2019 WKU Softball
WKU at Marshall University
Apr 07, 2019 at Huntington, W.Va. (Dot Hicks Field)
WKU 7 (27-8,10-2 C-USA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
THOMAS, Jordan 2b 3 1 0 0 1 2 2 0 3
CARTER, Paige rf 2 2 1 0 1 0 1 0 0
  AIKEY, Kelsey p 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
SMITH, Kendall c 5 1 3 2 0 1 4 0 0
SULLIVAN, Kennedy p/rf 4 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 0
PLESE, Shannon lf/dp 4 0 1 2 1 2 5 0 1
McGUFFIN, Kelsey cf 3 0 2 0 1 0 2 0 0
VORBRINK, Jordan dp/lf 2 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 4
  BLACKFORD, Cassidy pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3b 4 1 2 2 0 1 0 2 0
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 3 1 1 0 0 0 5 1 0
  STOWERS, Tommi ph 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
McELROY, Morgan ss 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
Totals 33 7 12 7 5 8 21 4 10
Marshall University 8 (25-13,8-4 C-USA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
BURCH, Blakely 3b 4 3 2 3 0 1 3 3 0
ROUSSEAU, Rachel lf 5 1 3 2 0 0 2 1 0
HARRELL, Aly 1b 0 1 0 0 4 0 7 0 0
  STEVENSON, Mya pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ELLIS, Hayden c 2 1 0 0 1 1 9 0 3
ADAMS, Katie dp 2 0 1 1 2 0 0 0 0
  LEE, Chloe pr/rf 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
HUERTA, Sierra ss 3 0 0 1 0 1 0 2 0
DAISS, Briana rf/dp 4 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 3
  ESTRADA, Abigail rf 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  PENNINGTON, Rachel rf 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
GIAMMARINO, H. cf 4 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
BROWN, Armani 2b 4 1 1 0 0 0 2 0 3
TOLBERT, Abigail p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
  WILLIAMSON, Kailee p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
Totals 28 8 8 8 7 4 24 8 9
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 R H E
WKU 2 1 0 0 2 1 1 0 7 12 2
Marshall University 3 0 0 1 0 3 0 1 8 8 0
E - PLESE,S.(2); McELROY,M.(11). LOB - WKU 10; Marshall 9. 2B - SMITH,K.(7); McGUFFIN,K. 2(2); BURCH, B.(4). HR
- ENGELHARDT,R(8); BURCH, B.(4); ROUSSEAU, R.(2). HBP - THOMAS,J.; VORBRINK,J.; BURCH, B.; HUERTA, S.. SH -
ELLIS, H.(3). SF - SULLIVAN,K.(7). SB - BOWLDS,M.(5).
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
SULLIVAN, Kennedy 4.2 4 4 4 5 2 17 24 104
AIKEY, Kelsey 2.1 4 4 3 2 2 11 14 56
Marshall University ip h r er bb so ab bf np
TOLBERT, Abigail 5.0 6 5 5 3 5 19 25 95
WILLIAMSON, Kailee 3.0 6 2 2 2 3 14 16 73
Win - WILLIAMSON,K (8-2).  Loss - AIKEY,K. (8-6).  Save - None.
WP - AIKEY,K.(11). HBP - by TOLBERT, A. (THOMAS,J.); by SULLIVAN,K. (BURCH, B.); by SULLIVAN,K. (HUERTA, S.); by
TOLBERT, A. (VORBRINK,J.). PB - ELLIS, H.(3). Inherited runners/scored: None. Pitches/strikes: SULLIVAN,K. 104/56;
AIKEY,K. 56/30; TOLBERT, A. 95/55; WILLIAMSON,K 73/41.
Umpires - HP: Mike McCorkle  1B: Todderick Davis  3B: Jordan Brown
Start: 12:00 pm   Time: 2:47   Attendance: 450
Weather: Oo-de-lally golly what a day
AIKEY,K. faced 1 batter in the 8th.
2019 WKU Softball
North Texas at WKU (Game 1)
Apr 13, 2019 at Bowling Green, Ky. (WKU Softball Complex)
North Texas 8 (26-13,11-2 C-USA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
Katie Clark cf 3 3 3 1 1 0 0 0 0 .455
Harley Perella 3b 3 1 1 2 0 0 1 1 2 .361
Lacy Gregory ss 1 1 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 .352
  Camille Grahmann pr 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .207
Tayla Evans 1b 4 0 2 1 0 0 5 0 0 .355
  Kourtney Williams pr 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .200
Rhylie Makawe 2b 2 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 .271
Sally Gastelo dp 3 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 2 .250
Hanna Rebar rf 3 1 0 0 1 1 2 0 0 .208
Nicole Ochotnicki c 2 0 0 1 2 0 8 0 0 .211
Kenzie Young lf 4 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 3 .154
Hope Trautwein p 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 0 -
Totals 25 8 6 7 8 5 21 4 7
WKU 2 (27-9,10-3 C-USA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
THOMAS, Jordan 2b 3 1 1 1 0 1 2 0 0 .288
CARTER, Paige dp 3 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 .319
PLESE, Shannon cf 3 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 .318
SMITH, Kendall c 2 0 2 0 1 0 6 0 0 .369
SULLIVAN, Kennedy p 3 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 .309
VORBRINK, Jordan rf 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 .301
  AIKEY, Kelsey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000
McGUFFIN, Kelsey lf 3 0 0 0 0 3 2 0 0 .160
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3 3 0 1 0 0 1 3 1 0 .283
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 3 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 .299
McELROY, Morgan ss 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 .180
Totals 26 2 6 2 1 7 21 3 4
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
North Texas 2 2 0 0 0 0 4 8 6 0
WKU 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 6 1
E - SMITH,K.(3). DP - UNT 1. LOB - UNT 7; WKU 4. 2B - Clark(8); Tay. Evans(6); SMITH,K.(8); SULLIVAN,K.(9). HR
- Perella(6); THOMAS,J.(5); CARTER,P.(2). HBP - Makawe. SH - Perella(4). SF - Makawe(1). SB - Clark(9).
North Texas ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
Hope Trautwein 7.0 6 2 2 1 7 26 27 116 2.36
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
SULLIVAN, Kennedy 6.1 6 8 7 6 4 23 32 140 3.38
AIKEY, Kelsey 0.2 0 0 0 2 1 2 4 26 2.37
Win - Trautwein (17-5).  Loss - SULLIVAN,K. (15-3).  Save - None.
WP - Trautwein(6). HBP - by SULLIVAN,K. (Makawe). Inherited runners/scored: AIKEY,K. 3/2. Pitches/strikes:
Trautwein 116/71; SULLIVAN,K. 140/76; AIKEY,K. 26/13.
Umpires - HP: Jimmy Cranford  1B: Annette Bergman  3B: Mike See
Start: 1 pm   Time: 2:10   Attendance: 167
Weather: 60 degrees; rainy
2019 WKU Softball
North Texas at WKU (Game 2)
Apr 13, 2019 at Bowling Green, Ky. (WKU Softball Complex)
North Texas 1 (26-13,11-3 C-USA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
Katie Clark cf 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
Harley Perella 3b 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0
Lacy Gregory ss 3 0 1 0 0 1 1 2 0
  Kourtney Williams pr 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Tayla Evans 1b 3 0 1 0 0 0 13 0 1
Rhylie Makawe 2b 3 0 0 1 0 0 0 5 1
Hannah Gerecke dp 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  Sam Rea ph 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
Hanna Rebar rf 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
Nicole Ochotnicki c 2 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 0
Kenzie Young lf 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
Bailey Tindell p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
  Jenna Goodrich p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0
Totals 23 1 2 1 1 4 18 13 2
WKU 3 (28-9,11-3 C-USA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
THOMAS, Jordan 2b 3 3 2 1 1 0 2 2 1
CARTER, Paige rf 3 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0
SMITH, Kendall c 3 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 1
SULLIVAN, Kennedy dp 2 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
PLESE, Shannon cf 2 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3b 3 0 1 0 0 0 1 6 2
McELROY, Morgan ss 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0
  MURPHY, Macy ph 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 2 0 1 0 0 0 13 0 0
DAVIS, Taylor lf 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 3
  VORBRINK, Jordan ph/lf 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
NUNN, Shelby p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 23 3 8 3 2 2 21 13 7
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
North Texas 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 0
WKU 1 0 1 0 1 0 X 3 8 0
LOB - UNT 2; WKU 7. 2B - Gregory(12); THOMAS,J.(7); VORBRINK,J.(5). HR - THOMAS,J.(6). HBP - BOWLDS,M.. SH -
SULLIVAN,K.(3); McELROY,M.(3). SB - Clark(10); THOMAS,J.(8); CARTER,P.(5); PLESE,S.(14). CS - BOWLDS,M.(3).
North Texas ip h r er bb so ab bf np
Bailey Tindell 4.1 5 2 2 0 0 17 17 62
Jenna Goodrich 1.2 3 1 1 2 2 6 11 39
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
NUNN, Shelby 7.0 2 1 1 1 4 23 24 81
Win - NUNN,S. (5-0).  Loss - Tindell (3-6).  Save - None.
WP - NUNN,S.(3). HBP - by Goodrich (BOWLDS,M.). Inherited runners/scored: Tindell 2/0. Pitches/strikes: Tindell
62/38; Goodrich 39/23; NUNN,S. 81/52.
Umpires - HP: Annette Bergman  1B: Mike See  3B: Jimmy Cranford
Start: 3:45 pm   Time: 1:45   Attendance: 158
Weather: 55 degrees; breezy
2019 WKU Softball
North Texas at WKU
Apr 14, 2019 at Bowling Green, Ky. (WKU Softball Complex)
North Texas 0 (26-15,11-4 CUSA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
Katie Clark cf 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 .420
Harley Perella 3b 3 0 1 0 0 0 3 3 0 .353
Lacy Gregory ss 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 .346
Tayla Evans 1b 2 0 0 0 0 2 6 0 2 .340
Rhylie Makawe 2b 2 0 0 0 0 2 1 2 0 .264
Sally Gastelo dp 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 .263
Hanna Rebar rf 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 .211
Nicole Ochotnicki c 1 0 0 0 1 0 4 0 0 .209
Kenzie Young lf 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 4 .154
Hope Trautwein p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
  Bailey Tindell p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
Totals 16 0 1 0 4 8 14 7 6
WKU 8 (29-9,12-3 CUSA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
THOMAS, Jordan 2b 3 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 .298
CARTER, Paige rf 3 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 .333
SULLIVAN, Kennedy dp 2 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 .306
SMITH, Kendall c 2 1 2 4 1 0 8 0 0 .358
  BLACKFORD, Cassidy pr 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
PLESE, Shannon cf 3 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 .330
VORBRINK, Jordan lf 2 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 .325
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3 3 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 3 .275
McELROY, Morgan ss 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 .170
  DAVIS, Taylor ph 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .235
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 3 0 1 1 0 0 2 0 0 .316
AIKEY, Kelsey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000
Totals 24 8 8 8 3 3 15 3 3
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 R H E
North Texas 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2
WKU 3 1 0 0 4 8 8 0
E - Perella 2(10). LOB - UNT 6; WKU 3. 2B - VORBRINK,J.(6). HR - THOMAS,J.(7); SMITH,K.(8); PLESE,S.(3). HBP -
Clark. SB - Perella(4).
North Texas ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
Hope Trautwein 1.2 3 4 4 2 2 8 10 55 2.54
Bailey Tindell 3.0 5 4 4 1 1 16 17 61 3.56
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
AIKEY, Kelsey 5.0 1 0 0 4 8 16 21 104 2.25
Win - AIKEY,K. (9-6).  Loss - Trautwein (17-6).  Save - None.
WP - AIKEY,K. 2(13). HBP - by AIKEY,K. (Clark). Inherited runners/scored: None. Pitches/strikes: Trautwein 55/31;
Tindell 61/40; AIKEY,K. 104/60.
Umpires - HP: Mike See  1B: Jimmy Cranford  3B: Annette Bergman
Start: 1 pm   Time: 1:45   Attendance: 201
Weather: 67 degrees; sunny
2019 WKU Softball
WKU at Tennessee Tech
Apr 17, 2019 at Cookeville, Tenn. (Tech Softball Field)
WKU 4 (30-9)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
THOMAS, Jordan 2b 3 1 2 0 1 1 1 0 0
CARTER, Paige rf 4 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 1
SULLIVAN, Kennedy dp 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SMITH, Kendall c 4 1 0 0 0 1 11 4 1
PLESE, Shannon cf 4 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0
VORBRINK, Jordan lf 2 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0
  BLACKFORD, Cassidy pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3b 4 0 1 0 0 0 1 5 0
McELROY, Morgan ss 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0
  McGUFFIN, Kelsey ph 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 2 0 0 0 0 1 10 1 1
  DAVIS, Taylor ph 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
AIKEY, Kelsey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
Totals 31 4 6 4 2 4 27 12 3
Tennessee Tech 1 (18-21)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
McCULLEY,Beth cf/dp 2 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
  THOMAS,Leigh Ellen dp 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
LOWERY,Jessie lf/cf 4 0 1 0 0 1 3 0 0
LOVE-BAKER,Sydney ss 2 0 0 0 1 1 5 3 0
SPARKS,Raegan dp/lf 3 0 0 1 1 3 1 0 1
LaSALA,Gabby 3b 3 0 0 0 1 2 1 3 3
  PHY,Amanda pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
McGOWAN,Ashley c 2 0 0 0 0 1 5 3 0
TRIMIAR,Alexis 2b 3 0 0 0 0 0 5 1 0
DAVIS,Hallie 1b 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0
  LEWIS,Raleigh 1b 2 1 1 0 0 1 3 0 0
CALDWELL,Chandler rf 3 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0
ARDEN,Alyssa p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
  BRYSON,Haeli p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 26 1 2 1 4 13 27 12 4
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 R H E
WKU 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 4 6 0
Tennessee Tech 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 1
E - LOVE-BAKER(13). DP - WKU 1. LOB - WKU 3; Tenn. Tech 4. 2B - THOMAS,J.(8). 3B - PLESE,S.(2). HR -
CARTER,P.(3). HBP - LOVE-BAKER. SH - VORBRINK,J.(4); McGOWAN(3). SB - ENGELHARDT,R(13). CS - BLACKFORD,C.(1);
ENGELHARDT,R 2(3); McCULLEY(2).
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
AIKEY, Kelsey 9.0 2 1 1 4 13 26 32 149
Tennessee Tech ip h r er bb so ab bf np
ARDEN,Alyssa 8.1 6 4 2 2 4 30 32 119
BRYSON,Haeli 0.2 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 4
Win - AIKEY,K. (10-6).  Loss - ARDEN (11-10).  Save - None.
WP - ARDEN(12). HBP - by AIKEY,K. (LOVE-BAKER). Inherited runners/scored: BRYSON 1/1. Pitches/strikes: AIKEY,K.
149/91; ARDEN 119/78; BRYSON 4/4.
Umpires - HP: Timothy King  1B: Ed Clark  3B: Michael Henslee
Start: 4:10 pm   Time: 2:20   Attendance: 145
Weather: 78, partly cloudy
2019 WKU Softball
WKU at Middle Tennessee (Game 1)
Apr 22, 2019 at Murfreesboro, TN (Blue Raider Stadium)
WKU 8 (31-9,13-3)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
THOMAS, Jordan 2b 3 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
CARTER, Paige rf 4 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 2
PLESE, Shannon cf 3 2 3 2 0 0 1 0 0
SMITH, Kendall c 3 1 1 3 0 0 6 1 1
SULLIVAN, Kennedy dp 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
VORBRINK, Jordan lf 1 1 1 0 2 0 0 0 0
  BLACKFORD, Cassidy pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3b 3 2 1 0 0 0 3 2 0
McELROY, Morgan ss 2 0 1 2 1 0 2 1 0
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 2 0 0 0 0 0 5 1 0
  McGUFFIN, Kelsey ph 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
  MURPHY, Macy 1b 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
AIKEY, Kelsey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
Totals 24 8 8 8 5 1 18 6 3
Middle Tennessee 0 (25-19,9-6)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
Summer Burgess ss 3 0 2 0 0 1 3 2 0
Sydney Heath rf 3 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 1
Brooke McClure dp 3 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1
  Savannah Freeman pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Jocelynn De La Cruz 3b 2 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1
  Samantha Valentine pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Lexi Cushing 1b 3 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0
Kirstyn Cuccia cf 3 0 2 0 0 0 1 1 0
Lani Rodriguez 2b 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 1
Ryan King c 3 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 4
Claire Smith lf 2 0 1 0 0 0 3 0 0
Corrina Dodd p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  Riley Fleming p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
Totals 25 0 6 0 1 7 18 8 8
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 R H E
WKU 0 0 4 2 1 1 8 8 1
Middle Tennessee 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 1
E - ENGELHARDT,R(6); De La Cruz(10). DP - MT 1. LOB - WKU 3; MT 8. 2B - PLESE,S.(8); McClure, B(2). HR -
PLESE,S.(4); SMITH,K.(9). SB - PLESE,S.(15); ENGELHARDT,R(14).
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
AIKEY, Kelsey 6.0 6 0 0 1 7 25 26 105
Middle Tennessee ip h r er bb so ab bf np
Corrina Dodd 5.0 8 7 7 2 1 21 23 84
Riley Fleming 1.0 0 1 1 3 0 3 6 24
Win - AIKEY,K. (11-6).  Loss - Dodd, C (11-6).  Save - None.
PB - SMITH,K.(5). Inherited runners/scored: None. Pitches/strikes: AIKEY,K. 105/67; Dodd, C 84/51; Fleming, R 24/9.
Umpires - HP: Jose Travis  1B: Willie Moore  3B: Mike McCorkle
Start: 4:00 pm   Time: 1:45   Attendance: 201
Weather: 79, Degrees
2019 WKU Softball
WKU at Middle Tennessee (Game 2)
Apr 22, 2019 at Murfreesboro, TN (Blue Raider Stadium)
WKU 14 (32-9,14-3)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
THOMAS, Jordan 2b 3 1 0 0 1 0 1 2 1
CARTER, Paige rf 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
  BLACKFORD, Cassidy p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
PLESE, Shannon cf 4 3 3 2 0 1 1 0 0
SMITH, Kendall c 3 4 3 4 1 0 3 0 0
SULLIVAN, Kennedy dp/p 3 3 1 2 1 0 0 0 0
VORBRINK, Jordan lf 4 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3b 3 1 1 1 1 0 2 3 2
McELROY, Morgan ss 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 0
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 3 0 1 1 0 0 8 0 2
NUNN, Shelby p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 27 14 12 14 5 1 15 7 5
Middle Tennessee 3 (25-20,9-7)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
Summer Burgess ss 3 0 0 0 0 1 3 2 0
Sydney Heath rf 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1
  Keely McGee rf 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
Samantha Valentine 2b 3 1 1 0 0 0 2 2 1
Jocelynn De La Cruz 3b 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
  Savannah Freeman pr 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Lexi Cushing 1b 2 1 2 2 0 0 4 1 0
Kirstyn Cuccia cf 2 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
  Cameran McKenry pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Kaylyn Slatter dp 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Ryan King c 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
  Hailey Bosley ph/c 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1
Claire Smith lf 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 0
Kailey Ahlstrom p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  Gretchen Mead p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  Riley Fleming p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 19 3 5 2 2 3 15 6 3
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 R H E
WKU 6 3 3 0 2 14 12 0
Middle Tennessee 0 1 0 2 0 3 5 4
E - Burgess, S.(3); Cushing, L(9); Ahlstrom, K 2(4). DP - WKU 1. LOB - WKU 5; MT 3. 2B - PLESE,S.(9);
SULLIVAN,K.(10); ENGELHARDT,R(4); Cushing, L(10). HR - CARTER,P.(4); PLESE,S.(5); SMITH,K. 2(11); Cushing,
L(13). SH - CARTER,P.(7). SF - McELROY,M.(1). SB - VORBRINK,J.(5); Valentine, S(4); Freeman, S(14).
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
NUNN, Shelby 3.0 5 3 3 1 2 14 15 48
SULLIVAN, Kennedy 1.0 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 7
BLACKFORD, Cassidy 1.0 0 0 0 1 0 3 4 11
Middle Tennessee ip h r er bb so ab bf np
Kailey Ahlstrom 2.0 6 9 4 3 0 13 18 56
Gretchen Mead 1.0 3 3 3 2 0 5 7 26
Riley Fleming 2.0 3 2 2 0 1 9 9 28
Win - NUNN,S. (6-0).  Loss - Ahlstrom, K (8-7).  Save - None.
WP - Mead, G(2). Inherited runners/scored: SULLIVAN,K. 2/0. Pitches/strikes: NUNN,S. 48/35; SULLIVAN,K. 7/7;
BLACKFORD,C. 11/5; Ahlstrom, K 56/33; Mead, G 26/12; Fleming, R 28/17.
Umpires - HP: Willie Moore  1B: Mick McCorkle  3B: Jose Travis
Start: 6:20 pm   Time: 1:40   Attendance: 201
Weather: Sunny, 81, Wind S 6mph
NUNN,S. faced 4 batters in the 4th.
2019 WKU Softball
WKU at Middle Tennessee
Apr 23, 2019 at Murfreesboro, TN (Blue Raiders Stadium)
WKU 6 (33-9,15-3)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
THOMAS, Jordan 2b 4 1 0 0 1 0 3 2 2
  McGUFFIN, Kelsey ph 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
CARTER, Paige rf 3 0 0 1 2 0 1 0 3
PLESE, Shannon cf 5 2 1 1 1 0 3 0 1
SMITH, Kendall c 3 1 1 3 3 0 11 2 0
  DAVIS, Taylor pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SULLIVAN, Kennedy p/dp 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 3
VORBRINK, Jordan lf 4 0 1 0 1 0 2 1 0
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3b 5 0 1 0 0 0 1 2 2
McELROY, Morgan ss 5 0 2 0 0 0 3 3 0
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 3 1 2 0 1 1 9 0 0
  RIDGE, Jordan ph 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
  AIKEY, Kelsey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 40 6 9 5 9 2 33 12 11
Middle Tennessee 4 (25-21,9-8)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
Summer Burgess ss 6 2 1 0 1 0 5 5 4
Sydney Heath rf/lf 6 0 1 0 0 1 2 0 0
Brooke McClure dp 4 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
  Savannah Freeman pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  Kaylyn Slatter ph/dp 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
Jocelynn De La Cruz 3b 5 0 1 1 1 3 1 2 5
  Keely McGee pr 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  Gretchen Mead pr/rf 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Lexi Cushing 1b 0 0 0 0 6 0 11 0 0
Kirstyn Cuccia cf 6 0 1 1 0 1 6 0 4
Lani Rodriguez 2b 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  Samantha Valentine 2b/3b 4 1 0 0 0 2 2 5 2
Ryan King c 2 0 0 0 1 1 3 0 1
  Cameran McKenry pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  Deja Portillo pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  Hailey Bosley c 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Claire Smith lf/2b 3 0 3 1 2 0 3 1 0
Corrina Dodd p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 39 4 7 3 12 10 33 13 18
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 R H E
WKU 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 6 9 3
Middle Tennessee 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 4 7 2
E - THOMAS,J.(4); ENGELHARDT,R(7); AIKEY,K.(2); Rodriguez, L(6); Dodd, C(4). DP - MT 2. LOB - WKU 11; MT 18. 2B
- McGUFFIN,K.(3); PLESE,S.(10); De La Cruz(9). HR - SMITH,K.(12). HBP - King, R. SH - CARTER,P.(8); Valentine,
S 2(3); Smith, C(4). SB - SMITH,K.(5); Heath, S(17).
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
SULLIVAN, Kennedy 3.2 3 2 2 3 2 13 18 73
AIKEY, Kelsey 7.1 4 2 2 9 8 26 37 159
Middle Tennessee ip h r er bb so ab bf np
Corrina Dodd 11.0 9 6 2 9 2 40 50 178
Win - AIKEY,K. (12-6).  Loss - Dodd, C (11-7).  Save - None.
WP - SULLIVAN,K. 2(6); AIKEY,K.(14); Dodd, C 2(5). HBP - by SULLIVAN,K. (King, R). Inherited runners/scored:
AIKEY,K. 2/0. Pitches/strikes: SULLIVAN,K. 73/42; AIKEY,K. 159/88; Dodd, C 178/97.
Umpires - HP: Willie Moore  1B: Mike McCorkle  3B: Jose Travis
Start: 1:00 pm   Time: 3:40   Attendance: 187
Weather: 81 degress, Sunny
2019 WKU Softball
WKU at LA Tech (Game 1)
Apr 27, 2019 at Monroe, La. (ULM SB Complex)
WKU 0 (33-10,15-4 C-USA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
THOMAS, Jordan 2b 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
CARTER, Paige rf 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
PLESE, Shannon cf 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
SMITH, Kendall c 2 0 0 0 0 1 3 1 1
SULLIVAN, Kennedy dp 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
  BLACKFORD, Cassidy pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
VORBRINK, Jordan lf 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  RIDGE, Jordan pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3b 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 0
McELROY, Morgan ss 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0
  McGUFFIN, Kelsey ph 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 0
AIKEY, Kelsey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  NUNN, Shelby p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 17 0 1 0 0 4 12 4 2
LA Tech 8 (37-13,15-4 C-USA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
ATIENZA, Kimmie 2b 2 1 0 0 1 1 2 1 0
TURKOLY, Morgan lf 1 2 0 1 2 0 0 0 2
CROWDER, Jazlyn cf 3 2 3 3 0 0 2 0 0
STEWARTSON, Sloane dp 1 0 1 2 1 0 0 0 0
  ANDERSON, Kailey pr 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
EDWARDS, Lindsay 3b 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 3 0
SIMON, Bayli ss 3 0 1 1 0 1 3 1 2
RIZZATO, Marilyn c 1 1 0 0 2 1 4 0 0
TERRAL, Mary rf 3 1 2 0 0 0 1 0 2
WILLIAMS, AJ 1b 1 0 1 0 0 0 3 0 0
GALLAWAY, Preslee p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 17 8 9 8 6 3 15 5 6
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 R H E
WKU 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
LA Tech 2 5 0 1 X 8 9 1
E - WILLIAMS, AJ(1). LOB - WKU 2; LA Tech 6. 2B - CROWDER, Jaz(10). 3B - CROWDER, Jaz(1). SH - STEWARTSON,(1);
EDWARDS, Lin(5); WILLIAMS, AJ(3). SB - TURKOLY, Mor(26). CS - CROWDER, Jaz(2).
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
AIKEY, Kelsey 1.1 3 5 5 3 2 6 10 43
NUNN, Shelby 2.2 6 3 3 3 1 11 16 51
LA Tech ip h r er bb so ab bf np
GALLAWAY, Preslee 5.0 1 0 0 0 4 17 17 60
Win - GALLAWAY, Pr (15-7).  Loss - AIKEY,K. (12-7).  Save - None.
Inherited runners/scored: NUNN,S. 3/3. Pitches/strikes: AIKEY,K. 43/21; NUNN,S. 51/29; GALLAWAY, Pr 60/43.
Umpires -
Start: 2 p.m.   Time: 1:26   Attendance: 755
Weather: Sunny, 82
2019 WKU Softball
WKU at LA Tech (Game 2)
Apr 27, 2019 at Monroe, La. (ULM SB Complex)
WKU 1 (33-11,15-5 C-USA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
THOMAS, Jordan 2b 4 0 1 0 0 1 3 0 0
CARTER, Paige rf 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  McGUFFIN, Kelsey ph 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
PLESE, Shannon cf 4 0 1 0 0 1 4 0 3
SMITH, Kendall c 3 0 1 0 0 1 2 0 1
SULLIVAN, Kennedy p/dp 3 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
VORBRINK, Jordan lf 3 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 0
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3b 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
McELROY, Morgan ss 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0
  DAVIS, Taylor ph 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 3 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 2
AIKEY, Kelsey dp/p 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
Totals 27 1 8 0 0 4 18 3 8
LA Tech 4 (38-13,16-4 C-USA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
ATIENZA, Kimmie 2b 4 1 2 0 0 0 3 1 0
TURKOLY, Morgan lf 2 2 1 1 2 0 0 1 0
CROWDER, Jazlyn cf 3 0 0 1 0 1 2 0 2
STEWARTSON, Sloane dp/c 2 0 1 1 1 0 5 0 0
  ANDERSON, Kailey pr 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
EDWARDS, Lindsay 3b 3 0 2 0 0 0 2 1 0
SIMON, Bayli ss 3 0 1 1 0 0 3 3 0
RIZZATO, Marilyn c/dp 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  ROBICHEAUX, Meghan dp 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
TERRAL, Mary rf 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 3
WILLIAMS, AJ 1b 3 0 0 0 0 0 6 1 3
DE LA CRUZ, Krystal p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0
Totals 23 4 7 4 5 1 21 10 8
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
WKU 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 8 0
LA Tech 3 0 0 1 0 0 X 4 7 0
LOB - WKU 8; LA Tech 8. 2B - PLESE,S.; VORBRINK,J.. HR - TURKOLY, Mor. HBP - McGUFFIN,K.; ENGELHARDT,R. SH -
ENGELHARDT,R; ROBICHEAUX,. SF - CROWDER, Jaz. SB - ATIENZA, Kim.
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
SULLIVAN, Kennedy 0.1 4 3 3 1 0 4 6 28
AIKEY, Kelsey 5.2 3 1 1 4 1 19 24 77
LA Tech ip h r er bb so ab bf np
DE LA CRUZ, Krystal 7.0 8 1 1 0 4 27 30 88
Win - DE LA CRUZ, (14-3).  Loss - SULLIVAN,K. (15-4).  Save - None.
WP - SULLIVAN,K.; AIKEY,K.; DE LA CRUZ,. HBP - by DE LA CRUZ, (ENGELHARDT,R); by DE LA CRUZ, (McGUFFIN,K.).
Inherited runners/scored: AIKEY,K. 2/0. Pitches/strikes: SULLIVAN,K. 28/15; AIKEY,K. 77/41; DE LA CRUZ, 88/59.
Umpires -
Start: 4:00 PM   Time: 2:01   Attendance: 755
Weather: Sunny, 82
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Maddie Bowlds action photo attached – please credit WKU Athletics 
Interviews: HC Tudor | Sullivan | Bowlds 
  
BOWLDS’ HOME RUN, SOLID PITCHING EFFORT LEADS TOPS TO MIDWEEK VICTORY 
  
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – Maddie Bowlds’ first career home run helped the Hilltoppers to a 4-1 victory 
over Murray State on Wednesday from the WKU Softball Complex. Kennedy Sullivan notched nine 
strikeouts en route to her 16th win of the season in the circle before Kelsey Aikey locked down her 
school-record sixth save of the season. 
  
“This win gives us some momentum going into our series against UTSA this weekend,” head coach Amy 
Tudor opened. “It’ll be senior weekend for us with our five seniors. We worked on our mental and 
physical approach after this weekend [at La Tech] and I was really pretty of how we bounced back and 
our resiliency.” 
  
With the victory, WKU is now 34-12 on the season while Murray State drops to 24-25. The Hilltoppers 
are 15-3 in outings from the WKU Softball Complex on the season. 
  
Murray State led off the midweek outing with a double off the wall before the Racer baserunner would 
advance to third on a wild pitch during the next at bat. After a lineout to left field and a pair of Kennedy 
Sullivan strikeouts, WKU stranded the Murray State runner. 
  
Jordan Thomas led off the bottom of the first with base hit to centerfield before Paige Carter beat out a 
bunt single for two quick Hilltopper knocks. Two outs later, Jordan Vorbrink delivered an infield single to 
the left side that allowed Carter to come around to score for a 1-0 WKU lead. 
  
In the bottom of the second, Morgan McElroy drew a one-out hit by pitch before advancing to second 
on a Rebekah Engelhardt base hit. WKU’s next batter, Maddie Bowlds, stepped into the box and with a 
1-1 count on her connected for her first collegiate home run – a three-run shot to right-center field to 
push WKU’s lead to 4-0. 
  
Bowlds is the 10th different Hilltopper to connect for a home run this season and brings the team’s 
season total to 45 in 46 games. 
  
After Murray State’s leadoff double, the Racers would not record another hit until the top of the fifth 
inning. A two-out walk gave the visitors a pair of baserunners but a called strike out would get WKU back 
to the dugout unscathed. 
  
In the bottom of the fifth, Engelhardt connected for her second hit of the game – WKU’s sixth and final 
knock of the outing. Her 2-for-2 outing was the eighth multi-hit performance of the season for the 
senior. 
  
The Racers broke into the scoring column in the top of the sixth after posting two hits and two walks in 
the frame, making the score 4-1 before Sullivan notched her ninth punch out of the day to get WKU back 
to the dugout. 
  
WKU went down in order in its last trip to the plate before Kelsey Aikey headed out to the circle in 
search of three outs. Facing the top of the Racers’ lineup, Aikey and the Hilltopper defense retired the 
batters in order to secure the win. 
  
Aikey’s one-inning save marked her WKU single-season record sixth of her junior campaign. The junior is 
now up to 12 in her career – already a Hilltopper Softball record. With six saves and 12 wins in the circle 
this season, Aikey is in elite company. She’s one of just three pitchers in the nation with those numbers, 
joined by New Mexico State’s Samaria Diaz and 
Jacksonville State’s Faiths Sims. 
  
Sullivan earned the win in the circle, improving to 16-4 on the season. She finished with a line of one 
run, four hits, five walks and nine strikeouts. 
  
Next game: WKU Softball will close out its regular-season schedule this weekend as UTSA visits The Hill 
for a three-game series. Saturday’s first pitch is slated for 1 p.m. CT as the squads plan to play two 
before the finale commences at the same time on Sunday. The Hilltoppers’ five seniors will be 
recognized in a pre-game ceremony on Sunday. 
 

WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA 
RELATIONS                                                                                                                         
                                       
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Friday, May 3, 2019 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
  
HILLTOPPERS WELCOME UTSA TO THE HILL FOR SENIOR WEEKEND 
  
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Softball is set for its final weekend on The Hill as UTSA comes to town for a 
three-game series slated for Saturday and Sunday. Prior to Sunday’s series finale, the Hilltoppers will 
honor their five seniors: Cassidy Blackford, Rebekah Engelhardt, Kelsey McGuffin, Shannon Plese and 
Jordan Vorbrink – so fans should arrive to the park early. Any scheduling changes will be posted to 
[WKUSports.com]WKUSports.com in addition to all of the team’s social media pages. 
  
FOLLOWING INFORMATION 
Saturday, May 4 – 1 p.m. vs. UTSA (DH) – Livestats 
Sunday, May 5 – 1 p.m. vs. UTSA – Livestats | CUSA.tv 
  
Entering the final weekend of Conference USA regular-season action, WKU has already locked up a spot 
in the league’s postseason tournament while UTSA is still fighting for a berth. Prior to any weekend 
contests, the Hilltoppers sit in third in the conference standings while the Roadrunners come in tied for 
seventh. WKU owns a 15-6 record in C-USA action while UTSA is 8-13. Overall, WKU sits at 34-12 on the 
year while UTSA sports a 20-27 reading. 
  
Common opponents between WKU and UTSA include Missouri State, Auburn, Middle Tennessee, 
Marshall, Louisiana Tech and North Texas. Against the similar foes, the Hilltoppers posted a 7-6 record 
while the Roadrunners put up a 4-10 reading. 
  
UTSA enters the weekend on a two-game win streak. The Roadrunners are 4-10 in contests outside of 
San Antonio this season while WKU owns a 15-3 record inside the WKU Softball Complex this year. 
  
This weekend’s series will be the first-ever meetings between WKU and UTSA. 
  
The Roadrunners were predicted to finish 12th in the C-USA Preseason Coaches Poll while one individual 
was named a Preseason All-Conference honoree. Just like UTSA, the Hilltoppers are outperforming the 
league’s preseason expectation. WKU came away from the poll slated to finish seventh with zero 
Preseason All-Conference selections. 
 
TICKETS & PARKING 
Wednesday’s contest will be the team’s WKU Faculty & Staff Appreciation game with all WKU Faculty 
and Staff members receiving two complimentary tickets by showing their WKU ID.  
  
Single-day admission can be purchased for $5 for adults and $3 for kids ages 3-12 (free on Sunday). WKU 
students can receive free admission by showing their student ID. Additionally, Flexible Ticket Packages 
are available for $35 for 24 vouchers and can be used for all regular-season games. 
  
Spectator parking will be available in the Creason lot (not PS3). 
  
PROMOTIONS 
Saturday will be filled with promotions as it will serve as Bark in the Park, Big Red’s Rascals Weekend 
and Hilltopper Athletic Foundation Weekend. Leashed dogs will be allowed in the WKU Softball Complex 
and the first 100 fans can pick up a bandanna for their furry friend. Fans can receive free admission by 
bringing an item to donate to the Humane Society. All members of Big Red’s Rascals will receive free 
admission while any HAF member will receive two complimentary tickets to the games. 
  
This Sunday, and every Sunday this season, is Sunday Funday, featuring free admission for all kids 12 and 
under and there will be a $5 kid's meal offered at the concession stand. Sundays will also double as Faith 
& Family Day all year as fans can receive free admission by bringing their church bulletin to the ticket 
window. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA 
RELATIONS                                                                                                                         
                                       
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Saturday, May 4, 2019 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
  
Games 47 & 48 PDF box scores attached. 
C-USA only & Season stats PDF attached. 
Interviews: HC Amy Tudor | Shannon Plese | Kelsey Aikey 
  
CAREER DAYS FROM AIKEY & BOWLDS LEAD TOPS TO DOUBLEHEADER SWEEP OF UTSA 
  
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – A 6-for-6 day from Maddie Bowlds at the plate and career-high tying 13 
strikeouts from Kelsey Aikey propelled WKU to a doubleheader sweep of UTSA on Saturday. WKU 
claimed game one 8-1 on behind Aikey’s two hitter and home runs from Shannon Plese and Kennedy 
Sullivan. The Hilltoppers won game two 4-3 with a 10-hit, five-steal effort that saw Sullivan earned her 
first collegiate save. 
  
WKU improved to 36-12 overall with the victories and 17-6 in Conference USA play. UTSA is now 20-29 
on the season and 8-15 in league play. 
  
The Hilltoppers’ 17 wins in conference action are a single-season program record since joining C-USA. 
Previously, the 2015 squad held the mark with a 16-5 reading. 
  
On the day, Bowlds, Jordan Thomas and Plese each posted a pair of multi-hit games. As a team, WKU 
outhit the Roadrunners 21-7 on the day while outscoring the visitors 12-4. The Hilltoppers went 8-for-10 
in stolen bases while UTSA did not attempt to steal. The Red and White’s pitching staff combined to hold 
UTSA to a .143 batting average against with a 19-to-7 strikeout-to-walk ratio. 
  
GAME 1: WKU 8, UTSA 1 
  
After a solo home run by UTSA’s second batter of the game, Aikey struck out the next five Roadrunner 
batters before allowing a walk. The Hilltoppers responded with three-straight outs to head back to the 
dugout. 
  
WKU produced a three-run first inning to take the lead and never look back. Jordan Thomas led things 
off with a double, moved to third on a wild pitch and then scored on a bunt by Shannon Plese. After 
stealing second, Plese advanced to third on a groundout before scoring on a Kennedy Sullivan double off 
the wall for a 2-1 Hilltopper lead. Jordan Vorbrink kept things going with a double through the right side 
to push WKU’s advantage to 3-1. 
  
UTSA added its second – and final – hit of the game in the fourth to lead off the frame before a walk put 
two Roadrunners on board with no outs. From there, Aikey fired back with her sixth punchout before 
Jordan Thomas gloved an infield fly. Aikey closed the frame with her seventh strikeout to get the 
Hilltoppers out of the jam. 
  
After a leadoff single in the top of the fourth – UTSA’s first hit since the longball in the opening frame – 
and a walk, Kelsey Aikey and the Hilltopper defense locked it down to strand both Roadrunner 
baserunners with three-straight outs. 
  
The Roadrunners final baserunner of the game came in the fifth frame when UTSA drew a leadoff walk. 
Aikey responded with two more strikeouts before a flyout to right field began of stretch of seven-
straight batters to close the contest. 
  
Maddie Bowlds added her second hit of the game to lead off the fifth before scoring on Plese’s two-run 
home run. WKU would go on to send seven batters to the plate in the sixth. Kennedy Sullivan led off the 
frame with a solo home run for the first of four Hilltopper hits in the frame. Jordan Vorbrink and Bowlds 
followed with base knocks before Thomas added an RBI hit for an 8-1 advantage. 
  
Aikey earned the complete-game two-hit victory to improve to 13-8 on the season. Her career-high 13 
strikeouts marked her third double-digit punchout performance on the season. She allowed just two hits 
and three runs during her sixth complete-game outing of the season. The junior has now owns six 
appearances of 5+ innings with two or fewer hits on the season. 
  
Five Hilltoppers delivered multi-hit games including a 3-for-3 effort by Bowlds. Thomas, Plese, Sullivan 
and Vorbrink each tallied two hits. Plese and Sullivan both added a pair of RBI in the outing as well. 
  
GAME 2: WKU 4, UTSA 3 
  
UTSA struck for a single run in its opening trip to the plate again in the day’s second game before WKU 
answered right back in the bottom of the frame. Thomas led off with a single before stealing second and 
going to third on an errant throw. Vorbrink got on board with a hit by pitch before Plese dropped a 
single into shallow center field to plate Thomas and knot the game. 
  
WKU registered three stolen bases in the frame as Thomas, Vorbrink and Plese all took a bag. 
  
Plese would pick up her second hit of the game with a one-out single in the third inning before stealing 
her second base of the game. From there, Plese would score on a Kendall Smith base hit for the 
Hilltopper advantage. 
  
The Hilltoppers would tack on two more runs in the fourth to take a 4-1 lead. Rebekah Engelhardt 
notched a two-out base hit before stealing second for WKU’s fifth stolen base of the game. Engelhardt 
came around to score on Bowlds’ second hit of the game before Thomas kept the inning going with an 
RBI knock to plate Bowlds from first. 
  
UTSA would tally solo home runs in the top of both the fifth and sixth innings to chase Hilltopper starter 
Shelby Nunn. Sullivan took over in the circle and after a walk to the second Roadrunner batter of the 
inning would record outs on the next three batters to shut the door. 
  
While the scoring was finished for the game, Bowlds added her third hit of the game, sixth of the day 
and seventh as many at bats dating back to the Murray State game. 
  
Bowlds is the third Hilltopper batter to have a 7-for-7 stretch at the plate. Plese did so most recently 
against Tennessee Tech and Middle Tennessee while Tommi Stowers did so to start the season. 
  
Nunn earned the win in the circle, improving to 7-0 on the season. She threw 5.0 innings while allowing 
five hits, three runs, one walk and striking out two. 
  
Sullivan earned the first save of her rookie campaign, closing the game’s final two frames while working 
just the slimmest of leads. She did not allow a hit while striking out four and walking three. 
  
WKU’s pitching staff now consists of three pitchers with at least seven wins and one save. 
  
In addition to Bowlds’ second 3-for-3 showing in as many games at the plate, Thomas and Plese each 
added multi-hit outings of their own in game two. 
  
TUDOR QUOTE ON THE TEAM’S FINAL HOME GAME: 
“We’ve got to come out tomorrow and focus on that game prior to looking ahead to the conference 
tournament. There are things that we still need to tweak before we go in. We want to be super 
competitive and leave everything that we’ve got here. We have five seniors and everything we’ve been 
doing, they’ve had leadership roles in and have done a fantastic job. We want to give everything we’ve 
got for our fans and everyone that’s been supporting us all year.” 
  
Next game: The Hilltoppers’ five seniors will be recognized in a pre-game ceremony on Sunday 
beginning at 12:50 p.m. CT. First pitch of WKU’s series finale against UTSA is slated for 1 p.m. from the 
WKU Softball Complex. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA 
RELATIONS                                                                                                                         
                                       
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Sunday, May 5, 2019 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
  
Game 49 PDF box score attached. 
C-USA only & Season stats PDF attached. 
C-USA Tournament Bracket attached. 
Interviews: HC Amy Tudor | Shannon Plese | Kelsey McGuffin 
  
PLESE’S SENIOR DAY WALK OFF HOMER HELPS TOPS TO SWEEP OF UTSA 
  
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Softball’s seniors went out in style as redshirt-senior Shannon Plese 
delivered a three-run home run in the bottom of the fifth to give the Hilltoppers am 11-3 walk-off win 
over UTSA on Sunday. Plese was the second senior to homer in the game as Kelsey McGuffin connected 
for a leadoff homer in the bottom of the second in the Red and White’s final game from the WKU 
Softball Complex in 2019. 
  
“I’m so proud of all of our seniors today and Kelsey Aikey had a great day on the mound,” head coach 
Amy Tudor opened. “Who doesn’t want to go out on their home field with two bombs and one to walk it 
off? The seniors are all special people and all a special part of our program and I couldn’t be happier for 
them.” 
  
With the series sweep of UTSA, WKU closed the regular season with a 37-12 overall record and program-
best 18-6 mark in Conference USA play. After being predicted to finish seventh in the league’s Preseason 
Coaches Poll, WKU claimed the East Division title outright and will own the No. 3 seed in next week’s 
Conference USA Tournament at UAB. UTSA is now 20-30 on the season and 8-16 in league play. The 
Roadrunners earned the eight seed into next week’s C-USA Tournament. 
  
Maddie Bowlds registered her third-straight multi-hit game with a 2-for-4 showing. She was joined by 
Jordan Thomas with multiple hits as her fellow sophomore went 2-for-3 including a two-out double in 
the bottom of the fifth for the first of three-straight Hilltopper hits to walk it off. 
  
Kelsey Aikey tossed her second complete-game win of the series and finished with a line of 5.0 innings 
pitched, five hits, two runs, two walks and eight strikeouts. In her 12 innings of work against the 
Roadrunners this weekend, the junior struck out 21 combined batters. She’s now 14-8 in the circle on 
the season while racking up 174 strikeouts to lead C-USA through the regular season. 
  
For the first time in the series, WKU kept the visitors off the scoreboard in the opening frame despite 
the Roadrunners notching two of their five hits in the inning. Aikey registered strikeouts for the second 
and third outs to get WKU back to the dugout as the team would open its scoring in the bottom of the 
first for the third-straight game. 
  
“We stopped focusing on everyone else and just played our best ball,” Plese shared. “We got our best 
swings off, played our best defense and played for eachother and the result was exactly what we 
wanted it to be.” 
  
Thomas led things off with a single before advancing to third as Bowlds reached on a throwing error. 
After Bowlds stole second, Plese drew a walk to load the bases. Two batters later, Jordan Vorbrink 
opened the scoring with an RBI walk. Kennedy Sullivan kept it going with an RBI single back up the 
middle for a 2-0 WKU lead. 
  
After Aikey’s third punchout of the game, Plese and McGuffin handled a pair of lineouts to the outfield 
to get the Hilltoppers back on offense. McGuffin would go on to lead off the second with her third home 
run of the season and push WKU’s advantage to 3-0. Thomas followed with a walk and moved to second 
on a single by Bowlds. With one away, Smith sent a chopper towards the Roadrunners’ first baseman 
and would end up reaching safely as the throw home went wide allowing Thomas and Bowlds to come 
in to score.  
  
With the score already at 5-0 in favor of the hosts, Vorbrink and Sullivan drew back-to-back walks to 
force a UTSA pitching change. First to face the new thrower, Rebekah Engelhardt sent a sacrifice fly to 
deep right field, allowing Smith to score. Morgan McElroy added an RBI single to centerfield and after 
another UTSA error ultimately saw two runners score on the play for an 8-0 lead. 
  
UTSA would avoid the shutout after a leadoff single in the top of the third. The Roadrunner would end 
up scoring on a sacrifice fly before Aikey added another called strikeout. 
  
Both dugouts would go scoreless over the next three half innings before UTSA connected for a solo 
home run in the top of the fifth for its final tally, bringing the score to 8-2. 
  
After two outs in the span of five pitches to open the bottom of the fifth, the top of WKU’s order made 
their presence felt at the plate. Thomas worked a full count before sending her 10th double of the 
season to the left-center gap. Bowlds followed with a single up the middle that put runners on the 
corners. With a 2-0 count on her, Plese connected for a no-doubter towards the parking structure to 
bring everyone home and give WKU its fourth walk-off win of the season. 
  
“I was pretty happy about it,” Plese said of her walk-off homer. “I knew it was probably going to come 
down to me and I was pretty excited I got that pitch because I knew as soon as I saw it what was going 
to happen.” 
  
“It was very special seeing so many contributions by our class today,” McGuffin added. “I’ve been with 
two of them all four years, one for the last two years and then Shannon we’ve gotten to have this year. 
It’s special, the bond we have. Everyone came from different backgrounds and families but all as a unit 
we love each other and play for each other.” 
  
Next game: WKU will head to Birmingham, Ala., next week for the 2019 Conference USA Tournament 
hosted by UAB. As the No. 3 seed, WKU will play a single-elimination game on Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. 
CT against the winner of UTEP and Middle Tennessee. With a win, the team would advance into the 
double-elimination portion of the bracket. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA 
RELATIONS                                                                                                                         
                                       
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Tuesday, May 7, 2019 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Championship Central 
  
THIRD-SEEDED HILLTOPPERS SET FOR C-USA TOURNAMENT FROM BIRMINGHAM 
  
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – After being predicted to finish seventh in the Conference USA Preseason 
Coaches Poll, WKU Softball (37-12) will open play in the 2019 C-USA Tournament as the No. 3 seed. The 
Hilltoppers earned a first round bye and will face the winner of No. 6 Middle Tennessee and No. 7 UTEP 
in a single-elimination game on Wednesday slated for 7:30 p.m. CT from Mary Bowers Field on the 
campus of UAB. All games until the championship contest will be streamed live on ESPN+ while the title 
game will air live on CBS Sports Network.  
  
FOLLOWING INFORMATION 
Wednesday, May 7 – WKU vs. Middle Tennessee/UTEP – Stats | Stream 
  
OUTPERFORMING EXPECTATIONS 
For the second time in the last three seasons, head coach Amy Tudor will lead a squad into the C-USA 
Tournament with a better seed than was predicted for the team in the Preseason Coaches Poll. This 
year, the Hilltoppers enter the postseason four spots higher than their predicted seventh spot. Two 
years ago, WKU claimed the eighth seed in the tournament after being slotted 10th in the preseason poll. 
The Hilltoppers would go on to become the first No. 8 seed to ever advance to the C-USA Tournament’s 
final four teams standing after a pair of extra-inning, upset wins during the 2017 postseason. 
  
As the No. 8 seed in last season’s C-USA Tournament, WKU Softball earned an upset win over fifth-
seeded Marshall to eliminate the Thundering Herd from the tournament.  The victory marked the 
squad’s third upset win in the postseason in two tournament trips. 
  
THE FIELD 
North Texas and Louisiana Tech tied for the C-USA regular season title with 19-5 records in league play 
but the Mean Green drew the top seed after claiming the series 2-1 in Ruston. WKU earned the No. 3 
seed with an 18-6 record in C-USA action while claiming the East Division title ahead of Marshall (17-7), 
who grabbed the final first-round bye with the fourth seed. Southern Miss (13-11), Middle Tennessee 
(11-13), UTEP (10-14) and UTSA (8-16) finished as the fifth through eighth seeds. WKU faced five of the 
seven squads to make the postseason tournament during the regular season, going 9-6 in those outings. 
  
For the fifth-straight year of the league’s postseason event, the team hosting the tournament has not 
made the eight-team field. 
  
WKU IN THE C-USA TOURNAMENT 
In the Hilltoppers five seasons as Conference USA members, the team has made four appearances in the 
C-USA Tournament including this year’s trip to UAB. WKU earned the No. 1 seed during the 2015 
campaign when the Red and White went on to win the whole thing. In both 2017 and 2018, head coach 
Amy Tudor’s unit was the last squad in as the No. 8 seed. In 2019, WKU enters as the third seed. In all 
three prior outings, the Hilltoppers have won at least one game at the C-USA Tournament. 
  
WEDNESDAY OPPONENT 
WKU will face the winner of No. 6 seed Middle Tennessee and No. 7 UTEP. The Blue Raiders and Miners 
meet at 2:30 p.m. CT on Wednesday before the Hilltoppers face the winner later that night at 7:30 p.m. 
  
WKU and Middle Tennessee faced off on Monday and Tuesday, April 22-23 in Murfreesboro. The 
Hilltoppers swept the series after a 6-4, 11-inning win in the series finale. MTSU finished third in the East 
Division standings and went 27-26 overall. The Blue Raiders are 2-8 in their last 10 games and finished 
the regular season 11-9 when in neutral-site outings. WKU is 2-2 in neutral-site meetings all-time against 
Middle Tennesse and owns the same record against the Blue Raiders in postseason meetings. 
  
After meeting during both the 2017 and 2018 campaigns, WKU and UTEP did not cross paths during the 
2019 regular season. The Miners notched a 17-32 overall reading on the season while finishing fourth in 
the West Division standings. All common opponents between WKU and UTEP this season were 
Conference USA foes. The Miners went a combined 8-10 in matchups with Charlotte, North Texas, 
Louisiana Tech, Florida Atlantic, UTSA and FIU while the Hilltoppers sported a 14-4 mark against the 
same field. WKU is 4-2 all-time against UTEP while the sides have never met at a neutral site. 
  
WHAT NEXT 
With a victory in Wednesday’s single-elimination game, the Red and White would advance into the 
double-elimination portion of the bracket and be 1-of-4 teams still standing. Awaiting the winner of 
WKU’s game is No. 2 seed Louisiana Tech. That game is slated for a 4:30 p.m. CT first pitch on Thursday. 
  
HOW THE TOURNAMENT BRACKET WORKS 
The top two seeds earn double byes into Thursday’s double-elimination action. Seeds three and four 
earn a single bye into the second round of the tournament but must still win a single-elimination game 
on Wednesday to advance. Teams playing on Thursday enter double-elimination territory until just two 
teams remain standing – at that point a winner-takes-all contest is played. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Tuesday, May 7, 2019 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
  
Head shots & action photos available upon request. 
  
FIVE HILLTOPPERS EARN C-USA RECOGNITION HIGHLIGHTED BY SMITH’S FIRST-TEAM 
SELECTION 
  
DALLAS – Five Hilltoppers earned Conference USA recognition for their 2019 campaigns led by catcher 
Kendall Smith’s First-Team All-Conference selection. Kelsey Aikey, Shannon Plese and Jordan Vorbrink all 
collected Second Team honors while Kennedy Sullivan earned an All-Freshman Team nod. 
  
“After being tabbed to finish seventh in the Preseason Poll with zero All-Conference selections, this is a 
true testament to how hard these athletes have worked and how well they performed,” head coach 
Amy Tudor shared. “I’m extremely proud of each young lady for their accomplishment.” 
  
After earning C-USA All-Tournament Team honors as a freshman, Smith followed with a stellar 
sophomore campaign to become the Hilltoppers’ first first-team selection since Miranda Kramer and 
Larissa Franklin in 2015. Smith put up big numbers across the regular season starting with her slash line 
of .333/.432/.674. She leads the Hilltoppers in home runs with 12 in addition to eight doubles and a 
triple. She’s racked up a team-best 91 total bases on 45 hits while starting all 49 games. The Bowling 
Green, Ky., native’s numbers behind the plate are just as impressive as she owns 386 putouts, 29 assists 
and a .990 fielding percentage while throwing out eight runners and picking off another. 
  
In the circle, Aikey became the first Hilltopper to collect any sort of All-Conference honors since the 
2015 campaign as well. Aikey led the league in strikeouts (174), opposing batting average (.183), hits 
allowed per seven innings (4.60), strikeouts per seven innings (9.6) and saves (6). The Cedar Falls, Iowa, 
native is one of just three pitchers across the nation – and only in the league - with at least 14 wins and 
six saves. Aikey’s 2.22 overall ERA ranks second across all C-USA pitchers with 100+ innings thrown. 
  
From the outfield, WKU saw seniors Plese and Vorbrink each earn Second-Team All-Conference USA 
honors after posting seasons to remember in their final campaigns. Plese racked up a .349/.429/.591 
slash line while connecting for 11 doubles, two triples and seven home runs. Plese scored a team-best 
38 runs off 52 hits while registering 34 RBI. The Knoxville, Tenn., native was a problem for the opposition 
on the bases, racking up 19 stolen bases in 22 attempts. Just as valuable in the outfield, Plese notched 
56 putouts and an assist not to mention a slew of web-gem quality plays to get the Hilltoppers out of 
jams. A game changer for WKU Softball, Plese has started all 49 games in the outfield this season. 
  
WKU’s second outfield honoree, Vorbrink, was just as impactful, slashing a line of .339/.456/.464 across 
her senior campaign. She started 44 games while notching 38 hits, 19 runs and 14 RBI. Vorbrink went a 
perfect 6-for-6 on the bases while posting 58 putouts and 3 assists. Like her fellow outfield selection, 
Vorbrink made numerous run-saving and game-ending gems across the season. In C-USA only action, 
Vorbrink put up a .393 batting average while fielding her position perfectly. 
  
Coach Tudor saw the Hilltoppers earn an All-Freshman selection for the fifth-straight season with 
Sullivan’s honor. Sullivan made her impact felt all over the field with a 16-4 record in the circle paired 
with a .286 batting average. The Georgetown, Ky., native worked 124.2 innings in the circle while 
recording 165 strikeouts – the second most in the league behind Aikey. She closed the regular season 
with a 3.14 ERA, nine complete-game outings, four complete-game shutouts and a save. Opposing 
batters hit just .200 against the rookie. In the box, Sullivan tallied 38 hits, 22 runs scored, 11 doubles, 
four home runs and 30 RBI. She slashed .286/.301/.459 while fielding her position perfectly. Sullivan’s 
seven sacrifice flies on the season rank second across the country. 
  
2019 Conference USA Superlative Awards (Presented by Ready Nutrition) 
Player of the Year: Jazlyn Crowder, Louisiana Tech 
Pitcher of the Year: Abby Trahan, Southern Miss 
Newcomer of the Year: Katie Manring, Charlotte 
Freshman of the Year: Lindsay Edwards, Louisiana Tech 
Co-Coach of the Year: Mark Montgomery, Louisiana Tech & Rodney DeLong, North Texas 
  
All-Conference USA First Team 
C – Bailey Vannoy, Charlotte 
C – Kendall Smith, WKU 
INF – Lindsay Edwards, Louisiana Tech 
INF – Aly Harrell, Marshall 
INF – Summer Burgess, Middle Tennessee 
INF – Lacey Sumerlin, Southern Miss 
INF – Kacey Duffield, UTEP 
OF – Mya Stevenson, Marshall 
OF – Morgan Turkoly, Louisiana Tech 
OF – Jazlyn Crowder, Louisiana Tech 
OF – Katie Clark, North Texas 
OF – Destini Brown, Southern Miss 
DP/Utility – Katie Manring, Charlotte 
P – Krystal De La Cruz, Louisiana Tech 
P – Hope Trautwein, North Texas 
P – Abby Trahan, Southern Miss 
  
All-Conference USA Second Team 
C – Hayden Ellis, Marshall 
C – Sierra Frazier, UAB 
INF – Samantha Lageyre, Florida Atlantic 
INF – Bayli Simon, Louisiana Tech 
INF – Lexi Cushing, Middle Tennessee 
INF – Harley Perella, North Texas 
INF – Madison Washington, UTSA 
OF – Fayth Davis, Florida Atlantic 
OF – Karley Nicholls, Southern Miss 
OF – Jordan Vorbrink, WKU 
OF – Shannon Plese, WKU 
DP/Utility – Mia Olson, Florida Atlantic 
P – Preslee Gallaway, Louisiana Tech 
P – Abigail Tolbert, Marshall 
P – Kelsey Aikey, WKU 
 
Conference USA All-Freshman Team 
Bailey Vannoy, Charlotte 
Alexis Johns, FIU 
Skylar Whitty, Florida Atlantic 
Lindsay Edwards, Louisiana Tech 
Mya Stevenson, Marshall 
Corina Dodd, Middle Tennessee 
Tayla Evans, North Texas 
Faith Hegh, UAB 
Kasey Flores, UTEP 
Pate Cathey, UTEP 
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Game 50 PDF box score attached. 
Season stats attached. 
  
AIKEY STRIKES OUT 10 IN C-USA TOURNAMENT PITCHERS’ DUEL 
  
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU pitcher Kelsey Aikey struck out 10 Blue Raider batters and led the 
Hilltoppers out of another bases-loaded no-outs jam before the Red and White suffered a 1-0 loss to No. 
6-seeded Middle Tennessee on the opening day of the Conference USA Tournament. 
  
MTSU loaded the bases before the Hilltoppers could record an out in the postseason appearance but 
Aikey retaliated with three-straight punchouts to get WKU on offense for the first time. 
  
Maddie Bowlds drew a one-out walk before getting thrown out trying to take an extra base after 
Shannon Plese reached on an error. 
  
After stranding at least one MTSU runner in each of the first five innings for a total of eight, WKU 
headed back to the plate. Jordan Vorbrink opened the bottom of the fifth with a single back up the 
middle to get the Hilltoppers into the hit column. Taylor Davis pinch ran for the senior and moved into 
scoring position on a sacrifice bunt by Paige Carter. 
  
The Hilltoppers retired the Blue Raiders in order in the top of the sixth. One inning later, the Red and 
White saw themselves in another bases-loaded no outs situation. WKU got the first out with the force 
out at home plate but MTSU responded by beating out an RBI-infield single for the game’s only run. 
WKU responded with another force out at home before Aikey racked up her 10th strikeout. 
  
Kendall Smith drew a walk to lead off the bottom of the seventh and her pinch runner – Jordan Ridge - 
moved to second on a Kennedy Sullivan sacrifice bunt. Ridge would end up stranded as the fourth 
Hilltopper left on base. 
  
Aikey tossed a complete-game outing finishing with six hits, one run, five walks and 10 strikeouts. 
  
WKU closed the season with a record of 37-13 – posting the program’s best-ever win percentage at .740. 
 
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of May 01, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 34-12   Home: 15-3   Away: 11-7   Neutral: 8-2   C-USA: 15-6
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 3 4 1 46-46 129 31 44 8 1 12 44 90  . 6 9 8 22 3 21 0  . 4 4 2 2 0 5-7 369 27 3  . 9 9 2
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 3 3 6 46-46 140 34 47 11 2 5 28 77  . 5 5 0 17 3 18 1  . 4 1 9 0 0 16-19 51 1 2  . 9 6 3
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 3 3 42-41 105 18 35 7 0 2 12 48  . 4 5 7 18 3 17 0  . 4 4 4 0 4 5-5 54 3 2  . 9 6 6
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 3 2 4 20-9 37 8 12 7 0 1 10 22  . 5 9 5 3 0 7 0  . 3 6 6 1 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 2 9 9 42-41 97 13 29 2 1 1 13 36  . 3 7 1 9 2 10 0  . 3 7 0 0 0 5-8 213 9 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 2 9 8 41-33 94 21 28 3 0 4 19 43  . 4 5 7 10 2 9 1  . 3 7 0 2 8 5-6 15 1 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 8 0 46-46 125 33 35 4 1 8 19 65  . 5 2 0 17 2 17 1  . 3 7 0 2 3 15-18 36 82 8  . 9 3 7
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 2 8 0 44-44 125 19 35 10 0 3 27 54  . 4 3 2 5 0 10 2  . 2 9 2 7 3 1-1 7 19 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 2 7 6 46-46 145 29 40 8 2 7 27 73  . 5 0 3 19 1 27 0  . 3 6 1 1 0 8-9 71 36 4  . 9 6 4
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 5 5 28-20 55 12 14 0 0 0 4 14  . 2 5 5 3 0 1 0  . 2 9 3 0 3 8-8 19 0 0 1.000
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 5 0 7-3 12 0 3 1 0 0 2 4  . 3 3 3 0 0 0 0  . 2 5 0 0 1 2-3 9 0 0 1.000
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 1 8 5 29-7 27 9 5 3 0 2 2 14  . 5 1 9 2 2 12 0  . 2 9 0 0 0 3-3 6 0 0 1.000
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 1 8 3 46-46 71 11 13 1 1 0 6 16  . 2 2 5 2 2 6 0  . 2 2 4 1 3 3-3 49 62 11  . 9 1 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 1 5 4 17-2 13 5 2 0 0 0 2 2  . 1 5 4 1 0 7 0  . 2 1 4 0 1 3-3 2 1 0 1.000
22 MURPHY, Macy  . 0 0 0 8-0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 0 0 1.000
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 33-18 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 1 0-0 2 9 2  . 8 4 6
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 12-0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-2 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 23-8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 14 0 1.000
Totals  . 2 8 9 46 1184 247 342 65 8 45 215 558  . 4 7 1 128 20 164 5  . 3 6 4 16 27 81-96 905 264 32  . 9 7 3
Opponents  . 2 0 5 46 1113 135 228 41 5 22 122 345  . 3 1 0 183 18 367 2  . 3 2 5 4 21 36-44 874 365 66  . 9 4 9
LOB - Team (255), Opp (299). DPs turned - Team (5), Opp (16). CI - Team (0), Opp (1). IBB - Team (2), SMITH,K. 2, Opp (3).
Picked off - SULLIVAN,K. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  0 . 0 0 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 2 7 12-8 33 17 5 4/4 6 114.1 76 43 37 69 153 10 2 11  . 1 8 5 15 6 0 1 11
10 NUNN, Shelby  2 . 7 0 6-0 23 8 2 1/4 3 62.1 60 32 24 21 52 11 2 3  . 2 3 8 3 1 0 0 3
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  3 . 2 0 16-4 25 21 9 4/0 0 122.2 89 58 56 90 161 19 1 8  . 2 0 2 8 11 0 3 7
20 TOWERS, Haylee 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.1 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0 0 0
Totals  2 . 7 6 34-12 46 46 16 13/4 9 301.2 228 135 119 183 367 41 5 22  . 2 0 5 26 18 0 4 21
Opponents  4 . 4 0 12-34 46 46 16 2/0 1 291.1 342 247 183 128 164 65 8 45  . 2 8 9 30 20 0 16 27
PB - Team (5), SMITH,K. 5, Opp (6). Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (1). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (36-44), SULLIVAN,K.
(14-18), AIKEY,K. (14-17), NUNN,S. (8-9).
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of May 01, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 222 213 9 0 1.000 4 0 0   - - - 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy 26 7 19 0 1.000 0 14 4  . 7 7 8 0 0
 6 DAVIS, Taylor 19 19 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 16 15 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 15 1 14 0 1.000 0 8 1  . 8 8 9 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 9 9 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey 6 6 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan 3 2 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
22 MURPHY, Macy 1 1 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 399 369 27 3  . 9 9 2 1 36 8  . 8 1 8 5 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 59 54 3 2  . 9 6 6 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 111 71 36 4  . 9 6 4 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon 54 51 1 2  . 9 6 3 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 126 36 82 8  . 9 3 7 3 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan 122 49 62 11  . 9 1 0 2 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 13 2 9 2  . 8 4 6 1 14 3  . 8 2 4 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 1201 905 264 32  . 9 7 3 5 36 8  . 8 1 8 5 0
Opponents 1305 874 365 66  . 9 4 9 16 81 15  . 8 4 4 6 1
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Kendall Smith and Kennedy Sullivan headshots and action shots attached - please credit WKU Athletics if used. 
NFCA All Region teams list attached. 
  
KENNEDY SULLIVAN & KENDALL SMITH NAMED TO NFCA MIDEAST ALL-REGION SQUADS 
  
LOUISVILLE, Ky. – For just the third time in WKU Softball history, the program saw two Hilltoppers land National 
Fastpitch Coaches Association (NFCA) All-Region Team honors, the organization announced Thursday. Kennedy Sullivan 
earned Second-Team status in the utility/pitcher slot while Kendall Smith collected Third-Team recognition behind the 
plate. The pair mark the 10th and 11th NFCA All-Region selections in program history. 
  
“What a great, well-deserving honor and recognition for both athletes,” head coach Amy Tudor shared. “Both were big 
contributors at the plate as well as in the circle and behind the plate. They are great to coach and an integral part of our 
success. I am very proud of them.” 
  
Sullivan’s accolade makes her the second-ever Hilltopper rookie to earn All-Region honors after Jordan Thomas earned 
Third-Team status in 2018. 
  
Sullivan also earned All-Freshman Team status from Conference USA after a dominant rookie campaign in the circle and 
at the plate. The Georgetown, Ky., native finished with a 16-4 record across 124.2 innings pitched in 2019 while ranking 
second among all league pitchers in strikeouts with 165. She registered a 3.14 ERA while holding opposing batters to an 
average of .200. She made her impact felt immediately, recording a complete-game shutout in her collegiate debut, a 
no-hitter in her seventh start and outings with 16 and 17 strikeouts. At the plate, Sullivan slashed .281/.297.452 while 
posting 38 hits – 11 doubles and four home runs. She finished with 12 multi-hit games and nine multi-RBI outings. 
  
Behind the plate, Smith was honored as a First-Team All-Conference USA selection and has followed it up with an All-
Region selection in her sophomore season on The Hill. Smith slashed .321/.423/.650 across the campaign with a 
scorching 1.073 OPS (on-base plus slugging percent). The Bowling Green, Ky., native tallied seven two-hit games and 
three three-hit outings in addition to nine two-RBI, three three-RBI and two four-RBI showings. With two outs on her, 
Smith delivered 19 RBI and a .362 batting average. 
  
The pair of underclassmen helped WKU Softball to one of the best seasons in program history. In 2019, the Hilltoppers 
posted a 37-13 record for the best winning percentage in the program’s 20th season. Throughout the season, the Red 
and White posted a double-digit win streak on two separate occasions. 
  
Across Division I, 392 student-athletes from 163 programs received 2019 NFCA All-Region accolades. The awards honor 
softball student-athletes from the Association’s 10 regions with first, second and third-team selections. NFCA member 
coaches from each respective region voted on the teams, and all the honorees now become eligible for selection to the 
2019 NFCA Division I All-American squads, which will be announced on Wednesday, May 29. 
  
With the all-region nods, Smith and Sullivan are the ninth and 10th different Hilltoppers to collect an honor of the sort 
from the NFCA. Most recently, Thomas collected third team honors in 2018. Prior to that, Brooke Holloway brought in 
third team recognition in 2016 while Miranda Kramer and Larissa Franklin each earned first team selections in 2015. 
Olivia Watkins is the lone Hilltopper to earn multiple all-region credits, with first and third team laurels in 2013 and 
2014, respectively. Emily Rousseau (second team, 2013), Ryan Rogge (first team, 2009) and Shelly Floyd (first team, 






2019 NFCA Division I All-Region
Central
Position First Name Last Name School Region Team Division Year
Pitcher Giselle "G" Juarez University of Oklahoma Central 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Pitcher Summer Ellyson University of Louisiana at Lafayette Central 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Pitcher Mariah Lopez University of Oklahoma Central 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Catcher Mary Iakopo University of Texas at Austin Central 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
First Base Grace Green University of Oklahoma Central 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Second Base Caleigh Clifton University of Oklahoma Central 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Third Base Sydney Romero University of Oklahoma Central 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Shortstop Alissa Dalton University of Louisiana at Lafayette Central 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Jocelyn Alo University of Oklahoma Central 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Karli Hamilton Texas Tech University Central 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Falepolima Aviu University of Oklahoma Central 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Utility/Pitcher Miranda Elish University of Texas at Austin Central 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
DP or Utility/Non-Pitcher Trenity Edwards Texas Tech University Central 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Pitcher Faith Sims Jacksonville State University Central 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Pitcher Erin Edmoundson Texas Tech University Central 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Catcher Julie Rawls University of Louisiana at Lafayette Central 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
First Base Margarita Corona Stephen F. Austin State University Central 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Second Base Janae Jefferson University of Texas at Austin Central 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Third Base Kara Gremillion University of Louisiana at Lafayette Central 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Shortstop Whitney Walton University of Texas at Arlington Central 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Sarah Hudek University of Louisiana at Lafayette Central 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Julia Hollingsworth University of Tulsa Central 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Taylor Beshears Jacksonville State University Central 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Utility/Pitcher Chenise Delce University of Tulsa Central 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
DP or Utility/Non-Pitcher Shay Knighten University of Oklahoma Central 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Pitcher Morgan Rackel Austin Peay State University Central 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Pitcher Lindsey McLeod Sam Houston State University Central 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Pitcher Crystal Castillo Prairie View A&M University Central 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Catcher Madison Perrigan Wichita State University Central 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
First Base Jessica Hartwell Texas Tech University Central 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Second Base Zoe Jones Texas Tech University Central 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Third Base Lexi Osowski Austin Peay State University Central 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Shortstop Taylor Satchell Texas Tech University Central 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Paige Clark University of Tennessee at Martin Central 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Laura Curry University of Texas at Arlington Central 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Christiana McDowell Texas State University Central 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Sarah Barker University of Houston Central 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Utility/Pitcher Savannah Heebner University of Houston Central 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
DP or Utility/Non-Pitcher Danielle Liermann Austin Peay State University Central 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
2019 NFCA Division I All-Region
Great Lakes
Position First Name Last Name School Region Team Division Year
Pitcher Amber Fiser University of Minnesota, Twin Cities Great Lakes 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Pitcher Danielle Williams Northwestern University Great Lakes 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Pitcher Meghan Beaubien University of Michigan Great Lakes 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Catcher Jordyn Rudd Northwestern University Great Lakes 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
First Base Kayla Konwent University of Wisconsin, Madison Great Lakes 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Second Base Faith Canfield University of Michigan Great Lakes 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Third Base (t) Skylee James University of Illinois at Chicago Great Lakes 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Third Base (t) Taylor Johnson University of Wisconsin, Madison Great Lakes 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Shortstop Kayla Wedl University of Illinois at Chicago Great Lakes 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Lexie Blair University of Michigan Great Lakes 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Natalie DenHartog University of Minnesota, Twin Cities Great Lakes 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Lexi Watts University of Illinois at Chicago Great Lakes 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Utility/Pitcher Sydney Stefanick Western Michigan University Great Lakes 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
DP or Utility/Non-Pitcher Katie Keller Northern Illinois University Great Lakes 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Pitcher Alex Storako University of Michigan Great Lakes 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Pitcher Kaitlyn Menz University of Wisconsin, Madison Great Lakes 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Catcher Katie Wingert Rutgers, State University of New Jersey, New BrunswickGreat Lakes 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
First Base Hope Brandner University of Minnesota, Twin Cities Great Lakes 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Second Base MaKenna Partain University of Minnesota, Twin Cities Great Lakes 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Third Base Katie Cozy University of Toledo Great Lakes 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Shortstop Jess Hughes Rutgers, State University of New Jersey, New BrunswickGreat Lakes 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Hayley Norton Saint Francis University (Pa.) Great Lakes 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Ebonee Echols Michigan State University Great Lakes 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Emma Lee Providence College Great Lakes 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
DP or Utility/Non-Pitcher Anyssa Iliopoulos Rutgers, State University of New Jersey, New BrunswickGreat Lakes 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Pitcher Alyssa Irons Monmouth University Great Lakes 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Pitcher Haley Hestekin University of Wisconsin, Madison Great Lakes 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Pitcher Madison Morris St. John's University (New York) Great Lakes 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Pitcher Ashley Mauser University of Detroit Mercy Great Lakes 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Catcher Sierra McKee Saint Francis University (Pa.) Great Lakes 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
First Base Alex Sobczak University of Michigan Great Lakes 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
First Base Madysen Cossack Siena College Great Lakes 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Second Base Cheyenne McKee Saint Francis University (Pa.) Great Lakes 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Third Base Stacy Payton Ball State University Great Lakes 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Shortstop Maeve Nelson Northwestern University Great Lakes 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Natalie Peters University of Michigan Great Lakes 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Lindsey Baron Monmouth University Great Lakes 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Maddie Houlihan University of Minnesota, Twin Cities Great Lakes 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
DP or Utility/Non-Pitcher Peyton Cody St. John's University (New York) Great Lakes 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
2019 NFCA Division I All-Region
Mid-Atlantic
Position First Name Last Name School Region Team Division Year
Pitcher Carrie Eberle Virginia Tech Mid-Atlantic 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Pitcher Keely Rochard Virginia Tech Mid-Atlantic 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Pitcher (t) Julia DiMartino Liberty University Mid-Atlantic 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Pitcher (t) Payton Tidd University of Notre Dame Mid-Atlantic 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Catcher Autumn Owen Gardner-Webb University Mid-Atlantic 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
First Base Lacy Smith University of Virginia Mid-Atlantic 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Second Base (t) Amber Bishop Liberty University Mid-Atlantic 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Second Base (t) Katie Marino University of Notre Dame Mid-Atlantic 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Third Base Kelsey Bennett Virginia Tech Mid-Atlantic 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Shortstop Caitlyn Nolan Virginia Tech Mid-Atlantic 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Emma Strouth Virginia Tech Mid-Atlantic 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Darby Trull Virginia Tech Mid-Atlantic 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Ali Wester University of Notre Dame Mid-Atlantic 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Utility/Pitcher Sierra Lange George Washington University Mid-Atlantic 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
DP or Utility/Non-Pitcher Cait Brooks University of Notre Dame Mid-Atlantic 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Pitcher Courtney Coppersmith University of Maryland, Baltimore County Mid-Atlantic 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Pitcher Chase Cassady Liberty University Mid-Atlantic 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Catcher Jessica Linquist George Washington University Mid-Atlantic 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
First Base Jayme Bailey Virginia Tech Mid-Atlantic 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Second Base Jordy Storm Fordham University Mid-Atlantic 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Third Base Jenna Cone George Washington University Mid-Atlantic 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Shortstop (t) Sarah Robertson Liberty University Mid-Atlantic 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Shortstop (t) Maria Pagane Columbia University Mid-Atlantic 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Nicole Stockinger Towson University Mid-Atlantic 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Danielle Rocheleau University of Hartford Mid-Atlantic 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Hunter Levesque University of Pittsburgh Mid-Atlantic 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Utility/Pitcher Melissa Rahrich Stony Brook University Mid-Atlantic 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
DP or Utility/Non-Pitcher Jaclyn Amader Liberty University Mid-Atlantic 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
DP or Utility/Non-Pitcher Sommer Grzybek Columbia University Mid-Atlantic 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Pitcher Abby Barker Elon University Mid-Atlantic 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Pitcher Rebekah Ansbro George Mason University Mid-Atlantic 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Catcher Abby Ehrenborg University of Dayton Mid-Atlantic 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
First Base MK Bonamy University of Notre Dame Mid-Atlantic 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Second Base Jasmine Melgoza Delaware State University Mid-Atlantic 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Third Base Hayley Busby University of Virginia Mid-Atlantic 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Shortstop Anna Gimmestad Bucknell University Mid-Atlantic 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Allyse Volpe Bucknell University Mid-Atlantic 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Madi Brown College of Charleston Mid-Atlantic 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield (t) Lexi DiEmmanuele Boston College Mid-Atlantic 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield (t) Kayla Ketring University of Pennsylvania Mid-Atlantic 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Utility/Pitcher Madie Aughinbaugh Fordham University Mid-Atlantic 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
DP or Utility/Non-Pitcher Alessandra Ponce George Washington University Mid-Atlantic 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
2019 NFCA Division I All-Region
Mideast
Position First Name Last Name School Region Team Division Year
Pitcher Georgina Corrick University of South Florida Mideast 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Pitcher Brianna Jones Southern Illinois University at Carbondale Mideast 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Pitcher Alea White University of Central Florida Mideast 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Catcher Katelyn Massa Southern Illinois University at Carbondale Mideast 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
First Base Ashley Ellis Southeast Missouri State University Mideast 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Second Base (t) Kimmie Atienza Louisiana Tech University Mideast 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Second Base (t) Destinee Lizzmore Eastern Kentucky University Mideast 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Third Base Lindsay Edwards Louisiana Tech University Mideast 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Shortstop Katie Yun Ohio University Mideast 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Rachel Anderson Southeast Missouri State University Mideast 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Jazlyn Crowder Louisiana Tech University Mideast 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Jenny Jansen Southern Illinois University at Carbondale Mideast 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Utility/Pitcher Paige Rauch Villanova University Mideast 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
DP or Utility/Non-Pitcher Morgan Geno Ohio University Mideast 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Pitcher Andrea Scali Kent State University Mideast 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Pitcher (t) Haley Thogmartin Southeast Missouri State University Mideast 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Pitcher (t) Krystal De La Cruz Louisiana Tech University Mideast 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Catcher Cassady Brewer University of Central Florida Mideast 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
First Base Aly Harrell Marshall University Mideast 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Second Base Leslie Sims Indiana State University Mideast 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Third Base Alex Day Ohio University Mideast 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Shortstop Ashley Wood Southern Illinois University at Carbondale Mideast 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Hailey Arteaga Seton Hall University Mideast 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Morgan Turkoly Louisiana Tech University Mideast 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Sammi Miller Eastern Kentucky University Mideast 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Utility/Pitcher Kennedy Sullivan Western Kentucky University Mideast 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
DP or Utility/Non-Pitcher Ashton Slone Miami University (Ohio) Mideast 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Pitcher Breanna Vasquez University of Central Florida Mideast 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Pitcher Courtney Vierstra Miami University (Ohio) Mideast 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Catcher Kendall Smith Western Kentucky University Mideast 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
First Base Allison Apke Bradley University Mideast 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Second Base Maddy Vermejan Southern Illinois University at Carbondale Mideast 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Third Base Bailey Brownfield Kent State University Mideast 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Shortstop Hannah Clark Eastern Kentucky University Mideast 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield AnaMarie Bruni University of South Florida Mideast 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Mya Stevenson Marshall University Mideast 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Shannon Felde Illinois State University Mideast 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
DP or Utility/Non-Pitcher Kealia Wysocki Bradley University Mideast 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
DP or Utility/Non-Pitcher Brenna Brownfield Kent State University Mideast 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
2019 NFCA Division I All-Region
Midwest
Position First Name Last Name School Region Team Division Year
Pitcher Nicole Newman Drake University Midwest 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Pitcher Tara Trainer Indiana University, Bloomington Midwest 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Pitcher Morgan Ray Ohio State University, The Midwest 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Catcher Bella Loya University of Illinois, Champaign Midwest 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
First Base Allyson Ivey Loyola University - Chicago Midwest 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Second Base Emily Clark Ohio State University, The Midwest 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Third Base Kyana Mason Missouri State University Midwest 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Shortstop Lilli Piper Ohio State University, The Midwest 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Carly Thomas University of Illinois, Champaign Midwest 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Katie Shoultz North Dakota State University Midwest 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Kiana Sherlund University of Illinois, Champaign Midwest 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Utility/Pitcher Samantha Show Oklahoma State University Midwest 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
DP or Utility/Non-Pitcher Michaela Richbourg Oklahoma State University Midwest 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Pitcher KK Leddy North Dakota State University Midwest 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Pitcher Allison Doocy University of Iowa Midwest 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Catcher Maddie Hansen North Dakota State University Midwest 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
First Base Ali Herdliska South Dakota State University Midwest 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Second Base Madi Sue Montgomery Oklahoma State University Midwest 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Third Base Jenny Behan Purdue University Midwest 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Shortstop Sammey Bunch University of Northern Iowa Midwest 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Shannon McGee Loyola University - Chicago Midwest 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Takesha Saltern Weber State University Midwest 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Rylee Bayless Oklahoma State University Midwest 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Utility/Pitcher Steffany Dickerson Missouri State University Midwest 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
DP or Utility/Non-Pitcher Maddie Westmoreland Indiana University, Bloomington Midwest 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Pitcher Emma Hylen Iowa State University Midwest 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Pitcher Lauren Rice Ohio State University, The Midwest 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Catcher Bri Cassidy University of Nebraska, Lincoln Midwest 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
First Base Jamie Holscher University of South Dakota Midwest 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Second Base Kennedy Frank Drake University Midwest 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Third Base Annie Fleming University of Illinois, Champaign Midwest 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Shortstop Tristen Edwards University of Nebraska, Lincoln Midwest 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Bri Betschel Ohio State University, The Midwest 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Jessica Shields Loyola University - Chicago Midwest 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Macy Johnson Drake University Midwest 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Utility/Pitcher Dustie Durham University of South Dakota Midwest 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
DP or Utility/Non-Pitcher Cara Beatty North Dakota State University Midwest 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
2019 NFCA Division I All-Region
Northeast
Position First Name Last Name School Region Team Division Year
Pitcher Megan Good James Madison University Northeast 1st Team All-Region Division I 2018
Pitcher Ali DuBois Boston University Northeast 1st Team All-Region Division I 2018
Pitcher Elena Valenzuela LIU Brooklyn Northeast 1st Team All-Region Division I 2018
Catcher Alex Heinen Boston University Northeast 1st Team All-Region Division I 2018
First Base Kristi DiMeo Drexel University Northeast 1st Team All-Region Division I 2018
Second Base Micah Schroder Dartmouth College Northeast 1st Team All-Region Division I 2018
Third Base Meghan Giordano Hofstra University Northeast 1st Team All-Region Division I 2018
Shortstop Courtney Cashman University of Massachusetts at Lowell Northeast 1st Team All-Region Division I 2018
Outfield Kate Gordon James Madison University Northeast 1st Team All-Region Division I 2018
Outfield Logan Newton James Madison University Northeast 1st Team All-Region Division I 2018
Outfield Amanda Ulzheimer Fairfield University Northeast 1st Team All-Region Division I 2018
Utility/Pitcher Odicci Alexander James Madison University Northeast 1st Team All-Region Division I 2018
DP or Utility/Non-Pitcher Annie Moore Manhattan College Northeast 1st Team All-Region Division I 2018
Pitcher Calista Phippen Marist College Northeast 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2018
Pitcher Katie Duncan Harvard University Northeast 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2018
Catcher Anna Steinmetz University of Delaware Northeast 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2018
First Base Fallon Bevino Sacred Heart University Northeast 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2018
Second Base Lauren Pitney Manhattan College Northeast 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2018
Second Base Madison Naujokas James Madison University Northeast 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2018
Third Base Hannah File James Madison University Northeast 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2018
Shortstop Linda Rush Drexel University Northeast 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2018
Outfield Ali Milam Marist College Northeast 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2018
Outfield Courtney Scarpato Hofstra University Northeast 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2018
Outfield Patricia Griffin LIU Brooklyn Northeast 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2018
Utility/Pitcher Lauryn Rhinehart Fairfield University Northeast 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2018
DP or Utility/Non-Pitcher Sydney Barker University of Massachusetts at Lowell Northeast 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2018
Pitcher Emily Gant Boston University Northeast 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2018
Pitcher Kelly Nelson College of the Holy Cross Northeast 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2018
Catcher Kaley Coltrain Marist College Northeast 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2018
First Base Angelina Ioppolo Hofstra University Northeast 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2018
Second Base Kasey Collins Hofstra University Northeast 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2018
Third Base Alina Castillo LIU Brooklyn Northeast 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2018
Shortstop Hailey Desrosiers Sacred Heart University Northeast 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2018
Shortstop Sara Jubas James Madison University Northeast 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2018
Outfield Cambry Arnold James Madison University Northeast 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2018
Outfield Kaycee Carbone University of Massachusetts at Lowell Northeast 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2018
Outfield Megan Trivelpiece Drexel University Northeast 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2018
DP or Utility/Non-Pitcher Samantha Garcia LIU Brooklyn Northeast 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2018
2019 NFCA Division I All-Region
Pacific
Position First Name Last Name School Region Team Division Year
Pitcher Gabbie Plain University of Washington Pacific 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Pitcher Taran Alvelo University of Washington Pacific 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Pitcher Brooke Yanez University of California, Davis Pacific 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Catcher Morganne Flores University of Washington Pacific 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
First Base Ashley Ruiz Colorado State University Pacific 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Second Base Taryn Atlee University of Washington Pacific 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Third Base Bradie Fillmore Boise State University Pacific 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Shortstop Sis Bates University of Washington Pacific 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Kora Wade Boise State University Pacific 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Tara Shadowen Colorado State University Pacific 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Rylee Jensen Brigham Young University Pacific 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Utility/Pitcher Arissa Paulson Brigham Young University Pacific 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
DP or Utility/Non-Pitcher Lauren Buchanan Colorado State University Pacific 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Pitcher Carley Nance Seattle University Pacific 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Pitcher Mariah Mazon Oregon State University Pacific 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Catcher Amber Nelson Colorado State University Pacific 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
First Base Rachel Minogue California State University, Fresno Pacific 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Second Base Allee Bunker University of Oregon Pacific 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Third Base Corina Gamboa Colorado State University Pacific 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Shortstop Lindsay Rood University of California, Berkeley Pacific 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Alyssa Barrera University of Utah Pacific 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Haley Cruse University of Oregon Pacific 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Ally Choate Seattle University Pacific 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Utility/Pitcher Melanie Olmos University of California, Riverside Pacific 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
DP or Utility/Non-Pitcher Hayleigh Galvan California State University, Fresno Pacific 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Pitcher Bridgette Hutton Colorado State University Pacific 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Pitcher Kamalani Dung University of California, Berkeley Pacific 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Pitcher Jenessa Ullegue San Jose State University Pacific 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Pitcher Samaria Diaz New Mexico State University Pacific 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Pitcher Savanna Corr California State University, Sacramento Pacific 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Catcher Shaye Bowden University of Oregon Pacific 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Catcher Nikki Butler New Mexico State University Pacific 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
First Base Krystal Aubert California State University, Sacramento Pacific 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Second Base Julia Noskin University of Utah Pacific 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Third Base Silentrain Espinoza University of Washington Pacific 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Shortstop Rebekah Cervantes Boise State University Pacific 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Sami Reynolds Unversity of Washington Pacific 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Amirah Milloy University of Washington Pacific 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Lexi Tarrow Brigham Young University Pacific 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Shelby Weeks Oregon State University Pacific 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Utility/Pitcher Hailey Hilburn University of Utah Pacific 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
DP or Utility/Non-Pitcher Aubrey Creekmore Idaho State University Pacific 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
2019 NFCA Division I All-Region
South
Position First Name Last Name School Region Team Division Year
Pitcher Montana Fouts University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa South 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Pitcher Sarah Cornell University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa South 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Pitcher Autumn Storms University of Arkansas, Fayetteville South 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Catcher Mia Davidson Mississippi State University South 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
First Base Kaylee Tow University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa South 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Second Base Shemiah Sanchez Louisiana State University South 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Third Base Amanda Sanchez Louisiana State University South 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Shortstop Lacey Sumerlin University of Southern Mississippi South 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Aliyah Andrews Louisiana State University South 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Kylan Becker University of Mississippi South 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Justyce McClain McNeese State University South 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Utility/Pitcher Shelbi Sunseri Louisiana State University South 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
DP or Utility/Non-Pitcher Fa Leilua Mississippi State University South 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Pitcher Molly Jacobsen University of Mississippi South 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Pitcher Leanna Johnson Troy University South 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Catcher Kali Clement Nicholls State University South 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
First Base Ashley Diaz University of Arkansas, Fayetteville South 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Second Base Libby Morris University of Central Arkansas South 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Third Base Hannah Farrell Georgia Southern University South 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Shortstop Lacy Gregory University of North Texas South 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Kat Moore Mississippi State University South 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Hannah McEwen University of Arkansas, Fayetteville South 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Elissa Brown University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa South 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Utility/Pitcher Payton McBride Texas A&M University, College Station South 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
DP or Utility/Non-Pitcher Bailey Hemphill University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa South 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Pitcher Mary Haff University of Arkansas, Fayetteville South 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Pitcher Megan Landry Nicholls State University South 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Pitcher Abby Trahan University of Southern Mississippi South 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Pitcher Celie Hudson University of Tennessee at Chattanooga South 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Catcher Ella Manzer Southeastern Louisiana University South 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
First Base Kacey Duffield University of Texas at El Paso South 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Second Base (t) Skylar Wallace University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa South 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Second Base (t) Jaquelyn Ramon Southeastern Louisiana University South 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Third Base Madison Washington University of Texas at San Antonio South 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Shortstop Kennedy Cronan University of South Alabama South 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Savannah Stewart Louisiana State University South 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Sydney McKay University of Louisiana at Monroe South 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Madisyn Palmer Florida Atlantic Unversity South 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Utility/Pitcher Mia Olsen Florida Atlantic Unversity South 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
DP or Utility/Non-Pitcher Danielle Gibson University of Arkansas, Fayetteville South 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
DP or Utility/Non-Pitcher Marissa Guimbarda Furman University South 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
2019 NFCA Division I All-Region
Southeast
Position First Name Last Name School Region Team Division Year
Pitcher Kelly Barnhill University of Florida Southeast 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Pitcher Meghan King Florida State University Southeast 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Pitcher Ashley Rogers University of Tennessee, Knoxville Southeast 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Catcher Kendall Veach Auburn University Southeast 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
First Base Carsyn Gordon Florida State University Southeast 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Second Base Aubrey Leach University of Tennessee, Knoxville Southeast 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Third Base Abbey Cheek University of Kentucky Southeast 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Shortstop Alyssa DiCarlo University of Georgia Southeast 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Amanda Lorenz University of Florida Southeast 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Dani Morgan Florida State University Southeast 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Elizabeth Mason Florida State University Southeast 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Utility/Pitcher Megan Hensley University of Louisville Southeast 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
DP or Utility/Non-Pitcher Kendyl Lindaman University of Florida Southeast 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Pitcher Brittany Pickett University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill Southeast 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Pitcher Christina Biggerstaff University of South Carolina Upstate Southeast 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Catcher Jenny Schaper University of Kentucky Southeast 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
First Base Lacey Fincher University of Georgia Southeast 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Second Base Alex Martens University of Kentucky Southeast 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Third Base Sydney Sherrill Florida State University Southeast 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Shortstop Cali Harrod Florida State University Southeast 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Brooke Wilmes University of Missouri, Columbia Southeast 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Ciara Bryan University of Georgia Southeast 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Alysen Febrey University of Georgia Southeast 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Utility/Pitcher Makinzy Herzog Florida State University Southeast 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
DP or Utility/Non-Pitcher Cassidy Davis Florida State University Southeast 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Pitcher Mandy Jordan Lipscomb University Southeast 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Pitcher Madi Norman University of Missouri, Columbia Southeast 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Pitcher Megan Garst University of North Alabama Southeast 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Pitcher Alexis Bermudez Bethune Cookman University Southeast 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Catcher Alyssa Oakes University of South Carolina Upstate Southeast 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
First Base Tricia Awald Georgia Institute of Technology Southeast 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Second Base Leah Murray University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill Southeast 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Second Base Hannah DeVault Lipscomb University Southeast 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Third Base Jana Johns University of South Carolina, Columbia Southeast 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Shortstop Katie Reed University of Kentucky Southeast 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Kassidy Cross Jacksonville University Southeast 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Brittany Case University of South Carolina Upstate Southeast 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Haley Bearden University of Tennessee, Knoxville Southeast 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Utility/Pitcher Cayla Drotar University of South Carolina, Columbia Southeast 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
DP or Utility/Non-Pitcher Alyssa Kumiyama University of South Carolina, Columbia Southeast 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
2019 NFCA Division I All-Region
West
Position First Name Last Name School Region Team Division Year
Pitcher Taylor McQuillin University of Arizona West 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Pitcher Megan Faraimo University of California, Los Angeles West 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Pitcher Jenny Bressler Universirty of Nevada, Las Negas West 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Catcher Dejah Mulipola University of Arizona West 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
First Base Callee Heen University of Hawaii at Manoa West 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Second Base Reyna Carranco University of Arizona West 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Third Base Malia Martinez University of Arizona West 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Shortstop Jessie Harper University of Arizona West 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Bubba Nickles University of California, Los Angeles West 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Alyssa Palomino-Cardoza University of Arizona West 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Morgan Howe Arizona State Universirty West 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Utility/Pitcher Rachel Garcia University of California, Los Angeles West 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
DP or Utility/Non-Pitcher Taylor Pack University of California, Los Angeles West 1st Team All-Region Division I 2019
Pitcher Dani Martinez California State Universirty, Fullerton West 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Pitcher Brittany Hitchcock University of Hawaii at Manoa West 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Catcher Maddi Hackbarth Arizona State Universirty West 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
First Base Mia Trejo Universirty of Nevada, Las Negas West 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Second Base Bella Loomis Arizona State Universirty West 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Third Base Nicole Lopez University of Hawaii at Manoa West 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Shortstop Briana Perez University of California, Los Angeles West 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Kindra Hackbarth Arizona State Universirty West 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Megan Stevens California State University, Northridge West 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Kelli Godin University of California, Los Angeles West 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
DP or Utility/Non-Pitcher Aaliyah Jordan University of California, Los Angeles West 2nd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Pitcher Jillian James California State University, Northridge West 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Pitcher Carolyn Lee Stanford University West 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Catcher Molly Sturdivant San Diego State University West 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
First Base Rylee Pierce University of Arizona West 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Second Base Justine Federe Universirty of Nevada, Las Vegas West 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Third Base Sydney McCollum Long Beach State University West 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Shortstop Shea Smith Grand Canyon University West 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Teaghan Cowles Stanford University West 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield Ari Williams California State University, Fullerton West 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
Outfield (t) Caitlyn Lloyd California Baptist Univristy West 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
DP or Utility/Non-Pitcher Alyssa Gonzalez Long Beach State University West 3rd Team All-Region Division I 2019
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of May 04, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 36-12   Home: 17-3   Away: 11-7   Neutral: 8-2   C-USA: 17-6
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 3 4 9 48-48 146 37 51 11 2 6 31 84  . 5 7 5 17 3 18 1  . 4 2 8 0 0 19-22 55 1 2  . 9 6 6
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 4 0 44-43 103 15 35 2 1 1 15 42  . 4 0 8 9 2 10 0  . 4 0 4 0 0 6-9 221 9 0 1.000
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 3 3 3 48-48 135 31 45 8 1 12 45 91  . 6 7 4 22 3 23 0  . 4 3 2 2 0 5-8 386 29 4  . 9 9 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 3 3 44-43 111 18 37 8 0 2 13 51  . 4 5 9 18 4 17 0  . 4 4 4 0 4 6-6 56 3 2  . 9 6 7
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 3 2 4 20-9 37 8 12 7 0 1 10 22  . 5 9 5 3 0 7 0  . 3 6 6 1 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 2 8 8 48-48 153 31 44 9 2 7 29 78  . 5 1 0 19 1 27 0  . 3 6 8 1 0 9-10 74 37 4  . 9 6 5
26 CARTER, Paige  . 2 8 6 43-35 98 21 28 3 0 4 19 43  . 4 3 9 10 2 10 1  . 3 5 7 2 9 5-6 17 1 0 1.000
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 2 8 2 46-46 131 21 37 11 0 4 29 60  . 4 5 8 5 0 13 2  . 2 9 4 7 3 1-1 7 19 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 7 5 48-48 131 34 36 4 1 8 19 66  . 5 0 4 17 2 17 1  . 3 6 2 2 3 16-19 38 84 8  . 9 3 8
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 6 8 30-20 56 12 15 0 0 0 4 15  . 2 6 8 4 0 1 0  . 3 1 7 0 3 8-9 21 0 0 1.000
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 5 0 7-3 12 0 3 1 0 0 2 4  . 3 3 3 0 0 0 0  . 2 5 0 0 1 2-3 9 0 0 1.000
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 1 8 5 30-7 27 9 5 3 0 2 2 14  . 5 1 9 2 2 12 0  . 2 9 0 0 0 3-3 7 0 0 1.000
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 1 7 1 48-48 76 11 13 1 1 0 6 16  . 2 1 1 2 2 6 0  . 2 1 0 1 4 3-3 50 63 11  . 9 1 1
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 1 5 4 19-2 13 6 2 0 0 0 2 2  . 1 5 4 1 0 7 0  . 2 1 4 0 1 3-3 2 1 0 1.000
22 MURPHY, Macy  . 0 0 0 8-0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 0 0 1.000
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 34-19 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 1 0-0 2 9 2  . 8 4 6
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 13-0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 2-3 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 24-9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 14 0 1.000
Totals  . 2 9 3 48 1238 259 363 68 8 47 226 588  . 4 7 5 129 21 170 5  . 3 6 5 16 29 89-106 947 270 33  . 9 7 4
Opponents  . 2 0 2 48 1162 139 235 41 5 25 126 361  . 3 1 1 190 18 386 2  . 3 2 2 4 21 36-44 910 380 70  . 9 4 9
LOB - Team (265), Opp (309). DPs turned - Team (5), Opp (16). CI - Team (0), Opp (1). IBB - Team (2), SMITH,K. 2, Opp (3).
Picked off - SULLIVAN,K. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  0 . 0 0 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 1 9 13-8 34 18 6 4/4 6 121.1 78 44 38 72 166 10 2 12  . 1 8 0 15 6 0 1 11
10 NUNN, Shelby  2 . 8 1 7-0 24 9 2 1/4 3 67.1 65 35 27 22 54 11 2 5  . 2 3 9 4 1 0 0 3
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  3 . 1 4 16-4 26 21 9 4/0 1 124.2 89 58 56 93 165 19 1 8  . 2 0 0 9 11 0 3 7
20 TOWERS, Haylee 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.1 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0 0 0
Totals  2 . 7 3 36-12 48 48 17 13/4 10 315.2 235 139 123 190 386 41 5 25  . 2 0 2 28 18 0 4 21
Opponents  4 . 4 5 12-36 48 48 18 2/0 1 303.1 363 259 193 129 170 68 8 47  . 2 9 3 32 21 0 16 29
PB - Team (5), SMITH,K. 5, Opp (6). Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (1). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (36-44), SULLIVAN,K.
(14-18), AIKEY,K. (14-17), NUNN,S. (8-9).
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of May 04, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 230 221 9 0 1.000 4 0 0   - - - 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy 26 7 19 0 1.000 0 14 4  . 7 7 8 0 0
 6 DAVIS, Taylor 21 21 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 18 17 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 15 1 14 0 1.000 0 8 1  . 8 8 9 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 9 9 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey 7 7 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan 3 2 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
22 MURPHY, Macy 1 1 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 419 386 29 4  . 9 9 0 1 36 8  . 8 1 8 5 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 61 56 3 2  . 9 6 7 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon 58 55 1 2  . 9 6 6 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 115 74 37 4  . 9 6 5 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 130 38 84 8  . 9 3 8 3 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan 124 50 63 11  . 9 1 1 2 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 13 2 9 2  . 8 4 6 1 14 3  . 8 2 4 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 1250 947 270 33  . 9 7 4 5 36 8  . 8 1 8 5 0
Opponents 1360 910 380 70  . 9 4 9 16 89 17  . 8 4 0 6 1
2019 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of May 04, 2019)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 17-6   Home: 10-1   Away: 7-5   C-USA: 17-6
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 4 1 2 22-21 51 7 21 0 1 0 7 23  . 4 5 1 6 2 3 0  . 4 9 2 0 0 3-4 121 6 0 1.000
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 3 8 6 23-23 70 16 27 6 0 4 17 45  . 6 4 3 10 0 10 1  . 4 6 3 0 0 8-10 35 0 1  . 9 7 2
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 8 2 22-21 55 8 21 6 0 2 7 33  . 6 0 0 12 2 4 0  . 5 0 7 0 1 4-4 19 2 0 1.000
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 3 6 2 23-23 69 16 25 8 0 4 19 45  . 6 5 2 4 0 7 2  . 3 8 2 3 3 1-1 3 9 0 1.000
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 3 5 5 23-23 62 15 22 4 0 7 26 47  . 7 5 8 16 1 9 0  . 4 9 4 0 0 2-3 152 15 3  . 9 8 2
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 3 3 15-2 12 4 4 3 0 1 1 10  . 8 3 3 2 2 5 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 2-2 5 0 0 1.000
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 9 2 14-8 24 7 7 0 0 0 0 7  . 2 9 2 4 0 1 0  . 3 9 3 0 0 7-8 11 0 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 2 6 9 21-19 52 10 14 2 0 2 8 22  . 4 2 3 6 1 5 1  . 3 5 6 0 6 2-2 9 1 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 2 6 7 23-23 75 19 20 4 0 4 13 36  . 4 8 0 10 1 10 0  . 3 6 0 0 0 4-5 39 20 4  . 9 3 7
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 3 9 23-23 67 13 16 3 0 3 10 28  . 4 1 8 4 1 13 1  . 2 8 8 1 2 4-4 22 45 5  . 9 3 1
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 2 2 4-3 9 0 2 0 0 0 1 2  . 2 2 2 0 0 0 0  . 2 2 2 0 1 1-1 6 0 0 1.000
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 1 6 7 9-2 12 2 2 1 0 0 2 3  . 2 5 0 0 0 2 0  . 1 5 4 1 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 1 4 7 23-23 34 3 5 1 0 0 4 6  . 1 7 6 1 1 1 0  . 1 8 9 1 3 0-0 27 35 3  . 9 5 4
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 17-9 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 1 1  . 6 6 7
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 0 0 0 9-0 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
22 MURPHY, Macy  . 0 0 0 2-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 0 0 1.000
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 9-0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 2-2 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 12-6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 5 0 1.000
Totals  . 3 1 2 23 596 127 186 38 1 27 115 307  . 5 1 5 75 11 72 5  . 3 9 5 6 16 40-46 452 139 17  . 9 7 2
Opponents  . 2 1 5 23 558 71 120 23 3 11 64 182  . 3 2 6 94 12 153 1  . 3 3 9 3 16 16-19 439 183 30  . 9 5 4
LOB - Team (138), Opp (160). DPs turned - Team (1), Opp (12). IBB - Team (2), SMITH,K. 2, Opp (3).
(C-USA games only Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  0 . 0 0 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 2 2 8-4 17 8 3 2/3 2 63.0 40 21 20 42 85 7 2 5  . 1 7 9 10 3 0 0 8
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  3 . 3 3 5-2 11 9 3 1/0 1 48.1 37 24 23 37 42 8 0 1  . 2 1 6 4 8 0 3 5
10 NUNN, Shelby  3 . 8 3 4-0 12 6 1 0/3 0 38.1 43 26 21 14 26 8 1 5  . 2 6 9 3 1 0 0 3
Totals  2 . 9 7 17-6 23 23 7 6/3 3 150.2 120 71 64 94 153 23 3 11  . 2 1 5 17 12 0 3 16
Opponents  4 . 7 8 6-17 23 23 11 1/0 1 146.1 186 127 100 75 72 38 1 27  . 3 1 2 10 11 0 6 16
PB - Team (3), SMITH,K. 3, Opp (3). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (16-19), AIKEY,K. (8-9), NUNN,S. (5-6), SULLIVAN,K. (3-4).
2019 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of May 04, 2019)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 127 121 6 0 1.000 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 21 19 2 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy 12 3 9 0 1.000 0 3 1  . 7 5 0 0 0
 6 DAVIS, Taylor 11 11 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 10 9 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 6 6 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 6 1 5 0 1.000 0 5 1  . 8 3 3 0 0
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey 5 5 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
22 MURPHY, Macy 1 1 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 170 152 15 3  . 9 8 2 0 16 3  . 8 4 2 3 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon 36 35 0 1  . 9 7 2 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan 65 27 35 3  . 9 5 4 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 63 39 20 4  . 9 3 7 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 72 22 45 5  . 9 3 1 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 3 1 1 1  . 6 6 7 0 8 1  . 8 8 9 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 608 452 139 17  . 9 7 2 1 16 3  . 8 4 2 3 0
Opponents 652 439 183 30  . 9 5 4 12 40 6  . 8 7 0 3 0
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of May 05, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 37-12   Home: 18-3   Away: 11-7   Neutral: 8-2   C-USA: 18-6
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 3 4 9 49-49 149 38 52 11 2 7 34 88  . 5 9 1 18 3 18 1  . 4 2 9 0 0 19-22 56 1 2  . 9 6 6
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 4 6 45-44 107 18 37 2 1 1 15 44  . 4 1 1 9 2 10 0  . 4 0 7 0 0 7-10 221 9 0 1.000
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 3 9 45-44 112 19 38 8 0 2 14 52  . 4 6 4 20 4 17 0  . 4 5 6 0 4 6-6 58 3 2  . 9 6 8
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 3 2 6 49-49 138 32 45 8 1 12 46 91  . 6 5 9 22 3 23 0  . 4 2 4 2 0 5-8 394 29 4  . 9 9 1
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 3 2 4 20-9 37 8 12 7 0 1 10 22  . 5 9 5 3 0 7 0  . 3 6 6 1 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 2 9 5 49-49 156 34 46 10 2 7 29 81  . 5 1 9 20 1 27 0  . 3 7 6 1 0 9-10 74 37 4  . 9 6 5
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 2 8 6 47-47 133 22 38 11 0 4 30 61  . 4 5 9 6 0 13 2  . 3 0 1 7 3 1-1 7 19 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 2 8 6 43-35 98 21 28 3 0 4 19 43  . 4 3 9 10 2 10 1  . 3 5 7 2 9 5-6 17 1 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 7 1 49-49 133 34 36 4 1 8 20 66  . 4 9 6 17 2 17 1  . 3 5 5 3 3 16-19 38 84 8  . 9 3 8
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 6 3 31-20 57 12 15 0 0 0 4 15  . 2 6 3 4 0 1 0  . 3 1 1 0 3 8-9 21 0 0 1.000
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 5 0 7-3 12 0 3 1 0 0 2 4  . 3 3 3 0 0 0 0  . 2 5 0 0 1 2-3 9 0 0 1.000
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 2 0 0 31-8 30 10 6 3 0 3 3 18  . 6 0 0 2 2 13 0  . 2 9 4 0 0 3-3 10 0 0 1.000
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 1 7 9 49-49 78 11 14 1 1 0 7 17  . 2 1 8 2 2 6 0  . 2 1 7 1 4 3-3 51 63 11  . 9 1 2
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 1 5 4 19-2 13 6 2 0 0 0 2 2  . 1 5 4 1 0 7 0  . 2 1 4 0 1 3-3 2 1 0 1.000
22 MURPHY, Macy  . 0 0 0 8-0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 0 0 1.000
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 35-20 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 1 0-0 2 9 2  . 8 4 6
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 13-0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 2-3 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 24-9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 14 0 1.000
Totals  . 2 9 5 49 1262 270 372 69 8 49 235 604  . 4 7 9 134 21 171 5  . 3 6 8 17 29 90-107 962 270 33  . 9 7 4
Opponents  . 2 0 3 49 1181 141 240 41 5 26 128 369  . 3 1 2 192 18 394 2  . 3 2 2 5 21 36-44 924 382 73  . 9 4 7
LOB - Team (270), Opp (314). DPs turned - Team (5), Opp (16). CI - Team (0), Opp (1). IBB - Team (2), SMITH,K. 2, Opp (3).
Picked off - SULLIVAN,K. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  0 . 0 0 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 2 2 14-8 35 19 7 4/4 6 126.1 83 46 40 74 174 10 2 13  . 1 8 3 16 6 0 2 11
10 NUNN, Shelby  2 . 8 1 7-0 24 9 2 1/4 3 67.1 65 35 27 22 54 11 2 5  . 2 3 9 4 1 0 0 3
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  3 . 1 4 16-4 26 21 9 4/0 1 124.2 89 58 56 93 165 19 1 8  . 2 0 0 9 11 0 3 7
20 TOWERS, Haylee 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.1 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0 0 0
Totals  2 . 7 3 37-12 49 49 18 13/4 10 320.2 240 141 125 192 394 41 5 26  . 2 0 3 29 18 0 5 21
Opponents  4 . 5 7 12-37 49 49 18 2/0 1 308.0 372 270 201 134 171 69 8 49  . 2 9 5 32 21 0 17 29
PB - Team (5), SMITH,K. 5, Opp (6). Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (1). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (36-44), SULLIVAN,K.
(14-18), AIKEY,K. (14-17), NUNN,S. (8-9).
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of May 05, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 230 221 9 0 1.000 4 0 0   - - - 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy 26 7 19 0 1.000 0 14 4  . 7 7 8 0 0
 6 DAVIS, Taylor 21 21 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 18 17 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 15 1 14 0 1.000 0 8 1  . 8 8 9 0 0
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey 10 10 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 9 9 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan 3 2 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
22 MURPHY, Macy 1 1 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 427 394 29 4  . 9 9 1 1 36 8  . 8 1 8 5 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 63 58 3 2  . 9 6 8 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon 59 56 1 2  . 9 6 6 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 115 74 37 4  . 9 6 5 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 130 38 84 8  . 9 3 8 3 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan 125 51 63 11  . 9 1 2 2 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 13 2 9 2  . 8 4 6 1 14 3  . 8 2 4 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 1265 962 270 33  . 9 7 4 5 36 8  . 8 1 8 5 0
Opponents 1379 924 382 73  . 9 4 7 16 90 17  . 8 4 1 6 1
2019 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of May 05, 2019)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 18-6   Home: 11-1   Away: 7-5   C-USA: 18-6
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 4 1 8 23-22 55 10 23 0 1 0 7 25  . 4 5 5 6 2 3 0  . 4 9 2 0 0 4-5 121 6 0 1.000
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 9 3 23-22 56 9 22 6 0 2 8 34  . 6 0 7 14 2 4 0  . 5 2 8 0 1 4-4 21 2 0 1.000
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 3 8 4 24-24 73 17 28 6 0 5 20 49  . 6 7 1 11 0 10 1  . 4 6 4 0 0 8-10 36 0 1  . 9 7 3
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 3 6 6 24-24 71 17 26 8 0 4 20 46  . 6 4 8 5 0 7 2  . 3 9 2 3 3 1-1 3 9 0 1.000
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 3 3 8 24-24 65 16 22 4 0 7 27 47  . 7 2 3 16 1 9 0  . 4 7 6 0 0 2-3 160 15 3  . 9 8 3
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 3 3 16-3 15 5 5 3 0 2 2 14  . 9 3 3 2 2 6 0  . 4 7 4 0 0 2-2 8 0 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 2 8 2 24-24 78 22 22 5 0 4 13 39  . 5 0 0 11 1 10 0  . 3 7 8 0 0 4-5 39 20 4  . 9 3 7
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 8 0 15-8 25 7 7 0 0 0 0 7  . 2 8 0 4 0 1 0  . 3 7 9 0 0 7-8 11 0 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 2 6 9 21-19 52 10 14 2 0 2 8 22  . 4 2 3 6 1 5 1  . 3 5 6 0 6 2-2 9 1 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 3 2 24-24 69 13 16 3 0 3 11 28  . 4 0 6 4 1 13 1  . 2 7 6 2 2 4-4 22 45 5  . 9 3 1
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 2 2 4-3 9 0 2 0 0 0 1 2  . 2 2 2 0 0 0 0  . 2 2 2 0 1 1-1 6 0 0 1.000
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 1 6 7 24-24 36 3 6 1 0 0 5 7  . 1 9 4 1 1 1 0  . 2 0 5 1 3 0-0 28 35 3  . 9 5 5
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 1 6 7 9-2 12 2 2 1 0 0 2 3  . 2 5 0 0 0 2 0  . 1 5 4 1 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 18-10 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 1 1  . 6 6 7
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 0 0 0 9-0 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
22 MURPHY, Macy  . 0 0 0 2-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 0 0 1.000
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 9-0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 2-2 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 12-6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 5 0 1.000
Totals  . 3 1 5 24 620 138 195 39 1 29 124 323  . 5 2 1 80 11 73 5  . 3 9 8 7 16 41-47 467 139 17  . 9 7 3
Opponents  . 2 1 7 24 577 73 125 23 3 12 66 190  . 3 2 9 96 12 161 1  . 3 3 8 4 16 16-19 453 185 33  . 9 5 1
LOB - Team (143), Opp (165). DPs turned - Team (1), Opp (12). IBB - Team (2), SMITH,K. 2, Opp (3).
(C-USA games only Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  0 . 0 0 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 2 6 9-4 18 9 4 2/3 2 68.0 45 23 22 44 93 7 2 6  . 1 8 5 11 3 0 1 8
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  3 . 3 3 5-2 11 9 3 1/0 1 48.1 37 24 23 37 42 8 0 1  . 2 1 6 4 8 0 3 5
10 NUNN, Shelby  3 . 8 3 4-0 12 6 1 0/3 0 38.1 43 26 21 14 26 8 1 5  . 2 6 9 3 1 0 0 3
Totals  2 . 9 7 18-6 24 24 8 6/3 3 155.2 125 73 66 96 161 23 3 12  . 2 1 7 18 12 0 4 16
Opponents  5 . 0 1 6-18 24 24 11 1/0 1 151.0 195 138 108 80 73 39 1 29  . 3 1 5 10 11 0 7 16
PB - Team (3), SMITH,K. 3, Opp (3). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (16-19), AIKEY,K. (8-9), NUNN,S. (5-6), SULLIVAN,K. (3-4).
2019 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of May 05, 2019)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 127 121 6 0 1.000 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 23 21 2 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy 12 3 9 0 1.000 0 3 1  . 7 5 0 0 0
 6 DAVIS, Taylor 11 11 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 10 9 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey 8 8 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 6 6 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 6 1 5 0 1.000 0 5 1  . 8 3 3 0 0
22 MURPHY, Macy 1 1 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 178 160 15 3  . 9 8 3 0 16 3  . 8 4 2 3 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon 37 36 0 1  . 9 7 3 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan 66 28 35 3  . 9 5 5 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 63 39 20 4  . 9 3 7 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 72 22 45 5  . 9 3 1 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 3 1 1 1  . 6 6 7 0 8 1  . 8 8 9 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 623 467 139 17  . 9 7 3 1 16 3  . 8 4 2 3 0
Opponents 671 453 185 33  . 9 5 1 12 41 6  . 8 7 2 3 0
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of May 08, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 37-13   Home: 18-3   Away: 11-7   Neutral: 8-3   C-USA: 18-6
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
 3 PLESE, Shannon  . 3 4 2 50-50 152 38 52 11 2 7 34 88  . 5 7 9 18 3 18 1  . 4 2 2 0 0 19-23 57 1 2  . 9 6 7
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 3 9 46-45 109 18 37 2 1 1 15 44  . 4 0 4 10 2 11 0  . 4 0 5 0 0 7-10 224 10 0 1.000
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 3 9 46-45 115 19 39 8 0 2 14 53  . 4 6 1 20 4 17 0  . 4 5 3 0 4 6-6 60 3 2  . 9 6 9
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 3 2 4 20-9 37 8 12 7 0 1 10 22  . 5 9 5 3 0 7 0  . 3 6 6 1 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 3 2 1 50-50 140 32 45 8 1 12 46 91  . 6 5 0 23 3 23 0  . 4 2 3 2 0 5-8 406 29 4  . 9 9 1
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 2 9 1 50-50 158 34 46 10 2 7 29 81  . 5 1 3 21 1 28 0  . 3 7 6 1 0 9-10 76 37 4  . 9 6 6
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  . 2 8 1 48-48 135 22 38 11 0 4 30 61  . 4 5 2 6 0 13 2  . 2 9 7 7 4 1-1 7 19 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 2 8 0 44-36 100 21 28 3 0 4 19 43  . 4 3 0 10 2 12 1  . 3 5 1 2 10 5-6 17 1 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 6 7 50-50 135 34 36 4 1 8 20 66  . 4 8 9 17 2 18 1  . 3 5 0 3 3 16-19 39 86 8  . 9 4 0
 6 DAVIS, Taylor  . 2 6 3 32-20 57 12 15 0 0 0 4 15  . 2 6 3 4 0 1 0  . 3 1 1 0 3 8-9 21 0 0 1.000
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 5 0 7-3 12 0 3 1 0 0 2 4  . 3 3 3 0 0 0 0  . 2 5 0 0 1 2-3 9 0 0 1.000
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 2 0 0 31-8 30 10 6 3 0 3 3 18  . 6 0 0 2 2 13 0  . 2 9 4 0 0 3-3 10 0 0 1.000
23 McELROY, Morgan  . 1 7 5 50-50 80 11 14 1 1 0 7 17  . 2 1 3 2 2 6 0  . 2 1 2 1 4 3-3 51 64 11  . 9 1 3
 9 RIDGE, Jordan  . 1 5 4 20-2 13 6 2 0 0 0 2 2  . 1 5 4 1 0 7 0  . 2 1 4 0 1 3-3 2 1 0 1.000
22 MURPHY, Macy  . 0 0 0 8-0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 0 0 1.000
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 36-21 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 1 0-0 2 11 2  . 8 6 7
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 13-0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 2-3 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 24-9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 14 0 1.000
Totals  . 2 9 1 50 1282 270 373 69 8 49 235 605  . 4 7 2 137 21 176 5  . 3 6 4 17 31 90-108 983 276 33  . 9 7 4
Opponents  . 2 0 4 50 1208 142 246 41 5 26 129 375  . 3 1 0 197 18 404 2  . 3 2 3 5 22 36-44 945 391 75  . 9 4 7
LOB - Team (274), Opp (325). DPs turned - Team (5), Opp (16). CI - Team (0), Opp (1). IBB - Team (2), SMITH,K. 2, Opp (3).
Picked off - SULLIVAN,K. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  0 . 0 0 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 1 5 14-9 36 20 8 4/4 6 133.1 89 47 41 79 184 10 2 13  . 1 8 5 21 6 0 2 12
10 NUNN, Shelby  2 . 8 1 7-0 24 9 2 1/4 3 67.1 65 35 27 22 54 11 2 5  . 2 3 9 4 1 0 0 3
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy  3 . 1 4 16-4 26 21 9 4/0 1 124.2 89 58 56 93 165 19 1 8  . 2 0 0 9 11 0 3 7
20 TOWERS, Haylee 10.50 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.1 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0 0 0
Totals  2 . 6 9 37-13 50 50 19 13/4 10 327.2 246 142 126 197 404 41 5 26  . 2 0 4 34 18 0 5 22
Opponents  4 . 4 7 13-37 50 50 19 3/0 1 315.0 373 270 201 137 176 69 8 49  . 2 9 1 32 21 0 17 31
PB - Team (5), SMITH,K. 5, Opp (6). Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (1). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (36-44), SULLIVAN,K.
(14-18), AIKEY,K. (14-17), NUNN,S. (8-9).
2019 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of May 08, 2019)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 234 224 10 0 1.000 4 0 0   - - - 0 0
 4 SULLIVAN, Kennedy 26 7 19 0 1.000 0 14 4  . 7 7 8 0 0
 6 DAVIS, Taylor 21 21 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 18 17 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 15 1 14 0 1.000 0 8 1  . 8 8 9 0 0
15 McGUFFIN, Kelsey 10 10 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 9 9 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 9 RIDGE, Jordan 3 2 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
22 MURPHY, Macy 1 1 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 439 406 29 4  . 9 9 1 1 36 8  . 8 1 8 5 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 65 60 3 2  . 9 6 9 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 PLESE, Shannon 60 57 1 2  . 9 6 7 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 117 76 37 4  . 9 6 6 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 133 39 86 8  . 9 4 0 3 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 McELROY, Morgan 126 51 64 11  . 9 1 3 2 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 15 2 11 2  . 8 6 7 1 14 3  . 8 2 4 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 1292 983 276 33  . 9 7 4 5 36 8  . 8 1 8 5 0
Opponents 1411 945 391 75  . 9 4 7 16 90 18  . 8 3 3 6 1
2019 WKU Softball
Murray State at WKU
May 01, 2019 at Bowling Green, Ky. (WKU Softball Complex)
Murray State 1 (24-25)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
GOETZ lf 3 0 1 0 1 0 5 0 0 .321
STRIEGEL cf 4 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 2 .301
GILMORE ss 3 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 .264
FINCK 3b 3 0 1 0 0 1 3 3 1 .314
CARROLL 2b 3 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 0 .235
CULVER c 3 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 1 .232
BRAUNDMEIER rf 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 .282
TEAGUE dp 2 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 .230
JONES 1b 2 0 0 0 0 2 5 0 3 .248
  SHOULDERS ph 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .216
MAKOWSKY p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
  JAMES p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 -
Totals 25 1 4 1 5 9 18 8 8
WKU 4 (34-12)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
THOMAS, Jordan 2b 3 0 1 0 0 1 2 0 0 .276
CARTER, Paige rf 3 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 .298
PLESE, Shannon cf 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 .336
SMITH, Kendall c 3 0 0 0 0 1 9 0 0 .341
VORBRINK, Jordan lf 3 0 1 1 0 0 2 0 0 .333
SULLIVAN, Kennedy p 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 .280
McELROY, Morgan ss 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 .183
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3 2 1 2 0 0 0 2 3 0 .280
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 2 1 1 3 0 0 4 0 1 .299
  AIKEY, Kelsey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 .000
Totals 23 4 6 4 0 2 21 5 2
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
Murray State 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 4 0
WKU 1 3 0 0 0 0 X 4 6 0
LOB - MUR 8; WKU 2. 2B - GOETZ(14). HR - BOWLDS,M.(1). HBP - McELROY,M.. SB - ENGELHARDT,R(15).
Murray State ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
MAKOWSKY 1.1 5 4 4 0 0 8 9 28 2.88
JAMES 4.2 1 0 0 0 2 15 15 53 2.60
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
SULLIVAN, Kennedy 6.0 4 1 1 5 9 22 27 121 3.20
AIKEY, Kelsey 1.0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 11 2.27
Win - SULLIVAN,K. (16-4).  Loss - MAKOWSKY (8-5).  Save - AIKEY,K. (6).
WP - SULLIVAN,K.(8). HBP - by MAKOWSKY (McELROY,M.). Inherited runners/scored: None. Pitches/strikes: MAKOWSKY
28/18; JAMES 53/34; SULLIVAN,K. 121/74; AIKEY,K. 11/7.
Umpires - HP: Jason Booth  1B: James Cooper  3B: Charles McManus
Start: 5 pm   Time: 1:40   Attendance: 234
Weather: 85 degrees; sunny
2019 WKU Softball
UTSA at WKU (Game 1)
May 04, 2019 at Bowling Green, Ky. (WKU Softball Complex)
UTSA 1 (20-28,8-14 CUSA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
LOUGHMAN, Celeste lf 3 0 0 0 0 1 5 0 0 .309
BALDWIN, Bailee cf 3 1 1 1 0 0 3 0 2 .297
WASHINGTON, Madison 3 3 0 1 0 0 2 1 1 0 .341
VILLARREAL, Victoria 1b 2 0 0 0 1 1 4 0 0 .168
GRUNBERG, Riley dp 3 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 .245
NIX, Kylea c 3 0 0 0 0 1 3 1 0 .156
TRENKLE, Elexus ss 3 0 0 0 0 3 0 2 2 .123
PACHER, Paige 2b 1 0 0 0 2 1 2 0 0 .178
COERVER, Lauren rf 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 .045
NELSON, Madison p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
Totals 23 1 2 1 3 13 18 4 4
WKU 8 (35-12,16-6 CUSA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
THOMAS, Jordan 2b 4 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 .288
CARTER, Paige rf 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 2 .280
  DAVIS, Taylor rf 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .255
PLESE, Shannon cf 3 2 2 2 0 0 2 0 0 .349
SMITH, Kendall c 3 0 0 0 0 1 10 2 0 .326
  McGUFFIN, Kelsey c 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 .185
SULLIVAN, Kennedy dp 3 2 2 2 0 1 0 0 0 .298
VORBRINK, Jordan lf 3 0 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 .351
  RIDGE, Jordan pr 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .154
McELROY, Morgan ss 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 .173
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 .267
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 3 1 3 1 0 0 5 0 0 .340
  BLACKFORD, Cassidy pr 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
AIKEY, Kelsey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000
Totals 27 8 11 7 0 3 21 3 3
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
UTSA 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 2
WKU 3 0 0 0 2 3 X 8 11 0
E - BALDWIN(2); VILLARREAL(8). LOB - UTSA 4; WKU 3. 2B - THOMAS,J.(9); SULLIVAN,K.(11); VORBRINK,J.(8). HR -
BALDWIN(10); PLESE,S.(6); SULLIVAN,K.(4). SH - CARTER,P.(9); McELROY,M.(4). SB - PLESE,S.(17); BOWLDS,M.(6);
BLACKFORD,C.(2).
UTSA ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
NELSON, Madison 6.0 11 8 7 0 3 27 29 87 3.92
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
AIKEY, Kelsey 7.0 2 1 1 3 13 23 26 112 2.13
Win - AIKEY,K. (13-8).  Loss - NELSON (7-15).  Save - None.
WP - NELSON 2(6). Inherited runners/scored: None. Pitches/strikes: NELSON 87/61; AIKEY,K. 112/67.
Umpires - HP: Rodney Smith  1B: Willie Moore  3B: Darryl Sanders
Start: 1 pm   Time: 1:47   Attendance: 288
Weather: 70 degrees; cloudy
2019 WKU Softball
UTSA at WKU (Game 2)
May 04, 2019 at Bowling Green, Ky. (WKU Softball Complex)
UTSA 3 (20-29,8-15 CUSA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
LOUGHMAN, Celeste lf 3 2 2 1 1 0 2 0 2 .327
BALDWIN, Bailee cf 3 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 .285
WASHINGTON, Madison 3 4 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 2 .333
VILLARREAL, Victoria 1b 2 0 1 1 1 0 6 0 0 .183
  HASTON, Abigail pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000
GRUNBERG, Riley dp 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 .239
NIX, Kylea c 2 0 0 0 1 0 3 2 0 .152
PACHER, Paige 2b 3 0 0 0 0 2 3 3 1 .170
TRENKLE, Elexus ss 3 0 0 0 0 2 2 3 0 .118
BORING, Hannah rf 3 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 .222
HERNANDEZ, Clarissa p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 -
Totals 26 3 5 3 4 6 18 11 6
WKU 4 (36-12,17-6 CUSA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
THOMAS, Jordan 2b 4 1 2 1 0 0 3 1 1 .293
VORBRINK, Jordan lf 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 .325
PLESE, Shannon cf 3 1 2 1 0 0 2 0 0 .356
SMITH, Kendall c 3 0 1 1 0 1 7 0 0 .333
  RIDGE, Jordan pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .154
SULLIVAN, Kennedy dp 3 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 .276
CARTER, Paige rf 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 .283
  DAVIS, Taylor rf 1 0 1 0 1 0 2 0 0 .281
McELROY, Morgan ss 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 .165
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3 3 1 1 0 0 0 2 1 0 .276
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 3 1 3 1 0 0 3 0 0 .358
NUNN, Shelby p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
Totals 27 4 10 4 1 3 21 3 7
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
UTSA 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 3 5 2
WKU 1 0 1 2 0 0 X 4 10 1
E - NIX(1); PACHER(4); SMITH,K.(4). LOB - UTSA 6; WKU 7. HR - LOUGHMAN(1); WASHINGTON(8). HBP - VORBRINK,J.. SB
- THOMAS,J.(9); VORBRINK,J.(6); PLESE,S. 2(19); ENGELHARDT,R(16). CS - SMITH,K.(3); DAVIS,T.(1).
UTSA ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
HERNANDEZ,  Clarissa 6.0 10 4 3 1 3 27 29 99 3.46
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
NUNN, Shelby 5.0 5 3 3 1 2 20 21 68 2.90
SULLIVAN, Kennedy 2.0 0 0 0 3 4 6 9 49 3.09
Win - NUNN,S. (7-0).  Loss - HERNANDEZ (9-9).  Save - SULLIVAN,K. (1).
WP - SULLIVAN,K.(9); NUNN,S.(4). HBP - by HERNANDEZ (VORBRINK,J.). Inherited runners/scored: None. Pitches/strikes:
HERNANDEZ 99/67; NUNN,S. 68/46; SULLIVAN,K. 49/25.
Umpires -
Start: 3:25 pm   Time: 1:58   Attendance: 237
Weather: 67 degrees; cloudy
2019 WKU Softball
UTSA at WKU
May 05, 2019 at Bowling Green, Ky. (WKU Softball Complex)
UTSA 2 (20-30,8-16 C-USA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
LOUGHMAN, Celeste lf 3 0 1 0 0 1 3 0 0 .321
BALDWIN, Bailee cf 2 1 1 2 0 0 2 0 0 .293
WASHINGTON, Madison 3 3 0 1 0 0 2 0 1 0 .337
VILLARREAL, Victoria 1b 2 0 1 0 1 1 4 0 1 .183
GRUNBERG, Riley dp 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 .241
NIX, Kylea c 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 .156
PACHER, Paige 2b 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 .171
TRENKLE, Elexus ss 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 .120
BORING, Hannah rf 2 1 1 0 0 1 2 0 0 .250
HERNANDEZ, Clarissa p 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 -
  ESTELL, Marena p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
  NELSON, Madison p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 -
Totals 19 2 5 2 2 8 14 2 5
WKU 11 (37-12,18-6 C-USA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
THOMAS, Jordan 2b 3 3 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 .295
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 4 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 .346
PLESE, Shannon cf 3 1 1 3 1 0 1 0 0 .349
SMITH, Kendall c 3 1 0 1 0 0 8 0 0 .326
VORBRINK, Jordan lf 1 1 1 1 2 0 2 0 0 .339
SULLIVAN, Kennedy dp 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 .286
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 .271
McELROY, Morgan ss 2 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 3 .179
  DAVIS, Taylor ph 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .263
McGUFFIN, Kelsey rf 3 1 1 1 0 1 3 0 1 .200
AIKEY, Kelsey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000
Totals 24 11 9 9 5 1 15 0 5
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 R H E
UTSA 0 0 1 0 1 2 5 3
WKU 2 6 0 0 3 11 9 0
E - BALDWIN(3); WASHINGTON(2); VILLARREAL(9). LOB - UTSA 5; WKU 5. 2B - THOMAS,J.(10). HR - BALDWIN(11);
PLESE,S.(7); McGUFFIN,K.(3). SF - BALDWIN(1); ENGELHARDT,R(3). SB - BOWLDS,M.(7).
UTSA ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
HERNANDEZ,  Clarissa 1.0 3 3 2 2 0 7 9 26 3.55
ESTELL, Marena 0.1 1 5 3 3 0 3 6 29 5.20
NELSON, Madison 3.1 5 3 3 0 1 14 15 50 3.80
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
AIKEY, Kelsey 5.0 5 2 2 2 8 19 22 93 2.22
Win - AIKEY,K. (14-8).  Loss - HERNANDEZ (9-10).  Save - None.
WP - AIKEY,K.(16). Inherited runners/scored: NELSON 3/3. Pitches/strikes: HERNANDEZ 26/14; ESTELL 29/13; NELSON
50/32; AIKEY,K. 93/50.
Umpires - HP: Darryl Sanders  1B: Rodney Smith  3B: Willie Moore
Start: 1 pm   Time: 1:42   Attendance: 333
Weather: 62 degrees; cloudy
2019 WKU Softball
Middle Tennessee vs WKU
May 08, 2019 at Birmingham, Ala. (Mary Bowers Field)
Middle Tennessee 1 (29-26)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
Summer Burgess ss 4 1 2 0 0 0 5 0 3
Sydney Heath rf 3 0 2 0 1 1 1 0 0
Kirstyn Cuccia cf 3 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
Jocelynn De La Cruz 3b 3 0 1 1 0 2 1 2 0
Lexi Cushing 1b 4 0 0 0 0 3 4 3 2
Brooke McClure dp 4 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 6
Claire Smith lf/2b 3 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0
Ryan King c 3 0 0 0 0 1 6 1 0
Samantha Valentine 2b 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 1 0
  Lani Rodriguez 2b 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
  Savannah Freeman pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  Keely McGee lf 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Kailey Ahlstrom p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0
Totals 27 1 6 1 5 10 21 9 11
WKU 0 (37-13)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
THOMAS, Jordan 2b 2 0 0 0 1 1 2 0 0
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 2 0 0 0 1 1 3 1 0
PLESE, Shannon cf 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
SMITH, Kendall c 2 0 0 0 1 0 12 0 0
  RIDGE, Jordan pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SULLIVAN, Kennedy dp 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
VORBRINK, Jordan lf 3 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 0
  DAVIS, Taylor pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CARTER, Paige rf 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 1
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3b 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 0
McELROY, Morgan ss 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
AIKEY, Kelsey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0
Totals 20 0 1 0 3 5 21 6 4
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
Middle Tennessee 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 6 2
WKU 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
E - Valentine, S 2(2). LOB - MT 11; WKU 4. SH - De La Cruz(5); SULLIVAN,K.(4); CARTER,P.(10). CS - PLESE,S.(4).
Middle Tennessee ip h r er bb so ab bf np
Kailey Ahlstrom 7.0 1 0 0 3 5 20 25 77
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
AIKEY, Kelsey 7.0 6 1 1 5 10 27 33 145
Win - Ahlstrom, K (11-10).  Loss - AIKEY,K. (14-9).  Save - None.
WP - AIKEY,K. 5(21). Inherited runners/scored: None. Pitches/strikes: Ahlstrom, K 77/47; AIKEY,K. 145/87.
Umpires - HP: Jason Kemper  1B: Kevin Granig  3B: Jonathan Dewhirst
Start: 7:50   Time: 2:18   Attendance:
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Action photo of Valencia attached – please credit Morehead State Athletics 
WKU SOFTBALL WELCOMES PRINCESS VALENCIA TO THE HILL 
  
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – After graduating five seniors following WKU Softball’s 2019 campaign, head 
coach Amy Tudor has announced the addition of Morehead State-transfer Princess Valencia to the 
Hilltopper program. The Georgetown, Ky., native is eligible to compete immediately following her 
freshman season with the Eagles in 2019. 
  
“I am excited to add another big bat to our lineup. Princess brings power and experience to our 
offense,” Tudor shared. “She has good game sense and will aid our pitching staff behind home plate and 
can play a corner position.” 
  
Valencia started 30 games for the Eagles in 2019 while appearing in three across her freshman campaign 
at Morehead State. A 5-foot 6-inch catcher/infielder, Valencia hit .279 on the year while recording a .726 
OPS. She registered 24 hits in 86 at bats while connecting for five doubles and a home run. 
  
In her time behind the plate, Valencia caught 4-of-9 runners attempting to steal on Morehead State. 
Combined with her time in the outfield, she recorded a .938 fielding percentage with 50 putouts and 11 
assists. 
  
During her prep days at Scott County High School alongside current Hilltopper Kennedy Sullivan, 
Valencia was a three-time state champion. The Cardinals won the title in 2014, ’16 and ’18. Valencia was 
a four-year varsity starter and started playing on the high school squad in seventh grade. Her senior 
season, she racked up All-District, All-Region and All-State Team honors. In the classroom, Valencia was 
a First-Team All-Academic selection. 
  
Valencia is the daughter of Ruben and Melissa. She has two siblings, a sister, Leilani, and brother, Luke. 
Valencia plans to major in architecture on The Hill. 
  
Set to join Valencia on the team on The Hill this fall are Madeline Rider, Madeline Harris, Taylor Sanders, 
Tatiasha Webster, Carli Crowder and Brylee Hage. The incoming class hails from four different states 
while adding depth in every aspect of the game. 
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Kelsey McGuffin headshot attached – please credit Steve Roberts/WKU Athletics. 
   
MCGUFFIN RECEIVES C-USA SPRING SPIRIT OF SERVICE AWARD 
                                                    
DALLAS, Texas – WKU Softball four-year letterwinner Kelsey McGuffin has been named 1 of 14 
recipients of the Air Force Reserve C-USA Spring Spirit of Service Award, the league office announced on 
Wednesday. 
  
The C-USA Spirit of Service Award is designed to recognize the community service efforts of the league's 
student-athletes, based upon significant public service, good academic standing and participation in 
their elected sport. The award is presented three times throughout the season, with Wednesday's 
honorees representing spring sports: baseball, women’s rowing, men’s & women’s golf, softball, men’s 
& women’s outdoor track, and men’s & women’s tennis. 
  
McGuffin is the second Hilltopper Softball student-athlete to earn the award after Kathryn Downing 
collected the honor in the spring of 2017. 
  
A native of Elizabethtown, Ky., McGuffin’s résumé is filled with academic, athletic and community 
service awards. Majoring in physical education with a concentration in teacher education and minors in 
health education and coaching, McGuffin is on track to graduate from The Hill in December 2019. She 
earned Conference USA Commissioner’s Academic Medal recognition all four years as a student-athlete 
in addition to earning NFCA All-America Scholar Athlete and C-USA All-Academic Softball Team honors. 
  
While she’s made a significant impact for the WKU Softball program in her play and leadership on the 
field, McGuffin’s biggest impact over the last four years has without a doubt been in the community. 
Some of the organizations McGuffin has worked with include the Southern Kentucky Special Olympics, 
Big Red Readers program, Read Across America, WKU Red Wave, WKU P.E. Majors Club, FCA, Student 
Athlete Advisory Committee (SAAC); not to mention the numerous churches, pre-schools and 
elementary schools she spends her time within. 
  
McGuffin’s involvement with SAAC includes being the softball team’s representative since the beginning 
of her sophomore year. Her connection within FCA runs deep – starting as just a member, McGuffin has 
climbed to the ranks of being a student leader and the Softball representative. Over the summers, she’s 
volunteered at the camp as a leader in addition to a heavy involvement in the organization’s annual 
Jesus Prom event. She’s also been a speaker at numerous outings – taking advantage of her athletic and 
spiritual platforms to share her passions with others. 
  
On the field, McGuffin appeared in 191 games during her career on The Hill, starting 164. She finished 
with 104 career hits including 26 doubles, one triple and 16 home runs along with 57 RBI. She posted a 
career .968 fielding percentage while slashing .245/.362/.424 and earned Conference USA’s All-
Tournament Team honors in 2017. 
  
2019 Air Force Reserve Spring Spirit of Service Award Recipients 
Austin Gallagher, Charlotte Men’s Outdoor Track and Field 
Kamila Umarova, FIU Women’s Tennis 
Anne-Catherine Wasser, Florida Atlantic Women’s Outdoor Track and Field 
Tyler Griggers, Louisiana Tech Men’s Outdoor Track and Field 
Abigail Tolbert, Marshall Softball 
Tom Moonen, Middle Tennessee Men’s Tennis 
Rhylie Makawe, North Texas Softball 
Holly Hutchinson, Old Dominion Women’s Tennis 
Fernanda Astete, Rice Women’s Tennis 
Valentina Haupt, Southern Miss Women’s Golf 
Nikolai Manchev, UAB Men’s Tennis 
Pamala Baber, UTEP Softball 
Bailee Baldwin, UTSA Softball 
Kelsey McGuffin, WKU Softball 
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JUCO TRANSFER MAGGIE TRGO INKS NLI TO JOIN WKU SOFTBALL 
                                                    
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Softball head coach Amy Tudor has announced the addition of junior 
college-transfer Maggie Trgo to the Hilltopper program. Trgo joins the Red and White from the College 
of Central Florida and will be eligible to compete immediately for the Hilltoppers. 
"We are excited to add another left-handed hitter to our lineup,” Coach Tudor shared. “Maggie had an 
outstanding sophomore year and performed very well at the NJCAA National Tournament. Both her bat 
and experience will aid our outfield as well as our offense." 
Hailing from Lithia, Fla., Trgo earned 2019 NJCAA Second Team All-American honors from the NFCA and 
helped the Patriots to a 58-11 overall record that included a deep run in the NJCAA Championship. CF 
advanced to the tournament’s quarterfinals before dropping its first game in St. George, Utah, and 
ultimately bowed out after a setback in the consolation semifinals. 
  
Across the 2019 season, Trgo appeared in 63 games while slugging .438/.513/.642 with the Patriots. She 
connected for 71 hits – 16 doubles, four triples and three home runs – while scoring 54 runs. The 
outfielder knocked in 40 runs while drawing 25 walks and swiping seven bases. 
  
During her second year at the College of Central Florida, Trgo collected numerous accolades in addition 
to her All-America honors including: First Team All-Conference, First Team All-State, First Team All-
Region (NFCA) and All-Tournament Team recognition from the NJCAA Championship. 
  
As a freshman, Trgo owned a slash line of .354/.451/.465 with 35 hits and 25 RBI across 51 games 
played. The Sunshine State native recorded nine doubles and a triple while stealing seven bags. 
  
The WKU newcomer played her prep ball at Newsome High School in Lithia, Fla., from 2014-17. 
  
Trgo bats left-handed while throwing right-handed. She plans to major in physical therapy on The Hill. 
  
Set to join Trgo at WKU this fall is fellow transfer Princess Valencia along with incoming freshmen 
Madeline Rider, Madeline Harris, Taylor Sanders, Tatiasha Webster, Carli Crowder and Brylee Hage. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
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Photo of Pugh & Tudor (2015) attached – Please credit WKU Athletics 
   
PUGH JOINS WKU SOFTBALL STAFF AS ASSISTANT COACH 
                                                    
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – Former Hilltopper Dani Pugh has joined the WKU Softball staff as an assistant 
coach, head coach Amy Tudor announced Tuesday. Pugh, a 2016 graduate of WKU, joins the Hilltopper 
staff following multiple high school coaching stints in her home state of Ohio. 
  
“What a great opportunity to hire a former student-athlete in Dani Pugh,” head coach Amy Tudor 
shared. “We’re very excited to have her rejoin us on The Hill. I am both thankful and grateful to have 
had the opportunity to coach her and now coach alongside her.” 
  
Pugh will work with the Hilltopper infielders as a part of Tudor’s staff. She owns claim to several WKU 
Softball records including single season putouts (486), single season fielding percentage (t-3rd .996), and 
single-game runs batted in (6). 
  
“I can’t thank Coach Tudor and the WKU administration enough for giving me an opportunity to come 
back to WKU and help continue building the program that was so special to me,” Pugh added. “I’m really 
looking forward to working with Coach Tudor again as a Hilltopper.” 
  
Pugh lettered three years at IPFW before closing her collegiate career as a Hilltopper in 2015. While in 
Fort Wayne, she earned First Team All-Conference recognition while helping the team to a conference 
tournament championship along with an NCAA Tournament appearance. 
  
During her season on The Hill as a student-athlete, Pugh was recognized as a Second Team All-
Conference USA selection. The team claimed both the regular season and conference tournament 
championships in the program’s inaugural season in Conference USA while advancing to the NCAA 
Tournament. Pugh slashed .231/.362/.441 during her time in the red and white with nine home runs and 
37 RBI while starting all 50 games. 
  
Following the completion of her playing days, Pugh switched sides and became a student coach for the 
next school year with the Tops. Completing her undergraduate degree during that time, Pugh studied 
interdisciplinary studies with a focus in organization communications. 
  
From Bowling Green, Pugh headed up to Westerville North High School where she was the head junior 
varsity coach until May 2018 before she headed to Bishop Ready High School to serve as an assistant 
coach with the varsity squad. 
  
Pugh rounds out the WKU staff as Tudor enters her seventh year at the helm while Kayla Bixel enters her 
fourth season as an assistant coach and fifth year on staff. 
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GARDNER INKS NLI WITH WKU SOFTBALL TO STAY HOME IN BOWLING GREEN 
  
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Softball head coach Amy Tudor continues to add to her talented 2019-20 
roster as she announced the signing of Katie Gardner to a National Letter of Intent on Wednesday. 
Gardner comes to The Hill from just down the street, playing her prep ball at Warren East High School 
where the righty pitched for the Lady Raiders. 
  
“We are excited to have Katie join our team,” Coach Tudor shared. “She is coming off of a stellar senior 
season and has collected many impressive accolades over her career. She is a competitor and has shown 
she knows how to win. Katie will add depth and strength to our pitching staff.”  
  
Following a senior campaign that saw Gardner record 342 strikeouts, 184 innings pitched, a 1.10 ERA 
and a 30-2 mark in the circle, Gardner was named the 2019 Kentucky Miss Softball by the Kentucky 
Softball Coaches Association. Additionally, she repeated as the Region 4 Athletic Director’s Player of the 
Year as Warren East finished as the state runner up for the second-consecutive season. Gardner closed 
her final season of prep ball with a .405 batting average recording 32 hits – 23 for extra bases including 
nine home runs – along with 35 RBI. 
  
Gardner led the Warren East squad to a 36-3 overall record and a perfect 8-0 mark in district play in 
addition to a third Region 4 title. For her efforts box in the circle and at the plate, she was named a 2019 
MaxPreps Softball Second Team All-American in addition to her fourth All-State and third Region 4 MVP 
honors. 
  
As a junior, she posted a 20-4 mark with 273 strikeouts in 154 innings of work while recording a 0.78 
ERA. From the batter’s box, Gardner notched a .346 batting average with three home runs and 18 RBI in 
2018. 
  
Playing for the varsity squad since she was in seventh grade, Gardner helped Warren East to a combined 
record of 103-26-1 over the last four seasons and 153-49-1 dating back through the 2014 campaign. 
Across her career, Gardner finished with 110 wins and 1,239 strikeouts. 
  
The local product is one of nine newcomers headed for The Hill this fall. Gardner is the seventh member 
of WKU’s incoming freshman class that will join fellow newcomers in junior college transfer Maggie Trgo 
and Princess Valencia from Morehead State. Rounding out the freshman class are Madeline Rider, 
Madeline Harris, Taylor Sanders, Tatiasha Webster, Carli Crowder and Brylee Hage. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
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Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations       
  
Schedule: https://wkusports.com/schedule.aspx?path=softball 
   
HILLTOPPER SOFTBALL ANNOUNCES FALL SCHEDULE 
                                                    
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Softball has announced its 2019 fall schedule featuring five chances to 
catch the Hilltoppers in action on The Hill. In total, the Red and White will suit up for nine exhibition 
contests including a WKU Alumni game to cap the fall training slate. 
  
A young, yet experienced WKU squad will make its first appearance of the 2019-20 school year on 
Sunday, Sept. 15, in Westfield, Ind. First up, the Hilltoppers will square off against Butler before closing 
the day with a game against Indiana. 
  
WKU will welcome Volunteer State Community College to town on Tuesday, Oct. 8 for a 4 and 6 p.m. CT 
doubleheader. 
   
Once again, the Red and White will host a WKU Alumni game on Homecoming Weekend. The Oct. 19 
contest will start at 11 a.m. The following day, WKU will host Pikeville to The Hill for a twin bill beginning 
at noon. 
  
The Hilltoppers will wrap up their 2019 fall ball slate with a trip to Knoxville, Tenn., on Oct. 27 to take on 
the Lady Vols and Tusculum. 
   
The full WKU Softball fall schedule can also be found here. Admission to all fall softball contests at the 
WKU Softball Complex is free. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Monday, Sept. 2, 2019 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
  
Action photos of Franklin from 2015 season and 2018-19 alumni game attached – please credit WKU Athletics. 
  
LARISSA FRANKLIN BECOMES WKU SOFTBALL’S FIRST-EVER OLYMPIC QUALIFIER 
  
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. –  A 2015 WKU graduate, former Hilltopper softball student-athlete Larissa Franklin has become 
the program’s first-ever Olympic qualifier. Franklin, a native of Maple Ridge, British Columbia, helped Team Canada in 
securing a berth in the 2020 Tokyo Olympics over the weekend. 
  
“What an accomplishment and well-deserved honor for Larissa to represent her home country in the 2020 Olympics,” 
WKU Softball head coach Amy Tudor shared. “I am so proud of her and happy for her; this has always been a goal of 
hers. She actually missed all of preseason her freshmen season at IPFW to play with the Canadian Futures team in Africa. 
She is a very driven, selfless individual and I can’t wait to see her represent Canada at the highest level.” 
  
Franklin played for WKU Softball during the 2015 campaign that saw the Hilltoppers clinch the Conference USA regular-
season and tournament titles. She was a First Team NFCA All-Region selection and earned a First Team All-Conference 
nod as well from the league. Additionally, during her season on The Hill, Franklin tied the program’s longest hitting 
streak at 15 games while posting the team’s second-best single-season batting average at .417. She notched 70 hits on 
the campaign while posting 22 multi-hit outings – the third most by a WKU player in a single season. 
  
Franklin and Team Canada locked up one of six team spots in the 2020 Olympics with Sunday’s 7-0 run-rule win over 
Brazil. Canada was the fifth qualified team for the Olympic softball competition, joining Japan (host team), USA (World 
Champion) Mexico (Americas Qualifier) and Italy (winner of the Europe/Africa Qualifier) in Tokyo 2020. The last Olympic 
spot will be the winner of the WBSC Asia/Oceania Qualifier, to be held in Shanghai, China, from 24-28 September. 
  
Canada went 7-1 in the recent Americas qualifying event as a team – including a 4-1 mark in the Super Round - 
outscoring their competition 83-2 with seven shutouts along the way. 
  
In Sunday’s Americas Qualifier finale, Franklin recorded a single and triple along with 3 RBI as the Canadians claimed the 
events second qualifying spot to the Olympics. 
  
Franklin’s first action with the national team was at the WBSC Junior Women’s World Championship in 2011 where the 
team finished fifth. She joined the senior team in 2013, competing in the World Cup of Softball and the WBSC Americas 
Qualifier where Canada won a silver medal. Since then, she has been a mainstay in the outfield for Canada, competing in 
multiple international events including the 2014, 2016 and 2018 WBSC Women’s Softball World Championships, helping 
to bring home bronze at the latter two events.  
  
Franklin was also part of the gold medal winning team at the 2015 Pan American Games in Toronto and silver medal 
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Complete NFCA award lists attached. 
  
NINE HILLTOPPERS HONORED AS NFCA ALL-AMERICA SCHOLAR-ATHLETES 
  
LOUISVILLE, Ky. – Nine WKU Softball student-athletes have been recognized by the National Fastpitch 
Coaches Association (NFCA) as 2018-19 Easton/NFCA All-America Scholar-Athletes, the organization 
announced Wednesday afternoon. Additionally, WKU was recognized as a team for its 3.507 collective 
GPA across the 2018-19 school year. 
  
"What a great accomplishment and honor for our student-athletes to be recognized for their high 
achievements in the classroom,” head coach Amy Tudor shared. “I am very proud of these young ladies 
and proud of their representation of our program.” 
  
WKU honorees include graduates Cassidy Blackford, Rebekah Engelhardt and Kelsey McGuffin along 
with Paige Carter, Morgan McElroy, Macy Murphy, Shelby Nunn, Tommi Stowers and Jordan Thomas. 
Nine student-athletes is the most All-America Scholar-Athletes WKU has ever landed in one season. 
  
As a team, the Hilltopper squad posted a 3.507 cumulative GPA for the 2018-19 school year. That mark 
ranked as the 35th-best across all Division I programs. In total, 140 teams recorded a combined GPA of 
3.00 or better to earn the 2018-19 Easton NFCA Team GPA recognition. 
  
In total, 1,769 student-athletes were recognized at the Division I level as All-America Scholar-Athletes. 
Altogether, 8,161 softball players earned Easton / NFCA Scholar-Athlete honors. To be recognized, an 
individual must own a cumulative grade-point average of 3.5 or better. 
 
2018-19 Easton/NFCA All-America Scholar-Athlete
NCAA Division I
Appalachian State University Mary Pierce Barnes
Appalachian State University Jennifer Dodd
Appalachian State University Caylie Kifer
Appalachian State University Baylee Morton
Appalachian State University Taylor Thorp
Appalachian State University Megan Walker
Appalachian State University Allison Walters
Appalachian State University Keri White
Arizona State University Abby Andersen
Arizona State University Jade Gortarez
Arizona State University Morgan Howe
Arizona State University Bella Loomis
Auburn University Abriana Fornis
Auburn University Lexie Handley
Auburn University Casey McCrackin
Auburn University Justus Perry
Auburn University Morgan Podany
Auburn University Ashley Swindle
Auburn University Elizabeth Tissier
Auburn University Kendall Veach
Ball State University Becca Clanton
Ball State University Haley Dominique
Ball State University Kendall Fields
Ball State University Faith Hensley
Ball State University Jessi Kiefor
Ball State University Tieghan Morio
Ball State University Stacy Payton
Ball State University Sarah Venker
Baylor University Josie Bower
Baylor University Kendall Cross
Baylor University Taylor Ellis
Baylor University Sidney Holman
Baylor University Maddison Kettler
Baylor University Lexi Koltz
Baylor University Madi O'Neal
Baylor University Kyla Walker
Belmont University Hayley Baker
Belmont University Molly Dietz
Belmont University Taylor Hargrove
Belmont University Brittany Kennett
Belmont University Audrey Lyle
Belmont University Georgia McKee
Belmont University Jessica Parente
Belmont University Bailey Sims
Belmont University Cameryn Strother
Belmont University Chelsea Thomas
Belmont University Alicia Veltri
Bethune-Cookman University Alexis Bermudez
Bethune-Cookman University Kaira Cabato
Bethune-Cookman University Maiya Fudge
Bethune-Cookman University Victoria Guzman
Bethune-Cookman University Sasha Killings
2018-19 Easton/NFCA All-America Scholar-Athlete
NCAA Division I
Bethune-Cookman University Quianah Mitchell
Bethune-Cookman University Carrington Robinson
Bethune-Cookman University Cheyenne Smith
Bethune-Cookman University Jacki Smith
Bethune-Cookman University Briana Zavala
Binghamton University Sarah Benn
Binghamton University Jaclyn DeLuca
Binghamton University Madison Germano
Binghamton University Sara Herskowitz
Binghamton University Hannah Lyons
Binghamton University Allison Pritchard
Binghamton University Stephanie Ragusa
Binghamton University Allison Richmond
Binghamton University Kassidy Seary
Boise State University Ashlyn Adams
Boise State University Isabelle Butler
Boise State University Becky Cervantes
Boise State University Serena Huchingson
Boise State University Karlee Johnson
Boise State University Veronica Lynch
Boise State University Jordyn Macias
Boise State University Elaina Mayer
Boise State University Jessica McKay
Boston College Cierra Cook
Boston College Kendra Friedt
Boston College Allyson Moore
Boston College Britney Richardson
Boston University Nicole Amodio
Boston University Elizabeth Annerino
Boston University Emily Gant
Boston University Kali Magane
Bradley University Brooklyn Bane
Bradley University Carly Chovanec
Bradley University Grace French
Bradley University Katie Habryle
Bradley University Emma Jackson
Bradley University Julie Kestas
Bradley University Camryn Monteer
Bradley University Samantha Smith
Bradley University Gabby Stoner
Bradley University Taise Thompson
Bradley University Keeler van Breusegen
Brown University Karina Chavarria
Brown University Sarah Fringer
Brown University Ivy Hobson
Brown University Lauren Innerst
Brown University Grace Ladd
Brown University Rebecca Mandelbaum
Brown University Katie O'Leary
Brown University Kaitlin Okimoto
Brown University Catherine Seitz
Brown University Elayna Tsiouplis
2018-19 Easton/NFCA All-America Scholar-Athlete
NCAA Division I
Brown University Sofia Venegas
Brown University Emily Waters
Brown University Meghan Wimmer
Bryant University Jocelyn Bodington
Bryant University Gianna Ceccarelli
Bryant University Gabi Ermish 
Bryant University Jess Gradillas 
Bryant University Sarah McKeveny 
Bryant University Colby Norris 
Butler University Sammy Andersen
Butler University Bri Avery
Butler University Elyse Babb
Butler University Madi Christiansen
Butler University Kaitlin Doud
Butler University Lauren Fey
Butler University Jenna Foreman
Butler University Alyssa Graves
Butler University Zoe Herdman
Butler University Maddie Moore
Butler University Ashley Post
Butler University Madison Siegworth
Butler University Cheyenne Thompson
California Baptist University Deanna Alarcon
California Baptist University Amanda Argomaniz
California Baptist University Alyssa Beck
California Baptist University Mackenzie Budinger
California Baptist University Molly Kolander
California Baptist University Sophia Perea
California Baptist University Lexi Quartaro
California Baptist University Soraya Shahbazian
California Baptist University Makenna Stram
California Baptist University Hannah Thieroff
California Polytechnic State University Steffi Best
California Polytechnic State University Sydney James
California Polytechnic State University Crimson Kaiser
California Polytechnic State University Sarah Wulff
California State University, Fresno Emily Brodner
California State University, Fresno Hailey Dolcini
California State University, Fresno Haley Fuller
California State University, Fresno Dominique Jackson
California State University, Fresno Kaitlyn Jennings
California State University, Fresno Julianna Martinez
California State University, Fresno Alexandra Preston
California State University, Fresno McKenzie Wilson
California State University, Fullerton Gretchen Hom
California State University, Fullerton Trish Parks
California State University, Northridge Autumm Cauthron
California State University, Northridge Kenedee Jamerson
California State University, Northridge Taylor Troost
California State University, Sacramento Nene Alas
California State University, Sacramento Savanna Corr
California State University, Sacramento Kailie Hargis
2018-19 Easton/NFCA All-America Scholar-Athlete
NCAA Division I
California State University, Sacramento Alyssa Nunez
California State University, Sacramento Rylee Sager
California State University, Sacramento Katelyn Snow
California State University, Sacramento Katie Vretzos
Canisius College Morgan Altman
Canisius College Ashley Barnett
Canisius College Lauren Castro
Canisius College Chelsea Czapkowski
Canisius College Gianna Degaltini
Canisius College Lindsi Dennis
Canisius College Cassie Ho
Canisius College Erin Hufford
Canisius College Emily Nicosia
Canisius College Brittany Sockwell
Canisius College Lily Wozniak
Central Michigan University Stephanie Anderson
Central Michigan University Kaitlyn Bean
Central Michigan University Allison Curtis
Central Michigan University Tala Dean
Central Michigan University Sara Hansen
Central Michigan University Samantha Howell
Central Michigan University Shaidan Knapp
Central Michigan University Cloe Mallory
Central Michigan University Samantha Mills
Central Michigan University Abigail Niehaus
Central Michigan University Kayla Noch
Central Michigan University Shannon Stein
Central Michigan University Rachel Vieira
Cleveland State University Sydney Bajusz
Cleveland State University Hanna Breeden
Cleveland State University Valeri Broschk
Cleveland State University Emily Hale
Cleveland State University Jordan Humitz
Cleveland State University Talia Minisall
Cleveland State University Riley Ries
Cleveland State University Gabrielle Shackelford
Cleveland State University Hannah Tanis
Cleveland State University Abigail Tolstyka
Cleveland State University Hallie Ward
Cleveland State University Lindsay Ward
Coastal Carolina University Alexis Alvino
Coastal Carolina University Kaitlin Beasley-Polko
Coastal Carolina University Kendall Coyle
Coastal Carolina University Chelsea D'Avilar
Coastal Carolina University Courtney Dean
Coastal Carolina University Sydney Guess
Coastal Carolina University Allison Kreyer
Coastal Carolina University Allison Marcano
Coastal Carolina University Abbey Montoya
Coastal Carolina University Kassidy Smith
Coastal Carolina University Taylor Sweigart
Coastal Carolina University Adrienne Visintine
2018-19 Easton/NFCA All-America Scholar-Athlete
NCAA Division I
College of the Holy Cross Jaclyn Brewster
College of the Holy Cross Jessie Nagel
College of the Holy Cross Kelly Nelson
College of the Holy Cross Taylor Wahler
Colorado State University Jordan Acosta
Colorado State University Lauren Buchanan
Colorado State University Haley Donaldson
Colorado State University Jessica Jarecki
Colorado State University Danni Klein
Colorado State University Kailyn McVay
Columbia University Lauren Apollaro
Columbia University Monique Benjamin
Columbia University Madeline Meier
Columbia University Alexa Pinarski
Columbia University Genevieve Soltesz
Columbia University Amber Swinarski
Columbia University Krystin Wong
Cornell University Katie Hale
Cornell University Allison Kerce
Cornell University Emily McKinney
Cornell University Erin Rockstroh
Cornell University Brianna Straley
Creighton University Sam Alm
Creighton University Valentina Bertrand
Creighton University Logan Black
Creighton University Kristin Fry
Creighton University Kaitlynn Hunt
Creighton University Kate Mullally
Creighton University Laura Roecker
DePaul University Erin Andris
DePaul University Jessica Cothern
DePaul University Madison Fisher
DePaul University Morgan Greenwood
DePaul University Maranda Gutierrez
DePaul University Natalie Halvorson
DePaul University Skylor Hilger
DePaul University Gabby O'Riley
DePaul University Alysia Rodriguez
DePaul University Angela Scalzitti
DePaul University Brianna Viles 
Drake University Laura Anderson
Drake University Kennedy Frank
Drake University Macy Johnson
Drake University Sarah Maddox
Drake University Nicole Newman
Drake University Taryn Pena
Drake University Mandi Roemmich
Drake University Libby Ryan
Drake University Melissa Schlotzhauer
Drake University Nicole Timmons
Duke University Brianna Butler
Duke University Caroline Jacobsen
2018-19 Easton/NFCA All-America Scholar-Athlete
NCAA Division I
Duke University Jameson Kavel
Duke University Reilly Metzger
Duke University Raine Wilson
Duke University Haley Wymbs
Eastern Illinois University Ashley Bartlett
Eastern Illinois University Megan Burton
Eastern Illinois University Taylor Jones
Eastern Illinois University Morgan LaMore
Eastern Illinois University Shelby Martell
Eastern Illinois University Haley Mitchell
Eastern Illinois University Jade Montgomery
Eastern Illinois University Mady Poulter
Eastern Illinois University Valerie Thompson
Eastern Illinois University Tayler Wullenweber
Eastern Kentucky University Hannah Clark
Eastern Kentucky University Peyton Hutchens
Eastern Kentucky University Melissa Jacobsen
Eastern Kentucky University Murphy McRoberts
Eastern Kentucky University Zoe Mihalicz
Eastern Kentucky University Mollie Paulick
Eastern Kentucky University Tori Peterson
Fairfield University Courtney Hankins
Fairfield University Kaitlin Hoffman
Fairfield University Karisa Hughen
Fairfield University Alisha Marshall
Fairfield University Cynthia Meringer
Fairfield University Samantha Merino
Fairfield University Madison Roberts
Fairfield University Amanda Ulzheimer
Fairfield University Drew Westford
Florida Atlantic University Maya Amm
Florida Atlantic University Tyler Colby
Florida Atlantic University Jolie Duffner
Florida Atlantic University Kara Lokeinsky
Florida Atlantic University Kelsey Morrison
Florida Atlantic University Mia Olson
Florida Atlantic University Madisyn Palmer
Florida Atlantic University Samantha Williams
Florida State University Tessa Daniels
Florida State University Meghan King
Florida State University Dani Morgan
Florida State University Morgan Noah
Florida State University Maegan Tomlinson
Fordham University Madie Aughinbaugh
Fordham University Kelly Bright
Fordham University Julia Martine
Fordham University Brianna Pinto
Fordham University Anne Marie Prentiss
Fordham University Chelsea Skrepenak
Fordham University Genevieve Speer
Fordham University Jordy Storm
Fordham University Maria Trivelpiece
2018-19 Easton/NFCA All-America Scholar-Athlete
NCAA Division I
Gardner-Webb University Weslyn Almond
Gardner-Webb University Reah Barger
Gardner-Webb University Meredith Ferguson
Gardner-Webb University Abbey Goodrum
Gardner-Webb University Madison Lewis
Gardner-Webb University Brooke Perry
Gardner-Webb University Lily Pressley
Gardner-Webb University Callie Thornton
Gardner-Webb University Annamarie Warley
George Mason University Madison Aker
George Mason University Rebekah Ansbro
George Mason University EJ Bankson
George Mason University Saige Cisler
George Mason University Taylor Dadig
George Mason University Anna DiMari
George Mason University Adrianna Erickson
George Mason University Haellie Gordon
George Mason University Marina Vitalich
George Mason University Victoria Webster
George Mason University Sydnee Wells
George Washington University Jessica Linquist
George Washington University Elena Shelepak
George Washington University Faith Weber
Georgetown University Kelly Amen
Georgetown University Sarah Bennett
Georgetown University Angelique Besnard
Georgetown University Macy Cartwright
Georgetown University Delaney Darden
Georgetown University Savannah Jones
Georgetown University Susanna Brooks Pacha
Georgetown University Olivia Russ
Georgetown University Katherine Vannicola
Georgia Institute of Technology Katie Krzus
Georgia Institute of Technology Isabella Many
Georgia Southern University Macy Coleman
Georgia Southern University Ellington Day
Georgia Southern University Ashlynn Gunter
Georgia Southern University Sydney Horton
Georgia Southern University Faith Shirley
Georgia Southern University Rylee Waldrep
Georgia Southern University Shelby Wilson
Georgia State University Gabby Benson
Georgia State University Olivia Davis
Georgia State University Remington Hasty
Georgia State University Kristin Hawkins
Georgia State University Kalynn Hicks
Georgia State University Arden Jobe
Georgia State University Reagan Morgan
Georgia State University Mallory Parson
Georgia State University Caitlin Ray
Georgia State University Emily Soles
Georgia State University Paige Taylor
2018-19 Easton/NFCA All-America Scholar-Athlete
NCAA Division I
Grand Canyon University Kate Acton
Grand Canyon University Brianna Aguilar-Beaucage
Grand Canyon University Christine Bellavia
Grand Canyon University Liliana Bishop
Grand Canyon University Alexa Coons
Grand Canyon University Kaylee Dietrich
Grand Canyon University Madelyn Dowdle
Grand Canyon University Rachel Hammons
Grand Canyon University Kelsey Hawkins
Grand Canyon University Taylor Kaye
Grand Canyon University Jordon Keeton
Grand Canyon University Yesenia Morrison
Grand Canyon University Gianna Nicoletti
Grand Canyon University Taylor Olsen
Grand Canyon University Loriann Olson
Grand Canyon University Jordan Pierson
Grand Canyon University Shea Smith
Grand Canyon University Sierra Smith
Grand Canyon University Taylor Tetone
Grand Canyon University Savannah Tourville
Harvard University Katie Duncan
Harvard University Isabelle Haugh
Harvard University Alissa Hiener
Harvard University Brianna Jewett
Harvard University Kaitlin Lampson
Harvard University Meagan Lantz
Harvard University Erin Lockhart
Harvard University Morgan Melito
Harvard University Rhianna Rich
Harvard University Kaitlyn Schiffhauer
Harvard University Elizabeth Shively
Harvard University Megan Welsh
Hofstra University Madison Burns
Hofstra University Kasey Collins
Hofstra University Alexa Corben
Hofstra University Meghan Giordano
Hofstra University Kristin Hallam
Hofstra University Angelina Ioppolo
Hofstra University Jessie Joy
Hofstra University Devyn Losco
Hofstra University Madison McKevitt
Hofstra University Imani Myint
Hofstra University Lydia Witkowski
Houston Baptist University Caitlyn Brockway
Houston Baptist University Alyssa De Los Santos
Houston Baptist University Emma Guindon
Houston Baptist University Megan Hiers
Houston Baptist University Sierra Humphrey
Houston Baptist University Demi Janak
Houston Baptist University Heidi Jaquez
Houston Baptist University Amber Lotz
Houston Baptist University Jessica Patak
2018-19 Easton/NFCA All-America Scholar-Athlete
NCAA Division I
Howard University Kalita Dennis
Howard University Trinity Gibbs
Howard University Sienna Herrera
Howard University Camille Navarro
Howard University Ayana Sallee
Howard University Shayna Swanson
Howard University Kamryn Tillman
Illinois State University Kadi Borries
Illinois State University Michele Calabrese
Illinois State University Andrea Coursey
Illinois State University Ali Domkuski
Illinois State University Shannon Felde
Illinois State University Mack Leonard
Illinois State University Kori Mesecher
Illinois State University Emme Olson
Illinois State University Kenzie Pence
Illinois State University Allison Spence
Illinois State University Riley Strandgard
Illinois State University Taylor Vanderpool
Indiana University, Bloomington Taylor Askland
Indiana University, Bloomington Annika Baez
Indiana University, Bloomington Paige Chitwood
Indiana University, Bloomington Karly Combs
Indiana University, Bloomington Makayla Ferarri
Indiana University, Bloomington Sarah Galovich
Indiana University, Bloomington Sydney Hester
Indiana University, Bloomington Gabriella Jenkins
Indiana University, Bloomington Carolyn Kuhn
Indiana University, Bloomington Bella Norton
Indiana University, Bloomington Grayson Radcliffe
Indiana University, Bloomington Tara Trainer
Indiana University, Bloomington Camryn Woodall
Iona College Courtney Blasko
Iona College Taylor Brown
Iona College Brianna Buck
Iona College Kimberly Chiapparelli
Iona College Hannah Collins
Iona College Rebecca Gabert
Iona College Marisa Gergel
Iona College Kayla Hujber
Iona College Madison Mayle
Iona College Natalia Meray
Iona College Marnie Skinner
Iona College Hailey Thompson
Iona College Kara Zazzaro
Iowa State University Hannah Carter
Iowa State University Tatum Ksiazek
Iowa State University Logan Schaben
Iowa State University Sami Williams
Kennesaw State University Faith Alexander
Kennesaw State University Taylor Cates
Kennesaw State University Kira Czyrklis
2018-19 Easton/NFCA All-America Scholar-Athlete
NCAA Division I
Kennesaw State University Brea Dickey
Kennesaw State University Joirea Dumas
Kennesaw State University Olivia Gocke
Kennesaw State University Jessie Mullen
Kennesaw State University Maddie Roth
Kennesaw State University Lexi Solorzano
Kennesaw State University Andrea Summey
Kennesaw State University Kylie Vannavong
Kennesaw State University Raleigh Williams
Kent State University Sydney Anderson
Kent State University Hunter Brancifort
Kent State University Brenna Brownfield
Kent State University Bailey Brownfield 
Kent State University Jennifer Cader
Kent State University Maria Cegledy
Kent State University Chloe Cruz
Kent State University Kristyn Eckl
Kent State University Kaitlyn Miller
Kent State University Grace Saupe
Kent State University Olivia Sborlini
Kent State University Katherine Synnestvedt
Kent State University Alexis Taube
Kent State University Megan Turner
Kent State University Vanessa Vodan
Kent State University Breanna Westover
Kent State University Brooklyn Whitt
Lafayette College Brooke Wensel
Lafayette College Madeline Wensel
Lamar University Elizabeth Castillo
Lamar University Taylor Davis
Lamar University Bethany Edwards
Lamar University Mackenzie Futrell
Lamar University Shannon Klaus
Lamar University Erin Kyle
Lamar University Jade Lewis
Lamar University Kelly Meeuwsen
Lamar University Taylor Murphy
Lamar University Madeline Myers
Lamar University Mackenzie Savage
Lehigh University Carley Barjaktarovich
Lehigh University Parker Boyd
Lehigh University Hannah Edwards
Lehigh University Melissa Fedorka
Lehigh University Karsen O'Rourke
Lehigh University Emily Preble
Lehigh University Ashley Rabago
Lehigh University Jennifer Stoll
Lehigh University Lexi van Ooyen
Liberty University Jaclyn Amader
Liberty University Addison Baele
Liberty University Emily Kirby
Liberty University Kaitlin McFarland
2018-19 Easton/NFCA All-America Scholar-Athlete
NCAA Division I
Liberty University Rylee Reynolds
Liberty University Sarah Robertson
Liberty University Madison Via
Lipscomb University Abby Davis
Lipscomb University Jordan Fortel
Lipscomb University Graysen Gladden
Lipscomb University Jessica Goodwin
Lipscomb University Megan Gray
Lipscomb University Kamrie Rich
Lipscomb University Chloe Rogers
Lipscomb University Caitlin Turner
Lipscomb University Amy Vetula
Lipscomb University Peyton Ward
LIU Brooklyn Ryleigh Bermea
LIU Brooklyn Kristen Blanchard
LIU Brooklyn Emily Collins
LIU Brooklyn Kelsey Day
LIU Brooklyn Amanda Domingo
LIU Brooklyn Zoe Estoppey
LIU Brooklyn Patricia Griffin
LIU Brooklyn Katie Hinkle
LIU Brooklyn Haley Irvis
LIU Brooklyn Angie Reno
LIU Brooklyn Tallie Woodson
Louisiana State University Sydney Bourg
Louisiana State University Georgia Clark
Louisiana State University Amanda Doyle
Louisiana State University Rebecca Schulte
Louisiana State University Amber Serrett
Louisiana State University Elyse Thornhill
Louisiana State University Shelby Wickersham
Louisiana Tech University Kimmie Atienza
Louisiana Tech University Berkley Calapp
Louisiana Tech University Sydney Casteel
Louisiana Tech University Jenny Chapman
Louisiana Tech University Jazlyn Crowder
Louisiana Tech University Lindsay Edwards
Louisiana Tech University Hannah Koenig
Louisiana Tech University Marilyn Rizzato
Louisiana Tech University Addison Roark
Louisiana Tech University Meghan Robicheaux
Louisiana Tech University Bayli Simon
Louisiana Tech University Mary Terral
Louisiana Tech University Morgan Turkoly
Manhattan College Victoria Alonso
Manhattan College Morgan Cole
Manhattan College Adriana Gambino
Manhattan College Christine Gebhardt
Manhattan College Megan Gillooley
Manhattan College Esther Gonsalez
Manhattan College Emma Kindblom
Manhattan College Stephanie Kristo
2018-19 Easton/NFCA All-America Scholar-Athlete
NCAA Division I
Manhattan College Kayla McDermott
Manhattan College Annie Moore
Manhattan College Lauren Pitney
Manhattan College Katherine Prevo
Manhattan College Jessie Rising
Manhattan College Nicole Williams
Marist College Caroline Baratta
Marist College Megan Beiermeister
Marist College Kaley Coltrain
Marist College Brooke Gastin
Marist College Morgan Gianelle
Marist College Hailee Jantorno
Marist College Kallen Leeseberg
Marist College Alison Milam
Marist College Claire Oberdorf
Marist College Casey Page
Marist College Calista Phippen
Marist College Alyssa Yarem
Marshall University Katie Adams
Marshall University Ali Burdette
Marshall University Brooke Burns
Marshall University Abigail Estrada
Marshall University Chloe Lee
Marshall University Samantha Loose
Marshall University Rachel Pennington
Marshall University Rachel Rousseau
Marshall University Abigail Tolbert
Marshall University Kailee Williamson
Miami University (Ohio) Kara Leckinger
Miami University (Ohio) Mackenzie Moore
Miami University (Ohio) Brianna Pratt
Miami University (Ohio) Taylor Rathe
Miami University (Ohio) Jennifer Vasquez
Miami University (Ohio) Johniann Wahl
Miami University (Ohio) Lily Wilmot
Michigan State University Joanna Bartz
Michigan State University Kaitlyn Eveland
Michigan State University Abigail Joseph
Michigan State University Caitlin Ladd
Michigan State University Katie Quinlan
Michigan State University Kelly Zackrison
Middle Tennessee State University Kailey Ahlstrom
Middle Tennessee State University Summer Burgess
Middle Tennessee State University Kirstyn Cuccia
Middle Tennessee State University Lexi Cushing
Middle Tennessee State University Jocelynn De La Cruz
Middle Tennessee State University Corrina Dodd
Middle Tennessee State University Riley Fleming
Middle Tennessee State University Sydney Heath
Middle Tennessee State University Gracie Kirby
Middle Tennessee State University Brooke McClure
Middle Tennessee State University Kellie McGee
2018-19 Easton/NFCA All-America Scholar-Athlete
NCAA Division I
Middle Tennessee State University Cameron McKenry
Mississippi State University Grace Fagan
Mississippi State University Emily Heimberger
Mississippi State University Taylor Kelly
Mississippi State University Chloe Malau'ulu
Mississippi Valley State University Brianna Alston
Mississippi Valley State University Jade Arroyo
Mississippi Valley State University Taylor Baez
Mississippi Valley State University Jaylon Davis
Mississippi Valley State University Andrea Elmore
Mississippi Valley State University Kennedy Lester
Mississippi Valley State University Daisy Page
Mississippi Valley State University Cailyn Peterson
Mississippi Valley State University Demi Slater
Mississippi Valley State University Deshonte Smith
Mississippi Valley State University Ayana Taylor
Mississippi Valley State University Laeni Terrones
Mississippi Valley State University Jewel Ugna
Missouri State University Erin Griesbauer
Missouri State University Hannah Heinrichs
Missouri State University Darby Joerling
Missouri State University Abi LaValley
Missouri State University Kyana Mason
Missouri State University Payton Minnis
Missouri State University Carolyn Stock
Monmouth University Danielle Dominik
Monmouth University Alyssa Irons
Morgan State University Damishah Charles
Morgan State University Sarah Clark
Morgan State University Rachel Daughterty
Morgan State University Kyley Fijalkowski
Morgan State University Gabrielle Gorosave
Morgan State University Maya McIntyre
Morgan State University Damali Young
Morgan State University Stormy Zyzyk
Morehead State University Lindsay Anderson
Morehead State University Aubrey Bennett
Morehead State University Bella Caracciolo
Morehead State University Kalle Coleman
Morehead State University Allison Davis
Morehead State University Sarah Hallock
Morehead State University Kylie Holton
Morehead State University Chelsea McManaway
Morehead State University Cheyenne Meyer
Morehead State University Megan Murphy
Morehead State University Peyton Rose
Morehead State University Peyton Slater
Morehead State University Alexis Strother
Mount St. Mary's University Morgan Alisauckas 
Mount St. Mary's University Alexis Donovan 
Mount St. Mary's University Lindsay Heinze 
Mount St. Mary's University Shelbee Holcomb 
2018-19 Easton/NFCA All-America Scholar-Athlete
NCAA Division I
Mount St. Mary's University Emilee Kirk 
Mount St. Mary's University Kirsten Mumma 
Mount St. Mary's University Avery Neuhart 
Mount St. Mary's University Jessica Nines 
Mount St. Mary's University Katie Olson 
Mount St. Mary's University Kaylee Stoner 
Mount St. Mary's University Erin Sweeney 
Mount St. Mary's University Kate Wade 
Mount St. Mary's University Jordan Weaver 
Murray State University Ellison Barrett
Murray State University Kristen Bialek
Murray State University Logan Braundmeier
Murray State University Hannah James
Murray State University Lexi Jones
Murray State University Leah Kesel
Murray State University Abby Shoulders
Murray State University Carly St. George
Murray State University Jensen Streigel
Murray State University Olivia Suski
Murray State University Amber Van Duyse
Murray State University Grace Vaughn
Murray State University Danielle Walls
New Mexico State University Kayla Bowen
New Mexico State University Keala Brown
New Mexico State University Victoria Castro
New Mexico State University Mya Felder
New Mexico State University Kayla Green
New Mexico State University Kelsey Horton
New Mexico State University Melika Ofoia
New Mexico State University Kennedi Sorensen
New Mexico State University Caity Szczesny
Nicholls State University Allie Amerson
Nicholls State University Brianna Clifton
Nicholls State University Samantha Dares
Nicholls State University Amanda Gianelloni
Nicholls State University Melise Gossen
Nicholls State University Skylar Hamilton
Nicholls State University Kennedy Hebert
Nicholls State University Emma Holland
Nicholls State University Alexis LaBure
Nicholls State University Megan Landry
Nicholls State University Corynn Major
Nicholls State University Kelsey Miller
Nicholls State University Gretchen Morgan
North Dakota State University Vanessa Anderson
North Dakota State University Cara Beatty
North Dakota State University Montana DeCamp
North Dakota State University Maddie Hansen
North Dakota State University Sam Koehn
North Dakota State University KK Leddy
North Dakota State University Nicole Licea
North Dakota State University Kara O'Bryne
2018-19 Easton/NFCA All-America Scholar-Athlete
NCAA Division I
North Dakota State University Morgan Olson
North Dakota State University Lauren Reimers
North Dakota State University Paige Vargas
North Dakota State University Avery Wysong
Northern Illinois University Anne Allen
Northern Illinois University Kara Apato
Northern Illinois University Bianca Barone
Northern Illinois University Tess Corley
Northern Illinois University Hannah Goerke
Northern Illinois University Carley Goetschius
Northern Illinois University Abigail Howlett
Northern Illinois University Katie Keller
Northern Illinois University Katherine Lamich
Northern Illinois University Mackenzie Mahy
Northern Illinois University Kira Mickelson
Northern Illinois University Amberly Rodriguez
Northern Illinois University Samantha Schmidt
Northern Illinois University Jennifer Van Geertry
Northern Kentucky University Kambra Crist
Northern Kentucky University Taylor Hoover
Northern Kentucky University Faith Howard
Northern Kentucky University Ava Lawson
Northern Kentucky University Alexis McDaniel
Northern Kentucky University Zahrya McFarland
Northern Kentucky University Kara Meter
Northern Kentucky University Ashlee Orr
Northern Kentucky University Toree Stalter
Northwestern University Nicole Cuchran
Northwestern University Rachel Lewis
Northwestern University Morgan Nelson
Northwestern University Lily Novak
Ohio State University, The Kallie Boren
Ohio State University, The Nicole Carver
Ohio State University, The Summer Constable
Ohio State University, The Katya Duvall
Ohio State University, The Andrea Farrah
Ohio State University, The Skylar Hayward
Ohio State University, The Claire Nicholson
Ohio State University, The Lillian Piper
Ohio State University, The Ashley Prange
Ohio State University, The Morgan Ray
Ohio State University, The Spencer Sansom
Ohio State University, The Taylor Stevens
Oklahoma State University Chelsea Alexander
Oklahoma State University Lauren Heintzelman
Oklahoma State University Taylor Lynch
Oklahoma State University Kelly Maxwell
Oklahoma State University Michaela Richbourg
Oklahoma State University Sydney Springfield
Oklahoma State University Mackenzie Thomas
Oklahoma State University Taylor Tuck
Oregon State University Payton Goodrich
2018-19 Easton/NFCA All-America Scholar-Athlete
NCAA Division I
Oregon State University Bailey McLaughlin
Oregon State University Missy Nunes
Oregon State University Kayleen Shafer
Pennsylvania State University Chelsea Bisi
Pennsylvania State University Tori Dubois
Pennsylvania State University Delaney Elling
Pennsylvania State University Emily Hudgins
Pennsylvania State University Claire Swedberg
Pennsylvania State University Destiny Weber
Portland State University Ariana Abalos
Portland State University Marissa Bruno
Portland State University Alyssa Burk
Portland State University Riley Casper
Portland State University Emma Detamore
Portland State University Tayler Gunesch
Portland State University Haley Schimmel
Princeton University Alexandra Col√≥n
Princeton University Caroline Taber
Princeton University Riley Wilkinson
Providence College Mackenzie Compton
Providence College Annie Flego
Providence College Meg McCune
Providence College Julia Murphy
Providence College Crista San Antonio
Providence College Taylor Steven
Providence College Hadley Tate
Purdue University Rachel Becker
Purdue University Alexa Binckes
Purdue University Kendall Chase
Purdue University Kaeley Hallada
Purdue University Molly Meenan
Purdue University Rylee Platusic
Purdue University Kasey Wilhoit
Purdue University Fort Wayne Alise Hale
Purdue University Fort Wayne Maria Palmegiani
Purdue University Fort Wayne Lauren Watson
Radford University Talia Douglas
Radford University Sydney Fisher
Radford University Kayla Huffman
Radford University Hannah Morris
Radford University Hunter Mundy
Radford University Maggie Rowe
Radford University Sofia Tapia
Rider University Madison Chain
Rider University Elyse Cuttic
Rider University Amanda Jordan
Rider University Lani Moreno
Rider University Emily Oltman
Rider University Brianna Parisio
Rider University Kiera Swank
Robert Morris University Taylor Bartlow
Robert Morris University Erika Bell
2018-19 Easton/NFCA All-America Scholar-Athlete
NCAA Division I
Robert Morris University Briana Bunner
Robert Morris University Kaitlyn Clark
Robert Morris University Lacee Collins
Robert Morris University Laura Coulter
Robert Morris University Kaitlin Ellzy
Robert Morris University Katie Gasvoda
Robert Morris University Ashley Kent
Robert Morris University Kristyna Mala
Robert Morris University Abrielle McCartney
Robert Morris University Taryn Miller
Robert Morris University Brittney Seibert
Robert Morris University Madison Shiderly
Robert Morris University Dana Vatakis
Rutgers, State Univ of New Jersey, New Brunswick Erin Collins
Rutgers, State Univ of New Jersey, New Brunswick Anyssa Iliopoulos
Rutgers, State Univ of New Jersey, New Brunswick Cambria Keefer
Rutgers, State Univ of New Jersey, New Brunswick Alexandra Yoffee
Sacred Heart University Jennie Boisvert
Sacred Heart University Cierra Casale
Sacred Heart University Katelyn Christian
Sacred Heart University Hailey Desrosiers
Sacred Heart University Hanna Errico
Sacred Heart University Marie Funes
Sacred Heart University Kylee Harvey
Sacred Heart University Addison Landry
Sacred Heart University Stephanie Mangiameli
Sacred Heart University Kristen McCann
Sacred Heart University Emily Orosco
Sacred Heart University Amy Petrovich
Sacred Heart University Brianna Santos
Sacred Heart University Lindsey Spitz
Saint Francis University (Pa.) Mikayla Bower
Saint Francis University (Pa.) Brittney Crawford
Saint Francis University (Pa.) Jordan Frank
Saint Francis University (Pa.) Halle Marion
Saint Francis University (Pa.) Cheyenne McKee
Saint Francis University (Pa.) Hayley Norton
Saint Francis University (Pa.) Mekenzie Saban
Saint Francis University (Pa.) Kassidy Troxell
Saint Louis University Kaylyn Breitbach
Saint Louis University Kaylea Chappelle
Saint Louis University Alyssa Chavez
Saint Louis University Maria Connell
Saint Louis University Kylie Hess
Saint Louis University Gabbie Kowalik
Saint Louis University Kat Lane
Saint Louis University Mackenzie Lawson
Saint Louis University Megan LoBianco
Saint Louis University Lauren Lomax
Saint Louis University Kallen Loveless
Saint Louis University Kristi Stevenson
Saint Louis University Sadie Wise
2018-19 Easton/NFCA All-America Scholar-Athlete
NCAA Division I
Sam Houston State University Karlee Canada
Sam Houston State University Alexandra Diaz
Sam Houston State University Regan Dunn
Sam Houston State University Darby Fitzpatrick
Sam Houston State University Taylar Fuselier
Sam Houston State University Ashley Goetz
Sam Houston State University Kyndal Kutac
Sam Houston State University Megan McDonald
Sam Houston State University Lindsey Mcleod
Sam Houston State University Karina Sanchez
Sam Houston State University Tiffany Thompson
Sam Houston State University Bailey White
San Diego State University Paige Barth
San Diego State University Katie Byrd
San Diego State University Marissa Moreno
Santa Clara University Kelsie Barnard
Santa Clara University Jordan Dawkins
Santa Clara University Emily Eudy
Santa Clara University Aubree Kim
Santa Clara University Katherine Sanchez
Santa Clara University Eleni Spirakis
Seton Hall University Hailey Arteaga
Seton Hall University Gabrielle Ciancio
Seton Hall University Nicole Gravagna
Seton Hall University Kelsey Gumm
Seton Hall University Katherine Matthys
Seton Hall University Destini Peck
Seton Hall University Ragen Reddick
Seton Hall University Emily Supercynski
Siena College Isabelle DeChiaro
Siena College Loryn DeFalco
Siena College Jessika Jaime
Siena College Patricia Kalesse
Siena College Maddie McMahon
Siena College Kelly Rasulo
Siena College Lauren Sabihon
South Dakota State University Julia Andersen
South Dakota State University Caelyn Christiancy
South Dakota State University Lyndsey Crist
South Dakota State University Allison Herdliska
South Dakota State University Baily Janssen
South Dakota State University Jadelyn Johnson
South Dakota State University Kelsey Lenox
South Dakota State University Mallory McQuistan
South Dakota State University Erin Mullen
South Dakota State University Olivia Pfeifer
South Dakota State University Kerigan Torres
South Dakota State University Allison Yoder
Southeast Missouri State University Kaylee Anderson
Southeast Missouri State University Rachel Anderson
Southeast Missouri State University Mykaela Arellanes
Southeast Missouri State University Addison Barnouski
2018-19 Easton/NFCA All-America Scholar-Athlete
NCAA Division I
Southeast Missouri State University Rachael Donald
Southeast Missouri State University Ashley Emert
Southeast Missouri State University Alexis Estes
Southeast Missouri State University Claudia Gallo
Southeast Missouri State University Anna Griffin
Southeast Missouri State University Madison Harris
Southeast Missouri State University Mackenzie Long
Southeast Missouri State University Danina Marton
Southeast Missouri State University Chelsy Pena
Southeast Missouri State University Brooke Rheinecker
Southeast Missouri State University Rachel Rook
Southeast Missouri State University Haley Thogmartin
Southeast Missouri State University Leaha Wininger
Southeastern Louisiana University Amberlyn Alfano
Southeastern Louisiana University Cameron Beal
Southeastern Louisiana University Hannah Blackford
Southeastern Louisiana University Mima Doucet
Southeastern Louisiana University Ali McCoy
Southeastern Louisiana University Alley McDonald
Southeastern Louisiana University Rebecca Skains
Southeastern Louisiana University Madison Watson
Southeastern Louisiana University Tanner Wright
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale Susie Baranski
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale Maris Boelens
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale Megan Brown
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale Kyleigh Decker
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale Shelby Hodo
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale Jenny Jansen
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale Nicole Johnson
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale Brianna Jones
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale Katelyn Massa
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale Claire Miller
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale Bailee Pulley
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale Jordan Spicer
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale Maddy Vermejan
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale Meredith Wernig
Southern Illinois University Edwardsville Micah Arps
Southern Illinois University Edwardsville Sydney Bina
Southern Illinois University Edwardsville Bailley Concatto
Southern Illinois University Edwardsville Conner Cutright
Southern Illinois University Edwardsville Alyssa Heren
Southern Illinois University Edwardsville Kloe Hilbrenner
Southern Illinois University Edwardsville Kalei Kaneshiro
Southern Illinois University Edwardsville Jade Kranawetter
Southern Illinois University Edwardsville Abby Marlow
Southern Illinois University Edwardsville Jill Niehaus
Southern Illinois University Edwardsville Zoe Schafer
Southern Illinois University Edwardsville Janie Smith
Southern Illinois University Edwardsville Amber Storer
Southern Illinois University Edwardsville Bianca Vozenilek
Southern Illinois University Edwardsville Amara Wylie
St. John's University (New York) Gretchen Bowie
2018-19 Easton/NFCA All-America Scholar-Athlete
NCAA Division I
St. John's University (New York) Jessica Bryant
St. John's University (New York) Peyton Cody
St. John's University (New York) Laura Delgado
St. John's University (New York) Anna Freveletti
St. John's University (New York) Kayla Kmett
St. John's University (New York) Kaitlyn Lologo
St. John's University (New York) Kaitlin Mattera
St. John's University (New York) Christina Melendez
St. John's University (New York) Madison Morris
St. John's University (New York) Marissa Rizzi
St. John's University (New York) Angela Saric
St. John's University (New York) Kalei Sorensen
St. John's University (New York) Kamryn Tiumalu
St. Mary's College of California Nichole Alexander
St. Mary's College of California Savannah Berkowitz
St. Mary's College of California Hannah Chew
St. Mary's College of California Dylan Linton
St. Mary's College of California Kenedi Lopes
St. Mary's College of California Bailey Lotz
St. Mary's College of California Halle Sullivan
Stanford University Nikki Bauer
Stanford University Whitney Burks
Stanford University Kate Cressey
Stanford University Maddy Dwyer
Stanford University Alyssa Horeczko
Stanford University Hannah Howell
Stanford University Kristina Inouye
Stanford University Emily Klingaman
Stanford University Carolyn Lee
Stanford University Hannah Matteson
Stanford University Kiana Pancino
Stanford University Emily Schultz
Stanford University Emily Young
Stephen F. Austin State University Marisa Arriaga
Stephen F. Austin State University Lauren Becker
Stephen F. Austin State University Courtney Brown
Stephen F. Austin State University Madison Clements
Stephen F. Austin State University Tommi Goodman
Stephen F. Austin State University Jordan Llinas
Stephen F. Austin State University Bailey Richards
Stetson University Canaan Burnett
Stetson University Blake Crews
Stetson University Molly Mclaughlin
Stetson University Linda Ross
Stetson University Riley Russell
Stetson University Talli Sharp
Stetson University Curstin Taylor
Stony Brook University Katelyn Corr
Stony Brook University Taylor Juenke
Stony Brook University Melissa Rahrich
Stony Brook University Irene Rivera
Texas A&M University, College Station Blake-Ann Fritsch
2018-19 Easton/NFCA All-America Scholar-Athlete
NCAA Division I
Texas A&M University, College Station Gabby Moreno
Texas A&M University, College Station Riley Sartain
Texas State University ArieAnn Bell
Texas State University Molly Damiani
Texas State University Meagan King
Texas State University Kaylee Lind
Texas State University Hailey MacKay
Texas State University Kylie Matula
Texas State University Christiana McDowell
Texas State University Tara Oltmann
Texas State University Natalia Reeves
Texas State University Caitlyn Rogers
Texas Tech University Peyton Blythe
Texas Tech University Erin Edmoundson
Texas Tech University Karli Hamilton
Texas Tech University Shelby Henderson
Texas Tech University Miranda Padilla
Texas Tech University Yvonne Whaley
Towson University Cali Christopher
Towson University Lauren Civetti
Towson University Ashley Cruise
Towson University Julia Jackson
Towson University Nicole` Kidwiler
Towson University Breanna McDowell
Towson University Jaclyn Mounie
Towson University Chloe Poulich
Towson University Julia Smith-Harrington
University of Akron Sydney Jascoe
University of Akron Samantha Malik
University of Akron Mackenzie Mitchiner
University of Akron Lexie Petrof
University of Akron Kooper Vertz
University of Alabama at Birmingham Claire Blount
University of Alabama at Birmingham Sarah Cespedes
University of Alabama at Birmingham Sadie Frazier
University of Alabama at Birmingham Sierra Frazier
University of Alabama at Birmingham Reece Martin
University of Alabama at Birmingham Jenna Olszewski
University of Alabama at Birmingham Analyse Petree
University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa Elissa Brown
University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa Taylor Clark
University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa Reagan Dykes
University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa Montana Fouts
University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa Krystal Goodman
University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa Caroline Hardy
University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa Bailey Hemphill
University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa Merris Schroder
University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa Kaylee Tow
University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa Skylar Wallace
University of Arizona Jessie Harper
University of Arizona Riley Kuderca
University of Arizona Izzy Pacho
2018-19 Easton/NFCA All-America Scholar-Athlete
NCAA Division I
University of Arizona Rylee Pierce
University of Arizona Marissa Schuld
University of Arizona Gina Snyder
University of Arizona Tamara Statman
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville Sydney Benz
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville Braxton Burnside
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville Keely Edwards
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville Lauren Graves
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville Taylor Greene
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville Carley Haizlip
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville Maggie Hicks
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville Sydney Parr
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville Sam Torres
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville Katie Warrick
University of California, Davis Meghan Bradbury
University of California, Davis Marisa Given
University of California, Davis Marissa Jauregui
University of California, Davis Kiana Lee
University of California, Los Angeles Taylor Pack
University of California, Los Angeles Jacqui Prober
University of California, Los Angeles Maddie Skibitzki
University of California, Los Angeles Colleen Sullivan
University of California, Los Angeles Stevie Wisz
University of California, Riverside Jacy Boles
University of California, Riverside Samantha Demyon
University of California, Riverside Rebecca Faulkner
University of California, Riverside Melanie Olmos
University of Central Arkansas Kamryn Coleman
University of Central Arkansas Callie Eary
University of Central Arkansas Morgan Felts
University of Central Arkansas Rachel Haberman
University of Central Arkansas Jordan Johnson
University of Central Arkansas Cheyenne Kuhn
University of Central Arkansas Oakley Sisemore
University of Central Arkansas Reagan Sperling
University of Central Arkansas Tylar Vernon
University of Central Florida Brooke Barlow
University of Central Florida Cassady Brewer
University of Central Florida Erin Emanuel
University of Central Florida Jazmine Esparza
University of Central Florida Tamesha Glover
University of Central Florida Kaitlyn Jensen
University of Central Florida Aubrey Johnson
University of Central Florida Kendyl Lange
University of Central Florida Tera Testa
University of Central Florida Alicia Tomberlin
University of Central Florida Breanna Vasquez
University of Central Florida Alea White
University of Connecticut Kelli Bates
University of Connecticut Carissa Brizzi
University of Connecticut Devon Casazza
University of Connecticut Carli Cutler
2018-19 Easton/NFCA All-America Scholar-Athlete
NCAA Division I
University of Connecticut Ashlee Dahman
University of Connecticut Reese Guevarra
University of Connecticut Katie Koshes
University of Connecticut Kaily McDaniel
University of Connecticut Marybeth Olson
University of Connecticut Olivia Sappington
University of Connecticut Jillian Stockley
University of Connecticut Hollis Wivell
University of Dayton Julianna Curry
University of Dayton Kyle Davidson
University of Dayton Kelly Fitzgerald
University of Dayton Jessica Gilliam
University of Dayton Hannah Heraty
University of Dayton Catherine Jensen
University of Dayton Lillian Knesel
University of Dayton Madison Maloof
University of Dayton Morgan Mateja
University of Dayton Katherine Schwartz
University of Dayton Lisa Tassi
University of Dayton Ellie Ziegler
University of Delaware Sarah Bessel
University of Delaware Chayanna Gallardo
University of Delaware Hanna Garber
University of Delaware Miranda O'Donald
University of Delaware Julia Solderitch
University of Detroit Mercy Taylor Gauthier
University of Detroit Mercy Courtney Gilbert
University of Detroit Mercy Regan Glenn
University of Detroit Mercy Kori Keyes
University of Detroit Mercy Alyssa Lang
University of Detroit Mercy Jordan Manno
University of Detroit Mercy Ashley Mauser
University of Detroit Mercy Leena Mortensen
University of Detroit Mercy Elizabeth Murphy
University of Detroit Mercy Sydney Pollock
University of Detroit Mercy Camille Sinclair
University of Detroit Mercy McKenna Tanguay
University of Detroit Mercy Kara Vitale
University of Detroit Mercy Elizabeth Yager
University of Evansville Bailee Bostic 
University of Evansville Olivia Cheatham 
University of Evansville Allison Daggett
University of Evansville Halie Fain
University of Evansville Morgan Florey
University of Evansville Eryn Gould 
University of Evansville McKenzie Johnson
University of Evansville Kristin Koepke
University of Evansville Alexandra Latoria
University of Evansville Emily Lockhart
University of Evansville Mackenzie McFeron 
University of Evansville Jaime Nurrenbern
University of Evansville Lindsay Renneisen
2018-19 Easton/NFCA All-America Scholar-Athlete
NCAA Division I
University of Florida Kelly Barnhill
University of Florida Amanda Beane
University of Florida Katie Chronister
University of Florida Kendyl Lindaman
University of Florida Amanda Lorenz
University of Florida Danielle Romanello
University of Florida Hannah Sipos
University of Georgia Mary Wilson Avant
University of Georgia Kylie Bass
University of Georgia Amanda Kelley
University of Hartford Nicolette Barranger
University of Hartford Ally Beck
University of Hartford Haley Cassidy
University of Hartford Emma Curry
University of Hartford Kiana Harris 
University of Hartford Madison Hilimire
University of Hartford Julianna Kocenski
University of Hartford Amberrae Mianti 
University of Hartford Melissa Pereira 
University of Hartford Danielle Rocheleau
University of Hawai'i at Manoa Isabella Dino
University of Hawai'i at Manoa Brittany Hitchcock
University of Hawai'i at Manoa Emily Klee
University of Hawai'i at Manoa Jenna Kumabe
University of Hawai'i at Manoa Nicole Lopez
University of Hawai'i at Manoa Ashley Murphy
University of Hawai'i at Manoa Brittnee Rossi
University of Hawai'i at Manoa Alyssa Sojka
University of Hawai'i at Manoa Madison Veldman
University of Houston Sarah Barker
University of Houston Kati Ray Brown
University of Houston Bethany Busch
University of Houston Savannah Heebner
University of Houston Rachel Hertenberger
University of Houston Rachel Hill
University of Houston Aspen Howie
University of Houston Kelli Montgomery
University of Houston Abby Odneal
University of Houston Sarah Queen
University of Houston Brooke Vannoy
University of Illinois at Chicago Claire Crane
University of Illinois at Chicago Karissa Frazier
University of Illinois at Chicago Alyssa Griman
University of Illinois at Chicago Marley Hanlon
University of Illinois at Chicago Maddie Spinks
University of Illinois at Chicago Emily Wetzel
University of Illinois at Chicago Jasmine Willis
University of Illinois, Champaign Stephanie Abello
University of Illinois, Champaign Madeline Adams
University of Illinois, Champaign Danielle Brochu
University of Illinois, Champaign Danielle Dennis
University of Illinois, Champaign Zaria Dunlap
2018-19 Easton/NFCA All-America Scholar-Athlete
NCAA Division I
University of Illinois, Champaign Taylor Edwards
University of Illinois, Champaign Annie Fleming
University of Illinois, Champaign Akilah Mouzon
University of Illinois, Champaign Abigail Sagert
University of Illinois, Champaign Kiana Sherlund
University of Illinois, Champaign Carly Thomas
University of Illinois, Champaign Katie Wingerter
University of Kentucky Renee Abernathy
University of Kentucky Grace Baalman
University of Kentucky Jaci Babbs
University of Kentucky Abbey Cheek
University of Kentucky Kennedy Cowden
University of Kentucky Autumn Humes
University of Kentucky Alex Martens
University of Kentucky Mallory Peyton
University of Kentucky Katie Reed
University of Kentucky Jenny Schaper
University of Kentucky Tatum Spangler
University of Kentucky Bailey Vick
University of Kentucky Olivia Ward
University of Louisiana at Lafayette Caylon Brabham
University of Louisiana at Lafayette Bailey Curry
University of Louisiana at Lafayette Rylee Keith
University of Louisiana at Lafayette Jolie Readeaux
University of Louisiana at Monroe Adrianna Chavarria
University of Louisiana at Monroe Kori Jewell
University of Louisiana at Monroe Korie Kreps
University of Louisiana at Monroe Rylee Lara
University of Louisiana at Monroe Sydney McKay
University of Louisiana at Monroe Jayden Mount
University of Louisiana at Monroe Charlie Names
University of Louisiana at Monroe Victoria Pederson
University of Louisiana at Monroe Karly Taranto
University of Louisiana at Monroe Bailey Thibodeaux
University of Louisiana at Monroe Jessie Watts
University of Louisiana at Monroe Murphy Williams
University of Louisville Rebecca Chung
University of Louisville Celene Funke
University of Louisville Megan Hensley
University of Louisville Sidney Melton
University of Louisville Paige Schindler
University of Maine, Orono Madison Decker
University of Maine, Orono Alyssa Derrick
University of Maine, Orono Kelby Drews
University of Maine, Orono Lo German
University of Maine, Orono Mk Livinston
University of Maine, Orono Hailey Perry
University of Maine, Orono Emily reid
University of Maine, Orono Gabbie Siciliano
University of Maryland, Eastern Shore Allison Gingrich
University of Maryland, Eastern Shore Rachel Gingrich
University of Maryland, Eastern Shore Nasya Goodman
2018-19 Easton/NFCA All-America Scholar-Athlete
NCAA Division I
University of Maryland, Eastern Shore Stephanie Huff
University of Maryland, Eastern Shore Zoe Jackson
University of Maryland, Eastern Shore Jordan Kelly
University of Maryland, Eastern Shore Kamryn Lanier
University of Maryland, Eastern Shore Kiana Peterson
University of Maryland, Eastern Shore Jordan Robinson
University of Maryland, Eastern Shore Heidi Smith
University of Massachusetts, Amherst Quinn Breidenbach
University of Massachusetts, Amherst Kaycee Carbone
University of Massachusetts, Amherst Riley Gregoire
University of Massachusetts, Amherst Amy Smith
University of Massachusetts, Amherst Kaitlyn Stavinoha
University of Massachusetts, Amherst Caroline Videtto
University of Memphis Ryleigh Aungst
University of Memphis Hannah Bassham
University of Memphis Sara Ann Davidson
University of Memphis Alyssa Dean
University of Memphis Kelsey Frizzell
University of Memphis Regan Hadley
University of Memphis Kailey Hilderbrand
University of Memphis Samantha Ibison
University of Memphis Jessica Lamb
University of Memphis Kendall Lee
University of Memphis Anna Grace Magee
University of Memphis Gracie Morton
University of Memphis Ashton Stowe
University of Memphis Ashley Threatt
University of Michigan Haley Hoogenraad
University of Michigan Natalie Peters
University of Minnesota, Twin Cities Hannah Bauley
University of Minnesota, Twin Cities Carlie Brandt
University of Minnesota, Twin Cities Taylor Chell
University of Minnesota, Twin Cities Natalie DenHartog
University of Minnesota, Twin Cities Amber Fiser
University of Minnesota, Twin Cities Maddie Houlihan
University of Minnesota, Twin Cities Ellee Jensen
University of Minnesota, Twin Cities Rachel Lowary
University of Minnesota, Twin Cities MaKenna Partain
University of Minnesota, Twin Cities Sydney Smith
University of Minnesota, Twin Cities Josey White
University of Mississippi Mikayla Allee
University of Mississippi Kylan Becker
University of Mississippi Anna Borgen
University of Mississippi Katelin Cooper
University of Mississippi Autumn Gillespie
University of Mississippi Kacey Hvitved
University of Mississippi Molly Jacobsen
University of Mississippi Ally Mena
University of Mississippi Amanda Roth
University of Mississippi Ava Tillmann
University of Mississippi Izzy Werdann
University of Missouri, Columbia Kara Decker
2018-19 Easton/NFCA All-America Scholar-Athlete
NCAA Division I
University of Missouri, Columbia Cassie Gasper
University of Missouri, Columbia Katherine Kadlec
University of Missouri, Columbia Kimberly Wert
University of Nebraska Omaha Hailey Bartz
University of Nebraska Omaha Lexi Burchfield
University of Nebraska Omaha Alexis Burkhardt
University of Nebraska Omaha Emma Dargy
University of Nebraska Omaha Savannah Fisher
University of Nebraska Omaha Sierra Leonetti
University of Nebraska Omaha Natalie Mostek
University of Nebraska Omaha Sydney Schelkopf
University of Nebraska Omaha Courtney Young
University of Nebraska, Lincoln Bree Boruff
University of Nebraska, Lincoln Bri Cassidy
University of Nebraska, Lincoln Olivia Ferrell
University of Nebraska, Lincoln Carson Fischer
University of Nebraska, Lincoln Ally Riley
University of Nebraska, Lincoln Karlee Seevers
University of Nebraska, Lincoln Madison Unzicker
University of Nebraska, Lincoln Rylie Unzicker
University of Nebraska, Lincoln Lindsey Walljasper
University of Nebraska, Lincoln Sarah Yocom
University of Nevada Rylie Brooks
University of Nevada Kendall Fritz
University of Nevada Mackenzi Goins
University of Nevada Erika Hansen
University of Nevada Julia Jensen
University of Nevada Danielle Lew
University of Nevada Dallas Millwood
University of Nevada Jennifer Purcell
University of Nevada Syrina Vasquez
University of Nevada, Las Vegas Jenny Bressler
University of Nevada, Las Vegas Cristiona Caccamise
University of Nevada, Las Vegas Kiley Harrison
University of Nevada, Las Vegas Abigail Howard
University of Nevada, Las Vegas Lauren Tycksen
University of Nevada, Las Vegas Julia Vollmer
University of New Mexico Kasey Halleen
University of New Mexico Daryn Haslam
University of New Mexico Andrea Howard
University of New Mexico Cameryn O'Grady
University of New Mexico Emma Steltzer
University of New Mexico Sydney Townes
University of North Carolina Greensboro Kylie Bouplon
University of North Carolina Greensboro Stephanie Bryden
University of North Carolina Greensboro Breanna Butcher
University of North Carolina Greensboro Delaney Cumbie
University of North Carolina Greensboro Jordan Gontram
University of North Carolina Greensboro Kamryn Graves
University of North Carolina Greensboro Rachel Johnson
University of North Carolina Greensboro Samantha Lagrama
University of North Carolina Greensboro Makenna Matthijs
2018-19 Easton/NFCA All-America Scholar-Athlete
NCAA Division I
University of North Carolina Greensboro Jasmine Palmer
University of North Carolina Greensboro Katie Stettler
University of North Carolina Greensboro Hannah Stiltner
University of North Carolina Greensboro Kayleigh Willis
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill Destiny DeBerry
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill Leah Murray
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill Katie Grace Olinger
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill Sierra Parkinson
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill Brittany Pickett
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill Kiani Ramsey
University of North Carolina, Wilmington Hannah Adamczyk
University of North Carolina, Wilmington Booth Braswell
University of North Carolina, Wilmington Lacey Fox
University of North Carolina, Wilmington Anna Hessenthaler
University of North Carolina, Wilmington Gabriella Hessenthaler
University of North Carolina, Wilmington Casey Jones
University of North Carolina, Wilmington Laurel Koontz
University of North Carolina, Wilmington Emily Langkamp
University of North Carolina, Wilmington Haley Lenderman
University of North Carolina, Wilmington Hailey Sales
University of North Carolina, Wilmington Carson Shaner
University of North Carolina, Wilmington Taylor Smith
University of North Carolina, Wilmington Kelly Toomey
University of North Carolina, Wilmington Dominique Travers
University of North Carolina, Wilmington Meghan Whitecavage
University of North Carolina, Wilmington Rachel Willis
University of North Dakota Lyndsay Hathaway
University of North Dakota Marina Marzolino
University of North Dakota Alexis Mayhood
University of North Dakota Victoria Minor
University of North Dakota Danielle Romero
University of North Dakota Ashlynn Uvila
University of North Dakota Alicia Young
University of North Florida Morgan Blourne
University of North Florida Ashley Goebel
University of North Florida Veronika Klimplova
University of North Florida Sydney Matzko
University of North Florida Kayla McGory
University of North Florida Navia Penrod
University of North Florida Paige Pfent
University of North Florida Mary Rodriguez
University of North Florida Megan Woodson
University of Northern Colorado Madelynne Blood-Smyth
University of Northern Colorado Emma Brockmann
University of Northern Colorado Kaitlin Simonsgaard
University of Northern Colorado Margaret Thurston
University of Northern Colorado Valerie Vidal
University of Northern Colorado Madison Young
University of Northern Iowa Olivia Brooks
University of Northern Iowa Sammey Bunch
University of Northern Iowa Lydia Butters
University of Northern Iowa Abby Downs
2018-19 Easton/NFCA All-America Scholar-Athlete
NCAA Division I
University of Northern Iowa Tianna Drahn
University of Northern Iowa Claire Dudek
University of Northern Iowa Hannah Kelley
University of Northern Iowa Hannah Loving
University of Northern Iowa Erica Oler
University of Northern Iowa Adara Opiola
University of Notre Dame Emma Clark
University of Notre Dame Sarah Genz
University of Notre Dame Shelby Grimm
University of Notre Dame Katie Marino
University of Notre Dame Morgan Ryan
University of Oklahoma Caleigh Clifton
University of Oklahoma Lynnsie Elam
University of Oklahoma Audrie LaValley
University of Oklahoma Kylie Lundberg
University of Oklahoma Grace Lyons
University of Oklahoma Raegan Rogers
University of Oklahoma Brooke Vestal
University of Oregon Cherish Burks
University of Oregon April Utecht
University of Pennsylvania Berit Batterton
University of Pennsylvania Jennifer Brann
University of Pennsylvania Alexis Corini
University of Pennsylvania Julia Duarte
University of Pennsylvania Jessica England
University of Pennsylvania Laurel McKelvey
University of Pennsylvania Corrie Phillips
University of Pennsylvania Claire Sebastianelli
University of Pittsburgh Abby Edwards
University of Pittsburgh Olivia Gray
University of Pittsburgh Katlyn Pavlick
University of Pittsburgh Taylor Rahach
University of Pittsburgh Nava Susi
University of South Alabama Jordyn Calderon
University of South Alabama Jamie Finnical
University of South Alabama Dayla Gulledge
University of South Alabama Abby Krzywiecki
University of South Alabama Savanna Mayo
University of South Alabama Mary Catherine Nichols
University of South Alabama Victoria Ortiz
University of South Carolina Upstate Christina Biggerstaff
University of South Carolina Upstate Brittany Case
University of South Carolina Upstate Elisa Cecchetti
University of South Carolina Upstate Bree Comer
University of South Carolina Upstate Tori Glines
University of South Carolina Upstate Savannah Grigsby
University of South Carolina Upstate Makenna Helton
University of South Carolina Upstate Erin Hill
University of South Carolina Upstate Riley Miller
University of South Carolina Upstate Alyssa Oakes
University of South Carolina Upstate Sarah Price
University of South Carolina Upstate Riley Sheehy
2018-19 Easton/NFCA All-America Scholar-Athlete
NCAA Division I
University of South Carolina Upstate Marisa Soterakis
University of South Carolina Upstate Ashlyn Wallace
University of South Carolina, Columbia Mackenzie Boesel
University of South Carolina, Columbia Kennedy Clark
University of South Carolina, Columbia Morgan Davis 
University of South Carolina, Columbia Cayla Drotar 
University of South Carolina, Columbia Alexis Lindsey 
University of South Carolina, Columbia Kenzi Maguire 
University of South Carolina, Columbia Kelsey Oh
University of South Carolina, Columbia Madison Owens 
University of South Carolina, Columbia Dixie Raley 
University of South Carolina, Columbia Anna Vest 
University of South Dakota Lily Aasland
University of South Dakota Ashtyn Blakeman
University of South Dakota Camille Fowler
University of South Dakota Grace Garcia
University of South Dakota Jamie Holscher
University of South Dakota Jessica Rogers
University of South Dakota Allison Snook
University of South Dakota Courtney Wilson
University of South Dakota Lauren Wobken
University of South Dakota Gill Woodward
University of South Florida Nicole Bechtel
University of South Florida Ana Marie Bruni
University of South Florida Macy Cook
University of South Florida Georgina Corrick
University of South Florida Lindsey Devitt
University of South Florida Nicole Doyle
University of South Florida Cheyenne Eggens
University of South Florida Megan Hargraves
University of South Florida Jasmine Haynes
University of South Florida Brittany Hook
University of South Florida Bethaney Keen
University of South Florida Brooke Leistl
University of South Florida Jaycie Michael
University of South Florida Meghan Sheehan
University of South Florida Alivia Sinnott
University of South Florida Kyndall Wiliiams
University of Southern Mississippi Heather Hill
University of Southern Mississippi Chase Nelson
University of Southern Mississippi Karley Nichols
University of Southern Mississippi Samantha Papp
University of Southern Mississippi Makenna Pierce
University of Southern Mississippi Lacey Sumerlin
University of Southern Mississippi Elizabeth Taylor
University of Southern Mississippi Sarah Van Schaik
University of Tennessee at Martin Aalia Bivens
University of Tennessee at Martin Paige Clark
University of Tennessee at Martin Madeline Dycus
University of Tennessee at Martin Allie Fulcher
University of Tennessee at Martin Kenna Garst
University of Tennessee at Martin Caitlyn Karo
2018-19 Easton/NFCA All-America Scholar-Athlete
NCAA Division I
University of Tennessee at Martin Georgia Land
University of Tennessee at Martin Shelby Woodard
University of Tennessee, Knoxville Caylan Arnold
University of Tennessee, Knoxville Tianna Batts
University of Tennessee, Knoxville Haley Bearden
University of Tennessee, Knoxville Cailin Hannon
University of Tennessee, Knoxville Savannah Huffstetler
University of Tennessee, Knoxville Aubrey Leach
University of Tennessee, Knoxville Abby Lockman
University of Tennessee, Knoxville Matty Moss
University of Tennessee, Knoxville Kaitlin Parsons
University of Tennessee, Knoxville Chelsea Seggern
University of Tennessee, Knoxville Ally Shipman
University of Texas at Arlington Shelbi Court
University of Texas at Arlington Laura Curry
University of Texas at Arlington Melanie Mendoza
University of Texas at Arlington Kayci Moore
University of Texas at Arlington Joanna Valencia
University of Texas at Arlington Whitney Walton
University of Texas at Austin Brooke Bolinger
University of Texas at Austin Jaden Hoelker
University of Texas at Austin Janna Roberts
University of Texas at El Paso Pamala Baber
University of Texas at El Paso Pate Cathey
University of Texas at El Paso Kacey Duffield
University of Texas at El Paso Mariah Ellis
University of Texas at El Paso Sky Estrada
University of Texas at El Paso Linda Garcia
University of Texas at El Paso Allie Johnson
University of Texas at El Paso Bryana Munoz
University of Texas at El Paso Nadya Orozco
University of Texas at El Paso Jordyn Quevedo
University of Toledo Kaitlyn Bergman
University of Toledo Megan Choate
University of Toledo Kaitlyn Cozy
University of Toledo Samantha Golden
University of Toledo Maggie McGurk
University of Toledo Raelyn Nyren
University of Toledo Morgan Paaverud
University of Toledo Aubrey Reed
University of Toledo Brianna Robeson
University of Toledo Heather Webb
University of Toledo Taylor Weekly
University of Toledo Rebekah Yenrick
University of Tulsa Sarah Briers
University of Tulsa Samantha Pochop
University of Tulsa Kassidy Scott
University of Tulsa Aubree Seaney
University of Tulsa Jesse Smith
University of Tulsa Rylie Spell
University of Tulsa Tori Stafford
University of Utah Alyssa Barrera
2018-19 Easton/NFCA All-America Scholar-Athlete
NCAA Division I
University of Utah Ellessa Bonstrom
University of Utah Haley Denning
University of Utah Ally Dickman
University of Utah Katie Faulk
University of Utah Clare Feldman
University of Utah Jordyn Gasper
University of Virginia Kate Covington
University of Virginia Allyson Frei
University of Virginia Molly Keshin
University of Virginia Rachel Keshin
University of Virginia Erika Osherow
University of Virginia Lacy Smith
University of Virginia Madi Wilson
University of Virginia Bailey Winscott
University of Virginia Clare Zureich
University of Washington Kaija Gibson
University of Washington Noelle Hee
University of Washington Amirah Milloy
University of Washington Rachel Ogasawara
University of Washington Gabbie Plain
University of Washington Sami Reynolds
University of Washington Francesca Torraca
University of Washington Brittany Werre
University of Wisconsin, Green Bay Emily Madeiros
University of Wisconsin, Green Bay Rebecca Radtke
University of Wisconsin, Green Bay Bailey Schultz
University of Wisconsin, Green Bay Jenna Smarzinski 
University of Wisconsin, Green Bay Samantha Soley 
University of Wisconsin, Green Bay Greta Thompson 
University of Wisconsin, Madison Haley Hestekin
University of Wisconsin, Madison Kayla Konwent
University of Wisconsin, Madison Sydney Lawson
University of Wisconsin, Madison Stephanie Lombardo
University of Wisconsin, Madison Angela Morrow
University of Wisconsin, Madison Heather Rudnicki
University of Wisconsin, Madison Kelly Welsh
Utah State University Kennedy Hira
Utah State University Mia Maher
Utah State University Leah Molina
Utah State University Hannah Sisul
Utah State University Kapri Toone
Utah Valley University Kaylee Bott
Utah Valley University Kyla Hardy
Utah Valley University Kaycie Jensen
Utah Valley University Brianna Moeller
Utah Valley University Basia Query
Utah Valley University Siena Sandoval
Utah Valley University Madison Sisco
Utah Valley University Abbie Tuttle
Utah Valley University Alex Valencia
Utah Valley University Jessie Wilson
Valparaiso University Brittany Anderson
2018-19 Easton/NFCA All-America Scholar-Athlete
NCAA Division I
Valparaiso University Addi Burke
Valparaiso University Jenna Edwards
Valparaiso University Maddie Henry
Valparaiso University Taylor Knight
Valparaiso University Jaymee Lawton
Valparaiso University Morgan Matalin
Villanova University Angela Giampolo
Villanova University Lauren Hanna
Villanova University Sarah Hudson
Villanova University Caroline Jones
Villanova University Sara Kennedy
Villanova University Olivia LaQua
Villanova University Kendall Ohman
Villanova University Paige Rauch
Villanova University Megan Ruiz
Villanova University Gabriella Wenn
Virginia Tech Carrie Eberle
Weber State University Alisandra Belloc
Weber State University Sadie Blacker
Weber State University Landi Hawker
Weber State University Payton Hergert
Weber State University Lauren Hoe
Weber State University Addie Jensen
Weber State University Emily Lyman
Weber State University McKell McCuistion
Weber State University Courtney Pestka
Weber State University Tatiana Sue'sue
Weber State University Ashlyn Visser
Weber State University Sydney White
Weber State University Katelyn Whiting
Western Carolina University Madison Armstrong
Western Carolina University Kayla Brewer
Western Carolina University Hunter Gibbons
Western Carolina University Erica Hayes
Western Carolina University Alexis Lankford
Western Carolina University Ashlyn Long
Western Carolina University Cheyenne Mathews
Western Carolina University Lindsay Perillo
Western Carolina University Chloe Plesset
Western Carolina University Shaina Reed
Western Carolina University Gracen Watts
Western Illinois University Payton Abbott
Western Illinois University Madison Boone
Western Illinois University Sidney Bottino
Western Illinois University Abby Carlin
Western Illinois University Hailey Duwa
Western Illinois University Alyssa Ealy
Western Illinois University Sydney Hollings
Western Illinois University Kyra Kroll
Western Illinois University Jasmine Lara
Western Illinois University Ashley Minyard
Western Illinois University Danielle Olson
2018-19 Easton/NFCA All-America Scholar-Athlete
NCAA Division I
Western Kentucky University Cassidy Blackford
Western Kentucky University Paige Carter
Western Kentucky University Rebekah Engelhardt
Western Kentucky University Morgan McElroy
Western Kentucky University Kelsey McGuffin
Western Kentucky University Macy Murphy
Western Kentucky University Shelby Nunn
Western Kentucky University Tommi Stowers
Western Kentucky University Jordan Thomas
Western Michigan University Erin Barg
Western Michigan University Samantha coffel
Western Michigan University Jenna Faultersack
Western Michigan University Reily Galloway
Western Michigan University Kaylen Glenfield
Western Michigan University Margaret Kehoe
Western Michigan University Jordan Kurth
Western Michigan University Emily Nuyen
Western Michigan University Cari Padula
Western Michigan University Madeleine Peters
Western Michigan University Skyler Sobeski
Western Michigan University Sydney Stefanick
Western Michigan University Brooke Wyman
Wichita State University Ryleigh Buck
Wichita State University Madison Perrigan
Winthrop University Kamryn Culp
Winthrop University Jillian Derrick
Winthrop University Brooke Ellison
Winthrop University Ansley Gilreath
Winthrop University Kiley Majette
Winthrop University Keleigh Romine
Winthrop University Bella Roy
Winthrop University Sabrina Shroades
Winthrop University Tori Walker
Winthrop University Blake Wallert
Winthrop University Ashley Westbrooks
Winthrop University Makenzye Whitman
Yale University Mary Baumann
Yale University Nicole Conway
Yale University Sydney Grobman
Yale University Carlin Hagmaier
Yale University Terra Jerpbak
Yale University Shelby Kennedy
Yale University Lindsay Kuss
Yale University Miranda Papes
Yale University Annie Tarte
Yale University Phylicia Wilkov
Youngstown State University Sarah Bader
Youngstown State University Elizabeth Birkbeck
Youngstown State University Danielle Dadig
Youngstown State University Alexandra DeLeon
Youngstown State University Adrianna Jarvis
Youngstown State University Sophia Patonis
2018-19 Easton/NFCA All-America Scholar-Athlete
NCAA Division I
Youngstown State University Alexis Zeppitelli
2018-19 Easton/NFCA Team GPA
NCAA Division I
1 Grand Canyon University 3.760
2 Southern Illinois University at Carbondale 3.723
3 University of Houston 3.719
4 Southeast Missouri State University 3.678
5 Robert Morris University 3.659
6 Saint Louis University 3.653
7 Southern Illinois University Edwardsville 3.651
8 Manhattan College 3.630
9 Murray State University 3.612
10 Mount St. Mary's University 3.605
11 DePaul University 3.590
North Dakota State University 3.590
13 Weber State University 3.585
14 University of Minnesota, Twin Cities 3.580
15 Illinois State University 3.576
16 Kent State University 3.571
17 Louisiana Tech University 3.562
18 University of Hartford 3.560
University of Maryland, Eastern Shore 3.560
University of South Florida 3.560
21 University of North Carolina Greensboro 3.550
University of Tennessee, Knoxville 3.550
LIU Brooklyn 3.550
24 University of South Carolina Upstate 3.549
25 Western Illinois University 3.548
26 St. John's University (New York) 3.540
University of North Carolina, Wilmington 3.540
28 Western Carolina University 3.538
29 Sam Houston State University 3.530
Iona College 3.530
31 University of Toledo 3.527
32 Stanford University 3.525
33 Winthrop University 3.520
34 Central Michigan University 3.510
35 Western Kentucky University 3.507
36 Brown University 3.505
37 University of Central Florida 3.503
38 Lipscomb University 3.499
39 Butler University 3.491
40 University of Evansville 3.490
Georgia State University 3.490
42 Coastal Carolina University 3.485
Harvard University 3.485
2018-19 Easton/NFCA Team GPA
NCAA Division I
44 Western Michigan University 3.480
Indiana University, Bloomington 3.480
46 Marist College 3.477
47 University of Dayton 3.470
Drake University 3.470
Yale University 3.470
Mississippi Valley State University 3.470
51 Eastern Illinois University 3.460
52 University of Louisiana at Monroe 3.450
53 South Dakota State University 3.447
54 Saint Francis University (Pa.) 3.445
55 University of Kentucky 3.443
56 Fordham University 3.438
57 University of South Carolina, Columbia 3.436
58 University of Memphis 3.430
Cleveland State University 3.430
60 Georgetown University 3.421
61 Wichita State University 3.420
Lafayette College 3.420
63 Cornell University 3.413
Ohio State University 3.413
65 Seton Hall University 3.412
66 University of North Florida 3.411
67 Gardner-Webb University 3.410
University of Mississippi 3.410
69 Northern Illinois University 3.405
70 Ball State University 3.402
71 University of Nebraska, Lincoln 3.400
72 Canisius College 3.399
73 Binghamton University 3.390
George Mason University 3.390
University of Pennsylvania 3.390
University of Northern Iowa 3.390
Fairfield University 3.390
University of Utah 3.390
79 Boise State University 3.389
80 Villanova University 3.388
81 Middle Tennessee State University 3.387
82 University of Arizona 3.381
83 University of South Dakota 3.380
Rider University 3.380
Utah Valley University 3.380
86 University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa 3.378
2018-19 Easton/NFCA Team GPA
NCAA Division I
87 Bradley University 3.370
Hofstra University 3.370
89 Marshall University 3.360
90 University of North Dakota 3.357
91 Missouri State University 3.350
University of Nevada, Las Vegas 3.350
93 Nicholls State University 3.340
94 University of Wisconsin, Madison 3.338
95 Georgia Southern University 3.330
University of Central Arkansas 3.330
97 Stetson University 3.320
98 University of Texas at El Paso 3.304
99 University of Nebraska Omaha 3.303
100 University of Illinois at Chicago 3.297
101 Stephen F. Austin State University 3.290
Stony Brook University 3.290
Boston University 3.290
104 Northern Kentucky University 3.280
Southeastern Louisiana University 3.280
106 University of Texas at Arlington 3.270
Santa Clara University 3.270
108 Oklahoma State University 3.269
109 University of Alabama at Birmingham 3.266
110 Texas State University 3.260
Mississippi State University 3.260
112 George Washington University 3.249
Lehigh University 3.249
114 University of Arkansas, Fayetteville 3.247
115 Houston Baptist University 3.243
116 University of Wisconsin, Green Bay 3.242
117 Providence College 3.240
118 California Baptist University 3.230
119 Baylor University 3.210
120 Colorado State University 3.207
121 Rutgers, State Univ of New Jersey, New Brunswick 3.195
122 University of Oklahoma 3.193
123 Creighton University 3.180
University of Nevada 3.180
125 Eastern Kentucky University 3.168
126 University of Louisville 3.157
127 University of Delaware 3.156
128 University of Missouri, Columbia 3.140
129 New Mexico State University 3.122
2018-19 Easton/NFCA Team GPA
NCAA Division I
130 University of South Alabama 3.121
131 Georgia Institute of Technology 3.120
132 University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 3.097
133 Michigan State University 3.067
134 University of Texas at Austin 3.060
135 University of Oregon 3.059
136 Northwestern University 3.056
137 Liberty University 3.050
138 University of Georgia 3.030
139 University of California, Los Angeles 3.010
140 California State University, Fresno 3.000
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Thursday, November 14, 2019 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
  
FOOTE & HOUCHENS INK NLI TO JOIN WKU SOFTBALL 
  
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Softball head coach Amy Tudor has announced the addition of a pair of 
prep standouts in Kennedy Foote and Kelsie Houchens following Wednesday’s Signing Day. Foote and 
Houchens will bring a wealth of accolades and experience to The Hill next fall. 
  
“We are excited to add these talented athletes to our team,” head coach Amy Tudor said of the newest 
additions to the WKU Softball family. “This class was position focused.” 
  
KENNEDY FOOTE – ALABASTER, ALA. – THOMPSON H.S. | INFIELDER | R/R 
  
Kennedy Foote is set to join WKU Softball after she concludes her prep career at Thompson High School 
this coming spring. The Alabaster, Ala., native has already collected All-Area, All-County, All-Region and 
All-State recognition each of her first three seasons at Thompson H.S. A right-handed infielder, Foote 
has also earned her squad’s Team Hustle and Team Batting MVP awards. Off the field, she is a member 
of both the National Honor Society and National Beta Club. 
  
Tudor on Foote: “Kennedy can do a lot of things well. She is versatile defensively and will add power 
from the right side offensively. She runs well and has a high game IQ. We are excited to add her to our 
lineup." 
  
KELSIE HOUCHENS – LOUISVILLE, KY. – MALE H.S. | PITCHER | R/R 
  
Kelsie Houchens hails from just north in Louisville, Ky., where she attends Male High School. Earlier this 
summer, Houchens led her squad to a perfect 39-0 season that resulted in both KHSAA and national 
championships – the first of either sort for the program. She was selected as a Third Team All-American 
in addition to collecting First Team NFCA All-Region, Region 7 All-Tournament Team and State All-
Tournament Team honors. She finished her junior campaign with a 25-0 record and a 0.57 ERA 
combined with 173 strikeouts. 
  
Tudor on Houchens: “Kelsie will be the lone pitcher in this class. She is a righty who can spin the ball and 
locate all of her pitches well. She led her team to a state championship title as well as a high school 
national title. She will be a great addition to our pitching staff.” 
 
